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OUR NEW YEAR.

INCE the introduction of electricity for commercial use,

there has been no period when the active support of

the technical journal was of such vital importance as it is to

day. Throughout the land, wherever a newspaper is read,

every possible report is being circulated, every accident

exaggerated, and every incident distorted to the discredit of

electricity, whether used for lighting or power. Instead of

extending a welcome to this wonderful natural agency,

which in spite of its enemies, will eventually triumph over

all obstacles, the aid of the authorities is invoked to harass

The attacks on the

gas and horse railway interests are overlooked for the time

its promoters in every possible manner.

being.

One year ago ELECTRIC PoweR was established to ad

vocate the interests of the electro-motor. Its founders

believed as they believe to-day, that this motor is destined

to effect a revolution in the industrial field. They have

labored faithfully to point out month by month, the progress

made in the introduction of electric power. They realize

that they have not accomplished all that might have been

done under more favorable circumstances. They fully ap

preciate, however, the many kind and encouraging words

The

growth of a journal in reputation and influence is necessarily

extended to them by strangers as well as friends.

slow. Its first year is but an intimation of what the future

should bring to its readers. During that period its project

ors must survey the field, and determine whether their

forecast of the situation was correct. This we have done,
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and we have realized and fully appreciated that lack of con

centrated energy which is so essential to complete success in

journalism, as well as other fields. In order fully to meet

this demand, we have effected changes in the organization

of our staff, which we have every reason to believe, will

prove of enduring benefit to ELECTRIC PoweR, its readers,

and its advertisers. Mr. Henry W. Pope being now iden

tified with one of the leading electrical companies, it has

been deemed proper that he withdraw from the active busi

ness management of the paper. He is succeeded by Mr.

Frank L. Blanchard whose previous experience in a similar

capacity, will be extremely valuable. In providing for the

proper supervision of the various details so essential to the

editorial duties, the management have secured the active

services ofMr. D. E. Hervey as associate editor. Mr. Hervey

has not only the advantage of many years' journalistic train

ing but has devoted much attention to the study of electrical

applications, and is especially interested in the field to

which ELECTRIC PoweR is devoted. The editorial policy

of the paper will continue on the lines already laid down.

The field is one of active and continued competition, and

while friendly toward all, the best construction of lines and

apparatus will be insisted upon. This is the only safe road

to future success. A journal of this character is a co-opera

tive effort. Through the active support of its friends, it is

enabled to return to them much valuable and special inform

ation which, without its existence, would never have been

accessible.

It is impossible for us to present an adequate conception

of the good work which has been performed by ELECTRIC

PoweR, in concentrating the attention . of street railway

managers, mine owners, engineers and manufacturers upon

the merits of the electro-motor. The efforts of the editors

in this direction have been peculiarly successful, and there

are in existence to-day many important installations whose

owners have been led to investigate the merits of electric

power transmission, through the columns of this journal. A

great deal of quiet missionary work has thus been accom

plished, to which we have not heretofore called attention.

As the question is no doubt sometimes asked “What are

we here for?” it seems proper that we should state what

we have done, and what we propose to do in order to justify

the existence of ELECTRIC POWER.

II' have done more in the past for the advancement of the

interests we claim to represent than has any electrica/jour

nal in the field. This record will be surpassed in 1890.
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UNDERWRlTERS' RULES.

AT a recent meeting of Insurance representatives in New

ark, N. J., it was stated that no system of electrical

inspection prevailed in New Jersey, and that consequently

no attempt appeared to be made by anybody to see that

wires were properly run into buildings. One speaker

asserted that many employees intrusted r.'i‘.h such work

were utterly incompetent, and cited as an instance the fact

that one man sent to place the wires in a fine building was

unable to drive a nail properly. It may be conceived that

first class work of this character might be done without

driving any nails; yet that is an accomplishment which is

supposed to be as universal as the use of a jack-knife. It

is no doubt true, however, that in the city of Newark, as

elsewhere, plenty of men are employed at this work who

are utterly incompetent. It is not, however, the duty of

the underwriters to specify their qualifications. They have

already brought trouble enough into the electrical com

munity by their approval of what is known as “ undertaker's

wire." The great error of the underwriters has been in

assuming that a man might be eligible as an inspector of

electrical installations who was utterly devoid of electrical

training. This has not been universally the case.

In New England, and also in Chicago, some coiisidera

tion has been given to previous electrical knowledge, and

the New England Electric Exchange, organized by the

joint efforts ofinsurance and electric light representatives,

has adopted a most praiseworthy licensing system which

will no doubt have a very salutary efiect in weeding

out that very class of men who n.ay be competent to drive

cows, but have little or no mechanical or electrical skill.

The excuse has been made that the development of

electrical applications has been so rapid that trained men

could not be obtained. This is no longer the case if it ever

was, and it is about time that the importance of thoroughly

good work in electric installations was insisted upon. We

were shown some joints a few weeks ago, which were cut

out from the inside wiring of an incandescent plant in New

Jersey, in which the ends of the wire were simply hooked

together like the links of a chain, and afterwards covered

with tape. This class of work was done in an oil refinery.

It was a case of criminal ignorgnoe, as it is easier to make a

proper splice than one of that character. The only way to

provide against such botchwork is to exercise proper care

in the selection of employees. The whole matter is one of

vital importance, and the electrical companies of the country

will find it profitable to supervise their own work, and thus

avoid the necessity, as far as possible, of inviting the inter

ference of the underwriters.

A MONUMENT TO DR. JOULE.

NOTHING could be more appropriate than the proposed

monument to Dr. James Prescott Joule who died on

October ttth, at his residence at Sale, near Manchester,

England. Among all the names of eminent men connected

with the great principle of the co-relation of heat and energy

there is none that stands higher than his, and his seventy

years of lifewas full of scientific experiment and scientific

achievement.

\

Dr. Joule was born at Salford on December 28th, 1818,

and in his early youth studied under the great chemist Dalton.

His early work was devoted to electrical magnetism, then

an important topic in scientific circles. It is, however, to

his experimental work, extending over a long series of

years, upon the equivalent ofheat and energy that his greatest

renown is due, and his famous series of experiments, estab

lishing 772 foot pounds as the energy equivalent to one

thermal unit, is universally_l-tnown among engineers.

At a meeting held in the Town Hall, Manchester, recently

the Mayor (Mr. Aldernian John Mark) presided, and in his

opening remarks, spoke of Dr. Joule as a scientific man of

the first rank, whom the citizens of Manchester were proud

to call one of themselves. Dr. Joule's great discovery, he

said, had, like that of Dr. Dalton, contributed enormously

to our material and industrial progress, and we could not

estimate to what results it might yet lead us. Mr. Oliver

Heywood moved : “ That this meeting desires to mark its

deep sense of the benefits conferred on mankind for all time,

as well of the great honor which has accrued to this district,

by the scientific work of the late James Prescott Joule, by

the erection of a durable memorial of him in Manchester, in

the form of a white marble statue." Sir H. E. Roscoe,

M.P., seconded the motion, which was adopted. A com

mittee was appointed to raise, by public subscription, a

sufiicient sum to carry the resolution into effect.

In erecting the proposed ‘monument the English scientists

will honor not only Dr. Joule, but also themselves. It needs

not a monument to perpetuate his fame, but the proposal

shows that when a man spends his lifetime in searching out

and formulating nature’s laws, his reward is sure.

It would be both graceful and appropriate for American

Engineers who have profited by Dr. Joule’s labors to take

part in the erection of the proposed monument, and ELEC

TRIC POWER suggests that some plan be adopted by which

co-operation in the matter with the English Engineers can

be secured.

THE ELECTRIC RAILWAY AND THE TELEPHONE.

DURING the past month testimony has been taken at

Cincinnati, in what is considered as a test case, to de

termine the respective claims to the earth, of the City and

Suburban Telegraph Company and the Inclined Plane Rail

way Company using the electric system. The suit is being

defended by the Sprague interests. The question to be.

determined appears to be whether the electric railway shall

adopt the double trolley, or the telephone company the

metallic circuit, or the McCluer systein which is supposed to

be its equivalent, a general return wire being substituted for

a ground connection. The telephone people have usually

maintained that being first in the field, they have certain

vested rights which should have been respected. On the

other hand the railway companies have gone ahead and

erected their wires, regardless of the fact that the current

used for operating their lines would interfere with the suc

cessful use ofthe telephone. It is true that the circuits of

the railway may be arranged so that the current will not

necessarily pass from the wheels to the rail. This however

is objected to on the ground that additional adhesion is
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attained in this way, which is claimedito be advantageous in

the climbing of grades. On the other hand, the use ofmetal

lic circuits is, we believe, acknowledged to be the best prac

tice in telephony. Where underground lines are to be used

it is absolutely necessary.

Both parties in the controversy are engaged in a busi

ness of a public nature, of such a character that under some

forms of government, it would pass into the control of the

municipality. If such was the case, one or the other of the

systems would be so modified that both could be operated

in harmony. If this was impossible, the least important

might be abandoned. This, however, is not worthy of

consideration, and the question would be, which change

would be the most economical, and prove the most satisfac

tory. If the telephone service would be improved by the

change, and such a change was the simplest and cheapest,

a wise administration would act accordingly. By resorting

to the courts each company is of course striving to throw

the burden on the other. It is hardly a proper question for

legal determination, but whatever decision may be reached,

it is certain that the people of Cincinnati will lose neither

the telephone nor the electric railway.

"CARS OF JUGGERNAUT."

ONE thing that has marked the growing influence of the

scientific press and the increasing number of scientific

readers has been the great attention lately given by the gen

eral newspapers to subjects connected with science and in

vention. A still stronger indication pointing in the same

direction has been the fact that some of the metropolitan

dailies have recently been trying to give z'nlell1;g'e1zt attention

to such subjects by employing competent men to discuss

them. Among these dailies the New York I/I/orld is not to

be reckoned. On the contrary, this journal still continues

to turn over its scientific reporting to the horse editor in the

old-time way, and so far as this “leading American news

paper" is concerned a long-suffering public of scientific

readers has little to expect.

But the If/aria‘, in publishin such lurid idiocy as recently

appeared in its columns undefithe head of “Cars of Jugger

naut,” must not expect the old-time reception of its scien

tific driveling. The number of readers that are now dis

gusted by such absurdities is steadily increasing, but the

l»V0r/d safely reckons on pleasing a still larger number of

.bugbear hunters. When the time comes that the two

' classes of readers offset each other, the Wbrld is likely to

reform,—but that is taking a long look ahead.

We cannot refrain from commiserating the reporter to

whom the work of describing the Boston Vl/est End railway

with its cars of juggernaut was assigned. \Ve do not recall

anything quite equal to his pitiable terror except that of the

object of public charity near Washington \\ ho fancies him

self a grain of corn and is terrified by the sight of a brood of

chickens. The H'0r.la' should send this reporter to write up

the next Indian massacre in Twenty-third street or the

coming buffalo hunt in Hoboken.

SOME beautiful examples of inconsistency are found in

the aldermen of Newark, N. _I. They have opposed the

overhead wires for electric street cars, but these same Solons

are continually asking for electric light in all parts of the

city. It is said that some of them have made boasts about

the number of lights they have obtained for their wards.

Some of these aldermen who have taken pride in extending

the dangerous electric light wires have opposed electric rail-"

road wires both on account of their danger and their un

sightly appearance. They do not see that the electric light

ing wires running criss-cross over Broad street and sagging

almost to the car tops are unsightly, and they do not heed

the assurances of experts that the railroad wires are far less

perilous, but their aesthetic nature revolts at the idea of

unsightly overhead wires for the street cars. We would

not suggest for a moment that the fact that passes over the

street cars on all the city lines are annually distributed to

the aldermen has anything to do with this inconsistency.

THE London Electrical Review has been engaged for

some time past in showing up the methods of the electrical

medical quacks in that city, with their electric belts, bands,

clothes, brushes, etc. One particularly flagrant case is

cited in which the quack uses the name of a well-known

English electrician as recommending his appliances. The

electrician, however, repudiated the recommendation, and

the quack, on being brought into court, it was ascertained

that he had his degree of M. D. from the bogus University

of Pennsylvania. He was condemned in the costs of the

action, and on being summoned before the General Medical

Council was severely rebuked by the president, who said,

among other things, that the registrar was directed to erase

the name of the quack from the Medical Register. Our Lon

don contemporary is performing a praiseworthy work in

showing up these frauds, and it might be well if a dose of

the same medicine were to be administered in this city,

where there are some of the same kind of people trading

upon the ignorance and credulity of the citizens.

THE rapid and almost universal substitution of the Elec

tric motor for horses and cables in street cars is one of

the marvels of the day ; but San Hancisco cannot for the

present avail herself of the benefits of the electric motor for

street railways. A San Francisco correspondent writes

us : _

“ In California, where the climate is perfection for the

use of electricity on street railways, the law stands in the

way, and thus prevents the investment of millions of dollars

which now stand ready to be invited in that popular mode

of street railway service. This law was passed in 1876, and

reads as follows : ‘ In no case must permission be granted

to propel cars up such tracks (street railway) otherwise than

by horses, mules, or by wire ropes running under the streets

and moved by stationary steam engines.’ The intention of

this law was evidently to prevent the use of steam motors on

the public streets, for electric roads were not in vogue at

the time the law was passed, but nevertheless the law is

there, and California must remain behind this progressive

age until the meeting of the next Legislature in 1891.

In California they have no snow, ice, nor lightning to

contend with, everything is in favor of this mode of travel

except the law, which says you may use mu/es and /zorscs‘

but you cannot use a bctfer motor than either."
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ALTERNATING CURRENT MOTORS.

BY W. M. FAIRFAX.

In English patent 4, 120 of 1881, to Deprez and Carpen

tier for “ Distributing Electric Currents and Tansmitting

Power by Electricity" on page 4, lines 20 et seq. is described

an arrangement of apparatus in which an alternate current

generator (presumably a magneto electric machine) supplies

current to a circuit. Connected with the leads of said

circuit, either in series or multiple arc, are magneto electric

machines, whose arm tures have no commutators but simply

collector rings, and to these rings are supplied the alternate

currents from the source. It is stated that these motors

would run at precisely the same speed as the generator. It

is evident that these motors would have to be started in

order to get them up to “synchronism” before they would

run at all. This is the earliest mention, as far as is known

to the writer, of running alternate current generators as

motors by alternating currents.

been done in this line until sometime before 1883, when

Dr. Hopkinson made an elaborate series of experiments on

the action of alternate current generators coupled in various

ways.

In the course of experiments he verified the statement

made in the English patent No. 4, 120 of 1881, before

referred to. He found that if an alternate current generator

was connected to the circuit of another similar generator

supplying alternate currents, the first generator would run as

a motor and at precisely the same rate as the armature of

the second generator. But the great difficulty was that the

motor had to be started by some outside means, and that it

would readily get out of synchronism when overloaded.

Dr. Hopkinson's experiments are described in a lecture

on electric lighting delivered by him before the British

Institution of Civil Engineers in 1883. In the /ournal of the

Society of 7elegraphic Engineers and /Elect icians for 1884,

Vol. 13, pages 524 et seq. is a report of a lecture by Dr.

Siemens in which he stated that by constructing the cores of

the armature and field magnet of a direct current dynamo of

his own type in the way that Prof. Hughes had suggested

in a lecture a year or so before, i. e., by making them of

very thin sheets or laminae so that they could be very rapidly

magnetized and demagnetized, he could supply such a

machine with an alternating current and it would start from

rest, and run as a motor would run supplied by a continuous

current. He tried connecting the armature and field magnet

coils of the machine both in series and shunt, and found that

the motor would run in either case. Of course the reason

of this was that the current changing in armature and field

magnet coils at the same time the cores of both were de

energized and magnetized in the opposite sense at approx

imately the same time, and hence the poles of both elements

always presented the same relative polarity. But there are

two difficulties presented in this type of motor. These are:

First : That the cores do not change their polarities at

precisely the same time; and

Second : That even though laminated the rapid alterna

tions cause a heating of the cores by waste currents and

hence loss of energy.

Next come the noted experiments of Prof. Elihu Thom

son described in a paper before the American Institute of

Electrical Engineers on “Novel Phenomena of Alternat

ing Currents.”

Prof. Thomson found that when a core energized by an

alternating current flowing in a coil around it had a closed

conductor brought near it the first coil tended to repel the

second conductor away from it. The reason given by Prof.

Thomson was that the secondary currents induced in the

closed conductor were so far retarded by self induction that

1 Vol. IV of Transactions., 1887, p. 160.

Nothing seems to have .

the currents in alternating coil and the closed conductor

during the greater part of each “wave'' were in opposite

directions and hence repulsion between the respective coils

ensued. To utilize this principle Prof. Thomson constructed

a motor as follows: A coil with or without a core is mounted

upon a shaft, the ends of the coil are connected to two seg

nients of a 4-segment commutator; upon the commutator

rest two brushes which are connected to each other by a

closed circuit, over this moving coil is mounted a fixed coil

with its magnetic axis in the same direction as the first coil.

This second coil may or may not have a core. The fixed

coil is connected to a source of alternating current. The

brushes are so arranged that they rest upon the two seg

ments connected to the ends of the moving coil when said

coil is in a position to have the repulsive effect of the other

coil come intoplay, i. e., when the moving coil is at an angle

to the plane of the fixed coil. When the removing coil is

in other positions, its ends being connected to segments

on which the brushes are not resting, it is open and of

course no current is then flowing in it.

. By increasing the segments in the proper proportion any

number of coils may be placed upon the same shaft; the

brushes in this case also only closing the circuit of that coil

which is in proper position to be acted on. The efficiency

of this motor has not been determined. Dr. Duncan of the

Johns Hopkins University in a lecture before the American

Institute of Electrical Engineers, February 14th, 1888,

describes several types of alternating current motors.”

Among the various types he mentions, is an alternate

generator used as a motor, the armature being supplied

with alternating currents uncommutated and its field magnet

with the same current rectified by a commutator on the

shaft. In this case the motor should have highly laminated

, field magnet cores, but it will start as Dr. Duncan says,

from rest and increase in speed until it reaches synchronism

with the generator. For, as long as it is not in synchronism

with the generator, the polarity of the field magnet cores

will be reversed as often as that of the armature is reversed,

until the armature poles get opposite the field magnet poles

when the brushes pass from one set of segments to the other

and the relation of polarities of the armature and field mag

net changes. When the armature gets into synchronism,

the field magnet receives practically a continuous cur

rent. Dr. Duncan also suggests that, with a synchronizing

motor, may be combined several types of the self-starting

motors for the purpose of bringing the main motor to speed.

Either the alternate current finotor with the rectified field

magnet current or the Thomson type of motor above de

scribed may be used for this purpose. Dr. Duncan thinks

a very efficient motor would be the following: construct a

motor with both commutator and collector rings, each hav

ing its respective set of brushes. Start the motor with a

continuous current supplied to the brushes on the commu

tator, and when the motor has reached a proper speed by

changing a switch, break the first circuit, and complete the

circuit of the second set of brushes by connecting them to

an alternating current source. Thus the motor starts as a

direct current motor and then afterwards it becomes an

alternating current motor. The objection to this type is

that two circuits are necessary, one connected to a continu

ous current source, and the other to an alternate current

SOlli Ce.

Lieut. F. Jarvis Patten, at the same meeting at which Dr.

Duncan delivered his lecture, described a motor constructed

as follows: two series of copper discs are arranged around

the inner side of a frame, the cross section of which is a

polygon. These discs form closed circuits of great self in

duction and form what is called the armature of the machine.

2. “Transactions of American Institute of Electrical Engineers” for April, 1888,

Vol. 5, page 229, et seq.
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Extending lengthwise within this frame through its center is

a shaft upon which are arranged, under the discs, two series

of poles, wound with coils, the poles of one set occupy cir

cumterentially a position 45° removed from the poles of the

other set, so that when one set of poles is directly beneath

the discs around said set, the poles of the other set are half

way between the discs of the other set. On the shaft is a

“sun-flower” commutator upon which rests a brush con

nected to one of the leads of an alternating current genera

tor. One series of alternate segments of the commutator is

connected in one set and the other series of segments in

another set by connecting wires. Each series is connected

to an independent circuit which includes the coils of one set

of poles, the other ends of said’ circuits being connected to a

ring upon which rests a brush connected to the other lead

of the generator. By this means, as the commutator rotates,

the alternate current will be set, first through one set of

polar windings and then through the other.
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B is astationary coil connected to an alternating current source; C, C1, C2,

are coils, the terminals of which are connected to segments t,t; 2,2; 3,3; respectively

ofa commutator; upon this commutator rest the brushes, B, Bx, which are con

nected to each other by a conductor. As each of the coils, C, C1, C2, get into the

proper position, the brushes 8, B1, close the coil upon itself, and then there flows

therein an alternating current inducted from primary circuit.

By proper arrangement, each set of poles will be ener

gized at the time the armature closed circuits would have

their greatest action or “ pull.” This motor is obviously a

modification of the Thomson repulsion motor.

On the 22nd of April, i888, in an Italian paper (L’El¢'l

iricila) devoted to electrical science and its applications,

appeared an account of a very remarkable invention by

Prof. Ferraris of Turin. The article is called “ Electro

Dynamic Rotation.” In a course of experiments on the

action and properties of alternating currents, the professor

was led to consider the relationship of currents of different

phases to each other, i. e., currents whose periods of maxi

mum strength and electro-motive force do not coincide. In

the beginning of the article, the professor proposes to sup

erpose the fields due to two alternating currents of differing

phase. He assumes that the direction of said fields is ap

proximately at right angles. He then shows by a short

mathematical demonstration that the resultant field would

rotate about a center, O, with uniform velocity, and that

said field would be of constant intensity. He then goes on

to show how the described effect can be produced. It may

be accomplished in several ways; one mode is to pass an

alternating current through the primary coil ofa transformer

and to utilize the said primary current and also the second

ary current of said transformer as follows : Place two coils

with their axes at right angles and send the primary current

through one of the coils and the secondary current through

the other of the coils. The secondary current from the

transformer must of necessity differ in phase from the prim

ary current, for it takes an appreciable time to magnetize

the core by the primary current and then for the core to in

duce a current in the secondary winding. This retardation

_ netic susceptibility.

in most transformers causes the secondary to " lag” behind

the primary almost halfa phase. To get proper results the

currents must differ approximately one-fourth or three

fourths ofa phase, i. e., the maximum period of one current

must nearly coincide with the minimum period of the other.

In order to get the necessary difference of phase a suita

ble resistance may be inserted in the secondary circuit. The

resultant field due to currents flowing in these two coils will

approximate to the theoretical rotary field. Another way

to get the two oscillatory component fields is to use the

secondary currents produced by two transformers or two

portions of one transformer. Of course the secondary

windings or the cores of the two transformers, or the two

parts of one transformer, must differ enough to cause the re

quired difference of phase, 2'. e., the secondary windings

must differ in the number of convolutions or in cross-section

of the wire, or the cores must be of different masses or mag

A third way, the professor states, is to

use currents in two derived circuits of an alternating current

circuit. In one of the circuits is introduced a coil of small

resistance and high self-induction and in the other a resist

ance of no self-induction. In the circuit in which the high

self-induction coil is placed, the current will lag behind the

current in the other circuit.

If in any of the resultant fields a closed conductor is

placed, currents will be induced therein which_will tend to

form poles, which poles will be dragged along by the rotary

field, and if the conductor be properly mounted upon a

spindle it will rotate with the field.

D+
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FIG 2.

The alternating current enters at ring b, then alternately flows through St, S3,

S5. 5". and S2, S4. 56, S3, to the respective sets of commutator segments, C1, C3,

C5. C7, and C2, C4, C6, C8. The coils,-S, etc., and commutator are mounted on

the same shaft, 9. second brush b resting on the commutator takes off the alternat

ing current ; around these revolving coils are the stationary closed circuits on the

motor frame concentric around the shaft.

About a month after Professor Ferraris’s discovery was

announced in 'L’E/cltrzkila, there were issued to Mr. Nikola

Tesla, of New York City, several patents which set forth a

method of producing rotary motion by alternating currents.

The general idea ofa rotary resultant field is the underlying

principle of these patents, as it is the principle of Ferraris’s

motive device. As Mr. Tesla well says, in all continuous

current motors, there is a progressive shifting of the poles

of one element while the poles of the other element are fixed.

This will be plain on carefully regarding the action of the

current in the armature of a Gramme motor for example.

Rotation in such a motor is, of course, produced by the at

traction and repulsion of the armature poles by those of the

field magnet. The position of the brushes upon the com

mutator determines the poles of the armature, 2'. e., the

places where the current flows into and out of the armature

coils; now, as the armature advances in its rotation the
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qrushes are being continually moved back as regards any

fixed point in the armature core, and hence the polar points

in the same core are being shifted continuously back as re

Fig. 3

A, A are one set of coils connected to conductors supplying alternating cur

rent, B, B' are another set of coils connected to the other conductors supplying

alternate currents whose phases are displaced from those of the first source. C is

the conductor (preferably of copper) mounted to rotate through the influence of the

rotary field of force.

gards any point in the core though they are fixed as regards

space. Now Mr. Tesla thought that if by means ofalternat

L

As the generator rotates alternate currents are induced in B and B',

nected to the leads of an independent circuit. As each set

of coils occupies a different circumferential position it is evi

dent that each set cuts the maximum number of lines of

force at a different time from the other.

Hence the currents in the various sets of coils will differ

or be displaced in phase. One of the motor elements is pro

vided with magnetizing coils connected in diametrically op

posite pairs or groups to independent terminals. To these

independent terminals are connected respectively the inde

pendent circuits of the generator.

This element of the motor is usually stationary, but if

rotary, then the connection must be made through rings,

upon which rest brushes connected to the generator cir

cuits.

As the currents rise and fall in the generator circuits, the

motor energizing circuits are energized in succession and the

polar points are progressively shifted continuously forward

and thus a rotary field is obtained.

The other element of the motor may be a single magnetic

body having no coils, a coil wound with closed coils or it

may be similar to the first element of the motor. In this

case the two poles of the two elements are shifted in opposite

directions. Tesla has, in a number of subordinate patents,

made many specific improvements. Other inventors have

also made advances in this same line.

FIG. 4.

G is an alternating current generator having the field ma

B, B', at right angles to cach other.

Upon b, b, rest brushes, connected to circuit, L., L.

L., L is connected to coils C, C, on one element of the

wound the two coils -

The ends of coil B' are connected to rings b', b’.

b', b’, brushes which are connected to circuit, L', L’.

et with poles, N. S. Upon the armature core is
The ends of the coil, B, are connected to£ b.

pon

motor, and L'L' to coils C'C', on the same field magnet, but at right angles to C, C.

D is the other element of the motor.

but when the current in B is at a maximum, that in B is at a minimum. Hence the circuits L, L' and L. L."

receive in succession currents, which'' to coils C and C' in turn cause said coils to form poles in the

(
element R, as the coils are at right angles, sai poles will be at right angles, one set of poles rising while the

other set is falling and hence, as the currents are alternating, produce a constant shifting of the polar points in

core, R.

ing currents he could produce a continuous shifting of the

polarities in one element of a motor he could obtain rotation.

This was the problem. Now, he found that if he should at

any one instant magnetize two opposite points of a station

ary core and then magnetize two opposite points 90° from

there, the magnetization of the first points having ceased,

then he should again magnetize the first points, but with op

posite polarity to that which they before had ; and then in

time magnetize the second set, but with opposite polarity,

he would have the desired rotary field.

This he found he could accomplish by two sets of alternat

ing currents, whose phase differed by about 90°, i. e., the

maximum periods of one set coinciding with the minimum

periods of the other. To produce said currents he wound

the core of a drum armature with sets of coils placed at

angles to each other and connected the ends of each set

with independent rings. The rings of each set were con

_Ti_

DIRECT FROM ALTERNATING CURRENTS.

BY HAROLD BINNEY.

The interest aroused by the article on the “Tesla System

of Obtaining Direct from Alternating Currents without the

Use of a Commutator,” which appeared in the Electrical

II orld of November 2, 1889, p. 290, has led to a reply in

the London Ælectrical Engineer for November 15, p. 386.

The English article denies the operativeness of all forms

of the device in the following terms: “The great reputa

tion of Mr. Tesla as an ingenious inventor, combined

with the excellent character of the journal, which, in all

seriousness, puts forward his latest invention, might how

ever lead men to think that, notwithstanding its startling

character, this invention is really good, and will work. If

so, they will waste much time over a hopeless problem, and

it is principally to prevent this that we propose to briefly

point out in what the fallacy lies.”
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I confess that I have been one of the first to give my

time to the “hopeless problem " without discovering all

the supposed fallacies ; but, on reading the English criticism,

I was struck by the utter failure of its author to compre

hend the simple principles of the scheme. Has its startling

character been too much for the English commentator, or is

Mr. Tesla’s device as useless as is alleged?

*l'l'l*i'—<>—<>—<>—

  

ma;

Take, for example, the diagrammatic illustration of the

principle as shown in Figures I and 2. The alternate cur

rent dynamo circuit is split into two branches, each contain

ing an electro-motive force and translating devices. The

electro-motive forces are oppositely directed, and each is of

value approximately equal to the generator impulses.

5 9
l1 i

1 I l

' I
I ..,

‘'/-....__....._1

f'-_’----' -' ‘\
\

  

Fig: 2'

For the convenience of a graphical analysis of one

branch, let us regard the straight line in figure 2 as repre

senting the electro-motive force of the battery in one

branch ; the curved line as representing the electro-motive

force of the generator, and the dot and dash line as the

neutral line. Of course the horizontal coordinates repre

sent time. For convenience the alternating curve has been

distorted from its more nearly sinusoidal character. From

a consideration of these curves, it is clear that the resultant

electro-motive force, in the branch considered, will be repre

sented by the dash line. During one-half the phase the

resultant electro-motive force is the difference of the two

opposing electro-motive forces, and, during the other half,

the sum of the two cumulative electro-motive forces.

  

F111. 3

The English commentator remarks that, “ So far there

can be no doubt that the arrangement will work, but it is

equally clear that whatever electrical energy is developed in

the circuit is entirely derived from the two batteries, and

the amount of energy would not be altered if we discon

nected the machine altogether.” This is going ahead

rather fast, and the fundamental laws of energy seem quite

forgotten. If it be borne in mind that the electrical energy

is proportional not to the current strength, but to the

square, of the electro-motive force and to the square of the

current, is the conclusion still “equally clear”? Let us

look again at figure 2, in view of the law that work or

energy is proportional to the square of the electro-motive

force and to the square of the current:

E2 T.
T W: C’ RT =————-—

R

Let us call the energy that would be generated by the

battery or by the dynamo, if acting alone, in one half

phase M. Then in the first half phase, as combined, the

electro-motive forces neutralize, and both the electro-motive

force and the current strength are nil. W, the energy

developed, is nil also. In the second half phase, however,

the current strengths and the electro-motive forces are added

or doubled. The electrical energy W will now be repre

seiited by

(2E)*T

W : (2C)=RT : R : 4 M,

VVherein C and E are the current and electro-motive force

due to the machine or battery if acting alone. The total

energy developed in the complete phase will be the sum of

these two half phases, or

°+4M:4M

whereas the battery of the dynamo, alone, would give but

M + M : 2 M,

and both together would give

2M + 2M:4M,

or exactly what Tesla’s system has produced.

  

Fig. 4

The energies of the alternate current and of the battery

have necessarily, then, been added in the intermittent or

undulatory current obtained. The consumption of zinc in

the battery and the power required to drive the armature of

the dynamo (each depending directly on the current

strength) have both heen doubled during the active half

phase. This fact is a second proof of the addition of ener

gies. The dotted lines and shaded area in figure 2 repre

sent the resultant energy.

A more accurate, illustration of the real action is given in

figure 3; the curves, which are designated as before, were

plotted from the equations,

EIK, and E’:—Ksin27rNt.

Resultant E = K (I — sin 2 1rNt).

 

A = K’R"I = K’ and A’ = K‘ sin 22 rrNt.

Resultant A = K‘ (i—sin 2 11 Nt)1,

wherein K is the maximum electro-motive force of the
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machine, t the time in seconds, N the number of alter

nations per second, A the activity or rate of work, and K’ a

constant.

  

Fig. 5

The second modification of Mr. Tesla's device is that in

which the well-known saturation limit of iron cores is to be

utilized. The general arrangement is illustrated in figure 4.

With one impulse the upper induction coil is super saturated

for the purpose_ of permitting the current to flow, while at

the opposing impulse the initial demagnetism is intended to

prevent the How of the current. The commentator, how

ever,‘ says that fallacy lies in this, “that it is assumed that

the electro-motive force produced either in one direction or

the other acts simultaneously with the current which has

produced the change of induction. In reality, however,

the electro-motive force lags by a quarter period behind the

current and induction." From this he concludes in a

series of somewhat arbitrary statements, that Mr. Tesla will

not succeed in even "partially wiping out one half" of the

impulses. It has been repeatedly shown that in the case of

excessive induction that the secondary or inverse electro

motive force lagged almost one half phase behind the pri

mary, while the resulting current was nearly a quarter

phase behind the generating electro-motive force. The

relation is somewhat similar to that shown in figure 5,

wherein the current and magnetic efTect are shown in the

full line curve (the magnetization unit being so chosen that

the curves correspond) while the dash line is the generating

and the dot line the counter electro-motive force the equa

tions of these curves are at the limit where the current is

quite checked : '

E=Ksin21rNt: CounterE=—Ksin2rrNt.

C = —- K’cosin 2 7rNt ;°,

which is, of course, never quite attained.

In view of these equations, and on the ground that all

lines of force, however derived, must cut the conductors in

one direction as often as the other, the writer is, though

not without much regret, led to doubt the operativeness of

the device as baldly illustrated in figure 4. The use of

some circuit changer seems absolutely necessary to the pro

duction of constant from purely altetnating magneto- electric

induction. There seems not the least doubt, on the other

hand, that the addition of suflicient constant electro-motive

force to overcome the impulse in one direction will produce

the result alleged, and with high theoretical efficiency. The

heat from wire resistance will be unchanged by doubling the

electro-motive force for one-half the total period, while the

current, being both undulatory and continuous, may be

applied to a vast variety of devices.

The commercial value of the device is a question of prac

tical experience not demonstrable by any laboratory tests ;

but, as the Electrical E1zginz*er has based its objections on

purely theoretical grounds, its conservative methods in

regard to foreign innovation (not to say its insular preju

dice) seem in the present instance somewhat misdirected.

 

THE NEAR FUTURE OF ELECTRICITY.

BY GEORGE CUTTER.

VVe, who are unfortunate enough to have less than half of

our probable time of life to look ahead to, are greatly

pleased with the rapidity of electrical development, as it

assures us the probability of seeing many of the wonderful

advances to be made in the growth of the science, pure and

applied. But we realize that the inventions and discoveries

of the near future are likely to be closely allied to the ac

complishments of the present. The development of new

fields is to be left to succeeding generations. We can hardly

hope to see the successful production of electricity in large

quantities for commercial use direct from crude material

instead of the present expensive method of passing our

energy through the boiler and steam engine. The full un

derstanding of the production "flight by the fire-fly and the

applications in that direction are certainly too far ahead to

afford us a ray of hope of anything more than an imaginary

picture of what will be done.

We may imagine that our cities will be lit by some

luminous compounds on the walls which will give out the

light at night that absorbed in the day time, but in this we

are letting our imaginations loose and getting so far away

from practical work of the present, that the time so spent

must be charged to recreation and pleasure account.

\Vhereas the time spent in forming mental pictures of the

widest possible developments in directions at present pursued

may prove very valuable. Our best inventions and discov

eries are made by such use of the imagination.

The superiority of the electric light over all othars is well

understood, and the great problem is to furnish it to all

without stint or preference. The immediate deinand in our

_largc cities is for installation of hundreds of thousands of

horse power instead of those of a few thousand horse power

merely. As Americans it does not behove us to ask the

authorities to pass laws which will limit our work to that

particular system that we have partially developed. The

expression “ We can’t " should not exist in the American

electrician’s vocabulary, as it should always be supplanted

by the question, “ How can we ? ”

If all sorts of wires are run in all sorts of ways, except the

correct ones, about the city of New York, and then an over

zealous authority takes steps that prevent the diflerent

lighting companies from keeping the heterogenous mixture

of wires in half way decent working order results in the

death of several employees in quick succession, we do not

need to assume at once that certain systems cannot be safely

distributed. A careful, candid study of the situation to

trace the cause of the accidents with a view to remedy the

evil is much more to our credit. The very small number of

such accidents in the whole world during the existence of

these necessarily fatal systems certainly indicates that the

problem is comparatively simple. By using high class

insulated wires, such as are already largely in use, and by

planing circuits so as to prevent such a snarl as now exists

in New York, the danger can be almost entirely removed.

Some accidents are bound to happen just the same as in

other industries in our crowded cities.

Because fifteen people “persisted in absent-mindedly blow

ing out the gas” in the city of Chicago in the year 1888,

we do not strive to pass a law preventing the use of this

dangerous mixture. Fortunately the scarecrow articles of

a few interested individuals cannot block our industries in

this country, and we may, therefore, look forward to the

establishment in the near future of large installations for the

distribution of energy by electricity. Why should we not

have an installation in Chicago of 2,000,000 or 3,000,000

lamps instead of 30,000 or_4o,ooo? It is sure to come.

The electric light is needed in all the offices, stores, resi

dences, etc., in the city, and they are going to have it. VVe

need not hope to get it by a system that would necessitate

an expensive station every half mile; therefore, we must

look for some means of distributing at great distances.
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This necessitates high pressures in the distributing wires,

and some means of conversion which will reduce this pres

sure for the inside wires. The conversion by accumulators

is being developed persistently, and it is hoped successfully,

because they add to the property of changing the pressure

the other great advantage of storing the energy until

wanted.

The conversion of high pressure continuous currents to

low pressure currents by means of “direct current,” or

“dynamo converters,” is also being developed, and let us

hope that the “wizard” of Menlo Park will succeed to ful

fill his promises in this direction, so that we may have a

great variety of methods for accomplishing this much de

sired result. Thus far the success has been achieved by

alternating currents, and they certainly promise well for the

future. The ease and flexibility, so to speak, of changing

the phases of the current in alternating currents attract the

inventive genius of the industry at the present time.

But the dynamos for the large installations of the future

are yet to be developed. They are not to be small machines

of merely 1,000, 2,000 or 3,000 lamps, but they are to be

50,000, 200,000 or even 200,000 lamps. The “arma

tures,” so called, are to be built up in sections, with ready

means of connecting together, and with safety appliances to

prevent one bad section interfering with the lighting circuits.

The field magnets, being free from trouble, are to be re

volved and also divided into sections, so that the electricity

can be cut out of one section without interfering with the

other, the whole machine to be about like a long cylinder

revolving inside a thin shell of armature coils. The whole

steam plant is to be the perfection of steam engineering,

studied to save labor and fuel, and to be thoroughly reliable.

Practically all the lighting in the large cities is to be done

by electricity, and immense installations are to be common

OCCurrences.

All places using small powers will adopt the electric

motor. The great saving arising by distributing these small

powers from power centers is already appreciated.

. Another great use of electricity is just commanding atten

tion, and that is the distribution of parcels. Instead of

blocking the streets with parcel delivery wagons of the dif

ferent firms, these parcels will all be distributed by electric

carriers. The cities will save great sums in street and pav

ing departments, and the individual firms will get their

parcels distributed much more cheaply and more satisfac

torily.

Possibly this scheme may meet the support of the philan

thropic natures, who are advocating laws which will exclude

dangerous electric currents because of a few deaths they

have learned of. As more people were killed by teams in

the streets of New York and Brooklyn in the last two years

than have been killed by electric currents in the whole his

tory of the world, any system which will reduce the number

of these “fatal parcel carriers” to a minimum will appeal to

their great love of human life for support. When the elec

tric parcel carriers are established, perhaps a law can be

passed which will prevent any firm from driving parcel

delivery teams about the streets and thereby killing an

average of over one person per week in New York, instead

of using the harmless parcel carriers worked by electricity.

The transmission of power by electricity in mining regions

is to be extensively applied in the next few years. Mines

that cannot be worked at present will be made very profit

able by using electric motors worked from distant sources.

This line of work is especially attractive, because the great

benefit arising warrants a large outlay of capital to accom

plish it; so the electrical engineer will have the satisfaction

of being able to make everything first-class, without regard

tO COSt.

PRACTICAL POINTS IN ELECTRIC CAR SERVICE.

BY O. T. CROSBY.

The following statement of facts results from observations

made by Messrs. J. H. Vail, C. L. Edgar, William Habir

shaw and myself, in the month of May, 1889. The number

of individual readings taken was too great to permit repeti

tion here. The system of observation was this: Volt and

ampère readings were taken at 30-second intervals, the in

struments being placed on a car in each of the three cities,

Richmond, Va., Cleveland, O., and Scranton, Pa. Notes

as to passengers carried, stops made, etc., were taken on

the car. Averages for long periods were taken from records

kindly furnished by the railway companies in Richmond

and Cleveland. On the three lines, which were carefully

examined, the motors used were those of the Sprague Com

pany's first type, save in the case of one car in Cleveland,

which was run by motors of the Sprague Company's second

type. The dynamos were of the Edison type. We ob

tained much interesting information by inquiring at the

central station of the Eckington and Soldiers' Home Rail

way, Washington, D. C. This road has motors and dy

namos of the Thomson-Houston Company. The facts given

concerning this road are to be understood as not authenti

cated by instrumental checking. While the observations

from which conclusions will be here drawn, are now perhaps

the most detailed and extensive of their kind, I hope many

such will soon be on record, giving final values to certain

important constants. More nearly than anything else, I be

lieve that the car-mile is the unit of earning capacity, a

certain population per mile being assumed. Hence the

prominence of that unit below. The unit car may be taken

as the regular 16-foot car. In Washington, double-deckers

constitute part of the equipment and appear very attractive.

Coal Consumption.—We yet lack any accurate scale

showing values of different coals as heat producers. Taking

things as we found them :

In Washington, soft coal cost per ton. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $290

“Richmond, * * * * " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.00

“Cleveland, 44 * * “ (slack)............ . . . I.25

“Scranton, culm coal (from adjacent pile), cost per ton .... o Io

The coal consumption per car mile in these cities was as

follows: -

2,800
In Washington, coal in lbs. per car mile. . . . . . . . . . ... = 5.9 lbs.

In Richmond—complicated by supply of light and

power from same boilers.

In Cleveland, coal in lbs. per car mile. . . . . . . . . .#= S.O “

In Scranton, coal in lbs. per car mile........... . 7"- 5.6 .
I,2OO

The car-mileage per day of entire service in Washington,

cannot be considered accurate; it was made up from the

“say-so” of station employees, not referring to written

records. Its error is probably not greater than Io per

cent. -

Cost of coal per car mile.

2.90 × 5
In Washington. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . = o.72 cent.

2,000

In Cleveland . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.25 × 8 O.50 4 *

2,000

- .6 * *

In Scranton . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . o, Io X 5.6 L 9.028

2,000

Attendance.–In this I include only the attendance neces

sary for producing and delivering power, and nothing for

conductors and drivers. Engineers, firemen, motor clean

ers, linemen, and a part of general superintendence consti

tute this item.
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- Cost per car-mile.

In Washington . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ." . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.5 CtS.

“Richmond, complicated as above.

“Cleveland. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.O CtS.

“Scranton. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.O CtS.

Oil, waste, water, etc.—No great error will be made in

putting this at o. 2 cent per mile at all points.

Interest, Insurance, Depreciation and Taxes on Real

Estate per Car Mile.—The value of real estate in the plants

visited was not readily attainable. It was in no case used

to its maximum capacity, and values per horse power of

total capacity varied very much. So, also, as to tax rate.

The figures I will use must be understood as not founded on

authentic data, but on fair approximation. The value of

real estate for plant making 1,000 car-miles per day is taken

at $15, ooo; interest at 5 per cent.; depreciation at 2 per

cent.; insurance and taxes at 2 per cent.; total, 9 per cent.

Applying this to $15,000 and dividing by 365 x 1, Ooo,

we obtain o. 37 cent per car-mile.

Machinery and Line.—The cost of maintenance of the

electrical machinery of a street railway has been the subject

of much inquiry. The “extreme youth" of the art offers

sufficient explanation of the vagaries shown by this element

of cost. It has sometimes been riotous, like a boy out of

school; sometimes quiet, like a boy after a flogging. At

this date, maintenance on any road installed by one of the

few well-known companies in the business will show a much

more modest front than it did even six months ago. If we

should take periods of six months on the roads in question

they would, doubtless, all show great fluctuations in the de

preciation figure. When, therefore, I take 5 per cent. per

year on the whole electrical equipment, dynamos, motors

and line, I am giving expression to an opinion founded on

many and varied happenings constituting quite a thorough

practical experience in the work. Further, I must say that

we will understand depreciation values one year from to

day much better than we do now. My 5 per cent. is “sub

ject to change without notice,” though guarantees very

near this figure can now be had from reliable campanies.

Include in the plant on which 5 per cent. maintenance is to

be calculated, the boilers and engines, and this percentage

becomes still safer. It may be remembered that dynamo

maintenance is known to be less than 5 per cent.; line main

tenance by care can be kept inside that figure; hence, even

if motor maintenance exceed that 5 per cent., our average

remains nearly correct.

The total cost of steam and electric machinery and line

equipment sufficient to perform a service of 1,000 car miles

per day is an element as variable as the cost of real estate.

As yet, also, we often find a capacity in excess of actual

service. The use of iron poles, instead of wood, will add

from $800 to $1,600 to the cost of each mile of road.

In the systems here treated, the numbers of car miles

per day made on each mile of line work are pretty closely as

follows:

Washington. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2OO

Richmond. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . IAO

Cleveland (all double track). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 400

Scranton. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 30

Differences in the proportions of single and double track

and actual traffic demands largely affect such figures. The

cost per mile of overhead work for various sets of conditions

is now quite regular; but variation in the condition is con

siderable. Thus, nature of soil, kind of pavement, kind of

rail, distance from station, number and size of cars per mile,

grades, volume of traffic, number of trees on line, kind of

pole, general finish of line, local price of labor, freight

charges—all these enter. Again, I will here use probable

values rather than actual costs of the above lines, on one of

--" *

which especially a considerable expenditure was made for

that valuable but intangible commodity-experience. I

will, therefore, assume : .

Average cost per mile of Richmond and Scranton type

(wooden poles, lines principally single track). . . . . . . . . . . .$1,500

Average cost per mile, Cleveland type (double track, iron

poles). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,5

Average cost per mile, Washington type (centre pole of iron,

principally double track. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,700

These investments may be considered as sufficient to sup

port more than the car mileages above given, but average

traffic may not demand more. The investment for motors

per car mile is now generally larger than it need be if traffic

were everywhere heavy enough to demand double-car

service (one motor car, one tow-car). The equipment is

frequently sufficiently powerful to do towing service when

no such service is required. This figure also varies, in case

of single car service, with what the owners choose to get

out of their plant. Thus, in the points visited, average car

miles per day for each motor car in service were:

Oo

In Cleveland, regular car mileage. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 90 miles per day

“Washington (approximate). . . . . . . * - - - - - - - - - -8o “ * *

“Richmond . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .6o ‘‘ i i

“Scranton . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -So ‘‘ * *

“Cleveland. . . . . . . . . . . . . .". . . . . . . . . . . * * * * * * * * * *80 ‘‘ * *

Since the date of inspection, the car mileage per day per car has

increased greatly in Cleveland, and, I think, in Washington also.

The cost of motor equipments per car may now be taken

at about $2,500. The dynamo capacity required to drive

each car will generally be found to be from 7.5 to Io h.p.

When the number of cars is considerable, the lower figure

will apply to even the hours of heaviest traffic, but the desire

to have a margin on dynamo capacity, thus permitting some

increase in number of cars without increase of station plant,

usually operates to give the larger figure, and often a higher

one still. Actual readings, extending over long periods,

showed a maximum of 7.5 h.p. per car, called for in Cleve

land and Richmond, from 16 to 20 cars being on the line.

The “say-so” of station employees in Washington and

Scranton indicated about the same figure.

We may, therefore, assume 10 h.p. of dynamo capacity

as installed for each car on the line. Save in very small

units, the cost, covering spare parts and all station equip

ment, may be taken at $45 per horse power.

The cost of engines and boilers is very near the same

figure per horse power, and we may assume 11 h.p. in

stalled for every car in service. We may now sum up as

to machinery and line work. Interest will be taken as be

fore at 5 per cent.; maintenance as explained, at 5 per cent.;

taxes and insurance at 2 per cent.; total, 12 per cent.

Then the cost per car mile =

Cost one mile of line X o. 12

365 x car miles per mile

Cost one car equipment X o. 12

365 x daily mileage per car "

Cost 1o h. p. dynamo X. o. 12

365 x daily mileage per car

Cost 11 h. p. steam plant X o. 12

365 X daily mileage per car

Applying the figures above given we have for

, plus

plus

, plus

(1) Washington, per car mile. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I.S cents.

(2) Richmond, “ “ " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.2O ‘‘

(3) Cleveland, “’ “ " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.6O ‘‘

(4) Scranton, ** * * " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1. So ‘‘

Total. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7.4o cents.

Average. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1.85 cents.

In (3), above, the large number of car-miles per mile of

line, and good figure for car mileage per car, bring the total
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down, in'splte°of an expensive line. Bringing all the items

of cost per car-mile together, we have, for motive power :

Machin

Attend- Real ery and Oil and

Coal. ance. estate. line. waste. Total.

Washington . . . . . . ..o.72 2.5 0.33 1.8 0.2 5.55

Richm Jfld . . . . . . . . ..o.72 (P) 2.5 (?) 0.33 2. 25 0.2 600

Cleveland . . . . . . . . . ..o.5o 2.0 0.33 1.68 0.2 4.71

Scranton . . . . . . . . . ..o.o28 2.0 0.33 1.83 0.2 4.18

Average . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.09

The figures for Richmond marked (P) were not attainable.

Coal and labor being of nearly the same values as in Wash

ington, equality in these items has been assumed.

Interest on investment constitutes about one-fourtii to one

fifth of the whole, 1'. e., about 1 cent per car mile, or, say

20 per cent. of the total. Coal (except in the abnormal

case of Scranton) is about 12 per cent.; attendance about

40 per cent.; machinery and line (without interest) about 20

per cent.

Eflecl of Grade.-—Out of a total of I20 readings on a car

in Richmond, going over a line of heavy grades, there ap

pear 29 zero readings for current, and of these not more

than six were due to the fact that the car was at rest when

the moment for record came. Let us take, however, only

20 readings as _made while the car was in motion; that

means that during one-sixth of the total time of run, gravity

and momentum effects combined, made it unnecessary to

use current to keep the car in motion.

Out of 120 readings in Cleveland, over a practically level

road, only 15 zero readings are found, and nearly all these

were noted as “ stops.” In other words, grades work both

ways, and keep average currents down to better figures than

might be expected.

Comparison of maximum efforts, however, indicates the

disagreeable character of grade work, thus :

/llaximum supply of energy observed at one rerzd1'r1,i(.

(1) Richmond . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..19.225 watts = 25.6 h. p.

(2) Cleveland.. . ., . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..11.5oo “ = 15.0 “

(3) Scranton . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..14.4oo “ = 19.2 "

Reading (1), was taken on a 9 per cent. grade; load:

about 8,500 pounds ; reading (2), on a very slight grade,

with a load of about 9,800 pounds ; reading (3), on about a

7 per cent. grade, load about 8,800 lbs. On other occa

sions in Richmond I have seen, with extravagant loads,

readings nearly 50 per cent. greater than the 25.6 above.

An important relation to be observed, as facilitating cal

culations. is the relation between car mile and horse power

hour. This relation was found to be:

From special test in Richmond . . . . . . . . . . .1 car mile = 1.01 h. p.

,, ,, Cleveland . . . . . . . . . . . .1 ,, = 0.67 ,,

,, ,, Scranton . . . . . . . . . .. 1 ,, =o.94 ,,

From averages ofseveral days in Richmond 1 ,, = 1.18 ,,

,, ,, ,, Cleveland 1 ,, = 0.90 ,,

Average . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .94 h. p.

The loads in the special tests were ordinarily from four

passengers to twenty-four. In these figures the beneficial

effect of small grades is seen. It is probable that the aver

age number of passengers carried per car mile is in Cleve

land (type of light grades) greater than in Scranton or

Richmond (type of heavy grades), otherwise the difference

would be greater between the heavy grade and the light

grade roads.

It is to be noted that the horse power here considered is

that delivered to the cars. To learn what the same relation

is when carried to the power house, we must next learn of

the line-efficiency. Taking figures of special tests, this is as

follows:

In Richmond . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 88 per cent. (1)

“Cleveland . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 94.4 “ 2)

“Scranton . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 88 “ (3)

These percentages will not, of course, be maintained at

ELECTRIC POWER. 1!

hours of heaviest traffic. In (1) and (3), a number of track

connections were broken, causing considerably more than

necessary loss with the copper actually in the line. What

ever the loss may be in these three roads, we all know that

the loss may be made what we please. Let us take it at 10

per cent. It may then be said, closely enough for anything

less than very accurate calculations, that on average roads

one electrical horse power hour in the station will produce

one car mile of service on the line.

Nearly the same value for this relation may be deduced

from figures published by Dr. Louis Bell, taken from prac

tice of the Lafayette, Ind., electric railway (blerlmkal

I/Vorld, June 22, 1889). He says that 16.1 pounds of coal

were required to produce one electrical horse-power hour.

He says that six cars are in use, making from 35 to 40

miles per day. We may assume then about 230 car miles

per day.

Total coal consumption for the day was given as 4,500 pounds;

41500 __

23° _ I9'5l

. '9-5 .

Hence, one car mile = or 1.22 electrical horse power hours.

16.1

The figure for coal is very high as compared with prac

tice in a great majority of electrical stations, for either light

or power. Coal per indicated horse-po\ver hour is given by

Dr. Bell as 7.3. This is high enough, but the jump to 16

pounds per electrical horse-power hour, shows poor steam

and shafting service, or error in calculation. Another rela

tion calculated, that between maximum two-hour supply of

energy and average supply of energy, may become of ini

portance, especially in the case of purchase of power by,

meter, the seller wanting to know beforehand how much

current he can sell from a certain plant for car service. The

plant must have normal capacity to supply the maximum

efibrt continuing for a reasonable time, say one hour, while

it may be relied on to "spurt ” for an extravagant, but very

short demand.

I found that in Richmond, with about 21 cars out, read

ings, extending through several days, showed a current of

220 amperes as flowing continuously for one hour, while

the average of same readings, reduced to 24 hours per day,

equaled 110 amperes, or 50 per cent. of the one-hour max

imum. In Cleveland, corresponding figures were respect

ively, 173 amperes and 66 ampéres, 2'. e., 38.3 per cent.; 16

cars being in service. Taking the mean of 50 and 38, that

is, 44, we may say that, on average roads only 44 per cent.

of the 24-hour capacity of the central station plant will

actually be used on the cars; the plant being such as can

easily handle maximum loads of one hour duration.

llliscellaneous Facls.—ln Cleveland schedule speed is

nine miles per hour. We made ten miles an hour on the

observation trips, including stops for a number of passen

gers, the length of route being 3.3 miles. In Scranton and

Richmond schedule time is about six miles per hour.

Special tests limited to the exact time of a run, and made

by daylight, do not measure all the power really consumed

in car service.

circuits and shunt- dynamos, movements of cars in yards.

leakage and drop on the line ; all these make their demand

on the engines. Most of these additions are independent

of grade, hence, as shown above, average car mileage per

horse power hour in the station, and from bus-line ammeter

readings, will be found more uniform, as between differ

ent roads, than the trip determinations on the cars. Thus,

from

SPECIAL TESTS.

Horse-power hours

per car miles.

Cleveland . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .67

Richmond. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1.05 = 50 PH’ cent. greater than .67

Scranton . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. 0.94 = 42 per cent. greater than .6;

Lights at the station and on the cars, field -
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I’-‘ROM STATION READINGS.

Cleveland . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 0.9

Richmond . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. i.i8 = 3i per cent. greater than 0.9

The average expenditure of energy on cars, as shown in

the special tests, was:

Av . .

Watts. H. I’. load‘: Total rise. Aver. speed.

Richr_nond.. . . . . . . . 4,883 6.5 8,500 55 feet _ 6, one way

Cleveland . . . . . . . . 4,986 6.6 9,500 0 “ 9, round trip

Scranton . . . . . . . .. 5,587 7.4 9,500 ioo (P) ‘‘ 5.7, one way

“ . . . . . . .. 3.400 4.5 8,200 100 (P) “ 6.0, one way_

“ . . . . . . . .. 4,494 6.0 8,800 0 “ 5.85, round trip.

Starting currents were generally i8 to 20 amperes, with

about 460 volts at car. On grades, starting currents were

25 amperes.

The voltage at certain points was found as low as 325,

due to bad ground connection, station voltage being about

475. At many points on the lines in Cleveland and Scran

ton 500 volts were recorded, voltage at stations being 505

to 525.

It _is to be - remembered that in all individual tests,

equipped with motors of any kind now used, the handling

ofthe variable resistance, -whether internal, as in the com

mutated field of the Sprague Company’s motor, or external,

as in the Thomson-Houston motor, may produce results

less favorable than the best possible results. An intelligt nt

motor-man can save coal just as an intelligent driver of

horses saves hay or horsefiesh. The results given above in

volve the personal equations of average drivers.—Eleclr1'cal

IVor/d.

ELECTRICAL TRANSMISSION OF POWER.

As Viewed From the Standpoint ofa Practical Mining Engineer.

BY FRANCIS A. POCOCK, MINING ENGINEER.

Everything points to the more or less rapid introductionI of electricity for the transmission of power in mining work,

and the future mining engineer will have to know as much,

if not more, of electricity as the mining engineer of to-day

knows of mechanics.

Haulage in coal mines is slowly improving. It has taken

50 years to clear out the wooden rails, and it is not all ac

complished yet. Haulage by electricity on wooden rails

will not be economy, therefore the wooden rail will go, for

in most large areas electricity will prove the cheapest

method of transmitting power for haulage.

To most American mining engineers the mere mention

of electricity causes nightmares of danger, death and destruc

tion generally; and their first exclamation when the sub

ject is broached is “it is too dangerous." Now if it is

dangerous it is high time for the State to stop it, for it has

been at work for the past two years, since Mr. Schlesinger

put his pioneer plant to work at Lykens, Pa.

Now, if this thing is dangerous, the mine inspectors are

not doing their duty in allowing it to remain at work. But

over two years of continuous use without accident proves

the contrary, and it is time to drop the word dangerous

from arguments against its adoption, and get on to the

expense of first cost or some other good argument against

its adoption, for e!e'clrz'cz'l)/ it no! z1'an_gerous.

Let us look into this assertion and see fairly where it will

lead us, for we know that electricify is dangerous. I am

contradicting myself. Well, it is the easiest way to get

you to follow me through this. You are an engineer—as

such it is yours to say nothing is impossible. As nothing is

impossible, we will take the matter up and show how a

thing can be both dangerous, and not dangerous. You un

derstand the steani-boiler. You cannot work a steam

boiler with a pressure of 2,000 lbs. per square inch, it

would be too dangerous. To use such a pressure the

.would be a worry, the expansion tremendous.

boiler would have to be very small and very strong. 50

would the pipes connecting with the engine. The valve

It would be

economy to work at such a pressure if you could, but you

cannot. Now, work with a low pressure, say 10 lbs. per

square inch. . That would not be dangerous. But see what

would be required. Large cylinders, dead slow motion

(there is no expansion), lots of water for condensation,

pumps to handle the water, etc., etc. It would not pay.

No engineer will use either 2,000 lbs. or to lbs. boiler

pressure in actual work. Yet boilers are used.

By experience it has been found that pressures of from

50 to 200 lbs. per square inch can be used, and they are

safe if intelligently handled.

VI/hilst you have been using steam, and profiting by

your father's experience, the electricians have been study

ing electricity as your father did steam, and these are the re

sults that have been attained. The electrical pressure can be

accurately measured ; certain pressures are not dangerous ;

higher pressures can be controlled and used. Efficient

work can be obtained without using a dangerous pressure.

Where is the line to be drawn? For the present at 500

volts (units of pressure) for underground work. This is

not dangerous. It has been in use at Lykens for over two

years and has not killed a man or boy. It will burn, so

will a steam-pipe. A mule has been killed, but this only

proves that it is not a safe pressure for a mule to fool with.

He is easier killed than his driver.

The engineer knows his boilers are fairly safe if they

are carefully attended to. The electrician is a long way

ahead of that. If he makes a machine to generate a pres

sure of 500 volts, 500 volts is all the pressure he can obtain.

It will not rise to 550 or 600 volts, and no carelessness or

ignorance will make the generator raise the pressure above

t is point, which we know to be safe.

\Vhy do we hear of accidents from electricity? Because, as

it is economy to use currents of very high pressure for cer

tain work, generators are built to furnish such currents.

Now to see how the pressure increases :

Suppose we wantto light a breaker. Ten arc lamps will

probably be enough (the arc lamp is the only suitable lamp

for a breaker), then the pressure will only be 480 volts.

_ Suppose [0 more lamps are wanted. The pressure then

becomes 960 volts.

Suppose a small town is also to be lighted and 40 lamps

are required. Another machine is put in “ tandem" with

the first, and the 40 lamps require a pressure of 1,920 volts.

Here ends the town, and it is rarely that we hear of an

accident from such a place.

The commercial lighting of cities is next. Starting with

the unit machine of 40 are lamp-power we have a pressure

of 1,920 volts. Before long there are 80 lamps on the same

wire and the pressure becomes 3,840 volts. I know of a

wire in a city that for over twelve months had 120 lamps on

it, giving a pressure of 5,760 volts.

I have stated that 500 volts is not dangerous, but I have

said nothing about 5,000 volts.

As the air is steam’s zero, and the pressure in a boiler is

always trying to get out, so the earth is electricity's zero,

and it is always trying to intercept the current and carry it

back to the machine. Every insulator is a narrow path

very difiicult for the current to pass along in dry weather,

getting easier in damp weather, and the current forced along

at a high pressure does leak a little at each insulator. The

higher the pressure the more the leak. There are numerous

causes that prevent absolute insulation on the surface which

we are free from entirely in the mine. Chief among these

are telegraph, telephone, power, and other electrical wires,

All of these are liable to rub against the high-pressure wire,
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and as soon as the insulation is rubbed off, the pressure will

flow along the other wire, making the whole of it dangerous.

It is always best to avoid danger if possible, therefore

there is one rule which ought to be taught in every school

in the United States, and that lS——NEVE,R LIFT A WIRE o1=1~‘

THE GROUND. As long as it is on the ground. it is harm

less, no matter what pressure may be on it. The moment

it leaves the ground it may be dangerous. Ifit is in the

way of trafiic you can safely pull it across the street with

your foot, then put your foot on it and hold it on the ground

and it cannot hurt you, but do no! lfft it. A/ever tour}: a

wire lied on apole. It may not be dangerous, but it is like

the unloaded gun, it may kill you.

This has nothing to do with the mining question, but the

information is valuable.

The following results have happened under my eyes :

One man killed by a pressure of from 1,920 to 2,000 volts.

One man not killed by the same pressure, but paralyzed for

life. I received a shock myself from 768 volts. My hands

were burned, and my arms were useless for some hours, but

suffered no inconvenience, except the burns, next morning.

Five hundred volts have burned my hands. So has a

steam-pipe in the mines. The shock from 500 volts was no

worse.than the steam-pipe’s burn. Five hundred volts will

give good results for power purposes up to five miles from

the station. 50 we can use a pressure which during a space

of two years has proven itself safe in a mine. It cannot ex

plode, but it will burn.

For the present it is best to consider fire~damp and elec

tricity much too dangerous a combination to be touched,

and my remarks do not apply to gaseous mines ; but they

do to mines that do not generate gas.

In the bituminous coal fields of this country, or where

the measures are flat, or have a gradual rise or fall, it is a

question with the operator ifit will be best to use rope-haul

age or electricity.

Much has been said about rope-haulage limiting the out

put, which does not appear to me to be correct. It matters

very little to a well constructed haulage engine, which is

well above her load, and it is only such engines that the

large companies can afford to put in, if you put 25 or 30

cars on per trip, provided there is standing room for the

extra 5 cars at the landing, so that the majority of hauling

engints could handle 20 per cent. more coal with a small rise

of steam-pressure.

The cost of rope-haulage is probably only two-thirds that

of electricity in first cost. The depreciation and repairs

would probably be about the same. In a single haulage

plant the attendance would be the same. Thus there would

be a saving in point of first cost and interest on investment

in favor of rope-haulage. This is not, however, the only

point to be looked at. A rope-haulage is put in, and the

in-bye siding all fixed up, then every day the collecting

mules have to go further and further with the cars, until the

haul gets too_ long, and then a new rope is put in and the

siding moved forward, and then the mules are cut down and

put to work in some other district which is getting away

from the siding.

Now it appears to me that if electricity were in use, using

two roads into each district, the cost of keeping the siding

up to the mules, and so making their haul short all the

time, would be very slight. It means only laying the track

forward, putting up some insulators, and soldering up 100

feet of wire in each road, and moving forward the switches

each week. In this way a minimum number of mules could

be always employed, and the wear and tear on them re

duced very low.

But I am not at all prepared to say that the case to the

advantage of electricity ends here. T/10 Colliery Engineer

has justly remarked upon the improbability of being

able to put a power wire into each working place, and I

fully agree with it in the matter.

But that is no reason why the motor should not go into

each working place, and I see no practical difficulty in send

ing it there. This will not help the haulage on the main

gangways, which will still be the same, but by building a

motor for the work, there will be no difficulty in making it

do the work of six or seven collectingmules, and it will

only require one man to run it, so that one or two small

motors, of say eight horse-power, could be used instead of

six or twelve mules. '

These could be worked off the same wire which runs the

big haulage motor and ‘from the same generating plant on

the surface, greatly to the benefit of the air and ventilation

generally, and much to the operator's profit. And so the

system could embrace the whole mine, and the more of it

there is the better it will pay.

The advantages do not stop here. Everybody knows that

the larger the works the less the cost in proportion. Then

let us suppose there are two or more mines, say half a mile

apart. Then the one power station could operate the

whole of them, and the surface expenses can be brought

down in proportion. In this way a whole valley could be

worked from one station, and all parts being in duplicate, the

risks ofa breakdown would be nil.

I do not think that electricity will under all conditions be

either cheapest or best. There are conditions which sug

gest themselves where it would be folly to try and run an

electrical plant, and the mining engineer must not allow him

self to be talked into trying what must be a financial failure,

even ifit be a mechanical success. _The existing conditions

must govern and decide everything in the way of machinery.

And the mining advisors of electrical companies will make

a grave error if they allow a plant to go to work where it

will not be a commercial success.

This brings up another point, viz., what is the cost of

running ,an electrical plant? It appears at first sight as if it

were as yet impossible to answer this question. The circum

stantial evidence in its favor is, however, pretty strong. The

Lykens’ plant would not have been kept at work if it had

not paid in that situation. A rope-haulage was impossible,

and a steam locomotive would not answer. It was a ques

tion between mules and electricity. 'The pioneer electrical

plant was put in, and with all its breakdowns it costs prob

ably as much as mules. The road is 6,000 feet or more

long, and very far from straight. Go to Lykens and ask

where the principle trouble is, and you will be told “ in the

burning of the armatures.” Look at the connections be

tween the armature and commutator on the machine, and

you will see the practice of five years ago, and the trouble

will be manifest to you. The construction has been discon

tinued by all the leading manufacturers of electrical machin

ery, except one. The copper leads from the armature are

carried through two holes into the shaft, and passed through

the hollow shaft and bearing, then out of two holes on to

the commutator. The insulation of these leads has to stand

the heat from the bearing, the heat from the current passing

through them, the oil from the bearing, and the copper dust

from the commutator and brushes, all of which are against

the insulation of theseeleads. I do not wish to detract from

Mr. Schlesinger's ability, or his record as the pioneer, for

he used the construction in vogue at the time. Since then

improvements have been made, and Mr. Schlesinger, in all

probability. has taken advantage ofthem. It therefore stands

to reason that as the cause of the principle trouble has been

removed in the machines of to-day, the trouble must also

have been overcome.

This is in a manner proven by the pumping plant at Nor
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manton, England, which is doing more work per minute

than Lykens ever did, and has run eighteen months, not on

an average of ten hours per day, but for twenty-two hours

per day. That is to say, that Lykens has done in two years

about 5,200 hours work, and has broken down frequently.

Normanton, at which plant newer ideas were used, has done

12,000 hours work wit/zout a single breakdown. This cer

tainly proves that electricalmachinery has passed the experi

mental stage.

To show the pace at which electricity is being introduced

in street-railway work, and the money being invested every

day the following is what one company has done :

No. of Miles of No. of

_ Motor Cars. Track. Roads.

September 15, 1889 . . . . . ..5o4 208 37

November 15, 1889 . . . . . . . .490 313 47

Increase . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .185 105 10

This is probably not one half of the work already done.

It is a well known fact that the city of Boston has now 82

cars, and 45 miles of electrical road at work, and will have

nearly 200 miles of road working early next year, with more

than one car per mile.

Looking at these facts, it is impossible to think that this

capital is being invested in an experiment.—77ze Collz'er_'y

Engineer.

THE STORY OF ELECTRICITY,

WITH SOME DEFINITIONS.

Six hundred years B. C. Thales wrote that amber, when

rubbed by silk, would attract light bodies. This observa

tion remained quite solitary for 2,200 years, with no addi

tional facts in this great domain of nature. The cerebral

activity of the race was absorbed in propounding and resist

ing religions, and in settling the boundaries of empires, and

forms of government. Nature was little interrogated.

In 1,600 A. D., Dr. Gilbert, surgeon to Queen Elizabeth,

first used the \vord 0/edric in connection with science, deriv

ing it from the Greek word for amber. In 1,647 Otto

Guerick, of Magdeburg, discovered the repulsive force of

electricity and constructed the first electrical machine, which

was a globe of sulphur, to be rubbed by the hand. In

1,673 Newton observed the electricity that arises from the

friction of glass. About 1,700 it was discovered that it

could be accumulated in the human body, from which

sparks were drawn, and it became the fashionable diversion

of the period to charge and discharge each other, and to

make the hair stand on end. In 1,746 the Leyden jar, in

which electricity could be confined and discharged at

pleasure, by connecting the exterior and interior surfaces,

was accidentally invented.

In 1,752 Franklin, who had previously suggested to the

French scientists the identity of lightning and electricity,

proved it by the key on the kite line. In France a rod was

erected 40 feet in height for the purpose of testing Frank

lin's theory, and in 1,753 a scientist, who was investigating

for the same purpose at Petersburgh, Russia, was killed by

a discharge of lightning, the first victim of electrical science.

But Franklin did more than “snatch lightning from

heaven," he asserted a theory concerning electricity which,

with some modifications and additions, has served even to

the present time to account for all the wonderful phenomena

that have been grouped around the infant science. His

theory was that all electrical attractions and repulsions are

produced by the disturbance of one fluid; that a body

which contains in its combination electricity in such a state

that the self repulsion of its atoms are just balanced by the

attraction of the same atoms for unsaturated matter, re

mains in its natural state until, by friction, heat, or chemical

action, with the interposition of non-conducting substances,

the electricity is accumulated in one portion of space and

rendered deficient in another portion," when two classes of

phenomena are manifested, viz.: statical, such as induc

tion and the attraction or repulsion of other bodies ; dyna

mical, or the force which is manifested by the transfer of the

fluid to that point where it is deficient. He also announced

the law that the atoms of a body are attracted or repelled

by the atoms of a fluid in proportion ; or inversely as the

square of the distance. Erz'puz'l fulmen roelo et sceplrum

/yrannis.

The next step was of such consequence.that the names of

the inventors were affixed to their inventions, and it is

pleasant to observe how the French habit has been followed

in honoring the various contributors to this field of science

by the use of their names as words to express the ideas

which their brains were the first to evolve ; hence ampfire,

2'0/t,faraa', efc.—the best monument that can be erected in

honor of a wise man. We don’t recollect that any such

monuments have. as yet, been erected to women. Galvani

and his frog gave the first impetus to chemical investiga

tion. The frog was hanging upon a copper hook attached

to an iron bar, and, when touched, its muscles contracted.

All the scientists of Europe began to skin frogs and watch

their life-like actions. And the frogs did not die in vain.

These experiments led Volta to his discovery, in 1799, of

the voltaic pile. Galvani died the previous year, but Volta

triumphantly exclaimed, “I don't need your frogs; give

me two metals and a wet rag, that is all I require.”

Fabroni, of Florence, was the first to suggest chemical

action as the cause of this phenomenon. Humphrey Davy,

in 1807, found the metals potassium and sodium, by elec

trolysis.

Electro-magnetism, the science of the development of

magnetism by electricity, obtained from the voltaic pile,

was inaugurated by this question put to nature, by Oersted,

of Copenhagen, in 1819, “ what happens to the magnetic

needle when an electrically charged wire is brought near

it P” The needle pointed east and west, and thus acknowl

edged its master. Previous to this the only connection

that had been observed between electricity and magnetism

was the similar polarity of the two ends of the magnet,

and the extremities of a galvanic battery.

Then came the numerous experiments of Ampere in

France, and of Faraday in England. Then Prof. Henry,

of Princeton, who was aware of various electrical signals

that had been used in Europe, gave to Morse, on a voyage

across the Atlantic, his first idea of a magnetic telegraph,

and in 1835 Morse built the line between Baltimore and

New York, of which Alfred Vail was the manager and

operator.

The next electrical subject of invention, after galvanism

or animal magnetism, electrolysis and the telegraph, was

the electric light. In 1809 Sir Humphrey Davy discov

ered the arc, which is the curve or bow described by elec

tricity in passing from one of the carbon points to the other.

Forty years later, Grove and Bunsen brought out their im

proved battery cells, and many attempts were made to turn

the electric light to practical account, but it may be said

that the discovery of Faraday, in 1836, that an electric cur

rent could be induced in a coil of wire by the approach or

recession of a magnet, gave to electricians the first glimpse

of the possibility of producing an electric light of practical

value. Numerous machines were made in this line, from

Pixii, in 1832, to Siemens, in 1854,, who introduced the

armature in place of the bobbins previously used. Wilde.

of Manchester, England, produced a powerful machine in

which the electro-magnet for the first time took the place

of the permanent horse-shoe magnet, and the dynamo was

born. The electro-magnet consists of a core of soft iron,
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around which is coiled insulated copper wire, which iron

remains a magnet 50 long as the electric current passes

through the coil. The strength of the magnet depends

on the strength of the current, and the number of coils of

wire, and other circumstances. These magnets have been

made so powerful as to sustain a ton weight affixed to the

armature, and in steel works such magnets have been used

to lift and move heavy ingots of metal, dropping them at'

the desired point when the current is disconnected.

The earth seems to be the great storage battery of elec

tricity, and all currents when produced, seek it by the

shortestroute that is free from obstructions. It was one of

the surprises of electrical science, when Dr. Pacinotti, of

Florence, in 1860. showed how currents absolutely continu

ous, and always in the same direction, could be obtained.

But a greater surprise was in store.

Friction has nothing to do with generating the current in

a dynamo, and steel magnets or cores were found to be for

this service inferior to those ot soft iron. Some of the

dynamo magnets are made entirely of insulated wire coils.

Neither does the armature generate the field. The motion

of the armature merely induces the currents of the field to

travel on a wire. Faraday's great discovery was, that when

the pole of a magnet is moved into or out of a coil of wire,

this motion produces, while it lasts, currents of electricity

in the coil. This is magneto-electric induction, and the

-direction of the -current is alternated as the magnet ap

proaches and recedes. “Nothing is lost and nothing is

created" is an old aphorism, but it was astonishingly illus

trated by the Wheatstone dynamo of 1866, in which, for
the first time, electric currents were meichanically produced

without any battery whatever. It was then shown that in

soft iron, the softer the better, there was sufficient polarized

residual magnetism, or as the electricians call it, enough

“ N and S,” to come up. under the influence of the re

volving armature, first slowly revolving, and then rapidly,

when driven by steam, wind or water power, to the full

potency of the machine, without the assistance of any vol

taic battery. First feebly magnetic by the action of the

magnetism of the earth, it becomes, by induction alone, the

tremendous power that makes a small wire an instrument of

sudden death. The cost of electricity, therefore, is solely

the power required to revolve the armature, and to reduce

this cost is the problem that Edison and many other elec

trical inventors are now working at, viz.: To save the loss

of power in converting the energy of coal into “E. M. F.,”'

1'. 2., electric motive force. How nearly it is approached by

the numerous manufacturers of the best dynamos at present

it is difiicult to ascertain. They claim great results for their

machines; but it is safe to say that if any one claims that

more than IOO per cent. of the power of the coal is re

turned, they are trying to deceive their customers, though

some of them claim 90 per cent.

Other inventors are seeking by the chemical action of

diflerent acids and alloys of metals to do away with the

dynamo altogether.

In 1872 Gramme, of France, gave the subject of electric

illumination a fresh impetus by the introduction of a small,

compact dynamo, and at this date begins the ever-growing

excitement concerning electric light. This machine was

first used in 1874 to provide light for the VVestminster clock

tower. The Gramme machine gives a continuous current ;

previous machines gave an alternate current, and has been

extensively used in Europe. In the United States many

people will remember the interest which attached to the first

exhibition of the Brush machine and its electric are light at

the American Institute Fair. Then came the incandescent

filament lamp which was worked out by several inventors.

adapting it to domestic use; and the improvement of the

storage batteries, which enable the street cars to carry their

own motive power upon an ordinary track. _

As the harvest increases the laborers multiply, and doubt

less the end is still far from being reached. The great

sources of power, wind and water, have scarcely as yet been

called upon to do service in this cause.

This brief history brings us over the four great steps of

discovery; the friction, the chemical, the electro-magnet,

and the revolving armature. Can there be another step as

great as these?

A large vocabulary of technical terms and phrases has

grown up, and it is our purpose, in this article, to give our

readers as clear an understanding as possible, within the

limits of our space, of some of those which are mostly in

use.

An electric dynamo is a machine \vhich converts the

mechanical energy derived from steam, water, wind or

other power, into electrical energy. The revolving arma

ture intercepts the electric current in its passage from one

pole of the magnet to the other, accumulates, and diverts it

over insulated wires by which it is conducted to any place

whereat it may be obstructed and used for power, light,

heat, &c. This current, it would have surprised Franklin

to learn, is measured and sold by the quantity, at so much

for so much, and with greater accuracy than potatoes by the

quart (especially sweet potatoes) or eggs by the dozen.

An armature is a bar which connects the poles ofa horse

shoe magnet, and, in a dynamo, is the part of the machine

which revolves close to the poles within the field of the

electro-magnet. The field is the space within the limits of

the magnetic attraction and repulsion. If a magnet is held

beneath a paper, and iron filings are scattered above it,

there is a certain space within which they are manifestly

polarized. This is the field. The armature, therefore,

revolving within this field of magnetic influence, produced

by the current through the magnets, causes a difference of

electro-motive force, which is usually called a current. The

pole pieces are pieces of soft iron, with rounded edges,

which concentrate and deliver the electricity. They con

form to the outline of the space in which the armature

revolves.

Dynamos are of two kinds, those which produce a con

tinuous current, and those which alternate the current. It

is still a matter of discussion as to which method gives the

best results.

The commutator is a cylinder with segments in two or

four ports, which is usually placed on the shaft of the arma

ture. It causes the currents that alternate or change their

direction twice in every revolution of the armature to flow

in one direction. The brushes bear against the commuta

tor cylinder with a slight pressure, and take off the current

generated in the armature. The cause of the current is

due to the cutting of the lines of magnetic force of the field

by the armature during its rotation.

Electricity, like water, depends for its power of doing

work on two conditions : quantity and force ; its potentiality

increases according to the place where it is produced as

compared with that at some other place. The difference of

potential corresponds with the difference of level in liquids,

with the difference of pressure in gases, with the difference

of temperature in heat. As the sea level is the standard

for measuring the height of a mountain, so are electric

levels measured from the arbitrary level of the potential of

the earth.

A storage battery does not store electricity any more

than the spring of a clock can be said to store time or

sound ; it stores energy. The energy of an electric current

is used to produce a decomposition of metal of such a

nature as will independently produce a current on the
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_ avoid the necessity of using a dynamo.

removal of the original current. The cells or accumulators

are two plates of metal immersed in a liquid acid which is

called the electrolyte, and which cannot act on the plates

until after an electric current has passed through it, which

effects its decomposition in depositing its positive and nega

tive constituents on the plates. On the cessation of the

current the cells are discharged by a connection outside the

liquid, in the opposite direction. Plates of compressed

litharge have been recently used, and many experiments are

being made in the hopes of obtaining such results as will

Electric meters

are those in which a portion of the cui rent passes through

a solution of a metallic salt, and the strength is determined

by the amount of electrolytic decomposition it effects.

There is also an electro-thermal meter to measure the heat

caused by a certain resistance, or by the amount of a liquid

evaporated by the heat generated by the current; and an

electro-magnetic meter, in which the current is measured by

the magnetic effects it produces upon a needle by deflect

ing it.

We will now describe the terms used to express the

quantity and power of the current. The 0/im is the unit of

electric resistance, that is, such a resistance, or obstruction

by reduced conductivity, as would limit the flow of the

electricity under an electro-motive force of one volt to a

current of one ampere, or to one coulomb per second.

This resistance is the true, as distinguished from the spuri

ous resistance produced by a counter electro-motive force

which, in a voltaic battery, is set up by polarization. The

true resistance of a conductor is due to its dimensions and

specific conducting power. This resistance is measured by

the deflection of a magnetic needle when placed between

two coils, the resistance of one of which is known. The

wall is the unit of electro-motive force. It stands for as

much electricity as is induced in a conductor which cuts IOO

millions of lines of magnetic force per second. A line of

magnetic force is the intensity of field which exists in each

square centimetre (oiie-sixth ofa square inch) ofa magnetic

field. It is such an electro-motive force as causes a current

of one ampere to flow against the resistance of one ohm.

It is such an electro-motive force as would charge a con

denser of the capacity of one farad with a quantity of elec

tricity equal to one coulomb. It is measured by electrolysis

in the manner above-mentioned.

An ampére is the unit of electric current. It is such a

rate of flow or transmission as would pass a force ofone 110/!

through a circuit of a resistance of one ohm. The ampere

hour is used in the measurement of electric currents and of

the storage capacity of accumulators and primary batteries.

The number of ampéres passing is indicated by the deflec

tion of a needle inside, or over, a coil of insulated wire

through which the current passes.

Dyna is the unit of force ; a force which, in one second,

can impart a velocity of one centimetre per second to a

mass of one gramme.

A Farad is the unit of electric capacity. As in gases a

quart vessel will hold a quart of gas under a pressure of one

atmosphere so, in electricity, a conductor or condenser,

whose capacity is one farad, will hold a quantity of elec

tricity equal to one coulomb when under an electro-motive

force of one volt. Electricity acts as if it were very coin

pressible, so that the quantity required to fill any condenser

depends on the volts of force under which it is put into it ;

therefore there is the unit of capacity of the vessel, the farad,

and the unit of quantity, the coulomb. A Coulomb is such

a quantity of electricity as would pass in one second in a

circuit whose resistance is one ohm, under an electro-motive

force of one volt, and which can be contained in a condenser

of one farad capacity when subjected to such force.

All these measurements will be a heavy addition to the

duties of the school teachers of the rising generations, and

as electricity comes more and more into domestic service,

these terms will requiie a place in the school books with

avoirdupois and troy weights, and dry and wet measures.

There are still a few more scales of measurement in electrical

science, viz : the jau/e, which is the unit of electric energy

or work in general, apart from special ‘electrical work or

energy, and the lfag, or the unit of work done when unit

force is overcome through unit distance, as when a body is

moved through a distance of one centimetre with the force

of one dyne. An ergmeter is an apparatus for measuring

in ergs the work of an electric current. The heating effect,

produced by the passage of an electric current which arises

from the resistance of the conductor is called joule effect.

The school book of the new born generation will contain

tables like this : '

1 watt per second equals_ten_millions ergs.

i joule " “ “ six kilogram-metres.

1 volt-coulomb " .ooi34o6 horse power.

and so on, for page after page, through all the different re

lations of the various properties of electricity as expressed

in tables of capacity, velocity and energy. In addition to

this, they will have to learn the laws of nature as formulated -

by the different scientists. Laws of Ampere, in electro

dynamical attraction and repulsion; of Becquerel, of the

magneto-optic rotation of the plane of polarization of light ;

the laws of Coulomb, of electro-static, and magnetic attrac

tions and repulsions ; laws of Faraday, of electrolysis ; laws

of Kirchoff, ofshunted circuits ; laws of Ohm, of strength of

current; laws of Lenz, of induction currents, and the law of

Volta for contact-series which is as follows : “The differ

ence of potential produced by the contact of any two metals

is equal to the sum of the differences of potentials between

the intervening metals in the contact-series."

As these laws require for their proper application to be

expressed in terms of the metric system, that, too, must be

come familiar to those who undertake to acquire a liberal

education.

The creation of the metric system, nearly a century ago,

by a National Convention in France, marked a great era in

progress. It is of the greatest assistance to the electrician.

This system takes as a base for measures of length and

volume, as well as of weight and mass, the metre, which is

equal to the forty millionth part of the length of the ter

restrial meridian, or the ten millionth part of the distance

from the equator to the pole. In 1873 the C. G. S. unit

was called into exist‘.-ince by a committee of the British As

sociation,. the initials signifying Ceiitiiiietre, Gramme and

Sec0nd.—/ournal of Useful /mimliorzs.

NEWARK'S STRUGGLE FOR RAPID TRANSIT.

A meeting was held on Wednesday evening, December

4, in the Board of Trade rooms, in Newark, N. at the

call of the West End Improvement Association, for the pur

pose of discussing measures of rapid transit, and it is safe

to say that this question was never so thoroughly ventilated

in Newark before. Everybody who had a system to intro

duce or a suggestion to make was invited to be present, and

those who desired to speak were patiently heard.

The committee in charge of the meeting consisted of

Messrs. Edward G. Robertson, Edward Zusi, Samuel De

Bow. ]ohn G. Kearsing and john Haskins, of the West

End Improvement Association, which is a unit in asking for

rapid transit as soon as it can be accomplished. Invitations

were extended to the representatives of the Electric Ac

cumulator Company, the Thompson & Houston Company,

the Sprague Electric Railway Company, the Connelly

Motor Company, Daft Electric Company, National Cable
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Railroad Company, American Cable Railroad Company,

the Central Railroad Company, the Lehigh Valley Railroad

Company, besides Messrs. Weston, Edison, Battin, Radel,

and others generally who might have anything to promise

or describe.

The first to be heard was Mr. John N. Akerman, who

answered to the call for a representative of the Connelly

Street Railway Equipment Company. He said that his

Company ran cars with gas engines, and that by early spring

the company hope to have the Mulberry street line equipped

and cars running from Newark to Elizabeth. He said, in

answer to a question, that the motors were not running in

Elizabeth, but had been tried there experimentally, and

that objectionable features, such as noise and unpleasant

odor, had since been in a great measure overcome in the

improved engine. The fuel of the Connelly motor is gaso

line or naptha, and Mr. Akerman said that with the motor

a loaded car could be pulled up a grade of 4. to 6 per cent.

faster than horses could pull it, and that under favorable

conditions (on the level) the cars could make eighteen

miles an hour. One motor could pull two sixteen-foot cars

at this rate.

Mr. A. T. Starkey, of the Sprague Electric Company,

described the advantages of that company’s system of run

ning the main conductor wires on poles along the curb with

feeders running out to the trolley wires at certain distances

apart, so that in case of a break in the trolley wire the cars

or other sections can be run, and so that any part of the

circuit can be cut out in case of a fire without stopping the

whole system. He said that the electric pressure was 500

volts at the dynamo and generator, and from 450 down to

400 volts at the motor. This current, he said, was abso

lutely without danger, and he had ‘never heard of a life

being lost through a shock from the Sprague dynamos.

Mr. George ‘W. Mansfield, of the Thompson & Houston

Company, followed Mr. Starkey, and said that their system

was much the same as the Sprague, and that the best that

could be said for the Thompson & Houston plan was that

this company had equipped 108 roads which are in prac

tical operation with about 900 cars running over from 400 to

500 miles. The reduction of time over horse cars was even

in crowded Boston from twenty to thirty per cent. ‘he said,

and in the suburbs the cars ran eighteen or nineteen miles

an hour. He was asked how sleet and ice was prevented

from interfering with the running of cars.

he answered. “ We grease the wires so that sleet will not

adhere and ice will not form on them. If it does. it ad

heres so lightly that the vibration of the trolley shakes it

off. Then we have plows, sweepers and scrapers all run by

motors to clear the tracks from snow and ice.”

Mr. C. R. Parsons, of Montclair, who represented the

National Cable Road Company of New York, began by

saying that there was but one system for a practical cable

road, and that he described in general terms. Mr. Parsons

did not mean to be aggressive, perhaps, but his manner of

delivery was a mixture of good humor and aggressiveness,

born of confidence in cable traction and contempt for elec

tric propulsion. He created a laugh by saying, sarcastic

ally, "Everything is electric now, even sugar refining ;”

and at another time, when asked about some of the features

of cable roads which were objectionable, he said: “Oh,

you cannot cut your corns with the cable system. I do not

claim that it will do everything.” He said that cable roads

were good things in large communities, but he would not

put down a cable road where only a single track was found

to pay or where fifteen cars would do all the work. He

stated that the cable cost $3,000 a mile, that is for two miles

of cable, and that the road in New York cost something like

$100,000 per mile exclusive of real estate. Furthermore he

“ Very simply,”'

made the broad statement that there was not a cable road

in this country that was built for business, and not to boom

real estate in the suburbs, that did not pay good dividends.

“I defy you to run an electric road in Newark and make it

pay. And I will tell you that there will be a cable road in

Newark. I know where there is capital ready to build it.”

Mr. Parsons made many disparaging statements about ex

isting electric roads, which were controverted by Mr. Star

key and Mr. Mansfield.

Few N_ewarkers who are acquainted with Prof. Edward

Weston, and were present at the meeting, anticipated such a

treat as his discourse was. His usual reserve was dropped

for the occasion, and in a clear, concise and logical manner

he showed that he was familiar not only with electric mat

ters, but with cable roads as well. His manner was digni

fied and his remarks temperate. Altogether his discourse

was the most interesting of the evening, and everybody

listened to him with rapt attention and applauded when he

finished. He began by saying that he had just come from

a little town in the State, a summer resort where an elec

tric railroad was a mechanical and a financial success. That

twenty-seven cars were run in summer and six were run

ning now. In summer, he said, it was difiicult to obtain

standing room on the cars, and the income was $100 per day

per car, while the cost was about $1 per car. Horse cars

cost,he said, from $5.50 to $9 per day. “Any road can

be a failure unless engineering conditions are complied with.

The Philadelphia cable road was a gigantic failure when I

last saw it, and I presume it is still.

“It has been said here by Mr. Parsons that electric ,

motor machinery is delicate. ' On the contrary, I state that

no class of machinery is as simple and requires so little at

tention. The strain on an electric motor and on electric

machinery generally is all tangential. There is conversion

of reciprocal motion to rotary motion, as in asteam engine

by means of the crank. No stopping of a heavy mass of

iron at the end of its course and starting it back again, but

one steady rotary motion. Electricity is subservient to laws

as certain as the law of gravitation. It can be accurately

measured and absolutely controlled. The volt is the unit

of pressure as the pound per square inch is the unit of pres

sure in the steam engine. The pressure used on electric rail

ways is variable, running all the way from 30 volts up to 500

volts. While I am speaking on this subject, I want to say

something about the fatalities in New York from electric

light wires ; and, by the way, I must observe that these ac

cidents are all in New York. We do not heal‘ of them

elsewhere. The last one was deplorable, because it struck

a man who wa_s handling a showcase in the ordinary dis

charge of his daily duties and who was totally unsuspicious

of danger. If it had been a trap laid to kill a man it could

not have been arranged with greater effect. A $25 instru

ment at the central station would have averted this accident

by indicating that there was an interruption on this circuit.

Electric lighting in New York is done under conditions

which should be prohibited by law. Not being permitted

to put up more wires, the lighting companies have been

putting on the present wires three times the potential that

they were designed for. Three sixty-light dynamos, the

largest size made, have been placed in series, raising the po

tential to such a point that it is dangerous for the workmen

to go around in the central stations without rubber clothing,

shoes and gloves. The Board of Electric Control is to blame

for this. In the accident spoken of the conditions were all

favorable for the result accomplished. The current was

grounded on the iron grating and the bottom of the lamp

was not insulated, as is required by law in New York. The

man's body was interposed between the bottom of the lamp

and the iron plate, and instant death was the inevitable re
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' sult. It was due to gross criminal carelessness that his life

was sacrificed, and the blame rests with the company. The

electric lighting companies are doing themselves great injury

by their present course. I speak feelingly because I have

been closely identified with the growth of electric light and

power in this country. I do not fully agree with one of the

authorities who has put himself on record by saying that the

current is not controllable at_high pressure, and that nothing

but a low potential should be permitted. If you should

restrict steam pressure to twenty-five pounds per square inch

you would revolutionize its use and paralyze the industries

of this country. As the use of high pressure steam has been

increased its use has been met with increased strength of

boilers. High pressure in electric wires can in the same

manner be met by increasing the insulation and constantly

being on the lookout for defects.”

In the course of his remarks Mr. VVeston spoke rather

disparagingly of the storage batteries, and said that his ex

perience with them had been far from satisfactory. He de

scribed them in terms which gave most of the listeners some

new ideas about them, and he pointed out their defects. His

remarks brought Mr. , Penrlleton, of this city, who owns

storage battery patents, to his feet ; and he said that he had

probably had more and longer experience with storage bat

teries than Mr. VVeston. He admitted that Mr. \/Veston

was accurate in his description of the causes of defect in the

batteries, but said that in the latest batteries these had been

greatly reduced, and in a new appliance which the company

was getting out it was hoped to obviate them all. He said

that an electric storage car had run sixty-three miles on one

charge of its batteries and had surmounted low grades and

given excellent satisfaction. He thought that the cable was

the best thing for elevators and would not like to trust him

self on a grade of over 8 per cent. with any self-propelled

car.

Ex-Senator Stainsby was called upon to make some re

marks and he said that he was in favor of rapid transit and

in favor of overhead wires, if necessary. He suggested that

this might be done on Orange street and other side streets,

and if overhead wires worked there they should be put on

Broad street, too. “ There are 21,000 people in the

Thirteenth ward who have no means of getting home,” he

said.

Mr. William A. Ure said that he was in favor of elevated

roads, and if that was impracticable anything else that would

afford rapid transit for the numerous dwellers in the outlying“

wards. ~

At the suggestion of Mr. George W. Taylor Mr. Ure

oflfered a resolution which was embodied in the following

communication to the Common Council, which was pre

.sented to that body on Friday evening :

N1-".wA_RK, N. ]., Dec. 6, 1889.

To {/22 Preszllem‘ and lllemoers of flze Common C'ozmcz'l of

llze C'z'z_‘y of Nezuark .

GENTLEMEN——A public meeting was held at the Board of

Trade rooms on the evening of December 4th instant, under

the auspices of the West End Improvement Association, at

which the subject of rapid transit was discussed by repre

sentatives of the cable, electric and other street car motor

companies and by citizens familiar with the subject. At the

COYICIUSIOH Of the proceedings the undersigned were ap

pointed a committee to present to your honorable body the

following resolution, which was unanimously adopted :

Resolved, That it is the sense of this meeting that the

Common Council should at the earliest day possible decide

the question of rapid transit for Newark by requiring the

tlillefenl l'.10.fS€ railroad companies to supersede horses and

substitute either the cable or electric systems for propelling

street cars in Newark.

' Yours respectfully,

WILLIAM A. URE,

E. C. HAY,

R. HEINISCH,

H. E. BAILEY,

GEORGE W. TA\'LoR.

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR ON THE OCEAN

Leonide Apostoloff, a Cossack engineer in the Russian

Army, has invented a nautical craft to be driven by an elec

tric motor, with which he expects to attain a speed of 120

knots an hour, at which rate the distance between Queens

town and Sandy Hook could be covered in 26 hours.

The inventor having explained his plans to the Russian

War Department was allowed to take a vacation of three

years in which to perfect his invention. He thereupon went

to Marsailles, where the climate favors nautical experiments

more than it does in St. Petersburg. Here he is building

his boat. He calls it the Bateau Plongeur. Its model is

that of a spindle, sharp at both ends. It is 28 metres long,

and 3 ‘-_- metres in diameter in the middle. It consists

essentially of an inner and an outer shell, the outer shell

revolving around the inner one on journals fitted at each

end of a horizontal shaft that runs through the axis of the

spindle. \

Beginning at a point near the bow and winding twice

around the outer shell is a blade perpendicular to the axis

of the spindle, very much like the thread of a screw. As

the outer shell revolves this screw thread will worm the

craft through the water.

To drive the craft he uses an electric motor, with a stor

age system of his own. Electricity will, of course, light the

craft. At each end of the boat and around the centre are

belts of bull’s-eyes, through which the light will shine, but

for what purpose is not evident. That the glass would be

useful when on the surface is plain enough. The boat is

steered by fishtail rudders—-horizontal and vertical.

To a correspondent who asked him about his invention,

Mr. Apostolofi' said :

“My boat will travel from 80 to 120 knots an hour—8o

on the surface of the sea and 120 at full speed under water.

I have applied to navigation the spiral principle, that is all.

The value of this principle is seen in many places. Why

does a snake swim faster than any fish? Because it twists

itself through the water. Force for force, a screw is driven

into a piece of wood quicker than a nail. The projectile of

an old smooth-bore musket travelled perhaps _100 yards

with a certain trajectory. The modern rifle sends a projec

tile twisting through the air to ten times the distance.

“I first had this principle suggested to me when quite a

young fellow. My regiment was ordered to Samara, where

a bridge was to be built over the river. The peasants got

the stones for the bridge foundation from the bed of the

river. Their device for clutching these rocks was of their

own invention. It consisted of an iron clutch, a rope, and

a long smooth tree trunk. The claw was made fast to one

end of the rope, which was then wound around the tree

trunk. The tree trunk was then poised vertically. At a

touch the rope began to unwind from the tree trunk and the

claw plunged whirling down through the water to the bot

tom. The claw whirling thus grasped any stone beneath it

and the rope was then wound up, bringing the stone with it.

Simply dropping the‘ rope would have done no good. It

had to be set a whirling. If you doubt this try the experi

ment with a lead pencil and thread.

“ In this boat I have provided enough air space to last

the crew and passengers thirty-eight hours. I do not think
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it advisable to explain my motor. Before I began this boat

I tried a small one made of tin on the Volga. It was a fool

hardy thing to do, for the tin was not strong enough. A

party of friends on a steamer saw my boat plunge out of

sight. They mourned me as one lost, but eventually the

steamer overtook me. I was on the bank. My boat had

been wrecked by the pressure of the water, due to the great

speed at which I had travelled.”

A simple calculation will show that M. Apostoloff’s outer

shell will have to whirl pretty fast to cover 120 miles an

hour. His boat is 91 feet long over all. Allowing one foot

only for the journals his spiral would be 90 feet long. If it

wound itself ahead its full length with every revolution it

would have to revolve 7,000 times an hour or I 16 a minute

to get ahead at a rate of 120 miles. It is likely that it could

not go ahead without a good deal of what is called slip.

This very likely would make from I 50 to 160 revolutions

necessary. It will take a mighty motor to whirl such a

shell as this 150 times a minute.

THE ZIPERNOWSKY ELECTRIC TRAMWAY.

Herr Zipernowsky, of Buda Pesth, on November 9th, de

livered a lecture on his newly invented tram-line with a ver

tical track, which was very numerously attended, especially

by the members of the Hungarian Association of Engineers

and Architects, and by many representatives of science and

industry. Herr Zipernowsky displayed for the first time

this system to the public, having, for this purpose, put up

a model line at the works of Ganz & Co., with two points

and a small car, upon which was placed a miniature electro

motor, and caused it to work during the lecture. The minia

ture tramcar, driven _by the electric current, worked very

well, and the automatic switches acted with astonishing pre

cision.

The object of the invention is to obviate some of the dis

advantages attending the running of cars on the ordinary

rails, while retaining all the advantages of that system. The

inventor claims that both of these objects are attained by his

system of vertical rails. The principle of the line is that the

wheels upon which the weight of the car rests run on a

double slit-rail beneath which there is a channel of masonry.

Into this channel there extend strong arms in fixed connec

tion with the car and resting by means of guide rollers upon

rails laid down upon both sides of the channel, and thus

givingthe car the necessary stability. The body of the car

with its framework rests, by means of a cross-bearer, upon

the running wheels which are fixed obliquely, conveying

downwards in order to transfer the horizontal pressure, aris

ing from unsymmetrical loading, and from oscillations of the

car, to the double running rail. From the frame of the car

two strong arms extend through the slit down into the chan

nel. These arms, which are firmly fixed to the frame, sup

port at their lower end guide wheels or rollers which rest

against side rails, and thus keep the car upright, e. g., if

the load on the right side of the car is greater the wheels on

the left side will press against the left rail, and conversely.

Both the main or running rails and the guide rails rest upon

sleepers which are laid in the earth at suitable intervals.

Between these sleepers the channel is made in a suitable

manner, for instance, of bricks covered with cement.

The line thus described differs, therefore, in its outward

construction very decidedly from the ordinary line with

horizontal rails, since in the former there is only one line of

rails on the level of the street, while the second rail lies

beneath in the channel. The plane connecting these two

rails is vertical, whence this system is called a tram-line with

a vertical track. According as the line is arranged for

working by means of cables, chains, or electric power, the

channel serves equally for receiving the cable, or the electric

conductor. The cars, without any alteration in their general

construction, or in the arrangement of the line, can be pro

pelled at will by horse power or any desired mechanical

motor. -

The inventor claims that the defects of the ordinary hori

zontal tracks are entirely obviated. The laying of these

rails involves taking up and relaying the street pavement

for an average width of nine feet along the entire length of

the line, and increases the cost ofworking the line by the re

pairs which are constantly demanded by so wide a track.

There is also a want of elasticity in the horizontal track, and

the great demand for space for the track renders it impos

sible to contruct such lines along streets in which it is neces

sary to use curves of a small radius, or which are too narrow.

To meet some of these defects narrower tracks have been

proposed, - but these, however, introduce new difficulties.

Thus the stability of the narrower cars is reduced, which

makes itself unpleasantly felt when there is a depression on

one side of the track, a state of things which frequently

occurs.

Against these defects Herr Ziperiiowsky claims his in

vention offers a perfect solution, and sums up the chief ad

vantages of the construction of the cars and of the line,

which are as follows :

1. The car does not run upon two rails separated from

each other by the normal breadth of the tramway, but upon a

single twofold line, whence the surface of the road is in

terfered with to a slight extent only.

2. Hence the pavement is spared to a great degree, since

in repairing the line, or in altering its position, the road has.

not to be taken up for more than a yard in width.

3. If electric motors are used a better and safer insulation

than has hitherto been practicable is ensured in consequence

of the greater depth of the channel.

4. As the upper bearing rails with the lower guide rails

and sleepers form a pipe-like conduction for the whole

length of the track, the upper part of the structure attains a

degree of stability and elasticity with which no other ex

isting construction can compete.

5. No subsidence of the line on either side is possible,

and hence one of the chief causes of unsteady driving is re

moved. -

6. As the stability of this construction does not depend on

the breadth of the car, it becomes possible to use narrower

cars, and hence this kind of tramway may be used in the

narrowest streets without hinderance to the ordinary traffic.

7. The simple application of self-acting switches.

THE TELEPHONE—STREET RAILWAY CONTEST IN

CINCINNATI,

The case now under trial in Cincinnati between the City

and Suburban Telegraph- Association, and the Mount

Auburn Street Railway Company is attracting the attention

of electricians all over the United States, as well as capitalists

who are looking for opportunities for investment. The

Telegraph Association which operates the telephones in

Cincinnati, has brought an action against the railway coni

pany, and the action is in effect directed against the single

trolley system, which is used not only by the M t. Auburn

Company, but by many other electric railways throughout

the country. The telephone people claim that the double

trolley system does not interfere with the operation of the

telephone lines, and were this system used‘ by the Mt.

Auburn Company the trouble now existing with the tele

phones would be obviated.

This question is one open to considerable dispute, and

when a final decision is reached, one of two great branches

of the electrical industries will suffer. The telephone com
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panies have been, and are, making considerable trouble for

the street railway companies all over the country.

From the able counsel which both sides have retained,

and the vast array of witnesses, including Boston and New

York experts, which are being put upon the stand, it seems

probable that the matter will be pushed to its limits, and

that the verdict given will be final and cited as an authority.

The telegraph association presented a petition praying for

an injunction against the further operation of the Mt. Au

burn electric railway under its present single trolley system.

The telephone company had placed lines on all the streets

used by the electric railway, under grants obtained from the

State. Last June, when the railway company began to

operate the electric road, there commenced a buzzing noise

on the telephone lines along the route of the road. The

noise was so loud and continuous that it became injurious to

the service of the telephones, and in many cases destructible

to their use. Much of the trouble is due to induction, and

not a little to the single trolley system, for which a return

current is created by transmitting the current from the wire

to the motors under the car and thence to the rails. Thus

a leakage is caused, interfering with the wires of the tele

phone company. Counsel expected to show that the double

trolley system obviated this difficulty, and therefore asked

for an injunction against the use of the single trolley system.

The defendant's answer averred that the earth was a

limitless reservoir of electricity, and that it was the proper

conducting ground of electricity. The defendant depended

upon it for its return current in operating its cars, and dis

puted the claim of the plaintiff that it interfered with the

operation of the telephone lines. The answer was a gen

eral denial of the cause of trouble to the telephone company,

as set out in the plaintiffs position.

A number of witnesses owning telephones along the line

of the electric railway gave testimony as to the buzzing

noise; that it was not noticed before the cars were put in

operation, and that the telephones worked all right after 12

o’clock at night, when the cars stopped running. The first

of the experts was the superintendent of the telephone

company, who said it was his business to superintend the

construction of the lines, and a general supervision of the

instruments and hear complaints. In a general way he was

familiar with the routes of the wires. The witness des

cribed the routes of the different lines on which the trouble

exists, and the distance each line runs parallel with the elec

tric road. “I have tested all these lines, and I find there is

a noise produced by the electric road. At times it is im

possible to use the telephones, as they are affected by induc

tion. There is a buzzing sound on the telephone, at times

very loud, and also on every wire that runs parallel with the

electric road. The longer lines are in trouble more than

the shorter ones, and there are in the neighborhood of 200

lines affected. Prior to the operation of the electric road

we had no complaint against the electrical service. Lines

not affected by the road are giving good satisfaction. All

these lines are grounded circuits, and there are no metallic

circuits in this city. I have never seen an exchange oper

ated entirely by the metallic circuit.” The witness described

a series of experiments he had performed on lines running

parallel with the electric road, and ascertained that the road

was the cause of the tsouble. The current arising from the

trolley wires frequently communicated to the telephone line

and rang the bell of the subscriber, as well as causing the

annunciator in the exchange to drop. In this way the

operator and subscriber were both called when no call had

been made by either.

Mr. Lockwood was sworn and said : “ I reside in Boston,

Mass., and am an electrician. In the performance of my

duties I have paid very great attention to the workings of

electric street railways and the troubles to telephone lines

arising therefrom.” Witness described the construction of

the four different kinds of electric railways. Where the

double trolly overhead system has been used no trouble has

ever been experienced by telephone subscribers on parallel

lines, but in all parts of the United States where the single

trolley overhead system has been introduced there has been

noise produced on the adjacent telephone lines. The noise

is due to an electric current which escapes from the trolley

wire, and more especially from the rail.

The usefulness of both the telephone and the electric rail

way has been demonstrated so as to demand that the value

of neither shall be decreased. The people must have both,

and it will be a wise policy on the part of each so to develope

their own property as not to injure the other. The decision

in this suit will be of far-reaching importance. It is looked

upon as a test case, and upon it will depend much of the

future. We shall watch the outcome of this litigation with

much interest.

TELEPHONE VS. STREET RAILWAY.

A complaint has been filed by the attorney for the Wis

consin Telephone Company, against the Eau Claire Street

Railway Company and Sprague Electric Railway and Motor

Company of Eau Claire, Wis. The complaint says the

operation of the electric street railway system has destroyed

the utility of the telephone system and that the street rail

way is of a dangerous character and without proper safe

guards for the protection of the public. It prays for an

injunction restraining the defendants from operating the

railway by electricity until its wires are insulated, or return

wires put in, and notice is given that a temporary injunction

will be asked for. The trouble arises from the fact that

there is an almost constant buzzing and roaring in the tele

phone caused by induction.

ELECTRICAL EXHIBITION IN ST. LOUIS

At the Second Annual Universal Electrical Exhibition,

which is to be held under the auspices of the St. Louis

Exposition Association, in St. Louis, Mo., in 1890, it has

been determined to award a number of gold, silver and

bronze medals, and diplomas, to the exhibitors of electrical

appliances. ' _

In order that the project may promote the best interests

of the electrical world, the choice of a committee on awards,

which will be composed of five of the leading electrical

workers of the times, together with the articles upon which

it is thought best awards should be made, and the conditions

under which competition should be solicited, will be left

entirely to the electrical fraternity.

It is believed that the proposition outlined will prove of

great interest to the whole electrical field, and the co-opera

tion of all is desired.

ANOTHER INJUNCTION UNDER THE LACOMBE

DECISION.

In the suit of the Electrical Accumulator Company vs.

the Gibson Electric Company in the United States Circuit

Court for the Southern District of New York, which was

instituted in February last, the complainants have recently

moved for a preliminary injunction, and judge Lacombe on

Friday, Dec. 13th, granted the motion, and the injunction

issued. The complainants’ testimony shows conclusively

that the Gibson Company has continuously infringed the

Faure patent and that their various modifications are in

fringements.
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'I'HOMSON—HOUSTON ELECTRIC HOIST.

One of the recent applications of electricity for general

power purposes is the electric hoist, which is shown in the

accompanying illustration. In this particular field horses

have been supplanted by steam, which in turn is now sup

planted by electricity, there being the saine advantages in

this piece of apparatus that are found in the stationary motor

for ordinary power purposes.

The electric hoist manufactured by the Thomson-Houston

Electric Co. is simple in construction, and combines the

same features of excellence of other electrical apparatus

manufactured by the company, it is compact, easy to nianip

ulate, and does the work required quickly and well.

The motor is of the same class as employed for stationary

work with the exception that it is series wound, the speed

being regulated by a rheostat placed underneath the drum

and controlled by a candle in the operator’s right hand.

The friction clutch is controlled by a slight motion ofa lever

held in the left hand of the operator, and is so well adjusted

that the heaviest loads can be raised, lowered, or held with

out the use ofthe brake.

metallic lead. When discharged the peroxide gives up one

of its atoms of oxygen to the spongy lead, leaving both

plates covered with a layer of litharge.

When this change is thoroughly etfected, the cell becomes

inert, and will furnish no further current until again charged

by the passage of a current from some external source. To

increase the capacity of the storage cells by increasing the

coating of litharge, a process of “ forming” the plates is

employed, which consists in first changing them, and then

reversing the direction of the charging currents, which are

sent through the cell in alternately opposite directions.

During this process, however, hydrated sulphate of lead is

formed, and subsequently decomposed, with the result above

mentioned. It is not a rapid process to charge a battery,

and to hasten it, metallic plates covered with red lead have

been used. The positive plate is called the arzodel, and the

negative, or that terminal into which the current flows, is

called the /ca//lode.

The invention here mentioned consists ofa novel mechan

ical construction of the plates or electrodes. The inventor,

Mr. A. V. Meserole, describes it as follows : “ The object is
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The brake consists of an iron strap lined with wood and

encircling the drum for more than three-fourths of its cir

cumference ; it can be applied by a simple pressure of the

foot. The pinions and gears are made of alternate discs of

rawhide and run comparatively without noise, while the use

of carbon brushes reduces the wear on the commutaror to a

minimum. ‘

This machine is at the present time on exhibition at the

Maritime Exposition, where it has been the subject of much

favorable comment.

MESEROLE’S NEW STORAGE BATTERY.

The Electrical Accumulator or Secondary Battery is the

point in electrical progress to which a vast amount of re

search and invention is now being directed. VI/hether

electricity is started on its journey by a dynamo, or by a

chemical battery, it is the same sort of stuff. The simplest

storage cell is Plante’s, which, as originally constructed, con

sists of two plates of lead immersed in diluted sulphuric

acid. When charged, one of these plates, the positive, is

covered with lead peroxide, and the other with a spongy

to get a maximum storage capacity and mechanical strength

with a minimum weight of metal. The general form of con

struction consists ofa frame having ribs forming a grating,

and small studs or knobs projecting at intervals from each

face of the frame and ribs, which studs are for the purpose

of securing face plates or strips across each face of the

frame, which strips serve to retain in position any material

which may be placed in the interior spaces between the ribs

of the frame. This form of electrode for secondary batteries

has been shown by experiment to resist all disruptive action

and crumbling away of the material in the battery, such as

has been the case with previous forms of plates. The frame

and retaining face plates, and strips of non-corroding alloy

of lead, are so durable that a battery made as above should

cost very little to maintain after being put in operation,

merely the cost of charging by dynamo currents."—]aurnal

qf Unful [mien/1'0ns.

STREET cars, if run by electricity, may yet be brought up

to the most advanced notions of humanity, comfort, conve

nience, and economy.—T/zomas Commrrford /I/ar/in.
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ELECTRIC STREET RAILWAY. DECATUR. ILL.

The Citizens’ Electric Street Railway, Decatur, Ill.,

changed from horse power to electric motors August 27th,

1880, and has since been in successful operation. The road

is five miles in length, of which 2,500 feet is double track.

On the double track 40-pound T rail is used, and on one

mile of single track the Wharton girder rail, the remainder

being laid with 25 and 30-pound.T rail. ‘

The overhead system has been used throughout, the main

conductors being suspended from cross wires from poles

placed on each side of the street at a distance of 125 feet

apart. The maximum gradient of the road is 5 per cent.,

with several ranging from this to 3 per cent.

The cars are eight in number, and are each equipped with

one fifteen h. p. Thomson-Houston motor. They are in

operation eighteen hours a day, and make, on an average,

about 105 miles each.

The power station is a one-story brick building 40x80

feet and contains two 135 h. p. engines, two 80 h. p. Thom

son-Houston generators and switch-board with necessary

Hertz. It was the most infamous attack I have ever seen.

It said he had absconded with an enormous sum,_it attacked

his private life, his enterprises, and his extraction. In short,

hanging would have been too good for a man so depicted.

All this from beginning to end was an abominable falsehood.

Dr. Hertz, whom I have not met for years, is one of the

most active and enterprising men I know. He is M. D. of

Boston, an American university ; he is an American citizen;

he came to Paris during the war, and showed such zeal and

devotion in the ambulances that he was'decorated. His

whole life was divided between hard work and his family.

Endowed with an imagination which never left him a

moment’s rest, he devoted himself to electricity; he founded

workshops and started a magazine. He was the great pro

moter of the invention of M. Marcel Deprez—the trans

mission of electric motive power to a distance.

When in Paris such rumors find their _way into circulation

concerning a man engaged in innumerable enterprises, they

spread with mischievous rapidity and soon lead to the ruin

of those against whom they are directed. The Rothschilds,
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fittings. The boiler-rooin is 30x40 feet and contains two

100 h. p. boilers.

The car-house is a two-story frame building 5021120 feet,

having five tracks, two of which have pits extending their

entire length. These pits are 3% feet deep and have brick

sides and cement floors, and are used for oiling and cleaning

the motors.

Since electricity has been adopted travel has increased

IOO per cent.

AN ALLEGED LIBEL ON DR. CORNELIUS HERTZ.

The Press Law in France has undergone constant modi

fication according to changes in dynasty and form of gov

ernment, and for a century it has been the great obstacle to

the pacification of men’s minds and harmony between rulers

and the nation. It has been impossible to prevent liberty

degenerating into license.

Mr. Rocliefort, now in 211'//eggfatura abroad, recently

published an article on an American citizen in France who

has made great improvements in e1ectricity——Dr. Cornelius

who had placed themselves at the head of the company for

the transmission of force by electricity under the patent of

M. Marcel Deprez, warned of the reports in circulation

about Dr. Hertz, bought up his share of the affair in order

not to have him any.loiiger on the Committee. This was

the signal fora general run on the American electrician.

He was soon in the greatest embarrassment. He tried to

borrow money on a fine collection of valuable pictures he

had made. He was offered a loan of £20,000 on condition

that he gave his gallery of pictures as security. This extra

ordinary man, full of contradictions, and at home in all

kinds of business, was quite ready to accept a loan of

500,000 francs, but he refused to part with his pictures.

One fine day the news was spread that he had disap

peared. As he had been appointed Commander, and after

ward Grand Officer of the Legion of Honor, he had made

bitter enemies, who had lost no time in spreading defama

tory reports. He was said to have fallen into the hands of

usurers, and a loan of 500.000 francs, made to him in con

sequence of the accumulation of the usurious interest he
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had consented to give, had tripled in eighteen months.

Other debts had multiplied in a similar manner.

A few months passed. La lumiére Elecz‘rz'que continued

to appear. The picture gallery remained intact in the place

where it had been deposited by Dr. Hertz. He himself was

supposed to have disappeared for ever when he suddenly

reappeared in totally unexpected circumstances. He had

left in America enormous resources. He realized .them, and

this man, against whom no creditor had raised a com

plaint, paid to the last penny all he owed, even including

the,usurious creditors, from whom he did not require any

abatement of interest.

Perhaps while I am writing these lines Dr. Hertz may be

reconstructing the arsenal of Foochow and introducing the

electric light into Timbuctoo. The last time I heard of

him he was in possession, all his debts being paid, of a for

tune which permitted him to occupy a sumptuous mansion

in which was the famous gallery of pictures, intact and in

creased. When I read the miserable attack directed against

him, the tissue of calumnies, Iwas sure this unfortunate

man so shamefully insulted would do nothing. VVhat

would have been the use? The law has made the courts

powerless, and the only thing Dr. Hertz could gain by pro

secuting M. Rochefort would be to be abused by his coun

sel and to see him acquitted or fined sixteen francs. What

I foresaw has happened—Dr. Hertz has taken no notice of

the libel. I have cited his case in proof of the necessity of

M. Reinach’s proposal as a remedy for a law which leaves

men's honor and reputation at the mercy of scurrilous

newspapers.‘-—L0na'on Times’s Paris Corre.rp0na'enz‘.
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Of electric street railways now in active operation through

out the United States there are altogether se11en(j/-six, rep

resenting a mileage of about 400,- and employing nearly

600 motor cars. In addition to this, there are at least

seventy roads under contract, or being constructed; whilst

every day seems to herald forth its projected new line, or

old one transformed, in one part or another of the country.

In the United Kingdom, we are much mistaken if more

than seven electric roads can be enumerated; and so far from

any rapid progress being made as an off-set to this backward

condition, it seems as though this branch of the electrical in

dustry would be allowed to lie fallow and uncultivated for some

time to come. No efforts are being made to convince the

existing tramway companies that considerable economy may

be effected by the employment of electric traction; no new

projects are brought out; nor is there even any serious and

general attempt to show the public that every confidence

may be placed in electricity as a substitute for the mule or

horse. It seems, indeed, as though our English capitalists

were so busily engaged in company-juggling schemes of one

sort and another, that actual and profitable work became

ignored altogether. _We believe as much as anyone possi

bly can do in the wisdom of “hastening slowly,” and there

are doubtless many special reasons why electric railways

should have had such a rapid growth in the States; but the

conditions on both sides—when fairly looked into——alTord

no valid excuse whatever for the absolute want of enterprise

in this country so far as this particular matter is concerned.

Taking the cities and towns of America as they come, it

certainly cannot be said that power—whether it be derived

from natural sources such as waterfalls, or from ordinary fuel

—-is on the average any less costly than in this country.

Hay and fodder generally would rule much cheaper in the

States; labor, on the other hand is expensive, and highly

paid skilled labor becomes more necessary on electric lines

than in the case of horse cars. As far as town tramways

are concerned——and it is after all, to these that we must look

for the pioneer efforts in electric traction-—the conditions

certainly differ considerably in this country from what is the

rule in the States. That is, the usual method adopted in

America of working tramways, by means of overhead con

ductors strung up above the road centre, at a height of any

thing between I 5 and 20 feet, would never be allowed to

pass current (no joke intended!) in England, though the

disadvantages of this system are not so ‘greatly superior to

the very decided economy obtained in erection and working

as compared with the various other methods, such as under

ground conduits and accumulators. The tables we published

last month of some figures given from actual experience by

American electrical engineers, will explain and elucidate this

point very clearly. It is not, therefore, altogether a satis

factory solution of this problem to say that the prejudice

against overhead wires has been the real cause of so much

delay in the progress of electric traction throughout this

country; we have probably a secondary battery to employ

for this purpose, much better and more efiicient in every

way than any in use across the Atlantic, although excellent

results from accumulators are obtained there, as it is, on

tramways in cities like New York and Detroit. Looking at

the question from every point of view, we are brought to a

conclusion, with which we believe the majority of electri

cians will agree, viz. : That the secret of whatever success

electric tramways have achieved in the States is not due to

bad roads, which compel the public to ride on the cars,

thereby necessitating a quick and frequent service, nor yet

to the slackness of municipal authorities in compelling the

removal and forbidding the further erection of overhead

wires, but is mainly, if not entirely, owing to the confidence

of the people in the powers of electricity to carry out the

duties required of it in this direction. This confidence not

only implies a readiness to make use of electrically pro

pelled cars to a much greater extent, owing to the increased

comfort and “humanity” afforded, but also induces capi

talists and those in authority over the existing lines, to wel

come the new method of operating with greater efficiency

and economy. Of course, these two causes interact one

with the other; when the financial worlds hows confidence in

electric traction, the public at once take up the cry; and

vice versa, as soon as there appears to be a demand for elec

tric roads, money is soon available in any quantity for in

vestment in such concerns.

The confidence of which we speak—both on the part of

capitalists, directors, and, the general public——is certainly

not a tithe as great in this country as in the States; we can

only hope that this is because things are progressing with

us slowly but _ more surely, so that by escaping a possible

rush of “wild-cat" schemes, the goal of a steady and un

conquerable change will be the sooner reached.

IT certainly does seem most remarkable, and it reflects the

highest praise on the constructors of electrical machinery

that motor power can be converted into electrical power,

electrical power at low pressure into electrical power at high

pressure, or electrical power at high pressure into electrical

power at low pressure, or, lastly, electrical power into motor

power, in each case with an efficiency of 94 per cent.—Prof.

A}/rlon, F. R. S.

IF the district to be lighted be a very scattered one, use

alternate current transformers by all means, but if the houses

to be lighted are clustered together at a distance from the

supply of power, then the storing property possessed by

accumulators, which enables the supply of electric power to

far exceed the capacities of the dynamos and engines in the

busiest part of the twenty-four hours, will win the battle for

accumulators.—Prqf. Ayrton, F. R. S.
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SPARKS FROM THE DYNAMO.

VI/hile the journals have been discussing the choice ofa word to

denote the operator of an electric motor, the “ motorneers " them

selves, as is usual in such cases, have gone ahead and adopted a

word of their own without regard to the literary authorities. They

seem to have fixed upon motorman, at least on the Thomson

Houston roads, and we have little doubt that that term will be

come the accepted designation of a new class of workmen. It is a

good word, far preferable to “motomeer ” and perhaps the best,

on the whole, that could have been selected. We shall now ex

pect to hear that the girls who work in the glove factories at

johnstown and Gloversville are called “ motorladies."

 

The vain attempt of barbarism to stop the advance of civilization

may sometime be illustrated by a historical picture showing a

Tammany chief, in war paint and feathers, in the act of chopping

down electric light poles.

LITERARY.

A new electrical journal entitled Electrical Industries appeared

last month in Chicago, published by the Electrical Industries Com

pany. The December number contains 60 pages, being 16 of

reading matter and the remainder of advertisemi nts. The journal

is intended to cover the whole field of electricity in all its applica

tions. We extend a cordial welcome to our new contemporary.

The D. Van Nostrand Co., of New York, have just published

“Electricity in our Homes and \Vorkshcps," a practical treatise

on auxiliary electrical apparatus, by Sidney F. Walker. The book

is intended to provide a connecting link between the electricity of

the schools and the electrical engineering of practical life.

 

Public Opinion, in a recent issue, spoke thus highly of A. R.

Foote’s new work on “The Economic Value of Electric Light and

Power" :

“Mr. A. R. Foote's book is of more than ordinary interest to

the public at the present time, when there is so riiuch doubt ex

pressed in various quarters as to the dau er invested in the wires

which contain the electricity used for lig iting our cities and for a

motive power. The subject is treated, as the title indicates, from

an economic point of view, and it is well worth careful study. The

book is full of statistics and arguments favoring the general adop

tion of electricity for lighting and asa motive power; and the state

ments are very clear, comprehensive and conclusive. The author

says: “ To speak of the dangers of the electric service is a mis

nomer," and he gives extracts from the reports of the fire depart

ments in several large cities, showing that a large percentage of

the fires is caused directly by oil. Selections from papers written

by insurance experts are quoted, provin that electricity, when

properly handled, is the force most easi y controlled and least

hazardous, and that electric lighting is the best and safest form of

artificial illumination. The testimony of eminent physicians,

showing the hygienic advantages of electric light in our public

theaters and halls is also given. Much of the mystery connected

with electricity to the average person is caused by ignorance, or a

very slight knowledge of what is in reality the greatest force

which man has ever made his servant. Mr Foote treats the sub

iect in an intensely practical manner, and uses language which is

intelligible to the general reader. He defends in a most able way

a subject which has been so misrepresented by ignorant or un

scrupulous writers, and throws much light upon a force which is

but little understood b the masses as yet. The author has

brought together recent acts and testimonies, and has presented to

the public a most useful and convenient volume on a subject with

which we ought to be far more familiar.”

Whipple's National Electrical Directory for 188 has just ap

peared, containing a list of the various electrica associations,

clubs, and societies throughout the United States and Canada;

also the gas and street railway associations, a list of street railways,

gas light and electric light companies, telephone companies and

exchanges, and many other matters of interest to electricians.

The book is simply invaluable, and gathers together in one handy

volume information which is otherwise obtainable only by reat

trouble and from many sources. Edited and published by Fred. H.

Whipple, Detroit, Mich.

T111-: pioneer electric street railway in Europe was the Lichter

felde line, in the suburbs of Berlin, constructed under the superin

teiideiice of Dr. Siemens, which has been running since the spring

of 188i.——Fran.él1'n Leonard Pope.

j., and New York City.

QUOTATIONS AND COMMENTS.

A correspondent of the New York Sun sends to that paper the

following allegory, which is very pertinent at the present junc

ture :

" There .was once a man who built a beautiful house. It was

complete in every way, excepting only that it had no cellar. The

owner decided to dig no cellar, for reasons of economy perhaps, or

perhaps for other reasons. The reasons, whatever they were, were

never understood by his neighbors. Now this man stored his coal

and his barrels of potatoes and apples and other such things

beneath his house where the cellar should have been. He dug a

hole for his potatoes and covered them up, and likewise buried all

the other things which it was necessary to store under the house.

Every afternoon when his cook wanted potatoes for his dinner or

coal with which to cook them, or needed anything which was

buried under the house, it was found necessary to dig these things

up. This digging took place each day, in fact was going on pretty

nearly all the tim: for one purpose or another, and the dirt that

was taken up was sometimes stored in the kitchen of the house, or

in the hallways, and sometimes even in the parlors, to the great in

convenience of every inhabitant. As soon as any necessary article

had been obtained its receptacle was replaced beneath the house,

and the dirt and earth was removed from its storage place in the

kitchen or elsewhere, and was returned to its spot below.

“ Now, one morning this man awoke to the fact that he had been

making a fool of himself. So he went and made a contract with

proper parties to di a cellar beneath the house, and he spared no

necessary expense, ut had the cellar complete in every particular,

and equipped with every possible convenience. When this had

been accomplished the joy of that household was ‘great. There

was no more dail dig 'ng up of dirt to get at a quarter peek of

potatoes, or to ta e a 00k at the gas meter, or to mend a broken

water pipe, or to attend to any needful thing below, and there was

no storing of dirt in the kitchen and the halls.

“ Now, the man of whom this story is told never really lived, and

if he had his friends would have sent him to Bloomingdale or other

resort for lunatics. But there is a parallel case here in the city of

New York, and as soon as this city awakes to the fact, as that man

did, and builds suitable subways for the stora e of all its pipes and

wires and other things that it is necessary to p ace beneath the sur

face, and forever does away with this eternal digging up ofils streets,

it will have done the sensible thing."

OBITUARY.

M. w. GOODYEAR.

Miles Watt Goodyear, one of the best known electrical men of

this city, died suddenly of heart disease, Sunday, Dec. 15th. Mr.

Goodyear had been a sufferer from poor health for a few months

past, but none of his friends expected such a sudden ending of a

life that had always been so vigorous.

Mr. Goodyear had been for over 20 years connected with elec

trical work and electrical manufacture, commencing with L. G.

Tillotson & Company, and remaining with the company when it

was changed to the E. S. Greely & Company, as manager of the

electrical department. The deceased leaves a widow, and a

dau hter aged 19. There will be universal regret in electrical

circ es over the untimely death of Mr. Goodyear, who was univers

ally liked and numbered his friends by the score.

Mr. Goodyear was about 50 years of age, was prominent in Ma

sonic circles, and was one of the founders of the Electric Club, be

ing a member of the Board of Managers of the Club since its organ

ization iii 1886.

EDWARD N. DICKERSON.

Edward Nicoll Dickerson, a very widely-known and eminent

member of the bar of New York, died Thursday morning, Dec.

12th, at his residence in Far Rockaway, L. I., at the age of 65. Mr.

Dickerson was one of the most prominent and successful patent

attorneys and advocates of the country, and was associated with

Mr. Storrow in the famous American Bell Telephone cases.

At the time of his death, Mr. Dickerson was vice-president of the

Electric Club of N. Y. city, and had recently delivered a very in

teresting lecture before the Club on the steam engine. In addition

to his legal knowledge he was familiar with the whole history of

steam, and had made a number of inventions in connection with

the use of steam, being both theoretically and practically a mechan

ical engineer, and having for a time acted as engineer of the first

locomotive engine that was put in operation between Paterson, N.

He also was president of the C. 8: C.

Electric Motor Company of N. Y. City.

Mr. Dickerson was a man of commanding ability and most agree

able social qualities, and leaves a widow and one son, Edward N.

Dickerson, _|r., who has been his law partner, and a \"ery large

circle of friends to mourn his decease.
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THE THOMSON-HOUSTON STREET RAILWAYS.

The following list of street railways using the Thomson-Houston

electric railway system has been furnished us for publication :

ROADS IN OPERATION DECEMBER 15, 1889.

Avo. of Length

Motor of Track

Cars. in Miles.

Alliance St. Ry. Co., Alliance, O.............................. 3 2

Atlanta & Edgewood St. Rv. Co., Atlanta, Ga.... . . . . . . . . . . . 4. 4.5

Bangor St. Ry. Co., Bangor, Me........... - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 5 5

Boston & Revere Elec. St. Ry. Co., Revere, Mass..... . . . . . . . 5 4

Brooklyn St. Railway Co., Cleveland, O........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 56 lo

Central Passenger Ry. Co., Louisville, Ky. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 Io

Central Ry. Co., Peoria, Ill.............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 Io

* Chattanooga Elec. St. Ry. Co., Chattanooga, Tenn. . . . . . . - 2

Citizen's Elec. St. Ry., Decatur, Ill

Colerain Ave. Ry. Co., Cincinnati, O.

Danville St. Car Co., Danville, Va. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Derby. Horse Railway Co., Ansonia, Conn....................

Des Moines Electric Ry. Co., Des Moines, Iowa..............

* East Harrisburg Pass. Ry., Harrisburg, Pa. . . . . . . . . . . . . - -

Eckington & Soldiers' Home Ry. Co., Washington, D.C.. ...

Fulton County St. Ry. Co., Atlanta, G.:: - -

Hillside Coal Co., Scranton, Penn. . . . . . . .

Hoosac Valley St. Ry. Co., No. Adams, Ma

Lynn & Boston Railroad Co., (Crescent Beach

Lynn & Boston Railroad Co., (Highland Line

Lynn & Boston Railroad Co., (Myrtle St. Line

Lynn & Boston Railroad Co., (Nahant Line).

Metropolitan St. Ry. Co., Kansas City, Mo.... . . . . . . . . . . .

McGavock & Mt. Vernon Horse Ry. Co., Nashville, Tenn

Nay Aug Cross Town Ry. Co., Scranton, Penn. . . . . . .

Newburyport & Amesbury Horse Ry. Co., Newburypo

£ Street Railway Co., Newport, R. I........

Omaha & C. B. Ry. & Bridge Co., Council Bluffs, Io
Omaha Motor Ry. Co., Omaha, Neb. .

Ottumwa St. Ry. Co., Ottumwa, Ia.....

Ottawa Electric St. Ry. Co., Ottawa, Ill........

Plymouth & Kingston Ry. Co., Plymouth, Mass

Quincy & Boston St. Ry. Co., Quincy, Mass....

Richmond St. Ry. Co., Richmond, Ind....... • * - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Riverside & Suburban Ry. Co., Wichita, Kan. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Rochester Elec. Ry. Co., Rochester, N. Y. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Scranton Passenger Ry. Co., Scranton, Pa... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Scranton Suburban Pass. Ry. Co., Scranton, Pa. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Seattle Elec. Ry. and Power Co., Seattle, W. T. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Southington & Plantville Ry. Co., Southington, Ct. . . . . . . . . . .

St. Paul &£ Ry. Co., St. Paul, Minn . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

St. Louis Bridge Co., St. Louis, Mo... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Third Ward St. Ry Co., Syracuse, N.Y...

Toledo Elec. Ry. Co., Toledo, O................................

Topeka Rapid Transit Co., Topeka, Kan.....................
Vine Street Ry. Co., Kansas City, Mo. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - -

Watervliet Turnpike & Railroad Co., Albany, N.Y

Wheeling Ry. Co., Wheeling, W. Virginia. . . . . . . . . .

West End St. Ry. Co., Boston, Mass.............. ...........

Roads.

12

|l

:

5o

5

3.

50

:

:|'
:

|
I

15 50

2
49 Roads.......... . -* * * * * * * * * * * * - -- - -

528 335.75

COMPARISON.

Ao. of Zength

Motor of Track No.%
Cars. in Miles. Roads.

September 15, 1889. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - * * * * * * * * 304 2O8.75 37

December 15, 1889. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 528 335.75 49

Increase..... - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 224 127 12

ROADS UNDER CONTRACT DECEMBER 15, 1889.

'a nd tion. Avo- Ao.
Awame and Locatio Cars. Miles.

Attleboro, No. Attleboro & Wrentham St. Ry. Co., Attleboro, Mass. 5

Americus St. Ry. Co., Americus, Ga. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Auburn Electric Ry. Co., Auburn, N. Y. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •- - -

Belt Line Ry. Co., Lynn. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

City Electric Railway Co., Nashville, Tenn. . . . . .

Coney Island & Brooklyn Railroad, Brooklyn, N

Denver Tramway Co., Denver, Col. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - -

Georgetown & Tenalleytown St. Ry. Co., Washington, D.C.

Joliet St, Ry Co.,Joliet, Ill.::................................
Knoxville St. Railroad Co., Knoxville, Tenn. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Kearney Electric Railway Co., Kearney, Neb. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Macon City and Suburban Ry. Co., Macon, Ga. . . . . . . . .

Metropolitan Street Ry. Co., Toronto, Ont. . . . . . .

Milwaukee Cable Co., Milwaukee, Wis. . . . . .

Minneapolis St. Ry. Co., Minneapolis, Minn. . . . . . . . . . .

Mt. Adams & Eden Park Inclined Ry., Cincinnati, O. . . . . .

National Electric Tramway and Lighting Co., Victoria, B. C.

Naumkeag St. Ry. Co., Salem, Mass.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Newton St. Ry. Co., Newton, Mass. .

Passaic St. Ry. Co., Passaic, N. J. . . . . . . . . . . . .

Redbank & Seabright Ry. Co., Redbank, N.J.,

Ross Park St. Ry. Co., Spokane Falls, W. T. . . . . . .

San Jose & Santa Clara Railroad Co., San Jose, Cal. .

Saratoga Elec. Ry. Co., Saratoga Springs, N. Y. . . . .

Salem City St. Ry. Co., Salem, O - - - - -

Second Ave. Pass. Ry. Co., Pittsburg, Pa........... - - - -

St. Paul City Ry. Co., St. Paul, Minn. - •

The Albany Railway Co., Albany, N.Y......... .

The North-East St. Ry. Co., Kansas City, Mo...

Union Depot Ry. Co., St. Louis, Mo...................

University Park Ry. and Elec. Co., Denver, Col

Utica Belt Line Railway, Utica, N. Y........

West End St. Ry. Co., Boston, Mass - - -

Woodstock & Waverly Elec. Ry. Co., Portland, Ore

:
#

I

|8

2
5

5o

Ii|

32 i4

!

|
4

2o4. 191

34 Roads. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

ADDITIONAL ORDERS FROM ROADS NOW IN OPERATION.

Ao. of
A'oads. Motor ## of

7, ucks. Motors

£ St. Railway Co., Cleveland, O. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2

Central Ry. Co., Peoria * - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , , , , , , - - - - - 8

Des Moines Elec. Ry. Co., Des Moines, Ia. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12

Julien Electric Traction Co., New York. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Io

McGavock & Mt. Vernon Horse Ry. Co., Nashville, Tenn. . . . . 20 4o

Newbu rt & Amesbury Horse Ry. Co., Newburyport, Mass, I 2

Omaha Motor Ry. Co., Omaha, Neb.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8

Scranton Suburban Passenger Railway Co., Scranton, Pa. . . . . . . 3 6

Scranton Passenger Railway Co., Scranton, Pa........... . . . . . . r 2

9 Roads....................................... 25 90

* Sprague Roads using Thomson-Houston Motor Cars.

MASSACHUSETTS ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

COMPANY.

This is the name of a new association just established in Boston,

having in view the following objects:

First.—To give advice upon all electrical matters.

Second.—To design and estimate upon electric lighting and

power plants, and to obtain bids on the same from the different

companies. They propose also, if desired, to act as purchasing

agents in the case of an accepted bid, and to superintend the

construction or installation.

Third.—To make practical tests of electrical apparatus as to

economy, efficiency, adaptability to its proposed use, etc. To

calibrate instruments.

Fourth.—To investigate the validity of and negotiate patents.

It seems to us that the opinion of a disinterested electrician is ne

£y to persons desiring to contract for an electrical plant of any

111C1.

The development of electrical invention during the last few

years has been so marvellously rapid as to render it impossible

for those not directly interested in electrical companies with inven

tions, improvements and the phraseology of electricity. The com

pany will serve as an intermediary between the practical and

scientific electrician on the one hand and the business public who

have money to invest on the other.

The company refers to many well-known electricians and con

sulting engineers, and, if properly conducted, it will be an un

doubted benefit to both sides.

ECHOES FROM THE ELECTRICAL SOCIETIES.

In his paper on “Underground Electrical Conduits,” read be

fore the Boston Electric Club, on the evening Óf December 3rd,

Mr. Alexander P. Wright made the following statement: “This

underground question we shall have to face some day, and we had

better prepare for it. I don't think that all wires should go under

ground, for I think it will be altogether too expensive, and if the

wires are forced underground at present, it practically prohibits the

use of electric lights.” There is no doubt that these words ex

press the sentiment of experienced electricians to-day, who honest

ly cherish at heart both the safety of the public and the welfare of

their own business.

Among the papers read at the meeting of the Royal Society of

London on December 5th were the following: “The Internal

Friction of Iron, Nickel, and Cobalt, studied by means of Mag

netic Cycles of very Minute Range,” by H. Tomlinson, F. R. S.,

and “Remarks on Mr. A. W. Ward's paper, “On the Magnetic

Rotation of the Plane of Polarization of Light in Doubly Refracting

Bodies,’” by O. Wiener and W. Wedding.

The annual general meeting of the Institution of Electrical En

gineers (London) was held on December 12th, at which the annual

report of the Council was read, the officers and Council for 1890

elected, and a discussion had on Mr. G. L. Addenbrooke's paper

“Electrical Engineering in America,” which was read at the meet

ing of the Institution on November 28th last.

At a meeting of the Board of Managers of the Flectric Club of

New York, held on December 19th, Mr. E. T. Gilliland, president

of the club, tendered his resignation on account of ill health, in a

letter expressing his deep interest in the club and its future work,

and enclosing a pledge of substantial financial aid.

The following resolutions were thereupon unanimously adopted

by the Board of Managers:

Resolved, By the Board of Managers of the Electric Club :

Ist. That we learn with extreme regret of the illness of our

honored president, and while accepting the resignation which his

illness compels, we desire to testify to our appreciation of his

earnest work in behalf of the club, and to express our thanks for

the substantial subscription which accompanies his letter of resigna

tion, and which is only one of many favors the club has received

from him. We sincerely hope for his early restoration to health.
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ad. That, desirin notto lose Mr. Gilliland’s valuable assistance

on this Board, shoud he be able to meet with us on his return

from the south, we unanimously ask him to remain as a vice-presi

dent of the club.

Mr. O. E. Madden was unanimously elected president of the

club to fill the unexpired term.

The following resolutiolis were also adopted :

l\’v:0Zz'¢’d, That in the death of Vice-President E. H. Dickerson

the Electric Club loses a valued and highly esteemed officer, a

gentleman of great ability, scientific attainment, and vast eneral

information, and whose kindly nature made him the friend 0 every

one and everyone his friend who had the pleasure of his ac

quaintance. - _

Resolved, That in the death of Miles W. Goodyear this Board

has lost one of its most earnest, intelligent and popular co-workers,

one who has ever labored enthusiastically for the best interests of

the club which he helped to or anize. We found him ever faithful

and true, and keenly and dee y regret our loss.

In each case it was resolve also that the resolutions be spread

upon the minutes, and a copy suitably engrossed, and also that

copies be furnished to the principal electrical and scientific papers.

A NEW ENGINEERING COMPANY.

Mr. C. Field, formerly general manager of the Edison Electric

Illuminating Company of Brooklyn, has organized the Field En

gineering Company, 15 Cortlandt street, New York, of Wl'lI( h he is

president and general manager, and Mr. E. F. White, secretary

and treasurer. They will act as consulting and contracting en

gineers in regard to electric street railways, electric light and

power and steam plan's.

FOREIGN NOTES OF ALL SORTS.

A commercial and industrial exhibition for the Northwest of

Germany will be opened in Bremen in 1 The section for gas,

steam, electric motors, tools and machines will be international.

This exhibition will offer a ood opportunity for our American

electric companies to show t e Germans the uses to which elec

tricity is put commercially. Our large American companies are

opening a large field in Europe at present and the prospects for

doing considerable business in Germany are very good.

The Pacific Electric Storage Company, San Francisco, has sold

a lighting plant to the Hip Tuck Jen Company, of that city. It

consists of dynamo, coal oil engine, storage batteries, lamps, etc.,

for 200 lights of from four to six-candle power. This plant was

shipped on the 9th November for China, says a local paper, and as

the Westin house plant will not get off until the next steamer, it

was thus the first electric lighting plant sent from this country

to China. The storage Company anticipate large orders in the

near future.

In the Dublin whiskey distillery a circular electric tramway about

a mile in circumference has for sometime been in operation. An

overhead wire is used, current being obtained from the electric

Ii ht dynamos. The principal use at present is to carry the barrels

0 whiskey from the distillery to the bonded stores, but arrange

ments are now being made to carry the grain from place to place.

A lar e wholesale clothing house of Leads. England, has made

a radicefi departure in the prevailing method of running machines.

Their factory is equipped with 800 sewing machines. All will be

operated b electric motors, at an economy on the cost of furnish

ing the bui ding with shafting and running the plant by steam. The

experimentis being watched with a great deal of interest by cloth

ing manufacturers of all countries.

A meeting of prominent electricians, convened by the Electro

Technical Society of Frankfort, was held of the goth ult., and re

solved to arrange an international electrical exhibition from June

1st to October 3ist, 1890. The government has given a site near

the Central Railway station. Those desiring to take part in the

exhibition must give notice by the 20th December for Europe, or

the i5th january for America.

An electric balance has been exhibited in Paris. The placin in

the pan of the object to be weighed closes an electric circuit, w en

the current operates a motor on the weight and carries the weight

out on the beam until an equipoise is established, breaking the

circuit. With the emptying of the pan the weight returns.

The Russian Naval Squadrons which cruise in the Black and

- Arctic Seas are to be equipped with electric appliances at a cost of

650,000 francs.

On November 30th last, a paper on The Application of Electri

city for Mining Purposes, was read by Mr. T. Vaughan Hughes,

to the North Wales Branch of the National Association Colliery

Managers at \Vrexham, V\’ales. Sir Evan Morris presided, and

there was a large attendance of colliery managers, who were deep

ly interested in the paper.

C. A. Faure received the only gold medal for invention awarded

for accumulators at the Paris Exposition. The gold medal which

was awarded to the Société Electrique of Brussels, was for the gen

eral merit of the exhibit and good workmanship, and did not relate

to the question of invention.

The Sprague Electric Railway and Motor Campany are about

to erect an electric power transmission line in the Transvaal. -The

source of ower is a waterfall, from which it is expected that 140

electrical orse power can be obtained, which will then be trans

mitted over a suitable line three miles in length to work the

machinery of one of the gold mines in the district.

The Berlin General Electrical Company purposes, in conjunction

with the Aluminium Industries Company, to erect in Austriaa

large establishment for producing aluminium and its alloys, and it

has secured for this purpose, at Lenal (Salzburg), a water power

of several thousand H. P.

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR FIELD.

AN ENGLISH ELECTRICIAN ON AMERICAN

ENTERPRISE.

An English electrical engineer who recently returned home from

Australia has made it known that at the Antipodes there is a

magnificent market 0 ening tip for all kinds of electrical goods

and especially for lighting and ower plants. Not only did he

discover this, but he discovered urther evidences warranting him

in assertingA that American electrical firms are in a fair way for

capturing t at remote market. As an Englishman, he regrets this

exceedingly, but has the ood sense to know that if it is lost to

England, it will be entire y owing to the lack of push and energy

and enterprise. While we ourselves are quite sanguine our own

people will not be slow in taking up as much of that extensive

Antipodean field as they can capture—they never are—the surprise

is that our English cousins do not catch on a little more readily

to our prompt business methods.—1II0dern L1};/il and Heat.

ELECTRIC MOTOR POWER FOR MINES.

Contracts have recently been signed for an extensive power

plant to be placed in one of the great mines in the iron range ofthe

northwest, the Ashland, at Ironwood, the installation and opera

tion of which will be watched with eager interest by all the mining

engineers throughout that section, as, conditional on its proving a

success, further contracts have been placed for electric motor

power amounting in the aggregate to over 5,000 horse-power.

The most important feature of this installation, and one showing

most conclusively how strong is the faith of intelligent engineers in

the future of electric power plants, is the fact that all steam and

compressed-air devices will be displaced and electric motors only

operated. Various sized motors ranging from 716 horse-power to

60 horse-power will be employed in the different work required.

Cameron or Deane pumps will be used. A second feature of

importance is the fact that a current of low voltage will be used,

necessitating larger conductors and adding considerably to the cost

of installation. This" is done in consequence of the liability of

“grounds ” occurrin on the circuit and to avoid the slightest pos

sibility of danger to t e miners should they come in contact with a

conductor when grounded. This action indicates wise forethought

on the part of the electrical engineer and generosity on the side of

the mine-owners. Eighty per cent. efificiency has been guaranteed.

—Ca/l1'e1j/ Engineer.

A MOUNTAIN ELECTRIC RAILWAY.

One of the most interesting achievements in modern engineering

is the electric mountain railway, recently opened to the public at

Burgenstock, near Lucerue, Switzerland. The rails describe one

rand curve formed upon an angle of [[2 degrees, and the system

is such that the journey is made as steadily and smoothly as upon

any of the straight funicular lines. The Burgenstock is almost

perpendicular; from the shore of Lake Lucerne it is 1,330 feet, and

is 2,800 feet above the level of the sea. The total length of the line

is 938 meters, and it commences with a gradient of 32 per cent ,

which is increased to 58 per cent. after the first 4oo meters, this

being maintained for the rest of thejourney. A single pair of rails

is used throughout, and the motive power, electricity, is generated

by two dynamos, each of 25 horse-power, which are worked by a

water-wheel of nominally 125 horse-power, erected upon the river

Aar, the electric current being conducted by means of insulated

copper wires. The loss in transmission is estimated at 25 per cent.
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A NEW ELECTRIC CAR.

A Newark inventor has constructed an electric railroad on one

of the wharves of that city, to demonstrate a new principle in

electric propulsion. It not only does away with overhead wires

but the conduit is without a slot, and is practically water tight and

air tight. To keep it dry a blower or exhaust fan will keep air

constantly circulating though it. The conduit is placed midwa

between the rails, and in the full sized model it is made of woo ,

with a series of heavy brass lates on top. In the bottom of the

conduit is a copper strip insu ated from the conduit. The brass

strgis forming the cover of the conduit are four or five feetin length,

an are rubbed by copper brushes, which conduct the current

to the motor, in the car. There is no flow of current outside ofthe

conduit except directly under the car. Elsewhere the current is

flowing peacefully along the copper rod in the bottom of the

conduit. Connection between the copper rod and brass plates is

formed by permanent magnets preceding the brushes under the

car. These magnets pick up successive pallets or levers in

the conduit, and the pallets form contact between the rod and

the plates. As soon as the car passes one of the strips the

levers drop by their own wei ht and break circuit in the

conduit. One of the rails is use to form the other half of the

metallic circuit, as in overhead systems. The model car carries six

persons rapidly with a current measuring 70 volts. A practical

road is to be put down in one of the suburbs of Newark.

A NEW RAILWAY AND LIGHTING SYSTEM.

On Tuesday, December i7th, the Richter Electric Construction

Company gave an interestiii exhibition of its new electric railway

and lighting systems, at its farge ware-room at 20 Cortland street,

New York City. The chiefattraction of the exhibition was a small

street car one-third scale, running back and forth upon a railway

track, with an electric conduit placed between the rails. The car

was fitted with a motor, from which a rod projected into a slot at

the top of the conduit, obtaining power from a wire in the conduit,

the same wire also furnishing incandescent lights which illuminated

the car within and without, and also an arc light at one end of the

track. In practice the wires that are laid in the conduits are in

500-foot sections, so that if a wire should break or become clogged

it does not interfere with any car but one that may be upon this

short section.

Only one wire is used at a time, the other being placed alongside

the conduit, but can be connected at any place if necessary, and

run an extra plant with the power running through it. Surplus

power can also be used in generating heat for the cars.

The company controls the patents of Mr. Chas. Richter, of

Camden, for this railway system ; an arc and incandescent lighting

system ; dynamos for electro-plating and electrotyping ; motors, and

other appliances, invented and improved by Mr. Richter during

the last ten years.

The patent for the railway system has been granted about a year

or so, and the company expect to have a complete plant running

in some city near-by before much time elapses. Grades of ten or

twelve per cent., it is said, will prove to be no obstruction to this

system.

It certainly seems to be a far superior system to those operated

by an overhead wire or by storage batteries, and was pronounced

to be so by some of the best known electricians of the country who

were present at the exhibition. It will be worth while for all street

railway companies desiring to change their mode of transit to

examine into this Richter system, and also for those intending to

establish new lines to do the same.

The Richter Electric Construction Company is comparatively a

new concern, having been organized but a short time, but Mr.

Charles Richter, after whom the company is named, has been

identified with the construction of dynamos and motors for about

ten years past, and in that particular department of enterprise he

stands exceedingly high. The company became incorporated on

Al:jgUSt 21, i889. The General Mana er is Mr. Frank R. \Valton,

an other prominent gentlemen are i eiitified with it, both in New

York and Philadelphia. Mr. Walton and his associates certainly

possess a valuable property in the patents they control, which in

time will prove to be extremely profitable to the fortunate pos

sessors of stock in the company.

AN ELECTRIC STREET RAILWAY IN BROOKLYN.

The coming year is likely to see a great change in the method of

propelling street-cars in Brooklyn. Two companies have already

taken steps towards the introduction of electricity as a motive

power, and, as one of these controls more'than half the lines of

the city, if it proves successful on the experimental line, it is

likely that horses will be superseded on all the routes. to the great

benefit of the public in the matter of cleanliness and noise. By

resolution of the Common Council last winter, the City Railroad

Company was allowed until the end of the year to remove the

steam dummies used on its route to Fort Hamilton between

Twenty-fourtli street and the city line at Sixtieth street. The ofii

cers of the company have looked into all the new methods of

furnishing motive power, including the various forms of electric

motors, the several cable patents, naptha engines, etc., and they

have decided to adopt some form of electrical propulsion. It is

not yet made known whether it will be a storage battery or over

head wires. An application is now pending before the Common

Council for an extension of the time for removing steam, consents

for the use of electricity have already been secured along several

of the company's lines, and it is expected that half a million of

dollars will be spent in completely equipping all the routes for the

use of the new sub-tiiute for horses and steam. It is thought that

some new form of motor, with the objections to those generally in

use obviated, will be adopted. On the other hand, the Brooklyn

and Coney lslaiid Company. operating a line in the city in lay,

Smith, and Ninth streets to Prospect Park, and extending beyond

through a country road to Coney Island, is about to apply for per

mission to put up overhead wires for the Thomson-Houston system

in running its cars. It is expected to have the road in operation

under the new conditions by spring. It does not traverse any of

the main thoroughfares of the city.—£z/em'ng Posl.

THE FIELD FOR ELECTRIC POWER.

The development of the electric motor has progressed rapidly

within the past few years, until little seems to be left for future

accomplishment in the way of efficiency, regulation, and reliability.

Notwithstanding the fact that the sy~tem of power distributiin has

attained to such perfection, the developmeiit_of _the field for its

application has just begun. To one who is inclined to bespec

ulative upon this subject the future opens up an attractive vista of

applications of this convenient, ever ready and portable fo_rce to

lightening the labor of existence and enhancing the conveniences

and comforts of life, which is truly marvelous. In the ceaseless

operations of natural forces, in the ebb and How of_ the tides, the

continuous procession of the waves, the sweep of rivers, the leap

of the waterfall, and the motion of the winds is a constant source

of power immeasurable. On the other hand, the mass _of mankind

are still obliged to pay in good, solid muscular exertion for the

necessities and comforts of their existence.

It would be extremely diflicult for one of the present generation

to comprehend the true state of industrial art previous to the

invention and extensive adoption of the steam engine. Some ap

proach to such a state may be conceived by glancing along the

line of applications to which this power has been ap lied and

imagining what the world would be without it. Not on y has the

work of the world been lightened, but it has made more work

possible with less effort; it has multiplied the produtive power of

the race until the home of the peasant of to-day contains appur

tenances which would have graced only the palaces of kings before

the application of artificial power rendered their possession possible

by the masses. _ _ _

In the light of this retrospective glance, imagine the development

which must follow the bringing to every man's door of a source of

power as available as gas or water. What numberless little opera

tions now performed by hand will be dele ted to the electric

motor; what modifications of the shop an factory system will

come with power in every man's home, and what conveniences,

now unthought of, will be accomplished as a matter of course, with

power to spare, and accepted by following generations as matters

not to be dispensed with, can better be imagined than specified.-—

Power-Steam.

AN ENGLISH ELECTRIC RAILWAY.

An electric railway is now running in En land, on the southern

coast, in which the supply system is quite di erent from an electric

railroad iii the United States. About a foot and a half rom the

car, on the side of the track, a fiat rail_ runs, being raised on posts

a foot high, the current traveling on this rail being connected with

the car mechanism by a rod containing a wire. A peculiar part of

the system is in the crossing of streets, the rail ceasing abruptly on

one side of the road, and the car, propelled by its momentum

plying across the road, where the connecting rod catches on to the

rail once more. A wire passes under the road from one end of

the raised rail to the other side of the road and joins the current.

These cars often travel at the rate of twenty miles an hour. The

electricity used is generated by water power.

 

THE principle of converting mechanical energy into electric cur

rents and again reconverting these by means of a reversed dynamo

machine into mechanical power, naturally suggested the prac

ticability of transmitting power through electric conductors to any

required distance.—Franklm Leonard Pope.
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AN ALTERNATING CURRENT GENERATOR DRIVEN

BY WATER POWER.

In November last an installation projected by the Wiener-Neu

stadt Brewery of Vienna in order to utilize its superfluous water

power, with alternate current transformers for the simultaneous

production of power and light, was set in successful operation. The

generator is a Zipernowsky alternating current machine of the type

A5 , which at 500 rotations per minute gives a primary current of

25 amperes and 2,000 volts. Of this energy about i2,ooo watts are

converted by transformers into a current of 100 volts tension, and

used for feeding glow lamps, whilst the remaining energy is used

for the production of motive power—amongst other things, for set

ting in motion various machines used in the brewery. To this end,

three alternating current motors have been set up, two of which,

with a speed of 830 rotations per minute, furnish each 10 horse

power, whilst the third revolves 1,250 times per minute and gives

off 5 horse-power. The distance between the enerator and the

furthest motor is about 3,000 metres. The impu -e to the construc

tion of this installation was given by an eminent technical electrician,

Herr Max von Berndt, who is both a shareholder in the Wiener

Neustadt Brewery and owner of the manufactory of glow lamps at

Wiener-Neusfadt, and who has tak en an active part in carrying out

the requisite works, as he conducted the fitting up the lamps and

set them in action. The installation here described is the first in

which alternating current motors are at work. Herr Max von

Bemdt may therefore claim the honor of having inaugurated the

practical application of alternating current motors in Vienna.

The change from animal power to electricity of an entire street

railway system, including fifteen miles of track and eighteen cars,

as was accomplished some time ago at Montgomery, Ala., is in

deed an event which speaks volumes for the strong confidence that

the operators of SCI‘: et railways already have in the capacity for

work and economy ofthe electric locomotive. But while the smaller

cities are thus making rapid strides, vie find the larger ones still

holding offand watching the results obtained. This is but natural

when we consider that many of the larger companies number their

cars by the hundred, and their horses by the thousand. To alter

the former to electric traction, and to do away with the use of the

latter altogether, is an undertaking which involves other considera

tions than accrue in smaller towns.—Elerlr~im1 News (Canada).

 

The first electric standard railway in the world is to be built be

tween Atlanta and Savannah, according to the Atlanta newspapers.

The water power of the Ocmulgee and other rivers along the route

is to generate the electricity to move the trains. The road is to be

built so it can be run in the old style if electricity won't work, but

the new motor will be tested, and if practicable, adopted.

The first electric railway built in the State of Illinois was con

structed by the Thomson-Houston Electric Company, under their

well-known system, and has been in operation at Ottawa, Ill., since

August 15, I889. The length of the road, including the turnout, is

six miles of single track. The overhead construt tion has been used

throughout.

Ten men with drills operated by electricity, it is said, can take

out as much ore and tunnel as far as 100 men with picks, shovels,

and blasting materials, besides which the buildings can be lighted,

and a great saving on insurance and oil be made thereby.

Amongst those who have worked out the problem of procuring

aluminum by electrolysis, M. Minet is one of the most successful.

The electrolyte used by him is a mixture of from 30 to 40 per cent.

cryolite, with 60 to 70 per cent. common salt. This mixture fuses

at a comparatively low temperature, and does not volatilise as does

the chloride of aluminum.

 

The fastest recorded time made by an electrical railway is about

twenty miles an hour on a streetcar system.

ELECTRIC RAILWAY TALK.

B1’°°|I1Yn. Y.—The Directors of the Brooklyn City Railroad

Co. have decided to employ electricity on the extension of the road

from the city line to Gravesend Bay. The present steam motors

are to be removed by Jan. ist. Electricity is to be used from

Twenty-fourth street to Fort Hamilton. The kind of electric motor

which will be used has not yet been decided.

3115310, N- Y-—The Buffalo Electric & Cable Street Railway Co.

have been granted the_ privilege of constructing, maintaining and

operating a surface railroad on quite a large number of streets.

'1 he protectors of the new enterprise intend to lay tracks on about

fifty miles of streets. By a resolution of the Common Council they

must build twenty-five miles of road within one year of the granting

of the franchise, or forfeit $100,000.

Chattanooga, Tenn.—The Thomson-Houston Electric Company,

of Boston, Mass., will, it is reported, build an electrical railway at

East Chattanooga. .

Dubuque, Ia.—-The Eighth Street Motor Company announces its

intention to build a motor line across the bluffs in the spring.

Eugene City, Ore.—An electric street railroad is under contem

plation.

Elizabeth, N. ].—A new electric railway is about to be con

structed in the upper portion of Elizabeth, if the city council will

rantafranchise for the purpose. The route proposed is from

road street through East Broad to Jefferson avenue, and thence

to North Park. This would bring passengers in close proximitv to

the New jersey jockey Club race course. The company has been

organized with plenty of capital, and the necessary §4,ooo required

by the State law under which the charter was granted, has been

deposited with State Treasurer Toffey The gentlemen engaged

in the enterprise have in contemp ation another line running

through Morris avenue to North avenue, there to connect with the

other rotite.

Gloucester, Mass.—The aldermen of the city have decided in

favor of the double trolley system for the electric street railway.

Gloucester, N. _].—The proposed electric railroad at Gloucester

City, New Jersey, it is rumored, will be run as far as Billingsport,

to connect with a summer resort to be established at that place.

Hutchinson, Kan.—'l'he Street Railway Company has decided to

adopt electricity as a motive power in the near future.

Harrison, O.—The Home Electric Railroad Company, Harrison

Township, Montgomery County; capital stock, $50,000.

Hamilton, O.—It has been decided to commence the construc

tion of the Hamilton & Lindenwald Electric Transit Co. early in

the spring. It is to be three miles long, and the overhead system

of electricity will be employed. The officers are : President,

Thomas Millikin; vice-president, C. Benninghofen; treasurer, P.

Benninghofen ; secretary, Ira T. Millikin. The capital stock is

$100,000.

Ludington, Mich.-The city authorities have granted a franchise

for a street railway to be operated by either horses or electricity as

the company may select. The company will this winter determine

which is preferable under the circumstances.

Medford, Ore.—An electric road to Jacksonville is projected.

Memphis, Tenn.——The Citizens’ Street Railway Co. intend to

adopt electricity as a motive power.

Matteawan, N. Y.-—An electric street railway is under contem

plation and will probably be built in the spring.

Macon, Ga.—A considerable portion of the equipment for the

electric railway has been received, and the track is now nearly all

laid. '

Milwaukee, Wis.--The North Greenfield Advancement Associa

tion is talkin of buildin an electric railway on the National
Avenue road mm the cityilimits to the North Greenfield station of

the Northwestern road. Charles Cuppel, Paul Bechtner, John

Johnson and others are said to be interested in the project.

Newburyport, Masa.—The Newburyport and Amesbury Horse

Railroad Company intends to petition the Legislature for authority

to increase its capital stock to $200,000, to enable it to equip its

entire system with electricity.

Nashville, Tenn.—Applicati0n has been made for a charter for

the newly consolidated Nashville street railway lines under the

title of the United Electric Railway Company, by J. M. Fogg, l. T.

Rhea, T. W. Wrenne, Wm. Morrow, A. H. Robinson, M. F. Gard

ner, H. R. Buckner, J. H. Bruce, R. W. Turner, John P. Williams,

Max Sax, VV. C. Debrill, . H. Fall, \Vm. Duncan, Frank Morrow,

N. Baxter, jr., and T. O. orris. The charter sets forth the right

of way owned by the company running through the city and sub

urbs and including all the lines in the city. The company propose

to use electric power on the whole line.

Oakland, Cal.—For some time past a new company has been

maturing its plans for a street railroad which will be of great im

portance to East Oakland, as the proposed route is from Clinton

station, at the foot of Sixth avenue, to Eighteenth street, thence in

a line to take it around the eastern shore of Lake Merritt, then to

the quarry of the Alameda Macadamizing Company, and thence (if

it is not too expensive to construct the n .cessary tunnel) to ‘Pied

mont. The design originated with Messrs. Bates and Slicer of the

Alameda Macadamizing Company, and their idea was to run the

road by electricity, using it by day as a passenger road, and by

night as a freight road. A franchise would have been applied for

before this, had not the Mayor knocked out electric roads. In this

situation the company will ask for a franchise for a horse railroad,

upon which an electric system can be placed whenever it is rendered

legal. A franchise will be asked for soon. Besides Messrs. Bates,

Slicer and Arrowsmith of the macadamizing company, A. D. Thom
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son and others will be interested in the road. There is a project to

build another branch of the road to Twen_ty~third avenue, but that

project will be deferred.—Oaéland Enqmrer.

Portland, Me.—-An electric railroad is to be built on Peak’s

Island this summer.

Port Townsend, Ore.—~Charles P. Surgart and others are about

to build an electric railroad, which is to be completed by July 1st.

Sedalia, Mo.—Business men have petitioned the city council for

an electric railway.

Sehome, Wash.—The Fairhaven Electric Light, Power & Motor

Co. will build an electric railway.

Sparrow Point, Md.—The Pennsylvania Street Co. will construct

an electric railroad for freight purposes.

Salmon Falls, N. H.—The Salmon Falls Manufacturing Co. The

City Council has granted a franchise for an electric road to the

Berkeley Rapid Transit Co.

Saratoga Springs, N. Y.——-The new electric railroad company

have elected the following officers : President, ]. L. Butman ; vice

paresident, W. B. Ferguson; treasurer, W. Cofiin ; secretary, j. M.

Ufl. '

St. Louis.——The Electric Railway Construction Co., of St. Louis,

has filed articles of incorporation, with a capital stock of $5,000.

The stockholders are D. R. Powell, C. C. Carroll, and J. P. Law

son.

- roy, N. H.-—The Troy and Lansingburgh Railroad Co. ‘will

substitute electricity as a motive power. V

Utica, N. Y.—The Utica and Mohawk Street Railroad Co. will

adopt the overhead electric system of traction.

Vancouver, B. C.——The Street Railway Co. has decided to adopt

an electric system.
 

ELECTRIC RAILWAY FACTS.

Albina, Oi-e.—Cars_ are now running on the electric motor line,

the power house having been completed on November.

Atchison, Kan_—The Atchison Street_Railway System has been

sold to a syndicate of Des Moines capitalists. It is to be converted

into an electric system at an estimated cost of about $100,000.

Asheville, N. C.—The main line and the three one-mile branches

of the Asheville Electric Sireet Railway have been completed and

are now in running order, and has been tested by the mayor and

alderrnen of the city. The Sprague system is used.

Bloomington, Ill.—Work on the line from Bloomington to

Normal, is being actively pushed, and the road is expected to be

in operation in january. The line will be twelve miles long.

Columbus, O.—The Short Electric Railway Company has com

pleted the track wirin for the Columbus Consolidated Street

Railway Company. Bi s for the electrical equipment of the entire

line will soon be considered. It is rumored that the Short system

will be adopted.

Cincinnati, O.-—Cincinnati will have no more electric roads con

structed under the single overhead wire 5) stem. The S. Coving

ton and Cincinnati Stieet Railway Company is the first to respond -

to the demands of rhe people, and the contract for the electrical

equipment of the two divisions of this road, recently awarded to

the Short Electric Railway Company, calls for double overhead

wire.

Cleveland, 0.--A stora e battery street car was run for the first

time in Cleveland, Ohio, y Assistant Superintendent Duty, of the

\Vest Side Railway Com any, a short time ago. The ofiicers of

the road and a number 0 their friends boarded the new car at the

company’s barn on Lorain street and enjoyed a ride without acci

dent to the Public Square and return. Everybody on the car, as

well as those along the route, were well pleased with the appear

ance, easy motion and noiseless running of the car. ‘

Lancaster, Pa.—Mayor Edgerley has vetoed the resolution of

the city council, giving the New York syndicate the privilege of

erecting poles and wires to run_street_ cars by electricity. The

mayor has an opinion from the city solicitor to the effect that the

privilege must be granted by ordinance.

North Adams, Mass.—-The North Adams Electric Railroad be

gan running from North Adams to Zylonite on October 13, and is

a pronounced success.

Ottumwa, Ia.-The new electric street railway at Ottumwa, Ia.,

is to be a perfect success in every particular.

Peabody, Mass.—The Naiimkeag Street Railway Company has

been granted a charter by the selectmen of Peabody to use the

overhead trolley wire system under conditions similar to those laid

down by the city of Salem. The conditions must be accepted

within thirty days and the system be in operation by the ist of next

july.

Randolph, Mass.——The Randolph and Holbrook Light and

Power Company has been granted a franchise to operate a plant in

Randolph, Mass. One of the conditions is that the work of build

ing the electric road before the first day of April next, to which

effect the selectmeii have received a guarantee. The Thomson

Houston electric railway system will be used.

_ Schenectady, N. Y.—The Albany Railroad Company is increas

ing its capital from $275,000 to $750,000 and will change its motive

povi er to electricity at once.

Victoria, B. C.—Two handsome street cars for the Victoria

Electric railway have arrived. The new cars are well built, with

bodies sixteen feet long. The seating capacity is thirty to acar,

while in a pinch sixt ' passengers can be crowded on board. Lighted

with electricity and provided with electric bells worked on dry

batteries, the cars are complete in all their appoiiitments.—V1'c

toria Colonisl.

POWER APPLICATIONS.

Fort Payne, Ala.—The Fort Payne Electric Light Power and

Heating Company will, it is reported, enlarge its plant.

Florence, Ala.—The Florence Electric Light and Power Coni

pany have purchased all their machinery, and are now placing it.

It will be a very large plant when completed.

Portland, Me.—Portland, Me., business men are talking of

bringing additional power to the city by establishin an electric

plant on the Presumpscot River, where an immense am has been

put in. This would give a motive power equal ‘to that at Saco,

Biddeford, Auburn, Lewiston and Lowell, and would be a great

boon to Portland, Maine.

Philadelphia, Pa.——A new letter stamping machine has been put

on trial in the Philadelphia post-office. It is run by electricity,

will cancel about 25,000 letters an hour, and has a register that

keeps count of each letter stamped. This machine may do away

with the service of a few stampers.

West Chester, Pa.-U. H. Painter, who owns two very large ice '

houses in \Vest Chester, will do away with the steam business for

hoisting ice this year and substitute electric motors. At the large

building on East Gay street he will put in a seven-horse power

motor, and at the Garfield avenue house a five horse-power.

This will do away with the bother of getting up steam.

PERSONAL.

George Hoyting, electrician for the Homer D. Bronson Com

pany, of Beacon Falls, Ct., died suddenly of heart disease on

Tuesday evening. November 19.

ohn Marsh, Walter H. Bunn, H. L. Hinman and Paul T. Brady,

0 Cooperstown, N. Y., have been elected directors of the Glovers

ville Electric company.

The inaugural meeting of the Gilbert Club, of London, was held

on 29th November, and, althou h Dr. Gilbert‘s claim to be the

first electrician is fully recognize , the public know little of his life ;

a few particulars in regard to him may be found interesting. He

was born in 1540 at Colchester, educated at Cambridge, beinga

Fellow of St John's College, and having taken up medicine trav

eled much abroad. He then became physician to Qgueen Eliza

beth, was elected in 1599 president of the Royal Col ege of Phy

sicians, and died as chie physician to james I. in 1603. His

principal lame, however, rests on his experiments and studies in

magnetism. He gathered together a fine collection of scientific

and magnetic ap aratus, and which was left at his death to the

Royal College of) Physicians, and perished in the great fire of

London in 1666. In the year r600 appeared his Magnum Opus,

“De Magnets," which was printed in folio by Peter Short, of St.

Paul's Churchyard, in the City of London, and contained numer

ous illustrations of his experiments and apparatus. He was buried

in the Church of Holy Trinity, at Colchester, and the house where

he lived is still to be seen there.

WE believe, indeed, that the motor arrives just at that juncture

when the pressing condition of modern work requires it, and the

electric motor, it will be found, in the near future will inevitably

create an industrial revolution greater even than that of the intro

duction of the steam engine and the rise of the cotton system.

Electriral Engineer (London). '
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EQUIPMENT OF EXISTING LINES.

Bloomington, I1l.—'I‘he electric railway will be in operation _at

an early date. Already 1,300 poles have been distributed over its

line to carry the overhead wire.

Cincinnati, O.—Permission has been granted by the city author

ities to the Elm Street Railroad Company to build an overhead

electric extension to the present line.

Canton, O._—-The Canton Street Railway Company are now

equipping their road with the Sprague electrical system. Seven

new cars have been ordered.

Camden, N. J.—New cars have been ordered by the Cam_d_en

Horse Railroad Company. They will be equipped for electncity

and will be put in operation as soon as the poles and wires can be

erected.

Elgin, Ill.—The Elgin City Railway Company estimate that _it

will cost between $200,000 and $300,000 to get its electric line in

running order.

Little Rock, Ark.—The Little Rock Street __Railway Company

will adopt the Thomson-Houston electric system. There will be

two engines of 300 horse power. Improvements will be made at a

cost of $75,000.

Milwaukee, Wis.—A contract has _been made by the Sprague

Electric Railway and Motor Company with the \Nest Side Railway

Company for a full equipment of overhead wires, motors and elec

tric generators. The work will be begun at once, and it is intended

that the whole line shall be in operation by February 1st.

Minneapolis, Minn.—The Fourth avenue electric line i_s_rapidly

nearing completion, and the construction is in such condition that

upon the arrival of the trolleys, which are expected daily, the line

can be put in running order almost at once. .

Newburyport, Mass.—The Merrimac division of the Newbury

port and Amesbury Street Railroad, which is operated by means

of the Thomson-Houston overhead electric system, is said to have

worked in a very satisfactory manner, and it is intended to equip

the whole road, a distance of eleven miles, with the system.

Nashville, Tenn.—All the street railway lines in the city are now

consolidated under one management, the capital stock being about

$3,000,000. About fifty miles of road are included in the consolida

tioii, and will all be operated by electricity.

Omaha, Neb.--The Mercer Electric Street Railway has been

purchased by the Consolidated Street Railway Company for $5,

000,000. This gives the latter organization the control of all the

cable, electric and horse car lines in the city ; in all about seventy

two miles.

NEW CORPORATIONS.

Abingdon, Mass_—The Electric Light and Power Company of

Abingdon, Mass., capital stock $40,000, has been incorporated.

Allegheny, Pa.—The State department has granted a charter to

the Wilkinsburg Electric Company, of Allegheny county ; capital,

$30,000.

Beatrice, Neb.—The Beatrice Electric Company has arranged to

incorporate and go into the extensive manufacture of electric sup

plies of-all kinds at that point.

Charleston, W. Va.—The Charleston Street Railwa Company

has been organized, with a capital stock of $25,000, to uild horse,

cable or electric roads. President, J. L. Bewry; Secretary, E. W.

Bridges.

Eagle Pass, Tex.—The Texas Mexican Electric Light and Power

Company, Eagle Pass, Texas, was recently organized. It expects

to commence operations January 1, 1890. The authorized capital

stock is $40,000.

Evanston, l1l.—An Electric Illuminating Company has been in

corporated with a capital of $50,000, to furnish light, heat and

power for public and private use. lncorporators, C. A. Byme,

L. L. Smith and E. E. Abbott.

Ganoque, Ont.—Letters-patent have been issued incorporating

the Gananoque, Ont., Electric Light and Water Company (limited),

with a capital stock of $40,000.

Harrodsburg, Ky.—-The Harrodsburg Electric Light and Power

Company has let contract for its plant to the Fort \\’ayne Jenney

Electric Light Company of Fort Wayne, Ind.

Kittei-y, Me.—The Electric Construction Company has been or

ganized at Kittery, Me., with a capital stock of $50,000; paid in,

' at the southwest entrance to the cemetery.

$50,000; par value share, 100. President, William D. Rich, Boston.

Mass.; treasurer, Henry R. Gardiner, Boston, Mass.; directors,

William D. Rich, Ephraim C. Spinney and Henry R. Gardiner;

business to be prosecuted, to supply electricity and electric lights

and power: certificate approved, December, 9th, 1889.

Laporte, lnd.—An electric street railway company has secured a

franchise for building a road.

Lansing, Mich.—The Secretary of State has issued a license to

the Mount Ple isant Electric Company, of Mount Pleasant ; capit

stock, $25,000.

Lowell, Mass.—'l‘he Eastern Electric Light and Storage Battery

Company, has been incorporated, with the following ofiicers:

President, E. M. Tucke; vice-president and manager, Alfred

Clarke; secretary and treasurer, J. B. French; directors, E. L.

White and J. B. Currier of Lowell,.J. S- Dean of Boston, and F. A.

Bates of New York. The company will establish its works in

Lowell, and use the Sorley storage battery. A specially-built

horse car, equipped with these batteries, was exhibited on the

tracks of the horse railroad companies recently.

New Brighton. I11-—An electric and power company has been

incorporated at New Brighton, III., with a capital of $20,000, by P.

W. Abt, Mr. Benzene and T. L. Fekate.

New York City.—The Mutual Electric Power Company is forni

ed for manufacturing, selling and letting electric motors and

various machines used in producing and distributing stationary

electric motor power and to provide the necessary plant for such

work with principal ofiices in New York city ; capital, $200,000.

New lbfifiai I-8-—The New Iberia Electric Light and Power Com

pzany has been organized, with . A. Breaux, president, William

obertson, vice-president, and . M. Gates, secretary, to erect an

electric light plant at the sawmill of Gall & Pharr. The capital

stock is $10,000. Contract has been let for a 600-light dynamo.

Newark, N. ].—Articles of incorporation have been filed by the

Sumner Avenue Railroad Company by Theodore Clarkson, Rich

ard Coff, Milton C. Quimby,. Henry A. Hudson, Henry Ehman,

Arthur VV. Hapley, and John Dooley. It is proposed to construct

a double-track street railroad from the centre of Bloomfield avenue

to Lake street. The capital stock of the new company is $io0.0o0.

Nu" B1’iEht°l'1. Pfl.—A charter was granted to the New Brighton

Electric Street Railway Company, with a capital stock of $50,000.

The directors arejames R. McKee, F. K. Brierly, W. C. Simpson,

Geo. F. Kennedy, Oliver Molter and T. L. Kennedy.

will extend from Fourth street, Beaver Falls, to the lower end of

New Brighton.

Ntlwflfki N- J-—The Essex Subwa Company has been incor

porated by Philip N. Jackson, David ouiig, Henry M. Doremus,

J. Frank Fort, Benjamin W. H0fi"er, Samuel Klotz, Michael T.

Barrett, andJames Smith, jr. of Newark, N. J. The purpose is to

adopt some practical system for putting all lighting, power, tele

graph and telephone wires under ground, and a composition of

wood pulp is being considered. There is no expectation of apply

. ing the conduit for electric car purposes.

New York City.—Papers have been filed at Albany for the in

corporation of the New York City Suburban Surface Railroad

Company, with a capital of $200,000, and permission to increase

the capital stock to $i,0oo,00o. The incorporators are ex-Mayor

Franklin Edsoii, Hugh N. Camp, H. W. T. Mali, Daniel D.

Conover, Richard Kelly, Maxmillian Fleischiiian and J. P. Baiter.

They propose to construct a single track road between Fordham

Heights, Fordham and Treinont, running from the northerly end

of McComb’s Bridge along Sedgwick avenue to Burnside avenue,

to Tremont village, with a branch from Burnside avenue to VVood

lawn Cemetery in Central avenue. The northern terminus will be

The company will

operate electric motors carrying their own power.

Olathe, Kan.—The Olatlie Electric Light and Power Company,

ofOlathe. Directors, B. T. \-‘Vliitniore, W. B. Henry, \Vellington

Adams, Chas. Suttler and Moses L. Cohn; capital stock, $25,000.

Petersburg, Ill.-—The Electric Light and Power Company, of

Petersburg; capital, $25,000; incorporators, G. D. Wright, J. H.

Strodtnian and T. W. McNeely.

Peabody, Mass.—The selectmen have unanimously granted a

franchise to the Peabody Electric Light and Power Company, to

do business in that town.

Peoria. Ill.-—~The Royal Electric Company has been incorporated

to manufacture electrical apparatus, etc.; capital stock, $50,000;

incorporators, F. Luthy, G. A. Schefier and George T. Page.

Sefiille, Wash-—'Fhe Seattle & Tacoma Electric Railway Co.

has been incorporated; capital stock, $600,000.

The line 4
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53" Ffamiscoi C81--The San Francisco Electric Light and

Power Co. has been incorporated with a capital of $1,000,000. In

corporators, Martin Bulger, Robt. P. Hastings and Wm. McMann.

Sherman, 'I‘exas.—The Sherman and Denison, Texas, Electric

Railway and Power Company, has been organized, and will begin

work at once on a railway seven miles in length. The company

has a stock of $300,000, and Mr. N. M. Lee, of Sherman, is presi

dent. Work is to begin at once.

San Francisco, Cal.-The San Francisco, Cal., Electric Light

and Power Company has been incorporated, with the following

directors: Martin Bulger, Robert P. Hastings, William Mcl\/lann,

J. M. Chenowith, W. C. Clark, H. G. Platt and]. S. Humbird.

The capital stock is $1,000,000, of which each director subscribed

$50,000.

The Ranier Railway Co. has been organized by George Kinnear,

R. S. Greene, john B. Denny and others, to build dummy, cable

and electric roads. Capital stock, $100,000.

Tallapoosa, Fla.—-G. F. Quackinbush, H. W. Bernard, J. A.

Burns and others have incorporated the Vernon Light & Power

Co. to furnish electric and gas lights. The capital stock is to be

$25,000.

Tacoma, Wash.—The Tacoma Steam and Electric Power Com

pany of Tacoma. Capital stock, $25,000. Trustees, James C.

Lupton and john J. Hicks, jr.

tric power.

Wilkesbarre, Pa.—A company has been organized, with a capital

of $25,000, for the purpose of manufacturing and introducing Dr.

Kirivan’s electric station indicator.

BUSINESS NOTES.

The month of December has brought to a close the most suc

cessful year in the history of the Westinghouse Electric Company

and the demand for the Westinghouse alternating current system

has exceded the most sanguine expectations of the company.

The returns ofthe orders for the month of December had not all

comein when this paper went to press, but from the indications of

the first two weeks, it may be safely assured that as far as business

is concerned, the month of December is a befitting climax of a very

successful year. Among other contracts, the company obtained an

order from St. Louis, Mo., for alternating current apparatus of a

generating capacity of 3,000 lights ; a similar order was a so

secured from the local company in Denver, Col., and a third one

from Portland, Ore., for 6,000 lights and 100 arc lights. The speci

fications of the latter contract called for special machinery of 4,0(.O

volts. . The plant is to be run by water power, which is twelve

miles away from the scene of the distribution of the electric cur

rent.

The total amount of apparatus disposed of by the company dur

ing the year 1889 will be a capacity ofat least 250,000 lights. This

figure may be better understood from the following comparison :

The company was organized in the latter part of i886, and during

that period previous to the beginning of 1887 apparatus for central

station plants of a capacit ' of2,4oo lights was disposed of. During

the year 1887 the total sale of machinery represented a capacity oi

106,200 lights, and during 1888 the aggregate amount of apparatus

sold footed up a total capacity of 1 19,950 lights.

From these figures it is readily discernible that the business of

1889 will not only more than double the amount of business of the

two previous years, but it even exceeds the total amount of sales

made from the day of the company's organization until the begin

ning of the year 1889.

The \Vestinghouse Electric Company must be congratulated

upon its record of the past because it undoubtedly points to a very

gloriotis future.

The Westinghouse Electric Company has just closed an im

portant contract with the Willamette Falls Electric Company, of

Portland, Ore. The Westinghouse Company is to fumish es

peciallv maiinfaclured machinery necessary to operate a plant of

16,000 incandescent and 100 are lamps. The central station will

be erected at Willamette Falls, twelve miles from Portland, where

the company intends to utilize water power to generate electricity.

Then the currt nt will be carried the whole distance into the city,

where it will be distributed from a branch station.

The new \Ve=tinghouse arc system is to be introduced in this

plant, and one of the company’s new arc machines will run the en

tire number of arc lamps.

Object, to supply steam and elec-

The Thomson electric welding process is proving a very profit

able invention. We understand that the British patents owned by

the company have just been disposed of for $1,200,000. Negoti

ations are in progress for the disposal of the patents for other

European countries.

The Mather Electric Company, Manchester, Conn., is having to

enlarge its factory to enable it to keep pace with its business.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Booneville, Mo.-The Booneville Electric Light and Power

Company, C. C. Bell, Secretary, are erecting a plant. -

Burlington, Ia.—The Electric Light and Power Company have

secured a franchise from the city to erect buildings and establish a

permanent plant.

Chicago, Ill.—To attract the attention of passers, a Chi

cago barber has placed a Knapp Electrical Works motor and fan in

the window of his shop. Attached to the end of the shaft opposite

the fan is an extra pul y that is belted to some home-made wooden

shafting and pulleys that operate a number of cardboard represen

tations of men working at the various trades. The current for

operating the motor is furnished by the Chicago Edison Company.

Omaha, Neb.—The Union Pacific has closed contract with the

Thonison-Houstoii Company for a complete plant for the shops

here. Thomas L. Kimball, Omaha, General Manager; A. D.

Shermerhorn, Division Engineer, Omaha.

Pottsville, Pa.—The Edison Electric Light and Power Company

have' let the contract for the building of their plant at Pottsville,

Pa. The building will be 40 by 105 feet, and is to be completed

in five weeks. There will be two engines, built by the Ball Engine

Company, of Erie, of 150 horse-power each, and weighing over

over 17,000 pounds each.

Rochester, N. Y.—The Rochester Hcrald says : “The scien

tific obstacles are rapidly giving way before the inventive ‘genius

oi the age, and practically it is now only a question in economics

whether the storage battery shall be adopted or not. So far as the

overhead wire system on the railway between Rochester and the

lake shore, a distance of some four or five miles, is concerned, it is

apparently a complete success. The equipment embraces all the

latest improvements and the road has worked admirably since it

was opened until the present. One or two of ourexchanges speak

of the underground cable system as the most promising at present

in sight. VVe do not believe a cable line \\ ill be in existence ten

years from to-day. The original outlay is very heavy, the s stem

even in such cities as Chicago cannot be universally applie , and

the machinery is very liable to derangement. Electricity is to be

the motor power of the future, and judging from the rapid strides

made in perfecting the apparatus for street railways within the past

five years, he would be a very daring capitalist who would put his

money in a grip car system with the prospect of having to tear up

the plant before it was half worn out.

Major john Byrne of Cincinnati, the engineer and right hand man

of C. P. Huntington, takes great interest in street railways. He

acts for a syndicate similar to the "Big Four," who are going to

cable the Baltimore, .\"|d., line. He is quoted by the Baltimore

Sun as follows : “So well settled a principle is it that improved

traction in cities pays extraordinaiily with absolute certainty that

our people walk into any city, purchase a railway at a figure a

little above the prevailing value of the stock, and introduce im

proved motive power without question. We use the overhead

electric system of the Sprague invention. I may inst mention the

case of Scranton, Pa.. which went through this process. I have not

the exact figures, but that deal paid us in the proportion of three

dollars to one. VVhile steam railways had trouble in winter, and

horse lines were snowed up completely, this line went ahead un

interruptedly, clearing its tracks easily by the pt wer of its motors

and having no delays whatever.”

Henry E. Allen contributes an interesting communication on the

question of abating the smoke nuisance in Chicago, in the

course of which he says : “ If the city would adopt an electric

power system in place of the high water pressure system, I believe

it would be much more feasible for the following reasons : The

cost would not be more than half as great; the time of putting the

plant in operation would be lessened by many months ; the annoy

ance from tearing up the streets would be far less ; the power

afforded would be evener with no danger of loss from pipes burst

ing in buildings and connections made with far less cost to users

of power ; power stations could be more advantageously distributed

over the district covered without reference to water supply; the

plant could be utilized for street and residence lighting, as but

little power would be required at night. I am aware that the plan _
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afibrds no improved facilities for defence against fire or for wash

ing the streets. But with a fuel-gas plant in operation and 2,000

stationary engines supplanted, fires would not be so frequent and

the present water supply would not be so heavily taxed. The high

water pressure system would have been well enough three years

ago, but present day science has discovered something better, and

as a meaiis.for the transmission of power electricity now stands

without a rival. All that has been said in regard to the triple

expansion engines and smoke consumers for the power stations

applies with equal force to one system as well as the other. There

is no reason why the city could not control an electric power plant

as well as an electric light plant, and a demonstration has already

been given in this particular in favor of the latter. I know of no

instance in which an electric power plant has been installed by a

reputable company that has not proven highly successful and profit

able. With a first-class fuel gas and electric power plant in operation

under control of the city the smoke nuisance would at once

disappear, and both plants could be installed completely in fifteen

months."

St. Louis.-—The facts printed recently by St. Louis papers regarding

the increase in travel in St. Louis on street car lines introducing a

means of rapid transit, white merely a repetition of the general

results already noted in other cities, are of value in showing the

hearty willingness of the public to patronize any system that affords

greater facilities than have been previously enjoyed. Certain rail

way lines in St. Louis introduced the cable system and discarded

horses, the change resulting in the patronage being doubled, the

capital stock of one of the companies increasing in value from $160

to $350 per share, and the value of property in the vicinity of the

line increasing above 25 per cent. Yet, with all these advantages

gained, and in spite of the debt incurred in making the improve

ments being still unpaid. some of the more enterprising companies,

anticipating the demand that the public will make for further

improvements, are about to discard the cable system, and have

contracted for the installation of an electric motor system. This

will alford a still more rapid means of transit, yet the operat

ing expenses and co<t will be greatly lessened.. In other words,

they will confer a greater favor on the public, atid in so doing reap

their reward in better dividends. It is note-worthy, in the same

connection, that the electric motor is also to replace the cable

in Kansas City, that four electric railway franchises have been

granted at St. Paul, Mimi., and that every street railroad company

i;1/Miliwaukee has asked for the right to use electricity.—Electriral

for! .

Washington, D. C.—The directors of the . Eckington and

Soldier's Home Railway Company (electric), were recently elected

for the ensuing year. It is our pleasure to announce that the capi

tol city’s first electric road has been a success from the start, as is

evinced from the following figures: Total number of passengers

carried was 503,860; average daily number, 1, 505. Eckington, the

place to which the electric road runs, is a little suburban town

owned by a number of prominent capitalists. The road was estab

lished by them for the transportation of the residents. Property in

Eckington has greatly advanced in value in consequence.

Westinghouse plant is being erected and will supply the town with

light. It is a model town as regards electric light and power.

If the Boston people are so well satisfied with their electric rail

road tracks, with grass between the rails, they would be “pleased

to death” with ours. Our tracks are laid on asphalt streets with a

new form of grooved rail laid flush with the surface. The ballast

ing is all below the asphalt, which is also laid between the tracks

so that a person cati drive over them after dark in any conveyance

and never know that they are there.

The same qualities that give an electric car a widely varyin

range of speed give it also the power of starting very smoothly ang

easily. In this respect it is decidedly superior to the cable cars,

which, although they can be made to start with tolerable ease,

usually do not. In addition, the electric car possesses an almost

unique power of stopping suddenly in case of need .—-Dr. Louis

Bell.

Roans in future must be constructed from the very outset for the

application of electric motors, no matter by what system, but by the

application of electricity,—then I think, and by that means only

will we come to the general and successful application ofthe motors

to every railroad throughout the couiitry.—— George W. /llausfield.

it! my opinion a station established with the ordinary arc-light

potential in the middle of New York City, exactly in the centre of

the longitudinal axes of the island, would quite easily handle the

motor problem in the entire city, and even at a less potential than

they are using on sortie of the arc-light circiiits.——Ge0rge W. Mans

fi eld.

AN ELECTRICAL SUBMARINE VESSEL.—SUCCE5SFUL TRIALS.-—

The following abstract of an article prepared by Arturo Cuyas.

of New York, will prove interesting : Isaac Peral,a lieutenant in the

Spanish navy, surprised his su rior oflicers one day during the

excitement anent the Caroline slands, with the announcement that

he had succeeded in solving the problem of iiavigatin under water.

The reputation that youn Peral bore of being a stu ious and con

scientious oflicer devoted to scientific researches, prevented his

superiors from receiving the announcement as a perfect delusion.

Still they were incredulous, but the doubters were soon convinced

that the invention had elements of success, and they decided to

recommend his plans to the government. The Queen Regent took

an interest in the matter, and at her solicitation congress finally

passed an appropriation which would enable Peral to build a vessel

after his design. Peral built his vessel with the electrical devices

of his own invention, which were to submerge it at any desired

depth; propel it forward or backward under the water, raise it to

the surface again, supply breathing air and light for a few days’

cruise, discharge torpedoes against a vessel or obstruction, and

perform other equally astonishing and almost incredible operations.

The first partial trials made publicly at Cadiz a few months ago were

exceedingly satisfactory, and only marred by a slight accident to one

of the dynamo coils, which made it necessary for Peral to order a

new set from England. Yet the experiments roved that Peral had

actually solved the problem. In view of t ese successful tests

,Senor Casado, a rich and enthusiastic Spaniard, doing business in

Buenos Ayres, sent $100,000 to Peral to purchase new electrical ap

pliances and continue his experiments. Senor Casado visited

Spain last August, and had the satisfaction of accompanying Peral

and his fellow ofiicers on a trial of the vessel under water. During

the latter part of August several additional tests were made wit

the new dynamos and they all proved successful beyond all expec

tations. Peral’s vessel sank and rose at will at any desired depth,

keeping perfectly horizontal in the water, advancing and backing

with ease and good speed, and allowing the discharge of torpedoes

with great accuracy and safety. The last trials were made in the

Bay of Cadiz about two weeks ago, according to cablegrams, before

a few foreign men-of-war and a great number of spectators, who

enthusiastically cheered Peral and the fotir naval officers who as

sisted him in the management of the vessel. The cable has an

nounced that the Spanish government has ofiicially adopted Peral’s

ty e of submarine vessel for the navy, and a number of such ves

se s will be built forthwith under his supervision. lsaac Peral is

the hero of the hour in Spain, and well may that country be rotzd

of his scientific achievement. It is known that an English mi of

shipbuilders made him a handsome offer for the sale of his patents

and secrets, but Peral patriotically refused. The City Council of

Cadiz propose to purchase atid present hint the house in which he

lives.

Great power of varying speed is one of the characteristic advan

tages of the electrical system. The speed may range from four

or five, to fifteen miles per hour at will, each car being separ

ately driven and controlled. Horse-cars possess something of the

same flexibility, but their maximum speed is so low that with

modern needs for rapid transit the horse car must eventually dis

appear. As is well known, cable roads work virtually at a fixed

maximum speed and can only slow down by letting go the cable.

—Dr. Louis Bel/.

THAT rare combination of tnoralist, philosopher and electrician,

only to be found in the technical journalist (!), has enunciated

amongst other things the fact that with regard to personal danger

the liitenfan is in infinitely greater peril from gravity than elec

tricity. He also says that telephone and electric light wires resem

ble mankind very strongly in one respect-—.in so far as we are all

going underground ; it is only a question of time as to when it will

be.—Elerlr1c Plant (Londoni.

THE response to the demand for electricity for lighting has been

the production of dynamos of 95 per cent. efiiciency, a far better

result than is obtained in steam engines, and conversely these

dynamos can be used as motors with the same efiiciency.-—Dr.

Sclmyler Skaats If ’/reeler.

Ti_tE first electric street railway established in America for actual

service was on a suburban line, two miles in length, extending from

Baltimore to Hampden, Md. * * * This line has been con

tinuously operated since September 1, 1885.—-Franl'l1'n Leonard

Pope.
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THE KANSAS CITY CONVENTION.

THE most important convention of the National Electric

Light Association yet held, will assemble at Kansas

.City, Missouri, on February I 1th. President Weeks has

made the last six months of his administration conspicuous

by the earnest attention he has given to the programme of

the first electric light convention yet held west of the Mis

sissippi. He is entitled to great credit for the success he

has met with in securing the promised attendance, and

participation in the exercises of gentlemen having a world

wide reputation for both scientific and practical work. It is

proper to add, that in these preparations he has received the

earnest assistance of Secretary Garratt.

Without taking into consideration the technical subjects

which will naturally be brought up for discussion, the rela

tions of electric light, power and railway companies to the

public should be carefully and intelligently handled. It

cannot be denied that the arc lighting companies of the

country have far too frequently permitted the improper

construction of lines. The use of wire with an inferior

insulation was not so bad in itself, for, had sufficient care

been exercised in the erection and maintenance of lines, the

record of accidents would not have been so great as to incur

the antagonism which is now interfering with all branches of

the electrical business. The efforts thus far made to coun

teract this feeling have been futile. It can be most effect

ively met by adopting an approved standard of construction,

and such legislation appears to be within the province of the

National Electric Light Association. The records of the

association already published will supply a basis upon which

such a standard might be formed. The difficulty arises

from the inability of the association to enforce rules of such

a character. If it could first be proved that it is for the

interest of each member to build better lines, something

would be accomplished. This is as difficult a matter as for

a preacher to convince any particular sinner in his congrega

tion that the argument of the sermon is for his especial

benefit. Each person is too liable to believe that some one

else is the offender. It is the practice of most engineering

societies when attending conventions to visitimportant works,

the examination of which may be instructive to their mem

bers. Central stations and factories have in this manner been

inspected at the various ‘cities where the Electric Light

Conventions have been held. It might be well to introduce

an innovation by giving special attention to line construc

tion provided there are any exhibits which would serve as

instructive object lessons. President Weeks some time

ago prepared a paper upon this subject for the association,

and it seems proper that the members should learn by

actual examination if in this case theory is corroborated by

practice.

The plan recently introduced of forming state associations

should not be too hastily followed. It appears to be per

fectly sound in theory, but the practical objection to it is,

that the constituency in the various states, is too scattered,

and insufficient ill numbers to support local organizations.

There are plenty of competent men perhaps, to ofiicer these

associations, but the duties required of them in that connec

tion are likely to be so unimportant that they are liable to

be neglected. So far as antagonistic state legislation is

concerned there would apparently be little difficulty in ar

ranging for the partial services of some person at each state

capital who could readily sound the alarm, and thus lead to

a combined effort to nip it in the bud. The principal objec

tion to any effective organization of this character is, that it

would possibly increase the evil which it is intended to

remove, by encouraging the introduction of bills which are

simply “strikes."

Attempts have been made heretofore to regulate un

healthy competition, but so far without much success,

and one reason why this has not been accomplished

is that there are important electrical interests not repre

sented in the National Electric Light Association. It is

safe to say that if all the electrical companies were engaged

only in legitimate competition, if there were no backbiting

and secret attacks, then one would hear fewer cries of

“ down with the wires,” and less talk about “the death

dealing current." The truth is, the attempts of various

companies to injure their rivals have resulted in injury to the

whole electrical business. In a family quarrel even the non

participants get a bad name with the rest. It is time for the

various electrical companies to have learned that the fight

for the supremacy of electricity is not yet over. Till then,

at least, the interests of all concerned are identical. Why

may there not be an end to the sort of rivalry that hurts

the whole cause? Could this be eliminated from the situa

tion, the merits of electricity might safely be left to plead

their own case with the public.

THE COPPER DUTY.

N january 16th Mr. George M. Phelps, of this city,

representing the National Electric Light Association,

presented to the Committee of VVays and Means, at Wash

ington, a petition for the removal of the duty on copper.

It was accompanied by a brief, which is not only a model

in itself, but, being fortified or sugar-coated by the incor

poration of a New York Tribune editorial, is certainly en

titled to careful consideration by those who are opposed, as

well as by those who favor the contemplated act. There
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has been a vast deal of nonsense placed before the public

upon this general subject which has been carefully avoided

in this particular case. For instance, no attempt is made to

show that copper is four cents higher per pound by reason

of the tariff, but simply that we can produce copper of a

better quality and cheaper than any other country; and

that, consequently, the only mission performed by the duty

is that of fomenting the formation of syndicates or trusts.

We believe this is the only case in which an organized

movement of the consumers has led to a hearing before

this Congressional committee. Whether or not it will have

the desired efiect is yet to be determined, but it is certainly

suggestive that in a convention of active business men of

miscellaneous political proclivities there was no opposition

to the movement there inaugurated which has been carried

out in so intelligent a manner by the committee in whose

charge it was placed. ‘

THE PEOPLE AND RAPID TRANSIT

HE call for rapid transit in our largest cities is most

urgent, and its importance is fully appreciated by the

public and the press. Its actual accomplishment, however,

usually lags for years after the demand has become apparent.

New York and Brooklyn have permitted the invasion of

many of their streets by unsightly elevated railway struc

tures, but the general welfare of the whole people has been

enhanced by the sacrifice. The success of the New York

elevated railroads, as profit-earning enterprises, has led to

the organization of similar schemes in other cities, and,

with fares placed at the same figures as those of existing

horse railways, the latter will eventually find that their earn

ings do not increase in a corresponding ratio with the

growth of population. The managers of these companies

are in a position to do much toward the prevention of build

ing additional elevated railroads in most of the large cities

of the country. Let them at once follow the example of

the West End company in Boston, and give the people

rapid transit. Their efi'orts should be directed toward

securing the best possible system of traction for surface

railways. No one denies that the canal boat is a safe and

cheap agency for the transportation of merchandise, and no

doubt our fathers and grandfathers viewed the coming steam

locomotive with the same degree of horror which attended

the investigation of the Boston electric railway system by

the New York World reporter. The opposition of the

people to overhead conductors for electric railways is en

tirely due to the sensational efforts of the press. VVhat the

people want is rapid transit. With prompt and safe service

it matters little to them how the power is applied. It is

well known that however satisfactory the cable system may

be in certain cases, it will never be universally adopted, and

the indications are that it will be practically obsolete in a

few years. If existing horse railways desire to retain their

profitable business, they should at once heed the prevailing

demand of the people everywhere for rapid transit, which,

as has now been thoroughly demonstrated by experience,

may be secured through the agency of electricity.

ENGINEERING AND POLITICS.

THE proposed New York State Board of Electrical Con

trol is an outgrowth of the movement which led up to

the appointment of subway commissioners in the cities of

New York and Brooklyn. One of these bodies has dissolved.

and the other will expire by limitation next November.

The principal advantage of such a board or commission is

that provides very comfortable positions and salaries in re

turn for a moderate expenditure of time. VVhen public

offices become scarce, it is becoming the practice in this

State to increase them by the creation of commissions, and

in order that they should receive the broadest political sup

port, it is becoming the custom carefully to apportion the

loaves and fishes, not only between the leading political

parties, but also between the factions of at least one of those

parties. So carefully is this division planned, thata kind

of automatic political governor is provided for, so accurately

adjusted that should the electrical expert of the board hap

pen to be a Democrat, the secretary must be a Republican,

while if the electrical expert should be a Republican, as is

frequently the case, the secretary must be a Democrat.‘

There appears to be a weak point in this most extraordinary

piece of mechanism. Should the electrical engineer become

a Mugwump, what penalty would be inflicted not only upon

him, but the innocent secretary? The new rapid transit

bill recently introduced by Senator Fassett, is another in

stance of making up a carefully balanced political commis

sion, yet a prominent Tammany warrior says Mayor Grant

is the only genuine Democrat named, the others being merely

nickel-plated.

All this is entirely wrong, but is apparently in accordance

with what is known as practical politics. In engineering

circles, a man is judged by his ability in the line of his pro

fession. Partisanship should be entirely ignored in muni

cipal work. \Ve have no hope that such will be the case

within a reasonable time, but it should be understood that

if a man is honest and capable, his religious views and his

politics should not prevent the public from reaping such

advantage from his employment as his skill may warrant.

 

HIGH TENSION JOURNALISM.

GNE of our enterprising daily contemporaries, which al

ways sees a political mare’s nest in any gathering of

public or well-known men, recently perpetrated the follow

ing, which, we assure our readers, was intended seriously :

“ There was a gathering of street-railroad bosses at the

Hoffman House yesterday morning which may or may not

have been big with interest for New Yorkers. \Videner

and Elkins, the Traction twins, who started the West End

monopoly in Boston, where the overhead wires furnish car

power, were two conspicuous figures in the group. Presi

dent Curtiss, of the Sixth Avenue Railroad, came next, and

in a few moments afterwards Superintendent Thompson, of

the Broadway road. “ Where’s Kemble?" some one

asked, referring to Quay's friend who spent twenty-four

hours in the penitentiary of Pennsylvania and was pardoned

out by the Boss’s influence. “Oh,” replied Widener, "he

couldn’t come.” But it was quite a pretty group that ad

journed to a private room. Perhaps they'd like an over

head wire electric car on Broadway ! The condition of the
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Twenty-ninth street and Twenty-eighth street tracks at

Broadway yesterday was a caution to citizens.”

The brains which evolved this interesting paragraph were

undoubtedly of a superior quality. Boston seems to be so

‘ well pleased with the West End monopoly that the author

ities have just accorded increased facilities for the extension

of the terrible monopoly. The startling account of dire

disaster and death which recently appeared in the same

daily contemporary concerning this same VVest End' mon

opoly seems to have had no deterrent effect upon the

benighted Bostonese, who go right along extending the

electric railway system, and even contemplate an elevated

electric railroad.

\Ve may. by a powerful exercise of the imagination,

conceive of something more objectionable than an overhead

electric wire car in Broadway : we may even consider high

tension journalism more fatal in its efiect than low-tension

electric wires. The fact that no injury to man or beast has

ever occurred from contact with a trolley wire when the

voltage does not exceed 500, is indisputable; and it is a

simple matter of statistics as to how many persons are

killed annually by the street cars drawn by horses. When

will people. and especially sensational newspaper editors,

learn to regard facts as of more weight than unfounded

fears?

PROGRESS OF THE ELECTRIC RAILWAY.

THE list of Electric Railways published monthly in this

journal tells better than anything else the rapid pro

gress which this method of traction is making. We en

deavor to keep this list up to date; but it is difficult, nay

almost impossible to do so, for, no sooner have we sent the

list to press than we receive word of several new roads under

construction or started up. In the present issue it will

be seen, by referring to the list, that the Sprague Company

has begun the construction of an electric road in Tokio,

japan, where two motor cars of fifteen horse-power each

have been contracted for. Whipple’s Electric Reports

for january, 1890, gave the number of electric street rail

roads in operation as 162 in the United States, and four in

Canada, but these figures are already exceeded.

It is but little more than three years since this matter was

experimentally brought before the public on a street railway.

The first road put in commercial operation was the street

railway in Windsor, Ontario, opposite Detroit, Michigan,

which was opened on May 28, 1886, on the Van Depoele

overhead system. In July a road was opened in Appleton,

\Vis., under the same system, and in October one at Port

Huron, Mich. Since then new roads are opening every

where in the United States, and American enterprise and

invention has crossed the Atlantic and Pacific oceans with

this system of traction.

The day when passengers would be satisfied with the in

conveniences and discomforts of horse cars, has passed, and

the only question now discused is not, Shall we have an

electric road? but, What system shall we use?

The earliest roads were put in with the overhead wire

system, and to-day this remains the favorite. Conduits for

the electric conductor, and storage batteries for the motor

to endure the miseries of the horse car for so long?

cars have both their advocates, but the great majorityof

roads employ the overhead system. This system is used

by the Sprague, Van Depoele, Thomson-Houston, Short,

Daft, and National Companies, and a reference to our list will

show the great preponderance of roads operated by these

companies. The storage battery is perhaps the ideal method,

but the ideal must give way to the real, and the sentimental

always succumbs to the practical. The time may come

when the storage battery will be as popular as the overhead

system. American ingenuity may be relied upon to increase

the efficiency and at the same time decrease the cost of the

storage battery, and when this occurs, the last lingering

remnant ofa car drawn by horses will have vanished into

the historic past.

Already people who live where the electric roads are in

daily operation, are asking themselves, How did we manage

And it

is a very singular circumstance that in cities where the

electric road would be most needed and appreciated, the

authorities are the most backward about adopting it. One

might suppose that New York or Philadelphia would be

the first to adopt improved methods, but on the contrary

these two great cities stand still and watch the little but

progressive towns of the west surpass them in the race of

progress. Even Chicago, is lagging behind, while her

great rival St. Louis is pushing forward.

But the time is bound to come, and soon, when the

horse cars will disappear from these large cities, and when it

does come the citizens will look back to the horse cars, and

wonder how it was that they endured them so long.

THE utilization of water power for running a dynamo is

becoming more and more important. In the present issue

this subject has received attention. The article by Mr. W.

B. Ferguson points out some enormous savings that might

be made were water power to be used instead of steam, and

the article on the Meeker dam in Minnesota shows theway to

generate sufiicient electricity to run all the street railways and

mills in St. Paul and Minneapolis without using a pound of

coal. The constantly diminishing production of coal in both

England and America make the question of water power one

of growing importance. It has been estimated that there is

enough power running to waste over Niagara Falls to run

every mill, factory and railroad within a radius of 100

miles. The difficulty has been to transmit the power to far

away places. The electric motor furnishes the key to the

solution of this difficulty, and thus may be rendered avail

able a power the enormity of which we can at present fomi

n0 conception.

HAVING alluded in a late issue to “journalism a la jack

Horner,” we have been requested to explain what we

mean by it. jack Horner journalism consists in getting a

friend of the family to write up a domestic scandal, and,

when you have printed it, pointing to it with pride and ex

claiming : “ There is not another paper in the country

could have shown that up in such large and readable type

as we !” This is the kind of thing it will be well for scien

tific journals to avoid.
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PRACTICAL TIPS TO ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS.

BY LEMUEL WM. SERRELL, JR.

Someone once said, “ that the experiences of men, curious

as they may be on account of their infinite variety, are often

instructive," and therefore, while I feel that possiblya great

deal in these few remarks, may be old to many of the read

ers, I trust that a few of the tips contained therein may

prove of much assistance to some who may peruse these

lines, and act as an anaesthetic to the keen knife of expe

rience, when removing the cataract that blinds the eyes of

the inexperienced.

Let us consider the three great elements that enter into

the construction of a central station: first, the boiler; second,

the engine, and third, the dynamo, and put ourselves in the

position of a purchaser having to deal with the manufacturer

of the various articles, and consider some of the extravagant

claims made by these people for their apparatus.

Suppose we want to purchase the necessary machinery to

install a plant of 250 horse power, and make known our in

tentions to the trade. One of the first things it is advisable

to do is to put the following notice on the door:

Boiler men admitted between 9 and 11 a. m.

Engine men “ “ 1 and 3 p. m.

Dynamo men “ “ 3 and 5 p. m.

Your morning reception will indeed be a pleasant one if

you enjoy meeting some of the most agreeable people that

ever breathed the air of heaven. You must not be surprised,

however, if one of these gentlemen quote you a price of

about $4,000 for a 250 horse-power boiler, and the next one

you shake hands with offers you one of the same power for

$3,000. Setting aside the difference in price between the

safety water tube boilers and the horizontal tubular boilers,

you should ask him: How many square feet of heating sur

face his boilers are rated at per horse power? Whether

this heating surface is water surface or tube surface? It

makes a difference in' the evaporative power of a boiler

whether the surface mentioned is that of water exposed to

the action of the fire or whether it is that of the tube exposed

to the fire. In the horizontal tubular boiler the water sur

face is always greater than the fire surface, while the reverse

is the case in the water tube boiler. Boilers made by respon

sible firms are usually designed with about 12 square feet of

heating surface per rated horse power, and willevaporate 30

lbs. of water per horse power per hour heated from 100°, at

70 lbs. pressure. -

The sectional area of the flues is usually from 1-5 to 1-7

of the grate surface, while the grate surface is about 1- 5 of .

the heating surface. The number of pounds of coal burned

per square foot of grate surface per hour varies with the

different conditions of draught, whether it be a natural

draught or blast, from about 6 lbs. to 120 lbs. per hour. It

is well to know something about the quality of the steel used

in the boiler you are about to purchase. An open hearth

steel should be used, having a tensile strength of about

60,000 lbs. per square inch, an elastic limit of 30,000 lbs.,

and an elongation of 20 per cent. It should not blister

when heated, and should be capable of being bent over and

closed down solid when cold without fracture.

After getting a bite to eat at the expense of one of your

boiler enthusiasts, you return to your office, and in a few min

utes the office boy announces that a number of gentlemen

are waiting in the outer office to see you, and seem impatiently

crowding each other to see who will get in first. This is the

beginning of your afternoon reception with steam engine

men. You must remember, however, that a great many

men who sell boilers sell engines also; in which case you

should insist that they call again in the afternoon to talk

prime movers, unless possibly one of them is the gentleman

who took you out to dinner, in which case he should have

the first opportunity at the afternoon seance. You now

have ushered in before you a curious crowd of high speeds,

slow speeds, tandems, compounds, triple expansions, and

possibly one poor lonely specimen of an oscillating type,

all claiming that they have less clearance than anyone else,

while some one on the edge ofthe mob will mutter something

unintelligible about the quickest release of any of them. 11

you are patient with them you will find that these gentlemen

are just as polite and entertaining as the gentlemen who

called on you during the forenoon. It is well to know,

however, before talking to them, that the tendency of engine

builders during the past few years has been to make their

engines much heavier per horse-power for electric lighting

and power purposes than formerly. One firm that I am ac

quainted with make a 13" x 15'’ engine for electric lighting

purposes weighing 13,500 lbs., while the same size engine

turned out by them intended as a prime mover for a factory.

weighs only 8,200 lbs., or a little more than half. Another

firm published an engine catalogue a few years ago in which

they gave certain horse-power for their various engines

having certain size cylinders and certain weights; in the

next issue of their catalogue the figures in the horse-power

column were all dropped one line, which showed that they

had considered that the rating of their engines was greater

than the strength and weight would stand without racking.

and deemed it best to give more weight per horse-power.

It should be so; engines in electric power service are called

upon to stand very sudden changes of load, and frequently

heavy overloads, and should be designed for such require

ments. High speed engines are not as economical on the

coal pile as slow speed engines, nor do I consider their

regulation any better ; the question of real estate, however,

in large cities, enters into the consideration of a proper

choice between these two types, the square foot of floor

space contained in the rectangle required for slow speed

engines being about twice as much as that needed for high

speed engines. It costs more money to install properly a

station with slow speed machinery than it does one using

high speed engines; the engines themselves are more ex

pensive, the foundations are larger and more costly, while it

is usually necessary to employ an expensive counter-shaft to

transmit the power and drive the various machines. Vi/ith

high speed machinery, the engines are usually belted direct

to the dynamos. The expense of operating a plant using

slow speed machinery is generally very much the least of

the two. Compound engines of this type using condensers

will run on less than 2 lbs. of coal per horse-power per

hour, and when automatic oiling apparatus is provided, the

waste from this source should not exceed $5 per year for a

moderately large plant. Very few high speed engines, as

ordinarily installed. will run on less than 5 lbs. of coal per

hour, although a high speed compound engine can be pur

chased to-day on a guarantee of 24 lbs. of water per horse

power per hour, which is equivalent to about 3 lbs. of coal

per horse-power per hour under the usual conditions of

practice. High speed engines should, therefore, be used

when the interest on the first cost, plus the operating ex

pense, appears by a previous careful calculation to be less

than in the case of slow speed engines.

It would be well, at this point, to say a word with refer

ence to pumps and condensers. Steam pumps are exceed

ingly wasteful of steam, but the ease with which they are

operated, and the little care they require to keep them in

order, usually offset this waste. These pumps should have

no dead centers and be capable of supplying the boilers

with 3% gallons of water per horse-power per hour; if

there is any prospect of increasing the size of the station in

the near future, it is better to buy a pump of sufficient size

in the first place. In ordinary practice the exhaust steam
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is led through a feed-water heater, from which water is sup

plied to the boiler at about 200° Fahr.; a feed-water heater,

however, should never be connected to the exhaust pipe

when the steam is condensed, as the exhaust steam rushing -

into a vacuum, with a velocity of about 1,900 feet per

second, must meet with a resistance in passing through the

coils of the heater that is liable to produce a back pressure,

besides it will not heat the water to any higher temperature

than it is heated by the mere act of condensing, which is

about 1 10° Fahr. ; if, however, the boiler feed be passed

through a small heater, having the exhaust from the pumps

passing through it, it can frequently be heated as high as 140°

to 150° Fahr. before entering the boiler. The vacuum ob

tained by condensing is about 4” of mercury, and increases

the mean effective pressure about 1 2 lbs., or the horse-power

made available by the vacuum would be,
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33,000

where

A = area of piston in square inches.

V = velocity of piston in feet per minute.

VVhen the water used for condensing is about 70° Fahr.

it requires from twenty to thirty times the amount of water

evaporated in the boilers to produce a complete liquefaction

of the steam.

Exhaust steam is frequently used for heating the building,

and is sometimes made to circulate through the heating

pipes by placing a check valve on the end of the exhaust

pipe and setting it to open when the back pressure exceeds

2 lbs.; this is poor practice, as it reduces the available

power of theeengine by _

AXVX2

33,000

The better plan is to leave the end of the exhaust pipe

open, and connect the pipes leading to the various radiators

to it; the return pipes, and drip or bleeder pipes,- should

connect into an iron cylinder so placed that all the radiators

will drain into it. Connected with this cylinder is a vacuum

pump, which sucks the steam from the main exhaust pipe

through the radiators to this reservoir, the lower part of

which should be connected to the boiler feed, and the water

that collects in it returned to the boiler. When the exhaust

steam is condensed the buil_ding should be heated by live

steam, introduced into the heating pipes through a regulat

ing valve adjusted for about 3 lbs. pressure.

My experience under the third head, “dynamos,” has

been principally in the capacity of designer, and not seller

or buyer, but I know that when a man wants to make a

sale of, no matter what, he is the most polite gentleman you

ever met, and I do not hesitate to say that these gentlemen

possess an amount of personal magnetism that is very

charming to the purchaser, and while I have never heard of

its stopping watches, it is usually very effective in drawing

the ducats out of your pockets.

If the armature of the dynamo is properly constructed,

and the bearings have a length of at least four diameters,

the machine will probably give satisfaction. A few of the

things that should be effected in the design of the machine

are the following : The shifting of the neutral line, from no

load to full load, should be a minimum. This is accomp

lished by making the field magnetism as intense, as uniform,

and as concentrated as possible in the armature space;

while the iron core of the armature should have an area of

cross-section at least equal to the area of cross-section of

your field magnets. The wire turns upon the armature will

thus be made as few as possible, and the resultant magnetic

moment of the.field and armature will shift a minimum

amount from no load to full load, and consequently the

neutral line which stays at right angles to this will have a

minimum of movement.

The following table gives the minimum circular mils that

should be allowed per ampere for various sizes of wire used

in winding drum armatures:

Wire. Circular mils.

B. 81 S. per ampere.

No. 20 and upwards, 425

No. 10 to No. 20, 500

No. 7 to No. 10. 600

No. 3 to No. 7, 700

These values should be increased about 50 per cent. for

street railway work. _

A little gum camphor dissolved in alcohol will cause it to

dissolve more shellac than it otherwise would, and makes a

better material to use in making armatures. There is very

little that can be said about the dynamo that will be of ser

vice to the purchaser, further than that they should all be

provided with suitable sliding bases for tightening the belt,

a regulator or rheostat for adjusting the E. M. F., and the

necessary instruments for properly running the plant after it

has been installed. It has been my fortune, however, to

meet some manufacturers of electric machines whose dyna

mos were so perfect that they required no regulator what

ever in their field circuit. A large fortune has been spent

by them in introducing their machines, and their practice is

to adjust the E. M. F. by shutting down the plant and

changing the governor on the engine ; such practice as this

carries its own recommendation with it, and needs no

further comment. Electric light companies to-day prefer to

set up their own dynamos and turn them over to the pur

chaser after they have properly installed them to do the

work claimed for them in their guarantees.

And now, as you close the door of your office on your

last visitor, you heave a weary sigh, and murmur, in the

words of Pascal, “What a chimera is man! What con

fused chaos! What a subject of contradictions! A pro

fessed judge of all things, and yet a feeble worm of the

earth I The great depositary and guardian of truth, and yet

a mere bundle of uncertainties ! the glory and the shame of

the universe !" And so, wearied and tired with your day’s

work you start for home, where you have no more use for

tips, unless you happen to live in a hotel.

GEARING FOR ELECTRIC CARS.

BY W. S. ROGERS.

No one need expect to find any nicely spun theories in

this article or long drawn out problems showing that the un

known quantity, x, has at last been found, but simply a

statement of things pertaining to the construction of street

railway car gearing as I have seen them and my impressions

formed thereby.

When we come to examine an electric street car, we find

two distinct parts: the body, which is built at some car

works, and is generally so gaudily embellished that it looks

like a very cheap affair and reminds one very much of a

circus wagon, and the gearing, which includes everything

below the platforms and including the brake staffs and

handles. This latter part must be constructed in accordance

with a thorough knowledge and comprehension of the “ use

and abuse" to which it is to be subjected, and with a desire

to overcome every obstacle tending to create even the slight

est feeling of dislike in the minds of those who have to ride

upon it, while still greater should be the aim to build it to

overcome all the evil tendencies of disruption and dismem

berment to which it is liable in its daily trip over an un

evenly constructed, dusty (or muddy) route. To build thus,

little account need be taken of electricity, for it plays a

very small part, but every known law in mechanics relating
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to cause and effect and the requirements of its duties should

be carefully studied. Now, is this the case? From my

experience, I would say no (in big letters). Cause why. I

rode on a car the other day, the jarring and clattering was

deafening, and the motorman explained that the “ confounded

trucks were shaking the old box to pieces.”

Sometime since, while riding up a steep incline, in a

heavily loaded car, in company with an electrician, I asked

him if the motor, which was sparking, and groaning like a

refractory mule, was not being damaged? “Certainly not,”

he answered, and went off into rhapsodies over the greatness

and glory of electricity, during which the car stopped.

“The armature was burned out," the conductor informed

us, as we started off to walk the rest of our journey.

A road out west was to be equipped as an electric line.

The trucks came and an electrician spent weeks putting

things in shape. One day he showed us some rawhide

pinions sent on to use in place of the steel ones and explained

what great difficulties they had in this respect. “Those

gears won’t last a week,” said one of the party. “ Do you

know anything about electricity?" asked the electrician.

“ No,” was the reply. “Then wait until you see them

tried,” was the answer. Well, we waited; they didn't work

and the whole system was abandoned.

I once heard the manager of a branch of an electric com

pany say, while investigating a new method of gearing: “ It

is good, because it takes us from an electrical problem which

we cannot comprehend into a mechanical one that we can

solve.” I believed that he was never more sadly mistaken

in his life because, after the first electric car made a success

ful trip, the electrical problem was solved and proper

mechanical, common sense construction to meet the require

ments necessary for rapid transit and exceeding rough usage

was all that was desired.

One famous electrician, whose name is at the head of one

of our foremost companies, has said he “could run a car at

the rate of one hundred miles an hour if he could only get

the motor on the axle.” Now, I don’t see why he don’t do

it. Its the proper place for it. I don’t wish to be called a

prophet, but I do think the coming street car will have the

motors on the axles, which will be in somewhat different

shape than at present. The flanges will be on the outside

of the wheels instead of the inside. All the present expen

sive useless framing abandoned. The motor will not be

stopped at every crossing because the car is. The car will

be started smoothly without a great strain on the motor.

The gearing will be noiseless, and the vibrating sensation

that now goes crawling up the passenger’s spinal cord will

be gone and he can talk to his fellow passenger without

yelling. And, lastly and as important as any other idea,

the motorman will stop the car as easily as he starts it, in

stead of breaking his ribs straining and winding up that old

fogy chain brake. This will be quite a revolution, but it’s

coming and it is easy to do.

With all due credit to electricity and respect for the men

who have developed its great worth, the question resolves

itself into one of cold, hard dollars and cents. and when the

flourish is left otf and the gearing of our electric cars built

upon plain, practical mechanical principles instead of electric

ideas, then will there be great pleasure to the man who drops

his nickel in the slot and solid dividends to the builders

without watering the stock. This may be cruel to the

tender sentiments of some electric enthusiasts, and they will

say I “ don't know anything about the ‘ fluid,’ ” which may

be so, but I do know when a car truck is not built right.

THE holiday tourist, when admiring the splashing water

dashing over the stones, hardly realizes that the money loss

is as if the foam were composed of flakes of silver.—Prqf.

/4_;|/rton, F. 1?. 5.

ON THE PRESENT STATE OF TRACTION BY STO

RAGE BATTERIES.

BY DR. LOUIS BELL.

The possibility of profitably employing storage batteries

for electric traction has been a most alluring one, and dur

ing the last ten years experiments have been continually in

progress toward that end. Most of these experiments have

been, for obvious reasons, private, and but few definite

results have ever reached the public Reports, indeed,

have been tolerably numerous of late, but in most cases all

details that could possibly give a basis for an estimate of the

value of the system have been omitted. Every one now

knows that a car can be propelled at a good rate of speed

and up reasonable grades by means of a storage battery.

‘ but the questions to be answered are: What is the first cost

and probable yearly depreciation of the batteries? VVhat is

the efficiency of the system? What is the probable cost of

operation compared with horses, cables, and other electrical

systems ?

These questions, perhaps, cannot now be fairly answered,

but some recent publications give data far more valuable

than anything previous; and a discussion of the general

state of the problem at present is not untimely.

First, as to the efficiency of the system. It is clear from

the start that the double transformation involved in the

storage battery must involve a more or less serious loss of

energy. The amount of this loss is easily measured in a

given case; but, unfortunately, it is far from being a con

stant. On the contrary, it is an exasperatingly variable

function of the charge and discharge rates and other minor

factors. The main losses in a storage battery are due to

heating, local action and electrolysis of solution, and these

can never be eliminated and may be greatly increased by

improper treatment of the cells.

Tested in the laboratory, at low charge and discharge

rates, an efficiency of 85 to 90 per cent. is quite obtainable

from most modern types of cell.

rate greatly lowers the efficiency, and not only does this,

but is very liable to injure the cell permanently. The same

cell which gave 90 per cent. efficiency at a low discharge

rate may give but 50 or 60 per cent. when discharged rap

idly. There are no data available to show the efficiency of

a storage battery under anywhere nearly the same conditions

that exist in electric traction.

The experiments which have been made with rather heavy

discharge rates seem to point to from 60 to 70 per cent. as

the greatest efficiency that can be expected. But these ex

periments do not represent the case. In street car practice

the discharge rate must be of the most variable kind, and

the efficiency of a storage battery under a widely varying

discharge rate has never to my knowledge been determined.

It would not be sufficient to determine the amount of varia

tion and then deduce a result from experiments ataconstant

discharge rate, for the effect of a heavy discharge will vary

as the battery is freshly charged or partially run down.

Experiments on this subject are greatly needed. As to

the efiiciency of the other portions of the electrical plant in

formation is easy to obtain.

The engine used for charging the batteries can be used

rather more economically than in the electrical systems

using direct supply, for it can be run, even if not under con

stant load, at least under one not subject to sudden and great

variations.

The efficiency of the dynamo being the same in either

case, and taking the friction of the engine at IO per cent.

of its rated full load, an estimate in accordance with good

modern practice, the efiiciency from steam to electricity

But a heavy discharge .
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at the charging station might be fairly taken at 75 per

cent.

a. H. P. _

I. H. P. _ '75

The efficiency of the motors should be very nearly the

same in either storage or direct systems, and for the motors

in general use, the commercial efficiency, including friction

of gearing, may perhaps be taken at 75 per cent., this figure

being subject to so many varying conditions as to be rather

uncertain. .

Regarding the efficiency ofthe accumulators, l have shown

that an accurate estimate cannot at present be made. At

best it is very uncertain, but under the rather severe condi

tions imposed by traction work. I should much dislike to

rely on a working efficiency greater than 70 per cent. from

any accumulator with which I am acquainted.

We are now in a position to form a rough estimate of the

probable efficiency of the storage battery system from indi

cated horse power at the engine to wheel horse power at the

cars. Taking the above estimates, it will be:

\/V. H. P. .
W= .75 X .75 X .70 = 40 per cent. approximately.

Comparing this figure with the direct supply systems, I

find that Mr. G. W. Mansfield in his recent admirable paper

agrees substantially with my own estimate of the obtainable

working efficiency in this case, placing it at a little under 50

per cent. for ordinary cases.

If this comparison seems unfair to the storage battery, I

can only reply that I am a believer in the ultimate success

of the accumulator, and would hail with joy any authentic

tests disproving the above estimate.

But there is yet another side to the efiiciency question that

deserves careful attention. In the storage system extra

power must be furnished to drag around the nearly two

tons of battery. In other words, the proportion of the

power furnished which goes to doing useful work is much

diminished.

In fact, with any system of motors whatever, it becomes

necessary, if an idea of its real efiiciency is to be obtained,

to take into account the effect of its dead weight on the

amount of power to be furnished. There may often be good

economy in sacrificing theoretical efficiency to gain practical

efficiency.

To obtain a proper basis for the comparison of various

motor systems we must then take into account the propor

tion of total to useful work, and to do this I have found it

convenient to combine the theoretical efiiciency with the

ratio of useful to total work as follows:

Economic ratio =

commercial efficiency X useful weight E L

  

Total weight . W

Writing E for the total commercial efficiency and L and W

for the useful load and total weight respectively.

The above ratio gives a correct measure of the proportion

of the power supplied. to any motor system which is utilized

in doing useful work. The reciprocal of the economic ratio

will then be the amount of power that must _be supplied to

the system to do unit amount of useful work.

It measures the passenger-carrying power per horse-power

furnished at the prime mover.

From the standpoint of the economic ratio it is possible to

make a fair though necessarily approximate comparison be

tween all sorts of motor systems, and to make this compari

son on a common basis.

Now apply this say, to the comparison between an ordi

nary electric car, a storage battery car, a cable car and a

locomotive. The total commercial efficiency should be taken

as the ratio between the power generated at the prime mover

and that exerted at the car wheel. The useful load should

be taken in each case as the weight of the necessary car body

and truck plus the weight of a full working load of passen

gers. It is clear that the car should be included, being a

necessary load in each case.

Take first an ordinary electric car. A 16-foot Sprague

car with two 7% h. p. motors complete weighs about 6,400

pounds, of which about 2,400 is in motor apparatus and

4,000 in car. A full working load would be about 30 per

sons, estimated weight 4,000 pounds.

For a storage battery car I will take the figures of the new

julien car as far as possible. The car is stated to weigh

complete 14,000 lbs., of which 3,800 is battery. The car

has to be of unusual solidity, on account of the great weight

of battery. It is a I6-ft. car, and has the same carrying

capacity as the above.

The cable cars are always run in trains, consisting of grip

and motor cars, both carrying passengers; but as the weight

of the grip apparatus is negligible compared with the total

weight, the system must be credited with an economic ratio

On the present state of traction, etc 2

equal to its efficiency, say 50 per cent.

In the case of a locomotive we may take the weight of en

gine at 80,000 pounds, tender (mean) 20,000 pounds, and

train of, say, four ordinary coaches, Pullman and baggage

car, aggregating about 90 tons. The commercial efficiency

of the system is high; since we have only to deduct engine

friction, amounting to about 10 per cent. probably.

These weights are only approximations, and in any special

case of course the actual weights would be substituted.

They will, however, lead to a tolerably fair comparison,

and will enable some conclusions to be drawn as to the nature

of the variations in the economic ratio in different systems.

 

E L

Computing then we have:

W

Economic ratio

E L Power for unit

System. W useful work.

Direct electric . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .385 2.62

Storage . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .18 5.55

Cable . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .50 2.00

Locomotive . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .58 i.72

The economic ratio for the steam systems will incre3$_@

decidedly with a heavier load, while for the electric roads It

will increase, but more and more slowly as the electrical

efficiency of the motors falls off. Where traffic justifies it,

the use of a trailer is decidedly beneficial, evidently. The

storage car seems needlessly heavy, and its economic ratio

ought to be raised to .25. The car used in Antwerp would

have given an economic ratio of.29, but it carried 1,200

pounds less storage battery than the New York car.

From the inability of a storage battery to stand very heavy

discharge rates, the weight of battery per horse-power hour

stored is quite large. From the figures given by the Julien

Company as to its New York cars the battery has a capacity

of 35 h. p. hours, and consequently weighs 108.6 pounds

per h. p. hour.

It seems at present impracticable to run a car successfully

and furnish the power necessary for the exigencies of the

service with less than 3,000-4,000 pounds of battery. Unless

the cells are very much lightened intrinsically or made cap

able of standing a much higher discharge rate than at pres

ent, there seems to be little hope of reducing this battery

weight to a reasonable figure.

Next, as to the life that can be reasonably expected from

the cells. All sorts of figures are given, but the only ones

that seem to represent the real experience gained in the
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practical operation of a road are those recently published "

from the Brussels road. According to the result of two

years’ running, the positive plates would have to be re

newed every 2oo days. The life of the negative plates

would be much longer. An American report on another

type of battery used in train lighting reported positive plates

destroyed within a year, and very similar experience seems

to have been derived from nearly all storage batteries—out

of the makers’ hands. Ofcourse with expert care continually

exercised better results can be obtained. This short life

makes the expenses of renewal considerable, and but little

comfort can be derived from the recent suggestion that the

car companies would do well to reconstruct the positive

plates from the disintegrated material. From a practical

point ofview this is about as feasible as rewinding their burnt

out armatures and casting new trolley wheels out of the

scraps of the old ones. No company of moderate size could

profitably undertake this sort of work.

As to actual'running expenses, the most complete figures

are to be found in the Brussels report. The total expense

for motive power, repairs, renewals, etc., was 8 cents per car

mile—$4. 80 per car day, the run being 60 car miles.

The cost of maintaining the batteries proved to be 2%

cents per car mile—$t.65 per car day.

The above cost of motive power was the same as with

horses, while cost of plant, royalties and other expenses

brought the cost of operating with electricity considerably

above that with horses. The cost of motive power, as estim

ated by the accumulator company, was 6 4-10 cents per car

mile as the outside limit, while their estimate of maintenance

of batteries was 1% cents per car mile.

The estimates of the julien Company, in New York, give

motive power at $3.40 per car day of 75 miles. It is to be

hoped that the ratio between estimate and fact is more favor

able than on the other side of the Atlantic.

By comparison with the systems of direct supply, it is

evident that, owing to lower efficiency, the expenses in actual

power for the same service will be considerably (50 per cent.

or so) larger In the storage system. That much is assured

by the lower commercial efficiency and increased weight.

Then we have maintenance of batteries and motors, estim

ated by the julien Company at $700 per car per year, as

against maintenance of lines and motors in the direct supply

system. The low figure on this would certainly be far below

the above figure, particularly on roads of any size.

The comparison of the storage system with horse traction

is not so easy. The Brussels figures are decidedly in favor

of horses after two years’ thorough trial. The track on that

line, however, is not good, and the grades are higher than

seem advisable with the storage system, there being one

grade of4 per cent. 1,500 feet long. American figures are

not sufficiently definite as to details, and the favorable

results have been obtained by an accumulator company's

own expert care. All that can fairly be said is that it yet

remains to be proved that the storage system can be oper

ated as cheaply as horses. So long as we have to rely on

the heavy and rather perishable lead accumulator, proof

will be hard to obtain.

It seems to have been demonstrated that the storage sys

tem, economy aside, may be made thoroughly reliable in

careful hands. The New York cars have an enviable record

in this respect.

To sum up: The storage system has certain great merits

which especially commend it for city work. It requires

only a track ; each car is an independent unit,'and no acci

dent can cripple the system. The service can be made

thoroughly reliable.

Its economy is at present doubtful; it costs distinctly more

than traction by direct supply and probably more than trac

tion by horses, unless under specially favorable circumstances.

In any electric system, carefully laid track is necessary for

success; but in the storage system it is doubly so, and steep

grades are peculiarly undesirable. There is nothing more

likelv to hasten deterioration of batteries than the jolting due

to a rough track and the heavy discharge rates necessary on

a steep grade. For city work, with good level tracks, it is

certainly an ideal method of traction.

In closing, let me say that I feel confident that the time

will come when the storage battery will be the general method

of traction wherever the overhead wires are objectionable,

and specially in large cities. The time is not yet, however,

and it is by no means certain that any of the present types

of accumulator will share in the ultimate success of the s_vs

tem .- E/eclrical World.

THE ELECTRICAL INDUSTRIES ON THE ELEVENTH

CENSUS.

Allen R. Foote, of Cincinnati, Ohio, chairman of the

Committee on Data and ofthe National Commitee on State

and Municipal Legislation of the National Electric Light

Association, has been appointed Special Agent of the

Census OI'I‘IC€ to have charge of the collection of statistics of

the electrical industry. He is authorized to conduct cor

respondence relating to this industry, and, under the direc

tion of the Su erintendent of Census, to pursue special

inquiries intot e condition and tendency of the industry

placed in his charge.

It is the purpose ofthe Census Office, to make the statistics

of this industry complete and accurate, so that its real con

dition and true importance may be known and understood

by the general public.

All persons to whom inquiries may be addressed are

assured that the Census Office will faithfully observe the

requirements of law relative to answers to census inquiries

being treated as strictly confidential. Each employé of the

Census Office specifically makes oath not to disclose im

properly that which he ascertains, and severe penalties are

imposed for a violation of the obligation to secrecy. Conse

quently, all persons addressed may have confidence that

their compliance with the requests for information as to

certain details of their business will in no case be followed,

either in the report of the special agent or in the tabulation

of results, by the disclosure of matters which they properly

desire to withold from publicity.

The census of 1880 made no mention of the industry of

generating and distributing from central stations electric

currents for uses of light and power. The investigation of

this industry for the Eleventh Census will be the first official

census report made on the subject in this or any other

country. For this reason it is particularly desirable and

essential that the investigation shall not only present a

correct record of the industry as it exists to-day, but that it

shall so classify. and arrange the information as to render it

serviceable as a basis for present action and of comparison

for all future reports. In view of these facts, theimportance

and value of such an investigation and the official publica

tion of its results should in itself be sufficient to secure from

every person addressed a special effort to answer fully and

promptly every inquiry. The exhibition of the birth of an

industry and its growth to the magnitude of an interest

second to none in importance within the short space of a

single decade is a marvelous record of progress. In no other

industry and in no other country has such a record ever been

made.

Mr. Foote intends to forward to all electrical journals

copies of all schedules and official papers as soon as signed.

The subject will be a very important novelty in the census

report.
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THE PECKHAM CANTILEVER MOTOR TRUCK.

The Peckham Street Car Wheel and Axle Company,

have just put on the market a new Non-Oscillating Motor

Truck which is designed to prevent the oscillating motors of

car and also to strengthen the ends of car bodies by provid

ing additional support at each end : The main doubt side

bars “BB,” which support the springs, are supported at

their extreme ends by the cantilever trusses “CC,” which

are hung from the journal boxes by means of malleable iron

yokes, to which the main bars “BB” are firmly united.

The motors are flexibly suspended from overhead by the

motor hanger “D,” and can be disconnected when desired,

by the removal of only one nut. The centre portion of the

main side bars “BB” can be easily removed (when it is

necessary to remove armatures for repairs) without disturb

ing the motor hanger.

The brakes are applied to all four wheels, and are operated

by compound brake levers that can be operated instanta

neously, and require but little power. The wheels are

provided with malleable iron hubs, which are forced on the

axles at a pressure of thirty-five tons, to prevent their be

coming loose. The wheel webs are interchangeable, and

can be renewed by an ordinary workman without the aid of

special machinery and without removing the motors from

the axles. Tubular rubber cushions are inserted between

Fourth.—DURABILITY. Being constructed entirely of

iron, and firmly united into practically one piece, and relieved

from shocks by the elastic wheels, it must necessarily be

very durable.

Pifth.—ECONOMY AND FACILITY OF REPAIRs. By the

removal of the bolts securing the cantilever truss to the main

side bars and yokes, the wheels can be easily removed from

under the car, and by the removal of the centre side bars

the armatures can be readily removed. This, together with

the interchangeability of the wheel webs, makes all parts of

truck practically interchangeable, and all repairs to truck or

motor easily and economically made.

Sixth.–PREVENTION OF OsCILLATION. The main side

bars “BB” being extended under the end portions of the

car and supported by the cantilever truss and springs, inter

posed between the main bars and the car body, the car

bodies are greatly strenghtened, and then oscillation posit

ively prevented and the use of longer cars made possible.

WIND MOTORS FOR ELECTRICAL PURPOSES

The use of wind power for producing the electric light

possesses the recommendation that it is cheap. A wind

motor has been in successful operation for sometime at the

northernmostlighthouse at Cape de la Hague, where it drives

The PECKHAM CANTILEVER MOTOR TRUCK.

the hub and web, and support the axles and motors and

relieve them from shocks and crystallization. The trucks

are equipped with Adams' patent dust-tight journal boxes.

These boxes have been adopted by the Boston & Albany

Railroad after two years' severe trial. They are claimed to

be superior to any other dust-tight boxes in use. The axles

are constructed of best fibrous-steel, and provided with

enlarged bearings and screw threaded collars.

For these motor trucks the following advantages are

claimed:

First.—GREAT STRENGTH. Due to the construction

and support of its cantilever trusses.

Second.—SIMPLICITY OF CONSTRUCTION. Its side frames

are composed of only three main parts, the spring support

ing bars “B,” yokes “A” and the cantilever trusses “C,”

which are so bolted together that they are practically one

piece.

Third.—EASE OF MOTION. Thesprings being extended

under the end portions of the car, and kept in position by

the pedestal guides for the journal boxes, (and the motor

connections being independent of the car body), allows the

car body to adjust itself to the conditions oftrack, and gives

it the easiest possible motion.

two dynamcs supplying accumulators. The windmill rests

upon a timber framing, and transmits motion by means of a

vertical shaft and two pairs of conical cog-wheels to a

horizontal shaft. Pulleys are fixed to the latter, which

drive the dynamos by means of belting. The windmill

works automatically both during light winds and gales.

This point has been obtained by employing a spherical

regulator which acts by friction upon a shaft closing and

opening the apertures in the wind wheel in such a manner

that the surface exposed to the wind, accord ng to its force,

is enlarged or reduced. The dynamos are thrown in and

out of gear automatically.— The Blectrician.i (London).

A UNIPOLAR DYNAMO.

Our esteemed and usually accurate contemporary Indus

tries of London, says in a recent issue, that the French

technicaljournal La Lumière Ælectrique, describes a unipolar

machinewhich gives enough electromotive force for incandes

cent lighting. From the description, remarks /ndustries,

we should have said offhand that the fallacy is obvious, and

the machine would not work; but the output of an actual

machine is given. The only thing to do is to apply David

Hume's treatment for alleged miracles. Is it easier to

believe the unipolar machine works, or that La Lumiere

Blectrique is in this instance misinformed?
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THE EMPLOYMENT OF ELECTRIC MOTORS. I

Now that electric motors have become a commercial

article, and are practically reliable, it is certainly rather

strange that in this country, at least, these machines have

‘not come into greater favor than is at present the case, more

especially as they could be advantageously employed in

many branches of trade. This is all the more surprising

when the great developments in the other branches of elec

trical engineering are taken into consideration, thus leaving,

as it were, electric motors almost entirely out in the cold.

If a correct and thoroughly reliable return were made of the

number of electric motors in use in the United Kingdom, it

would doubtless be found that there are scarcely more than

fifty at present employed, if, indeed, the figure is so high.

In order to illustrate our argument, or rather to bring more

prominently forward the purport of this article, namely, that

electric motors can be profitably enployed in the industries

of this country, it may be well if we briefly refer to a few

cases were these appliances are used.

The first installation in the United Kingdom, on a prac

tical scale, was, we believe, put up in 1882 at the Trafalgar

collieries in the Forest of Dean. The motors in this case

are of the Elwell-Parker type, and are used for driving

pumps. Three motors are in use——the first havir_ig been

installed in 1882, the second in 1886, and the third in 1887,

the results obtained being very satisfactory. Another ex

ample is at Normanton collieries of Messrs. Locke and

Company, whose installation is now so well known. Im

misch motors are employed both for driving pumping ma

chinery and for hauling purposes. The useful effect of the

pumping plant was over 40 per cent. during twelve months’

working. At the Allerton-Main collieries, near Leeds,

several pumps are driven by motors, the current for the

latter being obtained from storage batteries charged at the

surface and taken down the pit, A small electric plant for

pumping water into a reservoir is in use at the Kingscavil

quarry, Linlithgow, Scotland. In this instance, also, excel

lent results have been obtained. Turning to the continent,

we find several instances of the employment of electric

motors. At the new Stassfurt salt mines in Germany a

Siemens motor is used for driving a winding drum, the

efficiency in this case being 40 per cent., and at the Salz

berg works similar results have been obtained. Several

instances in Switzerland might be cited, but the mention of

the transmission plant between Kriegstetten and Solothurn

will no doubt be sufficient. In the United States there are

many instances on record of motors being used for driving

winding drums, ore-crushing stamps, coal-cutting machin-

ery, etc. In the Kimberley mines in South Africa there are

several motors at work, and the mines are lighted electric

ally. Quite recently the Forbes Reef Gold Mining Com

pany, of the Transvaal, South Africa, ordered some electric

plant, including four long-distance transmission motors, as

already announced in this journal.

There is not the slightest doubt that with the erection of

central electric light stations electrical energy will be sup

plied, not only for lighting, but also for power purposes.

In this country the credit for having brought electric motors

into practical application must be given mainly to Mr. Im

misch, who has devoted considerable attention to the subject.

The result of his labors is to be found in the fact that Im

misch motors are now in use, as previously mentioned, in

English collieries ; they are employed for driving the elec

tric launches on the Thames and in a few electric dog carts.

Messrs. Paris and Scott, of Norwich, and Mr. Reckenzaun

have also done a great deal to popularize electric motors by

showing how they can be successfully and advantageously

used in small industries. Other names might be mentioned,

1 London Electrical Review.

but the gentlemen cited have probably done the best part of

the work. At the recent Birmingham Exhibition many ex

amples were shown of the simple manner in which motors

can be operated for driving various kinds of machinery and

tools, and at the forthcoming Edinburgh Exhibition a

similar display will be made. Now, there is no reason why

electric motors should not come into general favor. In the

iron and steel and engineering trades they could be pro

fitably used for working shears, hammers, lathes, rolling

mill machinery, etc.; in the coal trade, for winding; haul

ing, pumping, etc; in the textile trade, for driving looms;

and in various other trades for driving small machinery and

tools. VVe must, however, not omit to mention the great

field open for the employment of motors for traction pur

poses. There are already a few electric tram-cars running

in London and in one or two provincial towns. but this

branch will soon be greatly developed, more especially as

no less than 24 applications for electric traction powers have

been made to the Board of Trade, and which will come on

for consideration in the ensuing session of Parliament. Very

little has been done, except by Mr. Ward, in order to intro

duce electric omnibuses, and electric traction in this country

is, as yet, but little more than an experiment. Considerable

development in this direction will take place during the next

three or four years, especially when the central stations have

got in full working order. It would be well for manu

facturers of motors to bring their machines more prominently

before the notice ofboth great and small industrial concerns

in order that the power business may not be behind that of

electric lighting.

DYNAMOS VS. STEAM AND WATER POWER.

BY VVM. B. FERGFSON.

The improvement in the steam engine and in the utiliza

tion of steam power of late years, has been something

mavellous. Every part and piece of the machinery, from

the fire-box to the exhaust, has been improved and reini

proved time and again. Engineers are busy planning and

designing new improvements, and the most skilled workmen

are trying to excel in making the most perfect engine pos

sible; and why should they not make it so in every depart

ment? The saving of every pound of fuel and utilization of

every pound of steam is money saved ; and money saved is

money earned. But the expense ofsteam power in some

factories and mills is a serious item. The item of fuel alone

is enormous, some manufactories using from 1,500 to 3,000

tons of coal per annum. It would be safe to say that fully

80,000 tons of coal are annually used in the city of Toronto

to generate steam power alone. This is an enormous ex

pense, representing as it does about $360,000 per annum.

The water works alone use about 10,000 tons of coal, and

this amount will be yearly increasing. Steam power will be

a prime mover for a long time to come, and the more it can

be improved the better— but there is one thing certain, which

is, that there will have to be some other method of producing

the lighter powers, and that power will have to be central

ized. Power will be conducted from place to place in a

manner similar to gas or electric light, and let out at so

much per horse-power. It is coming to that as fast as it

can, as the expense of fuel for steam power, the danger of

fire, the insurance, the expensive buildings, smoke stacks,

engineers and firemen, etc., and a number of other expenses,

are necessary adjuncts to the present use ofsteam power. Gas

does not decrease the danger by fire, nor does it decrease the

price offuel very much. Itwould take an enormous amount

of coal to manufacture gas sufficient for the required amount

of power which would be used in cities. From present ap

pearances, the most effective power will be electric power,
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generated in some central localities, conducted by some

means much the same as electric light is now, and connected

with dynamos at stations where power is wanted. It will

greatly decrease the danger by fire, as dynamos properly

placed in a small room can be properly secured so as not

to be a cause of danger from fire or to life. There are more

than three times as many fatal accidents by steam as by

electric power, and if electricity was properly understood

and constructed, the proportion in its favor would be still

greater. .

Steam power will be used in some places for a very long

time to come, or until existing plants shall be worn out, and

also in some mills and factories which manufacture a large

quantity of refuse, which, unless used in producing power,

would have to be got rid of in some other way. Such refuse

is, however, a constant source of danger.

With dynamos and some cheaper power than steam to

operate them, we could have all that I have stated, and the

time is not far distant when it will come to pass, and the

sooner it comes the better.

Some will be ready to say: “ How are you going to get

the means to generate so much electric power so cheap ? "

I will tell you. “later power is the cheapest power we have

also the best and surest power. And here let me say, that

if one-half the engineering skill had been spent on the im

provement of the water wheel and water privileges that has

been spent on the steam engine and steam power, there

would be a great many more water wheels in use than there

are to-day. But the day of the water wheel is coming, when

there will be more attention given to it than at present.

There is more water power going to waste, unimproved, or

not used at all, in Canada to-day, than there is in both steam

and water powers put together in use at the present time.

It may be asked: “ Why are there not more water powers

in use ? Why will people use steam power when water

power is so much better and cheaper?" There is more

than one reason for it. Often where a person wishes to

locate his mill or factory, water power does not exist in the

immediate vicinity. That is where the dynamo would come

into use. The water power, even if it should be miles from

the mill or factory, could be used where it exists, and also be

made to operate something at a distance, and would be a

source of revenue to the owner. Take Niagara alone.

Enough power could be produced there with the aid ofwater

wheels and dynamos to give both power and light to every

city, town, village and hamlet within a radius of 100 miles

—and I am sanguine enough to believe that there are people

living to-day who will see it used in that way to some ex

tent. There are numbers of other first-class water privileges

throughout the country at present allowed to go to waste

which could be used in the same way. Another reason why

- water power is not more generally used is, that it costs as

much or more to put it in properly, even in the case of a

good privilege, as it does to put in steam power. Manu

facturers seldom consider the after cost of steam power, or

they would not speak so lightly of water power. Another

reason is that inexperienced persons think that because they

have seen and helped to seta water wheel or two, they know

all about them. No greater error could possibly be than

this. What engineer would allow every “Tom, Dick, and

Harry" to rate and set up his steam engine? Why, he

he would not think of it for one moment on any considera

tion whatever. He would think more of his reputation than

to allow such a thing. If the manufacturers of water wheels

were to thus insist on none but thoroughly experienced

persons rating and setting their wheels and water powers,

they would give better satisfaction, and they would sell many

more than they do at present. I am continually in receipt

of letters asking for information in connection with water

privileges or water wheels, and complaining that wheels do

not give the proper amount of power for the amount ofwater

used. They say “We measured our stream for amount of

water; we leveled and got our head of water; we examined

the manufacturers’ tables and selected our wheel, set it ac

cording to directions given in the Book of Directions, and

we find that it uses up all the water in our stream, and does

not give anything like the amount of power as stated, so we

set that manufacturer's wheel down as a first-class fraud.”

Now I find in nine cases out of ten the fault is that they

rated their stream wrong at the start, and then all the rest

of their calculations would be wrong.

It is not every person who is capable of rating water

power and setting water wheels. It certainly is reasonable

that a person who has given water powers and water wheels

a life-long study, should know more about them than one

who only sets perhaps six or seven in a life-time. A person

may be a very good millwright, and yet not know very much

about rating and setting a water wheel. It pays to get a

practical, experienced hydraulic power engineer to rate the

power, give a plan, set the water wheels, and see that every

thing in connection with the water power is carried out ac

cordingly, for on the power depends almost entirely in every

instance, the entire profits of the whole establishment, and

every pound of power saved is money earned.

Another error I find is that persons in rating their streams

did not consider their rise and fall. They measured the

stream when the water was high. The smaller streams

have to depend on the rainfall to keep them supplied with

water, therefore all streams should be measured in the very

dryest time of the year. Then there would not be any

trouble on that point.

For a company organized and properly equipped, the

supplying of power by the method proposed would be a

paying undertaking. They could give not only power but

light also, and as the first cost is seven-eighths of the whole

expense, the business would if rightly managed yield a profit

of 30 per cent. In a future article I will figure it all out and

show how it can be done. Enough power is used at the

Toronto water works to do more than it does at present. If

placed centrally, with dynamos at the pumping houses, 50

per cent. more water could be pumped than with the present

system. I mean the power conducted from the engine house

by a conductor to each pumping station. But cheaper still,

and better too, would be to utilize some of the water power

near by. There are water powers amounting to 3,000 h. p.

on the Humber, not more than ten miles distant, which

could.be brought into use, but even if it was necessary to go

three times that distance, it would pay to do so.

Some may say water wheels are liable to get out of order.

Iwill admit they are. Every piece of machinery that is

made by man is liable to get out of order, but some much

more than others. I know from experience that if water

power water wheels are properly constructed and properly

set, there is no better, no safer. and no cheaper power in the

world. To give some idea of the expense of running a

water wheel, 19 years ago last October I finished setting a

66 inch old James Letfel wheel, under a 17 ft. head of

water, giving about 210 horse power, which has been run

ning on an average 10 months every year since. And I

have a certified statement that the wheel has only cost $13. -

22. Now if you can find a steam engine 200 horse power

which has run that length of time and cost no more, I would

like to hear of it.

In my next I will give particulars of the last and I think

the best wheel I ever set, the water being carried 7 ft. up

over a bed of rock higher than the lake, on the syphon

principle, whereby over IOO h. p. was obtained.—Electri£al

News: Toronto.
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ELECTRIC WELDINGJ

av c. E. HARTH.-\.‘\'.

During the present century only iron and steel, or pos

sibly bronze, were considered weldable, and quite recently

platinum. When we studied physics, we were taught that

the weldable class of metals were iron, steel and platinum,

all others being unweldable, but now we can weld almost

every metal known, and perhaps every metal. I know that

every metal tried by the Thomson electric welding process

has been welded satisfactorily. Prof. Thomson may there

fore be credited with having introduced a universal method

of welding. While he was preparing a lecture on physics

before the Franklin Institute at Philadelphia, about twelve

years ago he made an experiment to illustrate the reversibil

ity of an induction coil. The discharge of a Leyden jar

and a Rhumkorff coil were used. While working with,it,

it occurred to him that it would be a very pretty experiment

to reverse the process. This was done, and he was much

astonished at the volume of current obtained ; the ends of

the primary were brought into contact and actually stuck

firmly together. The experiment was repeated several

times. The recent experiments of welding by electricity

are the outgrowth.

When the Thomson-Houston Company and other electric

companies commenced to manufacture dynamos, they could

not get copper wire in lengths long enough to wind the

armature with; the soldered joint was an objection, as it

took time to make ; the soldering acid would soak through

the insulation and cause a short-circuit, and the result was a

burned-out armature ; and the loss of short pieces of heavy

copper wire was considerable. The first welding apparatus

worked very successfully, and welds made with it were put

to practical use in the factory of the Thomson-Houston

Company, such work as welding copper, iron and steel

wire, joining short pieces of heavy copper wire, to be used

in the series coil of the incandescent dynamo, welding

Stubb’s steel shanks to drills, taps, reamers, etc., welding

band saws for pattern shop, lengthening bits for expert’s

use, lengthening brass rods, etc.

The Thomson process of electric welding, which might

be called the incandescent method as contrasted with what

is known as the arc method of electric welding, was first

brought before the public at an illustrated lecture given by

the president of this club before the Society of Arts, Bos

ton, in December, 1886, where it was shown in working

order with a lot of specimens. The process of arc fusing

might be mentioned under the head of electric welding.

In this process the direct current is used of sufficient poten

tial to maintain an electric arc. The pieces to be joined are

made one electrode and a piece of carbon or some suitable

material is made the other. The carbon piece is first

brought in contact with the pieces to be welded, then

separated after the current has been turned on ; by so doing

the arc is obtained. then move along or about the joint to

be made. The effect of the arc (_the heat of which is very

intense) is to melt the metal, but iron and steel and other

metals are burned to a certain extent. I have seen some of

the specimens, but did not call them at all satisfactory.

They appeared to be very spongy, and_small holes in them

in some portions, shown to have been burned or very much

overheated. They had no strength—seemed like rotten

iron. The heat is applied in the wrong place. the current

having been directly across the junction instead of through

it as in the Thomson method. Serious difficulties are met

with in keeping the arc the right length and fed along prop

erly, which is done by hand. It is very trying to the eyes,

1 Lecture before the Thomson Scientic Club, Lynn, Mass.

even when protected. Another difficulty is the regulation

of the dynamo, although the storage battery is used.

In the construction of a welding coil care must be taken

that there are no other circuits made elsewhere than in the

welding circuit. There must also be about as much section

of copper in secondary as total section of primary, or, in

other words, the same number of ampere-turns in each.

The joints in the welding circuits should be as few as pos

sible, and what joints are made must be perfect in contact,

as a poor contact means immense loss of energy by unne

cessary resistance, as we are dealing with very low poten

tial—about one or two volts—a_nd very heavy currents.

The core is made of laminated sheet iron discs bolted

together, with hole in centre large enough for secondary

and primary circuits. The primary consists of coils wound

on a form and slipped on to the core through an opening

which is afterwards filled with laminated plug. The second

ary is often a heavy copper tube or bar passed through the

centre of core, connected at the two ends with copper cast

ings, connecting with welding clamps, and in such case the

joint at the end is made on a taper set up tight to ensure

contact with a nut, thread having been cut on end of cop

per bar. This whole is placed on a proper base, with a sort

of table at the top which supports the clamps and pressure

device. The clamps are usually made with one clamp kept

stationary during welding and one movable clamp, the pres

sure power being obtained by a screw worked with a worm

wheel or ratchet.

The welding dynamos are all similar in form, but vary in

size and connections. The form is of frame, with field

magnets projecting inward, having four and six field-poles

made of separate plates of iron securely bolted together

and to frame, the coils being slipped on in the ordinary

way. The bearings are made self-oiling. The armature is a

type of its own : it is a pole armature—that is, the core has

four or six projections; the coils are wound on these. It

cannot be called a drum armature, nor Pacinotti, nor Sie

mens, but perhaps a modification’ of the shuttle type. Per

haps the name niultipolar Siemens shuttle might be sug

gested. The alternating current is taken off the collector

rings in the ordinary way. The dynamos are divided into

different classes, the two, four and six-pole machine, also

self-exciters, separate exciters (where fields are excited by

small dynamos), and composite dynamo. They are gener

ally wound for 300 volts, and run at a rate of 100 alterna

tions per second, or 6,000 per minute. The four-pole nia

chines are run at a speed of 1,500, the six-pole 1,000 per

minute. As the dynamo is doing work only at short

periods and not constantly, the output is much more than it

otherwise would be for the same size of machine for con

tinuous work. They are of much less weight for the same

number of watts than an alternating lighting generator.

Some of the first questions asked by a person who has

seen the welding for the first time are : “ How much power

does it take? How strong are the welds? Can you weld

all metals? How large can you weld ?" etc. Horse-power

required is an important factor in some cases, or where

power is limited ; but in cases where joints cannot be made

by any other process, power is not so much a question, or

where power is in abundance and easy of access, -such as

water power. Here a difficult task was met with. Instru

ments are not made to measure such heavy currents ; even

if they were, they could not be introduced in the welding

circuit or secondary conductor of the welder, as it is so very

short—only a few inches long. So instruments had to be

constructed for the purpose, and the horse-power had been

measured in more ways than one. Something over a year

ago a series of power tests were made by means of the

calorimeter. The result of tests made this way show that
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the average power consumed in a %in. bar of iron welded

is about 6% horse-power, welded in 10 seconds ; Iin. round

iron, 12 horse-power, welded in 40 seconds ; I%in. round

iron, 18 horse-power, welded in 90 seconds. Probably

these results are not absolutely correct, as they were ob

tained from a very crude apparatus, but I think they are

within IO per cent. Comparison of different results shows

that from 65 to 72 per cent of the total energy of the engine

is consumed in the weld.

The time taken in making a weld is a very important

factor, as the quicker the weld is made the more power is

consumed for the time. If a piece of tin. round iron is

welded in 40 seconds, and requires 20 horse-power, it

would require about twice the power to do the same work

in one-half the time, or about one-half the power in twice

the time. This theory holds good within a wide range,

perhaps 30 or 40 per cent each way from the table just

given. If a weld is made too quickly, the metal is burned

at the ends in contact; if made too slowly, the machine

and clamps are over-heated, and energy is lost by radiation

of heat. -

The distance between the clamps is another factor; the

less projection of the piece beyond the clamps the less

power is used, as the resistance through the bar is lessened,

but, as the pieces become heated to high temperature, the

clamps absorb the heat, and are also burned if too close. If

too great projection is given much power may be lost from

radiation, and a longer length of bar will be heated than is

necessary. For heavy work, and that done continuously,

it is found necessary to employ a method, already worked

out in early welding patents, to keep the clamps cool.: this

is done by having them constructed with water circulating

round them. The fact that the resistance increases as the

temperature increases is a great benefit in welding, as the

bar heats at the ends in contact on account of the high

resistance, also heats more at heated portions on account of

increasing resistance, thereby localizing the heated portion

of the bar during the welding operation. By continued

experiment the best results, everything taken into account,

are when the projection beyond each clamp is a certain rela- '

tion to the diameter of the stock—that is, for round bars of

iron.

It is often asked how much current does it take to weld a

bar of iron, etc. ? This depends on the time in which it is

done, etc. As the potential is very low, only one or two

volts, the amperes are reckoned in the thousands. For a

rim round iron about 5,000 amperes in 40 seconds ; for a

2m. round iron about 20,000 amperes in 80 seconds.

This electric welding process has become so universally

known that the general public expect almost too much from

it. It surely is a great invention and a very important one,

but still there is much work of development for special cases

to be done; and as to size of piece, the limit may be

reached some time, but it has not as yet been reached. It

is expected by some people that everything can be welded

by the electric current. That is expecting too much, but

nearly every kind of metal can be welded. Among the

metals that have been welded are: gold, platinum, silver,

copger, aluminum, bismuth, cobalt, antimony, zinc, tin,

lead, iron, nickel, magnesium and maganese. Among the

alloys welded are : the different kinds of brass and bronze,

phosphor bronze, aluminum bronze, silicon bronze, numer

ous grades of steel, cast iron, malleable cast iron, german

silver, lead alloys, tin and lead, and others. Among

the combinations of different metals are : copper to

brass, brass to iron or steel, brass to german silver, german

silver to iron or steel, nickel to iron, iron to steel, cast

iron to wrought iron, german silver to copper, lead to

tin, tin to zinc, brass to tin, gold to silver, gold to platinum,

silver to platinum. Professor Thomson has a welded bar

three-eighths of an inch in diameter made of different

metals, nine pieces. It is made up in the following order :

copper, brass, iron, german silver, brass, tin, zinc, tin and

lead. A similar bar was sent to the Paris Exhibition.

As to the strength of these welded bars, an inspection ot

the report of tests made on the Rich testing machine, the

property of the company at their factory, shows that

wrought iron may be welded to stand the same tensile

strength as the unwelded bar. VI/hen a perfect weld is made

the fracture is usually within the heated portion of the bar,

caused by the stock being annealed at that section. If a

welded bar breaks at the weld it is no sign the weld was a

poor one, so long as the tensile strength is up to the stand

ard. If the weld by the ordinary blacksmith process stands

70 per cent. or 75 per cent. of original stock it is called ex

cellent. We are not satisfied unless as high as 85 per cent

is reached with the burr removed. I-Iammering the weld

lightly at the welding heat gives it more strength ; 95 per

cent and even 100 per cent is then reached, and, of course,

if the piece break some way from the weld the joint is much

more than 100 per cent. Wrought-iron bar stands about

50,oo0lb. per square inch. Norway iron bar stands about

6o,oo0lb. per square inch. Mild steel may be welded with

out difficulty. Tool steel is also welded without much

trouble. Tool steel welds are not as strong usually as the

unwelded bar, although the percentage is pretty high, the

average being from 80 per cent. to 85 per cent. of annealed

stock. Yet these joints are vastly stronger than the same

area of wrought iron. Tensile strength of mild steel is

from 60,000 to 80,ooolb. per square inch. Tensile strength

of tool steel is from 75,000 to r2o,00olb. per square inch,

and even higher. The strength of a tool steel weld is

greatly improved by light hammering while at the welding

heat if properly done. The welding heat of steel is far

below that of iron, so, therefore, in welding steel, more

pressure is required than with iron to effect the weld, be

cause the steel is not so plastic and soft as iron while hot.

The limit between the burning point and non-welding point

is very small, so it is an easy matter not to effect a good

weld. But after a little practice, with care it is welded

without difficulty. The higher grades of cost steel require

as much real care to effect a good weld as anything dealt

with. The heat produced by the current of electricity is

not materially different from the heat of a forge, fire or gas

flame, but it is developed in the bar from the inside, not

outside. Iron will weld if pressure is applied and suffi

ciently high temperature is reached, it matters not how

heated, whether by electricity or otherwise, but we get the

avoidance of dirt and impurities. We also get the avoid

ance of irregular heat in the two pieces. Also by this method

only a limited mass is heated. It is not known if the cur

rent has any effect in assisting the union in addition to its

heating effect. Iron and steel are welded together readily

and with very good results in regard to tensile strength, the

fracture usually occuring in the iron. Copper is welded

very readily, and with substantially the same strength as

original annealed stock. Copper is annealed at the section

of the weld, but is easily toughened by rolling or drawing.

Tensile tests of welded copper show 90 to 98 per cent. of

annealed stock. The conductivity of welded copper shows

I00 per cent. as compared with unwelded copper : this can

also be said of phosphor bronze and silicon bronze, as used

in the electric railway. The tensile strength of annealed

copper is about 32,0o0lb. ’per square inch. Wrought brass

is welded without difficulty. The percentage of tensile

strength is very high. The tensile strength of an

nealed brass is about 47,o00lb. per square inch. Very

good joints are made between brass and iron. The

fracture is usually of an irregular nature, sometimes in

the brass, but usually at the weld. Iron and steel chains
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are welded with very good results. Chains are usually made

(by this process) with a double weld in each link, or a weld

at each side. Chains have been welded and tested in sizes

from 1-16 wire to iin. round iron. Chains made from I-16

wire stand a strain of 260lb. Chains made from bar of 1-16

iron stand a strain of i3olb., or 4o,6oolb. per square inch.

This chain stood 200 per cent of a single wire of same ma

terial annealed. A chain of pg wire stands a strain of

I, 1801b. A chain of ;§ iron bar stands a strain of 79olb.,

or 6i,5oolb. per square inch. This chain stood 150 per

cent of a single wire of same material. A chain of 15in.

round steel stands a tensile strength of 22,00olb. A bar of

tin. round steel stands a tensile strength of 15,ooolb. This

chain stood [47 per cent of single bar of same material. A

chain of Iin. round iron stands tensile strength of 65,4oolb.

A bar of Iin. round iron stands tensile strength of 38,ooolb.

This chain stood 172 per cent of a single bar of same ma

terial. The reasons why a chain does not stand twice the

tensile strength of one solid bar of same material are

several. There is a shearing strain at the end of link, also

a bending strain, as the link is lengthened by pulling. The

fracture is usually at the end of the link, or just one side,

between the weld and the end of the link.

The variety of uses to which this method applies is un

limited and too numerous to mention to-night; but now

that I have given an idea of what the Welding Company

has done and is doing at the present time, it may, perhaps,

be of interest to say something as to what they may do at

some future time. Probably there is no invention which

covers such a broad field of work with such a variety and

kinds of work. The business of constructing and supply

ing the necessary appliances must grow to be very large. It

, will not be confined to the United States, but will be open

to foreign countries in all parts of the world. It is now

represented in the United States, Canada, England, Scot

land, Belgium and France. It would be useless to try to

name the various uses this could be applied to, but a brief

and incomplete statement of some of the uses might convey

some idea in a small way : Rod and bar welding up to 6in.

or 1oin., or more ; joining bars of different shape and sec

tion; welding and laying sections of railroad track; weld

ing and putting up conductors for electrical purposes ; mak

ing joints at angles with bars as T or Y joints ; pipe work,

welding, brazing, soldering, elbows ; Tjoints, &c., for non

leaking pipes, such as natural gas or oil pipe lines, boiler

tubes, etc.; working, joining, etc., of lead pipe, chain and

link work, from smallest jeweller’s work toheavy “ 2 ” iron

ship cable, or more. Much of these kinds of work will

probably be accomplished by automatic machines. Endless

rings, hoops and tires, from finger rings of precious metels

to heaviest iron or steel bands imaginable; tool construc

tion in great many forms, from steel points on mathematical

instruments of german silver, etc., to steel edges of heavy

cutting tools ; construction and building of machinery, such

as constructing parts of firearms, dentist tools, carriage and

waggon work, locomotive frames, ship machinery, etc.;

shaping in great variety of ways by revolving pieces kept

hot by electric current; boiler work, riveting, brazing, sold

ering, etc.; bridge work, riveting, brazing and forming;

ornamental iron work, such as fences, etc. In the heavy

machines of the future the construction will be mechanically

different, an attempt being made to get better and better

efficiencies from the coil. It will be desirable for heavy

work to construct hydraulic pressure devices and hydraulic

clamping devices, with cooling devices ; also cranes for

handling such work. Where hammering is beneficial, an

electric hammer to operate by means of electric current has

been planned. But the details of the future cannot be dealt

with, so we will close, and trust the Welding Company may

successfully meet the demands offuture growth and prosperity.

WATER POWER FOR GENERATING ELECTRICITY IN

MINNESOTA.

The St. Paul and Minneapolis Pioneer Press in a long article

published recently, reviewed the horse, steam, cable and

electric railroads in the twin cities, and in suggesting

their further extension, calls attention to a power avail

able for generating electricity which lying at their very

doors, might be utilized with much success. This is nothing

less than the waters of the Missisippi river. Our northwest

ern contemporary says:

The original Meeker dam franchise antedates by many

years the application of electric force as a motor for street

car service. In the old territorial days of Minnesota, when

the franchise was secured, he would have been denounced

as avisionary radical who suggested the utilizing of this

available water power for such a purpose. Luiiibering,

flour milling, and such other manufacturing as was then

dependent upon one of two forces, steam and water, alone

entered into the consideration of the original projectors of

this enterprise, now, as then, in abeyance and awaiting

development. With the lapse of these thirty odd years

electrical invention has been industrious, startling, almost

sensational, in its results. Marvelous prophecies of one year

have seen perfect fulfilment in the next. Even the phonograph

is but the practical culmination of an idea, and is now on

the eve of world-wide ramifications which will extend its

usefulness and cheapen its service.

Thus, the successful application of electricity as telephonic

and illuminating agents and a railway motor has opened to

all available water powers a new field of utility. Electrical

force, cheap in itself as water, the expense of its use only

dependent upon the methods of its storage, transmission and

application, can be applied the most economically by the aid

of available water powers. All over the country are found

electric light plants controlled by water power. There

are at present in the United States and Canada one hundred

and ten electric street railways now in operation. Seventy

two new ones are projected to date, with a probability of as

many more within the next five years. A large number of

the best paying and most successful of the electric railways

now in operation are supplied by water power. Practical

experience has already domonstrated that an unfailing water

force is at once the simplest and cheapest power to go hand

in hand with electric motors.

Concerning this point a prominent electrical engineer

declares that it has become a well-established fact that waste

water power can be converted into electrical energy, con

veyed from 10 to 100 miles on a small copper wire, in

amounts from 10 to 500 horse-power at a cost not to exceed

$6, 500 per mile for the greater distance and the larger

power, for the installation in complete working shape.

Falling water is easily transformed into electricity by two of

the simplest, most effective and durable motors known to

mechanics, the water wheel and the dynamo. This energy

can be transported with lightning-like rapidity—for it is

lightning’s very self——even over precipitous mountains and

across yawning canyons in electrical conduits of gossamer

filaments compared to which the lumberman’s flume, the

miner’s ditch, or even his ponderous hydraulic pipe, mar

velous as were the results wrought out with them during

the last quarter of a century, seem like rude tools of some

savage aboriginal tribe.

The succeeding question is, is there any money in it?

This question has undoubtedly occurred several times to the

president and stockholders of the St. Paul and Minneapolis

street railways. Their engineers are fully prepared to fur

nish figures concerning the relative cost between steam and

water power. But, unlike steam, water power is subject to

natural fluctuations, ebb and increase, unknown to its more

artificial co-laborer in the working industries of the world.
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That water power in itself, with reference to no other condi

tions, is cheaper than steam, is beyond cavil and easy of

demonstration. Three pounds of coal per hour, on an

average, are consumed in producing a horse-power in all

the steam engines in the country. A short mathematical

calculation, having found the number of horse-powers of

the aggregate engines in the country, and reckoning coal at

$4.50 per ton, will exhibit startling figures. One company

alone in the United States has sold an aggregate of over

13,000 horse-powe_r in motor capacity to different street

railways since the beginning of the year 1889.

But all argument in favor of water as. steam power, con

sidered from a standpoint of economy, is simply threshing

over old straw. Everything being equal, the greater

economy of water power is practically admitted. The only

question of moment now worthy of consideration in con

nection with the future electric street railway system of St.

Paul and Minneapolis is this: “Why is not the Meeker

dam water power the most available and economical for

that purpose?” Since the original franchise was granted a

new and important industry has been added to its possibil

ities. Every interest that was in sight then is still in sight,

and a new one not dreamed of at the time. That it has so

long lain dormant and useless is only because of the 135,000

horse-power of the Falls of St. Anthony, and which has

been utilized above. There is, to-day, a liundred-fold the

incentive for the development of the Meeker dam project

that existed when the franchise was granted, provided it can

be satisfactorily proven to be the best power for electric

street railway service for the accommodation of St. Paul

and Minneapolis. The electric railway company of Spokane

Falls has availed itself for its motors of a force represented

by a fall of 216,000 horse-power. The power house is di

rectly beneath the bridge, and thus closely connected with

the electric tramway which it controls. The combination of

water power and electricity for street railway purposes

would be no uncertain experiment. Its practicability has

been freely and successfully demonstrated in more than one

city. The only question remaining for solution is this, does

the Meeker dam power, if developed, commend itself to

the judgment of those parties controlling the interests of

the street railways of the two cities?

In a recent interview with C01. Barr, superintendent of

the St. Paul City Railway company, he conveyed the idea

that at present there was no indication of any favorable

consideration of the Meeker dam enterprise for the purpose

of motive power for any contemplated electric railways in

the two cities. He saw several objections to the plan.

Saying nothing concerning economy, he referred in dispar

aging terms to its uncertainty on account of low stages of

water. While it is true that for street car purposes there

should be provided a power which can be depended upon

at all seasons of the year, it must certainly be admitted that

for the one purpose of street car service there would, even

at the lowest stages of water in the Mississippi, always be

found a sufficient head, considering the fall of twenty-seven

feet available. It is only when a scanty power is burdened

beyond its capacity that trouble ensues. For street car

purposes alone it is safe to assume that at any season of the

year the power would prove abundant, while for the greater

portion of the time there would be an overwhelming surplus.

Such is the opinion of a number of St. Paul and Minne

apolis gentlemen who have studied the matter thoroughly

and in all its details since the earliest agitation of the sub

'ect.J In regard to economy it may also be safely assumed that, like

every other commodity, power for street car purposes should

be purchased in the cheapest market. Simply because a street

car tariffremains the same to-day that it was during and shortly

succeeding the war, when all values’ were inflated, because

such a tariff, coming directly from the people, enables a

company to avail itself of the most costly motor, that is,

certainly, no reason why it should do so. It is not, to say

the least, a business view to take of the situation. If, by

economy in power, always considering perfect reliability, a

street car company can make reduced rates to customers,

supply transfer tickets, give better service in other directions

for the comfort of passengers, it would certainly seem its

duty to avail itself of the privilege. On the other hand,

the adoption of an expensive motor when a cheaper one

will serve as well, at the expense of future discomfort and

high rates to the public, could not be too severely con

demned. This Meeker dam project has been before the

public for many years. Pro and con its characteristics have

been discussed, and the judgment of to-day is by no means

hasty, but the result of calm deliberation and investigation

for many years. In the past the plan has been handicapped

by somewhat jealous bickering between St. Paul and Min

neapolis, but that element is at present eliminated. The

location and advantages of this valuable property have been

published time and again, and full descriptions of the adja

cent territory, estimated cost of improvement and fall of

water laid before the people. True, the development of the

power has never materialized, but it is equally true that,

even considered as a valuable property for milling and

manufacturing purposes, it has not suffered to any great

extent at the hands of detractors. Now that a new and im

portant possibility has opened for its employment, the plan

comes before the people in a new light and equipped with

weightier arguments in favor of early development. That

there is much to be said in its favor is attested by the re

renewed interest manifested by those who have, in other

cities, seen the successful utilization of waste water power

or the purpose of street car service.

MR. HAAS'S OPINION OF STORAGE BATTERY

TRACTION.

Mr. Aaron Haas, of the Union Street Railway Company,

Atlanta, Ga., recently made an extended tour of inspection

through different northern cities, and on his return to At

lanta expressed himself to the editor of the Atlanta Co/1sfz'—

/ulion in favor of electric railways operated by the storage

battery. He said :

“ You may count upon one thing above all others—that

it won’t be long before we have rapid transit on all our_

lines. But the Union Company does not propose to go into

anything blindly. We expect to look the field over

thoroughly, and then get the very best thing that money

can buy.

“ I saw everything that was to be seen. Three or four

weeks ago I was very strongly in favor of the overhead

wire system of electric cars, though some of the stock

holders in our company were opposed to it on the ground

that it had not been proven a commercial success. Still I

was anxious to get rapid transit, and favored that system as

furnishing the only solution to the problem. Now I’ve

changed. I think I’ve found something better.

“ In Philadelphia I examined the cars run by the storage

battery system. The cars seem to run well, but the manu

facturers are not satisfied yet, and say so. Then I went to

New York and examined the car run on the Fourth avenue

line. There is only one car run on the line, and that for

only four hours a day. The company which operates that

car contracted for a number of cars for the other lines in

New York city, but it struck me as I talked to the managers

that they were not altogether satisfied with their car. The

greatest objection I found to it, however, was the fact that

it has to be recharged at the end of every trip.
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“ Here is by all odds the most satisfactory thing I found

anywhere, and I must say I like it very much—a car manu

factured by the Union Car Manufacturing Company, ofBos

ton, whose works are at Amesbury, Mass. The car I saw

is being successfully operated on a road three miles long,

running from Danvers, Mass. Like our roads, that one is

all up and down hill. When I spoke of the hilly features

of Atlanta's roads to the Philadelphia and New York manu

facturers they shook their heads, but here I found a storage

battery being run with success on just such roads.

“The cars weigh about six tons. Our street cars are

very light, but other electric cars are as heavy as these.

But there are other features of this system which struck me.

The cars are built to run ten miles an hour, and will run

thirty miles without being recharged. That would make it

necessary for each of our cars to be recharged twice each

day. This does not delay matters to any extent; all that

is done is to take out one battery and put in another——the

work of a very few minutes. .

“ There’s no danger at all that I can see ; the car seems

to be a great success, and I would not be surprised if the

Atlanta lines give it a trial. But we’re going to take our

time about deciding for the whole system. All electricians

are working to perfect the storage battery, and I believe

this will prove the solution to the rapid transit question.”

ELECTRIC WIRES IN BERLIN.

Interviews with Siemens and Rathenau and their opinions as to

how to make the wires safe.

 

BERLIN, January 13th.

There is probably no city in Europe where the electric

light is used so extensively as it is here. The great thorough

fare of Unter den Linden is brilliant with triple rows of

bright lamps which make it almost as _cheerful and safe by

night as it is in broad .daylight. All the big retail shops are

lighted with electricity; gas has been banished from the beer

saloon and concert gardens; the guest in all the large hotels

can bring a flood of electric light into his rooms at will by

simply touching a- button; any householder of moderate

means can use incandescent electric lamps to read at his

fireside. All the theatres are lighted with it; in fact a law

has just been passed compelling all theatres capable of seat

ing eight hundred or more people to use electric lights.

The palace of the Emperor is now being fitted with electric

lamps from cellar to garret. Danger to life or property is

' never for a moment considered. As yet there has not been

a single death from contact with the electric current. It is

almost incomprehensible to Berliners to read ofextraordinary

fatalities from contact with electric wires in New York and

elsewhere.

The one man who has brought electric lighting to the

perfection it has attained in Berlin to-day is Privy-Councillor

Werner von Siemens, the famous electrician. At his great

factory in the Markgrafenstrasse, thousands of men are em

ployed in the manufacture of dynamos and various electric

appliances. His house is a spacious mansion in Charlot

tenburg, about four miles from Berlin. The grounds sur

rounding the house itself are brilliantly illuminated by elec

tricity. The correspondent was shown into the drawing

room to await his coming. Presently he came in, greeting

me cordially. “ I am very glad to see you,” he said,

shaking hands, and immediately afterwards touched a button

in the wall, which increased the force of the electric lamps

and filled the room with mellow light.

"You are evidently not afraid of electric currents here,”

he was asked by way of starting the conversation.

“ No,” he said, “ not the slightest. To us electricity is

an obedient slave, and not the fierce demon which your

New York papers seem to represent it.”

“ Do you think, then, that the dangers we have expe

rienced from electric-lighting in America can be obviated? "

“Yes,” he said. “ By well constructed underground

conduits the danger of electric-light wires can be totally

abolished if low-pressure currents are used, and the dangers

resulting from very high pressure can be reduced to a

minimum in the same manner. There is no doubt at all that

the greatest proportion of such accidents as have happened in

New York will cease on the day when the last overhead

wire is buried.”

“Gas and water pipes,’ Herr von Siemens continued,

“ can never act as conductors of dangerous electric currents

from the underground wires into dwelling-houses. These

pipes, if crossed by such a current, would at once divert it

into the ground. It is just so with lightning-rods, which

electricians frequently connect with the water-pipes because

they make the easiest and most perfect distributors of elec

tricity, diffusing the current over so wide an area as to make

it harmless.

“The insulated wires for street lamps should be placed

inside ofhollow lamp-posts. For interior lighting (houses.

stores, &c. ) no high pressure currents should be used unless

the construction is such that every possible danger from

contact with conductors and lamps is obviated.

“ Electric-light conductors will never cause a fire unless

they are carelessly constructed. A well-planned and pro

perly constructed conductor, supplied with the necessary

safeguards, is entirely harmless.

“ No death caused by contact with electric wires has ever

happened here in Berlin. A few accidents by fire have

happened in isolated plants, but always because of faulty

construction.

“ Overhead wires should never have more than 500 volts

pressure. Underground conductors, with transformers, no

more than 2,000 volts. The transfomiers and conductors

should, however, be tested up to 5,000 volts.

" My system of insulated conductors, protected by lead

cover, asphaltum and sheet iron, has proved successful

wherever it has been used——in Berlin, Munich, Rome, Milan

and other continental cities. Some of these cables have

been in use (partly for high pressure and transformers) for

six years and are apparently good for a long time to come.

Their exact duration cannot be fixed. Time only can solve

that question.

“This system, or a similar one, will overcome all the

difficulties you Americans have to contend with. In conclu

sion I will say that high pressure should never be used, ex

cept where, for pecuniary or technical reasons, it is impossible

to introduce low pressure.”

So much for Prof. Siemens. He said enough to show his

conviction that electric lighting in the streets can be made

absolutely safe. The correspondent‘ then called on I-Ierr

Emil Rathenau, who is President ofthe Berliner Electricitats

Werke, which supplies the Berlin public with electric lights.

He had been kept thoroughly posted by a correspondent in

New York of what had been going on in America, and was

quite willing to discuss it.

“I have read,” he said, “of the numerous accidents in

New York and, in my opinion, your Mayor did an excellent

thing when he ordered the electric wires overhead to be cut.

They should all be placed underground. There is no

danger of the currents being carried into the house, by gas

or water pipes and thus making mischief. It is absurd. I

think the trouble has been caused by the carelessness of the

companies. They were probably trying to make money too

quickly."

“ How do you manage to avoid accidents herein Berlin? "

" There are two kinds of accidents which may be caused

by electric-light wires. The danger to life is one. That we
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entiriely obviate by using only low pressure, no higher than

300 volts, with which we secure an excellent, clear, bright and

steady light. Never a complaint is heard. We have 80,000

lamps in operation now here in Berlin, and we expect to have

160,000 within a year. You see we attain excellent results

with this low pressure. We use the Edison lamps, but all

the arc lights in Berlin are also fed by our cables. Formerly

we used 400 volts for the arc lights, but we find that 300

volts would work as well. A current of that strength is

perfectly harmless. You would scarcely feel it. There is

absolutely no danger to life. We have 1,500 men in our

employ, who all have more or less to do with the wires, but

no one in our employ has ever been killed or even injured.”

“ It is othewise, however, with the second class of accidents

—fires. Low pressure alone will not prevent that danger.

But proper construction will. For five years we allowed no

one but our own men to put in the plants. With proper care

and safeguards there is no danger. Now we allow other

contractors to arrange the individual plants, but they must

 

will last forever. Then we charge 5 marks ($1.25) per

lamp a year for keeping it in order, and 4 pfcnning (1

cent) an hour of actual use for each lamp of sixteen-candle

power. At these rates we paid a dividend of 8 per cent.

this year, besides adding greatly to our reserve fund. Com

mencing January we reduced the rate per hour to 3.60

pfeiining (9-10 ofa cent) and a still expect to make money.

Surely your New York companies can do better than that,

for we havea strong competitor in the gas works, which sells

1,000 cubic feet for 5 marks, a much lower rate than obtains

in New York.

“ Our rates for street-lighting are somewhat higher.

The city pays us 100,000 marks ($25,000) for the 108 lamps

in Unter den Linden and 36,000 marks ($9,000) for the

thirty-six lamps in the Leipziger strasse. But then these

arelights of intense power and we had to erect the lanipposts,

make connections and take care of the entire plant. The

lights burn every night in the year, moonlight nights not

excepted.”
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work according to our rules (here Herr Rathenau produced a

formidable set of rules, regulating every detail of laying and

arranging the wires, insulation, safeguards, etc.) After the

mork is done it is inspected by one of our experts and only

accepted if properly done. Besides all this precaution we

have everywere automatic cutoffs, which at once disconnect

the current should any wire become overheated. VVe allow

no single wire to carry more than a fixed pressure. VVe are

responsible for all accidents, but we have none. You Ameri

cans are the best mechanics in the world, and if you set _to

work in earnest to perfect your electric-light system no

more accidents will happen. It would _be folly to discard

electric light merely because you have handled it carelessly

and burned your fingers.”

“ Is the low-pressure light so much more expensive than

the high-pressure one? "

“ I will answer that question,” he said, “ by giving you

some figures. We charge for each new lamp (connections

and all) placed in a building, 20 marks ($5); such a lamp

It will be seen by the facts given in the above interviews

that electric light can be furnished cheaply and without ex

posing the public or the workmen employed on the wires to

any danger. It rests with the New York companies to take

the proper steps, or. if they should prove obstinate, it

remains for the authorities, backed by the people, to bring

them to a sense of their duty. Herr Rathenau also said,

in the course of conversation, that his Company owns and

runs the electric-light works of Madrid, Antwerp, Eisenach

and other cities, and that their experience there was the

same as in Berlin—no accident and no trouble.—New York

lVor/d.

ELECTRIC MOTOR CAR HAULAGE.

We illustrate herewith the jeffrey Manufacturing Com

pany’s motor in operation. The electric motor on this

machine is arranged with a reverse rigging, which consists

of a brush holder carrying four brushes, two being in contact

when the car runs forward, the other two when running in
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the opposite direction. The main frame, rectangular in

shape, is made of cast iron, with soft steel tires on the car

wheels. The motor is located in the center of the frame and

transmits power from the armature shaft through a succes

sion of straight gears to the axles. The car is arranged

with drawbars and pilots on each end. The speed of these

motors vary according to the work they have to perform.

There are motor cars of this description running in coal

mines hauling loads over as high grades as 4% per cent.

with perfect ease, at the rate of 8'/5' miles per hour. The

machinery being compact and occupying but little space,

brings the operator near the parts it is necessary to handle

in order to operate the car. The operator is able to turn

on the current with one hand and at the same time is able

to handle the brushes or brake. Power is conveyed to the

motor by means of a trolley, runningon a trolley line, in

vented by D. N. Osyor. The trolley line is known as the

“all metal" system, and is one that does not requirea

ground or rail return, being much safer than the latter. The

motor cars carry their own lights, which is a great advantage

in coal mines, and can be handled as easily, safely and

quickly as any steam locomotive. These motors cars and

trolley lines are made by the jeffrey Manufacturiiig Coiii

pany, Columbus, Ohio, and are in Operation in the mines

of the Shawnee and Iron Point Coal and Iron Company,

Shawnee, Ohio, and of the Thurmond Coal Company,

Thurmond, W. Va.

THE DUTY ON IMPORTED COPPER.

The Electric Light Association Petitions for its Abolition.

Mr. George M. Phelps, one _of the editors of our con

temporary, T/ze E_le£z‘rzcal Engznecr, of this city, presented

a petition in Washington, on january 16, to the Committee

of Ways and Means, on behalf of the National Electric

Light Association, for the total abolition of the duties on

copper, accompanied by the following address : _

“The National Electric _Light Association COflS1SIS' of

corporations, firms, and individuals owning and operating

stations and plants for the distribution of light and power by

electricity. At the time of the last Convention of the Asso

ciation, August 6, 1889, the capital then invested in the in

dustries above-named was estimated, from statistics collected

by the Secretary of the Association, to be no less than

$27 5,000,000. That sum represented mainly electrical ap

paratus and electric conductors for the supply_ of 238,000

are lamps and 2,700,000 incandescent lamps, in all which

apparatus and conductors copper is an indispensable and

chief material. In the total cost of electric plant for light

and power distribution, it is estimated, by competent ex

perts, that from one-fourth to one-third is expended for

copper. The foregoing figures and statements sufficiently

indicate the magnitude of the interest of electric-light and

power companies in the price of copper. _ _

“ In the opinion of the petitioners the proposed abolition

of the copper tariff does not touch the question of protec

tion to American industry. The duty on copper appears to

be wholly superfluous as a protection to American producers

of that metal. The United States not only produces more

copper than it consumes, and consequently exports that

metal, but it possesses the richest and most easily worked

copper mines in the world, and its mining companies produce

the metal and put it in the market at a lower cost than is

possible to the Spanish or Chiliaii miners. Obviously the

American producers of copper require no duty to protect

their domestic market ; and their exports of copper furnish

sufficient evidence of their ability to meet competition in

foreign markets. _ _

“ The existing duty is of no appreciable value to the Na

tional Treasury, because copper is not imported in any con

siderable quantity. As a source of national revenue the

copper tariff is practically useless, and the returns from it

could not be increased materially, under the conditions of

production throughout the world, by any modification of

the rate of duty, if the Government needed increased

revenue, which it confessedly does not.

“ It would appear, therefore, that the duty on copper can

only be efficient in enabling the mining companies and

dealers in copper to establish and maintain excessive prices

through combination for that purpose. It is believed that

the United States duty of four cents per pound was a con

siderable factor in the operations of the syndicate established

in France in the autumn of 1887, which syndicate, aided by

its agreements and contracts with copper-mining companies

in this country, succeeded in controlling the copper produc

tion and markets of the world for more than a year, doubling

for a considerable period, in London and New York, the

price existing just previous to the beginning ofits operations.

This was effected, moreover, in the face of an abundant

supply of the metal. For some months after the breaking

down of the French speculation the American companies

maintained the price in this country considerably in excess

ofthat of the European markets.

“ Touching the relation of the duty on copper to combina

tions for maintaining excessive prices, the following quota

tion is subjoined:

" EXTRACTS I-‘ROM EDITORIAL IN NEW YORK TRIBUNE,

MAY 15, 1889.

O

“ The mine-owners have publicly stated that they are able

to produce more than all the copper this country consumes,

and a large part of it at a cost not exceeding six cents per

pound; and that they proposed to the French bankers who

hold enormous unsold stock to fix the selling price at about

thirteen cents per pound, more than double the cost.

Nothing need be said about the right of the producer to get

a profit of more than 100 per cent. on his copper, provided

he is not a beneficiary of a ' national policy intended to

protect and encourage American production. But the mine

owners are beneficiaries of that policy, and owe to the public

a certain consideration and service in return. If they enter

into a combination for the benefit of foreign speculators and

bankers against the interests of American producers, the

duty on copper may not last long.

“There will in all probability be a revision of the tariff

next winter. The party in power, being anxious to defend

all industries that need and merit defence, will for that very

reason be more strongly pressed to cut off duties where no

defence appears to be needed or where it seems to be not

deserved. Combinations ofspeculators to corner the mar

kets of the world are not highly popular, and will not appear

to members of Congress to merit particularly favorable con

sideration. Under such circumstances, the demand for a

removal ofall duties on copper ore, pig, and bars will be

difficult to resist. It is safe to say that, had the Mills bill

proposed no change more unpopular or uiiobjectionable

than that its public support would have been incomparably

greater.

“In short, and to recapitulate, in the opinion of the

National Electric-Light Association, the duty on copper,

being useless for revenue and unnecessary for protection,

should not be suffered to remain on the statute-books ofthe

United States, since its only remaining function is to serve

as an ally to the promoters of combinations for putting up

prices, a process to which the Government should not lend

its assistance."
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THE ELECTRIC LIGHT ASSOCIATION CONVENTION.

The annual convention of the Natural Electric Light

Association will be held in Kansas City, Mo., for four days

beginning on Tuesday, Februray 11th, in the Coates Opera

House. The exhibits will be in Casino Hall which has a

floor surface of 6,000 feet. The chairmen of the local com

mittees are as followsi E. F. Peck, corner Navy street and

DeKalb avenue, Brooklyn; C. H. Wilmerding, 76 Market

street, Chicago; Fred. A. Gilbert, 17 State street, Boston;

and George H. Roe, 227 Stevenson street, San Francisco.

The programme, as far as completed, is as follows:

_Mayor Davenport will welcome the association and attending

visitors to Kansas City.

President E. R. Weeks will open the convention with a brief

address.

Secretary and Treasurer Allan V. Garratt will make the usual

reports.

PAPERS. '

Prof. Elihu Tliomsoii—Subject: “Safety Devices in Electric

Installation.”

Prof. Henry A. Rowland——Subject not yet announced.

Prof. Rowland has very kindly consented to present a paper

based upon a correspondence with the members of the associa'ion,

_now being carried on by the secretary, for the purpose ofascertain

mg with what technical questions connected with the art of electric

lighting they find the greatest difliculty.

Mr. Thomas A. Edison will give an address—'the subject of which

is not yet announced——by phonograph, which will reproduce Mr.

Edison’s voice loud enough to be heard in all parts of the house.

As but few persons have ever heard Mr. Edison speak in public,

this address from the phonograph will be of unusual interest.

Mr. Frank J. prague—Subject : “Electricity as applied to

Street Railways." ,

Mr. F. E. Sickles—Subject: “The History and Theory of the

Steam Engine.”

Mr. George H. Babcock—Sub_iect :

of Steam.”

Mr. Myron D. Law—Subject:

Mr. C. A. l—Iarbor—Subject:

point of Practical Experience."

Mr. T. Carpenter Smith—Subject :

Central Station Accounts."

Mr. A.j. De Camp—Subject:

Central Stations." _

M r. C. ]. I-I.Woodbury—Subject: “Central Station Construction.”

Mr. C. J. Field—Subject: “A Recent Edison Central Station

and the Results Thus far obtained." .

Mr. Henry \V. Pope —Subject : “ How Our Paths May be Paths

of Peace.”

Mr. C. C. I-Iaskins—Sul>ject : “ Prodigality in Economy."

Mr. E. F. Peek, in the discussion of Mr. M L. Law’s paper, will

give the results of his numerous tests of are light carbons.

“The Economic Generation

“ Nine years with the Arc Light."

“ Line Insulation from the Stand

“A Universal System of

“The Cost of the Products of

REPORTS WILL BE MADE BY

The Executive Committee, Mr. G. \V. Hart, chairman.

Committee on Patent Legislation, Mr. Arthur Steuart, chairman.

Committee on Underground Conduits and Conductors, E. T.

Lynch, jr., chairman.

Committee on Harmonizing Electric Light and Insurance Inter-_

ests, Mr. P. H. Alexander, chairman.

Committee to confer with Mayor Grant in Regard to the Interna

tional Exposition of 1892, Dr. Otto A. Moses, chairman.

Committee on Electrical Data, Mr. A. R. Foote, chairman.

Committee to Memorialize Congress on the Abolition of Customs

Duty on Copper, Mr. C. A. Brown, chairman.

Committee on Electrical Execution, Mr. E. W. Maher, chairman.

Committee on Standardization of Potential Electrical Street

Railways, Mr. E. T. Lynch, jr., chairman. '

National Committee on State and Municipal Legislation, Mr. A.

R. Foote, chairman.

THE INFANCY OF ELECTRICITY.

The following is an accurate copy of a composition

written by a boy in the fourth grammar grade in one of the

Boston public schools and passed in to his teacher : “ Elec

tricity is a very useful thing to have. It was fun how it

was discovered. One day Franklin took a kite made of

silk and tied a key to it and began to fly the kite. It

happened that when he flow his kite there was a thunder

storm. The lightning struck the key and so electricity was

discovered. Soon they began to make use and it is now

used for a number of thing. If you have ever been in the

electricity car at night and when the car is going they strik

little iron plats when they strick the iron plats it causes

light that is called electricity. Again when the light is lit

they are lit all of a sudden. When the street lamps is

getting lit the electricity is fixed so that a great number

of lamps gets lit together and so electricity is of a great

useage.” '

YOU CAN IRON YOUR SILK HAT WITH THE INCAN

DESCENT I-AMP.

An enterprising young electrician in Washington, recently

married, who had occasion to spend the evening down town

with some friends from New York, was shocked to find, as

he was about to go home, that his new silk hat had, in some

unexplained manner, become badly rumpled. Shops that

“block your hat while you wait" had long been closed

and, for a moment, Benedict was in distress, but his in

genuity did not fail him. Stepping into a restaurant lighted

by electricity he soon found an incandescent lamp attached

to a long flexible conductor, and with this he deftly and

quickly ironed out the wrinkles from his battered tile and

hastened home to his waiting wife.

THE familiarity of the fact makes it none the less striking

that. while we obtain in a laborious way from the depths of

the earth the power we employ, we let run to waste every

hour of our lives many, many times as much as we use.

Prqf. A)/rfan, F. R. S.

Isaw recently some authentic and extremely elaborate

statistics for 1879 of street railways and their cost in New

York and Brooklyn. They were taken from the various

official reports. The showing for the total cost of operation

per car ranged between $8 and $10 per day at that time.

The saving on that with electricity is, according to circum

stances, at least 25 to 40 per cent. with heavy traffic.-—

Thomas Commerford /Ifizrtin.

THERE can be no doubt, however, that for many purposes

within limited areas the transmission of energy by electricity

would be very economical and effective. Pumps are worked

in the mines of the Forest of Dean, cranes are moved in the

works of Easton and Anderson ar Frith, lifts are raised in

banks in London, water is pumped up from wells to cisterns

in the house of Sir Francis Truscott, near East Grinstead ;

ventilation is effected, and temperature lowered in collieries;

goods, minerals, and fuel can be transmitted by telpherage.

-— I/V1'1lz'am Herzrji Precce.

FOR years an attempt has been made to replace the horse

with motors of various descriptions— compressed air engines,

fireless engines, hot water and soda motors, naphtha and

petroleum engines, and steam engines. But we can safely

say that the question has to-day narrowed itself down as

between the cable and the various electric systems for sur

face work, and between electricity and steam for elevated

and underground work.——Fran.(’ S/vague.

THE waste forces of nature are within our reach. The

waterfalls of \/Vales may be utilised in London; the torrents

of the Highlands may work the tramways of Edinburgh ;

the wasted horse power of Niagara may light up New York.

— I/Villiam flenrii Preece.
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SPARKS FROM THE DYNAMO.

 

AN APT PUPIL.

A young electrical engineer down town has been trying lately to

interest his best girl in his favorite science. The young lady under

his tutorship has made very rapid progress. The other night she

surprised him by asking : “ Do you know, Alphonso, why you are

like an electro-magnet ?” " Because I am so attractive, I sup

pose,” Alphonso replied. “Yes,” she admitted, with some hesita

tion, “ but especiall because you are most attractive when the

circuit is closed.” e immediately closed the circuit.

WORSE THAN PARIS GREEN.

Sergeant—-What's the charge ?

Of’ficer—Attempted suicide;

Sergeant—Did you catch him jumping over-board?

Ofiicer—No. Sitting on a New York subway manhole.——.'\’. Y.

Epoch.

A NEW MOTIVE POWER.

“Say, john,” queried a count woman the other day, as she

stood upon the steps of the postoffice, and watched the electric cars

come trundling down the track ; “ How do they ever run that big

car with that little wheel on that string?"

“ Don't know,” responded her wedded spouse, looking help

lessly at the trolley wheel above. “Guess they give her a start

and she just goes.”

“Oh, that's it,” placidly responded his wife. “I thought it was

almighty queer to run that great car with that little bit of a wheel."

—Mirmeapolis Tribune.

THE ELE_CTRIC LIGHT IN OUR HOMES.

Says she: "I don’tlil:e the electric light in a house." “ Why?”

says he. “ Because it can be turned on so unexpectedly-by papa,

for instance.” “Oh, well, let's go out on the verandah. The

moon won't play us any tricks."-15/z'rtn'cal Planl.

LITERARY.

‘THE ALTERNATE CURRENT TRANSFORMER ll\' THEORY AND

PRACTICE. Vol. 1. The Induction of Electric Currents. By

]. A. Fleming, M. A., D. Sc. London : “ T/ie Electrician”

Prinling and Publir/ting C0., Ltd.

The alternating current has been cited as a good case in point by

those who maintain that, in electricity practice leads rather than fol

lows theory, by a period ofa year or two on the average. It is un

doubtedly true that there was no greater or more " long-felt " want

in any other branch ofthe literature of our science than in that of the

alternating current. The knowledge of facts and principles relat

ing to the alternating current possessed by electricians as a rule

has had to be derived from different sources at the cost of consid

erable trouble. Indeed, beyond the papers of practical men like

Gisbert Kapp, VV. M. Mordey, Elihu Thomson, who dwelt upon

theory only incidentally, as it were, and to an extent just sufficient

for their immediate, practical, purposes, there were but little, if

anything, that could be ofassistance or benefit to the student or gen

eral reader. We occasionally hear, it is true, ofsome learned disser

tation in which the whole ground is said to have been “gone_

over" and “ laid out" mathematically, by the author. But some

how it is mostly after the ground has been gone over again and

laid out anew in a more clear and intelligible manner that the au

thor, or some friend of his, discovers how exhaustively he really

had gone into the matter. At all events, the work of Dr. Fleming

is really the first serious attempt yet made to bring together s s

tematically into a connected analytical whole, the principles, p e

nomena and facts relating to alternating currents, and to evolve

there f om the aggregation a sort of comprehensive treatise on

the subject. Granting the want of a didactic work on the alterna

ting current to answer a purpose analogous to, say, Thompson’s

Dynamo Electric Machinery, the task of preparing such a work

could scarcely have been entrusted to more skillful hands. Those

who have read his “Lectures to Artisans” are well aware that

Dr. Fleming possesses the valuable faculty of knowing how to im

part knowledge, which is such an essential requirement of success

ful authorship. The work is. in substance, based on some articles

ublished in the London lflerlrician by the author, which have

een rewritten and enlarged. Some articles published in the same

journal by Mr. De Tunzelinann on Hertz’s interesting researches

on elect-ical oscillations are also incorporated in the work.

The author's plan of treatment is based, as might be expected,

upon the assumption (at present in great vogue), that the curve of

sines is a correct representation of the variations of electromotive

force and current, with respect to time, in an alternating current

circuit. This mode of approaching the subject is a convention

that is in special favor among mathematicians just now, possibly

because it is the easiest path they have yet found to the inner mys

teries of the alternating current. The fact cannot be disguised

however, that this “path” is not trodden by all with equal faith

and confidence, but is on the contrary mistrusted by some as not

being altogether “safe”, to follow. The fact appears to be that

in the abstract, and under certain, ideal, elemental conditions,

the sine function applies rigorously, and its assumption involves

no inconsistency of principles or discrepancy in facts. But, unfor

tunately, the transition from these conditions to those which are

necessary and indispensible concomitants of practice, introduces

factors of disturbance which material] derange to say the least.

the deductions made under ideal con itions. The principal and

most responsible cause of disturbance is the nature of the ma

terial conducting the lines of magnetic force. 50 long as we use

a material or medium of constant permeability like air there is no

great difficulty. But the moment we introduce a substance like

iron whose conductivity for lines of magnetic force varies with the

magnetising force, the theory becomes somewhat unmanageable,

and to a corresponding extent, unreliable. It cannot be denied,

however, that as a working hypothesis the curve of sines has great

merits and advantages in so far as it simplifies the analysis and

generalisation of the principles and phenomena Of alternating cur

rents.

The non-mathematical reader may be at first glance unfavorably

impressed by the, to him, appareiiily “forbidding aspect" of the

work. We are pleased to say, however, that he will find appear

ances, for the most part, deceitful in this case. Dr. Flemingis

evidently a mathematician of ability ; but he has had the rare good

taste to forbear from parading his skill with ostentation and to re

member that the true function of mathematics is to elucidate and

not to mystify. The very nature of the alternating current, involv

ing so many variable quantities and their ratios, is such that it can

only be analyzed by the higher mathematics. Considering the

character and scope of the work, however, it is not, mathematic

ally speaking, hard reading, but in fact, rather the opposite. With

the true instinct of a good teacher, Dr. Fleming has selected the

easiest methods of demonstration admissible in almost every in

stance; and in numerous laces he facilitates the reader’s work

still farther by either eluci ating the mathematical methods them

selves or else by referring to other works which may be ofassistance.

To cite only one example, the explanation on page 87 of the meth

od of calculating the mean value of the ordinate of the sine curve

is a very neat and intelligent exposition of the principles of int raf

tion. It is precisely by such means that authors can make t eir

works useful to the reatest number, and it is to be sincerely hoped

that many others wi I follow the good example. Seeing what suc

cess Dr. Fleming has achieved in this book in the direction of

making mathematical reasoning more intelligible and accessible to

a large body of readers, we think it would be an excellent thing if

he were to turn his attention to other branches of the science

where mathematics have hitherto served to obscure instead of

illuminate.

This book has'many points of excellence and but few faults.

Our objections to the ground work or foundation on which the

work has been built up have been just noted at length. Many of

the faults which may be found with the book are a necessary con

sequence of the theoretical methods pursued. Thus the formulae

given in section 13 of chapter IV (Mutual and Self Induction)

might at first be supposed rigorously accurate. It is easily appar

ent, however, that they cannot be more than approximations, be

cause they neglect the effects of hysteresis or losses taking place

by parasite actions and reactions in the transformer core.

At one place the author says that the angle of lag between elec

tromotive force and current in the primary circuit can be “most

easily determined," and promises to indicate further in what man

ner. The only formula given, however, for this very important

factor of the power applied in the transformer primary, is deduced

by making ‘an assumption, viz, that this angle‘ is the complement

of another phaseangle, that of magnetisation. The author asserts

that this is nearly true; but the formula assumes that it is strictly

true. This angle of lag of current behind E. M. F.,which itis

now usual to designate by the symbal 0, is moreover confounded

by the author in different parts of the book with another, usually

indicated by '1, which is the angle of phase difference between pn

mary and secondary currents. This confusion is a serious matter

in a work which like the present one, assumes to use uniform

nomenclatures throughout, because it is apt to mislead the reader

into false ideas.

In our opinion the volume could have been lightened somewhat

with ut losing in practical value, by omitting the detailed and

somewhat tedious, accounts ofthe experiments of Faraday, Henry,

Hughes, etc., and substituting in place a historical résumé, pat
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temed after those given in Prof. Silvanus P. Thomson’s Dynamo

Electric Machinery. This would answer every purpose and make

the volume more handy of reference.

_ The second volume which is to supplement the present one, is

in course of preparation, and will deal more particularly with the

practical side of the transformer problem, and will embrace such

topics as tie Design, Construction, Applications, etc., including

the Testing of Transformers. Its publication will undoubtedly be

awaited with considerable interest and anxiety.

PRACTICAL Norns I-‘OR ELECTRICAL STUDENTS: Vol. 1. Laws,

Units, and Simple Measuring Instruments. By A. E. Ken

nelly and H. I). Wilkinson, M. I.‘ E. E. London, “ The Elec

trician” Printing and lfizblishing Company, Limited. 1890.

In November, 1887, Mr. A. E. Kennelly began in the columns of

our London contemporary, The Electrician, a series of articles

under the general title of “Letters for Learners and Unprofes

sional Readers." Owing to the fact that Mr. Kennelly, soon after

that date, was appointed to an important position in Mr. Edison’s

laboratory, he was compelled to relinquish the task of writing the

articles, which was, at the editor's request, taken up by Mr. H. D.

Wilkinson, who carried them on with the result that the book

before us has been made up from them, which we may frankl say

at the outset is a very valuable resume of the basic princip es of

electrical science and practice as at present understood. Mr.

Vllilkinson started out with the expressed intention of avoiding the

use of all mathematical expressions, and endeavored to put into

words anything expressing a relation between quantities. As his

work advanced, however, he found it impossible to adhere to this

rule without much repetition and repeated explanations. The

mathematical symbols and equations being so concise and so ex

pressive, and occupying so little space, persisted in getting in, and

finally the author was compelled to admit them. But he has, as

far as possible, made use only of simple equations and the three

simple functions of angles.

Mr. Wilkinson divides his work into nine chapters of unequal

length, the last chapter being in itself more than half of the entire

book. In the first chapter—which is professedly introductory

the author treats of the earliest ideas of electricity, its production,

electro-motive force, potential current and polarization. The next

chapter is devoted to batteiies, and the various kinds of cells in

use, and the third chapter treats of Electro~motive Force and Po

tential. In chapter fourth the resistance of various substances is

treated, and the fifth and sixth chapters are devoted to Currents

and Current Indicators. Simple tests with Indicators, and the

Calibrating of Current Indicators furnish material for two chapters,

and then comes the last and longest chapter, which is devoted to

Magnetic Fields and their measurements. This chapter is sub

divided into Permanent Magnetic Fields, Electromagnetic Fields,

and Magnetic Fields, Coils and Solenoids, and the book concludes

with a table of natural tang-nts

The style is generally easy and clear, the explanations are

simple and concise, and the book is admirably adapted forits pur

pose—to give students an introduction to the modern applications

of electricity in the various fonns in which it is used.

Our esteemed French contemporary, L'Elerlrirz'en, of Par’s,

starts the New Year in an enlarged and improved form. The

number of pages is increased, while the size remains the same.

No change is made in the yearly subscription, nor in the price of

the weekly issues. In the enlarged issue it will be possible to

print a single article of from sixteen to twenty pages without sacri

ficing or curtailing any of the variety indispensable to a weekly

journal. -

With the close of last year William Clowes & Sons, limited, of

London, ceased to be the publishers of our fortnightly London

contemporary, T/ze Telephone.

The Chronology of the Principal Electrical Events in the year

1889, printed in Modern Liglzt and Heat of January 9, is particu

larly valuable and worthy of preservation. A similar foreign sunt

mary appeared in our London contemporary, The Electrician, of

January 3.

Germany has a paper called the Eleklrotec/znisclze Zeilsr/zrzft

(‘enlralblatlfuer Eleklrolerlrnik.

The preliminary stage of electric tramways is to-day quite gone

by. \Vhile three years ago such an application of electricity was

regarded very dubiously, all doubt is now displaced by the certainty

that the electric road is a success and has come to stay.—Dr. Louis

Bell.

CORRESPONDENCE.

ELECTRIC HAULAGE IN SCRANTON. PA.

SCRANTON, PA., January 15, 1890.

Editors ELECTRIC Powsa.

The. Electrical Haulage plant, at Erie Mme, Hillside Coal and

Iron Company, which I had the pleasure to construct, has been in

constant operation over three months (except Christmas week,

during which the miners did not work), and we have not had a

break of any kind or laid out a cent. for repairs. The locomotive

has been under ground ever since it was started, and besides

standing idle Christmas week, has not shown a ground of any sort.

During-all this time we handled 30 loaded mine cars, weighing

65.000 lbs. each with load, every day, and can sto the train at a

speed of six miles per hour inside a distance 0 30 feet, which

makes it very safe to run in any of the headings.

HoRAcr~: B. WYMAN,

Construction Engineer for T. H. Motor Co.

LOWELL AND DRACUT STREET RAILWAY COMPANY.

LowF.u., MAss., January 6, 1890.

Editors ELECTRIC POWER.

This company is operating in excess of five mi'es by electricity

since August 1, 1889. We use the Bentley-Knight motors and

overhead single trolley system.

Equipment : 12 open and 4 box cars, each operated by a single

20 horse-power motor.

Everythin in connection with the foregoing has been remark

ably success ul since the opening, and arrangements are making to

increase the equipment for the opening of the summer season.

In addition to the foregoing this company (also the Lowell Horse

R. R. Co.) has received a franchise to build additional single trolley

lines. The petitions were granted after seven hearings were held

by the aldermen, and different systems were investigated by them.

The New England Telephone and Telegraph Company were re

monstrants. '

P. F. SULLIVAN, Secretary.

OBITUARY.

DEATH OF AUSTIN G.‘ DAV. /

Austin Goodyear Day, inventor and manufacturer of the well

known “ Kerite" insulation, died at Poland Spring, Maine, De

cember 28, 1889. Mr. Day was born in Springfield, Massachusetts,

and was a relative of Charles Goodyear, the first manufacturer of

india rubber goods. Mr. Day entered the employ of Mr. Good

year when about sixteen years of age, and is said to have been the

inventor of what is known as hard rubber. In a contest for patent

supremacy, however, Mr. Goodyear was sucnessful, and Mr. Day

subsequently turned his attention to the insulation of electric con

ductors. With this end in view, he carried on extensive experi

ments for about a year at Boston under adverse circumstances. In

this work he was assisted by Mr. A. G. De Wolfe, who subse

quently became the superintendent of his factory at Seymour,

Conn. Mr. De Wolfe has continued in his employ, and being not

only an ingenious mechanic, but thorougly versed in the chemistry

of the india rubber industry, and a bosom friend of Mr. Day, their’

harmonious labors resulted in the successful establishment of a

profitable business. Some of the first insulated wire produced

was used in the construction of the pioneer lines of the Gold and

Stock Telegraph Company in this city. Continued application to

a growing business finally admonished Mr. Day that he should

seek relief from the burden, which became the more pressing by

reason of a serious attack of typhoid fever that seriously impaired

his general health. He subsequently assigned to Clark B. Hotch

kiss the entire management of his business. Mr. Hotrhkiss proved

a faithful steward, and labored earnestly in seeking out new mark

Fats and placing the affairs of his principal upon a most satisfactory

oottn . .Sindle the practical retirement of Mr. Hotchkiss in 1887, by

reason of ill health. Mr. Edward B. McClees has acted as the gen

eral agent of Mr. Day, who has not been actively known to the

electrical fraternity of to-day by reason of several years absence_

abroad. He has, however, continued an active counsellor in the

management of his interests. -

Mr. Day has been consistently loyal to his early friends, among

whom were his employees. His kindness of heart, his extreme

modesty, his earnest love of the works of nature, his devotion to

family, home, county and friends, all serve as indications of the

nobleness of his character. Although not reaching the full measure

of years allotted to man in his prime, he had made good use of his

time, and his later years have been passed quietly in travel and

recreation.
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Mr. Day was a member of the American Chemical Society, the

American Society for the Advancement of Science, and of the

New England Society. Mrs. Day, who survives her husband, is a

sister of Mr. W. R. Brixey, the present efficient superintendent of

the factory at Seymour, Conn-.

AMZI SMITH DOD!)

Amzi S. Dodd, the pioneer of the baggage express business in

this city, died at the home of his daughter, Mrs. Joseph Kavanagh,

at No. 234 West One hundred and twenty-first street, on Jan. 10.

Mr. Dodd came here from Long Branch, where he lived during the

summer, early in the fall. He had always enjoyed good health up

to the time of his present illness, which dated about a month back,

and developed into brain fever.

Amzi Smith Dodd was fifty-eight years old, and was born in New

Jersey, but passed most of his earlier years in the neighborhood of

Rochester He taught school for a time, and came to New York

nearly forty years ago. He was a clerk in a bank for two years.

He then started the express business which has made his name so

well known to the traveling public. He contracted from time to

time until he served most of the railroad and steamboat lines en

tering New York. He was for some time in partnership with R.

E. Westcott, who now conducts an express business of his own.

In 1872 the corporation now known as “The New York Transfer

Company (l)odd's Express)" was formed, and bought the business

previously known as “Dodd’s Express." Mr. Dodd was made a

director and general manager of the company, and retained these

places until his death.

Mr. Dodd was also the treasurer of the Metropolitan Telephone

and Telegraph Company, having been one of the founders of the

company, which at first controlled all the telephone lines within

thirty-three miles of New York. He was also a director in the

Consolidated Telegraph and Electrical Subway Company. His

express business grew, in a little over thirty years, from two wagons

to 500. Now it is said to be the larglest baggage express business

in the world. He has also carried t e United States mails most of

the time for thirty years, and he started the first all-rail express

system between New York and Philadelphia. He was not always

fortunate in his outside investments, however, and it is said he lost

$250,000 in the Knickerbocker Hotel, at Fifty-ninth street and Fifth

avenue. He, however, left a comfortable fortune to his family,

which consists of a widow, and one son and one daughter, both of

whom are married.

CHARLES MCINTIRE.

Charles Mclntire, of 97 Clinton avenue, Newark, N. J., died at

his home on Friday, January Ioth, of neumonia. For many years

he was senior partner in the manu acturing jewelry firm of Mc

Intire, Bedell & Co., and during the last few years he and his son,

Charles H. Mclntire, had been engaged in the manufacture of a

patent connector for electric wires. Recently the firm leased the

first floor of the old Baldwin 8: Sexton jewelry factory in Franklin

street, Newark. Mr. Mclntire was well-known and highly re

spected in business circles in Newark and New York, and was an

associate member of the American Institute of Electrical Engi

neers. He was in his fifty-ninth year, and leaves one son.

GROWTH OF THE WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC

COMPANY. .

The record of the growth and progress of The Westinghouse

Electric Company during the year 1889, was perhaps the most

phenomenal in the history of the electric business in this country.

At the commencement of the year 1889, the company occupied

one building on Garrison alley, Pittsburg, and employed seven

hundred men in its various departments, VIZ : machine shop, lamp

department, detail department and converter room. Arc lamps

the company did not make at all then, and its system of alternating

incandescent current was then adopted by i 3: central station plants

throughout the country.

However, soon a very vigorous increase in all the departments

had to be made on account of the enormous demand made upon

its capacity by the public. First of all the lamp factory had to be

removed to New York to give room to the Waterhouse arc light

plant, which had been purchased by the company, and which was

then removed from Hartford, Conn., to Pittsburg. Still the room

was too cramped and the company erected a new six story build

ing adjoining the old shops. In the meantime, the Shallenberger

alternating current meter had been brought out, and the demand

for that appliance soon received such an impetus that the company

had to establish a separate department and employ three hundred

men exclusively on the manufacture of this meter.

A complete pottery was also added to the works for the manu

facture of switches, cut-outs and other safety devices. The labora

tory was fitted up with all the necessaries which make a place of

that kind perfect, and the \"\/estinghouse laboratory is now consid

ered by those who have visited it the finest and most complete in

the country.

The machine shop has been repeatedly enlarged to meet the in

creased demand for Westinghouse electric apparatus. Several

new engines were put into the building and a new battery of boilers

consisting of two Babcock & Wilcox boilers, 500 h. p. each.

VI/ith all these improvements, the company has more than dupli

cated its former capacity. To-day there are about fourteen hun

dred men employed by the company, the number of central stations

is two hundred and sixty-six, and the total capacity ofincandescent

lamps operated by the Westinghouse alternating current system

amounts to nearly five hundred thousand.

AMALGAMATION OF THE EDISON AND SPRAGUE

COMPANIES.

The following is an extract from the first report of the Edison

General Electric Company which was presented at the annual

meeting in this city January 20th: “The United Edison Manu

facturing Company has been reorganized, and is now WOl'kIDg with a

capital of $i,ooo,ooo, of which $500,000 has been paid up. The

Canadian, Edison Manufacturing Company has charge of the Edison

manufacturing business, except the making of lamps, in Canada.

Its shop is at Sherbrooke, near Quebec, and 175 men are at present

employed. The Sprague Electric Railway and Motor Company

has at present in use 3,000 of its motors, of all classes, applied to no

less than I50 difierent industries, and varying from %' to 75 horse

power each. The number of street railway cars equipped with

electric motors during the last year by the company was 551. It

was first decided to acquire only a partial interest in the capital

stock of this company by the purchase of the entire issue of its

preferred stock ($400,000) for cash at par, with a bonus 0f$r2o,ooo.

in its common stock. Since that time the _Board of Trustees have

resolved to offer to the holders of the outstanding common stock of

the Sprague Company ($880,000 out of a total of $i,ooo,ooo) to.

exchange their holdings for an equal amount of Edison Eleciric

Light Company's stock, 66% per cent. in dividend stock, 33},

per cent. in trust certificates, and $864,800 out of the $88-.:,ooo out

standing. The stockholders have accepted the proposition, and

the exchange of stock will soon be made."

WESTINGHOUSE SECURES A CONTROLLING INTEREST

' IN THE NEW YORK SUBWAYS.

One of the most important electrical deals ever efiected in New

York city was consummated last month, by which the controlling

interest in the Consolidated Telegraph and Electric Subway Com

pany passes from the telephone to the electric light interests. The

Edison conductors have never been placed in the conduits of that

company and consequently no monopoly is established in incan

descent i hting. It appears probable, however, that the arc

lighting 0 the city, and a large proportion of the incandescent

lighting will be practically in the control of the Westinghouse Com

pany. Existing conditions in the city are such that such a move

was most probable, and it will undoubtedly prove to be for the

best interests of general electrical distribution.

ECHOES FROM THE ELECTRICAL SOCIETIES.

A meeting of telegraph operators and electricians was held in

Kansas City the last week in December, and the preliminary steps

taken toward the formation of an electrical society. General

manager W. W. Smith of the Missouri and Kansas Telephone

Company was chosen president, and the other officers elected

were: H. C. Sprague, first vice-president; G. W. Bronson

second vice-president; A. W. Barron, secretary; and F. K. Holtz

inger, treasurer. Committees on by-laws and constitution were

appointed. The society will start out with at least [00 members.

 

The electrical fraternity of Milwaukee has organized the VVis

consin Electric Club, with about fifty charter members. The plan

of organization is similar to that adopted by tne New York and

Chicago clubs and the prospects are good for a prosperous and

useful future. The following officers were elected for the ensuing

year: President, Prof. A. J. Rogers; vice-presidents, J. D. Mc

Leod, W. S. ohrison, E. C. Wall; secretary, H. P. Andrae;

treasurer, W. . Hyde; board of managers, F. E. Parker, 5. G.

Coleman, E. Richardson, R. H. Pierce, A. J. Shaw.

 

At the meetingof the Chicago Electric Club on Monday evening,

January 6th, Dr. Louis Bell addressed the club on the “Theory

of Compounding for Constant Potential." The club voted to

entertain at a lunch the dele ates to the National Electric Light

Clonvention at Kansas City, i their train remained long enough in

t e city.
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In a paper read before the Chicago Electric Club on “The Use

of High Tension Currents in Electric Lighting,” B. E. Sunny

referred to the classification of the circuits made by Mr. Edison into

safe and dangerous, and showed that if this classification were

carried out it would mean tne abandonment of about 300,000 are

lights and about 400 central stations furnishing nearly 2,500,000

incandescent lights by the alternating system. Of these he claimed

that only two per cent. were in New York, and it was unjust to

saddle upon the entire coiuitry the burden due to errors made in

New York City.

There was_a large attendance of members and guests of the New

York Electric Club on january 16th, at its club-house, No. 17

East Twenty-second street, to hear Professor Charles R. Cross,

of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, deliver an address

on “The Acoustic Principles Underlying the Art of Telephony."

The lecture was accompanied by a number of experiments with

apparatus brought from the Institute of Technology In the dis

cussion which followed Professor George Forbes, of London, Prof.

Le Conte Stevens, of Parker Institute, Brooklyn, W. D. Sargent,

john j. Carty, j. D. Lockwood, A. V. Garratt and others took

part. It was announced that the next address before the club

will be by G. _P. Lowry, on “Patent Laws, and What Consti

tutes an Invention.” '

The following named gentlemen have been elected to Associate

membership in the American Institute ofElectrical Engineers since

the publication of the revised catalogue, November 1, i889 :

At _Council meeting, November 12, I889.—Wm. C. Benbow,

§}€CII’lC3l expert, Thomson-Houston Electric Company, Boston,

ass.

Geo. P. Wardell, United States Electric Lightning Company,

19 Cedar street, Newark, N. j.

I. E. Winslow, railway expert, Thomson-Houston Electric Com

pany, New York. .

Sidney Z. Mitchell, electrical expert, N. W. Electrical Supply

and Construction Company, Seattle, Washington.

F. H. Smith, civil engineer, 227 E. German street, Baltimore, Md.

Franze Schulze-Berge, assistant, Edison Laboratory, Orange, N. j.

I Frzl1)1ik(l:and jannus, solicitor of patents, 928 F street, Washing

on, . .

Hammond V. Hayes, electrician, American Bell Telephone

Company, Boston, Mass.

Francis G. Daniell, railway expert, Thomson-Houston Electric

Company, 403 Sibley street, St. Paul, Minn.

H. F. Parsell, r., student, Stevens‘ Institute, 31 East Twenty

first street, New ork.

Henry G. Fiske, electrician, Croton Magnetic Iron Mines,

Brewster’s, N. Y.

Charles W. W. Spicer, Edison Phonograph Works, Orange, N. _l.

Charles Gorton, electrical engineer, Clark Bros., Belmont, N. Y.

john j. Moore, Thomson-Houston Electric Company, 425 East

Twenty-fourth street, New York. '

December 3, 1889.—Huntiiigton Lee, representative, F. H.

\Vhipple, 18 Cortland street, New York City.

Captain S. W. Roessler, corps of engineers, U. S. A., Willet’s

Point, Whitestone, N. Y.

E. V. Bailliard, electrical inspector, Electrical Accumulator Com

pany, 44 Broadway, New York.

Chas. ]. Bogue, electrical expert, New American Arc Light

Company, 256 W. 40th street, New York City.

january 7, 189o.—Alfred A. Dion, electrician, Intercolonial Rail

way, Moncton, N. B.

john E. Davies, professor of physics, University of Wisconsin,

Madison, Wis.

Gilbert Wilkes, U. S. N., assistant toinspector ofelectric lighting,

Navy Department, \Vashington, D. C.

Yjulitus B. Entz, electrical engineer, 1065 Madison avenue, New

'or .

Geo. W. Moss, station manager, C. & S. A. Company, 'I‘ehuan

tepec, Mexico.

H. Doijer, assistant of physics, Polytechifcal School, Delft,

Holland.

Wm. j. Hancock, superintendent of telephone, Department of

Public Works, Perth, Western Australia.

Harris Henry Eley, Western Counties and South Wales Telephone

Company, Bristol, England.

\Vill F. \\/hite, secretary and treasurer, Western Engineering

Company, Kearney, Neb.

Donald M. Bliss, electrician, Canada Electric Company, Am

herst, N. S.

Alexander S. Bro\vn, general manager, Morristown Electric

Light, Heat and Power Company, Morristown, N. j.

The following associate members have been transferred to full

membershi , upon approval of the Board of Examiners: Dr.

Chas. B. udley, Altoona, Pa.; j. T. Marshall, Harrison, N.].;

Leigh Carroll, Birmingham, Ala,

 

The forty-second meeting of the American Institute of Electrical

Engineers was held in New York on Tuesday evening, January 21,

at which Professor W. A. Anthony, of Manchester, Connecticut,

read an interesting paper on “ A Review of the Modern Theories

of Electricity.”

FOREIGN NOTES OF ALL SORTS.

The new Compania Madilena de Electricidad has just been con

stituted at Madrid. The capital of the company amounts to

3,000,000 pesetas.

A ublic meeting was held at the Manor House, Tuxbury Park,

Lon on, on December 19th, at which the steam tram-cars along the

Seven Sisters‘ road were voted a nuisance, and a resolution was

adopted advocating the change to electricity as a motive power.

The Edison Electrical Company, of Nueliausen, has been granted

the monopoly forthe manufacture of aluminum in Germany, and

is about to Start work in Westphalia, where it is intended to manu

facture aluminum bronze and similar alloys.

A very large electric motor plant is located at Valparaiso, Chili.

The plant will be centrally located to supply the manufacturers of

the city. The plant cost $125,000, and has a total capacity of 500

horse-power.

The Thomson European electric welding patents are said to

have been sold to the City of London Contract Corporation. The

same company has made other large purchases in this country,

including the St. Lewis breweries.

The latest application of the electric light should prove of much

advantage during foggy weather in London, England. A small

but owerful incandescent lamp and reflector is to be placed on

the orehead of the horse, connected by insulated wires laid along

the harness, with a battery placed in the vehicle.

Electricity is being adopted to a very large extent in Sweden. In

Christiana the question of an electric traniway_is being discussed.

A committee appointed to inspect the electric roads of various

- countries has reported that electric tramways are both the safest

and the cheapest, and the result is that extensive schemes for elec

trical tramway installations are being developed.

It is noted in Berlin that Mr. Weems, of Baltimore, has repro

duced Dr. \Nemer Siemens's idea of loii ago of an electric letter

post. Dr. Siemens proposed that this orm of transit of letters

should replace the pneumatic tube system now in use in Berlin and

Paris, the letters being conveyed on small electrical cars through a

tube at a very high rate of speed.

In Berlin the four greatest dynamos in the world are being con

structed at Siemen’s & Halske’s works at Charlottenburg, which

are intended for the two great central stations in Berlin. Each station

is to have two of them. They are of 1,000 horse-power each, and

are capable of feeding 1o,ooo glow lamps. It is claimed that such

powerful dynamos have not been constructed, even in America.

~ A very useful electrical iiivenlion, tending to lessen the possibil

ity of accidents in factories, is now being extensively adopted in

Leeds, England. The breaking of a small pane of glass. which is

adjusted against the wall of every room in the mill, will at once

stop the engine, an electrical current being established between

the room and the engineer's room, connecting with the _engine’s

throttle valve, shutting off the steam in an instant._ By this means

the engine was stopped at the mill in New\~‘Vortly in a few seconds

when a girl had gotten her clothes entangled in an upright shaft

and she was not hurt.

The electric light has found a curious use in Russia, vi_z., for

illuminating saintly images in cathedrals. Thus a magnificent

figure of the Madonna, just placed in the A_lexander'Newsky

Monastery, loaded with precious metals and ie_ms of immense

value, stands glitteringly in the focus of an electric beam, which is

also the case with the “Kasaii” Madonna in St. Petersburg. From

near and afar thousands make pilgrimages to these shrines. It has

been decided to so illuminate the ancient monastery of St. Ursula

at Olmutz, the first instance on record of its use exclusively in a

monastery.

The women of the Russian telegraph service are raising a great

outcry in the press against the hardship_o' the law in force in

Russia that they may only marry telegraphists, and that, too, only

those who are engaged at the same station, the official idea being

that they thereby, in case of need, would be able to take the place
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of their husbands. A young Russian woman writes to a Novgorod

per : “ I have therefore, ifl do not choose to forfeit my situation,

first to fall in love with an electrical swain, then to manage that he

falls in love with me : next to arrange that he is transferred to my

station. This is a hard task foragirl who is riveted fourteen hours

every day to her apparatus and does not wish to loose her pittance

of 720 roubles a year.” -

For the last three months the Chevrant Paper Mills Domatene

(Isere), France, have possessed an electric power installation

‘erected by M. Hillairet. The generator and receiver are over

three miles apart. The 300 horse-power generator is driven direct

by a turbine running at 240 revolutions. The water is conducted

to the turbine in an iron pipe half a mile long, the head of water

being equal to 230 feet. The receiverat the mills runs at 300 revo

lutions, and is capable of working up to 200 horse-power. The

line is run overhead, and consists of a bare copper wire of 50

square millimetres cross-section. The plant works day and night,

and is only stop ed twice within the 24hours, forzominutesatatime.

The average E. KI. F. ofthe generatoris 2,850 volts, and the average

current is 70 amperes. The electrical efiiciencv of the installation

is 83 er cent.; the commercial efficiency, which has been very

carefu ly determined, varies between 63 per cent. and 69 per cent.

Perhaps no more significant evidence of the onward march of

civilization could be afforded than the liglitin by electricity of the

palace of the Guikwar of Baroda, in India. an that, too, on ascale

of unstinting splendor. The interior is lit with 215 sixteen-candle

wer incandescent lights. The large hall is illuminated with two

arge twelve-light electroliers, made in bronze and lacquered work,

while the li ht is softened and diffused by dioptric shades. Single

lights are a so pendent from the ends of the columns of the gallery.

In the numerous rooms are three and four light electroliers, made

in a variety of desi ns to suit the surroundings. In the bedrooms

the mirrors have een specially fitted with brackets, which will

admit of their being shifted from one room to another; and an

electric hand-lanip is also provided, which can be moved about at

pleasure. An important feature of the installation is the complete

arrangement of switches and safety fuses ; thus the overheating of

wires and consequent danger from fire are rendered impossible.

Among the electrical exhibits that have attracted special atten

tion at the Paris exposition is a windlass which is used by the

Northern Railway Company of France in its freight depot and

storeage warehouses at La Chapelle. About nine years ago this

company found that it was more economical to operate the wind

lasses for raising goods from story to story by means ,of hydraulic

engines than by horses, and later on they substituted hydraulic

engines also for hauling the cars and turning them on the turn

tables. The maintenance of hydraulic en ines requires consider

able attention, and hence. when the e ectrical transmission of

power became an accomplished fact, steps were soon taken to

apply electricity for this purpose. The economy of time and

motive-power effected ‘by this application is remarkable. During a

period of eleven hours work the windlass most used in the large

depot at La Chapelle hardly works more than one hour and forty

minutes or two hours at the maximum, so that it is in use only 16

per cent. of the whole time.

ELECT-RICV Moron FIELD.

THE ECKINGTON AND SOLDIER'S HOME RAILWAY. I

When ELECTRIC Powiza first visited the Eckington road, about

a year ago, it had a power plant of one 80 horse-power Arming

ton 8; Sims engine and one So horse-power Thomson-Houston

dynamo. Outside, it had abouta mile and a half of track, and,

we believe, four motor cars and four tenders. At present the road

has more than three miles of track, and at least double the number

of cars and twice the power lant it had a ear ago. The exten

sion to the track includes a mi e and a half 0 road to the gate of the

Catholic University, and something like three-quarters of a mile of

branch road to the Glenwood Cemetery. The whole system is in

successful operation, and has never suffered any serious accidents

since its opening. The controlling company is now enlarging the

power house, and expects to double the capacity of its plant once

more within three months.

In addition to the increase in the power plant proper there has

been added a 500 light Thomson-Houston self-exciting dynamo,

with the proper engine power for operating it. This, again, is to

he supplanted by a 750 light Thomson-Houston compound alter

nating dynamo, as the present machine is found not to have

capacity enough to supply the increasing demands of the service.

The lighting system, which is operated from this dynamo, is ex

ceedingly pretty, and might serve as a model for street and domes

tic lighting systems everywhere. The system is an alternating

current transformer system. A large number of the transformer

lights are located at the Catholic University, which is wired for

about 700 lamps, and which actually uses somethin like two or

three hundred. Between the power house and the niversity are

a mile and a half of posts arranged 125 feet apart, and each sup

portiii a twenty-five candle power lamp. These lamps are ar

range in series on the main or direct circuit of the dynamo, and

fumish a brilliant street illumination. At the University the circuit

is passed in multiple throu h a number of transformers, one for

each floor of the University Building. The lamps in the building

are, of course, connected up in the secoiidary circuits of the differ- '

ent transformers. In the same way quite a number of houses in

the neighborhood of the power house are supplied by the'trans

former system.

This department is in charge of one of the bright young men of

the Thomson-Hoiiston Company, Mr. Mark Lowd, who has had

control of it from the start. Mr. Lowd has accomplished a mar

vellous amount of work since he took charge at Eckington, and is

an efficient helper to Mr. Truesdell, whose efforts to build up this

particular suburb of \Vashiiigton have been scarcely less than

lierculean.

That they have been successful is evidenced by the fact that the

value of property has constantly increased since the Electric road

was established. The most enthusiastic supporters of electricity as a

motive power we have yet found are the inhabitants of Eckington,

to whom the Electric road has brought increased values and bet

tered prospects. It was through the courtesy of one of these en

thusiasts, Mr. W. S. Chase, and of Mr. Lowd, that Eu-:c'rRic

POWER is enabled to make its present report.

NOVEL ELECTRIC STAIR CLIMBER.

The employment of elevators in_ public buildings is now so well

recognized as an absolute necessity to the very existence of such

buildings that their installation is considered a matter of course.

But the large number of elevators in office buildings has made

people accustomed to their use, and the wish has often been ex

pressed that some arrangement might be devised by which elevators

might be installed in private houses. Thus far, however, the

obstacles which have stood in the way of successful accomplish

ment of this- scheme have been many. A rather neat solution,

therefore, of this problem, says the lilac/ri'¢'al World, is the arange

ment which was exhibited in Paris in the machinery hall.

The stair climber consists of three parts. The first ofthese is

the guide, which consists of two parallel flat iron rods supported

on the balustrade ; second, a movable platform, which ISSl1pp0I1€d

bv and guided by the rails ; and third, a motor. The motor is an

electric one which acts directly upon .a windlass, to which a chain

is attached which pulls u the platform upon which the person

stands. Each of these little elevators, from story to story, is

independent of the other, so that one person might be ascending

from one story to another while another is descending.

The motor can be made to turn backward or forward, or to stop

at will, by the person on the platform, by the simple movement of

a small switch connected to the motor by flexible conductors, and

by which tfie current is reversed in the armature without changing

the position of the brushes. The magnets are fed by a special

shunt, in which the current is always running in the same direction.

in this way the motor may be turned in either direction for rising

or descending. '

The design ofthis elevator is due to M. ]. Alain Amiot, and. with

the ready method of distribution of power afforded by the electric

current, ought to find many applications in private houses.

ELECTRIC MOTORS UNDERGROUND.

It is an open secret that several professional inventors are trying

to perfect a new street-car motor to combine the advantages of

cable and overhead electricity, and to do away with the ob_iectioiis

of both systems.

The idea is to construct a conduit somewhat similar to that used

for cables, butlarge enough to allow a small electric motor to run

on very narrow gauge tracks laid underground. Each motor will

be connected with a train of cars by means of a rigid coupling,

which will run in a slotjust as the grip of a cable-car does. To

make the invention a success, the engineer must be able to ride on

the surface car, and yet have perfect control over the motor running

underground.

The difficulties are by no means apalling in the light of recent

triumphs over apparent impossibilities, but the motor will have to

be very small, or the conduit would be too large to be practicable.

This is a revival of the scheme of the first patentee of the con

duit street motor system. His idea was to run a steam-locomotive

in a tunnel and have a rigid connection with the cars above. The

impossibility of constructing tunnels under the str< ets large

enough to admit locomotives killed the scheme before it was

well announced, but it is believed that electricity will remove all

the difi'iculties.—-SI. Louis G/obe-Demorral.
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A NEW OCEAN WAVE MOTOR

A caveat for improvement in ocean wave motors has been filed

by S. A. Leflinguell of Coronado Beach, Cal. The object of the

invention is to convert the forces of the waves of the ocean into a

motive power for driving machinery on shore ‘for electric lighting,

etc. This is accomplished by means ofa float placed in the open

sea. In the float are tubes extending to the depth of thirty or forty

feet below sea level, open at the bottom and closed at the top in

such a manner as to retain a pressure of air. At the top of each

tube is a valve opening to admit air in the tube and closing against

an outward current. There is also a valve opening into a pressure

reservoir through which air may pass out, corresponding to the

valve gear of an ordinary pump. By this arrangement air is

pumped into the reservoir with a pressure suitable for driving an

engine located on the float and connected with the dynamo con

verting the power into electricity. The electricity is transmitted by

CIECITIC cable, and used as a driving power, or otherwise, as may

be desired. Experiments were recently made on the bay,

with the most satisfactory results. The machine, however, is

intended for use in deep sea a mile from shore. Any amount of

power can be had, according to the size of the plant used. The

principle of the motor the inventor claims, is practical and

economical.

AN ELECTRIC FIRE ENGINE.

Present indications point to the adoption of the electric fire

engine in the near future. The combination of the electric motor

and the pump would supply a want that is constantly arising,-that

of a portable engine for mills, factories, etc. A small electric motor

attached to a suitable pump—such a combination as has been pro

duced by several of the motor companies—mounted upon a truck

that can b - easily moved to any part of the factory b ' two or three

men, quickly connected to the hydrant, ought to fin favor in the

manufacturing districts especially.

THE CHAPMAN MULTIPOLA MOTOR.

W. H. Chapman, the Portland electrician and inventor, has con

structed a dy.iamo and motor that can be run at a low speed. It

can be used either as a dynamo or as a motor. When tried recently

it ran at about 150 revolutions a minute.

The ordinary motor has to run at a high speed in order to

develop power, and if the speed is reduced it can exert no force.

In this the reduction of speed greatly increases the power. The

principle involved is that instead of having only two magnets as in

the ordinary machine, there are a large number of magnets arran

ged about the periphery of the armature. The name of the ma

chine is the multipola motor,. which itself explains itsconstrtiction.

In this 12 horse power motor, which, if used as a dynamo, would

furnish I00 lights of 16 candle power while running at 150 revolu

tions per minute, has 16 field magnet poles instead of the two

usually used, while the armature which is usually wound with wire

In one piece, is composed of a number of small coils placed

parallel to the shaft, each of these increasing the attracting and

repelling power of the machine while even in runnin heavy ma

chinery the current used would be so light that it wou d not endan

ger life if a shock was received.

In the improvements on the motor is an arrangement of the

brushes. also invented by Mr. Chapman, by which the poles of the

magnets can be changed, thusreversing the motion, making it a

convenient motor for cars. All these points are fully covered by

patents whichwill protect the inventor from all infringements.

Mr. Chapman has been at work on this invention sincelast spring

and now has it completed. For three months one of his low speed

dynamos has been running at Brunswick as a test, and it works

perfectly. A number of enterprising Boston men, hearing of this

invention, sought Mr. Chapman out, and have purchased his plant

and the patents, forming a stock company with a large capital,

under the name of the Giant Electric Motor Company.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS IN ENGLAND.

The E/ectririan of London, in its issue of january 3d, gives a

list of the Electric Railways and Tramways in the United King

dom. From this list it appears that there are now in operation

19% miles, 5 miles in progress and 39% Pl‘0_l6ClZ8(I. The systems

used are the Telpherage, Storage Battery, Dr. E. I-Iopkinson’s

Third-rail, I-Iolroyd-Smith's Conduit, Anderson—Munro, Series

Conduit, Siemens’ Third-rail, Mather and Plait, ulien Accu

mulator and jarman Accumulator. The longest roa in operation

is the Portrush, Giant's Causeway, which is eight miles in length.

The longest projected road is the Lanark and Hamilton, which is

- to be fifteen miles long.

A POINT OF SUPERIORITY OF‘ THE ELECTRIC CAR.

An accident in New York a few days ago when a cable car be

came unmanageable through the failure of a brake, brings to the

front again one of the chief points of superiority of the electric car,

namely, the possibility of an almost instant reversal. If the brake

of an electric car fails, the current can be reversed and the car

brought to a standstill or even started in an opposite direction,

quicker than by any other method used on street railways, and this

is unquestionably one of the strongest reasons why the electric car

is best suited to run at a high rate of speed in ordinary city or

suburban streets.—b’o.rl0n journal of Commerce.

 

THE THOMSON HOUSTON ELECTRIC RAILROADS.

Since September 15, i889, the Thonison-Houston Electric Com

pany has put in operation 236 electric motor cars, equipped 149.75

miles of track, and has put 14 roads in operation, showing a busi

ness of over double that of the same period in 1888-1889. The

West End Electric Railway Company has over 46 miles of track in

operation, over which the electrics are daily run. The West End

Railway Company has 96 motor cars in operation- Altogether the

Thomson-Houston Electric Company has 88 electric roads in oper

ation and process of construction.

ELECTRICERAILWAY WORK BY NEW YORK ENGINEERS

It is gratifying to learn that one of the enterprising New York

firms, Messrs. Woodbridge and Turner of 74 Cortland street are

securin their proportion of the electric railway work in various

parts 0 the country. Among the contracts successfull) executed

by these entlemen are the electric railways at Chattanooga, Tenn.,

and Marl oro, Mass. The electric railways at Troy, I\'. Y., and

Wilmington, Del., are also in their hands. The extensive electrical

experience gained by Messrs. Woodbridge and Turner while in

the Edison service is of material benefit to them in the rapidly

developing field of railway work.

ELECTRIC MOTOR NOTES.

A member of the Keystone Electrical Supply Company of Erie,

Pa., is the inventor of an improved electric motor.

A large electrical plant designed for furnishing electric power to

manu acturing concems at Binghamton, N. Y., will be erected in

the coming spring.

An electric motor in a conduit somewhat similar to that in which

the cable now runs, IS the promise of the near future for street rail

ways- '

Electric motors are attracting attention at St.]oseph, Mo., where

they are being introduced in large numbers. Man manufacturing

establishments are now operated solely by electricity, and a new

power company is contemplated.

In the Brooklyn n.ivy yard a drill, driven by electricity, is now

em loyed. The current is sent through carefully insulatcd wires,

and)the machine so worked can drill a three-fourth inch hole in a

three-fourth inch plate in less than a minute.

In the new shops of the Pennsylvania railroad at Altoona, Pa.,

nearly all the overhead traveling cranes are to be run by electricity,

each crane being 0 erated by an independent motor. The only

exception to this wi I be the cranes for the stationary riveters in the

boiler shop

A recent device for recording electric motor operations as a basis

for charge for service makes the magnetic state of the pole piece a

medium for the running or stopping of a registering clock move

ment which will record the hours upon a set of dials similar to those

of a gas metre.

Alfred Clarke, late superintendent, of the Atherton Machine

Company, Lowell, as an expert, is investigating the merits of the

Sorley battery made by the Anglo-American Storage Com any, of

.New York, preparatory to the tormation of a company 0 Boston

and Lowell capitalists to control the business in the New England

States.

R]. Baker, manager of the Chicago office of the Daft Electric

Company, has recently installed a 7 horse power motor in the

pr.riting ofiice of(1e0. E. Cole and Company, Cl-itago. Besides

running the printing ofiice the motor supplies power to run the

freight elevator. Notwithstanding the fact that Mr. Cole has a 40

horse power engine and a 50 horse power boiler in his basement,

he has found that he has ellected a saving of $20 per month by

using the motor.
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The electrical transmission of power is daily assuming more im

portance. The present outlook is one of great promise. The

use of electric motors is to-day large and widespread. Motors can

be found in all parts of Canada on both are and incandescent

circuits, doing various kinds of work, and not only is the quantity

of power delivered on the increase, but the motors themselves are

becoming larger and larger, until now a motor _of i5_ or 25 horse

power, or even more, running from a central station, is no longer a

matter for special comment.-— Toronto Eleclric News.

A resident of Spokane Falls, Wash, says: “That the town is

growing so rapidly in spite of the present disadvantage is an indica

tion that it is the place for a big city. The-immense water power

of the falls, which far surpasses the power at Minneapolis, is being

used to run dyn imos. Electricity for power is being used all over

the city. It is cheaper to have an_electric motor than a steam

engine. The street cars are run with electricity and the whole

town is lighted with are and incandescent lights. The power is

practically unlimited, and electricity can be generated for almost

nothing.”

ELECTRIC RAILWAY TALK.

Anniston,_Ala.—-It is reported that the Aiiiiiston Street Railway

Company will adopt the_ electric system for their road.

Astoria, Ore.—It is expected that the belt line electric motor

road, to be built at_ Astoria, Oregon, will be commenced on the

15th iiist., and completed by the middle of March.

Atchison, Kan.—]ohn \Vebber, of Des Moines, 1a., has pur

chased the street railway line. He will operate the line as it is

until April, when he expects to have it ready for operation by elec

tric motor. He will put men at work setting the poles and stretch-.

ing the wires at once.

Beaver Falls, Pa.—The management of the Beaver Falls Col

lege & Metamora Electric Railway Company, of Beaver Falls, Pa.,

has decided to adopt the Thomson-Houston electric s) stem.

Work will be commenced early in the spring.

Boone, Ia.—The city council has been asked to grant the local

street railway company the right to run its cars by electric power.

Boston, Mass.—-The West End railroad of this city has applied

to the Senate for permission to build electric railroads in place of

those now in use in the various cities of the State owned by that

company.

Brookline, N. H.-—A survey is being made for an electric raiload

from Brookline, N. }l., to Townsend, Mass.

Boston, Mass.—-The West End Street Railway Company is

about to extend its Braintree Street (Allston) electric power plant

bya brick structure of one story 80 feet square, with a pitched

roof.

Bryson City, N. C.—An electrical railroad is ‘projected to run

from Bryson City, N. C.. to Franklin, the estimated cost of which

is $300,000.

Cincinnati, O.—The South Covington and Cincinnati Street

Railroad Company has presented an ordinance to the Board of

Public Affairs for an electric street railroad to Covington along the

line of the present street railroad, crossing the Suspension Bridge.

The speed is to be limited to ten miles an hour, and the fare is to

remain the same as at present.

Cleveland, O.—The Short Electric Railway company, of Cleve

land, 0., has secured the contract for the two divisions ofthe South

Covington and Cincinnati Street Railway Company, eight miles

in length, with an original equipment of ten cars. Work on the

overhead construction has begun, and the road will be in operation

in a few weeks.

Covington, Ky.—-Arrangements are being made to run an elec

tric road from Covington to Ludlow, Ky. The company is to be

composed of Messrs. D. C. Collins, F. P. Helm, john Ernst, R. H.

Fleming and J. \V. Clark. It is believed that the road will he a

paying one in the course of a year.

Concord, N. H.--At a meeting of the directors of the Concord

(N. H.) horse railroad it was voted to adopt the Thomson-Houstoii

electric system as motive power, and a committee was chosen to

carry out the vote. The electric company will be unable to equip

the road until spring. The estimated cost of the change is

$30,000.

East St. Louis, Ill.-Three bills were brought up in the City

Council at its meeting on December iith, asking for the right of

way for three electric roads. One is to be operated between New

Brighton, Ill., and East St Louis; another is to run from Belle

ville, Ill., and this city, while a third asks for an extension of the

St. Louis 8: East St. Louis Railway, now operating no the St.

Louis Bridge, to the National Stock Yards, a distance of two miles

on the East side. Mr. ]. T. McC-asland and Mr. D. B. Alexander,

the promoters, respectively, of the first two bills, have already

obtained a franchise from the towns of New Brighton and Belle

ville, and are only waiting for the action of the City Council before

they begin the construction of the two electric lines. Mayor

Stephens and Alderman Marsh have been examining the street-car

system of Alton, Ill. The cars of that city are run by a dummy

motor and give perfect satisfaction. It is for comparison wit

electricity that this examination is made. it being a project of East

iS_'t. Louis to connect Alton and itself by dummy or electric-motor

mes.

Fort Worth, Texas.—It is reported that _I. C. Avery, New York

city; S. B. Carter, Newburyport, l\'la_ss., and others, contemplate

the construction of an electric motor line.

Fresno Co. Cal.—The forty-mile road that E. P. Perrin and]. R.

White propose to build in Fresno County I5 to be, according to

franchise, either electricity, steam motor, or horse.

Lawrence, Mass.—The Washington Mills have contracted vdth

the Thomson-Houston Company for an electric tramway in their

yard for handling coal and supplies, and the cotton in rocess of

manufacture as it may be needed. This road is three- oot guage

“rith single under.fu|]ning' [[‘()“e)', and \\'l" lI‘IClUd€ tWO turn l.flbl€S

and numerous switches and sidings.

Linco1_n, Neb.—It is stated that arrangements have been com

pleted with a party of Eastern capitalists for the construction of a

complete system of electric street railways. The particulars in the

case have not yet been made public, but it is understood that the

enterprise is backed _by_ample capital, and that it is to bea go.

Operations are to begin in the spring.

Lowell, Mass.—The Lowell board c-faldermen after a long dis

Cl1_55l0". granted, by a vote of5 to 3, the privilege to the two horse

railroad companies to put in the single trolley system or the stor

age battery system, or_both, on the Belvidere routes running from

the post o_fi‘i_ce to the city limits, a distance of two miles on each

line. This is an amendment to the original petition presented by

the companies to the board some three months ago asking for the

right to use electricity, the single trolley system, on both lines

throughout the city.

MB$!i11°l'l. o--——Ml'- A. J. Athey, representing Tom and Al ]ohn

_son, the Cleveland street railway magnates, have been here look

ing over the city with_ the view of establishing an electric railway.

They consider that it would prove a profitable investment and

the venture will almost certainly be made in the near future.

Mi1f°l'di M888-—Surveys have been made for an electric railroad

from Milford, through Amherst, to Mount Vernon in New Ham

shire. ’

Min"°flPfJ1i5, Minn-—The Fourth avenue electric-motor has been

tested and IS pronounced a decided success. As soon as the line

is turned over by the contractor it will be operated regularly.

lVlinneapo1is.—The Minneapolis street-car lines will not be

equipped with the cable system after all, although cable plant to

the value of $4_oo,oo0 has already been bought. The company has

adopted electricity, and the cable apparatus is to be sold for old

iron. About iio miles of electric line will be built. St. Paul fol

lows suit.

Milwaukee, Wis._—The directors of the_Milwaukee_City Railway

Company have decided to employ electricity on their entire line.

The cost of the change will reach the sum of $400,000. The

change will not be completed before next fall. The work will be

commenced shortly.

Nfinluckfl. M355-~The subject_of _an electric street railway for

Nantucket furnishes one of the principal topics of discussion here.

The promoters of the road have had much to contend with in

fii_rt_her_1ng their project. The numerous cases of death from elec

tricity in New York, and the general fear that has pervaded many

other places, has taken hold of the Nantucketers in good earnest.

Those who oppose the scheme have caused a town meeting to be

called _to see if the town will instruct its selectmen not to grant a

franchise for any_ electric street railway; and it is understood that

the selectmen will feel relieved of responsibility in the matter if

they are instructed either way, and the question will become a

local issue at the next annual town meeting.

Nashville. Tenn-—A meeting will be held on February 26th to

consider terms of consolidation of the City Electric Railway Com

pany, the Main Street 8: Lischey Avenue Street Railway Company,

the United Electric Railway Company and the McGavock & Mt.

Vernon Horse Railroad Company.
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New Orleans, La.—-The proposition of the Electric Traction and

Manufacturing Company to equip the Crescent City Railway with

electric motors has been accepted. The cars on this road are now

hauled by mules.

N¢Wb\-\l')'P°1't» M888-—The Merrimack division of the Newbury

port and,Amesbury Street Railroad was recently fitted with the

overhead electrical system. One car is now used, taking the place

of two horse cars and several horses formerly necessary. The

electric car averages 160 miles a day, over heavy grades, and to

make time it has to run, at some points, 15 miles an hour. The line

has been in operation over two weeks, and it has worked satis

factorily from the start. The road is so hard that it is considered a

severe test for the system. During the winter the entire eleven

miles of the main line will be fitted up by the Thomson Houston.

Newport, R. I.—The city council of Newport, R. I.. has adopted

an ordinance placing the erection and maintenance of electric wire

and appurtenances in charge of the chief engineer of the fire

department in order to obviate the danger from dead wires. The

ordinance gives the chief engineer full control over all wires. The

committee on streets and highways was ordered to enquire and re

port upon the necessity of opening a new highway to the bathing

each, giving the best location and probable cost. This action is

due to dissatisfaction with the present highway, oviing to the use

of electric cars on it. A protest against the new road was also

received.

Oakland, Cal.—'l'he Oakland and Berkeley Transit Company

has filed its bond for the construction of the electric road on Grove

street, Oakland, according to the franchise granted the company.

The bond is in the sum of $20,000. The bondsmen are as follows,

each becoming a surety in the sum of $4,000: F. K. Shattuck, ohn

\V. Coleman, G. \V. McNear. A. S. Snyder, V. D. Moody, . T

Eastland, J. Gamble. L. Gottshall, J. E. McElrath, \V. D. English.

J. W. Coleman, G. W. McNear, \V. D. English and others,

have asked for a franchise for their proposed electric road.

Peru, Ill.—It is understood that Peru, lll., is to have an electric

road, and that the Short constant current system will be used.

Pueblo, Cal.—The Pueblo Rapid Transit Corripany applied

before the Board of Commissioners for a right of way over a por

tion of Santa Fe avenue. This new company propose to operate

an overhead electric system of street railway, and will commence

constructing the road April 15, and have the road ready for the

public by July 15, 1890.

Quincy, lll.—The ordinance granting the Quincy, lll., Horse

Railway and Carrying Company the right to change its motive

power and to occupy certain additional streets was passed at a

recent meeting of the council. Electricity is to be adopted as a

motive power.

Randolph, Mass.—The Randolph board ofselectmen has granted

the Randolph and Holbrook Light and Power Company a fran

chise to operate a plant in this town as petitioned for. One of the

conditions is that the work of building the electric railway shall be

commenced before April 1, next, and the selectmen have received

a guarantee to that effect. The company propose to use the Thom

son Houston system.

Richmond, Va.-The Southside Land 8: Improvement Company

contemplates building an electric railway.

Rochester, N. Y.—-The electric railway at Rochester, N. Y., has

proven so popular that other enterprises of the same character are

now contemplated. A stock company with a capital of $80,000

has just been formed to construct an electric road from Ontario

Beach to Manitou Beach, a distance of seven miles. These points

are summer resorts within easy reach of Rochesterians, and the

projectors of the new enterprise are confident of success. A

double track will be constructed, and an overhead system intro

dnced. The new company hopes to have the line in operation at

the opening of the season.

Rock Island, Ill.—The taxpayers of Rock Island want an electric

railroad, and are endeavoring to secure the_ extension of the Cen

tral Street railway of Moline to the business centre of Rock

Island.

San Jose, Cal.—The franchise granted to the San Jose and Santa

-Clara Railroad C0.’s by the San Jose Trustees contains the follow

ing provisions :

A double track railway on Santa Clara street for thirty-five

years, the motive power to be electricity, applied by the most per

fect systems of conductors and motors, the same to be approved

by the Mayor and Common Council. The wires shall be supported,

if by side poles, at a height of twenty-feet, at intervals of not less

than 120 feet, ‘except at curves and street crossings. I f center poles

be used, the wires shall be suspended from iron cross arms attached

to iron poles in the center of the street. Each pole shall be sur

mounted with an electric light of not less than sixteen-candle

power, and shall be kept illuminated at the expense of the grantees

on each night, from 6 o'clock to 11 o'clock, except when the moon

is actually shining. The side pole system is adopted, the Council

reservin the right to change to the center pole method whenever

the publ c convenience may re uire.

Jacob Rich has petitioned t e San Jose Trustees for an electric

road franchise for a double track electric railroad, commencing on

First street at the southern city limits ; running thence along First

street northerly to Hobson street, including a single-track ranch

at the Southern Pacific depot, and a single-track electric railroad

commencing from either the intersection of Hobson and First

streets, or t e intersection of Empire and First streets, and running

westerly along either said Empire or Hobson street to the western

city limits. _

Saratoga, N. Y.—An electric railway from Saratoga, N. Y., to

Rock City Falls is projected.

Scio, Wash.-—Citizens of Scio are arranging to build an electric

motor line from that place to connect with the Oregon Pacific Rail

road. Edward Gains, one of the leading citizens of Scio, says the

road will be built without further delay.

Seattle, Wash.——An extension of the Seattle, VVash.. Electric

Railway 8: Power compaii_\"s lines along the shore of Lake Union

is under consideration.

Springfield, Mass.-The Springfield board of aldermen has

unanimously voted to allow the street railway company to use the

electrical single-trolley overhead system for propelling its cars on

an extension to Forest park. at the south end of that city.

Weymouth, Mass.—The proposed electric railway through

VVeym0uth and Hinghani, l\Iass., will have a capital of $100,000

and 17 miles of road~bed will be built. The temporary directors

are Peter W. French, John A. Fogg, John \V. Hart, John Carroll

and Frank H. Torrey of Weyinouth, Joseph Burdett, Geo'ge

Cushing and C. Sumner Cushing of Hinghani, and W. A. Stiles of

Newburyport.

ELECTRIC RAILWAY FACTS.

Americas, Ga.—The Americus Electric Street Railroad opened

on January 20th. A beautiful new car bearing oflicers of the com

pany made the first run over the road, and was enthusiastically

cheered as it sped through the city. The road is nearly six miles

in length, is most substantially constructed, and will doubtless

prove a profitable investment. It is under the Thomson-Houston

system.

Atchison, Kan.—The work of preparing the entire system of

horse railway for electric motor power will be commenced at once.

For this purpose $100,000 will be expended. It is expected to do

away with horse power entirely by April 1, 1890.

Beverly, Mass.—A meeting of the Beverly and Danvers Electric

Railroad Company, held on January 23d, resulted in a vote to lease

the road to the Union Electric Car Company, of Beverly, Mass.,

who are at present operating the road with their storage battery

system. The Union Company will guarantee a certain er cent.

for dividends, and will extend the tracks in Beverly and anvers.

Boston, Mass.—It is expected that the West End Street Railway

com any will make an application to the legislature this winter for

an e evated railroad charter. President VVhitney, of the VVest End,

is authority for this statement of the company’s intentions, but the

exact plans of the undertaking have not yet been made public.

Last year the company successfully opposed the plans of all others

who sought the right from the legislature to erect overhead struc

tures in the streets because of the many objectionable features of

such structures. This expressed intention of the West End Com

pany is of interest to electricians because of the company’s enthu

siastic adoption of electric motors to replace the iorses on all

surface roads. a step which indicates that, should an elevated road

be built, electricity would probably be the motive power for the

trains. The fact that the Tliomson-Houston Electric Company is

now building an experimental electric locomotive for the West

End Company also indicates a desire on the part of the railway

company to obtain a motor that will be suitable for the drawing of

heavy trains.

Covington, Ky.—March 15th is the appointed time for opening

the new electric railway. '

East Saginaw, Mich.-—The Saginaw Union Street Railway gave

an ofiicial test of the electric motor on January 6th. Two of their

finest cars, with city officials of both the Saginaws and several

members of the Detroit Electrical Works on board, ran over their

line. It was pronounced a perfect success.
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Hutchinson, Kan.—After considerable argument between the

Electric Railway management and the City Council, the Hutchin

son, Kan., Street Car Company has decided to place poles for its

electric system in the center of the street.

Lancaster, Pa.—At a meeting held January 1 by the stock

holders of the Lancaster and East End Street Rai way Company,

it was resolved by unanimous votes to sell those lines to a com

pany that will operate them by electric motor. The stock is to be

taken up at its par value, $50 per share. The new company will

assume immediate possession, and will have the lines running by

electricity within three months. Both lines merge under the name

of the Lancaster Electric Street Railway Company. The following

ofiicers were elected by the new company: President, John A.

Coyle ; secretary, J. E. Ackley; treasurer, ohn H. Baumgardner;

solicitor, Walter M. Franklin. Board of irectors, including the

oliicers named, Dr. M. L. Herr, Jacob B. Long and Sumner T.

Dunhain.

Minneapolis, Minn.——TraFl'ic on the electric road at Minneapolis,

Minn.. is so gieat that already it has been found necessary to order

ll€W C8l'S

Nashville, 'I‘enn.—~The Citizens’ Rapid Transit Railway Co.,

will at once commence construction on a 5-mile electrical railway.

Philadelphia, Pa.—The pe0ple’s Passenger Railway Company

has been making a number of experiments with electricity with the

idea of substituting, if practicable, that power for horses. ' An ex

perimental trip was made on Saturday, January 11, with a car that

had been fitted up with 92 cells of the new storage battery invented

by Mr. J. F. McLaughlin. The car started from the depot at

Eighth and Dauphin streets, and without mishap made the trip

southward and started on its return journey. Again, on Wednes

day, January 16, the same car, with a large party on board, made

a trip over various branches of the People's Railway to Wayne

Junct-on and return. The entire trip was made without a hitch,

slip or mishap, and every one of the party was highly gratified.

The Electric Car Company of America has just made a

demonstration with its storage battery cars, during which the

round trip of six miles was made over the tracks of the

Lehigh Avenue Passenger Railway. The car used was thirty feet

long over all, and was carried on two trucks. The motor differs

radically from any so far brought out. The power reaches the

axles through worm gearing, which runs in oil in a suitable casing,

and IS noiseless and very durable.

Portland, Ore.—-The Metropolitan Electric Railroad (Sprague)

has been in operation since January 1st.

Seattl -, Wash.—Tlie \Vest Street and North End Electric Rail

wav Company has begun work on its road from Yesler Avenue to

Ballard.

Springfield, Ill.—The City Council of the State capital has

passed ordinances authorizing the two street railway companies

here to change their motive power to electricity. R. N. Baylies

and J. Van Kingel, two capitalists of Des Moines, Iowa, have

bought one of the roads, and will put in electric motors at once.

St. Louis Mo.—The electric cars on the Broadway line are run

ning successfully. and Mr. Short, after eighteen months of perse

verance, has proven the worth of his system. The cars are now

used regularly and to the complete satisfaction of the company.

Tacoma, Wash.—-The Fort Defiance electric road is being con

structed. The road will be six miles in length, and mttst be com

pleted in sixty days. The storage system will be used.

Troy, N. Y.—The issue between the E ectric Light Company

and the Watervliet Railway Company over the erection of electric

poles by the latter corporation on Congress street, between River

and First, in this city, has been settled. The Electric Light Com

pany has raised its wires so as to remove them from danger of

contact with the electric motor wires, and the latter can now be

put in use. The wires being all strung for the railway people, the

superintendent stated that electric cars will be run over the Con

gress street bridge at once. The railway company has received

permission to enter and operate its electrical cars here. Thus

Troy does for an Albany institution what Albany has not yet done,

for the right to run cars by the motor system has not yet been

granted in the latter city, and the matter is in the Courts.

EQUIPMENT OF EXl8TINOZLlNE$.

Athol, Mass.-—The following is an estimate of expense involved

in the construction and maintemnce of the proposed Athol-Orange

electric r.|ilway. The expense of equipment is $75,000, divided as

follows: Cost of building five miles of road, with 40 steel rails,

switcliings, joints, etc., $32,500 ; five miles overhead railand elec

tric equipment, $i0,0oo ; four 30 horse-power motor trucks, $18,000 ;

four close car bodies, $3,200 ; four open tow cars, $2,500 ; freight on

equipment, $300 ; car house and necessary turnouts, switches, etc.,

$3,500 ; one 80 horse power generator, $5,000. As to the earnings

of the road, it is believed that the road would average at least 800

passengers a day for 10 months, giving $10,800, and the other two

months, 1,600 passengers, one way, making the receipts for the

year at least $15,600. The running expenses will be : Power for

two motors, $10 a day ; conductor and motor men, $8 a day ; man

to clean motors, $1.75 ; repairs. $3 ; incidentals, $2, which makes the

running expenses $24.75 per day, or $8,000 for tr e year,'and with

interest on bonds, $1,750, and $1,000 for repairs. it is believed that

there will be a balance of at least 10 per cent. on stock.

Boston, Mass.—Tremont street, Shavi mut avenue, and portions

of the other electric lines of the West End road, Boston, have

received the addition of three guard wires placed in such a manner

as to prevent any contact between the trolley vtire and any electric

wire that is liable to fall across the former. The guard wire is

about the size used for telephone, and is strung on strings about a

foot and a half above the trolley.

The West End Street Railway Company of Boston now has

about 85 cars equipped with two electric motors each. The con

cern operate r,8oo cars, but the number of cars that will bechanged

into motors is not yet determined. At present the Thomson

Houston and West End companies are jointly at work perfecting

an electric locomotive. If this is successful the number of electric

cars equipped with motors in the future may be limited. In answer

to the question as to how many cars this locomotive could draw, a

gentleman acquainted with the management of the \Vest End is

quoted by the Eleclrical l\’eL-iew as saying that two cars would be

all that would be practicable for surface roads.

Colorado swings, C01-—-The Colorado S rings and Manitou Street

Railway Company are now extending t eir line from Colorado

City to Manitou. They propose to substitute electricity for motive

power at no distant day.

New Orleans, La.—Electric_ cars for the Cresrent City Railroad

Company, are being constructed, and the line will soon be in

operation.

Richmond, Va.—-The work of equipping the Union Passenger

Railway, with Sprague motors of the latest type, is now in progress.

Rochester, N. Y.—One of the directors of the Rochester, N. Y.,

Stre rt Railway Company, said recently: “We are aware that new

cars are sorely needed on some of the lines, but we hesitate to

purchase additional cars because we expect to change the entire

system. Therefore, we do not wish to go to needless expense. If

the people of Rochester will not throw obstacles in our nay, we

will expend between $1,000,000 and $2,000,000 in improvements on

the road. We intend to change the system either to electricity or

cable when our plans are consummated. We expect to have one of

the finest street railway systems in the country. Rapid transit is

our aim.”

Springfield, Mass.—-The Thomson-Houston Electric Company,

Boston, has contracted to supply their system for the extension of

the Springfield street railway.

St. Louis, Mo.—Mr. Juilfl Scullin ex ects to receive a franchise

for an electric railway shortly, and will ave his street railway run

ning by the middle of February by electricity. Thirty motor cars

have been ordered. The system will be the overhead wire of the

Thomson-Houston. A number of steel poles of handsome work

manship will supersede the wooden poles commonly used, and viill

be received as a vast improvement. Mr. Scullin estin"atcs the cost

of clian ing from horse to electricity, eight miles ofrailroad at $150,

000, and, as cabling the same distance would beabout $800,cc0, con

siders electricity much preferable.

 

NEW CORPORATIONS.

Braintree, Mass-—Gen. F. A. Hobart. Hon. J. T. Stevens, and

other well-known citizens of Braintree, have formed the Braintree

Street Railway Company, with a capital of $25,000, divided into

250 shares at $100 each. The road will be operated by electricity

and run from Holbrook to the Quincy line.

Champaign, lll.—Citizens‘ Electric Street Railway Company, at

Champaign; to operate a street railway; capital stock, $150,000;

incorporators, J. \V. Davidson, VV. S. Rayburn, Daniel Morrissey

and others.

Chicago, Ill.—The Storage Battery Motor Company has been

incorporat-:d in Chicago with a capital of $2,000,000. The com

pany will manufacture and sell storage batteries, motors and street

railway equipment.

Chicago, Ill.—American Electric Motor Company has been iii

corporated, to manufacture electric motor apparatus for steel cars;

cap.tal stock, $i,ooo,0o0; incorporators, R. G. Gersten, J. W.

Adams, LonislVl. Hopkins.
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~East St. Louis, Ill.—The Atwood Electric Company, of East St.

Louis, is incorporated. Capital stock, $500,000. L. C. Atwood,

E. B. Roth, and C. C. Weaver, are the iiicorporators. The pur

poses of the company is to supply light, heat and power, and will

commence operations at once.

E1 P850, C01-—The El Paso Rapid Transit Company has been

organized, and is now at work constructing a street railway line

from the northeastern additions of the city to the business center,

and thence to Colorado City and Manitou. These cars are to be

run by electricity.

Granville, 3. C.~—A stock company will be formed, with a capi

tal stock of $30,000. The company which is to be made up of

Greenville's most prominent citizens, will build an electric railway

from that city to the Paris Mountain Hotel, on top of Paris Moun

tam.

Mflfill. Wis.—-Articles of incorporation have been filed by the

Merrill Electric Street Railway Company. Nothing will be done

this winter, except to contract for the material. The construction

of the road next year is assured, it is said.

Milwaukee, Wis.—The Milwaukee Electric Railway Company;

fipital, $500000 ; incorporators, j. A. Hinsey, H. H. Field and D.

twood.

Portland, Me.—A company has been formed here for the pur

pose of manufacturing electrical power machines invented by W.

H. Chapman, of Portland. The officers are, president, F. ]. Boyh

ton, Boston; secretary and treasurer, ]. O. Whittiinore, Boston;

electrician, \V. H. Chapman, Portland.

Pl1=bl°, C01-—The Pueblo, Col.', Rapid Transit Company has

been organized with a capital stock of $250,000, to construct and

operate a system of electric railways in that city and the suburban

towns. The necessary franchises have been secured.

Rapidan, Mich.—Articles of incorporation were filed recently by

the Rapidan Water and Electric Power Company, at Rapidan.

The capital stock of the company is $100,000. The incor orators

are Seth H. Baker, Rapidan; Geor e F. Piper, Mankato; larence

H. Piper, Garden City; and]. C. \‘ lashburn, Mankato.

Richmond, Va.—A bill has been introduced in the legislature to

incorporate the Richmond Railway and Electric Compan . The

incorporators are Joseph Bryan and W. R. Trigg, of Ric mond ;

D.- H. Houghtaling, john Mann and G. E. Fisher, of New York.

Seattle, Wash.—The ‘,\\-"est Street and North End Electric

Railway Company, Seattle.

The objects of the corporation are to build electric, steam, cable

or horse-power railways in Seattle and King county, and to estab

lish electric power plants and furnish power.

The capital stock of the company is $1,000,000, divided into

10.000 shares of$ioo each. The trustees are \V. R. Ballard, L. C.

Gilman, L. R. Dawson, Abram Barker, and.W. R. Thornell, who

shall hold office until the first Monda in February, 1890. _

Mr. Gilman visited New York for the purpose of making the ne

cessary purchase of electrical apparatus, cars, rails and all other

material that cannot be procured at home. ‘

Syracuse, N. Y.—The Marion Electric Drill Company is formed

by Harry N. Marion, William G. Gillett and Charles E. Lipe, of

that city, for manufacturing, purchasing, selling and leasing electric

reciprocating tools, dynamos, motors, etc.; capital, $300,000.

Topeka, Kan.—-The Electric Railway, Light and Power Coni

paiiy, of Topeka, has been incorporated, and filed its charter with

the Secretary of State. The.company is formed to build‘ the elec

tric railway. The capital stock of the company is $i5o,00o. The

ofiicers and directors are W. E. Sterne, president; D. C. Metsker,

secretary, treasurer and manager; R. R. Moore, A. B. Wolverton

and D. O. McCray.

Wilmington, N. C.—Henion Electric Signal Company, at Wil

mington; to manufacture electric railway signals; capital stock,

$20,000; incorporators, William Henion, _I. F. johnson, F. R. Mullin.

POWER APPLICATIONS.

Atlanta, Ga.—An electric railway 250 miles long, from Atlanta to

Savannah, has been planned. The electricity will be gentrated in

a novel way, by utilizing power from the current of rivers along

the route. The enterprise is one of much importance. If water

power from a river current can be successfully used to generate

large quantities of electricity there is no end to the mechanical

possibilities that will follow.

Carthage, N. Y.—The new power house of the American Elec

tric Light Company, at Carthage, N. Y., was completed a few days

ago. The company's plant was moved into the new uarters on

the 22d instant. The building is three stories high with imensions

30x50 feet. The roof and sides are covered with sheet iron, which

makes it absolutely fire-proof from the exterior. Undera io-foot

head are two Turbine water-wheels of 175 horse-power. The

dynamo room is 20x25 feet, and the dynamos wiil stand on a solid

bed of masonry laid up ten feet from the rock foundation. There

is built 60 feet of fltime and bulkhead and 200 feet of dam.

New York City.—Htiyler, the famous confectioner of New

York, has installed a 60 horse-power generator and a 50 horse

power electric motor for running the machinery throughout the

actory.

Messrs. Dowd & La Rue, agents for the Sprague Electric Rail

way and Motor Company in New York, have recently made some

very interesting applications of electric power through the Sprague

motor. Among the most important may be mentioned the trans

fer table in the N. Y. C. and H. R. R. R. yard at the Grand Cen

tral depot, New York City, where the making up of trains is

performed with a 15 horse-power motor,‘ which is mounted upon

a platform, covered with a cal), driving the table from track to

track at the will of the man in charge, thus performing the work

of a locomotive in a very economical, satisfactory and novel

manner. _

Also a three horse-power Sprague motor, which is located under

the stage of the Union Square theatre, which drives the famous

race scene in the “County Fair." Mr. Neil Burgess controls the

starting and stopping of the motor by a simple switch located on

the side of the stage.

A 15 horse-power motor is also at work in the large store of R.

H. Macy & Company, Fourteenth street and Sixth avenue, driving

their elevator and 200 or more sewing machines in their upstairs

manufacturing department.

Another application is found at the extensive house of White,

Howard 8: Company, Thirty-fourth street and Madison avenue,

where the passenger elevator is driven by a Sprague motor.

BUSINESS NOTES.

The Thomson Electric Vt-'elding Company is running its factory

night and day to keep up with its business.

It is reported that the Thomson Electric Welding Company will

erect a factory at East Chattanooga, Tenn., at a cost of $1,000,000.

The Thomson Electric Welding Company has just made a suc

cessful experiment in welding steel pipes to brass in a way that the

steel will split longitudinally without affecting the welding. The

aim was to weld brass boiler flues to steel safeends, which is of much

importance, as steel will stand a higher degree of heat than brass.

Among the many sales made recently by Dowd and Company,

are included one 7% horse power Sprague motor, driving the

freight elevator for the Perry Stove Company, 74 Beckman street,

doing very heavy work, and a handsome ventilating plant for the

Third National Batik, Cedar and Nassau streets.

With a new and larger factory, and ample facilities for meeting

the wants of their numerous customers, the Okonite Company

start out with the new year full of business, and with the brightest

of prospects ahead. The demand for the celebrated Okonite in

'suIated wires and cables manufactured by this concern is enor

mous, and continues to advance steadily day by day. Undoubtedly

the most popular instilatingmaterial on the market to-day-is

Okonite. The manufacturers will be at the Convention as usual,

atid probably take that gold medal won at the Paris Exposition

with them. ~

~THE STORAGE BATTERY.

The Union Electric Company are soon to place upon the street .

railways in Lowell one of its cars equipped with the storage battery

system of propelling street cars. This system is now being suc

cessfully used on the Beverly and Danvers street railway.

The purchasers of Pope's island, near New Bedford, will erect

at once a factory for the manufacture of storage battery electric

lamps, under a patent recently taken out. The details of the

scheme are not yet made public.

It is reported that a company of Lowell capitalists is soon to

organize an electric company on the storage batierysystem recs ntly

patented by]. Y. Bradbury, local agent of the T omson-Houston

Company, and F. I. Stone.

In Philadelphia the Electric Car Company of America has just

made a demonstration with its storage battery cars, dtiring which

the round trip of six miles was made over the tracks of the Lehigh

avenue passenger railway. The car \.ISLd was 30 feet long over all

and was carried on two trucks. The motor differs radically from

any so far brou ht out. The power reaches the axles. through

worm gearing which rims in oil in a suitable casing, and is noise

less and very durable.
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The Sorley storage battery, which has been undergoing a series

of crucial tests to determine its merits and substantiate the claim of

the Anglo-American Company of New York that it is the “best

storage battery in existence,“ has been finally demonstrated to the

satisfaction of Lowell and BOSIul'l investors, and the result is that a

company has been or anized for the manufacture and sale of the

battery, together wit 1 all accessories for electric lighting, street

railroad equipment. etc., under the name ofthe Eastern Electric

Light and Storage Battery Company, having its ofiice and factory

in Lowell. The following well-known men are directors: E. M.

Tucke, president; Alfred Clarke, vice-president and eneral

manager; J. B. French, secretary and treasurer; Ed. L. hite, J.

B. Currier, _l. S. Dean, Boston; F. A. Bates, New York.

V i—l3_ERSOiNAL.

A chair of Electrical Engineering has been established in the

Western University, at Pittsburgh, Pa., and Prof. C. V. Kerr has

been appointed to fill it. He is a graduate ofStevens’ Institute and

Western University, and was formerly in charge of the Electiical

Department in Pratt Institute, New York.

H. C. Spaulding, the general manager of the '1‘homson-Houston

Motor Company, lectured on Thursday evening, January 2d, at

Wells Memorial Hall, Boston, upon “ Electric Power." This was

one of the lectures in the Lowell institute course. Photographs

of motors operating in various industries were passed around for

the inspection of those present.

Mr. H. Igarashi, of Tokio, japan, recently called upon the

editors of this journal. He is investigating the Electric Railway

and the subject of electric power in general, for the purpose of

introducing it in japan.

Mr. \V. _I. Broadmeadow, superintendent of the Seashore Elec

trical Railway, of Asbury Park, is now in Bloomington, lll., where

he is supervising the building of an electric railway under the Daft

system.

ELECTRIC POWER PATENTS.

ISSUED NO\'EMBER 5, 1889.

414,191. Electrical Regulating Apparatus; Henry ]. Conant,

Watertuwn, Mass. Application filed Feb. 6, 1889.

Claim 2. The combination, in an automatic electric regulator or governor, of

:1 system of friction cone-pulleys provided with a rotary screw and traversing-nut

belt-shipper, and with suitable reversing gear for reversin the direction of rota

tion ofthe said screw for the purpose 0 chan ing or regu ating the speed of the

driven cone-pulley. ofan electro-magnetic po arized clutch comprising a hollow

helix, :1 soft-iron hollow core therein feathered upon the shaft of the driven pulley

or ship er-screw and capable of longitudinal movement thereon and two per

manent y-magnetic sleeves presenting like poles to the two ends of the said core.

the said-sleeves being connected with the reversin gears as described, a main

electric circuit, a loo thereofincluding the said he low helix, and a circu1t-chang

ing switch operated y a solenoid included in the said main circuit and adapted

to direct the current iii the main circuit through the loop and clutch-helix in either

direction or to short-circuit the same, whereby the said clutch-helix and core are

made to move longitudinally upon the shaft to actuate the belt-shipper. and there

by to vary the speed ofthe driven pulley responsively to changes in the strength

of the main current.

414,245. Ring-Armature for Electric Generators; Gustav Pfan1i

kuche, Hartford, Conn., assignor to the Schuyler Elec

tric Light Company, same place. Applicati- n filed July

8, 1885. Patented in England June 28, 1884, No. 9,536.

414,310. Electric-Rcsistance-Indicating Device ; Chas. D. Has

kins, Brooklyn, N. Y., and Charles E. Scribner, Chicago,

Ill., assignors to the Western Electric Company, Chicago,

Ill. Application filed May 24, 1888.

Claim 2. The combination, with the battery. ofthe two primary coils of an iii

duction-coil connected therewith, said coils bein wound upon the core of the

iiiduction-coil in op site directions or difierential y, 11 circuit making and break
ing device includedpih a wire between the outer ends of said primary coils. one of

said coils being closed to ground through a known resistance and the other coil

being connected with a circuit to be tested, and a telephone_ included in the

secondary coil ofthe induction-coil, whereby it may be deterinined whether the

resistance of the circuit to be tested is equal in amount to said known resistance.

414,339. Time-Recording Device for Dynamo-Electric Machines;

Hollon C. Spaulding, Boston, Mass. Application filed

April 8, 1889.

Claim 4. in combination with a machine havin electro-magnets that are

energized when the machine is in use and practically e-ener ized when the ma

chine is at rest. a time inditmting or recording mechanism, a etent therefore pro

vided with i\ magnetic armature and attracted from interference with the said

meclianisni by the said electro-niagnets. and a retracting device acting against the

saidhelectro-iiiagnets, all substantially as described, and for the purposes set

ort .

414,438. Secondary Battery; Harry G. Osburn, Chicago, Ill., as

signor of one-half to Eugene H. Hill, same place. Ap

plication filed Aug. 23, 1889.

Claim 4. in an electric battery, metal conductor plates of the positive and

negative electrodes, respectively. each provided with a laterally-projecting lug.

through the medium of which plates of the same electrode are connected. in com

bination with a threaded bolt passing lon itudinally through said lu and causing

the lug ofthe plate adjacent to the side 0 one plate opposite that rom which its

respective lug projects to bear tightly against the same.

414,583. Trolley for Electric Railways; oseph M. Reanis, Meri

den, Conn., assignor to the Daft lectric Light Company,

of N. Y. Application filed March 7, 1889.

Claim 1. The combination, in a trolley oonstructed to run upon two parallel

conductors, ofa roller upon an arm and a flexible insulating wing opposite said

roller and adapted to bear against the other conductor, substantial y as described.

414,595. Meter for Alternating Electric Current; Oliver B. Shal

lenberger, Rochester, assignor to the Westinghouse

Electric Company. Pittsburg, Pa. Application filed Sept.

8 1888.

Claim 5. ,An electric meter for alternating electric currents, consisting of a

rotating armature, an inducing-circuit polarising the same when traversed b_v

alteriiatiii electric impulses, a magnetic medium acted upon by the same current

and estab ishing a line of polarization intersecting the first line, a counting, regis

tering, or indicatin device actuated by the movements of the armature, and an

electric converter aving its secondary coil connected through said inducing

circuit and having two primary coils, one of which is adapted to be connected in

series with the circuit supplying a system of distribution and the other adapted to

be connected in shunt upon said circuit.

414,659. Dynamo-Electric Machine; William Seafert, Chicago,

Ill-, assignor of one-fourth to Frank M. Staples, trustee,

same place. Application filed Sept. 10, 1888.

Claim 7. I11 11 dynamo-electric machine, the combination, with the frusto

conical revolving armature and the field magnets having correspondingly-shaped

pole-pieces, ofa ever connected to the hub of the armature, a screw connected

to said lever, a friction wheel mounted on said screw to impart longitudinal motion

to it in either direction, a second lever provided at one end with two friction

wheels rotating continuously in opposite directions, and a spring and electro-inag

net arranged in the circuit to control said lever and cause either of said friction

wheels to engage with the friction-wheel on the screw upon a corresponding vari

ation in the current strength.

ISSFED NOVEMBER 12, 1889.

414,773. Electric Railway-Sig-nal; William P. Kookogey, Brook

lyn, N. Y., assignor to the Kookogey Electric Company.

Application filed March 15, 1887.

Claim 2. in combination with a manually-controlled si nal, and an actuatin

device at a distance therefrom, an electric circuit, an e ectric lamp or signzii

included therein and located in proximity to the actuating device. a second

electric lamp carried by the signal, and provided with electricallv-insulated termi

nals and contact springs or fingers inc uded in the circuit and arran cl in the

path ofsaid terminals, substantially as set forth, wliereb ' contact is ma ebeiweeii

the springs and terminals and the circuit is completed, t us rendering both lights

luminous and iiruiving warning to an approaching train and notice to the signal

operator that t e signal is properly placed.

414,900. Dynamo-Electric Machine; Heinrich Geisenhoner,

Schenectady, N. Y. Application filed June 5. 1889.

Claim 2. An even number ofmagnet pairs arran ed in loops of a frame, as

described, the terminals .of each two opposite pairs geing brought to a terminal

board, thus allowing to use two, four, or eight. &c.', pairs of ma nets, so that the

same are connected either in multiple are or in series, thus ena ling to use the

dynamo for a series of difierent capacities. .

414,953. Secondary Battery _; William Roberts, Toronto, Ontario,

Canada. Application filed June 17, 1889.

Claim 1. in 11 storage-battery, a plate constructed with a series of openings

and strips separating the openings, having their inner sides inclined from about

the center to the respective edges 111 lines r_11i1i11ng at less than a right angle to the

outer side of the plate, whereby a large active surface is atforded in thin plates.

414,996. Combined Electro-Magnetic Brake and Tl'8C!iOll-Il‘l

creasing Device; Elias E. Ries, Baltimore, Md., assignor,

by direct and niesne assignments, to Ries 8: Henderson,

same plice. Application filed Dec. 28, 1887.

Claim 2. The combination, with 11 ring-armature of saddle-pieces each

formed ofa number of plates placed side by si e. and individually corn sed of a

cross portion transverse to the outer periphery of the ring and lim s or legs

ill‘llICg_I'Hi with said cross portion and extending radially inward along the sides of

t e ring. '

414,266. Iron-Cased Induction-Coil for Alternating -Current

Transfer; Elihu Thomson, Lynn, Mass., assignor to the

Thomson-Hoiiston Electric Company, of Connecticut.

Application filed Feb. 12, 1887.

Claim 3. Thecombination, with one or more electric coils, of U-shaped iron

plates or pieces between whose legs the conductors ofthe coil lie, and yoke-pieces

connecting the two legs. so as to complete a magnetic circuit around the circuni

ferential axis ofthe coil.

Claim 4. The combination, with one or more electric coils, of a magnetic

envelope formed at the sides ofthe coil, of masses ofiroii subdivided in lines trans

verse to the lines ofthe coils, but substantially parallel to the plane of winding.

and alaminatcd mass ofiron connecting the iron at the sides of the coil 011 the

outer periphery thereof.

414,288. Machine for the Manufacture of Secondary-Battery

Plates; Hiram H. Carpenter, Denver, Colo. Applica

tion fi'ed Jan. 2, I888.

Claim. A machine for perforating by unching electrodes for 5€COIlCl2\l'_\'

batteries, £‘0l'l‘3.)l'lSill){ a frame, a plate mounter to slide thereon, a bead secured to

said plate, an carrying a series of punches. a pait acting as a stripper and a guid

ing support for the punches, and :1 die.

414,289. Switch for Electric-Motor Trolleys ; Will Christy, Akron,

Ohio, assignor of one-half to james Christy, ]r., same

place. Application filed Aug. 8, 1889.

Claim_ . A switch for electric-motor trolleys, consisting ofa stem and dive-rgi-iit

iiriiis havin a_ web uniting said arms. and a flange beneath said stem which unites

with one 0 said arms, the other arm being provided with a dependent flange.

Clziiin 19. The coinbiiizitinn. with a closed magnetic system for increasing the

traction or 3d’ll8S'lOtI of a wheeled vehicle traveling upon :1 metallic track, an in

ducing electric circuit for establishing said magnetic system, and a_ circuit con
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troller for said circuit, of electro-magnetic brakes for the said vehicle controlled

by the said inducing electric circuit and circuit-controller, whereby both the
traction and braking instrumentalities can be utilized for braking the vehicle.

415,070. Electric-Motor Support; Sidney H. Short, Columbus,

Ohio. Application filed Jan. 26, 1889.

Claim 3. In combination, a motor, a frame having supports for the same at
one end, and having a rear extension to the axle of the car, insulated therefrom, a

spring-supported truck, a cross-bar connecting the lower longitudinal bars of the

said truck, a connecting-girder beneath the motor, extending between the side

walls of the frame, and an insulator-cushion supported on the cross-bar directly

beneath the center of the motor.

415,165. Electric Locomotor; Joseph R. Finney, National City,

Cal., assignor, by mesne assignments, of one-half to the

Overhead Conductor Electric Railway Company, Pitts

burg, Pa. Application filed Aug. 17, 1886. .

Claim. The combination, with the running-gear of a railway-car, of an

electric driving motor carried upon the car and a reversing friction-gear interposed

between the motor-shaft and the wheels of the car, whereby the latter may be

£" in either direction without reversing the direction of rotation of the motor

snait.

ISSUED NOVEMBER 19, 1889.

415,190. Dynamo-Electric Machine; Thomas E. Daniels, Jr.,

Provo City, Utah. Application filed May 6, 1889.

Claim 1. A dynamo or motor having a substantially-rectangular frame com"

posed of side, top, and bottom plates, two field-magnet cores bolted to the respect

ive side plates, said cores and plates provided with openings which register with

each other and admit air to the armature, the cores being recessed or dished, all

in combination with a Siemens armature.

415,329. Electrode for Secondary Batteries; Clement Payen, Phil

adelphia, Pa., assignor to the Electric Storage Battery

Company, Gloucester City, N. J. Application filed Feb.

13, 1888.

Claim 5. An electric battery composed of two systems of porous crystallized

metal plates mounted in a cell containing a fluid, and said plates held firmly in po

sition therein instilated from each other and the cell, substantially as described.

415,327. Secondary Battery; Patrick Kennedy and Charles J. Diss,

Brooklyn, N. Y. Application filed Oct. 24, 1887.

Claim. A storage-battery plate constructed with cells, having fixed bottoms,

the cell-forming partitions terminating in vertical lips adapted tobe turned down

over the top of said cells, the bottoms and the turned-down lips forming circulat

ing-openings.

415,331. Secondary Battery; Clement Payen, Philadelphia, Pa.,

assignor to the Electric Storage Battery Company, Glou

cester City, N. J. Application filed Aug. 14, 1888.

Claim 1. The method of producing a porous crystallized metal plate or ele

ment, which consists in subjecting one or more salts of the metals and asbestus,

amianthus, or analogous material or materials to fusion, then causing the mixture

or mass to assume a crystallized form, and then reducing the same to a metallic

State.

Mold for Casting Plates for use as Electrodes of Storage

Batteries; Clefnent Payen, Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to

the Electric Storage Battery Company, Gloucester City,

N. J. Application filed Aug. 15, 1888.

Claim. A metal mold, consisting of two parts hinged together and each pro

vided with a central projection, forming, when said parts are in contact with each

other, a trough which communicates with a vertical chamber, having slits in the

surface to permit the mass to flow therefrom into matrices having beveled edges or

sides with vents therein, and means for clamping said parts together.

415,332.

Insulator for Electric Batteries; Clement Payen, Phila

delphia, Pa., assignor to the Electric Storage Battery

Companv, Gloucester City, N.J. Application filed Aug.

27, 1888.

Claim 2. An insulating device, consisting of a horizontal tapering bar provided
with recesses in the surface thereof, and vertical rods formed integral with said bar

415,333.

415,600. Secondary Battery; James A. Wotton and William R

Polk, Jr., Atlanta, Ga.; said Wotton assignor to said

Polk, Jr. Application filed Oct. 13, 1888.

Claim 2. In a secondary battery, a storage-plate'' an interior chambe."

connecting with the exterior of the plate by apertures, beveled in such a manner

that each perforation shall be larger at the inner and smaller at the outer end, in

combination with a bolt carrying washers for holding the plate in a relative posi

tion with regard to the other plates.

ISSUED NOVEMBER 26, 1889.

415,695. Armature-Plate; Warren S. Belding, Englewood, as

signor to the Belding Motor and Manufacturing Com

pany, Chicago, Ill. Application filed July 7, 1888.

Claim 7. A sheet-metal armature-plate forming a portion of a circle and hav

ing polar extensions and having its ends provided with projections and with

notches as wide at their outer portions as the widest portion of said projections,

one of each of said projections and notches extending from and the other of each

of said notches and projections extending toward the center of the circle of which

said plate forms a part, -

415,766. System of Electrical Distribution by Secondary Batter

ies; Stanley C. C. Currie, Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to

the United Electric Improvement Company, Gloucester

City, N. J. Application filed March 8, 1889.

Claim 1. In a system of electrical distribution, the combination, with a main

line conductor, an electric generator having its field-magnets wound with separate

coils, and a number of groups of secondary batteries or accumulators equal to the

number of coils on said field-magnets, of a manually-operated switch appropriated

to each coil and adapted to throw said coil into or out of the main circuit, and an

electro-magnetic switch a propriated to each group of batteries and having its

operating-magnet arranged in a shunt-line from the main line through the battery,

whereby the operation of each manual switch will simultaneously throw one of the

coils of the generator and one group of batteries into the main-line circuit.

415,806. Armature for Electric Machines; Warren S. Belding,

Englewood, assignor to the Belding Motor and Manufac

turing Company, Chicago, Ill. Application filed July 5,

1889.

Claim 6. In an armature for electric machines, a ring composed of a section

consisting of metallic plates and having outer£ provided with channels,

and another section, consisting of metallic plates and provided with inner tongues,
extending over the outer tongues and provided with channels opposite the other

channels, and keys extending through the passage formed by the two sets of chan

nels, and the ends of said keys being extended and threaded, and a spider or spi

ders extended over said ends, and nuts being applied to said ends to bind said

spider or spiders to said ring, and bolts£ through said ring and spider or

spiders intermediate to the£ and nuts being applied to said bolts to bind said

spider or spiders to said ring.

415,936. Electrode for Secondary Batteries; Joseph Y. Bradbury

and Frank J. Stone, Lowell, Mass. Application filed

Sept. 15, 1889.

Claim 1. An electrode for secondary or storage batteries, consisting of a suit

able frame and ribbons or strips of conducting and supporting material alternately

bent each over the other at about right angles and supported in said frame.

415,981. Secondary Battery; Walter F. Smith, Philadelphia, Pa.

Application filed Sept. 10, 1889.

Claim 4. In combination, a battery element composed of a series of small

plates supported by a frame with a sectional or segmental rim and loops uniting

the sections or segments of said rim.

416,013. Dynamo-Electric Machine or Motor; Andrew L. Riker,

New York, N. Y. Application filed July 8, 1889.

Claim 1. . In a dynamo or motor, the combination, with upright cast-iron pole

pieces diminishing in section from the bottom to the top, of wrought-iron cores

connecting the poles at their ends, substantially as described.

416,126. Method of Making Supports for Electrodes of Secondary

Batteries; Walter F. Smith, Philadelphia, Pa., assignor

to the Electric Storage Battery Company, Gloucester

City, N. J. Application filed Sept. Io, 1889.

Claim 1. The method of making an amalgam for the formation of the frames,

&c., of an electric battery, which consists in mounting in an electrolyte an anode

of a metal and a cathode of mercury and causing an electric current to pass through

the same, then removing the anodes and cathodes and washing and straining off

any surplus mercury, whereby the amalgam is brought to a plastic condition for use.
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ELECTRIC STREET RAILWAYS OF AMERICA

In Operation and in Course of Construction.

Corrected to February 1st.

[Those MARKED witH A * ARE BEING CoNSTRUCTED.]

[Those MARKED witH A + NoT IN OPERATION ELECTRICALLY.]

- – - -

*

- -

commenced Length No. of H. P. of H. P. of Max. -

Location. Operating Company. | Operation || - Motor Genera- Per Ct. Makers ofCars. System

Electrically in MilesM. Cars Cars. tor. Grade.
- - -- - -- -- --

——

- -- - - - ----

Adrian, Mich.......... Adrian City Belt Line Electric Ry. Co....... *............ 3 | 4 15 IOO . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Akron, Ohio........... Akron Electric Ry. Co..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Oct. 13, '88 12 24 15 & 39 450 9% . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sprague.

Albany, N. Y. . . . . . . . . . . Watervliet-Turnpike and Railway Co . . . . . . . . Sept. 25, '89, 15% 16 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... Thomson-Houston.

4 * “. . . . ......|Albany Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - -* . . . . . . . . . . . . I4 32 ........ ". . . . . . . . ! - - - - - - -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Thomson-Houston.

Alleghany, Pa.......... Observatory Hill Pass. Ry. Co......... - - - - - - - | . . . . . . . . . . . 3.7 6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Stephenson ........ Undergr. Conduit.

Alliance, Ohio. . . . . . . . .|Alliance St. Ry. Co............................ | Mar. 6, 88 2 3 15 8o 4% . . . . . . . . . ........... Thomson-Houston.

Americus, Ga. . . . . . . . Americus Street Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .*............ 5% 4 ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pullman . . . . . . . . . . . Thomson-Houston.

Ansonia, Conn. . . . . . . . . Derby St. Ry. Co... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . A... . . . . . .32 + | 5 • ‘, ‘‘ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Thomson-Houston.

A'. Wis......... Ap. Electric St. Ry. Co........................ Aug. 16, '86 3.5 6 s and 12 60 8 Pullman . . . . . . . . . . Van Depoele.

Asbury Park, N. J. .... Seashore Electric Ry. Co.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . May 1, '88 5.8 20 20 250 4 Brill........ . . . . . . . Daft.

Asheville, N.C......... Asheville Street£ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 3 8 rS & 30 67 9% . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . |Sprague.

Atlanta, Ga............ Atlanta and Edgewood St. Ry. Co........ .... |Aug. 23, '89, 4.5 4 20 8o 3% . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Thomson-Houston.

*- " . . . . . . . . . . . Fulton County Street Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . . . *... . . . . . . . . . | 9 IO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . | - - - - * * * * . . * * * * . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Thomson-Houston.

Atlantic City, N.J. .... |Pennsylvania R. R. Co......... . . . . . . . . . ....... April 1, '89; 6.5 16 15 & 30'....................................Sprague.

Attleboro, Mass........ A. No. A. & Wrentham Street Railway Co....*... . . . . . . . . . 8 5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . |Thomson-Houston.

Auburn, N.Y.. . . . . . . . . Auburn Electric Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .* . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . |Thomson-Houston.

Baltimore, Md......... Balt. Union Pass. Ry. Co......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . t|... . . . . . . . . . 2 4 15 IOO 6% .................... |Daft.

Bangor, Me............ Bangor St. Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . May 21, '89 5 5 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . . . . .................... Thomson-Houston.

Bay City, Mich . . . . . . . . Bay City R. R. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - Sprague.

Bay Ridge, Md......... Bay Ridge Electric Railroad................................ 5 2 39 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sprague.

Beverly, Mass - - - - - - - - - |Beverly and Danvers Street Ry. Co............ Oct. 31, '89 4 2 15 25 6% . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (Storage).

Binghamton, N.Y...... Washington St., Asylum and Park R. R. . . . . . . ............. 4.5 4 30 ". . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . Sprague.

Birmingham, Conn .... Ansonia Birmingham and Derby Elec. Ry. Co. April 30, 's 4 4 12 to 15, 1oo 7 Brill. . . . . . . ........ |Thomson-Houston.

Boston, Mass ..........|West End St. Ry. Co........... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Jan. 2, '89 45 82 (15 & 4o 1000 6 Brill.............. . . .

* . " .......... West End Street Ry. Co....... - - - - - - - - - - - - - -* . . . . . . . . . . . . 191 318 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . |.......... .......... Thomson-Houston.

Brockton, Mass........ East Side St. Ry.Co............................ Nov. 1, '88. 4.5 4 : 15 - - - - - - - |........ Stephenson ........ |Sprague. * *

Buffalo, N. Y....... .... Buffalo Street Railway Co.....................; |............ 2% 4 30 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sprague.

Canton, Ohio.......... |Canton Street Ry. Co................ ........* Dec. 15, '88, 5 9 15 & 30, . . . . . . . . * * * * * * * * ! - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ... Sprague

Chattanooga, Tenn. ... Chat. Elec. St. Ry. Co............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 6 15 & 30 160 8% Brill....... ..... ... 'Sprague

Chicago, Ill: , ; ........ Cicero and Proviso St. Ry............. .................... 2 30 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sprague

Cincinnati, Ohio. ...... |Inclined Plane Railroad Co...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......... 6 20 30 : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - Sprague

* * " ....... |Mt. Adams and Eden Park Inclined Ry. Co............. I 3 20 50 5 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - * * * * Daft.

* * " ........|Mt. Adams, and Eden Park Inclined Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . 4 18 1......................................... Thomson-Houston

* * " . . . . . . . . |Cincinnati Street Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . . . • * * * * * Aug. 6. '89 5 8 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * > . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - |Thomson-Houston

* * “........ Colerain Railway Co................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . | 5 12 . . . . . . '.................................... Thomson-Houston.

** " . . . . . . . . |S. Covington and Cincinnati Street Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 Io 30 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . |Short Parallel

... " " ........ The Lehigh Ave. Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . . . ... • * * * * * * * * - - - - - - - 8 10 39 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Short Parallel,

Cleveland, Ohio.......|East Cleveland Street Railroad Co........... . . . . . . . . . . . . 35 75 . . . . . . . . 1,200 2% Stephenson ........ Sprague.

- " . . . . . . . . |Brooklyn St. Ry. Co................ .......... May 25, '89 to 36 30 . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - |Stephenson . . . . . . . . |Thomson-Houston.

* * " ........ Broadway and Newburg R. R. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . IQ I6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sprague. -

... " ". . . . . . . . . . Collamer Line, East Cleveland, Ohio ... . . . . . . . . |........ ... 3 8 . . . . . . . . ". . . . . . . . ... ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sprague.

Columbus, Ohio....... Columbus Consolidated St. Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 2 . . . . . . . . . |... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - -- -

• ". " ........ Columbus Elec. Ry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......... 1.5 || 4 || . . . . . , - - - - - '....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Council Bluffs, Ia...... Omaha and Council Bluffs Ry. and Bridge Co . . . . . . . . . . . . I4 26 120 & 30 524 4 Pullman . . . . . . . . . .. T.-H. & Sprague.

Dallas, Texas.......... Dallas Rapid Transit Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .* ............ 3 2 30 . . . . . . . . ! . . . . . . . . Stephenson ........ Sprague.

Danville, Va........... Danville St. C. Co.... ................................... ... 2 6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . '........................... Thomson-Houston.

Davenport, Iowa....... Davenport Central Street Railway Co........ Sept. 1, '88 2.75 6 15 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sprague.

-- " . . . . . . Davenport Electric St. Ry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . * - - - - - - 4 15 & 39 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sprague.

Dayton, Ohio..........# Line St. R. R. Co.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8.5 I 2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Van Depoele.

* * " . . . . . . . . Dayton and Soldier's Home Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . .* ............ 3 2 , 39 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Stephenson . . . . . . . . Sprague.

Decatur, Ill............Decatur Electric St. Ry. Co......................... . . . . . . 2 5 15 100 ! . . . . . . . . Pullman... • . . . . .

* * ". . . . . . . . . . . . Citizens Electric Street Railway........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ". . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Thomson-Houston.

Denver, Col. . . . . . . . . . .|niversity Park Railway and Electric Co.....". . . . . . . . . . . . 4 3 - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - Sprague.

** " . . . . . . . . . . .|Denver Tramway Co............. . . . . . . . . . . . .". . . . . . . . . . . . 5 | 16 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... Thomson-Houston.

* * " . . . . . . . . . . . South Denver Cable Co........................ | * * * * * * * * * * * * | 2 2 39 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • * * * * * * * - - - - - - - - - - - - Sprague.

* * ... " : ......... Colfax Ave, Electric Ry............... , , , , - - - - .......... - 3 4 39 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... Sprague.

Des Moines, Iowa..... Des Moines Electric Ry. Co.................... | * * * . . . . . * * * * Io 21 ! . . . . . . . 200 9 ................... T.-H. & Sprague.

Detroit, Mich..........|Detroit Electric Ry. Co........................ Oct. 1, '86 4 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Van Depoele.

* * " .......... Highland Park Ry. Co......................... Oct. 24, '86 3.5 6 15 60 . . . . . . . . Pullman . . . . . . . . . . i

* * " . . . . . . . . |Detroit Rouge River and Dearborn St. Ry. Co. ............. I l 39 . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sprague.

* * " .......... East Detroit and Grosse Pointe St. Ry. Co..... May 29, 88 8.5 10 15 loo Nil. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Dubuque, Iowa......... Key City Electric Railway Co.................... - * * * * * - - - - 2 2 30 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sprague.

" . . . . . . . . Electric Light and Power Co. . . . . . . . . . . ......... - - - - - - - - - io 15 & 39 ... ............ ". . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - "Sprague.

Easton, Pa...:.........|Pennsylvania Motor Co........................ Jan. 14, '88 2.5 4 15 & 20 50 12 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Daft.

Eau Claire, Wis........'Eau Claire Street Railroad Co............W. P. . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 6 30 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sprague.

Elkhart. Ind........... Citizens St. Ry. Co................. . . . . .W. P............. 7 5 15 II.4 4. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Frie, Pa...: ... :::::..... City Passenger Railway Co....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............ 12 I5 30 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sprague.

Fort Gratiot, Mich..... |Gratiot. Electric Railway Co.................: ............ | 1.75 2 - - - - - - - - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Fort Worth, Texas.... Fort Worth City. Ry. Co............ . . . . . . . . . .".... . . . . . . . . io , Io 15 135 . . . . . . . Pullman . . . . . . . . . . .

“. . . . " .... Fort Worth Land and St. Ry. Co....... . . . . . .*... . . . . . . . . . 15 15 15 2OO . . . . . . . . . 'Pullman . . . . . . .....

Harrisburg, Pa........ |East Harrisburg Pass. Ry. Co........... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.5 1 i 15 & 30 120 5% Brill . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sprague.

Hartford, Conn........ Hartford and Wethersfield Horse Railroad Co . . . . . . . . . . . . 3. 3 15 & 30 50 4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sprague. ,

£ W.Va.... Huntington Electric Light St. Ry. Co.......... Dec. 14, '88 3% 2 18 IOO 3% . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Ithaca, N.Y... . . . . . . . . Ithaca Street Railway Co..................... Jan. 2, 88 I 2 7% 50 3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Daft

Jamaica, N.Y......... Jamaica and Brooklyn R. R. ....... .......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 8 30 - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . * * * * * * |Sprague.

Joliet, ill... . .......... Joliet Street Railway Co......................* . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, . 4 -* * * * . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Thomson-Houston.

Kansas City, Mo...... Metropolitan St. Ry. Co......................* . . . . . . . . . . . . 5% 4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . * * * * ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . |Thomson-Houston.

. * * " ....... Vine St. Ry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .". . . . . . . . . . . . 3 6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - -- - , , , , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . * * |Thomson-Houston.
s * * " . . . . . . . | he North East Street Railway Co.... . . . . . . * . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 10 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Thomson-Houston.

£earney, Neb......... Kearney Street Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .* . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . '........... . . . .…. T.-H. & Sprague.

Knoxville, Tenn. . . . . . . Knoxville Street Railroad Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .* . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 . . 5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... Thomson-Houston.

Lafayette, Ind......... Lafayette Street Ry. Co.............. * - - - - - - - - - Sept. 19, '88 4% 9 15 & 30 150 8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sprague.

Laredo, Tex........... Laredo City Railroad Co. ............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4. 4 15 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sprague.

Lima, Ohio. ... . . . . . . . The Lima St. Railway Motor and Power Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 7 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Van Depoele.

Long Island City, L. I. Long Island City and Newtown Elec. Ry. Co ........... 3 2 39 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - -........Sprague.

Los Angeles. Cal....... Los Angeles Elec. Ry. Co....................f : . . . . . . . . . . . 5 4 15 1 Oo 3 Brill............ . . . Daft.

Louisville, Ky. . . . . . . . . Central Pass, R. R. Co... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19 " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . |Thomson-Houston.

Lynn, Mass- - - - - - - - - - - - Lynn and Boston St. Ry. Co., (Highland line) July 4, '88 2 3 30 . . . . . . 4. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Thomson-Houston.
". . . . . . . . . . . . . Lynn and Boston St. Ry. Co., Crescent Beach)............ l " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Thomson-Houston.

f : " .... . . . . . . . Lynn and Boston St. Ry. Co., (Myrtle St. line). . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Thomson-Houston.

* " . . . . . . . . . . . . Lynn and Boston St. Ry. Co., (Nahant line). . . . . . . . . . - - .75 I - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . . . * * * * - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ..... Thomson-Houston

" . . . . . . . . . . . . Belt Line Railway Co.........................* . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 10 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . T.-H. & Sprague.

Macon, Ga.; . . . . . . . . . Macon City and Surburban Ry. Co...........* . . . . . . . . . . . 6% s 15 too 8% . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . |Thomson-Houston.

Mansfield, Qhio. . . . . . . . Mansfield Elec. St. Ry. Co..................... Nov., '88 4.5 5 * . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , - - - - - - - - Brill . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . bań.

Marlborough, Mass.... Marlborough Street Railroad Co..... . . . . . . . . .|June 19, '89 3 3 15 & 39 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sprague.

Meriden, Conn:....... Meriden Horse R. R. Co....................... Nov. 1888 5 12 20 25o 8% Stephenson . . . . . . . . Daft.

Milwaukee, Wis. . . . . . . Milwaukee Cable Co................ . . . . . . . ."............ | 5 | 12 . . . . . . . . ". . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Thomson-Houston.
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Milwaukee, Wis....... West Side Railway Co........................*...---------- 6 19 ---------------------------------... ------ Sprague.

Moline, Ill.-----------. |Moline Street Railway Co................W. P. Oct. 17, '89 3 2 | 30 55 --------|---... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .# Ule.

Montgomery, Ala......Capital£: Co........................-- - ---- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --I - - - - - - Brill ............... an Depoele.

Muskegon, Mich... ... |Muskegon Electric Railway Co..... .........*....... ----| 4% 5 20 IOo 5 || ------------------

Nashville, Tenn....... The Gavock and Mt. Vernon Horse Ry.................... | 3 26 --------|------- |--------|-------------------- Thomson-Houston.

- " ........ City Electric Railway............ . . . . . . . . . . . .*l------------ | 3.61 6 ---------------- |- - - - -------------------- Thomson-Houston.

- * ........ South Nashville Street Ry. Co................* . . . . . . . . . . . . | 5 Io 30 --------|-- ----|----------- - --- Sprague.

- “. ........ Nashville and Edge Field Street Ry. Co......*|------------| 5 IO 30 ---------------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Sprague.

Newark, N.J.--------. Essex Co. Passenger Railway Co. . . . ........ Sept. 2, '88) 4 4. 20 IOO 5 Stephenson ....... Daft.

Newark, Ohio.......... Newark and Granville Street Ry.. ....................... I I 30 --------|-------|--... -- - - - - - - - - - - S£

Newburyport, Mass....!Newburyport and Amesbury Horse Ry. Co...*............. 6 2. - ---- - - - ---- Brill............... Thomson-Houston.

Newport, R.I.......... Newport Street Railway Co... . . . . . . . . . . . . ... Aug. 7, '89 4% 6 -----------------------|--------------------|Thomson-Houston.
Newton, Mass......... Newton Street Railway Co...................* ------------ 8 to 1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 1------------------ ... Thomson-Houston.

New York, N.Y....... N.Y. and Harlem (Fourth Avenue) R. R. Co.. Feb. 23, '89 | 18.5 10 l. . . . . . . . . . . . .-- - - Stephenson........ (Storage).

North Adams, Mass...|Hoosac Valley St. Ry. Co................................. 5 6 ------------.... 5 |-------------------- homson-Houston.

Omaha, Neb........... Omaha Motor Ry. Co.............................. -------- lo 26 - --- - - - - - -- -- Pullman.......... Thomson-Houston

- * ........... Omaha Horse Railroad Co...................... Oct. 9, '89 Io 2O 30 |........]-------- Stephenson........ Sprague.

- " ........ ...[Omaha and Council Bluffs Ry. and Bridge Co. ........... I4 I4 --------|--------------- || ------------------- Thomson-Houston

- * ... ........ Omaha and Council Bluffs R. R... . . . . . . . . . . . . .1----------. 4. 2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --------------------|Sprague.

Ottawa, Ill------------. Ottawa Electric St. Ry. Co................................ 8 8 15 160 6%. Pullman . . . . . .... mson-Houston.

Ottumwa, Iowa-------. Ottumwa Street Railway Co............ ....*|-----------. 5 4 - - - - - - - - - - - ---- Thomson-Houston.

Passaic, N.J........... Passaic Street Railway Co....................*1------------ 3. 3 | . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Thomson-Houston.

Peoria, Ill.............. Central Railway Co............................!------------ | IO 15 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - | ******** - - - - - - - - - - - -- Thomson-Houstou.

Philadelphia, Pa....... Lehigh Ave. Railway Co........................... . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 20 & 3ol....... 5 ||--------------------Storage.

Piqua, Ohio............ Piqua Electric Railway Co................................ 3. 4 || 30 - . . . . . . . |- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sprague.

Pittsburgh, Pa.........Second Avenue Passenger Railway Co.......*............ Io.o.6 10 -- -- - - - - - - - -|--|- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - omson-Houston.

- " ........ Pittsburgh, Knoxville and St. Clair St. Ry................ 2.25 5 35 2OO 15% 'Brill........- |Daft.

- “. ........ Suburban Rapid Transit Railway Co....................... 2.5 3 |15 & 20, 50 9 Stephenson........ Daft.

- “. ........ Federal St. and Pleasant Valley Ry. Co.. ............. 8% 31 30 --------|-- - - - - - --- - -- ... Sprague.

* * ........# Hill R. R. Co........................*------------ 3% 5 30 --------|--|--|--|--|---------------. . . . Sprague.

Portland, Ore.......... illamette Bridge Railway Co................. |------------ 1% 5 30 |... . . . . . . . . . ----------------------|Sprague.

- “.......... Metropolitan Ry. Co.......................... | Jan. 1, '90. 3. 7 30 --------|--------|-------------------- Sprague.

- “ ----------|Multnomah Street Ry....................-----*------. .... | 4% IO 30 - - - 1--- - - - --- -- - - - - - Sprague.

- “.....- Woodstock and Waverly Electric Ry Co.....*....- - - -- | 5% 4 || -------|--|--|--|--|--|--|--|--|-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ... " omson-Houston.

Port Huron, Mich..... Port Huron Electric Ry........................ |Oct. 17, '86 2.5 4 10 & 15 40 2 Stephenson & Brill. Van Depoele.

, Plattsmouth, Neb...... Plattsmouth Electric Railroad................. |Sept. 14, '88. 2 2 30 - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Sprague.

Plymouth, Mass....... P. and£ Ry. Co....................... June 8, '89 4% 2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . ...|Brill................ Thomson-Houston.

Quincy, Mass..........£& Boston Street Railway Co..........* . . . . . . . . . . 9 4. 30 150 7 Brill ............... Thomson-Houston.

Reading, Pa........... ast Reading. Ry. Co.......................... Nov. 27, '88 1.33 5 15 66 8 Stephenson ......£
Red Bank, N.J........ Red Bank and Sea Bright Railway Co . . . . . . .*|--------.... 5 4. - - -- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Thomson-Houston.

Revere, Mass.......... Revere St. Ry Co............................. !------------ 4.13 6 30 2OO 7 ... ... -- - - - - - - - - - - - - Thomson-Houston.

Richmond, Ind.........|Richmond St. Ry. Co...................................... 4 6 -------|-------------- Brill .............. Thomson-Houston.

Richmond, Va......... The Richmond Union Pass. Railway Co....... Feb. 1, '88 13.5 42 15 400 9 I-10 Brill................ Sprague.
Rochester, N.Y. ......[Rochester Elec. R. Co...................... . |- - - - - - - - - - - - 7 9 30 16o 4 Stephenson........|Thomson-Houston.

inaw, Mich........ Saginaw Union Street Railway Co............* --------.... | 20 25 | . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ----------- Thomson-Houston.

Salem, Mass........... Naumkeag Street Ry. Co.......... ........*............ 3 6 --------... - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- - --- - -- Sprague & T.-H.

Salem, Ole............. Capital£ Ry........................... ...* . . . . . . . . . . . . | 2 2 15 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sprague.

Salt Lake City, Utah...Salt Lake # Railroad Co.................... |----.... . . . . 6% 20 15 & 30................ Stephenson........ Sprague.

San Jose.-------------. San Jose and Santa Clara R. R. Co........fl------------ 9 6 15 80 l... ---------------------- Thomson-Houston.

Saratoga, N.Y... . . . . . Saratoga Electric Railway Co................*............ 2 * !-------|--|--|--|--|--- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Thomson-Houston.

Sault Ste Marie, Mich. S. S. Marie St. Ry. Co......................... . . . . . . . . . . . 5 8 15 IOO II Pullman ...........

Scranton, Pa........... The People's Street Ry........................ - - - - - ---- - 15 20 15 & 30... ...... ...Brill ............... Sprague.

- “. .......... Scranton Suburban Ry. Co..................... |------------ | 5 1o 15 & 30, 280 9% |Brill, Pullman ..... omson-Houston.

- “. .......... Nayaug Cross-Town Ry..........................--------- 1.25 3 ---------------|-------- Brill -------........ Thomson-Houston.

- " .......... Scranton Passenger Ry........................ | Nov. 1888 2. 4. 30 ----.... Io 1-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - |Thomson-Houston.

- “.......... Hillside Coal Co., (Mining).................... ----------- I I - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Thomson-Houston.

Seattle, Wash ..... . . . Seattle Elec. Ry. and Power Co........................... 5 I3 20 8o II - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ... [Thomson-Houston.

- " ......... Green Lake Electric Railway.................. ............ 4% 2 - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .---- Sprague.

Sherman, Texas....... College Park Electric Belt Line. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .* . . . . . . . . . . . 4 15 1. ...----|- . . . . . . .----- Sprague.

Sioux City, Ia-........ Sioux City Street Railway....................* . . . . . . . . . . . . 14 I2 30 | . . . . . . . . . . . . ----|- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Sprague.

Southington, Conn..... Southington and Plantsville Ry. Co........... ............ | 1.8 2 20 40 3 -------------------- |Thomson-Houston.

Spokane Falls, Wash...[Ross Park Street Railway . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .* . . . . . . . . . . . . 7% 6 ----------------------------------------- Thomson-Houston.

St. Catharine's, Ont... St. Catharine's, Merritton & Thorold St. Ry.Co. Oct. 1887 8 12 15 100 7% ------------------- Van Depoele.

Sterling. Ill............ Union Electric Ry. C.-----.....................---------- ... 6 # 30 l. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . |-------------- Sprague.

Steubenville, Ohio..... Steubenville Elec. Ry. Co....................... ----------. 2.5 15 . . . . . ----------|--------- - Sprague.

Stillwater, Minn.------|Stillwater Electric Railway Co................. June 28, '89, 5 6 15 & 3ol................::........... -------- Sprague.

St. Joseph, Mo......... St. Jos. Union Pass. Ry. Co.......................... ------| Io 14 15 & 30, 225 5 Home Built........ Sprague.

- - * ........ Wyatt Park Railway Co....................... ... ......... IO 18 15 & 3o 3oo 9 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Sprague.

- - " ........ Peoples Railroad Co........................... ............ IO 19 |15 & 3ol.......... ..... ------------------- Sprague.

St. Louis, Mo.......... Lindell Street Railroad Co..... - - - - ---- - - . . . . . . . . . . . 5% 12 30 - - --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Sprague.

- * ---------|St. Louis Bridge Co....................................... 2 4 ||---------I---- -- - - - - - - - - - - omson-Houston.

- - “. ......... South Broadway Line.................................. - 3 13 2O 150 4 - - - - - - - - - - --

- - * ......... Union Depot Ry. Co......... ................*............ IO 30 ||--|--|--|--|--|--|--|--|--|--|--|--|-------------------- Thomson-Houston.

-- - " ... -----|St. Louis Ry. Co............................... ----------- 3 3 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- Thomson-Houston.

St. Paul, Minn......... St. Paul City. Ry. Co..........................* ........... 51 20 --------.... . . . . . . . . . . . . -------------------- Thomson-Houston.

- - " ......... St. Paul and Minn. Ry. Co....................*......... 2O 20 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1... ... ---------------

Syracuse, N.Y......... Third Ward Railway Co................... ... |Nov. 29, '88 4 8 20 & 3o 160 1o Brill ........... .. Thomson-Houston.

Tacoma, Wash........ Pacific Ave. Street Railway Co.,............... |............ | 6 8 30 -------- 13% .................... Sprague.

- “. ........Tacoma Ave. Street Railroad Co............... |.......... . 2 8 20 l- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Sprague.

Toledo, Ohio........... Toledo Elec. Ry. Co........................... |July 20, '89 2 2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Thomson-Houston.

Topeka, Kan.......... Topeka Rapid Transit Co.....- - - - - - - - - - - - - | Apr. 25, 89. 7 30 - - - - - - - - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ------------- Thomson-Houston.

Toronto, Ont.......... Metropolitan Street Railway Co...... . . . . . . . .* . . . . . . . . . . . 13 2 - - - - - - - - ---- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Thomson-Houston.

Troy, N.Y......... ...|Troy and Lansingburg Street Railroad Co..... Sept. 29, '89 7% 13 30 - - - - - - - - - . . . . . . . . -------------------- Sprague.
Victoria, B.C.,..., National Electric Lig£ Tramway Co.............. 4 4 . . . . . . . . . --------|--|--|--|--|-------------------- Thomson-Houston.

Washington, D.C..... Eckington and Soldiers' Home Elec. Ry. Co. Oct. 17, 88 2.7 10 --------|--|--|--|--|-------- Brill ---------------'#'.

- “. ....'Georgetown and Tenalley Street Railway Co.".... ....... 6 6 1......... -----------------------------------Thomson-Houston.

West Bay City, Mich...W. B. City Electric R. R................ ------ Dec. 1, '89 5 | 8 30 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---------------- Sprague.

Wheeling, W.Va......Wheeling Railway Co......................... |Mar. 27, '88 io 21 l- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - omson-Houston.

Wichita, Kans......... Riverside and Suburban Ry. Co............... Nov. 13, '88, 9 6 15 8o 3 |Brill ............... Thomson-Houston.

.." “. ..........|Wichita Suburban. . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - |....... ... 7.5 7 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Sprague.

Wilkesbarre, Pa....... Wilkesbarre and Suburban Street Railway Co............. 4 6 15 --------|-------- Stephenson ...... -Sprague.

... " “....... Wilkesbarre and West Side Railway Co......*... . . . . . . . 4 3. 30 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- --------------|Sprague.

Wilmington, Del....... Wilmington City Ry. Co., Riverview Line ... |::::::::::: 1% 3 15 75 6% -------------------- rague.

... ." “. ......" - - - Eighth St. Line..... Mar. 2, '88 1.3-5 5 30 125 8 rill................ £

Windsor, Ont..........|Windsor Elec. St. Ry. Co................................. 2 | 2 ||--|--|--|--|---------------- |-------------------- an Depoele.

Youngstown, O.......*Youngstown Elec. Ry. Co... . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - ......... 5 | 6 30 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---- Sprague.

-

FOREIGN.

Florence, Italy......... | Firenzi and Fiesole Tramway Co ...........* ............ 5 I2 - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Sprague.

Tokio, Japan. . . . . . . . . |Tokio Exhibition Line.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .* . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 I5 ! -- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . |Sprague.

* Electric Railway Companies are earnestly requested to notify “ELECTRIC POWER" of any

above list,*

errors or omissions in the
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N entering upon its second year, has good reason for self congratulation. In one year it has

succeeded in gaining a solid foothold, and now stands on a firm foundation. Its subscription

list is rapidly growing and its advertising patronage is increasing with each number.

For the current year the conductors expect to improve the magazine in many ways, strengthen

its various departments, and make it even more valuable than in the past. The rapid increase in

the utilization of electric power in various industries, makes a periodical devoted principally to this

branch of electricity, invaluable to all who would keep abreast of the movement in this direction.

During the past twelve months, many valuable papers have been published in its pages from

the pens of the most eminent specialists in the electrical profession. Among them may be noted

the following:

“Advantages of Electricity Over Horses for Street Railways,” by HENRY M. WHITNEy, (September)

“Advantages of Electric Railways,” by JoHN C. HENRY, - - - - - (April)

“The Conduit System of Electric Railways," by G. R. BLODGETT, - - - - . (January)

“Electric Traction by Storage Batteries,” by W.M. BRACKEN, - - - - - (September)

“Electric Railways,” by GEORGE W. MANSFIELD, - - - - - - - (September)

“The Rise of the Electric Motor,” by T. D. LockwooD, - - - - - - (7anuary)

“The Electric Motor for Domestic Purposes,” by H. B. PRINDLE, - - - - (December)

“Electric Power for Small Industries,” GEO, KIRBy Hol.MEs, - (March and April)

“The Cost of Long Distance Electrical Power Transmission,” by W. S. KELLEY, - (Movember)

“Electricity in Mines,” by W.M. M. ScHLESINGER, - - - - - - - (9uly)

“Electricity in Mining,” by FRED'K J. RowAN, - - - - - - - - (October)

“The Electric Motor in Mining Operations,” by GEO. W. MANSFIELD, - - - (February)

“Electric Haulage in the Anthracite Mines,” by A. W. SHEAFER, - - - - (7anuary)

“Application of Electro-Motive Power to Mill Work,” by W. S. KELLEY, - - - (May)

“On Mechanical Engineering in Electrical Industries." by Prof. JoHN PERRY, - - (December)

“The Steam Engine, its beginning, growth and developement," by C. A. BURTON, - (%une)

Besides these important discussions and essays, the different numbers contain very many

shorter articles on matters relating to the use of electric power in all its forms.

The numbers containing the articles enumerated above, remain in print for a limited number

of copies, and will be sent to any address at 25 cents a number. -

The complete volume, handsomely bound in leather back, gilt lettered, and cloth sides, will

be sent for $3.50 and patent reading binders or cases for 75 cents. These will hold the twelve num

bers of the volume, and the arrangement is such that any single number may be taken out and re

placed without disturbing the rest.

Subscribers who may wish bound copies, may return to us their single numbers, express pre

paid both ways, and if they are clean and unmutilated, a bound copy will be given for them, for

$1.00 additional.

ELECTRIC POWER PUBLISHING CO.,

132 Nassau Street, New York.
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ELECTRIC LIGHTING AND PUBLIC SAFETY.

T appears likely from Sir William Thomson's article on

the above subject in the North American Review for

February, 1890, that the distribution of electrical energy

for light and power in towns of the United Kingdom will be

hereafter “by underground conductors.” This is stated as

a deduction partly from the nature of the regulations pre

scribed by the Board of Trade for overhead works, and

partly from “the fact that in most or all cases in which pro

visional orders under the Electric Lighting Act of 1888

have been granted to companies for the electric lighting of

cities, it has been stipulated that the conductors shall be alto

gether underground, except in cases in which aerial wires

have already been placed and brought into action; and that

even in these cases the conductors, if for high-pressure sup

ply, shall be removed from the air and replaced by under

ground conductors within two years.” The regulations o

the Board,—which do provide for the erection of overhead

systems,—seem to the writer of the article to surround the

work with conditions that are practically prohibitive. “We

are forced to conclude,” says the writer, “that in laying

down these regulations, and in arranging for careful inspec

tion to secure their fulfilment as far as practicable, the ad

visers of the Board of Trade felt that the danger from high

pressure overhead wires could not be absolutely annulled.”

We should like to see an honest attempt made to carry out

the Board of Trade regulations, before deciding that they

are impracticable. Nevertheless, we can hardly deny that

the facts go to confirm Sir William's statement, that “every

hitherto known insulating material that could be [has been]

used for coating the wire experiences destructive deteriora

tion in the course of years, especially if kept exposed to

light and to the variation of outside atmosphere, in our

[English] climate,” or the American climate, for that mat

ter. One may fairly doubt, however, whether in this coun

try, at least, the best insulating materials known have been

those most used. In fact, one may unhesitatingly declare,

as we have done more than once, that much of the insulation

used, for example, in New York, has been of the cheapest,

and such as no self-respecting electrical engineer would risk

his reputation by recommending. Until an overhead light

and power system has been tried, in which the very best

insulation known to electricians is employed, we do not feel

that it is time to despair of safe high-tension currents in the

air. The regulations which Sir William Thomson thinks,

in their entirety, too much for electrical engineering skill

without prohibitive cost, are the following:

3. Every support of aerialconductors shall be of durable

material, and properly stayed against forces due to wind

pressure, change of direction of the conductors, or unequal

lengths of span, and the conductors and suspending wires

(if any) must be securely attached to insulators fixed to the

supports. The factor of safety for the suspended wires shall

be at least six, and for all other parts of the structure at

least twelve, taking the maximum possible wind-pressure at

50 pounds per square foot.

7. Where any aerial conductor is erected so as to cross

any other aerial conductor, or any suspended wire used for

purposes other than the supply of energy, precautions shall

be taken by the owners of such crossing conductor against

the possibility of that conductor coming into contact with

the other conductor or wire, or of such other conductor or

wire coming into contact with such crossing conductor by

breakage or otherwise.

9. Every high-pressure aérial conductor must be contin

uously insulated with a durable and efficient material, etc.

On the feasibility of these regulations, Sir William Thom

son says: “The fulfilment of these rules can, indeed, be

made practically certain. But at what cost 2 What of the

cost for permanent maintenance of standards, suspending

wires, ‘non-metallic ligaments'? And what of the ‘dura

ble and efficient material' required by rule 9, as an insula

ting coating for the copper conductor?” The whole mat

ter is reduced, then, to a question of cost. It may be ac

cepted as granted by the London Board of Trade, and sup

ported by the authority of Sir William Thomson, that a

practically safe high-pressure aerial electrical system is possi

ble, but, says the latter authority, at great, if not prohibi

tive, expense. In this view of the case, the question before

electric light and power companies in Great Britain is,

whether it will cost more to maintain the wires in a safe

condition overhead or underground. Sir William Thomson

evidently inclines to the former conclusion. We, on our

part, should still like to see a fully approved overhead sys

tem given a fair trial, say in New York city, while assert

ing, also, that there are in some of our cities overhead

systems against which no complaint has yet been heard.

This last fact must be taken into account in answering

the question, Can high-tension overhead conductors be

made and kept safe at a cost less than that of an under

ground system? If any of our existing overhead systems

approach safety, then the answer must be an undoubted

affirmative. If the only safe overhead system is one organ

zed and maintained under the rules of the London Board

of Trade, there is a possible answer in the negative. At all

events, we insist that it is illogical to force the wires under

ground if there is a safe overhead system possible; and if

the electrical companies prefer to maintain such a safe sys

tem on the ground that they can thus serve the public more

cheaply. The ultimate thing, after all, is—safety, and a safe

overhead system is certainly no worse than a safe system
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below the surface of the earth. Let the London Board of

Trade rules be adopted, and enforced, if necessary, to pro

tect human life, but by all means let the companies decide

whether they will act under those rules or put their wires

below foot.

It is interesting to note that the Board of Trade regula

tions were framed to meet conditions far more dangerous,

per se, than any that exist with us. Sir William Thomson

talks of currents of 10,000 volts as if they were commonly

employed in systems on the British side of the _Atlantic.

We know, indeed, that our transatlantic friends have been

harnessing and using far more energetic currents than we,

with nothing near the number of casualties. Our municipal

officers might well take a lesson from the calm and reason

able attitude of the British authorities, instead of pursuing

the hysterical and highly sensational course they have cho

sen to adopt.

THE OVERHEAD TROLLEY.

“ LECTRICAL circles" are to be treated to another

“big sensation." We regret that the edge of the

sensation is likely to be dulled by certain hints of its nature

which have leaked out through the press. Perhaps it is well,

however, that the electrical public should not be taken

wholly unawares. Those who wish to spare themselves the

effect of a sudden shock may read the article on “The

Invention of the Trolley” which we have extracted from

the Lowell (Mass.) Sunday Crz'i‘z'c. From this it appears

that Mr. \-Villiam F. Sherman of Lowell is the original, first

and sole inventor of the overhead trolley electric railway, and

that Mr. Sherman's invention and his patent therefor are

now controlled by the Sherman Electric Power Company

which is preparing to bring suit against all infringers. As

every electric railway company using an overhead system is

supposed to be an infringer, the sensation will come when

these suits are brought. For this last statement we have

the authority of the Lynn (Mass) Bee, which further claims

to have been informed from private sources that William F.

Sherman of Lowell, has eslablis/zed his claim of being the

original inventor of the overhead trolley system, both single

and double. The Bee adds, however, that “the com

panies concerned are giving themselves no uneasii1ess";—

which the Sunday Critic explains, so far as the Thomson

Houston Company is concerned, by saying that it, “ in its

present inflated condition, and with no particular knowledge

upon the part of the public of its exact financial status, can

be said to have but very little to lose, and everything to

gain, in the impeachment of the validity ofits patents on the

overhead system.” But this indifference is, after all, a

mere bluff. “It is not at all strange," the Sunday Critic

continues, that the ofiicials of this company affect to treat

this announcement ofa rival patent with more or less un

concern." What a world of meaning is hidden behind

that word, “ affect" !

Mr. Sherman claims to have run the first trolley overhead

electric railway in Chicago in 1883, in October of which

year his application for a patent was filed. If this is his

earliest date, we are constrained to doubt whether the

Sherman patent can be sustained to cover all that its in

ventor might desire. To go no farther into the art, one

might call the attention of the Sherman Electric Power

Company to two patents of joseph R. Finney, one of which

was filed February 15th, 1882, and issued September 18th,

1883, and the other of which was- filed September 9th,1882,

and issued January 2d, 1883, either of which would stand in

the way of any very broad interpretation of Mr. Sherman’s

claims. It is quite possible that Mr. Sherman could be shown

clear anticipations even earlier than these, to say nothing of

the question whether any patent 011 an overhead electric

trolley could be sustained in view of the old railway car tele

graph patents in which trolleys were shown and described.

The counsel for the Sherman Electric Power Company

“feel confident that the patent will be sustained" ; but they

“ see a long fight ahead." Perhaps they will conclude to

postpone action until the Thomson-Houston Company

recovers from “its present inflated condition" and until

the publicacquires a knowledge of “its exact financial status.”

LIMITING VOLTAGE BY LEGISLATION.

URING the past year there have been many indications

of an attempt to limit by law the pressure of electric

currents. The proposed action has been based upon experi

ments with live animals, from which certain data have been

obtained and manipulated in such a manner as to give a rea

sonable excuse for interference by the State in the interest of

public safety. We consider this agitation illtimed for the rea

son that it reacts against all electrical interests. Electricity is

destined to be of such inmeasurable value to the commun

ity, that it is important that it should be produced and

transmitted as cheaply as possible. It has been satisfactorily

proved that this can be done most economically by the use

of high tension currents. It does not, however, seem ad

visable to attempt to fix a standard pressure, by law, but

rather to formulate such rules regarding installations, that

the commercial use of electricity shall not only be reasonably

safe, but actually safer than any other form of energy. As

between the danger to life by high tension currents, and the

danger from fire in the case of low tension, our only recourse

is in the enforcement of rigid regulations. This is the result

arrived at in every discussion of this much-talked-of subject

by disinterested electrical engineers. It is known by all who

are interested in electrical progess that all development is

in the direction of higher pressure, and as has been very

pertiiiently suggested, no man can afford to accept the pro

posed limited conditions for the reason that a great invention

may be brought out at any time which may revolutionize all

existing methods, and yet be of little or no value excepting

under high pressure.

STREET CAR MOTOR GEAR.

ONE of the mcst preplexing problems which has arisen

in connection with electric traction is that of gearing

the electric motor to the axle. While some inventors are

continually seeking for new material, out of which to make

pinions, or combining difierent kinds of material in a novel

manner, others are aiming at the theoretically perfect method
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of direct coupling. This is no doubt the ideal plan, and

it seems especially desirable in the case of the electric motor,

as no crank is required. There has been no little discus

sion of this question in technical journals, and before the

American Institute of Electrical Engineers.

gearing, worm gearing, and direct coupling have had their

advocates, yet as a matter of fact the spur gear, which has

had no particular partisan, seems to be the only form

that has come into general practical use. It has never

appeared to mechanical engineers that the spur gear was

suitable for this work, yet it has been adopted, apparently

for the simple reason that there was no question about its

performing its functions in a reasonably satisfactory manner.

This does not prove however, by any means that there will

be no change, but simply that the claims put forth for other

devices have not been substantiated in practice. Every day

the circle of inventors is enlarging who are giving their

attention to these mechanical details, and the attainment of

practical success is merely a question of time.

THE PATH FOR THE FUTURE.

THE present status of electricity, while full of difliculty

and worriment, is also full of hope. By the cutting

off of the supply of current in New York for the arc and

incandescent lights it has been revealed to the people in a

manner that no other course could have done, how abso

lutely essential to their comfort and well-being the newly

utilized force has become. The temporary losses and an

noyances to the electrical companies, though very great,

will therefore prove in the end to be of lasting benefit. and

when the service is resumed the demand for electric light

will be greater and more widespread than ever before, and

the now existing disagreeable and annoying circumstances,

due mainly to the injection of politics into business affairs,

will be remembered as a lesson.

But the electric light, though at present the most exten

sive, is destined to be only a branch, and a small branch at

that, of the application of electricity to the service of man.

It is no wild dream of the imagination to look forward to

the time when all the light, power and heat necessary for

man’s comfort and happiness, will be supplied by this inex

haustible natural force, cheaply, safely and conveniently.

\Vhen Bulwer wrote his novel, “The Coming Race,” it

was thought that his description of the force “ Vril,” which

he put into the hands of his characters, was overdrawn and

impossible. But the chief powers of Vril are already

found to be possessed by electricity, and the few remaining

properties which Bulwer assigned to Vril are not beyond

the bounds of future discovery and invention. To the

“coming race" of Bulwer the telephone and the phono

graph would have been as wonderful as their Vril appeared

to us at the time the book was written.

The generation of electricity depends entirely upon

mechanical conditions, and here is the path which future in

ventors should tread. The steam engine and boiler are

now necessary for supplying the power to run the dynamo,

Frictional -

but there are two immense sources of power in nature

which ought to be and can be made available for this pur

pose. Wind and water are abundant, cheap, and almost

universal. Some progress has already been made in utiliz

ing water power, but only in a moderate degree. Every

running river, every waterfall and cataract, possesses power

now running to waste beyond the ability of man to calcu

late. It has been’ roughly estimated that there is sufficient

power running daily over Niagara Falls which, if utilized,

would furnish electricity to run every railroad, mill, factory

and light within a radius of I00 miles. And this power can be

had for the taking. The cost of the plant would, doubt

less, be enomious, but the plant, once established, the cost

of maintenance would be so insignificant as to be not worth

speaking of. The amount of pressure obtainable from

this source would be practically unlimited, and it

could be conducted through well insulated underground

wires to any desired point. The Meeker dam, on the upper

Mississippi river, which was referred to in our February

number, is another source of unlimited power. These two

instances are addresed to as examples of power running to

waste in every State and Territory in our country.

With the constant improvement in the storage battery,

another source of power becomes available. The wind that

blows free through the atmosphere can be harnessed and

brought into the service of man. A windmill properly con

nected with the dynamo can be made to generate electricity,

which could be stored up for future use. The wind is a

more variable source of power than water, and at present

cannot be depended upon for furnishing a constant supply,

but the storage battery here comes in to our aid. Why

should not vast reservoirs for the storage of electricity be

constructed, just as we build them for water storage? Is not

American inventive genius sufficient to solve this problem?

We believe that it is.

When these two sources of power—the wind and the

water— are thus utilized, who can dream even of the exten

sion of the application of electric power?

Again, why should not small dynamos, furnishing sulfi

cient power to run diminutive motors for domestic purposes

and small industries, be constructed, operated by coiled

springs, or rubber bands, wound up and stretched by a

clock work? The principle is old, only the application

would be new. There are numerous instances where me

chanical power could be profitably employed, where 'a very

small fraction of a horse power would be sufficient. In these

cases, a dynamo driven by steam power would be out of the

question, but were there some means for generating electri

city cheaply and in small quantities, all these small operations

might be run by an electric motor.

Thus the field for electric power is constantly broadening,

and it will be the duty ofinventors to supply the mechanical

devices by which this field can be occupied. That they will

do this we feel fully confident, for American inventive genius

has always risen to the needs of the occasion, and indeed the’

greatest inventions the world knows and uses to-day have

been supplied by the brains of our own citizens.
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APPLICATION OF ELECTRICITY TO STREET

RAILWAYS.l

BY FRANK I. SPRAGUE.

MR. Pnesrosnr AND Dsuzoarssz Scarcely fifteen years I

—a period of time yet within the memory of the youngest

of us—have passed since ‘the beginning of a new era, the

transmission of energy for light, power and the reproduction

of speech. Of the progress of the first I need not speak,

for the delegates of this convention are well cognizant of its

history and the advance it has made within that time. The

spread ofthe telephone to nearly every town and hamlet in

the fourteen years since it was exhibited as a scientific toy

at Philadelphia, and the financial success of the parent com

pany, are facts continually before your minds or ringing in

your cars. But th1t' great industry, the transmission of

electricity for power, with its possibilities of all kinds, is of

very recent development. Six years ago there were scarcely

a hundred electric motors in operation in the United States

for any purpose; to-day there are no less than I 5,000 mo

tors in use, applied to not less than 2oo different industries,

and an industrial revolution is taking place equaling, if not

surpassing, in importance that attending the introduction of

the steam engine, and marvelous in the rapidity of its

growth.

It is not my purpose to dwell at length upon the subject

of the transmission of power by electricity in its general ap

plication, but to touch upon one branch only, that of rail

way work, reviewing very briefly the development in the

United States, pointing out the salient features of successful

operation, noting what has been already acomplished, and

after some remarks upon the legal questions which have

arisen, considering the possibilities of the future.

The modern electric railway may be said to have been

born in Europe; its babyhood was in Europe ; but in its

youth and younger manhood it is Tpurely American. In

1881, Dr. Siemens, of Berlin, established the pioneer rail

way on the Lichtenfelde line in the suburbs of Berlin, and I

believe it is still running. It was followed by other roads,

some commercial and others for exhibition, erected by the

firm of Siemens, and by work done by other electrical engi

neers. The Siemens also established a line at Frankfort.

The Doctor Hopkinson established one at Portrush, Ire

land. Another was established at Blackpool. This last was

a conduit system. A double metallic overhead system was

established in 1888 at Vevay, Switzerland, and comparatively

recently the Siemens have established a conduit system at

Buda Pesth.

The first line which was established in the United States

for actual commercial service was a suburban line of two

miles in length, built by Mr. Daft, just outside of Baltimore,

in the latter part of 1885. using a central rail. Other lines

were established by Mr. Vanderpoele in various parts of the

country, using the single and double trolley system, with the

trolley travelling upon and carried by the wire and connected

to he car by a flexible cable.

In all this pioneer work the system used was that ofdirect

supply, but most of the mechanical features as well as the

electrical details have now given way to other and more

efiicient methods of operation.

Of the more recent work three classes demand attention,

one being the system of independent units operated by the

storage battery, and the other two being direct systems of

supply, one underground, the other overhead. I shall not

enter into details of these three systems or their modifica

tions,_for it would be a repetition of much which has already

been written, but I will briefly state the facts, and the con

clusion I have formed concerning them.

There is something exceedingly attractive in the proposed

1 Paper read at the Kansas City Convention, Feb. 14, 189'».

application of storage batteries to the propulsion of cars.

To be able conveniently to store up a large amount of energy

in a box, put it aboard a car, carry it around with us, and

take from it a greater or less amount of work, offers, when

practicable, a solution of the street car problem for which

we are all devoutly hopeful. But look at it commercially.

The storage battery is still a long way from being a serious

competitor of the direct source of supply. True, great im

provements have been made in it, but these improvements

have not very much altered its character, or the weight

which is necessary, or the care which must be exercised in

getting an economical return from the battery. These im

provements have made it possible to take a heavier charge

from the battery without producing buckling, have made a

rougher usage of the battery mechanically possible, and

have in some instances greatly reduced its cost of manufact

ure, so that the element of maintenance is a less serious one

than it was a year or two ago; but the capacity of the bat

tery, while it has been somewhat increased, remains such that

it is still necessary to have about 3,500 pounds to propel an

ordinary street car. This means an excessive weight. It

takes up space and is a serious extra load to be carried

around. It requires frequent shifting, and its capacity as

well as discharge rate are so limited that it is simply impos

sible to work such a battery upon grades which are at all

severe. I believe it is possible with care to operate a storage

battery on grades not exceeding, say, four per cent., and

with limited speed and daily mileage at an expense about

equal to that of horses, or a little less, but still at about

double the expense which is necessary upon a suitably erected

and properly operated overhead system.

Nowhere in the United States, that I am aware of, is there

serious storage battery work being done at the present mo

ment. The nearest -attempt was where recent experiments

were made on the Madison Avenue line, New York City,

where about a dozen cars were being run up until eight

o’clock in the‘ evening, but owing to legal complications

only two cars are now running there,—with what daily mile

age I do not know. But nowhere is the work done at all

equivalent to what is constantly practiced on the overhead

line. On that service motor cars start out at five or six

o’clock in the morning and run until midnight. Many cars

make 150 or 160 miles a day, and some cars have even made

180 and 190 miles a day. Hall of this for storage battery

work is good duty, but it is not up to the demands which

street railway managers make, and until the radical improve

ments which are promised are made in it, the field of ap

plication will be limited.

The conduit system of direct supply has been attempted

in several places, notably at Denver, Cleveland, Allegheny

City, and Boston, but at all the places mentioned these ex

periments have proved disastrous and have been abandoned,

save the short section at Allegheny City. In England, the

Blackpool line, under special conditions, has been, I believe,

fairly successful, and at Buda Pesth, the Messrs. Siemens

have a conduit system in successful operation. There, how

ever, the drainage is very perfect, and in addition a man is

detailed for given sections of the track, and is continually

employed in patrolling his section and clearing it out. As

suming good sewerage, the conduit can unquestionably be

made to work. It becomes then a question of cost; but for

general application, especially in view of the fact that most

of our cities do not have a sewerage system which can take

care of the street drainage, the expense is prohibitory save

on large systems under exceptional conditions. I look for

ward to the time when many existing well constructed and

well drained cable conduits will become electrical conduits,

and electricity will then score another victory.

The system, however, which has made such a marked ad
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vance is the single trolley overhead system with universably

flexible underneath contact, and this has been the growth of

the past two and a half years. I think I can fairly claim for

the Sprague Company the pioneer place in this develop

ment, but the commercial development on the lines it laid

down has been with great energy pushed forward principally

by both it and the Thomson-I-louston companies.

work done by the Sprague Company, other than experi

mental work on the elevated railroads, was made but a short

distance from this city. A single car was started in 1887 on

the Union Passenger Railway Company's line in St. Joseph,

with a small 7% h. p. motor, single geared. and adapted to

run at a very high speed on a suburban extension. It is a

matter of interest that that road has seen nearly every change

made in the system. Its lines have been extended twice,

and it has both the old style motors and the more modern

equipments. But all the work done on that line was, it may

be said, purely experimental, and it was not until the 2d of

February that the Richmond road was officially opened to

the public. I speak of this road, not so much because of

my personal interest in it, but because it marked an era in

the development of electric railways. A radical departure

was made from the work which had been done prior to that

time, not only in the amount and extent of the system

equipped and the number of the machines operated, but also

in the disposition and control of the machines, the system of

overhead wiring, and the method of getting the current from

the wire. The characteristics of that line are now pretty

well known. It was a road of about twelve miles in length,

with 30 curves, some of them of exceedingly short radius,

with grades running as high as IO per cent., and with a

roadbed utterly unfit for the traffic which it had to support.

The equipment was for forty cars, requiring 80 machines,

and was to be operated from one central station. When

first proposed the attempt was looked upon with a good

deal of ridicule, not only by street railway men but by elec

tricians themselves. The street railway men thought that

the ordinary condition of street car service would make it

impossible for a self- propelled car to ascend a grade exceed

ing five or six per cent. ; and as for attempting a‘ 10 per cent.

grade, that was out of the bounds of reason. As regards

the electrical problems, the motors, instead of being placed

-on the car body flexibly connected by chain gearing or belts

to the axles, were placed underneath the car, and flexibly

and concentrically geared to the axles. They were uncov

ered and exposed to the mud and moisture, and to all the

accumulations which might collect in the street. They

were built to run on a 400-volt grounded circuit, and to run

in either direction with fixed brushes. Insanity was a mild

term to designate the mental condition of one who made

these proposals. The motor man was confined to his

ordinary platform and the regulating devices there situated.

A wire of one-fifth ofan inch in diameter was extended over

the track, and supplied at intervals of its length by a wire

carried'alongside the street where the strain upon the poles

was least, and this main conductor was supplied at three or

four central points by feeders from the central station. The

current, moreover, was taken from this wire, not by a trav

eling carriage upon the wire, flexibly connected with the

car, but by an arm reaching upward and pressing under

neath the wire. This contact arm, which is now technically

known as the trolley pole, was placed in the centre of the

car and had a universal movement, resisting up and down

displacement sufficiently to make a good contact with the

wire. but at the same time free to follow all vertical deflec

tions. In addition it had a lateral movement of considerable

reach. offering little opposition to any side deflections by the

wire itself. '

Well, Richmond has passed into history. It has had its

The first -

vicissitudes, it has had its victories as well. But it remains

with all its crudities and with all the accidents which have

marked its career, as the one great step in advance, whose

features in the main have been followed in almost all the

recent electric railways. Machines have been made larger,

they have been made mechanically and electrically more

perfect. Changes of detail have been frequent, but most of

the characteristic features there outlined mark to-day nearly

every electrical railway which is either in_ operation, in pro

cess of construction, or under contract.

Taking our work alone and that of 1887 as a basis, in 1888

it was trebled. The work of 1888 was quintupled in 1889.

As to what it will be in 1890 I will not hazard a guess. Its

strongest opponents two years ago are now its best friends,

and the enterprise, for which it was then difficult to get a

dollar investment, to-day demands the best thought and the

most active energies of two great corporations and a num

ber of smaller ones. The contracts for electrical equipments

involve larger amounts than almost any other electrical en

terprise. The business done in this year will probably be

not less than $6,000,000. Every street railway in the United

States is watching with eager eyes the developments of the

rival electrical interests. The friends of the cable system are

on the defensive. The advocates of the electric system are

reliant and aggressive. Its flexibility, the ease with which

it is extended, its adaptability to various conditions of ser

vice, its freedom from long continued breakdown, the mar

velous advances which have been made in perfecting its

apparatus, all insure its supremacy.

As illustrating the progress of electric railways, I may

state that there are about 130 towns or cities in the United

States with one or more electric railways in operation, con

struction, or under contract, and that these roads comprise

about 1,500 miles of track, equipped with 1,700 motor cars,

requiring 3,000 motors, of an aggregate capacity of 45,000

h. p., and steam and electrical generators of 25,000 h. p.

The roads in operation are making about 100,000 miles per

day, and within three months the mileage will be doubled.

We still hear occasional discordant cries about the possi

bility of breakdowns, the cost of operation, the danger of the

current, or the unsightliness of overhead wires.

This latter question is rather aesthetical than practical, for

as now erected the railway lines are among the most costly,

and with care can, in view of the service rendered, be made

very unobtrusive.As regards the danger, the electric car is the safest pos- i

sible vehicle, because of the remarkable facility of control,

and as to the objections to the overhead line on the score of

danger which have been raised sometimes by the municipal

authorities, and which have been cited by the telephone in

terests, they are, we may safely say, imaginary rather than

real. Some two years and a half ago Isettled upon 400

volts as a fairly satisfactory standard of potential for which

the motor for street railway service should be built, allowing

about IO per cent. drop in the distribution on the line,

making the potential in the station about 440 to 450 volts.

In some cases, where dealing with heavy work on extended

lines and small conductors we have raised vthe potential at

the motors to about 450 volts, making no change whatever

in the machine, and have run the central station at 480 to

to 500 volts. There are in the United States about eighty

electrical railways in operation. Almost every employé of

the contracting companies and a great many employés of

the railway companies themselves, including not only the

linemen, and those whose business it is to work on the elec

trical equipment, but also the conductors and drivers, have

received shocks from these lines of greater or less duration,

and under almost every possible condition. Yet in no in

stance which ever came under my observation, or of which
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we have any reliable record, has serious injury resulted from

the shock of the current itself When we consider that

these shocks have occurred to persons of all ages and of all

physical conditions, and for varying periods, the experience

seems to be quite ample to warrant the assertion that as or

dinarily constructed a constant potential circuit of 500 volts

is not dangerous to human life, and we can dismiss that

question.

Reviewing the work of the past two years, that which

was promised for electricity has been in the main entirely

fulfilled. It has proved itself capable of doing the most

extraordinary work under the most unfavorable conditions.

Grades of I2% per cent., and more recently of 14 per

cent., have been ascended with loaded cars. Grades three

miles long, varying from four to eight per cent., have been

ascended by a motor car pulling a tow car. It has done

work where it would have been impossible to have done it

by horses. It has enabled the running speed of cars to be

increased even in crowded cities 50 per cent.: and on sub

urban routes speeds of 20 miles or more have been made.

Experimental runs of 30 miles an hour on the ordinary

street car with the narrow flange wheel have been attained;

and on special experiments a speed of nearly I 50 miles an

hour has been made for a short distance. The electric car

has shown that it can run faster on both up and down

grades, than it can be gotten under way and stopped more

quickly than a horse car; that with any given number of

cars the mileage has been increased and the same time in

tervals made with a less number of cars. Many cars have

made from 180 to I90 miles in one day. Horse space hav

ing been saved, the equipments occupy a third less space,

and this fact, coupled with the ability to back when neces

sary and again quickly gain headway, has enabled an elec

tric railway car in crowded and narrow streets to work its

passage where a horse car would be at a dead standstill. Not

only has the possibility of running down grade faster been

established, but that possibility with a high degree of safety,

because in the event of losing control of a car by the brakes,

the instant reversal of the motor will bring the car to a

standstill. This has frequently been the experience, and in

one case which was recently reported to us, the inspector

stated that a car was going nearly 35 miles an hour on the

down grade before the driver attempted to reverse his ma

chine; but when he did reverse it, he brought his car to a

standstill with the lors of only one gear. Making due al

lowance for the possible excitement of the inspector, I

think the car was moving at least 25 miles an hour when

the reversal took place.

The riding of an electric car is unquestionably easier than

on the majority of cable or horse cars, starting and stop

ping more easily, and being in a very large measure free

from oscillation. It is scarcely necessary to say that the

cars are cleaner, that they are brilliantly lighted, and that it

would be possible even to heat them by electricity. The

sanitary conditions are entirely altered, and the health and

comfort of the people conserved by doing away with stables,

with all their unsavory characteristics and resultant injury

to the value of adjacent real estate. Branch lines of every

possible combination of grade, curve and ill-conditioned

street. which has so often proved prohibitory to any

other system of propulsion, have been operated by the

electric system. Distances up to six miles or more away

from a single station have been operated without difliculty,

and large numbers of cars from one station. It can very

properly be said that there have been many breakdowns ;

that machines have depreciated ; that there have been ex

asperating troubles. True, these things have happened,

and in case of defective workmanship and of careless in

spection or management, they will happen again no matter

what system of propulsion is adopted. The accidents

which can happen to a motor come within a very limited

category, and the liability of a motor to these accidents is

being very rapidly reduced to a minimum, till it is becoming

to-day the most perfect piece of machinery, capable of the

longest continued use and a large amount of abuse. The

- very accidents which have happened, as simple as the

causes are——and I may say here that nine-tenths of elec

trical troubles are due to mechanical defects—and the very

makeshifts which have been temporarily resorted to to over

come the troubles and keep the lines in operation, are the

best evidence of the flexibility of the system and the perfec

tion to which it will arrive. No other machine in existence

has, in so short a period of development, been brought to

such a degree of perfection, is capable of such varied appli

cation, and can be so quickly and easily understood.

The cost of operation has proved entirely satisfactory,

and my early claim has been substantiated. In a paper

read before the American Institute of Electrical Engineers

in August, 1888, and also in some earlier communications,

I made an estimate as to the expense of operating a 30 car

road, dividing these operating expenses under twoheads:

(1), those belonging to the central station ; (2), what may

be called the road operating expenses, the sum of the two

constituting the total cost of motive power. In making this

estimate I used extra care, and while preserving its accu

racy, made every reasonable allowance that I thought ne

cessary. The conclusion at which I arrived in the estimate

under the conditions there given, was that the total cost of

motive per car mile should not exceed 4 3-10 cents. ; and

this included everything except executive and salary expen

ses, taxes and insurance, and other matter not connected

with motive power. I also stated that this was about 40 per

cent. of the cost of operating by horses for the same mile

age, and under the same conditions. My estimate was

then considered, altogether too liberal in favor of electricity.

Without going into details, I may state that the most reli

able possible records of roads, under every possible condi

tion of service, bear out the claims that I then made as to

the economical operation by electricity. I have the records

of only a portion of the roads which we have equipped.

Some roads see fit to make public these records. Others,

and with a good show of reason, do not care to do so, be

cause of the feeling that municipal bodies, in considering

the granting of franchises, will not look at the increased

cost of investment, but ignoring the manifold advantages

to be gained by the introduction of electricity, for the pub

lic as well as for the company, are inclined to make un

reasonable demands in the way of the reduction of fares, or

require unnecessary and profitable extensions of lines. They

forget that the reduction of one cent in a fare means a cut

on 20 per cent. in the receipts of the company, and that a

very remarkable saving of expenses must be made in order

to meet this reduction of revenue, especially where there is

an increased equipment on which interest must be earned.

But sufiice it to say that careful investigation will convince

any candid man that the economic claim has been entirely

supported. and the best elements of it is in the rapid adop

tion of this method of propulsion.

A few remarks may be in place relating to the interfer

ferences with other established interests which this new ap

plication of electricitity has developed. Such conflicts, as

electricity is applied to different industries, necessarily arise

and result from the claims made by two or three enter

prises to the same area of occupancy, whether of air or

earth. There have been, long before electric railways be

came at all common, conflicts of a more or less limited

nature between the electric lighting and telephone interests.

In the early days of electric lighting, and more particularly
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in that branch known as constant potential distribution, an

attempt was made to use the earth for one-half of the cir

cuit, precisely as was done and has been done for years in

telegraphy. Practical experience, however, demonstrated

that this was a mistake where incandescent lights were con

cerned, and it is manifestly a mistake where arc lights and

high potentials are used. The objections on the constant

potential incandescent circuit were pertinent because of the

liability of fire in the buildings where the ground circuit

was used, and the element of personal danger very quickly

put an end to an attempt to use a ground circuit for an are

light system. The same cautionary reasons applicable to

these two classes of industries do not, however, apply to

overhead electric railway systems. The electric railway

circuit is purely an external circuit. Its derivations are

through the cars which it supplies. It is led into no dwell

ing; its fixtures are not within the ordinary reach of any

being. It is carried in the open air, in full view, in the

most direct possible lines, and with only such supports as

are necessary to make its construction safe, and to keep it

in alignment. The whole construction of an overhead

electrical system is materially simplified, and in my opinion

made mechanically as well as electrically far safer by the

adoption of a single wire, using the rails as a return circuit.

The practical proof of the wisdom of this decision is the

fact that about 90 per cent. of all the electric railways

either in operation, construction, or under contract in the

United States, use only the single wire underneath contact.

It scarcely seems necessary at this stage to go into the

defense of this system. Its simplicity, the lightness of con

struction, the symmetry of outline, the size and strength of

the poles, the fewness of the supports, the simplicity of all

curve work, turnouts, crossings and sidings, and especially

of all switch work and switch operations, are so manifest

that elaboration of these features is unnecessary.

The use of the grounded circuit has unquestionably inter

fered with another and widespread application of the use 01

electricity, and that is the operation of telephones which

likewise use the grounded circuit. So long as electric

railways were in an experimental stage, running perhaps in

suburban districts, out of the way of telephone circuits,

little or no attention was paid by telephone companies to

their existence. The strides which have been made in the

past two years and a half, bringing the railway system into

the very heart of towns and cities, and into the forefront as

a commercial enterprise, and the rapid increase in the extent

and use of the telephone system, have brought the two

interests in direct conflict, which conflict is solely because

of their common use of that great reservoir of electricity, if

we choose so to term it, or rather that great common

medium for conducting it which has been used alike by rail

ways, telephones and telegraphs since these industries were

started. ‘

The claim of the telephone companies, in brief, is that by

right ofprior occupation and of their vested interests, no

electric railway or other circuit shall so use the _earth if

interfering with their lines in any way. Their claim is far

reaching ; it is of the broadest possible character, and,

strictly interpreted, is an exclusive claim on the use of the

earth for transmitting energy by electricity. That there is

an interference with the telephone circuits by an electric

railway circuit is undeniable, and the interference is one

which is annoying. The character of the interference is two

fold. Part ofthe trouble arises from induction that sympathetic

response in the telephone circuit to any changes in the elec

trical condition of the railway circuit, and part to leakage,

caused by the diverting through the telephone system of a

part of the current Wlticll has been discharged into the earth

and is on its way back to the central station.

The relative amount of these two interferences has been

variously stated. On the part ofthe lelephone company it is

admitted that conduction or leakage is a source of trouble,

They also admit that the use of any metallic return circuit,

it matters not what, whether it by an individual circuit for

each telephone, or a common metallic return for all the

telephones, will obviate this or most of it. Even this

much is admitted by the telephone interests with a great

deal of hesitation, despite its perfectly apparent truth. But

they go further. They claim that is not the principal cause

of trouble, but that most of it is due to induction, and that

ifa return metallic circuit overhead were put up by the rail

way company—that is, if a double trolley system were used

——then the telephone troubleswould all cease. The various

attempts they have made in the courts have been with a

view to either compelling the railway companies to cease

operations or to so change and erect their entire system as to

abolish the use of the single trolley and erect in its place the

double trolley system, or, on the other hand, to compel the

electric railway company to pay for the necessary changes

required in the telephone circuit to avoid the interference.

No sooner was this issue presented than it was promptly met

by the railway interests which I represent.

Now what are the facts? First, as I have stated, there

is unquestionably an interference between the electric rail

way and the telephone services; but of the character of this

interference it seems to me that no intelligent man who

honestly makes an investigation, seeking truth, and truth

only, and unbiased by the commercial interests which have

retained him, can have any reasonable doubt. The asser

tions made by the telepone interests leave little room for

exaggeration on their part. Not only has the character of

the interference been misrepresented, but the costs of any

changes made necessary on the part of the telephone com

pany to avoid trouble, or on the part of the railway company

to change over its system, have been grossly misstated.

As a matter of fact, the trouble from induction is of the

very slightest character, and that must be patent to any one

who is familiar with this particular electrical action. Gen

erally the trolley wire is situated in the middle of the street,

anywhere from 20 to 30 or 40 feet away from the telephone

lines. It rarely runs parallel to them except for a com

paratively short distance, possibly two, or even three miles,

but more often less. The current used upon this wire is not

of that character which distinguishes some of the arc light

circuits, but is of more or less even flow, and the abrupt and

large changes due change of load on the motor are com

paratively infrequent. There is a very small change due to

the variation of resistance of the armature of the motor,

because of the different relative positions of the commutator

blocks under the brushes, and there is likewise a variation

due to the slight but rapid changes of counter electromotive

force set up by the motor when running. But although

these changes can be detected inductively, provided the con

ditions are favorable—for instance, if both the telephone

and railway circuits were wound around a common bar of

iron—the character of the disturbange is not so serious as

to preclude conversation. But the trouble which does

really become pronounced is that which is due to the actual

difference potential which exists on different parts of the

track circuit—in other words, at the terminals of the

grounded telephone circuits. There is discharged into the

earth, as I have pointed out, a slightly varying current. It

may be at some point considerably removed from the station

and in close proximity to the ground terminal of a telephone

who exchange is likewise grounded at another point much

nearer, electrically, to the station than the point ofdischarge.

The current reaching the rail has to travel back to the station.

partly by the rails and partly by the earth. Both offer more
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or less resistance, and there is an actual difference of poten

tial between the point of discharge and the station, rising at

times to as much as 20 or 30 volts; but it is, of course, a

variable potential, and the current which flows over that

path is one which varies in its character. Having discharged

the current in the earth, there is absolute no limit to its

diffusion. We desire, of course, that it should return by

the rails, but no boundary can be placed upon it. A part

of it goes through the rails, but some portions will go

through the earth, through water ways, mineral veins, gas

and water connections, electric light tubes, telephone circuits,

rivers and canals, and, in fact, over any and all paths which

offer it opportunity to return to the source from which it

originated. The shortest geographical line between two

points may be a thousand feet. The paths of the current

between those two points may be anything from IOOO ft.

to 50,000 ft. or more. - But precisely as the rail current is

thus disseminated or difibsed in its return paths, so also is the

telephone current. True, it is only a current of small

capacity, so small as to interfere with no other enterprise of

translating device except others of like character, but its

diffusion is of precisely the same character and over the

same territory and through the same classes of conductors

as that of the rail current. Could the telephone current be

limited in its path, and the claim of the telephone company

be narrowed down to a specefic section of earth. then pos

sibly, there might be some basis for a claim to the use of that

section; but such a restriction is, of course, manifestly im

possible. Hence, any claim the telephone interest makes to

the earth must be vague; it must all-reaching: it must be

exclusive. It would seem that it has no more legal right to

make a claim which prohibits a railway in the town in which

the telephone circuits are operated from using the earth,

than it has to make a claim that a railway in other city with

which the telephone may be remotely, connected, shall be

prohibited likewise from using the earth in that particular

city, although it may be a hundred miles off. It is a well

known fact among electricians, and probably no better

known than among the telephone people themselves, that,

perfectly independent of railway enterprises, a far better

service can be rendered the patrons of the telephone where

a complete metallic circuit is used, and the use of the earth

abolished. The telephone is the most jealous detector pos

sible of all disturbances of electrical condition on the circuit

which includes it. Its very function as a transmitter of

speech depends upon this marvelous delicacy. As now

operated in the majority of telephone exchanges, it is sub

ject to continual interference, not only from the railway

circuit but from every electric light, power or telegraph with

which it is brought into proximity. It is subject to interference

from atmospheric changes and discharges. The telephone

circuits themselves interfere with each other. Cross talk and

false signaling are common. Almost all these troubles can

be avoided, and the telephone service made far more perfect

by using either the individual metallic return with the switch

board properly constructed for it, or the individual return,

the return wires coming to a common terminus, which would

make absolutely no change in the telephonic switchboard;

or what has become known as the McClure device, the use

of an artificial metallic ground or common metallic return—

that is, by breaking the ground connections of the individual

telephones and connecting them all to one common copper

return of a resistance which shall be low compared with the

resistance of the instruments themselves. The lower the

resistance of this common return the less any interference of

telephones with each other. The cost of this latter method

is a bagatelle. It should be put by the telephone com

panies for the sake of their patrons, independent ofwhatever

other electrical enterprise they may be brought in contact

with. Wherever intelligently put up the relief from outside

interference has been almost absolute, and the testimony of

parties who made complaint when telephone companies first

sought to obtain an injunction against the railways is now

emphatic as to the relief which has been obtained by this

change in the method of running the telephone circuits. It

is unquestionable that the telephone company is waging

the warfare from the standpoint of economy, pleading the

rights of vested interests, notwithstanding every telephone

expert knows the great advantage to be gained from a me

tallic circuit, and notwithstanding the fact that sundry

papers read at the telephone conventions not only admit that

the metallic circuit is best, but give testimony from the ex

change superintendents that wherever their patrons once

use the metallic circuit and long distance telephone, they

are never satisfied thereafter to use the grounded circuit.

It is likewise suggestive that the Bell Telephone Company

to-day advertises no less than about 150 local stations in

New York City equipped with the long-distance telephone

and the metallic circuit. Since there is not an electric railway

in the city of New York, their action in this locality could

not have been dictated by interference from that interest.

The position, from a legal standpoint, seems to be some

thing as follows : As between telephone and electric light

and power companies there may be a question concerning

respective rights because the electric light and telephone

companies may both occupy the highway as of equal dignity.

But even in such a case neither one of the interests can have

just right to an injuntion, because the proper way of redress

is a suit at law to determine the amount of damages for

which the one party is liable on account ofa violation of the

other’s rights; permanent injunction being granted, I be

lieve, only where the troubles are irremediable, or where the

damage cannot be readily computed. Wherever the tele

phone, however, seeks to trammel electric railways in their

free use of the public highways, and especially where they

have been granted the right of such use, an entirely differ

ent question is presented. The public highway was originally

and primarily dedicated to public travel whether by foot, by

horse or by vehicle, and for no other purpose. It was con

tended some years ago that street railways ought not to be

allowed upon highways because they had tracks; but

wherever courts have been called upon to make a decision,

it has been held that street railways were but an improve

ment upon the old methods of travel. It was even at one

time questioned whether there might not be a distinction

between the rights of a street railway, where the public

owned the fee, and those in which the title was in private

individuals, but even this distinction was not allowed. When

electric railways were developed, an attempt was made to

claim that they were a perversion of the highway; but it was

then held that electric railways were an improvement only

upon street railways propelled by horses or other motive

power, and should occupy the highway with the same rights

as were enjoyed by the street railways using the other mo

tive power before electric propulsion was resorted to.

Since both the telephone and the railway companies oc

cupy public streets by public license, it is of course necessary

to examine into the source'of their respective titles and the

character of their occupancy, because otherwise it would be

impossible to understand what are their respective rights.

The electric railway has proven a great advance upon any

method of street car propulsion hitherto known. It has

been shown to be economical, safe and advantageous as a

method of public travel. It certainly cannot be said to be

objectionable per se. It interferes less with the travelers

upon the highway than many other methods of propulsion,

and its very extended adoption shows us that it has been

sanctioned by public authorities as a safe and proper method
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of travel. The single trolley system being used by nine

tenths of the street railways in the United States using elec

tric motive power, as against all other methods, certainly

shows that practical experience is in favor of that particular

method. As an improvement upon the method ofpropulsion

it would seem that an electric street railway uses a public

highway, occupies the same and enjoys the right of travel

thereon, as of equal dignity with any or all other persons or

vehicles upon that highway, and that this right of enjoy

ment is within the original purpose for which the highways

were opened. On the other hand, it is pertinent to inquire

what right or title a telephone company has in the street.

By virtue of the original dedication of the highway they

have no rights except that of toleration. Telephones and

telegraphs are identical in contemplation of law and have

been held to be an additional burden upon highways. In

almost every case where this question has come up in the

matter of telegraphs, such has been the decision. The stat

utes under which telephone or telegraph lines are permitted

to be erected on highways provide that while they may be so

erected, the poles and wires shall not interfere with public

travel upon the highways. Since this is true, the telephone

companies are upon a public road not by virtue of right,

but of toleration; not as the equals of the street railway, but

subordinate to it. They occupy a secondary position, and

this being the case, where conflict arises between the two,

it would seem that the telephone interest must eventually

yield, for its claim against any competitive enterprise is

nothing less than a claim to the exclusive right of the earth;

not to some section of it, because there are no limits to

which the telephone wires may not reach, no boundaries to

the portions of the earth which form a part of their circuits.

Certainly no statute gives an exclusive privilege to a tele

graphor a telephone company; and any claim for such an ex

clusive right, to be substantiated, must show an express or

implied grant from some source, and the boundary as well

as the source of that title. Not only this, but it must show

that the title is exclusive. In view of the fact that the tele

graph companies had used ground circuits for 30 years or

more before the telephone was discovered, and that patents

were refused for such use, it will be somewhat difficult for

the telephone company to show the source of its title ; and

it is manifestly impossible to show the limits ofthe territory

from which any other enterprise must be excluded, so that

it will in no way interfere with the operation of the tele

phone system, for the telephone circuits being attached to

the gas and water systems of the community in which it is

located, the ramifications ofsuch systems and of all the sub

terranean electric conductors of the earth in contact with

these metallic conductors are unknown to science. How

other electric currents entering the earth may do so without

invading the charmed area of the telephone and disturbing

its grounded wires no man can say, much less can the tele

phone people themselves. The boundaries, then, of their

claim being so vague, it would seem that their claim must

necessarily fail.

Within the past two years there have been, I believe,

eight attempts made by thetelephone interests to get an

injunction. The first was in Akron. O., in the latter part of

1888, where the Central Union Telephone Company, of

Chicago, attempted to restrain one of the Sprague roads by

injunction. This was denied. The next suit was against

the Harrisburg road and the Sprague Company by the

Penn Telephone Company. A number of common stock

holders, I believe, were interested in both companies, and

although the attorneys of the railway companies were fully

prepared and desirous of seeing the“ case brought to trial,

the case was abandoned and compromised for the very sen

sible reason that it would cost less on both sides to compro

mise than to carry it to the higher courts. The next at

tempt on the part of the telephone interests was in the ap

plication for an injunction against one one of our roads at

Chattanooga, Tenn. This injunction was denied. Then

came a conflict in Salt Lake City, where many of the peo

ple were so interested that they said as between the tele

phone and electric railway interests, if the decision was

against the railway company they would abolish the use of

the telephone. Such heroic measures apparently were un

unnecessary, for the injunction was twice denied. Then

application for an injunction was made in Cincinnati--and

this will probably become a cause of celebreé for an in

junction, on what ground I do not know—was granted, and

the case will be carried to the higher courts.

In Eau Claire, Wisconsin, an attack was made on the

railway interests under cover of a State law which the tele

phone companies had quietly gotten passed requiring a re

quiring a return insulated conductor for any circuit carrying

electric energy. The injunction was there denied, for the

telephone company had somewhat overreached itself, and

found itself quite as much in the mud as the railway com

pany might be in the mire so far as the law was concerned,

because they were themselves the carriers of electric energy

and were using grounded circuits, and consequently had no

standing before the court. The last case with which we

have been directly concerned is one at St. joseph, which has

not yet been tried. In Albany, where another electric

railway company is operating, the telephone interest has

succeeded in getting a temporary injunction. I believe this

case,in which my own company is not particularly interested.

except sympathetically has been recently reheard and a decis

ion on the merits is now pending. .

With the records thus given it would seem that the elec

tric railway companies have little to fear from the attacks

made upon them by the Bell Telephone Company. They

are well within their right, and that being so, their position

must sooner or later be established beyond all peradventure.

The cases which I have enumerated are not the only cases

in which there have been interferences between the electric

railway and the telephone; but in almost all others, both the

railway and telephone companies have recognized each

other’s moral, if not legal, rights. Often the same stock

holders have been in both companies, and a sensible com

promise has been effected, in which the telephone company

has sometimes changed the route ofits circuits, or put up a

common return, or the companies have used each others’

poles, and a just division of expense has been settled upon.

This would seem to me to be the better plan wherever con

flicting interests arise, and is one which I would recommend

in all cases where the telephone companies are willing to

recognize the justice of the legal position of the railway com

pany instead of attempting, as they have in the cases men

tioned, to deny that right. A just compromise, but no

surrender, should be the motto of the railway company.

So much for street car practice, and looking forward we

naturally ask what will he the near future of the application

of this remarkable agent? Already we have gone from one

car units to trains of 2, 3, and even 4 cars in the street, and

4 cars have been operated from a single station. The next

step will be the operation of some of the cable roads, then

systems like the Underground Railway of London, the Ele

vated railways of New York. the Brooklyn Bridge system,

and then suburban lines will be operated. But is this the

limit ?

I have been frequently asked whether, in my opinion,

electricity will ever be used on trunk lines for through pas

senger or freight traffic? My answer is: Probably not,

according to present notions of trunk line transportation,

and not by present methods of train dispatching, But in
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these qualifications I admit my hope and expectation of

rapid transit under certain conditions. Let us for a moment

consider a few facts.

Railway managers are constantly meeting with a demand

for more rapid and luxurious methods of transit, and every

effort which executive ability and financial expenditure

within reason can devise is made to meet this demand. I

think I can safely say that as steam railways are operated,

a maximum speed of ninety miles per hour, and a running

speed of sixty to seventy is all that can be hoped for in

steam railway travel under the best conditions which can be

provided. The limitations are too many. The maximum

speed made by a locomotive to-day is but little more than

was made twenty years ago. True, engines are larger and

more powerful, but the increased weight of trains has made

this necessary. To get pulling power there is a limit to the

size of the drivers, and whatever their size there is a limit to

the economical rate of piston speed and to the number of

revolutions per minute. As the size of the driver increases

the center of gravity of the engine is raised. As the steam

demands become greater the difficulty of taking water and

of firing grows more pronounced. Even now it requires

the best work of a fireman, when his engine is pulling a

heavy load, to prevent the engine dying on the road, or at

least falling far short of its duty. The increase of running

speed has been obtained principally by cutting down

grades, straightening curves, filling up ravines, replacing

wooden structures by permanent way of iron or stone, the

use of heavier rails, safer switches, improved methods of

signaling. the interlocking switch and signal system, road

crossing gates, the abolishing of grade crossings ; in short,

by improvements in detail and management which permit a

higher safe speed over a more extended section of road

because of greater intrinsic safety, and the greater degree

of confidence inspired in engine-driver, rather than by

marked advance in the speed capacity, which should not be

confounded with the pulling capacity ofthe engine per se.

With respect to electric motors, the question is not now it

a motor of sufiicient capacity be built, or efficiently and

positively controlled, but rather how can the electricity be

produced and supplied to the motor and at what potential

can ive work. We all hope to see the time when electricity

can be produced economically from coal without the inter

vention of engines or dynamos; and it may be that something

akin to the present steam practice will be common ; but I

think that even then it will be quite likely that a central

method of distribution will be the more advantageous. On

the other hand there are those who hope to see the storage

battery so reduced in weight and improved in other partic

ulars as to warrant its use in a large wav in locomotives.

For myself, I prefer to consider the possibilities of another

method, the amplification and development to its full capac

ity of the present street railway practice, and for that pur

pose I will briefly consider a suppositious case, namely an

express between New York, or rather Jersey City, and

Philadelphia. But before considering this problem, let me

point out a feature or two about steam roads. When first

laid through a new country they usually consist of a single

track, which must do the manifold duty of providing for

through and local freight, and local and express passenger

traffic in both directions, with what success those who are

called upon to travel in new countries are well acquainted.

The route of such a road is determined mainly with the idea

of getting_ from one place to another by a more or less di

rect route, but especially one which shall not‘ require too

costly construction. Once determined, new towns spring

up along the line ofthe road. and old towns grow until the

demand of traffic make a double track necessary. As civi

li_/_.ation grows apace, the freight traffic demands a track by

itself, and four tracks constitute the equipment. So, fol

lowing the development of the road, we will find that in

time the express and local passenger trains may require

individual tracks, and a six-track road will be a necessity.

But it must be borne in mind that the express is not intend

ed to cater to local travel, but its route is subordinated,

both in the matter of curves, grades and crossings to the

requirements of the early construction. The highest de

mands of such a service would require that, independently

of the local travel, a through express track should be con

structed by the most direct route possible between the prin

cipal localities, and every effort made to reduce the curva

ture and grades as much as possible. No matter how much

it costs to build such a road, when the trafiic is sufficiently

large, it will pay to do it.

Suppose such a road to be an electrical one, and the

method of supply to be from one or more central stations,

the current being taken by a universally flexible underneath

contact from a rod carried above the car, and the return

circuit made by means of the rails. This method, using, of

course, a wire instead ofa rod, having been almost univer

ly adopted wherever street cars are propelled by electricity,

its characteristics are well known.

the roadbed would be need not here concern us. We

might use the standard T rail and roadbed, avoiding as

much as possible curves, grades and grade crossings, and

the overhead rod can be used simply for supplying the cur

rent ; or some form ofa double or single track road slightly

raised above the ordinary level, and with the upper rod form

ing a steadying and centering chord as well as a current

supplyer may be used. These are mechanical questions with

which we need not concern ourselves at present. What does

concern us, however, as electrical engineers, is whether the

cost of copper, the potential required, the losses on the line

and the number of stations are such as would be prohib

itory. _

As regards the potential, other things being satisfactory,

whatever pressure is demanded in the interest of economi

cal and effective service will be used, and means will be

found, consisting mainly in cars of construction, which will

make its use for the purposes, and, as intended, safe and

proper. We have, in these matters, to face the same ques

tions that we have in the matter of steam pressure, or of

railway speed. To accomplish the larger engine ring feats

necessary to meet the demands of economy and commerce,

we will be governed more by belief in our power to fully

subordinate a good servant to our will than by our fears of

its vagaries when allowed to become a master.

From 8 A. M. to 9 P. M., a period of 13 hours, 21 regular

trains leave thejersey City station of the Pennsylvania road

to run through to Philadelphia. Twelve of these make but

one or two stops. The balance make more or less stops ac

cording to the running schedule. In addition to these there

are a number of local trains serving way stations. Taking

the through trains only, and allowing an average of say five

cars toa train, there are in the 13 hours about 105 through

cars dispatched from Jersey City, or at the rate of one car

every 7% minutes, and ofthe through cars not making over

one or two stops there would be one every 13 minutes. VVe

will suppose an additional express track has been built, leav

ing the distance about what it is now, say 90 miles, but that

the grades have been eased and the worst curves recti

fied. For the practical purposes ofthis paper I will consider

that the road is perfectly level, that the cars are to be dis

patched in two-car unit on a perfect block system, and to

run through to Philadelphia with not more than one stop.

at fixed intervals, and at a high average rate of speed, say

60 miles per hour. In the systems that I would propose-—

practically‘ that with which I experimented some years ago-—

What the structure of
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slight grades would make little difference in the general re

sult, especially if the grade percentage, expressed as a whole

number, does not exceed the quotient of the traction in

- 1

pounds per ton divided by 20 ; because when a: —-,

20

where t equals traction in pounds per net ton, and r equals

grade percentage expressed as a whole number, the work of

traction and of lifting are equal. For example, suppose

I = IO pounds and c := % per cent., and that we had on

a double track one unit coming down the grade and the

other ascending it, both at the same speed. Then gravity

would be supplying just enough power to propel the car on

the down grade at a fixed speed, and enough power to sup

ply the lifting and traction work of the other car would have

to be supplied, which would be just the amount required to

propel both cars on a dead level.

Suppose the grade to exceed the ratio expressed above,

then_ the car on the down grade would have an excess of fall

ing energy, and this would be used in accelerating the speed

ofthe car, or on the brakes, or it could be used by a process

of reconversion for the purpose of supplying at short range

part of the extra energy required by the ascending train.

just how this can be done is pretty fairly understood by

electricians, but I will touch upon it again, because it is a

feature of vital importance in determining the matter of

motor control in a large system such as we are now consid

ering, and because it illustrates one ofthe most beautiful fea

tures of this method of converting energy. ' No mat

ter whether a machine be used for a motor or

a dynamo, whether to convert mechanical energy into

electricity or the reverse, the armature develops an electric

pressure or potential which is dependent upon its speed and

the effective strength of the magnetic field in which it is used.

If this field is in shunt relation to the armature and in con

nection with the track circuit, we have by any of the well

known methods a means for independently varying the

strength of that field. \'Vhen such a machine is geared to a

car, it can either drive the car, acting as a motor, or be driv

en by it as a dynamo, and in connection with any othersim

ilarly connected motor, or the central station generators,

will form an electrical couple, either of which may be driven

by, or drive, the apparatus to which it is connected. If the

couple thus established is between the motor and the cen

tral station dynamo, we have at one end a machine driven

by a constant speed engine and generating an approximate

ly constant electromotive force, and at the other end a

machine of greatly varying speed, and with facility for in

creasing or diminishing the electromotive force which it gen

erates. The result is an electrical differential \vhich

will establish a current between the two in one

direction or the other, according as the pressure developed

by the motor is lower or greater than that developed at

the generating station. If the pressures are equal no cur

rent will flow between them. If the couple consists of two

motors thus connected, then we have two apparatus, each

of which is generating a variable electromotive force, and

there will be a current between these or not according to

their relative electrical pressures. A large system is tied

together in the most intimate manner possible. The

tracks are cross-connected, the overhead conductors cross

connected, and we would have, in effect, what would cor

respond to two large planes, between which is moved at

varying speeds a number of independent units these two

planes being kept at a fairlv constant potential by means of

the generating station. All motors starting, running on a

level, or ascending a grade, would be requiring current.

All motors running on a down grade with just that velocity‘

-which the force of gravity would give them would require

no current; and motors running on down grades of greater

percentage than is required to give them power for traction,

or motors slowing down, would be generating currents to

aid in the general supply. No other system of distribution

can by any possibility have this very remarkable inter

change of energy. When running at a particular speed a

slight movement of a regulating handle would make the

motor receive from or give to the line currents in any

desired quantity. The braking power of a motor thus

acting as a generator is very powerful and the most perfect

imaginable, because, unlike the ordinary methods, the

brake does not operate if the wheels stand still, the very

essentials of the braking operation requiring the wheels to

turn. It is a well-known fact that the most effective brake

work is when the wheels do not skid upon the track, but

when they are turning under the pressure of the brake;

and contrary to the ordinary braking practice, the energy

of the electric train instead of being thrown away, in the

form of heat and using up the wheels and brakeshoes, can

be made useful in the propulsion of other trains. I have

tried this method of braking with such a degree of refine

ment that a heavily loaded car would creep on a down

grade at a pace so slow that an egg could be put under the

wheels and cracked and removed before the wheel would

pass over it.

Having thus touched upon the characteristics such as I

would propose for a railway system of this character, let

us resume the consideration of the proposed line between

New York and Philadelphia, and try to form some idea of

the electrical pressure which would be required, the ser

vice which could be demanded, the number of cars which

could be handled, the speeds which could be maintained,

and the number of stations which would be required to op

erate the stations. We will assume, for the purpose of

this investigation, an overhead conductor in the form of a

solid rod one inch in diameter over each track, or, if you

please, a smaller rod over each track, and a main conductor

making up on equal weight, and a track of equivalent

capacity. I take this arbitrary size because it is cor.

venient for the purposes of our calculations and because it

falls well within the limit of expenditure which such a sys

tem would warrant. For instance, the American Bell Tel

ephone Company has a line of long distance telephone

wires running from New York to'Boston, a distance of about

300 miles, nearly three and a half times the distance which

we are considering. On these poles are about seventy

wires each of No. 12 copper. The aggregate area of these

conductors is over 800,000 circular miles, and the total

weight of copper on this line,'which is used simply for tele

phonic purposes, is about 4o per cent. more than the

weight of two copper rods an inch in diameter running

from New York to Philadelphia. If the investment is a

reasonable one in the telephone system, cannot we certainly

consider it a reasonable one in that larger field of the trans

mission of power of which we are now speaking.

AsI have stated, of the number of trains which in 13

hours leave jersey City for Philadelphia 12 usually make

only one or two stops. Allowing 60 cars, this would be about

one car every I 3 minutes. This interval of I 3 minutes

is nearly as short as would be desirable between cars run

ning at an average speed ofa mile a minute, no matter how

perfect the block system, and it would be necessary to run

these cars in double car units. We will assume for our

purposes the size of a car such as is used on the elevated

road in New York or the Brooklyn Bridge, which would,

with motor and passengers, weigh from 20 to 25 tons. or a

total of say 50 tons for our unit. The formula to determine

the size of conductor for a single transmission of car is:
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15,666 11 Z

("Z = '—'——

E 2/ <7:

where n = the number of horse power, 1 = the distance in

feet, E the potential at the motor, 11 the fall in potential and

<1) the commercial efficiency of the motor. If we assume the

station situated in the middle of a line, that is, at the best

point, and the work divided equally at the middle section

on each side, then 1 being the length of line, we have the

formula:

15,666 n L

cm = —-——

4Ev¢

This will be practically the same if the work is distributed

over the entire line.

lfmore than one station is used, then the formula will be

come

15,666 11 L

rm =

4 E 2/ 1p S1 _

that, is, the size of the conductor would vary inversely as

the square of the number of stations, if properly distributed

1' may be expressed as a fraction of E, and for practical pur

poses we will let 21 = 1-9 of E, and 91 such that

15,666

= 16,800,

‘P

that is, go = about 93 per cent. Then we have

37,800 11 L

E2 52

which may be expressed thus, that the size of the wire varies

inversely as the square of the product of the number of sta

tions and the electromotive force.

We may also note that with any fixed size of conductor

the electromotive force and the number of stations vary

inversely—a some what important fact to remember.

We have another formula, one for the power required by

a moving car, which is

4 I

}zp=—u'n1(c+—>

n m

where w = the weight in net tons; m, the miles per hour; a

the percentage of grade expressed as a whole number, and

I, the traction in pounds per net ton.

As I have stated, we will assume in this formula that c

equals zero, a consideration in which I am justified in ex

press service on a road of the character I have outlined,

with the relation of grades and traction given, and with the

method of braking I have described. Our formula would

then become, using Iolbs. per ton as our average traction,

2

hp = — w m

75

which, substituted for the distribution formula, gives us

1008 w m L

Eis

or substituting for L, 5,280 d, a’ being the number of miles

between stations,

 
(HI =

 
[N1 =

5,322,240 20 m L

E2 S?

we have assumed for our conductors two rods an inch in

diameter, and that the rail has the same resistance. Hence,

substituting for c. m. its value, 2,000,000 we have

 
C"! =

 

2.66112 :11 m d '

1?:

S2

0! _ 1-,631~/ ¥t"m—¢1

fi=.s

It will be noted that, m, Ti’, and d, that is, number or

miles per hour, weight handled, and distance over which

operated, are all affected in the same way. Hence with

any value of E and S we can vary the relative values of 11/,

m, and dso long as we do not disturb the product. That

is, we can halve the number of miles and double the speed,

or double the distance and halve the running speed, keep

ing the weight hauled the same, and so on. For 10, the

total weight, we can substitute the weight of each unit, a,

and the number of units, 6, thus making the formula

_ 1-531s/in 6 c ii

b=s

For the line proposed, a'=9o, and we have

1 . 6 '15:, €S_5_ s/ m b 0

Taking our unit of two cars at 50 tons, the time intervals

between them at ten minutes, and 60 miles per hour as the

mean speed, we have on the whole system eighteen active

units of two cars each, and m 6 c = 54,000, which substi

tuted in our formula gives

3-615

S

which means that with one station in the middle the poten

tial at the most or farthest from the station would be 3,616

volts, and near the station one-ninth higher. Can we han

dle it? Yes, in time, but perhaps not yet. Nor is there

any necessity for doing so; for if we increase the number of

stations and go to a three-wire, instead of a two-wire system,

making the track the balance of circuit, we would have the

motor potential as expressed by the following table.

v

 
Srnrons -\ ,—M0'ro|< Po'r1=.n-rlA1.~

Number. Milz s apart. 2-wire. 3-wire.

1 . . 3516 1808

2 45 1808 904

3 30 1205 603

4 ¢=>4 904 451

which last brings us down to ordinary street car practice,

which is only the beginning of what will be done in the ef

fective handling of potentials.

So, after all, it does not seem such a serious electrical

problem, and certainly not one to shrink from.

We can in another way illustrate the influence of the posi

tion and number of stations and the potential used. Sup

pose we had a station at Jersey City to supply the entire line

at a certain potential over a conductor of the required size.

If the station be moved to the centre, the weight of copper

necessary is only one-quarter. Use two stations properly.

spaced and the weight is quartered again. Double the po

tential and the weight is further quartered. Now use the

three-wire system and the weight is again quartered. So

that by these very simple processes the original weight has

been reduced to 1-256th of the original.

I don’t think I need to point out further the use of a

proper determination of electrical values in a problem of

this character.

We see then that the suppositious case is well within

the range of possibilities. A 60-mile express service every

ten minutes instead of a 40 to 45 mile service every hour

would revolutionize travel. Of the comforts of such a sys

tem I need not speak. That it will in the not very distant

future be a fact, I know you all agree with me in hoping.

THE transmission of power by electricity is thus within

range of practice. It can be distributed during the day by

the same mains which supply currents for light by night.

Small industries, such as printing, watch-making, tailoring.

boot-making, can be cheaply supplied with power.— H ’1'/liam

Hfflfj’ Prrrre’.
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ADVANTAGES OF THE CONSTANT CURRENT SYSTEM.

BY WM. B.-_\X'l‘ER, JR.

A difference of opinion exists as to the respective merits

of the constant current and the constant potential methods

of operating electric motors. The following reasons for

preferring the constant current system are presented for the

consideration of those who are interested in this question :

ist. The constant current system is the most flexible.

2d. It is the most economical.

3d. It is the most substantial.

4th. It is the most profitable for station owners.

On any such circuit, no matter what the current strength

or voltage may be, any size motor can be run from one ab

sorbing the full capacity of the circuit down to the smallest

size machine. Practically it is not advisable to use motors

of more than one-fourth the capacity of a circuit. If it is

desired to supply a large amount of power it can be done

by increasing the current strength. With a current of 200

' amperes, and E. M. F. of 4.000 volts, the energy ofthe cir

cuit would be 200 X 4000 = 800,000 watts, or nearly 1,100

horse-power. This would supply about 2,500 horse-power

of motors, because motors do not. on an average, use in

electrical energy more than 40 per cent. of their rated

capacity. With a current of 200 amperes there is no difli

culty in operating a motor as small as one-half horse-power.

This size “ Baxter " motor has 128 turns on the armature

for a to ampere machine. -For a 200 ampere current the

128 . . .

turns would be —— or say six turns, which, instead of

20,

being small wire, would be heavy copper bars. Such a

motor, from a purely mechanical standpoint, would be

much better than those made for smaller currents. It will

thus be seen that with a current of 200 amperes and 4,000

volts any size motor from say .one-half horse-power to 500

horse-power can be operated.

\/Vith an E. M. F. of 4,000 volts it is perfectly practicable

to run the circuits fifteen miles from the station.

\/Vith the constant potential system it is not possible to

run all size motors on the same circuit With high E. M.

F. small motors cannot be run (that is automatic motors).

With low E. M. F. large motors cannot be run unless an

enormous amount of money is invested in line wires. With

a 500 volt constant potential current, about the smallest

motor that can be used successfully, is five horse-power.

\Nith a 4,000 volt current it is doubtful whether a motor as

small as fifty horse-power could be used. To obtain a fair

efficiency in such a motor the field coils would have to be of

about 15.000 ohms resistance, and wound with about No.

29 B X S wire, of which about 35 miles would be required.

This would make between six and seven hundred thousand

turns in the field coils. The inductions in such coils due to

charges in current strength caused by the fall of potential

at the field terminals in consequence of variations in the

strength of current in the line would be enormous, and

would probably be more than the insulation could with

stand. .

The constant potential system cannot be used to distribute

power over a large territory unless a high E. M. F. is use(l,

and, as shown above, with a high E. M. F. a small motor

cannot be operated. Constant potential motors are more

liable to burn out than constant current motors, for the

reason that the current struggle in the armature increases

very fast when the speed is reduced. In awell proportioned

constant potential motor the armature resistance will not

balance more than two or three per cent. of the E. M. F. of

the current. The counter E. M. F. of the armature balances

the remaining 97 or 98 per cent., therefore, a reduction of

two or three per cent. in the speed will double the current

in the armature. A reduction of six or eight per cent. will

increase the current enough to melt the armature wire.

This explains why the arniature'of constant potential motor

very often burns out.

All such motor are nowadays protected by the use of

fusible strips, that will melt with a current not strong

enough to harm the armature. Some of the first-class

makers provide, in addition to this fusible strip, an auto

matic cut out. But these devices, however, are only a par

tial protection, for the reason that they have to be so ad

iusted that they will not act until the current has increased

to about double its normal limit. If set to act closer they

become a source of annoyance by acting with every slight

increase in current.

All this trouble is avoided in the constant current motor,

however; the current strength never increases, therefore

there is no danger of burning out the armature, and all

devices to avoid such accidents are unnecessary.

When the current increases in a constant potential motor

the power it develops also increases, therefore there is no

difficulty in getting 50 or even 75 per cent. more power out

of the motor than its rated capacity. This may be satisfac

tory to the user, but is not appreciated at the station sup

plying the current. The owner of a five horse-power con

stant potential motor can use seven or eight horse-power if

he wants to. This cannot be done with a constant current

machine; it cannot give more than its rated capacity, unless

run at a higher speed, and this could not be done without

being detected by the inspector in the employ of the station.

Constant potential motors may be dangerous when the E.

M. F. of the system is sulficiently high, for the simple rea

son that the difference of potential of every motor in the

circuit, whether large or small, is equal to the E. M. F. of

the generator, less the line loss, which is not more than ten

per cent. Constant current motors operating on a thor

oughly insulated circuit of high E. M. F. are not danger

ous. because each motor absorbs only a small fraction ofthe

total E. M. F. Thus. on a circuit of 4,000 volts, there may

be two or three hundred motors, and then some of the po

tential differences of all, these machines would be equal to

l the total E. M. F. of 4,000 volts, less the line loss. If

the current strength is 200 amperes the E. M. F. of the

motors would be less than 4 volts per horse-power.

From the foregoing it will be seen that the constant cur

rent system for power distribution has a great many ad

vantages over the constant potential system, and that there

is not a single particular in which the latter system can

equal it. .

To sum up it may be said that, with the constant current

system, any amount of power can be distributed for a single

circuit. and in any amounts required for a hall horse-power

up to 500 or even 1,000 horse-power; that the power can

be transmitted fifteen or twenty miles from the station with

out unreasonable outlay for line wires; that the difference

of potential of the motor is only a fraction of the total E.

M. F. of the circuit, and therefore they are perfectly safe ;

that there is no danger of burning out the armature by an

abnormal increase in current strength, and consequently

that the motors are more reliable and durable ; that it is not

possible to force a motor beyond its rated capacity, and,

therefore, the consumer cannot use more current than he

pays for, consequently it is the most profitable system for

the power station owners.

The co_nstant potential system cannot be used to distribute

power to a great distance, say fifteen or twenty miles, unless

a very high E. M. F. is used; even then the cost of line

wire will be very much greater than with the constant cur

rent system. VVith a high E. M. F. small and medium

size motors cannot be operated. The system, therefore, is
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not adopted to the distribution of power in large and small

units over a large territory, or even a small area. \-Vith a

high E. M. F. the constant'potential system is dangerous,

as this diflerence of potential of any motor is nearly as high

as that of the generator at the station. The motors are

more liable to burn out, and therefore are not as reliable.

Finally the motors in a constant potential system can be

forced far above their rated capacity, therefore the consumer

can take advantage of the power station by using more cur

rent than he pays for, if he is disposed to do so, and may in

many cases do so without really knowing it. This can be

prevented by using meters, but that means an additional

outlay of several dollars for each motor. With the constant

potential system. unless motors are carefully installed, there

is danger of setting fire to the building by the over-heating

of the feeders connecting the motoriwith the steel wires,

due to ;m']abnormal increase in the strength of current.

forward or backward, similar to an ordinary Sprague elec

tric car.

The reduction in gearing between the motors and the car

axles is greater than in the ordinary Sprague car, so that a

large amount of poweris available from the motors in case

of necessity.

It is estimated that this plow will clear the track more

speedily and effectually than an ordinary snow-plow drawn

by twelve horses.

The view shown is from a photograph of a plow which

has been in operation for some time on the Troy and Lans

ingburg Street Railway, Troy, N. Y. Although the season

has not offered any chance to show the large capabilities of

this plow on that road, the plow has effectually taken care

of several light falls of snow which have obstructed the tracks

this winter.

\Ve{un(lerstand that the Sprague Electric Railway and
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There is no such danger with the constant current system,

as the current always remains constant. ' In using constant

current motors all that is necessary to make them abso

lutely safe is to mount them so that they are well insulated

from the ground, and so that the attendant cannot make a

ground connection with his body while handling the machine.

This can always be done, and if done the motor becomes

perfectly harmless, even if the circuit is grounded else

where.

SPRAC-UE ELECTRIC" SNOW-PLOW.

We illustrate in this issue of our paper a new Electric

Snow-Plow,which hasjust been manufactured by the Sprague

Electric Railway and Motor Company. ‘

This plow is fitted with two 15 horse power improved

Sprague motors, and is so arranged that it can be run either

Motor Company have nearly completed a special sweeper

and track cleaner for clearing the track of dust, dirt, slight

snow falls, and other impediments. This sweeper will be

operated by the Sprague improved motors, and will be illus

trated in these columns as soon as completed.

COLLECTOR OR COMMUTATOR?

BY H. B.

In the E/('rlr1'ra/' llbrld of November 2d, on page 290.

appeared an excellent article on Mr. Nikola Tesla’s “Method

of Obtaining Direct from Alternating Currents without a

Commutator." Three weeks later, in the issue of Novem

ber 23d, on page 334, appeared a comment on the use of

the term “commutator” in the former article. Exception

was taken to the statement that “ it is well known that the

continuous machine of to-day is one in which the currents
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generated are, as a rule, alternating currents, the direction

of which is rectified by means of the commutator.” The

well-known author of the article, Mr. T. D. Lockwood,

states that a machine of the Gramme or Siemens type has

no commutator if “considered in the sense of a machine

which, at the moment the direction of current is reversed in

a generator coil, reverses also the line terminal presented to

said coil, taking one terminal away and substituting the

other.” In consideration of the valuable a-sistance Mr.

Lockwood has given to the electrical arts, we have hesitated

before taking issue on this statement, but in view of the ab

solute necessity of clearly defined terms in those arts, we

venture to suggest a few reasons against such a conclusion.

A commutator has been defined as “a device for chang

ing the direction of an electric current,” and a dynamo

electric machine commutator as that part which “causes the

reversal of the connections of a conductor whenever required

by the functions of the machine.” These definitions seem

well drawn. In the Siemens type the commutator serves to

reverse the connection between armature coil and circuit, at

the moment when the electromotive force in the armature

coil is reversing. In the Gramme ring the two bars of the

commutator belonging to the coil at each neutral point of

generation act for the sole purpose of reversing the relation

of that coil to the external circuit as its electromotive force

changes. In both the Siemens and the Gramme machine

the sole purpose of the commutator is to change or com

mutate the current. If so, why not properly call that part

the commutator? Indeed, after a brief review of the early

English articles on the subject, we conclude that the term

commutator was first applied in dynamo-electric machinery

to that form of commutator used by Pixi, Siemens and others.

Mr. Lockwood's statement cited leads us to regard the term

as equally properly applied to the Gramme collecting de

vice, and for the sake of distinction we sincerely hope to see

the generic term “collector” relegated to devices for effect

ing continuous uncommutated connection with moving

parts.

It is to be borne in mind that nomenclature, like the arts

to which it pertains, must ever undergo a system of differ

entiation, and we cannot too strongly urge that things be

called by their proper names.

After two years given almost exclusively to reviewing

articles on the generation and conversion of electrical energy,

we feel safe in adding that in no publication previous to the

invention of Mr. Tesla has any device been set forth capable

of producing constant currents from magneto electric induc

tion without commutation, saving only machines based on

the operation of Faraday's disc.

INDICATOR CARD LENGTH.

In making the cord attachment to the reducing lever, in

taking indicator cards, it is of course desirable to have as

long a card as the indicator barrel will permit and at the

same time not to run the risk of breaking the pencil (and

perhaps the indicator itself) by getting too much cord mo

tion.

About the longest card taken by any modern indicator is

five inches in length. Some take only three to three and

one-half. Of course the length of card is determined by

the proportion between the working length of the pendu

lum and the distance from its pivot to the point of cord at

tachment—this being considered with relation to the length

of stroke of the engine cross-head. Thus, if you have a

stroke of 40 inches and want a 5 inch card, the cord must

be fastened to the lever at a point of 5-40 = "g its working

length from its pivot. If you want a 4 inch card with a 40

inch stroke, the cord attachment must be 1-10 the working

length from the fulcrum, and so on.

The table here given, which is a considerable extension

of one prepared by the writer some years ago for his own

use, and published, at the time, in the journal of the

Franklin Institute, shows the lengths of card that will be

given with various engine strokes from 4 to 48 inches in

clusive, with the cord fastened at points from 1-10 to 4 the

entire level length from its fulcrum. It will be found very

handy, and will save a good deal of “cutting and trying,"

driving screw eyes into various parts of the reducing lever

in order to get a card that is about right:
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AN ELECTRICAL FORMULA EXPLAIN ED.

“Please send me a sample copy of ELECTRIC Pow ER, one

without any algebra in it.” So writes a correspondent; and to

him and all others who are frightened by the formidable

looking algebra, we commend the following article from our

contemporary, Power-Steam.

KL = A x Tmw

" " Lim 2 Las La

2 Sm + 1 +4O Sas + 2 Sa

‘‘Hobart, what in thunder does that thing mean, any

way?” asked an engineer who was looking at an electri

cian's reference book, and had found the above array of

letters given as the way “to find the number of lines of

force in a dynamo with wrought iron core.” At first sight it

is rather discouraging, but let us study the thing a bit and

perhaps we can discover the “point of cut-off,” and also

where “compression begins.” In fact, it is much easier to

read the above formula than it is an indicator card, when the

indicator card and algebra are both well understood.

In the first place, KL means Kapp's lines of force of which

one line corresponds to 6,000 C. G. S, or “absolute lines
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of force.’ Next in the formula is given A, this means the

number of amperes thegenerator will yield. Tmw is simple

enough too. It means “total turns of magnet wire on

armature.’ ’ These may be determined by actual count. As

the formula, or “ thing,” as the engineer called it, reads KL,

or lines of force the magnet will yield, is the turns of magnet

wire multiplied by the number of amperes of current, and

divided by some number yet to be found.

If the man who gets scared by two inches of algebra

would remember that an equation is not a way of doing a

problem, but a way of showing how it is done, and that a

letter instead of being a number, only stands for some

number, then he would soon be able to carry out the opera

tions indicated by the four signs of arithmetic, and algebra

would be as easy to him as pulling a throttle is to the

engineer. Lm

The first instalment of the divisor, is 2—'.Here is a’

Sm

number to be divided by a second number, then multiplied

by a third, which last, being in plain figures, is 2. Lin,

means “coefficient of mutual induction,” in other words,

it is the power with which a unit section of one field magnet

attracts a unit section of the other magnet. This coefficient

can be determined by measurements with an instrument

called the “ magnetometer.” Sm is the section of dynamo

magnets. In other words, find the area of a cross section of

field magnet, divide it into coefiicient of mutual induction,

then multiply by 2 (there are two field magnets) and the

term zgiis found, and is a bugbear no longer.

Smv 1? Las

To the above quantity is to be added I440§—. There

as

is an air space between the field magnets ofa dynamo. and

Las means “length of air space.” The equation calls for

twice the length ofair space, and it is written 2 Las. The

divisor Sas, is “section of air space,” and 1440 is a

constant, the origin ofwhich we will accept without seeking

at present from whence it came. Having found the value

of these two sections of the equation, the sign -1- shows they

are to be added, and common sense calls for their sum

without'further remark. La

The last section of divisor is 2___. Here are two numbers

Sa

that are to be divided, one into the other, and then multi

plied by two. In the last section one number was to be

multiplied by two before the division is made. In this case

the result may be alike if done either way, but in some

instances the operator will get “ gloriously left,” if he tries

to do algebra by “ putting the cart before the horse.” The

quantity 2L_a, means the length of armature, divided by

Sa

section of armature and quotient multiplied by two. Adding

this to the sum of two sections already found, and dividing

by its whole sum. the product of A X Tmw, gives the

number of lines of force the field magnets will put out.

Once the lines of force are calculated, the number of volts

the armature can yield is found by another formidable (P)

formula, viz. : -

Electroinotive force = KLA >< Taw X Nar X Io—6 . In

this, KLA= magnetism that passes from magnet to magnet,

I/zroug/z the armature, Taw = turns armature wire, Nar =

number of armature revolutions, and 10-6 = what? How

many Power-Sleam readers have forgotten their arithmetic,

and don't know the value of 10-6 ?—P0rr'z'r-S/cam.

THE fastest time made biyrain electrical railway is, according to

the Age’ afSlea’l, a mile a minute by a small experimental car. On

a street railway system 20 miles an hour is the fastest.

ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION.

It is a sign of the great interest felt in everything con

nected with electricity, that all the mechanical papers are

devoting a good deal of space to its consideration, while no

meeting of an engineering association is complete without

more or less reference to it.

It is not to be wondered at, therefore, that the general

public should be wide awake with expectation for new and

startling developments in the application of this wonderful

force, or that it should be ready to believe the "largest”

stories as to the success of the various projects for convey

ing power by its means; but it must be confessed that as yet

the great majority of these exist only on paper.

It is true that in many cities where plants have been put

in for electric lighting a very considerable business is done

by running part of the plant in daytime, and supplying

power in amounts varying from one-fourth or one-half a

horse power up to about to-horse power, and in this ser

vice it has been found that a prime mover of say too-horse

power can supply to customers about 125-horse power, be

cause the power is used intermittingly by the consumers,

who, however, have it always at hand ready to turn on,just

as they do their city water or gas. The motors, being small

and clean, requiring very little attention aside from oiling,

are very popular with those whose business requires but

little power, yet needs for success to be located in a public

place, and this form of power transmission may be safely

pronounced a success, and be expected to stay unless super

seded by something better, which at present appears rather

unlikely. >

But the idea that for conveying power from the engine to

the various machines in a factory or mill electricity is cheaper

than belts and shafting is being vigorously pressed by many

engineers, who refer to the waste of power in improperly

put in shafting, and poorly proportioned and often over

loaded belting, claiming that frequently the loss from this

cause amounts to from thirty to fifty per cent., while by- the

substitution of electricity it might be reduced to ten per

cent.

Admitting that there is often unnecessary loss of power

by these means, it seems hardly possible to supersede them

with electric contrivances without increasing the investment

necessary to equip a factory to such an amount that the in

terest would come to more than the gain in efficiency would

save in the running expenses. Of course, if many of the

machines were to stand idle a good part of the time, a con

siderable saving in power would result, but where the ma

chinery is in constant use, it is doubtless possible to so put

in the shafting that no large percentage of the power shall

be wasted.

A good deal of attention has been directed lately to the

feasibility of conveying power from water powers where the

surroundings are unfavorable for the location of factories, to

such places as are more favorablysituated for their purpose,

but up to the present no attempt has been made to reduce

any of the proposed methods to practice. One reason for

this is the large expense of constructing any such plant of

capacity enough to be worthy of taking the trouble to ex

periment with. the estimates for conveying the power five

miles varying from about $90 to $170 per horse power for

the machinery, wire, etc., for transmission alone. the im

provement of the power and the cost of water wheels not

being included.

Unless the cost for electric appliances can be very much

reduced, therefore, it is diflicult to see how the distant con

veying of power is going to meet with much favor, espe

cially as every year sees the amount of fuel required to yield

a horse power reduced by improvements in both boilers and

engines.—/Imerican llliller.
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THE SULLIVAN ELECTRIC DIAMOND DRILL.

The electrical Diamond drill, is another illustration of the

growing demand for mining machinery operated by electricity,

and of the steps our mechanical engineersand manufacturers

are taking to meet this demand. The adaptation of the

Diamond drill to be operated by electricity cannot fail to

widen largely the already rapidly growing field for these

machines. '

One of the difficulties in the way of the use of the Dia

mond drills underground and in rough, mountainous lo

calities has been to get power to the machine. \/Vhere a

mine is supplied with compressed air this difficulty does not

exist. But many mining companies have no compressor

plant; and the use of steam underground is always most ob

jectionable, and frequently, when persisted in, a source of

great expense from the damage caused by the action of the

exhaust steam on the timbers and rock.

 

Sl'l.I.l\‘/\N ELl<ICTR1C MINING DRll,l..

The electric Diamond drill possesses the great advantage

that the power to operate it can be carried easily, rapidly

and inexpensively to the points where the drill is_to be used.

Any constant potential current of sufficiently low voltage for

safe use underground and of sufficient capacity to deliver

three horse power at the drill motor can be successfullyused.

The drill is compact and easily handled and occupies but

little space. It will drill at any angle toa depth of 300 feet,

and has improved friction feed that gives the greatest possible

rate of progress with slight wear on the bit. The pump is a

part of the machine, and is operated by the same motor, a

Thomson-Houston, of special design, wound for various

potentials, and running at 1,200 revolutions.

These machines are manufactured by the Diamond Pros

pecting Company, Chicago, Ill.

PRODUCTION OF MOTIVE POWER FROM ELEC

TRICITY.

Mr. Jablochkoff recently read an interesting paper before

the Société des Ingénieurs Civils on the subject of the pro

duction of motive power from electricity. Mr. Jablochkoff

has long been an advocate ofgalvanic electricity, and although

chemical reactions were the first means of obtaining elec

tricity, he does not consider it a retrograde movement to

return to this mode of production, but, on the contrary, as

a step in advance. He considers that the production of

electricity from motive power has been a palliative; a happy

one, but only a palliative. The lecturer went on to say that

the real production of electricity has its source in chemical

means. In dynamo machines the initial power is due to the

combustion of fuel, which is a chemical combination, but the

utilization of which, in a good engine, does not exceed ten

per cent. Whereas only ten per cent. of the theoretical

efficiency is obtained in the shape of power, as much as

ninety and even 100 per cent. electrical calories can be

obtained under favorable conditions in electro-chemi

cal combinations. . It is true that, in the latter case,

the fuels used, which are metals such as zinc, sodium,

cast iron, are dearer than the fuel consumed in steam

engines, but the efficiency is at once ninety per cent.,

which affords a large compensation for the discrepan

cy. If, for instance, we consider the case of cast iron,

a useful horse-power hour will consume 750 grammes,

and the said consumption may be brought down to

500 and even 400 grammes. As cast iron costs forty

francs per ton, the expenditure per horse-power hour

will amount to three centimes (a little over a farthing).

Ifto this is added the cost of the sulphuric or hydro

chloric acid necessary to oxidize the metal, or about

one kilogramme of acid per kilogramme of cast iron.

the cost of the useful horse~power hour amounts to

nine to twelve centimes, which cost is about equal to

that of the production of electricity by means of dyna

mos driven by engines of fifteen to 25-horse power.

Moreover, when powerful engines are used for the

production of electricity, shafting and belting have to

be used, and the stoppage of a number of dynamos

does not result in a corresponding reduction of the

motive power expended. When electricity is used as

» ' motive power, there is scarcely, according to the lee

turer, any advantage in substituting the power obtained

from dynamos to that deriving directly from the steam

engine; but the same does not apply in the case of the

current being produced by chemical means; this he

attempts to demonstrate experimentally, when the fig

ures he uses give rise to objection.

The upshot of Mr. ]ablochkofi"s lecture is the utili

zation of local currents and polarization in batteries

instead oftheir elimination. To this effect he uses a

three-electrode battery, one being a metal capable of being

consumed, the other an unoxidizable metal, such as platinum,

and the third a porous carbon. On closing the circuit ofthe

two-metal electrodes a powerful polarization is obtained

which soon stops the chemical action. When the couple

thus formed and the third electrode are joined, a powerful

current will be developed, so that the two first electrodes act

as an accumulator, and the three together as a battery.

\Vhen the battery is at rest it stores electrical energy, and

the battery does not consume in open circuit.—Lo1m’0n

Eledrical Retilkzzi.

SECOND-STORY windows are far more dangerous than

electricity—at any rate, more deaths occur from people fall

ing from them and breaking their necks.

Therefore, abolish second-story windows.
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HEATING av ELECTR\ClTY

One of the most interesting of the exhibits at the late Na

tional Convention of the Electric Light Association was the

Talmage Electric Induction Heater, a cut of which we

give herewith. _

It is an induction coil built in the shape of an ordinary

steam or hot water radiator. It is not a resistance box, as

some other forms of electric heaters are ; every bit of resist

ance that could possibly be avoided having been elim

inated.

The Heater is constructed with a laminated magnet for a

core. around which is wound the primary coil in one or

more sections of sufficient sized wire to carry the Primary

current without heating; and around that is wrapped one

turn of very thin sheet metal, which constitutes the con

ductor for the Secondary or Induced Current. This sec

ondary circuit is closed upon itself, or short circuited ; all

the energy being spent in heating the conductor itself, which

being very thin and very wide, has a maximum radiating

surface in proportion to its cross section, and thus immedi

ately radiates the heat produced i_n it by the passage of the

large volume of current.

I
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T.\l.MAGl<I ELY-"CTRIC HEATER.

It is easily seen from the construction of the Heater that

the length of the secondary circuit is exceedingly short, and

thus an exceedingly small E. M. F. -iii the secondary circuit

carries an enormous volume of current around the circuit.

The Heaters on exhibition at the late Convention took in

their Primary coil a current of too volts, and five and six

amperes respectively; and this was transformed to one of

only 17 per cent of one volt. and from 2,500 to 3.000 am

peres, and the remainder of the energy, which, as in every

converter or transformer, is used or lost in heating the iron

core, is not lost in this case, as the heat is what is wanted, and

the radiator radiates the heat from this source, as well as the

heat produced by the Secondary current.

Mr. Talmage claims to have an improvement already in

course of construction, but which could not be completed in

time for the Exhibition, by which he gets a secondary con

ductor ofone-fifth the thickness of that used on those exhib

ited, by the use of which, if the material was of the same

specific electrical resistance, will get just as hot with one

fifth ofthe current, because the surface is the same, and the

cross section is reduced five times.

The resistance however, would be five times as great in

the thinner conductor if the same material was used ; so the

same E. M. F. now used, would carry one-fifth the current

through the thinner conductor, and make itjust as hot as

at present, while using only one-fifth the total energy, as

the same E. M. F. by one-fifth the current gives one-fifth

the energy or volts. But in addition to getting this much

thinner conductor, and thus saving four-fifths of the energy

expended, in those on exhibition, he uses a conductor of

nearly four times the conductivity, and thus effects a further

saving by being able to reduce the E. M. F. as well as the

volume : and the two savings combined, will enable him to

heat about eight times the surface with one half the energy

consumed in heating those on exhibition.

If this new improvement pans out as Mr. Talmage's cal

culations indicate, it will excel any other known method of

heating.

As even in the Heater exhibited, Mr. Talmage showed

how he could heat a large number of houses from one Cen

tral Station as cheap per house as they can now be heated

with hard coal, or, in the case ofa very large distribution,

as cheap as Steam Heating.

One of the greatest points in favor of these heaters is the

facility ofdistribution, it being specially adopted to the Al

ternating current.

A Thermostatic Switch is used with these Heaters, thus

assuring an absolutely uniform temperature in the room;

the Thermostat being adjusted as desired, to break circuit

at any desired degree of heat.

The advantage of electric heat over other methods, are so

numerous and obvious that it is hardly necessary to mention

them ; but probably the greatest one is the abatement ofthe

smoke nuisance, there being no dust or dirt at all, as all the

coal can be burned in one Central station. And there is

~ none of the water hammer noise consequent in Steam or Hot

water heating, and no soiling of carpets with rusty water,

nor blackening the walls.

EDISON ON THE FUTURE OF ELECTRICITY.

Thomas A. Edison said, in an interview with a re

porter of the Pittsburg 1)1's/Ia/r/2: “You ask me about

the future of electricity. It is the coming motive

power. It will be used on all the railroads some day,

but the point is to get an economical engine. My

theory is to have immense dynamos located all along

the line of the road, and have the electricity conveyed from

these stationary engines to the locomotives by wires through

the rails. For example, I would put two big engines

between New York and Philadelphia, and epough power

could be furnished to whisk the limited at the rate of 100

miles per hour. But this is the point I have been working

on for years—to convert heat directiy into electricity without

the intervention of boilers, steam and all that. What an

enormous amount of expense could be saved if this could

be done! Think of putting something into the heat of

that natural gas fire and making electricity out of it. It

can be done. I feel it in my bones, and just now I have a

suspicion that I am on the right track ; but it is a pesky

pr0blem—one that can be worked out only in time. I have

been experimenting with an electric road in New Jersey. I

had rails laid as they put them down on railroads, but the

machine would runoff the track in going around the curves.

I then raised the curve to an angle of 40’, and the motor went

around all right. It looked as if the engine would topple
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over, but it didn’t. You know in a centrifugal machine

you can make a car go clear around a circle in the air

without leaving the track.”

“The great development in electricity will be, I am

firmly convinced," said Mr. Edison to an interviewer in

Paris, “in discoveringa more economical process of pro

ducing it. At present we only get from coal consumed

about 4 or 5 per cent. of its latent electricity. The rest is

wasted in heating water, expanding steam, pushing pistons,

turning wheels, and finally causing a dynamo machine to

operate. A process will ultimately be found for extracting

90 to 95 per cent. of the latent electricity directly from the

coal. Then steam engines will be abolished, and that day

is not far off now. Already we can get electricity direct

from coal to the amount of 90 per cent., but only for ex

perimental purposes. Vl/hen Iwas on shipboard coming

over I used to sit on deck by the hour and watch the waves.

It made me positively savage to think of all that power

going to waste. But we’ll chain it up one of these days,

along with Niagara Falls and the winds. That will be the

electrical millennium.

WIND AND WATER AS GENERATORS OF

ELECTRICITY.

The utilization of these two inexhaustible sources of

power is a subject which has recently been brought promi

nently before the public. The Electrical Engzheer, in re

ferring to the probable exhaustion of the coal supply of

England, predicts that within the lifetime of persons now

living, the industrial supremacy of Great Britain will pass

away with the exhaustion of her coal fields. Switzerland,

Italy and the Scandinavian peninsula are destined to become

the great manufacturing districts of Europe. This extraor

dinary industrial revolution will be brought about by the

transmission and distribution, by electrical means, of the in

exhaustible and permanent water power which is now run

ning to waste in those countries. Indeed, this power is

already beginning to be successfully utilized by the skill of

the electrical engineer. Already in Switzerland a woolen

manufactury of 36,000 spindles, with the usual complement

of auxiliary machinery, is operated wholly by electric power

conveyed from adistant stream, deriving its never-failing

supply of water from the melting of Alpine snows. To an

electrician such a sight is an inspiring one and full of sig

nificance. In the new era, which is advancing with such

rapid strides, the Swiss republic may not improbably be

come the foremost industrial nation of Europe. Nothing

is more certain than that the next quarter century will wit

ness amazing changes in the commercial relations of the

nations of the earth, in consequence of the development of

the conception of the electrical distribution of energy.

The storage battery harnessed to the windmill is sure to

become of great service in driving the machinery of future

generations. Before very long more attention will have to

be given to the yoking of the winds, waves and tides to the

driving shafts of our industrial works to supplement the

storage-reservoirs of the coal mines.

The vast power which is now allowed to run absolutely to

waste in our large rivers, cataracts and water courses. will

be brought under control by the aid of the electro motor.

That the power is there has long been known, but the diffi

culty has been to convey it where it is wanted But with a

little copper wire and the electric motor this difficulty is in

the way of vanishing.

As the freedom ofthe spirit is greater than the freedom ofthe

body, so is the distribution of Electric power freer than that of all

other forms of force. It is their spirit.—Er0rzomz'c Value of Elec

lrir Light and Power.

THE YEAR I889 IN THE PATENT OFFICE.

The average term of ofiice of the last twelve Commis

missioners of Patents has been about one and three-quarters

years. Yet, though Commissioners change, the needs of

the office remain substantially the same. And so it hap

pens that there is always a familiar sound to every new

“ annual report,” which, for that matter, might be dubbed

the Commissioners Perennial Report. This state of things

tells its own story about Congressional indifference and

ignorance, and all that, and with those factors still remain

ing in the problem, we may continue to expect to find

familiar reading for years to come in these annual messages.

We have been acquainted with the recommendations of the

heads of the Patent office for the past ten years, but we do

not recall that Congress has by any act whatever complied

with the Commissioner’s suggestions on legal points,

though there has been some increase in the force during

that period by Congressional enactment.

that the present report still calls for more help shows

how little the real needs of the office have been appre

ciated. This report also urges the still greater need of

room for the present force to work in, to which request

Congress has, for some unaccountable reason, always turned

a deaf ear.

The request for laboratory facilities is renewed, as is that

for an appropriation to continue the good work of abridg

ing the patents. The Commissioner also suggests once

more that the photo-lithographing required in the repro

duction of drawings, copies of patents. designs, trade

marks, and the ofificial gazette, should be performed by the

Patent ofiice itself, and not given out to the lowest bidder.

The legislation asked for by the Commissioner is also,

for the most part, the same that has been demanded for

many years, not simply by bureau officers’ reports, but by

the urgent‘ needs of the inventing classes. The demands

are enforced in the present report by new and cogent rea

sons, which gives rise to the hope that some of them, at

least. may be attended to. We should be glad to summar

ize the Commissioner's argument in favor of the repeal or

modification of Section 4,887 of the Revised Statutes, but

we have not the needful space. It is suggested that Section

4,902 be “so modified as to permit aliens to file caveats

upon the same terms and conditions as citizens, thereby

carrying into effect the provisions of the treaty stipulation,”

[the International Convention]. A suggestion which rec

ommends itself is, that some provision be made for the

registration of “interstate trademarks,” the present law

providing as a prerequisite for registration. that a trade

mark should have been used in commerce with foreign

‘nations or Indian tribes.

The Commissioner recommends some appropriate legisla

tion to justify the practice of withholding the final fee for six

months after the notice of allowance. This practice is not

strictly warranted by the present law, which provides that

the patent shall “ Mar dale as of a day not later than six

months from the time it was passed and allowed." The

custom (which, after all, is an evasion) has arisen of issuing

a second notice of allowance in cases where the fee is paid

too late to admit of the patent being ready for signature

within the six months. It is believed by some authorities

of weight that a patent signed under such a second allow

ance might be successfully attacked as issued contrary to

law. At all events, the statute should undoubtedly be

amended in some suitable manner. '

The subject of interference proceedings is commended to

Congressional attention, and especially the hardship which

exists under the present practice of the successful parties to

one interference being called upon to defend one or more

besides.

But the fact i
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Finally, it is recommended that charges for certified

copies of printed matter be “at the same rates which would

be charged for the same printed matter if uncertified, with

the addition only of the fee now prescribed by law for the

official certificate."

The Commissioner evidently feels, like the outside public,

that the present charge of ten cents per hundred words for

such matter is extortion. May Congress feel the same

way I

Of the report as a whole, we are pleased to say that it is

a thoroughly masterly presentation of the needs of the in

venting public and of the necessities and work of the

Patent office.

The summary of the business of the oflice for 1889 shows

that there were 40,575 applications for patents, designs,

trade-marks, etc., and 25,706 patents issued in all. The

number of patents and reissues alone was 24,158, which has

never been exceeded, except in 1885, when the total num

ber was 24,233. The number of applications is nearly

5,000 greater than in any previous year.

The surplus for 1889 was $228,772.09, being the balance

of a total receipt of $1,281.728.o5 and a total expenditure

of $1,052,955.96. This balance, added to that already in

the Treasury of the United States, to the credit of the

Patent office, makes a total of $3,631,670.32.

The number of invention and design patents taken out by

citizens of New York was 4,288, or nearly twice the number

taken out by Pennsylvanians (2,396), and more than twice

the number (2,042) issued to the inhabitants of Massachu

setts. These are the only States that pass the 2,000 limit.

Illinois comes close to it with 1,940, Ohio has 1,674, and

New jersey 1,061. Connecticut leads in the number of

patents proportionate to the number of inhabitants, having

one patent to every 700. The District of Columbia has one

to every 792, Massachusetts one to every 873, and New

jersey one to every 1,066. Rhode Island and New York

follow with one to 1,115 and one to 1,185. The 40,000

applications, as against 35.000 to 36,000 for the preceding

six years, indicates a flourishing year for inventors. There

is every indication that the present year will surpass it in

this respect.

IN THE OLD DOMINION.

(Editorial Corrzs/mndence.)

Richmond, Virginia, is a city of truly American type. It

is the metropolis of a State whose history is closely inter

woven with the childhood of our republic. Its citizens are

so hospitable that they seriously interfere with the prosperity

of the hotels, yet the proprietors of the latter are alive to

every possible use of electricity which will add to the con

venience and comfort of their guests. It was in the elevator

of one these, that four visitors from the north exclaimed,

almost simultaneously, “This is my first trip in an elevator

driven by an electric motor." It must be admitted, how

ever, that in this instance the speed of electricity was some

what modified, and there were no external indications on the

part of the travelers that their lives were in danger.

The Englishman who recently traveled across the Ameri

can continent without seeing an electric railway, did not

have occasion to stop at Richmond. VI/ithout making any

claims as an electrical city, the new system of traction is

encountered by the visitor at every turn. The Union Pas

senger Railway skirts the State capitol grounds, while

another line threads Main street, the principal business

thoroughfare. The cars are usually well filled with passen

gers, and the working of the system is satisfactory to the

people. Whatever might be the outcome of electric trac

tion in Richmond, however, no failure under the existing

conditions would justify the statement that the system was

not a success. The mere fact that Richmond, like Rome,

is built on seven hills, does not convey to the ordinary mind

the exact facts. It is possible that up each of these hills

there might be seven grades; and while this may not be

strictly the case, it is certain that the grades and curves

might well be considered as insurmountable obstacles to

self-propelled vehicles. Extreme dissatisfaction prevailed

among the employees of the railway company, and meetings

were being held at night, followed by conferences with the

officials next day, the objects of which were to secure a

return to the former rate of pay. It is under these adverse

conditions that the road is operated, and while there

is a great improvement over the state of affairs that existed

a few months ago, there are many reforms to be accom

plished before an expert would be justified in calling it a

perfect system. If it is possible to arrange a trolley so it

will not jump off—and practically it is—then someboafy

should undertake to have it done. This is a very notice

able defect, and the very fact that it can be cured makes it

all the more strange that its continued existence should be

permitted to annoy passengers, and bring discredit on the

system. VVith this exception the service is satisfactory,

and in climbing a ten per cent. grade at a fair rate of speed,

it is a relief to know that the strength of suffering animals

is not being overtaxed. There was one unpleasant detail

which developed at the end of the trip, that might be

avoided by the management. The inspector who boarded

the car to oil the motor raised the trap door in the bottom

ofthe car and spent about five minutes in examining the

mechanism. As he bent over to his work, his ample poste

rior so filled up the aisle that several ladies who had stepped

aboard were obliged to stand in the doorway and gaze upon

the prospect before them until the inspection was completed.

It would not be a harsh rule to require that the garments of

the employees be intact, as its enforcement would relieve

them from occasional embarrassment while in the perform

ance of their duties.

In Richmond, as in many other cities, the introduction

of the electric railway has led to an improvement in real

estate values. The lines are doing a good business, and the

movement now on foot for the consolidation of the various

interests, when perfected, will lead not only to more eco

nomical administration, but more careful attention to details.

Those croakers who depend upon the electric railways of

Richmond to furnish food for their tirades against electric

traction in general, would gain little encouragement from

interviews with the residents of that city.

The streets of Richmond are pretty thoroughly occupied

with electric wires, but they have been erected under the

supervision of the City Engineer and the Superintendent of

the Fire Alarm Telegraph, and have given rise to no

trouble.

Virginians are very much interested in the subject of

power transmission by electricity. The future of the State

depends largely upon the development of her mineral

resources, and thousands upon thousands of horse power

may yet be diverted from the abundant streams, and com

pelled to minister to the industrial wants of the people.

THE INVENTION OF THE TROLLEY.

The Sunday_ Crilir, of Lowell, Mass., of the date of Feb

ruary 2d, prints the following article, on an important and

timely subject. At present we make no comment on the

subject, but reprint the article exactly as found in our Massa

chusetts contemporary:

Much has been said of late, in the Boston and local papers,

regarding the Sherman Electric Power Company, and the

Sherman Equipment Storage Company, the latter concern

having been mistakenly connected with the overhead trolley
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system for the operation of electric railways. But the two

organizations are distinctly separate. The Sherman Equip

ment and Storage Company is an association organized

under the laws of New Hampshire, with a capital of a million

dollars, and which has sole control of the Sherman Electric

Clutch, a device which is intended for use in connection with

both the overhead and the storage systems, and which has

been in successful practical operation in Salem during the

past two weeks. But the Sherman Electric Power Company

is an association under the laws of the State of Maine, with

a capital of one and one-half millions of dollars, and which

has sole control of the original overhead trolley patent

papers issued from the patent office under date of july 29,

1884. The Sherman Electric Power Company was organ

ized at Portland, Maine, in August last, with W. F. Sher

man, john H. Buttrick and H. j. Moulton of Lowell, and

\-V. j. Knowlton, of the firm of \V. j. 8: H. Knowlton of

Portland, and others, as directors. The executive officers

are j. H. Buttrick of Lowell, president and treasurer; W.

F. Sherman of Lowell, vice-president; and H. j. Moulton

of Lowell, secretary. That this company, under a proper

conveyance or assignment from‘ Mr. Sherman, is the owner

of the original trolley patent there can be no doubt. It was

in the summer of1884 that at the Chicago exposition an

electric car of the overhead pattern was run in the main ex

position hall for the amusement of the patrons of the fair.

The car and the structure were both the devices of Mr.

Sherman, and it was found feasible to propel the car by the

surplus electricity from the lighting apparatus. But the

method of propulsion was a problem. Finally a wire was

stretched from one end of the hall to the other, which was

supported in its place, at regular intervals, by guy wires,

and with the aid of the trolley, or “pulley wheel," as it was

styled in the application for the patent, the car was pro

pelled by the electric current in precisely the same manner

as is now witnessed in the streets of Boston and of Lowell,

and in hundreds of other places throughout the United

States. \Vhatever may be said by the interested parties to

the contrary, it is a fact that the first trolley overhead elec

tric railway was run by W. F. Sherman in Chicago, in 1883,

and that the original patent for the device of propelling elec

tric cars was granted to Mr. Sherman on the 29th day of

july, 1884. Of course other inventors have added to the

general principle of the trolley, or overhead wire, since

1884. The patent office is full of devices to evade or com

pletely nullify the Sherman patent. The electricians ofthe

country, aware of the advantages held by the original Sher

man patent, have exhausted the limits of scientific knowledge

upon this subject to get round the Sherman patent and to

render this original device of no effect; but it is for the courts

to decide to what extent this result has been reached. The

Thomson-Houston Company, in its present inflated condi

tion, and with no particular knowledge upon the part of the

public of its exact financial status, can be said to have but

very little to lose, and everything to gain, in the impeach

ment of the validity of its patents on the overhead system;

and it is not at all strange that the oflicials of this company

affect to treat this announcement of a rival patent with more

or less unconcern. But the facts are all against the preten

sions of the Thomson-Houston Company. If there is any

virtue to the patent laws of the United States, if priority of

invention, priority of patent, and priority of practical use,

are of any value in determining this question, then the Sher

man Electric Power Company has a good case, and its

claims are sure to be recognized by every corporation which

is now using the overhead system. Suffice it to say that the

company has not entered into this matter in a blind way and

without a full knowledge of what is before it.

Advice has been sought of the highest patent authorities

in the country, an exhaustive opinion has been obtained. Y

and the case is now in the hands ofAllen, Long and Hemen

way, one of the most reputable and most successful legal

firms in the State, and a vigorous prosecution of the claims

of the Sherman Electric Power Company will be maintained

to their fullest extent. Monied men are interested in this

company, and its purposes, and the outcome cannot be

otherwise than beneficial to all concerned. Mr. Stillman B.

Allen, senior counsel for the company, says: “The patent

has been sold to the Sherman Electric Power Company for

which we are counsel. We are instructed to bring suit

against infringers. No case has been yet decided or tried,

but very reliable patent lawyers are of the opinion that all

motors, run by overhead wires, infringe upon our patent,

and that the Sherman patent is valid. We feel confident

that it will be sustained; but we see a long hard fight ahead.”

MARSDEN J. PERRY, PRESIDENT OF THE NATIONAL

ELECTRIC LIGHT ASSOCIATION.

We give in this number an elegant portrait of Marsden

Perry, of Providence, R. I., who was elected President of_

the National Electric Light Association at the convention at

Kansas City. Mr. Perry is an enthusiastic member of the

association. He has taken an active interest in the discus

sions, and has performed no little of routine work in the

committees. He is a thorough believer in electricity for

lighting and power purposes, and gives proofs of his faith

by his works.

Mr. Perry was born in Rehobeth, Mass., one of the

oldest towns in the commonwealth, November 2, 1849. On

the site of this town his ancestors settled in 1641. He re

ceived his education in schools in the vicinity. At the age

of twenty Mr. Perry located in Providence and soon after

engaged in banking, with which business he is' still identified

under the original firm name of Perry 8: Co. In 1883 Mr.

Perry purchased a controlling interest in the central electric

light station in the neighboring city of Fall River, Mass. In

November of the following year he had become so thor

oughly convinced of the profitable character of electric light

ing, that, notwithstanding the fact that the Fall River com

pany was having a hard struggle, he bought a controlling

interest in the Narragansett Electric Light Company of Prov

idence. Mr. Perry has frequently referred to the operation

ofthat company, so that its station is familiar to the great

majority of members of the National Electric Light Associa

tion. He is vice-president and general manager of the

company, and president of the company in Fall River.

THE KANSAS CITY CONVENTION.

The tenth semi-annual convention of the National Electric

Light Association, which was held in Kansas City, Mo.

Feb. II-14 was one of the most important and successful in

the Association’s history. The members present numbered

304 and representing every part of the country ; they were

welcomed by Mayor Davenport of Kansas City, after which

President Weeks made his address. The report of the Sec

retary and Treasurer, and the appointment of several com

mittees filled the first day. On the second day, reports were

read from the Committee on the Abolition ofthe Duty on

Copper ; the Committee on the Underground Conduits

and Conductors ; the Committee on Standardizing Poten

tials on Electric Street Railways, and the Committee on

Harmonizing Insurance and Electrical Interests, and papers

were read by C. _I. H - VVoodbury on Central Station Con

struction, and F. E. Sickel, on The History and Theory of

the Steam Engine.

On the third day Geo. H. Babcock's paper on the Econ

omic Generating Steam was read by Geo. E. Palmer ; C. ].
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Field read a paper on A Recent Edison Central Station and

the Results thus far obtained ; T. Carpenter Smith read a

paper on A Universal System of Central Station Accounts ;

A. J. De Camp read a paper on The Cost of the Products

of Central Stations ; M. D. Laws, one on Nine Years and

the Arc Lamp, and H. W. Pope’s paper “ How Our Paths

May Be Paths of Peace” was read by a delegate.

The special order for the fourth day was the election of

officers, and the following were chosen: M. _I. Perry of

Providence, R. I., President ; E. A. Maher of Albany,

N. Y., First Vice-President; C. L. Edgar of Boston, Sec

ond Vice-President. Executive Committee: C. R. Huntly

of Buffalo, E. R. Weeks of Kansas City, James E. Eng

lish of New Haven, _]. _]. Burleigh of Camden, N. j., M.

D. Laws of Philadelphia, M. Francisco, of Rutland Vt.,

A. F. Mason of Boston, A. Seeley of New York, and

H. K. Thurber of New York.

After the election, papers were read by F. Sprague, on

Electricity as Applied to Street Railways, C. C. Haskins,

on Prodigality and Economy, C. A. Harber, on Line Insula

tion from the Standpoint of Practical Experience and E.

Lockwood, on How to Locate Grounds on Are Light Cir

cuits.

The Secretary read the report of the Committee on State

and Municipal Legislation. and an exhibition of the Phono

graph, the appointment of Committees and the usual formal

resolutions, concluded the convention’s work. -

In the discussion which followed the reading ofthe various

papers many interesting points were brought. In a brief

summary like this we can only note the principal occurrences.

Not the least important nor interesting part of the Con

vention was the exhibition at the Casino. Almost every

thing in the Electrical line was to be seen here. The Jan

ney Electrical Motor Company showed a new type of motor

for driving acoffee mill. The Shultz Patent Leather Woven

Link Belt attracted much attention. The Mitchell Vance

(' 0. were represented, and in fact the exhibition was a reve

lation to the Kansas Citizens, as to the variety and import

ance of electrical inventions. Mr. A. ]. Stott, the representa

tive of ELECTRIC I’owER, presented the claims of this

journal in a very convincing manner.

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON STANDARDIZING OF P0

TENTIALS.‘

In behalf of the committee appointed at your last meet

ing for the standardizing of potentials for electrical appar

atus for street railway systems, I would present to the asso

ation the following report :

It was deemed advisable by the members of the committee

to send out a circular to all railway companies operating

their systems of car lines by electricity notifying them of

the appointment of this committee, and asking not only

their co-operation, but also drawing their attention to a

number of questions that we desired they should reply to.

Acting upon this conclusion the committee drew up and

mailed to all these companies the following circular :

Genllrmen .'—At the semi-annual meeting of the National Elec

tric Light association, held at Nia ara Falls on August 6th, the

following resolution was offered an adopted :

“WHEREAS, It is the belief of the members of this association that

the electric motor service upon street railways will require a service

of electric current for the motor that will be reliable and constant,

and that the various electric light stations are capable of generat

ing and distributing such current.

“ Resolz/ed,That a committee of three be appointed by the pres

ident, who shall endeavor to make such arrangements with the

manufacturing companies that they shall adopt some standard po

tential to be used upon the various railways. The committee also

to collect such data regarding the supply of current to railways as

may be deemed ofinterest to the association."

1 Report read by T. Carpenter Smith at the Kansas City Convention, Feb. 12 “'

The resident appointed Messrs. Eugene T. Lynch, ]r., of New

York, .Carpenter Smith of Philadelphia, and Marsden ]. Perry

of Providence, as members of that committee.

It has been thought advisable to collect and compile the opin

ions and the experiences of such street railways as have adopted

electricity as a motor power. Will you, therefore, kindly fill out

and ans>wer such of the following questions as you feel you can

answer.

1. What system do you use? .

2. What proportion of your cars are

3. Do you enerate your own electric

plied by an e ectric light station?

4. \Vhat proportion does your greatest average horse power in

use bear to the total horse power of engines and boilers which you

have installed?

5. \Vhat is the voltage or pressure of your generators?

6. Is there any other railroad in your town using an electric sys

tern? lfso, what system do they use, and do you know the press

ure at which they run?

We have received replies from 85 per cent. of all the

electric street railway companies. They have one and all

showed every disposition to give us full reports upon the

questions that we have asked them, and have stated that

they would afford us every facility that lay in their power,

and that they desired us to convey to the National Electric

Light Association their hearty indorsement of this plan.

We think it advisable to divide our report into three

parts : First, a statement of the conditions under which the

various railways have been operating up to thepresent

time; second, the report of your committee upon the ar

rangements made with the manufacturing companies; third,

all of statistics carefully compiled from reports made by

some of the most prominent central stations, showing the

advantages that will accrue to the investor by the combined

operation of the electric light and electric street railway in

terests, working under the agreements that have been prom

ised to your committee.

quipped with motors?

a power, or are you sup

First. Under the first question we do not desire to give’

- any statements regarding the number of railways that may

operated by any particular company, beyond the‘ fact that

fully 90 per cent. of all the railways now in successful ope

ration are operated under the systems controlled by the

Thomson-Houston and Sprague companies.

In answer to our second question, we find that at least

three-fourths of the railways have equipped all their cars

with motors, and that the sizes of the motors upon the cars

vary from 7% to 15 horse-power.

Third. Only nine electric light companies have been brave

enough to agree to supply the street railway companies

with their power, although in nearly every case when the

railway was in operation there was at least one central sta

tion company which could have contracted to supply the

necessary current.

The answers to the fourth question give to your commit

tee the information that will prove of value to the Associa

tion. In all railways operating over fifteen cars, only one

third of the total horse-power with which the plant has been

equipped has ever been called for at one time. On all roads

operating between five and fifteen cars, the greatest average

load has not reached 50 per cent. of the total horse-power,

and upon smaller roads the average load has varied from 50

to 80 per cent. of the total horse-power. All roads that

have met with heavy grades have raised the average very

considerably.

We find that the potential varies from 220 to 800 volts.

The greater number of companies, however, report using a

potential between 450 and 550 volts.

Our sixth question was directed partly as a check upon

our being furnished correct information upon the names and

locality of the various roads, but mainly to ascertain whether

an opportunity was afforded to operate several street rail

way companies from the same central station plant.

The answers to this have been many and curious. In
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some cases they have disowned all knowledge of the existence

of any other company, and in nearly every case they seem

to be imbued with the rivalry quarrels or misunderstandings

of the various patent or manufacturing companies whose ap

paratus they are using. They agree, however, that they

would be willing to use the power supplied to them from

some central station, provided that they be assured by the

company who equipped their road that the potential of

quantity of current used would not be detrimental to their

apparatus.

Copies of the circulars, together with a letter explaining

more fully the plan suggested by your committee were sent

to all the manufacturing companies. They were also re

quested to furnish the committee with a list of the particular

railways operating under their systems. After much cor

respondence and many personal interviews, your committee

would announce that they have written authority from both

the Thomson-Houston and Sprague Street Railway Com

panies that they will agree hereafter to use a standard

potential of 500 volts upon all electric street railway equip

ments that do not require any special apparatus for their

successful operation.

In recommending electric light companies to add to their

regular central station business the business of furnishing

power to street railroads, we wish it fully understood that we

do not base any hopes of profit to be made upon the old

time idea that the same machinery can be used for furnish

ing light at night and power in the daytime. This specious

argument has led many companies into large expenditures

for motors, etc. , and they have discovered later that it costs

very nearly twice as much money to run the same machinery

night and day as to run it at night alone, and that it pays

better in the long run to have an entirely different class of

apparatus to produce light and power.

The true direction from which returns may be expected

in the massing in large stations of the generation of elec

tricity for both light and power, is found in the fact that an

electric light station to be sure of a continuous running, re

quires a reserve of from 15 to 25 per cent. of its average

load in boilers, engines and dynamos; the per cent. being

larger in small stations and diminishing as the station in

creases in size.

This same reserve in capacity is required for the power

station, but on street-car work in most of the stations hith

erto installed, this per centage runs very much higher,

being from 50 to 80 per cent. It will be manifest to every

one on a little reflection, that a station which is generating

current for two street cars, is compelled to have power

enough provided to allow of the throwing on at the same

instant of both these cars, that is to say, generating capac

ity of fully twice the average amount of power, or IOO per

cent. reserve; as more cars are added, the chance of any

particular number being thrown on at one time becomes

less and less. until in a station operating two hundred cars,

a single spare generator to take the place of any one which

might be disabled. would probably be all the reserve need

ed. This feature is shown very clearly in the running of

the ordinary three-wire electric station, where when the

total load is light a few lights thrown off or on either side

will make a big difference in the balance, but as the total

load increases, the number of lamps thrown off or on either

side at any one instant is so small a percentage of the total

load that the station needs practically no balancing. Now

if any one station supplying electricity for all purposes in a

town, we have say 25 per cent.reserve in boilers, and 25

per cent. reserve in steam engines in excess of the average

load, we shall only require to place 25 per cent. reserve,

each, on electric light dynamos and‘ power generators to

have practically the same result, as though we had two

complete and separate stations for electric light, and for

electric power, each with its proper reserve of 25 per cent.

extra in engines and boilers and dynamos.

Another important point to be considered, and one well

worthy of consideration by electric light stations, is, that in

many cases they could furnish this current delivered at the

walls of their stations; that is, the car company will take

care of its overhead lines and connections, and the electric

light companies be paid a rental simply for the electricity

delivered to the car companies’ lines.

As an instance of what may be done in increasing the out

put of a station, without corresponding increase in expenses,

we quote the case of a small station, which, as nearly as can

be determined from results, shows the following condition

of affairs: '

The station increased its business in 1889 over 1888, 23

per cent., and in the same time the total expenses including

the extra line work and distribution expenses 10 per cent.,

which 10 per cent. meant 10 per cent. increase in running

expenses, and 10 per cent. in fixed expenses. The com

pany conteinplates a further increase of 27 per cent. on the

same basis; this increase, however, being for power furnished

alone, without any line work involved; the most careful

calculation shows that this will only increase the present run

ning expenses 10 per cent., without increasing the fixed

charges at all.

In 1888 the proportion of fixed charges to rimning ex

penses were 25_ per cent., and 75 per cent. respectively of

the total expenses. In 1889 this same proportion held

good, each having been increased 10 per cent., as above

stated, and the total expenses having increased the same

amount. The further expected increase being 10 per cent.

of 75 per cent. will mean an increase in the total expenses

in 1890 over 1888 of 17% per cent., while in the same

time the total output of the station, and consequent gross

receipts, will have increased 50 per cent. '

These figures are all taken from the-case of a small sta

tion, with a total output of some 350 horse-power and a

fresh increase in this station (above this point) will result in

an entirely different condition of affairs, so that a readjust

ment will take place in the proportion of fixed expenses

and running expenses. We therefore present the report of

another station which is operating 1,200 horse-power, in

which the total operating expenses are divided into 80 per

cent. running and 20 percent. fixed. On increasing the

station to an output of 1,800 horse-power the increase to be

entirely in the furnishing of power, the increase on total

operating expenses would be about 14 per cent., and the

ratios of fixed and running expenses would be as 15 per

cent. and 85 per cent.

The report of another large central station operating at

least 2,500 horse-power has been divided somewhat differ

ently. The fixed charges are 14 per cent. of the total ex

penditures. All labor and pay-rolls amount to 41 per cent.

and all material, such as coal, carbons, lamps, wire, oil, etc.,

amount to 45 per cent.

Taking in account all their past calculations and experi

ences, they are very confident that they can operate at

least double their present output, be it light or power at one

fifth more for fixed charges, one-third more for all labor and

pay-rolls and say three-fourths more to their present ma

terial item, making a total additional charge of say 50 per

cent. upon their present expenditures and giving them in

return at least double the gross income. As stated before it

will not be found advisable to calculate upon using the same

engine, boiler, and dynamo power for the double service of

lighting at night and power during the daytime, except of

course in some few isolated cases.

The great saving for the central station company lies in
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the reducing in labor and fixed charges and also that the re

serve power for one will sufiice for the other. Your com

mittee feel that a great step has been taken in the right di

rection in securing the indorsement and co-operation of the

largest and leading companies, and they would suggest to

the association that some measures be taken to secure from

the stationary motor companies the adoption of some staiid

ard potentials for their use upon constant potential circuits.

-THE CABLE VS. THE ELECTRO—MOTOR.

From various points the information comes to this OIIICG

that cable traction is not such a brilliant success as its advo

cates would have us believe. In a recent issue the Elec

/rical Wbrld printed the following among its editorial para

graphs:

“We believe that for a long time to come the cable will continue

to serve the public convenience as an efficient means of urban pas

senger transportation ; but we believe, at the same time, that the

electric motor is rapidly gaining on it. No other conviction is pos

sible in view of what h0.5_]l.lSl happened at Minneapolis, where the

street railway company has actually thrown aside $400,000 worth

of cable apparatus before laying a yard ofit. lt was the settled in

tentton ofthe company to put down the plant, but the advantages

of electricity are so apparent that it has now made new plans, and

is proceeding to equip iio miles of track for electric locomotion.

St. Paul follows suit. This incident tells its own story.”

Since this was printed a contract has been made with the

Sprague Co. to equip the entire street railroad system of

the two cities of St. Paul and Minneapolis with electricity,

comprising 200 miles of track and 180 motor cars, at a cost

of $2,000,000,

In Buffalo, N. Y., the street car companies have recently

issued a pamphlet addressed to the citizens, in which they

summarize their investigations of rapid transit systems.

Speaking of the cable, the companies say it is found in prac

tice to be little or no faster than horses, as a rule. They

continue: 0

“ The most serious objection from the point of view of both rail

road company and the public, is found in the liability to accident

and to stoppage of traffic over the entire route traversed by the

cable. Breakage; of the cable are not infrequent, while fouling of

the grip has become alarmingly common, the danger being that the

car so caught is carried on resistlessly by the cable to a collision

with the next car in advance. The difficulties with the cable, even

under usual conditions, are such that it becomes necessary to tear

tip the street from time to time, thus blockading travel, not only on

the railroad, but elsewhere on the street, while a large force ofmen

must be kept at work on the street in cleaning out the conduit.”

The companies came to the conclusion that the overhead

system of propulsion was best adapted to Buffalo. They say:

“From experience in other cities, we believe that nothing is

more certain than that the introduction of the overhead electric

service will be the commencement of a marvelous increase in the

substantial prosperity of Buffalo. It will unify the city, one of the

largest in area in the country, by means of a com lete system of

rapid transit facilities. which will avoid transfers, will build up out

lying residential districts, will give a healthy impetus to down-town

trade, and will cause a new and active spirit of prosperity to per

vade the whole city. Will not these advanta es be more than com

pensation for the more or less sentimental 0 jections to overhead

wires?"

The Buffalo Company made an application before the

State Railroad Commission of Albany, for permission to

adopt electric motor traction on the Forest Avenue branch

of their road. The Commission gave the desired permission

as the road had the requisite majority of the consent of the

property-owners on the street, without the consent of the

managers of the New York State Insane Asylum.

The /llanzqfacturerlv ([a.:'elle' of Boston has some interest

ing remarks apropos of a cable failure in Providence, R. I.

Our contemporary says:

“ It would seem as though the tramway system was not an alto

gether satisfactory one, if the experience of Providence, R. I.,

counts for anvthing. The system has been lately introduced there.

Shortly after it was opened the cable was cut by the negligence of

the gripman in charge of one of the cars, and peo le were obliged

to "walk or wait" until it could be repaired. ast Monday an

other accident occurred, just at the time when the service is most

patronized. One of the cotton rope belts that drive the drum over

which the cable runs broke, throwing the whole system out of

operation. After all, there is nothing that gives better general

satisfaction than electricity as a motive power for street railwa 's,

and when the public shall have gotten over its fears regarding t is

new agent of power, and the experiments now being made toward

lessening the ossibilities of accidents therefrom, there is little

doubt that it will become the most popular, reliable, safe and satis

factory system in existence. It is a fact that much of the prevailing

fear which seems to be in the minds of many in relation to electri

city, especially as applied to the propulsion of street cars, is only

such as is always expressed when a new power beyond the com

prehension of the majoiity is introduced. When the steam engine

was first brought out there was the same outcry, and even at the

present time, when an accident occurs upon a railroad, there is a

great hue and cry about the dangers of travelling by rail, and yet,

as a matter of fact, the proportion of people killed in railroad acci

dents. as compared with those who meet death in other ways, are

very few. It is even asserted that more people are killed by falling

from windows than by railroad accidents, and statistics prove the

assertion true."

CHANGING GAS INTO ELECTRICITY.

Every other illuminant pales before the electric light.

That this is so is well instanced by the demands made by

parties in the rural districts who use their own gas machines

to have their gas converted into electricity. With a view to

meeting these demands, the National Meter Company, of

252 Broadway, New-York, and Mr. O. Tirrill, proprietor of

Tirrill’s Equalizing Gas Machine, of 39 Dey street, New

York, have recently effected a combination which will ac

complish the desired result.

The combination consists in a Tirrill Equalizing Gas Ma

chine, a Nash Gas Engine, and a Perret Dynamo. The

arrangement is automatic from first to last, the light is much

steadier than gas, to say nothing of its other advantages,

and a long felt want is filled. The dynamo used is the

Perret automatic compound machine, the efficiency of which

could not be better illustrated than by its many recent com

binations with small engines of this kind, where the power

supplied is very‘ limited as compared with the results to be

attained.

A twenty-five light plant of this description is now in very

successful operation at 39 Dey street, New York.

DO NOT!

Do not overload your motor. Every motor when installed

should be tested with volt-meter and ampere-meter. If it

uses more amperes than indicated on the motor card, put in

a larger machine.

Do not use poor. oil or an excess of oil.

Do not allow the commutator to become rough.

Do not allow sparking at the brushes. This is a sign that

the motor is overloaded, or that the brushes are not on the

neutral point.

Do not change pulley on motor shaft. To decrease or

increase the speed of the counter or main shaft, use there a

a larger or smaller pulley.

Do not turn the current on too rapidly.

Do not permit the motor to be covered with dust or dirt.

Do not allow grooves or ridges to be worn on the com

mutator. '

Do not buy a motor because from its low price it may

seem to be cheap.—Poa'cr-S/cam.

AN()'l‘llF.R very important service to which the electric motor is

especially adapted is that of a substitute for belts, sliafting, and

gearing in transmission ofpower from the prime motor in large math

ufacttiring establislimeiits.——1')'ar/k/in Lffllillfd P0 0.
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SPARKS FROM THE DYNAMO,

Exct-:PrioN.\1.i.\' Fm:-: Wi<iT1:\'o.—The highest flights of the

imaginative reporter in describing the work of what is sometimes

known as the "lurid fire fiend” have been outdone by the Fire

Marshal ofa city which shall be nameless here. He says in one of

his reports that "these now ruined buildings first became inoculated

with the fire-creating virus through the medium of an electric cur

rent, and that, once impregnated, their structural anat my was

such mat the spread of the flames was inevitable," etc. Now, we

submit that this is entitled to high rank as a specimen of “fine

writing."—1V- Y. Tribune’.

A CABLE CAR MURDER I !—On Sa'.urday,January 25th, Bernhardt

Siebert, while crossing the track of the One Hundred and Twenty

fifth Street Cable Road in front of the Mount Morris Bank, was

struck and instantly killed by car No. 6. The gripman could not

stop his car in time. We have awaited the cry, “Abolish the cars

of juggemaut ! Down with the cable cars I” and so forth, but

evidently the lungs of the shriekers have become so exhausted in

denouncing electricity that no strength is left for anything else.

 

SHOCKING RBMARKS.—B1‘0WI! : Why do they call Professor

Quay the electric pianist?

Smith : Oh, I suppose because he has such shocking execution.

—R0nu' Se’nlim'l.

ELECTRICITY AND WARF.\Ri:.—l.ieutenant Fiske has been de

voting considerable attention recently to Electricity in Warfare,

and his inventions and applications are highly commended. An

other matter to which also considerable attention has been given

is not so commendable. We refer to Warfare in Electricity. Let

us encourage the former, and discourage the latter.

 

Mr. C. Gas. Two years ago a crowd in the streets meant that

a campaign orator was holding forth to his constituents. Now, it

means the same thing in a little different fonn.

Mr. E. Motor. How do you make that out?

paign now.

Mr. C. Gas.

stances.

There's no cani

No, but it's an explosion ofa manhole in both in

Mr. Leo Daft writes to correct an apparent misstatement in the

February number of the ELECTRIC POWER, in which it was said,

"The first road put in commercial operation was the street railroad

in \Vindsor, Ontario, etc.” Mr. Daft oints out that this road was

preceded by the electric railroad estab ished by him, and running

between Baltimore and Hampden, Md., which was opened Sep

tember i, 1885. Mr. Daft is perfectly correct and the statement in

ELECTRIC PowER was badly, or rather insufliciently expressed.

The writer did not intend in the slightest degree to detract_ from

Mr. l)aft’s credit in having established a suburban road prior to

the Windsor road, nor to the Bentley-Knight conduit road in East

Cleveland, which was opened in August, 1884, and abandoned af

ter a year's operation. It is entirely to the effbrts and experiments

of the pioneers of the electric railway s) stem, of whom Mr. Daft is

one of the most honored, that the present success and popularity

of electric traction is now due.

QUOTATIONS AND COMMENTS.

The following parable appeared in a recent issue of the Newark

.9 d I c 1/.- _
“X l'l€adgt' of the Call contributes the following parable and asks

for the interpretation thereof :_ _ _ _ _

“John was a strong boy, with a fierce disposition, and _given to

deeds of violence. Whenever he came into contact with other

lads there was war, and somebody other than John was badly hurt.

Then John’s parents fell upon his younger brother, James, and dis

ciplined him. ‘Why do you punish James_ when John does

wrong?’ their friends inquired. ‘ We are afraid he may become

like John,’ was the reply. ‘We don’t know that he has ever hurt

anyone, though we hate inquired diligently ; but we like John and

he is useful to us, and so when he IIIJUICS some one and punish

ment is called for, we thrash James. We are determined he shall

not become like John.’ ”

If the man who concocted this story thought he could puzzle

Newarkers by it he must think they don’t know what goes into the

newspapers. Everybody, of course, identifies John as the fierce

and dangerous electric light wire, while James is the milder electric‘

motor wire.

ELECTRIC L101-1'1‘ INSTALLATIONS AND THE ll/IANAGEMENT or

ACCUMULATORS.

ber of Council Institution of Electrical Engineers, M. Am.

Inst. E. E. Fifth Edition, Revised and Enlarged. _Whittaker

& Co., London, and the D. Van Nostrand Co., New York,

1890. Cloth, 8 vo., 334 pp. Illustrated. Price $1.50.

This work, the earlier editions of which have been most favor

ably received by electrical readers, belongs to a class of literature

demanded by practical workers of every grade. It is an honest

book based upon experience and written by a gentleman whose

opportunities for thorough scientific investigation are unequalled.

The attention he has devoted to the management of accumula

tors is especially acceptable, as information upon this subject is

not so accessible as it should be, and of course will be, when sec

ondary batteries are more generally used. A particularly valuable

chapter is that upon “Failures, their causes and remedies.” Of

course it is doubtful if any author will live long enough or have

sufiicieiit experience to cover the entire field of failures, but even

a partial list is valuable. As Sir David writes from a standpoint

of absolute independence, it is interesting to note that he says

“All currents may be regarded as dangerous to the person after

250 volts, but the pressures of 60 to 100 volts, which are harmless

under ordinary circumstances, may prove highly dangerous under

peculiar conditions." That is, a man may receive a sudden

‘shock while in such a location that he is startled, falls, and breaks

his neck.

He considers it economical to repaste the plates of accumulators

when necessary, although with proper usage years may elapse be

fore it may become necessary. lfaccumulators are watched and

faults remedied as they arise, by a competent person, very little

trouble will be encountered.

In closing a summary of instructions at the end of Part I. the

author adds: “Above all, it must be remembered that no rules

unmixed with brains are of the least service.”

Part II. is devoted to installation and opens wit a chapter de

voted to engines, dynamos, electrical motors and tieir treatment.

“Where water power can be obtained all the year round for no

payment" says the author, it is the cheapest power ofall. The

peculiarities of gas engines are thoroughly shown, and they are

coming into extensive use in England on account of their con en

ience and economy. The care of steam en ines and dynamos is

now so generally understood, that the rea er will not expect in

this little work a thorough exposition of central station practice,

for as the author says it treats only of private installations. There

are many valuable hints regarding the use of shafting and belting.

Electro-motors requiring the same attention as dynamos, no special

instructions for their care are necessary. The advantages of

motors for power distribution in shops are fully set forth. The

author says that the original expense is no greater, and that the

difiiculty of maintainin regularity of speed is purely ima inary.

The facility with whic machinery may be moved regard ess of

the position of the main shaft is a great convenience. Switch

boards, instruments and wiring are thoroughly treated, and it is

interesting to note that Ferranti's meter is considered the simplest

and most reliable current meter yet made. The “Action of

Cells with D namos,” “Methods of Working and Governing”

will be foun extremely valuable to those who propose to use

accumulators for lighting. Cha ters are also devoted to "Alter

nating Currents," “Tests" an “Estimates." A description of

the author’s lant at Broomhill shows that he is not without ex

perience, for is first installation for Ii hting with primary batter
ies was made in 1874; a Gramme dginamo being substituted a

year later. The first accumulator was introduced in 1883. The

present model intsallation dates from 1884, since which time no

hitch of any kind has occurred. It may be seen that with a full

appreciation of the dangers of electricity the author has full confi

dence in its use for private lighting. His residence on Grosvenor

street, London, is supplied by alternating currents at a pressure of

2400 volts on the supply mains, reduced to 100 volts on a trans

former.

THE electric light has become a necessity. We must have it.

It ensures safety to persons. It protects property, re-enforces the

police, helps merchants to sell their goods, guides footfarers over

otherwise dangerous places. We cannot and must not be coin

pelled to do without it. For darkness to reign in our streets for

another month would be di=graceful. Let us have light.-/Vew

York Mail and Express.

By Sir David Salomons, A. I. C. E., Mem
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LITERARY.

As a purely literary magazine the Allanlic Jllont/zly maintains its

undisputed supremacy. While all the new magazines, and many

of the old ones, are going largely into illustrations, the Al/quiz:

continues to devote its entire space to pure literature. The illus

trated magazines are welcome and have their place, but it is very

satisfactory to have one magazine depending upon its literary qual

ity alone. In the January number Mrs. Deland began a new serial

story, “Sidney, ’ and Oliver Wendell Holmes resumed his inter

upted series. “Over the Tea-Cups," which promises to be as in

teres ing as his famous “ Breakfast Table " series. The article,

“A Precurser of Milton," is particularly interesting, and in the

February number the paper by H. W. P. and L. D., entitled “ Be

tween Two \1Vorlds,” is charming. Especially noticeable, too. are

Frank Gaylord Cook’s “John Dickinson,” in the January, and

John T. Morse‘s " One of the Unreconstructed,” and Frances A.

Walkei’s review of “Mr. Bellamy and the New Nationalist Party”

in the February number. The Allantic traverses the whole range

of literature, science, art and politics with equal success.

The interesting fact is announced by Messrs. Charles Scribner‘s

Sons that they have acquired from Mr. Henry M. Stanley all the

American rights for his personal narrative of the expedition for the

relief of Emin Pasha. Prior to the app-t-arance of the complete

work, Scribner‘: zllagazine will publi.h an article upon his last

journey by Mr. Stanley. It will be illustiated and is certain to be

as important a contribution as any that has ever appeared in an

American magazine.

Readers may have noticed that Mr. Herbert Ward, who was one

of Stanley's officers, makes no mention of the expedition in the

article recounting his experiences upon the Congo, which appears

in Scribner‘: for February, the fact being that Mr. Stanley has re

served the sole right to describe this most remarkable of all his

African undertakings.

The second edition of Charles M. Davis's “ Standard Tables for

Incandescent Wiring " hasjust been issued by the author, Pueblo,

Col., and its worth for wire-men has been proved by the test of

actual use. It is a small, compact and convenient reference-book,

easily carried in the pocket, and is devoted to the one subject,

which it handles thoroughly.

John Ericsson, the great engineer, in a confidential letter,

written March 23, 1866, said: “The great importance of what I

call the subaquatic system of naval warfare strongly presented

itselfto my mind in 1826; yet I have not during this long interval

communicated my ideas to a single person, excepting Emperor

Napoleon III. VVhat I knew twelve years ago, he knows, with

regard to the general result of my labors, but the deiails remain

a secret with me. The Monitor of 1856 was the visible part of my

system, and its grand features were excluded from its published

drawings and descriptions.” Among Ericsson's papers were

found, after his death, a series of autograph pencil drawings,

showing these concealed features of his monitor si stem as origin

ally conceived. They represent the ideas of subaquatic attack

first presented in the Destroyer in 1878, after being withheld from

the public gaze by their author for half a century. These rude

sketches are for the first time made public, in fac-simile, in

S£r1'bner’s for March.

 

ECHOES FROM THE ELECTRICAL SOCIETIES.

The Boston Electric Club’s programme for the next three months

is arranged as follows :

Monday, March 3—Regular club meeting.

Monday, March IO—Cll1b dinner, address to be announced.

Monday, March 24—Paper by Mr. \V. J. Denver on "Induction

and Interference with Telephone Service from Electric Light and

Power Circuits from a Telephonic Point of View."

Monday, April 7—Regular club meeting.

Monday, April i4—Club dinner, addresses to be announced.

Monday, April 28-—Paper by Geo. W. Mansfield on “Single and

Double Trolleys for Electric Railroads.”

Monday, May 5-Regular club meeting.

Monday, May t2—Club di_nner, at which _Mr. S. E. Barton will

read a paper on “ The Relations between Fire Insurance and Elec

tric Interests from the Underwriters’ Standpoint.”

The house and entertainment Committee, with the assistance of

Messrs. Brophy, Hanson and Dumouliii, are preparing a series of

questions to be submitted to practical electricians and will prepare

"a report upon the answers received to same which will be read at

meeting to be announced.

 

At the club dinner which occurred on February 17th, Mr- Arthur

Lord read a paper on “Legislation relating to the transmission of

Intelligence, Light and Power by Electricity.” The discussion on

this paper took place on the following Monday.

 

A lively interest in this matter has been awakened in electrical

circles in Philadelphia. The question is now beingagitated among

the electrical interests as to the advisability of the inauguration of

an Electric Club, with aims, objects and purposes the same as

similar organizations in Boston, New York and Chicago.

 

At the Franklin Institute, Monday, February 3d, Dr. Louis

Duncan, of Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, delivered an

interesting and instructive lecture. Subject: “Modern Con

ceptions of Electricity.” He illustrated his remarks with a stereop

ticon and electrical apparatus.

 

The Chicago Electric Club held its regular monthly meeting on

Monday evening, February 3d. Mr. Dagenhart made a short

speech asking that all members be present at the entertainment

given the delegates to the convention, on Monday, February rith.

A paper was read by Elmer A. Sperry. entitled “The Operation

of Electric Motor by High Tension Currents.” The paper was

very interesting and instructive, and called forth quite a discussion,

which was participated in by Messrs. B ibt, Bliss, Dow, Ferguson

and Perry. The attendance was very large.

 

At_the New York Electric Club, on Friday evening, February 7th,

Gen. O. E. Madden was the recipient of a very elegant and

retherc/zé dinner, tendered him by some of his club friends pre

vious to his departure for Europe, on Wednesday of this week.

About 50 gentlemtn were present. Among the guests was His

Honor, Mayor Hart of Boston, who, when called upon, replied

with a great speech.

Mr. F. Z. Maguire and Mr. A. H. Patterson recited original

poems, which were received with laughter and applause.

General Madd_-n, the enial guest of the evening, responded to

his name in a neat speec . He is thoroughly at home as an after

dinner-speaker.

The health of the first president of the Club, Mr. Henry C.

Davis, now in Europe, was appropriately toasted, and ex-President

Gillilaiid, who was able to be present though still in poor health,

received quite an ovation, to which he responded briefly and

pleasantly. All present werecalled on by the toast-master, Mr. H.

L Storke, and new orators, as well as poets, were discovered in

the Electric Club. '

Among the gentlemen present were H. L. Storke, G. Worthing

ton, A. B. Uliiie, C. O. Baker,jr., D. Frank Lloyd, H. D. Stanley,

J. Carty, Chas. \V. Price, H. B. Thayer, W. D. Sargent, E. T.

Gilliland, Lieut. F. W. Toppan, U. S. N.; W. L. Candee, J. C.

Chamberlain, A. H. Patterson, F. Z. Maguire, F. E. Timpson,

Fred. Lines, P. H. Alexander, E. A. Leslie, Geo. B. Coggeshall,

A. V. Garratr, A. F. Stanley, S. S. \Vhe:ler, C. P. Bruch, Paul T

Brady, F. B. Crocker, O. E. Madden, R. J. Steen, Hon. Thomas

N. Hart, Mayor ofBoston ; Chas. W. Whitcomb, Captain Damrell,

Captain Flanders, Dustin Killecutt, of Boston.

 

At a meeting of the Electric Club in New York on the evening

of the 20th ult., Mr. Grosvenor P. Lowery read a paper on “Pa

tent Law, and VVhat constitutes an Invention.” The paper was a

model of clear statement, and was intellectually an adequate

treatment of an important subject. The discussion was participa

ted in by Messrs. Thompson, Curtis, Serrell and others. The

club having passed a resolution in favor of the co yright bill now

pending before Congress, Mr. R. N. Johnson, of t e Ceulury, Sec

retary of the American Copyright League, made some encourag

ing remarks on the present condition and probable fate of the bill.

A collation, in the Club's well-known manner, was served after

the close of the speaking.

 

An electrical club was formed in Atlanta, Ga., on ‘Feb. 5th and

the journal of that city, in speaking of the call for those interested

to meet for the purpose of organizing, said: “All who are inter

ested in managing the electric spark are requested to meet in the

Zouave's armory, at 8 o’clock, for the purpose of organizing a

club. There are a goodly number of men here engaged in electri

cal business, such as the telephone, telegraph, electric lighting

and electric railways, and they will doubtless be successful in their

efforts to form a club."

Kentucky has hitherto been considered a very poor field for the

progress of electric lighting. A very few days ago, however, the

Westinghouse Electric Company was awarded the contract for a

three thousand light plant of the alternating current system in Lex

ington.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER.

BosToN, MAss., February 6, 1890.

Aditors ELECTRIC PoweR.

The recent conflagrations at the Hub now being assigned to

electrical causes, viz., imperfect insulation and impre per and un

safe wiring of buildings, &c., the subject becomes a matter of gen

eral interest to the fire insurance fraternity, at least as to what the

remedy shall be, and how the present fire waste from such causes

may be cured or lessened. It is apparent, judging from recent in

spections, that the electric motor for power is fast gaining preced

ence in the smaller manufacturing establishments, printing offices,

hoisting power, &c., and electricity, as an illuminant, is now almost

general in its use. The supply and the demand increases con

stantly, yet there seems to be no progress by the underwriters to

meet the increased hazard by such leneral use. The question is

asked, and by those who assume that hazard by their policies,

what is this increased hazard 2 Let us see. A conduit wire placed

for use of the telephone is first put in the building, the next de

mand for electricity is for lighting purposes; the building is wired

for such uses. A tailoring establishment or printer in the lofts

decides to use an electric motor, and an additional current is

needed in the building; the different systems have different

me hods, and wires are often placed without refe ence to others in

use in or on the building. In the event of high winds and elec

trical storms a displacement in the web-work of wires is caused;

the result causes a cross current and an over charge, resulting in a

simultaneous firing of the building and contents. There is,

furthermore, a very indifferent process of wiring buildings by cer

tain electric companies. It d, es not requite the skill of an ex

pert to detect such defects, and a more thorough system of in

spection is needed to correct this evil.

The incandescent lamp is, in itself, a harmless light, but the

wire is the same in point of hazard as that of the arc light. The

electric motor wire is adjusted at say 7o volts, but, if improperly

insulated, 50 or even 30 volts may cause ignition. As a' We

may say then that it is a matter of “inspection and selection.” If

the same degree of caution were maintained in the inspection of

this hazard as has been on the introduction of other new devices,

the gas machine and natural gas, &c., there would. I am satisfied,

be a charge for its use, instead of the stereotyped permit now in

use, and which, too often, has no meaning or significance in fact.

E. A. CURTISS.

[Mr. Curtiss assumes that the Boston fire was caused by imperfect

insulation, which has not been proved.—ED.]

FOREIGN NOTES OF ALL SORTS.

An electric tramway between Boxhill and Doncaster, Australia,

was opened on the fourteenth of O, tober last. The work was car

ried out by the Union Electrical Company of Australia, under the

superintendence of Mr. A. J. Arnot. The line is two and a quarter

miles long, and has several grades the heaviest of which is six

and a quarter per cent. . The engine house, containing a fifty horse

power steam engine, is placed midway along the track. The

dynamos, motors and overhead conductors are on the Thomson

Houston system. The maximum electrical capacity is 32,000

- watts, at a potential of 400 volts. Only one car is running at pre

sent, but two more will be added shortly, in Crder to utilize the

full power of the plant.—London Electrica/A'eview.

The Municipality of Lichterfeld, near Berlin, have granted to

Messrs. Siemens and Halske permission to extend the electric rail

way which now runs from the Anhalt railway station at Berlin to

the military school at Lichterfeld. The line will be continued to

the railway station at Potsdam.—London Electrical Engineer.

A company has been formed in Italy for constructing and run

ning an electric tramway, to communicate with Lodi and the

neighboring places, under the somewhat alarming name of the

“Societa Anonima della Tramvia Elettrica Lodi-Borghetto San

Colombano-Chignolo.” The capital is to be half a million lire, and

the machinery and apparatus are to be supplied by the Brush Elec

trical Engineering Company through their agent at Milan.—/Elec

frical Engineer,£

In a foundry near Moscow so intense a heat is obtained by

means of electricity that metals can be fused almost instantaneously.

The glare, however, of the electric light produces such painful

£" that the workmen refuse to work for more than two hours a

ay.

A very simple apparatus for obtaining an electric spark is made

': German physicist. Round the center of a common lamp

chimney is pasted a strip of tin foil, and another strip pasted from

une end of the chimney to within a quarter of an inch of this ring.

Then a piece of silk is wrapped around a brush, and the interior of

the chimney is rubbed briskly. In the dark, a bright electric spark

may be seen to pass from one piece of tin foil to the other each

time the brush is withdrawn from the chimney. Many other ex

periments can be tried with this apparatus.

A recent German patent for a new insulating material for elec

tric conductors specifies the use of paper which has been thoroughly

soaked in an ammoniacal copper solution. The pasty mass is then

pressed against the conducting wires to be covered by means of

rollers, and the whole is finally submitted to strong pressure.

When dry, the covered wire is passed through a bath of boiling

linseed oil, being left in it until the covering is saturated. This

makes it elastic and impermeable to moisture. The covering is

said to be durable and efficient as a non-conductor.

A dispatch from London referring to the extreme slowness

of the English people to appreciate the advantages of elec

tricity as a motive power, says: “The new electric tram-car,

although fairly successful in the trial given it recently, has not been

received by the public with any amount of enthusiasm. Like every

other improvement over old methods in this city, which is wonder

fully slow of acceptance, electricity as a motive power will only be

received after its necessity has been practically demonstrated over

and over again. Somehow Londoners do not appear to mind the

stifling smoke and gas of the underground railways which fill the

eyes, nose and mouth—to say nothing of the lungs—and it will be

long before the electricians will be able to convince these people of

the immense advantage of the electric cars. When they do give

their approval of their use, however, then the cars '' quickly

supersede those in present use and will be run, not as an experi

ment, but as a practically and firmly established necessity.

Our French contemporary L. Electricien reports that the

Clermont-Ferrand Electric Tramway is at last inaugurated. The

line is 6 kilometers long (3 73-100 miles) and has 13 stations.

Passengers may upon the payment of 25 centimes (5 c's.) addition

al carry with them 50 kilograms of baggage (11o lbs.). The elec

tricity is generated by a Farcot machine of 150 horse power and a

Thury dynamo giving 300 volts and 350 amperes at 375 revolutions

a minute. The current is conveyed to the motor from an over

head wire, and returns by the rails. Each car is operated by a

Thury motor of 40 horse power. The normal speed is 13 kilom

eters an hour (8 1-10 miles).

A remarkab'e application of electricity is being made in Aus

tralia. The problem of shearing sheep£iy and speedily

has been solved by the use of the electric motor in conjunction

with a new shearing machine invented by Frederic York Wolse

ley, a brother of the eminent general, bearing that name. The

method of using the shears is very simple, the operator having

merely to throw a friction wheel into adjustment by means of a

handle, and then push the comb into the wool, pressing it contin

uously forward and keeping it as close as possible to the body of

the animal being operated upon. From one to Ioo shears can be

operated at one time, according to the power used. By this mode

the shearing is performed more mercifully than when done by

hand shears, especially when perf rmed as “piece work.” The

loss from injuries primarily due to shearing by hand, reckoned at

no less than one per cent of the animals operated upon, is entirely

avoided, while the pelts, being free from cuts, stabs and holes,

command a readier and better market. The operators themselves

are protected from the numerous self inflicted injuries to which

they are liable when using the ordinary hand shears; while sore

wrists, aching hands, swollen arms, cuts and stabs, are now all

alike regarded as things of the past. The time occupied in shear

ing the sheep by the new method is only from three and a-half to

five minutes. As the machine takes the whole of the wool off at

one operation, all second cuts are avoided, and thus considerable

s iving in time is effected.

The Electric Light Company of Berlin, says the London Blec

trical Engineer, is introducing sewing machines driven by small

electric motors supplied from its central station. The price for

a strong tailoring machine is not over 6 cents per hour, and

quite a number are being employed. . Meanwhile, we know of

no single case of this kind in England driven from the current

from a central station.

Some electric railways will be laid along the rivers of Northern

Russia, where the extreme cold endures during a great part of

the year.

The Series Electrical Traction Syndicate, Limited, of London,

has concluded a contract to work the North Western and Midland

District Auxiliary Company's line, 734 miles in length by elec

tricity. It has also contracted for the equipment of a further 15

miles of tramroads at present under construction.
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The Chapel Royal, Savoy, London, is to be lighted by electricity.

The electric railway apparatus for Florence and Fiesole, Italy,

which was made at Schenectady, N. Y., has been shipped. This

road will be operated entirely byelectric power, and Sprague elec

tric cars will be used throughout the entire line. The road con

nects the city of Florence with the city of Fiesole, a distance of

about five miles. The .grades upon this line are very steep.

sutliciently so, at least, to have precluded the use of horses. The

regular Sprague system of overhead wires using main conductor

with feeders will be used. The fact that Atnerican railway appar

atus has been adopted on this line is extremely flattering to the

company to which the order was given; moreover, the Sprague

system was brought into direct competition in the matter of equip

ment of this road with all the European systems of electric rail

ways.

The electric locomotives now being built for the City and South

wark Subway, London. have on trial, proved to be capable of

moving the loaded trains at a speed of 25 miles an hour with ease,

and a higher speed could be attained if desired.

An electric railway will shortly be constructed between Elberfeld

and Barmen, Germany.

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR FIELD.

ELECTRICAL ROADS-TO THE FRONT.

A mileage of too miles per day is generally considered by street

railway men as a fairly good record for a single car, but this opin

ion is not shared by the managers of the East Cleveland Street

Railway Company of Cleveland, Ohio.

This railway company has now in constant operation forty

Sprague electric motor cars which make an average total mileage

per day of 5,000 miles, or an average of 125 miles per day per car.

itis said that the managers of this road will soon have forty-six

Sprague cars in operation, and will increase the daily mileage of

their cars to 6,200.

Cleveland is now equipped with probably as good rapid transit

facilities as any city in the country.

The East Cleveland Street Railway, of which Dr. A. Everett is

president, has seventy-five electric cars in operation or ordered for

its various branches; the Brooklyn Street Railway has thirty-six,

and the Broadway and Newburgli twenty-four. This latter road

has added eight Sprague cars to its original equipment.

SMALL MOTORS TO DRIVE THE GRAPHOPHONE.

Mr. \V. M. Donaldson, a very enterprising electrical engineer of

Baltimore, has recently entered into the business of distributin

electrical energy by means of storage batteries in connection wit

small motors for household and ofiice use in the cities of Baltimore

and Washington. In Baltimore his batteries are charged by the

arc light wires, and in Washington by a Perret dynamo.

Mr. Donaldson’s business seems to prosper, judging by his re

cent order on the Elektron Manufacturing Company for forty Per

ret motors for graphophone work. After a series of practical tests,

Mr. Donaldson has adopted the Perret motor for his work. In some

recent tests with this motor on graphophone work, using 2 volt bat

tery, when recording the motor took 2.3 aniperes, and when repro

ducing, 2 amperes. With -the ordinary I00 ampere hour storage

cell the motor will drive the graphophone from forty-five to filty

hours continuously, which lasts an ordinary business man about

one month, the battery being then replaced by a freshly charged

one, and the discharged battery taken to the charging station.

THE SHERMAN MOTOR.

The Bari/an journal of late date said : “The new street car of

the Sherman Electric Storage Equipment Company, of Lowell,

Mass., was successfully tried yesterday over the Willows Division

of the Naumkeag Street Railway Compan ', in Salem, though

under most adverse circumstances, the rails of the track not having

been used since last fall, being buried deep in the mud, and in

some places completely covered to the depth of an inch or two.

Some twenty-five interested electricians and railway men were

present. and made the trip of a couple of miles down and back, all

being well pleased with the action of the main principle of the new

car—the Sherman clutch. By its insulation there is no loss of cur

rent by induction, and it is so constructed that there is no loss of

electric energy in startin the car. This clutch is operated by a

simple brake wheel from t e platform, and an advantage claimed for

it is that a io horse-power machine furnishes a 30 horse-power con

tact in starting. The machine has three contacts—a relief, posi

tive and reserve—and all can be used as a whole or singly. The

electrical energy is developed from a Sorley battery of 96 cells, as

against i 38 cells used in the batteries of other storage systems.

All of the electrical apparatus is beneath the car. The wheels

plowed through the mud when the rails were not in sight, and the

car easily swept around curves and mounted a heavy seven per

cent. long grade. The car on smooth stretches attained a speed

of from six to seven miles per hour. It is stated that the clutch

can be applied equally as well to the trolley system as to thestor

age car.

AN ELECTRIC MOTOR IN A THEATRE.

An interesting and novel application of electric power has re

cently been made in New York City by the local agent of the

Sprague Electric Railway and Motor Company.

in one of the theatres a spectacular play is being presented in

which one of the features consists of a horse race on the stage. In

order to keep the horses constantly in view of the audience, the

platform upon which the horses race is endless, and kept constantly

moving over a pair of rollers at each end of the stage.

When the question of motive power for this movable stage was

suggested, a Sprague electric stationary motor was selected for the

work. This is belted to a system of counter-shafting which reduces

the speed to that required by the rollers over which the movable.

platform revolves.

This is rather a novel application of electric power, but it is sim

ply an example of the extensive and varied use to which Sprague

electric motors are now being applied. When the manufacturers

of this motor made the statement a year or so a 0, that their mo

tors were used in more than one hundred and tiirty different in

dustries, the statement seemed almost incredible, but the conve

nience of the electric motor and its wide range of adaptability to

all classes of work have made it almost a necessity in places where

no other motor could be used. _ _ _

We have no doubt but that the number of difierent industries to

' which Sprague moto'rs have been applied, is now very largely in

excess, probably double, what was claimed a year ago.

GOOD CAR RECORDS.

When electric railways were first introduced, it used to be coin

monly said among street railway men that the motors were not

built sufliciently durable and strong for the necessities of street car

service. Such charges might have been true at that time, but they

are certainly not applicable at the present day. The durability oi

the electric street railway motor, as exemplified by the productions

ofthe leading supply companies of to-day, is probably as high if

not higher than that of any other machine exposed to the same

kind of service. _ _ _ _ _ _

We are in receipt of some quite interestiiig statistics from Eric,

Pa., in regard to the operation of electric cars upon the line of_ the

Erie Electric Motor Company, in that city, which illustrates this in

a striking manner. _ _ _ _

One motor car on this line has run 19,300 miles without requiring

any repairs of any kind. _

A second car equipped with only a single motor, has run i5,ooo

miles without repairs being required, and other cars have records

very nearly as large. _ _

When the arduous work required of these street railway motors

is taken into consideration, this is truly a ren_iarkable_ record, and

one which is most gratifying to all interested in_electric traction,

The Erie Electric Railway has been in operation _for a number of

months, on the Sprague electric system, and is said to be giving

greqt satisfaction to the managers of the road and to the general

pub ic. _

The equipment of the road is complete in every respect. At_tlie

station the power plant includes two 150 horse power_ Ball engines

with 16” x :6” cylinders, each en ine b€1tl)Z belted directly to two

50,000 watt railway_dynamos whic furnish the current to the line.

The motor car equipment consists of fifteen electric cars, equipped

with the Sprague improved motors and all the latest attachments

and devices used by the Sprague Company upon its cars.

When the installation _of this electric line was proposed, there

was considerable opposition from property owners along the route,

who were not acquainted with electric railway systems, and objected

to the installation of an unusual power. The road has become

very opular, however, on account of the rapid transit facilities

atfor ed, and has carried large numbers of passengers since it has

been in operation.

A GOOD RECORD FROM A SMALL ROAD.

The electrical and technical papers of the country have de\'o_ted

considerable attention, as our readers are well aware, to the scien

tific aspects of electric railroading. New types and styles of motors

have been treated thoroughly in this paper, and all _improvements

which have been made in electric street railway science have re

ceived due recognition.
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In this discussion of the technical aspect of electrical street rail

roading, the commercial side has been, in a measure, overlooked,

although this is the one which concerns particularly the street rail

way manager.

An electric railway, no matter how scientifically. or carefully it

has been built, will not be used unless its use gives actual returns

to the investors. Under these circumstances, it is particularly in

teresting to note that the electric railways in operation have been

successes in a commercial aspect, and that the records show that

capital invested in electric railways is sure to be remunerative when

ordinary care and judgment is taken in its investment.

The report of the East Reading Electric Railway and Motor

Company for the year 1889 emphasizes the fact that electric rail

ways are a commercial success, and that even during the first year

of their operation, they show gratifying, financial re. ults.

This road was installed a little more than a year ago‘, upon the

Sprague electric system, and although its location is not partic

ularly advantageous, the results have been extremely gratifying.

The number of cars equipped is four, and the annual report of the

treasurer, isrued on the 1st ofjanuary, 1890, shows that dividends

at the rate of eight per cent. per annum upon the working capital

were paid, besides leaving a large balance in the treasury.

Another interesting fact in connection with this report, is that it

shows that during the last year the number of passengers carried

was more than double the entire population of Reading. Nothing

can more convincingly show the popularity of electric railway mo

tive power. The operating expenses during that time were $4,380.

81, or about 2.6 cents per passenger carried.

While the economic advantages of the use of electricity are not

so pronounced on such a small road as upon a line operating a

greater number of cars, these results are very gratifying to all in

terested in electric traction, and we congratulate the Sprague Elec

tric Railway and Motor Company for the excellent showing of this

road. equipped upon its system.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS IN EUROPE.

According to a German return, the number of electric railways

in Euro e at the end of last year was eleven, of which the oldest,

the Licliterfelde-Berlin railway, was opened in 1881, being one

and one-half miles in length, with one motor and car, and carrying

'early 100,000 passengers. The latest is that opened in Brussels

ast year, with five motors and cars. The other lines, their year

of opening, length, and number of passengers carried by them

are: From Frankfurt to Offenbach (1884), four miles, with a

maximum number of passengers in one year of 99o,coo; at

Brighton (1883), one mile, 1,000,000 passengers in all ; at Portrush

(1883), six miles, 100,000 passengers a year; from Moedling to

Hiinderbruche (1884), two and eight-tenths miles, 340,000 passen

gers; at Bessbrook (1885), three miles, 00,000 passengers and

30,000 tons of goods annually; and finalfy at Hamburg, opened

last year, and for which there are as yet no returns. There are

besides two electrical railways in Europe worked for mining pur

poses, viz.: at Zankerode (1884), half a mile in length, where sev

enteen motors and cars 'are used, and at Hohenzollern (1884),

where, on a similar distance, sixteen motors and cars are used.

The working expenses on the two last named railways, which‘con

vey 300 tons of mineral each per day, are respectively 1% and 2

cents. per ton, whereas, on the passenger lines they vary from 4

cents. to 9 cents. per car 1nile.—l:‘.t'£/Ia:/gs.

MOHAWK WATER—POWER TO GENERATE_ELECTRI

CITY.

About a year ago Albert Shear, of Schenectady; George A.

Streeter, of ohnstown; and S. L. Phillips, of Seneca Falls, con

ceived the i ea of developing and utilizing the water power in the

Mohawk, at the aqueduct four miles east of Schenectady. Years

ago there was a grist mill on the right bank of the river at that

place which was run by water power, the owners claiming to own

the bed of the stream byauthority from the State. When the Erie

canal was enlarged the dam was interfered with, and since then

has never been in use, although the claim of title to the bed of the

stream and the water privileges have been always maintained.

The men named purchased these rights, and an acre of land or so

adjoining, and then obtained the passage through the legislature

of an act confirming their title to the bed of the stream, and au

thorizing them to build a dam and use the water. This act was

assed last une. In December Mr. Phillips sold his one-tliird

interest to eorge Yost, of johnstown, for $5,000, and Mr. Shear

has also sold a one-sixth interest to Peter H. Van Auken, of

Seneca Falls, for $5,000. Mr. Van Auken is a brother of a

hydraulic engineer interested in the water power at Cohoes. Ac

cording to the Schenectady Union, the water power is to be used

for furnishin electricity for lighting, heating and power, and it is

Claimed byt ose interested that there is much available power

running to waste which can be utilized, and in the fomi of elec

tricity conducted to Albany, Troy and Schenectady, and used

without appreciable loss at a much less cost than when furnished

by steam power.—Alban_y l:‘.rprc.rs.

A PROPOSED ELECTRIC RAILROAD IN NEW YORK CITY.

At last it is proposed to build an electric railroad in New York

City. Articles of incorporation have been filed in the ofiice of the

Secretary of State at Albany for a Cross-town street railroad. The

capital stock is to be $500,000, and the directors are Frederick A.

Bartlett, Horace M. Rugglet. C. E. james, john W. Mersereau,

Robert A. Greacen, F. C. Pemberton, and Jared F. Harrison.

The title of the company is the Fiftieth Street, Astoria Ferry and

Ffintral Park Railroad of New York. The route proposed is as

0 owsz

Beginning at Fifty-seventh street and North River, through that

street to Eleventh avenue, thence to Fifty-fourth street, to Tenth

avenue, to Fiftieth and Filty-first streets; thence to Park a\'enue,'

across the railroad bridge between Fift -first and‘ Fifty-second

streets; thence through Fiftieth and Fifty-first streets to First

avenue, to Fifty-third or Fifty-fourth street, to Avenue A, to

Ninety-tliird street, to First avenue, to Central Park. Branches of

the road will run through Sixty-fifth and Sixty-Sixth streets, from

Avenue A to Central Park; through Ninety-sixth street, from

Avenue A to Madison avenue and to Central Park at Ninety

seventh street, and others running to possible ferries on the East

River. The length of the road, with branches will be about seven

and three-quarters miles.

The new company is practically the same as that about to’.

o erate in Twenty-eight and Tweiity-ninth streets, and there is

p enty of money behind the enterprise. One of the directors said

that it was their intention to proceed as rapidly as possible to get

the road under way. It would connect with three elevated-railway

stations—the Ninth, Sixth, and Second avenue roads at Fifiieth

street—and would furnish cross-town transportation that was badly

needed. It would pass by or every near to Columbia College, the

Roman Catholic Cathedral, the Roman Catholic Orphan Asylum

and its various adjuncts, the hospitals on the easterly side of

Park avenue, besides connecting the East and North Rivers

midwa between the two existing railroads in Forty-second and

Fifty-ninth streets.

Steps would be taken immediately, the director declared, to gain

the consent of the property-owners along the line of the road, and

this he thought could be had without much difiiculty, only one

half of the owners being necessary, No attempt would be made to

get a commission appointed, he said, as it would be unnecessary.

The company had complete maps of the property along the pro

posed li. e, and a hasty investigation had shown that not much

opposition was to be expected. The only probable objection

would come from the people living in Fiftieth and Fifty-first streets,

between Madison and Sixth avenues, and in Sixty--fifth and Sixty

sixth streets, between Park and Fifth avenues. This, it was

thought, could be met when the character of the road was explained

The progosed road will run through streets in which many well

known an wealthy people live, and it is said that the consent of

property-owners will not be got so easily as the company expects.

In fiftieth street houses are occupied by William P. Clyde, Dr. F.

N. Otis, Francis E. Laimbeer, Augustin Daly, Gilbert M. Plympton,

. Heron Crossnian, Edward Mitchell, George Hoadly, and

Vhitelaw Reid. Among the occupants of houses in Fifty-first

street are Mrs. Wm. H. Vanderbilt, Andrew Carnegie, josia Bel

den, Thomas C. Sloane, Jacob Vermilye, Dr. Fordyce Barker,

Elias C. Benedict. S. V. R. Cruger, Henry K. Enos, and Rosewell

Smith. There are many(people Iivingin Sixty-fifth and Sixty-sixth

streets who may not be epended upon to agree with the desires

of the railroad company, among whom are: Mrs. Ulysses S. Grant,

Samuel J. Harriot, E. H. San ord, judge In raham, Dr. George

H. Butler, judge Charles Donohue, David . Hildreth, A. M.

Palmer, William H. Crossman, Louis Wormser, Thomas C.

Lyman, Charles H. Brooks, and Lucius E. Chitteiiden. .

' The route laid out provides also for connections with the trans

verse roads through Central Park at Sixty-fifth and at Ninety

seventh streets, to connect with possible railroads through them,

so that the east and west sides of the city will be connected. The

motive power of the road is to be electricity, and much depends

upon the result of the patent suits over the storage-batteries. The

grooved rail which is now laid in Twenty-eight street will be used.

The Twenty-ninth street road is only awaiting the result of the

storage-battery suits before equipping its line, and it will not use

horses unless compelled to.

For various reasons New York has lagged behing in this great

improvement. Boston Iias seen the great advantages of electricity

and even in the narrow and crooked streets of that city it is a great

success. How much greater success it would be in New York's

straight and wide streets and avenues, can be hardly estimated.
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NEW SPRAGUE ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.

The mid-winter is not generally considered by street railway

construction companies to be the most active and busy time of the

year. The conditions of soil and weather are unfavorable for out

side work, aiid the amount ol business to be performed by the

street railway companies is not so great as in the summer months,

and does not entourage extensions. But with the prominent elec

tric railwa companies the season seems to have no efi'ect upon the

amount 0 business contracted for and under construction, unless

it is to increase it. We are advised by the Sprague Electric Rail

way and Motor Company that winter has made no difference with

its business, and that during the last few months an unusual

number of contracts has been closed for electrical apparatus, and

that construction work will go on right through the winter.

A list of the roads which have ordered equipments from this

company illustrates in a striking way the remarkable confidence

which street railway managers tee] in the electric system, and is

‘indicative of a widespread adoption throughout the cotintiy by

street railway companies of electrical apparatus. Among the most

rec: nt contracts of the Sprague Company maybe mentioned the

following: Salem, Ohio, Capital City Street Railway, two cars;

Davenport, Iowa, Davenport Electric Street Railway Company,

four cars ; Dubu ue. Iowa, Electric Light and Power Company, io

cars; Chicago, Il ., Cicero 8: Proviso Street Railway, 12 cars; and

the following additional orders from street railway comranies

already equipped by Sprague or other s_\ stems : Sioux City, Iowa,

Sioux City Electric Railway, three cars; Milwaukee, Wis., West

Side Street Railway, nine cars; Des Moines, Iowa, Des Moines

Electric Railway, two cars. _

In addition to these the company is wiring and equipping two

cars for an electric railway in japan, and an eight-wheel car for the

Pennsylvania Railroad, which that corporation is now building for

use next summer on their Atlantic City Electric Railway.

 

ELECTRIC RAILWAY TALK.

Augusta, Ga.—The Augusta and Summerville Street Railroad

Company will equip its line with electric cars run by the overhead

system.

Augusta, Me.—The building of an electrical railroad between

here and Hallowell now seems to be assured, and work is to be

commenced immediately.

Augusta, Ga.—The management of the Augusta and Summer

ville Railroad are undecided as to what system of electric traction

they shall adopt. The storage battery, however, is favored some

what.

Athol, Mass.—'I‘he proposed electric railroad between Athol

Highlands and Orange now seems in a fair way to be built. A

company is being formed, and among localmen who are interested

are L. C. Parmenter, Geo. T.]ohnson, C. F. Richardson, T. H.

Goodspeed, and Lewis Sanders.

Buena Vista, Ga.-—An electric road is wanted in this city.

Baltimore, Md.—The Southern Real Estate and Trust Company

has the privilege of constructing steam or electric railways outside

the city limits.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—The Brooklyn and Coney Island Railroad

Company propose to introduce the Thomson-Houston electric sys

tein oln the Jay and Smith Street route, and to extend it to Coney

Is an .

Braintree, Mass.—The Braintree Street Railway Company has

been organized; capital stock, $25.oco. The road will be seven

miles long, and the motive power will probably be electricity. The

directors are: Francis A. Hobart, as. T. Stevens, Daniel Potter,

Geo. D. Willis, Elisha Thayer, enry M. White, and Martin l..

Tupper.

Beverly, Mass.—At a recent meeting of the Beverly and Danvers

Electric Railroad Company it was voted to lease the road to the

Union Electric Car Company, who are at present operating the

road with their storage battery system. The Union Company will

guarantee a certain percentage for Clividends, and will extend the

tracks in Beverly and Danvers.

Cedar Falls, la.—An electric street railway is among the improve

ments contemplated here during the present year.

Champaign, lVlo.—A number of prominent citizens have incor

porated an electric railway company for $150,000. The plan is to

run an electric road between Champaign and Urbana, with

branches on the principal streets in each town.

Clfivelflnd, 0.—Cleveland capitalists announce a project for the

extension of the Collamer branch of the East Cleveland Railroad

through the \illages of Wickliffe, Willoughby, Mentor, Paines

ville, Perry, Madison, Unionville, Geneva, Saybrook and Aslita

bula. It is claimed that a single track with the nccessai y switches

can be put down cheaply, that wooden poles will do for wire sup

porters, and that a line operating on thirty minutes’ time from car

to car will pay. It is quite probable that the Collamer line will be

extended ten or fifteen miles during the present ‘ear. The con

struction of this line to East Cleveland served to 00m residence

property in that locality.

Cincinnati, 0-——Attuated by the example of Minneapolis, where

the street railway company has thrown aside $4oo,coo worth of

new cable apparatus before laying a foot of it, and is now equip

ping 110 miles of track with electric motors, Cincinnati is seriously

considering the uestion of adopting electricity on all the city lines.

It is generally believed that this will not only add to the profits of

the local street railway company, but will act as a material impulse

to the growth of the suburbs. It is a significant fact that in almost

every case where electric railw -ys have been laid in cities one of

the l'll'Sll results of the innovation has been the ere.tion by city

people of residences in the adjacent country.

Cincinnati, O.—The South Covington and Cincinnati Street Rail

road Company have presented a petition to the Board of Public

AlTairs for leave to construct an electric railroad to Covington

along the line of the present street railroad, crossing the Suspen

sion Bridge. The speed is to be limited to ten miles an hour, and

the fare is to remain the same as at pre-ent

The Cincinnati Street Railway Company have sent a communi

cation to the Board of Public Affairs statin that the work on the

\\/alnut Street electric line will not inter ere with the successful

operation of exist rig construction, and that- they would comply

with the request of the Board as to plans and specifications.

Dallas, Tex.-—The ‘Dallas Rapid Transit Railway Co. has

applied for permission to construct a double-track railroad to be

operated by cable, electric or horse-power.

Denver, Col.—A project has been set on foot having in view the

building of an electric line from Thirty-fifth street on the cable to

a point seven blocks beyond the Colorado Boulevard, and thence

to Riverside Cemetery.

Frankfort, Ky.—A bill has been introduced into the legislature

to incorporate the Newport Electric Car Co. with a capital stock

of $100,000, with privilege of increasing it to $5oo,coo. H. M.

Healey, H. Buchanan and A. ]. Parlin are the incorporators.

Green Cove Springs, Fla.-—The new hotel company is to put in

an electric railway, it is said.

Greenville, N. C.-There is reported to be a scheme on foot to

build an electric railroad from here to the top of Paris Mountain, a

distance of seven miles.

Grand Forks, Dali--Efforts are being made by the Northwest

Electric Construction and Supply Company of St. Paul to secure a

franchise for an electric railway here. The prospects are said to

be favorable for the construction of the road this year.

Greenfield, Mass.—A corporation is ‘now in course of being or

ganized for the purpose of constructing an electric railroad from

here' to the lower Suspension Bridge near Turner's Falls. Several

New York capitalists are said to have expressed their willingness

to invest $3o,coo in the enterprise.

Independence, Ia.--Over $10,000 has already been raised for an

electric road. '

Independence, Ia.—Subscription books have been opened to

ward the capital stock of a company, which proposes to construct

an electric street railway here. i

Lancaster, Pa.—An electric road between here and Columbia is

being talked about.

Keokuk, Ia.—At a meeting of the city council an ordinance em

powering the Keokuk Electric Street Railway and Power Coni

pany to construct an electric street railway was passed. The

company was granted the exclusive right of way for a period of

20 years for operating a street railway over 27 of the leading thor

oughfares of the city.

Laredo, Tex.-The Laredo Improvement Company has con

trac‘ed fir addition il equipment for its electrical railroad.

Lititz, Pa.——A ineetin of the citizens was held on Feb. 6 for the

purpose of considering t e building of an electric road from Lititz

to Lancaster, a distance of 8 miles. B. M. Staufier was chosen

president of the meeting and johnson Miller, secretary.

Lawrence, Mass.—A number of gentlemen who are interested

in the new street railway, have formed themselves into an organi

zation, and the necessary legal steps will soon be taken towards

forming an organization. Its name will be the “Lawrence and

Methuen Street Railway Company.” It is proposed, too, if the

project proves a success, to construct an electric railway from
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Lawrence to Andover. The Thomson-Houston Electric Company

is taking an interest in this road, and if they take hold of it they

want a continuous line from Andover to Methuen.

Massillon, O-—Cripitalists from Cleveland are said to be contem

plating the construction of an electric railway here.

Malden, MasB.—The West End Co., of Boston, expect to have

the cars running out here operated by electricity some time b.fore

the month of March.

Merrill, Wis.—Articles of incorporation have been filed by the

Merrill Electric Street Railway Company. The construction of

the road tnis year is assured.

Milwaukee, Wis.—Application has been made by the City Rail

way Company to the Board of Public Works for a permit to begin

the work of convening their horse car line into an electric railway.

It is intended to prosecute the work as speedily as the wea=her will

permit, but it is not expected that the road will be in operation be

fore the end of the year.

The Cream City Railway Company are busy equipping their road

with an electric plant.

New Augustine, Fla.—Mr. J. K. Rainey propcses an extension

of the electric road.

Newark, N. ].--The Common Council have granted leave to the

Essex Passenger and the Irvington Street railway companies to

substitute electrical or chemical motors on their lines.

Norwalk, O.—A rumor is current to the effect that if the City

Council will grant a franchise to the Norwalk Electric Light 8:

Power Co. they are willing to construct an electric railway.

New York City.—It is reported that a plan is shortly to be

evolved for the re-organization of the North & East River Rail

way Co. (Fulton Street), the plins of which for an electric road

from river to river have been dormant for some considerable

time.

Newport, R. X.—The decision of the su reme court in favor of

the electric railroad, and the dismissal 0 the bill brought by cer

tain objectors, settles the in st important question that has yet

been raised in this case. The right of the city to‘ authorize the

laying and maintenance of poles as at present is aflirmed.

Ottawa, Ill.-—Mr. W. H. Stead, treasurer of the City Electric

Railway Company, in referring to the franchise secured by his

company, granting permission to build an electric iailway in the

city 0fLasalle, said: “It is our intention to build nine miles of

track within the cities of Peru and Lasalle and connect the two

with a double line of track. The combined population exceeds

20,000. We shall commence work - at the earliest possible

moment, and while we have not fully decided on which system to

use, we shall install only the best and latest improvements that

have proven successful in practical operaiion. Steam power will

be used for driving the generators.”

Pittsburgh, Pa.—The Suburban Electric Railway Company are

anxious to run their tracks into the city, and active negotations

with that end in view are now pending.

Pittsburgh, Pa.-The new South Side Street Railway Company,

of Pittsburgh, will adopt electricity as a motive power instead‘ of a

cable road as first proposed. The success of the Pleasant Valley

road has led to the change. The Thomson-Houston company has

the contract for the plant.

Providence, R. I.-—The Pawtucket Cable Tramway Company

have applied to the general assembly for a railroad to be operated

electrically. The road will traverse East avenue and tap the

Providence Cable Tramway Company’s line on Waterman street,

opening up an entirely newsection of real estate.

Passaic N. J.--Representatives of the Garfield and Passaic

Electric Railroad Company met a joint committee of the Boards of

Freeholders of Bergen and Passaic counties, N. _l., and asked for

permission to lay tracks for an electric railway in both counties.

The committee told the petitioners that it had no power to grant

the privilege. The agents of the electrical companies will appear

before each of the boards at their next re ular meetings. As first

planned or surveyed the road will run rom Patterson, through

Passaic City and the villages of Garfield and Hackensack to Engle

wood.

Richmond, Va.—The South Side Land and‘ improvement Com

pany contemplates the construction of an electrical railway.

Rockford. Ill.—The street railway of Rockford, Ill., has been

purchased by Iowa capitalists, headed by R. N. Bayliss, of Des

Moines, Iowa, president of the street railway cf that city. The

capital stock of the company has been increased from $50,000 to

$150,000, and the propelling power will be changed from horse

power to electricity.

Springfield, Il1.—_An electric railway will soon be built here.

Streator, Ill.--A franchise has been granted for an electric street

railway, and it is expected that cars will be running by]uly 1.

360, 0l'=-—-The project of building an electric road from here to

the Oregon Pacific Railroad, a distance of three miles, has been

revived, and there now seems to be a prospect of the line being

built.

San Francisco, Cal.—Electricity or cable will be substituted for

horses by the North Beach & Mission Railroad Co. shortly. The

question will probably be settled at the next meeting of the direct

ors, a majority of whom are said to be in favor of electricity

St. Louis, Mo.—We learn that the Missouri Railwa Company

will very shortly adopt electricity on its Market Street ine. It has

not yet been decided, however, what system will be employed. A

meeting of the stockholders has been called for next month, when

they will be asked to sanction an increase of the capital stock frtm

$800,000 to $2,400,000.

Weir, Mass.—There is considerable talk of a line of electric cars

to be run from Weir to Whittenton, near Tauntori.

Williarnsport, Pa.—Rep_resentatives of the Thomson-Houston

are here to recommend the establishment of one of their plants

hcfe. Two other systems—the Edison and Westinghouse—have

itlsol presented their claims, and the competition promises to be

ive y.

Whitman, Mass.—At a hearing by the selectmen in Whitman it

was voted by 57 to 4 to authorize the selectinen to issue a franchise

to the petitioners, giving them a right to build the road, and to

adopt either the trolley or storage battery system. The trolley

system will probably be adopted.

Winston, N. C.—A committee has beenappoirited to locate the

route and pre are plans and specifications for the railroad previously

reported to e built by the Sprague Electric Railway and Motor

Company. The Winston Salem Street Railway Company, con

trolled by the Sprague Company, has been organized to construct

and operate the road. E. L. Hawks is general manager.

ELECTRIC RAILWAY FACTS.

Ansonia, Ciorm-—Oi1 Christmas day the electric cars carried over

2,500 passengers, which is higher than on any previous occasion.

Argentine, Kan.—A successful trial trip over the electric road

was made on Dec. 19., and the road will soon be opened f0r_pub

lic trafiic.

Ashtabula, O.——Application for a charter has been made for an

electric railway.

Augusta, Me.—'A contract has been signed to furnish Augusta

with an electric railroad, using the Thomson-Houston system,

which will be in operation to Hallowell by July. The road will in

all probability be extended to Gardiner.

Belleville, Ill-——The Citizens Street Railway Co. has been granted

permission to change from horses to electricity as a motive power.

Boston, Mass.—A novel test of the strength of the electric

motors in use on the West End street car system was made a few

evenings ago in this citv. Three ordinary passenger cars were

hooked together, two of them being load (1 to the ceiling with

bagsofmeal, huge coils ofheavy rope and othercompact and weighty

articles. The combined weight for each car was estimated at 10,000

pounds. The chief interest of the test centered upon the steep

grades at Chardon and Cambridge streets. near Bowdi in square.

After the tracks were well sanded, the heavily laden “ train ” was

started, and the Cambridge street grade was easily conquered, as

was subsequently the Chardon street grade.

Burlington, Iowa.—The South Hill Street Railway, in this city

has been sold to the Union Line Company. The entire system

will be transformed into an electric street car line, and will be of

vast benefit t0 citizens.

Canton, O.—The power-house for the new electric railway is

now nearly completed. It is 112x48 feet, and cost upwards of

$io,ooo exclusive of the machinery.

Cincinnati, O.-—The Mt. Auburn Inclined Plane Railroad has

been completely re-built, the grade changed, new safety devices

put in place, and is now nearly ready for operation.

Davenport, 1a.—The Davenport Electric Street Railway Com

pany has been incorporated with a capital stock of $50,000. The

officers are: President, Wm. L. Allen; vice-president, ]. P. Van

Patten; treasurer, T. O. Swiney; Secretary, VV. ]. McCulloch.

Electricity will be the motive power, but wh- tlier the Tlioms0ii

Houston or Sprague system has not yet been decided. '
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Davenport, 1a.--The management ofthe electric railway systems

of Davenport, Stillwater, Minn., and Dubuque, have been consoli

dated; The general office of the company will be located at Dav

enport, Ia., where the incorporators reside.

D¢l1V=1‘i C0l.—The South Denver electric railway was put in

operation Christmas Day. The central station, which is located

opposite Overland Park, is fitted up with two 40 horse-power boil

ers and a 45 horse-power engine, together with three d; iiamos.

Dubuque, Ia.—A trial trip was made over the electric railway on

December 31st, which is said to have proved satisfactory.

A mammoth scheme has been set on foot by President ]. A.

Rhomb;rg, of the Dubuque Street Railway Company, for the con

struction of an electric railway. He has already secured the option

for $50,000 worth of property, includin water privileges, from

which he expects to derive the power for his electric current.

Dubuque, Xa.—Dr. Louis Bell, of Chicago, witnessed the opening

of the Key City Electric Railway, Dubuque, Ia., that has just been

completed, and the operation of which is deli hting the citizens,

who have long desired a perfect system of rapi transit. On Sun

day, Ian. 26, a N0. 6 Sprague motor car, having two 15 h. p. mo

tors, carrying 37 assengers and drawing a trail car with 65 passen

gers on board, alifull-fare patrons, made the trip easily on the long

two-mile clitrnb without the slightest trace of heating. Tfhe grades

cover 1,000 eet at 8 per cent., 400 eet per cent., 1,200 eet 7 per

cent., 1,000 feet 5 per cent., 900 feet6 pgr cent., and the remainder

3 and 4 per cent. grades. On one trip, when the cars were heavily

loaded, a 100 ampere fuse burnt out when the car was in the centre

of the heaviest grade on the up trip, but a new fuse was placed in

poisition and the train started again without the slightest diffi

cu ty.

Gloucester, Mass.—The street railway company have accepted

the ordinance granting them permission to erect the single trolley

electric system.

Greenbush, N. Y.—The trustees have granted the North & East

Greenbush Horse Railway Company permission to erect the poles

and wires necessary for the operation of the road by electricity.

Fort Scott,'Kans.—-A syndicate of Davenport, la., capitalists,

have purchased the entire street railway system of Fort Scott,

Kas. Ten miles of electric road are to be built at once.

Fort Worth, Tex.-The Fort Worth Street Railway Company

has contracted for fifteen Thomson-Houston cars. '

F0" W0f1h. Texas.—The new electric railway at Fort Worth,

Texas, will be equipped with fifteen cars which were contracted

for with the Thomson-Houston Electric Company, of Lynn, Mass

The cars are supplied with two i5 horse-power motors each, and

will probably be running by April 15th.

HB1l0W¢1l. Me.—The Tlioinson-Houston road of the Augusta 8:

Gardiner Electric Railway Company, to run bl tween Augusta and

Hallowell, is to be ready by the end of June. It will be three

milias long, and will begin with three motor cars and three

trai ers.

Hamilton, O.—The Council have at last assed the electric street

railway ordinance, and have granted eac company the right of

way along disputed strcets. Both companies say they mean busi

ness, and that they will commence the construction of the roads

immediately.

Indianapolis, Ind.-—The Board of Aldermen have passed an or

dinance permitting the Citizens’ Street Railway Company to

change its motive power from horses to electricity.

Kansas City, Mo.—Nearly all the work pertaining to the electric

system of the Northeast Electric R( ad is finished. The delay

being in building the viaducts and roadbed. The management

had oped to have their cars running at the time of the convention

but it was found impossible to have the rails laid on the entire line

before the 20th of the month. \Vhen completed, the length of the

road will be three and one-halfmiles. The gauge will be four and

one-half feet. They will start with ten coaches of the most im

proved pattern. The officers of the road are: \V. H. Winaiits,

president; E. A. Phillips, vice-president; \V. C. Scaritt, secretary;

{. H. North, treasurer; VV. B. Knight, chief engineer; J. VV. Rip

ey, auditor and cashier.

I-Owfill, Mass.—The Board of Aldermen have granted the peti

tion of the street railway companies for leave to use the overhead

electric system.

1-}_'1'"\. Mass.—The Thomson-Houston Electric Company have

received an order to equip 100 motor cars and 60 locomotives for

the St. Paul & Minneapolis Street Railways. The cost will be over

$2,000,000.

Lynn. Mass-—Work on the power-house of the new Belt Line

Electric Railway was commenced on December 23. According to

the terms of the contract the road is to be in running order before

the close of February.

Macon, Ga.—The electric street railway was opened to public

trafiic on Christmas Day.

Memphis, 'I‘enn.—VV. B. Knight, a well-known engineer, has

secured a contract to construct an electric railway in Memphis,

Teiiii., and the work will begin at once. The system will be 13

miles in length, and divided into three separate lines, extending

south, east and north, from a common power-house. There will

be double tracks laid through all the city streets, while in the sub

urbs, for the present, only single tracks will be used. Only ten

cars will be used at first, but the plant will have a capacity for dou

ble that number.

Minneapolis, Minn.—-The Fourth Avenue electric line is now in

running order. The first public car was run over the road on De

cember 23d, and the trip was pronounced a successful one, every

thing running smoothly.

New Orleans, La.—'I‘he new electric cars for the Canal and

Coliseum street line are being constructed as rapidly as possible.

Newton, M:-iss.—An order has been adopted by the Council,

allowing the Newton Street Railway Company _until June 1 of this

year in which to lay their tracks and finish their electrical equip

ment.

New York City.—During the year ending December 31, 188 , the

]ulien Storage Battery cars have made between the City Hal and

Eighty-sixth street, on Madison avenue, nearly 40,000 miles and

carried over 250,000 passengers. This has been done without any

accident to person or property. The superintendent of the New

York and Harlem railway, who is also at the head of the syndicate

which is building the Twenty-eighth and Twent -ninth, Thirty-third

and Thirtyfourth street lines in this city, has ecided to introduce

100 cars of the storage system on those lines.

Omaha, Neb.—The Omaha Street Railway have ordered fifteen

more electric motor cars, in anticipation of the spring business.

Peoria, Ill.—An extension of the Electric Street Car Co.'s l'ne is

being constructed.

Philadelphia, Pa.—Experiments are being made by the People's

Passenger Railway Company, on their Germantown branch, of a

new storage battery car on the McLaughlin system.

Pittsburgh, Pa.—The South Side short line street Railway route

is to be changed and electric motive power will be substituted for

horses. The line is controlled by the PittSburgh and Birmingham

Company, and runs from the Twenty-fourth ward at the city line,

down Sarah to South Nineteenth street, thence to the bridge, and

crossing to this side. For over a mile the two lines run parallel to each

other, and it is proposed to turn up Seventeenth street to Mary, go

ing through a populous district to the terminus. The move is expect

ed to take a good deal of traflic from the Pittsburgh, Virginia and

Charleston, and is said also to be aimed at a proposed opposition

company. It is said, too, that both short and long lines will make an

arrangement by which the incline companies will accept their ex

change tickets and' passengers will be carried to the hill-tops for a

single fare.

Portland, Ore.—Work on the Waverly-\-Voodstock Electric M0

tor Line is in progress. When completed the line will be six miles

long.

Port Townsend, Ore.—The Port Townsend Electric Street Rail

way, Light and Power Company has signed a contract for the equip

ment of three miles of road with the Thomson-Houston System.

The cost is put at $100,000.

Salt Lake City, Utah.—The Salt Lake City Railway Company

have built It miles of Sprague electric railway through some of the

principal streets of Salt Lake City, and have about six miles of ex

tensions under course of construction. They have I5 Stephenson

16-foot cars equipped with Sprague motors, and five additional cars

ready for placing on the road at any time. Thirteen of the above

cars are equipped with single motors, type No. 6, and seven are

double motor cars of the same class. Their station equipment con

sists of a compound tandem Fraser & Chalmers Corliss engine, 240

h. p , and two No. 32 Standard Edison railway dynamos, 80,000

watts capacity each. The railway has given such thorough satisfac

tion from the first that it is probable Salt Lake City will have 30

miles of road and 40 to 50 electric cars in operation at the close of

the coming summer.

Sedalia, Mo.—The Mayor has signed the ordinance granting to

judge Metsker, and others, of Topeka, a franchise to construct an.

electric railway here, which is to cost $250,000.
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Shreveport, La.—The Shreveport Railway and Land Improve

ment Company have reversed their decision, and will adopt the

overhead system instead of the storage battery, and the contract

has been given to the Thomson-Houston Co. -

Springfield, Ill.—The Ciy Council has passed an ordinance per

mitting the two street railway systems to change their motive

power from horses to electricity.

Springfield, Mass.—The Board ofAldermen have agreed to allow

the street railway company to operate their line from State street

to Forest Park by the single trolley electric system.

Springfield, Mass.—The street railway company has made all its

conracts for material for the line to Forest Park, materials to be de

livered early in March. The wire has already arrived and work will

begin as early in March as possible. Shaw, of Newburyport, has a

contract to furnish seven new cars, three open ones for “trailers”

and four motor cars. The steel rails will be from Scranton, Pa.,

and a line of granite will run along the side. None of the old cars

will be used.

Stillwater, Minn.—Dr. W. L. Allen, of Davenport, Ia., in speak

ing of his electric railway at Stillwater, Minn., recently said that the

system had given good satisfaction, even in bad weather, and that

little or no trouble was experienced in managing the cars on the

long grade of 9 per eent., followed by a sharp curve rounding one

block, then by a grade of 934 per cent., a curve and a grade of 5

percent. to the bottom of the hill. Surely the opponents of elec

tricity could scarcely desire a more severe test than is daily shown

in Stillwater.

St. Louis, Mo.—The East St. Louis and St. Louis Electric Rail

road Company has secured the signatures of the owners of a ma

jority of the front feet on the streets through which it proposes to

run its cars. The company is organized in two States, Missouri

and Illinois, and the line that now runs so successfully over the big

bridge is known as the St. Louis and East St. Louis Electric Rail

road Company. The road will be about three miles long, with

turnouts, and will run through Broadway to the rock road, to 8th

street. to St. Clair avenue, to the National Stock Yards, and will

cost with the plant which is now in successful operation, about

$90.0 oper mile.

The omnibuses of the St. Louis Bridge Co. have been shelved

for good, and the electric cars are now running regularly.

St. Louis, Mo.–Messrs. Short and Rogers, of the Electric Rail

way of Cleveland, Ohio, made a trip over the South Broadway

Electric Railway in this city, a short time ago, and found it work

ing in every way satisfactorily. The power house contains one 24

by 38 automatic cut-off Wheelock engine, with an indicated horse

power of 250, which was running at about 67 revolutions per min

ute. There was also one tubular boiler of 72 inch shell, 18 feet

long, with a capacity of 150 horse power; and one boiler made in

Cleveland with 56 inch shell, and 16 feet long; three Brush open

coil generators with 60,000 watts each, running 90o revolutions per

minute. One Payne engine, 15 by 30, of 125 horse power, and two

Schultz belts. At that time but two engines were in operation,

and the company expects to increase its power capacity consider

ably in the immediate future.

St. Paul, Minn.—The Sprague Electric Railway and Motor Co.

has closed a contract with Thomas Lowry, of Minneapolis, for the

equipment of the entire street-car systems of Minneapolis and St.

Paul, embracing 200 miles of track in and between the two cities.

This will be the largest electric equipment ever installed, and in

volves an expenditure of $2,000,coo. All systems of propulsion

have been thoroughly investigated. Cable equipment for a number

of miles had been contracted for, which has now been cancelled.

There has been active competition between the Boston and New

York companies to secure this contract, which has finally been

awarded to the Sprague Company.

Tacoma, Wash.—The electric storage battery system will be

used on the new Point Defiance railway, now in course of con

struction.

Toledo, O.—The Toledo Electric Light Co. has taken the con

tract to operate the storage battery experiment on the consolidated

street car line.

Toledo, O.—Although the wires have been strung for the elec

tric railway on Summit, Monroe and Adams streets, work on the

road itself will not be commenced until April. -

The Consolidated Street Railway Co. have decided to operate

their lines by electricity.

Waco, Tex.—The Waco Street Railway Company will shortly

operate their Austin street line by means of electricity. They

have just re-laid the thorougfares named with a double track of im

proved steel girder-rails.

Wellsburg, W. Va.—The Wellsburg Electric Light, Heat and

Power Company will put in an electric road. -

Weymouth, Mass.--The proposed electric railway company,

which has in contemplation the construction of a line from here to

Hingham, is to have a capital of $1coooo, and seventeen m les of

roadbed will have to be built. The temporary directors are:

Peter W. French,' A. Fogg, John W. Hart, John Carroll,

Frank H. Torrey, Joseph Burdett, George Cushing, C. Sumner

Cushing and W. A. Stiles.

Winston, N.C.—The Sprague Electric Railway & Motor Com

pany have purchased the entire plant of the E ectric Light Com

pany, and will shortly build and equip a street railway.

Woonsocket, R.I.—The net earnings of the Woonsocket Street

Railway Company for the year ending December 1 were $1,258,

while the total number of passengers carried was 306,513, three

cars being run daily. The officers for the current year just e'ected

are: President, Oscar Rathbun; treasurer and manager, Willard

Kent. A change to electricity is among the improvements con

templated.

Utica, N.Y.—The erection of the poles and wires for the electric

system of the Belt Line Railroad is going on steadily, and good

progress has been made towards the erection of the power-house.

Business NotEs.

The Leary Automatic Switch.—The automatic switch for street

railroads invented by Superintendent Leary, of the Utica and

Mohawk Road, is rapidly becoming favorably known in other cities

as well as Utica, and President James F. Mann, of that road, who,

with Superintendent Leary, owns the patent, received an order

from Portland, Ore., for three of the switches to be shipped to that

city. They are to be used on the Waverly and Woodstock Elec

tric Railroad. The Utica Belt Line people speak very highly of

the excellency of the switch as demonstrated in their use on some

portions of that road. The cars run over them without the jar of

the od-fashioned switch—in fact as smoothly as on a straight track.

Messrs. Mann and Leary are to be congratulated upon owning the

equal of any if not the very best switch yet invented.–Utica

Observer.

The Thomson-Houston Motor Co. of Boston, has issued a very

handsome catalogue of the practical application of the electric mo

tors made by the company.

The first central station electric lighting plant on the alternating

current system for Japan is about to be established. A corpora

tion of Japanese capitalists in Tokio has awarded the contract for

the apparatus to The Westinghouse Electric Company, of Pitts

burg, Pa., and the machinery consisting of two 750 light dynamos,

as well as exciters lamps, sockets, switches, cutouts, etc., will be

shipped immediately. The company which purchases this outfit

is also engaged in the installation of a lighting plant for the city of

Canton, China.

Among the contracts for alternating current apparatus for cen

tral station lighting obtained by The Westinghouse Electric Com

pany during the first two weeks of February are noticed the follow

ing: Williamsport, Pa., 750 lights, increase; Butte, Ont, 750 lights,

increase; Fort Worth, Texas, 850 light-, increase ; Sioux Falls, S.

D. 750 lights; Pineville, Ky. 5oo lights; Lexington, Ky., 3ooo

lights; Creston, Iowa, 750 lights; Shidznoka, Japan, 15oo.

PERSONAL.

A number of men who are well known in electrical circles were

formerly officers in the United States Navy Among them may be

mentioned the following:

George Westinghouse, jr., of the Westinghouse Electric Light

Company and the Westinghouse Car-Brake Company, served as an

engineer in the Navy until the close of the Civil War.

Lieutenant-Commander John S. Barnes resigned in February,

1867, to become an electrical expert, in which business he has been

eminently successful. -

F. J. Sprague, of the Sprague Electric Railway ard Motor Com

pany, was a lieutenant in the Navy and resigned about two years

ago.

Mr. Charles McIntire, who died of pneumonia last month, was

the inventor of a simple and ingenious device for firmly connecting

telegraph and other electric wires together without screws or

solder, and he built up a large and profitable business with the de

vice. His son and partner is still carrying on the manufacture, and

last week he was deeply gratified by the receipt of a medal and

testimonial from the Franklin Institute, of Pennsylvania. It was

the John Scott Legacy Medal and Premium, granted at long inter

vals for inventions and processes of unusual merit.–Newark Sun

day Call, Feb. 9.
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ELECTRIC POWER PATENTS.

List furnished by Knight Brothers, Solicitors of Patents, Electrical Experts, 234

Broadway, New York City.

ISSUED JANUARY 7, 1890.

418,678. Electric Switch for Motors; Harry H. Blades, Detroit,

Mich, assignor to the Detroit Motor Company, same

place. Application filed Nov. 30, 1888.

Claim 3. In a shunt-wound electric motor, the combination, with the field

circuit, of a magnet in said circuit, a hand-switch pivoted to one pole of the mag

net and adapted to open and close the armature-circuit, a series of terminals in

contact with which said hand-switch is adapted to sweep, said terminals govern

ing a series of resistances, whereby the armature-current is admitted gradually

past the switch, said switch arranged to be held in its closed position by the '',
hetism of the said magnet, and means for automatically retracting the said switc
to its initial position when the magnet is£ the cessation of the cur

rent through the field-circuit, substantially as described.

418,685. Brush-Holder for Dynamos; Peter Claus and Eugen

Gengenbach, New York, N. Y. Application filed May

11, 1889.

claim I. The combination, with a support bolt or stud, of a sleeve carried

thereby, a swinging brush-supporting, arm, also carried by, said bolt or stud, a

spring connecting said arm with said sleeve, and a flexible electric connection be

tween said arm and said sleeve, substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

418,7oo. Secondary Battery; Harry E. Dey, New York, N.Y.,

assignor to Phoebus H. Alexander, Hyde Park, Mass.

Application filed July 29, 1889.

Claim 2. The combination with an outer box, or cell, of a lining or inner cell

composed of the corrugated or grooved rubber sheet A. on the bottom and two
opposite sides, and the insulating-sheets on the other sides,£ with

their lower and side edges entering the grooves in the sheet A, and means for
clamping or binding together the grooved sheets and the plates to form water-tight

joints, as set forth.

418,701. Cut-Out for Secondary Batteries; Harry E. Dey, New

York, N. Y., assignor to Phoebus H. Alexander, Hyde

Park, Mass. Appication filed July 29, 1889.

Claim 3. The combination, with a secondary battery, of a band or strip hav
ing a different coefficient of expansion under varying temperatures from the ma

terial composing the jar or cell and secured to said cell so as to be moved by an

expansion of the same by the heating of the battery-fluid, and a contact-plate

arranged to be encountered by the said band or strip, these parts being constructed
as a circuit-closer or cut-out to divert the charging-current from the battery when

the fluid therein becomes heated.

418,702. Cut-Out for Secondary-Batteries; Harry E. Dey, New

York, N.Y., assignor to Phoebus H. Alexander, Hyde

Park, Mass. Application filed Aug. 22, 18S9.

Claim 2. The combination with a secondary battery, of a receptacle contain

ing liquid, open at one end and supported in an inverted position in the battery

solution, and a cut-out device in position to be encountered and adapted to be

operated by the said receptacle when movement is imparted thereto by the dis

placement of the liquid by gas evolved from the solution, as set forth.

418,703. Method of Forming Secondary Battery Plates; Harry E.

Dey, New York, N.Y., assignor to Phoebus H. Alexan

der, Hyde Park, Mass. Application filed Aug. 22, 1889.

Claim 2. The improvement in the art of forming plates for secondary batteries

which consist in preparing lead plates with recesses or receptacles, filling the re

cesses with minium or its equivalent in the form of a dry powder, then placing said

plates together with interposed sheets of felt or fibrous material moistened with a

conducting solution, and then passing a current through the same to form the ma

terial and cause it to adhere to the plates, as set forth.

418,704. Bracket for Supporting Electric Conductors; John A.

Duggan, Quincy, Mass. Application filed April 19, 1889.

Claim 2. In a bracket for supporting electric conductors, a horizontal rod

made in two parts, one sliding within the other and supported by a rod similarly

constructed and provided at each end, respectively, with forks s and m, in com

bination with the collar e and pin r, the piece p, the rod o, and the pole a, substan

tially as and for the purposes above described.

418,718. System of Transportation; Benjamin S. Henning, New

York, N. Y. Application filed June 10, 18S9.

Claim 2. The combination, with a tunnel having inclined approaches, of a

track located within the same, the ends of which are upon the inclined approaches

and electrically disconnected from the central portion, an electric generator in

connection with the inclined portions only, cars upon the track adapted to be pro

pelled along a portion of the track by gravity and momentum when starting from

one end, an electric motor on one of the cars adapted to receive the current from

the inclined portion of the track when moving upward on the same, and means for

controlling d: circuit through the motor, substantially as described.

418,748. Distribution of Electricity by Secondary Batteries; Geo.

B. Prescott. jr., Newark, N. J., assignor to the Electric

Accumulator Company, New York, N. Y. Application

filed Nov. 8, 1889.

Claim 1. The combination of a primary£ of electricity, a secondary

battery, a working circuit therefor, a series of counter electro-motive force cells,

an electro-magnetic switch or circuit-changer for introducing and withdrawing

said cells with respect to the working-circuit, consisting of a bar pivoted upon a

friction-bearing, a magnet for moving said bar in one direction, a magnet for mov

ing said bar in the opposite direction, a magnet in a circuit£i to opposite

terminals of the working-circuit responsive to variations in electro-motive force,

and a local circuit operating the two first-named magnets under control of the

second named magnet, substantially as described.

418,766. Support for Electric Conductors; Joseph B. Smith,

Manchester, N. H. Application filed Sept. 9, 1889.

Claim 2. An adjustable insulating-support composed of a bolt whose head is

perforated. flattened, and recessed, a metal thimble having an ear-piece perforated

and recessed to fit the bolt-head, a bolt and nut for adjusting and fastening the

ear-piece to the bolt-head, a bell-shaped insulator capable of attachment to the

thimble, and a forked shank embedded in or fastened to the insulator, its forks

supporting upon an axle or roller or wheel to support the line-wire, substantially

as described.

418,775. Belt-Gearing; Charles W. Wall, Buffalo, assignor of

one-half to George Urban, jr., Cheektowaga, N. Y. Ap

plication filed May 6, 1889.

Claim 3. The combination, with the driving-shaft having a driving-pulley, of

a series of machines arranged one behind the other, each having a driving-shaft

and each made movable in the direction of its shaft, tight and loose pulleys mounted

on the shaft of each machine, and separate driving-belts connecting the pulleys of

the several machines with said driving-pulley and running around the driving

pulley, one upon the other, substantially as set forth.

418,824. Lightning-Arrester; Elmer A. Sperry, Chicago, Ill.,

assignor to the Electrical Supply Company, Ansonia,

Conn. Application filed April 1, 1889.

Claim I. In a lightning-arrester, the combination of a series of movable dis

charge-plates provided with serrated outer edges, a series of opposed fixed ser

rated discharge-plates, a series of circuits, each including one of such movable

discharge-plates and fixed discharge-plates, a series of movable stops to normally

hold all but the first of such movable discharge-plates out of position, a fusible

conductor in each of such circuits supporting the stop for the next movable dis

£ that when a destructive current passes through one circuit it

breaks that circuit and establishes the next.

418,837. Battery-Carbon; Charles G. Armstrong, Chicago, Ill.,

assignor to George A. Harmount, same place. pplica

tion filed Sept. 19, 1889.

Claim 2. In a Leclanche or similar battery, a carbon provided with a knob or

extension E upon its upper surface, a band surrounding said knob or extension

and connected to the circuit-wire, and a packing H, interposed between the knob

and the band, all combined and operating, substantially as set forth.

418,843. Means for the Electrical Propulsion of Vehicles; Del

bert E. Johnson, Atlanta, Ga. Application filed March

7, 1889. -

Claim 1. In an electric motor, the combination, with a shaft, of an armature

rigidly mounted thereon, a field-magnet surrounding said armature and supported

by circular plates having, sleeves revolving loosely upon the shaft, one of said

sleeves being provided with a friction-collar, and a friction-clutch composed oftwo

disks riding on the sleeve on opposite sides of the collar, and means for engagi

said disks with and disengaging them from the collar, substantially asd'

Claim 9. In an electric motor, the combination with a current-plow. of a trav

eler or contact-wheel journaled on an axis pivotally connected to the plow, a

curved brace or guide pivoted to the axis and passing loosely through an opening

in the plow, and a spring coiled on said brace or guide to throw the traveler down

ward upon the conductor, substantially as described.

418,853. Electric Motor or Generator; Imle E. Storey, Boulder,

Col. Application filed April 16 1889.

Claim 3. An electric motor or generator embodying an annulus of laminated

iron, to the inner side of which are secured a plurality of field-magnets havin

laminated cores, said magnets being arranged in pairs and the magnets of eac

pair connected to a common pole-piece.

418,871. Electrical Indicating Apparatus; George A. Holt, Oak

land, Cal.; Mary E. Holt, administratix of said George

A. Holt, deceased. Application filed April 15, 1889.

Claim 1. In electrical indicating apparatus, the combination of arate in

dicators, an electric circuit including them, and the means by which said circuit is

closed and opened, whereby the movement of one indicator is transmitted to an

other, consisting of a sliding contact-bolt adapted to make and break the circuit,

a moving finger of the first-named indicator for operating said bolt, and a spring

£ catch for holding the bolt in position to close the circuit, substantially as

cScribeci.

418,893. Electrically-Propelled Vehicle; Rudolph M. Hunter,

Philadelphia, Pa. Original application filed June 5, 1889.

Claim 1. In an electricall£ vehicle, the combination of the axles, a

frame journaled upon one axle and loosely or flexibly connected with the other

axle, a motor'' on the frame, and connecting-gearing between the motor

and axle on which the frame is journaled, consisting of a worm-wheel secured on

the axle and a worm rotated by the motor-shaft.

418,910. Electrical Signal-Operating Device; Charles A. Cox and

Joseph F. Cox, Louisville, Ky. Application filed May

11, 1889.

Claim 1. The combination, in a railroad-signalling system, of a track or way,

a locomotive or car moving thereon, a plurality of partial electric circuits having

their terminals included in the track or way, a battery external to the locomotive

or car, switch-connections for including said battery in any of said partial circuits,

an electrically-operated device having a plurality of visual signals and independ

ently-operated actuating means therefor, and lower contacts to complete the partial

circuit through the signal-operating devices corresponding therewith, substan

tially as set forth.

418,911. Electric Heating Apparatus for Electric Railway Sys

tems; Mark W. Dewey, Syracuse, N.Y., assignor to the

Dewey Corporation, same place. Application filed Aug.

19, 1889.

Claim 6. The combination of a vehicle, a dynamo-generator on the vehicle

constructed to generate# currents of great volume and low electro-motive

force, a source of energy to both move the vehicle and drive the dynamo, a circuit

of low resistance connected to the dynamo, and one or more electric heating de

vices in the circuit.

418,912. Method of Transforming and Utilizing Electrical Energy;

Mark W. Dewey, Syracuse, N.Y., assignor to the Dewey

Corporation, same place. Application filed Sept. 30,

1889.

Claim 1. The method of transformation, and utilization of electrical energy,

consisting in charging one member of a condenser with electricity of high tension

and small volume, thereby inducing a like£ on the other member, and sim

ultaneously therewith, and thereby charging the member of another condenser

with electricity of low tension and great volume, and then discharging the con

densers and passing the transformed electricity through one or more electric trans

lating devices.
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Claim 7: The method of transformation of electrical energy, consisting in in

ducing electrostatically by a current of a certain tension and volume a current of a

different tension and volume without changing materially the to al energy of the
-current.

419,959. Electric Motor; Harry B. Niles, Union Springs, N. Y.

Application filed April 4, 1889.

... Claim I. The combination, with a vehicle-truck, of a motor-armature mounted

in a stationary position thereon, and motor-field-magnets mounted so as to be cap

able of movement to and from the armature.

Claim 2. The combination, with a vehicle-truck, of an electric motor, the

frame of the truck, serving as the magnetic circuit between the magnets of the
motor, substantially as described.

419,094. Apparatus for Propelling Vehicles by Electricity; Frank

'ne, Westminster, Eng. Application filed Dec. 1,

1887.

Claim.8. In apparatus for propelling vehicles by electricity, the combination

of an insulated main conductor, a series of road-contacts distributed apart along

the road or track and normally disconnected from said main conductor, and a

series of contact-making devices for temporarily connecting said road-contacts in

consecutive order with said main conductor, and each comprising a core or mass,

a solenoid for polarizing the same, an armature and a solenoid for independently

polarizing the same, as herein described, for the purpose specified.

419,166. Electro-Magnetic Transmitter; John T. Williams, Mount

Vernon, assignor to the International Portelectric Com

pany, New York, N.Y. Application filed March 9, 1889.

Claim 3... A carriage having spring-arms secured at one end and pressing to

ward each other at their opposite free ends, and provided at their free ends with

contact-wheels mounted on approximately vertical axles to rotate in a substan

tially-horizontal #ane to grip the opposite sides of electrical conductors, substan

tially as described.

ISSUED JANUARY 14, 1890.

419,245. Electric Motor; Stanley C. C. Currie, Philade'phia, Pa.,

assignor to the United Electric Improvement Company,

Gloucester City, N. J. Application filed July 25, 1889.

Claim I.. The combination, with opposite sets of field-magnet poles, each

having a middle pole of given polarity# outside poles of opposite£ un

like poles in the two sets bein opposite each other, of an Interposed multipolar

armature wound with indepen ent circuits, each winding or circuit consisting of a

series of coils wound alternately in reverse direction, and the commutator-bars and

brushes, substantially as set forth.

Claim 4. In an electric motor, the combination, with the field-magnets, of the

multipolar armature, the poles of which are each independently'#' different

circuits, and the commutator with the bars of which the armature-circuits are
connected, substantially as set forth.

419,264. Method of Making Electrolytic Meters; Arthur E. Ken

n:lly, Orange, assignor to Thomas A. Édison, Llewellyn

Park, N. J. Application filed Feb. 25. 1889.

Claim 3: The within-described improvement in the process of making elec

trolytic meters, which consists in heating both the solution and the electrodes to
expel the oxygen therefrom.

419,282. Electric Steam-Generator; Jeremiah O'Meara, New York,

N. Y. Appication filed April 2, 1889.

Claim.5. In a heating apparatus, a crucible of refractory material adapted to

be highly heated, combined with a series of electric circuits ' object to£
arranged within the crucible, and a switch-board and suitable appliances for cut

ting in or out of any number of the said electric circuits conformably to the degree

of heat desired, substantially as described.

419,308. Conduit for Electric Railways; Bernard J. Black, Rich
mond, Va., assignor to himself, Wilton F. Jenkins, Erd

mann Hoffmann, Theodore Heinson, and Daniel Ste

£on. all of same place. Application filed May 3,

1859.

Claim 1.
- A conduit for electric railways, consisting of essentially U-shaped

metallic yoke-sections, one wall of said yokes extended upward above theground,

£:££ of the££ cover-plates secured over the

e-sections, the inner edges thereof forming t it - it
slot, substantially as shown and described. g the opposite edge of the conduit

419,309. Electric Street Railway; Bernard J. Black and Wilton F.

Jenkins, Richmond, Va. Application filed May 25, 1889.

Claim 3. The combination, with a car-body and a keeper or bail supported
therefrom #aw: vertical play, of a trolley detachabl - - supporte
substantially as shown and described. y ably adjusted in said keeper,

419,313. Electric Railroad-Telegraph; Baylus Cade, LouisburN. Y. Application filed May 11, 1889. g,

...Claim t. An electric railroad-telegraph consisting of three condu
sliding contact, one of which is made in£ that £d from£

tion, an '..has in each section a battery with a normaily open circuit' pole

# and the other two of which conductors extend in alternating sections a

isiance of two stations, and are normally connected and provided with a main

battery in combination with sliding contacts and a telegraphic instrument on the

car, and devices for opening and closing the main circuit' the stations by the

action ofthe section-batteries, substantially as shown and described.

419,314. Electric Railroad; Baylus Cade, Louisburg, N. C. -plication filed Aug. 9, 1889. g, N. C. Ap

Claim I.. In an electric railroad the combination, with a - - -

contacts and an electric motor of a series of conductors B,£
the£ of two sections and arranged parallel to and alternately lappin past

each, other, a circuit-breaker for connecting the end of one conductor with the

middle of the alternating conductor, and a local battery and conductor for each

section arranged as described to be closed by the car to the open circuit-breaker

of the section of the main circuit upon which the car is pa -wn and described. p passing, substantially as

419,356. Railway-Car; Albert B. Pullman, Chicago, Ill. Appli
* cation filed June 25, 1889. - agO, Appli

Claim I. In a car, the combination of a base r, having a sub-compartment A

upon it narrower than the car, seats D, supported at opposite sides of the said

compartment and accessible from opposite sides of the car, a deck B over the seats

D and affording the top of the compartment A, seats on the deck, and a stairway

1=ading inside the compartment A to the deck, substantially as described.

419,365. Electric Connector; John A. Seely, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Application filed Oct. 30, 1889.

Claim I. A joint for electric wires, consisting of two tubes connected together

and placed at an angle to each other, said tubes being slit longitudinally, as
described.

419,367. Meter for Alternating Electric Currents; Oliver B. Shal

lenberger, Rochester, assignor to the Westinghouse

Etectric Company, Pittsburg, Pa. Application filed Oct.

31, 1888.

Claim I. In an electric meter having a rotating armature, an inducing-conduc

tor polarizing said armature when traversed by alternating electric currents and a

second inducing-conductor receiving currents from the first and polarizing said

armature in a different direction, and an adjustible support for one of said con

ductors, whereby it may be turned about the axis of said armature.

Claim to. In an alternate current electric meter, the ombination of the

primary coil, a closed secondarv coil receiving currents by induction, and a mov

ing 1'art comprising a circular armature of magnetizable material and a support

therefor of non-magnetizable material.

419,487. Electric Cut-Out ; John F. Wollensak, Chicago, Ill.

Application filed Oct. 15, 1889.

Claim. In an electric cut-off, the combination of a bracket, an insulating-piece

arranged in the bracket, a binding-screw arranged in the insulating-piece and

exposed in one portion, and a thumb-screw that may be turned into the bracket

until it connects with the exposed portion of the binding-screw, and out until it

disconnects therefrom, substantially as described.

419,588. Electric Railway; Isidor Kitsee, Cincinnati, Ohio, as

signor to Maver Sulzbargar, trustee, Philadelphia, Pa.

Application filed Feb. 23, 1889.

Claim 1. . In an electric railway, an iron conductor or conductors in combination

with magnetic contact devices, said magnetic contact devices being the termi
mals of the electric motor, as specified.

419,618. Electric-Railway System. Thomas E. Adams, Cleve

land, Ohio. Application filed July 24, 1889.

Claim I. In an electric-railway system, the combination, with the two-line

conductors subdivided into sections or blocks, of switches arranged to support the

conductors at the adjacent ends of the sections or blocks, said switches being each

provided with a horizontally movable switch-bar provided at its opposite ends

with contacts, by means of which the circuit between the adjacent ends of one

line-conductor is opened and the circuit between the adjacent ends of the other

line-conductor is£ substantially as set forth.

Claim 3. In an electric-railway system, the combination, with two line-conduc

# of a switch at the starting-station provided with targets, substantially as set

orth. -

Claim 16. In an electric-railway system, the combination with two line-con

ductors, of a switch having refractory material interposed between the opposite

contacts, substantially as set forth.

419,633. Galvanic Battery; William Burnley, North-East Pa.,

assignor of two-thirds to Charles A. Hitchcock, same

place, and Samuel A. Davenport, Erie, Pa. Application

filed May 25, 1889.

Claim I.. The combination, in a galvanic battery, of a positive electrode and
a negative electrode, with a semi-solid or plastic exciting agent arranged in two

layers and filling the space between the positive and negative electrodes, the layer

thereof next to and contracting with the negative electrodes having depolarizing

agents intermixed therewith, substantially as set forth.

419,660. Electric Commutator; Ludwig Gutmann, Fort Wayne,

Ind. Application filed Sept. 18, 1888.

Claim I. A commutator whose contact-plates are subdivided, and each said

plate consists of a low resistance conductor fixed between two conductors of high

resistance.

419,661. Dynamo or Motor; Ludwig Gutmann, Fort Wayne,

Ind. Application filed Sept. 18, 1888.

Claim I. In a dynamo-electric machine or motor, an armature-core con

structed of superposed layers of iron divided in vertical plane in two or more

separate rings by air-spaces, bolts passed between said separate rings in said air;
spaces, a coil lying against the inner surface of said core, and projections to said

bolts pressing against said coil.

419,662. Electric Commutator; Ludwig Gutmann, Fort Wayne,

Ind. Application filed Sept. 18, 1888.

Claim 3. In a commutating system, the combination of the following elements

of a generator of electricity in combination with one or more choking magnets
electrically connected to a commutator having its contact-points of positive and

negative polarity organized alternately around the circumference and work-circuit

terminals in electric connection with the said commutator.

419,663. Method of Producing Alternating Electric Currents;

Ludwig Gutmann, Fort Wayne, Ind. Application filed

Nov. 17, 1888.

Claim 2. The method of generating an alternating current, consisting in

gradually increasing a continuous electric current from zero to maximum or nor

mal, diminishing the strength of said current from maximum to zero, reversing

the direction of the said current, again gradually increasing the strength of the

current from zero to normal, and rapidly repeating the above-named steps in the

same order

419,664. Alternating-Current-Motor-Regulator;

mann, Fort Wayne, Ind.

1889.

Claim I. In all alternating current motor, the combination of an armature

having an independent circuit, a subdivided, field-magnet wire, both the ends of

each subdivision being open, and contact-sides for coupling all or less of the said

subdivisions in multiple arc with one another to the work-circuit.

Ludwig Gut

Application filed Feb. 23,
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. Claim 7... An alternating current-motor having, an independent armature

circuit, exciting coils consisting of a standard cable, both ends of which are

normally open, and means for connecting all or less of said strands in parallel to

one another to the generator.

419,673. Electrical Railway System; Thomas H. Hicks, Detroit,

Mich., a signor by direct and mesne assignments, to the

- Electrical Invention Company of Michigan. Application

filed March 6, 1889.

Claim 1. In an electrical railway system, a main line, a source of electricity

thereof, a car, a source of electricity thereon, a motor adapted to propel the car,

a two-rail track electrically divided into sections, an electro-magnet and arma

ture for each section, a wire for each rail of each section, a contact for each wire

m rmally out of contact with the same, but electrically connected with the main

line and adapted to be automatically brought into contact with said rail-wires

and direct the current through the motor by way of the rail-section on which the

car is traveling by the electrical generator on the car closing a local circuit, sub

stantially as described.

419,674. Shield or Protector for Electric Conductors of Combined

Gas and Electric Fixtures; John C. Hollings, Boston,

Miss. Appication filed Sept. 17, 1889.

Claim I. The combination, in a fixture, of a swing-joint and two pipes cou

nected therewith, each provided with an opening, and an electric conductor led

through one of the said openings in one of the said pipes outside the said swing

joint and into the opening of the other of the said pipes, and an attachable con

ductor-concealing device made independent of the fixture, and constructed as a

shield applied to the said swing-joint to envelop the same and said electric con

ductor, leaving the swing joint free to be turned in the usual manner, as substan.

tially as described.

419,709. Electric-Railway System; Charles Richter, Camden,

N. J. Application filed May 4, 1889.

Claim 1. An e'ectric-railway system composed of a conducting-wire divided

into sections, a stationary resistance at the end of each section, a switch between

the sections, a car having a cantact-roller, an electro-motor on said car, a con

tact-wagon at some distance from the ar, a conducting cable connecting the

electro-motor with the contact-wagon, and devices respectively on the car and

contact-wagon truck for opening and closing the switches, substantially as set
forth.

419,710. Electric Protective System ; Arthur C. Robbins, Brook

lyn, N. Y. Application filed Aug. 1, 1889.

Claim 1. The combination, with a source of electricity, of two circuits there

from, one a protective or exterior circuit and the other a detective or interior

circuit, branches of both circuits connected in multiple arc, means for altering the

condition of the two circuits to render them of equal res.stances, and means for

's the difference of resistance between the two circuits, substantially as

set for th:.

419,727. Method of Treating Secondary Plates; Charles Sorley,

New York, N. Y., assignor to The Anglo-American Elec

tric Light Manufacturing Company, of West Virginia.

Application filed Nov. 12, 18S9.

Clain 1. The method of treating storage-battery plates, which consists in

first packing a grid, support or electrode with active material in a dry pulverulent

state and then gradually and slowly immersing said plate in an electrolyte.

419,728. Electrode for Secondary Batteries; Charles Sorley, New

York, N. Y., assignor to the Anglo-American Electric

Light Manufacturing Company, of West Virginia. Ap

plication filed Nov. 12, 1889.

Claim 1. In a storage-battery electrode, an active material consisting of mas

sicot, substantially as described.

419,733. Cut-Out ; Charles B. Story, Brunswick, Me.

ton filed April 9, 1889.

Claim 1. In a cut-out, the combination, with a hollow base provided on its

inner side with contact-arms having stems extended through said base, and to

which the line-wires are connected, of a plug provided with contact-arms on its

periphery to co-operate with the contact-arms on the base and form a sliding con

tact therewith, and a fusible connection between the contact-arms, substantially as

described.

Applica

419,740. Electro-Thermal Current-Regulator; Frank C. Wagner,

Ann Arbor, Mich. Application filed Sept. 28, 1889.

Claim 1. An electro-thermal current-regulator, the combination of a stretched

metal-strip, a support therefor having sensibly the same co-efficient of expansion,

a continuously variable resistance device, and mechanical connection, such that

the transverse movement of the stretched metal strip operates said resistance

device.

419,753. Electric Locomotive; William H. Darling, New York,

N. Y., assignor of two-thirds to Leo Beck, Jr., and

Gardner P. Harrington, both of the same place. Appli

cation filed March 23, 1889.

Claim 1. In an ordinary type of locomotive, the combination of a hollow

saddle A, the electric cylinders, their casing bolted to the lateral extensions of the

hollow saddle, and the pipe or shaft for the circulation of air.

419,771. Overhead Contact and Switch; Robert W. Hawkes

worth, East Orange, N. J. Application filed Oct. 14,

1889.

Claim 1. A trolley for electric railroads, consisting of a double ended arm

carrying contact devices at each end, substantially as described.

419,774. Galvanic Battery; William E. Irish, Cleveland, Ohio,

assignor to the Irish Electric Company, same place.

Application filed July 18, 1889.

Claim 1. In a voltaic-battery cell, a solution for the positive electrode con

sisting of sulphuric acid, mecca-oil, and a sulphate of an alkaline metal, substan

tially as specified.

419,808. Electric Motor; LeRoy S. White, Waterbury, Connecti

cut. Application filed Nov. 13, 1888. -

Claim 1. In a motor, the combination, with a number of field-bobbins and an

armature, of a commutator composed of a multiplicity of separate strips, certain

of said strips being connected together electrically to form sets, each of said sets

being connected electrically with one of the field-bobbins, and a rotary brush pro;

vided with a number of contact-points contacting with the ends of said strips and

adapted to successively bring the sets of commutator-strips into circuit and to

successively energize the field-bobbins, substantially as specified.

419,841. Flectric Railway; Mark W. Dewey, Syracuse, N.Y., as

signor to the Dewey Corporation, same place. Applica

tion filed Nov. 2, 1889.

Claim 1. In an electric railway, a permanently-continuous line-working con

ductor, a vehicle, an electro-motor to propel said vehicle, electrical connections

between said motor and working-conductor, and suitable means to create electri

cal resistance or counter electro-motive force in said conductor between the con

nections.

419,682. Secondary Battery; Jacob F. Hehren, Chicago, Ill.

plication filed M arch 12, 1889.

Claim 1. A perforated plate for electric batteries, having its perforations
flaring in one and the same direction toward one surface of the plate, and pro

vided between perforations on the side toward which they taper with 1 idges or

stops r", substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

419,923. Electrical Conductor; Hiram H. Carpenter, New York,

N. Y. Application filed Dec. 5, 1889.

Claim. The combination of the traction-rail. A with an independent detach

able cover, C, supported by and fastened to said rail, and the electric wires E

within said cover, as and for the purpose intended, substantially as described.

ISSUED JANUARY 28, 1889.

Conduit for Electric Street-Railways; Jese W. Reno,

Boston, Mass. Application filed Sept. 12, 18S9.

Claim 1. In a conduit for electric railways, the clamping-chair, composed of

transverse vertical ribs or braces connected by center and side pieces which are

grooved to form seats for the£ of the girder-rail and conduit-cas ng, and

for the keys or wedges by means of which the parts are connected, substantially as

set forth.

Ap

420, IoI.

420,117. Electric Motor and Regulator Therefor; Elmer A.

Sper y, Chicago, Ill. Application filed Dec. 7, 1888. .

Claim 1. In a motor, a revolving field-magnet the terminals of which are

connected to contacts, in combination with a movable contact operating in con;

junction therewith and a centrifugal device which affects the movement of said

contact-maker, all of which revolves with said field-magnet.

420,138. Regulator for Dynamos; James W. Wood, Brooklyn,

N. Y. Application filed Oct. 12, 18S9.

Claim 1. The combination, with a dynamo-regulator of the class wherein a

shifting mechanism is connected in either direction to a source of power by the

action of an electric-motor device, of a retarding device for resisting undue move

ments of the mechanism connected thereto through the medium of a frictional

connection adapted to slip in the case of a quick and forcible movement.

420,198. Automatic Safety Cut-Off for Electric Circuits; George

M. Guerrant, New York, N. Y., assignor to himself and

H. A. Wise Wood, same place. Application filed Oct.

21, 1889.

Claim 1. The combination, with a dynamo or electric generator and the ex

ternal circuit B, of the shunt-circuit C, electro-magnet D, armature-switch E, and

the branch circuit 5, 6, 7 closed by the armature-switch E, the electro-magnet K in

the branch circuit, a continuously revolving mechanism brought into action by

friction induced by the magnet K, and a switch in the main circuit acted upon by

the revolving mechanism to break the circuit, substantially as set forth.

420,214. Electric Motor; Walter F. Smith, Philadelphia, Pa., as

signor to the United Electric Improvement Company,

Gloucester City, N. J. Application fil d May 24, 1889.

Claim 1. In an electric-current meter, the combination of the registerirg

mechanism, the gas-generating chamber for containing the solution of electrolyte,

the circuit-connections therewith, and an interposed filtering medium through

which the gas generated from the solution by the current passes, substantially as

set forth.

420,234. Plate for Secondary Batteries; George A. Johnson, Bos

ton, Mass. Original application filed Aug. 15, 1888.

Claim 1. The composite plate formed of two plates corrugated horizontally

and placed face to face, withl' convexities and concavities facing each other,

whereby comparatively small rod-like cavities are formed across and within the

body of each composite plate, said plates being perforated with numerous small

holes over each of said cavities and inclosed in said cavities the sensitive prepara

tion necessary to electrical action, said plates being seamed together upon their

sides and bottom, and provided with suitable attachments to the poles '' the bat

tery, substantially as described.

420,396. Electric Transformer; Elihu Thomson, Lynn, Mass.

Application filed Oct. 9, 1889.

Claim. A transformer or reactive coil for circuits carrying alternating or

otherwise varying current, having a core consisting of a laminated structure made

up from sheet-iron plates coated with an electric insulator, and plates of zinc or

other non-magnetic metal interposed at any desired intervals, all being bound

together as a solid core structure, as and for the purpose described.

420,398. Governor for Dynamos or Motors; Addison G. Water

house, Hartford, Conn., assignor by mesi e assignments,

to the Schuyler Electric Company, of Connecticut. Ap

plication filed Sept. 24, 1885.

Claim. The combination, in a dynamo-electric machine, of main and derived

circuit-coils applied to separate legs of the field-magnet and an armature rotating

in the magnetic field in a plane such that a shift of the consequent magnetism by

variations of exciting current will cause the field magnetism to move transversely

to the armature, as and for the purpose described.
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Commenced . l

Location. Operating Company. Operation Le:
Electrically

- |

Adrian, Mich..........|Adrian City Belt Line Electric Ry. Co.........Sept. 1889

Akron, Ohio........... Akron Electric Ry. Co........... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Oct. 13, '88

Albany, N.Y........... Watervliet-Turnpike and Railway Co . . . . . . . . Sept. 25. '89

- " ... ....... Albany Railway Co. -------- - -- -- - - - - -- - - Jan. 1, 1890

Alleghany, Pa.......... Observatory Hill Pass. Ry. Co................ |- - - - - - - - - - - -

Alliance. Ohio......... Alliance St. Ry. Co...................... . . . . . . Mar. 6, 88

Americus, Ga... ... ...|\mericus Street Railway Co................... Jan. 2, 1890

Ansonia, Conn......... Derby St. Ry. Co.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . [.............

Appleton, Wis.-------- Ap. Electric St. Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Aug. 16, '86

Asbury Park, N.J..... Seashore Electric #: Co.--------------------- May 1, '88

Asheville, N.C......... Asheville Street Railway ................ . . . . . . .............

Atlanta, Ga- |Atlanta and Edgewood St. Ry. Co........ ...* Aug. 23, 89

- ...: ;.....Fulton County Street Railway Co.. ..........
Atlantic City, N.J..... |Pennsylvania R. R. Co.........................

Long Island City, L.I.Long Island City and Newtown Elec. Ry. Co

Lowell, Massachusetts. Lowell and Dracut Street Railway............

Los Angeles, Cal....... |Los Angeles Elec. Ry. Co....................+

Louisville, Ky......... Central Pass. R. R. Co... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Lynn, Mass............ Lynn and Boston St. Ry. Co., (Highland line) July 4, 88

“ … “. ............ Lynn and Boston St. Ry. Co., Crescent Beach)

" " ............ Lynn and Boston St. Ry. Co., (Myrtle St. line).

- " ............|Lynn and Boston St Ry. Co., (Nahant line)..... - - - -

- " ............ Belt Line Railwav Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .*

Macon, Ga............. Macon City and Surburban Ry. Co.......... - -

No. of

in Miles M. Cars'

H.P. of H.P. of

Motor Genera

Max.

Grade.

Per Ct. Makers of Cars.
System.

April 1, 89
Attleboro, Mass........A. No. A. & Wrentham Street Railway Co....*

Auburn, N.Y.......... Auburn Electric Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .*

Baltimore, Md......... Balt. Union Pass. Ry. Co..... ----------------. f|.............

Bangor, Me------------ Bangor St. Ry Co................ . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Bay#: Mich........ Bay City R. R. Co.............................

Bay Ridge, Md......... Bay Ridge Electric Railroad....................

Beverly, Mass --------. Beverly and Danvers Street Ry. Co............

Binghamton, N.Y...... Washington St., Asylum and Park R. R.......

Birmingham, Conn ....|Ansonia Birmingham and Derby Elec. Ry. Co. April 30, 88

Boston, Mass.......... West End St. Ry. Co. ------------------------ Jan. 2, '89

- " ---------. West End Street Ry. Co....... - - - - - - - - - - - - - -*

Brockton, Mass...... -- East Side St. Ry. Co.................. . . . . . . . . .

Buffalo, N.Y........... Buffalo Street Railway Co............... . . . . . . .

Canton, Ohio.......... Canton Street Ry. Co........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .* Dec. 15,

Chattanooga, Tenn.---|Chat. Elec. St. Ry. Co.................. . . . . . . .

Chicago, Ill............ Cicero and Proviso St. Ry. ....... - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Cincinnati, Ohio....... Inclined Plane Railroad Co.....................

- " ....... Mt. Adams and Eden Park Inclined Ry. Co.

- “........|Mt. Adams and Eden Park Inclined Ry. Co.

- " ........ Cincinnati Street Railway Co............ . . . . . . -

-- " ........ Colerain Railway Co....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

- " ........ S. Covington and Cincinnati Street Ry. Co...”

- " ........ The Lehigh Ave. Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - -

Cleveland, Ohio.......|East Cleveland Street Railroad Co........... - - - - - - - - -

- " ........ Brooklyn St. Ry. Co........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ay 25, '89

- " ..... ...|sroadway and Newburg R. R..................

- " ........ Collamer Line, East Cleveland, Ohio. . . . . . . . . .

Colorado Springs, Col. El Paso Rapid Transit Company.............*

Columbus, Ohio....... Columbus Consolidated St. Railway Co. . . . . . . Aug. 1887

- "........ Columbus Elec. Ry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Council Bluffs, Ia......|Omaha and Council Bluffs Ry. and Bridge Co.

Dallas, Texas..........|Dallas Rapid Transit Co......................*

Panville, Va.---------- Danville St. C. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Davenport, Iowa.......|Davenport Central Street Railway Co. . . . . . . . Sept. 1, '88

- - " ...... Davenport Electric St. Ry.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...............

Dayton, Ohio.......... White Line St. R. R. Co. ---------------------|- . . . . . . . . . . . . .5

- " ........ Dayton and Soldier's Home Ry. Co...........".............

Decatur, Ill............ Decatur Electric St. Ry. Co... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sept. 1889 |

- "............ Citizens Electric Street Railway........ . . . . . . . |

Denver, Col... ......... University Park Railway and Electric Co.....

- “ ----------- Denver Tramway Co............ - - - - - - - - - - - - --

- " ----------. South Denver Cable Co... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

- - “ ----------. Colfax Ave. Electric Ry........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Des Moines, Iowa..... Des Moines Electric Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Detroit, Michigan..... Detroit Electric Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Oct. 1, '86

- " ...... Highland Park Ry. Co............. . . . . . . . . . . . . Oct. 24, '86 .5

- " ...... Detroit Rouge River and Dearborn St. Ry. Co. ............

- -- ------|East Detroit and Grosse Pointe St. Ry. Co.....May 29, 88 -5

- " ...... Detroit City Railway, Mack Street Line......"............

Dubuque, Iowa......... [Key City Electric Railway Co.................. Jan. 26, 1890

-- " ........ Electric Light and Power Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . |

Easton, Pa., ... -------- Pennsylvania Motor Co...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Jan. 14, 88

Eau Claire, Wis........ Eau Claire Street Railroad Co............W. P. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Elkhart. Ind........... Citizens St. Ry. Co............... . . . . . . .W. P............

Erie, Pa......:::::... . . City Passenger Railway Co...... . . . . . . . . . “................

Fort Gratiot, Mich..... Gratiot Electric Railway Co.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Fort Worth, Texas....|Fort Worth City Ry. Co......................".............

“. . . " " ----|Fort Worth Land and St. Ry. Co.............".............

# Pa........ East Harrisburg Pass. Ry. Co........... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Hartford, Conn.,...... Hartford and Wethersfield Horse Railroad Co. . . . . . . . . . . . .

Huntington, W.Va....Huntington Electric Light St. Ry. Co.......... Dec. 14, '88

Ithaca, N.Y........... Ithaca Street, Railway Co..................... Jan. 2, 88

Jamaica, N.Y.--------Jamaica and Brooklyn R. R. ....... .......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

oliet, ill... .......... Joliet Street Railway Co....................... br. 1890

nsas City, Mo...... Metropolitan St. Ry. Co...................... -

- - " ..... --Vine St. Ry...................................". . . . . . . . . . . . .

- - “....... The North East Street Railway Co.......... *

Kearney, Neb.------...|Kearney Street Railway Co.......... . . . . . . . . .*

Knoxville, Tenn....... Knoxville Street Railroad Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .* -

Lafayette, Ind......... LafayetteStreet Ry. Co.............. . . . . . . . . . . Sept. 19, 88

Laredo, Tex........... |Laredo City Railroad Co. ..................... Dec. 6, 1889

Lexington, Kentucky. Lexington Passenger and Belt Line ..........*...........--
Lima, Ohio............ The Lima St. Railway Motor and Power Co....

|

|

%
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6 Pullman - - - - - - - - - - - National.

9% - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Sprague. -

- - - - - - - - |................... Thomson-Houston.
- - - - - - - - . . . . . . . ............ Thomson-Houston,

- - - - - - - - Stephenson ........ Undergr. Conduit.
% - ................... Thomson-Houston.

- - - - - - - - Pullman ........... Thomson-Houston.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Thomson-Houston.

8 Pullman . . . . . . . . . . Van Depoele.

Brill........ . . . . . . . Daft.

9% .................... Sprague.

3% . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Thomson-Houston.

- - - - - - - |------.............. Thomson-Houston.

* * * * * * * * - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Sprague. -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Thomson-Houston.

|rio'.Ho'.
6% .................... Daft.

-------------------------Thomson-Houston.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ------ Sprague.

- - - - - - - - |... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sprague.

6% . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . "Storage).

- - - - - - - - |- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sprague.

7 Brill. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Thomson-Houston.

6 Brill..... .......... Thomson-Houston.

- - - - - - - - |--------------------Thomson-Houston.

- - - - - - - - Stephenson ........Sprague. - .

- - - - - - - --------------------|Sprague.

- - - - - - - - .............. . . sprague.

8% * - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Sprague.

- - - - - - - - |, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sprague.

- - - - - - - - . . . . . . . . . . . . -->Prague.

5 -------------------- 1)aft.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Thomson-Houston.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - |Thomson-Houston.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Thomson-Houston.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Short Parallel.

- - - - - - - - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Short Parallel.

2%. Stephenson........ Sprague -

- - - - - - - - Stephenson........Thomson-Houston,

--------------------------- Sprague.

- - - - - - - - |-------------... ... Sirague. .

- - - - - - - - ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sprague. -

- - - - - - - - - - - - ... . . . . . . . . . . . . Short Series.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

4 Pullman........... T.-H. & Sprague.

- - - - - - - - Stephenson ........Sprague.

- - - - - - - - |--------------------|| homson-Houston.

- - - - - - - - --------------...--Sprague.
- - - - - - - - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sprague.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - |\ an Depoele.

- - - - - - - - Stephenson ........'
- - - - - - - - Pullman. . . . . . . . . . . National.

- - - - - - - ------------------- -Thomson-Houston.
- - - - - - - - |--------------------|->|rague.

- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - |Thomson-Houston,

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Sprague.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Sprague.

9 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . T. H. & Sprague.

- - - - - - - - --- - - - - - --- - - - - - Van Depoële.
Nil. Pullman........... National.

Nil. Sprague.

Nil. " - - - - - - - - - - - National.

National.

9 --- - - - - -- - - - - - - - Sprague.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Sprague.

12 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . |Daft.

- - - - - - - - - - - - ------ - - Sprague.

6 . . . . . . . . .-----------|National.

- - - - - - - - |--------------------|Sprague.

- - - - - - - - | Van Depoele.

- - - - - - - - Pullman . . . . . . . . . . . National.

7 Pullman........... |National.

5%

* - - - - - - - -

, - - - - - - - - - -- - -- - - - - - - - - - - ~prague.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Thomson-Houston.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Thomson-Houston.

- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - |Thomson-Houston.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Thomson-Houston.

- - - - - - - - |-- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .T. H. & Sprague.
Thomson-Houston.

Sprague.

Sprague.

Sprague.
- - - - - - - - |--------------------Van Depoele.

- - - - - - - - ....................Sprague,

4.8 ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Bentley-Knight
3 Brill............. . |Daft. [Overhead.

- - - - - - - - |----------------.... Thomson-Houston.

4 ------------------- Thomson-Houston.

- - - - - - - ... . . . .......... ... Thomson-Houston.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Thomson-Houston.

- - - -- - - ------------Thomson-Houston

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -# & Sprague.

- - - - - - - - - - -- - - -- Thomson-Houston,

- - - - - - - -

-- - - - - - - -----

8 - -----------------.

- - - - - - - - |Brill.... - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

8%
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ELECTRIC STREET RAILWAYS OF AMERICA.—Continued.

 

-

-

|
|commenced Length No. of H. P. of H. P. of Max.

- - ati | Motor Genera- Per Ct. Makers of Cars. System.Location. Operating Company. E!', in Miles M. Cars : tor. Grade.

-
- -

- - - - -- - - -

- Brill DaftMansfield, Qhio........ Mansfield Elec. St. Ry. Co..................... Nov., $8 4-5. 5 - - - - ::::::::::::::::::: gue.

Marlborough, Mass... Marlborough Street Railroad Co..... ......... June 's: 3 3 15 * * 2:0 | - 8% Stephe ason........£"
Meriden, Conn.--------|Meriden Horse R. R. Co.... ------------------* Nov. 1 5 12 250 *:::::::: Thomson-Houston

Milwaukee, Wis...----|Milwaukee Cable Co.................. ......I.------- - - - - - # : ---- - - - - -". :::::::::::::::: rague.
Milwaukee, Wis....... West Side Railway Co.,.... :---------------- ............. . 1: -: 1.................... Sprague.

Minneapolis, Min.----- Minneapolis Street Railway Company...; "A" ... g.: sco £ - - - - - - - - .. ........... . Sprague.
Moline, Ill............. Moline Street Railway Co................W. P. Oct. 17, '89 3 3 55 Brill ............. Man le.

£% Ala------Capital City. Ry. Co.:------------------------:--------------,%--- s- - - - - - - -20 roo 5-- -s:£.
Muskegon, Mich... ... Muskegon Electric Railway Co..... ----------------------- 4 26 ............................ 1 homson-Houston.

Nashville, Tenn.------|The Gavock and Mt. Vernon Horse Ry-------; ::::::::::: 3 6, .... -------. |-------------------- Thomson-Houston

- " -------- City Electric Railway.------------. . . . . . . . . .--~~~~ 36. -----3 ........ ...... Sprague.
- " ........ South Nashville Street Ry. Co.........--------------------- 5 IO 30 -------- |- ------------------ Sprague.

- " -------- Nashville and Edge Field Street Ry. Co......*::::::::::gs- 5 IO 30 - - ico s Stephenson....... Lat.

Newark, N.J......... Essex Co. Passenger Railway Co..... ........ Sept. 2, 88 4. * : 5 ~ : Sprague.
Newark, Ohio.......... Newark and Granville Street Ry. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . : 2 J ... ... Brill............... Thomson-Houston.

Newburyport, Mass.... Newburyport and Amesbury Horse Ry. Co... Aug. 3 & 34 £ '....::::::::::: Thomson-Houston.
£: 1.---------''': . . . ug. 7, '89 # 10 | | | ... i0 ||.................#:
ewton, ass--------- Newton treet 1. way ------- - - -- |--------... . . . . . .” ------|--|-- ..... --Stephenson........ s -

§: York, N.Y.......!N.Y. and Harlem Fourth Avenue) R. R. co-Feb. 23, 89 18.5 : : . 5 - -s"- *::::Houston
8:A: Mass...£N:k'£: Co--------------------- |............. i. 26 | | | | | | | | - - - - - - - Pullman.......... Thomson-Houston

maha, Neb.------- 111- Olor y: - - -- - - - -- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - . . . . . . so '................ 5tephenson ........ |S ulO - " .....------ Omaha Horse Railroad Co..................... Oct. 9, 89 10. 20 30 - - - - - - - - s"- £Houston

- " .........--Omaha and Council Bluffs Ry, and Bridge co- - - - - ---- 14 # - - - - - ---- - - - - - - - - - ... ..............Sprague.
- “ -------- Omaha and Council Bluffs R. R- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - # 8 - - - is- - - - - 168- - - - - - -6% - |Pullman - - -- | homson-Houston.

Ottawa, Ill.....-------- Ottawa Electric St. Ry. Co-------------------*............. . . . ...........'............ ------- | Thomson-Houston.

Ottumwa, Iowa------- - Ottumwa Street Railwa - Co-- - - - -...~. 5 4. :::::::::::::::::: ------------------- - Thomson-Houston.

Passaic, N.J.----------|Passaic Street Railway Co.------------------- |------------- 3 # - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ........ - - - - - - - - --- - | Thomson-Houstou.

Peoria, Ill.------------- Central Railway. Co..... ----------------------- -- -- - - - : 15 20 & 30........ 5 -...............- storage.
Philadelphia, Pa....... Lehigh Ave. Railway Co..........................-------------- 6 -------- so I -...'... ---- --Prague.

Piqua, Ohio. ----------- Piqua Electric Railway Co............. . . . . . . . . .............. - * i. :.. ................ |- - - ---------------- 1 houson-Houston.

Pittsburgh, Pa......... Second Avenue Passenger Railway Co....... ------------ . ~ - 2% 15% |Brill-- Daft.

- " -------- Pittsburgh, Knoxville and St. Clair St. Ry................. 2.25 5 s". O Stephenson........ Dalt.
- " ........ Suburban Rapid Transit Railway Co........... ------------- #3 3 15 5 9 ephenson- Sprague.

- " ....... Federal St. and Pleasant Valley Ry. Co., --~~~~ 8% 31 45 --------|-- ........... Short Parallel.

- " -------- Pittsburgh Traction Company................"-----------. 2 -> £ 70 ................ Sprague.
Portland, Ore...-------|Willamette Bridge Railway Co................. |-,------ :---- 1% 5 3. : ... ::::::::::::::: Sprague.

- "...------- Metropolitan Ry. Co..........---------------* Jan. 1, '90. 3. 13 *: 7 - - ... [.................... Sprague.

- “----------W'£Ry. i - gi - t ic Ry co -- - -.............. # : 3 ........ I Thomson-Houston.
- "---------- Woodstock and averly ectr | *-O - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -... " - ... " - - - - - - - - - -- - - --- -... - -IVan De oele.

Port Huron, Mich.---- Port Huron Electric Ry.------- - - - - -- - Oct. 17, #. 2.5 4 10 *...'s 40 - s"s".£
Plattsmouth, Neb...... Plattsmouth Electric Railroad................. Sept. 14, 2. 2 3 - ---------- Bri................ 1 homson-Houston.

£: "' . ." . . . . . . ' Thomson-Houston.uincy, Mass....-----. uincy & Boston ree - ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' || J.... . . . .es Stephenson ...... Sprague.

eading, Pa. ----------£ Reading. Ry. Co........------------------ . Nov. 27, '88 1.33 5 15 66 8 s"-- - - - - *::::Houston.
Red Bank, N.J........ Red Bank and Sea Bright Railway Co ......."------------- 5 | # so 200 7. Thomson-Houston.

Revere,£- - - -- - -££c,- - - - - - -- - -- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - : 3 6 J. -------------Brill--------------- | Thomson-Houston,

Richmon , 11101--------- |-111110- t. Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . ... --------------| ||--------* * - . . . . . . ill--------------- ---

Richmond, Va......... The Richmond Union Pass. Railway Co....... Feb. 1, '88 13.5 42 # : :£ - - - - -- - *::::Houston.
Rochester, N.Y.:-----|Rochester Elec. R. Co.... ------------------ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 7 9 3. . - - - - - - - - --- - - - - - - - Storage Battery.
Sacramento, California Central Street Railway Company ... .......... ................ ; : " :::::::::::::::::::::::::: Thomson-Houston.

Saginaw, Michigan.... Saginaw Union Street Railway Co............" ........ ... 20. 25 2s. too Nil. ... .........- National.

Saginaw, Michigan----|-agmaw Union Railway. . . . . . . . . . . . . ----------- 17.5 *: o 3 ...................... Sprague & T.-H.

Salem, Mass----------- Naumkeag. Street Ry. Co---------- --------…………. 3. ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -------------------- Sprague.

Salem, Ohio ---------.£££way Company......... . . . . . .--~~ : : - - - - is ::::::::::::::::::::::: Sprague.

Salem. One....... ------ Capital City y….;----, ---------------------|-----------
- - - - - - - - ……..Stephenson........ Suraxue.

Salt Lake City, Utah. s' Lake£ Railroad Co.-------- ----------, ------------- 6% 35 15 s 3 *:::- - - - - - s"----£h ---

San Jose.--------------- San Jose and Santa. Clara R. R. Co........i - -- - - - - - - - | lo 5 :::::::::::::: T £ -

Saratoga, N.Y.........|saratoga Electric Railway Co... ............"------------- 2 # is iod 11 Pullman...........£ uston

Sault Ste Marie, Mich--.S. Marie St. Ry. Co------------------------------------- 3 2O Is s' | --Brill --------------- Sprague.

Scranton, Pa. ---------- The People's Street. Ry........................ ------------- 15 's & 3. 2so 9% Biii. Pullman..... Thomson-Houston.

- “ ---------- Scranton Suburban Ry. Co........... . . . . . . . . . - - 5 10 15 3 Erill'- - - - - --- - - - -- Thomson-Houston.

- “ ---------- Nayang Cross-Town Ry - - - -- - - ---- - - - - - -- - .. isss 1.25 3 |- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - io ................... Thomson-Houston.

- " ...--------#' -g - -- -- - - - - - - - Nov. 1 : * 30 - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- Thomson-Houston.

- " ---------- Hillside Coal Co., (Mining). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . | 20 & 2.0 s Pullman ........... homson-Houston.

Seattle, Washington.-->eattle. Elec. Ry. and Power Co..............s \pril 7, 1889: 6 13 * & 3 240 : £ - - - - - -- s:
- - ---|Green Lake Electric Railway.... . . . . . --------- ------------- 4% • 30 -------- - Thomson-Houston.

- "....... West street and North: Railway company.............. : . . . . . ----|Sprague.
Sherman, Texas.------ College Park Electric Belt Line...............------------ 4 - - - - - - - - - s" ...:” …. : - - --- - -- --

Sioux City, Ia.-------- Sioux City Street Railway…... --------------------- 14 15 15 .." - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -------------------- Sprague.

Sioux Falls, S.D. ..... South Dakota Rapid Transit Railway Co.. ..."............. 4% 3 * | *.g”; : Thomson-Houston.

Southington,£W:£ and£e Ry Co.---------:------------ # # 20 * | * ::::::::::::::::::: |Thomson-Houston.

ane Falls, Wash--|Ross Park Street Railway . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .................... ". -

£, Ont----1. Catharine's, Merritton & Thorold St. Ry.Co. Oct. 1887 8 12 15 1.O.O. 7% ................:*
Sterling. ' - ohio.....'£ -C - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - ---- : 5 # # ........................... |Sprague.
Steubenville, 10. ---- Steubenville, Elec. Ry Co......-----------------...-:::::: 6 is & 'C' os. ......... Sprague.

Stillwater, Minn.------|Stillwater Electric Railway Co................. June 28, '89 5 6 15 § 3C 22s : Home Built--------:
St. Joseph, Mo. -------- St. Jos. Union l'ass. Ry. Co.-------------------------------. 10 * 5 R 30 : - - - - - - -- Sprague.

- " " ........ Wyatt Park Railway Co................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 18 15 S& 30 3 *... .... .... Sprague.

* - - “ -------- Peoples Railroad Ço- - - - - - - --- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 10. 18 15 30|--|--|--|--|-- ... ::::::::::: rague.

St. Louis, Mo..........££d Co..... - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - : : 30 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . .................... homson-Houston.

- - ... ---------|St. Louis Bridge Co.--------------------------|-------------| 2 || 4 |..........-------"............... .....Short Series.

- - " ......... South Broadway Line . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -* Nov. 1, 1888 3 13 20 150 * :::::::::::::::::£".
- - " --------. Union Depot Ry. Co......... ................" . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 30 -|-- .......... ... ... [Thomson-Houston.

- - " ... ----- St. Louis Ry. Co.......................…, - . . . . 3 # | | |:::::::::: Thomson-Houston.

St. Paul, Minn........ St. Paul City. Ry. Co. -------------------------' ..... ----- 51 #
- - " --------- St. Paul and Minn. Ry. Co..................... Dec. 23. 1:9 20 2O 20 & 3. so io Brill Thomson-Houston.

Syracuse, N.Y.-------. Third Ward Railway Co......----------------- Nov. 29, 88 4. 8 20 & 3c. 1 13% -------------------- |Sprague.
Tacoma, Wash........Pacific Ave. Street Railway Co.- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - o 8 30 - - - - - - - - * ::::::::::::::: Sprague.

- “ --------|Tacoma Ave. Street Railroad Co............... . . . . . . . .so 2 8 * :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: Thomson-Houston.
Toledo, Ohio..... . . . . . . Toledo Elec. Ry. Co...... ---------------------- July 20, £9 2 2. ........ ................... Thomson-Houston.

Topeka, Kan.......... Topeka Rapid Transit Co... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .* Apr. 25, 89. 7 30 --------|--|--|--|-- ... ... Thomson-Houston.

Toronto, Ont.......... Metropolitan Street Railway Co.,..., , ... ." ........... 13 2 in .....' .................... Sprague.

Troy, N.Y. . . . . . . . . . . . . Troy and Lansingburg Street Railroad Co..... sept. 29, 89 7% 12 * : ::::::::::::::::::: Thomson-Houston.

Victoria, B.C.. . . . National Electric Lighting and 1 ramway Co . . . . . . . . . . . . 4. 4 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Brill............... Thomson-Houston.

Washington, D.C. . . . . Eckington and Soldiers' Home Elec Ry. Co. Oct. 17, 88 2.7 10 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -------------------- Thomson-Houston.

- "... ... Georgetown and Tenalley Street Railway Co." . . . . . . . 6 6 . . . . . . . . . . . . .---------- ... Sprague.
W:#''. W. B.£ £: R------ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - *::: #. i. : 30 - - - - - - - - - - - - - £-Houston.
W eelin - - a------ Wheeling ai- Jo - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1. 27, - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - |Brill ...... -H ton.

W'k's - - - - - - - - - ''' and suburban Ry. Co............... Nov. 13, 88 9 6 15 80 3. Brin ... £ --

- " ...-------. Wichita Suburban . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :------------- 7.5 7 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- Stephenson........ Spragu -

Wilkesbarre, Pa....... Wilkesbarre and Suburban Street Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . 4. 6 15 - - - - - - - - - - Stephens ........ Sprague.

- “....... Wilkesbarre and West£'' - - - - -* ----- ------ #. : : ------------£::::::::::::::: Sprague.

ilmington, Del....... ilmington City Ry. Co., Riverview Line ................. I - --------------------
Wilm - g " ------ W - g - y - Eighth St. Line..... Mar. 2, 88 1.3-5 5 30 125 8 "- #ose.

indsor, Ont.......... Windsor Elec. St. Ry. Co................................. - 2 2 . . . . . . . . ----------------------------

#: O.......* Youngstown Elec. Ry. Co.... - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 5 6 30 - - - - - - - --------------- Sprague.

-
- - - - --

- - * r T- - 1 -
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No. 16.APRIL, I 890.

IVe have to inform our aa’z/ertz'sz'ng patrons and our read

ers generally tlzat Mr. A. j. Stat! 13' no longer ronnected wit/z

ELECTRIC POWER in any capacity. He is not aut/mrz'zea' to

make contracts nor to collect money in our name. Our rep

resentative in the advertisirzg department is Mr. C. G. Fer

guson, for wlzom we bespea/e t/zefawraéle attention of all to

ii:/mm /ze may apply.

THE INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION.

 

NE of the articles of the International Convention for

the Protection of Industrial Property, signed at

Paris, in 1883, by a union of contracting States to which the

United States Government has since attached itself, makes
provision as follows : I

The present convention shall be submitted to periodical

revisions, with a view. to introducing improvements, calcu

lated to perfect the system of the Union.

To this end conferences shall be successively held in one

of the contracting States by delegates of the said States.

In accordance with this provision various meetings have

been held at which, however, the United States Govern

ment has never been represented except by the American

Minister ex-ofiieio. It is gratifying to be able to report that

at the coming meeting of the Union in Madrid, we shall

have a representative who is familiar with patent law and

who goes with the express purpose of securing, if possible,

such a modification of the articles of agreement as will put

applicants for patents and patentees in this country on an

equal footing with those of other countries. There was a

provision in the original Convention which was intended to

accomplish that end. It was expressed in Article IV., in

the following language:

Any person who has duly lodged an application for a

patent, an industrial design or model, or trade or commer

cial mark in one of the contracting States, shall enjoy, for

lodging the application in the other States, and reserving

the rights of third parties, a right of priority during the

terms hereinafter stated.

Consequently, a subsequent application in any of the

other States of the Union before the expiration of these pe

riods shall not be invalidated through any acts accomplished

in the interval, either, for instance, by another application,

by publication of the invention, or by the working of it by

third party, by the sale of copies of the design or model, or

by the use of the mark.

The above mentioned terms of priority shall be six months

for patents, and three months for industrial designs and

models, and for trade and commercial marks. The terms

will be increased by a month for countries beyond the sea.

Ifit were not for Section 4,887 of the Revised Statutes,

the above provision would be all that was necessary to

enable American applicants and patentees to enjoy the same

immunity from pirating which the above article confers upon

the other contracting parties, and at the same time to partake

of the other privileges enjoyed under the laws of their

respective countries by those who obtain patents in the other

States. But for that Section inventors here would be safe

by simply taking care to file all their applications for patents

in this and other countries within six months of one another,

or, in the case of applications across sea, within seven months

of one another. Sections 4,887 provides, however, that the

term of an United States patent shall be limited by that ofa

prior foreign patent and that, in case of more than one prior

foreign patent, the domestic patent shall expire with the

foreign patent having the shortest term. As patents in

most foreign countries both have terms shorter than 17

years and take date from the filing of the applications,

while in this country the date is the time of actual issue, it

is obviously important not to file foreign applications in ad

vance of the issue here; and it remains equally important

under the Convention.

On the other hand, the instances in which an American

application passes through the Patent Ofiice and is ready

for issue within six or seven months are comparatively few.

Thus, it is impossible, in most cases, to take advantage of

the seven months limit without sacrificing from three years

upward in the natural term of one’s American patent. In

other words, we are no better and no worse off by reason

of the International Convention. As it stands, it is of no

practical use or effect so far as our inventors are concerned.

In an interview had before sailing Mr. F. A. Seely, our

above mentioned representative to the Madrid convention,

expressed himself as fully aware of the defects of the articles

of agreement and as determined to propose a modification,

whereby the six or seven months limit should begin to date

from the time of the issue of the patent, instead of the time

of application. This would enable patentees in this country

to secure their rights abroad without coming under the

restrictions of the invidious Section of the Statutes. We

sincerely hope Mr. Seely will be able to secure the adoption

of his way out of the difficulty. It is the best remedy

under existing conditions at home. A still better way

would be the repeal by Congress of the wholly senseless

and unjustifiable statute from which the difficulty arises.

SYNDICATES AND THE ELECTRIC RAILWAY

THERE is one striking feature in the development of the

electric railway which deserves very careful attention.

This is the purchase of numerous street railway companies

by syndicates of capitalists, who have expressed their inten

tion of abolishing horse and other motive power and sub

stituting electricity. In almost every issue of the daily
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papers we read of some street railroad passing into the con

trol of a syndicate, and next we read that the road will be

converted into an electric road at the earliest opportunity.

Then, too, we find that wealthy men are purchasing these

roads for their own benefit, the same result following in

each case. Not long ago it was announced that Mr. H.

Sellers McKee, of Pittsburgh, Pa., had become the sole

owner of a large number of street railroads, including the

Birmingham system of Pittsburgh, the street railways of

Rochester, N. Y., the Rochester and Brighton Beach Rail

way, the Buffalo street roads, the system of roads in New

ark, N. ]-, and the Syracuse roads. All of these roads Mr.

McKee intends to equip with the electric system. The

syndicates which have acquired control of the street rail

ways in St. Paul and Minneapolis, and in St. Louis, have

already made contracts with the Electric Railway Construc

tion companies, and several Southern cities are about to fall

into the hands of outside capitalists. Now what does all

this mean? Why is it that capital is seeking this sort of

investment? The answer is not hard to find. It is seen

that wherever the electric railway is in operation, the patrons

of the road are pleased, riding in the cars becomes a pleas

ure, property along the line advances in value, building_

operations are increased, and while the public is better

accommodated and better pleased, the profits on the invest

ment increase and greater dividends are declared. Here is

a system of traction which is also an attraction. The double

object is accomplished of increasing profits and at the same

time giving increased satisfaction to the patrons. Every

body recognizes the nuisances inherent in horse cars ; the

cable has its impassible limitation, steam locomotives on the

crowded city streets are out of the question, but electricity

comes to our aid to solve all difficulties and resolve all

doubts. Capital seeks investment where it can find the

quickest and surest returns. Electric railways will afford

this satisfaction, and hence we see money flowing into this

channel.

Is there not in these circumstances a lesson to be learned

by the many street railway companies which have not yet

been swallowed up? Assuredly there is, and it is this: In

stead of selling their property to some capitalist or company

of capitalists, let the directors themselves introduce electric

power as a substitute for horses or the cable. Thereby they

will please the public by giving a better service, boom the

real estate interests in their neighborhood, and put increased

profits into their own pockets. The scare about the “death

dealing wires” is dying out even in New York, where it

originated, and this bug-a-boo no longer frightens thinking

people, even though an eminent physician in the city of

Newark, N. _]., did say that in case an electric railroad were

put in the streets there he would be in danger of his life

when he drove out in his carriage to make his daily round

of professional calls.

STORAGE BATTERY LITIGATION.

FIRST, the Faure patent is sustained on a secondary bat

tery plate having the active material applied in the

from ofa paint, paste, or cement, and now, the same court

upholds Brush’s claim to a plate to which the “absorptive

or active" material is applied by any mechanical means

whatsoever. In both cases, the _Iulien Electric Company is

the defendant and after each defeat, the vanquished party

comes up smiling. In the first instance, the _]ulien repre

sentatives claimed that they did not apply the active mate

rial, or need not, in the form prohibited. After some diffi

culty, this claim, so far as relates to the matter of necessity,

appears to have been made good. At all events, the Fourth

avenue electric cars (_]ulien) are running without interfer

ence from the owners of the Faure patent. Since the second

decision, the _]ulien Company appears to be particularly

pleased, claiming to have captured the guns with which its

defeat was accomplished. It is characteristic of patent suits

that the vanquished party comes out happier than the victor,

but this perennial liveliness of the _]ulien Electric Company

is beyond the ordinary. Nevertheless, we hope the electric

cars will continue to run on Fourth avenue, whatever else

happens. An arrangement with the Brush Company to

permit of that would give us great satisfaction. So far as

can be learned, the facts are that the julien Company have

secured an option on the Brush storage battery patents and

will close it if they can. '

Judge Coxe's decision in this suit is refreshingly liberal in

favor of the patents. One point passed upon is of interest

to patentees in general. The defence alleged abandonment

on the part of Brush, because he took out before the date of

his broad patents several patents in which the main features

of his broad invention were shown and described, but not

claimed. The court held (contrary to the recent authority

of the Patent Office) that such a state of facts was not suffi

cient to establish abandonment, as it appeared that the pro

secution of the broad applications was delayed by interfer

ences and was as diligent as the circumstances would allow.

That this is in the line of equity, no one can deny. Those

who have had experience in trying to keep in hand a

large number of dove-tailing applications without allowing

one to leave the office that discloses anything claimed in

a tied-up application or not claimed at all, will say that it

is in the line ofcommon sense, as well.

ELECTRICITY IN MINING.

WE devote considerable space in the present issue to

the description and illustration of some new appli

cations of electric power to mining operations. Here is a

very extensive field which is capable of immense develop

ment. Electricity was used as a motive power in mines as

far back as 1834, but it is only within a year or two past

that a real and practical application of it has been made

with economical advantages. The constant studies of min

ing engineers, and the intelligent co-operation of mechani

cians and electricians, have resulted in the construction of

many and various motors and engines to be operated in the

bowels of the earth with both safety and economy. VI/ith

mines brilliantly lighted by the incandescent lamp, the

dangers from firedamp and explosive gases are minimized,

if not absolutely negatived, and electric haulage will un

doubtedly take the place of animal power with the double
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advantage of releasing horses and mules from their under

ground dungeons, and giving a better and cheaper service.

One immediate result of a wide adoption of electric power

in mining operations will be so to cheapen the cost of pro

duction that mines which are at present unprofitable can be

advantageously worked, and those which now yield a profit

will give greater dividends to owners and stockholders.

This will operate, too, in favor of the workingman, and his

wages can be increased as the income from the mine is in

creased. The lot of the miner is a hard one at the best,

but it can be considerably lightened and made more endur

able by the adoption of electricity in its various applications

for lighting and power. The best mining engineers are

fast coming to this opinion, and present indications point to

a development of electricity in mining operations as im

portant and various as may be seen above ground. We

commend to the special notice of mine operators the article

on new mining applications in the present number, and the

paper of Mr. Vaughan Hughes, read before the Colliery

Managers Association, North Wales.

A QUESTION OF CURRENT.

THE extension of the use of electricity for power pur

poses is almost entirely dependent upon the proper

distribution of current. The development of the electric

lighting business is subject to so many conditions that it is

difiicult to determine the most promising field for the intro

duction of motors. There are many villages of 5,000 inhab

itants or even less so well supplied with incandescent lighting

facilities, that any resident can indulge in electric illumination.

On the other hand in nearly all of our important cities, but

a limited portion of the inhabitants or none at all can secure

the delivery of an electric current for any purpose. This is

a great drawback to the electric motor service as it may

readily be seen that where there may be a large demand for

motors, it is impossible to obtain a suitable current; while on
the other hand, the electricity may be available whereino

motors are needed. It is well understood that the lack of

electrical development in many of our cities is due to the

antagonism aroused by the press against overhead wires,

and is merely temporary, but nevertheless annoying. Gas

and steam have both passed through the same ordeal of

antagonism. The indications are that this opposition is

dying out, and that it would disappear entirely, were it

not kept alive by the persistent agitation of rival com

panies as to the merits of their respective systems. With the

final exit of these unjust accusations, electricity will soon

assume its deserved place as the most reliable, effective and

economical agency for the distribution of power and light,

with a strong probability of its early adoption for the

transmission of heat.

THE utilization of the privileges of the old Morris canal

for the ample supply of pure water to various cities in New

jersey has been talked of for many years. A contract has

recently been made by which the city of Newark is to be

supplied from this source, but the uses to which it will be ap

plied are likely to be much more extensive than were

originally intended. Mayor Haynes has suggested that _by

reason of the quantity and pressure of the water available,

it will be both possible and economical to use it for driving

all the dynamos necessary for lighting the city with elec

tricity. There are few, if any cities in the country where

the industrial advantages of electricity for power distribution

would be as thoroughly appreciated as in Newark, and it

appears very probable that if the proposed plans are even

tually realized an opportunity will be afiorded to fully

demonstrate the practical advantages of a general system of

electrical distribution. It will demonstrate the wisdom of

providing wherever possible, not only for the ordinary

demands of cities as now understood, but the use of water

for generating electricityas well.

THE Court of Appeals has decided that Kemmler the

Bufialo wife murderer must be executed by the application

of the electric current, a form ofpunishment which the judge

considers as unusual, although not cruel. As this question

is now settled by the highest tribunal of the State, the

parties who have been most deeply interested in its discus

sion, can devote their attention to taking care of the great

volume of business which has been forced upon them by a

very generous amount of free advertising, the time for which

has probably not yet expired. When Bourke Cochran un

dertook the Kemmler case without a fee, and the Medico

Legal Society through its representative demonstrated the

deadly character of the alternating current, giving credit for

it to the Westinghouse rather than the Siemens machine

which was really used, there was a general business boom

all round. The real victims are the proprietors of the daily

papers, and yet the space which has been devoted to this

subject might not have brought them equal revenue if

devoted to other purposes.

SOME of the United States Senators oppose the extension

of further privileges to an electric railway in the District of

Columbia on the ground that it is merely a factor in a real

estate speculation. Well, what of it? Isn’t it the business

of Congress to legislate for the general welfare? And hasn’t

this been interpreted to mean that all should be taxed for the

development of some particular industry? Then why

shouldn’t the electrical industry be permitted to profit even

to the small extent of five cents per head from the occasional

stranger who wishes to visit the Soldiers’ Home and inciden

tally “booms” the land by the insidious influence of the

unearned increment ?

IT would seem that literary irony is of the non-magnetic

sort, or else that the particular specimen which we presented

to our readers last month contained just enough of the man

ganese of apparent sincerity to destroy its natural magnetic

properties. Otherwise, a needle test of our editorial on

“The Overhead Trolley " would have resulted in a very

wide deflection. We beg to assure those of our readers

who have been deceived by the article in question that we

didn’t mean it. Not only do we have no faith in the claims

of the Sherman Electric Power Company but,——must we say

it ?—-the paper was written for no other purpose than to ex

press our lack of faith and put those interested on their guard.
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THE SOCIAL SIDE OF THE ELECTRIC RAILWAY-*

BY T. C. MARTIN.

A month or two ago we had the pleasure of listening in

this hall to a most interesting paper by Mr. 5. Dana Greene

on the development of electric traction. I had previously

promised the secretary of the Society a paper on the same

subject, but I felt it would be useless for me to traverse the

same ground again. Mr. Greene spoke with authority, and

not as one of the news paper scribes; and I was glad to

learn frcm him and accept most of his conclusions. I

recognize the fact, however, that he dealt with the topic

mainly on its technical side, as a specialist of experience,

and that there was still a very important branch of the sub

ject on which a few helpful words might be said—namely,

the relation of the electric railway to the public and to social

conditions generally.

Few of us stop to think of the enormous diffierence that

facilities for travel make in our lives. I do not refer to the

opportunities and appliances for long journeys, but to the

simple everyday transportation that we calmly accept as a

prime condition of existence. It is probably safe to say

that everyone of us came here to-night, and will go home,

without depending on our legs to make‘ the trip. But this

is altogether modern, and to the generation immediately

preceding ours would have seemed as unlikely as that, from

total lack of exercise our legs should become atrophied and

own no function of pedestrianism. Yet now that we have

enjoyed the advantages that the means of artificial locomo

tion already familiar give us, we want more. The Harlemite

does not consider it rapid transit unless he goes from City

Hall Square to the rocks and goats above Mount Morris

Park in an hour and a half, and his discontent with the

steam railway on stilts becomes daily diviner and deeper.

The citizen of Brooklyn is not satisfied to be reduced to a

despairing calculation as to whether he is after all better oil"

by being jammed and gouged on the bridge than by

balancing on one trodden toe upon the old ferry boats, be

fore he can reach his little vineclad, mortgaged home at the

back of the East end. And as for jerseyman, it is needless

to say that of all the ills of his wearisome daily travel, he is

able to commute only one. Still, we are infinitely better off

in choice oflocation for our homes than were the people of

Manhattan before us, who knew not the elevated railroad,

and never gladdened their eyes with the majestic spectacle of

the platform of Brooklyn Bridge at a quarter to six on a wet

March night, with the cable broken down. If you will

take the trouble to invite the candid opinion of the “oldest

inhabitant” as to the vanished Broadway stages, the early

street cars, and the ancient ferries. you will learn that we

have scored a distinct advance. That is why we all want

something better.

This is a barbarous age we live in, but we have a fore

taste of the civilization that awaits our descendants. I/Ve

are beginning to learn the luxury is a relative term. A

hundred or even fifty years ago there was no such thing as

luxurious travel. Washington came to New York to be

installed as president, in a manner that a fastidious drummer

might now despise. De Quincey was willing to give five

years of his life for an outside place on a stage coach that

carried down from London through the English counties

the news of a great event. We save our five years and our

health, and get all this thrill we want, by blocking up the

sidewalk on Park Row, and reading the newspaper bulletins

as they cover one another on the boards like successive

waves of emotion, rolling in from the unseen but tangible,

throbbing distance. We know what the past was. The

blizzard of two years ago brought us down to the normal

* A paper read before the New York Electrical Society, March izth, 1890.

average conditions of semi-savagery in locomotion as it

prevailed prior to the introduction of the steam road, condi

tions that need all the glamor of the romancist to be made

even tolerable as a picture to the New Yorker who boards

the Pullman special for the South, and has had his pleasure

in Florida, and returned, before the storm that was in pro

gress when he left has gone Eastward to discover Europe.

What steam has been to long distance travel in replacing

the stage coach and the sail, electricity is in turn to urban

travel in replacing the horse car and the cable road. Later

in this paper I will indicate the manner in which electricity

may sooner or later realize the best and brightest promises

made on behalf of the transcontinental steam railroad, but

our first thought is as to electrical travel within towns and

cities, and the manner in which it aliccts social relations, by

modifying as with the harlequin wand of transformation all

the conditions to which we have heretofore been subjected.

In speaking of this great advance of electricity as applied

to the comfort and convenience of man, I do not wish to be

understood as praising a perfect thing. We are in the early

stages of practical electric locomotion. The pioneer work

has been done by young men, still among us, much too near

their salad days to fall into the reminiscent vein, 'It is

barely three years ago that I had myself the honor of bring

ing before the American Institute of Electrical Engineers the

first statistics published on _ American electrical railways.

when I seized with brazen audacity upon every bit of a

track that could possibly bear inclusion as a road. Iwould

be understood ratheras appearing in advocacy ofan improve

ment, in many respects crude, but which is not yet appreciated

even as it stands. We of the electrical industry have a

great duty in this respect, of preaching the advantages of

electric locomotion, in season and out of season; and by our

persistency we can help the art along. The phrase that

good wine needs no bush was not coined by an American

advertiser, and the idea that electricity will make its own

way is not justified by the history of any great invention that

has yet subserved the needs of mankind. Electric locomo

tion is, however. ready for adoption at an opportune moment.

It offers itself at a time when every thing else that has been

tried for urban travel has revealed objections and disad

vantages the more keenly realized because of our higher

conceptions of what such travel may be. It is a singular

principle that as a system or device reaches perfection some

thing comes forward to supersede it. The horse coach was

at its height of speed and comfort when the steam engine

challenged it. The white-sailed China clipper was never

swifter than when it lowered its flag to the conquering steam

ship. And so to-day, the horse, the cable and the steam

locomotive have shown the utmost that they can do, just as

the electric motor rolls to the front and takes the stage, as

the means best suited to the peculiar requirements of

passenger traffic in modern towns and cities. I do not say

that it will banish these competitors from the scene, but I do

maintain that its superiority will quickly gain it the decided

preference. I am always suspicious of an invention or iin

provement that is going to knock out every thing else, like

a charge of dynamite. History is against any such phe

nomenon. What we do see is a limitation of the antecedent

methods and appliances to the sphere within which they are

must useful and economical. The old is restricted to its

proper place and function as by a ring of fire; the new goes

on making its own kingdom until at last its boundaries of

achievement are also determined. Thus, as Tennyson puts

it, “God fulfils himself in many ways, lest one good

custom should corrupt the world.”

The first of the social considerations to which I would

direct notice, is the effect on the public of the adoption of

electricity as a motive power for street railways. The strug
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gle for supremacy in urban passenger work has already

narrowed down strictly to the horse, the cable, and the

electric motor. As everybody knows, steam motors are

completely out of favor for use within city limits. Their

glorious record of half a century in long distance travel does

not deceive anyone dwelling in a city as to the insuperable

defects and nuisances of noise, smell, smoke, dust, steam

escape, oil drippings, etc., which may more readily be tole

rated, remotely, in the open country. Perhaps I am wrong,

but I believe we shall not see any more steam roads in New

York, and that, imposing as are the statistics of the Man

hattan elevated system to-day, they will be eclipsed in a

very few years by those of the newer form of electric loco

motion. And may not the same be said as to the horse?

There are now close upon 15,000 horses engaged in hauling

street cars around this city. It is high time that every one

of these was dispensed with, as well for its own sake as for

that of the city, whose air it assists in polluting and whose

population it aids in driving into exile. Allowing an aver

age space of 40 square feet to each horse, or a stall 9 feet

by 4% feet, we find that in stall space alone those 15,000

horses occupy 600,000 square teet of floor in their stables.

These horses are required to operate some 2,400 cars--an

average of about 7 to the car if every car were in commission

at once, which is not at all the case. But even if nearly all

the cars were wanted, an average of 10 horse-power each

would be ample in the central station of an electrical plant,

bring us to a liberal allowance of 25,000 horse-power. But

here comes in the remarkable though not unfamiliar fact,

that a steam plant will go into much less space than an ani

mal-power plant of equal capacity. Mr. C. ] Field, who

is known to many of you as a constructing and mechanical

engineer, informs me that his recent practice shows that a

generating electrical plant for 20,000 horse-power, to oper

ate all the street cars of this city, could easily be placed in

a building 100 by 150. The engines and the dynamos would

be placed on the first floor, and the boilers on the second

floor. The generators in such a plant would be multipolar,

500 horse-power each, directly connected to the engines,

and each engine would be of a vertical triple expansion type,

of 500 horse-power each. This gives only 1% square feet

to the horse-power, and we may offset the space for feed,

etc., by that for coal, etc. I have tested these figures by

those of recent electric light stations in actual operation, and

they are found to be very fair and reasonable. It might be

objected that all the power would not be bunched in this

way; but even with half-a-dozen generating stations of 2,000

horse-power, there would only be an increase in space re

quired of about ten per cent. From this remarkable but

strictly proper comparison, we can form an idea as to the

economy of real estate, bearing in mind also the fact that

horse car stables are generally wooden or brick sheds, only

one or two stories in height, while an electrical plant may

be run up as high as an apartment house or an office build

ing, just as ornate without, just as clean within.

Hence there can be no mistake in the statement that

electricity is a direct boon to the urban population that

clings to the city, loves the city life. and that if crowded out

from it into the country suffers all the pangs of banishment.

Indirectly, too, it is a further boon, because with horses :1

great portion of the district surrounding the car stables is

also spoiled for human habitation. The w'h0le region within

what I would define as “the area of smell” is unsavory

and unhealthy the year through, and the consequence is,

that while the taxing and renting value of it is lessened, the

death rate is run up. “ Do not insult a respectable animal

who has come from the country to do his share of the work

of the world,” says one authority, “and has brought with

him the memory of the sweet hills and skies, at least, by

immuring him in one of those cramped, rickety, rotten,

slovenly, damp dungeons, where a dumb beast would lose

his self-respect and his courage, beneath an oppressive

weight of miasma, and hideous, gloomy, nasty confusion.”

And so say all of us, and all of us are glad to note a vast

improvement in this respect. The stables are better venti

lated now, as a rule, but the trouble is just there. If they

were not so well ventilated the neighborhood would be

sweeter, and would be fitter for human beings to live in.

The poor die quicker, that the horses may suffer longer.

An objection I may anticipate is that. after all, such large

generating plants would not be desirable with their huge

smoke stacks, their discharge of gases, etc., upon the atmos

phere, their receipt of coal and their removal of ashes. I

would reply that it is by no means necessary for the plants

to be, as the stables must be, right upon the main lines of

travel. They would, by decided preference, be located near

the water's edge, out of the way. Moreover, the stacks

would be, as they are to-day in large electric light plants,

high enough to carry off all smoke or smell far beyond per

ception. Perhaps the familiar smoke stack is not an aes

thetic object, but it can be made so. There are steeples in

this town that, on the score of their beauty, are not fit to

compare with smoke stacks near them.

Much that I have said under this head with respect to

electricity applies to the cable. That system has been an

immense advance in street car travel, and is destined to

many years of usefulness yet. It is worthy of much praise,

but it will not hold its own with electricity, simply because

it is deficient in some things that electricity possesses

to a pre-eminent degree. It has been a forerunner for

electricity. It is not only enormously costly in its first in

stallation, but has the disadvantage of being a unit. The

whole of the road, and all its power, hangs by that one

cable. Ifthe cable be duplicated in- the conduit, the ex

pense is again so much the heavier. while the criticism as to

risk still stands. Moreover, a cable car cannot go back

ward at its driver's will. Onward it must go. Mazeppa-like,

strapped down to its carrier, no matter what unfortunate

contingency impend, or what obstacle lies in its path. It

cannot greatly vary its own speed. An electric car is so

manageable that it will reverse in its own length or less.

But the greatest trouble of all with the cable is, that it is

always the one thing, while there are very few towns or cities

that are alike in offering just the rigid Procrustean condi

tions it meets. There are about fifty cities in the United

States with a'populati0n of over 50,000, but there are be

tween 700 and 800 street railway companies, if not more;

so that even if all the places in the first category could jus

tify the heavy expenditure on a cable system, there are

hundreds of others unable to do so. \/Ve need not wonder,

then, that at their last convention in Minneapolis, the street

railway men gave electricity such a hearty welcome, adopt

ing the enthusiastic if not not elegant language ofa commit

tee report, which said that it “filled the bill to perfection.”

Nor need we wonder that the street railway company in

Minneapolis has just thrown aside an unused cable plant that

cost $400,000. and is putting in electric cars and over 100

miles of electric road.

Why does electricity “ fill the bill,” and in a manner that

interests the public? Well, for the reasons given already

and for others. It is above all things flexible, plastic, pro

tean. It can be applied in half a dozen different ways. and

be absolutely safe for human life in any and all of them.

The street railway may be equipped with an overhead sys

tem for supplying the current to the motors, and to that

system, well built, with trim ornamental poles, lines well

run and guarded, little or no objection can be offered. The

air is God's own insulation ; we know none better, none so
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cheap, and a wire is well insulated up aloft. The Bostoni

ans, who are people setting no small store by their refined,

acute and cultivated taste, have adopted poles and wires in

preference to the hideously ugly lattice-work tunnels we

have in New York to hold up our elevated roads, and I ad

mire them for it. It is possible that Boston may have an

elevated road, but if so it will be a handsome electric one.

Or, ifthe overhead wire be objected to, as it may, there is the

conduit system, which is fully able to give a good account of

itself if well put in and plenty of money be spent on it. It

is true that the wires are not exposed in the conduit system,

but otherwise there is not much operative difference between

it and the overhead methods. There may be difficulties in

heavy, wet or snowy weather, but we shall see them all

overcome. Or should this or its modifications again be

found fault with, there is the ideal storage battery system,

where each starts out “ on its own hook," an independent,

self-contained unit. I don't exactly know why we call it

the “ideal system.’ It is either within reach or beyond.

If within reach, it is not “ideal.” but ought, speaking

from the public standpoint, to be adopted wherever there is

actual need for it. It may be a trifle expensive, but that is

certainly not one reason more why the public should do

without it. It may be somewhat difficult to put and keep

in order. “ Coaches, Sammy," said the elder \/Veller, sen

tentiously, to his son, “ coaches is like guns— they require

to be loaded with werry great care afore they gd off," and

that is about the case with the storage battery cars. But

they do go off, and we know from the approval they have

met with that they do hit the mark of popular approval,——

and that is one of the main things I am talking about to

night.

It is in one or other of these systems or modifications of

them that electricity will become familiar to the public of

this country in street railway work. It will, I think, be

chiefly for a long time to come the overhead system, which

is not costly to put up, is not expensive to maintain, can be

operated economically at about half the running charges of

animal power, and fully answer the requirements of the vast

majority of our thriving, intelligent centres of trade and

manufacture. All these methods are safe, and none of us

ever heard, or expects to hear, that the currents of 500

volts they have employed has taken a single human life.

The motor-cars cannot “ explode," the daily papers to the

contrary notwithstanding. They scatter no dust or ashes ;

they do not litter the streets with offensive refuse, but

rather ozonize the air; they are pleasant to ride in, and they

do not damage the paving. They require good tracks for

their best operation. and naturally make their worst show

ing on the automatic mud sprinklers that so begutter the

roadways in this city. But the roadbed between the tracks

they never touch. It might as well be a continuous plot of

flowers. In the outskirts of Boston some of the electric

cars whose aerial wires run hidden between the overarching

trees, have their tracks laid down on a narrow green lawn

for three or four miles ; and at a remove of but a few feet,

it seems to the spectator as though the cars were gracefully

skimming over the smooth grass in effortless flight, like

low-darting, even-poised swallows. _

I have just spoken of the outskirts of Boston, and this

brings me to another important point wherein electric cars

are an element making for the public good. They help a

man to get farther away from his business, and yet bring

him nearer to it. “ Rapid transit," by their means, is no

longer a deceiving phrase, or the proud monopoly of one

or two_ big cities. The smallest city in the country is at

once given a command it never had before over the terri

tory around it. The smallest store-keeper or the liumblest

clerk can revel in the sweets of rural life, if he wish. His

7

electric car, running at fifteen or twenty miles an hour, will

give him more of home-life——a few more golden minutes with

thechildren in the morning, an earlier return to the wife at

nightfall. The whole social atmosphere of the place is vivi

fied, and the social bonds are knit closer, as they always

must inevitably be where the facilities of travel are increased

and the opportunities of intercourse are multiplied.

Nor is this all. Rapid transit of this nature opens up a

number ofdistricts that before were practically inaccessible for

residential purposes. There are few ofus who care to practice

the ancient form of dissipation known as early rising, agreeing

rather with Charles Lamb in the idea that to rise with the lark

or to go to bed with the sheep is a popular fallacy. There are

still fewer of us who, even for the sake of rural delights,

care to isolate and iinmure ourselves in remote suburbs

reached with difficulty. In vacation time, it is true, we

often seek the loneliness of the woods, or the solitude of the

mountain, that we may commune with Nature and hear the

still small voice of our better self; but when we are doing

the world’s work fifty weeks in the year we want to be

handily situated for reaching our desk or bench. If a man

lives in the city, he pays a high rent and takes Irish views

of the landlord question. If he lives far out, and wastes

his time in travel, he is in hearty sympathy with the

eight-hour movement. I look upon electric roads, there

fore, as likely to prove a beneficial agency in the more

equal distribution of a happier population around any cen

tre, thus increasing the return on outlying property, while,

by the encouragement of retail trade, enhancing the profit

of the area lying within the region thereafter more legiti

mately restricted to business occupancy. I have watched

with much interest the manner in which electric roads have

already thus developed suburban areas. Booms are not a

particularly healthy feature of progress, but they may be,

and not infrequently are. genuine and real, and I know

nothing more likely to bring on a real estate boom of the

best character with permanent results than the installation

of a well-managed electric road, enabling a man to leave his

work at 6 o’clock and be sitting down to his supper seven

or ten miles out, if he wish, under his own rooftree at

6.30.

Having thus discussed the effects of electric roads on the

community and on the individual citizen, I will add a word

as to their effect on the wonderful impersonal entity “ capi

tal.” If all that I have said be true as to the general bene

fits, it follows that the wealth and ease of the community

are materially increased ; but what I refer to now is not the

direct enhancement of values, so hard to trace out, though

so palpable, but the stimulus given to saving habits by the

better opportunities of investment. Careful analysis of the

working of electric roads goes to prove that when operated

with skill and discretion they are fifty per cent. less expen

sive to run than horse railroads are. What does this mean?

One thing it means is that many roads can be built that

would be out of the question with horses- Another is that

roads not paying can be placed on a dividend basis. In

1888 out of nineteen horse roads reporting in New York

city, ten showed a deficiency. Last year their net earnings

were much better, but it is evident that a horse road is not

always a mine of wealth, though it may be of fertilizers. A

third point is the establishing of a new class of investments

of a solid, enduring nature. It is within everybody’s

knowledge that the accumulation of capital tends constantly

to the reduction of interest to a minimum. ' There was a

time when the long stocking and the iron chest were the

common bankers for the savings of the timid; and the

capital that was bold earned the double reward of its brave

ry and scarcity. As Walter Bagehot, the economist. has

remarked, the English people have alwayswanted to put
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their money into something sale that will yield 5 per cent.;

and this is undoubtedly one reason why English capital,

free and fluent, is so much a power in the finance of the

world, and why so much comes this way. As Mr. Bagehot

says : " In most countries most men are content to Iorego

interest, but in more advanced countries at some times there

are more savings seeking investment than there are known

investments for." It is thus in America, so far as “ safe”

investments are concerned, and by safe I mean such as do

not require the active care and ceaseless thought of the

capitalist, but may be held by trustees, widows, hospitals,

universities, savings banks and the like. The competition

of capital for the best class of government bonds, municipal

bonds, railroad stocks, &c., has reduced the earnings on

these to a very low figure, whether in America or England

or Germany ; and the result is that we see to-day, as_never

before, the planning of enormous trusts and gigantic Indus

trial enterprises, which represent in no small degree the en

deavor of capital or savings still to enjoy its wonted income,

but in newer fields. Now I look upon the street railway

business of the country, under the regime of electricity, as

offering one of the best opportunities for local capital,_ and

for what may be called the organization of local savings,

which might otherwise lie around in Iiapkins, like the unjust

steward’s talent, and be of no use to anybody. The capital

in street railways in America to-day reaches from $175,000,

000 to $200,000,000. If the statement I have made as to

the superior economy of electrical power be true, how much

greater becomes the earning capacity of this investment how

much greater are the attractions held out to construct the hun

dreds of new roads that are still wanted and will be called

for as our towns and cities grow. Of course, I am aware

that it may be said that this showing might lead to a de

mand for lower fares. It might, but the public is intelli

gent enough to know that other things are more neces

sary, such as better cars, with better heat and better light,

improved tracks, faster running time and shorter head

way, so that the fifteen hundred million passengers on the

street railroads every year may travel in all safety and

comfort. Street railroads are peculiarly suitable as a field

for local investment. Their operation can be watched all

the time. They run under a man's eye when he is on

the street, or past his window when he is home. He

knows something of their oflicials; he can influence the

domestic legislation they are subject to ; he can assist in

more ways than one to swell their earnings.

The next important point to which I would direct your

attention is the effect that the electric railway has upon the

employees of the service. It cannot be denied that the in

troduction of electricity in this respect marks a decided ad

vance in the social condition and aptitudes of a large body

of men. I have never yet met with anybody or anything

that could place the work of a horse car driver in a favorable

light. One certainly could not fairly expect a man who spends

the day with his nose at the tail of a car horse to realize a

very high ideal of life and duty, especially when the whole

of his work is done under conditions exhausting alike to

temper and physique. It is outdoor exposure the \vhole

ime, whether in summer heat or winter blast. Halfthe

ttime it is an exercise of sheer brute strength, and no car

driver believes in his heart that a horse power is, only 33,

000 foot pounds a minute. His aching wrists and dislocated

shoulders tell him that Watt was far below the mark in

putting it at that figure. And then, the worry of the street

traffic. We have all of us noticed the conscientious persist

ence with which drayinen and coachmen will keep on the

car tracks in front ofa car. An investigation made two or

three years ago in Chicago showed that at one point in the

streets there, 97.6 of the street traffic sought the railroad,

while at another it was 87 )5 , ata third, 90 per cent. Against

such odds the driver with his restless or apathetic team has

to make his way and keep to the running schedule; fighting

all the time with the fear of an accident either to his car or

to some hapless foot passenger.

With an electric car, the matter is not one of muscle and

brawn, but of average intelligence and ordinary readiness of

decision. A better class of men are wanted and forthcoming,

or the same men are relieved from physical wear and tear,

and thereafter can earn their bread in the sweat of their

brow and not that of their body. A woman might easily

run an electric car.

the turn of aswitch the exact degree of power that he wants;

he can apply his brakes readily; and if he needs to run

backward up hill he can do so, sitting down at his switch. It

is not necessary to expose him to the weather. His fears as

to running people down are materially lessened by the gain

in control of the car a'nd by the further fact that an electric

car takes up only half the space on the street that a horse

car and its team do. The work is not less safe than cleanly.

You may remember that when steam roads were started in

South Carolina, one of the negro drivers tied down the

safety valve and then sat on it. As a result, cotton bales

were placed between the locomotive and the coaches to

protect the passengers in case of explosion. The new

driver was, however, still on the wrong side of the bales. In

electric cars both driver and passengers are free from harm.

john Bright once said that the safest place on earth was a

first class carriage in an express train; but to-day it may be

fairly afiirmed that no vehicle can compare as to-freedom

from danger with the electric street car.

A feature of this refinement of the work is that it must

necessarily be attended by better pay for the higher intelli

gence and skill. Mere brute strength does not command

good wages nowadays, except in a prize fighter, and the

further we get away from animal conditions the better do we

find the status of the individual or the occupation to be.

The remarks made above as regards the drivers apply

equally to the stafl at the generating plant. People some

times wonder why there are so many hostlers around car

stables, but when you remember that well-kept car horses

work only two hours and a quarter daily. you will see that

they need a good many attendants at the stables during the

other twenty odd hours. In place of these grooms and

hostlers you have, with an electric plant, a skilled force of

steam engineers and mechanics, each trained for the special

function which the principle of the division of labor has

shown him to be best qualified for.

And here let me inject the pertinent remark, that this new

and successful development of electricity is one reason more

why the mechanical engineer and steam‘ engineer should

master electrical principles and practice, whether for the

higher walks ofhis profession or for the liumbler duties of

running a plant. The coming of electricity, and its applica

tion to light and power, has afforded a grand stimulus to

steam engineering in every department, and may not im

properly be claimed to have created the modern high speed

engines. Sir William Thomson has said that the electrical

engineer is nine-tenths a mechanical engineer. To this I

will add a corollary, and say that the mechanical engineer

may be a master in these new electrical fields if he will only

add the one-tenth to his education. The time is at hand

when the mechanical engineer will not be considered

worthy of his name or his calling unless he is also an elec

trical engineer, as familiar with Ohm’s law as he is with

Carnot’s or Mariotte’s.

Incidentally through this paper I have referred to the

effect of the electric railroad upon horses. It has, indeed,

been most gratifying to see how readily the electric railroad

The inotornian gets instantaneously by .
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has rallied to the support of the Humane Society.

It is a Humane Society itself. Whether he wished it

or not, the electrical engineer in this instance is conferring a

great boon on the horse. We sometimes do the greatest

good, as we do often the greatest evil, unconsciously, rather

than of set purpose; and so here the inventors of the modern

electric motor and the electric car have released the horse

from one of the most painful and exhausting services that it

was ever put to. Investigations over a long period have

shown that with the pavement dry a horse would meet with

an accident in every 78 miles of travel on granite; in every

168 miles with the pavement damp, and every 537 miles

with the pavement thoroughly wet. Unfortunately for the

horse, though happily for the rest of us, the first two condi

tions generally prevail on our streets; and hence the horse

has a poor outlook as to accidents. But it is not the acci

dent the horse has so much to dread, after all, as the con

stant strain and the pull of a heavy load from its dead rest

every few hundred yards. It is generally admitted by street

railway men that car horses fail because of this feature of

their work, and that it helps to cut down their railroad life

and utility to the average of from three to five years. If

you want to see these conditions at their worst, take Broad

way, once our pride, now one of the most overrated thor

oughfares in Christendom. The pavement is abominable,

and the horses, like the foot passengers, can be seen strug

gling for a grip on the uneven, slippery stones, all the way

from one end of it to the other. The traffic on the street

is so great that I have noted full cars making a dozen halts

and starts from dead rest between Chambers and Barclay

streets—two blocks. It does not require an expert to fore

see the effect of such wear and tear on animals. In Cincin

nati, recently, on installing an electric equipment, a street

railway company advertised its horses for sale for family and

carriage purposes. I have not observed any such adver

tisements in New York city. The street railway managers

are more modest or more truthful here than they are on the

banks of the Ohio. The only persons likely to regret seri

ously the departure of the street car horses from this city

would be the horse dealers and feed supply houses, and

possibly the street cleaning contractors, though they get

their pay, anyhow.

I might point out that, as a further offset to this displace

ment of a certain amount of labor in an elementary form,

whether that of the horse or the human being in charge of

him, we have the stimulus given to a higher class of labor,

not only in the station engineer and motor car driver, but

in the electrical expert and inventor. Society benefits

greatly by this, just as it does by the superior skill and effi

ciency implied in the maintenance of such a system as that

of the Pennsylvania Railroad Company. The running of

express trains and fast steamships demands the exertion of

the best qualities of a man, as well in the conception ofideas

ofimprovement as in the details of solid construction and

vigilant management. Here, therefore, we strike at once

into a new field of design and invention—one that promises

to be as large and fruitful as any other known to the appli

cation of electricity. There have already been several hun

dred patents taken out on the special subject of electric rail

ways, and the whole air is alive with rumors of the ideas and

inventions assuming shape.

wise motor that knows its own father. Each new step is a

prophecy ofa dozen more. Each new patent is a “father

of its country,” a germ of endless fertility. We begin

to learn our resources. “ Is there any load that water

cannot lift?" asked Emerson. “If there be, try steam;

or if not that, try electricity. Is there any exhausting of

these means?” _

Now and then I hear the objection that people would

In a year or two it will be a'

be the quicker to adopt electric locomotion if it were not

so beset and made costlier by patents. This is not

true, and I have no patience with the spirit that be

grudges the inventor his reward. VVhy do we use the

great inventions? Simply and solely because they effect

an economy for us in some way or other chiefly in time or

money. If they did not, we should care little about them,

and the inventive genuises of the day would be mere com

mon clay to us. But, on the contrary, the inventor is

revered and admired, and is encouraged by the wealth and

fame he can earn. Occasionally one hears the expression

of an idea that the inventor is wanting in public spirit and

devotion to science because he takes out patents and does

not invite the world to revel in the riches he reveals while

he is content to starve over a crust in a garret. A few

weeks ago, Mr. Edison told me that he had found one of

his greatest intellectual pleasures in reading “ Evangeline."

But why should it be less public spirited for Edison to

secure a patent on his phonograph than for Longfellow to

obtain a copyright on his poetry? Why should not Bell

have a patent on the telephone when Victor Hugo protects

his “ Notre Dame?” Is it not as right for George West

inghouse to derive a princely income from his life-saving

air~brake as for Gilbert & Sullivan from their comic operas?

Shall not Elihu Thomson enjoy some revenue from his new

art of electric welding, as well as Bronson Howard from his

“Shenandoah ? " It is the time that the ideas on this sub

ject were set in the right perspective. Our inventors enjoy

the benefits of the patent system because, like the novelists,

the poets, the musicians and the artists they are public ben

efactors. They promote the public welfare, add to the

public comfort, increase the public wealth. The field of

electric locomotion will be but one more opportunity to

demonstrate this truth. There is no patent on the horse,

but the patented electric motor can beat him on every point

every clay in the week.

Such then, are some of the reflections to which our sub

ject invites us, at this early stage of its development, and

there is but one other point to which after this section, I

shall refer in closing. Before I leave the electric street rail

way, I would again say as I said at the outset, that I am

not presenting this latest application of electricity as perfect.

It is not; on the contrary it is in development and improve

ment under our very eyes. It is endeavoring to harmonize

with its environment. The questions and problems that it

opens up are very much like the concentric shells of the

Chinese ivory puzzle balls; and we have not yet reached

their core. It has one or two family quarrels on hand. The

telephone is hardly yet on speaking terms with it. But we

know fairly well where the solution of each difficulty lies, and

we are on the way to it. Nor am I in any sense an

apologist for the shortcomings of our pioneer work. Elec

tric railroad men have made mistakes, are making them

now. That cannot be helped. Heaven save us from the

men who cannot make mistakes; they will never learn. The

conditions in electricity as an industry change with lightning

rapidity. A Russian general once remarked of the politi

cal situation in Central Asia that it changed every minute;

and so it is in regard to the onrush and uplift of electrical

discovery and enterprise. This very fact explains why much

of the earlier electric railway work has been of an unfinished,

unkempt kind. Mr. Charles Francis Adams, some years

ago, in his interesting little work on railroads, said: “It

is a matter of curious observation that almost uniformly

those early railroad builders made grave blunders, when

ever they tried to do their work peculiarly well ; they

almost invariably had afterwards to undo it.” This is

not an excuse, however, -for slovenly work. It is better

to make blunders trying to do well than in lazily neglect
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ing one's duty; and though it hurts a man who built

for eternity to see his work ripped out in five years, he has

the serene, sustaining consciousness of right effort and

honorable performance. The electric street railway will the

sooner achieve its social destiny if the engineering done upon

it be the highest and best that the art at each instant will allow.

The topic I have reserved for brief final mention is that

of electrical long distance travel. This is the department

of the subject in which imagination has not yet sobered down

into invention. Our fancy still plays around the possibilities

and so far from realizing the social side of teletravel, people

have not yet awakened generally to the idea that it has any

serious practical side at all. Our patriarchal poet Whittier

expressed his surprise a month or two ago in his “ Burning

Driftwood,” when he wrote:

“Far more than all I dared to dream,

Unsought before my door I see ;

On wings of fire and steeds of steam

The world's great wonders come to me."

The_steeds of steam are now an old familiar story; but

the mechanical jay-Eye-Sees of the coming day bid fair to

be those with “ wings of fire :" and then our speed may be

something more nearly approximating that of light. It is

amusing, how ever, to see how quickly our generation has

become accustomed to teletravel. Did not the Royal Col

lege of Bavarian Doctors seek to forbid railway travel be

cause it would induce dc/z'rz'zmzfurz'oszun among the passen

gers, and drive the spectators crazy? Did not an English

quarterly say : “We would as soon expect the people of

Woolwich to suffer themselves to be fired from one of Con

greve’s rockets as to trust themselves to the mercy of a

machine goingat the rate of twelve miles per hour?” And did

not our own general Webb, in 1835, after a railroad journey

with ladies from Boston to Providence, exclaim in horror:

‘ ‘To restore herselfto her caste, let a lady move in select com

pany at five miles an hour and take her meals in comfort at

a decent inn.” Such alarming and conservative extracts

have a familiar sound, perhaps, but I can assure you that

they are positively of the ancient date mentioned, and no.t

extracts from recent New York newspapers. The fact re

mains that to-day we have ceased to regard a speed of

sixty miles an hour in railway travel as extraordinary, and

are casting about for the means with which to attain a higher

rate even than seventy-five miles, of which record was made

in I886, on a short run. This acceleration is, it appears

probable, to be found best, or only in the use of electricity,

for the reason that the electric motor may drive directly on

the axles. that it need not offer much resistance to the air,

or smash the track, and that it_ does not have to carry its

own supply of fuel and water. There are men in this au

dience who have seen such an electric locomotive making

with ease 120 miles an hour, and who propose to propel it

at 180 miles an hour. Ifthese things be so—~as they are—

we know that with electric teletravel the public will have to

accustom itself to strange new conditions, exceeding, in

scope and power, those of the last fifty years. The change

will come in our time, and the present telegraphic and tele

phonic facilities are but an education for it. \/Vhen we can

talk instantaneously with friends in Boston or Philadelphia

over a wire, we resent the inadequacy of the means of fast

and far locomotion that should enable us to meet them face

to face if we wish to do so. When we see electric cars in

our streets traveling easily fifteen and twenty miles an hour,

and know that on a clear, unbroken, straightaway track we

could go from New York to Philadelphia or Boston with

the same agency and kindred apparatus in about an hour,

American ingenuity and enterprise will not rest until the

thing is done. That will be the first stage in the next evo

lution of travel.

At the present time electric street railroads are running

or building in nearly I 50 of our towns and cities, with some

2,000 cars on about 1,200 miles of track. So far as urban

traffic is concerned, the new departure has been made.

Electric locomotion is with us, an assured fact, the most

civilized form of travel, as the electric light is of illumina

tion and the telegraph or telephone is of communication.

Already over 100,000,000 nickel ballots are being cast

yearly in its favor, and the welcome to it is universal. In

the Northwest that brand-new cable plant costing $400,000

has just been thrown aside to make room for it. In the

South it is saluted with the exclamation of the delighted

darkey, “ First de freed de negro, and now dey freed de

mule.” In New York we are waiting on Providence and

the Alderman, but we shall not be satisfied till this city is

abreast of other communities in the adoption of that which

has given, in so short a time, so many proofs of its ability

to promote in every respect the highest social welfare of the

citizen.

ELECTRICITY promises to become an important factor in

deep seam coal mining. On the basis of both American

and English experience the cost of the electrical plant is

computed at something like 75 per cent. of that of com

pressed air plants of similar effective power, whilst they will

give something like double the efficiency. Having regard

to the ease with which energy can be conducted by the cop

per conductors into parts now inaccessible except to hand

and horse labor, it is thought not improbable that in some

colliery centres, where a number of pits are worked within a

comparatively some area, large power stations will be

erected on similar lines to the central lighting stations, and

from them power distributed to motors below ground. The

cables in many cases will be run on the surface and carried

below through special bore holes of small diameter, by which

means the cost of insulation would be much reduced. As

suming that such machines are used in non-gaseous seams,

the cost of coal should be very considerably reduced.——

E/ectric Age.

AT present electric welding machines in different parts of

the country are being used in the following capacities: Axle

welding, carriage gears, fifth wheels, twisted wire cables,

welding safe ends of boilers, wagon tires, hoops for barrels;

it is also used for joining wires of copper, iron, steel, and

German silver together in like metals and different combina

tions; bars of metal may be joined at angles, as T or Y

joints; welding eye rings to the end of bars; making rings of

precious metals; uniting steel with iron in the manufacture

of agricultural implements, tools, etc.; lengthening or short

ening rods, bars, screws, or bolts; welding of cast iron

pieces in the general construction of machinery, such as

frames, fittings, etc. Electric machines are also used in

welding boiler plates and other sheet metal, and thereby

replaces the ordinary method of riveting. Tlfese machines

are suitable for clamping devices, for electric soldering,

brazing, forging, or bending of metals. The electricians in

the establishment of the Thomson Electric Welding Com

pany, of Boston, are experimenting on radiator and general

brazing, on riveting machines, which, it is claimed, will

cause a complete revolution in the old methods of riveting,

as by electricity the riveting can be done so as to avoid all

leaking. One of the latest and most satisfactory develop

ments has been that of welding chain. The company claims

that a great merit to the electrically welded chain links is

that when subjected to a fracturing load the limb will break

away from the weld, whereas when welded by ordinary pro

cesses it almost invariably breaks at the weld.
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APPLICATION OF ELECTRICITY TO MINING.

So much of the public attention has been given recently

to the application of electricity to street railroads, that the

many other emplopments of this unlimited natural force

FIG. I. ELECTRIC LoCoMoTIVE FOR METAL MINES.

have not received the consideration that they deserve,

ELECTRIC PoweR has contained in recent numbers several

very valuable contributions from eminent mining engineers,

directing the attention of mine owners and operators to the

large field now opening for the employment of the electro

motor in subterranean work. The Sprague Electric Rail

way and Motor Company has taken up this branch of the

subject, and after many studies and experiments has con

structed a number of machines to be operated by electric

power, especially designed for

located for fuel, or from large and constant water supplies

near at hand, or at long distances.

As the system of electric transmission of power can be

made to give an efficiency of sixty or seventy per cent, de

livered to the mine, except in the case of

very long distances, it is very economical

compared with the hydraulic, pneumatic

and other systems for transmitting power.

The motors at the mine can be placed

at convenient points, and distribution of

power is made by easily handled and put

up conductors. The wiring is convenient,

safe and easy; can be run in places where

piping would require great changes to be

made; and wherever this system is intro

duced with good workmanship and super

vision, it has been found to be a safe, ef

fective and reliable method of transmission

of power.

For this reason it is not surprising that

so many mine owners are turning their

attention to electricity, as affording the

most practicable and desirable method of

transmitting their power and applying it to

their mining operations.

The illustrations show some of the many

applications of electric motors to mining

machinery.

Figure 1 is a new electric narrow gauge

locomotive, This locomotive is simple,

powerful and compact, and is built with special reference

to the arduous duties required of such a machine. The

gauge is eighteen inches, but it can be accommodated to

any gauge in ordinary commercial work. In order to pro

tect the machine from damage, all the working parts are

completely boxed in, as shown in the view.

The speed of the motor is under complete control by a

switch, which throws down the winding of the field into dif

ferent electrical combinations, thus varying the speed of the

mining operations, this field being

one of the most extended and

promising which can be found for

the profitable and economical

transmission of power by electric

ity.

In many rich mining locations

fuel is scarce and transportation

very high, so that the use of steam

power is unprofitable, If water

power is in the vicinity, interven

ing mountains or other obstacles

are often in the way, and expen

sive canals, tunneling, or insur

mountable grades prevent its

transmission. In the past the

lack of a practical and economical

method for long distance trans

mission of power, insuring effi

ciency and commercial success,

has led to the abandonment of

many mines of great promise, es

pecially in the West and South.

Such mines can now,in many cases,

be profitably worked, even by

steam power transmitted through

the medium of electricity for a

distance of many miles, where the

engine and boiler are favorably FIG. 2.

—l

------

S1 URI EvaST BLOWER operarEd by sprAGUE Morok,
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motor without the use of any wasteful resistance.

The direction of rotation is also governed by the

same switch, so that the operation of the motor is

very simple, and it can be put in charge of an ordin

ary workman.

Any system of conveying the current from the

dynamo to the locomotive can be used, either using

the rails as one side of the circuit for the return of the

circuit, or else employing a complete metallic circuit

by the use of a double overhead trolley wire. In

this latter case a trolley pole, shown in the view, car

rying at its upper end two trolley wheels for making

running contact with the overhead wires is attached

on the rear of the locomotive car.

This mining locomotive is now being manufactured

by the Sprague Electric Railway and Motor Com

pany, from designs made by the Company's engineers.

One of the most noticeable advances made in modern

mining science is the adoption of electricity as a me

dium for transmitting power and producing light, and

such applications as the above indicate the growing

demand of mining companies for just such apparatus,

and the ability of the leading electric companies to

supply the need,

Fig. 2. Represents a Sturtevant blower operated

by a Sprague electric motor.

Fig. 3. Illustrates a wet jig operated by a Sprague

electric motor.

Fig. 4. Shows a centrifugal roller operated by a

Sprague electric motor.

Fig. 5. Represents a 50 h. p. electric motor for

mining plants.

Fig. 6. Shows a Coal Cutter operated by a Sprague

Electric Motor.

Aside from the ability to utilize cheap or wasted

water-power long distances away, or economically to

transmit steam power from locations where there is

cheap fuel, there are many advantages in the use of
FIG. 3.

l

FIG. 4. CENTRIFUGAL ROLLER operaTED BY SPRAGUE MOTOR.

wer JIG operATED BY SPRAGUE MOTOR.

electrically transmit

ted power in mining

districts in its ready

application to the

work in hand. It

is easily handled,

can be applied at

any angle, requires

little attention, does

away with the smoke

and noise of the

steam plant, also

with the vertical

shafting, piping,

etc., necessary in

mining, and so saves

the great loss of

power incidental to

the use of the same.

In an electric road

the power the engine

develops is directly in

proportion to the work

being done, whether

one or a dozen cars

are in the circuit.

There are now 80

miles of electric and

horse car lines in

Omaha.
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ELECTRICITY IN MINES.X

HY FRANCIS A. POCOCK, S(‘RANT()N, PA.

The electrical plant at the Erie Colliery of the Hillside

Coal Company at Scranton consists of a standard Arming

ton & Sims engine, capable of developing 60 horse power,

no. 5.

and a 50 horse power Thomson-Houston generator, wound

for a current of 220 volts potential, and the necessary ap

pliances for its operation. The engine and dynamo room

at the top of the shaft are in charge of the engineer and

assistant, who operate the other mining machinery. From

the dynamo to the foot of the shaft the current is conducted

by No. 0 Clark wires, enclosed in gas

pipes to protect them from damage. From

the bottom of the shaft the wires are car

ried overhead about 12 inches outside of

the low rail of each track, and are sus

pended from an insulator specially designed

for this class of work. \/Vherever turnouts

occur frogs are used, the conductors being

soldered to them in the same manner as.

when used for street railway work. Con

nections. from the mains to the overhead

conductor are made at suitable intervals,

and a portion of the current is utilized for

lighting purposes, two Io-volt lamps being

placed in series. There are 50 of these

lamps; 8 at the foot of the shaft, 2 in the

pumping-room, 4 in the blacksmith shop

and 2 in the slope-room, the remainder

being distributed along the gangway.

The rails are used as conductors for the

return current, copper end connections

effecting a complete metallic circuit. In

adapting the tracks to the electric system

it was found necessary to make a few

changes to accommodate the increased

output. The shaft sidings accommodate

70 loaded cars and 50 empties, whereas

before they had a capacity for but I5 on

each side. The locomotive embodies

I.»\hstr:1ct _of a paper read at the Anierican Institute of

Mining Engineers, \\':L~'-liiiigton, Feb. 18-22, 1890.
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many new features in motor construction and general de

sign. It is built for a 3-foot gauge, and is of the following

dimensions : Length over all, 9 feet 7 inches; width, 5 feet

3 inches, and height, 5 feet 6 inches This last dimension

can be considerably reduced by placing the rheostat at one

end instead of on the top, as has been done in the present

instance. The weight of the locomo

tive is 10,500 pounds, to which 1800

pounds has been added to increase

traction. The motor employed is of

the type "G" railway motor of 40

horse power. A novel trolley arm is

used requiring no attention when the

motor is reversed. Its construction

is such that a wide variation in the

position of the conductor is perinis

sible, a range of3 feet 6 inches being

easily covered, while the meeting of

an obstruction simply causes the trol

ley arm to fall by the side of car

without resulting in any damage.

From the trolley wheel the current

' passes along the arm to the fuse

‘. boxes, then through the rheostat and

" motor to the rail. Pinions on the

armature shaft mesh with intermedi

ate gears, connection between these

and slotted connecting rods being

made through the ordinary crank

pin box. This arrangement allows

for variation in position between the

wheels and body of locomotive which

carries the motor ; and, as the crank pins on opposite sides

are placed at an angle of 90°, there are no dead points.

The brake mechanism, rheostat and reversing switch may

be operated from either end by hand-wheels, and in this

way the operator has everything under complete control,

and can start or stop the car and reverse its direction without

 

FIG. 6. COAL CUTTER OPERATED BY A SPRAGL-‘E ELECTRIC MOTOR.
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moving from one position. The locomotive is run by one

man, who is assisted by a boy in making up the trains and

turning the switches. It displaces seven mules and three

drivers. During a period of I IV; days the average number

of cars delivered at the shaft bottom by the locomotive was

559.5, against 526.95 per day delivered by mule haulage,

much time being consumed by waiting at the bottom of the

shaft for empty cars. Thus far the locomotive has shown

that it will increase the daily output to 700 cars per day.

The operations are as follows:

EAST OR SLOPE SIDE.

Distance run per trip, including making up, etc . . . . . . . 2884 ft.

Time of trip . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 10% min.

Cars per trip . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15

Trips per day . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ . . . . . . . I5

.\Iiles run per day . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 8.73

Total time. . . .‘ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..2 h. 40 min.

Locomotive reversed 128 times per day.

ning the locomotive is 5 hours and 30 minutes, leaving 4

hours and 30 minutes for contingencies. The total distance

run is 21.28 miles, and the locomotive is reversed 232 times.

THE FISHER AUTOMATIC DYNAMO

The cut represented below is the new Automatic Dynamo

manufactured by the Fisher Electric Company. The ma

chine is mounted on a heavy cast-iron bed-plate, a strong

oak base being interposed between dynamo and bed-plate.

The machine is moved in either direction by the hand-wheel.

The dynamo is a single field machine, the shunt coil being

placed below the armature, as shown, and the regulating

coils being wound on the pole pieces embracing the arma

ture.

The shaft bearings are supported by heavy cast-iron pro

jections, and the projections are bored concentric with the

 
      

 
  

 
       

              
   

 
 
 

   
 

   
   

 

I FISHER AUTOMATIC DYNAMO.

WEST OR PLANE SIDE.

Distance run per trip, including making up, etc . . . . . . . 2546 ft.

Time of trip . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6% min.

Cars per trip . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2o

Trips per day . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25

Miles run per day . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12.55

Total time. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2 h. 50 min.

Locomotive reversed io4 times per day.

To deliver 700 cars per day of 10 hours, the time of run

pole pieces. The bearings proper are made of small brass

cylinders, lined with a high grade of babbit. These brass

cylinders can be removed from the machine at any time and

new ones substituted at slight cost. The bearings are se

cured in position by heavy clamping nuts, which compress

the cast-iron extensions upon the bearings, securing the

upper part of the machine in the most rigid manner pos

sible
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The brush holders are supported in the usual manner.

The brush yoke, however, is cast on the front box, and is

held rigid in one position; it cannot be moved in either di

rection. This arrangement dispenses with all clamping and

adjustment screws, and simplifies the machine greatly. The

tension springs controlling the brushes are placed in a tube

thoroughly protected from mechanical injury, and when ten

sion is once applied they cannot be tampered with.

The machine is provided with sight-feed oil cups, and the

terminal connections are all made on hard wood base, which

, _- D _ 

  

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR PROBLEM.

BY C. O.' MAILLOUX.

It has been suggested to the writer that it may not be out

of place or out of time to review the question of power so

far as it is related to the problem of street car traction and

to take a glance, incidentally, at the principles which govern

the operation of electric motors and the economical utiliza

tion of the power obtained from them for locomotive

purposes.

It is an undeniable fact that the term “ power ” when
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is covered with a second hard wood base, exposing only the

line binding posts. There is absolutely no sparking at the

brushes, and the machine is entirely automatic from full to

no-load, and dispenses entirely with the use of rheostats and

other manual regulators.

It has been the aim of the manufacturers to produce a

machine that will be simple, strong, reliable, and easily un

derstood. All the parts of the machine are interchangeable,

and every part of the dynamo is carried to the highest grade

of mechanical perfection.

used in what might be called the “ street car sense,” is not

so fully understood as it ought to be. The energy applied

to a car is invariably measured in units called horse powers

by engineers and yet some of this energy cannot properly

be so measured at . all. Going back to first principles,

2'. e., the horse, we learn that the power he supplies is ex

pended in two ways: first, in producing a maximum “ dead

pull ; ” and second, in combining a given pull with acertain

rate of motion. The first form of power is “pull alone ; ”

the second, is the combination of both pull and motion.

70.“;
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' at all although the energy he expends might be.

Now the unit called “horse power," by which engineers

measure the rate of expenditure or development of energy

contains in its essence ball: of these factors, pull and motion,

or, technically speaking, weight and space. \Ve usually

measure the weight factor in pounds and the motion factor

in “feet per minute." The product of the two is foot

pounds per minute, 33,000 ofsuch “foot-pounds perminute, ”

being the amount taken as equivalent to one mechanical

horse-power. We may vary either the pull or the motion

as much as we please and yet the product will always be

expressible in horse power units. Thus a pull of one pound

producing a motion of 33,000 ft. per minute is equivalent to

one horse power and a pull of 33,000 pounds producing

motion at the rate of one foot per minute also represents one

horse power, since the product of pull by motion -gives 33,,

ooo ft. pounds per minute in both cases. But neither ofthe

two factors taken by itself can represent horse power in the

mechanical sense. A pull of 33,000 pounds so long as it is

unarcomparzlrd by motion does not represent “ horse power”

at all. It is simply a “dead pull," or in technical language

a “ static" pull.

' We all know that a street-car horse has to exert himself

the most when starting the car. It is, in fact, precisely

during the small fraction of time elapsing from the moment

he begins to pull until the car actually begins to move that

the horse has to exert the hardest pull. Yet at that very time

the “ power" he develops is not measurable in horse power

It is only

after the car actually begins to move that the power he

developes can be gauged in such units. It is frequently

asserted by engineers that a horse is capable of developing

several horse powers at the time of starting a.car. As a

matter of fact such is far fiom being the case, for, although

the pull is very great, yet the rate of motion is on the other

hand quite small and the product of the two (which alone

determines the horse-power in the mechanical sense) is

indeed relatively very small, and always below one horse

power. This erroneous opinion is merely a consequence of

the mistaking of ma.rz'mum pull, for maximum horse-jbaavrr

which latter the horse develops under totally different condi

tions, namely, when the pull is reduced to a certain value

while the motion is increased also to a definite value, just

exactly as is the case with electric motors. The starting is

very hard on the horse as we know; but that is because the

energy he expends cannot then be applied to as much

advantage as it should. He then consumes the most energy,

and develops the least horse power. If he could move at a

faster rate than the car itself at the time of starting and thus

increase the motion while reducing ‘the pull, the process of

starting would not wear him out so much. This is the

philosophy of several forms of “ car starters.”

Turning now to electric cars, as at present equipped, we

find the electric motor connected or geared with the axle in

a fixed and determinate manner. It has to start and to

stop with the car; and when in motion its speed corresponds

exactly with that of the car, all precisely as with horses.

The electric motor, therefore, must of necessity do just

what the horse does, under the same circumstances, namely,

exert a certain definite dead pull at the instant of starting;

and after that, combine a certain pull with a definite rate

of motion, which is horse-power.

Unfortunately the parallel does not end here, for the elec

tric motor is endowed with much the same peculiarities as

the horse so far as maximum capacity and efficiency are

concerned. The accompanying diagram has been prepared

to show this clearly. To avoid making any invidious

distinction between “systems,” a foreign motor has been

purposely selected as the “character” to be delineated in

these curves. It will serve as well as any to illustrate the

principles. This diagram shows the performance of this

particular electric motor when supplied from a circuit of 4co

volts and tested at all speeds from 0 to 1,600 turns per

minute. For convenience of reference a vertical line is

drawn at every 100 turns. It is assumed that the motor is

geared so as to make exactly ten times as many turns as

the car axle; and another set of vertical lines, which are

dotted and prolonged for the sake of distinction, serves to

show the speeds of the car in miles per hour corresponding

to any given speed of the motor. The horizontal lines

indicate the power involved, the figures, 4, 8, I2, 16. . . .60,

representing horse powers, either of mechanical or of elec

trical energy. The two efficiency curves O. B. F. G. and e.

f. g. d. are plotted with reference to the values indicated at

the right side, in percentages.

The motor was of the ordinary series-wound description

such as is now mostly used in street car work. The curve

60 C. E. ]. shows the amounts of electrical energy, expressed

in horse power which it is necessary to apply to the motor

in order to make it develop its maximum horse power at the

different speeds. The curve O. A. D. N. shows what is the

maximum horse power actually developed at each speed,

while the curve O. B. F. G. shows the efficiency at each

speed or the percentage of mechanical power developed

from the electrical power absorbed. Ifa curve were also

added showing the maximum pull that the motor can exert

at different speeds, it would be of the same general form as

the curve 60 C. E. In other words the maximum pull is

by far greatest when the motor is stopped or just before it

begins to turn. But a glance at the curve O. A. D. N.

readily shows that the maximum value of the available horse

power is not obtained when the motor is starting at this

point; the pull gradually rises as the speed increases until it

reaches its maximum value, at A, which for this motor

happens to be about eleven and a half horse power and

corresponds to aspeed of 425 turns per minute or what would

be a car-speed of almost four miles per hour. Beyond this

speed the line A. D. N. droops again, showing that the horse

power available diminishes again gradually, as the speed is

further increased. Again, a glance at the efficiency line O.

B. F. G. shows that there is likewise a particular speed at

which it reaches its maximum value at the point F corres

ponding to a speed ofa trifle above 800 turns. It is generally

found that as in this case, the point of maximum horse

power occurs at about half the speed corresponding to

maximum efiiciency. If there were two such motors con

nected in multiple as is the common practice, the total horse

power developed by both would be as indicated by the curve

O. T. S. M. In that case the points C and E would be

twice as high; the power developed would be twice as great.

but the power consumed would also be twice as great, and

consequently the efficiency would remain exactly the same

for the same speeds. The curve O. T. S. M. might also

be taken therefore, as representing the horse power yalues

ofa single motor of twice the capacity.

With motors of different design or proportions the points

of maximum horse power and efficiency may have

different values and may correspond to other speeds, but

the curves always retain the same general characteristics as

those referred to above. If we were to plot out the values

of the horse power actually developed by the average street

car horse at different speeds in miles per hour, we would

doubtless find that these values follow a curve similar in

character to O. A, D, N, although the maximum value

would never possibly reach the line of one horse power.

We cannot directly measure the amount of vital energy in

equivalent horse power which the horse expends at these

speeds, but we have every reason to believe that the result

ing curve would be of the same character as the curve 60,
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C, E, J, which shows the energy expended electrically on

the motor. In short, we are warranted in assuming that the

horse and the series-wound electric motor have quite similar

“ speed characteristics." This resemblance may account

for the mistaken ideas which prevail as to both, in regard to

the power developed at starting. The condition of affairs,

at the time of starting is very clearly shown by the curves

above referred to. The pull may be very great where the

motor begins to turn, ‘but nevertheless the actual horse

power and the efficiency are next to zero. Ina few seconds

the car attains a speed of one mile and the efficiency is then,

with this motor, about ten per cent. By the time a speed

of three miles is attained the efficiency has reached thirty

two per cent.; and so on.

When we consider how much starting a street car has to

do, it is certainly rather discouraging to find that it has to

perform this part of its task at such great disadvantage, same

as the horse. One is tempted to suggest that electricians

ought not to spend so much effort in raising the upper part

(F) of the efficiency line into the “ nineties," but give

instead a little more attention to the lower part, where the

room for improvement is so great, and where a trifling gain

is of so much practical value. It is a fact demonstrable

practically that while a motor may be a poor motor when

judged from the standpoint of maximum efficiency (F), yet

it may be a first class motor from the “ coal-bill ” point of

view, simply because it may happen to be slightly more

efficient at the starting point.

To obtain still further light on the question of power we

may refer to the line O P, showing the horse-power actually

required to propel at different speeds on the level a car

weighing in all 10 tons; and also to the line O, Q, showing

the corresponding values of the horse power required for the

same car on a grade of eight per cent. Theoretically the

lines should not be quite straight, especially at the origin,

to allow for stat_ic friction and the inertia of the car, as well

as for the energy stored in the form of momemtum during

acceleration ofspeed ; the resistance ofthe air being neglected

for speeds below eight miles. But even when liberal allow

ance is made for all these things the lines would start only a

trifle higher, showing that the energy required to start the

car is very small, instead of being very large as generally

supposed.

If, as we are told, it has been found that an expenditure

of electrical energy of ninety horse power was required to

produce a useful effect of one horse power or less, it is pro

bably because the full significance of the facts shown above

was not understood or appreciated properly. There are

a number of well known ways whereby the power consumed

might, if desired, have been reduced to one-half, one-fourth,

or less, of this amount. But these might require a sacrifice

of simplicity of detail, which is, after all, a charming and

captivating quality that often changes the “ perspective” of

the bills for coal or engine repairs, enough to make them

seem comparatively insignificant.

Do the best we may, however, no solution of the prob

lem has much chance of being the final or definite one so

long as it fails to take into account the fact of the ex

tremely low output and efficiency at low speeds. Just as

the horse can have its efficiency increased by the use of a

car-starter, as we have seen, so the electric motor, and for

precisely the same reason, must have its form of car-starter

also. It needs a device whereby the “leverage” may be

increased and the “ pull" correspondingly reduced. In

other words, it needs a ratio of mechanical transmission

which can be increased or diminished within wide limits in

stead of being constant as now, so that it may be enabled

to develop mechanical horse-power for starting, by increasing

the motion rather than the pull. This is undoubtedly the

idea which the correspondence referred intended to convey.

It does not, however, emphasize, as it should, the im

portance of the change in ratio of mechanical transmission.

By using a kind of friction clutch coupling the motor can

be started independently of the car and gradually coupled

in a manner which allows the energy stored in the moving

part of the motor in the form of momentum, to be utilized

partially in starting the car. But it is by increasing the

“leverage” that the greatest benefit is derived. The use

of a constant-speed motor is not an indispensable requisite

as many seem to believe, although it has its advantages.

The curve 6 c a shows the horse-power values that might

be obtained with a similar type of motor to the one referred

to in the diagram, the only difference being that the winding

is of the “shunt” description, such as used in constant

speed motors. The line 4* fg 11 gives the corresponding

efficiencies. Both lines would, if continued, start from zero,

the same as with the series motor and gradually rise to the

maximum (6) (0); but the peculiarity is that the point of

maximum capacity or horse power is now found at a com

paratively higher speed, and is more nearly coincident with

the point of maximum efficiency. The two curves are not

very accurately reproduced, but they suffice to show the

idea. We see from the 6 c d that the motor will run

“ empty” at I,ooo turns, and that it will gradually slacken

its speed as we increase the load as by decreasing the “lever

age." But the amount of slackening is very slight and in a

properly designed motor would not exceed ten per cent. of

its maximum speed. The series motor would, on the other

hand, run at 1,600 or over, when uncoupled, and would

need to have its speed reduced to about 450 before it devel

oped its maximum power. Yet, as the increased speed

means increased momentum it is not necessarilya disadvan

tage, and such a motor could be used instead of a constant

speed motor. In fact the condition required is merely a

corzstarzlly-runnirzg motor, which may be of almost any type

or description. It is not unlikely that the best form may be

the so-called “compound ” winding, which can be made_to

combine the best features of the series and shunt motors for

this purpose.

It is not generally known that the first system of traction

brought before public attention in this country, comprised

the use ofa “ constant-speed ” motor and a clutch connec

tion. This was the electric locomotive, “ The Judge,"

which carried passengers around the main hall gallery at the

Chicago Exposition of Railway Appliances in May and June,

1883. In this instance, the motor was started first, and

gradually coupled to the axles by the use of cone friction

clutches. This locomotive was also operated on terra firma

at the Cincinnati Exposition a few months later, and was the

first electric “ dummy" employed in propelling cars for

passenger traffic in this country.

Shortly after this the writer had his attention called to the

question of varying the transmission or leverage ratio. In

the latter part of I887 he ventured to call attention to it be

fore a body of electricians, but without exciting much inter

est or enthusiasm. The idea was meanwhile taking hold in

many other quarters, as we now know. A system of me

chanical transmission by which any desired speed ratio could

be obtained, at least theoreticallv, was devised about the

same time by Messrs. Jones & Rogers, of Cincinnati, and

was, it is believed, tried at Lynn under the auspices of the

Thomson-Houston Company. The results are not known

but there were apparently some practical objections or de

fects. Others like Mr. Henry were attempting to use sets

of gears so as to vary the ratio by steps instead of gradually.

Others have also been at work in this direction. Mean

while, the question of variable speed ratio was also receiving

attention in other connections.
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Mr. C. B. Fairchild had developed some ideas in this line

in connection with his “ twin-cable" system. But the most

interesting of the “outside contributions" to this field of

invention was undoubtedly the mechanism used in connec

tion with the Connelly gas-motor system, which fulfills in its

way nearly all, if not all, the requirements which the elec

trical motor problem calls for.

Thus, we see that while we are gradually arriving at a

better understanding of the nature of power as applied in

propelling street cars and are forming a more accurate ¢sti.n

ate of the requirements of the case, there is an cvoliiiion

going on in methods and means which are to constitute the

elements of the system or systems expected later to give us

a better and more definite solution of the problem.—- Sfreet

Ra1'lway_/ournal.

ELECTRICITY AND MINING.l

BY MR. VAUGHAN HUGHES.

Assoc. R. S. l\‘l., F. I. C., F. C. S., Electrical Engineer, of Holywell.

“This subject is now of such importance and of such

engrossing interest that whatever I may have the honor of

laying before you to-night cannot be anything but an in

complete survey of what has been done in recent years in

the direction indicated. I propose, therefore, simply to

give a synopsis of the application of electricity to mines.

Electricity has three, possibly four, applications in mines.

(I) It is used for signalling and blasting. (2) For lighting

both surface works and pit bottom. At the working face gen

erally effected by means of primary batteries, or accumula

tors, substituting the ordinary Davy lamp and its modifica

tions. (3) For the transmission of power from the surface, or

any distant place, to the mine workings, or to any intermedi

ate point, for pumping, hauling and coal cutting. We will

take the various applications in sequence. First, the use of

electricity for signaling purposes :—-It has been used now

with success for a number of years, and failures are simply

due to bad installation and unsystematic attention. The

fact that our large railway systems have to rely upon elec

tricity for signaling and telegraphic purposes, and that

thousands of our fellowmen are transported rapidly from

point to point without a hitch, proves that it is to be abso

lutely depended on. Its instantaneous action in shafts is

much in its favor, and now batteries can be dispensed with

for signaling. I have here an electric gong which requires

no battery ; it is the invention of Mr. A. C. Swiiiton, and

is reallya small dynamo and motor, the electric energy

being generated by the hand when signaling. The value of

the telephone is also so well known that it is needless for

me to dilate upon it. Electricity can also be made to

record the weight of wagons, the level of water, steam

pressure in the boilers, etc., at the same time recording

them in the mining engineer's office. We now pass on to

a more important application of electricity, viz., that of

lighting. We shall require first a source of power. such as

a windmill, water-wheel, turbine, steam, or gas engine.

Secondly, an apparatus capable of converting mechanical

power into electric energy, such an‘ apparatus is called a

dynamo. It is a machine by which several copper wires

are successively passed through a strong magnetic field.

The electric current thus generated being collected by suit

able means. and thirdly, we shall require a lamp which is an

apparatus for converting the electric energy into light. We

may employ either what is known as the arc lamp, in which

two rods of carbon are caused to approach one another,

and then by means of the electric current separated, the

points so separated being rendered white hot, or an incan

I A aper read heforetlie North \Vales Branch ofthe Colliery Managers‘ Associ
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descent lamp, in which the light is emitted from a white hot

filament of carbon, which forms part of the circuit, burning

in vacuum. For the use of mines I prefer an incandescent

lain . The dust and dirt incidental to mining operations

ren er the use of the arc lamp dangerous. It gives no

warning of the cessation of its action, and the least thing

may cause it to be extinguished at a most important mo

ment. It is suitable for illuminating large areas, and at less

cost than the incandescent. Thirty acres of open space

can be lighted for about is. 8d. per hour, and if water is

used as the motive power, at a less cost than this. As my

remarks simply refer to mining, I will confine my attention

to the incandescent lamp. The prime source of power may

be either intermittent or continuous in its action. If the

former, we shall be obliged to store up the electricity pro

duced by the dynamo in accumulators. VI/hen this is done

we lose in practical working about forty per cent, of our

prime electric energy ; but this may not be considered ex

cessive if we could get our power free of cost, even from a

distance by means of a turbine, etc., or the dynamo could

be coupled up to a winding or auxiliary engine, and the

electric current generated intermittently and stored up.

The use‘ of accumulators is attended with many conve

niences ; the stoppage of the source of power does not re

sult in the extinction of the light. VVhen we employ a

steam-engine for driving the dynamo, it is essential that it

be a steady runner. In a colliery the fan engine is particu

larly suitable as a source of power. It has, however, its

drawbacks. If the fan stops the light goes out. Again,

there is sometimes much dust floating in the neighborhood

of the fan, and this is detrimental to the dynamo. Person

ally I prefer a separate engine. They are now made of

special construction for driving electric-light machinery, the

speed altering less than five per cent. with varying loads.

At the risk of appearing abrupt, I will give you a few ele

mentary principles and terms which the engineer putting

down electric-light plans must become acquainted with. In

the first place, electrical cables require to be well insulated,

and this can be done by using copper cables more cheaply

than by using iron, as copper need only be one-seventh of

the sectional area of iron for the same resistance to the

passage of the current. The resistance to the passage of

the current is inversely proportional to the sectional area,

thus a wire of two inches sectional area wiil permit twice as

much current to bow through it as one square inch sectional

area. The resistance is further directly proportional to the

length of the conductor, and, thirdly, to the material of

which it is composed. Silver is the best conductor known,

copper next, and gold next, followed by iron, the relative

conductivities of silver being-ioo, copper 96, gold 74, and

iron i6 Commercially gold and silver are out of the

question. We must then fall back on copper and iron. The

unit of resistance is termed the ohm. VVe know that with

a given head of water only a certain amount will flow

through a pipe of a given sectional area. If we increase

the head we can augment the volume of water discharged

through the pipe ; so with the electric current, increase the

pressure, or, as it is termed, the electro-motive force, and

more current will flow through a conductor. The practical

unit of electro-motive force is termed the volt, the unit of

current the ampere. The strength of current. the electro

motive force and the resistance are connected by the equa

tion known as Ohm’s law. It is C=E+R ; that is the

strength of current in amperes passing through a conductor

is proportional to the electro-motive force or electric pres

sure in volts. and inversely proportional to the total resist

ance of the circuit in ohms. The product of amperes mul

tiplied by volts gives us the rate at which electrical work is

being done. This rate is measured in units called watts;
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746 watts equal a mechanical horse-power of 33,000 foot

pounds per minute. If we then divide the product, we

shall have the electrical work done in the familiar term of

horse-power. An incandescent lamp of 500 candle power

will require 1,250 watts to incandesce the filament, assum

ing the pressure necessary to be 100 volts. Dividing 1,250

by 746 we obtain 1675’, which is the horse-power required

at the terminals of the lamp to incandesce it. We can

thus easily ascertain the horse-power of the prime mover

necessary to drive our dynamo, when the number and

candle-power of the lamps required are known. The laws

which govern the production of electric currents in the

dynamo are so well known thata machine can be made

from previously calculated dimensions, which will, on trial,

give results within 3 per cent. of those determined before

hand. There are very few good dynamos in the market

that will give 95 per cent. of belt horse-power applied to

the pulley. There is a tendency among English makers to

make dynamo machines too light for their output. Heavy

machines are the cheapest in the long run; a few extra

pounds spent in increased weight of dynamos, and well

covered cales will repay the outlay. I give you a rough

estimate ofa colliery plant machine capable of supplying 200

30-watt lamps, lead-covered cables to the pit bottom,

engine houses and pit bank, shops, etc., lighted, the out

side wire attached to high-class insulators, switchboard with

the necessary instruments ; high-speed engine with special

lubricatory devices, an automatic governor, all materials

used being of the best, and in the installation carried out ac-,

cording to the rules of the Phoenix Fire Office, and the cost

would be about £360. I will also give the cost of working

a plant at Messrs. G. jager Sons, sugar refiners, Leith,

from May, 1886, to i887, I80 sixteen C. P. lamps being in

use. The previous average cost of gas-lighting per annum,

including repairs, was £347 13s 4d. the electric light in the

time named costing £204 0s 4d, which included renewals,

repairs, motive power, depreciation and interest at 10 per

cent., thus showing a saving of £,'i43 13s per annum, be

sides having a better light and a purer air in the building.

I now pass on to the transmission of power by elec

tricity. In effecting this we require a motor or mo

tors in addition to the dynamo. The motor is an

other dynamo. When electric energy is delivered into

a dynamo the former is converted into mechanical en

ergy, which can, by means of suitable gearing, be transmit

ted to the work required to be done. Every good dynamo

is also a good motor. The dynamo is thus reversible in its

action. The horse-power required to be given out, or be

ing given out, can be calculated in the same way I have

shown for the lamps, and I think, gentlemen, we must ad

mit that science is to be congratulated on such an achieve

ment as this. My contention to-night is, that taking any

two points from a few yards to ten or fifteen miles apart, we

can transmit power by means of electricity from one to the

other point cheaper than by any other known method.

Plants now at work in America can be numbered by the

thousands, on the continent by hundreds, and in our own

country by—-I am sorry to say-—units only. There are

several reasons for this, among them being the depression

of trade since 1880, and the Electric Lighting Act of 1882.

In a large modern American factory, the machinery being

propelled entirely by electric motors in different parts of the

building, the indicated horse-power of the engine is twenty,

whereas had it been operated in the usual way, by long

shafting and belting through the floors, it has been estima

ted by several engineers competent in factory construction,

that it would have taken about sixty horse-power. VVe

will now compare electrical transmission with that of com

pressed air. Out of many trials made, I have chosen those

conducted by persons who have been in no way monetarily

interested with the success or otherwise of the plant. I ex

tract from a paper read by Prof. Kennedy before the last

meeting of the British Association, in September, 1889, the

results of his determination of the efficiency of the Popp

system of transmitting power by compressed air in Paris.

The plant consists of six compound condensing engines,

each working two air compressors. Considerably over

2,000 b. p. are transmitted to various points in Paris. The

motors are in all cases, where eight to ten h. p. are required,

Davy Paxman engines, 8%-inch cylinders, I2-inch stroke,

fitted with automatic cut-off gear. The experiments were

chiefly made with these motors. The air is compressed to

five atmospheres. It is drawn from the engine house at 70°

Fahrenheit; this temperature is again attained by the com

pressed air after traversing the mains for some distance.

The air, when compressed, has a temperature of 150° Fah

renheit. Of course, all engineers will see that here comes

in the great loss of power in compressing air, although the

greatest care is taken in cooling the cylinders, and even the

air itself, by means of water sprays. In Paris the air, after

passing a reducing valve, is heated in a stove to 315° Fah

renheit, with an expenditure of four-tenths pounds of coke

per i. h. p.; it then passes on to the motor. With the cold

air the overall efficiency is 39 per cent., but when the air

was heated, the efficiency of the whole process rose to 47

per cent.; this at four miles from the central station. I will

now give tests made with an electrical transmission plant

between Kriegstetten and Solothurn, in Switzerland. The

places are four and three-quarter miles away from one an

other in a direct line, or five miles if the circuit was meas

ured. The test was made by committee, amongst whom

were Prof. Amsler, Prof. Weber, etc. At Kriegstetten

water power is available equal to forty actual h. p., and this

power had to be carried to Solothurn, to a mill. An Eng

lish engineer, C. L. Bro\vn, was the designer of the plant,

consisting oftwo dynamos and two motors. With both at

work a total efficiency of 74 per cent. was obtained. It will

thus be seen that there is a vast difference between the effi

ciency of compressed air and electricity in transmitting

power. In addition to this, first cost is proved to be less

per i. h. p. with elcctricity than compressed power. Coal

cutting machines are also coming into more general use, in

consequence of the flexibility of electrical cables for convey

ing the motive power required to drive them. I hope that

suflicient has been said to cause you to give the matter of

electrical transmission of power your serious consideration;

neither distance nor amount of power. to be transmitted

stand in the way of its adoption, and where underground

roads are subject to falls and stoppages, which would make

the maintenance of pipes for compressed air an expensive

item, these flexible cables would take but little harm. Again,

in hauling on engine planes the ammeter shows in an instant

to the attendant in charge if wagons run off the rails, or if

the full compliment does not form the journey. Many other

conveniences result from electricity, which time does not

allow me to point out. I now thank you, gentlemen, for

the forbearance shown-in listening to this paper.

The chairman said Mr. Hughes would be happy to answer

any questions addressed to him. There being no response,

Mr. Millington proposed a vote of thanks to the lecturer.

It gave him very great pleasure, on behalf of the North

Wales Branch, to do so. They had all been deeply inter

ested. Electricity was the coming secondary power. At

present, no doubt, there were little deficiences which would

soon be overcome, as it had been with compressed air. He

had been down St. john’s Colliery, Normanton, last week,

and was much interested in the -installation there, the col

liery engineer, Mr. Brown, informing him that the actual
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saving on their boilers was 100 per cent.; but no doubt

some little of this might be accounted for by the fact that

the air-compressors, which had now been cast on one side,

were not the most modern; still, the saving was enormous.

No doubt nearly all presentwere conversantwith compressed

air, or rather thought they were, but he thought if they went

thoroughly into the matter, he felt sure they would all be

astonished at the small per centage of effective duty really

got out of air compressors. He had made some tests him

self lately, and was much surprised at the low duty realized.

No doubt they had not gone into the matter as they might

have done, because as a rule they had plenty of power, and

had not troubled themselves with the cost; but electricity

was now waking them up, and he hoped that managers and

engineers would make it their special study, so that they

would not be behind in the race.

FIRES FROM ELECTRICITY,

Some of the agents and underwriters for insurance com

panies have recently manifested symptoms of great terror

whenever electricity is mentioned. The electric wire is a.

roaring demon in their view, and whenever a fire occurs

anywhere their first cry is that it was caused by electricity.

In order to reassure these timorous beings, we call to their

attention the following transcript from some statistics:

In the city of Boston, from November 8, 1886, to May I,

1887, out of344 fires, of which the cause was investigated,

32 were caused by the kerosene lamp, I 1 by rats and

matches, 27 by the dropping of matches, 13 by children and

matches, and 12 by the careless use of matches, while only

3, or .9 of one per cent. were charged to electric wires. In

1888 matches had about the same unenviable record, while

only .7 of one per cent. of the fires were chargeable to elec

tric wires. In 1889 the record shows that matches were

ten times as liable to originate fires as were the electric wires,

20 per cent. of the fires being due to matches and only 2 per

cent. to electricity.

But the figures show an equally good record when taken

for the whole United States. The immense advantage pos

sessed by electricity as an illuminant, in point of safety, is

well shown by the comparisons in the following table, which

gives the number of fires, with the amount of property and

insurance losses due to illuminating agents, during the year

1888, in the United States :

§::.;%'' ‘’'1‘.’.‘.’;'.‘’Candles, 84 66, 723 52,496

Gas & Gasolene explosions, 93 480,539 323,994

L'amp and Lantern do 528 1,047,651 655,689

Oil&gasand oil stove do, 117 377,191 120,118

Gas jets, 179 281,233 236,468

Lamp & lantern accidents, 190 420,006 260,848

Matches, 592 5 b416,437 724,7§

Total from above causes, 1,783 $54,089, 780 $2, 354, 348

Electric wires and lights, 49 887, 35 1 414,998

It appears from these figures, taken from the Chronicle

Fire Insurance tables for 1889, that matches, the use of

which would be very largely unnecessary if electric lights

were universally adopted, are responsible for about 12 times

the number of fires and nearly twice the property and insur

ance loss as electric lights and wires. Extending the com

parison still further, it will be seen that the loss due to the

electric lights and wires is very small when compared with

the total loss ascribed to candles, lamps and lanterns, gas

jets and matches. The total losses, as given above under

the first, third, fifth, sixth and seventh causes, are :

Number of fires, 1,573

Property loss, $3,232,050

Insurance loss, $1,910,236

This property loss is nearly four times that due to the

electric wires, and the insurance loss is nearly five times as

great.

The London Electrical Review gives some figures, taken

from Captain Shaw's annual report on fires within the metro

politan area, and show very clearly how little danger of a

conflagration is to be apprehended by uses of the electric

light :

I 1887. 1888. 1889. Total.

Candles, 142 1 13 1 36 391

Gas, 1 88 197 209 594

Lamps, 245 205 257 707

Electric Light, 1 2 3

TELEPHONE AND ELECTRIC RAILWAY SUITS.

For some time the Wisconsin Telephone Company on

one side and the Eau Claire Street Railway Company and '

the Sprague Electric Railway and Motor Company, have

been massing their forces in the city of Eau Claire, and the

hearing for the temporary injunction asked for by‘the tele

phone company was liad before judge Bundy. B. K.

Miller, of Milwaukee, attorney for the plaintiff, read the

complaint and affidavits from experts and members of the

plaintiff corporation. Letters from subscribers of the tele

phone company were also read, showing the feeling about

the service of the telephone company as it now is, and

placing the blame upon the street car company. The at

torneys for the defendants read their answer and affidavits,

among them affidavits by Thomas A. Edison and Amos A.

D-rawbaugh, supporting the answers. The case occupied

several days.

After deliberate consideration judge Bundy has refused

the application for an injunction against the Street Railway

Company, based on the claim that in the operation of the

electric street railway, the current escapes into the ground

and is communicated to the wires and instruments of the

plaintiff company. The case will be appealed to the su

preme court. In the mean time each company will continue

to operate its own wires and cars.

But a different result was obtained in the Cincinnati suit:

The parties to the suit were the City and Suburban Tele

graph Association, plaintiffs, against the Cincinnati Inclined

Plane Railway Company. This latter is a Sprague road,

and the suit was defended in the Sprague interests. judge

Taft in a long decision decided in favor of the plaintiffs and

issued a decree of injunction against the railway company,

but the decree was not to be enforced until six months had

elapsed in order that the defendant might have time to make

the necessary changes from the single trolley to the double

trolley system.

The railway company will appeal this case.

In the case of the Hudson River Telephone Company

against the Watervliet Turnpike and Railway Company,

judge Landon at Albany, on February 24th, delivered the

opinion of the court which was to the effect that the well

known remedy to avoid the trouble, the construction of

metallic circuits, must be applied by the telephone company.

The only question still considered open for argument by the

court was as to which shall bear the expense of converting

the ground circuits of the telephone company into metallic

ones. It is evident that the array of decisions in these cases,

which are rapidly increasing, will soon lead to a definite

settlement of this question; and we believe that amicable

arrangements between the two interests will be brought

about. The Watervliet Turnpike and Railway Company is

a Thomson-Houston road, the other two being Sprague

roads. All three, however, employ the single trolley sys

tem, with rail return, and in all three cases the principle is

the same.
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EDISON ON THE LIMITATION OF‘ VOLTAGE.

Examination of Thomas A. Edison before the Commit

tee on General Laws of the Virginia Senate, in the hall of

the House of Delegates, Richmond, Virginia, February

1 1, 1890, the Committee having under consideration Senate

Bill No. 238, entitled “ An Act for the prevention of danger

from electric currents." Messrs. A. L. Boulware and

Wyndham R. Meredith appearing as counsel for and against

the bill, respectively.

By Mr. Boulware :

Q._ Mr. Edison, will you please explain the difference between a

COIIILIIUOIIS or non-pulsating and a pulsating or alternating cur

rent .

A. I will do so, sir, by analogy. A continuous current is like a

river, with the water passing along in the same direction without

any ripples. The pulsating current is when the water is rippled

up, or more like a mountain stream passing from the mountains

down into the valley, falling down from rock to rock ; that would

be a pulsating current. An alternating current is when the whole

water comes down the mountain, then changes its direction and

comes back up the mountain agiin at the rate of two or three

hundred tim:s per second. In other words, it is water passing

along in one dire"tion for an instant of time, and then its direction

is reversed, and it passes in the other direction at the rate of two

or three hundred times a second.

Q. The continuous current is not so dangerous as the alternating

current, I believe?

_A. No. You take two cells of battery, which you hardly taste

with your mouth. It is a continuous current. If you pass this

current through an induction coil, to alternate its directi in, it will

throw the arms of a stron man into convulsions. It is these irre

gular currents that affect t e nerves, and not continuous currents.

Q. Mr. Edison, will you please state what is meant by an ampere

and what by a volt 2

A. If we have out here at the water-falls a turbine, whenever a

thousand gallons of water goes through and the water falls one foot

we get say one l'l_')I‘~‘8 power, a thousand gallons orathous ind

amperes. The height it falls is called one volt. If we take five

hundred gallons and let it fall two feet, we would call that two

volts and 500 amperes ; and if we take one gallon of water and let

it fall one thousand feet we would call it one ampere and one

thousand volts.

Q. Is it the ampere, the quantity of electricity, or the voltage,

which is the pressure that is dangerous to human life?

A. Well, it is a function of both of them. It requires a certain

amount of amperes to pass through the human body to kill a per

son; but the resistance of the human body to the passage of the

current is very considerable. It is like a steel tube a hundred feet

long with a hole through it as small as a single fibre of silk. You

cannot get any water tnrough it without great pressure. Now when

a human body comes in contact with a low-pressure system, there

is_ not enough pressure there to force a d iiigerous current through

him. But if the body comes in contact with a system where they

have an enormous pressure, there will be enough of water, or am

peres, forced through the_body to kill the man. Like the water

all, a thousand gallons might fall from a height of one foot upon

his head and it would not hurt him, but one gallon falling one

thousand feet upon his head would kill him.

Q. Then I understand that when y-iu speak of the voltage of any

current you refer to the pressure, and not to the quantity?

A. Yes, the pressure, the height.

Q. Is a very large amount of electricity harmless unless it is

placed under such a voltage as will m ike it penetrating?

A. No matter what the quantity of electricitv is, the resistance

‘ of a man is so great, without there is a great amount of pressure,

he cannot receive enough current to kill him.

2- are you interested in arc lights, Mr. Edison?

. o. sir.

VVill you state your opinion as to_ the danger of are-light cir

cuits, as they are now erected in the cities of this country?

6. wiege is danger, if y0l.lltl'l?\'B the pressure too great.

. _ _it 1.500 or_3,ooo vo s.

A. Eight hundred volts continuous current would, I think, be

safe. More than that would be dangerous, particularly where tele

phone and other wires are numerous.

Q. Wherever teleph~ir_ie wires or other good conductors come in

contact with these arc-light _wires or power circuits charged with

heavy voltage, are they not likely to conduct these deadly currents

themselves to persons and property ? _

_A. Yes._ if a telephone wire crosses an arc-light wire under cer

tain conditions it _will burn the telephone up, and might under

other conditions kill persons usin it. There have been cases

where tel€Dhon_es have been burne up by coming in contact with

electnc-light wires.

Q. I understand you to say or to mean that the presence of high

tension electric currents and arc-light and power circuits to be an

ever-present menacing danger to persons and property?

A. Yes, sir.

Q. Now what sug estion would 'you make to remedy this?

A. In the case ofan arc-light company supplying a couple of

hundred lights in a town, I should say an expenditure of three or

four thousand dollars extra for copper wire would fix it all right.

Q. What are the methods you would suggest?

A. They have a certain wire running in the streets; they have

but 1,200 volts pressure; the wire is about the thickness of a pen

cil ; they can double the size of the wire, and make it6oovolts and

render it safe. But they would not do that; it is a question of

money.

Q. This bill attempts to restrict the pressure of non-pulsating

currents to 800 volts, pulsating to 550 volts and alternating currents to

a pressure not exceeding 200 volts. This bill is opposed by a iium

ber of people, and it is claimed that other companies will be

crushed out of existence if this bill is passed. What have you to

say about it?

A. That is not so, it is not correct; they know it is not so when

they mike the statements. On the arc-lights they have, they had

better spend say five or six thousand dollars, and double up the

amount of copper. As to the alternating CUI'I'cl’llS, let them use

the same system they now use, and rewind their transformers to

work at 200 volts. Let them go to work in the proper manner and

make the proper inveatment. But they will not do that unless

compelled to. They go away off to one end of town where real

estate is cheap, put in a small plant and a small wire and force the

electricity into and around the city at an enormous pressure. If

they would put their central statio i in the centre of the town where

they do their bu-iness, the necessity of long fine wire and enormous

pressure of current would be unnecessary. But instead of that

th—y will rent an old barn somewhere and force it under pressure

into town.

Q. Mr. Edison, as an expert familiar with those questions, state

whether or not it is practicable to allow the electric companies and

telephones now engaged in arc and incandescent lighting to operate

under a law like the one you have seen and read and at the same

time evade the present dangers to life and property ?

A. Certainly. If we should come to Richmond we should use

220 volts. Why should not they. We have a hundred or so sta

tions working in the United States under 220 volts. Why should

not they do the same? In most cities they have no rules or regu

lations about anything, in a great many places they have regula

tions about boilers. Without police regulation people would

build a nitro-glycerine factory in the principal part of the town.

Q. Does the standard of voltage adopted by this bill exclude any

existing electric enterprise from any territory in the United States,

if that enterprise or that system is properly constructed ?

A. No ; they can come to a city and start a station for less than

we can. If they are compelled to use the voltage called for in the

bill, they can still erect the plant cheaper than we can puta system

in. \\'e would invest perhaps $50 more than they, but after the

station was in operation our running expenses would be less.

Q. I understand then that this danger, as it now exists, is really

created, not becatise it is necessary, but from the desire of the dif

ferent electric enterprises to save money?

A. The promoters of these dangerous systems sell only appara

tus; by using dangerous currents they can make the apparatus

cheap ', and thus the promoters oflow-pressure systems are handi

capped, as generally people will buy the cheapest thing although

the cost of running may be ruinous. My company has not until

lately sold machinery. VI/e take stock in the local company for

our pav. Tnere is no object in our selling cheap machinery or try

ing to put in cheap plant. We put in permanent plant.

Q. Is not the general alarm and prejudice against electric light

ing, now so prevalent, largely due to these unnecessary dangerous

wires?

A. Yes; the danger may not be very much in a small town, but

in the larger towns it increases, and then as electric-lighting be

comes popular, it keeps increasing all the time and the danger in

creases, or, I should say, about the square of the n imber of wires

put up. The wires themselves make them dangerous bv increas

ing in number. That was the trouble in New York, where they

rapidly multiplied, and why so many men were killed, the number

being, I believe, twelve men since last August.

Q. Mr. Edison, is this bill, which you have read and heard read,

in yourjudginent, a reasonable measure?

A. Yes. I would submit an amendment to that bill. If they

say the current is not dangerous, the amendment will be unobjec

tionable. There is a little amendment I made to the bill.

Q. State what the amendment is?

A. I will read it:

“ After the passage of this act, it shall not be lawful for any indi

vidual or corporation, public or private, to generate or use, or
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cause to be used, for distribution to the public, directly or by induc

tion, any electric current with sufficient electric pressure to produce

human death accidentally by the direct action of such currents."

Q. You mean to say that under that provision the electric com

panies can operate their machinery with absolute safety to life and

property ?

A. Yes, sir.

Q. Then I understand you to say that you would suggest that as

an amendment instead of fixing the voltage?

A. Yes, sir; it will stop all arguments of experts.

Q. Is there any patent on high-tension or low-tension currents?

A. No, no, no!

Q. Could you, if you wanted to, put in a plant and operate it on

the principles of these other companies?

A. The Edison Company, a year ago, purchased a complete sys

tem of alternating currents, which is used in Europe. They bought

the system because the Westinghouse frightened some of the di

rectors; but I have succeeded in preventing their sale. I wanted

to put a cross-bones and skull on the machines, but they did not

want to do that.

Mr. Boulware : I have done with Mr. Edison myself. He will be

very glad to answer any‘ questions asked him. '

By Mr. Heaton:

Q. Under this bill what would be the additional cost to the com

panies ?

A. Not very much ; [should say for are lightfive or six thousand

dollars.

By Mr. Boulware :

Q. \'Vhat percentage ?

A. I do not know how extensive the system.

By Mr. Heaton :

Q. Take a town of 5,000 inhabitants?

A. “fall, for a town of about 5,000 inhabitants; Lynchburg, for

instance ; I should say $10,000; it is purely a commercial question,

that is all; probably 10 per cent. or 12 per cent. on the invest

ment.

Q. In a town of 5,000 inhabitants would there be any danger

under this bill?

A. Danger—liow?

Q. Froen the electric volts?

A. In a small town there would not be very much danger ; it is

only in larger towns, where the wires become multiplied, that the

danger increases.

By Mr. Barry:

Q. Would a change from the present system as it exists to your

system add anything to the revenues of your company?

A. No, nothing to us.

Q. It would increase only the sale of copper wire?

A. And cause them to rewind their machines.

Mr. Meredith : I do not care to ask Mr. Edison anything.

ELECTRICITY AND WIND MILLS.

The wind mill is generally credited with being the power

earliest employed by man. Falling into comparative dis

use in this country at least, it has of late come into favor

again. It is principally used for pumping purposes. Only

a few years ago there were but two or three manufacturers

of wind mills in America, now their name is legion. Out

on the plains of the Far VVest they are inseparable from the

ranches; in fact, without them farming in many places would

be impossible. It is conceded, too, that the wind mill is

the cheapest power known. Very naturally, then, the idea

of applying it to the production of electricity soon suggested

itself. If it could be lTl1(IE to work practically what a con

venience it would be to those living out of the reach of

central stations. Gentlemen farmers, ranchmen and others,

to say nothing of villages, country churches, etc. The

French government, has already interested itselfin the sub

ject, and at first sight it look very feasible, especially in

connection with storage batteries.

Assuming that those most interested in the thing in a

commercial way would be apt to know considerable about it,

the writer called on an extensive manufacturer of wind mills

in John street, New York. The manufacturer himself,

while believing that perhaps, at some future time, wind mills

would be applied in a commercial way to the production of

electricity, ,was far from being sanguine at present. To

m ll-(8 it successful. it must work autom itically, and to make

the proper cut-offs would be a mechanical task, indeed.

Besides, the wind mill was a power of slow motion. Elec

trical production required quick motion. A man in Penn

sylvania was working on it, but the cost of the experimental

work was an obstacle. Proceeding to the office of the

julien Storage Battery Company, on Broadway, we were

introduced to Dr. Waite. The doctor seemed to think the

only objection was one of cost. The doctor, however, like

manyofhis profession, while being positive in first affirmative

statements, became uncertain and confused on closer inter

rogation, as most doctors do. A Mr. Chainberlin arrived

in time to relieve him. This gentlemen knew, personally,

that the thing was an accomplished fact. He had seen it at

the house of Mr. Brush, the great electrical inventor, near

Cleveland, O. He had spent a week there, and it worked

perfectly. The wind mill was situated about one hundred

and fifty feet from the house, and between one and two

hundred storage batteries were located in the house. The

house was lit by electricity produced by the power from this

wind mill. It was done by peculiar methods of gearing and

cut-offs. When the mill revolved too slowly it did not

operate on the electrical connections at all. When it re

volved too fast it was cut off. The mechanism is of the

finest; the action automatic. A man occasionally oiled the

bearings, that was all the attention it required. This

gentleman was very certain of his assertions being correct.

Pursuing the investigation the office of the Electrical Ac

cumulator Company on Broadway was reached, and we

were ushered into the presence of the man in that concern

who was supposed to know most about electricity and wind

mills. He did not know of any successful combination of

the two in the United States, but the company had just

received a letter from South America from a party there

who was making it work perfectly, and who had never

previously seen a storage battery.

The difficulties of applying the wind mill to the produc

tion of electricity are greater than at first sight would appear;

the speed and the irregularity ofthe power must be contended

with at the beginning. If the cut-off does not work properly

the electricity will run back into and destroy the dynamo.

Although why Mr. Brush should require a man to oil the

machinery of his plant we cannot understand when there are

so. many automatic contrivances for that purpose. Un

doubtedly the wind mill will be practically and commercially

applied to the production of electricity, and there is a big

fortune in it to the one that is first in the market with the

contrivances suitable for the purpose.—Lock and Bell.

HEAT FROM ELECTRICITY.

The visitor to the small dynamo room attached to the big

Pillsbury “A” flour mill in Minneapolis will meet a man

attired in the regular working suit, his clothes covered with

flour dust, and soiled with the black that is so plentiful

around a manufacturing establishment. This man is Thomas

C. Hughes, the electrician of the Pillsbury flour mills. He

has been experimenting with the heating power ofelectricity

for several months, and has demonstrated that almost any

degree of heat can be produced by the electric current.

The great problem that the industrious electrician is now

endeavoring to solve is how to heat a house or business block

by electricity. This has been attempted by eminent elec

tricians, but thus far all experiments have resulted in failure.

Mr. Hughes has studied these failures carefully, and he is

confident that he is pursuing the right course to a solution.

The mlllers all sell flour under differenr brands and for

different prices, and doubtless many housewives have won

dered how the grade of each brand continues so even, gener

ally miking bread of equal quality. A visit to the “ dough

room ” ofa big flour mill would reveal the secret. Piled all

around the room are little pasteboard boxes, each filled with
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wheat or flour, and each bearing a label. The “dough

man ” takes the half pound of wheat in one of the boxes,

puts it in a small handmill, and grinds it. The bran and

starch are quickly washed out under a faucet, leaving the

gluten, which resolves itself into a sort of paste. This is

baked in a small oven, and the height to which it rises

determines the value for breadmaking of the consignment of

wheat of which the handful ground was a sample. The

millers had always had trouble to secure an oven that would

do this work satisfactorily, and the best one they could buy

was of English manufacture. It is about fourteen inches in

height, with a cement bottom two inches in thickness, and a

door twelve inches high. It took one hour and forty

minutes to heat this oven to the 500 degrees necessary for

baking the gluten, and when the large door was opened to

put in the gluten a hundred degrees would be lost; it required

fifteen minutes to bake the dough.

In the Hughes oven the small piece of gluten is placed in

a cylindrical brass case about an inch in diameter, which in

turn is placed in the oven, also cylindrical in form, and

under a heat of 500° or more the gluten is baked in four

minutes, the entire operation in heating the oven and baking

requiring less than twelve minutes. The test of gluten is in

the height to which it will rise. In the little cylindrical tube

is placed a plunger bearing a weight of II% ounces, which

is pressed down closely on the gluten, and in baking it

carries the weight upward, and the higher it lifts it in the

tube the stronger are the breadmaking qualities ofthe wheat

from which the gluten was taken, and the milling ofthe pro

portions of the different grades of wheat, as determined by

the gluten tests, produces the required standard offlour, and

it is in this way that the brands are kept even. Mr. Hughes

simply connects his oven with the regular electric current in

the mills, and acquires the desired result without tiresome

and expensive delay. This oven is now in use in the Pills

bury mills, and is giving the best satisfaction. It can be

heated to 680° in its present size.

The belt men had a good deal ofdifficulty in keeping their

glue pots at the proper temperature for comenting belts

when it became necessary to go to some part of the mills

away from the warming stove. Mr. Hughes applied elec

tricity, with the result that all of the glue used in the mills

is now brought to the right degree of heat by its use, and

the pot is so constructed that no heat can escape, thus

enabling workmen to carry it about the mills for an hour be

fore it is necessary to again warm it. The 400 employees

in these mills had generally to drink cold coffee at lunch.

Mr. Hughes had a three-gallon tank made and mounted on

a block. He applied his electrical connection and brought

the three gallons of water to a boil in three minutes, and the

employees now take their coffee hot, and daily drink warm

draughts to the health of the mill electrician. Mr. Hughes

says his electric heater will warm a larger quantity of water

as quickly.

These experiments with electricity have gradually paved

the way to more pretentious efforts, and they are now being

directed to the development ofa plan for heating residences

and business blocks by electricity. The plan of Mr. Hughes

provides for a central plant, and the heat is to be carried to

the buildings, but the manner is not yet revealed by the

inventor. In the building to be heated it will be distributed

by a system of pipes similar to the furnace pipes now in

general use, except that no hot air will be allowed to escape

until it is distributed by radiation into the desired rooms.

About 75 per cent. of the heat from furnaces is lost before it

can be distributed where it is wanted. By the Hughes

system. if successful, none of the heat will escape until it is

distributed through registers into the room, and this saving

of heat will be so directly in the path of economy that the

inventor claims electricity can be used for heating houses

wherever coal is used, that it will cost no more than coal,

and he thinks considerably less. The purchaser of elec

tricity by this plan would pay only for what he uses. When

the desired temperature is attained in a room, the current

can be completely closed or reduced, as may be desired,

and a meter will record the amount of electricity used, A

spring on the house registers will close the electric current,

and up-stairs registers can be closed or opened by a device

on the ground floor, thus making it convenient as well as

pleasant.

Mr. Hughes is confident that he will be successful in

perfecting this invention. He expects to secure the patent

within six weeks, and will then reveal more of the details.

—C'/zicaga Tribune.

 

THE CASUALTIES OF 1889.

During 1889 there were 1,467 deaths from violence in

New York city. Of these, 265 resulted from falls, 36 from

blows of falling objects, 12 from being run over by horse

cars, 33 from being run over by cars and engines, 32 from

being run over by wagons and trucks, 12 from asphyxiation

by gas, and nine from electricity. Considering the wide

diffusion of electrical appliance, of all kinds. this is not a

very alarming showing for the newest agent that has been

devoted to the service of man.

For Boston the showing is even more suggestive. Accord

ing to the last annual report of the Board of Health of that

cultured and well-governed town, the total number of deaths

from casualties during the year was 399. Of these, the rail

roads were responsible for 78, 60 persons were drowned, 13

were run over by vehicles, 9 were killed by elevators, 12

died from the effects of heat, and no less than 78 were killed

by simply falling down, of which 16 fell down stairs, 7 fell

on the sidewalk, 6 fell from buildings, 5 fell from teams, 4

fell on the ice, I fell from a chair, I fell from a tree, I fell

from a bicycle, and I fell from a fence. Not a single death

is recorded against electricity.

There are in New England 175 central electric lighting

stations, which have been in operation from one to ten years.

They generate immense quantities of energy, and distribute

thousands of horse power by wires through and over all the

principal cities and towns. Since the first of these stations

was established there have been but five deaths from elec

tricity. In the same period, the steam railroads of New

England have killed or wounded 5,24: persons; of whom

2,339 were railroad employés, and 2,902 belonged to the

general public. Of the five deaths from electricity, four

were employés of the lighting companies, and one only was

a member of the outside public.—C/zatter.

 

THE successful working of the central station at Keswick

by means of water power should bring a considerable amount

of attention to this method of obtaining power. There can

be no question but that there are many places which do not

require a very large amount oflight, and where coal is ex

pensive, which could very readily be supplied by means of

water power close at hand. The economy of working is

great, and the ease of regulation is known, and the only

danger to be feared is the scarcity ofsupply from exceptional

drought. This has been met with at Keswick by the addi

tion of steam power as an alternative. Electric lighting by

means of water power is well known, but this is, we believe,

the very first application of it to the purposes of a central

station in this country. The first instance of a private in

stallation was, we believe, at Sir VVilliam Armstrong’s house,

where water was used. But perhaps the best known is that

at Hatfield, where a varied amount of work is done on the

Marquis of Salisbury's estate.——Lomlon Electrical Review.
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SPARKS FROM THE DYNAMO.

The electrical energy of lightning is expressed in thunder-volts.

 

A salesman for one of our largest Electrical Companies returned

from a recent trip South full of good stories: He declares he found

an astonishing amount of information among the colored people as

to electricty and proved his statement by saying he heard an old

colored woman singing :

“ We're going ohm to dynamo."

 

See the Dictionary.—I.ittle Boy (wrestling with a lesson on elec

tricity)—P:-tpa, what's a volt?

Papa (stumped)—Um--look in the dictionary.

Little Boy (hunting it up and reading)—Volt—The unit of electro

motive force, one ampere of current through one ohm of resist

ance. What's an ampere, papa? '

Papa (with emotion)—Look in the dictionary.

Little Boy (after a moment)—Ampere—The unit of strength of

the current per second. Its value is the quantity of fluid which

flows per second through one ohm of resistance when impelled by

one volt. Papa, what's ohm mean?

Papa (wildly)—Look in the dictionary.

Little Boy (after a search)—Ohm—The unit of resistance repre

sented by the resistance through which one ampere of current will

flow at a pressure of one volt. Papa what——

Papa (desperately)—L0ok in the dictionary. VVhen you want

to know anything, always look in the dictionary, and then you'll

remember it.— Texas Si/tings.

THE ECKINGTON AND SOLDIERS‘ HOME RAILWAY IN

CONGRESS.

The Congressional Record of March 15th contains the full report

of the proceedings in the U. S. Senate relative to the bill to amend

the charter of the E( kington and Soldiers’ Home Railway. The

amendment consists in adding on a new section.

Section 6. That this act shall be considered as an amendment to the act of

June i9, 1688, granting a charter to the Eckington and Soldiers‘ Home Railroad,

and _shall be construed as be.-in subject to all limitations and conditions of said

original act, except as specifical y provided therein.

This amendment had passed the House of Representatives and

Senator _Harris, of Tennessee, moved to concur. Senator Vest, of

Missouri-, opposed the motion. He said :

Mr. President, my objection to the bill, and I state itvery frankly,

is to that provision in it which gives to this company the right to

construct additional overhead electric wires in the District of

Columbia. Senators will remember (at least those who were

members of the last Congress) that the question of overhead elec

itric wires was discussed in granting the original charter of this

company, and a resolution was passed by the Senate, after debate,

nstruciing the Committee on the District of Columbia to report

legislation forbidding the construction of overhead electric wires

in this District. It is unnecessary to repeat the arguments pro and

con had in that discussion.

While that matter was pending in the Senate the District appro

priation bill was reported \vith a provision prohibiting the construc

tion of overhead electric wires in the District alter, I think, the

15th of last September. That was the settled rule and law of the

District in the eneral enactment, as I understand it. The com

pany proceede with a haste which was remarkable to construct

its overhead wires along New York avenue, to erect its poles and

put up the wires there, and managed to finish the work before the

limitation of time fixed in the general appropriation law arrived.

Now, I take my part of responsibility for not having objected to

this provision when the bill was passed through the Senate. I did

not know there was any such provision in the bill until my atten

tion was called to it after it'had passed the House of Representa

tives and come back to us with this amendment. I am informed,

for I claim to be no expert in such matters myself, that und< r par

liamentary rules the body 01 the bill as it passed the Senate can

not tiow be reached unless it should be by an amendment to the

amendment which nullifies the provision in the main body of the

bill to which I have referred—either that or that the bill itself must

be rejected.

I have no other interest in this matter than that of any other

Senator. If the Senate now, in the teeth of the general enactment

which was solemnly passed through both Houses of Congress,

 

rohibiting overhead electric wires in this District, choose to vio

ate that rule and to give this company the right to put up these

overhead electric wires upt-n North Capitol street, one of the

handsomest avenues in the city, of course I can stand it if the rest

of the Senate have no objection. That is the whole case.

Mr. HARRIS. Mr. President, Ido not understand the Senator

from Missouri as objecting to the House amendment. His objec

tion goes to the bill as it passed the Senate and as it passed the

House of Representatives.

I have once or twice before stated upon this floor, and I will now

restate, that there is not an electrical expert in America who will

not assure the Senator from Missouri, and every other Senator,

that an electric current with an energy of 500 volts or less never

endangers animal life; that is not hurtful to man or brute; and

thata current with an energy of 500 volts is more than equal to

propelling any line of street cars within the limits of the District of

Columbia.

But notwithstandin the objection of the Senator from Missouri,

the executive authority of this District, composed of three com

missioners, whose duty it is to look well and carefully to the pub

lic interests within this District, recommend the passage of this

bill as it is. A committee of nine Senators, especially appointed

to look after District interests and District affairs, with absolute

unanimity reported this bill. The Board of Trade of the city of

Washington have recommended its passage in its present form. A

large number of persons outside have recommended it. The

Senate by its vote has recommended it. The other House by its

vote has recommended it. The whole world, so far as it has been

consulted, seems to be decidedly in favor of it, except the Senator

from Missouri.

I leave the Senate to decide between the Senator from Missouri

and the District commissioners, the Senate Committee on the Dis

trict of Columbia, the action of the two Houses of Congress. I

ask that the House amendment be concurred in, which will end

this controversy for the present.

Mr. VEST. Mr. President, the Senator from Tennessee [Mr.

Harris] speaks of the action of the two Houses of Congress. The '

action of the two Houses of Congress was to the effect that no

overhead electric wires should be put up in this District after the

15th of September last.

Mr. HARRIS. The Senator will allow me to say that when he

comes to scrutinize the legislation I think he will find that he

states it very much too strongly, but I do not ca re to go into that,

and I do not intend to do so. But when I spoke of the actitn of

the two Houses I spoke of their action upon this bill, and the

Senator from Missouri will remember that when this bill was under

consideration in the Senate he and I debated this electric feature

here and then.

Mr. VEST, Mr. President, I have no recollection of ever having

noticed this provision in this bill until the bill came back from the

House of Representatives. and I immediately entered my dissent

to it as soon as I made that discovery. If anything was said in

debate between the Senator from Tennessee and myself, it was not

upon that feature of this bill at all, for I solemnl aver that I knew

nothing about it, I have no recollection of it, and]my attention was

not Cilllcd to it. or I should most unquestionably have objected at

the time.

The Senator says the action of Congress is indicated by the pas

sage of this bill. This bill assed through the Senate without any

attention being called to this clause in it which pennits this com

pany to violate the general provision that was incorporated in the

general District appropriation bill as it was passed during the last

year. Then the question was debated in the Senate. The pro

vision- prohibiting the erection of overhead electric wires was

resisted strenuously by the Senator from Tennessee, and after a

disctission lasting through the best part of two or three days the

District of Columbia Committee was instructed to report a resolu

tion against this sort of thing. Now it is proposed by this same

corporation. which then rushed the work through, put up its posts

upon New York avenue, and erected overhead wires, in the very

first amendment that is proposed to its charter, to violate the gen

eral provision of law.

I assume the responsibility of oversight or ignorance, or what

ever it may be, in permitting this bill to go through the Senate as

it is, but it does not change my opinion ; and on that assumption

of responsibility I reiterate my opposition to the whole system of

overhead electric wires in this District.

Mr. HALE. The Senator will remember, in the line in which he

is speaking, that after the contest to which he has alluded the best

that Congress could do to preserve any rights, either in law or

equity, that these electric companies had ever, in their discretion,

condescended to allow them, was to provide that, instead of re

moving their wires entirely, they should be placed underground

whenever the commissioners deemed that that was safe. The up

shot of that is, as the Senator says, that we should have no electric

wires overhead. The best that Congress would votichsafe to these
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compezinies was that they might be permitted to put them under

groun .

Mr. V1-:s'r. That is my understanding of the condition of the

legislation now. I do not propose to go into the general subject

of the future, or the business of the future in the construction of

overhead electric wires. The reviews of the country have been

full of that discussion by Mr. Westinghouse and Mr. Houston;

experts have given their opinion, and some have said that 500

volts of electricity shot into a human being do not endanger life.

Isimply say for myself that I want no such experiment on my

body or that of any friend. \\'e know that in the city of New

York tiiis discussion has resulted in the prohibition of overhead

electric wires and the officers of the companies holding that mon

opoly there have refused to put their wires underground. Such is

the consensus of opinion in the municipalities of the country to

day, as I understand, and if electricians have changed their opinion

it has not changed the opinion of the American people in regard

to this matter.

No man driving his vehicle along the route of one of the roads

that these electric wires are over wants to be expo-ed to the acci

dent of the wire being detatched and killing the animal he is driv

ing. and perhaps himself ora member of his family, and I say now

as I said in a former debate, that one human life ought to be more

to the Congress of the United States than all the expenditure of

money or consideration of convenience on the part of any corpo

ration. We know what has been the result elsewhere, and when

an accident happens here we shall be told that it will not happen

again. That is no remedy to the man who, or whose family, has

been killed, no matter what his position in life may be, however

humble. '

I propose to offer this amendment at the end of the amendment

of the Hou-e of Representatives:

P101-irfed, That no overhead wires shall be used within the limits of this city.

Mr. HARRis. And upon that amendment I raise the question of

order that it is out of order because it does not propose to modify

the terms of the House amendment, but it is proposed as a modifi

cation of the body of the bill.

The PREs1DEN'r pro Iempore. The Senator from Tennessee

raises the point of order that this can not be received as not being

germane to the subject of the amendment made to the bill by the

House of Representatives.

Mr. HARRis. It does not modify or change the principle of the

House amendment, but is intended to affect and to change the body

of the bill as agreed to in the Senate and as agreed to in the House

of Representatives. It is intended for no other purpose and can

perform no other office or have any other effect than that.

Mr. HALE. I only say that it would be a remarkable thing in the

history of the Senate, so far as I know of, if an amendment ofthat

kind were held not to be in order.

The PR1-:sioEN'r pro lemport’. The Chair would be inclined to

hold that the amendment, under the practice and custom of the

Senate, was in order.

Mr. SHERMAN. Mr. President, there is another answer to the

Senator from Missouri besides the one made by the Senator from

Tennessee, and that is that there is no authority in this bill to this

railroad company to have overhead wires except in a region ofthe

city now practically without inhabitants. As I f€I'l'I€l‘l1I)el" the terms

of it whcn it was up before and was thoroughly discussed, the

branch that is allowed to have the overhead wires is the branch

along North Capitol street beyond New York avenue.

Mr. HARR1s. Which is only one or two squares this side of the

northern boundary of the city.

Mr. SHERMAN. I submit to the senator from Missouri, whether

it would be fair to this cor oration to enact this legislation. It has,

in my judgment,.erected the most beautiful specimen of an electric

railroad now in the United States, as has been stated and I believe

correctly—the specimen from Seventh street to North Capitol

street. They propose now to erect a line along North Capitol

street and an extension to the Soldiers’ Home, which will be a

great convenience ofa suburban character to the people of VVash

ington, seeking generally in the holidays some retreat like the

Soldiers’ Home park. It is only one square from the present line

ofthis railroad to Boundary street, so that it only goes through in

the city of Washington one square probably of about six or eight

hundred feet. The Senator must be familiar with the ground and

must know it. Beyond that it extends up a new road just opened

wit|iou_t any houses or habitations upon it. It is purely a suburban

extension of the present road. Now to re uire them in this space

of six or eight hundred feet to establish a different system or mode

of motive-power or replacement of the wires would be simply idle

and futile.

Therefore it is that, although [am in favor of the amendment

that has been read, which was made to the law last year, not, at

present at least, to allow any railroads to a considerable extent to

come within the city of Washington with electric wires, except

under ground or in some condition of absolute safety, yet I ha\e

no question whatever in voting for the proposition to allow this

company to continue its line along North Capitol street to the

Soldiers’ Home. To that there can be no Ob_leClIl 11.

Mr. HARRIS. The Senator from Ohio will allow me to refresh

his memor . This bill provides in explicit terms that on that

branch within the traveled part of the city, ifelectric cables or

wires are used, they shall be put under ground, and the overhead

wires provided for are on that part of the line running out from

North Capitol street, as the Senator has correctly stated. I forget

whether it is one or two squares, but not exceeding two squares

within the boundaries of the city and in a part ofthe city where

there are scarcely any buildings on either side of North Capitol

street.

Mr. SHERMAN. The Senator correctly states that this very bill

provides that within the city proper in inhabited places the wires

have to be under ground. But when you go to the outskirts of the

city at the junction of North Capitol street and New York avenue,

which we have all traversed 0\ er a hundred times, and probably I

have a thousand times, and from that point on to Boundary street

and so on to Soldiers’ Home, there is no considerable number of

inhabitants, and every one of them, so far as I know, is in favor of

the measure.

Mr. VFs'r. I should like to ask the Senator from Ohio whether

it is not the fact that that portion ofthe city is being rapidly settled

up, and whether he did not agree with me the other day in the

discussion of another measure here that if it were not for the

nuisance of the Baltimore and Ohio railroad it would be settled

from now on more rapidly than any portion of the city has been?

Mr. SHERMAN. Yes. Mr. President, the route of this proposed

new road is not settled at all, because the great body of it, from

Boundary street to the Soldiers’ Home. the land has only been

opened very recently, within a year, and there is not a house on

the line, so that it is not settled. It is equally true that the cons

truction of this railroad by a very enterprising citizen of this city—

because it was mainly done by him—along its present route to the

Catholic University has opened up to settlement a considerable

region of country, and a very large number of buildings are being

erected along the line of the railroad in consequence ofthe railroad

being constructed there, and no part of the city is likely to be more

prosperous and to grow more rapidly than the section traversed by

this line of railroad. '

I intend to stand by the protection of life in this city, and never

to vote for a proposition for a railroad within the heart of the city

that will not secure to the people absolute security against the

possibility of danger by electric wires, as to which there is some

danger, certainly; but I would not apply this rule to the exten

sion of an existing line through a region that is not now populated

and where everybody who is interested at all desires it to be con

structed.

It was fully understood when the matter was debated the other

day and the bill passed the Senate ; this very thing was discussed,

and I am only surprised that, with the usual prompt attendance of

the Senator from Missouri, and his usual observation of what is

going on, he did not notice it, because I think everybody else who

was here noticed the distinction made in this bill between the ex

tension ofthe line through a new country and that which extended

through the older and settled portions of the city.

Mr. FAui.i<NER. I want to state to the Senator from Ohio also,

in the line of his argument, that the bill vi hen it was introduce d and

submitted to the committee, contemplated the road going through

another street than North Capitol street. but when it was submitted

to the Commissioners of the District of Columbia they suggested

that it would be more proper to require the road to go through

North Capitol street, as it was a wide street, and the poles could

be put up there without any inconvenience to the public generally.

It was through the advice given and the suggestions made by the

Commissioners ofthe District that this line was changtd so as to

cover about one or two squares within the botindary on North Cap

itol street, which is a very wide street.

Mr. SHERMAN. I know that North Capitol street is wider than

even New York avenue. I think that North Capitol street is 130

feet wide, and there is no difficulty in putting a line of poles in the

center of the street and having plenty of room on either side.

Mr. HALE. Mr. President. the Senator from Ohio [Mr. SHER

MAN] is more moderate in his desires as to extending these elec

tric railroads throughout the city of Washington than either

}he projectors of this enterprise or some of the Senators who

avor it.

If the argument of the Senator from Tennessee [Mr. I-IARRis]

amounts to anything, it is that it will be a benefaction to the inhab

itants of Washington for these roads to traverse their streets every

where, and the experience of Senators in the past ought to

teach them that this is simply an enterprise in the direction of

nI11aking constant encroachment upon the highways and streets of

t is city.

These enterprises are not called for in the beginning by the in
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habitants of any section, either in the populated parts of the city or

in the suburbs. A company or an individual purchases available

lands outside of the populated parts of the city, and seeks to open

those lands by getting Congress to charter an electric railroad.

The committees of the two Houses having the sutject in charge,

and the bodies themselves, are importuned, until at last their con

sent is given upon the proposition that this is intended to be a sub

urban road. \Vhen this road which is the subject of debate here

now was first chartered, it was stated to the Senate, underthe most

solemn and repeated asseverations, that no attempt would ever be

made to bring these dangerous wires, or wires which many people

believed to be dangerous, into the populated part of the city ; but

no sooner had the company organized and built its road and de

veloped its lines and began to look out, than human nature pre

vailed with them, and they sought to penetrate the other orttons

of the city, and the Senate may go on and may grant this ittle en

croachment, may give this inch, and it will find in the end the ell

will be demanded. You cannot let these companies into a single

street where the population ofthe city is now thickly settled but

that it will be made a precedent for another demand, and ifyou let

them into North Capitol street along the line described by the Sen

ator from Ohio, while he is sincere in what he says now, that no

thing more will be asked for, he will find himself confronted within

one year from now with a demand that it be extended further, and

brought into all the great avenues and streets of the city that we

ought to keep sacred for ourselves and our children and the future

generations that will come here to this great city.

The argument, as I have said, of the Senator from Tennessee does

not blink this. He does not commit himselftothe proposition that

he will not come in here afterwards and ask that these roads be

extended over all our streets, but he boldly takes the offensive

and declares that these roads are not only practical, convenient,

and profitable. but in their operation are to the benefit of the

public generally ; and if there is anything to be derived from

this argument, it is that horse railways and cable railways and

underground railways should give way to electric lines placed over

head.

Now, Mr. President, whether or not the Senator can demonstrate

to his satisfaction that the percentage of death or destruction or

injury is very small under this system. still. as the ,Senator from

Missouri has said, it has been tried in New York, and there have

been casualties, calamities, accidents occurring there which have

aroused the press and the public, and to-day they are committed

against these electric wires overhead, but the companies do not

cease their struggle there and here, and they will continue it; and

the only way for the Senate to maintain its ground safely is to hold

these parties to the original conditions and keep them H] the sub

urban regions—that is bad enough—and let them take care of them

selves there.

Mr. PADDOCK. At Omaha, Nebraska, a remarkably flourishin

and active business town, we have, during the last year and a half

put in over forty miles of the overhead wire system of electric roads.

Before the commencement of the construction of our system we

had the same prejudices, the same apprehensions as to the dangers

and uncertainties of electric roads that have been expressed here

by the Senator from Missouri [Mr. VEST] and the Senator from

Maine [Mr. HALE], but after a year or more of operation of our

system there is no citizen of Omaha who would not be glad to have

it on every street in the town. There has been no death, no acci

dent of any kind or nature, that I remember. We were satisfied

by the investigations which were made before the actual work of

putting up the wires commenced that there could be no danger,

and by the operation of all the roads in our extensive system since,

we have become satisfied entirelv that the apprehensions at first

entertained were not well grounded, and we shall be very glad in

deed, so far as that city is concerned, to have the entire street-rail

way system of the town of that character.

Mr. EDMUNDS. Mr. President, perhaps in Omaha there has not

yet been an occasion or a time when the overhead wires broke and

fell down where people were passing. That is the test. An over

head wire or any highly charged wire, either for telegraph or mo

tive power, is perfectly safe so long as you keep it perfectly insula

ted and do not touch it, just as the lightning in the heavens is, and

the argument that because in Omaha no evil has happened in the

space of a year would be an argument against all lightning-rods,

because a particular house without a lightning-rod had not been

struck within the last year. it does not prove anything at all ; but

all the human experience that we have had in this country and

every other shows that these overhead and highly charged wires,

whether for motive power or telegraph purposes. or for any other

purpose, when their insulation fails, either by fracture so that they

fall in places where people and animals are passing, or where they

fall in houses, so that the current is diverted from its safe and pro

tected channel, a sad disaster always happens. There is no use of

anybody denying it, and I do not know that anybody does deny it;

and that is the case we have.

Now, what is the great public necessity for granting these extra

ordinary privileges, that we condemned a year ago by a tre men

dons majority, to this articular corporation? Have we any peti

tions fr: m the body ofpeople residing between here and the S01

diers’ I-lome, crying out for an overhead electric railrt ad? By no

means. Senators in favor of it say that nobody lives there. What

is it, then? It is a land speculation, and a railroad in connection

with it, to make lands worth more and bring them into market in

acity that is not half filled up nor quarter filled up within the

boundaries of Boundary street at this minute. That is just what

is the fact about it; and therefore there ought not to be any

great public urgency to allow these parties to put up on North

Capitol street, or anywhere else, such wires as are dangerous to hu

man life, ifit be only the human life (if there is any distinction in

human lives in the minds of these corporations) of a poor market

woman who is driving out to go to her home beyond the Boundary,

her life is just as sacred, I take it, in the eyes of everybody but

corporations as the lives of Senators or anybody else. Of course

the quantum of danger is diminished in a lonely rural road because

the number of people exposed to the danger is less; but the

danger is there just the same, and if the breakdown happens at the

moment of time when there is a passer-by there or a passer-by af

terwards until the current is cut off or the insulation is destroyed,

there follow disaster and death.

Mr. President, I notice that overhead wires are very curiously

authorized in some other places by this bill than a few hundred

feet from New York avenue up North Capitol street, as has been

stated—a good deal more than a few hundred feet. I am not on

the question of distances just now, but we will call it 800 feet. I

will never dispute with the Senator from Ohio as to quantities,

however much we may difier otherwise. This provides, first, that

they may begin

At the intersection of New York avenue and Fifth street northwest, south along

Fifth street northwest to G street northwest, and thence west along G street

northwest to the east line of Filieenth street northwest ;_ and also beginning at

the present terminus of its cemetery branch on the east side of Lincoln EVBIIUF

Which, I believe. is out east here in the city somewhere; I am

not sure of its location-—

nnd thence northerly along Lincoln avenue to a point opposite the entrance to

Glenwood Cemetery.

Mr. SHERMAN. That is the name of the avenue going to the

cemetery.

Mr. EDMuNps. I do not know that the name makes any great

difference. If it be the present road that goes up to that cemetery

it is a great public thoroughfare, where perhaps more people go in

the course of a year, up and down from New York avenue to Glen

wood Cemetery and to the top of the hill on the side of the Sol

diers’ Home, than in almost any other thoroughfare out of this

city; and if that is the place, it is infinitely improper to put up

overhead electric wires, if it be improper to put them up in front

of this Capitol.

Now, the bill authorizes that, for its limitation is:

That if electric wires or cables are used.to propel its cars over said streets from

New York avenue and Fifth to Fifleenth street northwest,the same shall be placed

under ground.

Leaving authority to run it on Lincoln avenue, wherever that

may go, from end to end or from point to point, as wellason North

Capitol street, and all the way on New York avenue from North

Capitol street to the Soldiers‘ Home. I am decidedly opposed to

it, Mr. President, and I shall offer in a minute. with the consent of

my friend from Missouri [Mr. VEST], a substitute for his amend

ment. something to strike at the root of the whole matter, the order

of which, I take it, nobody will question.

Now, I want to sa a word about North Capitol street, that is

represented to be a ovely rural place. Perhaps it is, but anybody

who will go to the north end of this Capitol and look out of its

windows, will see that North Capitol street is, in its original design

and in its present outlines, erhaps the noblest avenue that there

is in the whole District of Co umbia. It has failed to become pop

ulated by the people of this town and by the people of wealth and

leisure who come here, as it otherwise would have been, because

of the nuisance near us of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, which

occupies it for a long distance as part of its yards, and which, of

course, obstructs the passage of people up and down it, and makes

it a nuisance to everybody that owns property in the vicinity, and

a nuisance to the Capitol itself.

If that thing were got out of the way, North Capitol street, from

here to the Soldiers’ Home, would be the grandest avenue in North

America or anywhere else. starting at the great north front of this

Capitol and going in a direct line to the highest ground in the

neighborhood of Washington—-to that magnificent park in which

the Soldiers’ Home is situated. I do not propose, for one, to vote

under any circumstances, at any time, whether the ground about

it be vacant or filled up, to put up these confessedlydangerous and

deadly and unsightly structures.

When there are people enough living along there or capable of ,

living along there to make it a public necessity for the convenience
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of people going to and fro from this Capitol to the other end of

this great and ma nificent avenue, as it wi I be, then there will be

profit enough in t e transaction for the promoters of arailway line,

who are not building for charity or patriotism, but for profit, toput

in a railway line, either of cable or underground wires, that will

subserve the public interests and give them profit besides. That

is what I think about it. Therefore, Mr. President. I move to

amend the proviso of my friend from Missouri by striking it all out

and inserting this as a part of the House section :

That the authority of said company by this act or any other act

Which will cut them out on New York avenue, and from here

out to the boundary—

conferred to erect or use overhead wires in its operations within the city of Wash

ington shall absolutely cease and detennine on the tst day ofjuly, 1893.

That gives them three years and over to get out of New York

avenue, and they say, and this bill provides, that their

time for erecting overhead wires in North Capitol street shall

not begin or be obligatory until the street is opened and

raded, which must depend upon a proper appropriation

y Congress and the tax-payers of the District of Colum

bia. Therefore, there is no immediate danger about this North

Capitol street business, except, perhaps, for a few blocks, as my

friend has said, they might run up there where it is already graded

and probably used, just as they set up these New York avenue

overhead wires within the boundaries of the District against the

spirit and against, I believe, the legal efi'ect of the statute we had

already passed, in order to get ahead of the provision for its taking

effect on the 1st day of September, if that was the day.

There is another thing I should like to ask while we are dealing

with railroad corporations, Whether we have got any evidence

anywhere that this company has paid into the Treasury the 4 per

cent. that the act of incorporation required on its gross earnings

during the time it has been running, as it is said in the newspapers,

so profitably and with such great success? That is not material to

the p tssage of this particular bill, but it is an inquiry that I feel in

terested in making at this time.

Mr. VEST. I am willing to accept that amendment in lieu of the

amendment I offered.

Mr. PADDOCK. Mr. President, referring to the description or

the characterization of this enterprise given by the Senator from

Vermont [Mr. Edmunds] I desire to say, so far as I am concerned

that I know nothing whatever of the enterprise, have no interest

in it, and know nobody interested or connected with it directly or

indirectly. I gave my testimony as to the experience in Omaha

respecting the system there, because I felt it my duty to do so in

defense of the system itself, and a year's experience ought to be

pretty satisfac‘ory evidence as to the fact whether it is a safe s_\s

tem or not. There has been no accident in that ci and the roads

there pass through streets where more business is one than in any

street in this town, and that of itself, I think, ought to be very fair

evidence that it is a safe and secure system.

Mr. I-Iamus. I dislike very much to detain the Senatea mo

ment longer, but I want to state two or three, facts.

I know that quite a number of deaths have occurred from elec

tric shocks in this country, but in respect to every one of them

that I have had the ability to run down and ascertain how they oc

curred, they resulted from the arc-light wire. The are light can

not be produced and maintained with an energy less than from

1,500 to 2,500 volts, and in respect to every one of them thatI

had the means of investigating, there is not one single death of

a human being traceable to ar tilroad wire, because where the road

is ordinarily smooth and level four or five hundred volts give a

power quite equal to propelling a train of street-cars.

The road under consideration has used the maximum of 400

volts. It has been in operation for now about a year and a half.

It carried over 500,000 passengers in the first year of its operation,

- and not a single accident to man or brute has occurred by the

operations of that road.

All the electrical experts in the country, as I said awhile ago,

will give assurance as to the result of their experiments and their

investigations and their knowledge of the subject that there is no

danger whatever to animal life in a current of 500 volts. The old

city of Boston, where more electrical experiments have been made,

perhaps, than in any other city of the United States, having experi

mented largely with electricity as a motive-power and in every

other way, about a year ago authorized the erec ion of overhead

wires and the propelling of all the street lines within the limits of

that city, in the most crowded as well as in the suburban parts, by

overhead wires and electricity.

MR. Mauoeasorz. Mr. President, the objection to bills of this

character is to my mind not so much an objection to their details

as to the general principle upon which they are enacted. Here is

another bill which proposes to grant to a corporation composed of

private individuals a valuable franchise in this city. The city of

Washington, by reason of its plan as to streets and the character of

its population and the industries in which that population are en

ject.

gaged, certainly does not need that net-work ofstreet railways which

is needed by such commercial cities as Philadelphia, New York,

Boston, and othe.s that I might mention. But that there should be

a bettering of present conditions and an increase of railroads there

can be no ck estion; and I suggest, as I did the other day, that the

proper met \)d for their construction is not that persons who may

be interested in outside real estate, having a speculative interest in

prop: rt outside, should be permitted to dictate a line of road by

which t eir real estate shall be brought into market, but that there

should be some demand either from a suburban or a city popula

tion along the proposed route to the commissioners or to Congress

prayin that such road might be constructed, and the inception of

the rai road should come from that demand for it.

When the detnand is tnade, I submit that the District authorities

and the proper committees of the two Houses of Congress should

consider the advisability of the road, and if it is well that it should

be constructed, then it seems to me that these valuable franchises

—for we know from the profits made by the street railway com

panies that these franchises are very valuable—should be granted

to those who are ready to pay for them, and there should be some

method devised, and I ho we that it may be by the committees of

Congress on the District, y which these charters shall be given to

those who are ready to pay the most money into the public Treas

ury for them. As it is now, these rights to the use of the streets

are obtained to the immense profit of a few individuals, and while

it is true that they are for the public convenience so far as the run

ning of the cars and their use are concerned, there is no profit to

title general public."w(ljtich is taxed to maintain the streets over which

t e cars are prope e .

Now, so far as this road is concerned, I know but little ofits pro

posed route. I have been over the streets and avenues that are

mentioned, but not‘often, so that I am not very familiar with them,

but I wish to add a word to_ that which has been_suggested _by my

colleague [Mr. Paddock] with reference to el.ctr|c motor railways.

There are three methods of propulsion for electric tramways—

one the underground-wire system, another the overhead-wire sys

tem, and a third, which is known as the storage-battery system.

The only successful system, as I understand, has been the overhead

wire system. Vi/here wires are placed under ground for the pro

pulsion of street cars, for some reason there seems to be a dissipa

tion of the electric current, and it can not be conserved so as to

answer the proper uses, although they are running some railways

in the country by that metho . The storage~battery system has

been objectionable thus far (althou h I expect to see it ultimately

the system by which these cars wil be propelled) because of the

expense incident to the placing of these batteries in the cars them

selves and the weight that is an incident to them; but I have no

question that the electrical experts, who are making such marvel

ous developments, will find some plan by which both the expense

and the weight will be reduced.

Electricity is a most dangerous element, as the Senator from

Vermont suggests. An attempt to “chain the lightning" is one

that is attended with danger always ; but no one conceives that the

wires over which telegrams are sent are particularly dangerotts to

the communities through which they pass. The poles that support

them and the wires themselves are unsightly, and so with the tele

phone wires and poles, they are unsightly, but they are not danger

ous, and yet they carry currents of electricity, and, as suggested

by the Senator from Tennessee, the later experience with refer

ence to overhead wires for the conducting of cars has shown that

with the number of volts of electricity they are required to carry

there is no danger to httman life in them even when they drop to

the street and come in contact with either man or beast.

Two or three years ago when a subject akin to this was under

cottsideration, I opposed the putting up of any overhead wires in

the city of Washington. I did so because I then believed, as the

Senator from Missouri and others believed, that there was an ele

ment of very great danger in placing overhead wires in the streets

of this city. Since that time there has been constructed an electric

tramway out New York avenue, with overhead wires. I under

stand that t_he|_'e has been no resulting damage from its use so far

as human life IS concerned.

I have seen, myself, in the electric tramways referred to by my

colleague, in Omaha, the workmen handle the wires when the cars

were running and when the wires were charged with the full amount

of electricity nece~sary to do the work. My experience with refer

ence to these roads has been this : I have no interest in them ; I

do not own a dollar of stock in any of them, and have simply been

observant of them because I was somewhat interested in the sub

It was proposed about two years ago to run one of these

overhead electric tramways along a street on which I happened to

own a small piece of property. I objected to it very strongly, and,

with other property-owners, did what I could to resist, through

that much traveled street, the building of this railway and the put

ing u ofthese wires. The matter went into court, and finally it

was ecided that the road should be built, and about three miles of
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road were constructed a little over two years ago. I watched it

with a good deal of disgust, and yet, at the same time, with a good

deal of interest, and I became a convert to the electric-tramway

system, and until there can be some system of storage batteries

evised by which the cars can be propelled, I believe the best sys

tem is the overhead electric tramway system. There was such a

revulsion of public sentiment in that city that, after these three or

four miles were constructed, the people were clamorous for the

change of the horse-car systems of that city to the electric-tramway

system, and the result of it is that to-day there are over 40 miles of

overhead electric tramways in the city of Omaha, as suggested by

my colleague, and they are rapidly replacing the horse cars.

Mr. PADDock. I will say to my colleague that the horse-car

roads in our system will be almost entirely replaced by the electric

motors during the present season.

Mr. MANDERSON. I have no question of that. I have no ques

tion but that that change will very speedily be made. I think that

any one who will investigate this subject will be satisfied that there

is not the element of danger in it that is dreaded. If there was I

for one would be heartily in favor of this proposed amendment.

Mr. EDMUNDs. Are your streets level?

Mr. MANDERson. In the business part of the city there are level

streets, but back of it there are quite steep hills, and these electric

cars climb the hills with great ease.

Mr. EDMUNDs. But it takes more power to do that.

Mr. MANDERSON. With the amount of electricity mentioned,

the maximum of 500 volts, there is no trouble about running up an

hill that you find in the cities on the Missouri River, and the£ S

are quite steep.

Mr. EDMUNDs. What is the diameter of the wire?

Mr. MANDERSON. It is a very small wire; I do not know that I

can give its exact diameter, but it is a very little larger, if larger at

all, than the usual wire over which telegrams are sent by the West

ern Union Telegraph Company.

Now, Mr. President, I think that one of the evils of the railway

system of this city is the present horse-car arrangement. No man

or woman rides upon these cars, especially those on Pennsylvania

avenue and on Seventh street, without being pained and shocked

by the suffering of the poor horses who are compelled to draw the

cars, and I think in the interest of a decent humanity we ought to

compel the horse-car companies to change their method of propul

sion as rapidly as it can be done.

Mr. SPOONER. Or else they should get better horses.

Mr. MANDERSON. I should hate to see them get better horses,

as suggested by my friend from Wisconsin, for the better the horse

the worse I should like to see him abused. I do not think that

horses ought to be used for any such purpose. They do not need

to be, under the present system.

This bill, I presume, is beyond the reach of any recall. I should

be glad to see it recalled, and I should be glad to see no further

legislation in the way of chartering these railway companies to in

dividuals until some such course as I have suggested shall obtain.

But I felt it no more than due, as, with others, I joined in the

attack here two or three years ago on the electric-tramway system,

that I should bear testimony to the fact that not only the theorizing

of the electrical experts, but the actual and practical experience of

the communities in which these roads have been built shows that

the fears of the Senator from Missouri are very largely groundless.

Mr. VEST. Mr. President—

Mr. HARRIs. Will the Senator from Missouri allow the report

of the committee to be read and then proceed with his remarks?

Mr. VEST. I have no objection to that course. -

The Secretary read the following report, submitted by Mr.

HARRIs, January 20, 1890 :

The Committee on the District of Columbia, to which was referred Senate bill

157, has considered the same, and submits the following report:

A bill for the same purpose, and substantially the same as the one under con
sideration, was reported by the unanimous vote of the committee in the second

session of the Fiftieth Congress, and passed the Senate, and was favorably reported

by the House committee, but was not considered by the House.

The bill under consideration was referred to the commissioners of the District

for such information as they could give as to the operations of the road, and es

pecially as to the safety to the public in the use of electricity as a motive power,

and their opinion as to the propriety of granting the extensions asked.

The report of the commissioners is here inserted, as follows:

OFF ice of The CoMMissionERs, District of ColuMBIA,

WAshingtoN, December 28, 1889.

SIR: In compliance with the request contained in your letter of the 13th instant,

and the verbal request of Hon. Isham G. Harris, of your committee, the commis

sioners of the District of Columbia have the honor to return herewith Senate bill

157, to amend the charter of the Eckington and Soldiers' Home Railway Company,
with the following remarks:

This railway commenced the operations of its cars by electricity a little more

than a year ago. At that time the application of electricity to such purposes was

£ an experiment, and serious doubts were entertained regarding its safety

and practicability. During the past year, the commissioners have watched this

experiment and studied this problem with great interest. The results of expe

rience have been noted from all£ of this country and Europe, and personal

examinations of existing systems have been made.

As the result of these studies the commissioners have arrived at the following

conclusions: -

(1) Up to the present time no method of operating cars by electricity through

conductors laid under ground has been satisfactorily established by experiment.

(2) The method of operating cars through overhead conductors is the only sys
tem which actual£ has shown to be a success.

(3) Ofthe overhead systems now employed the commissioners believe that the

one used by the Eckington and Soldiers' Home Railway Company, in which the

conductors are supported by poles situated in the middle of the street, is the most

satisfactory where there is sufficient width of carriage way for its employment.

(4) The commissioners believe that the electrical system employed by this rail

way, the electro-motive force of which can never exceed 500 volts, is as safe as any

motive system ever employed by any railway. The Eckington Railway has never

had any accident whatever resulting from its employment of electric motive

power, and the commissioners believe this to be also true of all other electric rail:

ways now in operation throughout the United States. -

The Eckington Railway has been so admirably constructed and equipped, its

operation has been so satisfactory to the public, and its success has been so much
greater than its most sanguine friends could have anticipated that the commis

sioners say without hesitation that the extensions provided for in this bill are gen

erally in the public interest. They doubt, however, the advisability of authorizing

the use of overhead wires on the First street branch within the city limits, as they

consider that street too narrow for this purpose. This objection will be removed

if, as the commissioners suggest, North Capitol street should be substituted for

£ street in the company's charter, the former being considerably wider than
t atter.

The correspondence with the president of the Eckington and Soldiers' Home

Railway Company relative to this subject is herewith appended.

Very respectfully, # W. DOUGLASS,

Hon. J. J. INGALLs, President.

hairman Committee on District of Columbia, United States Senate.

DISTRICT OF Columbia,

OFFICE of THE ENGINEER COMMissionER,

WASHINGToN, December 20, 1889.

DEAR SIR: The commissioners have received a letter from the Senate Com

mittee on the District of Columbia, inclosing a copy of Senate bill 157, providing

for the extension of the Eckington and Soldiers' Home Railway, requesting the

commissioners to report to the committee “the result of the practical operations

of the electric system used on the Eckington and Soldiers' Home Railway during

the past year, especially as to its safety.”

Will you kindly furnish me with any information that you may have in your

possession bearing upon this point?

CHAS. W. RAYMOND,Respectfully yours,

Major of Engineers, U.S. Army,

Pngineer Commissioner, District of Columbia.

Mr. GEo. TRUESDELL,

President Eckington and Soldiers' Home Railway Company,

- Mashington, D. C.

WASHINGTON, D.C., RooM 29, ATLANT1c BUILDING,

December 27, 1889.

DEAR SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your communica

tion of the 20th instant, in which you request me to furnish for the use of the Sen

ate Committee on the District of Columbia a report as to the result of the prac

tical operations of the electric system used on the Eckington and Soldiers’ Home

Railway during the past year, especially as to its safety, and to make the following

reply:

The Eckington and Soldiers' Home£ Company was chartered on the

19th of June, 1888, and the main line of the road was completed and opened for

traffic on the 17th of October, 1888. The Cemetery branch was completed in June,

1889, and the Fourth street extension to the Catholic University was finished on

the 20th of October, making altogether about 3 miles of double track and half a

mile of single track.

The report of the operation of the road for the first year was submitted to the

stockholders on the 17th of October, 1889, a'' of which is hereto appended for

your information. The road, as will be seen from said report, has been a great

success, the receipts for the first year having exceeded the operating expenses by

over $3,300, it being the first instance in which the receipts of any street-car line in

the District of Columbia have equaled its expenses during the first year of its ex

istence. Considering that this is essentially a suburban road, with its city ter

minus at New York avenue and Seventh street, it affords conclusive evidence of

the popularity of the system. If anything further were needed upon this point, it

is found in the fact that property on New York avenue between Seventh street and

Boundary has doubled in value since the road was opened, while beyond Bound

ary the advance has been even greater, in some cases being as much as 4oo or 5oo

percent.

As to the danger of the electric current, it affords me great pleasure to be able

to state that not one of the 503,ooo passengers carried by our company has been

injured by it, nor have any of our employés, although the latter have received fre

quent shocks. That the current used on our£ and on the other electric

roads in this country is not dangerous to human life is further shown by what I

am assured is the fact, that although there are now 1,1oo miles of electric tracks

in use in the United States and over 8oo electric cars, no passenger has been

seriously injured !' the current used to£ them. It may be proper to add

that no passenger has been seriously injured by our cars in any manner what

soever.

Yours, very respectfully, GEO. TRUESDELL,

President Eckington and Soldiers' Home Railway Company.

Maj. CHAs. W. RAYMOND,

Corps of Engineers, U.S. Army, Engineer Commissioner, D. C.

Report of the receipts and expenses of operating the Eckington and Soldiers'

Home Railway for the year ending October 17, 1889:

Total number of passengers Total receipts from passen

Carried. . . . . . . . . . * * * * * * * * * * 503, gers ... -------------------- $23,604.oo

Daily average...... - - 1,sos Expenses of operating....... 20,256.72

Average daily earnings...... $68.45 Excess of receipts over ex

penses.... -------......... 3,347.28

The committee is satisfied that the extension from the intersection of New

York avenue and Fifth street northwest to Fifteenth street northwest will be a

reat convenience to the traveling public, as the present terminus of the road at

the intersection ofNew York avenue and Seventh street northwest is an inconve

nient point to reach, and generally involves an additional car-fare to the passen

gers who get on or off at that point, while this extension will reach the business

part of the city and make connection with the various car and herdic lines.

The committee adopts the recommendation of the commissioners, and recom

mends the repeal ofso much of the original charter as authorized the construction

of the Soldiers' Home branch along First street, and authorizes the construction

of a branch from the intersection of New York avenue and North Capitol street,

along North Capitol to the Soldiers' Home . This point of beginning is only three

blocks from the northern boundary of the city, and North Capitol£ a broad

street, the laying of these tracks will be little if any inconvenience to wagon and

carriage traffic, but a great convenience to that portion of the people of the city

who do not keep their own carriages, enabling them to reach the beautiful grounds -

of the Soldiers' Home quickly and cheaply.
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Upon this point the committee submits the letter of the Rev. John]. Keane,

rector of the Catholic University. and the letter of the \Vashington Board of

Trade, recommending the passage of the bill :

THE CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY or A.\ir-:RicA,

\VASHlNGTON, D. C., December ii, i889.

RESPBCTED DEAR Sin: P'ermit me, in the name of the trustees of this Univer

sity,to ask of your Committee on the District of Columbia favorable consideration

for the petition ofthe Eckington and Soldiers’ Home Railway to extend their line

to the corner of Fifteenth street.

This electric line is an incalcitlable advantage to us, and to the large numbers

ofthe public at large who visit the University. The advantage to us and to the

ublic would.l.ie veryegreatly increased if this excellent method of transit could

bring us within imm iate reach of so central at point as Fifteenth street. Twice

a week we have lectures open to the public, at 4.30 p.m.; and the proposed exten

sion ofthis railway would make it easy for persons in the Departments to reach

the University before the hour of the lecture.

For these reasons I feel that it is not only permissible to me, but is even m'

duty, to ur e upon yourself, dear sir, and upon your respected committee, the airf

visability o granting the libert ofextension petitioned for.

Most respectful y, yours, - JOHN J. KEANE,

Senator INGALLS. Rector‘.

 

OFFICE or TI-IE “/ASHINGTON BOARD or TRADE,

\VAS|-IINGTON, D. C.,January i7, i890.

Sin: 1 am directed by the chairman of the executive committee of the Wash

ington Board ofTrade to inform on that the railroad committee has carefull_\'

considered the inclosed Senate bil I57, entitled “A bill to amend the charter of

the Eckington and Soldiers’ Home Railroad Company," and believe its passage

will be to the interest ofthe District.

ALEX. D. ANDERSON,Very respectfully,

Hon J. INGALL5, Srcrelary Board of Trade.

7‘ .airman Cornmiltee On Di':!n'c! of Columbia, U. S. Srnalr.

This company was chartered by act approved June i9, 1888, and the main line

of the road was promptly built upon the most approved plan and without regard

to any expense necessary to its perfection and its safety. It has been in operation

for more than a year, and during its first year's business it carried more than

500,000 passengers in safety and_ comfort. _ _ _ _

In the opitiioii of the committee it is the best electric railway in the United

States and vastly superior to an '_horse railway.

The committee re rts the ill back,with amendments, and recommends the

adoption ofthe amen merits and the passage of the bill.

Mr. VEST. Mr. President, the reading of this report has obviated

the necessity of my doin more than alludin to a single statement

of the Senator from 0 io [Mr. SHERMAN . He comenced his

argument by stating that only one block of North Capitol street

would be traversed by this proposed extension of the Eckiiigtoii

Railroad. The District commissioners state that it is three blocks,

which I knew to be the fact at the time the Senator from Ohio

made his statement.

Mr. SHERMAN. It is not over 800 feet, I am quite sure.

Mr. VEST. It is three blocks, and the commissioners so state,

on the most magnificent avenue, as the Senator from Vermont

[Mr. EDMUNDS1 said, in the city of Washington or anywhere else,

and but for the impediment that the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad

presents now it would be settled up more rapidly and with better

residences than any other portion of the city except that part im

mediately around Scott Circle.

Now, I do not propose to thrash over old straw in regard to the

danger of so many volts of electricity to animal life. All that has

been discussed by the most eminent electricians in the world, and

if Senators will refer to the article in the North American Review,

I think, for last month, or certainly the month before, by Mr. West

inghouse, of Pittsburgh, who is as einitient an electrician as Edison,

they will find a statement by Mr. VVestiii house that 200 volts of

electricity from one battery or another is angerous to human life,

and Mr. Westinghouse states what every man of common sense,

whether an ex ert or a layman, knows to be the truth, that no

Procrustean ru e can be laid down as to the result of so many volts

of electricity to any human being or to any animal, because it

depends upon the nervous organization, which differs in different

animals and in the various members of the human family, as much

so as the color of the eye or the hair or any part ofthe human body.

What would kill some men would be simply a pleasing tittilation to

others. Think ofa delicate woman riding in a vehicle along the

course of this Eckin on railway and 300 volts ofelectricity striking

her; think ofit striking a child ; think of it striking) an old person

whose vitality is diminished, and the effect would e very different

from that produced by it striking one who was ayoung, robust, and

entirely healthy man, and, as Mr. Westinghouse, in that article, in

answer to Mr. Edison, discussing the question of overhead electric

wires in the city of New York for any purpose, says, it is absolutely

impossible to lay down a rule, and the question for a legislator is

whether any human life is in danger. That is the question, because

the lives of the old and the feeble ought to be peculiarly under the

protection of the legislation of Congress and of every other legisla

tive body.

I prefer to take the o inion of Mr. Westinghouse and actual

experiment. Why, sir, w en this debate was up before the incident

was given here and read of the mayor of Montgomery, Ala., who

in ridin alori in his buggy the mornin after a storm encountered

one oft ese e ectric wires from an over cad line

Mr. HARRIS. An are light.

Mr. VEST. Not an are light.

Mr. HARRIS. It was an are light.

MR. VEST. I do not understand that it was an are light, but an

overhead electric wire. The animal was killed, the buggy over

turned, and the mayor knocked senseless out of it.

The Senators from Nebraska say that this system has operated

well in Omaha. Iftestimony ofthat sort is to be adduced, I say

that it has not operated well in Kansas City, Mo., where I live.

The money was subscribed there to construct an electric road, the

cars were put upon it, and it was ptit in operation, and it has been

abandoned and the cable system adopted in that city, and in that

city to-day there are five cable roads in actual operation.

\Ve were told when the bill granting this charter was originally

passed that this road was to be constructed to Seventh street, to

be put in communication with the cable road now built up to the

boundary on that street, and yet now the proposition is to extend

it down to the btisiness parts of the city, putting the wires

underground, an admission that the overhead wire is considered

dangerous.

I was in Des Moines, Iowa, last summer with the Committee on

Meat Products—the Senator from Texas [MR. COKE] was with me

——and we were told there that the operation of the overhead elec

tric wires in that city was a nuisance and was about to be abandoned

under the popular indignation that had been excited against them.

So this thing of stating that this system is a success everywhere isa

mistake.

MR. PADDOCK. I wish to say to the Senator from Missouri that,

if he will investigate the facts as to his own city, I think he will find

that more injuries and more deaths have been caused by the cable

and horse-car system than by the electric system in that city. That

certainly is true of Omaha.

M R. VEST. There are other things to be considered besides the

accidents that occur. The cable system is far superior to any other

system and actual experience shows it to be me fact wherever it

has been tested, and the cable road in this city on Seventh street

will prove to be the best road in the city, and if Congress does its

duty, in my judgment it will force all these corporations to adopt

the cable system, as we have a right to do.

\Nhy should there be any chances taken ti on a qucstioii of this

sort in order to put a little money in the poc 'ets of some specula

tors? They have a perfect right to get this bill through Congress

ifthey can ; it is all legitimate on their part; but I am a criminal,

with my convictions, ifl do not oppose it. I do not believe that

the accretion in the price of real estate, I do not believe that the

dividends the corporators will receive upon ‘their stock in these

railroads, is any excuse for me if I consent to putting tip the over

head electric wire and then a single human being is destroyed by

it. If, with the testimony of Mr. Vi/estiiighouse, published in the

North American Review, I should give this vote with my convic

tions in regard to it, I should be an accessory to homicide ; and I

can not understand, permit to say to the Senator from Ohio, how

be, after avowing here as he hasdone, that he considers these over

head wires dangerous because he said he stands by his vote in

favor of the provision which we put in the District appropriation

bill prohibiting these wires after the 15th day of September last

I can not see how he can vote for puttin up these overhead wires

simply because they only traverse three %locks of the city and then

a country road that runs out to Eckington and the Catholic Uni

versity.

Human life isjust as dear tipoii that road as in any three blocks

in the city, or anywhere else; and the Senator supplements his

statement by saying that there will be a large amount of travel by

the citizens of Washington making their way to the suburbs during

the warm months, an argument directly reinforcing my position in

this case, that where there is the more travel there is the more

danger, and, therefore, the necessity for more caution on the part

of Congress.

I will not further detain the Senate, but I ask for the yeas and

nays on the amendment of the Senator from Vermont.

MR. PLATT. As the yeas and nays have been ordered, I shall

vote against this amendment, and I want, in a word or two, to give

the reasons why I shall do so.

Ido not believe in all this cry of danger from these overhead

wires, possibly because we have a system of that sort in my own

city, which, like the Senators from Nebraska, I have had some

experience with. I should like to vote against the bill, which

seems to me to be not needed for railroads extending out in the

country, and which seem to be merely speculative bills without any

public necessity back of them ; but as regards this amendment, it

seems to me that m i vote for it would be construed into the ex

pression of a belief t at there was such a danger from these over

head wires that they ought not to be permitted, and that is the

ground on which I shall vote against the amendment.

The Secretary proceeded to call the roll.

The result was announced-—-yeas 37, nays 13.

So the amendment of Mr. Enmunos was agreed to.

Light and Power are the foundation necessaries ofcivilization.——

Economic Value 0/'E1edric Ligkl and Pozuzr.
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LITERARY.

The Thomson-Houston Company has published a trade pam

phlet devoted to the illustration and descnption of the various ap

plications to which the motors built by the companyare put. The

pamphlet is really a little beauty, and worth preservation.

“ Motive Power for Street Cars," is the title of a pamphlet pub

lished by the john Stephenson Company. It contains a number of

illustrations of street cars built by the company, and several very

readable articles, viz : "The Conditions Necessary to the Financial

Success of Electricity as a Motive Power," byd]. C. Barr; together

with the full discussion of this paper when elivered before the

Street Railway Convention; " Electric Traction by Storage Batter

ies," by Mr. Bracken, read at the tenth annual convention of the

Electric Light Association, and several descriptions of non-electric

motors. it is a handsome and valuable publication.

“The Electrician,” Electrical Trades’ Directory and Handbook

for 1890 London: “The Electrician" Printing and Publishing

Company, limited. This is, on the whole, the most satisfactory

general electrical directory published. Its lists cover both hemis

pheres, and are astonishingly accurate, so far as our tests show.

We can assure those who wish the most compact source of infor

mation about the names and addresses of electrical manufacturers,

dealers, patent agents, etc., that they cannot do better than consult

this handbook.

A curious phenomenon, in virtue of which electric cars are aided

in ascending heavy grades, is alluded to by oseph \-Vetzler in his

article on "The Electric Railway,” in the pril Stribnerlr. This

phenomenon, which was probably first observed by Leo Daft, at

his works in Greenville, N. j., in 1882, is that, when the current

passes from the car-wheel to the track it causes an increased fric

tion or resistance to sliding between them, the result of which is

that slipping is to a large degree prevented, and heavier grades

can be attempted. The explanation of this phenomenon, thouglh

not completely established, seems to lie in the direction of a slig t

welding action, which takes place between the wheel and the rail,

caused by the heat generated by the current. The same number

of this magazine contains other important and interesting articles

by Sarah Urne jewett, Frederick W. Whitridge, W. O. Linn, Ben

jarkrliin Ellis Martin, William F. Apthorpe, Frederick Jones Bliss and

ot ers.

A journalistic event of unusual importance is the withdrawal of

Mr. T. C. Martin and Mr. joseph Wetzler from the editorial con

duct of the Electrical World and their entrance upon the duties of

a similar position with the Elerlrieal Engineer. Messrs. Martin

and Wetzler are technical journalists of tried ability and wide repu

tation, and their retirement will be a severe blow to the World,

while the prestige of their names and their personal popularity

will carry fresh support to the publication with which they have

now allied themselves. Anticipating this, no doubt, the Engineer

has enlarged its plans, and will hereafter appear in weekly instead

of monthly issues. It would be hard to find another technical

journal with a better editorial equipment than the Engineer now

has in the gentlemen named, in conjunction with Mr. George M.

Phelps, who remains with the Engineer as president of the com

pany controlling it, and whose forcible and graceful pen will,

doubtless, serve the new weekly as it has the old monthly. The

aper has our heartiest good wishes. We shall be pleased to see

it take the leading position among electrical weeklies to which its

editorial talents fairly entitle it.

It is unders'ood that Messrs. Martin and \-Vetzler retain an inter

est in the E/eclrical World to the extent of retaining a consider

abl; amount of the stock of the W. ]. Johnston Company, Lim

II6 .

The University of Pennsylvania’sCaurse in Mecharzical Engineer

ing indicates that a good deal of attention is paid to electrical en

gineering as a part of the course. With Prof. George F. Barker at

the head of the department, the instruction given should be and

doubtless is of a high order.

The E/eclrical World has made a choice of Dr. Louis Bell, late

professor in a western college, to have editorial char e of the paper

in place of Messrs. Martin and \Vetzler. A man of arge technical

acquirements and a good writer, Dr. Bell should become, with ex

perience, an able editor. \Ve are glad to welcome him to the

editorial fraternity.

The Sprague Electric Railway and Motor Company, has recently

issued three neat pamphlets, entitled respectively, “ Electric Trans

mission of Power,” " Facts about the Sprague Electric Stationary

Motors,” and “ To Managers of Street Railway Companies,"

containing much information and many facts concerning the various

applications of electric power, operated by this compan y.

ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER WIRES.

Report of the Electric Wire Inspector of Louisville, Ky.

To his Honor the Mayor and the General Council of the city of

Louisville.—-Gentlemen : Pursuant to a resolution recently adopted

by your honorable body and duly approved, I have made a syste

matic inspection of the wires put up by the Electric Light Com

panies, with the view to determine the quality of their insulation,

and the character of the construction employed in their erection.

The resolution calls fora report on wires now being put up only,

and in that sense relates only to construction desi ned to carry

wires now in course of erection, but I assume, an am advised

that the resolution was designed to cover wires already up as well

as those now being put up. Ihave conducted my investigation,

and shall shape my report accordingly.

The wires now being put up are in most part at least reasonably

well insulated, the insulating material covering them being gener

ally moisture proof and reasonably durable, though very little of it

is of the highest grade. The material most generally em loyed is

what is known as “ Simplex" insulation. Some “ Shiel -brand "

and some “ Weather-proof” and some “ Candee " insulation is

used also. All of these substances are moisture proof when new,

and reasonably durable for outside purposes, and reasonably proof

against abrasion. All are protected by servings of cotton braid,

the braid being put on to protect the insulating material that is put

on next to the wire, or to hold the. substances used by absorption.

The composition of these various insulating materials is not gen

erally known beyond the factories that supply them. All probably

embrace in their component parts more or less of fllbbcf, some

rosin, more or less of animal oil, coal tar, and other products of

coal combustion.

All of such insulation is only medium in quality. The recog

nized high-grade materials, such as kerite, okonite and similar

substances, are little used for out-door work here, and not gener

ally anywhere, because of the relatively high cost, the price being

such as to make their extensive use for outside purposes prohibi

tory.

The insulation employed in the wires now being put upis such as

is most extensively employed elsewhere, and is fairly safe ; but of

coiurse the higher grades would be more desirable and relatively

sa er.

As regards the safety of person and pro erty, no class of insula

tion is an absolute safeguard against acci ent ; wires ever so well

insulated with the best-known substances when erected, become

more or less dangerous after the lapse of time, since no known in

sulation is proof against the effects of weather, against decay, and

against the changes from dampness to dryness, or from heat to

cold. Every known substance succumbs in time and loses its in

sulating qualities.

Aside from the insulation from natural causes, there is danger

from defective manufacture, from accidental abrasions left unpro

tected, and from unprotected joints.

The dangers from electric light and power wires are largely over

rated, it is true, yet no one will undertake to maintain that such

wires are devoid ofdanger. Many ofthe wires carry currents that are

not capable of doing serious harm—these, in fact, are considerably

in the majority—-but some are, without question, dangerous. As a

rule those that appear the least harmful are the most dangerous,

for the currents of highest inten.~ity are generallyconveyed over the

smallest wires. Furthermore, the best of insulation, even though

it is whole and new, is not an infallible protector against currents

of high intensity. Hence it will not do to conclude that insulation

alone is necessary. For reasonable safety, substantial and proper

construction is necessary in addition to good insulation, if, in fact,

it is not superior in importance to insulation.

\Vith regard to the electric light and power wires that have been

up for some time, I have to report that their insulation is in most

part, of a kind called “Underwriters " insulation, in one form or

another, that is, cotton braid of from two to four servings or thick

nesses, usually soaked, or painted with white lead mixed with

asbestos or plaster of Paris. This class of insulation is the poorest

of poor for outside purposes, for as a rule, after a few months’ ex

osure, it will not shed water, but on the contrary, soaks up and

olds water. It is, therefore, no protection against accident in bad

weather after the new wears oil’, and hardly a protection even in

dry weather. It is rathera snare to catch the unwary and thought

less by giving the appearance of safety, when in fact there is none.

Pains have been taken, it seems, to transfer the wires covered with

this inferior insulation, to circuits carrying comparatively harmless

currents, yet much of it remains in circuits carrying currents of

high intensity, currents that ‘are without question dangerous.

From what I have been able to gather, a full half of the are light

circuits in this city are composed of wire covered with this inferior

insulation. Many of the wires are full of joints, the majority of

which are unprotected, and the insulation is in some parts rotten

and wholly worthless.
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As to the construction employed to carry electric light and

power wires, 1 have to report that as a whole, it is primitive, un

stable, unsafe and homely in the extreme. The wires are strung

on poles so slight and fixtures so insecure as to sug est the idea of

mere temporary construction. The poles are sue , as a rule, as

would hardly make a creditable one-wire telegraph line alonga

country turnpike, and the idea of beauty and symmetry suggests

itself nowhere. The spans are in some places entirely too great

for safety. I find wires carrying the most intense currents hanging

within a few feet, and in some instances, within a few inches, of_

iron awning frames, the sag in the wires and the spans being so

great that the least coating of sleet on the wires will bear them

own upon and charge the frames, or cause the wires to burn in

twain and drop to the ground, the chances being that in dropping

the ends will come in contact with passers-by with disastrous, or at

the least, very disagreeable results.

I find wires carrying intense currents over housetops, within a

few feet of thin roofs, on insecure fixtures, some in such positions

that persons passing over can barely escape contact with the wires,

and in others so placed as to be within the easy reach of persons

standing on the roof.

While there is no restriction against such construction it is obvi

ously im roper and risky in more respects than one.

One 0 the electric light companies has made some decided im

provements in its line-work within the last few weeks. It has

erected on Third and on Market street strong and substantial poles

in the stead of the smalland homely poles it had there. On Market

street it has reduced the length ofspans in the line, by fastening its

wires at points intermediate between its poles, to poles belonging

to another company. This improvement has removed a large

amount of defective, improper and clearly unsafe work, and has

reduced the chances for accident very materially in that section,

but the work still lacks much of being complete. It is certainly

not shapely.

In conclusion, I have to call attention to the custom which

revails ofrunning arc light circuits along iron awning frames, the

lights being suspended from the frames, no other precautions being

taken to prevent the charging of the frames than to run okonite

wire on porcelain knobs attached to the frames. While this is

regarded good insulation per se, it is questionable whether the at

tachment of the arc-light circuits to iron awning frames should be

permitted at all. It may be contended that no harm can result

other than, perhaps, that in the event ofa contact between a frame

and a wire, a passer-by, standin on a brick pavement may, in

touching an awning post, set in a Elock of granite, receive a shock

more or less severe, but not suflicient to do serious harm; but even

such a shock is a sensation that no one cares to experience in

voluntarily and without notice. Respectfully submitted,

CHAS. SMITH.

Inspector of Electric Lights and \Vires for the City of Louisville.

SHARP’S INSULATED TROLLEY WIRE.

Mr. E. P. Sharp, now in the employ of the Thomson-Houston

Electric Company at Lynn, has devised a scheme for electric street

railwa 's which makes use ofa partially insulated trolley wire and

a trol e_v wheel which is designed to make contact with the wire

along a groove in the insulation on the under side of the wire.

The trolley wire, which may be any one of the various kinds of

wire used for that purpose, is bare when put in place over the

track. The insulating material, which is about one-fourth inch in

thickness and made in lengths of say 4 or 5 feet. is then placed

upon the wire in much the same way that steam pipes are covered

with non-conducting material, and secured to the wire by screws

whose heads are countersunk and afterward insulated. Along the

under side ofthe wire a groove is left in the insulation whose width

is slightly less than the diameter of the trolley wire. Into this

groove fits a tongue which is placed upon the circumference of the

trolley wheel midway between its flanges, this tongue making

metallic contact with the bare trolley wire. Provision is made in

the mounting of the trolley wheel upon the pole to prevent a too

free lateral motion. ~

By this device Mr. Sharp secures to the trolley wires whatever

advantage they may derive from being insulated to wires which

might fall on them from above and at the same time leaves the

under side of the wire bare for making contact with the trolley

wheeI.—Modem Light and Heat.

The electric piano is now being used for concert purposes in this

country. It is an ordinary piano fitted with an electrical attach

ment by means of which the keys are operated just as if moved by

the fingers ofa erformer. and the most brilliant performance of

the virtuoso is t us reproduced with perfect accuracy. No part of

the electrical attachment is exposed to view, and the keys thus

invisibly operated appear to be worked by some magical means.

The time is regulat by a slide stop and is under control.

ECHOES FROM THE ELECTRICAL SOCIETIES.

Mr. E. E. Higgins delivered an interestin talk before the Buf

falo Electrical Society on the evening of Iarch 3d, on "The

Sprague Electric Street-car Motor.”

 

Mr. T. C. Martin read a paper at the 129th meeting of the New

York Electrical Society, in Clinton Hall, on Wednesday evening,

March 12th, entitled “The Social Side of the Electric Railway."

'1 his address, while touching briefly on technical points, was

chiefly devoted to the eflect of the electric railway upon urban and

long-distance travel ; the investment of capital ; the opening up of

new residential districts ; the street-railway employees ; the horse,

etc. The paper was illustrated by magic lantem and photographic

views of electric railways in all parts of the country. The paper

will be found reprinted elsewhere in the present number.

 

At the meeting of the Boston Electric Club, on March ioth,

there was a very large attendance to listen to a discussion of the

subject “The Transmission of Electrical Energy," by Prof. Elihu

Thomson and Captain Eugene Griflin, of the Thomson-Houston

Company, and Mr. Thomas D. Lockwood, of the Bell Telephone

Company. The club announces a membership of 200. This or

ganization was formed in 1887. It has just taken possession of new

rooms at 7 Park street.

 

Dr. Paul Schoop, of the Oerlikon Works, Zurich, Switzerland,

read an interesting paper on " A Theory of Accumulators,” at the

meeting of the Chicago Electric Club, held on March 3d. At the

following regular meeting Dr. Louis Bell read a paper “On Elec

tric Motors in General Railroad Work," showing the economy and

practicability of the transmission of heavy power over considerable

distances to fast-running trains.

 

Captain Eugene Griflin, head of the railway department of the

Thomson-Houston Electric Company, addressed the Electric Club

of Harvard University on “ Electrical Transmission of Power,” on

Monday, March 24th.

 

The American Institute of Electrical Engineers met on March

18th in the club-house of the American Society of Civil Engineers,

at No. 127 East Twenty-third street. About 100 persons were pre

sent. Dr. Louis Duncan, of johns Hopkins University, read a

paper on “Some Tests on the Efliciency of Alternating Current

Apparatus." These tests were made at the university by instruct

ors and students. At the close of the reading the following mem

bers discussed it: Professor W. A. Anthony, H. \\"ard Leonard,

Nicola Tesla and S. S. Wheeler. The next meeting will be held

at Columbia College, on Wednesday evening, April 2d, when

Elihu Thompson, of Lynn, Mass., will deliver a lecture and make

tests with the electrical apparatus used by-him at the Paris Expo

sition. ‘

 

FOREIGN NOTES OF ALL SORTS.

The Isle of Wight.-—PreIiminary surveys are being made by a

London engineering firm as to the practicability of constructing an

electric tramway in such districts of the island as are too rough to

allow of an ordinary railway, except with great outlay.

Holland--The first electric tramway is to be opened in March

next, and will run from the Hague to Scheveningen, a distance of

about four miles.

Rome.-The field of the electrical tramway is rapidly enlarging.

The Roman Tramway Society is making experiments with a view

to laying down an electrical tramway line on the Via Flaminia, out

side the Porta del Popolo. This line runs to the Ponte Molle, a

spot much frequented by the Romans in summer and on all holi

da "s. There are numerous restaurants and pleasure grounds

skirting the Tiber there.

London.—Some interesting experimental trials have been made

on the Southwark Subway (London) with the electric locomotive,

by which the trains on this new underground line are to be worked,

and highly satisfactory results have been obtained. Willi a train

of three carriages, carrying 100 persons—the maximum load to be

carried by any train when the line is open for traflic—a speed of 20

miles an hour was obtained, and the locomotive alone ran at a

speed of 30 miles an hour. It is possible, before the subway is

formally opened for traflic in the spring, that further improvements

in the electrical plant may be made, by which the speed may be

still further increased. It is believed by many engineers that the

success of the subway will lead to a great development of under

ground traveling, by which alone the congested condition of some

of the London thoroughfares at certain periods of the day can be

rel ieved.—Pracliral Engineer.

Germany.-The electrical exhibition at Frankfort-on~Main, Ger

many, will be opened June 1, and last four months.
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An interesting application of electricity to the dairy industry has

been made in Italy. The Count of Assata, whose buildings are fit

ted up with electric light, has installed a 12 horse-power motor in

his dairy. This ITl8Cl'llI'l€ drives a Danish separator and a Danish

churn of considerable size. at the rate of 120 to :60 revolutions per

minute, the butter being brought in from 30 to 35 minutees, A

pump is also worked in the dairy, and various other operations

are conducted by electricity. '

The promoters of the scheme to substitute electricity for steam

as the motive power on the underground railway system of Lon

don, are enthusiastic over the successfultest of one of their motors,

which was made on the Clapham line recently. The motor drew

an ordinary train at the rate of 20 miles an hour without the slight

est difficulty, and the fact that the work was performed 70 feet be

neath the surface and involved passage through the tunnels under

the river, showed the fallacy of the objections of those who have

contended that the use of electricity underground would not be

made successful. -

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR FIELD.

ELECTRICAL DEVELOPMENT IN GEORGIA.

Concerning an extensive electric power plant, to be erected in

Atlanta, Ga., a local note says:

The plan of Mr. Hurt and associates to establish a central power

plant on the Lynch quarry property, is almost an assured fact.

During the past week the chief engineer of the Thomson-Hous

ton Company, of Boston, visited Atlanta for the purpose of in

specting the site and making recommendations to his company,

who will probably become interested in the matter. After a thor

ough examination of the ground, the amount and quality of the

water. a request was made of the Board of Health that the matter

be taken into consideration, in order to determine if the reservoir

could be declared a nuisance. Drs. Armstrong, Baird, Alexander

and Curtis, of the Board, visited the ground and procured an anal

ysis of the water from Prof. McCandless. They pronounced the

water pure and unobjectlonable, and gave it as their opinion that

there could be no objection to the establishment of the plant, which

will involve an outlay ofabout $100,000.

The lan contemplates the establishment of one central station

plant, rom which to supply electric power wherever it may be de

sired. It is probable that the Georgia electric light station will be

located on the property, and that engines aggregating 1,500 h. p.

will be erected at once, with provision for increasing them to 3,coo

to meet future demands.

This enterpri e will doubtless prove one of great benefit to At

lanta, because it will enable manufacturers of all sorts and classes

to obtain power for their requirements at much less expense than

could be obtained in any other wa . Insulated wires. carrying the

current without any risk to life, wiil convey the electricity from the

plant in every direction that is needed. It is contemplated also to

run some of the electric railroad lines, now in operation in the city,

from this station, since power can be furnished by this company at

a less cost than by any other company.

By using improved compound condensing engines there will be

a saving on account of the large amount of water stored, sufiicient

in first cost of steam to place the company on a paying basis from

the start. This property, which has been abandoned for several

years, and which is really an eyesore to the city, will be brought

into use, and will bring a large profit to its owners, and at the same

time will be a lasting benefit to the city of Atlanta, in that it will

furnish means of establishing a number of enterprises that could not

be carried on successfully for lack of power in convenient places.

This power will be used also to run elevators,cprinting presses,

sewing machines, churns and ventilating fans, an many other ma

chines for practical use.

In establishing this enterprise, which is the first of the kind in the

South, as well as in establishing the first insurance company, and

building the first electric railroad and inaugurating other important

enterprises, Mr. Hurt and his associates have been the pioneers.

Mr. Palmer, President of the Georgia Electric Light Company, is

one of the prime movers in this work. He deserves great credit

for his successful management of the business of this company,

which has given Atlanta the reputation of being the best lighted

citv in the South. ~

The company has outgrown its present quarters, and the move

into new quarters will give ample facilities for its future business

and a consolidation of interests, which will doubtless promote the

success of all parties interested.

The Savannah News of March 6th, published a despatch from

Rome, Ga., as follows :

Several weeks ago a company composed of capitalists of this

place and other places outside of this state applied to the superior

court of Floyd county for a charter. The style of the corporation

is the Georgia Power Com any. Its object is the generating of

electricity for the purpose 0 supplanting steam as a motive power in

the city of Rome. The charter was granted, and work will soon

begin. Birmingham, “the magic city,” will be nowhere if this

proposed achievement is put into successful operation. On one of

Rome's swift-flowing rivers it is proposed to erect an immense

dam, and by water power to generate the electricity. The rivers

have a fall of thirty feet, and this is sufficient to generate motive

power of 5,000 horse power. The power is then to be used in the

different manufactories by means of cables. The company will

rent per annum rights to use the power at stipulated terms. It is

much less expensive than steam. The scheme is entirely prac

ticable, and under the supervision of Capt. F. C. Hand, an expert

electrical engineer, backed by ample capital, it will be put into

operation at an early date.

The present power now in operation in Rome is not over 1,000

horse power, and the new enterprise will furnish 5,000. The

prospect that Rome will become a great manufacturing city is

flattering.

THE ELECTRO-MOTOR APPL|ED_TO WATER GATES.

The displacement of steam engines and other engines by the

electric motor for general work, has become so common an occur

rence that it is now looked upon as a matter of course, and it is

only the application of electric power to work which could not be

done by any other means that elicits more'than ordinary attention.

A case in point is the movement and control of hydraulic gates at

a distance of several miles from the point of operation. The Elec

tron Manufacturing Company of Brooklyn have recently built two

Perret motors for this purpose, one to be used at Marion, O., at a

distance of three miles, and the other to be used at Decatur, Ala.,

at a distance of a mile or more from the operator. The dynamo

used in each case is a small constant current machine. By chang

ing the direction of the current at the dynamos, the motors, which

are series-wound, are runin either directionat will. It is, of course,

well known that with an ordinary series motor, a change in the

direction of the current on the line does not change the direction

of rotation of the armature, because the current in both field and

armature is reversed at the same time. In the case in point, the

reversal is efi"ectetl by an ingenious automatic device, invented by

Mr. Frank A. Perret, the electrician of the Elektron Manufacturing

Company, which is attached to the motor, and keeps the polarity

of the fields unchanged, regardless of change in direction of the cur

rent on the line, while the current in the armature, and conse

quently its direction ofrotation, is reversed with each change in the

main current. The water gates are thus controlled and placed in

any desired position at the will of the operator miles away, by sim

ply turning a switch lever.

NEW THOMSON-HOUSTON RAILWAY CONTRACTS.

The Thomson-Houston Electric Company has recently closed a

contract with the Augusta, Hallowell and Gardiner Railway Com

pany, of Augusta, Me., for three motor cars and an equipment of

three miles of track. It is intended to operate this line between

the above named cities, between which there is no means of com

munication now, except by the-turnpike and the steam road. The

construction work will be commenced as soon as the ground will

permit setting poles, and it is expected to have it in operation early

in the spring. A contract has been closed by the Thomson-Hous

ton International Company with the Bremen Tramway Company,

Bremen, Germany, for six motor cars and two miles of electrical

equipment. The Citizens’ Street Railway Company of Indianapo

lis, Ind., has contracted for six and one-half miles of equipment and

ten motor cars. A contract has also been closed at Pueblo, Col.,

with the Pueblo City Railway, for ten motor cars. The overhead

construction will be used throughout on this line, which comprises

a total of 21 miles of track. A contract has also been closed at

Port Townsend, \Vash., with the Port Townsend Street Railway

Company for three cars. The line is three miles in length. The

overhead construction willbe used. The Rockford Street Railway

Company has also closed a contract for a line (overhead construc

tion) of six and three-quarter miles in length,‘and an equipment of

seven motor cars. The South Bend and Misltawaka Street Rail

way Companv has closed a contract for an electric railwav at South

Bend, Ind. Theline will be eight miles in length (overhead con

struction), and six motor cars will be used. A contract has also

been closed with the Springfield Cit ' Railway Company, Spring

field, Mass., for a line oftwo miles in length, on which six cars will

be operated. A contract has also been closed at Springfield, III.,

with the Springfield City Railway Company. for eight motor cars

and equipment of seven miles of track (overhead system). A con

tract has also been closed with the Toledo Electric Railway Com

pany, Toledo, Ohio, for an additional equipment of seventeen

miles of track and twenty-five motor cars. There are alread three

motor cars in operation there, and two miles and one-half 0 track
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have been equipped. With the additions, the road will have 28

motor cars and 19% miles electrically equipped. The Winona

City Street Railway Company, VI/inona. Minn., has also closed a

contract for five motor cars and four miles of track, and the Doug

las County Street Railway Company, for the same length of track

and two motor cars. A contract has also been closed at Shreve

port, La., for fullf motor cars and four miles of track.

Tlllese contracts aggregate 114 motor cars and 107.05 miles of

trac .

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR BUSINESS.

An interesting review of the electric motor situation, and of the

relation of the electric motor business to the electric lighting

companies, has just been made by Mr. VV. H. Fitzgerald, of Detroit,

one of the pioner electric lighting superintendents in this country.

Mr. Fitzgerald, who has recently made an investigation on the

subject, states that he finds there are to-day in operation in the

United States stationary motors taking from 5,000 to 10,000 horse

power of current. probably near the upper limit. and about 6,000 to

8,000 small motors of one-eighth to one-tenth horse-power running

sewing machines, fan outfits, &c. The confidence of the public in

the electric motor is made more evident every day by the inquiries

from shops and factories using from 20 to I00 horse-power, and

even higher. He mentions many factories employing electric motors,

such as one at Harrisburgh with 200 hands, one at Detroit with 140,

and one at New York with 200, besides the factory of the C. and

C. Motor Company with 150 bands, which is operated by its own

mJtors. To this list, which might be made much longer, I will

only add one other instance, that ofa plant in Chicago, where a 40

horse power Thomson-Houston motor was put in at a moment's

notice to run a large printin -office where the steam plant had

suddenly broken down, and w ere the necessary repairs and refit

ments with steam would have taken two or three weeks at the

least. Mr. Fitzgerald, as the result of a long experience with

different classes of motors. expresses himself in favor of the cons

tant potential motor, and of circuits not exceeding 500 or 600 volts.

He advises his colleagues to secure large power users, and to sell

the power cheaply. He advises the companies also to control the

motor sales or their rentals themselves, and he considers it a mis

take where the central station takes no hand in the sale of the

motors, affecting injuriously the customer and consumer alike.

" Where there are three and four, and sometimes more motor

salesmen in a town, by the time a prospective buyer has had a call

from tnem all, he is ready to believe that a motor may be made

either of iron or green cheese, and that the electric light company

will sell him amperes by the bushel and volts by the long ton, and

is generally demoralized, and as a result buys a gas machine."

Mr. Fitzgerald also makes some interesting observations as to the

price at which the central station can aFford to sell power, and says

that prevailing records justify the statement that in a factory con

tracting for 50 horse-power in motors at the rate of $50 per year per

horse-power, not over six-tenths of this power will be used on an

average, so that the company would actually have to deliver to the

customer not more than 30 mechanical horse-power. The receipts

from such an installation would be $2,500, or a profit of $841, equal

to $28 per horse-power on the power actually delivered. Hence

Mr. Fitzgerald considers that as a general thing $50 or $60 per year

per horse-power, based on the indicated horse-power ofthe motors,

is a fair price at which to sell electric motors in units above 20 or

30 horse-power.— T/IL’ Electrician.

 

MINING ELECTRICAL APPARATUS FOR THE TRANS

VAAL.

We gave a description some time ago of a large installation for

the electric transmission of power which was being manufactured

by the Sprague Electric Railway and Motor Company for the

Fprbes Reef Gold Mining Company of the Trans\'aal, South

A rica.

This plant will transmit power from a waterfall where are situa

ted a number of Pelton wheels, to the mine premises, more than

three miles away. The wires connecting the water wheel with the

electric motors at the mine will be carried upon poles right across

country in a direct line. The amount of power transmitted will be

one hundred and forty horse-power.

The Forbes Reef Company are now so thoroughly satisfied that

electricity is the most convenient and economical agent for trans

mitting power long distances, and applying it at its point of use,

that the managers of that company have ordered additional appa

ratus, including dynamos and motors. with wires for the t'ansmis

sion of 75 more horse-power. This will make a total of 2x5 horse

power to be transmitted from the water-power, which will be used

on the mine premises.

The efficiency of the whole electric system will be about 70 per

cent., that is, out'of every ten units of power delivered from the

turbine to the dynamo, seven units will be delivered from the water

“I

pulleys for work, and only three lost in the transmission in both

machines.

When the long distance which the power is transmitted is taken

into consideration, this is indeed a remarkable record.

Part of this apparatus has already been shipped to the Transvaal,

and the rest will follow soon. The construction and installation of

this lant will be under the direction and su ervision of Mr. Wm.

Ryd er, of the Sprague Electric Railway an Motor Company.

When this is finished it will be one of the largest. if not the largest,

and most extensive electric mining transmission plant in the world.

While it is to be regretted that the managers of mines in this coun

try have as yet not availed themselves to any very great extent of

the advantages in the transmission of power by electricity, it will

probably not be long before many of the water-powers which

now run to waste in many mining localities will be utilized with

advantage.

ELECTRICITY TO OPERATE A DRAWBRIDGE.

General Manager john M. Orford, of the Bridgeport Electric

Light Company, and john S. Follansbee, of the Follansbee Ma

chine Company, have been examining the drawbridge of the con

solidated road, Bridgeport, Conn., taking measurements and mak

ing examinations of that structure, with a view of introducing

machinery for opening and closing the draw by electricity. By

the ap liances as now in use fully fifteen minutes are required to

opent e draw and close it again, to say nothing of the delay to

which trains and pedestrians are subjected when a vessel passes.

Messrs. Orford and Follansbee believe that-the electric motor and

gearing, such as has so successfully been applied to the lower

bridge, will do the work required for the railroad bridge in one

half the time and at less expense than now. The machinery, how

ever, will have to be on a larger scale, as in addition to turning the

draw, the raising of the four rails at each end thereof, the unlock

ing and fastenings, etc., will have to be provided for, and it is pro

posed to study out a contrivance which will do the whole business

at one time. As things are now, the drawtender has-to unlock and

turn a crank, which operates a cam, to raise the rails, set the sig

nals, etc., and then opens the draw. To close the draw he must

by hand go through those operations reversed. \Vith electricity

the draw will be as easy to handle as that of the lower bridge. i\Ir.

Follansbee is unable to say how soon he can complete the nia

chinery, but says it will be in the near future.

ELECTRICS IN THE STORM.

The severe snow storm last month left a sufficient depth ofsnow

on the street railway tracks of Boston to test very thoroughly the

ability of the electric cars to plow their way through it. Their

sucgess was very satisfatory to all concerned. The Boston Her-ald

sai :

"The storm gave the first real test of the power of electricity

to contend with the snow, and the result has been a most gratify

ing success to its most sanguine friends, and at the same time a

sad surprise to those who have been predicting a sure defeat

when a snow storm came. Although all horse cars have had four

horses attached to them, they have had a hard time laboring

through the drifts and heavy snow, and have crawled along at a

snail’s pace, even where the tracks have been cleared by the snow

plows. \Vhile the poor horses have tugged and strained to pull

the heavily laden cars, the electric cars have glided along with

scarcely a noticeable diminution of speed, and even where the

snow on the tracks has been up even with the pans under the

motors, the cars have gone along as though such a thing as snow

was unknown, the little rail ploughs cleaning the way in front of

the wheels as readily and as cleanly as could be desired."

 

A NOVEL SCHEME FOR FURNISHING ELECTRICITY FOR

LIGHT AND POWER.

The Union Electric Light and Power Company, Gloucester, pro

poses to adopt a novel scheme in the conduct of its business.

Parties interested in the company have purchased Haskell's pond

at West Gloucester. This will be dammed to the height of twenty

five feet, and will be about a mile long by halfa mile wide. A

conduit four feet wide at the pond, gradually growing narrower,

will conduct the water to a turbine wheel of 120-horse power 1,000

feet below the level of the pond. This will be used to generate

electricit . The current will be carried across Antiquam river by

means 0 submarine cables from Ru<t’s island to Wolf Hill. It is

intended to furnish electricity to propel the cars of the Gloucester

street railway by this method. It is also proposed to furnish light

to the whole ofCape Ann and other towns, and the Heisler system

of lighting. which it is claimed will furnish light five miles from the

power station, is being favorably considered for adoption.
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ELECTRIC MOTOR NOTES.

Electric motor": is being extensively adopted in the manu

facture of gloves by concerns at Gloversville, N. Y.

O. M. Hubbard, Cincinnati agent for the Jenney Electric Mctor

Company of Indianapolis, recently installed a motor for pumping

the mammoth organ at the Odeon and Cincinnati College of Music.

There is a rumor that electricity will be used as a motive power

for the canal boats between Lowell and Boston, if permission is

secured from the Legislature to construct the same.

A company with a capital stock of

Logansport, Ind., to manufacture the Wooley motor.

man is the inventor of the machine.

. The Union Pacific Railway Company have decided upon an elec

tric transfer table and overhead traveling crare, also a 5oo light

incandescent station in their new locomotive shops at Cheyenne.

The system is not yet adopted, except for the transfer table, which

will be driven by a 15 horse power Thomson-Houston railway motor.

25,000 is being organized at

H. B. Pull

R. M. Jones, who represents the Sprague interests in Salt Lake

City, has provided and set one 3 h.p. and one Io h. p. stationary

Sprague 500 volt motor, and has contracted with the city for one

30 horse-power motor for driving a sewer-pump, to be in operation

early in March. These motors receive their current from the street

railway circuits, and the prospects are fair for many applications

of stationary motors in the near future.

The St. Louis Electric Power Company has installed two Russell

engines and two Edison 8o,Coo Watt dynamos in its new station on

Morgan street, between Second and Third. The machines, and

engines in the old building, recently destroyed by fire, have been

repaired and placed in position in the new structure. The com

pany is now supplying power for 60 electric motors ranging from 1

to 20 horse power.

A comparison was recently made between a three horse-power

electric motor and a four horse-power steam plant, and, including

all expenses and excluding depreciation in apparatus, the cost of

running the electric motor was 65 per cent. of what it was to run

the steam plant, or, in other words, the saving in the use of the

electric motor was 35 per cent. If the depreciation of apparatus

for the time of trial was taken into consideration, it would have

been in favor of the electric motor. -

“George E. Miller, of this city,” says the Lynn, Mass., Bee,

“has patented a device for the crossing of electric cars at railroad

ates, so that the gates will not interfere. This device is said to

# the most practical for this purpose of any now invented. Mr.

Miller is a practical mechanic'' and his device has

been shown to prominent electricians, who declare it perfect. The

operation of this patent is simple, very durable and sure. The

patent has been granted and the device will be publicly tested in

this city in a short time.”

It is hard to realize what wonderful proportions the use of the

electric motor, the most convenient and reliable method of dis

tributing powerknown to-day, has attained. There are now in oper

ation in the United States stationary electric motors aggregating

between 5,000 and Io,000 horse-power, besides 6,ooo to 8,000 small

motors, fan outfits, &c. The confidence of the public in the elec

tric motor as the most reliable and economical power available is

now an assured fact, which is becoming more evident every day

by the demand for power in shops and factories using from 20 to

1oo horse-power and even higher.

P. A. Dowd and Company, of 239 Broadway, representing in

New York the Sprague electric railway and motor interests, have

done a most successful business in their territory all over New

York, New Jersey and Long Island. Among their latest installa

tions is the new road now being installed at Long Island City and run

ning to Newtown, on the overhead single trolley principle. They

are also putting in a ventilation outfit in the German Life Insurance

Building, two motors for running elevators at Hartley and Gra

ham's, Maiden Lane, and have put a motor in Folkhart's jewelry

manufactory at 4 John street, £d have 300 other motors running

to refer to in this city.

The Nevada mill, of 60 stamps, is now run by electricity. The

plant is one of the largest in the world, and transmits on copper

wires. The power is generated in the dynamo chamber, which is

located on the Sutro tunnel level of the Chollar incline, 1,630 feet

below the surface, and transmitted to the motor room, located on

the surface, a total distance of 2,300 feet. The dynamos are ope

rated by Pelton wheels, driven by a volume of 187 inches of water

flowing down the shaft through ten-inch iron pipes. Sixty-three

and one-third per cent of the power generated is landed in the

surface motors. The plant has been in constant operation for three

months, under the supervision of Horace S. Connor, the electrician

for the Brush Company.

ELECTRIC POWER. 1.37

Harry G. Clay, jr., manager Philadelphia office of the Thomson

Houston Motor Company,£ made the following electric power

installations during the past ten days: At the£ Building on

Filbert street, this city, a 10 horse power motor, operating a Morse

'8: Williams passenger elevator, one of the most compact and

complete plants of the kind I have seen. At Binder & Kelly's

printing establishment on Minor street, alo in this city, a 7% horse

power motor, furnishing power for three of the largest size Campbell

cylinder presses, four job presses and two paper cutters. This was

one of the quickest installations of the kind on record. Order was

received to put in the motor, belting and shafting on Tuesday after

noon, Feb. 11, at three o'clock; the equipment was in position, the

wires strung and connections made, and the entire plant is stisfac

tory working order at noon the following Thursday.

The latest rumor is that Villard is at the head of a company just

being formed in New York, the purpose of which is to erect a

mammoth electrical manufactory at Meeker Island, near Minne

apolis, Minn. It is to be a huge industrial undertaking for the

manufacture of electrical street-car motors, electrical motors for

running printing presses, sewing machines, elevators, ard the

supply of every known electrical appliance and equipment. The

creation of such works is only the outcome of the Villard-Meeker

dam scheme. Three sets of dams are to be erected in the two

miles below Meeker Island. Electricians say that if the Villard

Meeker dam scheme is carried out—as it undoubtedly will be—

local mauufacturers can then be supplied with power at a price

equivalent to the $2 per ton nowp' by the Eastern manufactur

ers for coal.

In the office of the Wheeler Reflector Company, of Boston, there

is at present on exhibition a model of an electric device for opera

ting street railway switches by induction from the moving car.

The device consists of a permanent magnet laid between the tracks,

which controls a local circuit, which in turn operates the mechan

ism in connection with the switch. This magnet is pivoted in the

centre, and when one end of the magnet is attracted by the passing

car, the switch is set in one direction, and when the other end of

the magnet is attracted the switch is set in the opposite direction.

On the car is a strong electro-magnet, the end of which can be

made of either polarity at the will of the driver, by turning a switch

in his control. Between switches the current, of course, does not

pass into the electro-magnet at all. By means of this electro-mag

net either end of the permanent magnet under the surface of the

street can be attracted, giving the desired effect. The device is

the invention of Mr. W. D. Swart, of Boston, and is owned exclu

sively by Messrs. Swart& Elbert Wheeler, treasurer of the Wheeler

Reflector Company, who will be glad to show the device to anyone

interested.

ELECTRIC RAILWAY TALK.

Albany, N.Y.—The assembly committee on electricity, gas and

water will report favorably Senator Hunter's bill allowing the

Seneca Electric railway to use electricity as a motor power.

Alexandria, Va.—Surveys are to be made shortly for the Roslyn,

Arlington, Alexandria and Mt. Vernon Railroad. Electricity is to

be the motive power.

Atlanta, Ga.—The Fulton County Electric Railway Company,

contemplates extending its line.

Bangor, Me.—The Bangor Electric Railway is to be extended in

the spring, when about eight miles of new track will be laid.

Brooklyn, N.Y.—At the auction sale by Controller Jackson of

the franchise for constructing and operating an electric surface road

in Montague street, the only bid was put in by the Brooklyn Heights

Railroad Company. The bid was one-tenth of one per cent. of the

gross receipts to be paid to the city. But the company will have to

pay, according to law, three per cent. the first three years and five

per cent. thereafter. The franchise was knocked down at the bid

price. The conditions of the operation of the road are that the

road shall be operated by the Bentley-Knight electric system, with

a power plant at either end of the line. The fare shall not exceed

five cents for a continuous ride. Work on the construction of the

road must be begun within a year after the sale of the franchise,

and completed within three years. The company receiving the

franchise must give a bond in $25,000 for the carrying out of the

terms of sale. The Brooklyn Heights Company furnished the

requisite bond.

Berkeley, Cal.—The officers of the Berkeley and Oakland elec

tric road have declared their intention of commencing work on

their road by the 15th inst. Their car shops and main station will

be located near Temescal, about midway between Oakland and

Berkeley.

Boulder, Colo.–Messrs. James McLean of New York, C. P.

Heath of Sioux City, Iowa, and J. M. Hunter and Henry Stevens
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of Boulder, Colorado, have applied to the City Council for a fran

chise to operate an electric railway through the main streets of

Boulden

Beverly, Mas|.—The storage battery cars on the Beverly and

Danvers street railway are so great a success that the company is

seeking authority to rtin over more territory.

Camden, N. ].—-The Camden Lighting and Heating Company

are putting in additional boilers and engines for the purpose of sup

plying the power to drive the cars on the electric railway now in

course of erection on Market street by the Camden Horse Railroad

Company. The power will come from the station of the company

located in Front street below Market. If no unforseen accident

occurs to prevent, the cars will be running by the 5th of April.

The low voltage system to be used is said not to be dangerous, the

maximum being only 220 volts. Should this road prove a success,

and there is no reason why it should not, there is little doubt that

the Camden Horse Car Company will use electricity as a motive

power on their other lines.

Covington, Ky.-—The double trolley system will be used on the

new electric roads now building.

Concord, N. H.—'I‘he Board of Aldermen have reversed their

previous action by voting seven to five in favor of allowing the di

rectors of the horse railway to use electricity on their cars, and to

select any system. The officers of the horse railway are in favor

of the single trolly system, and a notice has been filed by the New

England Telephone and Telegraph Company that it would hold

the city rosponsible for all damage to its plant, caused by the use

of the single trolley system.

Concord, N- H-—-The Concord jllonilor of March 3, says: The

action of the Board of Aldermen in allowing the Concord Horse

Railroad to use electricity will be -greatly appreciated by the

West Concord patrons of the road. It is expected that a few

chronic growlers, who oppose every new enterprise, will be found,

but the use of electricity as a motive power has fewer opponents

than the motors had when they were first introduced. We hail the

new system with pleasure, and rejoice that the board of aldermen

was imbued with enough of the spirit of progress to grant what a

large majority of the people of Concord want, electric cars.

F01’) W0flh.~ Tex-—-Estimates are being secured for the con

struction of the Turner, Maddox & Taylor system of elevated rail

road. Electricity will probably be used as motive power.

Flmhbllfgi Mass.—The Fitchburg Street Railroad Company is

to extend its tracks to Leominster, and will use electricity instead

of horses.

Framingham, _Mass.—There is quite a spirited movement afoot

for the construction of an electric street railway between Framing

ham, Wellesley and Natick, and it is more than likely such a road

will be built ere long.

FPIHKTOR. Ky-—-The Committee on Corporate Institutions re

ported the hill incorporating the Newport Electric Car Company,

and Mr. _Draddy said it was intended to give the people a cheaper

fare to Cincinnati. and although it might affect the people of Cov

ington, that the consent of the Mayor and City Council would have

to be obtained before the road could be built. Mr. Wolkin in

sisted that he had not been treated fairly in the matter, and o ered

an amendment providing that the bill should not apply in any way

to the city of Coviiigton. The amendment was lost, and the hi l

passed by a vote of 58 to 4.

Galveston, Tex.—-A dispatch from Galveston credits 8 Denver

syndicate with the intention of ptitting in an electric road

there. ‘

Hot Springs, Ark.—It is reported that the Hot Springs Street

Railroad will be extended, with electricity to be used as motive

power.

Kansas City, Kan.—Receiver D. M. Edgerton of the L road sys

tem is authority for the statement that in all probability the exten

sion froni the Riverview junction through the Fifth and Sixth

wards. when completed, will be operated by electricity. It is con

sidered that better service can be given by a good electric

line on account of the heavy grade on the Seventh street viaduct

and the sharp curves in the route. The lighter cars would also be

less damaging to the viaduct.

Los Angeles, Cal.—A syndicate of Topeka, Kan., capitalists, has

purchased the electric railroad at Los Angeles.

Lynn, Mass.-—The Belt I.ine:Street Railway Company will ex

tend this summer their system of electric railway, and it is worthy

of note as showing the feeling of the people,, that on the 0ccasi- ii

of their hearing I)efO|'8 the Board of Alderman there were no re

monstrants, but a petition signed by many citizens in favor ofgrant

ing the pemiit was presented.

ELECTRIC POWER.

Mauch Chunk, Pa.-The subject of an electric railuay to (‘in

nect Mauch Chunk and East Mauch Chunk is being agitated. The

capital stock is not to exceed $30,000.

Mansfield, Ohio.—-Charles Jones, a representative of the Sprague

Electric Street railway, appeared before council to ask a franchise

for the establishment of an electric street railway here, ofiering to

pave each street upon which cars are operated free of expense to

the city and also to light such streets with are lights on the same

condition. No action has been taken on the matter as yet. There

is an electric street railway here already.

Portland, Ore.—An0ther electric road is to be built here.

run out to the lrvington Tract. Cost. $26,000.

Pl'0Vid¢fl¢=. R. I.—The Union Railroad Campany has been led

to consider the overhead system for its proposed electric line of

street cars. A petition to the city council has been made to learn

the attitude of the council toward the overhead system before fur

ther consideration of it by the company as a prospective method

of applying electricity as a motive power to its cars. The Thom

son-Houston system is the one favored, which is the system in op

eration at Newport.

Saratoga, N. Y.—Tlie capital stock of the Saratoga electric rail

way will be increased from $50,000 to $150,000, that the roadway

may be extended to Ballston and Rock City Falls.

Saratoga, N. Y.-The Electric Railway Company, of Sarat ,

has voted to increase its capital from $50,000 to $150,000, that e

road may be extended to Ballston Spa, and possibly to Rock City

Falls. The consent of nine-tenths of the property owners has

been secured for the proposed extension.

. Spokane Falls.-—An electric railroad is talked of from Spokane

Falls to Medical Lake.

St. Augustine, Fla.—It is said that Mr. T. W. Wrenne, of Nash

ville, Teiin., has advanced $30,000 for the purpose of putting in an

electric road.

St. Louis, Mo.--Mr. D. P. Alexander will purchase material and

machinery in Chicago for the Belleville and St. Louis Electric Rail

way. He will procure the latest improved motors, which will do

away with lines and poles, the power being stored in the cars.

Tacoma, Wasb.—Mr. A. C. Mason is interested in a storage road

now being built.

It will

Victoria, B. C.—'l‘he first day's receipts of the electric railroad

at Victoria, B. C., were $350, a trifle over $80 to each car. The di

rectors ordered $15,000 more stock issued and will extend the road

to Beacon Hill Park.

ELECTRIC RAILWAY FACTS.

Astoria, Ore.—The new electric road will be about 3% miles

long, and will cost about $50,000.

Augusta, Ga.—D. B. Dyer, of the Augusta Railway Company,

representing the Jarvis-Conklin Investment Company, Kansas

City, Mo., will shortly let contract for the construction of 15 miles

of street railroad. Electrical equipment is being purchased.

 

Augusta, Ga.—The Augusta and Somerville Railroad Company

has signed contracts with the Thomson-Houston Electric Company

to equip their line from Augusta to Somerville with electricity by

June 1.

Brooklyn, N. Y.--The Long Island electric branch of the Smith

and Jay street surface line is being equipped with cars. President

Jourdon stated that the repairs on the road, changing it from a

single to a double track horse motor line to a double track electric

motor railway, would be finished by the end of this month. The

road will be opened April ist.

Cleveland, O.-—A mileage of 100 miles per day is generally con

sidered by street railway nien as a fairly good record for a single

car, but this opinion is not shared by the managers of the East

Cleveland Street Railway Company of Cleveland, Ohio. This

railway company has now in constant operation forty Sprague elec

tric motor cars which make an average total mileage per day of

5,000 miles, or an average of 125 miles per day per car._ It is said

that the managers of this road will soon have forty-six Sprague

cars in operation, and will increase the daily mileage of their cars

to 6,200. Cleveland is now equipped with probably as good rapid

transit facilities as any city in the country. The East Cleveland

Street Railway, of which Dr. A. Everett is president, has seventy

tive electric cars in operation or ordered for its various branches 2

the Brooklyn Street Railway has thirty-six, and the Broadway and

Newburgh, twenty-four. This latter road has added eight Sprague

cars to its original equipment.

Colorado Springs, Col.-The Rapid Transit Electric Railway is in

_-¢.mnlLn.
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stalling 16 miles ofthe Sprague system. Mr. F. E. Downs, of Denver,

has charge of the installation, while Owen Ford will superintend

the wiring. The officers of the company are P. W. Martin, presi

dent, and A. L. Lawton, secretary; A. A. McGoverny, treasurer;

E. ]. Eaton, director.

Denver, Col.-The Denver Tramway Company have secured the

right to construct and maintain an electric railway line on Lawrence

and Curtis streets extending across the city.

Ellensburgh, Wash.-—\V. E. Anderson and associates asked for

and have been granted a franchise for either cable or electric lines

of street railway on several leading streets of the city. They filed

a bond of $10,000 to begin work within thirty days, and to have at

least three-quarters of a mile finished in four months, on enalty

of forfeiture of the bond. The franchise was granted or fifty

years. Everything must be first-class.

Fort Worth, Tex.—The Chamberlain Investment Company has

let the contract for the equipment of its street railroad to the

Sprague Electric Railway and Motor Company, of New York.

Contract calls for completion by May 10th.

Houston, Tex.—In extendin its system, the Houston City

Street Railway Company will a opt electricity.

Jersey City, N. j.—The jersey City and Bergen Street Railroad

Company, which owns all the street car lines in jersey City, has

decided to use electricity as a motive power on the Montgomery

street line. The Stephenson Car Company is building cars now,

and they will be ready for use in ninety days. The overhead sys

tem wil be used, and the electricity will be supplied from the wires

of the jersey City Electric Light Company.

Keoltuk, la.—The Keokuk Electric Street Railway and Power

Company will introduce here what is known as the Short system

of electric railway, a brief description of which will interest the

general public. The Short Company, of Cleveland, Ohio, consid

ers carefully the requirements of the particular plant to be con

structed, and when local conditions have been studied, to use the

best possible adapted to them. When there is a double track with

many cars, the series system, with two overhead wires and no

rail return, is recommended. The first cost of construction is less.

It isfpossible under it to usea low voltage, and diminish the danger

to Ii e and property. The motors required by it are about half the

size of those used under other systems, and cannot under any cir

cumstances be bumed out. As there is no loss in transmitting the

current, and no wasteful resistances are used in circuit, the cost of

operating cars is less. With it a block device can be used to pre

vent accidents from collision. The motor can be used in connec

tion with the brake to stop the car. There is absolutely no dinger

from lightning. The cars can be stopped quietly and without _]3.l'.

The earning capacity of this system is greater than that of any

other, when applied to a long road with many cars in service.

With but few cars and a single track with turnouts, the parallel

s stem, single overhead wire and rail return, is recommended. For

t is system the Short Company have a perfect motor and generator.

Lightness and neatness, with absolute safety, are characteristics of

the Short street construction. The entire truck frame is cast in one

piece, and is very strong. The bearings are made solid and pro

vided with oil cellars and felt lubricators. All bolts have sprin

washers and split keys, to prevent loosening and losin . Eac

truck is provided with the most approved gearing, an can be

placed under any car-body. Two motors are admirably carried on

a truck frame, one attached to each axle of the car, and geared to

it by new patent noiseless gears. They are supported upon sepa

rate springs, leavin the car-body to ride upon ordinary springs.

No jar or tremor o the motor is carried to the car. Both motors

are controlled from either platform, and are reversible. They are

entirely protected from mud and dust by a covering for both sides

and bottom. The motor frame and all the electrical appliances are

thoroughly insulated from each other, and from the car wheels.

Lexington, Ky.-The Lexington City Railroad Company has

contracted with the Sprague Company for an electrical equipment.

Lebanon, Pa.—The Lebanon Electric Street Railway Company,

having made an amicable arrangement with the Bucks and Dau

phin Turnpike Company, which owns the principal streets through

the city, will begin the work of construction at once.

Middlesborough, Ky., is to have an electric road, for which ar

rangements have already been made.

Newark, N. J.—The Common Council has granted to the street

railway companies the privilege to erect and maintain an overhead

electric-wire svstem on all their lines. The vote was twenty afiir

matives to eight negatives. Five per cent. of the 'gross earnings

will be paid to the city for the privilege.

Nashville, Tenn.-The various street railroad companies have

consolidated under one management. The new organization is to

be called the United Electric Street Railway Company. Its capital

stock will be $1,000,000, and bonds to the amount of$2,5oo,ooo will

be issued.

Qfllfiland. C31--The Directors of the Grove Street Electric Road

have decided to begin the construction of the road immediately.

The company hopes to have the line built to the city limits within

three months, and the entire road running within a year.

Portland, Ore.—Seventeen carloads of rails, for the Waverly

Woodstock Electric Motor Line, arrived in Portland, Ore., and

another electric road will soon be running in Portland.

Reading, Pa._-The Equitable Electric Railway Construction Co.,

of New York_city, reports having closed a contract with the Never

sink Mountain Electric Railway of Reading, Pa., for the entire

electrical equipment of the new mountain railroad. The road

when finished will be eight miles long. The electric cars will

probably be runnin before the first of May. Four eight-wheel

cars—each equippe with two 15- horse-power Spra ue motors

will constitute the initial rolling-stock equipment of t ie road.

Rochester, N. Y.—]ohri N. Beckley has filed with City Clerk

Sheridan a certified copy of the proceedings of the Directors of the

Street Railway Company, at which the grant of the Common Coun

cil, with the conditions attached, giving the company power to

substitute electricity for horse-power, was accepted on the part of

the company. With this was also filed a copy of the agreement,

signed by President Mumford on behalf of the company, and ap

proved by City Attorney Ernst.

Shreveport, La._—The_Slireveport Railway and Land Improve

ment Company will put in a Thomson-Houston plant.

Springfield, Mass.—-The Street Railway Company of Springfield

is making rapid progress with its preparations for its new electric

line to Forest Park. Seven cars are now being built by the New

buryport Car Company, and -most of the wire to be used has

already arrived. The rails will be supplied from Scranton, Pa.

St. Louis, Mo.—With the exception of a few roads which are

run by cable, all of the street car lines of the city are getting into

shape to use electricity as a motive power. The St. Louis Street

Railway Company closed a big contract with the Sprague Electric

Railway Motor Company of New York for an electric equipment '

foriits entire road. The amount involved in the enterprise is putat

{;_3,ooo,ooo. This contract will provide for the Broadway or old

ifth street line, and may also include the Cass avenue and Locust

street roads. In addition to this the Scully roads, four in number,

all starting from Fourth to Pine streets, w.ll ad.-pt electric motors

in place of horse power immediately they obtain permission from

the city government. Mr. Scully estimates that the change will

cost him in the neighborhood of $i,ooo.ooo. The _Iefl'erson avenue

line will also be equipped with the new power, and the Lindell

street line, where there are now about twelve Sprague cars in

‘ operation, follows. The satisfactory operation of these cars has

been so marked that the entire line will be equipped with the

Sprague electric system. Double bracket iron poles placed be

tween the two tracks will be used. and viill be of an ornamental

and tasteful design. Each pole will carry an arc lamp, and so will

act for the double purpose of lighting the street and carrying the

trolley wires. The only wires overhead will be the trolley wires.

The main, feeder, and are light wires will all be carried under

ground. The last order of this company, for electrical apparatus,

includes one hundred and thirty-six motors, and it is intended to

have the road in operation as soon as possible.

St. Paul, Minn.-The opening of the Grand avenue electric line

has had a pronounced visible effect in accelerating purchases of

Summit Park property and advancing values. One prominent St.

Paul gentleman in particular, who has large interests in that dis

trict sold quite a number of holdings last week at advanced prices,

marked up and withdrew the remainder of his listed prices, and

left for a two months’ sojourn in California. Before leaving he ex

pressed himself as perfectly confident that St. Paul people would

soon be glad to secure Summit Park lots at present Woodland

Park prices. This signifies an advance all along the line. Other

owners amply able to do so are declaring their intention to hold on

to their property, and the prospects are that with future electric

transportation, street improvements, etc., building operations will

during the coming year be quite extensive. Among those who

have secured plans for homes in Summit Park are Architect Haas,

T. M. Swem, Valeiniiie]. Rothschild, Harry Wilgus, P. Keigher,

F. F. Loomis, and others. The $15000 residence of Architect

. Haas, now building, is on Osceola avenue near Victoria.—St. Paul

Pioneer Press.

Tacoma, Wash.—The Tacoma Sunday Times speaks of the

newly constructed electric street railway in that city in the follow

ing complimentary strain : " There is probably not an electric street

car system in America where the clifliculties to be overcome in the
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way of street grades and curves with short radii are so numerous

as in this city, or where the extremes between no load and full load

on the circuits fluctuate so rapidly. But these conditions have been

fully met by the construction company, and Tacoma can pride her

self on one of the best electric street car systems in the country.”

Topeka, Kas.—The Thomson-Houston Electric company has

dismissed the suit brought in the United States circuit court

against the Topeka Rapid Transit railway for the collection of

$86,000 of the bonds of that company and the appointment of a

receiver.

Victoria, B.C.—The new electric street railway at Victoria, B.

C., has been completed. Tests have been made and everything

found to work well. It is said a uniform speed of 12 miles per hour

will be maintained. Each car weighs six tons and can comfortably

carry from 26 to 35 passengers. The citizens are elated over this

event.

NEW CORPORATIONS.

Baltimore, Md.—The Baxter Electric Motor and Manufacturing

Company has been incorporated as the Baxter Electric Motor

Company by Jesse Hilles, B. F. DeFord, S. W. Regester and

others. The capital stock is to be $500,ooo.

Covington, Ky.—The Card Electric Motor and Dynamo Co.

has been incorporated by Robert J. Smith, Alexander Montgom

ery, Alfred Mack and T. F. Corry for the manufacture of electric

motors, dynamos, regulators, etc. The capital stock is $200,ooo.

Chicago, Ill.-The Chicago Suburban Belt Line Passenger Rail

road and Extension Street Railway Company have been author

ized to construct a suburban belt line passenger railroad to be op

erated by electric power, cable, or dummy; also to build street

railways to connect with the Belt line from terminal points now

operated by street railway companies; capital stock, $2,500,ooo;

incorporators, E. E. Harbert, Frank E. Barker, John A. Taylor
and others.

Chicago, Ill.—The Marquette Electric Construction Company

has been organized and incorporated in Chicago to operate elec

tric machinery for the purpose of furnishing light, heat and power;

capital stock, $25,000; incorporators, Alfred L. Baker, Samuel S.

Parks and Eben F. Runyan, Jr.

Dallas, Tex.—The Dallas Electric Railway ''': has been

incorporated, with a capital stock of $200,000, by H. C. Gilbert,

R. S. Vivian, H. C. Burley, W. C. Currie and J. M. Dickson.

Fairhaven, Wash.—The Fairhaven Electric Railway Company

has been formed by N. Bennett, C. N. Larrabee, J. F. Wardner,

E. M. Wilson, P. Evans, H. G. Thompson and G. A. Black with a

capital stock of $250,000, and with the intention of building a road

through several contiguous places in the State of Washington.

Frankfort, Ky.—A bill has been introduced into the legislature

to incorporate the Newport Electric Car Company, with a capital

stock of $100,ooo, with privilege of increasing it to $500,000. H.

M. Healey, H. Buchanan and A. J. Parlin are the incorporators.

Galena, Kan.—The Galena Electric Power and Mining Compa

ny, has been formed; directors, William B. Stone, of Galena;

A. W. Walburn, of Fort Scott; Charles E. Hart, of Baxter Springs;

Arthur E. Stilwell, Delbert J. Haff, Ira C. Hubbell and Charles S.

Rusling, of Kansas City. he capital stock is fixed at $200,000,

and all is paid in. The company proposes to locate a motor in

front of each mine and operate its machinery by electric power.

They will also establish an arc light system in Galena. The Thom

son-Houston system will be£

Harrisburg, Pa.—Charters have been issued at the State De

partment as follows: Scotdale Electric Light, Heat and Power

Company, of Westmoreland County,# $15,000; the Mill and

Mine Electric Equipment Company, of Pittsburgh, capital $10,000.

Huron, S.D.—The Madison Street Railway and Rapid Transit

Company, with a capital of $50,000, has been incorporated, and

the work of building the lines will be commenced early in the

spring.

Indianapolis, Ind.—The Jenny Electric Motor Company was

duly incorporated, with a capital stock of $35,000, and succeeded

to the business of Charles D. Jenny & Co. The incorporators are

Addison Bybee, Julius F. Pratt, Charles D. Jenney and Edwin W.

Jenney. The company will carry on the manufacture and sale of

electric motors and other electrical machinery.

Keokuk, Iowa.—A press dispatch states that articles of incor

poration of the Keokuk Electric Street Railway and Power Com

pany were filed in the County Recorder's office on Feb. 1. The

authorized capital stock is $200,000, of which $100,000 is pre

ferred stock. The incorporators are: M. H. King, Thos, Mitchell,

A. J. Chapman, H. J. Ransom and W. H. McConaughy, Des

Moines and Eastern capitalists. An ordinance granting the com

pany its charter will probably be passed at the meeting of the City

Council on Monday night. It requires that six miles of track

constructed and operated by Nov. 1 of this year. -

Minneapolis, Minn.—The North Side Street Railway Company,

of Minneapolis, filed articles of incorporation with the Secretary of

State recently. The capital stock is $500,ooo, and the object is to

deal in surburban property, construct, maintain and operate, street

railway lines. The incorporators are Thomas B. Walker, John M.

Moon, George P. Wilson, of Minneapolis, and Daniel M. Robbins

and Andrew B. Robbins, of St. Paul.

New York City.—At the annual meeting of the Sprague Electric

Railway and Motor Company, held in New York recently, the

following named gentlemen were chosen directors for the ensuing

year: Henry Villard, in place of Professor Barker; C. H. Coster,

in place of Dr. ''': H. Herrick, A. Marcus, E. H. Sprague,

John S. Wise, C. A. Spofford and S. Insull.

Oldtown, Me.—The Oldtown Electric Company, Maine, has

been formed; purposes, transmission of light, heat and power, by

electricity, within the limits of Penobscot County. President, F. A.

Wyman; Treasurer, Phoebus H. Alexander. Capital stock, $25,

ooo; amount paid in, $10,000; par value of shares, $25.

Pittsburgh, Kan.—The Pittsburgh Electric Railway Company

has been incoporated with a capital stock of $50,000. Directors,

B. F. Hobert, of St Louis; A. E. Stillwell, of Kansas City; Frank

Playter, B. H. Wilson, F. E. Doubleday, of Pittsburgh.

Pittsburgh, Pa.—The Mine and Mill Electric Equipment Com

pany has been formed by W. A. Giles, J. S. Scully, J. W. Carna

han, W. J. Burns, J. V. Patton and F. W. McKee.

Pittsburgh, Pa.—A charter has been granted to the Mill and

Mine Electric Equipment Company, of Allegheny county. The

applicants were Walter A. Giles,#. S. Scully, Jay W. Carnahan,

Wm. J. Burns, J. V. Patton and F. W. McKee. -

Portland, Me.—The Boston Electric Valve and Motor Company

has been incorporated at Portland, Me. with a capital of $250,000.

The officers are: President, William B. Chase, Swampscott, Mass.;

Treasurer, Henry M. Nichols, Boston ; Directors, Laban Heath,

Revere, Mass.; Hiram Houghton, Northampton, Mass.; William

B. Chase, Joseph Beales, William C. Bryant, Greenfield, Mass.;

Henry M. Nichols, Frank W. Eddy, Westfield, Mass.; Henry A.

£er Greenfield, Mass.; Elijah N. Harding, Cambridgeport,

aSS.

Rockford, Ill.—The Secretary of State, at Springfield, issued

license of incorporation to the Rockford Electrical Railway Com

pany; capital stock, $150,000; incorporators, H. H. Robinson,

George M. Blake, and Frederick Haines.

Syracuse, N. Y.—The Marvin Electric Drill Company has been

formed with a capital stock of $300,ooo.

Topeka, Kan.—A charter has been filed for the Pacific Coast

Electric Supply and Construction Company of Topeka, for con

structing and maintaining electric railroads. The incorporators

are F. G. Hentig, W. W. Manspeaker, Byron Roberts and J. R.

Hankla of Topeka, and D. McFarland of Los Angeles. The cap

ital stock is $500,000, the first assessment having been paid in. A

charter was filed by the same parties for the Electric Rapid Tran

sit company which is to run in Los Angeles. The capital stock is

$500,000. These gentlemen have already purchased the rapid

transit line in Los Angeles and propose to equip it with the elec

tric system.

Woonsocket, R. I.—The Woonsocket Electric Machine and

Power Company, by a bill reported from the committee on mer

cantile affairs in the Massachusetts house of representatives, is

authorized to erect poles and wires and to furnish electric light

and power in Blackstone, Mass.

Watervliet, N. Y.—The directors of the Watervliet Electric Rail

way and Turnpike Company, as elected on Feb. 1st, are : Jas. B.

Germain, Charles Newman, J. N. Tillinghast, John J. Acker, Ledg

yard Cogswell, W. B. Van Rensselaer, J. Howard King, A. N.

Brady, Thomas A. Knickerbocker, of Troy.

Winston, N. C.—The Electric Light and Street Railway Com

pany, of Winston, N. C., has been organized. The board of

directors are, H. W. Fries, of Salem; W. A. Whitaker and # L.

Ludlow, of Winston; E. H. Johnston, J. H. McClement and F. J.

Sprague, of New York, and E. L. Hawks. The officers are,

president, F. J. Sprague; vice-president, E. L. Hawks; secretary

and treasurer, J. H. McClement.

Windsor, Conn.—The Eddy Electric Manufacturing Company,

formerly of Hartford, but now of Windsor, Conn., has increased

its capital stock from $30,000 to $1oo,ooo. During the past eight

een months the company has piled up a surplus of $50,000, which

has been capitalized for the benefit of the stockholders of record.

The $40,000 additional has all been taken up, so that the concern

now has a paid in capital of $100,000. -
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MISCELLANEOUS.

It is said that Ohio has the greatest number of miles of electric

street railway of any State, 93,14, and runs 161 cars.

The claim is made that upwards of $600,000,000 of ca ital is at

‘the present time invested in the electrical industry in t e United

States.

The Polytechnic liistitute at Worcester, Mass., has introduced a

. new course of electrical engineering leading to the degree of B. Sc.

in Electrical Engineering.

The rapid increase and growing importance of the electrical

business, _in all its varied forms, has already placed it among the

foremost industries of the age.

The following cities propose to build electric railways during the

coming spring: Providence, R. I.; Helena, Mont.; Dubuque and

Keokuk, Iowa.

There are in this country and Canada 645 miles of electric street

railway, on which 1,280 cars run. Ohio has the greatest number

‘ of miles ofany state — 93!/.{. and runs 161 cars, while Pennsylvania

has but 3114, and yet runs 84 cars.
Y O The cost of running street railways with horse power and with

" electricity has been carefully estimated, and -for the purpose of

_ comparison a line running fifty cars is taken. Such a line opear

ted with horses, costs $300.75 per day, and with electricity $69.50.

The difference in favor of electricity is $231.25, or $4.62 per day

saved on each car.—New York Sun.

Sprague 'ves it as his opinion that the electric railway has

nothing to ear from the cable system. In fact, he remarked that

since the cable conduits were usually well constructed by competent

engineers, they would prove a first-class receptacle for the electric

conductors which will be certain to follow, and hence, whenever

he heard of the laying ofa new cable conduit he was well pleased.

A prominent naval officer was speaking recently of the new war

ships, and he said that. in the opinion of the foremost naval ofiicers

of the country, ten or fifteen years hence a war ship will have no

steam engines outside of her boiler room. The Boston has twenty

_ two steam engines of various sizes on board her, but electrical ap

. should have been so promptly attached to a falling lamp !

pliances are rapidly superseding steam on board naval vessels.

A Pittsburg man has invented a glass conduit, which he thinks

solves the problem of underground wires Plates of glass are

grooved on the upper surface, and the wires are laid in the grooves

and cemented there with pitch. Then other plates of glass are laid

over the first, and wires are laid the whole ut upon them in the

same way. \Vhen all the wires is inclose in a wooden box and

imbedded in cement.

The Thomson-Houston Electric Company has ninety-three elec

tric railways in operation and under contract in this country. The

roads have a total mileage of 814.95 miles and 1,028 cars. Since

September 15, 1889, the increase in roads constructed has been 18

with a total of 404 cars and 217.54 miles of track. The West End

Railway Compancy has 130 cars running, with a total of no miles

of track equippe .

_ Senator Harris, of Tennessee, in advocating the granting of an

‘electric street railroad charter in the South, recently, said he ex

pected to see ever’ street railroad in the District of Columbia ,

operated by electricity within the next three years. He expressed

the opinion that the road to Eckiqgton, a suburb of Washington, '

was the most complete in the worl

any horse railroad.

The St. Louis and East St. Louis Electric Railway Company,

and as free from danger as

now operating on the Eads bridge, has filed a mortgage of its '

property to the St. Louis Trust Company, to secure the payment

of 150 mortgage bonds of $500 each, which were authorized to be

. issued at a meeting of the company held on March 4th. The bonds '

were issued to obtain money to_ pay for the construction of the

present railway, its plant and projected improvement.

Toronto University was totally destroyed by fire Feb. 14. The -

loss is estimated at $500,000. An hour later 2,000 guests would

have been in the building attending a fete. The falling of an oil

lamp caused the fire. Insurance, $164,000. Strange that the blame

\Vhere

were the electric light wires? And how large an electric plant

would $164,000 have paid for?

The West End Street Railway Company, of Boston, have de

cided to do all their own construction work this coming spring, and

have so notified the Thomson-Houston Company. Mr. Dumoulin

will have entire charge of the electric construction, and it is ex

pected that the streets of Boston will soon present a very busy

scene. Bids have already been asked for on cables for the under

ground feeders, and some very large orders for cable will soon be

placed.

A new system of hanging electric wires over the streets is pro

posed by a Milwaukee electrician. A wrought iron arch will span

the street between every pair of poles to keep them from curving

or breaking, and to prevent the wire from sagging. The cross

wires will be supported by two properly insulated wires suspended

from the arch. Guard wires will be hung from the arches parallel

with and above the traction wires, so that if a telegraph wire hap

pens to break it will not fall on the heavily charged wire.

J. j. Carty, who recently presented a paper on “A New View of

Telephone liiduction” to the New York Electric Club, is of the

opinion that the inventor who discovers a method of overcoming

electro-static induction, which is such a vexatious annoyance to

telephone men will have a greater reward than fell to him who

discovered the principle of the telephone. The only way at present

of removing the effect is by increasing the distance between the

-conductors, which cannot be great when the cables are under

ground.

Modem Ltlgr/it and Heat states that the storage battery which is

about being placed on the market by]. Y. Bradbury and Mr. Stone,

of Lowell, is exciting a great amount of interest among all who

have seen it in op:ration, and hundreds have already examined it,

including many electrical experts. They all pronounce it as one

of the most efficient now before the public. Quite a number of

them are in regular service and giving great satisfaction in Lowell

and elsewhere. Mr. Bradbury is one of the best known men inthe

New England electrical field and we wish him every success.

The oflicial death‘ record for last year shows that nine persons

were killed in New York City by electricity. Most of the victims

were employees ofelectric concerns. The same source ofinformation

shows that eighty persons were killed by street cars or run down

by wagons in this city. This would indicate that of all thedangers

to the public, that of electricity is really very small. In view of

these facts it is no wonder the merchants of this city are complain

ing bitterly of the course pursued by the Board of Electrical Con

trol in shutting off their light at a time when it was most needed.

Thomas A. Edison's latest achievement is the invention of a

light by which pictures may be seen at night with nearly all the

advantage of daylight. Electric lights have heretofore thrown

either too brilliant a light or too yellow a light. Edison secured a

perfect light for pictures by placing at the back of the bulbs in his

system 0 li hting a lead piece covering half of the bulb and fitting

it closely. nside of the bulb is a coating of silver. The yellow-of

the light and the silver reflection make a light that -brings out all

the colors in a picture harmoniously. It was first used in the

illumination of the Aiigelus in the Barye collection.

The light in which the cable system is coming to be re arded

may be gathered from some remarks made at a meeting of e ectric

ians not long ago by F. J. Sprague, one of the pioneers of electric

railroading in t is country. Mr. Sprague gave it as his opinion

that the electric railway had nothing to fear from the cable system.

In fact, he remarked that since the cable conduits were unusually

well constructed by com etent engineers, they would prove a first

' class receptacle for the e ectric conductors which will be certain to

follow, and hence, whenever he heard of the laying of a new cable

conduit he was well pleased.

OBITUARY.

BENJAMIN 1-‘. THURSTON.

Mr. Benjamin F. Thurston, whose death occurred since our last

issue, was, beyond question, the leading patent lawyer in- the

United States. The position which he occupied in the profes

sion was a peculiar one, but it was indisputably-tlie highest. No

one has for years been entitled to dispute his supremacy except,

possibly, Mr. Edward N. Dickerson, whose death preceded his by

several months. The work of the two men, however, was entirely

different, and a comparison between them would probably be just

to neither. For many years Mr. Thurston had been a counselor

for other patent lawyers. There were few important Cases passing

through the courts during the last fifteen years concerning which

his advice was not sought, and that, too, by men of the highest

standing in the profession. Mr. Thurston had the qualities which

go to make a jurist, rather than a lawyer, though his presentation

of a case in court was strong and persuasive. The workin up of

a case in its details, however, was never to his taste, but e was

pre-eminently a consultin lawyer. At his death, which occurred

at the age of sixty years, e was at the zenith of his powers, and

had just prepared himself for making the chief argument for the

complainants in one of the Edison filament patent suits. \/Vithout

disparagement to a profession which contains many lawyers of

commanding ability, it may be said that there is at present no one

capable of occupying Mr. Thurst0n's position. His loss will -be

long felt by the entire patent bar. ' ~ ~ ~
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ELECTRIC POWER PATENTS.

List furnished by KNIGHT BROTHERS, Solicitors of Patents, Electrical Experts:

234 Broadway, New York City.

ISSUED FEBRUARY 4, 1890.

420,469. Regulation of Electric Motors ; Lemuel W. Serrell Plain

field, N. j., and Harvey L. Lufkin, New York, N. Y.

Filed May 8, 1888.

Claim 3. The combination, with :1 series-wound electric-niotor_ having_ a

differential coil in parallel with the main field excitin -coil_and_b0th coils in series

with the armature, ofa variable resistance in the di erential circuit, a speed- ov

ernor controlling the variable resistance, so that as the speed ofthe motor uii uly

increases less and less resistance shall be offered to the passage of the current

through the tiifferential coil, and as the speed of the motor unduly diminishes more

and more resistance shall be offered to the passage of the current through the

ditferential coil, substantially as described.

420,543. Electric Street-Car Gear; Edgar Peckham, New York,

N. Y. Filed May 8, 1889.

Claim. in an electrically- ropelled car, the combination, with the axle, ofthe

hub D, formed with two whee s-seats of different diameters, with the shoulder c

between them and with the collar D ' on the end ofthe lar er wheel-seat, the gear

wheel C, mounted on and ri idly secured to the larger 0 said seats, and having

one side ofits hub flush with the shoulder e and resting with the opposite side

against the collar D ', the tractioii-wlieel B, mounted rigidly on the ot er seat and

restin against the shoulder c, the collar e on the end of the smaller wheel-seat of

the hu , and bolts b, b, passing horizontally through the two collars and interven

ing wheels and drawing the collar e against the Sltlt: nt the traction-wheel, sub

stantially as dscribed and shown.

420,544. Electric-Car Gear; Edgar Peckham, New York, N. Y.

Filed May 13, 1889.

Claim 1. On an electric-car having friction- ulleys in contact with frictioii

wheels and transmittin motion to the traction-w eels, a sand-hopper carried on

the car and having disc arge-spouts in front and rear of the friction-pulley, and

gates adapted to open and close said spouts, as and for the purpose set forth.

410,545. Electric-Cal‘ Axlc; Edgar Peckham, New York, N. Y.

Filed June 7, 1889.

Claim I. An electric-motor-car axle formed w'.th a ear-wheel seat of a

greater diameter than the main portion of the axle and wit a key-seat in said

wheel-seat, and an abutment on the outer end of the wheel-seat, as and for the

purpose set forth.

420,693. Electro-Magnetic Car-Brake ; Daniel S. i\lcElroy, New

York, N. Y. Filed June 29, 1889.

Claim. in an electric-car brake, the combination of the electric motor B,

provided on opposite sides thereof with windlasses D, D’ the chains E, attached to

the said wind asses, the brake-rods a, a ‘ brake-levers F, connecting-chains e, e ',

the hand-brakes l, the rods d and chains c, connecting the hand-brakes with the

levers F, substantially as specified.

420,762. Electric Meter ; James I). Bishop, Chicago, lll. Filed

June 17, 1839.

Claim 1. In a registering-meter for electric currents and employing a solenoid

to actuate the registering mechanism by the movement of its core under the

influence ofthe current, the combination, with the solenoid-core and registering

mechanism, ofa compensator having a cam H, ad'ustable as to the de rec of its

curve and secured upon a lever G, and a cord hol in the cam to a yiel ing resis

tance against rotation by the said lever, as and fort e purpose set forth.

420,764. Thermo-Electric Generator; Charles 5. Bradley, Yonk

ers, N. Y. Filed june 17, 1889.

Claim 1. A thenno-electric generator having an element which remains solid

at the highest working temperature, in combination with an element which be

comes fused at the hot junction.

Claim 4. A thermo-electric generator having a fusible element in contact with

2 practically infusible electrically-conductive heater.

420,805. Conduit for Electric Railway; Delbert E. Iohiison,

Atlanta, Ga. Filed March 7, 1889. '

Claim 3. A conduit for electric-railways, composed of yokes having yoke

pieces, one supporting the cover-rails and the other the flat rails upon one side of

the roadway, metallic lining-sections sustained upon said yokes, and one or more

conductors supported from the sides of the conduit and removed from the vertical

plane ofthe slot, substantially as described.

420,882. Electric Regulating Mechanism; Hermann Lenip and

Merle ]. Wightmati, Hartford, Conn., assigiiors to the

Schuyler Electric Company of Connecticut. Filed june

21, 1887.

Claim 1. The combination of a_das_h-pot having a passa eof variable cross

section between the 5 aces at opposite sides of its piston, a va ve which opens said

passage when move_ in either direction from normal position, and an electro

magnet governing said valve, as and for the purpose described.

420,894. Rheostat; William Thomson. Glasgow, County of Lan

ark, Scotland. Filed October 4, 1888.

Claim . The combination of the cylinders, screw-shaft, guide-nut and guide

f0rk_ witht e scale-bar engaged by the fork and adapted thereby to indicate the

position ofthe nut as explained.

420,924. System of Generators; Addison G. Waterhouse, Hartford,

Conn., assignor to the Westinghouse Electric Company,

Pittsburgh, Pa. Filed May 3, 1889.

  

predetermined value, and to automatically reintroduce the_ enerator into the

circuit _wben the current delivered by any other generator r ses above a pre

determined value.

ISSUED FEBRUARY 11, 1890.

420,954. Electro-Mechanical Movement; Samuel E. Nutting,

- Chicago, Ill., assignor to the Ntitting Electric Manufac

turing Company, same place. Filed March 12, 1889.

Claim 1. in an electro-mechanical movement, the combination of an electric

circuit, a section of such circuit heated b - the passage ofa current of electricity,

a softenable substance adapted to har en in an operative position in contact

with such section, such substance and section being held in fixed relative posi

tions to each other until the section is heated, and means for changing their

relative positions as the substance is oftened by the heating of the section, sub

stantially as described.

420,955. Electro-Mechanical Movement; Samuel E. Nutting,

Chicago, lll.. assignor to the Nutting Electric Manufac

turing Company, same place. Filed pril 29, 1889.

Claim 1. in an electro-mechanical movement, the combination ofan electric

circuit, a heat-conductor to which heat is imparted by said circuit, a softenable

substance adapted to harden in an operative sitiou in contact with the heat

conductor such substance and conductor being eld in fixed positions to each other

until the conductor is heated, and means for changing their relative positions as

the substance is softened bythe heating ofthe conductor substantially as described.

420,975. Storage Battery; Charley Sorley, New York, N. Y.,

assignor to the Anglo-American Light Manufacturing

Company of West Virginia. Filed November 12, 1889.

Clainii._ in a galvanic cell, a containing-vessel, a bridge-piece upon the bottom

of said vessel, and an electrode in flate-form having its lower ed e resting longi
tudinally upoii the upper surface 0 said bridge-piece, substantialzly as described.

420,984. Lightning Arrester; George G. Bayne, Fremont, Nebr.

Filed October 1, 1889.

Claim i. in a lightning-arrester. the combination of a central arrester-plate

having toothed ed es, a grouiid-wire connected to the same, the adjacent arrester

glates having toot ed inner edges, two vertical series of binding-posts connected

y fusible wires with the outer arrester-plates, conductors connecting one binding

post of each series with the line-wires, and mechanism whereby in the event of

the fusing ofthe wire connecting said binding-post shall be automatically placed

in electrical connection with the next adjacent binding-post of the same seris,

substantially as set forth.

421,048. Regulator for Dynamos; Edward Heymann and Frank W.

Heymaiin, Boston, assignors to James E. Maynadier,

Taunton. ‘ilass. Filedjune to, 1889.

Claim. The regulator above described, consistin of the regulating-coils C,

C ' about the armature and the variable resistance R, the coils and the resistance

being in a shunt around the main circuit and combined with the dynamo and its

main circuit, substantially as described.

421.053. Thermo-Electric Resistance-Regulator ; Samuel E. Nut

ting, Chicago, Ill., assignor to the Nutting Electric

Manufacturing Company, same place.

Claim 1. The combination of an electric circuit, a heat-movable device, a

variable resistance a current-conductor connected to the movable device and car

rying a current of electricity to the variable resistance, means for adjusting the

movable device to the atmospheric tem erature on the day it is set in operation,

and a device or object which is itselfa ected by atmospheric changes of tern era

ture and is operated upon by the regulated cnrreiit, substantially as describ .

421,067. Art of Making Cores for Eelctro-Magnets; Stanle C.

C. Currie, Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to the United lec

tric lmprovemeiit Company, Gloucester City, N. ].

Filed june 1, 1889.

Claim 1. A core for a magnet, etc., composed ofiron filings, chip: or shavings

and a silicate, substaiitially as and for the purposes set forth.

_ Claim 3. A core for a magnet, etc., composed ofiron filings, chips or shavings

silicate ofsoda, and asbestus, substantially as and for the puposes set forth.

421,088. Conduit for Electric Cables; William P. Tyler, Boston,

i\lass. Filed Sept. 18, 1889.

Claim 1. The sub-way conduit above described, consisting ofa series oftubes

connected together, each tube being provided with a flange at each end,joiiied

thereto on a curve, as described, and forming a part thereof, whereby throughout

the conduit a smooth inner surface will be presented and maintained at the joints,

as set forth.

Claim 2. A subway-conduit consistin of a series of tubes of the kind des

cribed suitably coupled together, and provided at its joints with gaskets D, satu

rated with a lubricant, as and for the purposes set forth.

421,090. Starting-Switch for Electric Motors ; William A. An

thony, Manchester, Conn., assignor to the Mather Elec

tric Company, same place. Filed March 21, 1889.

Claim. in an electric switch, the combination ofthe arm A and its contact

point L with the arm 8 and it plurality of contact-points thereof, the upper sur

aces of the last-mentioned contact-points being on one plane and the upper surface

of the first-mentioned contact-point being on a higher plane, all combined and

operating together substantially as described.

421,169. Electric Battery; Ernest M. G. Hewett, Newton, Mass..

assignor by direct and mesne assignments to the Safety

Electric Light Company of Maine. Filed June 29, 1889.

Claim 1. The combination, with two or more dynamo-electric generators and

a single work-circuit supplied thereby, of an automatic cut-out controlled by

currents delivered by one of the generators for automatically removing the same

from the circuit when the current delivered thereby falls below apredetermined

amount.

Claim 2. The combination, with two or more dynamo electric generators and

2 single work-circuit supplied thereb ,ofa circuit controlling apparatus applied to

one or more of the generators an serving to disconnect the corres onding

generator from the circuit when the current from that generator falls elow a

—‘g:- ‘~'.;R:;r..-'2;;."__

Claim 2. A battery-cover havin holes for the reception of carbon rods or peri

cils, said hols being enlarged to orm annular pockets around the pencils, com

bined with rods or pencils inserted in said orifices and treated with burned paraf

fine, and fillings or packings inserted in said pockets around the pencils.

421,177. Safety Device for Electric Circuits ; Hermann Lemp,

Lynn, Massachusetts, assignor to the Thomson-Houston

Electric Company of Connecticut. Filed june 14, 1889.

Claim 1. The combination, substantially as described, of a source‘ of current
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fdangerously-high tension, a series of translating devices in a metallic line, cir

cuit or connection£ from one pole to the other of the source and liable to

breakage, disconnectors placed respectively, between the two poles or terminals of

such line and the electric source and normally held in closed-circuit position, and

two controller-magnets—one for each disconnector-placed in the charged-line cir

cuit leading from the source through the translating devices and between opposite

poles of the source and opposite terminals of the series of translating devices, re

ively, and retractors tending to operate the disconnectors and adapted to cause

the circuit to open when the£ is broken at any point in the series of

translating devices.

421,179. Cut-Out ; Everett W. Little, New York, N. Y. Filed

Nov. 19, 1889.

Claim I. A block or base provided with a cavity having ratchet-shaped walls,

in combination with a rotating circuit-controlling element consisting of an arm

pivoted in the middle and carrying telescoping spring-operated contact-blocks at

each end, for the purpose set forth.

421,180. Thermal Cut-Out ; Everett W. Little, New York, N. Y.

Filed Nov. 22, 1889.

Claim 1. A safety-catch for electric circuits, consisting of a block of insulating

material, binding-screws at each end thereof and located on opposite sides of the

block, the block being provided with a groove in its surface extending from one

binding-screw to the other and a fusible strip connecting the two binding-screws

and located in the groove, substantially as set forth.

421,193. Transmission of Power by Electricity; Edward W. Rice,

Jr., Lynn, Mass. Filed July 26, 1888.

Claim 1. The combination, with an alternating-current motor having its arm

ature fed from an alternating-current wire, of a starting electric motor connected

to said armature, as and for the purposes described.

Claim 2. The combination, with an alternating-current electric motor having

its armature supplied from an alternating-current circuit, of a continuous or direct

current electric motor having its armature on the same shaft with the armature of

said alternating-current motor.

Claim 3. In an electric-motive power apparatus, an alternating and a contin

uous current motor having their armatures mounted on the same shaft and sup

plied from a power station with a continuous current and an alternating current,

respectively, in combination with means for throwing of the current from the con

tinuous-current motor when the alternating-current motor has been brought to

s -

Claim 5. The combination, with an alternating-current motor, of a starting

motor for bringing the same to speed, and a£ device for£

off the current from the starting-motor when the desired speed is reached, as and

for the purpose described. *

421,195. Motor for Electric Regulating Apparatus; Freidrich

Ross and Asmus Franzen, Vienna, Austria-Hungary.

Filed Oct. 30, 1887.

Claim 1. In an electromotor, the combination, with an electro-magnet, of a

smooth-faced reciprocating rod having a rectilinear movement in the direction of

the polar axis of the magnet and a single armature spanning both poles of the

magnet and provided with pivotal gripping-jaws and restraining-springs, whereby

as said armature is attracted toward its magnet said rod will be grasped or gripped

and moved in the same direction, substantially as described.

421,208. System of Distribution for Alternating Currents; Elihu

Thomson, Lynn, Mass. Filed Feb. 4, 1889.

Claim 1. The combination, with the same constant potential source, of a

transformer whose secondary supplies a constant-current circuit having electric

lamps or other final-energy users in series thereon, and a transformer whose sec

'ondary£ translating devices arranged in'' arc, the primaries of both

said transformers being supplied in multiple from said source.

421,222. Commutator for Dynamos, Motors, etc.; George H. Al

ton and William O. Wakefield, Lynn, Mass., assignors to

the Thomson-Houston Electric Company of Connecticut.

Filed March 8, 1889.

Claim 1, . In a commutator, a segment or plate having a double bevel at its

end, in combination with independent clamping-seats or bearings engaging, res

pectively, with the two inclines of said bevel.

421,240. Thermal Cut-Out ; '' Cardew, Chatham, County of

Kent, assignor to Bernard Mervyn Drake and John Mar

shall Gorham, Westminster, England. Filed Feb. 18,

1889.

Claim 1. In a safety apparatus for preventing the occurrence of a dangerously

high potential on electric-circuits, a device interposed between the circuit to be

protected and earth, consisting of an insulated plate in connection with said cir

cuit, and a strip of metal foil connected at one end with earth and having its other

end situated in close proximity to the said plate, in combination with a fine wire

introduced in the connection of said metal foil with earth, a short-circuiting lever

supported by the line wire, which, when released by the fusing of the wire, short

circuits the current in the said circuit, and a circuit breaking device included in

the said circuit, which is brought into action by the short-circuiting, substantially
as described.

421,304. Trolley for Electric Railways; Frank B. Rae, Detroit,

Mich., assignor to the Detroit Electrical Works, same

place. Filed June 27, 1889.

Claim 1. In a trolley for electric railways, the combination, with a trolley-pole

flexibly jointed at its base, of two hinged arms trunnioned together and extending

in opposite directions, a spring between the extremity of each arm and a stationary

part, and actuating means on the trolley-pole for moving said hinged arms against

the tension of the springs.

421,305. Overhead Trolley for Electric Railways; Frank B. Rae,

Detroit, Mich., assignor to the Detroit Electrical Works,

same place. Filed July 1, 1889.

Claim I. In an overhead trolley for electric railways, the combination, with a

trolley-pole, of a flexible joint between said pole and its base-support, a spring
permanently connecting said pole with its base-support and capable of exerting

tension to move the said pole in a prescribed direction, and a spring mechanically

connected at one end to said pole and attached to a movable cord or cable at the

other, and capable of#:* in its tension by the operator, all arranged to

operate in the manner set forth.
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421,320. Collecting-Contact for Flectric Machines; Albert Schmid

and Edward C. Means, Alleghany, Pa., said Schmid as

signor to the Westinghouse Electric Company, Pitts

burgh, Pa. Filed Dec. 7, 1889.

Claim 2. A collector or, contact band, for electric machines, consisting of a

band or belt of linked or meshed wires and having its interstices filled with plum

bago or hard carbon, substantially as described.

ISSUED FEBRUARY 18, 1890.

421,396. Cut-out ; Gustav A. Frei, Boston, Mass., assignor to the

Bernstein Electric Light Manufacturing Company, Port

land, Me. Filed Oct. 12, 1888.

Claim 1.- In a£ operable switch, the combination, substantially

as described, of the following instrumentalities: the movable member and hand.

lever for moving it, the main-line contacts 16, 17, located adjacent to each other,

the auxiliary-line contacts 18, 19, constituting stationary members, with which the

movable member co-operates, and the magnetic device in the magnetic field of

which the ends of said contacts 16, 17, lie, the contact-maker 23, and the fusible

link 20, also located near the ends of the said contacts 16, 17 for holding the said

contact-maker 23 in its abnormal position.

421,398. Conduit for Electric Railways; Patrick H. Griffin, Buf

falo, N. Y. Filed Nov. 9, 1889.

... Claim 1. A conduit for electrical conductors, composed of a metallic body

with a non-conducting lining attached thereto by means of prongs as described.

421,449. Electro-Magnetic Valve-Controller; John V. Stout, East

on, Pa. Filed Nov. 15, 1889.

Claim 3. . In an apparatus for controlling valves, dampers, and like devices,

the combination, with a main lever and an actuating electro-magnet therefor, of a

locking-lever adapted to hold the main lever in a given position, an electro-magnet

for withdrawing the locking-lever and releasing the main lever, and circuit-closers
carried by the locking-lever, whereby a short circuit is established to cut out the

£ver magnets when the locking-lever is withdrawn and the main lever is re

eased.

421,464. Electric Railway-Car; Herbert C. Wirt, Boston, Mass.

Filed Jan. 19, 1889.

Claim 1. The combination, with an electric-railway car or vehicle, an electric

motor carried thereby, and a main conductor exterior to the car, of one or more

lamps connected in series circuit with the main conductor and the motor, and a

storage-battery carried by the car, and having one pole connected to the main con

ductor, to be charged thereby, and its other pole connected with the motor, the
circuit of the said lamps being in multiple arc with the said storage-battery charged

by the current from the main conductor, substantially as described.

421,476. Driving Mechanism for Motor-Cars; John C. Beckfield

and Robert Siegfried, Allegheny, Pa., said Siegfried

assignor to Albert Schmid, same place. Filed July 12,

1889.

Claim 1. The combination, in a motor-car, of the car-body and motor carried

thereby, and vertical shafts capable of rotation and forming the king-bolts or cen

ter pins for the trucks, the two trucks movable vertically upon the said shafts, the

shafts being in gear with the motor and with the axles of the car, with provision

for play or vertical movement of the car and trucks, as set forth.

421,479. Dynamo-Electric Machine; DeWitt B. Brace, Lincoln,

Neb. Filed Aug. 27, 1889.

Claim 1. The combination, with fixed field-magnets having two or more op

posing pairs of fixed polar projections wound, one or more, with armature coils, of

magnetizable masses moving in a plane perpendicular to magnetic force between

the opposing poles, and successively closing the magnetic current between success

ive pairs of poles.

421,498. Apparatus for Heating Water and Generating Steam by

Electricity; John C. Hubinger, Keokuk, Iowa. Filed

July 13, 1889.

Claim 1. In an£ for heating liquids and generating steam, the com

bination, with a vessel containing the liquid, of a pair of plates arranged with an

interposed comparatively small section or column of said liquid, a generator of

electricity, and conductors£ the generator and£ whereby the com

aratively small section or column of liquids is first heated and a consequent circu

ation and heating of the entire mass or body of the liquid effected.

421,499. Art of Heating Water and Generating Steam by Electri

city; John C. Hubinger, Keokuk, lowa. Filed July 13,

1889.

Claim 1. The method of£ water and generating steam, which consists

in transmitting through a limited and comparatively small section or column of

water to be heated, an electric current of sufficient energy to overcome the resist

ance of such section or column, thereby directly heating the same, causing conse

quent circulation in the water and the entire mass or body to become progressively

in like manner part of the circuit and heated and steam to be generated therefrom.

*421,535. Switch for Systems of Electric Locomotion; Frank

Wheeler, Meriden, Conn. Filed June 19, 1889.

Claim 1. In a switch for systems of electric locomotion, the combination, with

the frame thereof, of a vertically-movable and laterally-adjustable double switch

track, substantially as described.

421,594. Electric Mining Machine; Moses A. Michales,'
assignor to Oliver S. Weddell, McKeesport, and Alurda

Michales, Allegheny, Pa. Filed June 12, 1889.

Claim 2. In a mining machine, the combination of a drill bar, a spring for

operating the drill bar in one direction, an electric motor, an annular wedge or

screw surrounding the drill bar and engaging a shoulder thereon, and a system of

#: counter shafts connecting the motor and annular wedge, substantially

as set forth.

421,666. Electrode for Secondary Batteries; Hiram H. Carpenter,

New York, N. Y. Filed Dec. 2, 1889.

Claim 3. In secondary or electric storage-batteries composed of an external

case or envelope and an internal filling of active matter and perforated through
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and, through from side to side, the combination of an external case or envelope A,
rendered dense and solid by severe compression with an external coating or paint e,

which is at the same time electrically insulating and acid resisting, as and for the

purpose intended, substantially as described.

421,677. Support for Trolley-Wires; John H. Cunningham, Chel

sea, Mass. Filed Oct. 4, 1889.

Claim 1. A support for a trolley-wire or overhead distributing-wire of an elec

tric-railway system, comprising a cross-wire and automatic compensating, spring
connection at one or both ends of said'i it to the rigid ends of the

rods or other supports, as and for the purpose described.

421,790. Electric Motor; Phillip B. Walsh, Philadelphia, Pa., as

signor to Charles M. Rhodes, same place. Filed Oct. 3,

1888.

Claim 1. In an electric motor, in combination with a brush, the herein des

cribed brush-holder, mounted on a brush-holder bar having brackets f", provided

with lugs fa, f2, to which the brush-holder is loosely hinged, or pivoted by means

of pintle f3, and consisting of holder f4, having slot 16 and approaching top flanges

f7, a loose block H in sai. slot, a set-screw h, passing through said block and in

contact with a plate I, located within said slot and having turned-up ends i to the

exterior of the holder f4 and adapted to hold the loose block H in place within the

slot, spiral spring K on said pintle f3, one end of which k bears against the lower

side of holder f4 and the other end abuts against the bracket f" to keep the brush

normally in contact with a commutator, substantially as described and for the

purposes set forth.

421,801. Electric Battery; Charles Willms and Gustav A. Liebig,

# Baltimore, Md., assignors to the John A. Barrett

attery Company, same place. Filed Oct. 31, 1889.

Claim 1. A seal or stopper for an electric battery, consisting of a mass of ad
herent material in a viscuous or semi-fluid condition in which the battery-wires

are embedded, a superimposed solid stopper, and a hard substance arranged below
the adherent material, forming the foundation for the stopper, as and for the pur

poses described.

Claim 3... In an electric battery, the combination of a zinc plate, a mass of fused

chloride of silver having a conducting-wire embedded therein, a solution of zinc

sulphate in which the elements are immersed, and an insulated piece between the

chloride of silver and the zinc, as and for the purpose described.

421,802. Flexible Electric Connection; John F. Woollensak, Chi

cago, Ill. Filed Oct. 19, 1889. -

Claim 1. The combination of a door-plate, a flange extending out therefrom

and bent or overlapping at its edge, an insulating-piece fastened thereto by the

bent or overlapping edge of the flange, and tubes arranged in the insulating-piece

and in metallic connection with the wires of the circuit, substantially as described.

ISSUED FEBRUARY 25, 1890.

Electrically-Propelled Vehicle; James Adair, New York,

N. Y. Filed Sept. 20, 1889.

Claim. The combination, with a conducting-surface forming a bed over

which one or more vehicles may be run in any desired direction, and a conducting

surface above the same parallel to and cc-extensive with the bed, of one or more

electro-magnetically propelled vehicles, devices for connecting the terminals of

the motors on said vehicles with the two conducting-surfaces, and a generator of

electricity having its poles connected to the two surfaces, respectively as set forth

421,887.

421,911. Regulating Apparatus for Electric Motors; Phillip Diehl,

Elizabeth, N. J. Filed May 6, 1889.

Claim 1. The combination, with the table A, of the electric motor placed

above said table, a brake-lever provided with a brake to engage the motor-wheel,

a resistance placed below said table, and a regulating-lever also below said table

and provided with a projection extending up through the table and engaging said

£ to cause the brake to be forced against the motor-wheel# the cir

cuit is broken.

421,916. Secondary-Battery Plate; Justus B. Entz and William

A. Phillips, Schenectady, New York, assignors to said

Justus B. Entz and Montgomery Waddell, New York, N.

Y. Filed Oct. 9, 1889.

Claim 3. As an article of manufacture adapted for use as a battery element, a
flexible wire having a metallic oxide applied thereto, as a paste or cement, and a

sheathing of insulating textile material, as described.

421,967. Dynamo-Electric Machine; Mathias Pfatischer, Phila

delphia, Pa., assignor to the Electrical Accumulator

Company of New York. Filed Nov. 15, 1889.

Claim 3. In a dynamo-electric machine or motor, the combination of a rotary

armature, a commutator thereof, a copper brush and a carbon brush making con

tact with the commutator at the same commutator-section but in separate planes,

with a second carbon brush and a second copper brush making contact with the

commutator at the same commutator-section with respect to£ other but at dif

ferent commutator-sections with respect to the first-named brushes, substantially

as described. -

422,096. Device for Suspending Electric Conductors at Crossings;

Sidney H. Short, Cleveland, Ohio. Filed Dec. 17, 1889

Claim 2. In an electric-railway system, the combination, with an overhead

trolley-wire and depressing-flanges formed of insulating material and attached to

said wire, of a lower trolley-wire supported by an insulator attached to said de

pressing-flanges and located within the opening formed between their adjacent

ends, substantially as set forth.

422,147. Electric Switch; William E. Parker and Harry E. Tem

ple, Buffalo, N. Y., assignor of one-half to Henry H.

Humphrey, same place. Filed Nov. 15, 1889.

Claim 1. The combination, with the terminal plates, each provided with a
pair of contacts, the contacts of one plate being arranged opposite those of the

other plate, of contact-plates arranged adjacent to the opposing pairs of contacts

and movable contacts having constant connection with said contact-plates an

adapted to'" diagonally-opposite contacts of the terminal plates, sub

ortn.stantially as set
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422,148. Dynamo-Electric Machine or Electric Motor; Edward

B. Parkhurst, Woburn, Mass., assignor to the Florence

Motor Company of Maine. Filed Aug. 14, 1889.

Claim 1. The combination, substantially as hereinbefore set forth ofa series

of groups of armature-magnets and a corresponding series of groups of field-mag

nets arranged concentrically and circumferentially around an axis, about which

either or both revolve, with commutators, and circuit-connections so organized

that each movable group acts successively during a single revolution on each

group of the opposite series, so as to develop and utilize the maximum efficiency

of the apparatus.

422,149. Electric Motor; Edward B. Parkhurst, Woburn, Mass,

assignor to the Florence Motor Company of Maine. Filed

Sept. 10, 1889.

Claim 1. The combination, substantially as hereinbefore set forth, of a series

of groups of armature magnets, and a corresponding series of groups of field mag

nets, both arranged concentrically and circumferentially, around a common axis,

about which at least one set of magnets revolves past and co-operates with all the

groups of the other set in succession in each revolution, with circuit connections

and commutators so organized as to automatically shift the current successively

through the corresponding magnets of each group, and to utilize both their attrac

tive and repulsive effects to produce a continuous pull on the magnets in the direc

tion of their rotation.

Electrical Apparatus for Driving Artesian Well; Geo.

G. Fryer, Philadelphia, Pa. Filed Jan. 2, 1890.

Claim 2. The combination of an electric motor provided with a drill-bit, ar

ranged close to the motor, adapted for boring artesian wells; a cable for raising

or lowering the electric motor and drill; electric conductors leading from the mo

tor to a source of electric energy arranged above the surface of the ground, and a

regulator to control the current flowing to the motor.

422,216. Secondary Battery; William B. Hollingshead, Bronx

ville, assignor of one-half to Sidney H. Carney, New York,

N. Y. Filed Nov. 27, 1889.

Claim 1. The combination in a voltaic accumulator or storage battery of a

plate or mass of manganese dioxide, and a plate or mass of metallic iron and an

electrolyte or conveyer composed of water,£ in solution an acid salt, which,

on decomposition, deposits an insoluble'' on the negative or iron plate.

and a soluble compound on the manganese dioxide plate, acting as an electrolyte

or conveyer during reverse action or discharge.

422, 20I.

422,265. Carbon Commutator-Brush and Holder; Chas.

Depoele, Lynn, Mass. Filed March 23, 1889.

Claim I. A carbon commutator-brush holder£ a support within

which the carbon is movable, contact devices bearing against the carbon, electrical

connections extending from the contact devices, and a spring for holding the

carbon against the commutator, substantially as described.

422,266. Electric-Railway Motor-Car, Charles J. Van Depoele,

Lynn, Mass. Filed December 27, 1889.

Claim 1. In a motor-car, the combination, with two or more motors arranged

to propel the same, of adjustable resistances in circuit with the armature or

armatures of the motors, and means, substantially as described, for operating all

the said resistances simultaneously.

J. Van

422,300. Electrode for Storage Batteries; Charles J. Hartman,

Summit, N. J. Filed June 20, 1889.

Claim 1. A conducting-plate for storage-batteries, finely fluted or furrowed

on its face or faces and formed into larger flutes or furrows, and constituting the

double-fluted or furrowed plate A, substantially as specified.

422,301. Electrode for Secondary Batteries. Charles J. Hartman,

Summit, N. J. Filed June 20, 1889.

Claim 8. An electrode for storage-batteries' consisting of a conducting-plate

constructed with"' or diamond-shaped depressions alternating in£

tion and arranged to fold one upon the other, so that the apex of one pyramid of
diamond coincides with and enters the depression of another pyramid or diamond

opposite it and retains active material between their surfaces, substantially as spe

cified and for the purposes set forth. -

422,308. Electrode for Secondary Batteries. Farnham M. Lyte.

London, County of Middlesex, England, assignor to the

Electric Car Company of America, of Philadelphia, Pa.

Filed Jan. 7, 1889.

Claim 1. An element, or electrode for a secondary battery, consisting of a

mixture of active material with a salt of lead which is soluble in water and in

soluble in sulphuric acid.

422,339. Electric-Motor Car. Isaiah H. Farnham, Malden, as:

signor of two-thirds to Geo. Willis Pierce, Boston, and

Albert P. Sawyer, Newburyport, Mass. Filed April 5,

1889.

Claim 1. In a car or other'' the combination of an electric motor ap

plied thereto, conductors extending from,said motor upwardly through the y

of the car for connecting said motor with the generator-circuit, a flat shield or

shields of magnetic metal completely interposed between the£ portion or

portions of the car and said motor, and a tubular shield or shields interposed be

tween the passenger portion of the car and said conductors, as set forth.

A device intended to prevent the endangering of human life by

the breakage of electric light and street# wires has been in

vented by Stephen D. Smith of Milwaukee, Wis., an employee of

the Postal Telegraph Company. If a wire breaks and the ends

fall to the ground, this apparatus, which is placed in the power

house, near the dynamo, instantly grounds the current, and stops

the flow of electricity over the broken wire, which might otherwise

be a source of great danger. Smith's device was tested at the

power house of the Badger Illuminating Company, and was found

to work well.
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RAPID TRANSIT IN NEW YORK CITY.

THERE should be, and is, no doubt as to the desira

bility of additional transportation facilities in this

city. The difficulties encountered in securing the neces

sary privileges for the construction of railways of any

kind point to a radical defect in_our system of municipal

government. There are manifest objections to the grant

ing of special privileges to corporations without certain

restrictions which are intended to guard the interests of

the public. It is the proper adjustment of such pre

cautions, however, which frequently leads to serious

delay in the establishment of new enterprises. This

means that the demand for rapid transit is usually far

ahead of the supply. It has frequently been the case

that communities, in their anxiety to hasten the con

struction of new railways, have granted privileges and

even given liberal financial support which have sub

sequently led to serious embarrassment. This, how

ever, is not the case in New York City, where the popu

lation is not only large but peculiarly mobile. Years

ago when there seemed to be little hope of relief from

the overburdened horse railways, the steam railways of

New Jersey afforded an outlet for New York's surplus

population, the exodus of which at one time became so

serious as to excite the apprehensions of the New York

press, as these people were not only lost as residents, but

became citizens of another State. This condition of affairs

continued until the movement was checked by the com

pletion of the New York elevated railways. Now that

these are becoming overburdened, the tide is again

setting toward New ]ersey, and the loss of population

will be more permanent, for the reason that during the

past ten years the growth of co-operative building as

sociations has led to the establishment of homes where

land is more readily obtained, and these societies are

rapidly increasing. Brooklyn has heretofore attracted

a large proportion of those who have been practically

crowded out of New York, but has secured them recently

only by following the example of New York in building

elevated railways. These are, of course, mainly de

pendent upon the capacity of the East River bridge,

which is now ovcrtaxed, so far at least as its railway
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traffic is concerned. The most serious feature of the

situation is the fact that at least three years must elapse

before any relief can be expected from new construction,

and judging by the past, the growth of population will

largely neutralize the additional facilities thus provided.

Meanwhile should the steam railroads of .New jersey,

with their quadruple tracks and prompt train service,

seriously attempt to take advantage of the existing con

dition of affairs by a liberal reduction in their commuta

tion rates, the owners of Harlem flats would be still

more alarmed next spring than they now are. The

new extension of the Lehigh Valley Railroad, which

will probably be finished by that time, will open up the

the finest section of Central New Jersey within thirty

minutes’ ride of New York City. The management of

this company has been progressive and liberal; and

unless checked by the advanced ideas of the natives re

garding their farm lands, it appears probable that the

opening of this new route will lead to the permanent

emigration of thousands of our city toilers. The cities

and towns of New jersey are fully alive to the import

ance of attracting factories and people, by making

known the superior advantages alforded by their prox

imity to the metropolis of the country and their un

equaled transportation facilities. Unless New York

makes an immediate attempt at improved rapid transit,

valuable time will be lost, and many more of its good

citizens will soon be enrolled on the Jersey tax lists.

THE ELECTRIC CURRENT AS AFFECTING TRACTION.

IN view of the current discussion of the old question

whether or not the tractive power of a locomotive is

increased by the passage of an electric current between

the wheels and the rails, we venture to reproduce the

description, published in No. 4 of this magazine, of an

experiment witnessed by us in Washington some four

teen months ago. This was our account of what we

saw :—

The experiment was conducted by Mr. Joseph Lyons

with very simple apparatus of his own construction.

There were a pair of wooden strips connected together

to form a frame, and a pair of short, parallel lengths of

sheet-iron set up edge-wise and secured to the frame,

while a toy electric motor was arranged to move a

miniature truck along the sheet iron-rails. The whole

was light enough to be easily moved or tilted to any de

sired position. The experiment consisted in closing the

motor circuit and then lifting the forward end of the

frame until the incline was so great that the motor could

no longer climb it, or until the natural traction was neu

tralized. On closing, now, an independent circuit

through the rails and the truck wheels and shaft, the

motor would start up again and travel a considerable

distance ahead. Without having the means for accurate

measurements, Mr. Lyons estimated the increase of

traction at about 40 per cent.

The Raihuay Review, commenting on our description,

complained that, so far as appeared, the motor, after the

closure of the rail circuit, simply “became stalled on the

same grade a little higher up." The explanation is, that

the motor stopped where it did because the wires which

were attached to it in the crude apparatus of Mr. Lyons
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would not permit it to go any farther. It is, however, a

fact, which must have been clear to the Rezdcw as well

as to our other readers, that the power of the motor

truck to climb a grade was considerably increased by

the passage of the current as described. It was also

shown by other experiments of Mr. Lyons which con

sisted in tilting the track frame toward the perpendicular,

that the same cause enabled the truck to climb steeper

grades than it could under the conditions first described.

We published our account of Mr. Lyons‘ experiment,

and we now republish it, in order to give evidence of what

our own eyes have seen bearing upon a disputed point.

Long before the time referred to, Mr. Daft had made

experiments which, to our mind, were absolutely con

clusive in favor of the theory of an increase of adhesion

due to the electric current under certain conditions. It

is doubtless true, however, that the conditions have much

to do with the case. The correct deduction from all the

data now at hand appears to be embodied in a recent

statement by Mr. Daft himself to the effect that “with

large currents the (adhesive) effect is a most potent fac

tor," but, “ with the comparatively high potentials now

generally employed, the currents are not large enough

to produce a very marked effect.”

THE EFFECT OF PRIOR FOREIGN PATENTS.

IN the last issue of ELECTRIC POWER, we suggested the

repeal by Congress of Section 4,887 of the Revised

Statutes, which limits the term of an American patent

by that of a prior patent in a foreign country. Every

body who has to do with patents knows that this section

has caused more trouble and injury to inventors than all

the other provisions and restrictions of the Statutes put

together. A Supreme Court decision rendered since

our suggestion was made, has removed some of the

difiiculty by holding that nothing which effects the con

dition of the foreign patent after its grant shall in

fluence the standing of the home patent. In other

words, if an inventor fails to pay the foreign taxes or to

comply with any regulation or requirement of foreign

statute or practice, and thereby forfeits his rights under

a patent issued abroad, his domestic rights is not injur

iously affected. “Conditions subsequent" are over

looked.

But the call for a complete repeal of the statute is still

on. There has never been a good reason given or sug

gested for the existence of the statute at all. It is illogi

cal, unnecessary and totally indefensible. Let it be

erased from the books.

THE OVERHEAD WIRE SYSTEM.

THE study of our Electric Railway list, which shows

this month a very great increase, will show some

interesting and instructive facts: Here are 240 electric

railroads in operation or under -construction in the

United States, and of them 99 are equipped by the

Thomson-Houston system, 84 by the Sprague system, 5

operated jointly by the Sprague and Thomson-Houston

and 1 by the Daft and Thomson-Houston jointly. The

Daft system, which is the pioneer of all is in operation

on 15 roads, and the Short system, either series or paral

lel is found on 10 roads. The Van Depoele; which is

controlled by the Thomson-Houston Co., is the system

on 9 roads, and the National Traction Co. of Detroit oper

ates a similar number. The Storage Battery is found

on 4 roads, the total number of cars being only 13, of

which 10 are credited to the Fourth Avenue railroad of

New York City, 1 to the Central Street Railway Com

.pany of Sacramento, Cal., and 2 to the Beverly and

Danvers Street Railway Company of Beverly, Mass.

There is one road credited to the Underground Conduit,

and one to the Bentley-Knight overhead system. This

last company has been swallowed up the Thomson

Houston Company, and the roads originally put in by the

Bentley-Knight have been remodelled by and are now

credited to the Thomson-Houston Company.

All this shows that the overhead system is greatly the

favorite at present. The various companies using this

method, differ as to the details of construction of motors,

and wiring, but they all agree as to the principle of con

ducting the current to supply the motors on an overhead

wire in connection with a trolley wheel or shoe. All

the great contracts made recently in Minneapolis, St.

Paul, St. Louis, Rochester, Pittsburgh, Johnstown and

Buffalo are for this system of construction. Street rail

road companies contemplating a change from horses or

cable to electric power, will find it instructive to make a

careful study of this Electric Railway list.

THE CONSUMPTION OF COPPER.

THERE is a very general belief among the users of

copper for electrical purposes, that its price has

been fixed by the producers at too high a figure.

Its usefulness in the arts has led in many instances to

its adoption even at a high price, while its consumption

has increased when cheapened, because of its substitu

tion for iron. According to a correspondent of the Eu

gz'/zecring and_M1'nz'ng journal this misuse of copper should

be discouraged for the reason that the world's supply is

being rapidly reduced. \/Vithin the memory of the older

merchants, he says, England occupied a prominent place

as a copper producer, while her present yield is scarcely

worth noticing. The product of Chili, a country once

famous for her copper supply, has fallen to one-half of

the maximum. ()ur own country now holds the position

formerly occupied by Chili, but rich as our mines are, if

worked too vigorously, another generation may witness

a falling off in the supply. It is, of course, improbable,

that this exhaustion should ever become complete, for

the reason that with a higher price, the use of copper

would be confined to its more legitimate channels, while

there will ever exist a reserve stock of metal, as in the

case of the Chinese copper gods which found a new field

of usefulness during the reign of the copper syndicate.

However small the supply is likely to become, copper

wire will continue to be used for electrical purposes, and

electrical interests will be guarded to a certain extent

by the use of cheaper substitutes in other industries.
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The situation is one that need cause no anxiety to this

generation, and it may turn out after all, that the mem

bers of the so-called copper ring are really philanthropists

in disguise.

“I've been at our folks for years,” said a telephone

ofiicial the other day when asked why it was harder to

hear over city lines than over the long distance circuits

to other cities, “to put in the same system on local

wires that the long distance people use. They're grad

ually coming around to it now, and all these new wires

that are going into the subways are arranged for the

metallic circuit system. The service is much improved

already, and when the whole city is supplied with the

new wires you will be able to talk across the street as

easily as you talk to Boston or Philadelphia. The

trouble has all been in the attempt to run the thing on

a cheap basis instead of spending more money on the

plant and trusting to get it back in increased use of the

system. Why, it has been just throwing money away.

The telephone business of the city would be five times

as big as it is to-day if the service -had been as satisfac

tory as it can easily be made. People have dreaded the

attempt to use the things; it has been such hard work

to make them work intelligibly. With the metallic cir

cuit system it will be no harder to talk over the tele

phone than to engage in ordinary conversation.”

The above statement, from the columns of the New

York Sun, bears the earmarks of truth, and seems to in

dicate that it might be for the best interests of telephone

companies in large cities as well as their subscribers, to

introduce metallic circuits more generally. This would

at once relieve them from the necessity of bringing suits

against the electric railways to force them to adopt the

double trolley system. A man uses the telephone under

generally existing conditions, in about the same spirit

that a boy takes castor oil, because he is obliged to, not

because he likes it.

The refusal of the Gas Commission-of New York City

to award street lighting contracts to the electric light

companies, on the ground that the price fixed was ex

orbitant, may be a step in the direction of municipal

ownership. The Tammany magnates of this city are

fully alive to the strengthening effect of additional of

fices to be filled by them, and an object lesson is already

furnished by the city of Chicago, in the establishment of

its own electric plant.

Rumoxs of deals and combinations and new departures

among the electrical companies are especially numerous

just now. That of the proposed entrance of the West

inghouse Company into the electric railway field is fully

confirmed. Another relating to a union of the Brush,

Daft, and ]ulien interests on the subject of storage bat

teries, is probably true, but, at this writing, not beyond

doubt. Other reports, some of which are of a highly sen

sational character, are, in our judgment, wholly un

worthy of belief. The indications are that a general

combination of electric railway interests is farther away

than it appeared to be six months ago.

SOME of the advocates of the cable system have been

waiting patiently for an “ old-fashioned " winter in order

to demonstrate the fatal weakness of the electric railway

system. It is no use, gentlemen. The ordinary snow

storm has no terrors for the electric motor. When there

comes a real genuine blizzard, experience has demon

strated that it is best -not to travel at all, for if one suc

ceeds in getting anywhere, nothing can be done. The

steam locomotive, the cable car, the electric motor, the

horse car, and even the humble wheelbarrow each has

its appointed mission on this earth. There is plenty of

room for all, and when every mechanical engineer be

comes familiar with the application of electricity he will

at once appreciate its importance in the industrial field.

THROUGHOUT the country there is a general agitation

upon the subject of roads. It has finally dawned upon

the rather sluggish intellects of our rural tax-payers that

while jealously guarding the highway expenditures, they

have been wasting in time, animal power and repairs

a far greater sum than would have been required to

make and maintain good hard roads. This reform is said

to said to have been instigated by the wheelmen, who

never gave any attention to the subject until their own

muscles were forced to contend with the mud and sand of

country highways. The steam railroad managers have

arrived at a similar result by the exercise of the best en

gineering, and the intelligent study of statistics. Every

roadway should be as perfect as possible, and the elec

tric railway is no exception to the rule.

A REMARKABLE phenomenon connected with the de

velopment of the electrical arts, which has not yet

received the notice it deserves, is the intermittent ap

pearance of what may be called philologic strain. We

have already alluded to it in our several discussions of

the word “motorneer." Another occasion has now

arisen by reason of Viscount Bury_’s call for a verb

corresponding to “steaming " and “sailing,” to denote

“progression by electric power." The Viscount‘s own

suggestion is “volt" or “ ohm." Thus, “An electric

launch takes about an hour to ‘volt’ from Mortlake to

Putney ;" or, “ Sixty miles a day would be a fair day's

‘ohming’ for a small launch." Others suggest “elec

trize," “electrate” “volize," “ mote," “motor," “fara

date," “ amber," “ trio," and “squirm.”

This is evidently a case that needs to be taken in

time. The idea of “ohming" or “ squirming" down

the harbor is appalling. Who will come to the rescue?

ON general principles, one would say that “leader

ettes " should be written by editorettes in pantalettes, but

since the word has been adopted by an esteemed electri

cal contemporary of good literary authority, we refrain

from expressing our opinion about it in detail. Suffice

it to say that no “leaderettes” will‘ ever appear in

Euzcrruc POWER, though we may print short editorials

with or without heads. N. B. This is an editorial note,

and not a “leaderette."
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ELECTRIC MOTORS IN GENERAL RAILWAY WORK.‘

BY DR. ‘LOUIS BELL.

The title of this paper makes it sufficiently evident

that I do not intend to indulge in retrospection, except

in so far as is necessary for illustration, but shall turn

my attention to what is now a probability of the future.

The electric motor for street car_service is an accom

plished fact, as some hundreds of miles of road in daily

operation bear witness. So far as practical success is

concerned, the electric railroad is past the experimental

stage and is in the beginning of the commercial era.

Many improvements will be made in the future, as they

have been in the past, and the direction which some of

the improvements have taken suggest and emphasize

the probabilities I am going to discuss to-night.

First we must notice that in a large measure the run

ning of single cars has been abandoned except on small

roads and heavy grades. A good proportion of electric

railroads now regularly use trailers attached to their

motor cars, and sometimes trains of two or more. To

meet this demand for trains rather than single cars a

heavier type of motor has been introduced and even

heavier ones are being projected. A powerful motor car

with a couple of trailers attached cannot fail to suggest

to the mind a possibility of a still more powerful car at

the head of a procession of a couple of baggage cars,

two or three day coaches, and as many more sleepers.

Enough experiments have already been tried to show

that motors nearly or quite as powerful as an ordinary

locomotive can be readily made and handled. The

power is in our hands, the possibility of using it on a

grand scale seems nearer day by day, and we call up the

aforesaid procession of cars to our minds’ eye and in

stinctively ask ourselves : Why not?

Beside knowing the general properties of our present

electric railroad, we are now in a position to make a

fairly good estimate of its operating expenses. The best

discussion of this which has yet appeared is the recent

paper by Mr. O. T. Crosby‘. His results are worth

the careful study of any one interested in the particular

subject now before us, and while some of his data were

necessarily imperfect, they give a very good general

idea of the facts.

Some recent changes in street railway practice may

prove suggestive in this connection. First, we must no

tice the growing use of large and powerful compound

wound generators. An ordinary shunt wound machine

is ill-suited to railway service, on account of the very

great variations in load, and consequently in voltage;

nothing short of compound-winding can or does keep the

voltage reasonably constant, and the chan e is a most

decided improvement. Besides this, the v0 tage in gen

eral use has been constantly rising. Less than two years

ago, a well-known electrician said that he did not favor

the use of more than 400 volts for railway work ; there

are now many roads on which from 525 to 5 50 volts at

the station is the rule ; and pressures as low as 400 volts

at the station are quite the exception.

This increase in voltage is probably a distinct advant

age. In the early days of electric railroading, a couple

of years ago, the art of insulating armature and field

coils was by no means as highly developed as it is now,

and I think we shall soon reach the point where the vol

tage used for railway work will only be limited by con

siderations of public safety, and only, therefore, when

overhead circuits of bare wire are used. It is gratifying

to learn that at the Kansas City convention it was agreed

to adopt, as far as possible, a uniform standard of 5oo

volts for railroad work. We are quite certain now that

500 volts cannot be classified as a dangerous potential,

at least, if the current is a continuous one; how much

higher than this the limit of safety lies we do not know,

though it is quite certainly below 1,000 volts. Increased

voltage means increased efliciency in-distribution, and

increased efficiency of motors if we can secure the neces

sary insulation. If we are ever to use powerful motors

at a lon distance from the generating station, the ne

cessity 0 high voltage is apparent. The possibility of

using high voltages need not be questioned, for in the

experiments of Deprez and the more recent experiments

at Kriegsteten, potentials from 2,000 to 6,000 volts were

quite successfully used. The necessity for high voltage

may compel us to use Gramme armatures to secure in

sulation, but there is no serious obstacle.

Another recent important improvement in motor work

is the very general use of carbon brushes, which has

facilitated the operation of railway motors in a most

remarkable manner. I mention these various improve

ments because they apply directly to the problem we are

to discuss—the transmission of large amounts of power

over considerable distances to fast running trains.

In looking at the possibility of handling large trains

with motors, two questions naturally arise before we can

even consider the advisability of attempting it. First,

can we readily build a motor to handle railroad trains at

railroad speeds? To this question I think we can un

hesitatingly answer, yes. The experiments of Mr. Daft2

on the New York elevated road make it very clear that

we can build motors large enough to do the work with

every hope of success. In those experiments trains of

the ordinary weight for elevated work, were handled at

a speed higher than that required by schedule time.

Aside from this, stationary motors of equivalent size are

already in use in mining operations. In fact with large

motors, say from 50 to 150 h. p., we should expect to ob

tain rather greater efficiency than in the sizes more

generally used.

We should expect, theoretically, to obtain a rather

higher weight efficiency with the larger machines. In

practice very many manufacturers do not increase the

weight efficiency with the size of the machine. The

reason for this I do not know; possibly because a ma

chine of lower weight efficiency is sometimes cheaper to

build. This question aside, there are certain advantages

of a practical nature in using these large motors. When

a motor becomes too large to be put under an ordinary

car body, and a special motor car is constructed to hold

it, it works under conditions very much more favorable

to smooth and successful running, for it is far less ex

posed to accident and the continual small troubles aris

ing from dirt, than an ordinary street car motor. Then,

too, it is possible not being cramped for space, to arrange

the whole motor outfit in such a way that it can be given

close and careful attention.

The second question before mentioned is, can we rely

on a motor with anywhere near the same feeling of cer

tainty as on a locomotive? A couple of years ago we

should have been compelled to answer this question in

the negative, but the great and rapid improvements that

have been made in insulation and the various details of

construction, make one hesitate in 'ving that answer.

We must remember that dynamos 0 corresponding size

are in daily use, and frequently run months, many hours

a day without the necessity of shutting down for any

purpose whatever. Given a powerful motor placed in a

motor car where it can have as close attention and as

watchful care as any dynamo in a central station re

ceives, and I know of no reason why it should be subject

to break-downs, or require frequent repairs; to be sure,

* Read before the C_hica 0 Electric Club, March 17, 1890.

1 Practical Points in E ectric Car Service, by O. T. Crosby, Euzcrrlzlc Powlm,

Page 9.181», 1890

2 Some Recent Electrical Work on the Elevated Roads and its Hearings on the

Rapid Transit Problem, by Leo. Daft. ELECTRIC Powzn, page :13, July, 1889.
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amotor is subjected to sudden and violent changes of

load, but if well made to begin with and taken good care

of, I do not think we should have good reason to fear its

being unreliable. The case is not at all comparable

with that of ordinary street car motors, which beside

lacking even a reasonable amount of care, are subject to

dirt and dampness to a degree that makes it wonderful

that they do not break down oftener. A motor placed

in a special motor car, and properly protected, ought to

run as successfully as a stationary motor, and thus, un

less grossly overloaded, give singularly little trouble.

Putting aside then these questions, as those that can

be reasonably answered in the afiirmative, we come to

another vital question : Can the requisite amount of

power be transmitted with a tolerable degree of economy, .

to the distances required? This question we are now in

a position to answer. It is apparent, I think, at first

sight that we cannot expect to distribute over very long

distances without a frightful sacrifice of economy. The

electromotive forces used are somewhat limited by the

possibilities of insulation, and economy of long distance

transmission can only be secured by very high electro

motive forces or an enormous expenditure of copper.

The immediate solution of this difficulty is to operate

the line in sections of reasonable length, and this of

course can easily be done. This at once raises the ques

tion, what is reasonable length? And to answer this

question, we should have to investigate each special case

in detail, for the most economical length of section

would involve the relation between the loss of power in

transmission over a long distance, and the increased ex

pense of shortened sections, a ratio which evidently in

volves too many variables to admit of a general valuation.

Let me take for illustration a special case: Suppose

we wish to deliver 100 h. p. to a distant motor, let us

assume 90 per cent. efiiciency for both dynamo and mo

tor, and that we wish to transmit the power to a dis

tance of 10 miles on either side of the generating station,

using a No.0 copper wire as a distributing conductor.

We could deliver 100 h. p. at either end of the line, with

an efficiency of somewhere about 50 per cent., and we

should require about 24 tons of copper wire for a com

plete metallic circuit. If the motor were moving at uni

form speed over the line, we should have a gradually

increasing efliciency until the motor reached the gener

ating station, and a gradually decreasing efficiency after

that, until it reached the further end of the line.

The efiiciency as it passed the station would be 81 per

cent., and the mean efficiency over the whole line, con

sequently, about 65 per cent. In this case I have as

sumed, in addition, an electromotive force of 1,200 volts

at the motor terminals at the end of the line, an electro

motive force not at all impracticable for large motors. It

is, therefore, clear that a 20-mile section could be worked

with a fair degree of efficiency, even using a. conductor

no larger than No. 0 wire. Using a larger conductor, it

would be possible to work a section considerably longer.

I merely mention this instance to give an approximate

idea of the losses of long-distance transmission, and will

introduce a computation for a section of more practical

length later.

A question that naturally comes up in this connection

is, whether it might not be possible to obtain the best

results by means of a constant current motor and genera

tor. I am aware that I am trenching on dangerous

ground, but unless the doors are locked before I close

this paper, I have hopes of escaping in the melee. The

mechanical difficulties of keeping a long line in order

for real series transmission are, I think, too formidable

to make this aspect of the question worth discussing,

until they shall have been effectively disposed of for

short distance work.

If we were only operating, however, one motor per

section of line, in other words, transforming the system

into a real block system, I am- not at all sure but that

the constant current motor could be very successfully

used, although its application to railroad work is as yet

new.

A curious complication is introduced by the fact that

if we were to operate a long line of sections, we should

find, as the inspection of any time-table will show, that

on certain sections no more than one train would be

running at one time, while on others several trains

would have to be operated simultaneously. On these

last sections, larger distributing conductors would be

needed, and a little study of the time-table might result

in a very considerable saving of copper. As the motor

used would be a series motor in any case, I see no ob

jection to working it at a constant current on one-train

sections, if anything were to be saved by it.

I will now consider the power which might be re

quired and the economy that might be obtained in an

actual case, taking a single section for an illustration :

The case which I am goin to suppose is a transfor

mation of the Big Four line rom Chicago to Cincinnati

into an electric road, so far as passenger trains are con

cerned. The length of the line is a trifle over three

hundred miles, and I shall suppose it to be divided into

some ten or twelve sections, each with a power station

at its middle point. This arrangement of the power

stations evidently will secure the greatest average econ

omy. The road is a single track one, and the hypothet

ical section which I shall investigate is the section be

tween Kankakee and Sheldon, Indiana, a distance of

thirty miles. I take a case of this sort to show what

will be the actual power required and the proximate

economy in case of an actual railroad running its regular

trains on its present schedule time.

In looking over any time-table, it will be noticed that

any such given section will only require power at certain

hours of the day, and a varying amount, according as

one or more trains may be operated at the same time.

Having worked out the times for supplying power and

the probable amount, I shall then investigate the prob

able economy of an hypothetical electrical equipment.

Looking over the time-table of the Big Four line, be

tween Kankakee and Sheldon, it appears that passenger

trains are on that section during the following hours:

11:25 A.M. to 12:35,1:4o to 3:10, 10:25 to 11:32 P.M., and

again in the early morning from 3:20 to 4:30. From

1:40 to 3:10 two trains are simultaneously upon the

section; at all other times only one train would have

to be operated at a time. Looking further we should

find that, by changing the time of two local trains from

Kankakee to Sheldon, which do not connect with any

thing, and by changing that time only a few minutes, it

would never be necessary to operate more than one train

on the section at a time. Making these changes, the

hours of supplying power would be 10:25 A.M. to 3:10

P.M., 10:25 to 11:32 P.M., 3:20 to 4:30 A.M. The problem

then resolves itself into supplying power enough to

operate an ordinary train at the usual speed, and at a

maximum distance of 15 miles from the power station.

Let us now suppose the motor to work at 1,500 volts

at its terminals at the end of the section. The power

required to operate the train would be about 200-250

h. p. at the average speed, consequently the current

transmitted over the line would be 100-125 amperes.

Of course we might suppose any number of hypotheti

cal line equipments, but I shall confine myself to one in

which the amount of copper required will not be specially

forbidding. I shall suppose a line wire No. 0, connected

at short intervals to a bare trolley wire of silicon bronze

or some similar alloy. The conductivity of this system
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is more than equivalent to a single wire No. 000, on

which I should base my calculation. I should suppose

track and ground systems to be made in the ordinary

way. The length of conductor on each side of the

central station would be about 79,000 feet, and the fall

of potential for _Ioo amperes over this distance would be

a little over 500 volts, the generator, therefore, would

have to develop a little over 2,000 volts, and the line

efiiciency at the terminals of the section would probably

be somewhere near 75 per cent. The average line

efficiency for the entire section would probably be some

where near 85 per cent. The total amount of copper re

quired for the section would be about r1o,ooo pounds,

including insulation, or about 3,600 pounds of copper per

mile.

With, therefore, this amount of copper, which seems

not at all excessive, we should have an average line

efficiency of about 85 per cent. Now assume a com

mercial efficiency of the generator of go per cent., and

assume for the efficiency of the motors and gears 80 per

cent., which for motors running at high speed and with

infrequent stops, does not seem an excessive estimate;

the mean commercial efficiency of the combination

would be a little above 60 per cent. In other \vords,

taking into account all sources of loss, we should prob

ably have an efficiency of a little over 50 per cent. from

the indicated horse power at the engine, to the power

supplied at the axles of the car.

Now let us look a little further and see the amount of

power which would have to be supplied to the section

which we have been considering. Looking over the

time-schedule we see that power is required for almost

exactly seven hours, and to supply the zoo h. p. neces

sary at the train, we should have to furnish about 400

h. p. indicated at the power station. We should, there

fore, furnish 2,800 h. p. hours to the section under con

sideration, and we should have the advantage of being

able to use compound condensing engines. These

engines ought to be able to furnish the indicated horse

power hour on two pounds of coal, the coal required for

our supposed section then would be 5,600 pounds for the

24 hours. Banking fires between runs would consume

some little coal besides, but with proper engines and

good firing, the 2,800 h. p. hours ought to be furnished

on three tons of coal. For express speeds of course zoo

h. p. would be too small and coal consumption would be

larger, while the line efficiency would be slightly lower.

Still in our supposed case we would count on a mean

efficiency of 50 per cent. from indicated horse power to

train, for while fast trains would entail greater loss in

the line the average figure would not be seriously

lowered. This amount is probably a trifle less than

would be required by the locomotives doing the same

work. Seven to eight pounds of coal per car, -which is

a fair estimate for passenger trains, and as we may take

the trains to average, five cars, the amount required on

the section per train would be from I,OOO to 1,200 pounds,

or for the six daily trains probably 7,000 pounds. There

would probably be even in this extreme case a slight

saving of fuel.

We are now in a position to form atolerably clear

idea of the probable cost of equipping such a section as

we have been discussing. We shall require for equip

ment a 400 h. p. compound condensing engine and

dynamos to match, then we shall require, as before

mentioned, a little less than two tons of copper per mile.

In return for the investment in_ these items, we get an

average commercial efficiency of a little over 50 per

cent., and the question to be raised is the exceedingly

practical one, Will it pay? We gain the advantages of

being able to use avery economical engine and of being

able to dispense with a certain number of employés.

To make these gains we content ourselves with an

efficiency of 50 per cent.

It is worth noting, too, that the mean efficiency of

such a section cannot be raised to a very high figure,

for the reason that even with the small amount of

copper specified, most of the loss is in the double trans

formation affected by dynamos and motors and not in

the line. .

If the amount of copper were doubled, we should still

have to be content with a total commercial efiiciency of

about 60 per cent.

In Mr. Sprague's very able paper’, read before the

National Electric Light Association, he has pointed out

the economy secured by multiplying power stations and

using shorter sections. The practical way to put the

question of economy to be thus secured is this, Will it

pay to double the expenses for’ power stations to save

three-quarters of the outlay on copper ;_ or will it pay to

double the cost of power stations for the sake of saving

the above proportion of the power lost in the line? This

view is necessarily somewhat limited, for in the case of

compact systems the saving can be effected without any

thing like doubling the cost of power stations. \Vithout

going into detailed estimate, it would seem doubtful

whether there would be much practical economy in an

extensive system of power stations. The three-wire

system suggested by Mr. Sprague in the same paper is

a much more practical way of securing economy, and

may come into extensive use. On a double track road,

such as we have in suburban or elevated roads, this

three-wire system could be operated to a very great

advantage.

Let us now look at the locomotive a little for the

purpose of seeing whether we are going to gain enough

in saving coal and wages to pay for 40 or 50 per cent.

energy lost in the various transformations of the electric

system.

There seems to be a widespread popular delusion to the

effect that the locomotive is an exceedingly uneconom

ical machine. On the contrary, the figures of actual

tests show that the locomotive compares very favorably

with ordinary non-condensing engines of similar size.

Several locomotive tests made in New England a few

years since gave the horse power hour on between four

and five pounds of coal, or with the evaporation of less

than 30 pounds of water. Figures obtained with the

Strong locomotive show even better results, some of the

runs being made on less than four pounds of coal per

indicated horse power, and the average result being

most remarkable.

Various foreign experiments point in the same direc

tion to show that a well-cared-for locomotive will give

the horse power hour on 27 to 30 pounds of water.

Even the small engines on the New York Elevated

road, working as they do with an average horse power

of only 38 per cent. of the maximum, still consume only

six and two-tenths pounds of coal per horse power hour;

and no engine could be put to more trying service, for

nearly 60 per cent. of the power used on a round trip is

used in getting up headway at stations.

As it is now, then, the locomotive appears to be rather

more economical than the average non-condensing single

engine, but if the locomotive is ever pushed hard by any

other motive power, it will be developed in the direction

of compounding. We have already enough tests of com

pound locomotives to form a pretty distinct idea of the

saving that can be effected. In the series of experi

ments first tried in Russia, several years ago, to de

termine the efiiciency of a compound locomotive, the

average of the results obtained shows that the horse

3 Application of Electricity to Street Railways, by Frank J. Sprague. ELBCTIIIC

POWER, .\Ifll'CII, 1590, p. 70.
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power hour was obtained with the evaporation of a

little less than 25 pounds of water. The indicated horse

power ranged from 160 to 260, and the mean saving in

steam over ordinary locomotives, was about 20 per cent.

Some of the experiments gave the horse power hour on

less than 23 pounds of water.

Reports from compound engines tried in India are not

quite so favorable, the economy in fuel being only 13 per

cent. A long series of tests of the-Von Borries com

pound locomotives in Germany gave an average econo

my of fuel of 16 per cent., so that on the whole, we must

conclude that in the matter of efliciency the compound

locomotive gives about the same results as any other

compound non-condensing engine.

It would appear then that the saving of fuel effected

in the electric system would practically be that due to

the difference between the condensing and non-condens

ing engines. The saving in fuel would probably be about

one-half. The saving in employés would be compara

tively small, as two or three men would be required to

operate each power station.

The margin of economy, therefore, between an elec

tric system and locomotives appears to be about enough

to balance the losses in the ‘transformation in the electric

system. This latter, however, has two additional advan

tages that tend to economy. In the first place, a some

what cheaper grade of coal can be used with a stationary

engine, because better firing is possible. In the second

place, an electric locomotive would have a decided ad

vantage in the matter of weight efficiency which insures

a slight economy in power. I should say that an elec

tric locomotive of the power we have been considering

would weigh from 30 to 50 per cent. less than an ordi

nary locomotive with its tenders. One instinctively asks

if this lighter weight does not mean decreased tractional

power? And hence, does it not work to the disadvan

tage of the electric locomotive. This opens the question

of the effect of using the rail return for the current

which supplies the power. Most of those who have

studied the subject, think that the adhesion is somewhat

greatly increased by the passage of the current from the

wheel to the rail. So far as I am aware, there are no

experiments under anything like working conditions

which give us a definite idea of the facts. That the gen

eral opinion is well founded, I have little doubt, and in

looking over some of my note books, I have found

some experimental evidence. This was a fact, well known

I presume, to others who have experimented on electric

cars, that the ratio between the power required to start

a car and that required to keep it in motion, is quite out

of proportion with the results one would expect, judging

from dynamometer tests on ordinary street cars.

am of the opinion that the increase in adhesion even un

der ordinary working conditions, is very considerable.

Where very heavy current are used, we know from ac

tual experiment that such is the case, as has been shown

by Mr. Ries. -

And this naturally raises the question as to th possi

bility of reaching very high speeds by the use of the

electric locomotive. Of course, in- any case increased

speed means greatly increased power, and the question

then becomes one of comparative weight efficiency and

adhesion. This comparison is certainly to the advantage

of the electric motor; but we must remember that the

limitations upon railway speeds to-day are not those set

by mechanical difficulties, but by considerations of safe

ty and economy, and these do not change in any marked

degree with a change in the motive power. If it would

pay to run railroad trains at an average speed of a mile

a minute, it would have been done long ago, and there

is no reason to expect that the use of electricity would

quicken the running time, unless the public demanded

it,and felt quite safe and reassured at the pros ect of be

ing hurled through space at rate of a hundre miles per

hour, or thereabouts. If there should be an imperative

demand for very high speed, I think one may roughly

estimate that the use of electricity would nearly double

the speeds now in use, but the question of these very

high speeds is purely a question of dollars and cents,

for, as as rule, very fast trains are not found to pay par

ticularly well.

In the case of a suburban road the saving in wages

would be considerable, since one power station would

suffice for the whole system, and the same, of course, is

true of any large system operated from a single station.

The Illinois Central suburban trains, for example, might

be run electrically with great advantage to the public,

and probably to the company. Smaller and more fre

quent trains would work wonders in the suburban traffic,

and the absence of smoke and dust would be a blessing

to residents along the lake front. ~

I have been considering up to the present the sort of

railroad work most unfavorable to electricity, that is,

general work over long distances. There are, however,

certain cases in which, even now, electricity could be

employed to great advantage. For example, take rail

way lines between neighboring cities, where the passen

ger traffic is large and frequent trains are run. If there

were two competing roads, one operated by electricity

and the other by steam, I should expect at least 50 per

cent. more travel on the electric road, by reason of free

dom from dirt and smoke and attendant inconveniences.

The same, I think, would be true in the case of very

many suburban roads, and in these cases where the dis

tances are comparatively short, I should expect lessened

running expenses by the_use of electricity. More es

pecially would this be true if electric braking should

ever be put into successful use. Up to the present, how

ever, it has been one of the things very beautiful in

theory and attractive in experiment, but which no one

has cared to attempt employing.

The case, however, where an electric system would

work to.the very best advantage, is the elevated railroad.

In such a case be have a compact system which could be

supplied from a single power station in the most direct

and economical way. The damage to neighboring prop

erty would be enormously lessened, and the present ob

jections to an elevated system would be in a great

measure removed. Of the success and economy of an

elevated electric system, there can be no reasonable

doubt, and I would go so far as to say, that in view of

what can be accomplished by electricity, there is no

reasonable excuse for permitting the use of ordinary lo

comotives on an elevated system. The question has

never been properly agitated, but if it were, I can see

but one possible result. The difficulties of running an

elevated system by electricity are immensely less than

those encountered in the operation of a great street car

system like that in Boston. In particular the bugaboo

of electric railroad n1en—repairs, would dwindle into in

significance ; for lifted from the dirt and mud of the

street, an electric motor can readily be given such care

as would reduce the repairs to a comparatively small

figure.

Let us look into the gain that could be made by using

electricity on an elevated line. It is, I think, a peculiar

ly favorable case, and we, fortunately, have the facts and

figures at hand to determine its probable advantages. I

will put aside for the moment everything except consid

erations of economy and running expenses, and I will

turn to the New York elevated system for our facts.

The locomotives on the Manhattan railroad work under

conditions anything but favorable to economy. They are

on duty 20 hours per day, and of that time steam is ad
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mitted into the cylinder but 6 hours. The full horse

power of the engine is 185, the mean horse power is said

to be 70.3. as a natural result of this the coal consumption

is high, being 6.2 lbs. per horse power hour. Now, let us

count the cost of fuel for each engine, and we have an

average consumption or 435 lbs. or coal per hour. What

coal consumption will be required to fnrnish 70. 3 mechan

ical h.p. on an electrical system of distribution? In the

first place we shall have the advantage of being able to

use triple expansion condensing engines and the corres

ponding coal consumption is about two_pounds per horse.

power hour. This would mean something like 15 pounds

of water, certainly a reasonable figure. I shall allow

125 i. h. p. to furnish the 70.3 h. p. required. This cer

tainly is a liberal estimate, meaning as it does an effi

ciency of only 56 per cent. from en he to car. This al

lows 90 per cent efficiency for the ynamos, 90 per cent.

efficiency for line and a little less than 70 per cent. com

mercial efliciency for the motors. This estimate is surely

within safe limits, for if 90 per cent. is high for the line,

surely 70 er cent. is low for the large motors, for at

least this gure can be secured with a good street car

motor.

Against then 435 pounds per hour of coal required for

the locomotive, we have 250 pounds of coal per hour re

quired to furnish the same power to the train electrical

ly ; and beside, the coal required for the locomotive is of

a higher grade than that which would be used with a

stationary engine, for it has been found best on these

small locomotives to use a rather high grade of coal,

whereas I have estimated the coal consumption for the

stationary engine on the basis of a cheap coal, having an

evaporative power of 7 to 7.5 pounds of water per pound

of coal, and costing less than $2.00 per ton in New York.

Bearing in mind these figures, we see that the saving in

fuel must mean considerable. The coal for the New

York elevated road costs over $700,000 per year. In

view of the facts I have just set forth, I think, on a con

servative estimate there will be a saving of $400,000 per

year by generating the power at the central station and

distributing it electrically. This means lessening the

operating expenses of the system by a very perceptible

amount. Aside from the bare cost of fuel, the saving

and handling of coal and ashes and furnishing water,

will be no small item.

But even this great saving in operating expenses would

not represent the saving which could be effected in op

erating a new elevated road by electricity. In the first

place the dama e to adjoining property would be enor

mously lessene by avoiding the noise, smoke and dirt

of a locomotive. In fact, I believe that the saving in the

cost of right of way would go far toward paying the ex

pleinses of equipping the road electrically. But this is not

a .

larger train units. Larger train units mean, on the score

of safety, running at rather less frequent intervals, and

that in turn means giving up that as yet unrealized ideal

of rapid transit, small trains running at such frequent

intervals that it would never be worth while to run for

one. VVith lighter trains running at more frequent in

tervals, the strain on the supporting structure would be

greatly lessened, and the load more uniformly distrib

uted, consequently the whole structure would be made

light in appearance and reality, costing considerably less

and being being far less unsightly than those now in

use.

Taking this into account, it seems very probable that

an electric elevated railroad could be built and equipped

at aless cost than if it were to be operated by steam.

The great ease with which small train units are handled

on an electric system should of itself be the strongest

possible recommendation.

The use of locomotives makes necessary the use of _

The question naturally arises, how could we equip an

electric elevated road to secure the best results? This

opens a wide field for discussion and I can only enter it

to give you my own personal views on some points which

might be of advantage. Personally, I do not believe in

the single car as the unit of transportation ; firstly, because

it increases the cost of equipment enormously ; and se

condly, because in running at a high rate of speed it is

inconvenient to run independent cars as close together

as is necessary to secure proper accommodation. On the

other hand, I do not believe in long and heavy trains.

The necessary speed for the service being known, I think

the best general result would be obtained by using as

many small trains as could be conveniently operated at

the required speed. By small trains I mean trains con

sisting of motor car, and say, two or three light passen

ger coaches. I am a firm believer in a motor car rather

than motors placed under each car, for the very practi

cal reason that motors isolated and placed in a separate

car can be given immensely better care than would ever

be received by a motor hidden beneath an ordinary car.

If we are to secure the minimum of repairs and the

fewest possible number of breakdowns, I think it must

be done by giving the motors steady and careful atten

tion, andl believe this end can best be reached by a

separate motor car, so constructed that the motors and

all the running gear can be under constant inspection.

I see no objection to a composite motor car containing

compartments for passengers, provided the above condi

tion is fulfilled, but I should hesitate to use on a system

requiring high speed and very frequent trains, motors so

placed that they cannot readily and immediately be

reached in case of accident. As to the electrical equip

ment, I think the problem is not particularly difiicult.

The size of the motor to be used must be regulated by

the train unit proposed. Perhaps for the unit suggested

two 30 h. p. motors would answer as well as anything.

It should be remembered that isolated as the elevated

track would be, it would be practicable and safe to use

higher potentials than is customary in ordinary street

railroad practice. '

The distributing conductors on an elevated system

could be arranged whatever way would prove most con

venient, quite irrespective of the present limitations.

Neither would the amount of copper required be at all

prohibitory. For example, take ten miles of double

track with the power station somewhere near the middle

point, the wiring would of course correspond with the

number of trains to be run, but working on a three wire

system, with track as balance circuit, the equivalent of

two copper rods one inch in diameter would serve to

handle a very large equipment, and still give a high ef

ficiency for the line. The weight of this conductor

would be about 16 tons per mile of double track, certain

ly not a prohibitory amount. By using two power sta

tions, this amount of copper could be reduced one-fourth.

If the amount should still seem too large another in

teresting possibility appears. Would it not be possi

ble to operate an automatic block, system of series dis

tribution? By dividing the double track into sections,

and supplying these from one or more power stations, it

would be possible to avoid most of the difficulties of se

ries distribution, without sacrificing much in the way of

line efficiency. VVe must remember in this connection

that the principle of electric braking is easier to apply on

such a system than it is on a system of distribution at

a constant potential, as ordinarily practiced. Electrical

braking has not been put into operation in a commer

cial way, but some competetent authorities have estima

ted that the saving from its use might be as great as 40

per cent. in power required. Such saving would be well

worth effecting, even if it were less than the above
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amount, unless there should be good mechanical reasons

to the contrary, and inasmuch as working upon the block

system would do away with many of the objections to

series traction, I think, to say the least, this line of oper

ation is well worth careful investigation. In a great city

like this, rapid transit is becoming more and more a ne

cessity, and now, before great investments have been

made, is the time of all other to try to forecast the fu

ture, and see to it that the rapid transit given the city is

the very best that modern enterprise can secure. I

think we may feel sure from what has already been

done, that we need have no fear of the economy of an

electric elevated system, and there is no good reason

therefore,why it should not be tried. People do not look

forward with pleasure to having a smoky, hissing loco

motive spluttering by their windows, nor do they con

template with delight its train of cinders, ashes and grease

COMBINATION SPRAGUE STATIONARY MOTOR 8!-FAN.

Thorough and complete ventilation is one of the essen

tials in good mining work, and by electricity the neces

sary power can be distributed more conveniently, and

economically in many cases, than by any other system.

On this page we show a new combination of electric

motor and fan which has recently been brought out by

the Sprague Electric Railway and Motor Company, and

which promises to meet a wide spread demand for a

simple and reliable fan for mine ventilation.

As shown in the view, the motor and fan are on the

same stand, the motor being belted directly to the fan.

The fan can be started or stopped by the single move

ment of a switch which throws the motor in and out of

circuit. This arrangement will enable the motor and

fan to be placed at the mouth of a shaft, at great dis

tances from the driving power, and at other places
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deposited on the heads of the long-suffering passers by.

Property owners do not enjoy the prospect of such a

noisy, dirty neighbor as an elevated road operated with

locomotives is, even at its best, and there is no reason

\vhy they should be called upon to tolerate the abomina

tion, when nearly all the objectionable features can be

removed, not by sacrificing anything, but by gaining at

almost every point.

The reform cannot long be delayed, it is only a ques

tion of who will be the first to display the necessary en

terprise and energy, and give this city a system of rapid

transit suited to its needs, and the age in which We live.

To sum it up I would state my firm conviction that

the most of us will live to see electricity come into

extensive use in general railway work, certainly for

1special and suburban roads, possibly for long through

mes.

not easily accessible by any mechanical connection.

The switch for throwing the motor in and out of cir

cuit need not be situated at the motor necessarily, but

can be placed within easy reach, anywhere between the

fan and the junction of the special branch wires with the

main conductors. This is one of the electrical adapta

tions that by the ease of its management and location is

becoming especially useful in mining work.

The depreciation and wear of electric motors is very

slight, and they will be found in most cases to be supe

rior for general work to small steam or gas engines.

When the other advantages of electric power are also

taken into consideration, the absence of fire, smoke,

ashes, engineer or expert attention, it is not surprising

that so many mining companies are now distributing

power throughout their mines, by means of Sprague

electric motors.
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MILL TRAMWAY AT LAWRENCE, MASS.

Conclusive proof of the fact that electricity can be

used to advantage for mill tramways is shown 111 the ac

companying illustrations, made directly from photo

ley wire, which runs in height from 12 feet where all is

clear, to 6 feet where the track passes underneath a belt

box between two of the mill buildings, the springs on

the trolley-arm being so adjusted as to maintain an even
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graphs of the installation at the Washington Mills, Law

rence, Mass., which has recently been completed by the

Thomson-Houston Motor Company. The tramway is

used exclusively for carrying coal from the coal pockets

to the boiler room, a distance of about 400 feet. The

track is level the entire length, and for the most part

straight, there being but two curves; an S curve just

 

pressure of the trolley against the conductor irrespective

of its height. The current for the operation of the

motor car is supplied from a 1 10 volt dynamo which is

used for mill lighting, the rails and a supplementary

ground wire being used for the return circuit.

The car equipment consists of one ordinary dump coal

car, and one platform car provided with one three horse
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after leaving the coal pockets, and a similar one though

a less sharp turn where the track enters the boiler house.

In the electrical construction the overhead system has

been used, brackets being employed to support the trol

power 110 volt series wound motor geared to the car

axle, and capable of developing sufiicient power to haul

a load of 5000 pounds, at the rate of six miles an hour.

At one end of the car are placed two levers, one for the
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special type rheostat used for governing the motor, the

other for the reversing switch. Both of these as well as

the brake handle are under the immediate control of the

operator or who stands upon the platform in front. The

floor of the car is made so that it can be readily removed

to allow an easy inspection of the motor and appliances,

which, though covered with a thick coating of coal dust

at all times, have not failed to operate satisfactorily

since the tramway was first put in operation.

THE DOOM OF THE HORSE CAR.

Evidence accumulates from week to week that both

horse power and cables are soon to be displaced on

nearly all American street railways by electric force.

The Boston Commercial Bulletin recently recorded the

closing of contracts by one company for the equipment

of eighty-three miles of road on eleven street railways in

as many cities, and this appears to have been the report

of only one week's transactions. The Chicago Tribune

published a few weeks ago a long 'account of experi

ments made in Minneapolis, and announced that as a

result of these tests a contract for the equipment of 200

miles of road in St. Paul, Minneapolis, and the interven

ing district had been made. It was shown in a paper

read before the American Institute of Electrical Engi

neers in May, 1887, that there were then in operation in

this country thirteen electric railways, carrying about

three million five hundred thousand passengers annually;

and there are now in operation or in course of construc

tion, over two hundred such roads, using more than 2,000

cars and 1,260 miles of track.

Many very interesting facts relating to this substitu

tion of electric force for horses or cable systems are set

forth in Srrzlnerlv ./llagazine for April by Mr. goseph

Wetzler, who traces in an illustrated article the istory

of the electric railway. The average reader who cares

for information on this subject will turn first, perhaps,

to what is said about the commercial aspect of the

change. The displacement of horse power and cables

now going on furnishes some evidence that the use of

electric force does not decrease the profits of a street

railway_company, but there still lingers in many minds

an impression that the use of that force increases the

cost of operation. Mr. Wetzler says that it has been

“completely demonstrated” that “ the operation of street

railways by electricity" is “more economical than by

either horses or cables," but the statistical proof of this

does not seem to have been prepared. An investigation

recently made shows that the average cost of electric

motive power on the roads in Washington, Richmond,

Cleveland, and Scanton is-about 5 cents per car mile.

At the annual meeting of the American Street Railway

Association in Minneapolis last September a committee

that had been directed to inquire concerning electric

railways submitted a report of which the following was

a part:

" If it is desired to make a change from horse power, electricity

will fill the bill to perfection, no matter how long or short the road

or how many passengers are carried. In the investigation of the

subject the most satisfactory results have been shown ; it not only

increases the traffic over the road, but reduces expense, and ac

tually enables us to operate at a profit a line which heretofore

entailed a loss.”

This committee made estimates of the cost of equip

ping a railway ten miles long with cables, with overhead

electric wires, and with electric storage batteries, respect

ively, and these estimates were as follows, in the order

named above, $840,000, $190,000, $175,000. _In each of

the electric systems the cost of roadbed and power plant

was only $100,000, while in the case of a cable system

the cost of these was $825,000.

Mr. Wetzler publishes tables in which the gross and

net earnings of a street railway in Davenport, Iowa,

while horse power was used, are compared with those

yielded in a corresponding period after the substitution

of electricity. The average monthly increase of net

earnings was 210 per cent., while the increase of gross

earnings was 55 per cent. “Other places," he says,

“have shown still more remarkable results, but the reti

cence of the managers of these roads naturally pre

vents the publication of what might otherwise be re

garded as almost apochryphal earnings.”

The publication of complete statistics of the compara

tive cost would bring nearer that day when, as Mr.

Wetzler says, “there will not be a single horse railroad

in operation, at least in our own country," a day that, in

his opinion, may be reached in ten years. The displace

ment of the horses and the stables now in use should be

hastened in the interests of sanitation, if for no other

reason.

The forthcoming equipment of seven lines of street

railway and ninety-two miles of track in St. Louis with

electric power is an especially noteworthy indication of

the superiority of the electric system on such roads, be

cause of the extensive use of cable motors in that city.

Horse power was supplanted on several important lines

not long ago by cable power, and probably cables would

be put in now for the use of some of the seven lines just

mentioned if the owners of the property were not con

vinced that with electric power they could make more

money and give better service. It is noticeable that

they are not restrained by the large cost of making the

change, which is estimated at $3, 500,000.

“ By Jan. 1, 1891," says the Globe-De//zorrat, “there will

not be a horse-car ‘line in operation in St. Louis." All

the cars will then be moved by electric force or by

cables, and we presume the cable companies would be

very glad if they could substitute electric plants for

their cable systems at the reduced cost required, or if

they had waited a year or two for the development of

electric methods. “An electric road can be operated at

a cost of about 40 per cent. less than a horse line, with

the carrying capacity doubled." This is the G/0/1r-1)em

rural’: contribution to the small supply of information as

to the actual saving to be made by the substitution of

electric force for horse power. Thus far the published

calculations and comparisons with respect to this matter

have left something to be desired. A committee of the

American Street Railway Association has reported that

the substitution of electric force “increases trafiic and

reduces expenses," but we have seen no satisfactory

statement as to the difference in cost of operation.

If such statements should be given to the publicby

competent authority the withdrawal of the horse car

from our streets would be perceptibly hastened. The

horse must go, it is true, but his going should not be

delayed by lack of information that ought to be avail

able now. Moreover, the publication of complete statis

tics on this point might prevent the introduction of

cables on some roads.

In the remarkable transformation of our street rail

way systems now going on the storage battery is almost

ignored. The ideal electric car is one that carries its

power with it, stowed away under the floor, and does

not rely upon overhead wires and poles or subterranean

conduits. But at present the storage battery is simply

impossible, on account of its great cost, excessive weight

and inferior efiiciency. But improvements will come

and then the storage battery motors will become avail

able in open and successful competition with other

systems that are more attractive now to the stockholder

of the railway company. .

N. Y. Times.
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THE IVIICHAELIS ELECTRIC MINING IVIACI‘IINE- lution of many problems in the way of transmission of

The advent of electricity in the mining regions is power that has heretofore baffled us._ _

kindly received with a positive assurance of its great The arguments in favor of its use in mines are volum

value. It seems to hold forth a promise towards the so- inous, and its introduction for underground work of

various descriptions is destined to

be a most important branch of elec

tricity, especially in combination

with lighting. The accompanying

cuts show the construction of a very

simple and ingenious machine, de

signed to adapt and utilize the elec

tric current to the laborious portion

of miners’ work. After years of

study and experimenting, the in

ventor has the pleasure of present

ing to the public one of the most

simple, most durable and efficient

coal cutting machines the world has

ever known. This inventor is Capt.

M. A. Michaelis, of Pittsburg, Pa.

He was greatly assisted in perfect

ing his invention by his co-partner

Dr. O. S. Weddell, one of McKees

port’s most prominent physicians.

The following is a brief descrip

tion of the machine. Fig. 1 is a side

view with one-half of the machine

proper removed. Fig. 2 is a top

plan view with motor removed.

Fig. 3 is a detailed view showing

revolving cam F, thumb 6, and cross

head U V of the drill bar. Fig. 4 is

a rear end elevation. As will be

noticed from the engravings, the

machine is mounted on a two

wheeled truck. It is nine feet in

length, one and one-half in breadth,

two and one-third in height, and

weighs about eight hundred and

fifty pounds. It is supported with

sliding axles X X for the purpose

of balancing when a shorter or

longer pick R is used. It is mounted

with a two horse power Tesla motor

A, from which the power is trans

mitted through a combination of

gear wheels B C E and shafting D

to a cam F surrounding the drill bar

I. Within this cam F, on the drill

bar I, is placed a thumb b, on the

end of which is a small trolley

wheel a, to prevent friction as the

cam F passes in front of it. By the

rotation of this cam F, its inclined

surface F, Fig. 3, passes in front of

this trolley wheel a, Fig. 3, forcing

it back and up the incline F, Fig. 3,

drawing with it the drill bar I,

against the tension of a powerful

spring K which encircles it, until

the vertical wall of the cam F pas

ses beyond the trolley wheel a, Fig.

3, when it is automatically released

and forced violently forward by the

action of the spring K, the trolley

wheel a, Fig. 3, returning to the

bottom of the incline F. In order

to alleviate the shock to which the

machine would be subjected in

case the pick R should not strike

I against the coal, there is an extremely
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FIG. ‘-1. DETAILBD VIEW, SHOWING REVOL\ ING CAM, 'l‘HUl\lB AXD Cl\'\).\vHEAD

powerful spring N interposed between the shoulder M

on the drill bar I and the front end of the tube L which

surrounds it. The springs K and N, constructed espe

cially for this machine, are of different tension and

mathematically correct, and can be changed in a moment

as the character of the work requires. The machine

strikes one hundred and twenty blows per minute and

with a force of nine thousand pounds to the blow.

To convey the current from the dynamo at the en

trance of the mine to the motor on the machine, well in

sulated wires are strung along the side of the entries

near the roof, being suitably fastened to the props or

plugs placed in the coal for this purpose. Switches are

placed opposite the entrance to each room in order to

facilitate the changing of the machine from room to

room. Wires are coupled to the main circuit in the en

try to convey the current to the machine.

The Tesla motor, manufactured by the Westinghouse

Electric Company, has been adopted for operating the

machine. This motor is peculiarly fitted for mine ser

vice owing to its compactness in design and simplicity

of construction. The unique and especially valuable

feature is that the current in the armature is an induced

current. The ends of the armature wires are soldered

together, and there is no electrical connection between

the armature and the outside circuits. There are no

brushes to require adjustment, or to spark or burn out a

commutator. The absence of commutator and brushes

allows the armature, which is the only moving part of

the motor, to be completely enclosed and protected from

mechanical injury. No regulator of any kind is used,

and the only piece of apparatus in connection with the

motor is a simple switch. '

Owing to the continuity of the circuit and the absence

of brushes and bare contacts requiring adjustment or

handling, it is perfectly feasible to use an electromotive

force higher than could otherwise be conveniently

handled. The motor has been operated with a pressure

of 250 to 300 volts. It can exactly be constructed for

use with either a higher or lower pressure, according to

the requirements in special cases. The extreme simpli

city of the electrical part of this mining machine enables

it to be put into the hands of miners who have had no

previous experience with electrical machinery.

Lights can be taken off the circuit at any point, and if

so desired, the mine can be lit up almost as light as day.

When a room or mine is finished, it will require but little

time or expense for the wires to be taken down and re

moved to another.

One very commendable and unique feature of this

machine is that whatever point in the stroke the pick is

arrested, it is instantly returned from that point ready

for the next blow; and when the blow is delivered, even

though it be arrested in its course, instead of the ma

chine pushing itself away from the coal as one would

naturally suppose it would do, it rather inclines to the

coal owing to the momentum of the drill bar. It will

not interfere with the working of the machine where it

is necessary to post close to the face of the coal.

' The machine is light and easy to handle; being com

posed principally of steel, is very strong and durable,

and will stand almost any amount of abuse. It is very

simple, beautiful in design and neatly finished. The

method of operating this machine is as follows: The

machine having been placed to the coal, the operator

takes his seat behind it, and having perfect control of it,

places each blow, as would the hand miner, where it will

be most effective, cutting from four to six feet deep.

This cut is made on a level with the floor, being of a V

shape, eight inches in front and tapering back to two

inches in the rear, making an average cut of five inches.

When the under-cut is made, the operator in like man

ner can shear the end. One great advantage of this V

shaped cut is that, when the coal falls it will roll over

and out of its original position where it can be very ad

vantageously loaded. It requires one man and helper

to operate the machine.

The experienced operators in mining machines say

that it is the easiest machine to handle they ever held,

being almost entirely free from recoil.

The machine has been thoroughly tested in the hard

est coal in Western Pennsylvania, and the results have

been of a most gratifying nature. Besides the practical

miners who have sat behind the machine, there have

been many operators from this and other states to see

the machine in the coal, and they were loud in their
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praises and spoke of it assuredly as being the coming

coal digger.

All communications should be addressed to the

Michaelis Electric Mining Machine Company, Pitts

burg, Pa.

THE "C. 80 C." ELECTRIC BLOWER.

Within the last few years provision for proper venti

lation has become a requirement in the designing and

constructing of public and private buildings. The walls

are traversed by air shafts and lines so that the kitchens,

boiler rooms and the parts of the building where but a

few years ago the discomfort of heat and bad air was

looked upon as an unavoidable fact and accepted as

such, are now rendered habitable and cool by the em

ployment of exhaust fans and blowers. '

Ventilation as applied to vessels 'has been more care

fully studied than in any other of its forms. The Gal

leys, passage ways,_ boiler rooms and other portions of

the ship constantly occupied by the crews, are especially

in need of good ventilation, but they are often placed in

parts of the vessel least accessible to the shafting and

belting from the engines, so that in many cases it is im
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possible to use ventilating fans because of the difficulty

of transmitting the power to drive them. A great many

ships, especially in the passenger service and all the new '

government cruisers are lighted throughout by electricity.

This provides the means of attaining a proper system of

ventilation and one that can be applied with equal ease to

any part of a vessel. An electric blower can be put any

where, as the wire carrying to it the current which

furnishes the motive power, can be introduced into one

place as easily as into another, and this application of

the electric current provides at once a most convenient

and in some cases the only means of thoroughly renovat

ing and purifying the air. The orifice of discharge in a

blower is smaller in proportion to the amount of air

passing through than that of any other machine for

creating a forced draught of air, and this specially re

commends it for ships and in places where the dis

charged current of air has to be carried a distance in

pipes, as the pipes required are small and no special

provision need be made beforehand to allow space for ,

them. _ Any blower such as would be ordinarily required

for this purpose would be small and not obtrusive to

 

the eye, and hung on the ceiling it would be out of the

way. By a small pipe the discharged air could be car

ried to the deck or any convenient point without taking

room that might be needed for other purposes.

A No. o blower would take about as much current as

is used by 4 incandescent lamps, while even a No. 7

blower will discharge 4,840 cubic feet of air per minute

on the current of 40 lamps.

The cut on this page is made from the photograph of

one of the electric blowers, made by the “ C. & C.” Elec

tric Motor Co., placed by Messrs. Cramp & Sons’ Ship

and Engine Building Co. on the U. S. Cruiser “Balti

more." It is type No. 4 and discharges_i,425 cubic feet

of air per minute. Fastened to the ceiling of the dynamo

room it completely changes the air of the room once

every two minutes, discharging it at a distant point

through a small pipe. The entire machine is so compact

that it takes up no space that could be used for anything

else and does it work so noiselessly that a person stand

ing near cannot tell without the closest observation

whether it is running or not. The accompanying letter

received at the Bureau of Equipment and Recruiting,

refers to this blower and the excellent work that it is

doing.

The ease with which these blowers can be set up and

connected to the dynamos, without requiring any shaft

ing, belting or other contiivance except the small wire,

has already brought them to the attention of ship build

ers, and both the cruisers “ Charleston " and “ San Fran

cisco," launched on the California coast recently, also the

“ Philadelphia" from Cramp's yards, have had the size

No. 4 placed in their engine rooms. For exhaust venti

lation these electric blowers cannot be surpassed, and the

manufacturers believe that in placing the machine upon

the market they have made possible an improvement in

ship ventilation very greatly needed, and forming an

important step in the development of the use of elec

tricity for power purposes.

(Enclosure to No. 1.088.)

U. S. S. Baltimore, ist rate,

Navy Yard, Norfolk, \"a.,

March 14, 1890.

Sir :

In reply to the letter from Bureau of Equipment and Recruiting,

No. 968, concerning the success of the fan and motor supplied for

the dynamo room of this vessel, by the C. & C. Electric Motor

Co., I have the honor to inform you that it gives perfect satisfac

tion. We have found that it maintains a most comfortable tem

perature in the dynamo room, and that there has been no trouble

with the starting box, commutator. brushes, nor with any part of

the apparatus. after a test extendin over the past two months.

Very respectfu ly,

W. S. SC]-ILEY.

Captain, U. S. N., Com'd'g.

The Chief of the Bureau of Equip

ment and Recruiting, Navy De

part, Washington, D. C.

WHAT ELECTRICITY WILL DO.

Prof. R. H. Thurston, in a recent article, gives a

graphic description of what electricity will do in the

near future. He says it will break up the present fac

tory system and enable the home worker once more to

compete on living terms with great aggregations of

capital in unscrupulous hands. Great steam engines

will undoubtedly become generally the sources of power

in large cities and will send out the electric wire in

every corner of the town, helping the sewing woman at

her machine, the weaver at his pattern loom, the mech

anic at his engine lathe, giving every house the mechani

cal aids needed in the kitchen, the laundry, the elevator,

and at the same time giving light, and possibly heat, in

liberal quantity and intensity.
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THE EVOLUTION OF THE ELECTRIC RAILWAY.1

BY JOSEPH WETZLER.

The theory of evolution, as now generally applied to

organic life, has reached a point of development where

it may be considered to have almost attained to the

position of established permanency, and which the many

facts adduced all tend to strengthen. While the theory

is applied to man, in so far as his bodily organism is con

cerned, it may be claimed to go further, and I think it

cannot be difficult to trace its processes not only to the

whole organism, but to the products of his brains and

hands as well. Every step in advance now recognized

as of benefit to mankind has been the result of an evolu

tion of thought combined with an evolution of practice.

Take for example, the steam engine. What changes has

it not undergone, and what form has it not assumed since

the day of Watt? Consider, if you will for a moment,

the various types into which' it has differentiated, each

of which is best adapted for certain conditions, localities

and circumstances, quite analogous, indeed, to the way

in which Darwin and Huxley have pointed out the vari

ations Which changes of locality, climate and proximity

' to natural enemies have brought about variations in the

animal species. To this general evolution which is con

stantly going on both in the material and the spiritual

world, the electric railroad is no exception.

In order to be logical, let us briefly refer to the past

for the purpose of making our record complete. History

tells us that as far back as 1835 attempts were made at

electric locomotion, and for 40 years spasmodic efforts

in this direction can be traced through the annals of

electricity, including the work of a number of men,

among whom American inventors are by no means the

least conspicuous. iVhat were the elements in these

early locomotives? They were, first, the electromagnetic

motor, and second, the primary battery. The combina

tion of these two crude, or, as we may say, rudimentary

elements, was evidently not calculated to bring the elec

tric railway into the field of practical use. Nevertheless,

they were a starting point, and though unsuccessfully

worked out, the time and labor spent upon them cannot

be said to have been wholly wasted. Indeed, we may

consider, and be able to show later on, how a succeeding

development may, by force of circumstances, revert to

an original form long extinct or forgotten. But we

must pass on to the time when we find the dynamo to

be a fail acc0m_/>11‘, and the reversibility of the dynamo a

well-recognized effect.

With these powerful allies brought 'to its aid, and, we

may add, its natural enemy, the primary battery, at last

made harmless, the electric railway received another

strong impulse of development, and arrived at what we

may call the second stage in its evolution. Let us ex

amine for a moment the elements as employed by the

early workers in this field, and constituting what may

be called the electric road of 10 years ago and up to,

and including that of recent date. '

VVe have :

1. The generator.

2. The insulated conductor from generator to car.

3. The motor on the car.

4. The gearing from motor to axle.

5. The return circuit to the generator.

Let us take each element separately, and see what

changes have been brought about from that period of

ten years ago up to the present. Taking up the genera

tor first, it might be said that it would be diflicult to

trace any particular change which the influence of the

electric railroad itself might have brought about. But

even here, we can discern certain tendencies which may

1 A paper read before the Boston Electric Club, April 14, 1890.

show themselves more markedly at a future period, and

which seem to involve in the direction of large multipo

lar dynamos of comparatively slower speed than the fa

miliar two-pole machine generally employed at the pre

sent time.

But we pass on to our second element, the insulated

conductor. Siemens, Daft, Edison and Field, and others

started out with one rail, or an independent central rail

insulated from the ground as their main conductor, con

necting generator and car. The restrictions which such

a mode of carrying the current obviously placed upon

the operations of the road soon became apparent, how

ever, and the step from a conductor placed upon the

ground to one suspended above it was but a natural-one.

What do we find as the first attempts in this direction?

The weight of the motor being no longer available as an

additional means of insuring good contact between the

conducting rail and the wheel bearing upon it, Siemens

conceived the idea of employing the split tube, in which

a slider acted as a contact device. The inconveniences

of this arrangement however, also soon became apparent,

and the plain cylindrical wire took its place, and has

maintained its position up to the present time. The

sliding contact inside the split tube was then converted

into a trolley-wheel, which at first, and most naturally,

was placed on top of the wire, riding upon and supported

by it, the weight of the wheel insuring the integrity of

the contact. But the trolley-wheel riding upon the wire

was soon found to be accompanied by certain incon

veniences, and the next step in this development was to

place the trolley on the end of a pole and press it in con

tact with the wire from below, by which means not only

is all strain removed from the wire, but the latter is ac

tually supported during the passage of the wheel in con

tact with it. This development, so briefly sketched here

was, however, the result of innumerable experiments,

and the various forms which the trolley-wheel has taken

in the past would alone make an interesting chapter in a

volume descriptive of this work.

While on the subject of conductors, also, we may turn

aside to look at the state of the art as far as it includes

placing the conductor below the surface of the earth.

This was early suggested, but its development has been

delayed; not,I am certain, from any inability to suc

cessfully settle the problem, but for reasons which you

probably are all aware of, and which involve merely

financial considerations.

We come now to the motor. Here we find a still

larger field than we have heretofore met with, although,

in general principles, of course, all the evolutions going

on are alike. Starting out with the practice of employ

ing but one motor to each car, time and circumstances

seem‘ to have dictated the use of two motors, which are

generally in use at the present time, and the reasons for

the adoption of which seemed eminently sufficient at the

time the changes were made. Principal among these

were the facts that by the employment of two machines

power was transmitted directly to two axles independ

ently, instead of to one, as theretofore ; again, it ad

mitted of smaller machines being employed which could

find easier place under the car body ; and, for the reason

which was once broached, but which we believe the

electric railroad has outlived, viz., that in case of the

breakdown of one machine, it would allow of the car

being brought home by the second for repairs. In con

nection with the motor, also, and intimately related to

it is the method of regulation and the type of machine

employed. Starting out with the employment of external

resistances placed in the circuit for the purpose of regu

lating the speed of the motor and car, this differentiated

in some quarters into the combination of the field mag

nets of the motor to effect the same purpose, although the
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method originally adopted is still adhered to by some as

being preferable.

We must leave this point for the present, and pass on

to the gearing by which the power of the motor is trans

mitted to the axle on which the wheels are mounted.

While up to the present, the elements that we have

been considering were practically new, and, therefore,

amenable in the highest degree to the process of evolu

tion, the gearing of the car at once gave a wide scope to

the electric railway engineer, by placing at his disposal

mechanical devices, many of which had been in current

use for years and years in other work, and which his

own ingenuity increased in number and changed to suit

his own particular needs. As a result, we find that one

of the first devices used for transmitting the power from

the motor to the axle was by the well-known belt.

Then came the friction gear, which, in turn, was fol

lowed by the chain and sprocket wheel, and this by the

worm and wheel, the direct crank motion, until we ar

rive at the present most general form, the gear and

pinion. Before this point had been reached, however,

a multitude of devices, modifications of those above

mentioned were employed or suggested. Even in the

method at present in use, what changes have we not

seen, and what has not been tried to overcome some of

the difliculties experienced, due to the wear and tear,

etc., to which such gearing is subjected? I need only

refer to the various materials which have been employed

for the construction of the gears to make them durable

and noiseless, among which, gun metal, raw hide and

steel, and others have figured prominently. Unfortu

nately, thus far, where one material has been found

good in one case, it has been found defective in another.

We would pass on, however, to the fifth and last ele

ment in the electric railway system, that is, the return

circuit from motor to generator. The ground return

which was the earliest form employed in the modern

electric railway, may be well considered to be the pre

vailing one, for although the rail is brought into service,

it is merely as an auxiliary ; but, on the other hand, the

metallic return is also employed to some extent, and, in

some respects presents advantages which cannot be de

nied, and of which we shall have occasion to say more

later on in discussing its probable development in this

direction.

We have thus traced in rapid review the changes

which the electric railway has undergone up to the pre

sent day, and having thus briefly sketched the process,

as it were, by which this state of development has been

reached, let us follow out the line of thought, and see if

we can determine in what direction and in what manner

further evolution will take place. Evolution as a rule

tends constantly to the production of a higher type,-—

one which is better adapted than its predecessor to the

surrounding conditions. The electric railway may, and

I am sure it will, develop into a better and higher type.

As Dr. joseph Cook, of your own city, would say, it will

harmonize better with its environments. The employ

ment of the word “ better " naturally implies a certain

inferiority in the present state of the art, and while no

one is more impressed with the magnificent progress

made during the past decade (progress against heavy

odds, ignorance and conservatism, and the antagonism

of vested rights or vested wrongs) it would be folly to

say that the electric railway of to-day is perfect. Indeed,

it would be against the laws of nature, and stamp the art

as one incapable of improvement, than which no greater

ill could befall it. Electric railroading being an emi

nently progressive art, therefore, let us see if we can dis

cern in What direction evolution can be looked for. But,

before going further I deem it proper to say here, that

in what follows I do not wish to be considered as in any

way criticising the electric railway system of to-day, for

you and I know but too well that even in the present

day it stands without a rival. I wish merely to hint at

the direction in which still higher perfection may be

reached, and this can best be done by taking up the ele

ments in the order first named.

Taking up the generator, therefore, I think it will be

conceded that it has even to-day reached such a standard

of perfection that little may be expected in the future in

the way of an increase in its efficiency, and the changes

which do take place will be more in the direction of

cheaper construction, and possibly, as the tendency

seems to be largely to-day, towards reduction of speed.

But when we come to the conductor by which the

motor is fed with the energy necessary for its propul

sion, we encounter the element which is indeed one

capable of some evolution, and when we use the word

“conductor," we mean not only the wire but all-those

elements which are subsidiary to it, and which go to

make up what we may call the conductor system as a

whole. I use the word “ evolution" advisedly, in con

tradistinction to the word “ development," for while

development in detail is naturally to be expected, the

process of evolution which the electric railway is passing

through at the present time may make entirely unneces

sary the existence of such a system of conductors. I

imagine that many of you have already divined what I

am about to call attention to, and that is, the presence

and the possible influence of the storage battery on the

progress of electric locomotion.

Though storage batteries may be said to be in success

ful operation in a few instances at the present day, not

-withstanding the difficulties which their employment

presents, due, principally, to the large weight necessary

for obtaining the required power, is it likely that the art

of storage battery making will remain stationary, and

that no improvements in that direction are to be hoped

for P I certainly cannot bring myself to believe that

such is the case; indeed, I am convinced that with the

large number of workers in this field, the next five years

will produce a battery which will be adapted to railroad

work, not only by its construction and durability, but

chiefly by its lightness compared with the power which

it is able to develop. With such a battery in the field,

applicable to the heaviest work, you can well see that

the entire complexion of the electric railway situation

will be changed, so far, at least, as the question of con

ductors is concerned.

But, given that surmise just ventured should not be

realized, will the present type of conductor be main

tained in the future? The type most generally employed

at the present time is the overhead single conductor,

carried on a pole, or on span wires; while, on the other

hand, the complete metallic circuit is also to some extent

coming into use. Already we hear mutterings of com

plaint from certain quarters relative to the inductive ef

fects caused by the arrangement with the single wire

and ground return. Whether or not the change to me

tallic circuits will be made, will, I think, depend more

upon the decision of the courts than on the relative merits

of the two systems.

The question whether the conductors of the future in

large cities will be placed underground, is, in a certain

sense, problematical, in view of the fact before pointed

out, that the near future may make the consideration of

conductors out of the question by the employment of

storage batteries as a secondary source of energy on a

car. But again, on the assumption that storage batteries

will not be forthcoming, the paths open in the considera

tion of underground construction lead in various direc

tions. Will it be a pair of bare conductors from which

current is taken and returned by means of brushes at
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tached to a car and project through a slot in the street?

Or will it be one of those ingenious methods in which

the conductor is insulated throughout, but connected at

intervals with the track which it energizes locally at the

spot which the car happens to be traversing at any in

stant ? These are questions which it would be difficult

to answer.

Still I think it is fair to assume that the overhead

system will continue in use for a considerable period of

time, even in the largest cities, and the evolution which

may be looked for, is a thorough standardizing of all the

details. It is not improbable either that the general

type of overhead construction may be materially modi

fied by the substitution of a light and graceful truss

spanning the street in place of the span-wire now em

ployed. There are undoubted advantages in such a

construction, both as regards safety and economy of

maintenance. Such a system might also to a consider

able extent lessen the number of posts placed in the

streets, as it would permit of longer spans than is

deemed advisable at present. Again, the conductor

system of the future will, I think, largely resolve itself

into a system built up of small units or sections intim

ately connected and interlaced and supplied with inde

pendent feeders. Such a system is specially desirable

in large cities, where interruptions on one part of the

line due to street blocks, fires, processions, or even a

break in the circuit, etc., may nllcessitate a detour of the

cars and their massing on other sections of the line.

Ample feeder capacity and small sections will thus

make a general stoppage of traffic impossible. Un

questionably the place best adapted for the conductor,

every thing considered, is overhead.

I must leave those problems to your consideration

and, I hope, for your discussion later on to-night, and

pass to the next two elements, which we will consider

together, that is, the motor and the gearing which con

nects it with the axle. ,

Briefly recalled, the present practice may be said to

consist in employing two motors, running at high speed,

connected to the axles through gear and pinions, which

on an average, effect a reduction in speed of I2 to 1. I

think we can already discern more than‘ one change

which the near future will bring about in both these

elements. '

Taking up, first, the employment of two motors, I

think it is not improbable that we shall find a reversion

to the older type to be the next process in the evolution

of the electric railway; that is, that the motor will prob

ably in the future be employed to drive the car, con

nected to either one or two axles. Let us see the reason

for this. Although two motors may be built by the

same hands, it is a physical impossibility to build two

alike. This means that such motors placed on a car

and connected to the same switch, and, as a rule, con

nected in parallel, will act unequally, one taking more

current than the other, and introducing irregularities in

working which one motor alone would not-produce.

Again, the loss which takes place on starting the car

from rest to motion is almost double, when two motors

employed, as compared with the ‘case where but one is

employed, owing to the fact that at the low starting

speeds, the motor has not had time to obtain its maxi

mum efficiency of action.

Again, it not infrequently occurs that the car in start

ing takes anywhere from 50 to 100 amperes of current

through the two motors; but I believe that experiments

have demonstrated that if one motor alone is employed,

the draft of current at the starting would not be nearly

so heavy as just indicated.

Again, looking towards the future of heavy city traffic

the question also forces itself upon the mind whether

accumulated experience may not prove that greater

economy is to be obtained in the use of individual elec

tric locomotives or motors, which shall draw a train of

two or more cars, instead of the present method of pro

viding each car practically with its own motive power

equipment. Take, for instance, the condition of affairs

in your own city. With the different styles of cars, box

and open, only one style can be on the road at one time,

and of the 2,000 cars probably 1,000 are constantly idle.

But each of these 1,000 must be fully equipped for work

at a moment's notice. This means an enormous outlay

practically unproductive of profit and requiring care for

its proper maintenance. If individual motors were em

ployed, only 500 say, would be required to draw any

style of car a number at a time, the cars being of the

ordinary type without motor equipment. This is an

important question which, I think, will soon command

prominence, and which would be an apt example of re

version to a type practically extinct at the present day,

though the first employed.

Passing on for a moment to the method of connection

of the motor to the car axle, I believe that those persons

who have had practical experience of electric railway

operation will agree with me that evolution in the direc

tion of electric car gearing will develop remarkable

changes in a very short time. Notwithstanding the

great ingenuity which has been exhibited in this de

partment of car gearing, and the truck arrangement

generally, certain inherent difficulties have developed

themselves in this direction which, it is now well recog

nized, must be eliminated. Taking the gear as the

working medium alone, the high speed at which electric

motors are operated at the present time is proving very

destructive, and from the gear and pinion, each made of

cast-iron, we have passed successfully through steel,

bronze and other composition mixtures, raw hide and

steel, fibre. While each possessed its own particular

advantage it was also accompanied by a disadvantage.

Thus, for instance, the raw hide and steel pinion very

soon developed a trouble, which consisted in the groov

ing of the meshing gear, which soon made its sub-'

stitution by a new one absolutely necessary. In this

direction alone much can be done, as I have already

pointed out.

Again, as the high speeds employed in the motor are,

in a great measure, responsible for these troubles, the re

medy seems obvious,- and is, I believe, already about to

be applied in the employment of slower speed motors,

and the reduction in the number of steps in the gearing

from two pairs to a single pair; in other words, in the

reduction of speed from 12 to 1, to something in the

neighborhood of 5 to 1. This will probably involve the

evolution from the 2-pole motor to a 4, or more, pole

motor on the car.

Looking on the question from another standpoint, that

of efficiency, or, to put it in plain language, that of the

coal pile, I think another illustration of the present con

ditions can best be shown by alluding to the fact that

the results of tests show that nearly 50 per cent. of the

energy -developed by the steam engine is lost in its

various transmutations from the dynamo to the car axle.

Placing the loss in the dynamo and in the line at 20 per

cent., we have an additional 30 per cent. lost in the mo

tor and the gearing. This excessive amount is one

which, I believe, can be considerably reduced, and the

remedies suggested have been various. In the first place,

there -can be no question that the present practice of

stopping and starting the motor, by which enormous

drafts of current are taken upon starting, can be over

come by a change in the electrical design of the motor

and the switching arrangements. On the other hand, it

has been suggested that the low efficiency at which the
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motor operates before it attains its normal speed, can be

overcome by an arrangement in which the motor is con

stantly revolved at its most economical speed, inde

pendently of the movement of the car, by providing a

suitable gearing by which the motion can be transmitted

to the axle. It may be argued that this method may in

troduce other difficulties, especially in the gearing; but

as a principle, pure and simple, it must be admitted to

be an idea which is well worth consideration, and which

may be developed to good advantage. The other frac

tion of the 30 per cent. lost between the engine and car

axle, is evidently in the gearing itself. It is evident, of

course, that every stage in the transmission must involve

some loss, but the excessive amount which appears to be

lost at present seems certainly capable of diminution.

The change from the present high speed motor, and its

double reduction of speed through two pairs of gear

.with a slow-speed motor and a single pair of gears will,I

think, effect a large gain in the direction just pointed

out, and we shall probably soon be enabled to judge by

by experience of the practical value of this arrangement.

As regards the return circuit of the‘ future, whether it

shall be overhead, underground, or through the earth,

depends largely upon circumstances. In view of the

rapid spread of aastheticism in this country, notwith

standing the noble lead which your own city has

taken on the question of overhead conductors, it seems

doubtful whether in many large cities that type of con

struction can he maintained, and granted that it is, will

the present type of construction be continued? It is

probable that if it is, it will resolve itself into the sys

tem which is already gaining ground rapidly, in which

the main feeders will be placed underground, and the

working conductors placed upon poles through the

centre of the street where double tracks are employed.

These poles will not only be available for the suspen

sion of electric railway conductors, but will also serve

as supports for the are and incandescent lights used in

the illumination of the streets. As pointed out, before,

however, the question is one which, in view of the pres

ence of the storage battery, is difficult to discuss, so far

as its future aspect is concerned.

But finally, looking generally at the question of the

future of electric railroading, and speculating as to its

probable extension for trafi‘ic other than for street and

suburban service, it is proper to consider whether the

electric railway will eventually replace the steam engine

for trunk lines. While such a change is, of course, by

no means impossible, considered from every standpoint,

it is probably one which will not come to pass for a long

time, if for no other reason than the conservatism of the

average railway man. But aside from this aspect of the

case, an analysis will, I think, show that there are cer

tain defined limits beyond which electric railroading

may not compare with the direct steam locomotive. I

have not made a sufficiently close study of this aspect

of the case to give any actual figures, and I believe that

we shall soon be afforded some definite information on

the subject.

But there is still a field for the electric railway beyond

mere city traffic, which will, I think, shortly develop into

considerable proportions, and that is in the operation of

branch lines to the main steam railway lines, and as con

necting links between them. There many places where

such lines, in many cases less than fifty miles in length,

could be economically worked on the electric system,

and that the advantages afforded are already recognized

is evidenced by the fact that the idea is already being

put in practice. As an example, I may mention the fact

that at Sunbury, Pa., the connecting link between the

Lehigh Valley and the Reading railroads, is an electric

railroad, which was contracted to be operated at a speed

of 2 5 miles an hour, and which carries both freight and

passengers between the two systems, including in its

length the passage through a bridge a mile long. The

motor of the electric car is of 30 h. p., and a single one

is employed. The advantage of such feeders to main

lines is still more apparent when we consider the large

distances separating the main lines of railways in the

far West, where frequently hundreds of miles intervene

between parallel railway lines, and where electric roads

might be reticulated.

The probable development of the electric railway

might be followed out in a great many more directions,

but I think enough has been said to prove that the

changes which will take place will be extremely rapid,

and that the electric car and the electric railway system

generally, of ten years hence, will be quite unlike that

, of the present day.

I regret very much that the time at my disposal .has

been insufficient to present a more elaborate and better

digested treatment of the subject, and indeed, what has

been‘ said is intended more as the basis for a discussion

of the subject, which I hope will be indulged in, than a

thorough treatment of the same.

THE ELECTRICAL SECTION OF THE CENSUS.

PROGRESS OF \VORK.

The following schedules have been completed and the

copy is now ready for the printer : -

List of S:/zedules.

1. Manufacturers of Electrical Apparatus, Instruments

and Supplies.

2. Electric Light and Power Central Stations.

3. Fires caused by Electric Currents. Information to

be obtained from Electric Central Station Com

panies.

4. Fatal casualties occurring on Electric Currents. In

formation to be obtained from Electric Central

Station Companies.

5. Fires caused by Electric Currents. Special investiga

tion in cities of 10,000 population and over.

6. Fatal casualties occurring on Electric Currents.

Special investigation in cities of 10,000 population

and over.

7. Isolated Electric Lighting and Power Plants.

8. Educational Institutions. Electrical ‘Engineering

Courses.

The Schedule for Central Station Companies required

infinitely more work for its preparation than any other.

While in preparation it was shown to 'a large number of

Managers of Central Station Companies and others, and

full benefit has been taken of every suggestion offered.

Every possible eifort has been made to render it full,

plain, complete and practical. The range of inquiries

in the complete Schedule necessarily covers all apparatus

and service that a Central Station Company may have

in use or' render. '

T/1: Elertrzkal Subdivision: of tire Srkcdule.

Underground Conduits.

Underground Conductors.

Aerial Conductors.

Incandescent Lamps.

Arc Lamps.

Converters.

Accumulators.

Meters.

Stationary Motors.

Current supplied to Motor Cars.

To avoid sending a Company inquiries that do not

pertain to its business, the Schedule will be printed in

5~.=.@<>v's=~&~.><.~.~.~
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sections. To ascertain what sections to send to each

Company, the following inquiries are being sent out to

be answered at once 1

1. Do you own or operate Underground Conduits?

Do you operate Incandescent Lamps?

Do you operate Arc Lamps?

Do you operate a Converter System ?

Do you operate an Accumulator System?

Do you operate Stationary Electric Motors?

Do you operate or supply Current to Electric Motor

Cars ?

Are you making or do you contemplate making ad

ditions to your plant during the year 1890? If so,

please state of what the additions will consist, and

give the total amount of estimated cost.

The last question is intended to make “the pigs stand

still until they can be counted."

The returns from the Preliminary Schedules sent out

in February and March are quite satisfactory. An

Official Directory of Electric Central Station Companies

is now being compiled from these Schedules and all

other sources of information at command. If any Com

pany has failed to return the Preliminary Schedule, it

will oblige the office greatly by doing so at once. In

case a Company has failed to receive this Schedule, one

will be forwarded at once if it will kindly give notice of

the fact. All Companies are earnestly requested to

notice carefully the way their names are written on all

papers addressed to them, and to make needed correc

tions in their replies. With such assistance, and due

diligence in the Office, a creditable degree of correct

ness may be attained.

The Schedules that have been prepared outline only

a portion of the work. To subdivide the inquiries for

Manufacturers, Directories are being compiled, classified

as follows :

.°°?'.°“-."i“.*'.'°

Directories of Manufarturers.

Dynamos.

Motors.

Incandescent Lamps.

Arc Lamps.

Carbons.

Insulated Conductors for Electric Currents.

Conduits.

Primary Cells.

Accumulator Cells.

10. Electric Meters.

1 1. Electric Clocks.

12. Electric Welding Apparatus.

13. Electro-Plating Machines.

14. Electric Fire Alarms.

15. Electric Burglar Alarms.

16. Electrical Apparatus for use in Medicine and

Surgery. '

17. Electrical Instruments.

Extended as this list is, it requires many additions to

make it complete.

A letter has been addressed to each Manufacturer, re

questing him to assist in furnishing information for a

chapter in the Census Report, on the “Manufacture and

Uses" of the special apparatus named. This letter

solicits :

1st. A list of all Manufacturers of the Apparatus.

2d. A list of the addresses of all Users of the Ap

paratus when this is practicable, together with a state

ment of the purposes for which it is being used.

3d. A full description of any novel or special use

being made of the Apparatus.

4th. Suggestions of pertinent inquiries for a Schedule

to be sent to Manufacturers and also for a Schedule to

be sent to Users of the Apparatus when desirable, for

‘P.°°T'F"‘."'F‘.’°."."'

_dustrial purposes.

the purpose of obtaining information considered to be

important.

It is very clear that this invitation affords manufac

turers an opportunity to furnish information, the publi

cation of which will be a revelation, not to laymen

alone, but to those most familiar with the progress

being made in adapting electrical energy to the services

of civilized life. Such a publication will vastly increase

popular knowledge and appreciation of the advantages

and value to be derived from the manifold uses of elec

tricity. It will furnish a solid basis of facts for all argu

ments. Its impersonal and impartial character will

convince the public of its truth. It will set at rest all

doubts and fears. Future public action guided by it

and dealing with electrical interests, will be intelligent

and consistent with the people's welfare. A truthful

statement showing what electricity is doing, as it will

be told in these chapters and others to be formed, will

be enormously valuable to the people of this country.

The day is not distant when the economic value of

applied electricity will be known to exceed that of the

output of all mines of gold or silver; its ministrations to

health, to be more potent than all other remedies ; and

when all peoples will be made neighbors and friends by

its matchless power to convey intelligence and persons.

When that day comes, he who attempts to cast odium

upon any form of the apparatus through which elec

tricity manifests its helpful power, or seeks to block its

progressive development by raising false danger signals,

will be known and shunned as an enemy to public wel

fare. ALLEN R. FOOTE, Special Agent.

ELECTRIC POWER FROM NIAGARA FALLS.

For a long time past many schemes have been sug

gested for the utilization of the waters of the river and

Falls of Niagara for the generation of power for in

It seemed to be such a waste of

power, for could the forces of nature there be harnessed,

the amount of power available could hardly be estimated,

Turbine wheels would, indeed, conserve the power of the

current, but the difiiculty lay in transmitting this power.

It was impracticable that all the industrial purposes of its

use should be concentrated on the banks of the river,

and the expense of the necessary machinery, and the

loss in efiiciency for the transmission of only a few

hundred feet were so great that it became impossible.

But electricity came to the rescue, and a scheme has

been not only suggested, but actually formulated and

work begun to generate electricity by the aid of Niagara,

a sufficient quantity to drive all the machinery in the

mills and factories, propel every horse car, light up

every street, avenue and road, in and around the village

of Niagara Falls, the city of Buffalo, and the neighbor

ing towns and villages. The present plans contemplate

the production of 120,000 horse power, but there is no

limit to the amount of power which may be produced,

and this power can be conducted to any desired point

by a simple copper wire.

And all this is to be accomplished without any de

struction or even modification of the natural beauty

which has for so many years made Niagara Falls the

object of admiration to tourists from all parts of the

world. The plan is to construct a subterranean tunnel

from the water level below the falls about 214 feet

under the high bank of the river, extending through the

rock to the upper river at a point about amile above the

falls, where a head of 120 feet is obtained. The tunnel

will thence extend parallel with the shore of the river

one and a half miles at an average depth of 160 feet be

low ground and about 400 feet distant from the navigable

waters of the river, with which it will be connected by
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transverse surface conduits. The fall of the water from

these conduits into the tunnel—simply a tail race——pr0

duces the power, and the plans adopted will furnish

120,000 horse power.

The mill sites where this great power will be put to

use are above the village, stretching along the level

ground which bounds the river to the south, and from

one to two and a half miles from the falls. Here a block

of land has been acquired sufficient for mills which

would employ the horse power mentioned and for mer

cantile and other needs of a large manufacturing town.

The Niagara Falls Power Company was organized on

March 31, 1886, under the name of The Niagara River

Hydraulic Tunnel Power and Sewer Company of Niag

ara Falls. The original capital was $200,000, but with

power to increase to three millions. A few weeks ago

the capital was increased to $2,000,000, and the Com

pany is officered as follows : President, Charles B. Gas

kill; treasurer, Francis R. Delano; secretary, Alexander

]. Porter; attorneys, W. Caryl Ely, W. B. Rankin; re

sident engineer, Albert H. Porter.

On April 1st a contract was signed betweed the Niag

ara Falls Power Company and the Cataract Construction

Company of New York for the construction of the main

and cross tunnels, race ways, etc., the contract price

being $3,500,000. This contract calls for the completion

of the work by Jan. 1, 1892. President Gaskill says that

the power is to be developed and placed in the market

by the time specified, the purpose being to place this

power at the disposal of all of the manufacturers in

Buffalo as well as in the town of Niagara Falls. He

thinks it will displace steam entirely. The electrical

power from Niagara will be a continuous power for 24

hours, and it may be used for propelling the machinery

in the day time and‘ for illuminating your streets and

homes by night. The enthusiastic president also be

lieves that it will also do away with the use of kerosene

and gas for house illuminating purposes.

The company has already purchased about 1,300 acres

for mill sites on the river front and on the line of the

proposed tunnel with ample streets and dockage, afford

ing facilities for approach by rail or water, to accom

modate 238 mills of 500 horse power each, or 119,000

horse power in all, which is the engineers’ estimate of

the capacity of the tunnel proposed to be built. Some

idea of the magnitude and value of this power may be

formed when it is stated ‘that it far exceeds the com

bined available power in use at Holyoke, Lowell, Min

neapolis, Cohoes, Lewiston and Lawrence, and that it

can be constructed at an expense not to exceed one

tenth of the outlay for the development of the power at

the places designated.

This scheme, which seems to be entirely practicable,

is the most tremendous ever formulated, and if success

fully carried out, as it appears likely to be, will revolu

tionize the industries of Western New York, and indeed

have a very appreciable influence on manufacturing in

terests everywhere.

WHAT ELECTRICITY HAS DONE.

Modern electric science has converted every force into

a storage battery, from which power can be drawn at

will to run the machinery of workshops, factories and

mills. And the same science has well nigh obliterated

distance. ]ust as_the telegraph obliterated it in sending

messages, the present methods of transmission of power

have made it unnecessary to place the dynamo that gives

the initial power at the point where it is to be used. A

wire that runs over mountains and rivers can carry the

power, delivering it where it is ‘needed.

Water power and the ocean tides and the winds are all

used successfully now to generate power. That they

will be used more in the future than they have been in the

past can well be considered as certain. Coupled with the

use of the best storage batteries, there are places where

wind could be used advantageously and with economy.

We can all remember some mountain top where the wind

blows nine-tenths of the time, where windmills could be

erected to furnish the initial power, and storage batteries

can place it where it can be drawn upon as required.

There are places, too, where water power is impracticable,

and where fuel is so dear that economical work can not

now be conducted, where wind power can be used.

The practicability of this plan is no longer question

able. Some details need perfection, but they can be per

fected. That wind and water will both be called into the

service in mining operations to displace the steam engine,

is no longer an uncertain matter.—Minz'rIg Indui-try.

A NEW ELECTRIC RAILWAY COMPANY.

It is now definitely settled that the \Vestinghouse

Company will go into the electric railway business on a

large scale. The Westinghouse Electric Railway Com

pany has been duly organized, with a capital of $2,500,

000. Its home oflice will be at Pittsburgh, with branch

oflices in other commercial centres. Messrs. H. McL.

Harding and ]. C. Barclay, formerly prominently iden

tified with the Sprague Electric Railway and Motor

Company, at Chicago, and Mr. C. C. Warren, of the

same city, have joined the new organization, and other

men well known in electric railway circles have also

been secured. The new company will push its business

forcibly and immediately, as it believes there is more

money in the railway business than in any other branch

of the electrical industry at present. The details of its

system have not been made public, but it is understood

that it will use the Tesla motor in connection with the

various appliances which the \Vestinghouse Company

has from time to time patented or purchased. They

have now, it is claim, the material for a complete

system, and consequently they will take the field at

once. The progress of the new organization will be

watched with great interest, for it is to be expected that

the Westinghouse Company will push the business with

its accustomed energy, and the field is so wide that it

will have ample opportunity. An alternating current

electric road will be something of a novelty, and the re

sults of the experiments that have been tried in private

for some time past may soon be expected in practical

shape. At one time it was thought that a car factory

would be one of the adjuncts of the new company, but for

the present, at least, it will furnish only the electric plants.

PHILADELPHIA FIRE STATISTICS.

The American Ex:/zange and Rn/iczu, of Philadelphia, for

April, contains elaborate statistics on the fires in that

city during 1889. There were, during that period, 944

fires, of which only four were due to electric lights. The

causes are divided as follows :

Due to ELECTRIC LIGHTS . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4

“ Gas ets . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 88

“ Gas ighting . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 8

“ Matches . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 75 '

“ CARELESS SMOKERS . . . . . . . . .. 14

“ Coal Oil Lamps. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 78

“ “ “ Stoves . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 16

“ Defective Flues . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 109

“ Stoves . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..1o6

This statement shows indisputably that the introduc

tion of electric lights into buildings is far less dangerous

to property than the use of many other conveniences;

and when it is considered that careless smokers caused

350 per cent. more fires than electric lights did, the cry

against electric light seems rather ridiculous. Common

sense needs to be practiced in other directions.
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SPARKS FROM THE DYNAMO.

A CRY FROM ‘rm: WEARY.—Rapld transit in Philadelphia would

be the saving of an hour a day to the working people in going to

and from their places of laboi'.—--P/zz'1aa'el_b/u'a Call. Same here.

N. Y. Press. Likewise here. Newark 1V. Sunday Call.

 

Viscount Bury should be taught that an electric launch does

not need to “volt" from Mortlake to Putney; it can go down

simply by the current. On the other hand, progression from

Putney to Mortlake might be called “ohming,” on the ground

that the ohm represents resistance to the current. If this is too

subtle for his lordship, let him delegate his word-making to some

one familiar with electrical terminology.

 

Ya ELECTRIC KNIGHTE.

"What ho! Bring forth my trusty steed

And eke my sword and shield;

I'll volt into the cell and speed

To yon excited field."

Are to the sounds of dole and woe,

He never more came ohm ;

By \Vheatstone’s Bridge they laid him low,

The golden stair he coulomb.

1V. Y. Trzbune.

 

Civii. Si-zavica; YEAR 19oo.—Superintendent: So you want a

place as conductor on the Forked Lightning Electric Railway.

\Vhat do you know about electricity?

Applicant: I know, sir, that electricity aint got no use for bob

tail, non-conductor cars, like they used to have on the slow-coach

Cross-town line when I drove for ‘em.

Superintendent: Why not?

Applicant: ‘Cause the electric current needs a good conductor.

Superintendent : Correct. You can go right out and take charge

of car number 3,008.

OBITUARY.

FREDERICK W. CROCKER.

The death of Mr. Crocker, who for some years had been a patent

solicitor at 234 Broadway, took place on the 29th of March, while

he was on his way to his ,office from his home in Mt. Vernon.

No one that knew him but would gladly pay tribute. as we do, to

the marvellous cheerfulness of the man under the most depressing

circumstances. He had been a sufferer from heart disease-for

years before his death and knew that the end might come any

day or hour; yet he continued faithfully at his work and, so far as

externals indicated, was always in the best of spirits. There was a

rare charm in his personalit which will be remembered by all who

had once met him. A fran manner. a pleasant wit, and captivat

ing ood humor, all contributed to produce it; but a enuine

kind iness which informed them all was, doubtless. its chie secret.

A long and loving memory be his !

_IOI-IANN GEORG HALSKE.

The death is recorded, at Berlin, of Herr Johann Georg -Halske,

the co-founder and, for many years, partner of the well-known

firm of Siemens and Halske.

30, i814, and went to Berlin, where he set up an engineers’ shop

in 184,4. Soon after he made the acquaintance of Werner Siemens,

and it was in Halske’s worksho that Werner Siemens, assisted

by the mechanical skill of the ormer, was able to work out his

first inventions in telegraph so as to bring them before the public.

In 184,7 the two men entere into partnership, and laid the foun

dation of the electrical works which at the present da give em

loyment to thousands of workmen both at Berlin and harlotten

urg, and at several branch establishments. Herr Halske left

the firm in 1867, and since then has been an active member of the

municipality of Berlin.—L0nd0n Eleelrzklkzrz, March 28, I890.

LITERARY.

" gun's Tables and Memoranda for Engineers." By ]. T. Hurst.

Tent Edition, New York : E. & F. Spon. 140 pages. Price,

40 cents.

Literally, a “pocket edition," though the little book would be

likely to get lost in a pocket of ordinary size. The tables contain

valuable facts for the farmer, the digger, the bricklayer, the ma

He was born at Hamburg on July‘

son, the carpenter, the smith, the founder‘, the plumber, the

painter, the glazier, the paper-ban er, the railway engineer, and

everybody else. The worst thing a ut the book is that it starts

off with a mispunctuation, being printed Spans’ Tables, instead of

Spon’: Tables. The fact that two members of the Spon family

take part in its publication is not sufiicient warrant for this placing

of the possessive mark. -

“Practical Electrics." New York and London: E. & F. Spon.

135 pages. Price, 75 cents.

A rather heterogenous collection of facts relating to alarms,

batteries, bells, connections, carbons, coils, dynamo-electric ma

chines, measuring, microphones, motors, phonographs, photo

phones, storage, terminals and telephones. The book contains a

large mass of information no! arranged for easy reference.

"Practical Electrical Notes and Definitions." By W. Perren

Maycock. \Vith Diagrams. London and New York: E. & F.

Spon. 130 ages. Price, 60 cents.

This boo has been prepared with great skill and judgment.

The definitions are, in the main, so good and the comments so

just as to leave little to be desired. Here is what the author sa s

about electrical power transmission : “The steam engine and t e

telegraph have, in their turn, exercised a tremendous influence on

life and commerce ; and two youn er branches of work, the elec

tric light and telephone, are rapi ly a proachiug maturity. T/ze

eleclrie lranu/u':sz'an of flower IS eslined to became qf far

greater importance t/lan all t/zese combined.

Francis Lynde Stetson, in his article on "The Rights of the

Citizen as a User of the Public Streets" (Srrz'bner‘.r for May),

says: “ I know of one worthy public-spirited citizen who earned

the thanks of a considerable community because every morning,

on his way down-town, he stopped at the Bureau of Encum

brances to report building obstructions in his neighborhood. The

public officers found it more comfortable to enforce the law against

the builder than to endure the constantly recurring complaints of

the outraged citizen. A general and concerted movement upon

this line would have a most satisfactory result."

“Transactions of the American Institute of Electrical Engi

neers," Vol. 6, New York City. Published by the Institute at its

office, 5 Beekman Street. 518 pages. Illustrations, followed by

an Index of Current Electrical Literature.

The sixth volume of the Transactions of the American Institute

of Electrical Engineers is distinguished by an unusual variety of

contents and by the excellence in the several papers which former

volumes have taught us to expect. A glance at the table of con

tents shows that such different subjects have been treated as the

following: The Geyer-Bristol Meter for Direct and Alternating

Currents; The Abdank Magnetic Call and the Abdank Integraéph ;

Lightnin Arresters, and the Photographic Study of Self- n uc

tion; A ew System of Multiplex Telegraphy; The Efficiency of

Methods of Artificial Illumination ; The Inherent Defects of Lead

Storage Batteries; Electric Motor Regulation; Magnetism in its Re

lation to Induced Electromotive Force and Current; Personal Error

in Photometry ; Modern Views with Res ect to Electric Currents ;

Some Recent Electrical Work on the E evated Railroads; Alter

natiug Current Motors ; Electrical Notes of a Trans-Atlantic Trip;

Some Methods of Regulating Accumulators in Electric Lighting;

Note on a New Gravity Cell ; and Six Years’ Practical Experience

with the Edison Chemical Meter.

It will be observed that, as usual, the Institute has had among

its papers some of a urely scientific nature, such as that of Pro

fessor Thomson on aguetisin and Professor Rowland on Modern

Views with Respect to Electric Currents. These have been

among the most important papers of the year, as Mr. Lockwood’s

Notes of a Trans-Atlantic Trip, made one of the pleasantest.

The other papers relate chiefly to applications of electricity, and

among these the most important for our readers is that of Mr.

Daft, detailing the experiments with the "Ben Franklin" on the

Ninth Avenue elevated road in New York.

In this paper Mr. Daft discusses the question, which, after his

account of experiments at Greenville, New Jersey, should be no

longer doubtful, whether or not the passage of an electric current

between the wheels of a truck and the rails tends to increase trac

tion. Mr. Daft's experiments, together with those of other in

vesti ators iii the same line, prove beyond a doubt that there is

a welI-marked increase in traction from this cause under favorable

conditions. For this reason Mr. Daft thinks that it is possible to

operate trains of cars by means of electric motor cars or electric

engines having considerably less weight than is now necessary with

steam engines. It may be mentioned that Mr. Daft has since

modified his views so far as to say that no decided increase takes

place unless the current is very heavy.

The details of the experiments with the "Ben Franklin" are

exceedingly interesting. They show that the “Ben Franklin " was

able to draw a train of ei ht cars, each weighing 12 tons, at a speed

of 7,r/2 miles an hour up are steepest grade (about 2 per cent.) and
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at an average s ed of 14.6 miles an hour. The maximum veloc

ity with this train on a level was 16.36 miles an hour.

The above is merely an example of the experiments made with

the "Ben Franklin" on the Ninth Avenue road. Mr. Daft also

considers the question of cost and arrives at the conclusion that it

. is possible to run the elevated road with electric motors at an

actual and considerable saving of fuel, which, as Mr. Daft rightly

maintains, is a vital item.

In Mr. Crocker's paper on “ Electric Motor Regulation," are de

scribed some twenty odd methods of regulating continuous cur

rent motors, to which the discussion adds one or two more.

The frontis iece of the volume is a admirable likeness of Mr. T.

Commerford artin, Past-President of the Institute.

The Verbatim Re rt of the Eighth Annual Meeting of the

American Street Rai way Association, held in Minneapolis in Oe

tober last, is a very interesting pamphlet to all who are interested

in electric traction, for it shows the rapid strides which this system

of propulsion is taking. The Report of the Committee on the

Conditions necessary to the Financial success of Electricity as a

motive wer, and the ensuing discussion, the remarks of Mr.

Jphn S. ise on the Richmond road, of Dr. Everett on the East

(élegglang rogclll, Mr. Iiaang H. Moptks .015 tlqe V'Il{e.sIt End roadflpf

os 11, r. en on e aven roa , r. . . Evans on e

Council Blufis road, Mr. Amos Breed on the Lynn and Boston

-road; Mr. S. H. Short on his Electric System, and Mr. E. H.

Johnson on the Sprague system, all give the most convincing and

conclusive proof of the great superiorty of electricity over every

other motive power for street railways.

“ The South's Redemption” is the title of a pamphlet, written

b Richard H. Edmonds, and reprinted from the Bankers edition

of’our Baltimore contemporary, the .1!anufarlurerx’ Record. show

ing the marvellous industrial progress of the south since 1880. It

is exceedingly interesting and instructive to all who are concerned

with the growth of our country, north and south. '

ECHOES FROM THE ELECTRICAL SOCIETIES.

The forty-fifth meeting of the American Institute of Electrical

Engincrs was held April 2, at Columbia College. Seth Low re

sided and introduced the lecturer of the evening, Professor E ihu

Thomson, president of the Institute, who spoke on the “Pheno

mena of Alternating Current Induction," illustrated by a number

of experiments, some of which had never before been tried in

public. An audience of about 400 persons, composed mostly of

students of the colle e and members of the Institute, listened to

the lecture with mar ed attention and showed their appreciation

of Mr. Thomson's remarks and experiments by fte uent applause.

Among the experiments was one to detect counte eit coin.

 

The regular meeting of the Chicago Electric Club was held at

the rooms of the club on Monday evening, April 7th. The aper

of the evening was " Storage Batteries to the Rescue," by lllr. J.

K. Pumpell . The paper and the discussion called forth by it

was listene to with great interest, es eciall some valuable points

given by Mr. Bauer, electrician for t e Pul man Palace Car Com

pany, in the use of storage batteries in train lighting.

 

SOCIETY or Eu-zcrii1c1ANs.—Fifty-four electricians met in the

Boston Herald Building, Tuesday evening, March 25th, and

formed a society to be known as the Massachusetts Electrical En

gineers and Mechanics Association. The following officers were

chosen: President, ohn Dean, Jr.; vice-president, ames E.

Monroe; secretary, . Vose; financial secretary, C. . T ler;

treasurer, Andrew Hanson; conductor, W. C. Woodward. ’ heir

principal object is mutual benefit in exchange of ideas, etc.

 

The Electric Engineers is the name of a societz recently or

anized at Lynn, and com sed of experts identi ed with the

homson-Houston Electric orks. Discussions and ex eriments

are conducted for the entertainment. instruction and enefit of

those interested. A useful work is being done.

 

On Thursday evening, April 10, at the regular weekly meeting

of the Society of Arts, at the Massachusetts Institute of Tech

nology, Prof. Elihu Thomson read a paper on " Alternating Cur

rents. '

 

_Col. E. H. Hewins, manager Union Electric Car Company, this

(My, read a paper “On the A plication of Storage Batteries to

Street Car Propulsion.” at a we I-attended meeting of the Society

of Arts, held at the Institute of Technology, Boston, Thursday

evening, March 27.

 

An electric club has been or anized by the officers and em loy

ees of the Eddy Electric Mani actuiing Company, Windsor. (gmn.

Meetings will be held once a week, for the consideration and dis

cussion of electrical subjects.

 

The dinner of the Boston Electric Club was held at the Quincy

House, Brattle Street, on Monday evening, April 14, at 6.30

o'clock, on which occasion, after the cloths had been withdrawn,

Mr. Joseph Wetzler, Associate Editor of the Electrical En ineer,

read a pa er on “Electric Railway Evolution." On We nesday

evening, piil 23, occurred several interesting exhibits at the re

plepltion, including phonographs, an electric piano. Edison talking

o s, etc.

 

Dr. Schuyler S. \Vheeler delivered a lecture on the evening of

April 18th, at the Harlem branch of the Young Men's Christian

Association. His subject was “Practical Uses of Electricit ,"

and he illustrated his remarks with several experiments. he

same lecture was delivered in Brooklyn on April 28th.

FOREIGN NOTES OF ALL SORTS.

The new City and Southwark Subway, in London, has had a

successful experimental test, fifty persons traveling in two cars

through the tunnel underneath the Thames at a speed of thirty

miles an hour by electric power. The road is from fifty to sev

enty feet under ground, and elevators will take people up and

down at the stations.

The tramway company of the Co s Forestier line, St. Peters

burg, intend to replace steam traction y electric traction.—L0nrl0n

E/erlrical Engineer.

A company has been formed in London under the name of the

Argentine Inter-Provincial Railway Company, Limited, with a

capital of $6,000,000, gold, for the acquisition, construction, term

ination, maintenance, prolongation and working of railways,

tramways, telegraphs, telephones and other means of communica

tion in the Argentine Republic.

The first German Catholic Church to be li hted by electricity is

the and old cathedral at Strasbourg. Arc ights have been used

outside with fine effect, and it is stated that many of the noble

lines of the architecture are accentuated by night as they never

have been by da '. It was feared that the electric light would

spoil the dim, religious effect of the interior, but the light of the

incandescent lamps which are disposed around the piers and

columns is described as soft and harmonious.

It is reported that En lish capitalists are at the point of

taking out a mort a e on e water of the Canadian Niagara Falls.

An eminent Eng is electrician and well known capitalists in

London, are behind the scheme. The object, it is stated, is to get

electricity for transmission to cities and towns as a motive power

and for lighting purposes. The lessees are to pay $25,000 vearly

rent. A de osit of $10,000 has been made with the commissioners,

which is to be forfeited unless a contract is finally closed and the

balance of the first two years‘ rent paid by March 1, 1891. It is

stated that ex-Governor Cornell is interested in the scheme. The

s 'ndicate will be opposed by the Hamilton companv, known as

tlie Niagara Hydraulic Electric Company, in corporated in Virginia

with $20,000 capital.

PERSONAL.

Mr. Lemuel Wm. Serrell, a gentleman well and favorably

known in connection with electrical affairs, has just established

himself on his own account as a consulting and constructing

mechanical and electiical engineer, with offices at 115 Broadway,

this city. Mr. Serrell has done a at deal of excellent work in

the electric motor field. He will evote special attention to elec

tric street railways, electric light and power plants, steam plants,

etc., all of which he will undertake to design and construct in such

a manner as to maintain a maximum economy of operation. And

a special feature will be made of reports on inventions and enter

prises for intending investors.

Mr. Edison has been made an honorary member of the Berlin

Electrical Society. ‘

Superintendent Tra 101', of the Richmond, (Va.) Electric Street

Railway, has invente an electric motor that possesses, it is said,

a number of improved features.

W. R. McLain, one of the most 1popular foremen of car shops of

the Thomson-Houston Company, as resigned to acce t a osition

as master mechanic with a street railway company at es oines,

Ia.

Geo. B. Prescott, Jr. has been apgointed by Mrs. Sarah A. Day,

administratrix of the estate of A. . Day, deceased. as eneral

agent of the Kerite Insulated \Vire and Cable business esta lished

by the late Mr. Day.
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THE PELTON WATER—WHEEL ANI) ELECTRIC GENER

ATION.

The utilization of water courses and falls to drive water-wheels

for power purposes of all kinds, including the generating of

electric currents for dynamos for light and ower applications,

is bound to grow into eat importance. he Pelton Water

\Vheel Company has ma e many successful ex eriments in this

field. This company has recently furnished the readwell Mill of

Alaska a power equipment, presenting many very interesting

features.

The mill referred to is the largest quartz mill in the world, con

sisting of 240 stamps, 96 concentrators, 12 ore crushers, etc., etc.,

requiring about 500 horse power. All of this machinery, covering

several acres of ground, with its vast complication of counter

shafts and connections, is now run by a single Pelton Wheel 7

feet in diameter, operating under a head of 490 feet, making 235

revolutions and using 630 cubic feet of water per minute, which is

discharged through a nozzle three and thirty-one hundredths

inches in diameter. With a four inch nozzle this wheel will work

up to 735 h. p.

Perfect regulation is afforded by the use of a deflecting nozzle

operated by a hydraulic governor. This is a nozzle about four

feet long, with a ball joint at the butt end. To the discharge end

is attached by lever connections an automatic hydraulic regulator,

which varies the amount of water applied to the wheel as may be

needed to adapt it to var 'ing loads. This device has been gene

rally adopted by the Pe ton Co. as affording the most simple,

sensitive and satisfactory regulation, both for general machinery

and electric light purposes.

Com arisons are often made at the East between the advant

ages 0 steam and water power. As applied on the Pacific Coast,

water has so much the better of steam that the latter is not to be

thought of where water is available. A striking instance of this

advantage is here afforded. The wheel above referred to weighs

but 800 pounds, and the entire equipment, embracing shafts,

boxes, driving pulley, etc., only about 4,000 pounds. A steam

machinery plant to give the maximum capacity of this wheel

would not weigh less than 200 tons. The expense of operating

such a plant would run well into the thousands eve ' month,

while the cost of running the Pelton wheel is merey the oil

needed for the journal bearings.

Included in the above equipment was also an 8 feet Pelton

wheel to drive a 15 drill compressor, requiring 175 h. Also

two small 18 inch wheels to run dynamos which light t e entire

works. Probably no such amount of power was ever before

furnished at so small expense, both as to the first cost and that of

maintainance. This mammoth mill affords a fair illustration of

the modern methods of mining and of how low grade ores can be

made to pay large dividends.

The Falls of Niagara, it is estimated, would, if fully utilized,

afford all the way from ten to fifteen million horse power; prob

ably enough to run all the machinery in the New England States.

The magnitude of the undertaking as well as the fact that no

water wheel has ever been found adapted to such conditions has

heretofore discouraged any attempts to make use of this stupend

ous power. Turbine wheels, it is well known, cannot be operated

under any such head as these falls afford, their usefulness being

limited to heads rangin from 10 to 30 and 40 feet, and as there

are many other streams rom which this much fall can be obtained

that do not present such difficulties of application, the great

wealth of energy Niagara affords has been allowed to run to

waste.

The remarkable results obtained from the Pelton Wheel on the

Pacific Coast have attracted the attention of many of our most

eminent engineers with reference to its application to the Falls

above referred to, and an examination of the extraordinary con

ditions under which many of them are being successfully operated

clearly indicates their adaptation to such purpose. The means of

ultilization being thus determined, the problem presents no insur

mountable difficulties.

A commission from the Canadian authorities, consisting of a.

Member of Parliament and several noted engineers, recently

visited the Pacific Coast to investigate the merits of this wheel

with reference to its adoption in various enterprises projected in

the Provinces, but more particularly for the purpose of utilizing

the water power of Niagara Falls from the Canadian side. The

result of the investi ation was, satisfactory in the highest degree,

and will undoubte ly result in the first attempt to make this

gigantic force available for manufacturing and commercial pur

poses. The commission were of the unanimous opinion that by

means of Pelton Wheels it is practicable to utilize to a very con

siderable extent the energy these Falls afford, and that the pro

ject, stupendous as it is, involves no greater engineering difficulties

than are encountered in many of the great enterprises now under

construction in various parts of the world. For the information

of those who may not be familiar with the operation of the Pelton

Wheels, it may be stated that many of them are running on this

Coast under heads as- high as 1,000 to 1,700 feet, maintaining

under these exce tional conditions an efficiency of 88 to goper

cent. and this wit out showing wear or givin any trouble.

The height of Niagara Fal s is 176 feet. y ca 'ng water insteel conduits a distance of about three-quarters rd-fna mile to a

point below the rapids, a fall of 240 feet can be obtained. This

entire fall it is roposed to utilize, placing the wheels above high

water mark aong the bank of the river and locatin various

manufactories on accessible sites above, the power from the

wheels to be carried up by a s stern of cable transmission. Any

where from 100,000 to 500,000 orse power can, it is estimated, be

obtained in this way without any appreciable loss in the current

which sweeps along with such irresistible force.

In addition to local manufactories, dynamos will be run to

supply power and light to the adjacent towns and cities, as also to

transmit electrical energy for power and light to the cities of

Buffalo and Toronto, which are only about twenty miles distant.

The project, though one of great magnitude, is now believed—

with the means at hand—to be perfectly practicable, and the

utilization of these great Falls, about which there has been more

discussion than any other problem of modern times, seems about

to be realized.

Superintendent Thomas, of the Sutro Tunnel, sug ests the fol

lowing novel and economical plan for draining the ooded levels

of the Comstock mines, which is receiving serious consideration

from the Directors of the Tunnel Co., and has the general ap

proval of our most experienced engineers.

It is roposed to place powerful air com ressors at the mouth

of the unnel, to be operated by Pelton \ eels driven by the

water flowing through the Tunnel, which will include also that

raised to the Tunnel level by a series of umps of a combined

water lifting capacity of eight million galibns per day. These

pumps to be operated by compressed air, furnished as above

described.

The plan outlined is regarded as perfectly practicable and will

give renewed life and activity to operations on the whole line of

the lode. The vast amount of power developed by the waste

water of the Tunnel will admit of pros ecting to much greater

depths than ever before reached, as wel as working rofitably a

large amount of low grade ore that cannot be hand ed by any

other means.

The vast amount of power saved by the use of the Pelton

Wheels in the Chollar Shaft by electric transmission, and in the

C. & C. Shaft by cable transmission, has already made available

immense quantities of this class of ore, furnishing employment to

a large number of ‘men. Compressed air has in many cases an

advantage over any other system of transmission, especially for

deep workings, as t e air, liberated, cools and freshens the under

ground chambers in away to greatl 'facilitate work. A some

what similar lant is, we understan , under construction for the

Commonwealt Mine in Colorado. Pelton Wheels are to be

operated on a stream about half a mile from the Mine, which are

to run powerful Compressors, the air so furnished to be conveyed

to the Mine for the purpose of running the mill, hoisting works,

pumps, etc.

The mining interests of the country are now being greatly pro

moted by the increased attention given to the utilization of water

power, both by direct application and the various methods of

transmission so successfully employed, the Pelton VVheel being

exclusively used for generating power for such purpose from the

fact of its extraordinary efficiency and simplicity, as well as that

it admits of the closest regulation under any head and every

variety of conditions.

ELECTRIC POWER FROM WATER.

A company is being formed for the purpose of damming the

Farrnington river about three miles below ariffville, Conn., and

usin the power thus secured, about 2,000 horse power, for elec

triea purposes. It is a scheme which E. C. Terry and A. C. Dun

ham, of Hartford, have been perfecting for a year or more. The

land and necessary rights have been secured, and, when the dam

and power machinery are read , dynamos will be set up, furnish

ing electricity which will be brought to Hartford over copper

wires and there distributed for use. The Hartford Electric Light

Company, of which Mr. Dunham is president, has just closed a

contract for lighting Hartford all night eve night for three

years, and will take 600 horse power of this armin on river

electricity to use for this and other electric purposes. '1‘ e ca ital

of the company will be from $75,000 to $100,000, and dividen s of

8 to to per cent. are expected. Responsible parties stand ready

to contract to build the dam at a price already arranged. and

others have agreed to p '

guarantee it, so that calculations are based on known cost and

guaranteed results.

DEATH BY Gas ASPHYXIA have of late been more than ever fre

quent. They outnumber electric fatalities more than ten to one,

but coming without the startling features of an electrical accident

they attract little attention.

ut in the necessary electric machinery and '
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THE ELECTRIC MOTOR FIELD.

ELECTRIC TRACTION IN SOUTH—WEST LONDON.

As paragraphs have been going the round of the daily press to

the effect that shortly several electric tramcars will be running

on the South London Tramway Co’s lines, we may mention that

the statements made are erroneous as far as that company is at

present concerned. The company which is about to employ elec

tric traction, to a certain extent, is the London Tramways Co.,

Ltd., whose cars run from Westminster and Blackfriars Bridges,

and from the Borough to southern districts. It is, however, only ro

osed primarily to run electric tramcars on the Westminster Bri ge

ooting route, but the first practical working will take lace on

the Clapham-Tooting line. ‘he London '1‘ramways Co. ave for

a long time considered the advisability of substituting electric for

horse traction, and it has been finally resolved to adopt ]ari'nan’s

system, which is now being worked by the Electric Tramcar Syn

dicate, Ltd., of 31 Lombard Street, E. C. As onr'readers are al

ready aware, several trials with a jarman electric car have been

made on the \Vestminster Bridge-Clapham line. The vehicle is

an ordinary horse car transformed into an electric car by the in

stallation of E. P. S. cells and _Iarman’s motor, etc., and weighs

about six and a half tons without passengers. This, as compared

with the electric cars on the Barkin line of the North Metropoli

tan Tramways Co., is one and a alf tons heavier ; but in the

new electric cars in course of construction the weight will_be con

siderably diminished. The London Tramways Co. have removed

their cars and horses from the depot in High Street, Clapham, to

more commodious premises in the immediate nei hborhood, and

have placed their old establishment at the dispos of the Electric

‘Tramcar Syndicate. The premises are now being transformed by

the latter into a central station for electric tramcars and electric

lighting.

It is expected that one electric car will shortl commence run

ning on the Clapham-Tooting line. This wo d have been the

case a few months ago, but great difficulty has been and is still

experienced in obtaining the delivery of the motors from the ma

kers. On the starting of the first working car, others will be

placed on the line in quick succession. The Tramways Co. have, we

understand, already obtained provisional powers for running

electric tramcars, and it is believed that a rapid extension of their

use will take place. The Electric Tramcar Syndicate will, in addi

tion to running electric cars, also supply electrical energy for

lighting, and if necessary, likewise for power purzposes. Mr.Jarman

informs us that many names have alread been hande in by

those wishing to have the electric light. T at this is the case in

a neighborhood which cannot be considered as a very wealthy one

and where there is not a large number of business establishments,

forbodes well for the success of this branch of the undertaking.

It is anticipated that the electric traction branch will also be satis

flgctory from a commercial point of view.-—L0nd0n Elerlrzkal

er/zew.

TRIAL OF A GERMAN ELECTRIC STREET CAR.

Some interesting experiments were tried by the Frankfort com

mission on the street railroad between Frankfort and Offenbach.

The trip was made with a single moto.‘ car, carrying a trailer, and

the load of persons was from 12 to 20. The weight of the emptywagon of the motor was 4,000 kilograms ; the weight of the empty I

car 2,000 kilograms. Readings were taken every 5 seconds of the

volts and amperes on the car. The ampere and voltage meters

were by Hartmann & Braun, and had been recently calibrated.

The voltage in the experiment ranged from 200 to 300, and the

horse power from about 5 to as high as 35. The current required

to ‘start was from 80 to 100 amperes, which on an average after 5

seconds had fallen to between 50 and 60 amperes, and after 10

seconds to between 30 and 40 amperes, while, after the car had

settled down to steady running, the demand for current was from

15 to 25 amperes only.

PA RIS ELECTRIC TRAMWAYS.

The following articulars are 'ven of the new electric cars on

the Levalois-Ma eleine line at aris. Four cars atpresent are

running. They are fitted with Faure-Sellon-Volckmar accumula

tors with twin plates 108 cells in 12 boxes, containing 9 each in

series, each cell weighing 33 pounds. The 12 boxes are placed in

cupboards at the angles of the cars, four in front and twelve be

hind. They are grouped in four groups of 27 and can be connected

in four manners. one, two, three, or four in series. The motor

placed under the car is of the Siemens ty e. Its speed can be

1,6oo_ revolutions, but is usually 1,000, re uced by endless cord

gearing of 27 to 1. The reversal of the motor is accomplished by

the movement of a handle fitted to the brushes ; these are double

and in the form of V, one branch of the V corresponding to the

forward and the other to the backward motion. The car weighs

7,700 pounds, it carries 3,500 pounds of accumulators, and can

carry 50 passengers. At the normal speed of eight miles an hour,

the electric energy necessary is as follows; on the level 4.5 h. p.

(16 amp. X 200 v.); on a rise of one per cent. 8 h. p (29 amp. X 200

v.), and two per cent. 11 h. p. (42 amp. X 200 v.). At the speed of

4.1. miles an hour: on the rise of three per cent. 12.5 h. p. (46 am .

X 200 v.), and four per cent. 15.5 h. p. (57. amp. X 200 v.). At t e

speed of 31; miles an hour: with a rise of five per cent. 10.5 h. p.

(38 amp. X 200 v.) and 5.5 per cent. 11 h. p. (40 amp. X 200 v.).

IMPORTANT ELECTRIC RAILWAY CONTRACT.

The following is from the Pittsburgh C/’zr0n1'cle- Telrgraplz .

‘,‘ Mr. John E. Ridall returned last week from Rochester, N. Y.,

where he succeeded in placing a contract with the Sellers McKee

Street Railway Syndicate for an electric system to be put in use

on its roads. The contract embraces 68 miles of single track road

and 100 cars, with two moters to each car and 1,100 horse-power

generators. The power for these generators will be water.

"The cost of the electrical ortion of ‘the system will be over

$360,000. In addition to the ochester road, the same s Yndicate

owns street railway lines in Troy and Buffalo, and the inning

harn line in this city, and it is said that the same motive power is

to be ut in use on all the lines this year. The Short system, of

Cleve and, will be the one used.

" Mr. Ridall has also placed a contract for the same system with

thedlohnstown Street Railway Company, calling for 10 miles of

roa and 10 cars."

 

VALUE OF ELECTRICITY IN MINING.

A prominent coal miner of Elmwood, lll., testifies to the value

of electricity in its application to certain work in mines, which

he says, cannot be overestimated. The operating expenses in the

driving of the pump alone were reduced to a remarkable extent,

the expenditure being $300, as compared with the $1200 entailed

by operation by steam. When using steam the prime factor of

expense was the cost of maintenance and operation and each ex

tension of the line of pipes meant an additional consumption of

power. With the electric motor the pump can be removed to any

part of the mine, and at an expense of less than $50 a discharge

pipe can be driven or sunk through the earth to the proper level

and the circuit completed with wires drawn throng a smaller

pipe, and this can be repeated as often as necessary.

THE SHERMAN ELECTRIC SYSTEM.

The Lowell, (Mass.) illclrnzhg Times of April 8, says :

“During the past week, the Sherman Electric Storage Equip

ment company have run a street car at Salem with great success

gy its new. system of electric storage. The car was run on the

'illows branch, also on the main me to South Salem, crossing

switches and turning curves as easily asit moved along the straight

track. On Thursday the running of the car was witnessed by

several prominent electricians, including J. ]. Skinner, Ph.D., of

the Massachusetts Institute of Technology; Prof. George B. Ste

vens of Yale College ; Prof. W. H. Herrick of New Haven ; Hon.

. H. Greel of Augusta, Me.; Prof. John Robinson of Peabod ;

. H. Merri 1, Geor_ e Freeman and Charles E. Gee of Lowell. 11

were highly please with the result of the test. This week the

car will be run to Peabody. Another exhibition will be given to

morrow, which will be witnessed by horse railroad ofificials from

various cities, who are anxious to secure some electric system

whereby they can dispense with the use of the unsightly and

dangerous poles and wires."

ELECTRIC MOTORS IN MASSACHUSETTS.

The total horse-power of electric motors in use on June 30,

1889, was 1442 furnished by 538 motors, of which 111 were on are

light circuits, 379 on incandescent light circuits and 48 on power

circuits. These motors were run from only 21 difierent stations.

11 of which were supplying over 4c>horse power each. The sta

tion supplying the largest amount of power was the Edison station

in Boston, su plying 233 motors, aggregating 623-horse power

nearly half 0 that su plied in the entire State. These were all

011 incandescent circuits."—B0stan journal of Cnmmerce.

A MINIATURE MOTOR.

The Omaha (Neb.) Herald of March 23d says: Quite acrowd is

attracted to a window at Whitehouse’s drug store where there is in

full operation a miniature electric motor, the product of the faith

ful toil of Harry B. Whitehouse, assisted by Minor A. Currier of

Pacific express company. The motor was produced simply as an

experiment on the part of these gentlemen, and it has been viewed

and admired by many local electricians.

The motor consists of a “field magnet," length inside 10 inches;

internal diameter of polar section of magnet 3} inches; width of

magnet core 25 inches; number of layers of wire to each coil of

magnet 5 ; number of convolutions in each layer 34; length of
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wire in each coil, approximate, 100 feet; size of wire, American

gauge, N0. 18. The armature is contained within the polar section

of the magnet and is constructed as ‘follows : Outside diameter of

armature, 3,& inches; inside diameter of armature core, 23/16inches;

thickness of armature core, Q inches; width, 2 inches; width,

around, 2.} inches; number of coils on armature, 12; number of

layers in each coil, 4; number of convolutions in each layer, 8;

length of wire in each coil, 1a<pproximate, 15 feet; size of wire on

armature, American gauge, 0. 18; length of armature shaft, 71}

inches; diameter of armature shaft, 3/16 inch; total weight of

wire in armature and field magnet, 6 pounds ; total weight of mo

tor about 15 pounds. .

The fields are connected up in parallel, armature connected up

in series. The “ commutator" consists of twelve strips of copper,

three-sixteenths of aninch wide, screwed to the hub, which go

up to the bottom of the coils on the armature and are con

nected by bendin the strips over the top wire of one coil and

the bottom wire 0 the next. The brushes are constructed with

ten layers of copper strips_one-half inch wide, the brush holders

being made on the same principle as the United States dynamos. ,

The electricity may be generated from any bichromate battery,

but the batteries used for this motor are the Laclede, open circuit,

charged with bichromate solution. This motor is ca able of run

ning four sewing machines by the use of eight of t ese Laclede

batteries, but one battery is suflicient to rim the motor of itself.

Its maximum speed is 3,000 revolutions per minute.

A NEW EDISON ELECTRIC MOTOR.

If made at all, the experiment of the new Edison system for elec

tric locomotion for street cars will be made in a few days. The

proposed trial track is from the stables of the Orange Crosstown

railroad at the junction of Washington and Dodd streets, Orange,

to what is known as To corner, West Orange, at the junction

of Washington street an Valley road. The tracks belong to the

railroad company, and the distance is about three-fifths of a. mile.

The car with which the trial is to be made has been getting fitted

up in the Edison shops, West Orange, for several months past.

The greatest secrecy has been maintained about its construction

and none but the most expert workmen were allowed to work on

it. The interior of the car has been fitted up with electric bat

teries and a pliances. The work was done on the third story of

the Edison uilding, and on Tuesday the car was lowered to the

ound. As soon as practicable it will be placed for trial on the

Vashin on street tracks.

Consi erable interest has been shown in the manner in which

the plant, so far as can be seen, has been built along the track.

On account of the apparent costliness »of the experiment, it is

jud ed that the proprietors are confident of its success.

A on the centre of the track, which is a single track, a rectan

gular s aped iron pipe is laid in a bed of wood. Inside is nothing

whatever, not even wire. Every third rail is soldered and joine

with copper wire. Along the entire stretch of track, on alternate

sides of it, are three cast-iron plates. They are hollow, being

about four inches deep. The top plate is about one inch thick,

and held to the other parts. with many bolts. Within the top square

plate is a round hole covered with a lid. The inside of the iron

structures are wired, and it is supposed that batteries will be

placed within.—Press, Newark, N. _I., April 10.

THE SMIT COMBINED ENGINE AND DYNAMO.

Messrs. Smit, of Slikkerveer, Holland, have brought out a neat

combination engine and dynamo lighting an arc lig t projector at

sea. It is designed with a view of having as little weight as pos

sible. The output is 65 volts and 70 amperes, as required for the

Dutch Navy's torpedo boat "Cerberus." In order to reduce the

weight to the lowest possible limit, as demanded by the naval

authorities, Messrs. Smit have used an open engine instead of the

closed-in type; and thus have sacrificed efliciency, durability, and

freedom from breakdown. The armature is Gramme wound with

3.5 mm. wire. The speed is 450 revolutions per minute, and is

controlled by an electromagnetic governor interposed in the shunt

circuit.

The engine has 4-in. cylinder, by 5-in. stroke, and works with

100 lbs. to 150 lbs. pressure of steam. The engine and dynamo to

gether weigh 840 bs., and the 20-in. projector to match weighs

520 lbs., or 1,360 lbs. total weight. The outside dimensions are

3 ft. 9 in. long, 2 ft. 6 in. high, and 1 ft. 5;. in. broad.—1nduslrz'es,

April 11, 1890.

ELECTRIC RAILROADS IN COLORADO.

An extensive system of electric roads is in process of construc

tion in and about Colorado Springs, Col. A company of capitalists

was organized in that city about one year ago with t e intention of

building one of the finest systems of rapid transit railroads in op

eration in the country. T e company organized was called the

El Paso Rapid Transit Company, and F. L. Martin, A. A. Lawton,

A. A. McG0vney and E. ]. Eaton of Colorado Springs, M. A.

Lediliy of Manitou, and E. W. Brad , A. L. Hughes, A. B. Brady,

W . Smith, A. Nebecker and . I/V. Brady of Davenport, Ia.,

became the rincipal stockholders in the new company. They

went earnest y to work and the result is that the city is being cov

ered with a network of tracks, and by May 15 electric cars will be

spinningthrough the streets. The city council gave the company

a franc ise through the principal streets and the county commis

sioners gave them rights on certain country roads. On March 1

the name of _the company was changed to that of the Colorado

Springs Rapid Transit Railway Company. A few months ago the

cpmpany urchased the stock, franchises and equipment of the

Colorado _. prings-Manitou Street Railway road. The contract for

the electrical equipment of the system was awarded the Sprague

company. _The power house will contain two 175 horse power

Corliss engines and four 80 horse power Edison dynamos. Already

sixty miles of wire have been strun . Eighteen motor cars and as

many trailers are now in course 0 construction at the Pullman

s_hops,_ Chicago, and will soon be ready for shipment. In connec

tion with the approaching openin_ of the system the Gazelle of

Colorado Springs sa_ys : " It is di cult to realize the eat advan

tage of rapid transit or the value to our city In a ew weeks it

will be possible to visit Cheyenne Canon and Austin’s Bluff in a

very short time for the price of five cents, whereas it now requires

several hours to come and go and costs at least 82. To the poorer

classes who may desire to take an afternoon outing in the moun

tains, the road will prove a boon. Colorado Cit , and eventually

Manitou, will be a few minutes ride of the city, while the additions

to the east, west, north and south parts will not be so very inac

cessible that they will be felt to be far removed from the city..

The cars will travel at about the rate of twenty miles an hour."—

Western Eleclrzdan.

ELECTRIC RAILWAY TALK.

Albany, Ore.--The Albany (Ore.) Street Railroad Com any has

been granted a franchise. Six miles of electric road wil be built

this summer.

Athol, Ma.ss.—The electric street railway franchise for a road

between Athol and Orange has at last been settled and all the

points are now practically agreed upon. The franchise grants the

right to la a single track from Athol to Orange, six miles in

length. The Daft Double Trolley System will be used.

Birmingham, Ala.—-Street Railroads-Negotiations are pending

for the purchase by a s ndicate of local capitalists of the proper

ties, franchises, etc., 0 the.Birmingham & Ensle ' Dummy Rail

road Co., the Birmingham, Powderly & Bessemer ummy Railwa

Co. and the Birmingham Union Railwa' Co., comprising in 1

about 30 miles of track; also for the p ant of the Birmin ham

Electric Light Co., as was previously rumored. The rai ways

will be operated by electricity. The capital stock of the syndicate

is $5,000,000.

Boston, Mass.—At the Massachusetts State House the street

railway committee gave a hearin to F. A. Bartholomew and

others, who propose to build the Ri ey system of elevated railways

in this cit . It was proposed to carry upon the structure an over

head con uit for electric wires of all kinds, and to furnish electric

lighting to the city in compensation for location accorded.

' Brooklyn, N. Y.—It is said that ]ay Gould and Cyrus W. Field

have a scheme in hand for connecting near Long Island towns

with Brookl n by means of extensions to the electric railroad now

owned by t em, which connects East New York and Jamaica.

Experience has shown that electric railroads extending outward

into the suburban towns from a large city invariably advances the

price of real estate along the route, and home-seekers from the

city are attracted by the better building conditions.

Burlington Ia.—The City Council has granted permission to the

Street Railway lines to adopt electricity as a motive power, and

the contracts have been awarded.

Chicopee, Mass.—An electric railway from Chicopee, Mass. to

Ho] oke is expected when the Willimansett bridge is built. The

loca street railway is already anxious to secure the right of way

over the coming structure. ‘

Cleveland, O.—An electric railway is to be constructed between

Cleveland and Berea. Ohio, a distance of twelve miles.

Concord, N. H.—-'l‘he mayor and aldermen have voted—7 to 5

in favor of allowing the directors of the horse railway to use elec

tricity on their cars, and to select the s stem they choose. This

vote reverses the former action of the oard and is a victory for

the horse railway, whose oflicers introduced the single trolley sys

tem. After the adoption of this vote a notice was filed by the

New England Telegraph and Telephone Company, that it would

hold the city responsib e for all damage to its plant, caused by the

use of the single trolley system.
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Preparations for equipping the Concord Horse Railroad with

electricity as a motive ower are well advanced. Contracts with

the Thomson-Houston ompany were signed several weeks ago.

A 115 horse power engine and boiler to correspond have been or

dered of the Swainpscott Machine Company, to be delivered in

six weeks. The wire was ordered a fortni t ago, and the loca

tion of the poles has been determined. ork will be pushed as

soon as the city council appoints its electrical supervisor under

the recent ordinances. Two of the new cars have been painted,

and a third is ready for the roof.

Duluth, Minn.—The ordinance authorizing the Duluth Street

Railway Company to construct, equip and maintain, certain lines

of electric street railway within the limits of Duluth, has been

passed by the council.

El 'n, lll.——The E1 in City Railway Company announces theurcgiase from the E ison Company of its incandescent and are

ightin plants there. The company will have ten miles of elec

tric ra' road in operation June 1st.

Gadsden, Ala.—Parties are making efforts to organize a com

pany to construct and operate an electric railway.

Jersey City, N. ].—The Jersey City and Bergen Horse Car

Railroad Company has decided to run all its cars by electricity,

and a contract has already been drawn between the company and

the jersey City Electric Light Company, which is to supply the

power. .

Kansas City, Mo.—The Kansas City and Suburban railway

stockholders will, on May 31, vote u on the proposition to issue first

mortgage bonds to the amount of 100,000 for the purpose of con

structing the electric line this summer on Troost avenue. from the

termination of the cable line on that avenue to Waldo park and to
Forestillill cemetery. The line will also connect with the I-Iolmes‘

street cable line at Springfield avenue by oing west on Fussell

avenue to Holmes and north on Holmes to pringfield. At Waldo

station passengers on the Kansas City & Southern road will be

transferred to the electric line, and thence to the cable lines and

to the Union depot. An electric road between Kansas City and

Independence, Mo., a distance of 20 miles, is to be constructed.

The cost will be $1,000,000. This will be the longest electric road

in the county.

Kearney, Neb.—’l‘he citizens are jubilant over their electric street

railroad. The work of construction is going ra idl ' forward, and

the motor cars have arrived. The cars are htte with Sprague

ntotors, and are lighted by electricity. They are the objects of

great admiration by the inhabitants.

La Grande, Ore.—-Mitchell, Tobin & Co. have been granted by

the La Grande, Ore., trustees a street railroad franchise for an

electric road five miles long. Work to begin within 90 days, and

two miles of road to be in operation within fifteen months.

Lancaster, Pa.—The project of an electric railway to connect

Lancaster, Pa. with Lititz, a distance of eight miles, has taken

definite shape, and the road will probably be built the coming

summer. It will cost from $80,000 to $85,000, including equip

ment.

Manchester, N. I-I.—It is expected that an electric railroad will

be built this season to Lake Massabesic from Manchester, N. H.

a distance of about four miles.

Minneapolis and St. Paul.—A scheme is on foot to make Univer

sity avenue, along the electric line between Minneapolis and St.

Paul, a grand boulevard. The avenue is 125 feet wide and could

be made very beautiful. It is proposed to make 10-foot sidewalks,

a five-foot boule\ ard, and a 30-foot driveway on each side of a

space 20 feet wide running down the center of the avenue. In

this central space the electric railway tracks are to be placed.

New Bedford, Mass.-—New Bedford is to have an electric street

railway equipped forthwith by the Thomson-Houston Electric

Company.

Newton, Mass.—The Newton Electric Railway Company pro

oses to construct an electric road between Waltham and ‘West

'ewton the coming season. It is expected that the road will be

fully equipped with the Thomson-Houston system by July 1.

Oakland, Cal._-'-Work on the Grove St. Electric road is in active

progress and it is expected that that the line will be completed

within the city limits within three months, and the whole road in

year.

Passaic, N. ]._—The electric street railway is progressing favor

ably under the direction of Mr. W. M. Freeman, and is expected

to be completed on or about May 1st.

Portland, Ore.—’l‘he Transcontinental Street Railway company.

which has the most extensive s stem of street railways in Portland,

Ore., has decided to supplant iiorse power by electricity, and will

adopt the overhead wire system. Objection has been made by

property owners to the erection of poles and the stringing of wires

in the streets of Portland by the electric companies now estab

lished, and it is feared opposition will be developed against the

Transcontinental company.

Pittsburgh2 Pa.—-The work of building the Duquesne Traction

Company’s line out Forbes street has been be u. The con

tractors, Messrs. Booth & Flinn, say they will bui (I 1,000 feet of

road per day, and the company expects to have cars running in

September.

Richmond, Va.—An electric railway is to be built between

Richmond and Petersburg, passin near Chesterfield Court-house.

It is announced that the road will e completed and in operation

within the next four months.

Saainch, B. C.-At a public meeting a resolution was passed

pzetitionin the Provincial Government to assist the National

Slectrifi ramway Company of Victoria to build an extension to

aainc .

San Jose, Ca.l.—Electricity is to be adopted on the Stockton

Avenue line, San Jose, as soon as the electric road now in course

of construction in San Jose is in successful operation.

Seattle, Wa.sh.—A company is being formed to construct an

electric road through South Seattle. Councilman Ilarry YVhite

and others are the promoters of the scheme.

The projectors are now arranging a route over certain streets,

and wi 1 ask the council for a franchise in a few da s.

A corporation consisting of Richard Nevins, r., I-Iolman &

Robinson, R. M. McFadden of the Merchants National Bank, F.

H. Osgood and others, together with the Thomson-Houston Elec

tric Light Company of Boston, have engineers in the field running

reliminary surveys with a view of building an electric car line

rom Deception to Anacortes.

South Framingham.—The Framingham Street Railway. Com

pany was organized in this town. his corporation proposes to

construct and operate a street railway in the town of Framingham,

from the Natick and Sharborn line. and the motive power is to be

either electricity or horse or both, as occasion may require.

Springfield, Mo.—A compan with a capital of $150,000 is being

organized, for the purpose of uying up the existing street rai -

ways and equipping them with electricity.

St. Augustine, Fla..—-Thirty thousand dollars have been sub

scribed to provide for the construction of an electric street rail

way at St. Augustine, Fla.

St. Louis, Mo.—At a recent meeting of the St. Louis City Coun

cil, seven bills providin for introducing electricity as a means of

propulsion on street rai way lines, were adopted. The ordinance

granting a franchise to the Vandeventer line was ordered to an

engrossment which is equal to an approval. This is an e tension of

the Lindell railway, of which it is practically a branch Among

the other bills favorably assed upon were the following. The

Lindell Railway bill; the enton-Bellefontaine Railway bill; the

Forest Park and Laclede Avenue Railway bill ; the Missouri Rail

way Bill ; the Mound City Railway bill ; and the Union Depot

Railway bill, all being ap lications for a change of motive wer

to electricity. The Broa way Street Railway bill was lai over,

and will probably be passed at the next meeting.

Topeka, Kan.-—The Topeka City Railway Company submitted

a proposition to the cit council, agreeing to operate its cars by

electricity, re air the ansas avenue bridge and light Kansas

avenue with e ectricity free for the exclusive right of way on this

thoroughfare and over the bridge.

This action was forced by the rapid transit company asking the

right of way on this street, and will do away with horse cars in

Topeka. -

Vancouver, B. C.—A lon line of electric street railway is pro

posed at Vancouver. The ine proposed will run from some point

at or near the city of Vancouver, B. C., to run in a southerly di

rection along or adjacent to the North Arm road to a point near

the Fraser River, and thence westerly by the most feasible route

along the north side of said Fraser River to the Sea Island Bridge

and thence southerly across said bridge to Sea Island. continuing

southerly across Sea Island and the bridge connecting Sea. Island

and Lulu Island, and thence southerly to a point on the south side

of said Lulu Island, with power and for the purpose of running

and operating a steam ferry between said point on the south side

of Lulu Island and Ladner's Landing, and other places on Fraser

River.

Waltham, Mass.—On Monda evening, March 24, the commit

tee on streets of the Waltham oard of Aldermen recommended

that the Newton Street Railwa I Company be allowed to use elec

tricity as a motive power on t e cars used between and in the

towns named.
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Washington, D. C.—A proposed railway, to be operated by

cable, electric, neumatic or other mechanical power (except the

use of steam ocomotives), is the City and Suburban Railway

Company, of the District of Columbia; capital, $1,000,000;

VVilliam S. Thompson and john A. Baker, of Washington, princi

pal incorporators.

Wheeling, O.—There are some prospects of a new bridge and

electric street railroad being built from Wheeling to Kirkwood,

Ohio. Bridgeport is asked to raise $10,000.

Winston, N. C.—A Northern syndicate has secured control of

the electric interests in the towns of Winston and Salem, in North

Carolina, and an electric line, connecting the two towns, will soon

be installed. The line will be five miles long, and will include six

cars. The Sprague system of overhead wiring will be used. The

dynamos will be located in the electric light station. which will

hereafter supply both light and power for the street cars and gen

eral industries along tlrie line. -

This is probably the first station in the country from which will

be distributed electric power for street railway and general indus

tries and light by both are lamps and incandescent.

Among the incorporators of the company mentioned are E. H.

Johnson, J. H. McClement, F. ]. S rague and E. B. Hawkes.

There are, it is true, a number 0 cities in the South where there

are electric roads in operation, or in process of construction,'but

the horse and mule are still relied upon in most cities for the opera

tion of street cars. Northern capital, however, is rapidly devel

oping many of the southern towns, and a few years change a

locality from a condition of inertness to one of business and enter

prise.

Zanesville, Ohio.—The street railway company of this cit is

agitating the matter of establishing an electric car line. T ey

have decided to put in a plant either of the Thomson-Houston or

the Sprague system, as soon as the Fifth street bridge question is

settled and the tile works located.

The Zanesville Electric Street railway has been incorporated

with a capital of $50,000. The inco orators are H. H. Sturtevant,

F. S. Gates, William Bateman, H. . Werner, C. U. Shyrock and

W. H. Shyrock, of Baltimore, Md. The company expects to ex

pend at least $100,000 in establishing the plant.

ELECTRIC RAILWAY FACTS.

Attleboro, Mass.—After six months‘ waiting the people of

Attleboro, Mass., have seen the first electric car run on the new

road. The long-talked of electric street cars which were to be

run last fall by the Attleboro, North Attleboro and Wrentham

Co., have at last been put in runnin order. The first car over

the tracks of that company 0 erated y the power of electricity

was run over the road at 2 o’c ock Sunday afternoon. Had it not

been the Sabbath it would have been a gala da ' for Attleboro.

The operation of the car was smoother than con (1 be ex ected.

The road opens u a large territory of excellent land whic here

tofore has been 0 no great value.

Bridgeport, Ohio.—A compan has been organized at Bridge

port, to build and operate an e ectric street railway, connecting

the Wheeling and proposed Martin's Ferry systems with Bridge

port, and extending back into Belmont county about five miles.

Cincinnati, O.—The Mount Adams and Eden Park Electric

Railway was started most successfully, and with no hitches of any

kind, on March 22, by Mr. Elmer P. Morris of the Thomson-Hous

ton Electric Company, the present equipment of the road being

four cars of this company's well-known system.

Dayton, 0.—F.lect'rical traction in this city has assumed quite

an important feature in the opening of the two electric roads to

the Soldiers‘ Home, a distance of three miles from centre of the

city. The White Line Street Railway Company started some

weeks ago to run half hour cars from its northern terminus to the

Home, a distance of five miles for a through fare of 5 cents. On

Sunday afternoon the cars are run every 15 minutes and are

crowded to their utmost capacit . The Dayton and Soldiers’

Home electric road, which runs rom the western city limits to

the Home, about a mile and a half in length, will start its cars in

a few days. They will operate in connection with the Fifth street

horse car line.

Dover, N. H.—A survey is bein made for an electric railway

between Dover and Great Falls, . H.

Fort Worth, Texas.—The Rae system of electric railways is

in operation in Fort Worth, Texas, and a local paper makes the

following flattering allusion to the operation of the line: The

Houston street electric car :~'-ystein has been universally voted a

grand success by the public, but with the new im rovements in

the way of trucks, etc., etc., which were added t ay, it is abso

lutely perfect. The cars now run smoother and faster than be

fore, and there is nothing to mar or jar the progress of these char

iots of the people. There is not in the United States a more per

fect svstem of electric locomotion than that now adopted by the

Fort Worth Land and Street Railway company, and the city is to

be congratulated on its public spirit and enterprise.”

The North Side Railway Com any, of Fort \Vorth, Texas, has

contracted with the Thomson- ouston Company, of Boston, for

I 5 motor cars, which it will use on its 14-mile road.

Kansas City, Kan.—One of the most important franchises re

cently granted in Kansas City, Kan., was that to the Enright

Thayer company to build and e uip seven miles of double track

electric railway The overhead. system will be adopted. Ten

motor cars wil be operated with trailers. The road will cost

$300,000. This line will extend through Argentine, Amourdale,

Kansas City, Kan., to Kansas City, Mo., crossing a long viaduct.

The right of way has been secured and everythin is now in readi

ness excepting the franchise for two miles in ansas City, Mo.,

but no trouble is anticipated at this point.

The North East railway is proving a success in eve particu

lar. It is paying from the start. All the horse cars ave been

taken off that part of the line which was formerly the Indepen

dence avenue horse car line, a branch of the Metropolitan rail

way system. In a few days the full equipment of the electric

line, ten cars, will be running. Six are already on the road. The

new track and the new cars necessarily make riding a little rough

at first, but this is rapidly wearing away.

Los Angeles, Cal.—'1‘he Sprague Electric Railway Company,

has received the contract to equip the Los Angeles electric road.

North Adams, Mass.—The electric road at North Adams is

giving great satisfaction, and the people of that section are just

eginning to appreciate the value of electricity as a motive power

in traveling. he road has run smoothly al the winter, and is

well patronized.

Saginaw, Mich.—The Mayor of Saginaw, Mich., in his annual

address, made the following reference to the Rae system in that

cit : “ I believe we did a wise act when we granted the street

rai way company the right to change their system into the electric

power. Rapid transit is demanded by the public, and in giving

the right to the company to change their motive power from

horses to electricity, we enabled the company to give better com

munication to all parts of our city. I believe that our city to-day,

as far as street car service is concerned, is second to none. I be

lieve that we stand head and shoulders above all our neighbors."

Seattle, Wa,sh.—-The West Street and North End Electric Rail

road Company have let the contract to the Thomson-Houston

Company for the electric plant, including cars, engines, boilers

etc. The contract price was about $110,000.

The stringing of the overhead wires will be different from the

s tem now used in Seattle. Iron posts will be placed between

t e two tracks every 100 feet, with arms projecting on each side

over the tracks from which the wires will be suspended. A clus

ter of five incandescent electric lights will be placed on every other

le. The contract stipulates that the entire electric system must

completed by guly 1.

The Steamers Iaud and Latona, will make t.rips across Lake

Union every twenty minutes, to make connections between the

Seattle Electric Railway and the Green Lake Railway.

Sedalia, Mo.—The first pole upon which will be placed the wires

for Sedalia’s electric railway system was planted March 19, a

thousand or more people being present to witness the ceremony.

Addresses were made by Ma or Crawford, G. W. Ba nett, Henry

Lamm, W. S. Shirk, and ]u ge D. C. Metsker, of Topeka, Kan.,

the president and superintendent of the Sedalia, Mo., Electric

Railway, Light & Power company, which is building the road.

Sioux City, Ia.—The electric street railway in Sioux City, Iowa,

was tested on March 30th, and everything \vorked satisfactory.

A motor car was run over the line and created eat enthusiasm

among the citizens. The system used is that of t e Sprague Elec

tric Railway and Motor Compan ', and the lant cost $250,000.

The system covers fifteen miles 0 track, niuc of it being double,

Iron supporting posts are used in the business section of the to\vn.

and wooden ones outside. The power is derived from a 350 horse

power engine, and two Edison ynamos will be used. Each car

will be lighted with three Edison incandescent lamps. It is ex

pected that the line will be in full operation by the middle of the

month. The rolling stock equipment will consist of 25 motor cars,

25 passenger coaches, and five combination motor and passenger

cars. The citizens are jubilant over their electric road. Even the

street car horses and mules have caught the infection, as noted by

the reporter of a local daily pa r. He is a keen observer, and

remarks that these much abuse animals “wore an expression of

rest and peace on their faces."

_ Tacoma, Was_li.—_Electric street railroads have proved not only

popular but paying in Tacoma, Wash, and the surrounding dis

tricts. There are now eleven miles of street railroads in the city
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operated by electricity, and four more miles will be added. The

suburban lines are also extensive.

Lake park line into an electric system at an early day, and it is

quite probable other lines now operated by steam will be changed

to an electric service as soon as the patronage will. warrant the

expenditure.

Victoria, B. C.—The new electiic street railway has been com

pleted. Tests have been made and everthing found to work well.

It is said a uniform speed of 12 miles per hour will be maintained.

Each car weighs six tons, and can comfortably carry from 26 to 35

passengers.

EQUIPMENT OF EXISTING LINES.

Allegheny Pa.—The managers of the Federal Street and Pleas

ant Valley Street Railway, of Pittsburgh. Pa., which has been

operating 25 motor cars on the Sprague Electric System for some

time, are so well pleased with the operation of the cars on that road

that they have ordered an additional equipment of 14 motor cars.

Each of these cars-will be equipped with two Sprague improved

railway motors. This road now extends in the city of Alleglien

over the line of the early electric railway on University Hill, whic

used the Bentley-Knight system with underground conduit, and

was one of the first installed upon that system. The regular

method of overhead contact is now used on this section of the road

as well as upon the rest of the line, and the conduit has been

abandoned. The grades surmounted by the electric cars upon

this road, are quite severe, being in one place about 12¢ er cent.

the length of the grade being over a mile. With the 01 electric

equipment this grade was considered too steep to be ascended in

the ordinary manner ; and at the steepest part a rack was used be

tween the tracks, in which a pinion connected with the motors en

gaged iii order to secure the necessary traction. With the new

equipment this arrangement is found to be unnecessary, and the

Spra 1e ears have no difiicult in ascending the grade with the

aid 0 no other traction than tiat which the wheels secure from

the rails themselves. There are now over thirty cars in regular

operation upon this line. ‘

Augusta, Ga.—The Augusta and Summerville Railway Com

pany, four miles in length, is to be equipped with the Thomson

Houston electric cars, work to be completed June ist.

Boston, Ma.ss.—Much dissatisfaction is expressed in Boston

over the compulsory slow speed of the electric cars in certain parts

of the city. The ordinance recently passed by the city council

prohibits a greater speed than seven miles an hour, and why this

restriction is placed on electric cars when horse cars were per

mitted to travel at greater speed in some quarters, is a myste .

Ex rience has proved that electric cars are more easily broug t

un er control than are horse cars, hence it cannot be urged against

them that they are more dangerous than the latter. A petition

circulated in Brookline, Roxbury and Brighton, asking the alder

men of Boston to increase the speed of the electric cars, received

in a few hours over 400 signatures of prominent business men.

According to the chief electrician, Mr. C. F. Pearson, of the

West End Street Railway, the com any will have 9, 500 additional

horse-power before November 1. l‘hen the feeders will be put

underground, which will obviate the difliculties arising from their

coming in contact with other wires. For three months he has

been working on and has perfected a switch for cut-outs, that is,

where one section of the lines refuses to work because of a short

circuit the switch will cut off this section and the cars will be sent

over some other route.

The new electiic locomotive, designed to tow as many as four

cars, which has been for some time in course of construction at

the Thomson-Houston Electric Works, was tried on Saturday on

the Lynn tracks, Lynn, Mass. It weighs seven tons, and the size

of the wheels is 36 inches. It is run b two motors of twenty

horse-power. It has an air brake run y a one horse-power dy

namo with a wheel. It runs easily twenty miles an hour. It has

a fender much like the cow catcher of a steam locomotive. It is

designed for use on the West End railroad. .

A new line of motor cars was started last week between Harv

ard and Bowdoin squares. By this line forty trips a day are

added to the former accommodations.

The thirt new electric cars which are now being built for the

West End ompany will have seating accomodation for forty pas

sengers each, and be run on two wheel trucks instead of one as at

present. This will ensure the same ease in running as on the

steam cars.

Gainesville, Tex._—Tl1e Gainesville Street Railway Co. will

construct about io miles of extensions and re-equip its entire line.

The company is also considering putting in an electric plant.

_Kansa.s City, Mo.—_The Metro litan Street Railway Company

will improve the service on the rmourdale electric line by put

ting another 15-horse power motor upon each of the i0 motor cars

now in use, and then attach extra coaches whenever necessary.

It is proposed to convert the _

Ten summer cars have already been ordered and will soon be

delivered.

Memphis Tenn.—-The City and Suburban Street Railway

Company, five miles in length, is to be equip d with motor cars,

Thomson-Houston system. The road is to in operation June

ist.

Newton, Mass.—The Newton, Mass, Street Railway Company

have resumed the reconstruction of their track. There are three

miles of track to lay, a large car house to build, some 400 poles

to set, and the putting up of the electric overhead system, and

they expect to complete all this and get to running by or about

June 1. There will be considerable work done during the next

two months. Four 0 en and four closed cars have been ordered

-for the new line, al motors, and will be ready for delivery in

May. During the work of constructing the present line, pas

sengers will be transferred by means of a_cleau and roomy barge,

the company seeking to provide for its patrons in the most con

venient way possible. Cars will run on regular time to the break,

transferring passengers to the barge for the rest of the trip.

Philadelphia, Pa.—The Equitable Electric Railway Construction

Com any, of Philadelphia, have inst closed a contract with the

Nort Avenue Electric Railway Company, of Baltimore, for the

equipment of this line, which is about two miles long, and to have

one car at present. They have just taken an order from the

\Vilmington City Passenger Railway Com any for two new ves

tibuled cars, each to be equipped with t e new Sprague No. 6

motors.

Pittsburg Pa.—The electric feeder of the Pittsburg Traction

Company's line through Oakland, is now ready for operation, and

as soon as the cars arrive, the line will be 'n business. A cross

over switch has been put in at the foot of twood street, and the

cars will not be “ trailed" into the city, as was the intention of

the oflicials some months ago.

in St. Louis.

The company will also turn out of the shop a new cable motor

car. It is one of the old “ bobtailed” cars used on the P., O. 8:

E. L. line, repainted. On the side is a sign, “ smoking car," and

no ladies will be allowed on it. New and heavy gearing has been

placed under the car to give it solidit n The car will be used

as “ the grip,” and will haul a train 0 three or four other cars.

This will make two trains the company will have out during the

busy part of the day.

Ten ladies’ cars will also be laced on the road. as soon as re

ceived. These cars will not be or the exclusive transportation of

lad passengers, but gentlemen will be allowed in them if they

wis to occupy the cars.

Woonsocket, R. I.—Directors of the W'oonsocket Street Railway

Company have voted to equi their road with Thomson-Houston

electric motors and overhea trolley system.

The electric cars are being built

POWER APPLICATIONS.

Arlington, Ore.-—lt is reported that a large grist mill will be

built at Arlington, Ore., and operated b ' electric power furnished

by water power from the falls of the Jo 11 Day river.

Boston, Mass.—New England Electric Company, of this city,

agents of the Sprague Electric Railway and Motor Company, has

installed in Boston very recently, Sprague electric motors as fol

lows: Two horse power at A. E. Rowe's machine shop ; ten horse

power at Brooks‘ Bank Note and Lithograph Company ; and twenty

orse power operating two elevators at Nos. 38 and 42 Lincoln

street; also twenty-five horse power running machinery at H. M.

Kingman’s shoe factory, Brockton, Mass.

The new power house of the West End Street Railwa Com

pany, Boston, on the site of the New England Gas orks in

ambiidge, is well under way. The foundations have been laid

and the brickwork started. The equipment of this lant will

consist of i0 250 horse power d names, which wil furnish

power to about 250 electric cars. ntil the station is com leted

this fall the power will be furnished by the Cambridge E ectric

Company. It is expected that a large amount of new track will

be laid this season. The old horse ear rails on Tremont street

and on Shawmut avenue and on other lines are found to be in

adequate for the electric s 'stem, and a heavier rail, called the

'rder rail, will be used. remont street and Washington street

rom Boylston to Dudley will also be equipped with them. Orders

have been placed with the Newbu ort Car Company for six

double-truck Robinson radial cars, an in a few months about 35

additional electrics, which are now being constructed, will be put

on. These will hold 40 passengers.

Leeds, Mass.—Tlie Nonotuck Silk Company enerates power

from a water-wheel at its lowest mill in Leeds, léass, then turns

it into electricity, conveys it to the new mill thirty rods above,

where it is converted into motion by means of a dynamo, and

thus does the work of a sixty-five horse-power engine.
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- circuit at certain

ELECTRIC POWER PATENTS.

List fnrriished by‘ Knight Brothers, Solicitors of Patents, Electrical

emple Court, 121 Nassau Street, New York City.

ISSUED MARCH 4, 1890.

Experts,

422,438. Automatic Switch for Regulating the Power of Elec

tric Batteries; George B. Bennock, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Filed May 16, 1887.

Claim_. In an electric circuit, an automatic feeder or swit .h consisting of metallic

segments insulated from each other and forming a disc, having separate batteries at

tached to each segment, a metallic arm or brush, to which the main line isconnected, and ‘

to one end of which is attached metallic wheels arranged to press against the segments

of the disc in succession, in combination with a clock-work motor arranged to operate

the same for the purpose of increasing or decreasing the strength of the current in the

periods of time irrespective of the strength of current in said circuit,

all substantially as set forth.

422,445. Supporting.Frame for Electric Railway Motors: Ed

ward D. Priest, Lynn, Mass. Filed jan. 24, 1889. ‘

Claim 1. The combination, with a car or vehicle mounted upon axles having

wheels and and an electroniotor for propelling the same, of a supporting-frame to which

the motor is secured, having one end sustained by the axle, and an auxiliary sup rting

frame located above the motor-supporting frame and independent of the car-bo y, and

to which the said motor-supporting frame is secured substantially as described.

Claim 11. The combination with a car or vehicle mounted upon axles having

wheels of an electromotor for propelling the same, a countershaft, and gearing, sub

stantially as described, to transmit motion from the armature shaft of the motor to the

said axles, a motor-supporting frame for said motor, having one end sustained by the axle

and detachable boxes or bearings for the said armature and counter-shafts secured to

said inotor-supporting frame, whereby when in operative ition the said detachable

hearings will be substantially in line with the bearing of t e axle, substantially as de

scribe .

422,457. Treatment of Storage-Battery Plates- Chas. Sorley,

New York, N. Y., assignor to the nglo-American

Electric Light Manufacturing Company of West

Virginia. Filed Nov. 12, 1889.

Claim. The method of treating storage-battery plates which consists, first, in

packinga grid, support, or electrode with active mateiial in a dry ulverulent state,

then cing said electrode in a cell then gradually and slowly intr ucing an electro

lytic liquid into said cell, and then charging said electrode in said liquid.

422,504. Secondary Battery; Stanley C. C. Currie, Philadelphia,

Pa., assignor to the United Gas Improvement Company,

same place. Filed June 6, 1889.

Claim . A supporting-frame provided with a receptacle having

grooved walls for the reception of a plate or element and a band or hands of insulating

material encircling the plate or element and frame to not only hold said plate or

element in said frame, but also to insure a good contact of the frame with the plate or

e ement. -

422,505. Secondary Battery; Stanley C. C. Currie, Philadelphia,

Pa., assignor to the United Gas Improvement Company,

same place. Filed Oct. 21, 1889.

Claim . In an electric battery, two systems of supporting-frames having the

inner walls ined with a good conducting material, and the receptacles of said frames

adapted to receive the battery plates or elements composed of active material or

material to become active, and the walls of conducting material extending laterally

forming. lugs, and. longitudinal metal strips provided with terminals or conductors

t -applie 0 said lugs, substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

422,511. Dynamo - Electric Machine ; Rudolf Eickemeyer,

Yonkers, N. Y. Filed Aug. 4, 1887.

Claim 1. In a multipolar d 'namo-electric machine a shell or casing containing

four or more interior longitudina recesses and having pole-faces between said recesses

in combination with exciting coils or helices located within said recesses, extending

from end to end of said pole-laces, wholly enclosed within the shell, and each of them

being wholly at the one side of the axis of the shell, and having its end portions ex

tendectictoward said axis beyond the interior circular line of said shell, substantially as

descri d.

422,512. Electro-Magnet. Rudolf ‘Eickemeyer, Yonkers, N. Y.

Filed Aug. 18, 1887.

Claim 1. The combination, substantially as hereinbefore described, of a cham

bered shcll com d of magnetic metal affording interior pole faces, an exciting-helix

within said shel for developing opposite polarity at said faces, and a vibrative arina

ture located between said faces and completing a magnetic circuit which traverses the

wall of said shell from one end to the other, and thence internally through the armature

to the opposite end of said shell.

422,524. Automatic Circuit Breaker; Marion C. Happoldt, Prov

idence, R. 1. Filed June 26, 1889.

Claim 1. In an automatic circuit-breaking mechanism the combination of a suita

bly arranged electro-magnet, a pivoted vertically arranged armature-carrying lever, a

horizontally arranged contact-bar connected to add lever and adapted to break the cir

cuit by a longitudinal movement, and a retarding device, substantially as described,

connected with said bar, soas to be operated thereby, substantially as specified.

422,533. Secondary Battery-Plate; William P. Kookogey,Brook

1 , N. Y., assignor to the Kookogey Electric Company.

iled Sept. 26, 1889.

Claim. A plate for secondary batteries, consisting of a pocket or envelope of sheet

lead perforated to allow of circulation, having its edges closed by folding the edges of

one side or sheet of the plate over the edges of the other side or sheet, and containing

active material or material to become active, substantially as described.

422,556. Electric Motor; Henry E. Walter, Schenectady, N. Y.

Filed May 16, 1889.

Claim 2. The combination, with an electric motor of a switch for opening and

closing its armature-circuit, and a magnet in a constant y-closed circuit for operating

said switch, said switch havin a retarded movement, so that the armature-circuit is

pot hclosed until after the fiel -magnet of the motor is energized, substantially as set

ort .

recessed or

422,645. Electric Railway; Sidney H. Short, Cleveland, Ohio.

Filed Jan. 6, 1890.

Claim 2. The combination, with a dynamo-electric machine and a feedin -con

ductor connected therewith, of a sectional trolley-line, conductors connecting the eeder

and the insulated sections of the trolley-line a guard-line located adjacent to the trolley

line and safety-fuses included in the conductors between the feeder and trolley-liiie

sections, substantially as set forth.

422,681. Armature for Electric Machines ; John C. Wray, Pe

oria, 111. Filed Nov. 26, 1889.

Claim 1. A cylindrical armature-core made up of a series of annular plates slotted

from their outci edges inwardly and a series of _:in_nular plates slotted from their inner

edges outwardly, these differently-slotted plates !)¢ll‘lg alternated in a pile, and their slots

aligned to produce radial passages in the laminated core, substantially as set forth.

422,746. Electrical Induction Apparatus or Transformer; Michael

von Dolivo-Dobrowolsky, Berlin, Germany, assignor to

the Allgemeine Elektrieitats-Gesellsehaft, same place.

Filed Jan. 8, 1890.

Claim. An induction-apparatus consisting in a number of cores of iron forming to

gether three or more closed or nearly closed magnetic systems, primary and secondary

coils placed on said cores, electric circuits connected to the primary coils, and means

for creating in the said circuits alternating currents of successive phases for the pur

pose of causing a continuously-progressive shifting of the magnetic axis and maintain

ing nearly constant the total amount of magnetism, substantially as described.

422,755. Electromotor-Engine; Sebastian Z. de Ferranti, Hamp

stead, County of Middlesex, England. Filed April 8,

1889.

Claim 1. The combination, substantially as hcreinbcfore set forth of wires sup

plied with an alternating current, an armature turning freely around its axis and

adapted to be driven synchronously with the alternations of its actuating-current, field

magnets adapted to turn freely on their axis and energized by a continuous current,

and a brake adapted to check the speed of the armature after it has risen to the syn

chroniziiig-point, and thereby to rotate the field-magets co-ordinately by the action of

the alternating current.

422,855. Pulsating Electric Generator; Charles J. Van Depoele,

Lynn, Mass. Filed Nlarch 23, 1889.

Claim 1. The combination, with a sectional commutator and a source of electric

currents, of a set or sets of brushes constantl moved about said commutator toward

and away from the ints of maximum an zero electro-motive force, and suitable

working-circuits suppligd from said brushes, and in which the potential is caused to

constantly rise and fall by the action of the moving brushes.

422,856. Pulsatory Current Motor; Charles J. Van Depoele,

Lynn, Mass. Filed May 22, 1889.

Claim 1. An electro-dynamic motor havin_ two circuits separately connected to

the source of current, one circuit being connecte at an intermediate point to the other,

and separate means for directin current of constant polarity through one circuit and

of alternating polarity through t e other.

Claim 2. An electro-dynamic motor having two circuits, one including the field

magnet coils and the other including the coils of the armature, and means for placing

one of the said circuits in shunt relation alternately with either half of the other

circuit.

Claim 3. The combination, with an electro-dynamic motor having two circuits,

one sup lied with continuous current and‘ the other with currents of alternating po

' larity, 0 means for preventing the backward movement of the armatureat starting,

substantially as described.

422,857. Alternate-Current Pulsatin System; Chas. J. Van

Depoele, Lynn, Mass. File Mar. 23, 1889.

Claim 2. The combination of an electric machine of the continuous-current type

provided with a set of distributing c_ommut_ator-brushes upon the commutator thereof,

means for constantly moving the distributing brushes around said commutator, and

working-circuits connected to said moving brushes only and supplied therethrough

with currents of alternating polarity.

Claim 6. The combination of an armature rotating in a field of force and a sec

tional commutator thcrefor, and a set or sets of brushes arranged to be constantl '

moved about said commutator to and from the points of maximum and zero potential,

and driving-gear connected to and actuated by the armature shaft for continuously

‘moving the said movable brushes about the commutator.

422,858. Convertin Continuous into Pulsating Electric Currents;

Chas. J. an Depoele, Lynn, Mass.

Claim 4. The combination, with a source of continuous currents, of a current-dis

tributor, comprising an armature and commutator of the continuous-current type, a

stationary set of brushes upon said commutator, connections between said brushes and

one or more working-circuits, and one or more brushes arranged to move around said

commutator and also connected to the working-circuits, whereby the supply-current is

distributed to the working-circuits and the potential therein caused to rise and fall con

stantly by the action of the moving brush or brushes.

422,859. Pulsating-Current System ; Charles ]. Van Depoele.

Lynn, Mass. Filed March 23, 1889.

Claim 1.‘ The combina_tion, with a source of pulsating or intermittent electric cur

rents, of a line-circiiit, :i_reci_procatii_‘ig electric engine, and an inductional transformer

having its primary coils in circuit with the source, and its secondary coils connected to

the working-circuits of the said reciprocating engine.

422,860. Multiple-Current Pulsatin Generator; Charles J. Van

Depoele. Lynn, Mass. F1 ed Oct. 4, 1889.

Claim 1. The combination with a source of _continu0u_s_ current of main stationary

brushes and circuit-coiinections extending therefrom, auxiliary connections extending

to a lurality of se ' rate working-circuits, and a moving brush for each circuit, said

brus es traveling at ut the commutator and acting to vary the potential in the several

circuits connected thereto.

422,862. Regulating Electric Motor; George A. Washburn,

Cleveland, Ohio., assignor to Ford & Washbiirn, same

Place. Filed July 11, 1889.

Claim 1. In an electric motor a field-magnet constructed to operate with an arma

ture having the form of a frustum of a cone and an_ armature movable longitudinally

in the field, in combination with a governor controlling the position of the armature
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and an adjustable stop to limit the longitudinal movement of the armature, substan

tially as set forth.

422,863. Armature for Dynamos &c.; Geor e A. \\'ashburn,

Cleveland. Ohio, assignor to Ford an Waihburii, same

place. Filed Nov. 2, 1889.

Claim 4. An armature composed of a number of flat plates provided with scatter

ing insulating projections on their surface by which the plates are separated, tl_ius_ex

posing substantially the whole surface or each plate upon both sides to tree ventilation,

.iir-passages axially through the armature-opening into the space between said plates,

and heads or flanges on the armature having me said air-passages extending there

through, substantially as described.

422,885. Inductorium; Adrian H. Hoyt, Manchester, N. H.,

assignor by mesne assignments, of one-half to the

Whitney Electric Manufacturing Company, Columbus,

Ohio. Filed July 24, 1889.

Claim 1. In an inductoriuin comprising a U-shaped core and primary coil upon

one branch thereof and shield upon the other branch thereof, a secondar coil adapted

to embrace the said parts combined with an armature co-operating wit the poles of

said core, and contacts operated by the said armature controlling the circuit of said

primary coil, substantially as described.

ISSUED l\'l.*\RCI-I 11, 1890.

422,911. Electromotor; Henry R. Butterfield, Waterville, Maine.

Filed May 22, 1889.

Claim 1. In combination with a revolving shaft and the magnets and armature

operating the same, a commutator dislt mounted on said shaft rotating therewith and

having ti protuberance from its periphery, :1 series of commutator springs arranged to

be struck by said protuberance, a series 01 contact posts against which said springs are

iorced thereby successively, and a set of circuit wires for said magnets, the circuits

being successively opened and closed as the commutator disk operates on said springs,

substantially as set torth.

422,926. Railway Track Sweeper; Isaiah H. Farnham, Welles

ley, assignor of two-thirds to Geo. \Villis Pierce, Boston,

and Albert P. Sawyer, Newburyport, Mass. Filed Dec.

19, 1839.

Claim 1. The combination, with a wheel-truck, of a frame pivoted to the truck,

means tor raising and lowering said frame, a rotary brush mounted in bearings on the

rranic and adapted to be raised and lowered with said frame, and connections between

the brush-sliaft and an axle of the car which are made operative by the de ression of

the trame and brush to transmit motion from the axle to the brush, an made iii

O[JCI'ZlIl\C by the c.evazion of the frame and brush, whereby the brush is operatively

Cflgelllgfid with the axle when depressed and disengaged therefrom when raised, as set

iort .

422,968. Electrically-Controlled Elevator; Walter J. Paine,

Boston, Mass. Filed June 5, 1889.

Claim 1. The combination, with a car or carria e and a motor mechanism to

cause the said car or carriage to travel, of a magnetic evice operatively connect-d to

the car or carriage to control the operation of the motor mechanism from the car, a

manual switch, and an independent automatic switch carried by the car in circu.t \\ itli

the magnetic device, and a cam or projection in the path of movement of the car to

opt rate the said automatic switch and stop the car, substantially as described.

422,976. Reversing-Trolley. Henry P. Roberts, Rochester, N.Y.

Filed Nov. 14, 1859.

Claim 1. In a electric railway, an overhead conductor supported at intervals by

suitable means, one or more of the supporting points being at diflerent e;e_vation irom

the other supporting points, in combination with a moving vehicle anti :1 trolley-arm se

cured to the vehicle and carrying an under contact trolley, said trolley-arm having the

tendency to assume a position perpendicular to the line of movcmeiit of the vc.iicle,

substantially as described.

422,999. Field-Magnet for Dynamos: Elihu Thomson and Al

bert l.. l<ohrer,_ L nn, Mass., assignors to the Thomson

Houston Electric ompany of Connecticut. Filed Nov.

25, 1SS9.

Claim 2. In a dynamo-electric machine or motor, a multipolar field-magnet con

sisting of sets or for-gcd iron platesseparated from one another by air-spaces and having

the adjoining ends ttirned inwardly for presentation as pole-pieces to the armature, in

combination with tie plates or blocks connecting the adjoining ends, and electric coils

applied over the said adjoining ends and connecting-blocks.

422,004. Overhead Electric System ; William Vogler, Somerville,

Mass. Filed Dec. 3. 1889.

Claim 1. The combination, witha trolley-wire or conductor, of are-enforcing insu

lated support to which the said wire is secured and an insulation interposed between

and rigidly secured to the said support and trolley-wire to electrically separate said wire

and support, substantially as described.

423,005. Trolley-Wire Supporting Apparatus: VVilliam Vogler,

Sonierville, Mass. Filed Jan. 8, 1890.

Claim 1. A trolley-wire, a series of span-wires, and insulators to sustain the said

trolley-wire and co-operating brace-wires, and a supporting-wire sustained thereby, the

latter having auxiliary supports provided with auxiliary span-wires and insulators to

S.lSl.’.lll1 the trolley-wire at intervals between the usual span-wires, substaiitially as de

scribed.

423,026. Armature ; Robert" L. Cohen, Camden, N. J.

June 19, 1889.

Claim 1. In a dynamo-electric machine or motor, the combination, with a solid

shaft , or a sleeve of non-magnetic maitesial thereon, said sleeve being provided exter

nally with longitudinal ribs and a series of hollow spools mounted on the sleeve, said

spools each being built i.ip of a pair or end plates and an interposed cylindric shell, the

end plates having a central perforatioii through which the shalt passes, said perforation

being of :1 greater diameter than the external diameter of the sleeve, as set forth.

423,029. Regulation of Alternate Current Generators; Stanley

C. ‘. Currie, Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to the United

Electric Improvement Company, Gloucester City, N. J.

Filed Dec. 5, 1889.

Filed

Claim 3. The combination, substantially as set forth, of an alternating generator

and its exciter, a distribution circuit W. leading from the alternating generator and a

storage battery connected in circuit with the excitcr, and circuit-connections whereby

when the lamp-load is light the exciter is run as a dynamo to charge the storage battery

and when the load is heavy the discharge from the storage battery drives or_assists in

driving the shaft of the generator.

423,091. Method of Preparini Active Material for Secondary

Batteries; Charles orle , New York, N. Y., assignor

to the Anglo-Americaii Electric Li ht Manufacturing

Company, of West Virginia. Filed ov. 12, 1889.

Claim 3. Preparing lead oxide for use in a secondary battery electrode by treating

the_same with sul huric acid to produce expansion, and then driving ofl the contained

moisture by heat fore applying said oxide to said electrode, substantially as described.

423,210. Electric Meter for Alternating Currents -'.".Otto ’l‘._

Blathy, Buda-Pesth, Aiistria-Hungary. Filed Oct. 7,

1889.

Claim 1. An electricity-meter for alternating currents, consisting of two electro

magnets or two groups of such electro-magnets inde ndent of and not intersecting or

interfering with one another, of which one is excited y the main current, (ora part of it,

or a secondary current generated by the main current) while the second electro-magnet

or group is excited by a sliunt-current to the main lines (or a secondary current gener

ated by this shunt), with a metallic rotating body upon which these electro-magnets act

inductively and dynamically, and it suitable counting apparatus operated by the rota

ting body, all substantially as described.

423,309. Holder for Cominutator-Brushes; Jacob C. Chamberlain,

New York, N. Y. Fileyl May 22, 1889.

Claim 2. In a holder for a commutator-briisli or collector, the combination of the

pressure-arm, the supp_le:nent.iry spring or cushion, the brusli-tablet or collector, and

the interposed zonducting plate.

423,310. Connecting Device for Battery-Terminals; Rufus N.

Chamberlain and Jacob C. Chamberlain, New York,

N. Y. Filed Nov. 12, 1889.

_ Claim 2. _ In a connector for battery-terminals, the combination of a clamp and a

resilient cushion adapted to receive and press together the battery terminals, substanti

ally as set forth.

423,324. Secondary Battery; William A. Johnson and James N.

Smith, Toronto, Ontario, Canada. Filed June 27, 1889.

Claim 1. An electrode for secondary battery or accumulator, composed of one or

more plates of lead or other suitable material, each plate having a longitudinal groove

or grooves made in its surface to receive and retain the active material of the electrode,

the walls of each of the grooves being buried or notched, substantially as and for the

purpose specified.

ISSUED MARCH 18, 1890.

423,495. Crossing for Electric Conductors; Henry A. Seymour,

Washington, D.C., assignor to the Short Electric Rail

way Company, Cleveland, Ohio.~ Filed Jan. 31, 1890.

Claim 2. In an electric-railroad system, the combination, with two conductors, of

two insulated plates, one of said plates having a curved upper edge, to which a con

ductor is secured, and a straight lower edge, along which the trolley is adapted to pas,

and the other plate having a straight lower edge, to which another COIILILLCIUI is secured,

substantially as set forth.

423,527. Electrical Conductor; George E. Miller, Lynn. Mass.

Filed Jan. 27, 1890.

Claim 1. An electrical conductor composed of two or more parts or sections, the

proximate ends of said parts being separated to permit of the passage tlierebetween of

a railway crossing-gate, and having a movable arm secured to one of said proximate

ends and normally extending in contact with the other of said ends to complete the

circuit through both sections of the conductor, whereby the gate-arm automatically

opens the conductor in passing through it, substantially as shown and described.

Electric Railway System; Ludwig Giitmaiin, Fort423 552

’ VVayne, Ind. Filed Feb. 18, 1889.

Claim 1. In an electric-railway system, the combination of one or more generating

stations for generating alternating, pulsating, or intermittent currents, each having

independent main-line feeders entending therefrom, and to within close proximity of

one another, and connected at the points of approach by switches for interchanging

the generators of one station with those of another, and converters connected to said

feeders and distributed throughout the circuits of the feeders, the seconda coils of

said converters being constructed to produce a uniform pressure throng out the

secondary or work circuit.

423,553. Alternating-Current Electric Re lator; Ludwig Gutt

maiin, Fort \Vayne, Ind. Filed larch 2, 1889.

Claim 1. In an alternating-current regulator, the combination of an electric conver

ter whose primary coils are included in ;i supply-circuit and whose secondary coil is

subdivided, and the subdivisions thereof permanently included in a work-circuit and

connected together by pole-changers.

Claim 1.. The combination, in an electric converter, of a sub-divided coil, and pole

changers connected in circuit with sub-divisioi.-s of said coil.

423,874. Means for Supplying Electricity to Tram-Cars; Alex

ander L. Lineff, Chesire, County of Middlesex, Eng

land. Filed Aug. 27, 1889.

Claim 1. The means for conveying electricity to tram-cars, consisting of an elec

tric main, a continuous flexible magnetic main, :1 surface-contact piece or pieces, and :1

magnet and current-collector situated on tiie car, substantially as herein described.

423,886. Electric Railway Gate; Morton Toulmin, Baltimore.

Md. Filed July 29, 1889.

Claim 1. The combination, with a support, a pivoted gate-arm mounted thereon,

an electric motor, and motion-transniittiiig mechanism geared to the motor-shaft and

connected to the gate, so as to operate the latter by the continuous rotation of the

motor-shaft of an electric generator, at circuit-closer andacircuit to 0 rate the motor

to close the gate. an automatic circuit-breaker for said circuit, anot er circuit-closer

and a circuit for restarting the motor to open the gate, and an automatic circuit-breaker

for the latter.
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ISSUED MARCH =5, ism.

423,897. Constant Current Motor; VVil1iam Baxter, Jr., Balti

more, Md. Filed Mar. 22, 1889.

Claim 1. In a constant-current electric motor havin the field ma netized by a

current shunted from the face of the commutator, the com ination, with sic field-coils,

armature shaft, and its commutator, and a centrifugal governor actuated by the motor,

of two main commutator-brushes and one or more auxiliary brushes, two of the brushes

being attached to the terminals of the field-coils, and one or both of said brushes being

inde ndent of the main brushes and moveable bv the governor, the difference of po

tential between the brushes connected with the field-coils being varied by the action of

the centrifu l governor for the purpose of maintaining a constant speed under varia

tions in the oad by changing the strength of the magnetizing-current, substantially as

shown and described.

423,909. Regulator for Dynamos; Henry W. Cooley, Boston,

Mass. Filed June 12, 1889.

Claim 3. In a dynamo-machine, the combination, with the armature and its com

mutator and two sets of brushes co-operatin therewith, of an auxiliary coil on said

armature,an inde ndent commutator to which the auxiliary coil is connected, and

brushes co-operating with the said independent commutator connected to one set of

brushes on the main commutator, substantially as described.

423,912. Commutator-Brush; Philip Diehl, Elizabeth, N. J.

Filed Jan. 27, 1890.

Claim 3. The combination, with the rotary sections of a commutator, of conduct

ing tubes or receptacles containing loose rolling contact devices, a portion of which are

contiguous to the sections of the commutator.

423,975. Controller for Electric Motors; Merle Wightman,

Lynn, Mass. assignor to the Thompson- ouston Com

pany, of Connecticut. Filed Sept. 24, 1889.

Claim 3. The combination, with an electric motor, of a circuit-breaking switch

between the same and the source of ener and a short-circuiting switch governed by

the first and connected toa coil on the fie -magnet of the motor.

Claim 12. The combination, with an electric motor, of a closed-circuit conductor

on the field-magnet, a rheostatic switch, and a circuit-closer placed in the circuit of said

conductor and controlled by said rheostatic switch, as and for the purpose described.

423,991. D amo-Electric Machine; Sebastian Z. de Ferranti,

ampstead, County of Middlesex, England. Filed

Sept. 16, 1889.

Claim 1. In a dynamo-electric machine, the combination, substantially as described

of a bed-plate, an armature mounted in fixed bearings, field-magnets movably mounted

upon the bed-plate so as to be slid thereupon toward or from the armature to permit

acces thereto, an abutting parts or surfaces movable with the field-magnets, and

which abut when the field-magnets are returned to the normal working position, and

thereby deten-nine without adjustment the relation of the field-magnets and armature.

424,036. Electro-Magnetic Motor; Nikola Tesla, New York, N.

Y. assi or to the Tesla Electric Company, same place.

Filed ay 20, 1889.

Claim i. in an alternating-current motor, the combination, with the armature and

field-cores, of stationary ener izing coils enveloping the said cores and adapted to

produce polarities or les in th, the field-cores extending out from the coils and

constructed so as to ex ibit the magnetic effect imparted to them after the fall or cessa

tion of current impulse producing such eflect, as set forth.

424,065. Dynamo-Electric Machines; Charles D. Jenney, India

napolis, Ind. Filed April 16, 1889.

Claim 4. The combination, in a dynamo-electric machine, of the field-magnet

core, an amiaturc located to one side of said core, and pole-pieces secured to the ends

of said cure, expanding in the direction of the axis of the armature,and extending

from the ends of said core in substantially the natural direction of the principal lines

of force of the field-magnet to nearsaid armature, substantially asshown and described.

434 °7°

’ Mass. Filed Dec. 1, 1888.

Claim 1. In an electric locomotive, the combination of the running gear Of the

vehicle and a motor-supporting frame swung to the running.gear appropriate] to allow

Electric Locomotive; George W. Mansfield, Boston,

the axles or trucks thereof and said supporting-frame to swing or turn re atively to I

each other in taking a curve, for the purpose set forth.

424,152. Secondary Battery; Harry H. Wardwell, Lake Village,

N. H. Filed Oct. 14, 1889.

Claim 1. In a secondary battery, a plate or electrode thereof having cavities formed

therein, each cavity being open at one side of the plate and having a perforated bottom

formed integrally with the plate, said cavities being adapted for the retention of active

material, substantially as set forth.

424,206. Electric Railwa Car; Rudolph M. Hunter, Philadel

phia, Pa. File Sept. 23, 1886.

Claim i. In an electrically-propelled vehicle the combination of the two axles,

with a worm-wheel on each axle, an electric motor aving its shaft extending from axle

to axle, and a worm on each end meshing with the worm-wheels to drive both axles

simultaneously.

424,207. Electrically-Propelled Vehicle; Rudolph M. Hunter,

Philadelphia, Pa. Filed June 5, 1889.

Claim 4. The combination of two axles with two indepenent electric motors sup

ported partl by each axle and respectively connected by power-transmitting gear with

difierent ax es.

424,298. Electric Railway; John C. Henry, Kansas City, Mo.

Filed Jan. 16, 1885.

Claim i. In combination with one or more electric conductors, an insulating-block

whereto the are connected centrally over the street, and wires supporting said blocks

from two si es of the street, substantially as set forth.

Claim 6. In combination with an electrical conductor of an electric railwa

ported over the street by transverse guy-wires, a traveling contact having groove

eld by spring rusure against the sides and bottom of the conductor.

Claim 8. 11 an electric railway, the combination of a car mounted on the rails on

the surface of the street, insulated suspended conductors above the roadway, supported

sup

faces

by transverse guy-wires, branch conductors, and a travelin contact having grooved

faces held by spring-pressure against the sides and bottom 0% the conductors.

424,340. Electric Railway; James F. McLaughlin, Philadelphia,

Pa. Filed Dec. 27, 1889. '

Claim i. ln an electric railway, the combination of insulated electriv conductors

disposed along and arallel with the road with a contact-truck carried by the traveling

vehicle, composed 0 contact-wheels for each conductor, the bearings of each wheel

hinged, and the wheels maintained in yielding contact with opposite sides of the con

tiuctor, substantially as described.

424,364. Electric Railway; Edmund P. Slentz. Idlewood,~and

James B. McGrew, Pittsbur , assignors of three-eighths

to John A. Snee, Pittsburgh, Pa. Filed Aug. 13, 1889.

Claim 1. In an electric railway, the combination, with t\vo insulated conductors

forming the electric _circuit, of a series of conducting-strips, a cylinder connected with

said strips and conductors and journaled at one end in a fixed sup rt and its other end

restin in a rotating support by which it is raised and lowered, a bill or sphere in said

cylin er, actuated by gravity to make electrical connection between the conductors and

strips, and means by which the cylinder-support is rotated automatically, substantially

as escnbed.

424,371. Removable Truck for Electric Cars; John Stephenson,

New York, N. Y. Filed Jan. 2, 1890.

Claim 1. A car with its truclt connected with the axles by hinged joints, substan

tially as described.

Claim 4. A car with its axle-box forming part of a hinged joint supporting the

truck, substantially as described.

424,372. Electric-Car Truck; John Stephenson, New York, N.

Y. Filed Jan. 16, 1890.

Claim 2. A car-truck \vitli its wheel-brake-shoe restin on brackets secured to the

truck-sills between the \vl1eels and the cross-rails of the true , substantially as described.

424,373. Electric-Car-Truck Frame; John Stephenson, New

York, N. Y. Filed Jan. 16, I890.

Claim 1. A car-truck frame having two sills connected by two cross-rails crossing

each other at their middle, substantially as described.

424,374. Trolle -Bridge; John Stephenson, New York, N. Y.

Filed eb. 4, 1890.

Claim io. An electric-motor car provided with n trolley-bridge and having springs

above and below the bridge, substantially as described.

424,380. Combined Conduit and Overhead System for Electric

Railways; Charles]. Van Depoele, Chicago, Ill. Filed

June 6, 1888.

Claim 1. An electric-railway system comprising an underground conduit extending

along a portion of the line of way, a vertically movable contact-making device therefor,

and an inclined plane at the terminus of the conduit for automatically ejecting the con

tact device, substantially as described.

Claim 17. in an electric railway, the combination, with a suspended conductor, of

a vehicle having an upwardly-pressing contact device, and transverse tension-wires

attached to the conductor and giving thereto a yielding support.

424,381. Trolley-Arm for Electric Railway Cars; Charles]. Van

Depoele, Lynn, Mass. Filed Oct. 17, 1889.

Claim 1. A contact-carrying ann hinged upon a transverse axis carried by a ver

timl support, a tension-spring arranged an sustained in a substantially horizontal posi

tion with respect to the vertical support and below the axis of the arm, and connections

between said tension-sprinv and the lower ‘part of the contact-carrying arm, whereby

the outer extremity thereo is spring-presse upward.

424,406. Commutator; William F. D. Crane, Philadelphia, Pa.

Filed Jan. 10, 1890.

Claim 8. A commutator fora dynamo-electric machine or motor, having its commu

tator-segmcnts clamped between heavy molded or cast rings of vitreous or earthy

material.

424,436. Electric Railway Motor; Frank]. Sprague, New York,

N. Y. assignor to the Sprague Electric Railway and

Motor Company, same place. Filed March 30, 1889.

Claim 1. The combination, with a wheeled truck or vehicle, of a plurality of in

dependently flexibly-supported electric motors thereon and independent wer-trans

mitting connections between the armature-shafts of said motors and the w ieels of said

truck or vehicle, substantially as set forth.

MISCELLANEOUS.

THE last eighteen months or two years in America, have been

much more characterized by commercial and industrial progress

with already existing ty es of plant and apparatus than by a num

ber of new inventions. ‘inventive ability seems to have been more

concentrated on improving and elaborating already existing inven

tions, than on the evolution of new forms and idea.s.—G. L. Ad

denbrookc.

WHEN properly installed, the electric light is rggarded by this

Company as the safest method of lighting.—Guar fan Assurance

Company, London.

ILLUMINATION by gas has proved with us a source of much

trouble, and electric light is much better adapted to the needs of

the arsena1.—C0mmarm'imI of Watertlleit Arsenal, Tray, N. l’.

EVEN now there are many occasions where heat is required to be

applied very locally. in culinary purposes, for instance, and where

the cleanliness and convenience of the electrical method might out

weigh the objection of slight extra expe1_1se.—A. E. Kermelly.

THERE are times when a foot warmer is worth many times over

the expense of electrically preparing it at a few minutes‘ notice.

A. E. Kennelly.
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In Operation and in Course of Construction.

Corrected to JMay 1st,
[Those MARKED witH A * ARE BEING CoNSTRUCTED.]

[Those MARKED witH A + NoT IN OPERATION ELEcTRICALLY].

Commenced | Length No. of
Location. Operating Company. Operation Motor

Electrically, in Miles Cars.

Adrian Mich. . . . . . . . . Adrian City Belt Line Electric Ry Co . . . ... Sept., 1889. 3. 4.

Akron, Ohio . . . . . . . . . . . Akron Electric Ry. Co.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Oct. 13, #8 - 12 26

Albany, N.Y.. . . . . . . . Watervliet Turnpike and Railway Co. --- .....Sept. 25, '89 Io 16

- " .......... Albany Railway Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Jan. 1, 1890... 14 32

Alleghany, Pa. . . . . . . . Observatory Hill Pass. Ry. Co . . . . . . . . ---- . , - ..., || 3.7 6

Alliance, Ohio. . . . . . . . Alliance St. Ry. Co... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......... Mar. 6, '88. 2. 3

Americus, Ga ... .......|Americus Street Railway Co .... ...... .. ...|Jan. 2, 1890. 5% 4.

Ansonia, Conn ... . . . . . Derby St. Ry. Co... ....................". . . . . . . . . . . . . . .*A 4. 4.

Appleton, Wis......... Ap. Electric St. Ry. Co.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Aug. 16.86 3.5 6

Asbury Park, N.J...... Seashore Electric Ry. Co...... ----......... .. Sept. 9, '87 4 20

Asheville, N.C.. ... Asheville Street Railway . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .* * * 3 8

Atlanta, Ča ........... Atlanta and Edgewood St. Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . Aug. 23, '89...] 3.5 4.

- " ............ Fulton County Street Railway Co.. ........... [...* * * * * * 9 IO

Atlantic City, N.J..... Pennsylvania R. R. Co....................... April 1, '89 6.5 16

Attleboro, Mass.... . . . . A. No. A. & Wrentham Street Railway Co...... Mar. 30, 90 8 5

Auburn, N. Y. ......... Auburn Electric Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .*.............. 3 3

Augusta, Me--...- .... Augusta, Hallowell & Gardner Ry. Co.........* . . . . . . . so 3 3

Baltimore, Md... . . . . . . . Balt. Union Pass. Ry. Co..... ... .... - - - - - - - - -+|Sept. 1 $7... 2 4.

Bangor, Me....... ..... Bangor St. *# Co... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ay 21, '89... 3 5

Bay City, Mich........ Bay City R. R. Co.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .................. 5 3

Bay Ridge, Md. . . . . . . Bay Ridge Electric Railroad .......................... .* * * 5 3

Beverly, Mass. ....... Beverly and Danvers Street Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . Oct. 31, '89... 4. 2

Binghampton, N.Y. ... Washington St., Asylum and Park R. R. . . . . . . . . . .*'' ' ' '...' " 4.5 28

Birmingham, Conn.... Ansonia, Birmingham and Derby Elec. Ry. Co April 30, '88. 4. 4.

£ Ill........ B. and Normal St. Ry. Co... ..... ...........* . . . . . . Io 12

Boston, Mass........... West End St. Ry. Co ........ ................ Jan. 2, 89 127 II2

- " ........... West End Street Ry. Co ................ .....* ............ 130 118

Brockton, Mass......... East Side St. Ry. Co............ .............. Nov. 1, '88. 4.5 4.

Brooklyn, N.Y........ Brooklyn & Jamaica St. Ry. . . . . . . . . . . .....*......... .... ....... 4.

- " ........ Coney Island and Brooklyn R. R. Co . . . . . . ...*... . . . . . . . . . . . 16 I

Buffalo, N.Y...... . . . . Buffalo Street Railway Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - 2% 4.

Camden, N.J.......... Camden Horse R. R. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .* . . . . . . . . . . 2. 4.

Canton, Ohio.......... Canton Street Ry. Co..................... ...*|Dec. 15, '88. 5 9

Chattanooga, Tenn. Chat. Elec. St. Ry. Co.......... ............ . . . ----------- 5 6

Chicago, Ill ......... Cicero and Proviso St. Ry... .... - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 12

Cincinnati, Ohio. . . . . . . . Inclined Plane Railroad Co .... .......... --- .............. 6 2O

- - ...|Mt. Adams and Eden Park Inclined Ry. Co ...|April 22, '89... 1 3

- - . Mt. Adams and Eden Park Inclined Ry. Co.... March 22, '90. 4 16

- " ....... Cincinnati Street Railway Co.................. Aug 6, 89 5 8

- " ........ Colerain Railway Co.......... ... - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 5 8

- - S. Covington and Cincinnati Street Ry. Co.....*......... .... 8 IO

- “. . . . . The Lehigh Ave. Railway Co......------------|-------------- 8 IO

Cleveland, Ohio. . . . . . . East Cleveland Street Railroad Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - 35 75

- " ........ Brooklyn St. Ry. Co................ ... ........ May 25, '89... to 36

- " ........ Broadway and Newburg R. R. . . . . . . . . . . .......' ............. IO 24

- " . . . . . . Collamer's Line, East Cleveland, Ohio.............. . . . . . . 3 8

Colorado Springs, Col... El Paso Rapid transitcom my------- - - - - - - -* . . . . . . . . . . . . IO 12

Columbus, Ohio ... ... Columbus Consolidated St. Railway Co.......... Aug., 1887 2 2

- “. . . . ... Columbus Elec. Ry........ . . . . . . . . . . . .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.5 4.

Council Bluffs, Ia. . . . . [Omaha and Č'n' Bluffs Ry. and Bridge Co... [.............. 24 26

Dallas, Texas . . . . . . . . Dallas Rapid Transit Co................ ......* . . . . . . . . 3 2

- " ...... ... [North£ Circuit Ry. Co...................* - 3.8 4.

Danville, Va. . . . . . . . Danville St. C. Co............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . --------- 2 6

Davenport, Iowa. . . . . . Davenport Central Street Railway Co.......... Sept. 1, '88 2.75 6

- " ...... Davenport Electric St. Ry.......................................'... 6

- " ...... Electric Railway Co... ............. .........*.... ......... - - - - - 4.

Dayton, Ohio . . . . . . . . White Line St. R. R. Co. ............................ ....... 8.5 I2

- - .....|Dayton and Soldier's Home Ry. Co............*.............. 3 2

Decatur, Ill...... .. Decatur Electric St. Ry. Co... ... ...... ..... Sept., 1889.... 3 4.

- "........... Citizens' Electric Street Railway.......... ..... Aug. 27, 1889 5 9

Denver, Col..... ..... University Park Railway and£e Co... .... - - - - - - - - - - - - 4. 3

- " ...---------- Denver Tramway Co........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .* ............. 16 10

" " ...... ..... South Denver Cable Co . ..................... Dec. 25, 1889... 2 2.

* * ........... Colfax Ave. Electric Ry... ........... ............. - - - - 3 4.

Des Moines, Iowa...... Des Moines Electric Ry. Co. ................. . . . . . . . . . . . . IO 21

Detroit, Mich.......... Detroit Electric Ry. Co............ . . . . . . . . . . Oct. 1, '86 4. 2

- " ...------- Highland Park Ry. Co.... ............. ..... Oct. 24, '86 3-5 6

* “ . . . . . . . . . Detroit, Rouge River and Dearborn St. Ry. Co.. . . . . . . . . . . I I

* “ . . . . . . ."...|East Detroit and Grosse Pointe St. Ry. Co...... May 29, '88. 8.5 Io

* “ . . . ....... Detroit‘' Railway, Mack Street Line..... *... . . . . . . . . . a ... ...

Dubuque, Iowa. . . . . . . . . Key City Electric Railway Co . . . . . . . . ... . . . Jan. 26, 1890 2 2

- " -------- Electric Light and Power Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - IO

Easton, Pa ... . . . . . . Pennsylvania Motor Co.................-- Jan. 12, '88... 2.5 4.

Eau Claire, Wis ---....Eau Claire Street Railroad Co ...........W. P. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 6

Elgin, Ill.... . . . . . . . . . Elgin Electric Ry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ". . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9

Elkhart, Ind. .......... Citizens' St. Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . .......W. P. . . . . . . . . . . . 7 5

Erie, Pa... ... .... City Passenger Railway Co ... - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 12 21

- - - - - - - - - - - - - Erie Electric Motor Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . * . . . . . . . . . . . . .... 15

Fort Gratiot, Mich ..... Gratiot Electric Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.75 2

Fort Worth, Texas. . . . Fort Worth City Railway Co...... . . . . . . . . .* . . . . . . . . . . . . IO IO

- - " ....|Fort Worth Land and St. Ry. Co . . . . . . . . .* . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 15

- - Chamberlain Investment Company... .. -- ". . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

... " ' ' ' ' ||North Side Railway Co.. . . . . . . . . . . ... .....* . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 15

Gloucester, Mass...... Gloucester St. Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......* . . . . . . . . . . . 5 3

Harrisburg, Pa - - - - - - - - East Harrisburg Pass. Ry. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4-5 11

Hartford, Conn..... ... Hartford and Weathersfield Horse Railroad Co. . . . . . . . . . . 3 4

Huntington, W.Va....Huntington Electric Light and St. Ry. Co ..... Dec. 14, '88. 3% 2

£ Ind. ..... Citizens' Street Railway Co ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6% Io

Ithaca, N.Y.. . ....... Ithaca Street Railway Co ... ... - - - - - - - - - - - - - . Dec. 28, '87 ... 1

amaica, N.Y.. ......Jamaica and Brooklyn R. R. . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - to #

ohnstown, Pa. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - IO 20

oliet, Ill. - - - - - - - - '' Street Railway Co ............. - - - - - - - Feb., 1890 .. 3. 8

nsas City, Mo . . . . . . Metropolitan St. Ry. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . * . . . . . . - - 5% 18

* * * ..... '.* * . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 6

* * * ... e North East Street Railway Co..... . . . . . . [Mar, 1

Kearney, Neb. . . . . [Kearney Street Railway Co y - - - - - - - - - - - - - -*... . . . .* : '
Keokuk, Iowa --------- Keokuk Electric Street Ry. .*.............. 6.8 6

-
-

ELECTRIC STREET RAILWAYS OF AMERICA

H. P. of H. P. of Max.

Motor Genera- Per Ct. Makers of Cars. System.

Cars tor. Grade.

& IOO % Pullman... . . . . -§:
15 3ol. 450 9% - - - - -------------- --

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---- --- *::::Hous".
- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---- -- Thomson-Houston.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Stephenson. . . . . Undergr. Conduit.
15 8o 4% - - - - - --- -- |Thomson-Houston.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Pullman............Thomson-Houston.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ............... ... [Thomson-Houston.

8 and 12 60 8 Pullman............ Van Depoele.

20 25o % Brill....... ........ Daft.

15 & 3o 67 9% ------------------- Sprague.
2O to 3% ---------------- homson-Houston.

- - -- --- -- - - - -- - - - - ----- Thomson-Houston.

*5 & 39 -------------|-----------------. Sprague.

- - - - - - - -- - - - --- - - - - - - - - - homson

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ouston,

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ....................Thomson-Houston.

15 IOO 6%. 1.------------------- Daft.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ... ....l....................I.Thomson-Houston.

- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- --- - Sprague.

30 || -------|------- || --------- - - - - - - - - -£
15 25 6% -- -- § torage).

* I----------------|--|-- -------------- rague.

12 # 15, 1oo 7 Brill.-------------. #
2O 15° l-------|-------------------- Daft.

15 & 40 rooo 6 Brill......... |Thomson-Houston.

- - - - - - - - - - -- ------- Thomson-Houston.

15 - - - - - - - - - - - - - Stephenson ........ Sprague.

-- - - - - - -- - - - - - ------

£:
- - --- -- homson-Houston.

- - - - - ------- -- Sprague.

: too . . . . . . . . .......... -£
15 & 39 ---------------|-- ................. p -

15 & 3ol. 16o 8% |Brill ...... ... ...§:
30 --------|--- - ---- Sprague.

3o - - - - - - - - ---- - -- - Sprague.

2D 5o 5 ---------------- Daft.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Thomson-Houston.

- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - -- - - - - - -- Thomson-Houston.

- - - - - - - -- -- - - - - - --- Thomson-Houston.

15 || ------- Stephenson......... Short Parallel.

30 || -------|--|--|--|--|--|--|--|- ------------ Short Parallel.

- - - - - - - - IZOO- 2x Stephenson... ....Sprague.

30 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Stephenson.... omson-Houston.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- Sprague.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -- Sprague.

-- - - - - - -- -- - - - - - - ---- gue.

- - *- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- -- - Short Series.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ........Short.

20 & 3ol. 524 4. Pullman............ T.-H. & Sprague.

30 -------- . ... Stephenson ........ Sprague.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- homson-Houston

- - - - - - - - - -- ------ Thomson-Houston,

15 --------|--|--|--|--|------------------- Sprague. -

15 & 39 -------|--|--|--|-------------------$: -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Stephenson ........ #:£e.
o 1-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - tephenson . . . . . . . . c.

: Ioo 1. . . . . . . .#'- - - - - - - -- N'i.
15 16o 5 || -------------- - - - - - Thomson-Houston.

-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ----- £e.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- ------- omson-Houston.

3o 45 --------|-- - -------------§:
o 1-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --------------- --

- * - - - 2OO 9 |-------------------- T.-H. & Sprague.

- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - -- Van Depoele,

15 7o Nil. Pullman..... ...... National.

30 - - - - - - - - Nil. ... --------------§:
15 IOO Nil. Pullman... . . . . . . . ational.

- - - - - - - - - - - - . . . . . . . . . . . . ... ......... National.

is & a - - - - 9 - £15 30 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ------------ £".
15 & 20 5o 12 I---------------- - - aft.

30 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -- - -£:

15 15o 6 ----------------- 'i

30 --------|------- |-------------- --§:
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---

:*15 135 | ------- Pullman . . . . . . . . . . at:

15 2CO 7 £-£ -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ullman. . . . . . . . . . . c.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---- - £Houston.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Thomson-Houston.

15 & 30, 1zo 5% |Brill.......... Sprague.

15 & 3o 5o 4 - || ---------------- S -

18 too 3% ------------------ Short.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- - ....Thomson-Houston.

7% 5o 3 - - - - - - - - - ---------- Daft.

30 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ------- § £"
* ::::::::::::::: ... [Thomson-Ho

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ----- Thomson-Hou

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---- Thomson-Hous

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ----- Thomson-Houst

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- ....T.-H. & Sprague.

15 - - - - - - - - - - - - -------------- - - - Short-Parallel.
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- Commenced Length No. of H. P. of H. P. of Max.

Location Operating Company. Operation Motor Motor Genera-Per Ct. Makers of Cars. System.

Electrically, in Miles Cars. Cars. tor. Grade.

-
-

- - 1–

Knoxville, Tenn... ...|Knoxville Street Railroad Co... . . . . . . . . . ." ............. 3.4 | 5 |... . . . . . . . . * - - - - - - - - - ---- -- -- - - - - - - Thomson-Houston.

Lancaster, Pa.... . . . . Lancaster City and East Lancaster R. R. Co................... 5% | Io 3o *59 -------|-- ----------------- Daft.

Lafayette, Ind.......... Lafayette Street Ry. Co... . . . . . . . . . . . ......|Sept. 19, '88 4% 9 |15 & 30, 150 8 . . . . .............. Sprague.

Laredo, Tex.----------. Laredo City Railroad Co. . . . . . . . . . . . ...... Dec. 6, 1889 5 7 15 IIo . . . . . . . Brill and Pullman...Sprague.

Lexington, Kentucky...|Lexington Passenger and Belt Line............*............. 6 6 39 . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pullman ........... Sprague.

Lima, Ohio............ The Lima St. Railway Motor and Power Co.................. 6 7 l. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Van Depoele.

Long Island City, L.I - Long Island City and Newtown Elec. Ry. Co..*........ ..... 3 2 .3° 1 -------|--|--|--|--|-------------------. Sprague.

Lowell, Massachusetts. Lowell and DracutStreet Railway. . . . . . . . . . Aug. 1, 1889 5 16. 2O 16o 4.8 || “...... ...... Bentley-Knight

Los Angeles, Cal....... [Los Angeles Elec. Ry.Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . +|Jan. 1, '87. 4. 5 15 IOO 3 Brill........ ....... Daft. [Overhead.

Louisville, Ky - - - - - - - - - Central Pass. R.R. Co - " " ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . " 7% 12 - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Thomson-Houston.

Lynn, Mass............ Lynn and Boston St. Ry. Co., (Highland line)...|July 4, 1888 2 0 30 | . . . . . . 4 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Thomson-Houston.

“. . . . . . . ... [Lynn and Boston St. Ry. Co., (Crescent Beach). . . . . . . . . . . . . . I * . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Thomson-Houston.

- “. . .......... Lynn and Boston St. Ry. Co., (Myrtle St. Line). . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 4 - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Thomson-Houston.

- “. ............ Lynn and Boston St. Ry. Co., (Nahant Line). . . . . . .75 * 1: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Thomson-Houston.

" " ..... ...... Belt Line Railway Co..... . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - -*.............. 8 to 1-- - - - - - - -- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... [T.-H. & Sprague.

Macon, Ga............. Macon City and Suburban Ry. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dec. 25: '89 8 8 I5 IOo 8% . . . . . . . . . . . Thomson-Houston.

Mansfield, Ohio........ Mansfield Elec. St. Ry. Co... . . . . . . . . . . . . Aug. 9, '87. 5 5 15 . . . . . . . . .....[Brill.... . . . . . . . . . Daft.

Marlborough, Mass . . [Marlborough Street Railroad Company. . . . . . . . June# '89 3 3 |15 & 3"|........l.... ............ .......... Sprague.

Meriden, Conn.......... Meriden Horse R. R. Co...... ... ............ July 16, ’88. 5% 12 15 & 20, 250 8% |Stephenson. ...... |Daft.

Milwaukee, Wis........ Milwaukee Cable Co...... ......... . . . . . . . . .* . . . . . . . . . . 15 ** | . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Thomson-Houston.

- " ........ West Side Railway Co... . . . . . . . . . . . ".............. 6 19 - - - - - - - - -------|--|--|--|--| . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sprague.

Minneapolis Minn...... Minneapolis Street Railway Company.......... *.......... . . . 2OO 18o 39 I------- 1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sprague.

- “. . . . . .£ St. #: Co ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - 8 19 - - - - - - - --------|-- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . *::::Houston.
Moline, Ill... ... ...... Moline Street Railway Co......... . . . . . W. P. Oct. 17, '89... 3 2 3o 55 -------. Pullman ........... Sprague.

Montgomery, Ala. ..... Capital''.Ry. Co..... - ..... . . . . . . . . ............... - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Brill.......... .... an £ele.
Muskegon, Mich..... .. Muskegon Electric Railway Co...... - - - - - - - - - -*............ . 4% 5 2O IOO 5 - - - - ------------- Short-Parallel.

Nashville, Tenn........|McGavock and Mt. Vernon Horse Ry..... .. , - I - - - - - - - 5 26 * * * *- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Thomson-Houston.

- " ........ City Electric Railway.... . . . . . . . . . . ........ - - 3.5o 10 - - - - - - - - - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Thomson-Houston.

- " .... ... South Nashville Street Ry. Co . . . . . . . . . Mar. Io, '90 5 IO 3° . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sprague.

- - " ........ Nashville, and Edge Field Street Ry. Co . . . . .* . . . . . . . 5 IO 3° -------|--|--|--|--|--------------- - - - Sprague.

Newark, N. J ....... Essex Co. Passenger Railway Co................ Sept. 2, '88 4 4 2O IOO 5 Stephenson ... . . . Daft.

Newark, Ohio.......... Newark and Granville Street Ry. . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I I 3° l--------|--- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sprague.

New Bedford, Mass....|Union City St. Railway Co.......... ... ... "... . . . . . . . . . 3 5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . homson-Houston.

Newburyport, Mass.....|Newburyport and Amesbury Horse Ry Co...... ............ 6.50 3 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ------- Brill...... . . . . . . . Thomson-Houston.

Newport, R.I ......... Newport Street Railway Co.................... Aug. 7, '89. 4% * | *- :------------------ 1: ......... ........ Thomson-Houston.

Newton, Mass.......... Newton Street Railway Co...... - - - - - - - ... ".... . . . . . . . . 8 Io |- - - - - - - 1. to 1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Thomson-Houston.

New York, N.Y........ N.Y. and Harlem£ Avenue) R. R. Co....|Feb. 23, '89. 18.5 10 l. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... Stephenson ........£

North Adams, Mass ... [Hoosac Valley St. Ry. Co ... .............. . . . . . ....... 6 3 - - - - - -] . . . . . . . 5 || ----- ------------- homson-Houston.

Omaha, Neb............[Omaha Motor Ry. Co........... ........... . . . . . . . . ...... 26 30 l. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pullman..... - - - - - - - Thomson-Houston.

- " ........... Omaha Horse Railroad Co... . . . . . . . . . . . Oct. 9, ’89. - Io 37 3° 1--------|-------- Stephenson ... . . . . Sprague.

- " ........... Omaha and Council Bluffs Ry. and Bridge Co . . . . . . . ........ 14 *4 l. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . *::::Houston.
- " .......... Omaha and Council Bluffs R. R...................... ....... 4. 2. l. . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ... Sprague.

Ottawa, Ill . . . ....... Ottawa Electric St. Ry. Co ................... [.............. 7 8 15 16o 6%. Pullman........... Thomson-Houston.

Ottumwa. Iowa. ....... Ottumwa Street Railway Co.... ....... ....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.5o 4 | . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Thomson-Houston.

Passaic, N. J. .......... Passaic Street Railway Co.................. . . . . . . . . 3 3 : . . . . . . . --------------|--|-- --------------- Thomson-Houston.

Peoria, Ill ... ......... Central Railway Co........................ . Sept. 28, '89 13 15 3o 160 l............................ Thomson-Houston.

Philadelphia, Pa........ Lehigh Ave. Railway Co.... ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 20 & 3ol..... .. 5 l----------------- . Storage.

Piqua, Ohio............ Piqua Electric Railway Co.................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3. 4 3° -------------- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sprague.

Pittsburgh, Pa... . . . . . . Second Avenue Passenger Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . Mar. 4, '90 Io.o.6 Io . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . . . . . . . . .......... [Thomson-H

- ".......... Pittsburgh, Knoxville and St. Clair St. Ry ....|Aug. 4, '88. 2.25 5 # 2Oo 15% |Brill.... ...... .... Daft.

- “. - Suburban Rapid Transit Railway Co........... Aug. 6, '88. 2-5 3 |15 20 50 9 Stephenson . Daft. -

- “.......... Federal St. and Pleasant Valley Ry. Co...................... 8% 45 45 - - - - - -- I - - - - - - - - Pullman ........... Sprague.

- “ -----.... Pittsburgh Traction Company. . . . . . . . . . . . . ... *l... . . . . . . . . . . 2 2 3° 1... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .-----£ Parallel.

- - . Squirrel Hill St. Ry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........*l............ ......| -- 5 ! . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I---------------------------- Sprague.

Portland, Ore.......... illiamette Bridge Railway Co................. . . . . . . . . . . . 1% 5 3o 70 1--------! -----------------. Sprague.

- " .......... Metropolitan Ry. Co........ ... ... ....... ... Jan. 1, '90. 3 13 30 70 l. .….l...... ... .... Sprague.
- " ... ...... Multomah Street Ry..........................*l.............. 4% IO 3° --------| . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£
- " ---------. Woodstock and Waverly Electric Ry. Co......* . . . . . . . . . . . 5% 4 - - - - - - - - - - . . . . . . . . . . . Pullman. . . . . . . . . . . homson-Houston.

Port Huron, Mich. .... Port Huron Electric Ry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Oct. 17, '80 2.5 4 10 & 15 4o 2 Stephenson & Brill... Van Depoele.

Port Townsend, Wash...Port Townsend St. Ry. Co... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 3 | . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pullman............ Thomson-Houston.

Plattsmouth, Neb. ... Plattsmouth Electric Railroad .................. Sept. 14, '88. 2 2 3° 1... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sprague.

Plymouth, Mass........P. and Kingston Ry. Co...... . . . . ............ June 8, '89 ... 4% 3 * * * * 1 - - - - - - - - - - - Brill........... . Thomson-Houston.

Pueblo, Col......... . . . . Pueblo City Railway. . . . . . . . ... . . . . ---------- - - - - - - - - - - - - 2I to 1---- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Thomson-Houston.

£: Mass..........£ and Boston Street Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - 7.5o 4 3o 15o 7 Brill . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Thomson-Houston.

eading, Pa. ... ..... . t Reading Ry. Co ... ....... . . . . . . . . . . . ... Nov. 27, '88. I-33 8 15 66 8 Stephenson . . . . . . . . Sprague.

- "........... Neversink Mountain£ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - *..............l....... 4. 3o - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- Sprague.

Red Bank, N.J....... Red Bank and Sea Bright Railway Co. . . . . . . . *........ ..... 3 3 || - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Thomson-Houston.

Revere, Mass......... Revere St. Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 4 6 3o 2OO 7 l. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Thomson-Houston.

Richmond, Ind........ Richmond St. Ry. Co.......................... ...... . . . . . 4 6 --------' ... ...l.. ..... Brill .............. Thomson-Houston.

Richmond, Va.... . . . . The Richmond Union Pass. Railway Co. . Feb. 1, '88 ... 13-5 42 15 4oo 9.1 |Brill................ Sprague.

Rochester, N.Y. . . . . . Rochester Elec. R. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6.20 9 3o 16o 4. Stephenson .. . Thomson-Houston.

-* " ........ Rochester Railroad Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . *............. 55 200 l. . . . . . . . 1200 l. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Short series.

Rockford, Ill ... [Rockford St. Ry. Co.... ............. ........! ............. 6% 7 l. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1--------| . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Thomson-Houston.

Sacramento, California. Central Street Railway Company.... . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - * 1: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Storage Battery.

Saginaw, Michigan.... Saginaw Union Street Railway Co... . . . . . . . . . *.............. 2O *5 - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... ..... Thomson-Houston.

- - - ... Saginaw Union Railway . ....................... . . . . . . . . 17.5 20. 25 3oo Nil. [................ ... National.

Salem, Mass ........... Naumkeag Street# Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .*.............. | 3 6 * * * * * | - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Sprague & T.-H.

Salem, N.C............ Salem and Winston Electric Ry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .*................. . . . . 6 * * * * 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Sprague.

Salem, Ohio... .... .. Salem Electric Street Ry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . *... ......... 2 3 * . . . . . . . . . . . . . .---------------- *... [Thomson-Houston.

" " ....... ... Capital City Railway Company . . . . . . . . . . . .*.............. 2 * 1: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sprague.

Salem, Ore............ Capital City Ry . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 2 15 - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Sprague.

Salt Lake City, Utah Salt Lake City Railroad Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - 6% 35 |15 & 3o .............. Stephenson. . . . . . . . Sprague.

San Jose. ... ....... San Jose and Santa Clara R. R. Co ... . . . . . . *l. ........... 9 6 15 80 l. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... [Thomson-Houston.

Saratoga, N.Y... Saratoga Electric Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . *"... . . . . . . . . . 2% * . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Thomson-Houston.

Sault£ Marie, Mich...S. S. Marie St. Ry. Co.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 8 15 IOO II Pullman... ......... National.

Scranton, Pa ... . . The People's Street Ry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 20 |15 & 3ol . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Brill . . . -# -

* * ... . . . . . . . Scranton Suburban Ry. Co ..................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 Io 15 & 39| 28o 9% |Brill, Pullman...... omson-Houston.

- "..... ...... Nayaug Cross-Town Ry.................. . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.5o 3 * * * 1 - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - Brill . . . . . . . . . . . . . Thomson-Houston.

- "...... . ... Scranton Passenger Ry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Nov. '88 . . . . . 2 4 30 | . . . . . . to 1-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Thomson-Houston.

- * ... ...... Hillside Coal Co., (Mining) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - I I - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Thomson-Houston.

Seattle, Washington....Seattle Elec. Ry. and Power Co... . . . . . . . . . . . . . April 7, '89. 5 13 20 & 3o 240 8 Pullman. . . . . . . . . . . . Thomson-Houston.

- - ... . [Green Lake Electric Railway . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .* ............. 4% 2 30 | . . . . . . . 4 Pullman........... Thomson-Houston.

- - ....West Street and Northend Railway Company. *|.............. 12 ** | . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Thomson-Houston.
Sedalia, Mo........... Electric Railway, Light and Power Co. . . . . . . . . *.............. Io 8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......l.................. |Thomson-Houston.

Sherman, Texas........ College Park Electric Belt Line ...... ... "... . . . . . . . . . . 4. 5 *5 ! . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sprague.

Shreve , La. . ..... Shreveport Ry. and Land Improvement Co . . * ... .......... 5% 4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Thomson-Houston.

Sioux£ Ia .........Sioux City Street Railway. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . * . . . . . . . . . . . I4 18 15 & 3ol.... ... [........ Pullman. . . . . . . . . . Sprague.

Sioux Falls, S.D....... South Dakota Rapid Transit Railway Co . . . . . ". . . . . . . . . . . . 4% 3 3° --------------- 1:... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sprague.

South Bend, Ind..... .. South Bend and Muskawaka St. Ry. Co....... .............. 8 * . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... ............... homson-Houston.

Southington, Conn ... Southington and Plantsville Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.8 2 2O 40 3 |-------------------- Thomson-Houston.

Spokane Fails, Wash...|Ross Park Street Railway. . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1.4% ~o -------|- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pullman...... ..... Thomson-Houston.

Springfield, Mass. . . . . . . Splingfield City Ry. Co........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 * . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...---------. Thomson-Houston.

* - “. . . . . . . Springfield St. Ry. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . * . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 * | *........l........l................... Thomson-Housto'.

Springfield, Ill.... ... Springfield CityRy. Co.......... ... . . . . . * . . . . . - - - - - 7 * ........l........l........ -- - - - - |Thomson-Houston.

St. Catharine's, Ont. ...|St. Catharine's, Merritton & Thorold St. Ry. Co. Oct. '87...... 8 12 15 IOO 7%. 1........ - - ... [Van Depoele,

-
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ELECTRIC STREET RAILWAYS OF AMERICA.—Continued.

Commenced | Length No. of H. P. of H. P. of Max.

Location. Operating Company. Operation Motor || Motor Genera-Per Ct. Makers of Cars. System

Electrically, in Miles Cars. | Cars. tor. Grade.

Sterling, Ill. . . . . . . . . . . Union Electric Ry. Co............................. ......... 6 || 7 || 3o 1----------------|-------- Sprague.

Steubenville, Ohio . . . . . Steubenville Elec. Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.5 # Sprague.

stillwater, Minn Stillwater Electric Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 6 Sprague.

St. Joseph, Mo. . . . . . . . St. Jos. Union Pass. Ry. Co........ - - IO 14 Home Built - Sprague.

- - " -------- Wyatt Park Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Io 18 115 & 3ol. 3oo o 1...... - - - - ...|Sprague.

- - - ... People's Railroad Co - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 Io 19 |"5 & 30 - - - - - - - - - - - - || ------------ - Sprague.

St. Louis, Mo |Lindell Street Railroad Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5% 70 30 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - |Brill -------- - Sprague.

- - " ...------- St. Louis Bridge Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2. 4 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - homson-Houston.

- - " ... ...... South Broadway Line. 3 13 || 20 | 150 || 4 |. . . . . . . . . . . . - Short Series.

- - " .......... Union£ Ry. Co..... ... ........ 12% 3o |Thomson-Houston.

- “. ." .......... St. Louis Ry. Co-...... ..... . ............... 3. ... Thomson-Houston.

St. Paul, Minn.......... St. Paul City Ry. Co... # 4 --------1- ... [Thomson-Houston.

- - " ..... ---- Grand Ave Line........ .... .................. 23, - - 6 4 - - - - - - ..I.Thomson-Houston.

Sunbury, Pa. ----------- S.& Northumberland St. Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . *l------------| 3 3 3o . Daft.

use, . Third Ward Rallway Co... . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... --Nov. 29, '88. 8 20 & 30 IO Brill. ... Thomson-Houston.

acoma, Wash ------ Pacific Ave. Street Railroad Co........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . # - - - - - - - - - - ----- - - , Sprague.

- - Tacoma Ave. Street Railroad Co... . . . . . . . . . . - , Sprague.

Toledo, Ohio......... Toledo Elec. Ry. Co

Topeka, Kan ........ Topeka Rapid Transit Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Toronto, Ont..... . . . . . . Metropolitan Street Railway Co. . . . . . - - -

Troy, N.Y. . . . . . . . . . . . Troy and Lansingburg-Street Railroad Co . .

Utica, N.Y... |Utica Belt Line Ry . . . . . . . . ....... -

Vancouver, B.

Victoria, B. C.

washington, D

-Vancouver Electric Ry. and Lighting Co

|National Electric Lighting and Tramway Co
. Eckington and Soldiers' Home Elec. Ry. Co ..

Georgetown and£ Street Railway Co..

... Thomson-Houston.

. Thomson-Houston.

... iThomson-Houston.

Sprague.
... [Thomson-Houston.

. Thomson-Houston.

Thomson-Houston.

Thomson-Houston.

£*.West Bay City, Mich...W. B. City Electric R. 8 Sprague.

West Superior, Wis. Douglas Co. St. Ry. Co., 4. Daft and T.-H.

Wheeling, W. Va. . . . . . Wheeling Railway Co . . . . . . . 5 Thomson-Houston.

Wichita, kan ... . |Riverside and Suburban Ry. Co ... . . . . . . . . . . . 6 |Thomson-Houston.

- " .... ..... Wichita Suburban. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 Sprague.

Wilkesbarre, Pa.. . . . . . . Wilkesbarre and Suburban Street Railway Co. 6 Sprague.

- " ........ Wilkesbarre and WestSide Railway Co. .....* 3 || 30 || ------- - - - - - ------------ . -Sprague.

Wilmington, Del - Wilmington City Ry. Co., Riverview Line..... [........ .... 1, 3 15 75 6%. 1.- .......... -Sprague.

- --- - - - “. . " " Eighth St. Line...... Mar. 2, '88. 1.3-5 5 3o 125 8 Brill ....... , Sprague.

Windsor, Ont.:........ Windsor Elec. St. Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2. * - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --------------R:*
Winona, Minn...... ... Winona City St. Ry. Co. . . . . . . - - - - - - - * . . . . . . . . . . . . 4. 5 || -- I - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Thomson-Houston.

Youngstown, O. : Youngstown Elec. Ry. Co - - - - - ...* 5 6 30 -- I - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Sprague

FOREIGN.

Florence, Italy . . . . . . |Firenzi and Fiesole Tramway Co ... ... ... ." . . . . . . . . . . 5 24 |- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sprague

Tokio, Japan . Tokio Exhibition Line . . . . . . . . - - - - * 2 .... Sprague

Berlin, Germany.... Allgemeine Elektricitats Gesellschaft. . . . . . . . . . * . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 | . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sprague

..Bremen, Germany. . . . . [Bremen Tramway Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ." Ż" 6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Thomson-Houston

Victoria, Aust. . . . . . . . |Doncaster and Boxtree Tramway Co...... I * ! . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Thomson-Houston.

**". Electric Railway Companies are earnestly requested to notify “ELECTRIC POWER” of any errors or omis

\sions in the above list. -&?

BUSINESS NOTES.

The Kearney Electric Co., of Kearney, Nebraska, is a model of

business enterprise and push. Since it began operations in Sep

tember, 1888, it has built up the largest electrical power transmis

sion station in the world. It had some lights in operation before

the date mentioned, and it now has some 4,500 incandescent lamps

and some 40 arc lamps at work. But its special success has been

along the line of the introduction of the electric motor for doing

various kinds of work. If its success continues, it will not be long

before electric motors will be doing all the work in Kearney now

done by stationary engines of other types. Moreover, Kearney is

soon to try the experiment of an electric street railway, so that the

motor will supplant the horse as well as the stationary engine.

Among the industries which are now being conducted in Kear

ney with the help of electric motors, are brick making, canning,

terra cotta working, roller milling and printing. The company

expects soon to receive a dredging motor to be applied for dredg

ing purposes at Kearney. This motor will be# 75 horse power.

In the various kinds of work supplied by the Kearney Electric Co.,

they employ motors of nearly every horse power manufactured,

£ through 75 h.p., 30 h.p., 20 h.p., io h.p., 5 h.p., 3 h.p.,

and 1 h. p.

Mr. C. M. Rice is the Secretary of the Company, and Mr. J. T.

O'Brien its General Manager£ These gentle

men, who have recently paid a visit to the office of ELECTRIC

Power are now in search of a practical system of electric heating,

to be added to their light and motor systems.

The Westinghouse Electric Company has been awarded the

contract of ful nishing alternating current apparatus to increase
the capacity of the lighting plant of the'N' Lighting and

Rower Co., to the extent of three thousand incandescent fights.

Twenty-eight hundred lights capacity of Westinghouse apparatus

is already in use by this company. In addition to the order for

incan'escent machi'ry, the Nashville company has placed with
The Westinghouse Electric Co. one for 540 arc lights.

An interesting test of a No. 2 Westinghouse alternating current

incandescent light dynamo was successfully concluded the other

day at the power house of the Little Rock Electric Light Com

pany, Little Rock, Arkansas. The company had operated the

dynamo for some time, running about 1,300 lights on the machine,

and although the dynamo was said to have a capacity of 1,500

lights, the managers hesitated to put on a full load because they

did not believe the machine would carry it." Mr. H. W. Wilson,

of the North American Construction Company, however, under

took to test the capacity of the dynamo. He ran it for twenty-two

consecutive hours with a full load, the current recording through

out this time between ninety and ninety-three primary amperes,

supplying 1,83o 16 c. p. lamps, actually burning all the time. At

the end of the twenty-second hour the directors of the company

expressed themselves highly satisfied with the result and their

praise of the machine is now greater than ever before.

The Westinghouse alternating current arc light system, the

special features of which are that it is used in connection with

converters, and a single, flat carbon lamp, is now being introduced

in the city of Pittsburg. Last Sunday night, about six of the

lamps were operated in the east end of the city and a number of

rominent men and the representatives of the local papers were

invited to witness the innovation in street lighting.

In speaking about the matter the next day, one of the Pittsburg

papers said:

“The new system of arc lighting of The Westinghouse Electric

Company was successfully tested in the East End last night. In

this system but one carbon is required to each lamp, which lasts

forty-two hours. The light from these lamps is twenty per cent.

brighter than that from the old lamps and much steadier. The

machines can be manufactured to generate electricity for 250 arc

lights, thus affording a great deal of economy of space. The sys

tem is also claimed to be perfectly safe, because it is operated

with the converter which reduces the voltage of the current to

such an extent as to render any accidental shock perfectly harm

less.”
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ARTIFICIAL VENTILATION.

IT is a popular supposition that the action of electric

ity is a mystery, and that every failure and accident is

due to ignorance of its laws. It cannot be too strongly

emphasized that this is by no means the case. Most

persons think they know something of the laws govern

ing ordinary ventilation, which they undertake to de

monstrate whenever they travel by rail. It should be

understood however that proper ventilation, especially

of crowded apartments cannot be attained without some

artificial means of removing the foul air. This is done

very effectually by revolving fans. But even the use of

those will not suffice, unless they are introduced under

the supervision of a competent expert who is capable of

determining exactly what is required. So important is

this question that in the best managed factories a man

is detailed especially to take charge of the ventilation,

and no other person has authority to regulate the tem

perature or the supply of air. The difiiculty of obtain

ing suitable power has heretofore prevented the more

general introduction of fans, and a great demand exists

that will not be supplied until the use of electricity be

comes more general. This matter is one of exceedingly

great importance in connection with our schools, where

the sanitary conditions are not so carefully looked after

as they should be. There has been an improvement in

this respect, but we have yet much to learn in our

administration of public affairs. The little motor fans

which are coming into very general use, are among the

luxuries which will soon be indispensable. They will do

much toward rendering city life endurable through the

heated term, but for ventilating purposes, the fan which

is inserted in the wall, or where it has immediate com

munication out-of-doors is the one which is thoroughly

beneficial. Several of these have been in use for a long

time in the main operating-room of the Western Union

Telegraph Company in New York City and have given

perfect satisfaction. They are noiselessly and swiftly

driven by electric motors, and until this plan was adopt

ed the proper ventilation of this great room thronged

with a regiment of human beings was practically impos

sible. It is true that the company employed an oflicial

popularly known as a “wind chief " but his duties were‘

confined to the operation of the pneumatic tubes, and

the quality of air which was brought into the room

under his auspices, may be appreciated when it is known

that it was drawn for a distance of from one to three

miles underground, the distant terminus of the tube

being perhaps in a basement well crowded with “ district

messengers." It may be safely asserted, that while no

startling accident is likely to arise from the faulty ven

tilation of our public and private apartments, the insidu

ous ravages of disease are none the less fatal, and that

the crying need of the hour is a better knowledge of ,

the laws of ventilation, rather than the obstruction of

electrical development.

ELECTRICAL MACHINERY FOR THE TROPICS.

AMONG the papers presented at the Boston meeting of

the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, was

one by Mr. Wilfrid H. Fleming, giving much interesting

information regarding electric installations in the tropics,

a line of work in which he has had an extended experi

ence. It appears from this, that the tropical field is

quite a promising one for the electric motor, as well as

electric lighting. It has not been altogether neglected,

and considering the relative proportions it bears to other

commercial interests of this country our exports of

electrical machinery may take the lead so far as Mexico

and the West Indies are concerned. This is certainly

encouraging, for there is nothing so exasperating to the

ordinary man of affairs, as the attempt to belittle the

importance of foreign trade. Laying aside for the

moment, the mere financial view, which is the ordinary

consideration, what a boon it is that in that tropical out

of-door life, the people should have the privilege of pur

chasing from foreigners an electric plant. How much

pleasanter it is for us, that for the sake of disposing of

our electrical machinery, of which we have an abun

dance, we may enjoy our morning coffee, which we

never could raise with the assistance of all the statesmen

who were ever born. It should not be forgotten that

there are street railway lines in South America, and

that neither England nor Germany who have secured

the greater portion of the trade in our sister republics,

are not as yet prepared to compete with us in this line

of work. It is however only a question of time when

they will be equipped, and it is therefore important that

no time be lost.

A GREAT ELECTRIC RAILWAY SYSTEM.

HE recent meeting in Boston of the American Insti

tute of Electrical Engineers, was marked by an

event which should inspire confidence in the mind of

every electrical engineer as to the complete triumph ‘of

the electric railway. The visiting engineers were given

every opportunity to examine the existing temporary

power plant, and also the engineering plans of the great

central power station of the West End Railway Company,

the foundations for which are now being constructed.

In this building when completed will be located thirteen

1,000 horse-power steam engines, and the magnitude of
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the work is such as to involve the expenditure of hun

dreds of thousands of dollars. Meanwhile a sufiicient

number of electric cars are running in the streets of

Boston to give every citizen and visitor an opportunity

of comparing them with the horse cars. There are not

enough of the electric cars however to furnish facilities

for all who desire to patronize them—n0t because they

are novel--but because they are clean, well-lighted,

start quickly, are controlled with remarkable facility,

and are in every way so superior that passengers will

walk an extra block for the sake of riding in them. All

the howl about “ overhead” wires was confined to those

who have been influenced by the newspapers. It is

sufi'icient for the people that they have an improved

system of transportation, and that they mean to enjoy it,

is shown by the action of the aldermen who were forced

by popular pressure to rescind the ordinance limiting

the speed of the electric cars to seven miles per hour_

The increase in the number of cars operated, is now

checked temporarily, on account of the necessity of

equipping open cars for summer traffic. Boston is so

located that its suburbs are probably more beauti

ful and accessible than those of any other city

in the country, and the popularity of the improved tran

sit facilities will be readily understood by those who

made the trip to Chestnut Hill and return by the electric

railway. Along the centre of abroad avenue the double

track occupies a strip of parking with a row of trees at

each edge. The roadways for vehicles are on either

side. The entire absence of horses has therefore per

mitted the grass to grow between the rails, and it is kept

closely cropped, giving the whole so beautiful an ap

pearance, that the incidental existence of overhead con

ductors is entirely ignored. The one prominent feature

in the entire system as installed in Boston, is the evi

dent determination to do everything in the best possible

manner. This being the cardinal principle, there can be

no doubt as to the continued success of the great under

taking. 'If skeptics still exist, let them stand on the

sidewalk of Tremont street, and note how perfectly the

electric cars are handled on that crowded thoroughfare.

Every street railway company manager desirous of

changing his system, every newspaper editor who dwells

on death and destruction by overhead wires should visit

Boston, where they may learn in one day by quiet ob

servation that with all due respect to the horse, the

cable, steam, compressed air and naptha the electric

street railway has no rival in the field which it proposes

to occupy.

THE cross-town street railway through Fulton street

from the North ,to the East river is again showing

signs of life, after lying dormant for nearly two years.

This was the route upon which the Bentley-Knight

conduit was to be given a trial. The track is laid across

Broadway now, but there are no further indications of

its being operated by electricity. Those who hope Tor

electric traction in New York City, will apparently.be

obliged to wait for the further development of the stor

age battery systems.

WITHOUT being unduly elated, we think we may

justly call attention editorially to the great importance

of the present issue of ELECTRIC POWER to the practical

worker in the electric railway field. This special

branch of the industrial application of electricity has

grown and is growing so rapidly, that we have been

compelled to devote almost the -entire issue to this one

subject alone, and the articles herein given will be

found all entirely practical and from the pens of those

best qualified to speak. Capt. Griffin's paper on the

“ Electric Railways" treats the subject from every point

of view; Mr. Reckenzaun’s valuable address on “ Elec

tric Traction Data" records -the result of important ex

periments; William Elmer's “ Through the Motorneer's

Eyes," is a record of personal experience on the Daft

road at Asbury Park; Mr. Elias E. Ries, of Baltimore,

corroborates our editorial opinions on “The Electric

Current as Affecting Traction," which had been denied

in some quarters; Mr. George W. Mansfield gives some

cogent arguments in favor of the single trolley,

and Mr. Willis E. Hall in his valuable paper on the

“Workings of Railroads by Electricity" makes some

important suggestions as to the methods to be adopted

to ensure economy and eflieiency. The list of Electric

Street Railways again shows a large increase of new

roads under construction, including some very import

ant enterprises, and under the general department of

the Electric Motor Field will be found much interesting

information. Modestly, we think we may say that the

present issue of ELECTRIC POWER is the most important

and valuable of any electrical journal ever issued.

THE National Board of Underwriters has made an

important move in the right direction, by appoint

ing W. A. Anderson, Superintendent of Surveys of the

New York Board, a representative to meet a committee

of experts at the invitation of the National Electric

Light Association, to recommend rules which will make

the use of electricity more safe all over the country.

The conflicting rules which have heretofore existed,

were simply absurd in many cases, for the reason that

the laws of electricity are universal, consequently a rule

that held good in Chicago, ought not to be absolutely

bad in New York.

DURING one of those exigencies which occasionally

arise in the life of every working journalist, the

demand for matter to fill a certain amount of space, was

recently supplied by the manufacture of an item regard

ing the use of a sheep-shearing machine in Australia,

driven by an electric motor. This item after circum

navigating the globe, and appearing in nearly every

journal in the civilized world that gives any attention to

electrical affairs, finally foundits way into the columns

of ELECTRIC POWER, under the mistaken idea, that what

everybody says “must be so." The undue importance

attached to the wool question by our leading statesmen

makes it a public duty to repudiate at once the possibil

ity of pauper raised and electrically sheared fleeces.

_ N‘
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ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.1

BY EUGENE GRIFFIN.

MEMBERS 01-" THE INSTITUTE, LADIES AND GENTLEMEN;

Street Railways are the arteries of our great cities;

the suburbs and parks are the lungs; the business

centre is the heart. The arteries radiate from the heart

with numerous and winding ramifications through the

entire system. The blood is purified and rejuvenated

through the lungs. The ebb and flow of traffic is an

exact indication of the healthy condition of the city as

the ebb and flow of the blood is of the body. Choke an

artery and stagnation results. Cut it off entirely and

. the part no longer supplied mortifies and dies. ‘A new

artery, reaching to a new part, means new life and new

growth.

The simile is not exaggerated. Few appreciate the

vital part played by our street railway transportation

system in the daily routine of our great cities. Such a

forcible lesson as the New York strike of 1888 awakens

temporary reflection, but is soon forgotten. Street cars

are so common that we avail ourselves of the benefits

they confer without consideration of the means by which

these benefits are made available. The study of statis

tics, however, discloses many facts that are interesting,

instructive and astonishing, as to the dependence of the

public upon street cars, and the close connection be

tween their efiicient service and the wealth, health,

growth and comfort of the city. ‘

Many of you are probably not aware of the fact that

the cars of Philadelphia alone carry nearly fifty million

more passengers per year than all the steam roads of

the great State of Pennsylvania. A few statistics of

this nature are more impressive than pages of rhetoric.

During the year ending September 30, 1888, the 108

street railways in the State of New York carried 554,

266,682 passengers, or 100 times the total population.

If the ratio was even approximately the same in other

States, there must have been carried by the street rail

ways of the United States, during that year, not less

than four billion passsengers.

In New York City, the surface and elevated roads

carried 371,021,524 passengers, or 247 times the popula

tion. In 1855, with a population of 620,810, New York

City furnished 18,488,459 passengers, only twenty-nine

times the population. The gain in ratio of passengers

to population has been uniform from 1855 to 1888, being

forty-five in 1860; 122 in 1870; 175 in 1880; 225 in 1885;

and 247 in 1888.

The same increase. is noticeable in other cities. The

population of Boston in 1870 was 250,256. The street

railways, with 346 cars, carried 23,176,167 passengers.

In 1888, with 1,584 cars, the roads carried 97,039,919

passengers. The ratio of passengers to population in

creased in eighteen years from ninety-three to 215, and

the ratio of passengers to cars diminished from 64,090

to 61,262.

The Philadelphia roads carried 143,443,959 passengers

in 1888, or 137 times the population. '

In Massachusetts, the street railways carried fifty per

cent. more passengers than the steam roads. In Penn

sylvania, the ratio was 2 to 1. In New York State 5%

to 1. These figures lead to several important conclu

sions :

(1) Our street railways carry approximately twice as

many passengers as the steam roads.

(2) The number of passengers increases much faster

than the population, which means that more people ride,

and ride more frequently- each year.

The transportation of upwards of four billion passen

1 A lecture delivered before the Franklin Institute, February 10, 1890. Reprinted

from thejaurnal 0/ 1/1!‘ I"ran»('1in /nsfilutr, April, 1890.

gers yearly with safety, speed, comfort, and economy, is

a gigantic task, and the means by which it is accom

plished are well worthy of careful investigation. There

is perhaps no line of work for the inventor and the en

gineer in which improvements are of more direct benefit

to the masses than street car propulsion.

At present we have five well-known methods of muni

cipal transit; horse cars, cable cars, steam dummies,

elevated roads with steam locomotives, and electric roads.

Each is valuable in its way and each has been of great

utility to the public at large. There are many well

known objections to the first four methods, which it is

believed electricity will obviate.

The electric railway, as usually constructed, may be

briefly described as consisting of a power station, where

the dynamos generate electricity, which is carried by an

overhead wire out over the tracks, thence by means of

the trolley arm on top of each car down through the

motors under the car, through the wheels, and so to the

rails, and back through the rails to the dynamos at the

power station thus completing the circuit. The electric

current causes the motor armatures to revolve, and the

armatures, being geared to the car axles, move the car.

The driver stops the car by breaking the electric circuit,

and reverses by reversing the direction of the current

through the motors.

I have no intention of entering into any detailed his

tory of the development of the electric motor and its

application to street-car propulsion. There are, however,

' a few epochs in this development which it may be of in

terest to note.

In 1834, Jacobi, a Russian physicist, produced rotary

motion by means of an electro-magnet.

same year, Thomas Davenport, a blacksmith of Brandon,

Vt., completed and exhibited an electric motor.

In 185 1, Prof. Page, of the Smithsonian Institute,

made a trial trip with an electro-magnetic locomotive on

the Baltimore and Ohio railroad from VVashington to

Bladensburg.

In 1864, Pacinotti first announced the principle of the

reversibility of the electric dynamo.

In 1873, the Gramme Company made a practical de

monstration of this principle at the Vienna Exhibition.

Since this date, electric railways have been among the

possibilities; before this, the cost of zinc as a fuel made

them impracticable.

In 1879, Dr. Werner Siemens constructed and operated

an exhibition railway at the Industrial Exhibition at

Berlin. A third rail centrally placed between the other

two was used as the outgoing conductor.

In 1881, the first commercial railway was put in ope

ration~in the suburbs of Ber1in—the Lichterfelde line.

It is a mile and a half long with a gauge of three feet

three inches. The rails are laid on insulated sleepers,

one used for the outgoing and one for the return circuit.

This method of construction puts it without the pale of

practicability for ordinary tram-car work.

In the same year, 1881, the first overhead line was

built. This was an experimental road at the Paris Elec

trical Exhibition. The conductors were suspended hol

low tubes with longitudinal slits. Contact was obtained

by metallic bolts drawn through the tubes by wires at

tached to the cars.

In February, 1883, the Van Depoele system was ex

hibited on a short road in Chicago. The use of an over

head wire was contemplated, but the ground being

frozen the wire was strung beneath the cars and kept

from the ground by boards with V-shaped tops placed at

frequent intervals. The rails were used for the return

current. This exhibition plant was run every day for

several weeks with complete success, carrying crowds

of people.

In ]uly,of the.
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In November,-1883, the celebrated Portrush Railway

in the North of Ireland was put in operation. On this

road, the conductor is an insulated rail placed on up

‘ rights alongside the track.

In November, 1883, the Daft Motor “Ampere " was

tried experimentally on the Mt. McGregor and Lake

George Railroad at Saratoga Springs.

In 1884, the Bentley-Knight conduit system was tested

on the East Cleveland Road, at Cleveland, O., and the

Van Depoele conduit system at the Toronto Exhibition.

In 1885, the road at Blackpool, England, was formally

opened. This is operated by the conduit system.

Storage battery cars were exhibited as early as 1881

at the Paris Exposition. In 1882, a line was put in

operation at Breuil-en-Auge, France, using Faure bat

teries. Storage cars have also been tried at Brussells

and other places abroad. The only road actually oper

ating storage batteries in this country, is the Fourth

Avenue Line, New York City. This road has had as

many as ten cars in service. At present but one is

running.

In the summer of 1886, the Sprague Company began

-the installation of the Richmond Road. This road was

in full operation in the spring of I887. On July 4th of

the same year (1887), the first Thomson-Houston car

was started on.the line at Crescent Beach, Mass.

ELICIRIC RAILWAYS IN run Unrrao Srarns AND CANADA.
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The development of electric railways in this country

is shown by the foregoing statistics :

january 1, 1890 shows an average of about six miles

and nine cars for each road.

Considering the electric road from a scientific stand

point, we note :

1 The generating station.

2 The car equipment.

The line.

4 Storage batteries. '

THE GENERATING STATION.

Lo:ation.—-One of the great advantages of electricity

as a motive-power is the possibility and practicability of

placing the power station in the most convenient loca

tion. If by going several miles into the country, we

can secure cheap water-power, we do so, as the loss in

transmission is inconsiderab1e—nothing in comparison

with the possible reduction in first cost. Or we can go

to the water-side where compound condensing engines

can be used, cutting down the coal consumption to two

pounds of coal per horse-power hour, or even less. Or

we can go to the side of the railroad track where coal

can be delivered without cartage at the lowest possible

cost. We may combine many of these advantages and

we are free to seek them all.

P01m'r P./ant.—To determine the best form of wheel

with water-power, or steam plant with coal, are en

gineering problems which many are ready and able to

solve. We must recognize the fact, however, that street

car work imposes a very variable load on the engines

and dynamos and the fluctuations are sudden and vio

lent. We require stronger engines than are needed for

constant loads.

Dynamo.—The ordinary form of incandescent dynamo

is used. The latest type of machine developed by the

Thomson-Houston Company is a mo horse-power four

pole compound-wound dynamo. This machine shows

an electrical efiiciency of over ninety-five per cent. The

perfectionof the regulation of the series coils is practic

ally shown in an eighty horse-power machine at the

electric-lighting station at Lynn, Mass. A single motor

car on the Highland Circuit Line is run from this

dynamo. The circuit is about 1.7 miles long with eleven

curves and grades ranging up to ten, twelve, thirteen

and fourteen per cent. One grade, 750 feet long, aver

ages thirteen per cent. with a short stretch of fourteen

per cent. near the middle. The car usually descends

this grade, but has a long grade of ten per cent. to

ascend. To test the power of the motors it is a common

occurrence to stop the car, even when heavily loaded,

on the steepest grade, and then reverse the motors and

back up the hill. It has been noted that with afull

load on the car an instantaneous efiort of about eighty

horse-power at the station has been required to start

the car back up the fourteen per cent. grade. The

sudden change of load from o to 80 horse-power prob

ably imposes as severe conditions upon this generator

as upon any in use in this or any other country. The

generator was carefully tested while the car was making

two or three round trips, and the greatest fluctuation

observed was two volts. One is unable to distinguish

any difference in the action of the dynamo when the

load is on and when running free. The engine, how

ever, speaks forcibly at times.

The rapid development of railway work calls for

larger stations and larger generators. The Thomson

Houston Company is now building 250 horse-power ma

chines of the same four-pole type as the 100 horse-power.

It is probable that even larger machines will be required ’

in the near future. Carbon brushes are used with these

generators, having many advantages over copper. The

wear on the commutator is reduced to a minimum of

trifling consideration and the surface is kept smooth and

polished. The use of carbon brushes and the perfection

of the compounding are of vital importance where ma

chines are subjected to the violent fluctuations of load

inseparable from railway work. It is interesting to note

in this connection that Prof. Thomson is now developing

a simple arrangement to modify these fluctuations, which

will be of great value in reducing the strains on the

generator and motors in starting, and incidentally by

reducing the electric waves in the lines, to diminish the

inductive effect on neighboring wires. The recent types

of dynamos are provided with self-oiling boxes and re

quire very little care or attention while running. So far

as can be determined, the durability of these machines

is equal to that of the best lighting machines, which is

certainly all we can desire.

Voltage.—For the economical transmission of power a

high voltage is desirable. For practical reasons, the

voltage must be kept within limits perfectly safe as re

gards danger to life in case of accidental contact. Five

hundred volts has been universally adopted as the maxi

mum limit for railway work, this being as high as we

can go and still keep well within the limit of safety.

Currmt.—-Up to the present time no form of alternat

ing motor has been devised suitable for railway work, or

at least, no practical results in this direction have been

made public. Diret ccurrents alone have been used.

S/ation Eqzu'j>n1mls.——Each dynamo is provided with an

ampere-meter and circuit-breaker. The station is also

1
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supplied with volt-meters. The circuit-breaker is ad

justed to the ultimate safe limit of ‘current, and is in

tended as a last resource in case of short-circuit, or over

load to save the armature, the engine or the belt,

whichever may happen to be the weakest. When the

electric railway was started at Washington in October,

1887, the enerator was not provided with a circuit

breaker. n laying the floor of the power station,

the carpenter accidentally overturned the incompleted

switch-board which was leaning against the wall, resulting

in a short-circuit of the dynamo through about eight

feet of double-nought wire. Neither the armature

nor the belt yielded, but the 100 horse-power engine

was stopped. It was several hours before the carpenter

could be induced to resume work.

We are now developin a method of automatically

preventing any increase 0 load on the dynamos beyond

their maximum capacity. This will do away with cir

cuit-breakers and will be of immense advantage in many

ways in the operation of cars. If the railway superin

tendent attempts to run cars beond his power capacity,

the result will be, not to throw the circuit breakers and

stop the whole line for an instant, but simply to reduce

the potential or uantity of the current per car, and so

reduce the speed. The generators will automatically

respond to all demands for power, as they do now, until

the maximum is reached; but they will absolutely re

fuse to go beyond this point.

THE CAR EQUIPMENT.

1l{o1ors.—-The motors in general use have series-wound

Siemens_ armatures. The advantages of the Gramme

ring, such as simplicity in repairs and better ventilation

for heated armatures, are fully recognized, but the dis

advantage of large armaturesis a serious one, as the

space available beneath the car is limited and the motor

must be made very compact, especially in its vertical

dimensions. The use of larger car wheels may permit

of a change in this respect.

RegulaIz'on.—On the uestion of regulation the various

electrical companies 0 not agree. From a scientific

standpoint, the commutated field appears desirable, but

but there are many practical and commercial reasons in

favor of the outside resistance or rheostat. The com

mercial results of the various roads operating with these

two methods of regulation will probably determine in

time which is the better, all things being considered.

Regulation without commutated fields and without a

rheostat would seem to be preferable to either of these

methods. Such a system has been devised and is about

to be tested in Boston.

Efiiciemy.-—The motors now in use have shown by

careful test an eificiency as high as 91% per cent. The

commercial efliciency will, of course, run below this

figure.

Location of t/ze Motor: on tile Car.—The best location of

the motor has been, and is still, a disputed question. If

the objections are not too serious, I think all will admit

that the best position is under the cars, as is now the

common practice. The objections are: The difiiculty

of getting at the motors for repairs, adjustment and

cleaning; the fact that being near the ground they are

exposed to water, mud, sand, dust, etc.; and that in such

position they run without observation, and a slight acci

dent, not being noticed, may result in considerable pe

cuniary damage, when, if noticed, it could probably be

remedied with but little cost or trouble. We must, and

we do, make motors that will run with few repairs and

adjustments, and pits or raised tracks should be provided

at the car-houses, where the machinery can be cleaned,

repaired and adjusted. The practice on some roads of

giving the motors a more or less thorough inspection at

the end of each round trip is an excellent one and is

commended to all railway managers. Thorough and

constant inspection is economy in the end, and the good

result of this method is shown on one road, where, with _

ten cars in operation, two months will elapse without a

single car being taken to the car-house for repairs.

The exposed position of the motors under the cars is

a serious objection. They are usually protected by a

sheet-iron pan hung beneath them, and by canvas screens

on the sides and ends, and the results seem to show that

such protection is sufficient to secure good commercial

results. The third objection is a good one. It would

undoubtedly be better to have the motor run in full

view, but we must remember that the average street

car driver knows but little about electric motors and

recognizes the fact that something is out of order only

when the motor refuses to work and the car fails to run.

Unless a higher grade of men be employed as drivers,

the advantage of bringing the motor under their direct

observation would be slight.

The use of a separate motor car to haul one or more

ordinary cars has been considered; the locomotive to

have the motors placed above the floor. There are many

advantages in having each car carry its own power, but

it is possible that some form of open car similar to the

grip car on cable lines may be found practicable, the

electrical apparatus being better protected and being

more accessible, One great advantage would result

from a change in the present method of hanging the

motors directly on the axles, that is the possibility of

securing better insulation. One serious difficulty would

be encountered, that is, the question of gearing.

Gearz'ng.—The question of gearing is all-iinportant.

The great majority of roads at the present time are

using direct gearing, with one motor to each axle. The

wear on the pinions and gears is not excessive, but is a

matter for consideration from an economical standpoint.

While the noise made by the electric car is not serious,

it is of great advantage to reduce it to a minimum, and

this is largely a question of gearing. The large inter

mediate and axle gears are 11‘OI1 with cut teeth. The

pinions are either solid or built up. We are now using

laminated steel and rawhide pinions, laminated steel

alone, solid steel, gun metal, phosphor-bronze and raw

hide. Rawhide seems to possess sufficient strength and

is practically noiseless. Alternations of wet and dry

weather, and extremes of temperature are, however, dis

astrous, and its use will probably be restiicted to equa

ble climates. Laminated steel and rawhide has been

largely used, but the advantages of the rawhide do not

compensate for the extra expense. Solid and laminated

steel give good results—the latter being cheaper and

causing less noise, as the ringing sound is broken up.

Gun metal is giving good results ; it makes little noise ;

the wear on the gear is almost nothing. It is not ex

pensive, and when worn out can be sold for old metal at

a reasonable proportion of the original cost. It wears

faster than some of the other forms, but we can afford

to replace it more frequently.

Other methods of gearing have been tried and we

have by no means abandoned the attempt to improve

upon the present system. The worm gearing, used by

Mr. Wharton on his storage battery cars, has given ex

cellent results. It is to be regretted that no exhaustive

tests have yet been made as to its efficiency, but this

lack of information will soon be remedied. The bear

ings of the worm are phosphor-bronze and the worm

itself is made with a sharp pitch. It is very durable and

the wear is slight. It turns readily in either direction

and if it shows a proper efliciency, it certainly is worthy

of a very extended and thorough trial. Most engineers

would probably be prejudiced against this form of gear
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ing, but the ease with which ‘two men can push one of

Mr. VVharton's cars is certainly astonishing.

Friction gearing has been suggested, but up the

present time I have seen no practical form. The rapid

' rotation of the armature, running at times up to 1,500

revolutions a minute, and even higher, and the severity

of the sudden strains to be applied must not be lost

sight of. The conditions are very different from those

encountered with afactory shaft. We are now testing

a new form of friction gearing which promises good re

sults, and it is expected that something of value in this

direction will be developed during the year. If the fric

tion on the rail is sufficient-to move the car, there is no

good reason why the same principle should not be ap

plied primarily to move the axle.

Sprocket chain gearing has been used, but has been

generally condemned. It may be found useful in con

necting the two axles, where a single motor is used, as

the strain in such cases would be slight and the wear

correspondingly diminished. Rope gearing may be

found useful in the same way. _

l/Ve have now working in the Scranton coal mines, an

electric locomotive, in which the motor is geared to an

intermediate shaft carrying a wheel connected with the

two car wheels by ordinary connecting rods. This

method has given good results and may be susceptible

of further extension.

Trall¢y.—The trolley arm and trolley wheel, where

the overhead system is used, are important elements in

the successful operation of the system. All agree that

the upward pressing contact is the most feasible, if not

the only practicable method. Springs at the lower end

of the trolley arm keep the wheel firmly pressed against

the under side of the trolley wire. The arm should com

bine lightness, strength and flexibility. We are using

various forms of solid and built up steel, steel tubes,

wood and steel, and wood alone. Split hickory with a

steel rod in the centre gives very good results.

The trolley wheel is an important detail of the system

and care and skill are required in providing for its rapid

rotation, for good contact, for durability, and for cer

tainty of operation.

run Line.

The conductor may be overhead or underground.

' Conduits. — The conduit systems so far have been

failures, except when operated under exceptionally

favorable conditions. I doubt if any form of open-slot

conduit can be devised to meet satisfactorily all the

conditions under which tram-cars are operated in this

country. Inventors are working on various kinds of

closed conduits and we may hope that some practicable

system will be untimately developed, but at present

there is little to encourage us in this direction.

Dalia/¢' or Single lV1're.—With the overhead system, the

first question which arises is, shall double or single wires

be used; shall we have a ground return or a complete

overhead metallic system? While the double wire is

unquestionably feasible on small roads with few or no

curves, no cross-overs, turnouts or switches, it is cer

tainly impracticable on any complicated system. It is

sufficiently difficult to adjust the frogs, crossings, etc.,

for a single wire, so that the trolley will automatically

follow the car; if we attempt to duplicate these parts

with another wire and to insulate the two wires for a

500-volt current, the difficulties are increased to such an

extent that they cannot satisfactorily be overcome. The

most ardent advocate of the double wire system has only

to look at the crossings of Boylston and Tremont streets

in Boston, or Park or Scolley square, to have his faith

shaken. One has but to draw a diagram of such cros

sings or even of an ordinary Y, showing the positive

and negative wires, to realize the extreme, if not unsur

mountable, obstacles to such a system. The addition of

a second trolley to each car would not be one of the

least difficulties. With the single trolley system, the

rails, the tie wires and ‘the supplementary wires con

stitute a metallic return, so that we actually have a

complete metallic circuit though but one wire is over

head.

_ Kim! and Sizf of IVirr.—-Copper wire is the best on the

score of conductivity. Steel would be preferable for

strength. Silicon-bronze is frequently used. The larger

the wire, the greater the strength and the better the

conductivity ; but increase in size entails the disadvan

tages of greater unsightliness and greater weight. The

trolley will work better against a large and heavy wire,

but such wire brings increased strains on the poles and

cross-wires. The proper mean is not easy to determine,

but few roads have been constructed with the trolley

wire larger than single-nought B. & S. gauge.

The unsightliness of the wire is a consideration more

theoretical than practical ; few would notice the differ

ence between No. 0 wire and No. 4 wire when in place.

The wire is supported over the track by cross-wires

between two lines of poles, or by bracket arms from

one line of poles, where the track is sufficiently near

the curb. Various forms of insulating and suspending

devices are employed, but the limits of this paper will

not permit of any description of details.

The centre-pole system, where the poles are placed

between the two tracks, is undoubtedly the best when

the street is sufficiently broad to permit its use. The

tracks should be separated by a space of six or six and

one-half feet. The poles being subjected to a vertical

strain only, need not be as strong as side poles, and the

whole construction can be made neater, stronger, and

in many cases cheaper. The Eckington and Soldiers‘

Home Railway on New York avenue, in Washington, is

constructed with centre poles. The Commissioners of

the District of Columbia say of this road : “Of the over

head systems now employed, the Commissioners belieye

that the one used by the Eckington and Soldiers‘ Home

Railway Company, _in which the conductors are sup

ported by poles situated in the middle of the street, is

the most satisfactory where there is sufiicient width of

carriage-way for its employment." An experience of

sixteen months has shown that these poles are no ob

struction to traffic. No' accident has resulted from their

location between the tracks.

The District Committees of the Senate and the House

of Representatives have in official reports repeatedly

pronounced this road to be the finest in the United

States and the centre-pole method of construction is

not the least of its attractions from this oflicial stand

point. Unfortunately in most cities there are few ave

nues on which such a system is practicable.

The overhead line is one of the most important parts

of an electrical installation, and no pains should be

spared to make it perfect. Do not try to economize on

the overhead line. Give it a good margin of safety as

regards strength, and make it as ornamental as possible.

Fmier Win-s.—-The trolley wire carries a limited quan

tity of electricity, proportional to its size and conduc

tivity. WVhen the length of the line or the number of

cars running, or the steepness of the grades requires

power in excess of the capacity of the trolley-wire,

feeders are used, running from the station to various

points of the trolley wire where re-enforcement is

needed. These feeder wires need not of necessity be

carried on the same pole or even on the same street as

the trolley wire: They may be placed underground, if

necessary.

With double trolley wires, :1 double feeder system is

necessary.
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Rail Return.--With the single trolley system, the rails

are utilized for the return current and each joint is

bridged by a tie wire to reduce the resistance and pre

vent the wandering of the current through the earth.

Supplementary wires are also run underground and at

tached to each tie wire for the same reasons.

Guard l‘Vz'res.——Where many telephone, telegraph and

other lines cross the trolley wires, guard wires should

be used to prevent such wires from falling upon the

live trolley wires. It is probable that in course of time

municipal regulations will be enacted, compelling the

telegraph, telephone and other companies to so con

struct their lines as to make them safe, as has already

been done in some instances, but until such action is

taken, the railway company should provide such safe

guards as can be readily constructed. Guard wires gen

erally consist of steel wires stretched parallel to and

above the trolley wires. The guard wires may be bare

or insulated, but in either case they should be carefully

insulated from the trolley wires. On the double track

roads in Boston we use three guard wires, one about

fourteen inches above and fourteen inches outside of

each trolley wire, and one mid-way between the other

two. These guard wires are suspended from a second

span wire above the first and are insulated from the

second span wire. I/Vith such construction, the chance

of a falling wire coming in contact with the trolley wire

are so remote that it may be neglected and we may re

gard the guard wires, when properly maintained, as af

fording the needed protection.

STORAGE BATTERIES.

But little has been done on any extended scale in

the practical application of storage batteries to street

car propulsion. Mr. Wharton has demonstrated the

possibilities in this direction and the julien Company

has shown cars in actual operation in New York City.

The chaotic condition of the storage battery patents has

been responsible to some extent for this condition of af

fairs. When the atmosphere has been cleared and the

various companies realize their exact position on the

patent question we may hope for more active develop

ments. At best, however, the storage battery will al

ways be at a disadvantage in comparison with the direct

method. It will probably be more expensive and the

supply of power on each car being limited, we are in no

condition to encounter unusual resistances. Storage

battery cars could never have battled with the snow and

ice as the motor cars have had to do this winter in Scran

'ton, Minneapolis, Omaha, Council Bluffs, St. Louis, Kan

sas City, Wichita and elsewhere.

 

Considering the electric railways from a commercial

standpoint there are five points for primary investiga

tion.

1 Its feasibility.

2 Its economy.

3 Its durability.

(4 Its reliability.

(5 Its first cost.

FEASIBILITY.

By feasibility I mean : Are there any reasons why the

public should object to the introduction of electric rail

ways and the municipal authorities refuse to grant the

necessary rights? Is it dangerous?

The public have been unnecessarily alarmed as to the

dangers of electric wires—lighting as well as railways.

No one denies the fact that the are lighting current is,

or may become dangerous to life ; but if surrounded by

proper safe-guards, if constructed and maintained in ac

i dustry, can show such a record for safety?

cordance with proper rules and regulations, the danger

is so slight that I think you will be astonished at the

actual figures.

During the past year the deaths from violence in New

York City, aggregated 1,467. Of these, 265 resulted from

falls ; blows from falling objects, thirty-six ; run over by

horse cars, twelve ; run over by cars and engines, thirty

. three; run. over by wagons and trucks, thirty-two; as

phyxiated by gas, twelve, and killed by electricity, nine.

Yet in New York City the fear of overhead wires has

during the past year been aggravated to a most alarm

ing degree.

During the year covered by the last report of the

Board of Health, the total number of deaths in Boston

from casualties aggregated 399. The railroads were

responsible for seventy-eight; sixty were drowned;

thirteen were run over by vehicles; nine were killed

by elevators ; twelve died from the effects of heat ; and

no less than seventy-eight were killed by simply falling

down, of whom sixteen fell down stairs, seven fell on

the sidewalk, six fell from buildings, five fell from

teams, four fell on the ice, one fell from a chair, one

fell from a tree, one fell from a bicycle, one fell from a

fence, and so on. Not a single death is recorded against

electricity. There are in New England 131 are-light

central stations, which have been in operation from one

to ten years, burning over 20,000 are lamps and distri

buting thousands of horse-power by wires through and

over all the principal cities and towns.‘ During this

period there have been but five deaths from electricity.

What other industry, comparable with the electric in

During

these ten years, ‘the steam roads of New England have

killed and injured no less than 5,241 human beings. Of

the five deaths by electricity, four were employés of the

lighting companies and one only can be classed with

the public. Of those killed or injured by railroad ac

cidents, z,339 were employés and 2,902 were general

public. Not only is electrical energy shown to be ab

solutely safer than any similar quantity of energy used

in other industries, but in most cases it is relatively

safer, as even the few deaths that do occur are among

the employés, and in general are caused by neglect of

instructions andfailure to observe the necessary pre

cautions. . -

Another objection urged against_ electricity is the

danger of fires. It is common now to attribute every

fire to electric wires when the cause is not clearly ap

parent. Let us examine the statistics on this point for

the past few years.

Since the establishment of the office of Fire Marshal

in Boston, its present incumbent has investigated in the

most thorough manner every fire, and has given us a

record as to causes probably as complete as it is possible

to obtain. From November 8, 1886, to May I, 1887, 344

fires were investigated, of which only five are returned

as “ cause unknown." The kerosene lamp caused

thirty-two ; rats and matches are responsible for eleven ;

dropping of matches, twenty-seven ; children and

matches, thirteen; careless use of matches, twelve;

overheated stove, sixteen ; hot ashes from tobacco pipe,

ten ; lighted cigar stumps, six ; sparks from locomotive,

three; and electric wires, three. Electricity caused .009

of the fires. For 1888, we find the same record for kero

sene, matches and rats, and matches, while electric wires

are responsible for only .007 of the fires. In the 1889

report, sparks or heat from furnaces, locomotives, steam

pipes, etc., are responsible for fourteen per cent. of all

the fires; kerosene stands well up with thirteen per

cent., while matches in conjunction with men, rats and

children, are responsible for twenty per cent. of all the

fires. Electricity comes in with a modest two per cent.,
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being on a par with hot ashes, and twice as harmless as

fire-crackers and fire-works.

It would seem that such a record should exonerate the

electric wires from the charges brought against them.

The above refers to electric wires in general. Now a

few words as to the electric railway wires.

While the are light wires carry currents of from 2,000

to 6,000 volts, the railway wires carry a current of only

500 volts. This voltage is fixed, and the quantity_ of

electricity varies according to the needs, i.e., according

to the number of cars running.

It is an incontestible fact that no man, woman or

child has ever been killed, or even seriously injured by

a 5oo-volt current, though many have been S1lb]€Ct€d to

the shock. Every alleged case of death or injury by

railway wires has, upon investigation, been shown to be

without foundation, or else to have been caused by the

arc current. As illustrating this point, I might cite the

case of the colored boy said to have been killed by the

railway wires at Chattanooga. He was found in a pit

beneath the car he had been employed to clean, with

his clothing on fire and an overturned oil lamp between

his legs. He burned _to death. This occurred in the

night, an hour and a half after the road had ceased run

ning and the power station had shut down. There was

no current in the wires and had been none for an hour

and a half, yet this death had been repeatedly ascribed to

railway wires. While hundreds have taken the full 500

volt current, no one, not even a child who held a contact

wire for four minutes, has ever been seriously injured.

In the report of the Commissioners of the District of

Columbia on the Eckington Railway, from which I have

heretofore quoted, they state : “The Commissioners be

lieve that the electrical system employed by this railway,

the electro-motive force of which can never exceed 500

volts, is as safe as any motive system ever employed by

any railway. The Eekington Railway has never had

any accidents whatever resulting from its employment

of electric motive-power, and the Commissioners believe

this to be also true of all other electric railways now in

operation throughout the United States."

As to danger of fire, since the railway wires enter no

buildings, they cannot of themselves cause fires. The

current might be conveyed through some other circuit

by wires falling on the trolley wires. Without discus

sing the law and equity of requiring such wires, when

they cross the streets or cross other wires, to be so put up

that they will be safe, it suffices to say that by the use of

guard wires we prevent falling wires from coming in

contact with the trolley wire, and the chance of a rail

way wire causing a fire, either directly or indirectly, is

so remote that it will probably not be found worthy of a

separate classification in the list of “ causes." Every

electric wire entering a building should be provided with

a fuse or a short-circuiting device, so that stray currents

of greater voltage or quantity than the normal will be

efiectually cut off.

Increased speed does not necessarily mean increased

danger to other vehicles, pedestrians or to those who

ride or drive. In the city of Pittsburgh, Pa., is a cable

road on a heavily travelled street, only thirty-six feet

wide, in the heart of the city. A double-track road on

this street leaves about nine feet between the outer rail

and the curb on each side. Formerly the cars were run

at the rate of seven miles per hour ; sometime ago the

speed was increased to nine and one-half miles per hour.

The records show that there are actually fewer accidents

with the present speed than with the former, and this

for a period that establishes the accuracy of the statis

tics. The result is easily accounted for. Pedestrians

and drivers of vehicles take great care to avoid the fast

running car, while they are more or less careless and

indifferent when the speed is slow.

ECONOMY.

Even were electricity as expensive as horse-power, its

numerous advantages would ultimately result in its gen

eral adoption ; but, as a matter of fact, it shows a very

considerable saving over horse power. This is to be ex

pected. If we have one source of power—one power

station—-instead of a thousand, we ought to generate

the power at a less cost. If we have eflicient motors and

a well-constructed line, we should expect to utilize this

power with little waste. Of IOO horse-power produced

in the steam-engine, ninety-two is converted into elec

tricity and goes out of the station over the line as elec

trical energy. The loss in the line need not exceed ten

per cent., though in some cases it may be economy to

allow a larger loss. We thus have 82.8 horse-power de

livered to the motor on the car. If the commercial

efficiency of the motors and gearing be seventy-five per

cent., we have 62.1 per cent. horse-power utilized in

moving the car, or a total eflicienc of 62.1 per cent.

Of course, we may fall below this gure. The actual

power required per car depends upon the grades, the

speed, the curves, the kind and condition of track, the

size andiweight of the car, the average load, etc., con

ditions so variable that it is hopeless to try to determine

any average figure. The power will range from four

horse-power to nine horse-power under ordinary con

ditions, and may increase very considerably under ex

traordinary bad conditions. The cost of power at the

station depends upon the kind and size of the engines,

the price of coal, the management" of the station, etc.

It ranges as low as nine-tenths of one cent. per car mile,

and as high as seven cents per car mile. The latter is

a very extreme case and does not represent the actual

cost. This price is paid for power for a sin le car oper

ated under the most disadvantageous con itions; this

car, however, yields a better return to the railway com

pany than any other car on its entire system. This in

dicates that a high price is not always incompatible with

economical results. The cost of repairs depends very

largely upon the care bestowed upon the apparatus, and

any figures given without a full statement of all the

special conditions would be misleading. I have known

the cost of material for repairs on a large road to run as

low as nine mills per car mile for one month, and I have

known it to go very much higher.

Speed is not only an important factor in determining

the value of electric railways to the public, but it is

equally important to the railway manager as a source

of economy. If we average six miles per hour with

horses and nine miles per hour with electricity, it is

evident that in the latter case one car does fifty per

cent. -more work with a corresponding saving in the

item of wages of conductors and drivers.

In the crowded city streets we cannot hope to aim

much speed. In the suburbs the gain is only limite by

considerations of safety. From Harvard square, in Cam

bridge, to the end of the line, in Arlington, the electric

cars average about eleven miles per hour, including

stops--better time than is made by the elevated roads

in New York City. On the Watervliet Road, between

Albany and Troy, the following is the record of one

month's work :

MILEAGE or WATERVLIET CARS, DECEMBER, 1889.

Average number of cars in daily service . . . . . . . . . . . 7}(

Total mileage, thirty-one days. . . . . . . . _ . . 31,340

Average daily mileage . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1.01:

Average daily mileage, per car . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 139
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On December 20, 1889, we have the following record

of five cars:

AMiles

Car No. 43 made a total of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I8o

* * 44 * 4 " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I90

* * 45 * * " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 190

* * 46 “ " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I90

* * 61 4 4. " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I8O

Grand Total.............. .................. 93O

Average per car. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......... I86

On January 3, 1890, we have the following record of

five cars:

Miles.

Car No. 40 made a total of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I90

4 - 42 " * * * * . . . IQo

* * 44 4 4 44 ... I90
4 - 60 * * t 4 - - 18O

- 4 62 4 4 4 4 18O

Grand Total........... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 930

Average per car............... . . . . . . ........... 186

This is an imposition upon the motors. It is requiring

more than we ask of the steam locomotives which runs

under the most favorable conditions as to grades, curves

and track. I give these figures as an instance of what

can be done and what is done, not as an example of

what should be done. We must be reasonable and not

work the willing horse to death.

Increased speed is a great boon to the public always

clamoring for rapid transit. By the aid of electricity we

have increased the average speed of the cars in Boston

from six miles per hour to eight miles per hour and

were all the cars equipped electrically this increase

alone would make an annual saving to the passengers

of 4,152,000 hours, or about 474 years. Think of this as

one year's saving in one city resulting from the use of

electricity as a motive-power for street cars. As a

matter of fact the gain in speed will be greater when

all the cars are equipped, as the average is now kept

down by the horse cars holding back the electric cars

running on the same tracks.

The increased speed should not be lost sight of in

comparing the cost of operating electric, with the cost.

of operating horse cars. A comparison on the basis of

car days is not a just one. The comparison should be
made on the basis of car miles. On the Watervliet

Road the daily mileage per car has been nearly doubled

by the use of electricity.

Another economical feature of the use of electricity

is the ability to haul one or even two tow cars. We can

double or even treble our carrying capacity in case of

emergency; and the extra plant kept for such purposes

is in the cheapest form, representing a comparatively

small invested capital, and subject to but little deterio

ration. Compare this with the cost of keeping extra

horses sufficient to double or treble our carrying ca

pacity. The difference is enormous.

On those roads or lines where the traffic is great and

constant, we will have larger cars. By using the radial

truck or double trucks, we can handle thirty-foot cars

as easily as our present standard form, and do away

with the annoying and destructive teetering inseparable

from a long car mounted on a six-foot truck. We can

nearly double the seating capacity, and still use but one

conductor and one driver.

From the foregoing, it is evident that electricity ad

mits of many economical changes, and that, in many

ways, we may hope to reduce expenses by its use, at

the same time giving better service. What we must

look to, of course, is the ultimate commercial result.

Whatever may be said pro and con, the commercial re

sult must be the final criterion. We are now receiving

some light in this direction from the annual reports of

the roads in those States where the statutes require

such reports. Such statistics are of great value, for

whatever difference may exist as to classification and

arrangement, the total expenses and the total receipts

are bound to appear in some form or other. From the

reports of the Railroad Commissioners of New York

and Massachusetts for the year 1889, we extract the

following:

ExPENSEs of STREET RAILwAys, NEw York stATE, 1889.

Aorse A'oads-Average proportion of receipts to oper

ating expenses, thirty-three roads, 79.39 per cent.

Alectric Roads. -Average proportion of receipts to

operating expenses, two roads, 53.50 per cent.

EXPENSES OF STREET RAILwAYs, MAssACHUSETTS, 1889.

Horse Roads-Average proportion of receipts to oper

ating expenses, thirty roads, 82.87 per cent.

Blectric Roads.—Average proportion of receipts to

operating expenses, two roads, 55.50 per cent.

In 1888, the gross earnings and operating expenses

of surface and elevated roads in three States were as

follows:

REcEIPTs AND ExPENSEs PER PAssENGER, 1888.

Gross Operating Net

Earnings. Expenses. Earnings.

cents. cents. cents.

Elevated Roads–New York State. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 or 2.81 2,20

Surface Roads–New York State. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.94 4.02 .92

Third Ward Electric Railway–Syracuse (1889)... . . 4.92 2.78 2.14

Surface Roads—Pennsylvania................ - - 5.59 3.18 2.41

Surface Roads—Massachusetts............... 5. Io 4.28 .82

Boston and Revere Electric Railway (1889)... 4.7o 2.71 1 99

The column of operating expenses contains some very

significant figures.

Such figures are more convincing than any labored

argument. In time as we have more of these reports,

the sceptical will become convinced and the doubting

will be satisfied.

DURABILITY.

We may recognize the present economy of electrical

power; but, we ask will the apparatus last? Is it dura

ble? Will it wear out in one year, two years or three

years? -

It is difficult satisfactorily to answer such questions.

A Van Depoele road was put in operation in Lima, O,

July 4, 1887. So far the apparatus has shown no signs

of wearing out. The Eckington and Soldier's Home

Railway, in Washington, was started, October 17, 1888.

Senators and Representatives still say it is the finest

street railway in this country. The Omaha and Council

Bluffs Railway was opened to traffic in October, 1888.

with ten cars (twenty motors). I am informed that of

these original motors not a single armature or field has

been lost, with the exception of a few struck by light

ning before being properly wired for the lightning ar

resterS.

There are certain parts which we expect to wear out;

the gears, the shells in the bearings, the trolley wheels,

and so forth ; but these are provided for, . The iron

frame of the motor has no wear, and should last indefi

nitely, unless accidentally broken. The fields and ar

mature are not subjected to wear, and should last indefi

nitely, unless burned or injured by accident. The elec

trical part of the apparatus is all right; the wear is

mainly on the mechanical parts. It is the mechanical

rather than the electrical engineer, that we look to now

for improvements. When it is generally recognized that

we have, to a great extent, eliminated the electrical

difficulties and reduced the problem to one of mechanics,

the street railway companies will be ready to push for

ward with full confidence.
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3RE2LlABlLlTY.

That'some dlfiiétiities‘ are encountered in the opera

tion of electric cars cannot be disputed. Even though

these difficulties, these mishaps, these accidents, be slight,

if they interfere materially with the regular operation

of the cars, if they cause breaks in the schedule, then

they are matters for serious consideration, and perhaps

for more serious consideration than the actua_l cost of

repairs involved. The public are exacting in this respect,

and will not tolerate delays and unreliable service. It

is difficult to secure data in reference to lost trips on

roads which are operated independently of the electric

companies. On the West End Road, in Boston, during

the months of june, july, August and September, of

last year, 33,665 round car trips were made, covering a

total mileage of 364,754 miles. No! a single trip was lost.

This is certainly a satisfactory record as to reliability.

Similar results have been obtained on many other roads ;

but the West End is, perhaps, one of the most difficult of

all the roads to operate electrically.

On a purely electric road, if a car breaks down from

any cause, the next car pushes it home and the delay is

slight. I saw one day in Boston, a string of horse ears

blocked by the cutting of a ditch across the street. Each

car, as it came up, bad the horses removed and driven

around, while the car was pushed across by hand. This

entailed much delay, and five cars were soon collected in

line. Then an electric car came along, the horses were

all removed, and the electric car pushed the five cars

across at once. Here was an unexpected example of

how time may be saved by electricity.

The success of the electric cars in snow-storms is re

markable. It is really astonishing to see the cars run

ning through twelve inches of snow with no apparent

difiiculty, frequently pushing or pulling other cars, while

four steaming horses are hardly able to pull one car.

The contrast is great, and many who were doubtful

about the ultimate value of electricity last fall are most

enthusiastic advocates now. Such work requires extra

power and the station must be able to meet the demand.

During the recent blizzard in St. Paul, one of the crit

icisms on the electric road was, that the drivers lost their

heads and cut down the schedule time of the round trip

from forty-five minutes to thirty-five minutes—certainly

not a‘ cause for serious complaint. In St. Louis, in Wichita,

in Kansas City, in Scranton, in Syracuse, and elsewhere,

the electric cars have this Winter demonstrated their

decided superiority over horse ears, and have shown their

ability to run through ten or twelve inches of snow with

out requiring the tracks to be cleaned. The electric

sweepers in Boston are a pronounced success, and the

press, the public and the railway officials are unanimous

in their praise. We feel confident now that electric cars

can run, when horse cars cannot, and that it will require

such an unusual storm as stalls the steam roads to block

electric cars.

To secure reliability, the entire system should be con

structed and installed in a first-class manner ; duplicate

or reserve steam and generator capacity should be pro

vided; extra motor cars should be held in reserve, the

proportion depending upon the nature of the service re

quired ; and extra parts should be kept on hand, so that

an accident can be repaired in the shortest possible time.

We should realize that to a certain extent the motors

take the place of horses. A motor may fall sick occa

sionally, and the services of an electrical doctor should

always be available. '

FIRST cosr.

If electricity does all that is claimed for it, then it is a

necessity in street railway work. If the railway Presi

dent investigates and finds that the claims are well sup

ported, that electricity is safe, is economical,is durable,and

is reliable, then he seeks to know the cost. A really

good article is expensive. Electric motors are good

articles.

The cost of equipment for a first-class, double-track

road, including iron poles, (side suspension) fifty-six

pound girder rail, one sixteen-foot closed car, and one

open tow ear to each mile of track, suitable generator

and steam plant capacity, etc., would be approximately

as follows :

PER MILE OF TRACK.

 

One mile of track (paved street), . . . . . . . . . . $10,000

One motor and one open tow car, generator and

station equipments, line construction, inclu

ing poles and steam plant. . .‘ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10.000

$20,000

A double track road ten miles long would cost on this

basis $400,000, including twenty motor cars and twenty

tow cars.

On a road with very bad ades, greater power might

be required. If wooden po es be used, the cost of the

line would be very materially reduced.

And now a few words as to the future of electric rail

ways. The success of electrical propulsion has been es

tablished beyond a question. It is only a matter of time,

and that a short time when it will replace the horses, on

the majority of our street railways. It is only a matter

of time, a somewhat longer time, perhaps, when it will

be the propelling power on all our elevated roads, for

the elevated roads possess ideal conditions for the appli

cation of electricity. It is within the bounds of possi

bility that our steam roads will be run with electricity ;

certainly this power offers many advantages for the sub

urban traffic in the vicinity of the large cities. The

possible utilization of hitherto neglected water-powers

will be one of the factors in determining the extension

of electrical propulsion in this direction. Already we

see the beginning. The West End Company, of Boston

are building longer cars with radial and double-swivelled

trucks. The New York elevated roads are anxiously

seeking a solution to the problem of how to enlarge

their carrying capacity without rebuilding or materially

‘altering their siiperstructures. Longer trains are re

quisite to meet the increased demands. The limit of the

capacity of the present locomotives has been reached.

Increased weight in the locomotive means an immense ex

penditure for strengthening or practically rebuilding the

roadway. Cables are not feasible, as the strain on the

grip would not permit of long trains and it would be

difiicult to combine speed and safety with any consid

erable increase in the number of trains. Cables would

not permit of satisfactory switching arrangements at the

termini and elsewhere. Electricity offers the best so

lution. Equip each car with motors. Flexible electri

cal connections can easily be made from car to car as is

now done on surface roads to light the tow cars, and the

whole train controlled by the driver on the front plat

form of the leading car. Electric, vacuum, or air brakes

can be used in the same way. It matters not how many

cars we have in a train—one or fifty : Each car adds its

own power and all work together. There is no dead

weight to pull, as in the ease of the locomotive. The

passengers themselves furnish the weight for traction.

The switching arrangements present no difiiculties

whatever. The motors can be reversed and run equal

ly well in either direction. The train can be controlled

from either end and any increase or decrease in the

number of cars will not affect the controlling mechan

ism.

It is difficult to conceive of a more flexible system. It

seems to be the ideal system for the elevated roads and

is bound to be adopted in the near future.
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ELECTRIC TRACTION DATA.’

BY A. Rl-ZCKENZAUN.

Of the various questions connected with electric trac

tion, the branch to which I have the honor of calling

your attention to-night, appears to me fundamental to a

complete knowledge of the subject. It relates mainly to

traetive force and mechanical resistances on tramways.

It is a subject which is not as fully appreciated by elec

trical engineers as it should be, although it forms the

very basis of street locomotion, and I venture to say that

future improvements in the economy of electric traction

will in a large measure depend upon minute attention to

details relating to this branch of the science. The very

existence of tramways as substitutes for the common

road, is concentrated in one point, viz., the reduction of

traetive resistance to a minimum.

It is a well-known fact that the traction expenses on

horse tramways constitute about two-thirds of the entire

working expenses, and it has long been the aim of

engineers to find an economical mechanical substitute

for animal power. Electricity has found great favor

with tramway men in the United States, and there is

every probability of similar developments in Europe at

a not distant date. Improvements can only be brought

about by experience, and experience must be gained in

actual practice and by careful observation. These

again, can be supplemented by data obtained from those

who preceded us, and it is my intention to bring, in a

condensed form, such data, from which you will be able

to draw your own conclusions, and which will guide you

in future and progressive efforts.

In order to provide facility for traction, we must have

a solid permanent way, and excellent rolling surfaces.

The practical value of a good rolling surface can scarcely

be over-estimated. The rails must be rigid, parallel,

and fixed to solid foundations. In America, flat step

rails without grooves are used, these offer less resistance

to traction than grooved rails, but, as a rule, they are not

so solidly laid as English rails. According to Mr. D. K.

Clark, the resistance to traction on an ordinary railway

may be as low as 6 lbs. per ton ; but so low a resistance

cannot be obtained with grooved rails which are exposed

to the incidents of mud, grit, stones and dirt, and which,

moreover, have frequent and sharp curves. .

Mr. Henry Hughes deduced from experiments on

tramways a traetive resistance of about 26 lbs. per ton ;

often more, occasionally less. Such high resistances as

these are readily accounted for, when it is considered

that the flanges of the wheels frequently take a bearing

on the bottom of the grooves, or on the dirt embedded

therein, at the same time that the wheels roll on the sur

face of the rail ; for thus the wheel rolls on two different

radii simultaneously, and grinding of surfaces in contact

must result. It may also occur that one wheel is run

ning on its proper bearing surface, whilst the other, be

longing to the same axle, has its flange touching the

bottom of the groove, when by virtue of different cir

cumferential velocities, additional friction is introduced.

Sometimes the rails are a little out of gauge. All these

circumstances augment the traetive force requisite with

grooved rails. The horse, if it could speak, would be a

good witness, but failing his-verbal evidence the dyna

mometcr has been consulted. Better than the mechani

cal dynamometer, however, is the ammeter. A dead

beat ammeter indicates instantly the slightest variations

of traetive resistances, and I venture to say that it will

be through the judicious and more frequent applications

of this instrument that material improvements both in

the permanent way and in the rolling stock of electric

tramways will be effected.

* Paper read on Wednesday, April 30th, before the Old Students' Association of the

City and Guilds of London Institute.

Probably the most interesting and complete tests with

horse cars were those made by M. Tresca. He proved,

experimentally, that _the groove in the rail was the

direct cause of a large portion of the resistance to trac

tion. An ordinary car with its four flan ed wheels was

propelled over the tracks of the Paris- ersailles tram

way, and it was found that the average tractional re

sistance amounted to Thth of the gross weight, or 22.4

lbs. per ton. Subsequently two of the flanged wheels,

both on one side of the car, were removed and replaced

by flangeless wheels, when the resistance, all other

things remaining the same, amounted to only ,{-Tth of

‘the weight, or r5% lbs. per ton. The gross weight of

car and passengers was 5.67 tons. These experiments

show conclusively that at least half the power is wasted

in friction between the sides of the groove and the wheel

flanges.

The force required to start a tramcar and to get up

speed is necessarily greater than the force required to

maintain a given speed uniformly. It was found that

the starting orce is from four to five times that neces

sary for running on the level road. Curves also increase

the resistance very much. _ In dry weather, on curves

of 50 feet radius, the resistance to traction is doubled,

and on those of 35 feet radius trebled; but when the

rails are wet, this resistance, due to curvature, is con

siderably reduced. Water, plenty of water, on the rails

acts as an eflicient lubricant, and you will see by state

ments later on the general effect of wet rails. Short

wheel bases, bogies, or radiating axles, render motion on

curved rails .easier, and flexible axle boxes are now

greatly favored, especially in the United States, for the

same reason.

The effect of gradients is a matter of simple calcula

tion. It is the maximum gradient on a given line which

determines the size and power of the electric motor.

Allowing 22.4 lbs. traetive force per ton, we should have

to exert a pull of 134.4 lbs. with a six-ton car on a level

road. 'This, at the rate of seven miles an hour, or 616

feet per minute, would give us 2. 5 horse-power effective

on the axles. If we have to overcome a gradient of I

per cent., or 1 foot in 100, the resistance due to gravity

will also be 22'4 lbs. per ton, therefore we shall require

about 5 horse-power to pull this car up a gradient of I

in 100. With a 2 per cent. rise the power will be three

times as great as on the level, and, roughly speaking,

each per cent. of grade demands as much energy as the

propulsion of a given weight on a horizontal road if the

speed is to be constant. On steep gradients, however, it

is customary to run slower, whereby some of the energy

is saved at the expense of time.

  

- \

- Amncren

The time at our disposal will not permit of descrip

tions of particular systems of electric traction, nor of the

relative merits of each, and we shall confine ourselves

entirely to statistics on traetive force, no matter how this
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low, considering that out of the entire distance we had

only 21 miles of tolerably level track, the rest being

made up of 3.4 miles of 33 feet curves, 7.07 miles of 50

feet curves, 3.64 miles of Ioo feet curves and 4.05 miles

of ascending grades of 4.98 per cent. On the other

hand, there were 3.8 miles of descending grades of 5.8

per cent, which furnished momentum right along the

100-foot curve until the car passed completely into the

upper 50-foot curve on the right hand side of the dia

gram. Converting the work into ton-miles, which is

probably the most rational way of comparing figures,

we get 5.3 X 43.8 = 232.14 ton-miles at an expenditure

of 29.69 H. P. hours, and this gives nearly 7.78 ton-miles

per H. P. hour. We have obtained much better results

than this with a subsequent car containing various im

provements, and, on one occasion, this larger car made

63 miles on the experimental track, each H. P. hour pro

ducing 10.9 ton-miles, but these are exceptional feats,

and our present object is to consider practical results

corresponding with every-day work—industrial results

in fact.

Three men, each well trained for his work, were ne

cessary for three tests, and their respective duties were

as follows:—One man took charge of the switch in

front of the car and the hand-brake; in fact he per-"

formed the ordinary function of a driver, taking care

that the car moved at regulation speed on the level, that

it did not “race” down grades, nor go too slowly up the

inclines, and that it took the curves with safety. The

second man, with a timepiece in his hand counted the

number of round trips and recorded the same ; he also

took voltmeter readings at equal intervals. The third

attendant had the more difficult task of reading the de

flections on the ammeter and write down the values. In

order to ensure uniformity in the time between each

reading, and also take as many readings as possible, one

has to learn to write down a certain number of figures in

a given time, putting down ciphers, to fill up time when

the ammeter needle is at zero. The number of observa

tions written down during the 43 mile test were close

upon 7,500, or one reading every three seconds. Con

sidering the rapid variations in the current on uneven

tracks, it is very important that readings are recorded at

the shortest possible intervals in order to arrive at a cor

rect average. The specific gravity of the cells was

tested before starting, when they were fully charged,

and it averaged 1,186 degrees. At the end of 6% hours,

when the cells were practically discharged, the density

fell to about 1,126 degrees. The accumulators were

then recharged for 6 hours at the rate of 30 amperes

when the electrolyte assumed its original specific gravity.

It is impossible to keep the acid in every cell at the same

density, there are always slight differences, and we had

to take the mean of the entire number of cells to insure

Fig. 2.

1 2

force is transmitted; and we shall merely consider the

question of moving a given load on a given track by

means of the electric current. In order to ascertain the

amount of energy used on electric cars I have made, in

conjunction with the Electric Car Company of America,

a long series of systematic tests both on an experimental

track built for this purpose, as also on the public roads

under all sorts of conditions of traffic. Whilst on the

experimental track we could run at any speed we liked,

and without stoppages; on the public streets we were

confined to the speed of horse cars in front and behind

us, besides taking up and putting down passengers and

regulating our vehicle to the general traffic of some of

the busiest streets of Philadelphia.

This experimental track was laid in an irregularly

shaped yard as shown on the diagram No. 1, and it was

intended to represent as difficult a line as is likely to

occur in actual practice. Its entire length was 1,005 feet,

the ends being so joined that the cars could circulate

continually. Five and a quarter journeys round this

track represented a mile run. There were four curves,

two of 50 feet radius, one of 33 feet and one of 100 feet.

Tangent with the 33 foot curve was a gradient of 4.98

per cent, rise, which descended on the other side at the

rate of 5.8 per cent, and joined the curve with a radius

of Ioo feet. On this track we carried out tests and re

corded observations which may be counted by the hun

dred thousands. The following figures relate to experi

ments made with a car in the autumn and winter of

1887–1888. The vehicle was an ordinary 16 foot two

horse car, with two axles, one motor and a set of storage

batteries. It weighed, with several men on board, 5.3

tons; its wheel base was 6 feet, and one axle only was

driven by an electric motor with intermediate spur

gearing. *

The rails were the ordinary American flat rails,

grooved only at and near the curves, which represented

a large percentage of the entire track. With a set of 84

cells of a nominal capacity of 150 ampere hours, this

car made 230 trips round this track, representing an

aggregate of 43.8 miles with one charge of batteries.

The car was only stopped and started fourteen times.

The actual running time was 6% hours, giving an aver

age speed of seven miles an hour. At the commence

ment the electromotive force of the cells on closed cir

cuit was 160 volts, and at the end 145.2 volts, the aver

age from actual measurements was 157 volts. The

maximum current used on the steepest grade was 70

amperes, at starting, on the curve or grade, it rose to

as much as 120 amperes. The average current con

sumed was 22.6 amperes, which corresponds to 141

amphere hours taken out of the battery. The current

on the level road fluctuated between 18 and 25 amperes.

The diagram (No. 1) representing this track has marked

upon it the current rates used at the various points of

the journey. It will be observed that the car ran by

momentum during a considerable portion of the journey,

this momentum being acquired during its downward

movement upon the 5.8 per cent. gradient, the brake

being only slightly applied, and the stoppages during this

experiment, as I have said, were few.

A mean of 4.75 electrical horse-power was thus ex

pended, giving a consumption of 29.69 horse-power
hours supplied by the battery; and the maximum

energy given off at any moment was 10,5oo watts, or

14 electrical horse-power. Allowing an average

efficiency of 75 per cent in the motor and 85 per

cent, in the gearing, we obtain a total efficiency of

nearly 64 per cent between the motor terminals and

the axle, or about 3 horse-power available for traction.

Thus the mean tractive force throughout the 43.8 miles

run was 160 lbs., or about 30 lbs. per ton. This is very

Minutes

accuracy. Diagram No. 2 represents the currents used

during six journeys round the experimental track, and
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less nervous, never used the utmost electrical power at

his disposal, and the average current during two round

trips came to only 23.11 amperes. Twenty-five per cent.

less than formerly, under similar conditions of load,

speed and weather. Although the average height of the

peaks was less in this case, the number of them was

nearly the same, and the gaps representing periods when

no current was used gave, on being added up, 45 per

cent of the total. Thus for nearly half the time the car

was running by momentum alone. It must be remem

this was virtually repeated throughout the tests, except

when stopping and starting. Now compare this with

diagram No. 3, showing the current variations out in the

crowded streets. You will observe a number of tall

narrow peeks running down to the zero line at frequent

intervals. During these intervals the car was either

stopping or running by momentum. The vertical lines

in this diagram represent minutes and seconds, and the

horizontal lines amperes measured on the car during the

entire journey from 23rd street to the Exchange in

Philadelphia and back to the Graysferry depot, and from bered that every few hundred yards there is a street

thence again to its starting point, a distance of about

2 4 5 6 7 8

crossing those we ran on, and all these streets have their

Fig. 3. -

Minutes

seven miles. Every corner on this diagram represents a

movement of the switch by the driver.

The switch was constructed to throw the various dis

tinct coils on the field magnets of the motor into parallel

or in series, or into several intermediate steps and these

steps can be readily detected on the sharply defined

junctions of the lines showing amperes. The average

current consumed throughout this round trip, down

town and back to the depot, amounted to 31 amperes.

The weather was dry, windy, and the road very dusty.

Allowing for this, as well as the frequent stoppages and

slowing down in order to keep pace with the horse cars

on the same line, it appeared that there must have been

some waste of energy. The diagram shows that there

tramways, so that for common safety it was necessary to

slacken down at each square or block of buildings, even

when other traffic and passengers did not impede our

progress. These diagrams teach us two important les

sons; one is, that a skilful driver can economize energy

to a large extent; the other, that proper appliances for

regulating the power within a wide range, are a distinct

advantage.

After a good shower of rain the tram rails assume a

tolerably clean appearance; the mud is then easily

squeezed out by the flanges of the car wheels; thus I

have observed that during, or immediately after a rain

fall, the energy necessary for propelling a vehicle is

considerably less than in dry weather. There is a posi

Fig. 3-continued.

was a continuous effort of getting up great speed at one

moment and slowing down the next. It shows that the

driver was somewhat nervous and inexperienced to

driving in the public streets, hence the frequent alternate

use of high currents and brake. The gradients on this

road are not very severe, the heaviest is about 4 per

cent, and several of 2 and 3 per cent. Calculating as

before, and allowing the same efficiency, we should get

an average tractive force of 39 lbs. per ton. The car in

this case carried 23 passengers one way, and 30 on the

return journey, giving a mean load of 7 tons.

Numerous journeys were made through the city with

this car, and some days after the above event, I took

again careful readings; the driver was more experienced,

20 23 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 3o 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38

Minutes.

tive saving of power amounting to from 15 to 50 per

cent, with clean wet rails. By careful observations we

were enabled to record the effect of various comparati

vely small obstacles on the rails, the ammeter showed

the minutest variations in tractive force; it is far more

reliable than a dynamometer, since it has neither friction

InOr momentum.

Snow is the greatest enemy of tramways, it offers the

greatest resistance to traction. Anticipating snow

storms which occur rather frequently in some parts of

the States, we fitted the experimental car with a snow

plough and wire brushes. The plough shears were sup

ported by a balanced frame underneath the front plat

form of the car. These shears could be raised and
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lowered by foot pressure. Behind the plough shears and

just ahead of the front wheels of the car were brushes

made of steel wire, and these were kept scraping over

the rails by their own weight. The plough served the

purpose of removing the bulk of the snow, and the

brushes swept the rails and grooves clean in front of the

wheel flanges. One day when it snowed very hard and

when the rails were covered about a quarter of an inch

deep, we ran the car out upon the experimental track,

using in the first instance merely the wire brushes and a

little sand on the steepest gradient. It took 2 minutes

and 8 seconds to run once round the track, which was

soon cleared of snow, taking a mean current of 5c

mean current on the level road at 8 miles an hour

fluctuated between 15 and 25 amperes. On a gradient

of 2.85 per cent. 55 to 60 amperes were recorded, and the

mean current over a distance of 1 mile occupying 7

minutes was found to be 21.48 amperes, and this included

four stoppages. The highest amount of energy recorded

at any moment, when starting, was 21.70:: watts.

Dr. Louis Bell, in an interesting paper published a

few months ago, gave the results of his experiments on

the La Fayette Road (Ind.), from which I take the fol

lowing instructive figures. Experimental runs were

made on a level road with a car and passengers weigh

ing together 8,200 lbs.

Fig. 3 continued.
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Minute:

amperes. Snow fell hard all the time, yet it required

only 35 minutes to make 20 successive trips, with an

average of 30 amperes. In the course of four hours the

snow was nearly 2 inches deep, when the car was again

started. The brushes alone were of no avail, and the

snow plough had to be applied. The first journey was

made in 2 minutes and 20 seconds, but with the enor

mous expenditure of 80 amperes ; each succeeding trip,

however, took less time and energy, until it reached

nearly to its normal value corresponding to clean rails.

This would show that with proper appliances, and with

cars rapidly succeeding each other, the track can be kept

clear; but the accumulation of much snow in the first

 

 

Volts. iMiles per hour. Amperes ‘ Electrical H. F.

7-5 404 9-5 5-15

9-3 416 10-4 5-79

9.1 393 10.7 5.40

10.9 434 16.1 9.35

12-4 433 15-4 8-93

Another test on a gradient of 6.58 per cent. rise, one

tenth of a- mile in length, gave the following results :
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instance occasions a fearful demand of energy, and with- ~ —

out plough and brushes the snow is compressed by the l\IilcS per hour. Volts. Amperes. Electrical H. P.

wheels and renders progress almost impossible; _ A _

Recent tests made by a commission on the Frankfurt

Offenbach Electric Tramway, which has been in con- 2-73 347 27-2 ":65

stant operation for six years, gave the following results : 3'12; 133—Two cars, one of which contained the motor, the other 6,20 365 32,4 1535

an ordinary car attached to it were taken over the line.

The motor car weighed 4 tons, the ordinary car 2 tons,

and 20 passengers 1% tons, giving a total of 7 y, tons.

Measurements with an amperemeter were made every

5 seconds. The electromotive force varied between 240

and 300 volts. At starting the current used was 80 to’

to I00 amperes, which fell to 40 in 10 seconds, and the

These results are remarkable when compared with

those on the level road ; considering the steep gradient,

one would have expected a much larger consumption of

energy at the necessarily low motor speed. On the

other hand, the tractive force on the level road appears
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to be abnormally high at all speeds when the motor

efficiency should be at its very best.

More recently Mr. O. T. Crosby published some in

teresting data concerning three American tramways,

which, like those of La Fayette, were worked by over

head conductors. *The average expenditure of energy

on one car on each of the following lines was:—

watts | P:al Load. A:

Richmond........ 4,883 6.5 8,500 6 miles

Cleveland ....... 4,986 6.6 9,500 9 “

Scranton ........ 5,587 7.4 9,500 5.7 “

The maximum gradients were given to be at Rich

mond, 9 per cent.; at Cleveland, “very slight;" and at

Scranton 7 per cent., involving maximum expenditures

of power of 25.6 H.P., 15 H.P. and 19.2 H.P. (electrical

measurements on cars) respectively.

Dr. E. Hopkinson ascertained the mean tractive force

on the Bessbrook-Newry Tramway, and he showed that

it amounted to 28.9, 27.4 and 37.1 lbs. per ton of gross

load hauled during three journeys. The increase in the

|

|

(c. & c. 25 H. P. MoToR.

and gearing, improvements as regards mechanical re

sistance on tramways may be looked for, and, I hope,

attempted in the following points:—

1. Solid, well fixed, parallel rails.

2. Perfect cylindrical wheels, with thin flanges, or

some of them without flanges.

3. Clean rails. The grooves may be swept and watered

several times a day by a vehicle especially fitted for this

purpose.

4. Sufficient flexibility in axle boxes to allow of free

movement in curves. -

5. A reasonable number of graduations in the motive

power regulated by a switch.

6. Skilful driving, which should occasionally be proved

by careful tests and power curves.

7. Automatic sand boxes on steep gradients where the

natural adhesion is insufficient.

In conclusion I will repeat that a frequent and jud

icious use of the ammeter on electric cars will amply re

pay you for the trouble; it will be the means of great

improvements, in the same manner as the indicator dia

gram enabled us to study the nature of steam engines,

and which has been the most direct means of effecting

great economy in working.

third journey is due to the mean speed having been

nearly doubled. The gradients are not severe in this

case, but continuous in one direction.

From numerous sources at our disposal we find that

the mean tractive force may be anything from 30 to 50

lbs. per ton, and that it is seldom, if ever, below 20 lbs.

on level roads, excepting under very favorable circum

Stances.

All these figures point to the fact that the mechanical

resistances on existing tramways are very great, and

that even a slight reduction at a comparatively small

cost would bring about a considerable saving in traction

expenses. By reducing these resistances we not only

save power with existing appliances, but by virtue of a

Smaller demand of tractive force we are enabled to

utilize lighter motors, lighter gearing, lighter storage

batteries, which, in their turn, again require less for

their own propulsion until a practical limit is reached.

Assuming a priori, high efficiency in electric motors

*See Practical Points in Electric Car Service, by O. T. Crosby. ELECTRIC Power,

Jan., 1890. p. 9.

C. & C. 25 H. P. MOTOR.

The C. & C. Electric Motors are now constructed on

their new designs in the circular form in all the usual

standard sizes from one horse power to fifty horse

power.

The accompanying cut was taken from the most ap

proved and latest form of their twenty-five horse power

motor. The most striking feature of these machines is

the shape of the magnetic circuit, which forms a perfect

circle around the centre of the armature shaft.

This construction gives the shortest possible magnetic

circuit, it is free from corners and projections where

leakage may occur, and makes the motor very compact

for a given power.

The advantage of this form of construction is shown

by the remarkably small amount of current absorbed by

the various sizes when running either with or without

any load. This fact has been conclusively proven by

some recent tests in New York City and Chicago, where

it was found that they absorbed less current than any
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other make of motor of equal power, and the _Company

would be glad to submit figures illustrating this fact.

The larger sizes are fitted with self-oiling bearings, or

sight feed oil cups are provided at the option of the user.

The speeds are relatively slow, that of the 25 H. P. here

represented being 850 revolutions per minute.

SINGLE AND DOUBLE TROLLEY WIRE SYSTEMS FOR

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.*

MR. GEORGE W. MANSFIELD.

In addressing you this evening on the subject of

“ Single and Double Trolley \Vire Systems for Electric

Railways.” I shall endeavor to place precisely before

you the advantages and disadvantages of each system.

The other day while studying over the subject, the fol

lowing questions arose in my mind : Why should I spend

any time whatever in discussing the two systems? Is it

necessary ? If so, why ? I thing my telephone friends

here could answer that question perhaps.

I read Mr. Denver's paper with mingled pain and

pleasure,—pain on account of his sufferings, and yet

pleased to learn, clear at the end of the paper, that he

had a remedy. The antagonism of the telephone com

panies to the single wire system has become universal

and their love for the double wire system proverbial.

This opposition has provoked much discussion, and led

to deep thought. My own thinking and experience has

forced me to the solid conviction that for an efficient

electric railway system which can be universally used

the single trolley-wire is the only one to be con

sidered. Being then of this conviction, the time I spend

upon the double trolley wire system is purely educational

for my dear friends in the telephone companies, and I

trust I merit their hearty applause since they all tell me

they want electric railways and the best.

The principles involved in the construction of a single

trolley wire system are familiar to you all. You know

that it can be done successfully and is done successfully.

Do you or does anyone know that under all the condi

tions under which the single trolley wire works success

fully the double trolley system will also work successfully.

If the difficulties with the single system have all been

overcome and those of the double system have not, let

us consider what we must take into account to make the

latter equal the former.

With the double system the weight of the second wire

the insulators, frogs, crossovers, etc., the double liability

of sleet and ice accumulating on the two wires, and the

high winds all necessitate larger and stronger poles and

stronger span, pull-off and anchor-wires, etc. This in

crease in size and number of wires means additional

unsightliness, a larger original outlay and an increased

expense for maintenance.

One of the chief troubles which an electric railway has

to _ contend with is to keep its wire, free from snow

and ice during the winter months. Prompt and energetic

action, with a greased trolley wire has saved the

single trolley roads from any serious delay. If these

same roads had had two wires to clean, I have no ques

tion but that their service would have been seriously

impaired, if not entirely stopped.

I do not think that the question of traction is one of

any serious moment. The rails must be cleaned for

adhesion and for the cars to keep on the track irrespec

tive of \vhether the single or double trolley wire system

is used, and as they are get-at-able they are compara

tively easily taken care of. It is simply a question of

management, muscle and salt, and with improved elec

tric sweepers and plows there never need be any great

difficulty in keeping the cars running on schedule time.

‘R684 bfiiofll II"! Elsctric Club, Boston, Mass. on April 28.

The problem, however, of- cleaning sleet frozen to a

trolley wire placed 18 feet above ground in a large city

or even on a country road is a most annoying and troub

lesome one,

One, if not the greatest difficulty, which would have

to be overcome with the double trolley system, is the lia

bility to leakage. The two wires hanging side by side

upon the same span wire need the best of insulators.

Considering all the atmospheric conditions and the pos

sible accumulations of sleet and snow, it unquestionably

would be more difficult to maintain good insulation be

tween the two wires than it is between the single wires

and the ground. With the latter system you have far

greater opportunities to introduce additional insulation.

lt can be cut into the span wire or placed on the pole,

whether it be of iron or wood.

So far the under-running double wire roads have had

the wires placed either six inches or eighteen inches

apart, The Daft roads employ the former distance,

while the Thomson-Houston Company in its attempt

at Cincinnati used the latter distance. Both methods

have their objections. If the wires are placed too near,

strong winds may swing them together, causing short

circuits. In one place the short circuit was so heavy that

the wires were melted and fell into the street,

With the wires farther apart plainly this trouble would

not exist. With the wires close together a single trolley

arm can be used, but a double trolley fork and two

wheels are necessary. These wheels must be thoroughly

insulated whether they rotate upon a separate or upon

the same spindle. The maintenance of an insulation

sufficient to withstand 500 volts under such conditions is

surely not an easy task.

With the wires further apart the necessity of more

than one frog at the crossings and turnouts is necessary,

which is objectionable, and more than one trolley arm

would have to be used. The maintenance of these

trolley arms, the difficulty of keeping them on the wires,

and their weight upon the roof of the ears are all serious

objections. In the' single wire system questions of

weight, insulation of trolley wheels, etc., practically do

not enter.

Another serious objection to the double system is in

the overhead switching. The placing of overhead frogs

even on the single wire system requires the greatest

exactitude and care, so much so that on many roads it

has been found necessary to train a special gang of men

to place and look after their adjustment. The expansion

and contraction of the wires and the giving and taking

of the poles are constant sources of annoyance and

trouble in keeping the frogs and insulators in place.

The expansion of copper is 1-8 inch per degree for 1,000

feet, or 5-8 of an inch per mile for each degree of chan e in

temperature. If the temperature changes, as it often oes,

twenty or thirty degrees in a day, the trolley wire might

expand or contract fifteen or twenty inches per mile.

With‘ the double trolley wire system the location and

maintenance of the frogs on the cross-overs and tum

outs would, in view of these circumstances, be an ex

tremely diflicult one. They would require constant

adjustment and re-adjustment and if the method of

placing the trolley wires 18 in. or more apart was em

ployed, so that a large number of frogs was introduced,

it would practically be a determining factor between the

the possible and the impossible system.

On complicated systems of double track lines, the

number of insulators and frogs for the double wire

system would be very large. I have frequently studied

such systems and have found that it is by no means a

rare occurence to meet arrangements of tracks that re

quire from 25 to 50 overhead frogs and insulators, and

in some instances from 125 to 150. The weight of all
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these necessarily demandsa most substantial overhead

construction, and undoubtedly the only thing that could

be done would be to erect large and substantial trusses.

It must be also evident that the difficulty of keeping the

trolley wheel upon these wires is largely increased and

also the liability of some of the ends breaking loose from

a frog and falling.

Imagine such a network of wires loaded with ice on a

winter's morning. Add to these wires, if you will, the

necessary guard wires; and it is as essential to put up

guard wires, with the double system as for the single,

and I for one would not have sufficient audacity to argue

for the same before a city council. It can also be clearly

shown that the wires of the same polarity of the double

system‘ will not in all conditions correspond when they

are attached to the frog. To illustrate what Imean,

take the single track Y. If a sketch of this is made on

the double wire system, it will be seen that if the right

hand wire is a positive wire and the left wire a negative

wire on a straight piece of track, and they are carried

around the Y on to a branchin track, the positive and

negative leads are bound to con ict. Under such circum

stances either the current must be broken on the motor

when the car passes that point, or there will be bad

flashing in the switch.

It is practically impossible to construct a frog for such

a place that will permit the trolley wheels to roll across

taking current from the same continuously. There will

have to be a break in the continuity of the circuit at the

frog for a certain length of time. This break means the

going out of the lights every time the car passes such a

frog. With the single wire system, none of these

difliculties are experienced. On large roads the cost of

copper necessary for the double wire system would be

so great as to be almost prohibitory. With the single

trolley system, the earth being used as a return circuit,

we obtain the aid of its conductivity and also that of the

rails. Practice has demonstrated that with such an

enormous conductive area the resistance of the return

circuit can practically be considered nil. It is true that

the supplementary wire of a size equal to the trolley

wire is run through the earth and connected to each rail.

The use of this conductor is two fold. It not only forms

a good ground for each rail but it ties the whole under

ground system into one connected and complete metallic

system. Counting the resistance of the earth as O it is

readily seen that only one quarter of the copper wire is

necessary for the single system as for the double wire

system. Hence a most decided saving is possible.‘

On a large system the subject of feeders always is a

most important one. With the single trolley system it

is only necessary to feed one-half of the circuit, whereas

with the double trolley system it is necessary to feed

both sides of the circuit. In this direction alone, there

fore, the cost of the latter system must be four times

that of the former, allowing for the same percentage of

loss.

In regard to guard wires I see no reason why it is not

practically as necessary to place them over a double wire

system as over a single. With the current passing out

over one wire down through the car, through the motors

under the car, and back by the other wire, the chances of

leakage are very great.

It would be very difficult to prevent leakages some

where on such circuit. If a leakage should be established

on the positive side of a motor armature on one car and on

the negative of another, both of the cars and the station

might be damaged. If these leakages, are so liable, the

danger from a foreign wire falling across either one of

the trolley wires still exists. It is unfortunate, but nev

ertheless true, that arc light wires which are supposed

to be thoroughly insulated from the ground leak at times

sufficiently to cause damage to life and property if at tel

ephone or telegraph wire happens to fall across them.

With bare trolley wires and with the increased chances

of leakage, surely the city authorities would not and

ought not to permit the erection of the double trolley

system without the same system of guard wires over them

as is placed over the single trolley system. The expense

incumbent upon the railway company in this direction

therefore is equal for both systems. The danger to

property in my opinion is practically equal in both sys

tems.

I do not deny the fact that it is possible to so construct

a simple double trolley system that a falling wire touch

ing one of the trolley wires and with its other end on the

ground, would deflect no current, nor would I deny that

under similar conditions a man touching this fallen wire

and standing upon the ground, would receive no shock.

This is speculation, not fact, and I am not arguing this

matter from a theoretical or a possible condition of affairs,

but from the results of practice which teach that ordinary

existing circumstances always militate against the ideal,

giving as a resultant, a system materially different from

what we supposed it would be.

Repeating, therefore, what I have said in regard to

danger to life and property, I feel that the danger question

is practically equal in both systems.

It is unnecessary for me to state to you the fact that

500 volts is not dangerous to life, since I think there

is no question but what you all have taken such a poten

tial if not higher, and I should be pleased to have any of

you state, if a discussion follows this paper, whether you

have taken this potential or a higher one, and the cir

cumstances.

As to therelative expense of the two systems, leaving

out the question of feeder wires, it is true that practi

cally in every case the double trolley system would cost

one-half asmuch more, if not twice as much, as the_sin

gle trolley system. It may be here stated that the ex

pense of running the supplementary wire underground

is sometimes heavy. True, it is, but the expense is large

_ ly dependent upon the street through which your track

passes. If it is macadamized or paved with Belgium

blocks, or with any paving stones, the expense of the re

moval and replacement of the same would be large.

Such conditions of streets, however exist only in large

cities, and here I believe it is generally conceded by

friends and opponents that the double trolley system is

entirely out of the question. The expense, however,

would nowhere nearly equal the additional expense of

the feeder wires for the double system, nor would it

equal the cost of the maintenance of such a system for a

year or two. ‘

If, on the other hand, I admit that it is possible, but

not the best system for a small road, we are happily con

fronted by the fact that so far in the majority of the

cases, the small roads are not where it is needed, since

the telephone companies, which practically represent

the only opposition to the introduction of the electric

railway, have not so extensive lines in these places. It

is therefore the unfortunate middle man that has to suffer.

In answer to all the foregoing objections to the double

trolley wire system, the statement is sometimes made

that there are to-day double trolley roads operating com

mercially successful ; and that if they can operate in one

place there is no reason why they cannot be made to

operate in all other places. Steam dummies are used

to-day in some places; why do not railroad companies

use them everywhere ? There is scarcely anythin impos

sible in this practical age of ours, and therefore% do not

deny that the double trolley system could not be placed

anywhere that the single is placed, but I unhesitatingly

state and know that it could not be placed wherever
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the single is placed, and prove equally as satisfactory

and commercially successful. It is not a question of cost

but one of expediency, and practicability. The electric

companies would build double systems if they could

guarantee them, and the railroad companies would de

mand them if they had confidence in them. An unbiased

thinking man is forced to adopt the single system.

History shows that the efforts of the early promoters

of the electric railway were to develop a double wire

system, with an over-running trolley. This has roved

a signal failure. The only roads so operated to- ay are

at Easton, Pa., Elkhart, Ind., Ithaca, N. Y., Lima, Ohio.

Pittsburg, Pa., Sunbury, Pa., St. Catherines, Ont., Lan

caster, Pa., Asbury Park, N. _l., Appleton, Wis., and

Wheeling, W. Va., eleven in all. There are none under

contract, and no firm thinks for a moment of building

such a system. History also shows us that the next step

in progression was the development of the under-running

trolley for this same double trolley wire system. Years

have gone by, and we have only three companies in the

\vhole United States having such a system in operation,

these are at Cincinnati, 0., Meriden, Ct., and Mansfield,

O. As illustrative of the feeling and confidence the

street railway profession have in this system, I find there

are but five companies who have contracted for such a

system. I venture to assert at this point that if the con

ditions of the contracts for these roads were seen, most

interesting and extroadinary clauses would be discovered.

If we now turn to the extraordinary development of

the single trolley system, we find figures which truly are

amazing. On july ist, 1888, the Thomson-Houston

Company was not in the electric railway business, and

the total number of roads in operation in the United

States and Canada, put in by all of the electric companies

who then were doing business, viz., Sprague, Daft and

Van Depoele, was 33. Of these but two or three were

the single wire system under-running trolley; whereas

to-day there are nearly 115 roads in operation, and an

equal number under contract, and of these all but some

four or five have been put in or contracted for by either

the Thomson-Houston Company or the Sprague Com-.

pany. Two hundred and thirty roads contract for the

single system, five for the double. If I take the

history of the Thomson-Houston Company since it

commenced to build electric railways, I will find that it

has in less than two years, put 61 roads in operation, and

has under contract 45 more, making a grand total of 106

roads contracted for with the single trolley system, by

one company. Could there be more conclusive proof of

the pre-eminent adaptability to a commercial necessity

than this is, for the single trolley system ?

The future is destined to surpass this record as surely

and as amazingly as the adoption of electric lights

and telephones surpassed their records of eight or ten

years ago.

After the reading of the paper a discussion upon the

points raised took place, Mr. W. ]. Denver, Mr. Dumoulin

Mr. F. M. Gilley, Mr. Alex. P. VVright taking part.

There was a consensus of opinion, however, among those

present, so the discussion was very brief.

It is_ a well-known fact that the most effective brake

work is when the wheels do not skid upon the track, but

when they are turning _under the pressure of the brake ;

and contrary to the ordinar braking practice, the energy

of the electric train instea of being thrown away in the

form of heat and using up the wheels and brakeshoes,

can be made useful in the propulsion of other trains.—

Frank _/. .5:/Jragut.

I ton held the trolley leads.

THROUGH THE MOTORNEER'S EYES.‘

BY WM. ELMER, JR.

I reached Asbury Park at nine o'clock in the evening

of July 2nd. Reporting at once to the office, the Super

intendent told me that I was to take.a car at‘ 11.25 the

next morning. He gave me a badge, and told me to

ride with Houghton on No. 15 that night, and try to

learn the track.

It was raining hard, so I went to the hotel and got

my rubber coat, hat, and leggins, and thus protected,

stood on the front platform for three hours, endeavor

ing to become familiar with the route. The electric

lights along the streets would suddenly flash up out of

the fog and driving rain, show the streets for about fifty

yards, then drop behind and leave it blacker than be

fore. . The lantern on the dashboard threw such a feeble

light as barely to show the two rails extending in the

mud about ten feet ahead of the car.

All at once another light would appear in the fog

right ahead; but a flash in the switch-box would show

that Houghton had thrown off the power, and the grind

of the brakes would check the speed as we swerved into

the turnout. Then the lights in both cars would go out,

suddenly reappear, and we would be out on the main

again, flying along in the. blackness to the next switch.

Thus it went on through eight turnouts till we came on

to the double track portion. This is on Cookman Ave

nue, the business part of the town. Past the stores, and

out into the residential district again, round and round

the belt, till at last, at 1 1.47 the car ran in.

I was thoroughly confused, and the rain, driven right

under the roof of the car on account of the speed had

drenched me. I could not remember where the turn

outs came, nor the street crossings, not even the curves,

because of the bewildering effect of the rain and night.

But next morning the sun shone brightly again, and

when I went on about eight o'clock the prospect did not

seem so gloomy as it had the night before.

At first I managed the power and brake while Hough

When I had learned how to

stop the car on the crossings without losing time by

slowing up too soon, then I held’ the leads and learned

how to manage the trolley. It was at first very confu

sing to remember that some turnouts the car entered,

while at others the meeting car turned off. On the

straight track the leads are held about the center of the

front of the car, while at turnouts the trolley keeps right

on over the main track, and one must reach out over the

end of the platform as the car enters the switch.

Then in changing mallets, I would forget all about

the way in which I was holding mine, and only think of

getting the one presented to me. But soon I got the

“knack " of it, and then managed both the power and

leads till I could enter turnouts and change trolleys

fairly well. My hours for practice were, however, very

short, as it soon became time for me to take a car of my

own. At 1 1.25 the car I was to relieve came around, and

I stepped on to take charge for my first trip alone. I

was very careful, and everything went smoothly, The

other men, knowing I was “ green " were cautious about

making flying passes, and so my first day went by with

out any trouble whatever.

The system of passing cars merits a little description.

The road at Asbury Park was one of the first installed by

the Daft Company, and a double overhead, over-contact

system was adopted. The trolley runs on top of the

wires and is pulled along by the leads. The trolleys do

*The writer, who is a student preparing to enter the Electrical Engineering de rt

ment of Princeton University, spent the summer of '89 as motorneer on one ofihe

electric cars at Asbury Park. Partly from the desire for out-door exercise after the

college year, and partly to engage in some practical work in the line of his studia, he

took the position, worked as one of the men, and gained thereby a valuable practical

experience. "
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THE DOUBLE TROLLEY, SHOWING CONSTRUCTION.

not pass but the motorneers change mallets when the

cars meet. The trolley remains always on a given sec

tion, and is taken back and forth by each car. The

leads are brought down incased in rubber tubes, and

made fast to the head of a mallet. The head of the

mallet has brass projections about two inches long and

half an inch in diameter, which fit in clips at the front

of the hood of the car. The wires run over the roof,

down the framing at the front of the car, and under the

floor to the switch box. This switch box has three po

sitions, indicated by “notches.“ It is one of the best

arrangements I have seen. The switch lever moves in

a vertical plane and the outside shell of the handle is

forced by a spring into a notch as it moves by. Thus it

is possible to tell, on the darkest night, and without

looking at the lever, just what power is on. It is also

certain that a good contact will be made if the lever is

is in the notch and there will be no intermediate posi

tions, burning off the lugs and contact pieces.

The contacts are made by two parallel arms, carried

at right angles to the switch lever. These pass over

and make contact with copper lugs set in a fibre plate

and thus insulated from each other. When the lever is

moved up these arms close the circuit by connecting the

lugs through themselves. .

The regulation of the speed in the Daft motor is very

simple and effective. There are three coils in the

spools of the field magnets. The first of

high resistance, the next of lower, and

the third of quite low resistance. In the

first notch the three coils are all in series,

and with the armature also. Second

notch the first high resistance coil is cut

out and a greater number of ampere

turns influences the field, thus producing

a more powerful motor. In the third

notch only the resistance of the third

coil and armature exists, and a high

speed is attained.

The Daft motor is in shape a good

deal like the dynamo. It is a consequent

pole type of machine and the twenty

horse power style has the field magnet

frames built up of bars of wrought iron

curved in the middle to form the poles

and bolted to the yokes. Thus a certain

degree of lamination exists, and although

a Gramme armature is used, yet the

motor is not too high to be very readily

suspended underneath a car. The method

of suspension‘ is also very good. A Y

~

frame, with the branching sides parallel supports the

motor. The two branches are journalled on one axle so

as to have no side play,while the straight end is supported

in a box on the other axle which allows it to move from

side to side. The intermediate and armature shafts are

always kept at the same distance from the car axle, thus

insuring a perfect mesh of the gears, while their paral

lelism is preserved by the frame in which they are

supported. In going around a curve the beam at the

other end of the frame slips to one side on the axle, so

that there is no strain in the gearing. A sufiicient ver

tical play is allowed by the springiness of the frame.

A new armature is put in by taking out a

bolt thus lowering one end of the motor. As

it hangs down, the armature may be taken

out at one side, clear of the car, and the new

one put in. The operation of replacing a

spool on the field takes more time as the bolts

must be taken out of allt he bars of which the

frame is built up.

Last summer was the first season during which carbon

brushes were used. Previously copper brushes were

placed on the motors, and the trouble with them was

everlasting. Whenever the car stopped, the armature

was sure to take a little back motion which would as

certainly curl the brushes. Then there would be poor

contacts and destruction of the commutator. A second

set was used for reversing. The positions of the brushes

were controlled by a lever at the side of the switch box.

It had three positions. In the first, the brushes were set

for the go ahead. In the middle they were raised from

the commutator. This had to be done every time the

car stopped. In the third, the other set were in position

for reversin . Motion was transmitted by a system of

pulleys, cor s, and wires which were constantly getting

out of order. When the new twenty horse motors were

put in the brush holders were fitted for carbon brushes.

These are cylindrical pieces of carbon 2% inches long,

.and Q4 of an inch in diameter, heavily copper plated on

most of their circumference. At the uncoppered part

they are grooved so as to fit the commutator when new.

Towards the end of the summer some of the brush

holders became a little worn so that occasionally a brush

would drop out. But that would not cripple the car, for

the clamp would drop down on the commutator and do

just as good service, except for the effect that the spark

ing would have on the holder.

  

CHANGING TROLLBYS.
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At night, when starting quickly, the flashing would

light up the ground at the side of the car; and as every

separate segment came under the brush, a distinct spark

would be formed which showed the little inequalities of

the ground just as if the car had been standing still.

Sometimes long flashes would envelop the whole com

mutator in a ring of flame caused by carelessly squirting

oil about while filling the oil cups.

In regard to starting quickly, some of the fellows

seemed to enjoy venting their spite upon the motor. If

they had to stop quickly, or were losing time, or bothered

with a trolley,-—slam, bang, three notches all at once.

Of course this was like a blow with a hammer upon the

teeth of the gears, especially if there were a little lost

motion. (And if there were none, this kind of treatment

would soon cause it. I have seen an intermediate gear

stripped clean—not alf a dozen teeth on it—-by this sort

of handling. It was the only one that occurred, but even

that was the fault of the motorneer and should not have

happened. Starting with the brake on caused a good

deal of lost motion in some of the cars, so that the arm

ature would attain a considerable velocity before the

lost motion would be taken up, thus causing a jar. This

was corrected by putting a new pinion on the armature

shaft.

In starting, if the circuit was slowly opened as soon as

the car began to move, a long are in tlie switch box

would follow the contact pieces back, at times as much

as four or five inches. It was quite troublesome, and

could only be broken by opening the circuit. This

could be done by taking the mallet out of the clips,

knocking a cut-out handle in, or throwing the reversing

switch on the center. This reversing switch was placed

at one side of the switch-box, separate from the power

lever, and incased in a round iron box. The handle

could only be taken out when in the center, so that

there was no danger of its falling out of itself, and when

the reversing switch was on the center there was no

connection between the line and the inoto_r. A cut-out

was also placed at the other side of the switch-box, so

that by knocking in a projecting knob the circuit was

opened. Any of these means for stopping the car could

be used in case the switch-lever got stuck.

A rather peculiar thing happened early one morning.

One of the superintendents had been working in the

power-station the night before, putting in a new switch

board. He did not finish _till quite late, so he just lay

down on a seat in one of the cars till daylight. The first

thing he knew he awoke and found the car moving out

the end of the car-house. It ran out upon a low trestle

there, used for working under the cars, and plunged

down over the end of it, with two other ones only pre

vented from doing the same by running into the first.

Investigation showed that one of the ears near the other

end of -the track had the mallet in the clips and the

the switch-lever in the first notch. When -the power

came on in the morning, of course the car started -off,

pushing the others ahead of it, and off the trestle. It

was evidently done by one of the night watchmen, who

tried to move the car just as the power went off, and

forgetting all about it, left first notch on., However,

next morning a notice appeared on the bulletin-board

stating that any motorneer who left_ his carat night

without taking out the mallet, knocking in the cut-out,

and placing the reversing switch on its center, would be

immediately discharged.-, But I don’t see how it was

any _motorneer's fault, for he could not have stopped his

car if he had left the power on.

_The overhead line at Asbury Park is built of two

sizes _of wire. The contact wire on which the trolley

runs IS NO. 1. Main conductors on poles at the side of

the street are No.0 0 o. The line is approximately a

square, and is fed at two points; one at the side nearest

the power station, the other at just the opposite side, by

feeders running down Second Avenue. These are No.

0 o 0. The poles are square, of yellow pine, and set

mostly with a side parallel to the curb, instead of an

angle facing it. The span-wires are No.' 1, and feed at

every pole. A little trouble was due to the strain of the

span-wires pulling the tops of the insulators or hangers

apart, thus forcing the arms together ' at the bottom,

making the space too narrow for the trolley to pass

through.

The trolley consists of two hard wood boards fastened

together at the bottom with a spring hinge, which tends

to open them out flat. Each of these boards has pivoted

upon it by bolts passing through two brass arms. The

bolts are covered on the inside by a heavy sheet of rub

ber. The arms have eyes near the bolts for the leads,

and are thickened at the other end so that the axles of

the wheels may be firmly screwed in. They are kept

the same distance apart at the ends as at the boards by

a flat piece of steel. The wheels are of brass turned

with deep flanges, and bored out to receive a steel bush

ing. This is of larger diameter at the ends than in the

center and the space thus formed is filled by winding

cotton wicking upon it. Holes drilled through admit of

a supply of oil from this wicking for lubricating the

axle. All of the trolleys are overhauled each night and

left to soak in a tub of oil for some time so that the cot

ton may absorb oil. When they first go out on the line

in the morning they run as nicely as could be desired.

But towards evenings after they have run nearly a hun

dred miles they get pretty dry, so that at night, when

they should be all right, they pull very hard.

In the end view of the trolley may be seen a thicken

ing of the arm, just at the edge of the wheel. This

forms a sort of lug which is designed to assist the wire

back in the groove of the wheel. If the trolley jumps

the wire the spring will throw it out flat so that it does

not drop to the ground. Then by pulling on the leads

it is brought back to its proper position. At least this

is what is supposed to happen: I never knew it to sue

ceed, however. There is only one man on the road.

George Houghton, who can pull his trolley down again

if one wheel jumps off. This sometimes happens, as was

stated before, by going through a hanger too narrow.

He pulls it along on three ‘wheels to the next one, when,

by a manipulation of the leads back it comes. It can

easily be seen that on account of the forward and back

motion the pairs of wheels have, the trolley will keep on

the wires if they are not in the same horizontal plane.

The motion of the boards to and from each other will

keep it on if the wires vary in their distance apart.

One day I had just changed trolleys, and was about

to start again when I found there was no power. Five

, minutes passed, and we concluded that a short circuit

must have thrown the belts ofi‘ in the power station. I

held in the push button on my car, and soon a couple of

strokes of the bell announced that the power was on

again. It did not remain however. A few minutes later

it came on again, but at once went off. This indicated

that the trouble was a dead short-circuit. Soon the

superintendent came driving up the street. He got on

top of one of the cars and pulled the trolley back and

forth so as to be sure the leads were not in contact.

Finally he took it down from the wires and on opening

it, found the rubber between the boards gone, and two

opposite bolts melted together. A new trolley was put

on the line and everything went all right again.

We are all familiar with the fact that the resistance of

metals is increased by an increase in temperature. But

just what a powerful effect this has on a hot summers

day can only be experienced on a railway. Some days
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when the travel was heavy and the line resistance high,

a man would have to be stationed at the hand cut-out

in the power house. When he would see the belts

creeping off towards the edge of the pulleys; flash would

go the cut-out to save them from going on the floor.

Theoretically, nearly all the cars meet on turn-outs at

the same time, and thus start at the same instant. Of

course this makes an abnormal draft of power for a short

time. I was in the station one day when three belts

went off at once, and I can state that it is no joke to see

those great, heavy, whirling things thrashing about on

the floor.

If there is one thing that tries the courage of a motor

neer it is a thunderstorm. It is not a pleasant reflection

to know that one holds a pretty good lightning rod in

his hand. Well, we had a thunder storm. It did not

rain—it simply poured. Lightning flashed incessantly,

and the darkness seemed blacker than ever between the

flashes. The water caused a short circuit of the lamps

on my car so that they went out. Finally, after my eyes

recovered from a blinding flash, I found that the con

cussion caused by the clap of thunder had put my lan

tern out. I ran in darkness to the next turn-out, when

between my conductor and myself we managed to light

the lantern again. That was the worst night I ever ex

perienced. One of the fellows left his car standing in

the street and made off. He was discharged next day.

Almost all the bells burned out that night, though none

of the motors were damaged. At the corner of Cook

man Avenue and Kingsley street the water was over

the steps of the summer cars. The armatures were

therefore almost entirely submerged. As they were

not made to run boats with, some of them suffered,

though most injury was probably received by the field

coils. When the weather is wet, the leads sometimes

get pretty “hot.” Perhaps the car may be leaking, and

then a lead with the insulation worn by rubbing against

the roof of the car will give one a severe shock on grasping

the brake-handle or switch-lever. For this reason most

of us had rubber gloves for use in wet weather, but we

found that the current soon burnt holes in them. One

of the men had quite a bad burn on his hand caused by

one of the leads parting right where he held it. The

arc formed between the separated pieces burned him

pretty severely. I had one burn off just above my

hand, about on a level with my eyes, and was almost

blinded by the flash.

To show what an amount of current an exposed short

wire will carry, I may state that I have seen my cargo

around a hard curve with only two strands of No. 26

wire in the mallet. The leads consist of cables built of

No. 26 wire equal to No. oo. They are very flexible,

and will carry all the current necessary without heating.

When the cars first went out they had the motors pro

tected by being boxed in.

that the boxes did more harm than good, so they were

discarded. A great pile of them lies behind the car

house now. They protected the motors from mud and

water, and partly from dust, no doubt, but being so en

closed the coils did not have such a free circulation of

air about them, and heated excessively. Taking it all

in all the results are probably about as good without

them as with them.

By the Daft method of supporting the motor it will be

seen that the weight is taken almost entirely by the

driven axle. It was the custom to make this the rear

end of the car, so that the north-bound cars always ran

north and the south-bound cars always south. Thus the

cars soon had the flanges ground all one way, from tak

ing the curves constantly in the same direction. This

was all right so long as the cars ran in their accustomed

direction, and with the motor behind. But if a block

But it was finally decided.

should occur, so that they had to run backwards, then

there was trouble. One of the most serious detentions

of the summer happened on this account. It was in the

evening, when travel was at its best. The curve at the

corner of Eighth Avenue and Emory Street is the worst

on the line. Both streets have a down grade to the

curve, so that the outside rail is lower than the inside.

Still, by making a curve of great enough radius, this

trouble would have been overcome. There was the

whole country to lay out a curve in, but the result was

the worst one of the lot. Well, No. 14 happened to be

running backwards that day, and perhaps the motorneer

did strike the curve pretty hard, at all events, when my

car which was behind him came up, there was No. 14

down in the sand with her motor resting on the ground.

All four wheels were off the rails, and she appeared not

to have taken the curve at all, but gone right ahead,

over the rails. All the passengers had to change cars,

and walk around 14. It was two hours before the road

was running on time again, and one hundred dollars is a

small amount at which to place the loss to the company

for that evening's delay.

Most of the summer cars are Brill, and I must say I

have seen better brakes than there were on some of

those Brill trucks. I can find no fault with my own,

perhaps because I tried to take care of it; at any rate,

every one said that the brakes on No. 19 were the best

on the line. I am very glad they were for it is hard

enough work to put on brakes about a thousand times a

day without having the added difficulty of poor brakes

to contend with. No. 13 seemed to be particularly un

fortunate in this direction, for there was no spring or

give in the levers at all. It was just like pulling the

shoes against the wheels with no gained power whatever.

Hardly a day passed in which the brake chain did not

part, and I have known Bennett to be under his car six

times in one morning, repairing the chain.

One of the old Feigel cars, No. 6 had a peculiar brake.

When it was put on very hard in order to stop quickly,

the lever would be pulled under one of the axles, and

springing up be held fast by a bolt in the end of it.

There it would stay till pried down holding the car as if

glued to the spot. One day I happened to have No. 6

for a few trips, and on a down grade near the Post Office,

the brake got stuck. There was nothing to do but

crawl under the car and pry it loose with the switchbar.

This I proceeded to do, when the instant the brakes

were released the car started off down hill. I tell you I

hugged the ground pretty closely till the guard finally

passed over me. On another car, No. 16, I one day had

the misfortune to break the eye off the bolt at the

end of the brake staff. Of course I could not fasten the

chain to anything and so was obliged to complete the

trip with no brakes. Every time I wanted to stop I

would give the passengers notice of the fact, throw over

the reversing switch, and put on first notch. She would

come up “all standing” and perhaps some persons

would be pitched out of their seats head first into the

laps of others opposite.

The control one has of an electric car is simply won

derful. What might have been a terribly fatal accident

was entirely prevented. Two ladies were driving in a

buggy towards the car, but the horse did not seem to

pay any attention to it. However, as was customary the

motorneer threw off the power so as to be able to stop

if there should be trouble. When just opposite the front

of the car the horse suddenly shied overturning the

buggy and throwing one of the ladies on the track di

rectly in front of the rapidly moving car. With great

presence of mind however, the motorneer threw over his

reversing switch and brought the car to a standstill.

The lady was under the car, the motor not a foot from
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her body, but when it backed off she was found to be

unharmed. It is safe to say that no other than an elec

tric car could have been controlled so soon.

Some persons claim, and justly, that electric cars

make a great deal of noise. But I can say just as truly,

that some make very little noise. I have stood on the

front of No. 19 when going at the rate of twenty or

twenty-five miles per hour and could not tell that there

was a motor under her. Plenty of grease on the gears

and a good set of brushes might_ perhaps have had a

little to do with‘ it. I used always to keep my car well

oiled, and the result was that I had a good car.

I have already spoken of how weak the power was on

a hot day. This is all the more noticeable in the even

ing of the same day, for then when the line has cooled

again it is just as easy to (get a high speed from the cars

as it was difficult in the ay time. The schedule speed

was increased considerably at night, and not having so

many stops to make the cars would fly along at the rate

of fifteen miles per hour. We had orders to ring bells

just before street crossings, so that no accident ever oc

curred.

The travel was very heavy early in the evening, for

the people used to get on and ride around just to enjoy

the air. The route was very pretty, and at one place,

on the bridge over Sunset Lake the green islands and

their reflection in the water were most beautiful.

But I have left myself very little space in which to

give some of the results of the summer. I have ex

pressed these in the form of diagrams, giving the re

sults for every month.

_Flg.-I.-Wohl Daily Milnga. Fig. 2.—Mi|e| per Cur per Day.

  

 

 

  

The first is the total daily mileage. (Fig. 1). In the

months of january, February, March, April and Decem

ber, only two cars are run. These are closed cars, I think

18 feet long. They are equipped with the 20 horse mot

ors, and their speed is very fine. The circuit is three

and one half miles long and the regular schedule time

on which they have been running during the past winter

is twenty minute trips. Of course quicker time than

this could be made, but 150 miles per car per day of 14

hours is a very good record. I believe that this is the

fastest street railway speed in the country, and I under

stand even exceeds the New York El's, though of course

no proportion exists in regard to the number of passen

gers carried. In May the two winter cars continue

running, and about the middle of the month two summer

cars are put on. These summer cars are 25 feet long,

weigh about 4,500 lbs, and seat 50 people. They are

equipped with 20 horse motors, and one of them, No. 18

made the circuit in 12 minutes and 43 seconds. The

number of cars continually increases till on the first of

july twelve cars are out, and the circuit is full. The line

will not accomodate a greater number of cars as tho

turnouts have been placed for six cars each way. But

any number which is a division of six can be operated.

Inguly the schedule has been lenthened to 30 minutes,

an about the end of the month to 36. This accounts

for the drop in August, although there are two more

  

cars out. These cars only run on Cookman Ave., the

double track portion _of the line. Their trips are from

the Pennsylvania rail road station to the beach, about

half a mile, and return._ They run in between the

regular cars and do not make so many miles per day.

The upper line for August shows the daily mileage for

all cars, 14. The lower for the twelve cars on the cir

cuit. In September a number of cars are taken off so

that the line drops greatly, although the schedule has

been shortened again. In October and November, the

conditions are about the same as in May.

The next diagram (Fig. 2) gives the number of miles

which the cars averaged per day. It is self-explanatory.

The upper line for August shows the miles made on the

circuit (1 100) divided by the number of cars (12). The

lower one takes in the 14 cars. although the total mile

age has increased to only 1 195. ~

The diagram for operating expenses (Fig. 3) is inter

esting. The lower curve shows operating expense’: per day

only. In this I include the following :

For the month of August

Car men, 10 crews, at $4.00 (motorneers and conductors

were each paid two dollars per day) . . . . . .

Superintendents, linemen, machinists, men in the shops,’

etc . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 21.55

Power station expenses include everything: coal. attend

ance, oil, waste, etc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$76.00

10.47

This gives a total of . . . . . . . . ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $108.02

The upper line shows this amount plus interest on in

vested capital, depreciation, insurance and taxes added.

I am afraid that the figure of 5 % which I saw published

a short time ago would hardly cover the depreciation of

a street railway motive outfit.

The armatures and fiel_d spools burned out in the

_. month of August amounted to $14.60 per day. Dynamo

I. depreciation, $5.55. Boilers and engines, $4.66. A new

lot of trolleys had been built in the spring, but the de

preciation of trolleys is about 100 yé per year. How

ever, as the wear and tear is greatest in the month of

August, amounting to 30 % of the total, $10.00 per day

must be allowed for trolleys. Cars and line $8.10.

Interest on investment, taxes and insurance, $1 7. 56 per

day, making a grand total of all operating expenses of

$168.49 per day. The last item is constant for every

day in the year, and is represented by the dotted line.

All the expenses except for interest, insurance and

taxes can be found by taking the difference between

the line for the particular month and this constant. For

instance, this figure would be the difference between

$147.50 and $17. 56, or $129.94.

Fig. 3.—Qpe|_'aii.-lg Expenses.

. - Q '>
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Fig. 4 shows the total operating expenses per car mile.

The upper line as before gives the total, including in

terest, depreciation, etc. The lower one - shows the

operating expenses only. The rise in August shows how

large a part depreciation plays in the expenses for that

month. Although so few cars are run in winter, and

the mileage is therefore low, still the car mile expenses
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are normal on account of the large saving in salaries,

only eight men beingemployed.

The last diagram (Fig. 5) contains one figure that

would delight street railway companies’ hearts if it

could be maintained. The receipts for the month of

August averaged over $400 per day. In this month the

ratio of expenses to receipts was as 1 to_ 2%. But the

drop on each side is quite sudden, and soon becomes a

heavy loss. Added to this the fact that the company

must pay $3,000 per year for their franchise, and it will

be seen that the profits are not enormous. '

The difference between August and September is

quite amusing. I stayed

on the road till the 31st

of August, and remember

distinctly what an exodus

there was on the 25th.

The following week was

very cold, and by the end

of the month about three

fourths of the people had

left Asbury Park.

During the past winter

a rather novel method of

keeping the motors of the

summer cars dry has been

used. It was thought that the preceding winter had

helped along the burnouts somewhat, because the

motors were exposed to the dampness of the car house

all the time, and the insulation thus became rotted.

Therefore this winter all the armatures were taken out

and stored in the boiler-room at the power station. The

field coils were connected up

he sent through them. Every day they are put in cir

cuit for a short time, one after another, and thoroughly

warmed up. This keeps them dry, and prevents any

tendency of the insulation to rot on account of damp

ness.

One prolific source of trouble at Asbury Park was the

overhead switches. They were handled by a cord on

the pole at the side of the street. In wet weather this

would shrink, and in dry would lengthen so as to allow

the switch to drop back. I remember one stormy even

ing the line was blocked for some time on account of an

overhead switch having been left about half open. The

trolley ran right through, and fell down with a crash on

top of the car. '

There always used to be a good deal of trouble at the

car house, getting the cars in at night. Poles and lan

terns were always on hand and by dint of considerable

engineering the trolley was coaxed through. But some

times _ no amount of persuasion would produce the

desired result, and the only remedy was to mount the

roof of the car and take the trolley off the line. On such

occasions the general cry was “ Wl1ere’s Elmer?" I

was tall enough to reach the wires without difficulty,

and could thus save a good deal of time. Once I re

member a trolley was caught just in the center of the

switch which had been only partly pulled over. In try

ing to push it out from under a piece which jammed it,

the trolley went too far, and one of the wheels on the

positive side of the switch touched the negative side of

of the line. Of course this made a-short circuit, as the

shower of white hot copper that fell in my face _soon

told me.

But if I say this in criticism of the system, I must say

that I think a great deal of our success and freedom from

serious trouble was that we used no rail return. I don't

believe many motors would have taken the soakings

that some of these received, and give no trouble.

The seashore is a particularly trying place for an elec

tric road as the salt air and constant dampness make

Fig, 5.-Receipt: per Day.
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so that the current could.

insulation such only in degree. Therefore, if a rail cir

cuit had been used for return instead of a double ,over

head, I am afraid short circuits would have been more

numerous and cars being towed in more frequent. As

it was, if a ground did take place no harm was done so

long as there was no other on the circuit. And, indeed

the cars often did run for days leaking considerably.

Of course if this had been a single trolley road, the case

would have been different, and every car would have

gone in the shops.

The power station is equipped with Phoenix boilers

and automatic engines. There are three eighty horse

power boilers, and four sixty horse engines. The engines

belt to a countershaft from which five fifty horse Daft

dynamos receive their power. In addition to the ordin

ary measuring instruments, there were the Daft safety

appliances. The cut-out at first used was too small, and

the current heated it so that one could not put his hand

on the base. It was necessary to screw up so hard on

the tension screw in order to prevent its openin the

circuit under normal conditions, that sometimes it failed

to work on a genuine short circuit, and off went the belts.

But this was afterwards replaced by a new one, which

worked perfectly.

During the past spring large preparations have been

made for the coming season. There will be no more

days when the power will be weak, for a new 150 H. P.

Phoenix engine, two 80 horse boilers and another 50

horse generator have been added. The accompanying

illustrations show the power station as it was last

summer.

After I_ got through at Asbury Park, Itook alittle trip

and went to Baltimore, Washington and Richmond, and

examined the roads there. I am aware that Richmond,

was not a fair sample of Sprague roads, so I am doing

the Sprague company no injury in saying that it was

miserable.

Most employés of the road were nothing but boys;

the conductors sat on the rails and smoked cigarettes;

the drivers were shiftless and careless, and things were

in a generally dilapidated condition. Part of this may

have been due to the pay the men received. I believe

in paying good salaries and getting good men to work

for them. I found that most of the cars were in the

shops, and one man and helper were unable to wind

burned out armatures fast enough to keep cars on the

track. Strips of brass, one-eighth of an inch thick,

rounded on the end, were used for brushes, and I saw

one, all torn _and frayed where a segment of the com

mutator had caught in it in reversing. What the condi

tion of the commutator was can better be imagined than

described. The motors were covered with grease and

filth inches deep, and from photographs I took of them at

the time one cannot tell what they are. The commu

tators were hollowed out at the center probably three

eighths of an inch deep. Small internal gears were

used, from which every now and then teeth would be

missing. The only redeeming feature was the power

station, and that was not under the control of the rail

way company, who ‘simply rented their power.

The road at Washington was in perfect contrast to

this. The cars were neat and clean, and everything

in perfect shape. A more beautiful line construction

than that on New York Avenue could not be desired.

It is all beautiful outside, but the method of regulating

speed by resistance on the cars is a constant drain on

the coal pile.

Take it all in all. the road at Asbury Park can proba

bly show as good records as any other in the country,

both for economy of operation and minimum of repairs,

and the Daft system is a large factor in accomplishing

these results.
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THE ELECTRIC CURRENT AS AFFECTING TRACTION.

, BY ELIAS E. RIES.

In a recent editorial under the above caption.* There

was reproduced a description of an experiment conducted

some fourteen months before by Mr. joseph Lyons, of

Washington, showing that the passage of an electric ciir

rent between the driving wheels and rails increased the

traction of the motor. The occasion for reproducing

this description was stated to be “ in order to give evi

dence of what our own eyes have seen bearing upon a

disputed point.”

As the apparatus referred to was made by Mr. Lyons

under my instructions, for the purpose of illustrating

the invention embodied therein in connection with one

of my foreign patent applications, and as I have made,

both before and since that time, numerous experiments

with apparatus of a similar nature upon a much larger

scale, I may be able to throw some additional light upon

the matter.

I will preface my remarks by stating that, notwith

standing all that has recently been said to the contrary,

there is absolutely no gueslion or doubl about the fact that

the passage of an electric current between the driving

wheels and track rails, when practiced in the manner

originally set forth in my patents upon this subject, does

increase the tradion to a z-wry ronsz'a’¢’rable exlrnt. I Speak

from actual experience when I make this assertion, an

experience obtained as the result of numerous experi

mental and practical tests with apparatus ranging all the

way from a miniature two-wheeled electric motor-car

weighing but a few ounces and runnin upon a small

portable track, to a full-sized “consoli ated ” railroad

locomotive having eight driving wheels, and weighing

nearly 60 tons.' All of these tests have shown that the

passage of an electric current from wheel to rail, under

proper conditions, is capable of largely increasing the

tractive adhesion, and consequently, the pulling capacity

of the motor or locomotive.

Many of these tests have recently been repeated by

me in the presence of anumber of prominent electricians

and engineers, all of whom, without exception, have ex

pressed their astonishment at the remarkable increase

in traction obtained. I have lately had occasion to con

struct asmall electric motor-car somewhat similar but

considerably larger than the one referred to in the edi

torial, with which I have been able satisfactorily to illus

trate a number of important features bearing upon this

subject. The apparatus in question consists of a model

electric railway car having two driving axles insulated

from each other and operated by a small electric motor

supplied with current through flexible conductors in

circuit with a single cell of secondary battery. The

driving axles are so arranged that one of several sets of

iron or steel driving wheels of different diameters, four

wheels to each set, can be placed thereon. The traction

increasing current is derived from an independent

regulable source and is varied according to the require

ments of the experiment in hand. This current is sent

from the forward to the rear driving axles, through the

intervening driving wheels and track rails, although the

arrangement of the apparatus is such that it can be sent

directly from one rail to the other across the wheels and

axles, thus enabling the terminals of the traction-circuit

_ conductors to be attached to the rails at one end of the

track instead of being carried by the motor. The weight

of the motor car without extra load is about three

pounds.

With this apparatus, employing a continuous current

derived from one or two cells of secondary battery, the

tractive effect of the motor car was increased over 150

[* ELECTRIC Powxn, May, Page 145.]
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per cent., the car climbing grades of 30 feet to the hun

dred with perfect ease against the pressure of a spring

tending to pull it backward, whereas with the same pro

pelling current flowing through the motor, but with the

traction circuit open, the car remained spinning at the

bottom of a 10 per cent. grade, not having suflicient

tractive adhesion to lift its own weight. Upon again

closing the traction circuit the car instantly regained its

grip upon the rails and shot up the incline like a flash

until its further upward progress was stopped by the

distended spring and cord that secured the car to a post

at the lower end of the elevated track and prevented it

from running over the top of the incline.

There is no mistaking the action of the current, or the

important part it plays in increasing tractive adhesion in

this experiment. If, while the car is ascending a steep

grade, the traction current be interrupted and then again

completed, the car will commence to slip backward and

continue doing so with accelerated speed until the.trac

tion circuit is completed, whereupon its descent will be

almost instantly checked upon the grade and it promptly

proceeds to mount the same again as if nothing had

happened. The passage of the traction current leaves

no perceptible trace upon the wheels or rails, so long as

electrical connection is maintained between the surfaces

while the current is passing. The extent to which the

traction is increased can be regulated by varying the

amount of current flowing.

Among other things, it was shown by this apparatus,

as originally predicted, that the traction is not diminished,

but (compared with mechanical traction under like con

ditions,) enormously increased when the rails are wet or

slippery. With the rails and wheel tires thoroughly

oi/ed and the motor running, the same car remained

stationary at the bottom of a 6 per cent. grade. One end

of the track was then elevated to form a 25 per cent.

grade, and on then closing the traction circuit the car

actually climbed up the slippery track as far as the dis

tended spring would permit without a single idle revo

lution of the driving wheels.

The foregoing are by no means exceptional experi

ments. The model has been placed on exhibition and

can be seen in successful operation at any time, at m_v

office, 27 Chamber of Commerce Building, Baltimore,

repeating the performances above described as often as

desired.

My time has been too fully occupied to permit me,

even had I not regarded it as superfluous in view of

what I have long since stated upon the subject, to reply

to the articles that have lately been published endeavor

ing to show, some theoretically and others by experi

ment, that the passage of an electric current between

wheels and rails would diminish instead of increase the

co-eflicient of friction between the two surfaces. Nor

do I propose to discuss in this brief article the various

considerations that determine the effect produced by the

current under different conditions, or to point out the

nature of and the differences in the action of the current

as affected by these conditions, as I prefer to leave these

matters for separate treatment at a future time. I

would simply say while upon this subject that an elec

tric current may be passed between two metal surfaces,

as I have found by experiment, in such a manner as to

diminish the friction between them, and this discovery

was referred to and some of its applications pointed out

in a paper read by me in 1887 before the American As

sociation for the Advancement of Science, in which

paper the results of my experiments in varying friction

by means of the electric current were first made public.*

I will add, however, that in order to produce an in

creased tractive effect it is necessary, among other

‘See " Scientific American Supplement " of Dec. 10, 1887, page 9953.
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things, that the current be of such quantity as slightly

to heat the metals at their point of contact, as stated by

me in the paper referred to, and that the most satisfac

tory and economical results in practice are obtained by

the employment of a low-tension (transformed) alterna

ting current having a rapid rate of alternation, as this

tends to confine the current to-the surface of the rails

and wheels and possesses other important advantages.

I might, if time permitted, enter into some of the practi

cal'results so far obtained with this system of increasing

traction. but as experiments in this direction are still in

progress it may be as well to await the additional data

expected therefrom before doing so. Enough has been

said to show beyand any gut-sliozz that the electric current, _

properly applied, does iircrease traction, and the results

already obtained indicate that it will eventually prove

I/u1':'sp¢'rz:ab1e as an adjunct to steam as well as electric

railway locomotion.

WORKING OF RAILROADS BY ELECTRICITY.‘

BY WILLIS E. HALL, ALTOONA, PA.

All innovations are taken up and accepted but slowly,

and it is only through the continual driving of stubborn

facts that we are willing to step (and then often reluct

antly) from the beaten paths and ruts of our ancestors.

All of this is better than to inaugurate a revolution, or

attempt to divert a mass of moving bodies from one di

rection to its opposite, or in any other way which would

prevent the operations of our every-day life from con

tinuing with undiminished vigor and efficiency. But if

once we stand still we become stagnated, and while

nothing is to be gained by stopping or visibly checking

the maintenance of an attained condition, yet there is

no reason why development and maintenance should not

go hand in hand, to the advantage of both sides. So

when people predict changes and advancements of

a few years hence we must not reject them with a feel

ing and criticism that such would not be applicable to

our “working of to-day,” but rather stop to consider if

our present methods could not be gradually altered to

accept the new plan, provided it promised any better or

more satisfactory results.

With this as a preliminary, it is asserted that the day

is not far distant when we will see the railroads, gener

ally known as steam lines, run by electricity from a

central station. This is not, doubtless, the first time such

an assertion has been made ; but I have not as yet seen

any discussion of the subject which has more than in

sinuated the advantages which would result in the

operation of railroad lines by such a concentration of

power. From a lack of time no attempt is made to

analyze the two methods in a mathematical way, but

rather it is aimed to point out some of the many advan

tages which the use of electricity allows, and which will

inevitably result in operating a long line.

With this object let us take a few of the changes which

the substitution of centralized electricity would inaugu

rate when used in place of the present system of loco

motives.

One very important gain would be the concentration

of the power at one point, for a given length of line,

into a few cylinders, instead of working it in a number

of isolated engines where the insulation is poor and the

chances for condensation the best. A number of cen

tral stations—located, say, at a distance of 30 to 40 miles

apart—could be run by large, powerful engines, and the

expansion of the steam worked at an economical point

by better and more mechanical means of cut-off than

8;l)?cad before the American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Cincinnati, May,
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can be obtained in the present type of locomotive con

struction. With locomotives the ratio of expansion at

low speeds is correspondingly poor, nor can we expect

to make an eflicient engine of it, except in one working

condition which is dependent upon the concurrence of

so many variables that the engine is never worked in

in that ratio for any length of time. With stationary

engines, however, the case is the reverse, as such are

designed to work at a constant speed, and if properly

proportioned would be utilized at the highest grade of

expansion consistent with economy. This point would

not vary much, as experience with hydraulic and elec

tric plants would indicate. The fluctuations in the case

of a railroad line would probably be even less, as the

working is generally uniform throughout the twenty

four hours of the day. It would be a case of a properly

loaded automatic cut-off engine against the equivalent

of a similar engine vacillating between an over to an

under load, and such range of the broadest nature. We

must not lose sight of the fact that the question of keep

ing the line clear is properly held as of higher value in a

closely worked system than is the consumption of coal

which may result per the horse-power, which the engine

is to develop to reach its destination as scheduled. In

furtherance of a reduction in coal consumption, the use

of condensing—and possibly compounding—at a central

station would raise this part of the working of the line

to the highest grade of efficiency.

In experiments recently made it was found that an

electric motor could climb a grade of over 50%, which is

far beyond the point of adhesion of locomotives ; so that

in this direction we could look for a marked improve

ment. An analysis of the conditions in the two cases

will disclose the reason for this, and no doubt all who

have had any experience with engines which were over

loaded or which slipped their drivers easily will appre

ciate its importance.

The question of attainable speed enters as a factor, for

the speed to which an engine can safely be driven is

known to have its limits—and which, to all appearances,

we are now closely approaching. The piston-speed of

an engine with 24 inches stroke and 68 inches diameter

of driving wheels, travelling at 60 miles per hour, _would

be about 1,400 feet per minute. An increase in the

diameter of driving-wheels, with the object of decreasing

the number of strokes, makes the engine _correspon

dingly weaker, so that two sharp horns of a dilemma are

placed before him who attempts to design an engine to

haul the increasing weight of trains at a high speed.

The question of parts and velocity of steam are men

tioned in passing. The resistance of trains is now quite

positively known to increase about with the square of

the velocity which would enter as a function in _the

power to be given to a motor to drive a train at _a desired

speed. With such a means, however, the speed is limited

only by the power which is given in _its design, and is

determined more by what the conditions of the service

will stand.

With electric motors it would not be necessary to

have track-tanks and water stand-pipes distributed

closely throughout the line, which means _considerable_to

those who are acquainted with the attention and repairs

(especially through the winter season) which such ar-'

rangements demand. The delay, too, where freight

engines are not equipped with water scoops, is apparent ;

and even this latter method of filling tanks is beginning

to show its effects upon the schedule which it is possible

to make on lines which are worked closely to their limit.

Nor would it be necessary to carry the dead weight of

tender with contained water, which is hardly as easy an

accompaniment as its name would imply. In this con

nection it might be well to mention the annoyances from
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cleaning fires, as is required in freight service where the

division is a long one.

The experience with the centralization of power where

large hydraulic, electric or pneumatic plants are in

operation, is that a greater amount can be supplied than

it is necessary to develop at the station—that is, where

there is much division (such as would be the case when

the power is distributed through commercial districts

and divided into small parts) a 50 to 60 H.P. plant can

take and supply satisfactorily about 100 H.P. In rail

road work such a ratio could hardly be looked for, as the

number of trains would not be as large as the division

where the power is distributed for mercantile and com

mercial -purposes ; but a reduction of some 25% can

safely be counted upon. The reason for this is evident,

as it never occurs that all the power will be used simul

taneously which each division is capable of exerting.

With railroads, too, it will not occur that all trains would

be exerting their maximum power, such as, for instance,

climbing heavy grades at the same time.

The best kind of mechanical ingenuity and high effi

ciency of any mechanical design which is made to ac

complish a given object are dependent, principally, upon

reducing the number of parts which it contains, so long

as the desired result is obtained. Multiplication of parts

increases the number of pieces to wear and consequent

repairs, as well as the chances of failure from breakage.

No argument is necessar to indicate the advantage

which electric motors wou d have over the present de

sign, or over any other design of locomotive where all

the requisites of an engine must be incorporated in so

many isolated places. The failures from leaky flues,

broken eccentric strap knocking a hole in the fire-box,

blowin or knocking out cylinder-heads, and the multi

tude of accidents which are happening every day on

railroad lines, would be decreased to a marked extent.

The reduction in the internal friction of the driving me

chanism is -also apparent.

No comparative mention has been made of the cost of

repairs, the too large percenta e of power which is idle

to have this work done, the re uction in the number of

motors required to make the same train mileage (due to

more uniform and consequent higher average speed,

resulting in a reduction of time to go over a length of

line), together with the loss of coal from irregular working

of engine and boiler where the line is undulating, as is the

case with all to a greater or less extent ; also the attention

and care which a large number of isolated boilers

demand to keep them in a safe working con

dition, as well as the rapid wear of machin

ery where it is exposed to out-door influences

such_ as dirt and the elements, as is the case with loco

motives. In fact, the elimination of such details could

be extended almost indefinitely, and in them there would

appear visions of a removal of a mass of the little an

noyances from the shoulders of those who are now held

responsible for the maintenance of this accumulation of

complications.

‘ The loss in electric transmission has not been neglect

ed, which in a station controlling a line of, say, 30 miles

would, at the present state of the science, amount to some

50,'.i—which includes loss in dynamo, line, and the loss

from an average working of motor. This, together with

the_cost of necessary plant as capital, comprise the two

mam objections against the introduction of electricity

for transportation purposes.

N0 attempt is made to take up the advantages or dis

advantages (as shown by mathematical calculation)

resulting from such a system, but itis merely desired

to mention some of the many practical points which

would be met, eliminated or improved upon by the sub

stltutlon of electricity to general railroad working. Nor

is it that its introduction is anticipated within a year or

two; but we cannot but acknowledge that the applica

tion of electricity is becoming more general, and, from

the rapidity of its development, its use for such purposes

is hardly more distant than the most sanguine of its ad

vocates would predict.

The combination of electrical with mechanical engi

neering will bring about as much of a revolution in the

future as it has done in the past; but in all its applica

tions we must expect to see it creep before we may see

it walk. A more thorough intermingling of the mechani

cal, however, would hardly be a detriment to much of

the so-called electrical engineering.

A VETO IN ORDER.

The people of this town do not want a cable railroad system.

They want rapid transit, and they prefer to wait another year

rather' than submit to the humiliation of cable railroads. The

cable road is not suited to the New York of the present. It might

have clone very well fifteen or even ten years ago, but so far as

the requirements of the city are now concerned it is obsolete.

Governor Hill can rest assured that his veto of the cable bill will

be hailed with universal relief by the whole city of New York.—Sun.

There is no question that the Sun in this matter ex- I

pressed the opinion of the most intelligent part of the

community. Sooner or later the superiority of the elec

tric street railway will be universally recognized. Pre

vention always costs less than cure, and it will be cheaper

to keep the cable out than to take it out. It will be wise

also to reflect that it will cost less to put in an electric

system now than to change to an electric system here

after; unless, as Mr. Sprague suggests, the cable con

duits are made to serve for holding electrical conductors.

Even then, there is the waste caused by the greater cost

of the cable conduit. Now is the time to be wise.

A NEW ELECTRIC RAILWAY COMPANY.

Mr. George Westinghouse, ]r., and Mr. George M.

Pullman, both millionaires, have decided to form a new

electric railway company, to be known as the Pullman

Westinghouse Electric Street Railway Construction Com

pany, whose main office will be in Pittsburg or Chicago.

Mr. \Vestinghouse has a new electric street-car motor

and a new brake for electric cars. The operations of the

Company are intended to be of greater magnitude tha

any railway builders have yet attempted. '

A site near the car works at Pullman, Ill., for the loca

tion of a plant to manufacture electric motors is wanted,

and Mr. Westinghouse and Mr. Pullman have been

- negotiating for a suitable spot.

“In general, electricity may be said to be the safest

natural agency which man employs. Steam boilers

burst and gas mains explode. There is nothing ex

plosive in an electric generator or an electric motor.

The wires conveying the current can rend nothing, and

become heated only through gross carelessness."

Pxor. TROWBRIDGE, in Atlanlic 1410/1!/1/y.

Mr. Malone Wheeliss, formerly of Nashville, more re

cently of Washington, is reported to have invented and

put in successful operation a new device for the electric

street railway system by which wires are to be laid

under ground. A test which has been recently made of

Mr. Wheeliss' system is said to have been very successful.
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SPARKS FROM THE DYNAMO.

The following five sparks we find flashing from the columns of

our esteemed contemporary the Eleclrical Rei/few.

 

A plainly dressed woman walked into one of the public booths

and said she wanted to talk to her husband. When asked his ad

dress she replied, “ Well, he's up in Maine somewhere; he's a

woodchopper.” The attendant explained that this address was

rather vague and he didn't believe they had wires running to all

the Maine logging camps. Whereupon the woman remarked,

“ This show's a cheat ; I thought ye didn't need no wires to talk

through nowadays?”

 

Another time, at the Lyceum Exhibition, :1 young man and his

sweetheart had stopped in front of Edison's motograph. The

man was one of these chaps who knows it all and he was very

prolific in his explanations. In fact, there wasn't anything he

couldn't explain. His companion asked what “motograph"

meant? “Why," says he, "don't you know? ‘Moto‘ 'means

motion, and ' graph‘ means illustration; ‘illustration of motion.’

See?"

 

Under certain circumstances we think one would be justified in

calling a rheostat a piece dz rzszlvlanre.

 

“ What tools shall I use?" said the subway laborer to his fore

. 1118.11

“ Oh, take your pick," was the easy reply.

 

“Keep your eye on those brushes; they seem to be in love,"

said the superintendent to the dynamo tender.

“ In love?”

“Yes; don't you see them sparking?”

 

Since Minneapolis has been been blessed with the electric street

railroad she feels happy and as a consequence lapses into song, as

follows :

There is beauty in the bellow of the blast,

There is grandeur in the blowing of the gale ;

There's a solace quite aesthetic

In the lightning so poetic,

In connection with the wire and a rail.

The Artisan.

 

The man who is shocked to death by electricity should be buried

in a volt.—[ Texas Sgftings. Yes; it would be an appropriate

place for his last ohm.—[Toledo Blade. Since he is sure to

dynamo.—[New York World. Wire you so certain? he might

offer you resistance.—[Elertr0 rile:/lanic. We intended to remark

upon the shocking character of the above, but they came insulate

that we are afraid they would hardly pass current.—[Buz'lder and

H/0011' Worker. \Vhat bad attempts to telegraphic story.

[Buz'/ders’ Ex:/range. Watts the matter with the attempts?

Coulomb off if you don't appreciate di-electric stories. [Cincinnati

Artisan.

OBITUARY.

MAJOR OTHO ERNEST MICHAELIS.

Otho E. Michaelis, Major, Ordnance Department U. S. A. and

Commandant of the Kennebec Arsenal, died at Au sta, Maine,

l\'Iay 1st, 1890. Major i\fichaelis was a graduate of t e New York

Free Academy, and while a student, gave promise of a brilliant

future. One who met him at that time, then a youth of 16, writes

that " you will rarely see so young a man on whom careful culti

vation has laced such an impress of dignity and self-possession,

or has so eightened those qualities naturally possessed. He

scarcely promises to attain a hei ht of due pro ortion to set off

his otherwise splendid form. is dark but p easant eyes glow

with the fires of quickness and genius, and his square massive

brow bears the impress of assured intellectual superiority. * * I

redict a gratif 'in record of this youn man’s future." The

ife of Major Mic ae is has more than con rnied the opinion of one

of his early admirers. It is not stran e that the military spirit

which pervaded the country in 1861, le young Michaelis to enter

the army. He was active, and energetic, and whether inten

tionally or not, by his enlistment in the Twenty-third New York

regiment, army life proved so congenial, as to induce him to con

tinue in the service; and at the expiration of his three months

term, he entered the signal corps as Second Lieutenant, and was

subsequently transferred to the ordnance corps. He was pro

moted to a first lieutenancy in 1864, and was made a

captain in the regular army in 1874. althou h not a radu

ate of West Point. He was stationed at the atertown, glass,

and the Frankford Arsenal, Philadelphia, until about 1885, when

he was transferred to the Watervliet, and subsequently to the

Kennebec Arsenal. It was while commandant at the latter post

that he was promoted to the rank of Major in 1888. Major

Michaelis was an authority in ordnance and engineering, and with

the advent of electricity as a recognized branch of engineering

work. he took great interest in its development, devoting special

attention to its ap lication for the detection of hidden fla\vs in

metal. He was a ighly esteemed member of the American So

ciety of Civil En 'neers, the American Institute of Mining En

gineers, and the merican Institute of Electrical Engineers. His

earnestness and zeal led to his early recognition as a man who

would confer di ity upon any office, and he served faithfully for

three years as a anager. in the Council of the American Institute

of Electrical Engineers, and at the expiration of his term was

elected a Vice-President, which office he held at the date of his

death. It was not alone in military and engineering circles that

Major Michaelis was prominent. He was one of the finest amateur

chess-players in the country, and had been activel identified with

the practice of the ame since the days of Pan Morphy. thirty

years ago. Amon its adherents he had hosts of friends, and was

ever a welcome visitor at the chess clubs of New York City. being

an honorary member of the Manhattan Chess Club. The affliction

throu h which he recently passed, was of the most painful charac

ter. wo of his children, a son and daughter, broke through the ice

on an artificial pond in the arsenal yard. His son was saved, but in

his attempt to rescue his daughter, the Major was drawn into the

water, from which he was taken in an unconscious condition.

The daughter was drowned, and it is probable that Major

Michaelis never fully recovered his strength, after the exposure

and nervous shock caused by the accident. He was 46 years of

age, and leaves a wife, three sons, and three daughters.

SENATOR INGALLS ON THE ELECTRIC RAILWAY.

In a discussion in the United States Senate on the Electric rail

ways, Senator Ingalls spoke as follows :

Mr. President, the street car is the chariot of the poor. and there

is nothing that seems to arouse the indignation of the man who

owns a carriage and who rolls in luxurious equipages in flashing

splendor around the suburbs of this ca ital so much as the men

tion of a street railroad. The Senator rom Maine [Mr. HALE] in

his observations seems to speak of the street railroads as if they

were constructed simply for the benefit of the owners of the roads.

I have no doubt that they are built for profit : but the street rail

roads of this and every other city are built for the oor. They are

built for the laboring people. They are built or the artisan.

They are not built for the patricians and the lutocrats. They

afford chca and easy transit to the Soldiers’ ome and to the

other delig tful suburbs of this city, enabling a man who is not

able to support a retinue and equipage, for five cents to breathe

the cool evening air under the shades of these umbrageous walks.

I know of no reason why street railroads should not be constructed.

I know of no reason why the rails should not belaid on the easiest

and most accessible route to enable the great mass of the people to

have access to their little homes in the suburbs.

Sir, the electric railway that has been the subject of so much

execration, such a shining mark for assault here in this Capitol, is

one of the most beneficient institutions, practically speaking, that

there is about this capital. It affords access, cheap and easy, and

constant, to great numbers of clerks and employés of the Depart

ments who live outside in these suburbs, at Brookland, near the

University, and at Eckington, and elsewhere. It is a public

benefaction. I do not know anything about who the proprietors

of it are, or who the promoters of it are. It is an experiment that

has been productive of great benefit to this peo le. It is no ob

struction to traffic anywhere. It runs throng a region that

otherwise would not be populated; and this constant attempt to

stigmatize and berate and revile men who are putting their capi

tal into these enterprises, as if they were public enemies, is not

appropriate.

speak with much sensibility about this matter because, being

chairman of the committee that has -reported these measures from

time to time, to a certain extent I am the subject of the ob

loquy that is continuously poured upon these various enter

prises, because to a certain extent the Committee on the District

is responsible for them. I believe that the whole system here is

wrong, it is wrong because it was begun wrong. Instead of giving

these franchises to corporations for these purposes, we ought to
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‘ at the Lynn Thomson-Houston works, the

have done long since as they have done in Glasgow, Scotland,

where they provide for an annual street rental, sometimes as high

as $750 a mile, b ' the ear for the privilege of laying t.racks_in

their streets, an then or a certain proportion of their annual _m

come to lay aside a sinking fund for the purpose of extinguishing

the liability. But that has gone by ; there is no longer any use in

talking about it. _ _ _

These street-railway corporations are a public necessity. In

stead of being the object of execration and of obloquy and mis

representation, under proper restrictions they ought to be encour

a ed, and we should have more of them, The increase the value

of: suburban propert in every direction. ey relieve the con

gestion of the city. ' he increase the ublic health. They are

eat sanitary agencies that enable peo e ofsmall means to escape

rom the heat and from the crowd an from the inconvenience,

the unsanitary condition of the city, into the country, andl ob

ject, so far as I am concerned, to the continual hostility which is

exhibited here against these corporations, as if they were in some

way public enemies. _

I agree that in many ways they on ht to be restrained. There

are restrictions which ought to be lai upon them. They ought to

pay a larger proportion than they do of the cost of the paving of

the streets through which they run. It may be that there ought

to be a different variety of rail laid. But so far as their right to

exist here, so far as their being objects of public benefit is con

cerned, I say it is no lon er a question of dispute. Instead of

being denounced they oug t to be encouraged.

LITERARY.

The Pelton Water-Wheel Company of San Francisco, have

issued a very handsome trade catalogue. Printed ill t\\’0 001013.

filled with illustrations of the various types and sizes of wheels

made by the company, and their ap lications, besides much inter

esting reading matter relatin to t e utilization of water ower.

Aportioii of t e catalogue is fil ed with several very useful ta les. of

diameters, circumferences, and areas of circles, and other matters‘

The Westinghouse Company has issued a very beautifully

printed catalogue of their Alternating Current Arc ightin Sys

tem. The illustrations of the dynamps and lamps are excee ingl

well engraved, and the catalogue is a “ thing of beauty," wort

preservation.

Russell Sturgis, the well-known architect, has written for the

June Scribner an article on “The City House" (one of the series

on Homes), in which he sa s: “ Nothing more incongruous than

our New York palaces, 0 which the rst notable one was the

marble structure at the corner of Fifth Avenue and Thirty-fourth

street, has ever been planned or erected, They are in almost all

respects small houses looked at through a magnifying glass ; the

necessary conditions of a stately house, a sort of palazzo, have

hardly been considered in them ; the American citizen whose

fortune has increased a hundred-fold builds a house perhaps ten

fold larger than he would otherwise have done, but in other res

pects very similar to that one in whichhis father lived in days of

comparative poverty."

President Seth Low (ex-Mayor of Brooklyn), in his article on

" The Rights of the Citizen as a User of Public Conveyances," in

the une Scrz'bm'r's, says : " The most valuable city franchises in

the nited States have been parted with, for the most part, for

nothing. In Europe they have been largely retained as a source

of revenue to the community. If we can find the reason for the

facts as they exist here, much light may be thrown on the question

of remedy.’

The June number of the A/lanlic Mont/l1)' is one of the most

thoroughly enjoyable of all the issues of that abl edited maga

zine. harles Dudley Warner writes sensibly of e “ Novel and

the Common School, ' H. W. P. & L. D. cont.ribute one of their

deeply interesting old-time historical studies under the title, “ The

Turn of the Tide’ concernin the rise of Christianity and the fall of

Paganism ; Olive Thorne Mfiler is at her best in one of her delight

ful bird-papers, called “ The Babes in the Wood ;” an anonymous

author contributes a charming paper on “ An Arthurian ourney"

and Agnes Repplier gives " A Short Defense of illains.”

There are some good poems, one political and one sociological

article, the usual short stories and serials, Dr. Holmes ever-de

lightful “Over The Teacu s" and the editorial articles and de

partments. It is a splendi number.

PERSONAL.

Messrs. Chadbourne, Hazelton & Co., formerly General A ents

of the Sprague Company, of New York, for Pennsylvania, ary

land_, Delaware and Southern New Jersey, have severed their con

nection with that company and have made arrangements with the

Wenstrom Consolidated Dynamo and Motor Company, of Balti

more Cit ', as sole selling a ents for the United States.

F. C. ates, has succeede Harry Bottoml as factory electrician

latter having removed

to Denver, Col. Mr.

Blood in the factor '.

The Lynn mem ers of the American Institute of Electrical

Engineers, are Professor Thomson, Superintendent E. W. Rice,

]. Van Depoele, G. F. Cnrtiss and W. H.Ln, A. L. Rohrer, C.

lood, Jr. of the Thomson-Houston facto , and Su erintendent

emp of t e Thomsongihn Tre oning and Electrician Hermann

lectric elding Works.

ANNUAL MEETING OF THE AMERICAN

OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS.

The annual meeting of the above Institute for the election of

officers for the ensuing ear and the transaction of other business

was held at the house 0 the American Society of Civil Engineers,

127 East 23d street, New York City, Tuesday evening, May 20th.

The annual report of the Council was submitted showing an in

crease of membership of over one hundred during the past year.

The increased receipts of the ear were $1260-94, and the in

creased ex enses, $855.08. T e ’l‘reasurer‘s report showed a

balance in t e treasury of $249.24. The officers elected for the

ensuing year were as follows : President, “I. A. Anthony, of Man

chester, Conn. ; Vice-Presidents, Francis B. Crocker, Frank .

Sprague and Joseph Wetzler, of New York; Managers, P. .

Delan , of South Orange,‘ N. ]. ; Horatio A. Foster and J. C.

Chamberlain, of New York ; Treasurer, George M. Phelps ; Se

cretary, Ralph W. Pope. The other members of the council, who

hold over in accordance with the rules are: Vice-Presidents,

Edward Weston. of Newark, N. .; Dr. Edward L. Nichols, of

Ithica, N. Y.; Mana ers, Charles uttriss and George B. Prescott.

'r., of New York; homas D. Lockwood, of Boston: VVilliam

Bates has been an assistant to W. H.

INSTITUTE

aver, jr., and Dr. F.- Benedict Herzog, of New York ; Dr. Wm.'

E. Geyer, of Hoboken, N. _I., and H. C. Townsend, of New York.

The vacancies caused by the death of Major Otho E. Michaelis,

Vice-President, and the resignation of Henry Van Hoevenbergh,

Manager, will be filled b Council.

After the conclusion 0 the regular business of the annual meet

ing the followin paper was read: “Electricity in the Navy,"

by Mr. Gilbert ilkes, late of the United States Navy.

Upon the adjournment of the meetin the evening of May 20th,

the eneral meeting at Boston was hel on May 21st.

T is meeting for the reading and discussion of professional

papers was held at the “new building" of the Massachusetts In

stitute of Technology, corner of Boylston and Clarendon streets,

Boston, Mass., May 21st. _

The morning session on Wednesday was called to order at

10 o'clock.

The proceedings were opened with an address of welcome by

Gen. Francis A. Walker, Ph.D., LL.D., president of the Massa

chusetts Institute of Technolo y.

After a response by Past- resident Thomson the following

papers were read :

"Electric Lighting in the Tropics," by Wilfred H. Fleming, of

New York Cit .

“Ma etic ata of the Sprague Street Car Motor," by H. F.

Parsha l, of New York City.

" Note on a New Photometer," by Dr. Edward L. Nichols, of

Ithaca, N. Y.

"The Limitations of Steam and Electric Transportation," by

Oscar T. Crosby, of New York City.

" The Industrial Utilization of the Counter Electro-Motive Force

of Self-Induction," by Thomas D. Lockwood, of Boston.

“A Study of Arc Light Carbons," by Louis B. Marks, of Cor

nell Universit .

"The Practical As ects of Alternating Current Theory," by Dr.

Michael I. Pnpin, of ew York.

“Automatic Electric Weldin Machines" (with Experimental

Demonstrations), b Hermann emp, ]r., of Lynn, Mass.

The members 0 the Institute were the guests of the Boston

Electric Club at a dinner. A paper was read, under the auspices

of the Club, b Stephen E. Barton, of Boston, on “The Relation

Between Fire nsurance and Electric Interests, from the Under

writers’ Standpoint."

The thoroughly equi ped electrical and engineering laboratories

of the Institute of Tee nology were open for the inspection of all.

The forenoon of Thursday, May 22nd, was devoted to an iii

spection of the Central Power Station of the \Vest End Street

Railway Co., atrip over the line to Chestnut Hill in two s cial

motor cars, and an open trail car, returning to the Parker ouse

at 12.40 where an e egant lunch was served. The party then

walked to the station of the Revere Beach railroad, where they

became the guests of the Thomson-Houston Electric Company,

and were conveved by a special car to Lynn, where they were

escorted by Prof. Thomson, Messrs. Curtiss, Lovejoy, Lemp and

others through the great and rapidly growin_ factories of the

Thomson-Houston and Thomson Electric Vile ding Companies.

This visit was full of interest and many left with reluctance, but

it was necessary that they should return to Boston by the 4.15

train in order to prepare for leaving the city the same evening.
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THE ELECTRIC MOTOR FIELD.

ELECTRIC RAILROADS IN BIRMINGHAM. ALA.

Amon the most prominent cities of the South which nature ap

pears to ave speciall designed, by reason of its fine geographical

position and almost ilimitable mineral resources, to become the

metropolis of the Sunny South, is Birmingham, Ala., the citizens

of which are as full of sand as the citizens o the great English

town of Birmingham, the metropolis of the L idlands. after which

it is named. The rate at which this southern city is growing is

simply phenomenal ; and within the last few days there has been

commenced there an undertaking surpassing anything of the kind

ever before attempted and placing Birmingham in the front rank

of American cities. This is the consolidation of the Birmingham

and Bessemer Railway Company, the Ensle ' Railway Company,

the East Lake Railway Company, and the Inion Railwa Com

pany, under the title of the Birmingham Railway and lectric

Com any, which company will now operate from sixty to one

hun ed miles of road, the entire len th of which will be equipped

with electricity. The equipment wilPnecessitate an outlay of well

nigh $2,000,000 and the contract for the entire undertaking has

been placed with the Thomson-Houston Electric Company.

The consummation of this colossal undertaking is due to the en

terprise and fine business capacity of Mr. 'I‘. T. Hillman. who, in

this great undertaking has associated with him some of the

strongest men of Birmingham. This gentleman owns rich coal

and iron interests and may be considered one of the commercial

leaders ; and stands deservedly hi h in business circles.

Mr. I-Iillman has been elected- resident of the newl consoli

dated company and Mr. Robert ennison, Manager. ‘he com

any will at once place contracts or rails, car bodies, engines and

oilers for the central power station which is to be equipped

with a steam plant of 2,500 H.P. capacity. The overhead con

struction will be adopted, the centre iron pole being used for sup

porting the conductors.

This consolidation and the proposed electrical equipment of the

entire system of roads has created quite a breeze in many parts of

the South, and already its effect is felt among speculators and

prospective settlers, and the markets are strengthening in every

direction. The undertaking is considered by representative men

to be fraught with good for the entire South.

AN ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE MAKES TWENTY MILES

AN HOUR.

Some interesting experimental trials have been made on the

Southwark Subway (London) with the electric locomotive, b

which the trains on this new underground line are to be worke ,

and highly satisfactory results have been obtained. With a train

of three carriages carrying one hundred persons—the maximum

load to be carried by any train when the line is opened for traffic—

aspeed of twenty miles an hour was obtained, and the locomotive

alone ran at a speed of thirty miles an hour, It is possible, before

the subway is formally opened for traffic in the spring, that further

improvements in the electrical plant may be made, by which the

speed may be still further increased. It is believed by man en

gineers that the success of the subway will lead to a great eve

opment of underground traveling, by which alone the congested

condition of some of the London thoroughfares at certain periods

of the day can be relieved.-1’rarlz'm/ Engineer.

 

ELECTRIC POWER IN FACTORIES.

A correspondent of T/w Tradesman has the following to say

regarding the use of electrical power in mills and factories : The

dynamos should be plain, strong, self-regulating‘1 machines, built

for honest work by responsible makers, The s ouldbe required

to run with but little attendance. and, if the distance be not great,

low-pressure dynamos of the constant potential type are best.

These machines are easily kept in order. They require but little

re air and attendance. and will run day after day without a break.

T e only difliculty in using this class of machines is the great size

of the conducting wires necessary. With copper at 21 cents per

pound, it is quite an object to use as small conducting wires as

possible.

The power-carrying capacity of two currents is the same if one

has 110 volts and 1,300 amperes, and the other 1,000 volts and 150

amperes. In either case, the number of watts is about the same.

being 143,000 in the first case and 150,000 in the second. As 746

watts equal one horse-power, there is about 190 horse-power in the

110 volt, and 201 horse-power in the 1 ,ooo volt current. This is 10

horse-power in favor of the high pressure, and while the 110 volt

circuit would need a copper conductor ;§ inch in diameter, the

1,000 volt circuit can be made of ordinary electric light wire.

With dynamos and motors, instead of pulleys and shafting,

power could be applied to each machine se arately, as to each

group of machines, and power delivered w ere needed without

losing more than 27 or 28 per cent. of the engine power. It will

be hard to find a mill where the shafting and other machinery of

transmission consumes less than 28 per cent. of the whole power.

No oil or attendance is required for shafting where motors are

used ; the conductors never get out of line like shaftin , and the

only disadvantage is the cost of motors. As a metho of trans

lT\1/YISSIOII in mills electricity has a future.— Toronto Elertrical

1 mos.

COMPARATIVE COST OF ELECTRIC AND HORSE

RAILROADS.

In a recent comparison made of the cost and running expenses

of electric railways and horse roads, the estimate takes into con

sideration the number of 50 cars by electricit and horses. The

250 horse-power steam engine and three 100 orse-power boilers

are estimated to cost $7,200. Other expenses connected with them

are placed at $2,500. The cost of the dynamos or generators is

counted at $14,000, the motors for the cars at $20,000, the station

house at $5,000, and the electric conductors at $10,000. The ori

ginal cost of the motive power for the horse cars is estimated as

ollows: 425 horses at $125 each. $53,125 ; 100 sets of harness,

$500: stable for horses. $20,000. The total original cost of the

motive power for the electric cars would, therefore, be $59,100,

and that of the horse equipment would be $73,625, The cost of

runningdper dav of 16 hours, about the average street car (lay, is

 

 

reckone as follows :

1:1.ac1'x|c ROAD. 1101151: ROAD.

Coal . . . . .. ............$2o oo Feed for horses ...$191 25

Engineer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6 oo 25 stablemen 37 50

Firemen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 oo 12 other stable em

Machine men . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4 oo ployes . . . . . . . . . . . ..18 00

Oil, waste, etc . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 50 Horse shoeing . . . . . . . .21 oo

Interest 6 per cent., ' Veterina Surgeon

and depreciation and me icine . 2 oo

10 per cent . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 32 00 Interest 6 per cent.

and depreciation

Total.... .. .. .. $68 50 15percent . . . . . . ..34oo

Total . . . . . . . . . . . $303 75

A little computation on the foregoing estimates will therefore

show that the cost of running an electric car a day is $1. 37, and

of each horse ear, $6.o7.—Electrz'ca/ Re?/iew.

ELECTRICITY ON THE LONDON UNDERGROUND

RAILROAD.

The desirability of introducing electricity on the underground

railwa of London must forcibly strike three classes of persons,

the public, the directors of the railway company, and the electrical

engineers. The public anxiously wait, the directors are willing to

adopt if workable, but not willin to spend money on trials. Some

one must do this, and it is there ore the electrical engineers who

must prove their beliefs and assertions. This has been fully re

cognized, and we are lad to sa action is being taken to carry

the object through. 11 electric ine six miles long is to be erected

on the District Railway, on that length of line from Acton to

Hounslow. by the Series ’1‘ractiou Company. A rapproc/zemenl

has been made, we understand, with the T omson-I-louston Com

pany. and the details of the work will be arranged on the com

ined system. The line has some fairl stiff gradients for railroad

work ; it is in open country, and there ore requires poles and con

nections which in the town would be fixed to the tunnels, and to

to this extent be cheaper. The motors will be 150 H. P. The

trains will be formed of two ordinary District cars of the railway

company with two special passenger cars, each furnished with a

motor in a s ecial compartment. ‘he total estimated cost is about

$75.ooo.— fir/rical M/or/d.

A NEW-OLD ROAD IN PITTSBURGH.

The managers of the Federal Street and Pleasant Valley

Street Railway of Pittsburgh. Pa., which has been 0 erating

twenty-five motor cars on the Sprague electric system or some

time, have ordered an additional equipment of fourteen motor

cars. This road now extends in the city of Allegheny, over

the line of the earl electric railway on University Hill, which

used the Bentley- night system, with underground conduit.

and was one of the first installed upon that system. The

regular method of overhead contact is now used on this sec

tion of the road, as well as upon the rest of the line, and the

conduit has been abandoned. The grade surmounted by the

electric cars upon this road is quite severe, being in one place

about 121} er cent., the length of the grade being over amile.

With the o d electrical equipment. this grade was considered too

steep to be ascended in the ordinary manner, and at the steepest

part a rack was used between the tracks in which a pinion con

nected with the motors engaged, in order to secure the necessary
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traction. With the new equipment, this arrangement is found to

be unnecessary. and the Sprague cars have no difiiculty in ascend

ing the grade,-with the aid of no other traction than that which

the wheels secure from the rails themselves. There are now over

thirty cars in regular operation upon this line.

THE MODOUGALL MOTOR.

This motor is of the inverted horse-shoe type, with a Gramme

armature. There is one point worth noticing in the McDouga_ll

motor, namely, the general use of mitis metal for the magnetic

circuit. Recent experiments in Germany have shown that it_ is

possible to secure a cast-iron of even better magnetic properties

than most wrought-iron. and experiments tried on the mitis metal,

of which this motor is constructed, have shown a similar result.

Not only is it-» equal in magnetic permeability to forgings, but

man ' specimens of it are distinctly better—in some cases by as

muc as 50 per cent. These valuab e properties make mitis metal

likely to take an important place in electrical manufactures, for

the ability to avoid expensive tool work by making casts of such

excellent magnetic material will go far towards comfaensating for

the extra expense of the material itself.--London E z'c!rz'¢'z'rm.

A NOVEL APPLICATION OF WATER POWER.

One of the best examples of the utilization of waste water that

has come under our notice is that recently made at Watsonville, in

California. The Corrillitos \Vater Company of that place get

their su ly from the Corrillitos Creek at a point 71} miles from the

town. ’ heir distributing reservoir is located 1% miles distant at

an elevation of 90 ft. The water is brou ht from the Corrillitos

Creek 6 miles above in a 15 inch pipe, an discharges into the re

servoir under a considerable head.

It occurred to the Water Company not long ago that this pres

sure might be utilized to li ht the town, and after conference with

the Pelton Water Wheel ‘o. of San Francisco, the scheme was

found to be perfectly practicable, and a contract was at once en

tered into with that Company to erect the power plant, and with

the Thomson-Houston Co. for the electric installation. _

The plant consists of a 4 ft. Pelton Wheel, which runs under a

pressure of 60 pounds, equal to a head of 140 ft., the water being

discharged on to the wheel through a 2} inch nozzle. Close re

gulation is afforded by a Deflecting Nozzle and Hydraulic-Goven

nor, which 'ves perfect steadiness to the lights. The Dynamo is

a T. & H. lternating Current, which runs 300 16 C. P. incandes

cent lights, the current being carried to the town, 11} miles distant.

The power thus furnished it will be seen is from the waste

water that has been absolutely valueless, and is so much clear

gain to the Company, the cost of operatin the lant bein almost

nominal. The water after leaving the w eel alls into e reser

voir, having been areated and freshened to as great an extent as

though it had been dashed over a cataract, thus incidentally ac

complishing without expense just what is so much needed in such

cases. '

This plant has been in successful operation some three months,

and it is now pro osed to ut in an ice machine and thus utilize

the» ower waste during t e day. There are probably hundreds

of p aces-all over the country where this same experiment can be

repeated with corresponding results.

A LONG RUSSIAN ELECTRIC RAILWAY PROPOSED.

The boldest project for an electric railway yet named is one

which we find from a forei_ exchange is under consideration in

Russia for a line from St. Etersburg northeast to Archangel on

the White Sea, a distance of over 500 miles. It is proposed to

furnish the electric current from a series of generating stations

distributed alon the line, and the cost of the undertaking includ

ing rollin stoc is estimated at only about Sr 5,000 per mile.

Archange , the proposed northern terminus, lies in the icy lati

tude of 644 degrees, almost up to the Arctic circle. It is far above

the latitude of the northern shore of Hudson's Bay and almost as

far north as the narrowest part of Behring Straits, the suggestion

of crossing which by a railway has been assumed by many to be im

practicable. Whoknowsbut that electricity is to furnish the solution

of the difiiculty of operating railways in extremely cold regions

which attends the use of steam? Evidently an electric railway can

bebuilt of any desired length if power enerating stations are sup

plied at proper intervals, and hence it comes only a question of

obtaining suflicient traffic to warrant the cost of construction and

operation. The_electric locomotive has no steam or water pipes to

freeze andburst in the intense and long continued cold of a far north

ern winter, and electricity, by which trains can already be lighted,

will doubtless ere lon be successfully applied to the purpose of

heating also. Should the remarkable enterprise of an electric

railway to the \Vhite Sea be actually carried into execution it will

not be hard to believe that a similar line may be pushed through

Alaska to meet at Bering Straits an extension of the Russian rail

way system through Siberia and complete a continuous railway

line uniting America, Asia and Europe.—Raz'lwa_y Age.

STORAGE BATTERY LAUNCHES.

In spite of the rapid advances of electricity in America, there

are still some directions in which the progress has been more

rapid in England. The storage batter , which on this side of the

water has een rather slow of deve opment. has for various

reasons been utilized very extensively abroad. One use to which

it has been put very successful] is the propulsion of small

launches that otherwise would be 'ven by steam engines. The

small steam engine is anything but a convenient thing to have in

a boat, with its accompanying little boiler and tiny furnace. The

accumulator, however, can be comfortably stowed away under

the seats, while the necessary motor can almost be accomodated

in the stern locker. The accumulators only require a few hours’

charging for an ordinary pleasure trip, and are reported to give

very litt e trouble. They are heav , to be sure, but hardly more

so than the engine which would ot erwise be used and from the

little room they take up 've far more available space in a boat of

the same size. A specia type of compact and rather low speed

motor is made for launch use, and in practice has proved efficient

and durable. There are many cases in which such electric

' launches could be very conveniently used on our own inland

' waters, and electric lighting plants are getting common enough

in small laces to furnish a ready means of charging. Of course

on the hames lighting stations are common enough along the

banks, so that even now quite a little fleet of electric launches are

on the river. In this country, one or two such boats have been

built, but they have not yet attracted much attention. From their

many good qualities it is to be hoped that they will soon come into

more extensive use.—EZ¢'clrz'ail World.

NEW INVENTIONS AT LYNN.

Professor Elihu Thomson has patented a device to furnish power

for electrical rallways at long distances and saving copper. At

present, if the pressure is 500 volts, say, at the power station. it

will reach a much lower potential on a long run. The present

device is to run smaller wires from the power station independent

of the trolley wires attached to dynamos of a much higher vol e.

V\’hen the current reaches the point where it is needed it is til en

by a motor generator, which takes it, say at 1000 volts, and turns

it into the current at a pressure of 500 volts. Professor Thomson

patented a safety conductor for induction systems of distribution.

This is for the purpose of “grounding the secondary" and con

sists of a wire running from the point where an incandescent light

or other wire enters a building to a oint near the ground when it

ends in a canvas conducting sur ace: From the ound runs

another wire to the same point and endedlike it. T ese two con

ducting surfaces are separated by an insulating film—in practice

a piece of oiled paper—which is impenetrable by 1 tential of 50

volts, that common in li hting buildings, but which in case of

lightnin striking the buil ing a wire would be at once enetrated

and the olt carried into the ground, thus making the ouse safe

when wired, as the wire would be a much better medium for

grounding the electric current than the body of a erson who ac

cidentally made a circuit by touching the wire an a radiator or

other metallic article.

ELECTRIC RAILWAY TALK.

Amesbury, Mass.—An electrical railway between Amesbury

and Boston is talked of in business circles.

Amherst, N. S.—About a year ago the Amherst Electric Street

Railway Company was incor rated with a capital stock of $50,

000. This amount is to be argely increased, and work is to be

be n immediately in the construction of the road, which, at first,

wi 1 be about two miles long. The road is to be operated _by an

overhead wire system. It is intended to be 'n operations with

two motor cars, each of which will carry a 30%‘. p. motor and will

be able to draw an extra freight or passenger car.

Asliland, Ky.—The Ashland & Cattlesburg Street Railway Com

pany will erect a plant to operate its street railway by electricity.

Athol, Mass.-A new electric street railway is about to be con

structed. Plans and specifications are now in course of preparation.

Attleboro, Mass.—An extension of the -Attleboro electric rail

way to Norton is already talked about and may become a reality

in time.

Aurora Ill.—Ncgotiations for the right of way for an electric

street rai wa are pending. $300,000 will be expended on its con

struction. he Aurora City Railway Company will expend

$250,000 for a lant too erate its road by electricity. It is said

that Drexel, organ & ‘o. are largely interested financially.

Baltimore, Mo. -- The directors of the Powhattan Railway

have determined toadopt electricit as a motive power and are

now examining various motors, wit a view of securin the best

The Powhattau line runs through a very beautiful section of the

suburbs of Baltimore.
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Birmingham, Ala.—Some time since the consolidation of the elec

tric light and power department of the Birmingham, Ala.,Gas,

Electric Light & Power Company, with the Birmin ham Union

Railway Company, was effected, together with the p acing of the

Ensley and Bessemeer dummy lines under the consolidated

management. The total mileage of the above roads aggregates 39

miles ; i 5 miles horse and 24 miles single track dummy line. It is

now proposed to operate the entire system by electricity, and the

Thomson-Houston Electric Company1 is reported as having pro

posed to equip the entire system_wit electric ower for the con

sideration of $1,000,000 cash. First mortgage nds of the con

solidated roads will _be issued. The Birmingham Union Railway

Company have been granted a franchise for an electric road by

the city.

Brockton, Ma.ss.—The Brockton Street Railway Company con

template building a street railway line here.

Chittenango, N. Y.—It _is probable that an electric railway will

soon be built.

Columbus, Ohio.—The ordinance granting the Glenwood and

Green Lawn Street Railroad Company the right to lay its tracks

a wide guage and o erate its lines with electricity or cable, was

passed recently by t e city council. The Sprague Company have

secured the contract to e uip the road with four motor cars. The

road will be five miles in ength.

Duluth, Minn.—The Street Railway Company has_been author

ized to construct and maintain certain lines of electric street rail

ways within the limits of the city.

Elizabeth, N. ].—A syndicate has been formed of New York,

Elizabeth and Brooklyn capitalists, with the object of securing a

franchise to build an electric railway in the northern part of Eliza

beth. There are already three other companies in the field who

want precisely the same territory through which to run horse rail

roads. The syndicate, however, professes to have the consent of

a majority of the property-owners concerned.

Fair Haven, Ma.ss.—The Street Railway Company are con

sidering the equipment of their line with the electric motor system.

Gardiner, Me.-The chances are in favor of an electric street

railway being built in Gardiner, Me., within a year. A. F. Gerald

of Fairfield and several other capitalists are interested in the

scheme. It is proposed to run to South Gardiner, four miles below

the city proper, New Mills, a mile from the city, and several other

points.

Geneva, N. Y.—An electric motor company has been anted a

franchise. The charter stipulates that the company s all have

completed an electric street railway system within six months.

Greenfield, Ma.ss.—An electric railway franchise has been

granted for a road from Greenfield to ’l‘urners Falls. The double

trolley system will be used. The franchise gives eighteen months

in which to build the road. Water power will probably be se

cured at Turners Falls for the dynamos.

Greenville, S. C.--A movement is on foot looking to the street

railway adopting electricity as a motive power.

Greenwich, N. Y.—An electric railway, it is said, will be built

from Greenwich to Schuylerville.

Hannibal, Mo.—The horse car line at Hannibal, _Mo., is to be

converted into an electric railway. The overhead wire system is

to be used.

Haverhill, MI.ss.—The Haverhill & Lawrence Railway Com

pany contemplate the construction of a Meigs Railroad.

Highlands, Colo.-—This suburb of Denver, has granted a fran

chise for an electric road to be built on Highland avenue.

Huntington, W. Va.—The Huntington Electric Light & Street

Railway Company will construct 4 miles of street railroad this

summer.

lrondale, Wa.sh.—It is probable that an electric railway will be

built from this city to Port Haddock.

Knoxville, Tenn.—The city will probably have an electric line

on Central avenue.

La Grande, Ore.—The trustees of the town have granted_a

franchise to Mitchell, Tobin & Co. to build an electric street rail

road five miles long. Work is .to begin within 90 days, and two

miles of the road will be in operation within 15 months.

Lancaster, Pa.—The Electric Street Railway Company propose

to extend their line to Strasburg.

Lebanon, Pa..—'l‘he tracks of the Lebanon Electric Railway

Company will soon be extended to Meyerstown and Annville.

Louisville, Ky.—’l‘he street railway syndicate, composed of H.

Sellers McKee, of Pittsburgh, Murray Verner, of Buffalo, and E.

H. Clark, of Drexel, Morgan & Co.'s Philadelphia banking house,

is reported to have purchased another street railway system. This

time these men are said to have bought the entire street car lines

of Louisville, Ky., paying $1,200,000 for them. The street rail

ways of Louisville are antique in the extreme, and, with the ex

ception of those in the downtown streets, are operated on the

switch system. The suburban branches do not extend as far as

they could with profit. The Broadway line and the Sixth avenue

line have been eat money makers, and the prosperity of the

latter dates bac to the establishment of the exposition at its

terminus. Severalyears since the lines all over the city were con

solidated and the equipment was somewhat improved. but rapid

transit was apparently unthought of until Messrs. McKee and

Verner took _in the situation and its possibilities. The company in

Louisville will be reorganized and a reconstruction of the entire

system will be inaugurated. Electricity will be the motive power

on all the lines.

_ Lynchburg, Va..—_-A company of New York and home capital

ists has been organized to construct an electric street railway.

Macon, Ga..—A charter has been applied for by R. F. Lawton,

R. L. Henry and others, for the Home Electric Railway Com,

pany.

Meridian, Miss.--The City Street Railway Company will prob

ably change their present motive power to e ectricity. -

Merrill, Wis.-The Merrill Railway and Lighting Company

contemplate extending their circuit. enlarging their plant and

building and operating a street railway.

Milford, Ma.ss.—Preliminary surveys of the streets of Milford

for the Milford and Hopedale street railways, have been made.

Electric power will be used.

Milwaukee, Wis.—Pittsbur h capitalists are re rted to

have purchased the Cream City€'assenger Railway, of ilwaukee,

for $9oo.0oo. The arties purchasing are Messrs. Chalfant, Byers,

Mellon and Moore ead, all iron men. It is the intention to

change it at once into an electric road.

Nantucket, Mass.—An electric road is being agitated, and will

probably be built.

Nashville, Tenn.—The suit of the Electric Street Railway Co.,

to dissolve an injunction secured by the Telephone Co., has been

decided in favor of the railway.

The Citizens’ Rapid Transit Company intends building an

electric street railway. ,

Newton, O.-—It is stated that three wealthy Cincinnati gentle

men have subscribed the necessary stock for an electric railwa to

run from Newton to Newton Centre ; capital stock, $200,000. The

compan will ask for a location at the next meeting of the alder

men. he storage battery system will be used, and the name of

the corporation will be Newton Electric Street Railroad Com

pany.

Newton, Mass.-The Newton Street Railwa Company must
complete its electric road by _]uly 1, next. The Tyhomson-Houston

s stem will be used. The work of relaying the rails between

est Newton and Waltham is now in progress.

New Bedford, Mass.—Electricity may be adopted by the Union

Horse Railway Company in substitution for their present motive

power. -

. Ottawa, Ont.—A Boston man talks of starting an electric street

railway.

Palmer, Mass.—The Moulton Hill and Mason Centre Electric

Motor Railway Compan contemplate the construction of an elec

tric railway to Moulton ill.

Pittsburgh, Pa..—The Citizens’ Traction Company is to build an

electric road to Sharpsburg.

Pottsville, Pa.—The electric motor system is about to be

adopted by the Schuylkill Street Railway Company.

Racine, Wis.—The Thomson-Houston Company it is said, are

desirous of establishing an electric car line in this city. The com

pany now controls the electric light plant here.

Rochester, N. Y.—The contractors promise to have the Elec

tric cars running by July nth.

Rockville, Conn.-—A street railway from here to Ellington,

Conn., is contemplated.

Salem, Mass.—The Essex Electric Street Railway gave notice

to the board of aldermen recentl that it was about to construct

its road, and that it considered t e overhead trolley system the

best it could adopt ; it therefore petitionedfor leave to erect oles

and wires in Oakland, Balcomb, Northend, School, Bu um,

Mason, North Federal, Washington. Front, Central. Charter,

Walnut, and Derb streets to Block House Square.

A big street rai way deal is said to be on the ca et in Salem.

which is to include the Beverly and Danvers and the ssex electric

roads, as well as the franchises of prospective roads.

Streator, Ill.—-It is proposed to build an electric railway in this

place ata cost of $200,000.

St. Cloud, Minn.—A well-known street railway man is negoti

atin for the purchase of the street railway here. If the urchase

is e ected the system will be greatly enlarged and electricity sub

stituted as a motor power.
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St. john, N. B.--The Street Railway Company is asking the

city to allow it to introduce electricity as a motive power._ It is

the intention, if permission is given. to run the cars with the

Sprague d Ynamo and the Edison s stem. The first cost of this

change will be between $50,000 an $75,000, as an engine house

will have to be provided, as well as all the necessary machinery and

car attachments. An overhead conductor will be used. It is

estimated that a much more efiicient service can be given by this

system, and the saving to the company in running expenses will

be about 30 per Cent

St. Louis, Mo.—The Forest Park and Market Street Rail

wa ' Company, of St. Louis, have filed the bonds required in the

or inances authorizing these lines to change their motor power

It is the intention to employ the overhead system.

Tacoma, Wash.-,—In accordance with the terms of the charter

granted to the Tacoma Railway and Motor Company, six miles

of either cable or electric road must be built this year. A trial

will be given the latter system before a final decision is made.

Walla Walla, Wa.sh.—'1‘he street car company is about to

adopt electricity asa motive power.

West Arlington,'Md.—The Improvement Company will con

struct an electric street railway.

Winston, N. C.—It is expected that the Electric railroad will

be in operation by June 1st.

Worcester, Mass.—The Worcester board of aldermen has

granted the petition of the Street Railway Company, for the use

of electricity as a motive power in operating its cars. The restric

tions are similar to those in the grant of the West End Company

of Boston. As the Street Railway Company has already lost the

option contract with the Thomson-Houston Company, it is doubt

ful whether it will care to equip its lines this spring.

Wytheville, Va., will probably have an electric street railway.

' ELECTRIC RAILWAY FACTS.

Albany, N. Y.—The Albany Railwa has begun running electric

cars on its State street and West A baiiy_ line. The cars go up

the steep State street hill very satisfactorily, and are generally

voted a great success.

Amsterdam, N. Y.—The Amsterdam Street Railway Company

has been granted permission by the Common Council to change

its road from a horse to an electric road. Thomas D. Mosscrop,

of Philadelphia, stated to the Common Council that he repre

sented a company that was willing to come to Amsterdam and

establish an electric‘ road here and extend it to Rockton. From

$100,000 to $200,000 of stock could be sold to Amsterdam parties.

Austin, 'I‘ex.—The city council has unanimously assed an or

dinance giving right of way over the streets for the lectric street

railwa company of Kansas City. One mile and a half of track is

to be nished in ten months, and the ordinance stipulates that the

new company nor any of its stockholders shall own any stock in

the present.street railway company.

Bloomington Ill.—'l‘he Bloomington and Normal Street Rail

way system, which has about ten miles of track, will be operated

b electricity. The first car was put in operation on May 10, on

est Washington street, as an ex eriment. The system is the Daft

low tension, all-metal circuit. here are ten motor cars and a

full equipment of cars for trailer service. The company has also

obtained permission to construct a line in the southeastern part of

the cit , which is urgently needed. The beautiful suburb of

Norma is rapidly growing, owing largely to the street car service,

and will certainly derive great benefit from the increased speed

of the electric cars.

Boston, Ma.ss.—The speed of the electric cars has been increased

to 12 miles an hour in accordance with public desire and municipal

permission.

Duluth, Minn.—The ofiicers of the street car company have

formally accepted the modified proposition of the city council, and

promise to have electric cars running in a short time.

Elgin, Ill.—The first electricall -propelled street car will run in

Elgin, it is expected, June 3, on t e line to the Driving Park.

Greenfield Mass.—-The franchise which the New York parties

have secured from the selectmen for the right to build an electric

railroad from Greenfield to Turner's Falls gives them eighteen

months in which to build the road. The line is to be located on

the right hand of the road as one goes to Turner's Falls, and the

company must do considerable excavating and blasting on the

hill toward the falls in order to leave the road-bed wide enough.

Water power will probably be secured at Turner's Falls for the

dynamos.

Hartford, Conn.—An electric railroad is now running from Hart

ford to Wethersfield.

Kearne , Neb.—’l‘he work of construction on the new clcctric

street rai road is advancing rapidly, the motor cars having al

ready arrived. The cars are fitted with Sprague motors, and are

lighted by electricity. _

Knoxville, Tenn. —— The Knoxville electric street railway

system has been put in complete operation. The event was cele

brated b a lar e banquet at Lake Ottosee, the terminus of the

system, our mi es from the city. S ches and toasts were given

by Mayor Kern, M. L. Ross, presi ent of the chamber of com

merce, aiid many other prominent citizens.

Lansing, Mich.--The Westinghouse Electric Company has ob

tained the contract for equipping a complete street car line with

the Westinghouse motor system.

Muskegon, Mich.—The electric railway in' Muskegon, Mich.,

is such acom lete success that the company has been requested

to extend its ines all over the city, and choose its routes.

Newark, N. ].—The Sprague Electric Railway and Motor Com

pany have secured the contract for equipping the Ra id Transit

Street Railwa Company lines in Newark, N. j., whic ,they say,

will be the “ s ow road‘ in this country, everything being of the

very finest material and construction. The line is to commence

operations July 15.

Oakland, Cal.—At the meeting of the Directors of the Oakland

and Berkeley Rapid Transit Company the route for the electric

road to Berkeley was finally decided on. The exact route will be

as follows: Startin at Second and Broadway, along Second to

Franklin, up Frank in to Thirteenth, along T irteenth to Grove

street, and Grove to Forty-seventh street, across to the intersec

tion of Adeline street and Alcatraz avenue, out Adeline to the

continuation of Grove street, and out the continuation of Grove

street to North Berkeley. At Center street in Berkeley a branch

will be run to the University grounds.

Pittsburg, Ka.s.—The Pittsburg Electrical Railroad Com any

is grading and leveling the streets for their tracks. Over ead

wires will be used and the Pittsburg Electric Light and Power

Company will furnish the power.

Portland, Ore.—The East Portland council has ranted a fran

chise for an electric road on Multnomah street, an the road from

the steeljbridge will be extended forthwith through I-lolladay‘s ad

dition, out to the center of the Irvington tract, and probably fiir

ther.

Port Townsend, Wash.—The Port Townsend, Belt Line Electric

Railway Company has been granted a franchise and will begin

work at once. The line will extend from Adams street to Clay,

Clay to Benton, thence north through the city to the Straits. A

power house will be erected, and cars will be run as fast as the

road is completed, beginning about September 1st.

Quincy, Mass.-—The contract for building the Monet Elec

tric Street Railway, between Quincy, Mass., and Hough's Neck

has been awarded to Messrs. Billiiigliam & Company, of Boston.

Scranton, Pa. — The syndicate of New York capitalists

that bought the People's Street Railway Company and the Sub

urban Railway Company, of Scranton, several months ago, has

purchased the stock and plant of the Scranton Passenger Railway

Company. All of the street car lines in Scranton are now owned

by the syndicate, and the cars on all of them are propelled by

e ectric power.

Shreveport, La.—A five and a half mile belt road is being built

at a cost of $30,000. The Thonison-Houston Company have the

contract.

Springfield, Mass.—The street railway company expects to have

its electric road running to Forest Park by June 1.

Toledo, O.—The first portion of the Robinson Electric Street

Railway is to be finished on June 1st. The Thomson-Houston

system is to be used. The entire system will be finished by

September 1st. The total cost of constructing and equip ing the

road will be between $500,000 and $625,000. It is proba le that

the road will cost considerable more than the present estimates.

There will be fifty new cars placed on the road as soon asit is

finished, reachin almost every part of the city. The cars will run

at a rate of spec all the way from eight to twenty miles, accord

ing to the part of the city they are assing through. In the busi

ness portions of the cit ' the cars wi 1 run from eight to ten miles

per hour, but along ot er streets the rate of speed will be from

fteen to twenty miles per hour, insuring to its patrons rapid

transit.

Utica, N. Y.—’l‘he Bleecker Street Railroad Company has

decided to operate its three miles of road by electricity. The con

tract for the equipment of the line, and the furnishing of five cars

with two motors of i5-horse power each, has been awarded to the

Sprague Electric Railway and Motor Company. The contract

provides that all work shall be complctcl and the cars ready for

operation by June rst. The motors to be introduced here are of

a new desi , having been on the Il'l.l.i'i£0l'. less th:i'i a year. and are

pronounce by competent Judges to possess many excellent

eatures. ,
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EQUIPMENT OF EXISTING LINES.

Asbu Park, N. J. — The Electric Railway Compan ', of

Asbury ark, will own the largest plant of the kind in New fersey

when the extensive addition is completed. The company is

making pre arations to add two 80 horse-power boilers, an auto

matic cut-o engine of I50 horse-power, and a 50 horse-power dy

namo. It is ex ected that the machinery will be in working order

about the midd e of July.

Columbus, O.—The Glenwood and Greenlawn Street Railway

company filed a certificate with the Secreta ' of State increasing

the capital stock from $18,350 to $100,000. he increase of $81,

500 is to be issued and disposed of as preferred stock at par in

shares of $50 each. The original ca ital stock of $50,000 with

which the company was incorporated ad been reduced on March

17. to $18,500, as the latter had only been paid up. The issue of

preferred stock is for the urpose of paying the old indebtedness

of the company and remo eling the line. President Rogers stated

that the company expects to have the new electric line in order by

the first of September.

Kansas City, Mo.—The Kansas City and Blue Valley Electric

Railway Company voted Yesterday to increase its capital stock

from $50,000 to $75,000 and bonds covering that amount were or

dered issued. The line will be finished to Centropolis by August

or September.

Newburyport, Mass.—A new electric radial open car of the

Robinson type has just been completed at the Newburyport Car

Works and will, ere long, be running in Boston.

Rochester, N. Y.—The McKee syndicate, which controls the

lat e Rochester street railway system, has just closed a contract

wit the well-known Peckham Company, of New York, for too

cantilever trucks, which are to be fitted with Short motors for use

on the Rochester road.

St. Louis, Mo.—The St. Louis Car Company has recently

manufactured ten fine electric cars for the electric railway at

Indianapolis. The Thomson-Houston system will be used,

The Laclede Car Company, of St. Louis, has closed contracts to

furnish motor cars for the following street railway companies :

120 motor cars to Minneapolis Street Railway Co., cars to be

equipped with Bemis trucks ; Streator Railway Co., Streator, Ill.,

10 cars ; Duluth Street Railway Co., i2 motor cars.

ELECTRIC POWER PATENTS.

ISSUED APRIL i, i890.

424,535. Electric Motor; Leo. Bock, Jr., New York, N. Y.

assignor by direct and mesne assignments, to himself

and Charles L. Wright, same place. Filed April, 13,

1889.

Claim r. The combination, with ti reciprocating armature, of a series of solenoids

acting thereon to cause its reciprocation, and circuit-connections and contact devices

whereby the direction of current in the solenoids is reversed and the polarity of the or

mature thereby reversed during its reciprocation, substantially as set forth.

Claim 6. In an electric cylinder composed of solenoids acting upon an armature

reciprocating within them, the combination, with the several independent la ers of which

each solenoid is made up, of switch mechanism whereby said layers ma e connected

in multiple or series, or partly in multiple and partly in series substantially as set forth.

424.595. Regulation of Electric Motors; Sigmund Bergmann,

New York, N. Y., and George B. Scott, Lakewood,

N. Filed Nov. 23. 1889.

Claim 7. The combination, with an electric motor, of a regulator consisting of

an-ns pivoted in place zit one end a projection on each of said arms, a s ring for drawing the

arms together, and a lever in t e electrical circuit, having an insu aled bearing on the

projections and operated by said projections, substantially as specified.

424,607. Method of Operating Electric Railways; Rudolph M.

Hunter, Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to the Thomson

Houston Electric Company, Boston, Mass. Original

application filed Nov. 30, 1886.

Claim i. The method of controlling two or more electric motors in multiple-arc

connection, consisting in shunting more or less of the current around said motors, ac

cording as the numbers of said motors in circuit decrease or increase.

424,695. Sus ended Switch and Traveling Contact for Electric

Rai ways; Charles . Van Depoele, Lynn, Mass.

Original application fi ed March 12, 1887.

Claim 2. The combination with an overhead conductor arranged to recieve a

traveling underneath contact, of ii switching device secured to and depending from the

conductor.

Claim 8. In an electric railway, the combination of a switch or turn-out on the

track and a corresponding one on the overhead line, the same being so arranged rela

tively that the car will reach the switch or turnout before the trolley does, substantially

as described.

Claim 32. In an electric railway, the combination, with an overhead conductor

and a vehicle, of a trailing contact-arm guided at its outer end by the overhead con

ductor, and movable laterally relatively to the vehicle, but having ii nomial centralizing

tendency by means of a spring or weight.

424,699. Electric-Car Motor; Edward M. Bentley, New York,

N. Y. Original application filed July 10, 1885.

Claim 1. The method of reversing the direction of movement of mechanism driven

by an electric motor operating upon a constant-potential circuit, which consists in dis

connecting the mechanism from the said motor, regulating the motor to prevent racing

of the same, shifting the mechanical connections between the motor and driven me

chanism, so that the relative directions of movement of the motor and driven mechan

ism will be reversed, and, finally, in reconnecting the motor with its load when the int»

mentum of the driven mechanism has been reduced to a point where it will not over

power the motor, substantially as set forth. .

Claim 4. The combination of an electric motor and a driven mechanism with a

mechanical reversing-gear for altering their relative directions of movement, and a reg

ulator for controlling the electric motor, automatically operated by the reversing

gear, substantially as described.

Claim 7. The combination of a reversing mechanism between the motor and its

load and a resistance in the motor-oircuit controlled thereby.

424,725. Electric Indicator; Major D. _Porter, Newton, Mass.,

assi or to _the Porter Electric Messenger Company

of ew York. Filed Aug. 10, I885.

Claim 1. The combination, substantiallv as hereinbefore set forth, at one station,

of iin indicator capable of being set in any of several positions to transmit a desired sig

rial_and an electro-magnet for returning it step by step to its normal position, a second

indicator and an elcctro-magnet f0r_moving it step by step into different itions at

another station, an electric circuit including said electro-magnets, a circuit controlled

at the last-named station, operated by the second magnet for temporarily interrupting

the circuit at each movement of its indicator, and_ a circuit-controller operated by the

first-named magnet to interrupt the circuit when its indicator is returned to its normal

position.

424,734. Electric Motor; Lawrence T. Smith, Providence, R. I.

Filed Dec. 26, I888.

Claim i. An electric motor having the cores of the armature and field-coils com

posed of non-magnetic material, and having the winding of the drum-armature arranged

to form a closed coil, and further having the conductors arranged to receive at the same

instant an alternating current of electricity produced from some external source, sub

stantially iu hereinbefore described.

424,809. Electrode for Secondaiy Batteries ; James F. McLaugh

lin, Philadelphia, Pa. ilcd Dec. 19, 1889.

Claim 1. An electrode for secondary batteries. consisting of a core having a ledge

or seat formed at its lower end and a block of active material surrounding the core and

seated on the ledge, but otherwise bare, so that all but the bottom surface of the block

is ex os_ed to the electrolyte, substantially as described.

laim An electrode for secondary batteries, consisting of a supporting-core and

abate bloc surrounding said core and composed of active material, plaster-of-paris

and sulphuric acid, substantially as described.

424,810. Electric Locomotive ; James F. McLaughlin, Philadel

phia, Pa., Filed Jan. 21, 1890.

Claim 1. The combination of an electric motor and a clutch for connecting the ar

mature of the same with the mechanism to be driven by the same, with a switch-lever

controlling the circuit of the motor, and mechanical connections between the lever and

the clutch, whereb the motor circuit and clutch are controlled by the same lever, sub

stantially as descri ed.

424,818. Electric-Railway Motor; Frank A. Perret, Brooklyn,

N. Y., assignor to the Elektron Manufacturing Company

of New York. Filed Sept. 2, I889.

Claim 2. In an electrically-propelled vehicle, the combination with two axles

thereof, of an electric motor having its armature and field-magnet adapted to rotate in

opposite directions, the said field-magnets being geared to and arranged to communi

cate with rotation to one axle and the said armature being geared to and adapted to

communicate rotation to the other axle, substantially as described.

424,845. Electric Railway; Edward M. Bentley, New York, N. Y.

Filed July 30, 1887.

Claim i. In an electric railway, a common slotted inclosure and supply-conductors

belonging to riistinct railway systems housed therein, the conductor of one system being

supported from the wall and of the second system from the bottom of said conduit,

su stantially as described.

Claim to. The combination, in an electric railwa , of ti slotted conduit, two con

ductors therein of oppodte polarity upon opposite sides of the slot, 2 third conductor

between the two, and a contact tievice extending into the conduit to the said third

conductor.

424,848. Electric Railway; Francis 0. Blackwell, New York,

N. Y., assignor to the Thomson-Houston Electric

Company of Connecticut. Filed Aug. 3i, I889.

Claim 1. The combination of a surface electric railway and a supply-wire therefor.

held over the roadway by means of a series of posts beside the track, with an elevated

railway track carried by the said posts.

Claim 7. The combination, in an electric railway, of side posts from which the

overhead contact-conductor is suspended, an elevated railway upon the said posts, and

an insulated feed-wire for the contact conductor carried along the elevated road.

424.887. Electric Railway; \Valter H. Knight, New York, N. Y.

Filed July 10, I885.

Claim i. The combination of a slotted conduit, a conductor inclosed therein,ii

contact device adapted to travel along said conductor, and an insulated coiirluctor ex

tending into said conduit and having ii detachable connection with said contact

device.

Claim 3. The combination of a slotted conduit, a conductor inclosed therein, a de

pending plow provided with an insulated conductor extending through the slot, ii con

tact device propelled thereby, and ti detachable connection between said plow and

contact device.

Claim 4. The combination of ti slotted conduit, a conductor inclosed therein, a

contact-shoe having freedom of longitudinal movement along said conductor, an

insulated conductor extending into the conduit through the slot, and an electriuil con

nection with the contzict-shoe permitting freedom of movement.

Claim 7. The combination, with tin electric locomotive and a line-conductor, of 3

contact device traveling in electrical contact with the line-conductor, and an automatic

ally-detachable connection between the contact device and the electric locomotive.

Claim it. The combination of an electric locomotive with a contact device travel

ing in electrical contact with a line-conductor, and a spring connection for the

contact device with the locomotive in which the spring normally preserves the attach

ment of the contact device to the locomotive, but permits its ready separation there

from.

Claim 15. The combination of a conduit, it line-conductor inclosed therein, a

contact trolley traveling along the line of the conduit in electrical connection with the

line-conductor, an electric locomotive, and an upright piece provided with a spring

portion joining the trolley to the locomotive and permitting freedom of vertical move

ment, as described.

Claim 18. The combination of a slotted conduit and inclosed line conductor with

an electric locomotive, and contact-trolley connected thereto, having ll supporting
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wheel or wheels traveling along the line of the conduit, and a contact-maker below the

said wheel bearing upwardly against the line-conductor.

Claim 20. The combination of a conduit and an enclosed line-conductor with an

electric locomotive, and a contact-trolley provided with grooved wheels engaging

opposite sides of the conductor and drawn along the same by a connection to the

locomotive, as set forth.

Claim 21. The combination of a conduit, :1 line-condiictor therein, and’ an electric

locomotive with an insulated conductor extending through the slot, and a contact

trolley supported within the conduit and connected to the insulator conductor, whereby

the said conductor forms both a mechanical and electrical connection between the

trolley and electric locomotive.

424,888. Electric Railway; \Valter ‘H. Knight, New

N. Y. Original application filed Mar. 13, 1886.

Claim 2. The combination, in an electric railway, ofa siipplv-conductor consisting

of a number of independent sections connected to one pole of the source of electrical

supply, and a return electrically disconnected from the said conductor except through

the motors traveling over the railway, with a series of permanently-located detecting

devices, each operated by the current upon a different section of the supply-conductor

to indicate the location of a fault thereupon.

Claim 3. The combination with a sectional supply-conductor connected to one

pole of the source of electrical supply, and a return electrically disconnected therefrom

except through the motors traveling over the railway, of a series of detecting devices

normally establishing an electrical connection between the adjacent ends of successive

sections of the supply-conductor, for the purpose set forth.

Claim 5. The combination, in an electric railway, of a bared supply-conductor

composed of a number of insulated sections, a return electrically disconnected therefrom

except through the motors traveling over the railway, with a corresponding series of

switches normally establishing an electrical connection between successive sections of

the conductor, but adapted to break the circuit at any desired point or points.

424,891. Methods of and Apparatus for Measuring Alternatin

Currents of Electricity; William Lowrie, Chas. J. Hal

and Harold VV, Kolle, London, County of Middlesex,

England. Filed June 12, 1888.

Claim 1. The method of measuring the quantity of an alternating current of

electricity passing over a given circuit which consists in differentiating the current in

opposite directions and utilizing said differentiation to operate an electric meter, sub

stantially in the manner set forth.

Claim 8. The combination, with an alternating-current circuit, of an electrometer

and an additional source afiecting the main current unequally in opposite directions,

substantially as set forth.

424,910. Contact Device and Switch for Electric Railways;

Charlesg. Van Depoele, Lynn, Mass. Original applica

tion file Mar. 12, 1887.

Claim 1. In electric railways, the combination of a main conductor, a branch con

ductor united to and extending therefrom, and a self-switchin contact uevice compris

ing a grooved wheel provided with notched edges, substantial yas described.

York,

424,911. Electric Railwa Motor; Charles J. Van Depoele,

Lynn, Mass. Fi ed Oct. 25, 1885.

Claim 1. A frame for an electric motor, comprising side arms and a magnetic yoke

uniting the same. the arms and yoke being integral with each other and formed of

magnetic material, and field-magnet cores removably secured to and magnetically

united by said yoke. '

424,928. Electric Railway; Rudolph M. Hunter, Philadelphia,

Pa. assignor to the Thomson-Houston Electric Company

of Connecticut. Original application filed July 14, 1885.

Claim 1.. In an electric railway, the ordinary track-rails of a main-line and

branching railway, in combination with an electric conductor extending along each of

the tracl-ts_0f the main line and branch, electrically connected with each other but

insulated from the rails, an el<:ctrically—propelled car running upon the rails, and a

laterally-moving current-collecting device carried by the car and making a moving con

tact with the conductors of either the main line or branch.

ISSUED APRIL 8, 1890.

425,069. Ammeter; Madison M. Garver, Newark, N. J. Filed

Dec. 14, 1889.

Claim 1. In an electrical measuring instrument, a conducting-body and a magnet

rotary on an axle _perpen_dic_ular to the surface of said body, the said magnet having its

polar extremities in proximity to and facing said surface.

425,076. Electrically-Propelled Vehicle; Rudolph M. Hunter.

Philadelphia, Pa., assignor by mesne assignments, to

the Thomson-Houston Electric Company, Boston, Mass.

Filed March 12. 1886.

Claim 1. An electric-railway motor having its field-magnets formed of a series of

coils, those on each magnet connected in series, in combination with an electric cir

cuit for supplying electricity to said magnets and switches to simultaneously put in or out

of circuit any number of coils of each field-magnet to vary the power 0 speed of the

motor, substantially as and for the purpose specified.

425,077. Electric Railway Car; Rudolph M. Hunter, Philadel

phia, Pa., Pa. Filed April 19, 1888.

Claim 10. The combination of two axles, a car-body or frame supported thereon

through springs, a motor elastically supported on the axles independently of the car

body, and toothed gearing between the motor-shaft and axle.

425,101. Support for Electric Railway Conductors; Conrad J.

Kilian, Milwaukee, Wis., assignor of one-half to Dus

tin Atwood, same place. Filed Dec. 21, 1889.

Claim 6. In a support for overhead electric conductors, the combination of a pair

of posts and an arched cross-brace and cross rod or wire attached at the ends to said

posts and coiistituting a truss by which the posts are prevented from tipping toward

each other an-.i the conductor is suspended between them, and an intermediate connec

tion between said Cross-brace and wire or rod, by which they are prevented from spread

ing, substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

425,269. Electric Meter; Milton E. Thompson, Boston, Mass.

Filed June 4, 1889.

Claim 1. In an electric meter dependent upon the heating effect of the current

the combination, with any device for registering said heating efiects, of a pliiralit ' of

heating-coils producing two heating effects, whose difference shall be proportione to

the electrical energy which is to be measured, substantially as herein shown and

described.

425,270. ‘Electric Meter; Milton E.

Filed Oct. 23, 1889.

Claim 1. ln an electric meter dependent upon the heating effect of the current,

the combination, with two heating-coils producing two heating efiects whose difierence

is proportional to the energy to be measured, ofa recording diflerential thermometer for

registiaring the amount of said heating effect, substantially as herein shown and de

scribe .

425,388. Electric Railway Apparatus; John B. Odell, Chicago.
V

Ill., assignor of one-half to Horatio l ‘. May, same place.

Filed Nov. 30, 1889.

Claim 1. A subzvay or tunnel comprising suitable lateral braces arranged at con

venient distances apzirt, bottom sections attached to said braces, removable side plates

overlapping said bottom sections, and cover or top plates, substantially as described.

Claim 8. In an electric railway car, the combination with the motor sustained upon

the car in a manner permitting it to be freely moved by the operator, of suitable means

connected with the sai-l motor for moving the same back and forth, and a belt for con

necting the motor-shaft with the drive-wheel of the car, substantially as described.

Thompson, Boston, Mass.

ISSUED APRIL 15, 1890.

425,435. Brush-Holder for Dynamo-Electric Machines or Motors.

Frederick A. LaRoche. Philadelphia, Pa. Filed Dec.

7, I889.

Claim 1. The combination, with the commutator and frame-work of a dynamo or

motor, of a rigid brush lying in a lane tangent to the commutator and a brush-holder

attached to said frame-work and reely and automatically movable in two intersecting

planes, substantially as described.

425,470. Distribution of Electric Currents; Elihu Thomson,

Lynn, Mass, assignor to the Thomson-Houston Elec

tric Company, of Connecticut. Filed Jan. 29, 1890.

Claim 1. The herein-described method of maintaining or regulating the potential at

any point of a system of electrical distribution, consisting in supplying energy thereto

from two sources, one connected therewith over one set of mains or conductors and the

other indirectly connected therewith through another set of mains or conductors of high

potential, from the energy is transformed to low potential for application to such points.

425,488. Contact Device for Electric Railways; Francis 0.

Blackwell, New York, N. Y., assi nor to the ’I‘hom

son-Houston Electric Company, of “onnecticiit. Filed

July 5, I889.

Claim 1. The combination, with the suspended supply-wire, of an electrically pro

pelled vehicle and an intermediate contact device consisting of an upright part with a

spring pressing it against the supply-wire and an independently-movable contact-piece

attached to the said upright part and extending transversely beyond the conductor to

compensate for irregularities in the line.

Claim 2. The combination, in a contact device for an electric railway, of an up

right rod or arm, a horizontal extension therefrom, and a plate-spring bearing upon the

extension and ivinga movement about a center.

Claim 8. ‘he combination, in a contact device, of an upwardly-extending rod and

a spring actuating the said rod about a center and pressing it upward with a contact

piece at the outer end of said rod having an independent spring and a pivotal attach

ment to the rod.

Claim 9. The combination, in an electric railway, of a suspended line-conductor.

a vehicle and a contact device consisting of an upright rod or arm free to swing about a

center at its inner end, and a contact-piece jointed to the outer portion of the said arm

in pgoximity to the conductor and engaging the under side of the conductor, asde

scri ed.

425,489. Electric Railway Contact; Francis 0. Blackwell, New

York, N. Y., assignor to the Thomson-Houston Electric

Company, of Connecticut. Filed Aug. 31, 1889.

Claim 1. The combination, with a railway-vehicle and a line-wire, of a standard

fixed on the top of the vehicle and a light transversely-sliding contact-piece upon said

standard pressed constantly against the under side of the su ply-wire.

Claim 2. The combination, with an electric-railway veiiicle and a line-conductor,

of an intermediate contact device consisting of a standard and a contact-arm thereon

_ressed against the supply-wire and movable on said standard in substantiallya straight

ine.

Claim 3. The combination, with an electric-railway vehicle. of an intermediate

contact device consisting of a standard, a transversely-moving trolley-rod thereon, and

a spring pressing the said rod against the line-conductor without obstructing the trans

verse movement.

Claim o. The combination, in an electrically-propelled vehicle with a contact de

vice movable into and out of operative position relatively to the conductor, of an oper

ating-connection therefor comprising a spring portion and a hook or equivalent catch for

securing the said connection when the contact device is moved into operative position,

whereby the spring will be put under tension to maintain the traveling engagement be

tween the contact device and conductor.

425,493. Method of Transferring Batteries; William B. Cleve

land, Cleveland, Ohio. Filed Feb. I, 1890.

Claim 1. A step in a method of transferring secondary vehicle batteries, consisting

in simultaneously removing theexhausted battery from the vehicle and inserting the

freshly-charged battery in position on the vehicle, substantially as set forth.

425,507. Electric Snap-Switch; Cornelius J. Hamilton, Phila

delphia, Pa., assignor to the Novelty Electric Company,

same place. Filed Jan. 20, 1890.

Claim 1. An electric switch, in combination with the base of insulated material

a vertical shank journaled in said base, a series of independent alternately insulated

and conducting plates, each having an inclined under surface secured to the said base,

inclined substantially in the same direction to allow of a continuous rotation of the

coiinecting-plate in one direction, alternate plates being connected with electric circuits.

:1 contact plate fixedly secured to said vertical shank, said contact-plate arranged un

derneath said independent fixed plates and retained against the under side of said plates

and in connection therewith by a spring, substantially as hereinbefore set forth and

(lCSCl‘1i)\:(l.

425,579. Electric Meter; Victor Popp, Paris, France, Assigiior

to the Popp Compressed Air and Electric Power Com

pany (Liniited). Filed July 6, 1888.

Claim 1. The combination, with an electric' light circuit, of a circuit-closing.

switch therein, an electro-magnet included in the circuit, a pneumatic clock operated

by periodical impulses of compressed air, a valve controlling the admission of air to the

clock, a connection between said valve and the (lI'll1.t[UI'(.‘ oi the clectro-magnet, and a
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retractlle spring for the said valve, whereby the time during which the lamps are oper

ated may be automatically measured.

425,588. Cut-Out ; Elihu Thomson and Edwin W. Rice. _Ir.,Lynn,

Mass. Filed May 19, 1887.

Claim 5. _An electrical resistance-frame, consisting of a series of separated perfor

ated plates of insulating material.

425,627. Electric Car-Motor; Edgar Peckham, New York, N.

Y. Filed Dec. 2, 1889.

Claim 1. The core of an clectro-magnet, consisting of two sets of longitudinal bars,

one set of greater length than the other, a series of connecting cross-plates of two

lengths uniting the heel ends of said longitudinal bars together, and a non-magnetic

platfe rigidly securing together the pole ends of the longitudinal bars, substantially as

set‘ ort .

425,640. Guard for_ Electric Railway Trolleys ; Elihu Thomson,

Lynn, Mass., assignor to the Thomson-Houston Elec

tric Company, of Connecticut. Filed Feb. 10, 1890.

Claim 1. The combination, with a traveling contact held in connection with a line

wire, of a guard connected thereto and extending across the line-wire, so as to engage

with said wire in case of derailment of the contact-device.

425,653. Motor-Truck for Cars; John A. Brill, and George M.

Brill, Philadelphia, Pa. Filed June 25, 1888.

Claim 1. The combination of a car-body and a truck, the car-bod having ends

overhanging or projecting beyond the truck, and the latter being separable or indepen

dent of the car-body and having a top frame of substantially rectangular form, axle

box pedestals squared thereon, and said frame rigidly secured to the car-body sills be

tween its ends to strengthen the sills longitudina ly and prevent them from spreading,

and said truck being removable from the car-body, substantially as set forth.

2 , . Tr0lley- Wallace Porter and Henry Geor e, Wilkes
4 5 694 barre, Ra. Filed March 8, 1890. g

Claim 1. Ina trolley, the combination, with the hub, the ends of which are oppo

sitely threaded. and a rigid boss mounted upon the hub between its ends, of opposite

annular flanges threaded upon the ends of the hub, and a removable wearing ring

snugly fitting the boss and bound upon by the opposite riflanges substantially as specified.

425,720. Safet _ Attachment for Electric Railway Trolleys,

Fran lin C. \Vheeler, St. Joseph, Mo., assignor of one

half to Henry Corbet, same place. Filed Oct. 9, 1889.

Claim 1. The combinations with the trolley-supporting arm of an electric car, of

a weight, a cord or chain connected with the weight and trolley-arm, a detent arranged

to hold the weight, and a weight-detaching device adapted to release the weight and

cause it to draw down the trolley arm, as specified.

425,757. Electric-Heating A paratus for Electric Railway

Systems; Mark M. ewey, Syracuse, N. Y., assignor

to the Dewey Corporation, same place._ Filed Jan, 7,

1890.

Claim 1. In an electric railwa a supply-circuit extending along the way, travel‘

ing vehicles, electric motors on sai vehicles, electrically_ connected to the supply-cir'

cuit to propel the vehicles, and electric heaters to heat said vehicles and connecting the

supply circuit in series.

425,670. Measurement of Electricit in Distribution Systems;

Thomas A. Edison, Menlo . ]., assignor to the Edison

Electric Light Company, New York, N. Y. Filed

June 22, 1881.

Claim 1. The combination, in a system of electrical distribution emplo ing a me

tallic circuit, of a motor located in circuit between one side of the system an_ _ the earth

at the point of generation, substantianally as set forth.

425,763. Commutator for Dynamo-Electric Machines; Thomas

A. Edison, Menlo Park, N. _I., assi nor to the Edison

Electric Company, New York, N. Filed Nov. 15,

1881,

Claim 1. ln_dynamo-electric macl_iinery,_ the combination of a commutator com

d of conducting-bars separated by insulation and brushes or current-collectors bear

ing thereon, the same have amalgamated contact surfaces, substantially as set forth.

425,767. Electric Railway; Thomas A. Evans, San Francisco,

Cal. Filed july 25, 1889.

Claim. The combination, with the stationary conductor B, of the trolley or trav

eler E, having wheels Ex, mounted in insulated oxes, and the binding posts having

electrical connection with the wheels, and the conducting-wire entending from said

binding-posts to a binding post on the shank in the car, as and for the purpose set forth.

425,866. Electric Railway Car; Mark VV. Dewey, Syracuse, N.

Y., assignor to the Dewey Corporation, same place.

Filed April 5, 1889.

Claim 5. In an electric railway, an electrically propelled vehicle, an electric mo

tor to propel said vehicle connected with the vehicle conductor, a source of electric en

ergy, a normally open shunt circuit around the motor on the vehicle, a plurality of

electric signal devices in said shunt-circuit in series and located at each end of the

vehicle, and a plurality of circuit makers and breakers in multi le-arc connection with

said shunt circuit and distributed through the interior of the veliicle, as set forth.

425,883. Electrically-Propelled Vehicle; Rudolph M. Hunter,

Philadelphia. Pa. Filed Oct. 31, 1889.

Claim 1. In an electrically-propelled vehicle, the combination of the motor, a

source of electric energy, a motor circuit, a hand current regulator for controlling the

speed of the motor, and an independent automatically-operated regulator to reduce the

current in the motor-circuit upon the speed of the motor becoming abnormal through the

careless minipulation of the hand-operated regulator.

425,903. Secondary Battery; Gustav Philippart, Paris, France.

Filed ]an. 6, 1890.

Claim 1. In the art of constructing secondary battery elements, the improvements

consisting in impregnating a sheet. of fabric with_a mixture of active material and gly

cerine or other liquid by compression and applying the sheet thus impregnated to a

conducting support, substantially as described.

Claim 4. A secondary battery element composed of a conducting support of lead

or like material, a perforated sheet of celluloid or other neutral substance, and an

intermediate layer 0 fabric impregnated with active material, substantiallvasdescribed.

425,911. Electric Railway; Richard v. R. Sill, Detroit, Mi¢'i'11'.‘

assignor of one-half to Strathearn Hendrie, same place.

Filed Mar. 13, 1889.

Claim 1. In an Electric Railway, a track electrically divided into sections, two

conductors extending along the track and connected at one end with the poles of an

alternating-current dynamo, a converter between each section of track having its

primary connected in multiple arc with the two conductors and its secondary connected

with the opposite rails of its section, and an electro-magnetic switch having four ter

minals, two of which are connected with the primary of the converter and the other two

with two adjacent track-sections substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

Claim 3. In an El-ectric Railway, a car having its wheels insulated from their

axles, a converter on the car having its primary connected with two diagonal wheels of

the car and its secondary with the poles of an electric motor, substantially as shown

and described.

425,912. Electric Railway; Richard V. R. Sill, Detroit, Mich..

assignor of one-half to Strathearn Hendrie. same place.

Filed Mar. 13, 1889.

Claim 1. In an Electric Railway, a track divided into sections, a single electrical

conductor extending along the track, an electrically-operated switch connected with the

conductor between each section of track and having each terminal connected with one

rail, and a motor having its poles connected with the rails, substantially as and for the

purposes set forth.

Claim 5. In an Electric Railway, a track electrically divided into sections, an

electric circuit extending the length of the track, a switch in the circuit in each section

of track connected both with the main circuit and with the op site rails, and an elec

tric motor having its poles connected with the rails, substantia ly as set forth.

425,923. Methods ofOperating Synchronous Alternatin -Current

Motors ; Carl Zipernowsk ', Buda-Pesth, ll: aximilian

Deri, Vienna, and Otto T. lathy, Buda-Pesth, Austria

Hungar . Filed Aug. 9, 1889.

Claim. The mode erein described of operating a synchronous alternating-current

motor by starting the motor without short-circiiiting the magnet-windings and by short

circuiting them at each reversal of the current when synchronism is reached, and intro

ducing a suitable resistance in the supplying circuit all substantially as described.

425,950. Electric Railway; Walter H. Knight, New York. N. Y.

Filed Mar. 13, 1886.

Claim 1. In an Electric Railway, the combination of a contact device movable

relatively to the car and a flexible connection between it and the car attached to the

contact device by a spring-clip'as described.

Claim 2. In an Electric Railway, the combination of a contact device movable

relatively to the car and a flexible conductor between it and the car provided with an

electrical sprin -clip connection. '

Claim 3. ii an Electric Railway, the combination of a supply-conductor inclosed

in a conduit, a contact device extending into the conduit and connected with a vehicle

on the roadwa , but movable laterally relatively thereto, and an electrical conductor

leading from t e said contact device to the motor on the vehicle having an electrical

spring-clip connection.

Claim 7. The combination of an electrically-propelled vehicle, a supply-conductor

inclosed in a slotted conduit, and a traveling contact device extending through the slot,

and a conductor jointed at one end to the contact device at a point outside of the con

duit and forming the electrical connection with the propelling-motor.

425»957- _

Filed Jan. 6, 1890.

Claim 1. An electrode composed of a cellular plate and pulverulent active material

in the cells of said plate and provided with a retaining sheet of celluloid or other

material pierced wit very numerous and exceedingly small holes, substantially as

described.

Secondary Battery; Gustave Philippart, Paris, France.

425,959. Galvanic Battery; Louis M. . C. C. Renard, Mendon,

near Paris, France. Filed l\ ar. 5, 1889.

Claim 1. A galvanic cell consisting of a cup containing chloro-chromic acid and

silver electrodes platinized on both surfaces by lamination as described.

425,963. Electric Switch; Ernest P. Warner. Chicago, Ill. Filed

Feb. 2, 1889.

Claim 1. The combination, with the metal side pieces mounted upon rubber blocks

placed between them, of the ivoted rubber block provided with the concentric surface,

the trunnions or pivots of said) pivoted block resting in bearings provided in the metal

side pieces, contact springs or levers bent, as indicated at h, in proximity to the con

centric surface, and upper and lower contact-points, between which the contact-springs

are adapted to be moved, substantially as and for the purpose specified.

425,964. Electric RailwayS stem; David G. \\"eeiiis, Baltimore,

Md. assignor to t e Electro-Automatic Transit Com

pany, same place. Filed july 27, 1889.

Claim 3. In Electric Railways, the combination of an elevated frame-work, the

fail-supporting brackets thereon having grooved or recessed seats for the rails, the tie

rods for the rails, and a conductor on said rods, but insulated therefrom.

425,965. Electric Railway; David G. Weems,'Baltimore, Md.

assignor to the Electro-Automatic Transit Company,

same place. Filed July 27, 1889.

Claim 2. The combination, with a flanged chair and a rail having a web provided

with a conical or tapered hole, of a tie-rod having a conical or tapered rtion adapted

to fit said hole and to seat the rail firmly on the chair, substantially as escribed.

425,966. Electric Railway; David G. Weems, Baltimore, Md.

Assignor to the Electro-Automatic Transit Company,

same place. Filed Aug. 1, 1889.

Claim 1. In Electric Railways, the combination with rails having laterally-pro

jecting flanges and a car or train adapted to travel upon said rails, ofa frame suspended

from the car or train and carrying a bearing-block or shoe which is designed to have a

sliding engagement with the under surface of the flanges of the rails.

Claim 11. In Electric Railways, wires extending along the line of track and form

ing a part of an inclosing frame for the train to run in, said wires being adapted for the

transmission of an electric current.
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Commenced Length No. of H. P. of H. P. of Max. -

Location. Operating Company. Operation Motor Motor Genera- Per Ct. Makers of Cars. System.

Electrically, in Miles Cars. Cars. tor. Grade.

Adrian Mich..... . . . . . Adrian City Belt Line Electric Ry Co.. . . . ... Sept.,# - - 3 4. I IOC 6 Pullman............ National.

Akron, Ohio........... Akron Electric Ry. Co.... . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Oct. 13, '88... 12 24 |15 # 3ol. 4oo 9% ------------------- S

Albany, N.Y........... Watervliet Turnpike and Railway Co.......... Sept. 25, '89. Io 16 l........l........ - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - *::::Hour".
- " .......... Albany Railway Co........... ........ - - - - - - Jan. 1, 1890... 14 32 ||--------|--|--|--|--|--|-- - - - Gilbert. ..... ...... Thomson-Houston.

Alleghany, Pa.. ...... Observatory Hill Pass. Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . ---- . . . . . . . . . . . . - 3.7 6 ----------------------- Stephenson -#:
Alliance, Óhio..... ... Alliance St. Ry. Co...... ........... .......... Mar. 6, ’88. 2. 3 15 8o 4% - - - ------------. omson-Houston.

Americus, Ga.......... Americus Street Railway Co..... ...... .. ... Jan. 2, 1890 5% 4 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Pullman............ Thomson-Houston.

Ansonia, Conn ......... Derby St. Ry. Co... ................................ ... ... 4. 4 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Thomson-Houston.

£ Wis.......... Ap. Electric St. Ry. Co............. ........... Aug. 16, '86 3-5 6 18 & 121 6o 8 Pullman............ Van Depoele,

Asbury Park, N.J...... Seashore Electric Ry. Co......---.......... ... Sept. 9, '87 4. 2O 2O 25o 4 Brill................ Daft.

Asheville,N.C.. ....|Asheville Street Railway.,,......... .......... . ........ 3 8 |15 & 3o 67 9% ------------------- Sprague.
Atlanta, Ča ........... Atlanta and Edgewood St. Ry. Co.. ........... Aug. 23, '89... 4.5 4. 2O 8o 3% ------------------- omson-Houston.

" " ............ Fulton County Street Railway Co.. ........... [.......... . . . 9 to 1------------------------| ------------------ Thomson-Houston.

Atlantic City, N.J..... Pennsylvania R. R. Co...... ................. April 1, '89 .. 6.5 17 15 & 3ol. 130 |.... --------............ .. S -

Attleboro, Mass...... .. A. No. A. & Wrentham Street Railway Co..... Mar. 30, 90. 8 5 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - £House.
Auburn, N. Y. ......... Auburn Electric Railway Co...................".............. 3 3 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - #:#:

Augusta, Me.......... Augusta, Hallowell & Gardner Ry. Co.........* ............. 3 3 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - --- -- Thomson-Houston.

Augusta, Ga............ Augusta St. Ry......... ........... ......... "...----------|-------. 16 3o - - - - - - --- - - - - - -- - -- Sprague.

Baltimore, Md... . . . . . . North Ave. Elec. Ry....... ............. . . . ". . . . . . . . . . . ........ I 30 - - - - - - - - - ----|---------------- - Sprague.

Bangor, Me............ Bangor St. Ry. Co... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... May 21, '89. 3 5 - - - - - - - - - - - -- - -- - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - -- *::::Hous".
Bay City, Mich........ Bay Cit R''. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 5 3 |-|--|--|--|--|-- - - - - - - - - - --------------- - - - - Sprague.

Bay Ridge, Md. . . . . . . Bay Ridge Electric Railroad........................... ...... - 5 2 30 || -- - - - - 67 -------------------. S --

Beverly, Mass......... Beverly and Danvers Street Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . [Oct. 31, '89. 4. 2 15 25 6% -------------------'.
Binghampton, N.Y... Washington St., Asylum and Park R. R............. . . . . . . . . 4-5 28 30 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - S

Birmingham, Conn.... Ansonia, Birmingham and Derby Elec. Ry. Co April 30, '88. 4. 4 12 to 15, 1oo Brill... ............ *::::Hous".
Bloomington, Ill........ B. and Normal St. Ry. Co... ..... ...........*... . . . . . . . IO 12 2O 150 ------|-------------------- Daft.

Boston, Mass........... West End St. Ry. Co...... .... ..... .......... Jan. 2, 89 127 112 |15 & 40 rooo 6 Brill......... Thomson-Houston.

" " ........... West End Street Ry. Co .............. - - - - - - "..... ...... 13o 118 l........' ... ------------|------------------. Thomson-Houston.

Brockton, Mass......... East Side St. Ry. Co.... . . . . . . . ...... ....... Nov. 1, '88. 4-5 4. 15 - - - - - - - - - - - - - Stephenson ....... Sprague.

Brooklyn, N.Y.......... Brooklyn & Jamaica St. Ry... . . . . - - - - - - - - - - --- - - -- - - - - - Io 8 30 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Lewis & Fowler.... 'S

B ". N v.-# Island *:£ n R. R. Co... . . . . . . ".............. 16 ** - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - :homson-Houston
uffalo, N. Y... . . . . . . . uffalo Street Railway Co............. ...... - 2 o 130 1-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - prague."

butte City, Mont....... Butte City Elec, R * - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - *... ------------.# : : - - - *- - - - - - - - --- - --- - - -- Sprague.

Camden, N.J.......... Camden Horse R. R. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .* . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2. 4. 3o roo I - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Daft. -

Canton, Ohio.......... Canton Street Ry. Co..................... .... Dec. 15, '88. 5 1o 15 & 3o ....... . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Sprague.

Chattanooga, Tenn... [Chat. Elec. St. Ry. Co..................... ...".............. 5 16 |15 & 30, 20o 8% |Brill....... ... ..., Sprague.

Chester, Pa..... ...... Union Railway... ........... ................*--------------------. 5 30 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Sprague.

Chicago, Ill............ Cicero and Proviso St. Ry... ..... ... .....*..............l....... 12 3o 2OO - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- Sprague.

Cincinnati, Ohio. . . . . . . . Inclined Plane Railroad Co .... ...... .... --- |.............. 6 2O 3o 260 . . . . .......... -------. Sprague.

- - ...|Mt. Adams and Eden Park Inclined Ry. Co....|April 22, '89... 1 3 2O 5o 5 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Daft.

- - - Mt. Adams and Eden, Park Inclined Ry. Co....|March 22, '90. 4 16 ---------------------------------- ... ... T

- " ....... Cincinnati Street Railway Co.................. Aug 6, '89.- 5 8 ------------------------------------------- Thomson-Houston.

- " ........ Colerain Railway Co.......... ............................... 5 8 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Thomson-Houston.

- “. . . . . . S. Covington and Cincinnati Street Ry. Co.....*......... .... 8 -O 15 -------- Stephenson......... Short.

- ". . . . . The Lehigh Ave. Railway Co... . . . . . ...................... 8 IO 30 || -------|--|--|--|--|--|-- - - -- --- Short.

Cleveland, Ohio. . . . . . . |East Cleveland Street Railroad Co...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35 6o 1........ 8oo 2% |Stephenson... ...

- " .... ... Brooklyn St. Ry. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... May 25, '89... to 36 30 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Stephenson.... ...Thomson-Houston.

- " ........'N'R.R., , . . . . . . . IO 14 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ----- Sprague.

- " . . . . Collamer's Line, East Cleveland, Ohio. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 * ------------------------------------------ Sprague.

Colorado Springs, Col...El Paso Rapid Transit Com my. . . . . . . . . . . . . .* . . . . . IO 18 30 --------|--------|-- - - - -------------- S e.

Columbus, Ohio. . . . . . . Columbus Consolidated St. Railway Co.......... Aug., 1887 2 * --------|--|--|--|--|---------------- --------- Short.

- " ........ Columbus Elec. Ry............. .......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.5 4 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -------------------- Short.

“. “. . . .... Glenwood & Green Lawn Ry...... . - - - - - - - - *..... ....... |-------- 5 30 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - |S#
Council Bluffs, Ia.... .. Omaha and Council Bluffs Ry. and Bridge Co.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24 26 20 & 30, 524 4. Pullman.......... #: & Sprague.

Dallas, Texas.......... Dallas Rapid Transit Co................ ............... - - - - 3 3. 3o 67 - Stephenson ........ Sprague.

* “ . . . . . . . . North Dallas Circuit Ry. Co...................* . . . . . . . . 3.8 4 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - *::::Houston.
Danville, Va. ..... ... Danville St. C. Co............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 6 : ... ... .......l..........----------------- Thomson-Houston.

Davenport, Iowa. ...... Davenport Central Street Railway Co......... |Sept. 1, '88 2.75 6 I 67 ......................-----. Sprague. -

- - ... Davenport Electric St. Ry.................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 |15 # 30|--|--|--|--|--|--|--|--------------- - - - - Sprague. -

- .." ....... Electric Railway Co... .....--- - - - - - - - - - -".... ---------------- 4 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - S e.

Dayton, Ohio ......... White Line St. R. R. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8.5 12 -------|--|--|--|--|--|--|--|--|-------------------- #ode.
- ... . . .....Dayton and Soldier's Home Ry. Co........... [.............. 3. 2 3o 50 . . . . . . . . Stephenson . . . . . . . §:

Decatur, Ill . . . . . . . . . . Decatur Electric St. Ry. Co... ... ...... . . . . . Sept., 1889 3 4 25 Ioo 1. . . . . . . Pullman..... ...... ational.

- " ........... Citizens' Electric Street Railway.... . . . . . . . . . . . Aug. 27, 1889 5 9 15 16o 5 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Thomson-Houston

Denver, Col ........... University Park Railway and Electric Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4. 3 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --------- S -.

- "............ Denver Tramway Co........ ........ . . . . . .* ............. 16 to . . . . . . . . . . - || - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- --- *::::Houston.
- " ----------- South Denver Cable Co * -------------------- |Dec. 25, 1889 2. 2 3o 45 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Sprague.

- " ... ........ Colfax Ave. Electric Ry. ". . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - 3 4 | 30 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Sprague.

Des Moines, Iowa...... |Des Moines Electric Ry. Co. ............ ... ... - '13 21 - - - - - - - - 2OO 9 |-------------------- ..-H. & Sprague.

Detroit, Mich.......... Detroit Electric Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Oct. 1, '86. . 4. * ... ------------------------------------- Van Depoele,

- ” ---------- Highland Park Ry. Co............ ---------Oct. 24, '80 ... 3.5 6 15 7o Nil. Pullman... . . . . . . . . National.

- " ... ...... Detroit, Rouge River and Dearborn St. Ry. Co.. ". . I 5 30 - - - - - - - - Nil. .............. .....§:
- " .......... East Detroit and Grosse Pointe St. Ry. Co...... May 29, '88... 8.5 10 is 1oo Nil. Pullman. . . . . . . . . . ational.

- " ... ...... Detroit City Railway, Mack Street Line. ... ."... . . . . . . . 2 . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - National.

Dubuque, Iowa......... Key City£ Railway Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Jan. 26, 1890... 2 2 . . . . . . . - - - - 9 -Sprague.

- " --------. Electric Light and Power Co................ ... - - - - - - - - ... ..... 12 15 & 39-------------------------- Sprague.

Easton, Pa •...: - - - - - - Pennsylvania Motor Co................ ----.. Jan. 12, '88. 2.5 4 15 & 20 so 12 l- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - |Daft.

Eau Claire, Wis . . . . . . Eau Claire Street Railroad Co. . . . . . . . . . . .W. P. . . . . . . 5 6 3o 67 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - |S

Elgin, Ill.... . . . . . . . . Elgin Electric Ry... . ...... ........". . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . " | | |§:
Elkhart, Ind... . . . . . . . Citizens St. Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .W. P. . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 5 15 1so 6 || -- ational.

Erie, Fa * - - - - - - - - - - City Passenger Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 21 30 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Sprague.

. . . . . . . . . . . Erie Electric Motor Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...". . . . . . . . . . . ....... is . . . . . ............. |S
Fort Gratiot, Mich- - - - - - Gratiot Electric Railway Co... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.75 2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -£
Fort worth, Texas..... |Fort Worth City Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ."... . . . . . . . . . IO IO 15 135 | . . . . . . . Pullman . . . . . . . . . . Nati

- - . ... Fort Worth Land and St. Ry. Co... . . . . . . . .* ............ 15 15 15 2OO 7 Pullman ......!National.

- - - - - Chamberlain Investment Company - - - - - - - - -"......................... - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Pullman............ S -

- - . :##: Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - -"... . . . . . . . . . . 15 15 . . . . . . . . . . . .…. ~~ £Housen
--- F. Worth & Arlington Heights Ry. . . . . . . . . . . . "... . . . . . . . . . |

£ #" - - - -£ St.#** . . . . . . . . . 5 : 30 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---£.
arrisburg, Pa. . . . . . . . . |East Harrisburg Pass. Ry. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - -iz" i., - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Hartford, Conn. . . . . Hartford andW.' Horse Railroad Co.... . . . . . . 4.5 II : : # : 5% |Brill............... $:

Huntington, W. Ya. . . . £ington Electric Light and St. Ry. Co..... iDec. 14, 28. #. * 5 18 so 5 #. - - - - - - - - - - - - --- --§: -

Indianapolis, Ind. ----- Citizens' Street Railway Co ... 14, bb. # I IOO 3 St. Louis C. Co. ...Thomson-Houston

Ithaca, £ Y------------ Ithaca Street Railway Co. . . . . . Dec. 28, '87. I o - # - - - - - - - - - - - - 1s Car -O- Daft

ohnstown, Pa. ------- Johnstown Passenger Street Ry. Co. ......" • 28, 87 - I 3 7 50 3 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- Short
oliet, Ill ---------- oliet Street Railway Co..... . . . . . Feb. 18%. o 20 - - - - - - - - 400 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ouston

ansas Cit Mo - - - - - M- in St. Ry. Co... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .* eb., 1890. - - 3 * . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... ------------------- Thomson-H -

y, Mio ------ * * * *y-, *-*. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -------- - - - - - 5% * ---------------------------------------. |Thomson-Houston
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Kansas City, Mo. . . ...|Vine St. Ry .............. .................. *l... .......... 3. 6 1. ......l... ... . ......l......... .......... Thomson-Houston.

- * “ ...... The North East Street Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . Mar. 5, 1890 3% 6 1....... 24o 8% |................... Thomson-Houston.

Kearney, Neb. . . . . . . [Kearney Street Railway Co................................... 8 6 I........l........I. - - - --- - - - ---- T.-H. & Sprague.

Keokuk, Iowa........-- Keokuk Electric Street Ry . . ......... ....... *l.............. 6.8 6 *5 I--------|--------|--|-- . . . . . . . . . . . . Short.

- " . . . . . . . . . Keokuk Elec. Ry................... .........*l............. l........ 6 30 I--------|-- - - - - - ------------------- Sprague.

Knoxville, Tenn... . I Knoxville Street Railroad Co.... ... . . . . . . May 1, ’90... 3-4 5 - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - -- homson-Houston.

Lancaster, Pa.......... Lancaster City and East Lancaster R. R. Co................... 5% Io 3o 150 l -------|-- ----------------- Daft.

Lafayette, Ind.......... Lafayette Street Ry. Co.... ...... ............ Sept. 19, '88. 4% 9 |15 & 3ol too 8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sprague.

Laredo, Tex............ Laredo City Railroad Co......... ... ... ....... Dec. 6, 1889... 5 7 15 IIo . . . . . . . Brill and Pullman...Sprague.

Lexington, Kentucky...|Lexington Passenger and Belt Line............ *.... --------- 6 10 3o 220 l. . . . . . . Pullman ........... Sprague.

Lima, Ohio...... ..... The Lima St. Railway Motor and Power Co.................. 6 7 1------- 1: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . W'cele.
Long Island City, L. I.- Long Island City and Newtown Elec. Ry. Co..*.............. 3 2 30 || -------|--|--|--|--|--|- ---------------- Sprague. .

Los Angeles, Cal. . . . . . . Elec. Rapid Transit Ry. ............... . . .* ......... ....l........ 1o 15 & 30 - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Sprague.

Lowell, Massachusetts--|Lowell and Dracut Street Railway.......... ... Aug. 1, 1889 5 16 2O 16o 4.8 ... ................ Bentley-Knight

Louisville, Ky.......... Central Pass. R.R. Co ........................ ... ........ 7% 12 l--------! ------|--|--|--|- 1. ------------------- Thomson-Houston.

Lynn, Mass............ Lynn and Boston St. Ry. Co.......... ......... July 4, 1888 6.75 12 30 - - - - - - - - 4 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Thomson-Houston.

" " ..... ...... Belt Line Railway Co...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .*.............. 8 10 1--------|--|--|--|--|---, - . 1. . . . . . . . . . . ..T.-H. & Sprague. .

Macon, Ga-............ Macon City and Suburban Ry. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dec. 25. '89... 8 8 15 IOO 8% ..... ... .... Thomson-Houston.

Mansfield, Ohio........ Mansfield Elec. St. Ry. Co... . . . . . . . . . . . . . ug. 9, '87 ... 5 5 # - - - - - - - - . ... 'Brill.... .......... Daft.

Marlborough, Mass . . [Marlborough Street Railroad Company. . . . . . . .# 19,# - - 3 6 |15 3° 100 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sprague.

Meriden, Conn .........!Meriden Horse R. R. Co... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... July 16, '88... 5% 12 15 & 20, 250 8% |Stephenson........ ... Daft.

Milwaukee, Wis........ Milwaukee Cable Co...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . * . . . . . . . . - 15 12 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -------|-------------------- Thomson-Houston.

- " ........ West Side Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 19 - - - - - - - - 200 l. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sprague.

Minneapolis Minn...... Minneapolis Street Railway Company......... *.............. 2OO I.O.O. 30 l------- l-------- Laclede Car Co..... Sprague.

- * ... ... Minneapolis St. Ry. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - 8 10 1--- - - - - --------|--|--|--|--|-------------------- homson-Houston.

• Moline, Ill ... ... ...... Moline Street Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .W. P. Oct. 17, '89. 3 2 3o 55 |... . . . . . Pullman ........... $'.
Montgomery, Ala. ..... Capital City. Ry. Co....... - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---- --- --- --- -- - - - - Brill.............. an Depoele.

Muskegon, Mich..... .. Muskegon Electric Railway Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . *|.............. 4% IO 3o 2900 5 || -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Short. -

Nashville, Tenn........ McGavock and Mt. Vernon Horse Ry..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - 5 26 - - - --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Thomson-Houston.

- " ........ City Electric Railway.... ... ....... ............... . . . . , 3.5o 10 1--------|- - - - - - 1........l-------------------- Thomson-Houston.

- " .... ... South Nashville Street Ry. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mar. 10, '90 . 5 IO 3o too l. . . . . . i - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - prague.

- " ........ Nashville, and Edge Field Street Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - 5 IO 3o too 1--------|-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - prague.

Newark, N. J ....... Essex Co. Passenger Railway Co................ Sept. 2, '88... 4 4 2O IOO 5 Stephenson .... Daft.

- " ........ ... [Rapid Transit Street Ry....... .... ..... ....*... ........ ... ... 16 39 I--------|--- - - - - - - - - - - - ----------- Sprague.

Newark, Ohio.......... Newark and Granville Street Ry............. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I I 30 l. -------|--|--|--|--|------------------- Sprague.

New Bedford, Mass .... Union City St. Railway Co.......... . . . . . . .*.... ......... 3 5 l--------|--|--|--|--|--|--|--|--|-------------------- omson-Houston.

Newburyport, Mass..... Newburyport and Amesbury Horse Ry Co.................... 6.5o 3 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -] . . . . . . . Brill.......... .... Thomson-Houston.

Newport, R.i". Newport Street Railway Co.................... Aug. 7, '89. 4% 6 ... ....l........l........l. ......... ........ Thomson-Houston.

Newton, Mass......... Newton Street Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ."... . . . . . . . . . 8 Io 1. . . . . . . . to 1-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Thomson-Houston.

New York, N.Y........ N.Y. and Harlem (Fourth Avenue) R. R. Co....|Feb. 23, '89. 18.5 to 1-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Stephenson ........£
North Adams, Mass .... [Hoosac Valley St. 8. Co ... ..............l............. 6 3 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 5 || --------------------- homson-Houston.

Omaha, Neb............ Omaha Motor Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . .- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 26 30 --------|-- - - - - - - - - - - - Pullman............ Thomson-Houston.

- " ........... Omaha Horse Railroad Co.... ---. ............ Oct. 9, '89. IO 37 30 l. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Stephenson .... ..., S ue.

- " .......... Omaha and Council Bluffs Ry. and Bridge Co.... .... ........ 14 14 --------|--|--|--|--|--|- ----|-------------------- omson-Houston.

- " .......... Omaha and Council Bluffs R. R.................l..... ....... 4 2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Sprague.

Ottawa, Ill . . . ....... Ottawa Electric St. Ry. Co ................... [.............. 7 8 15 16o 6%. Pullman............ homson-Houston.

Ottumwa, Iowa. ....... OttumwaStreet Railway Co.... ....... .-- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - 4-50 4 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Thomson-Houston.

Paducah, Ky........... Paducah St. Ry............... .... ......----*1... ..........l.. ..... 9 *5 & 3ol.... ...l.... ...l......... ... . ... Sprague.

Passaic, N. j. - - - - - - - - - - Passaic Street Railway Co...................... - - - - - - - - 3 3 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - homson-Houston.

Peoria. Ill ... ......... Central Railway Co........................ ... Sept. 28, '89 13 15 30 160 l........l.................... Thomson-Houston.

Philadelphia, Pa.......# Ave. Railway Co........... ........................ 6 - 20 & 3ol..... . . 5 ! ---------------- Storage.

Piqua, Ohio............ iqua Electric Railway Co................. ....!----.......... 3 6 30 || -------|------- || -------------------£:
Pittsburgh, Pa......... Second Avenue Passenger Railway Co.......... Mar. 4,' - 1o.of to 1--------|--- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---------- homson-Houston.

- ".......... Pittsburgh, Knoxville and St. Clair St. Ry ....|Aug. 4,#. - - - 2.25 5 35 2OO 15% |Brill.... .......... Baft.

- * ... Suburban Rapid Transit Railway Co........... Aug. 6, '88. 2.5 3 |15 & 20 50 9 Stephenson ...|Daft.

- " .......... Federal St. and Pleasant Valley Ry. Co................ . . . . . . 8% 45 45 540 - - - - - - - -#' - - - - - --- -#".
- “. ..... ... [Pittsburgh Traction Company. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . *l..... ........ 2 2 30 - - - - - - - - - - - -------------------- -

- - ....IS£ St. Rye. ............ .........*l............ ......... 5 |--------|--|--|--|--|--------|-------------------- Sprague.

Portland, Ore..........w' Bridge Railway Co.................] ... ........ 1% 6 3o 70 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ------------ Sprague.

- " .......... Metropolitan Ry. Co........ ... ... ....... ... an. 1, '90. 3 13 3o 70 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Sprague.

- " ... ...... Multomah Street Ry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - ar. 20, '90 4% IO 30 --------|--|--|--|--|---------- - - - - - - - - - Sprague.

- " .......... Woodstock and Waverly Electric Ry. Co......* ... ... ...... 5% 4 || -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Pullman..... ...... homson-Houston.

Port Huron, Mich..... Port Huron Electric Ry. ............ ......... Oct. 17, '86. 2.5 4 10 & 15 4o 2 Stephenson& Brill...IVan Depoele.

Port Townsend. Wash... [Port Townsend St. Ry. Co... . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 3 3 || -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Pullman............ Thomson-Houston.

Plattsmouth, #eb. Plattsmouth Electric Railroad ........ . . . . . . . . . Sept. *f; '88. 2 2 30 --------|--------|---------- ---------- Sprague.

Plymouth, Mass. . . . . . . P. and Kingston Ry. Co......... .............. June 8, '89. . . . 4% 3 - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - Brill........... ... [Thomson-Houston.

Pueblo, Col......... ... Pueblo CityRailway...... .................. ... [.............. 21 to 1---- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Thomson-Houston.

uincy, Mass.......... uincy and Boston Street Railway Co.... ...... - - 7.50 4. 3o 150 7 |Brill .............. Thomson-Houston.

uincy, Ill............ uincy Elec. Ry... ........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . "..............l........ 8 15 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Sprague.

eading, Pa. ... ....... Past Reading Ry. Co ... .......... . . . . . . . . Nov. 27, '88. 1.33 8 15 66 8 Stephenson ........ Sprague.

- "--------- ... Neversink Mountain Railway... ..............*..............l....... 4. 3o - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - -- Sprague.

Red Bank, N.J....... Red Bank and Sea Bright Railway Co... . . . . ."........ . . . . . 3 3 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Houston.

Revere, Mass ......... Revere St. Ry. Co. . . . .................................. ... 4. 6 3o 2OO 7 || --------- - - - - - - - - - - Thomson-Houston.

Richmond, Ind........ Richmond St. Ry. Co..........................' ....... ..... 4. 6 --------|-------------. Brill .............. Thomson-Houston.

Richmond, Va.... . . . . The Richmond Union Pass. Railway Co......... Feb. 1, '88. 13-5 42 15. 4oo 9.1 |Brill................ S C.

Rochester, N.Y.... ... Rochester Elec. R. Co.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6.20 Q 3o 16o 4. Stephenson ... - omson-Houston.

- " ........ Rochester Railroad Co...... ... ..............*............. 55 2Oo. 1 - - - - - - - - 1200 1-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Short.

Rockford, Ill ... ... Rockford St. Ry. Co................... ........' ............. 6% 7 |-|--|--|--|--|--|--|--|- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Thomson-Houston.

Sacramento, California...]Central Street Railway Company........................ . . . . . . . . . . . I l- - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Storage Battery.

Saginaw. Michigan.... Saginaw Union Street Railway Co........ . . . . *.............. 20 25 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Thomson-Houston.

- - ... Saginaw Union Railway . ............................ ... 17.5 20 25 3oo Nil. 1................ ... National.

Salem, Mass .......... Naumkeag Street# Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 6 -------|--|--|--|--|--|--|--|--------------- Sprague & T.-H.
Salem, N.C............ Salem and Winston Electric Ry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .*l.------------. 5 17 3o 120 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . S uC.

Salem, Ohio... ... . . . Salem Electric Street Ry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . * ... . . . . . . . . . 2 3 20 ! - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - homson-Houston.

" " ........... Capital City Railway Company ... ......................... 2 2 15 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Sprague.

Salem, Ore. .......... Capital City Ry . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2 2 15 45 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Sprague.

Salt LakeCity, Utah ... Salt Lake City Railroad Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - 6% 35 |15 & 3o 400 |....... Stephenson. . . . . . . .#:
San Jose...... ....... San Jose and Santa Clara R. R. Co ... . . . . . . * ............ 9 6 15 80 l........! ----------- ... [Thomson-Houston.

£ N.Y... Saratoga Electric Railway Co.................. *... . . . . . . . . . 2% 2 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Thomson-Houston.

Sault Ste Marie, Mich...S. S. Marie St. Ry. Co.............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 8 1. IOO 11 Pullman... ......... National. -

Scranton, Pa ....... The People's Street Ry...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 20 115 # 3o 3oo ! . . . . . . . Brill . . . . . . . . . S C.

- ".... ...... Scranton Suburban Ry. Co ........................ .......... 5 1o 15 & 3ol. 28o 9% |Brill, Pullman...... ouston,

* “..... ...... Nayaug Cross-Town Ry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.5o 3 |- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Brill ... ........ Thomson-Houston.

* “ . . . . . . . . [Scranton Passenger Ry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Nov. '88 . . . . . 2 4. 30 | . . . . . . . to 1-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Thomson-Houston.

Seattle, Washington.... Seattle Elec. Ry. and Power Co... . . . . . . . . . . . . . April 7, '89. 5 13 20 & 3o 240 8 Pullman............ Thomson-Houston.

- - ... Green Lake Electric Railway. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .* ............. 4% 2 30 | . . . . . . . 4. Pullman........... Thomson-Houston.

- - ... West Street and Northend Railway Company ...*.............. 12 12 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Thomson-Houston.

Sedalia, Mo........... Electric Railway, Light and Power Co. . . . . . . . . . ".............. Io 8 -------|------------------------------------ Thomson-Houston.

- " ........... Sedalia St. #. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - *..............l........ 4. 30 || --------|--|--|--|--|------------ - - - - - - - Sprague.

Sherman, Texas........ College Park Electric Belt Line. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4. 5 15 60 l. ... ...l.. ---------------- Sprague.

Shreveport, La.......... Shreveport Ry. and Land Improvement Co . . * . . . . . . . . . . . . 5% 4 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Thomson-Houston.

Sioux City, Ia .......Sioux City Street Railway. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 14 18- 15 & 3ol.... ...l........ Pullman.......... Sprague.

Sioux Falls, S.D....... South Dakota Rapid Transit Railway Co...... "...... ...... 4% 3 30 --------|--|--|--|--|-----------, -------£:
South Bend, Ind..... ... South Bend and Muskawaka St. Ry. Co..................... 8 6 1........l... ....l...... l.... ............... son-Houston.

Southington, Conn...... Southington and Plantsville Ry. Co...... . . . . . ............ 1,8 2 20 40 3 ---- - - -- Thomson-Houston,
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Spokane Falls, Wash...'Ross Park Street Railway...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.4% 2O Thomson-Houston.

Springfield, Mass. . . . . . . Spuingfield City Ry. Co............ ......................... 2 6 Thomson-Houston.

- " ...... Springfield St. Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .*... ......... 2. o Thomson-Houston.

Springfield, Ill. ... Springfield CityRy. Co... . . . . . . . . . . .” ----. - - - - - 7 8 homson-Houston.

St. Catharine's, Ont. ... St. Catharine's, Merritton & Thorold St. Ry. Co-Oct. '87 . . . . . . 8 12 Van Depoele.

Sterling, Ill..... ----. Union Electric Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 6 7 Sprague.

Steubenville, Ohio...... Steubenville Elec. Ry. Co...... .......... .................. 2.5 8 Sprague.

Stillwater, Minn ... Stillwater Electric Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . June 28, '89 5 4. Sprague.

St. Joseph, Mo........ St. Jos. Union Pass. Ry. Co.................... . . .......... IO 2O Sprague.

- - " ........ Wyatt Park Railway Co........................ . . . . . ....... IO 18 Sprague.

- - " ...----. People's Railroad Co - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 To 19 ...Sprague.

St. Louis, Mo ......... Lindell Street Railroad Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15% 8o £

- - - --St. Louis Bridge Co ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 4 homson-Houston

- - South Broadway Line ... Nov. 1. '88 3 13 Short Series

- - Union'' Ry. Co... . . . . . . . . . . . . . *|... . . . . . . . . . 12% 3o Thomson-Houston.

- - --- St. Louis Ry. Co ....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3. 3 Thomson-Houston

St. Paul, Minn.......... St. Paul City Ry. Co... - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 6 4. Thomson-Houston.

- - * ... ... Grand Ave£- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Dec '89. 6 Thomson-Houston.

- - * . ... St. Paul St. Ry. . . . . . . . . . . . --. -- - - - - - - Sprague.

Sunbury, Pa... ... S. &'and St. Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . Daft.

Syracuse, N.Y.. . Third Ward Rallway Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Thomson-Houston

Tacoma, Wash. . Pacific Ave. Street Railroad Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Sprague.

- - . Tacoma Ave. Street Railroad Co. £
Toledo, Ohio. , Toledo Elec. Ry. Co ... ... homson-Houston.

Topeka, Kan Topeka Rapid Transit Co........ . . . . . . Thomson-Houston.

Toronto, Ont . Metropolitan Street Railway Co. . . . . . - - Thomson-Houston.

Troy, N.Y. . Troy and Lansingburg Street Railroad Co . . . [S prague.

Utica, N.Y............ Utica Belt Line Ry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - Thomson-Houston.

- “. . . . . . . .... Utica & Mohawk Ry ........... ..... ....... Sprague.
Vancouver, B.C. ....... Vancouver Electric Ry. and Lighting Co...... -Thomson-Houston.

Victoria, B. C. . . . . . . . . . National Electric Lightin and Tramway Co 4. Thomson-Houston.

Washington, D.C.. . . . . Eckington and Soldiers' Home Elec. Ry. Co 3. ... Thomson-Houston.

- “. . . . . . . Georgetown and Tenalley Street Railway Co..*... . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 6 ... Thomson-Houston.

West Bay City, Mich...W. B. City Electric R. k - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - |Dec. 1, '89.... 5 12 Sprague.

West Superior, Wis. ... Douglas Co. St. Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . | - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2 4. Daft and T.-H.

Wheeling, W. Va...... Wheeling Railway Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . |Mar. 27, '88. 1o 5 Thomson-Houston.

Wichita, kan ... . Riverside and Suburban Ry. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . Nov. 13, '88.. 5 O . Thomson-Houston.

- * . . . . . . . . . Wichita Suburban. . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - ------------- 7.5 7 Sprague.

Wilkesbarre, Pa.. . . . . . . . Wilkesbarre and Suburban Street Railway Co...! . . . . . . . . . . 4 Io prague.

- " ........ Wilkesbarre and WestSide Railway Co. . .....* 4. 3. Sprague.

Wilmington, Del........ [Wilmington City Ry. Co., Riverview Line . . . . . . . . . . . . - - 1% 4. -Sprague.

- “. . . . . . " “ “ “ Eighth St. Line...... Mar. 2, '88 ... 1.3-5 6 £ --

Windsor, Ont. . . . . . . . . . . Windsor Elec. St. Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - 2 2 an Depoele.

Winona, Minn. . . . . . . . . Winona City St. Ry. Co... . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 Thomson-Houston.

Youngstown, O..... Youngstown Elec. Ry. Co...... . . . . - 6 Sprague.

Florence, Italy ... Firenzi and Fiesole Tramway Co .............. 12 30 | . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . sprague
Tokio,(' - - Tokio Exhibition Line . . . . . . . . . . . 2 30 . . . . 'Sprague

Berlin, Germany... Allgemeine Elektricitats Gesellschaft. - - - 3 3o ... [Sprague.

Bremen, Germany. Bremen Tramway Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 - - Thomson-Horiston.

Victoria, Aust. . . . . . . . ... Doncaster and Boxtree Tramway Co. . . . . . . . . . - - - - - Thomson-Houston.

$**". Electric Railway Companies are earnestly requested to notify “ELECTRIC POWER'' of any errors or omis

sions in the above list. ..Aft

BUSINESS NOTES.

The C. & C. Electric Motor Company have recently sold motors

for many widely divers purposes in the industrial field, as the fol

lowing list will show:

One H. P. motor, to the Pennsylvania R. R. shops, Al

toona; Messrs. Galh & Lembke, 21 Union Square, N.Y.; the

First Presbyterian church, Easton, Pa.; }: H. Simpson, 154 W.

23d street, N.Y., to run a ventilating fan; Thompson's, 25 E. 14th

street, N. Y., for the same purpose; Warren & Witherell, 201

Hanover street, Boston, to run a coffee-grinding machine; the

Edison Electric Illuminating Co., Fall River, Mass., C. M. Gage,

Champion Card and Paper Co., Pepperell, Mass.; the Court Jour

nal Publishing Co., 608, F street, Washington, to run a press;

Trinity Episcopal church, W. 4th street, Williamsport, Pa., to

run organ bellows; Trinity church, Easton, Pa.; Silvey Electric

Co., Lima, O.; Wickstead Umbrella Co., 47 John street, N.Y.,

running machine shop; Church of Holy Communion, 6th avenue

and 20th street, N.Y.; Southern District Telegraph & Electric

Co., Birmingham, Ala., to run printing presses; Roanoke Electric

Lt. & P. Co., Roanoke, Va., used in printing the Roanoke Dail

//erald: General Society of Mechanics & Tradesmen, 18 E.£

': N.Y., to run ventilating fan, and St. John's church, Read

1ng, Pa.

Two H. P. motors were sold to T. H. Porter, Stamford,

Conn., to run an elevator; the Edison Illuminating Co., Newport,
R. I.: St. Thomas' church, N. Y., to run a ventilating fan; Meyer

& Singer Co., Lyconing Pants Factory, Williamsport, Pa., to

run sewing machines; Howard & Co., 264 Fifth Avenue, N.Y.,

to run jewellers lathe and polishers; Kobe, Japan; B. F. Robin

son, 2 Broadway, Lawrence, Mass., to run fathe, Ryan Bros.,
Appleton, Wis.

Of three H. P. motor the following sales have been made: Edi

son Illuminating Co., 432 Fifth Avenue, N.Y.; one three H. P.

and one ten H. P. to W. R. Danderson, 194 Water street, N.Y.,

running printing presses; one three H. P. to Leighton & Wilson,

Phoenix Building, Salem, Mass.; Whiting Mfg Co., Union Square,

N.Y. to run jewellers lathe and polishers; D. P. Gosline, 32 Oliver

street, Boston, Mass., ventilating fan.

Four H. P. motors have gone to D. Coughlin, 5 Mill street,

Lawrence, Mass., to run 28 saw; Prof. C. A. Young, Halsted

Observatory, Princeton, N. J., to turn Observatory dome; Bradley

Fertilizer Co., North Weymouth, Mass.; Allen & Kenway, 220

Devonshire street, Boston, Mass., to run ventilating blower.

Five H. P. motors were sold to Fell & Josephs, Wilming

ton, Del., to run elevator; Fraser & Chalmers, Salt Lake City,

Utah, to run a dynamo; G. B. Grant, 137 Franklin street, Boston,

Mass.; John J. Tuomey, Jackson, Mich.; Fletcher & Co., Portland,

Me., to run elevator; Dr. Kilbourne, President of Seattle Electric

Railway & Power Co., Seattle, Washington.

The Mercantile Printing Co. of Wilmington, Del., bought a

seven H. P. motor to run presses, and the Solomon Lord Building

at 18th street and Broadway, N. Y., took an eight H. P. motor to

run the elevators in the£, and the Trask Milling Machine

Co., 118 South street, Boston, bought a ten H. P. motor to run the

shop ; also the American Press Association of Chicago, and the

Sunday Telegram of Harrisburg, Pa.

Fifteen H. P. motors went to W. W. Bullock, Wilmington, Del.:

Snyder & Black, 92 William street, N. Y., to run lithographic and

printing presses; William Silverman, The Wire Buckle Sus

pender Co., Williamsport, Pa., to run shop, Queen City Electric

Light Co., Gadsden, Ala., and Perry Woodworth of the Smith

Building, Cincinnati, bought a twenty H. P. motor.
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AERIAL NAVIGATION.

T has been the dream of inventors for many years that

the solution of the problem of aerial navigation

would be accomplished by the cheap production of alumi

num. The lightness and strength of the new metal have.

been thought sufficient to admit of an aluminum car be

ing lifted by a motor whose machinery should be con

structed of the same light material. Mr. Alvan D.

Brock reinforces this belief in an article printed else

where in the present issue. We are not disposed to

combat the view taken by Mr. Brock and others, but it

is of interest to recall that it has been combated by a

very ingenious and able thinker, whose argument is

summarized in his own words as follows:

“I. There is a low limit of weight, certainly not much

beyond fifty pounds, beyond which it is impossible for

an animal to fly. Nature has reached this limit, and,

with her utmost effort, has failed to pass it. 2. The

animal machine is far more effective than any we may

hope to make ; therefore, the linit of weight of the

successful flying machine cannot be more than fifty

pounds. 3. The weight of any machine constructed for

flying, including fuel and engineer, cannot be less than

three or four hundred pounds. Is it not demonstrated

that a true flying machine, self-raising, self-sustaining,

self-propelling, is physically impossible 7"

Of course, Professor Le Conte's argument above sum

marized, is based upon the known fact that the largest

bird weighs little, if any, over fifty pounds, and on the

deduction therefrom that no flying animal can weigh

much above that limit. Professor Le Conte argues, in

other words, that as nature has not produced a larger

bird, it follows that she could not, and he points to the

ostrich and the emu in support of his theory. They are

too heavy to fly, hence their aborted wings. Regarding

the motor employed in the flight of a bird, Professor Le

Conte says: -

“Nerve energy, acting through muscular contraction,

and supplied by the combustion of foods, such as oils,

fats, starch, sugar, and fibrin, together form the most

perfect and efficient engine that we know anything of,

i. e., will do more work with the same weight of ma

chinery and fuel.” Moreover, this natural machine is

its own engineer, while “the flying machine must carry

its engineer.”

It must be conceded that the argument is a very strong

one, but the day 1s apparently at hand when it will be

quite possible to try a flying machine constructed in

strict accordance with Mr. Brock's suggestions. We hope

the test will realize all that is expected of it.

THE CONDUIT SYSTEM AGAIN.

ELIABLE advices reach us that the Thomson

Houston Electric Company is experimenting on a

large scale with an improved electrical conduit system

for street railways. This might have been foreseen at

the time when the same company purchased a control

ling interest in the Bentley-Knight Electric Railway

Company; and, in fact, it was prophesied by ELECTRIC

PoweR on the occasion of publishing the announcement

of the purchase referred to. So quietly, however, has

the work of experimentation been carried on, and so

little has been said in the public prints about electric

railway conduits, that one might have supposed nobody

to be thinking of any system of electrical propulsion ex

cept the overhead and the storage battery. But we are

assured by good authority that the Thomson-Houston

Company will soon be prepared to supply large cities

which will not permit the overhead structure with prac

tical and operative conduit railways. We have never

for a moment doubted the possibility of this, but it is

gratifying to know that the consummation is so near at

hand. In our judgment the perfecting of an electrical

conduit railway system will remove the only rival elec

tricity now has in any part of the field of traction. There

is, at present, some show of reason in the claim that

electricity cannot fairly compete with the cable in the

only line of work for which the cable is fitted; that is,

in furnishing means of transportation in large centres of

population. To those whose eyes are more sensitive

than their ears, the sight of an overhead wire, added to

the massive structures that support an elevated road, or

to the fire-alarm and police circuits, might seem more

objectionable than the moaning of the cable. But a

successful electrical conduit system will remove the need

for such a balancing of evils. The sooner the new

Thomson-Houston conduit is ready the better.

ELECTRICITY OR CABLE FOR BROADWAY.

THE recent change in the ownership of the Broad

way street railroad in this city, has been brought

about with a view of dispensing with horse power on

that important line. Although to-day it is the most

important surface railroad in the city, it is an interesting

fact that its construction was opposed for many years

by the very property holders who had most to gain by

its establishment.

This was one of the many instances where the con

servatism of capital overreached itself, for it is probable

that had the road been in operation twenty-five years

ago the rental value of property on Broadway would

have been higher than it practically is to-day, simply

because it would have afforded better business facilities,

thus retaining the trade which hasgone elsewhere. Other

causes may have operated to produce the changes which
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have taken place in the occupancy of Broadway prop

erty, but this was no doubt one of them.

Few people could be found to-day who would wel

come the return of the old-fashion stages, which have

now disappeared from our streets. The Broadway line

is one on which the cable system could be operated

with more satisfaction to the stockholders than any other

in New York City. The volume of trafiic is large, and

the street is practically straight. In this particular case

the choice for motive power is narrowed down to elec

tricity or the cable. With all other wires removed from

the street, there could be little reason for opposing the

erection of an overhead electric system, if that was the

only method of securing electric traction. The question

might assume the phase ~ it has in Boston—if you

will not tolerate overhead conductors, then you can

have no rapid transit. Such will not be the case, how

ever, in New York.

Storage battery cars have been operated to a limited

extent on the Madison Avenue line for over a year, and

have given entire satisfaction to the people. There

have been intermissions of service owing to patent liti

gation, which will, of course, be obviated in the course

of time. Some doubts have also been expressed as to

the economy of accumulators as compared with horses.

Within reasonable limits this has nothing to do with the

case. The increased traffic, which is a legitimate result

of superior service, outweighs the enhanced cost, even

admitting it to exist. There is no question about this,

and it has been proved in so many cases, that it seems

needless to refer to it. This fact is of more importance

in New York than elsewhere, for the reason that the

elevated roads are already uncomfortably crowded, and

the surplus would gladly patronize a surface line offer

ing satisfactory service. A very large percentage of the

passengers of the Sixth avenue elevated road would

travel on Broadway, if nearly the same speed could be

- attained.

Under existing street conditions, however, the chances

of a blockade are becoming more and more frequent,

owing to the growth of the city, and the increase of

underground work, requiring frequent excavations both

for construction and repairs. The perfect control of the

electric car is one of its greatest advantages, and with its

introduction the saving of the space now occupied by

horses, as well as its facilities for change in speed, stop

ping and reversal, will tend rather to diminish than in

crease the chances of street blockades. While it may

not be the exact truth to say that the cable system is_

obsolete, still the indications are that it has practically

reached its maximum of improvement, and that except

ing in special cases, the day is near at hand when no

progressive manager of a street railway would recom

mend its adoption. The success it has already attained

has been due to the careful perfection of its mechanical

details. The electric motor is receiving the same care

ful attention, and with the lapse of an equal period of

time, when a knowledge of electricity becomes a part of

the mental equipment of the mechanical engineer, as

that of steam is to-day, the cable railroad will be looked

upon with the same feeling of veneration which is

aroused to-day by an occasional glimpse of a canal boat

going at full speed. Even if the cable system is adopted,

however, it will be a satisfaction to know that its steam

engines and conduits may be utilized for an electrical

equipment.
 

ELEVATED SIDEWALKS.

0 those who have witnessed the crusade by the

press against overhead wires, during the past few

years, it is satisfactory to note that the dangers in the

streets from passing vehicles, are receiving attention as

being still more prevalent. The old suggestion of ele

vated sidewalks has been revived, and onejournal which

makes a specialty of manufacturing sensations has un

dertaken a canvass among business men with a view to

sounding public opinion upon the question. This is but

one of many public improvements necessary to-day, and

which will become more and more imperative in the

future. So far as the roadway is concerned however,

even this would be of little avail. It is true that there

‘is an occasional stoppage of traffic while apoliceman

escorts a lady or a cripple across the street, but ordin

arily the foot passenger must look out for himself.

Many of our streets need “double decking ” either by

digging out below, or building above, but every meas

ure of this character must first be “ assayed" by the

politicians, to see whether it will pay for working.

With the advent of electricity for motive purposes, and

lighting, most of the objections to an underground

railway may be removed, and work should begin at

once. People are tired of the continual clashing of op

posing interests, what is needed is progress. This is far

more important than the consolidation of the neighbor

ing cities into what is called “the greater New York."

In fact a proper system of intercommunication would

be the most important step that could be taken toward

bringing about such a union of municipal interests.

The elevation ‘of sidewalks is comparatively a small

matter, yet it might prove a most instructive object les

son, by teaching us that there are many public improve

ments which might readily be undertaken by the au

thorities that would add much to the comfort and con

venience of the people.

A TANGIBLE PLEA.

FTER the various attempts which have beenmade

to prevent the execution of Kemmler by electricity,

that which is next to be made gives promise of having

a substantial foundation. The Westinghouse alternating

dynamos, which were purchased for the State from a

dealer in second hand electrical machinery, are patented

articles, and were sold to the original purchasers under

suitable restrictions; that they would be used for certain

specified purposes, and within the limits of acertain dis

trict. Of course it was not necessary that the State

should use these particular machines, but when it be

came a party to a contract with a person whose object

was to serve his own personal ends, those who under
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stood the facts, knew that the impelling motive of the

contractor was, the injury of the company manufacturing

this type of dynamo. There was nothing to show that

it was either the best or cheapest machine which could

be obtained for the purpose. If all the facts in the case

are as specified, and can be proven, an opportunity may

yet be afforded for some other person to achieve notoriety

as the coming electrical executioner. It is understood

that the great original is entirely satisfied, and content

to rest upon the laurels he has already won. If con

demned criminals are to be executed by electricity,‘ three

new machines must be purchased and installed.

AMERICAN DIPLOMACY.

AMERICANS have a pernicious habit of decrying

their diplomatic service as obsolete and unneces

_ sary, and the Government often appears to act upon that

principle. It must have been for this reason that the

United States was left without a competent representa

tive at the original International Convention for the

Protection of Industrial Property. If we had then been

represented by a man familiar with the facts, not to say

the needs, of our patent system, a great deal of mischief

would have been prevented. The members of the body

which convened at that time occupied themselves in

trying to find some common ground on which all the

countries could meet and find advantage. There seems

to have been no attempt to overreach or practice tricks

of diplomacy, but only an effort to formulate a compact

by which all the subscribing Governments would be

gainers. Under such circumstances, it would only have

been necessary for the United States to give expression

to the fact that the ‘articles proposed (and afterward

agreed to) would not help us, in order to have defeated

their adoption.

' It can scarcely be doubted that a proposition on the

part of this Government to_ make the seven months’

limit for lodging applications in the different countries

begin with the date of the first patent and not with that

of the first application, would have been accepted with

little opposition, if any, by the contracting parties at

their first meeting. But there being no one present in

our interest who knew that this was the only thing that

could give the action of the convention any value to us,

the present articles, almost absolutely without effect so

far as we are concerned, were subscribed to. Some of

the countries could give their seal to the articles without

raising any conflict between them and their domestic

patent laws; others signed the agreement and then alter

ed their statutes to correspond ; and still others made~ the

needful statutary alterations first and signed the Conven

tion afterwards. And what did the United States do,

after having shown such consummate diplomatic skill

at the first meeting of the States? It waited a year or

two, as if the act required great deliberation, and then

signed the agreement just for the fun of the thing, or,

perhaps, for the sake of being“ in it" in the case of such

a high-toned social affair. There could scarcely have

been any other reason for its action, as the benefits

likely to accrue from an adhesion to the compact were

infinitesimal. Since the first meeting, there have been

several in which our Government has borne a part quite

as brilliant as that it took at the start. This year, how

ever, the Government actually delegated men of excel

lent ability and, what is quite as, much, perfectly well

acquainted with the needs and conditions of our patent

system, to attend the meeting of the States at Madrid.

Moreover, these men appear to have disregarded the

purely social view of the affair taken by our Government,

and to have made genuine attempts to secure reform.

But what could they do when Mr. Reader Lack chose to

remind them that England, who had once changed her

laws to conform to the articles of agreement, could

hardly be expected to change them again because one

or the parties to the agreement wished to correct its

own blunder? Especially, when this reminder was en

forced by similar ones from many delegates ? “Why did

you not make your suggestion at the original meeting?

At that time we would not have opposed you.” And

all this to the shame of American diplomacy. To

the credit of it, when properly conducted, let us mention

that, even after such knock-down arguments, the pro

posed amendment of our representatives received the

votes of five out of the fifteen countries represented.

_ Those who are behind the scenes in regard to electric

traction in America are aware that it cannot hold out

much longer in that country ; hence the strenuous efforts

that are now being made to get up a “ boom" in this

country before the anticipated export’ in America, and to

smother and hush up as much as possible the utter

collapse of the electrical system in Brussels.

THE above is an extract from the letter of a “com

pressed air” fiend in London 1ndustri'e.r., He is swelling

with suppressed information regarding the inside history

of electric railway exploiting in America. Why not let

some of it escape? If it be true that a certain electrical

system has collapsed, are we to quietly lie down, and

admit that there is nothing equal to compressed air?

We are not built that way.

THE author of the New York I1/orld article, on the

“Cars of juggernaut" has been heard from after a

silence of five months. He is now writing papers for the

Boston T/-ave//er, under such pyrotechnic headings as,

“The West End Rai1way’s Sunday Sacrifice"; “The

Modern Demon Still Continues to Kill." Now that he

has been discovered again, this wild-eyed journalist

ought to be captured and taken back.

W12 should be glad to have an expression from our.

readers on the matter of the patent abstracts, which we

have been accustomed to print at the end of each number.

They are omitted from the present issue and the pub

lication of them will not be resumed, unless our readers

should express themselves in favor of a return to the

custom.
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THE AGE OF ALUMINUM.'

BY ALVAN D. BROCK.

Shakespeare divided the life of the individual man

into Seven Ages. Historians have. generally been

accustomed to characterize certain more or less well-de

fined periods of man's occupation of the earth according

to the nature of the materials of which his weapons,

tools and domestic utensils were fashioned. Thus we

are now certain that our primitive forefathers of the

Stone Age dwelt mainly in natural or artificial caves,

and that rough and unwieldly implements of stone were

their main reliance for attack and defence and the needs

of their extremely limited cuisine. His search after a

more tractable material as a substitute for the rigid and

unyielding mineral was finally rewarded by the discov

ery and production of copper in comparatively large

quantities. This was a tremendous step forward, but

nevertheless this extremely useful and almost indispen

sable metal lacked certain qualities that were of the

utmost importance to the men of the Stone Age in their

desperate struggle for existence against the animate and

inanimate forces of nature. Readily fusible and ex

tremely ductile and malleable, it was of priceless value

in many of their rude handicrafts, but it did not possess

the essential qualities of hardness and tenacity requisite

for the weapons of t_he chase and the tools of the con

structive arts. When at length it was discovered that

alloys of copper, zinc, tin and silver could to a very great

extent supply the missing qualities, though neither

metal possessed them separately, a long leap forward

was taken, and the Age of Bronze succeeded that of

stone. Most of the gigantic monuments of human am

bition and energy which have been preserved to us from

prehistoric times could doubtless never have existed but

for the discovery of bronze. And while the useful and

mechanical industries received a wonderful impulse, the

many and priceless relics of jewelry and statuary of

that period now preserved in the museums and art-col

lections of the civilized world bear witness to the great

development of the artistic sense during the Bronze

Age. It was a true epoch in man's steadymarch toward

complete dominion over all natural forces.

The Age of Iron has been characterized by achieve

ments of the most marvellous character in science,

mechanics and art, and the most radical and sweeping

changes in government, society, trade, commerce and

manufactures. The most formidable natural barriers

have been either gradually thrown down, surmounted or

penetrated. The profoundest secrets of nature were

one after another wrested from her, and her hitherto

most impenetrable, refractory and ungovernable forces

dragged into light, tamed, and harnessed to man's im

perial car.

Spurred on by these great results the early metallur

gists continued their eager hunt for other metals, in the

hope of discovering one whose hardness, tenacity, mal

leability, ductility and wide and abundant distribution

should be superior even to bronze, and their search and

experiment were finally rewarded by the permanent

addition of iron to the head of their scanty list of valuable

metals.

But while the discovery of iron opened up almost bound

less avenues for the profitable employment of skill, in

genuity and scientific research, it soon became apparent

that while far superior to bronze, there were stillmiss

mg several qualities essential to its ready manipulation,

and the permanence and security of the machinery and

structures of which it formed a part. It readily became

corroded by exposure to the elements as well as by most

acids, continuous vibration and tension soon destroyed

its homogeneity, and powerful expansion and contraction

1

under extremes of heat and cold taxed the skill and in

genuity of the engineer to prevent it from wrenching

‘ apart his strongest and most ponderous structures. It

often baffied the most experienced and skillful molder

to produce perfect castings, and serious flaws frequently

escaped the most rigid tests and inspections in massive

forgings upon the integrity of which depended the lives

and fortunes of thousands.

When Bessemer‘s great invention ushered in the Age

of Steel it was announced with great confidence that

iron when passed through the “ converter" was trans

formed into a metal which possessed in a much greater

degree all the virtues of iron and none of its vices. Un

fortunately, this was not the case. Some of the defects

of iron were even magnified in steel. The difiiculties

and uncertainties of obtaining perfect castings and forg

ings were increased ; and while iron and steel alone ren

dered possible the advent of the Age of Steam, which is

the most, marked and wonderful of all the eras in man's

history, the capacities of these two great metals set well

defined limits to the achievements of the race in several

directions.

scaled by the iron horse on the iron roadway, or else

their very bowels were pierced with enormous tunnels;

and within the year an audacious Frenchman, unmind

ful of the Divine wrath launched at his ancient prede

cessors, has reared ‘a gigantic but graceful iron tower

far above the limits reached by the builders of Babel of

biblical fame, and‘ thus far Heaven's fiercest thunder

bolts have gambolled harmlessly at hide-and-seek amidst

its intricate net-work of electrical conductors.

On the seas, steam with the aid of iron and steel, has

established man's supremacy, and the ocean is fast be

-coming little more than a grand ferry-way between

widely separated communities, and the time is fast ap

proaching when our ocean greyhounds will travel with

all the safety and celerity of our fastest express trains.

But there remains the most extensive ocean of which

man has any actual personal knowledge, and which is of

far more importance to his'daily needs than the salt seas,

and yet he has so far been unable to explore its depths

and heights and areas, except by short, infrequent and

very hazardous flights. I refer to the vast aerial expanse,

inhabited and traversed by the feathered tribes, but prac

tically untraversed by man, with all his boasted science,

ingenuity and skill. Here'steam is prohibited to him,

because the great weight of iron and steel seem to pre

clude the use of steam or any other motive power in the

propulsion of an air-ship. As long as an air-ship must

depend upon hydrogen or its compounds to lift and sus

tain it in the air, so long the navigation of the atmosphere

will practically remain an unsolved problem. But when

a motor shall have been produced, the weight of whose

machinery is less by three or four times than the steam

or electric motor, the last impediment to such naviga

tion will have been removed, and then we may surely

look forward to the substitution of the air-ship for the

railway train in the conveyance of human freight, at least,

over land and sea, and at such speeds as will make our

present railway travel seem as slow as that by stage now

appears.

What is the prospect of such a desirable consumma

tion ? Great strides towards reduction in the weight of

steam and electric engines have been made during the

last five years, and it is certain that the weight of the

latter, measured by the horse-power in the future will

be at least fifty per cent. less than the average of the

present standard motors by the best makers. But it is

very doubtful if such an engine either by steam or elec

tricity will be produced, if it is to be constructed of iron

or steel, though President Babcock, of the Mechanical

On the land the loftiest mountains were '
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Engineers’ Association, expresses confidence in such a

result, in view of recent progress.

Of what material, then, shall we construct the future

airship motor? There is but one answer, so far, at least,

as the science and invention of to-day afford us any light.

The metal Aluminum promises all the necessary qualities

for such an engine—lightness, strength, malleability and

ductility.

Before proceeding to_ discuss at length the sources,

methods of production, leading qualities, and behavior

in different relations, of this youngest and scarcest of all

the valuable metals, a brief account of its discovery may

prove,not uninteresting.

Aluminum was first actually produced, in a pure state,

-by Wohler, a German chemist, in 1846, and then only in

minute globules, though he claimed to have accomplished

the work in 1827; but this claim is now generally dis

credited. To Lavoisier, acelebrated French chemist, is

due the first suggestion of a metallic base of the earths

and alkalies, and Sir Humphrey Davey, the inventor of

the miner's safety-lamp, twenty years after Lavoisier’s

suggestion, succeeded in obtaining the allied metals,

potassium and sodium, from their difiicult combinations.

During the reign of Napoleon III, Henri Ste. Claire

Deville effected great improvements upon the processes

of producing aluminum from some of its numerous

oxides and sulphates, notably from alum. The late

Emperor subscribed.$7,500 toward defraying the cost of

Deville’s experiments, and the first article ever made

from the metal was a rattle for the baby Prince Impe

rial, whose untimely death at the hands of the Zulus in

South Africa the reader will recall. Napoleon was

chiefly impelled to assist in the devclopmennof this then

very rare metal in the hope that its great strength when

compared with its remarkable 1evity—for its specific

gravity is only one-third that of iron, and nearly the

weight of glass—would prove of great service in the

construction of his pet navy, for which the “ Nephew of

his Uncle " cherished most ambitious projects, as did the

founder of the family before him. But Sedan sponged

the Napoleonic slate clean of all such dreams.

Aluminum is by far the most abundant of all metals,

as it is a constituent in greater or less proportions of a

little upward of two hundred known minerals, the most

widely distributed of which is common clay, of which

aluminum constitutes twenty-five per cent. It exists in

less proportions in sand and granite and nearly every

precious stone owes its chief beauties and excellencies

to aluminum. Corundum, one of the hardest of all min

erals, as it will cut even the diamond, contains a large

percentage of aluminum. Cryolite, the well-known min

eral soap, found in such abundance in Greenland, fur

nishes the greatest percentage of aluminum of any base,

and is one of the chief sources of its present commercial

production. Emery,'closely allied to corundum, is also

a prolific source of the metal. The beautiful sapphire

is almost wholly composed of aluminum.

The metal is white in color and next in luster to silver,

but has never been found in a pure state. It is as mal

leable as gold, and nearly as tenacious as iron, while much

more soft and ductile. It melts at 1,3oo° Fah., and does

not oxidize even in a moist atmosphere, and is not tarn

ished by gases, and not affected by any of the acids, with

one exception, and by very few of the alkalies, chlorine

being the most active of the latter. It is thus especially

adapted to the manufacture of culinary and other uten

sils, where copper and iron are objectionable. Its great

strength and exceeding lightness make it invaluable in

the construction of articles for the use of troops in active

service, for surveying and exploring parties, for optical

instruments, and a multitude of other purposes, where

the qualities enumerated are required. Its ductility is

very great, enabling wire of exceeding fineness to be

drawn from it. It can be hammered, rolled, spun,

brazed, and even welded, more readily than copper, and

like this latter metal its softness and capacity to be

worked is much increased by heating and then suddenly

cooling by plunging in water.

But these are among the least of its remarkable prop

erties. As previously stated, it readily alloys with

almost every other metal. With copper it forms a true

chemical union, as is proved by the fact that the union

is attended with a sudden and intense degree of heat,

- and a compound is thus formed that is far superior to

either metal by itself, with none of the defects of the

copper. This extraordinary alloy is known as alumi

num-bronze, and is composed of about 10 per cent. of

aluminum and silicon, .with ninety of copper. Accord

ing to tests by our War Department made at the Water

town, N. Y., Arsenal, this bronze possesses a~ tensile

strength per square inch of cross-section of 72,500 lbs.

and an elastic limit of 33,000 lbs., without permanent

set.

Another alloy of 3% per cent. of aluminum with

33‘/3 zinc and copper showed a tensile strength of 82,500

lbs., and an elastic limit of 65,000 lbs. At the same time

and place a test was made of brass gun bronze, which

the government has been using for the past fifty years.

This alloy is composed of 88 per cent. copper, to per

cent. tin and 2 per cent. zinc. The results were, tensile

strength, 23,000 lbs., and elastic limit, I8,ooo—ab0ut 3%

times less than with the 3% per cent. of aluminum and

zinc with copper.

An alloy of aluminum'with small quantities of nickel

and copper develops a tensile strength of 111,000 lbs.

which has been appropriately called “ Hercules metal."

Very recently the direct reduction of clay has given an

alloy of silicon and aluminum in nowise inferior to the

best of those just described.

But this record still by no means exhausts the list of

remarkable properties of this truly extraordinary metal,

which more than fulfills many of the attributes ascribed

to the famed philosopher's stone, of which the old alche

mists dreamed, for which they strived and starved, suf

fered unheard of tortures, and were even popularly be

lieved to have sold themselves to the Evil One. And

there are intelligent men even in this day. of scientific

knowledge who believe that a favored few achieved the

goal of their desires, but allowed the perilous knowledge

to die with them. Still others believe that the precious

secret isstill preserved in the religiously hidden and

guarded archives of the old Rosicrucians and other mystic

orders, to be produced by their modern- successors when

the world is ripe enough to receive it—-about the time,

probably, which is to usher in the millennial age, fore

told by the prophets, seers, and inspired writers of every

age, whose legends, traditions and records history has

preserved to us. In that time, however, it seems certain

that gold will have lost its magic power, and that those

whose chief possessions are then counted in its coins

will be poor indeed. If the New Utopia of “ Looking

Backward” is possible of realization, the next century's

financial obligations to pay will not stipulate redemp

tion “ in gold coin of the United States."

Be that as it may, aluminum has already established

its claim to be regarded as of infinitely more value to

mankind than gold, even now. The latter metal is not

by any means indispensable to society. VVere it to be

suddenly struck out of existence it would cause great dis

turbance and even universal calamity, for the time

being ; but the trade, commerce and manufactures of

the world would soon readjust themselves upon a new

medium of exchange, and the earth would wag on again

as usual. But if iron, steel, or even copper should meet
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a like fate what an inconceivable disaster would befall

us, and when and where would be found substitutes for

them P

Aluminum has been well styled “the metal of the

future.” At present it is but the faithful servant of iron

and steel, but as its extraordinary qualities are being

widely demonstrated in actual use, and as the methods

of its production are being constantly cheapened, while

the ores are more widely distributed than those of any

other metal, I do not think I am over sanguine in assum

ing that the day is not far distant when aluminum will I

stand at the head of the list of metals employed by_the

engineer and artisan. Let us see what is the character

and scope of the present duties of aluminum. As we

have seen, 10 per cent. of aluminum added to copper

gives it the strength of steel. “ Simple castings of the

mixture," says London Engineering, the highest authority

upon such subjects in the world, “have a tensile

strength of roo,ooo lbs. to the square inch, and if

it be rolled and wire-drawn, double t/air strengl/1

ran be o&taz'nea'." Again, says the same authority,

if one-tenth of one per cent. of aluminum be added

to a crucible of melted wrought-iron, the metal

becomes quite fluid, and can be run into molds for the

production of small castings without any difliculty. In

a similar manner, steel yields to its spell and abandons

its inveterate habit of forming blow-holes, producing

sound castings, free from the hidden flaws which have

so often brought discredit upon this valuable metal. So

with small additions to cast-steel, as with wrought iron,

the tensile strength is greatly increased and perfect

castings with smooth and fine-grain surfaces can be

made. And very recently Mr. ]. \V. Keep, amember of

the Michigan Stove Company, has been experimenting

with alloys of aluminum and cast-iron, both the gray and

the white varieties, and the results were presented in a

paper read by him before the American Association for

the Advancement of Science at its annual meeting last

year.

He shows by a series of elaborate tests made by him

and two eminent collaborators, that aluminum works

wonderful changes in cast-iron, increasing its transverse

strength and enabling it to withstand shocks and blows

which would otherwise prove fatal to it. It also dimin

ishes its shrinkage, makes it fill the mold better, im

proves the skin, renders the grain perfectly even, and

prevents the chilling, and converts white iron into

grey. Aluminum seems to be potent in the most minute

doses, for Mr. Keep has found that one tm-I/iousandt/1 part

added to a ladle of melted cast-iron will keep it fluid five

minutes, while another ladleful of cast-iron without

aluminum will become solid in two and a half minutes.

This astonishing result is accomplished by virtue of the

law that the melting-point of an alloy is determined by

the mean of fluidity of the component parts of the metals

employed. Thus the melting-point of iron, which is.

about 2200“ Fah., is reduced by the use of homoepathic

doses of aluminum fully 500° Fah.

There are as yet practically but two known processes for

the commercial production of aluminum, that of Deville

already mentioned, which has been greatly improved of

late by Castner, whose patents are being worked, espe

cially in England, on a large scale for the production of

the pure metal, The second is the electro-smelting sys

tem of the famous Cowles Brothers, whose extensive

plant is at Lockport, N. Y., where they have two Brush

dynamos of 500 h. p. each, run by water power, and a

third in process of construction. Their extensive works

are employed almost exclusively in the production of

aluminum alloys. Twenty-five large iron foundries in

this country alone are using their product to temper and

improve their castings. lV‘.~.ile the Cowles Brothers can

now produce the pure metal, and are assiduously experi

menting to improve its manufacture, the demand for

the alloys so taxes their present capacities of production

that it is not likely that we shall speedily be able to pur

chase aluminum made by their process at less than its

present price of $2.50 per pound in the shape of alloys.

Even this is a tremendous reduction, for a year ago it was

$13 per pound, five years about $60 per pound, and ten

years since it was worth much more than gold, while a

quarter of century ago, it was a rare curiosity in the chem

ist‘s laboratory, and supposed to be a commercial impos

sibility, so tenaciously did it adhere to its intimate friend

ship with its metallic allies, potassium and sodium‘. For

the latter metal it has a most violent affection. W'hen the

two are brought in contact it requires much skill and

great force to prevent their instant combination. In

fact, it is through this Damon and Pythias friendship be

tween aluminum and sodium that Deville has cunningly

contrived to seduce the former metal from its stronghold.

By introducing quantities of pure sodium into a mixture

of the aluminum bases, alum, corundum, emery, cryolite,

etc., the superior affinity of aluminum for sodium tempts

the former from its concealment and the reunion once

effected, he has contrived a simple way of dissolving the

last alloy and detaching sodium therefrom, leaving pure

aluminum as the valuable residuum.

Originally this method was subject to the serious draw

back, that sodium was as rare and costly as aluminum

itself, and so Deville was forced to devise means to

cheapen its production. Sodium is the metallic base of

common soda, and was first obtained, as already stated,

by Sir Humphrey Davy. A year or two ago Castner

invented a 'proces which soon brought the price of so

dium down to 25 cents per pound. To-day he has so

improved upon the process that it is quoted in the chem

ical price-lists at 8% cents per pound, and immense

works have been established in England and France for

the production of both sodium at the latter price, and

aluminum at $2.50 per pound.

The Cowles process is essentially diflerent. Ores of

aluminum are placed in a close erucible,which is traversed

by positive and negative electrodes. A layer of powdered

charcoal is spread on top of the ore, in which are

alternate layers of iron, copper, zinc or tin, according to

the character of the alloy desired. \Vhen the electrodes

have been put in contact, a current of electricity of high

voltage is sent through them. Then the electrodes are

gradually separated until an arc of great intensity is

produced, when the metals are completely fused and the

desired alloy results. The lower part of the crucible,

being detachable, is then removed, another one sub

stituted, and the work is thus rendered continuous.

The Cowles and Castner processes, so their inventors

sanguinely assert, will, in a few years, be able to put

aluminum in the market at fifteen cents per pound, or

even at the present price of the best iron or steel, ac

cording to the most recent apparently authorized state

ments.

When that time shall arrive the inventor and the

engineer will be enabled to accomplish mechanical and

engineering enterprises now utterly unattainable. By

that time the inventor will have solved the problem of

breaking the waves and tides of the ocean to harness,

and thus be able to transmit their incalculable forces,

transformed into electrical impulses, for the propulsion of

ships, or the driving of gigantic engines on land. Even

now distant waterfalls and thousands of turbulent, braw

ling mountain rivulets and creeks have been impressed in

to the service of electricity in all quarters of the globe,

and tremendous currents of light, heat, and, power, go‘

throbbing through the vast net-work of wires already

woven over or under every city of the civilized world,
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and rapidly extending into every village and even ham

let. Far-seeing capitalists are already quietly hunting

up and securing the most eligible water powers in this

country ; and so surely as the horse-car has been and is

to be displaced in our streets by the electric car, just as

surely will the steam horse on our railways be driven

from the track by the electric locomotive, whose motive

power is distributed by wire from the great central

stations, where water power is abundant. No better

evidence of the ability and shrewdness of the great mag

nate of the Northern Pacific Railroad is needed than the

authorized announcement that he is about to convert

one of his great corporations, in Oregon, into a banking

institution designed mainly to deal with electrical prob

lems in transportation and the distributing of power.

There is water power enough distributed along the

whole length of his great trunk road to furnish a hun

dred times the elec_trical power now developed by his

present locomotives, and in the next decade the snort of

the iron horse on that line will be heard no oftener than

the bellowing of the buffalo.

As Thomas A. Edison has so forcibly put the case,

“ when we shall have harnessed the waves of the ocean

and the torrents of Niagara and other streams, then will

come the “ Millenium of Electricity.” With an almost

countless power, and with a metal one-third the weight

of iron or steel and twice as strong, far more easy of

manipulation, and a conductivity equal to that of copper,

we can beat the eagle and the condor in their highest

and speediest flights, and with the- parachute we can

land passengers, mails, and express packages without

slacking the flight of our power-driven air-ships, un

sustained by the dangerous and unwieldly gas which

has launched hundreds of adventurous and reckless ex

perimenters to their dreadful doom.

The age of electricity is well advanced into its lusty

and vigorous teens, while the age of aluminum is yet in

its rosy infancy ; but the prophetic ken of the scientist

easily foresees the remarkable achievements in the do

main of science and the industrial arts which will flow

from the harmonious co-operation of the mysterious force

of electricity and the magic metal aluminum in the very

near future.

And in the fast growing brilliance of the dawn of the

millenial Age of Electricity and Mechanics may we not

infer with confidence the nearer approach of that other

and infinitely more desirable epoch so often foretold by

seers and prophets; when man, subordinating his purely

selfish instincts to efforts for the betterment of the whole

race, shall learn and know that when he earnestly labors

for the good of the whole, he is really doing his very ut

most for his own advancement and elevation ? Are we

forever to go on in advancing and developing the purely

material interests of society, making it possible for the

few, by means of inventions and improvements in ma

chineryto take unto themselves the results of the labor

of the many? Is there not a science of society and gov

ernment, of dz'strz'butz'on, as well as of production? In short

is there not same method, same system, to be erected upon

the eternal foundations of justice and equity, whereby

the ever-increasing surplus of the necessaries, comforts

and even the luxuries of the civilized world, which groan

in the stores and warehouses of the great centers of popu

lation can be distributed in the homes of the vast armies

of the toilers everywhere hovering on the verge of pov

erty, starvation and pauperism? Day by day the work

of consolidation and combination is going on among all

the great interests concerned in production and distri

bution, until one can almost predict the year and day

when a dozen or less gigantic corporations, composed of

a few thousand individuals, shall be able to fix at will

the prices of every commodity consumed by the other

seventy millions of the nation. Hence the inevitable

counter-combinations of the employed, and the con

comitant disastrous warfare, ending in nine cases out of

ten to the detriment of the masses.

There is, there must be, a scientific solution of these

problems, and while thinkers and workers are groping

blindly to grasp and untangle the twisted threads, the

writer has faith to believe that, through patient struggle

and untiring endeavor, all men shall yet be able to en

joy their just share of the glorious results which must at

tend upon the full development of the powers and pos

sibilities of electricity, when its machinery shall be re

enforced by the remarkable qualities of the metal which

is the subject of this paper.

ELECTRIC RAILROADS IN THE CENSUS.

The use of electricity as a motive power for street

cars will be an important section of the Census Investi

gation of the electrical industry. None of the many

forms of the application of electricity has been devel

oped more rapidly or accompanied by more satisfactory

results than that of the transmission of power for street

car purposes. The Census investigation of the general

subject of transportation has been very properly as

signed to Prof. Henry C. Adams, statistician of the

Interstate Commerce Commission. He has divided the

subject in several sections, one of which is, “ Rapid

Transit in Cities.” This section has been assigned to

Special Agent Charles H. Cooley, a son of Thomas H.

Cooley, Chairman of the Interstate Commerce Commis

sion. The plan of investigation that has been adopted,

is designed to make a comparison between the different

motive powers employed,—animal, steam dummy, ca

bles and electricity,—to show the relative economic

value of each. Electricians can wish for nothing better

than this. The only danger is, that they will experience

from it an embarrassment of success.

Street railroads are now being transformed into elec

tric roads as fast as manufacturers and construction

companies can take care of the business. How they will

manage with an added impetus given to the business, is

hard to predict. We are now filling the fulfilment of a

prophecy made in 1889, regarding the adoption of elec

tric motive power by all street car roads in the country.

"" T/m mange will not be a dzz-elo_;)ment. It will be a

transf0rmalz'0n." '

If the investigation by the Census Office of the rela

tive economic value of the motive powers now in use for

street car service results, as I believe it will, the “ horse

car horse " will disappear. The places that knowhim now

will know him no more. The schedules for the section

of rapid transit in cities will include the inquiries to be

made regarding electric railroads. That part of the

schedules pertaining to the electrical branch of the sub

ject will be prepared under my supervision, and that

portion of the repoit pertaining to the uses of electricity

as a motive power for street cars will be embodied in

my report on the investigation of the electrical industry

as well as in the report of the section making the inves

tigation.

The Census Office is performing a service of great

value for the public in making such special investiga

tion. All who have to do with questions of municipal

management of public affairs are keenly aware of the

necessity of securing reliable data by which to guide

their actions. The cost of obtaining such statistics

through the Census Office is but an infinitesimal tax on

the capitalization of the industries interested, while its

impartial and impersonal character gives it the weight

of an unquestioned authority.

*“ Economic value of Electric Light and Power," p. 12:.
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Mr. Cooley is anxious to have electric railroad men

impressed with the great help they can give him by

filling out and returning their schedules promptly. I

tell him that he will find in this, as in all other matters,

electrical men lead the world. T_hey_can‘t help it. It

is the nature of the “ fluid" they imbibe to make them

“ quick as lightning."

ALLEN R. FOOTE,

Special Agent.

THE ELECTRICAL TRANSMISSION OF_ POWER FOR

MINES.

BY R. H. STERLING.

While the electrical transmission of power in mining

has not been as universally adopted as it has in other

industries, such as electric lighting, manufacturing and

electric railroading, electricity has, nevertheless, a great

and useful future before it in the working and develop

ment of mines. _ _

In no industry does the economical transmission and

distribution of power present a more important ques

tion, nor have greater difficulties been encountered in

obtaining the result, than in mining ; and has any class

of power so thoroughly solved this question, irrespec

tive of the short period of its advent in the field, as

electricity.

It is not my intention to go into the early history of

its practical application in mining, but to show what is

being done in its possibilities.

Suppose we find by measurement that a motor is ab

sorbing 50 amperes of current at a pressure of 1,000 volts,

this would be 5o,ooo watts, or about 67 horse-power.

The mechanical horse-power is 90 per cent. of an elec

trical horse-power.

In any case of electrical power transmission, we must

have, to begin with, the initial power, which may be

water, steam, or any prime mover, which power, con

veyed to the shaft of the dynamo, gives out in its turn

electrical energy, the dynamo having absorbed, how

ever, a certain small percentage in this conversion.

Next comes the conductor in the shape of a copper

wire to carry the current or electrical energy to the ob

ject which is to utilize it. If it be for the purpose of

producing power by this energy, it is sent into an electric

motor, which is nothing more nor less than a dynamo

with its functions reversed—one producing electricity by

absorbing power, the other giving out power by absorb

ing electricity. ' From the revolving shaft of the motor

the power can be applied either by gearing or belts to

any class of work.

The best makes of dynamos and motors have an effi

ciency of 90 per cent. and over, especially in the larger

sizes. If we were to place a dynamo and motor side by

side, and transmit power from one to the other through

a short conductor, we would have an efiiciency at the

moter pulley, allowing for the double conversion, of at

least 85 per cent. When we separate the motor from

the dynamo any distance, another loss in power occurs,

that absorbed by the conductor conveying the current.

This loss may be whatever we elect to make it ; for by

increasing the diameter of the conductor, we can lessen

this loss or we can do the same by increasing the electro

motive force. This loss of energy in the conductor is

one of the most important questions we have to deal

with in long distance transmission, as the cost of wire in

some instances may be the first consideration, and it is

governed by different conditions.

Where we have an abundance of initial power, such

as water, we can afford to lose a larger per cent. of it

on the conductor, thus saving in the cost of wire, but

this means larger generating dynamos at the start in

order to deliver a required amount of power at the

motor. When the supply of power is limited, or the first

power is produced at the cost of coal, we cannot afford

this loss in transmission, so must make the conductor

larger or increase the pressure of the current, this latter

only being limited by the question of safety. This whole

question, which is purely a commercial one, will be de

termined by what the power will be worth delivered by

the motor compared to the cost of copper wire.

This loss in transmission can be lessened by increas

ing the electro-motive force, for it is a well-known

fact the size of wire, and consequently its ‘cost,

varies inversely as the square of the pressure. Thus, if

in a certain case the wire to transmit I00 horse-power

one mile at a pressure of 400 volts, cost $4,000, by doub

ling the pressure to 800 volts we would lessen the cost

of wire to one-quarter, or $1,000.

Thus it will be seen that the distance power can be

transmitted, is only limited by the question of dollars

and cents, and the limit we place on the pressure of cur

rent with regard to safety to life.

Three or even six thousand volts need not be con

sidered prohibitive pressures when carefully handled by

competent men. A steam boiler is a dangerous piece

of apparatus in the hands of those who do not under

stand it, and see the disadvantages we would labor un

der and the small efficiency we would obtain from the

engine, if the pressure of steam were limited to 20 or 30

pounds.

Wires carrying currents of three and four thousand

volts are found in all large cities in supplying arc lights ;

how much safer this current would be if carried through

unsettled districts on a well-built line of poles and de

livered at the mouth of some mine or at a mill to fur

nish power. I would not recommend these pressures

down in the workings of a mine, where the power was

to be subdivided for drilling or used in a number of

places, and the wires handled constantly, nor need this

pressure be taken there, for where current was needed

for drilling and like purposes, I would employ the high

tension current on the surface, as it was delivered from

the distant generator, to propel a motor which in its

turn could drive a dynamo suitable for producing low

tension current of a pressure that could be handled with

impunity in the workings. Of course there would be an

extra expense of machinery in this method, but it could

be easily compensated for by the saving in the cost of

the main conductor, which could necessarily be very

small, if we were not limited to pressure. One of the

first ideas that naturally presents itself to us, when con

sidering the advantages of this agent in long distance

transmission is to make available some distant water

power, which, hitherto on account of its location, has

not been utilized, and bringing this power over wires to

a thickly settled mining district where coal is expensive,

not only so from its first-cost, but the expense of pack

ing it up some mountain trail to the mouth of the mine

—-it costs nothing to send electricity up a hill. VVater

power is not alone to be considered here, we could situ

ate the generating station at some point where coal

could be unloaded from the cars in front of our boilers,

thus saving the haiila e, and produce steam in large

units by the use of t e most economical boilers and

compound engines ; making power much cheaper than

they could at the mine, in their leaky boilers and poorly

constructed engines, irrespective of the question of coal.

But this is not the only point in a plant of this kind in

the light of a commercial undertaking, for by the actual

experience of electric light companies throughout the

country, it is found that owing to the intermittent use

of the motors connected to such a station, it is possible

to connect to it fully twice as many horse-power of
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motors as there is actual capacity for at the generating

plant, as there would never be a time when every motor

would be in use up to its full capacity-—take for example

a hoist, if it were used every minute of the day it would

only be consuming its maximum amount of current

when it was pulling up a load, and no current when let

ting down the bucket, so, according to the law of gen

eral averages, we can have connected and derive a reve

nue from fully twice to two and a half times as many

horse power as was actually being generated at the

station. It is not difiicult to see the profit in such an

undertaking.

There would be no trouble in disposing of all the

power that could be furnished from such a plant in any

mining district, for what mining man would not appre

ciate so ready a means of having power always at hand

by simply turning a switch—-no getting up of steam and

other anoyances—a machine requiring no attention,

perfectly automatic in its action, reliable, and the power

furnished him at a less cost than his steam power—such

is the electric motor.

Motors can easily be attached to the hoists already in

use by simply disconnecting the connecting rod of the

engine and substituting a gear wheel or pulley.

To those already familiar with the use of compressed

air, rope transmission and steam pipes, for mining use,

there need be no argument in favor of electricity as to

first cost (especially compared with pneumatic power),

efliciency and general running expenses. The loss in

compressed air plants, in some instances, reaches as high

as 70 per cent.

Compare our copper conductor with lines of pipe, or

wire rope with its innumerable pulleys consuming

power—the flexibility of this wire conductor and the

ease by which changes can be made in it to suit the

progress of the work when tunneling, its small cost, the

advantage of being able to tap it anywhere and obtain

power or light. Every leaky joint in a line of pipe

means a loss in power, also every turn or angle made in

it by the friction introduced. It may be claimed t-hat

there is a great advantage in compressed air from the

ventilation obtained from the exhaust —ventilating fans

propelled by motors will produce better results. We can

hoist, pump, haul, ventilate, drill, blast and illuminate

all from the one conductor. What other power conveyor

can boast of like advantages? In citing some notable

instances of the application of electricity in mining, a

brief description of the plant in the Comstock mines in

Nevada-—the largest plant of the kind in the world—

might be of interest. There, the water after being used

on the surface to drive a water-wheel which supplies

power to a stampmill, is led by two large iron pipes

down the shaft of the Chollar mine to the 1,650 foot

level, where an enormous pressure is developed. This

pressure is expended on six Pelton water wheels, which

propel six large Brush generators absorbing :30 horse

power each. These generators are situated in a chamber

hewn out of the solid rock. The current, at a pressure

of 1,000 volts, is conveyed to the surface to the stamp

mill, a distance of one mile, and drives six 80 horse

power motors, which in turn furnish power for these

same stamps. Thus the water is utilized twice, effect

ing a great saving. The water is led off through the

Sutro tunnel, after performing this service, where it is

proposed to use it the third time in like manner; and

the Brush Electric Company are about to begin on this

last undertaking. ‘

The most remarkable case of long distance transmis

sion is that of M. Deprez in Ceril, France, where he con

veyed 5z horse-power a distance of thirty-seven miles

at a loss of to per cent., using for the purpose a pres

sure of 6,000 volts over a wire one-fifth of an inch in

diameter.

For the past two years a large number of the mines

in the coal regions of Pennsylvania have adopted elec

tric motors in hauling, finding it much less expensive

to burn up their waste coal for steam and drive a

dynamo, than to feed mules, besides costing less for

attendance.—_Mz'rzz'ng Induslry.

ELECTRIC TRACTION IN NEWARK, N. J.

North, south, east and west of New York City, the

progress of electric traction is noted: Long Island has

two electric railroads in operation, and now the city of

Newark, N. _I., has given in its adhesion to this form of

rapid transit. The development in Newark, though

late and much hampered by some unprogressive citizens

and City Fathers, seems to be complete, and if all the

projects under consideration are carried out, that city

promises to have a complete network of electric cars

traversing it in every direction.

There are several engineering problems of consider

able magnitude to be solved in Newark. The city is

built on the side of a hill, the grades ascending from

ound level with the Passaic River, up several hundred

eet to the summit of the hill, and then down again on

the other side. For many years there was only one line

of horse cars running horizontally along the lowest level.

This connected the northern and southern portions of

the city. A line runnin from Newark to Orange had

to surmount a steep gra e. The line to Bloomfield and

Montclair, also running up a heavy grade, next followed.

Then came the Elizabeth, Irvington, and South Orange

lines, the two latter having some steep grades to climb.

The lines to Belleville, and across the Passaic River to

Harrison, are mainly level and offer but little trouble,

but all the lines running west have hills to climb. Last

summer most of the lines were consolidated under one

management, and since then many improvements have

been made, and others projected. A new company, called

the Rapid Transit Company, has been organized, and

this company has made a contract with the Sprague

Company to equip its lines. The cars will be built by

the Pullman Company, and have Sprague motors of 30

horse power. '

Each car will have a seating capacity for twenty-two

persons, and the present order is for sixteen cars, to be

followed by as many more when the road is completed.

The contract.calls for the establishment of the plant for

the Washington Street and Avon Avenue road on july

15, and the road will be opened to the public on August 1.

All of the Rapid Transit Company's road will be double

tracked.

This company has copious views and has_ asked the

Common Council for permission to run new lines as fol

lows :

Through Kinney street, from Washington street to

the Pennsylvania Railroad.

From the present terminus of its tracks at Broad street

and Central avenue, across Broad street and through

the same to Park place, through Park place to Centre

street, through Centre street to Mulberry street, through

Mulberry street to River street, through River street to

Railroad place, and through Railroad place to Market

street; also through Park place from Centre street to

the Centre Market. ' _

Through Belmont avenue from Kinney street to

Springfield avenue ; thence across Springfield avenue

to Fifteenth avenue; thence through _Fifteenth avenue

to Bergen street ; thence through Bergen street to War

ren street ; thence through Warren street to First

street, and thence through First street to Central avenue.
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Through Bergen street,'from Avon avenue to Clinton

avenue, and thence through Clinton avenue, from Ber

gen street to the city line.

Through Avon avenue, from Belmont avenue to Clin

ton avenue; thence across Clinton avenue to Wright

street ; thence through \Vright street to Sherman ave

nue ; thence through Sherman avenue to Emmett

street, and thence through Emmett street to the Penn

sylvania Railroad.

The Essex Passenger Railway Company——which is

the name of the new corporation which has absorbed

most of the old lines-—has determined to extend the

Newark and Irvington line across the Pennsylvania

Railroad, probably as far as Lister‘s works. This line

will be the first to be equipped with electric motors, the

Thomson-Houston system being used. The cars will

be unusually large, measuring about twenty-eight feet

over all, and will have double trucks. There will be

considerable changes in the tracks, beyond the stables,

at least. The line may possibly be extended toward Hil

ton. Itis promised that the new motors will be ready

before next September, and that the new cars will be

run as soon as they can be procured. The adoption of

electrical motors on other lines of the Essex Company

will follow gradually. It is expected the Roseville line

will be the next one equipped.

The company has fully a half dozen new lines pro

jected, and the most important one is to form a belt

system, running through Spruce street from Broad street

to the location of the present stables of the company on

Springfield avenue, thence over Tenth street to Bank

street and down Bank to Seventh or Eighth street, and

north to Fifth avenue and down Fifth avenue to the

Bloomfield line. This is only one of the numerous lines

projected by this company. Another will run to Second

river through Mt. Prospect avenue and the new Forest

Hill settlement. These lines will all be equipped with

overhead wires and 40 horse power cars, seating thirty

two persons. Still another line will run down Clay street

and across the new bridge, making a belt line in Harri

son.

All of these lines will be run by electricity, and in a

year or two, according to present indications, a horse

car in Newark may be seen only in the museums of

antiquities.

ELECTRIC MOTORS vs. STEAM LOCOMOTIVES.

BY JOHN C. HENRY.

I have no wish to disparage the work of the engineers

who developed the locomotive. To me they move to

day as living monuments to nameless thousands of stu

dents and mechanics whose limbs have failed and whose

brains have been worn out in their efforts to improve

this almost human machine. Did it ever occur to the

reader to estimate at what cost the locomotive of to-day

has been developed? Consider the thousands of lives

that have been lost in railroad accidents, each of which

developed perhaps a single fact that a certain portion of

the machine was faulty or weak or that metal of a ce1'

tain shape or in a certain position would deteriorate

rapidly, that one portion was too heavy and another

too light.

Is it any wonder that the novice who carries his

wooden model into the presence of the railroad offi

cials usually finds that gentleman averse to changes

_ and apparently disinterested or “cranky” and retires

with the opinion that no one outside of the “ ring"

can have his devices or improvements adopted. Every

country section has such working individuals; add to

these vast numbers the thousands employed with the

locomotive, all with the chief aim as their greatest

desire to improve and surpass their fellows, would the

estimate that present development of the locomotive

had cost 100,000 lives be unreasonable ? I think not.

Such considerations raise the question, is it worth the

price ? The point I wish to prove is that notwith

standing this immense cost and the improvements sug

gested by nearly 70 years’ experience, the popular loco

motive of to-day is an unscientific, extravagant machine,

and that on the points of economy, ease of manipulation

and safety, it cannot compare with the new-born electric

motor and is distanced by the stationary engine.

To deal with the subject properly, comparisons must

be made and weaknesses pointed out. Stationary engines

have automatic cut-offs; locomotives depend upon man

ually operated ones, which are necessarily intermittent

and much less sensitive to varying conditions than a

spring would be to a changing load. Poor regulation

means a waste of steam. Stationary engines have bal

anced valves ; the steam pressure against them is equal

ized, and they consequently move freely. Locomo

tives, owing to their peculiar construction, require the

valves to be on top of the cylinders, which precludes

the use of anything but slide valves, which have the

full weight of the steam pressure bearing against their

movement. Owing to the compact requirements, loco

motive boilers have much less heating surface than

stationary boilers ; this necessitates the use of a forced

draught, which means that the larger portion of the

heat passes out of the stack, the boiler absorbing the

most intense heat only. Stationary boilers are usually

covered with several courses of brick to confine the

heat. This would be impracticable on a locomotive;

they are usually covered with thin wood lagging, the

detrimental effects from which in varying tempera

tures are great. I have frequently seen locomotives lose

steam at the rate of about a pound per second when

passing through snow-drifts. The loss of fuel is very

considerable in bad weather or when running against the

cold winds.

I question the correctness of the reported tests in Dr.

Bell's paper ; they seem as unreasonable as some I once

made with an electric motor. It appeared to show an

efficiency of 1 15 per cent. I have carefully watched the

tests of some of the finest locomotives in the west. The

best result I have ever known was a consumption of 8

lbs. of coal to the h. p. hour, and this was under the most

favorable conditions. The same locomotive showed a

consumption of over 20 lbs. of coal to the h.p. hour

when working “ down in the corner.”

In the absence of other accurate data on this subject,

Iinvestigated the startling economical reports of the

performance of the elevated railway locomotives. I

found they consumed from 50 to 90 lbs. of anthracite

coal per mile, run with five coaches. Striking the aver

age at 70 lbs., and estimating the average weight of the

trains at 250,000 lbs. to move this weight 100 miles would

require an expenditure of but 276 h. p. hours ; dividing

this into the amount of fuel actually consumed would

show a consumption of 25 lbs. of coal to the h. p. hour.

This estimate is based upon a perfectly level track in

good condition and no stops. The extra amount of

energy lost in ascending grades is partially regained on

the descent, and a certain proportion is lost by the car

brakes. Some years ago, Mr. Frank ]. Sprague carefully

investigated these losses, and, I think, placed them at

about 40 per cent. of the total, which seems to be fair;

this would leave the result that the New York elevated

railway locomotives consumed, on the average, about 15

lbs. of coal to the h. p. developed per hawes. VVe all

know that stationary engines are on the market that will

not consume over one-fifth of this amount of fuel for

the same power developed.
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There is very much to be said in favor of the rotary

movement of electric motors as opposed to the recipro

cating steam engines. I am told that Mathias Baldwin,

founder of the celebrated locomotive works, had the idea

haunting him throughout his life that the locomotive

should have rotary engines. “Appleton's Applied Me

chanics,” under the head of “Steam Engines,” has the

following: “It has been said that there is scarcely an

engineer of much experience who has not designed at

least one rotary engine.” In locomotives it has been

found impracticable to put them in running balance.

Suppose we were to support one on its frame, leaving

the drivers free to revolve, and then open the throttle;

the locomotive would immediately commence a rocking

motion, and the tendency to leave the foundation would

increase as the square of the speed.
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Bain, Chicago, and is used to operate a large frieght

elevator and paper cutting machine. A recent test

shows, it is claimed, an efficiency of 95% per cent. The

field magnet cores consist of two shafts of Norway an

nealed iron, one on either side of the armature. These

are equal in length to the total height of the motor.

They are clamped at either end by the double yoke

pieces and midway between by very heavy cast iron

pole pieces. This construction secures a thorough union

between the pieces. The field is the consequent pole

type.

It will be noticed the pole pieces are of equal size

and weight, and consequently of equal magnetic den

sity. The armature, therefore, is not pulled harder

against one side of the bearing than another. It floats,

so to speak, in a field in which the magnetic lines are

|

I | |

forEE BAIN's Motor-DYNAMo.

Some years ago, Mr. McLoud, engineer of tests of the

Pennsylvania Railroad Company, investigated this evil

effect, and calculated that one of their latest designs of

locomotives, when running at full speed, was delivering

trip-hammer blows at each revolution of the drivers

equal to the force of 60 tons. Among thoughtful rail

road engineers, the opinion was pretty general that the

horrible Ashtabula bridge railroad accident,which caused

about 8o deaths and 6o wounded, was primarily due to

this unscientific construction which is still in the steam

locomotive, but absent in the electric motor.—Blectrica/

Bngineer.

A MOTOR-DYNAMO.

The accompanying cut represents a 7 horse-power

motor recently installed in the warehouse of the Chicago

Paper Company. The motor was designed by Foree

equally and properly distributed. The double magnetic

circuits are extremely short. The coils are wound on

spools and slipped over the cores. The spools are only

three inches long on this size motor. The bearings are

self-oiling.

The armature produces 1.4 volts per foot of active

wire, with a conductor velocity of 48 feet per second.

The field is maintained with less than one-half an

ampere. The motor runs quietly and at a very nearly

constant speed with variable load.

The designer calls this type of machine a motor

dynamo, not that it is a separate motor and dynamo

combined in one machine, but for the reason that it

may be used as either a motor or dynamo, as may be

desired. This type of machine is built in sizes from 5

to 100 horse-power.
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THE LIMITATIONS OF STEAM AND ELECTRICITY IN

TRANSPORTATION.‘

BY 0. T. CROSBY.

“Do you expect electric engines entirely to displace

steam locomotives on all railroads?" That is a question

which has doubtless been propounded to many electrical

engineers. Its answer has doubtless been made, in gen

eral, by wise reference to the boundless possibilities of

direct production of electrical energy from heat, and to

Bellamy's “ Looking Backward" storage batteries.

To make some study of the boundary line dividing the

province of steam locomotion from that of electric loco

motion—under existing conditions of producin 54' electric

energy—is the object of this paper.

In the light of present achievements I may state, with

out argument, the following propositions :

Fiitsr.-—It is possible to construct motors capableof

doing the maximum work required to-day in-transporta

tion.

SEcoNn.—It is possible continuously to generate elec

tric energy equal to the capacity of any number of such

motors.

THlRD.——At any desired loss and over any desired dis

tance it is possible to supply by the running contact

method, the necessary current, at considerable pressure,

for the working of such motors.

Should there still be question in the minds of any, as

to the value of the running contact method at speeds

much higher than those commonly used, I may state

that I have seen 7 5 amperes at 500 volts thus continuously

supplied to a car moving at more than no miles per

hour.

These premises being established, further discussion

divides itself into three parts.

Fnzsr, as to the mere possibility, without reference to

the economy, of steam and electric propulsion under given

conditions.

SECOND, as to the relative cost of exerting, in a loco

motive, any unit of power by electric, as compared with

direct steam motors.

THIRD, as to the relative amount of power required by

the two agents to transport a given paying load under

given conditions. _

In using the word steam, as above, I have in mind

only the direct application of steam power on the tracks.

The case of cable propulsion is not here compared, as

that has, within its restricted field of application, already

been compared with horse, steam and electric power.

The limiting possibilities of locomotion may be under

stood by consideringa prolongation of the lines of present

practice in‘ the direction first, of loads handled ; second,

grades climbed: third, speeds attained; fourth, length

of continuous runs.

Since the effect of grade, as compared with line, is

simply to increase the tractive effort required for a given

load and speed, it need not be separately treated except

that there has been some question of increase of ad

hesion, in the ground return method, which in extreme

cases might appear as an advantage for electric propul

sion. The matter is not of great importance, and I will

refer to it only so far as to say that interpreting my own

general experience and some special tests, the adhesion

co-efficient seems not increased in any practical degree

by the mere passage of the current from wheel to rail.

The capacity of an electric engine, like that of a steam

engine, to haul any given load, will be measured by the

tractive effort possible to be produced and the relation

between weight and adhesion for given track conditions.

The ready multiplication of cylinders in the one case and

armatures in the other, while maintaining mechanical

-unity as to drawbar division and the ready coupling of

distinct locomotive units, renders the whole question of

capacity to exert a given horizontal effort, without regard

to the time element, unimportant and indefinite.’* It

goes without saying that, if desired, a single armature

may be constructed capable of exerting as great a draw

bar strain as any locomotive now in use.

As to limiting speeds, it is not easy to-day to make

“ an educated guess" either for steam or electric propul

sion. The hi_-.511 figures for steam that have been re

cently presented, both from England and America, are

higher than the limiting figures as they would have

been given by many competent authorities only a few

years ago. Eighty-six miles per hour in E111,-"land, on the

Northeastern railway, eighty-seven miles per hour in

this country on the Reading Railway, have both been

reported since ]an. i, 1890. These runs are noteworthy,

not only for the factof unusual speed, but because, as

shown by indicator cards in the English case, and as

may be deducted from the consideration of the maximum

cylinder power in the American case, the train resist

ances are far below the values that would have been

predicted by even the most liberal of the received for

mula: on the subject. The total resistance per ton, as

per indicator card, in the 86-mile run, was only 13-4

pounds. According to Searle's formula, adopted by

Wellington, it should be 69 pounds, engine and tender

being taken at 50 tons. The load of 347 tons was carried

at 86 miles per hour by an expenditure of 1,068 n. P.—

this on a level. The engine was compound.

Would it be possible to attain a speed twice as great,

or say 150 miles per hour?

A driver 24 feet in circumference would require to re

volve 550 times per minute in order to travel 13,200 feet

per minute, or 150 miles per hour—this without slip.

Since in the case considered the revolutions per minute

reached 309, and since in-the Reading case a much

higher rate must have been reached, the drivers being

smaller, and since on stationary engines a speed much

above 5 5o revolutions per minute has been attained, it

seems beyond question that from this point of view the

supposed case is quite possible.

Considering the matter of steam supply, we are again

brought to consider the whole matter of train resistances

at all speeds.

Total resistance to motion should be sharply divided

into two classes : the resistance due to motion through

air, and that due to friction and blows between vehicle

and track and to friction and blows between parts of

the vehicle. '

For the most part those who constructed theformulze

now found in text-books, worked on road beds far inferior

to the best work of to-day, at speeds much less than those

now attaingd and with wrong values for at least one of

the species of resistance, the atmospheric. On this point

I have recently been able to present as the results of ex

periments at high velocities, made by Mr. Benj. ].

Dashiell, ]r., and myself, a formula showing the pres

sure to be a function of the first instead of the second

power of the velocity as ordinarily assumed. A con

venient datum point may be given stating that at 100

miles per hour the pressure on one square foot normal

to the direction of motion is 13 pounds, while proper

shaping of the front may reduce this 6.5 pounds.

The absolute values given, while corresponding quite

 

* paper read before the general meeting of the American Institute of Electrical

Engineers, Boston, Mass., May 21, 1890.

" As an interestin example of an unusual load in steam service, I may refer toone

consisting of 156 loa ed cars and two cabooses, hauled over the Missisippi Valley Rail

way. December, 1885. The load consisted of-—

_ _ Pounds.

Cotton weighing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3,2z6.ooo

Cars W€lgI’llI'Ig' . . . . . ._ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,239,000

Engine and tender weighing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 147,000

6,612,000

Speed was about 10 miles per hour.
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closely with those of received formulae in the neighbor

hood of the velocities heretofore experimentally at

tained, depart widely from those assumed for velocities

higher than 30 miles per hour, and calculated by the

quadratic relation between velocity and pressure. Using

the more trustworthy values, I have been able to separate

more nearly than has heretofore been possible the atmo

spheric from all other resistances met at high velocities.

Some inaccuracy still remains, by reason of the difficulty

of obtaining exact measure of the resisting areas in a

train, but I have been able, by study of careful tests

made by others on the N. Y. Central and on English

roads, to find that over the range from about 40 up to 80

miles per hour the tonnage co-efficient seems practically

constant at 8 pounds. This, of course, applies only to

first-class road-bed and rolling stock. Whether this

coefficient remains constant at higher speeds we do not

know. There is no reason to assume, as has often been

done, that it increases with the square of the velocity,

and on the other hand it will not be safe to assume con

stancy. From experiments made with a single 2.5 tons

car at about a 100 miles per hour, the tonnage resistance

at that speed seems to be about 20 pounds per ton.

Though this value seems quite high as compared with

the eight pounds at 85 miles per hour, the difference is

in large part to be explained by the poor condition of the

track used for the experiment and a constant curvature

which would call for about four pounds per ton. Until

better evidence can be had it will be safe, at least, to

assume a value at 20 pounds per ton, on a first-class

track with good rolling stock, at 125 to 150 miles per hour.

Having made this necessary digression, we may return

to the matter of steam supply, and state that by reducing

weight and area, both to something less than one-half

the original values in the 86 mile run, the same effort

would produce the speed 150, instead of 86. The area

cannot be thus reduced, but by assuminga greater reduc

tion in weight—say to 100 tons, or to little more than

engine and tender—maintenance of the higher speed be

comes possible, with nearly the same steam expenditure

as in the recorded case.

To attain that speed, from rest, might require such

original weight of fuel and such length of favorable

track as to make the feat practically impossible with

steam. This leads us to inquire into the dead weight

necessary for hauling say one ton at different speeds.

From the table of horse-power required for exerting

the tractive effort for one ton at various speeds, at various

efficiencies, with various values of cross-section per ton,

and with the two agents—steam and electricity:

Column 1 shows speed in miles per hour from 20 to

140. Column 2, corresponding tonnage coefficient, or re

sistance in pounds per ton inclusive of atmospheric re

sistance. Columns 3 to 8 inclusive show horizontal effort

needed for overcoming atmospheric resistance under

various assumptions as to area exposed per ton, from 1

square foot to o.1 square foot per ton. The former figure

corresponds nearly to the case of a heavy locomotive pro

pelling itself alone. As load is put on behind it, other

ratios are formed. Oblique surfaces are supposed to be

reduced to equivalent normal surfaces. Columns 9 to 14

inclusive show rate of work in horse-power per ton, for

the various cases of area exposed to atmospheric resist

ance, efficiency of locomotive being taken at 90 per cent.

Columns 15 to 17 inclusive show h.p. perton for the ex

tremes and middle cases of exposed area, and for loco

motive efficiency of 80 per cent. Columns 18 to 20 inclu

sive show same for efficiency of 60 per cent. Columns

21 to 26 inclusive show weight of coal and water perton

carried for one hour, assuming 5 lbs. coal and 15 lbs.

water per h. p. hour on a steam locomotive. The coal

figure is very close to actual practice. The water figure
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is less, but makes allowance for scooping water at con

venient intervals. Continuous scooping is not considered

practical or economical. Columns 27 to 29 inclusive

show weight of steam locomotive and tender required to

generate the required h. p. per ton, under the assumption

of 100 pounds per horse-power and 90 per cent. efficiency.

Only three cases of exposed area are taken ; that is, one

foot, one-half a foot, and one-tenth of a foot per ton.

The weight of steam locomotives is not calculated for

any other efficiency figure than 90 per cent., as this

seems to be quite constantly attained or surpassed. The

assumption of 100 pounds per horse-power is closely true

for many good types of locomotive when working at

speeds from 60 to 80 miles. At lower speeds this figure

is too low, but it is assumed that for any ruling speed

engines may be built of minimum weight for that speed.

In passing through lower than ruling speeds, both elec

tric and steam motors work at low output per pound of

weight, hence the assumption of constant weight per

horse power will not introduce error materially affect

ing comparative results. At higher speeds than 80 miles

existing engines would show less than 100 pounds per

h. p.; but as their boiler capacity is reached at that speed,

the necessary increase for any regular work would carry

the weight figure to very nearly the figure given for the

60 to 80 mile running. Columns 30 to 32 show weight

of steam locomotive and tender, plus weight of fuel and

water, per ton hauled, also weight of load-freight and

freight car that may be hauled by such weight of motive

power; the load figures being obtained by subtracting

the motive power weights from 2,000 pounds. Columns

33 to 41 show corresponding figures for electric loco

motives under the assumption of 60 pounds per h. p., and

at the three efficiencies, 90, 80 and 60 per cent.

The 60 pounds per horse power covers weight of con

taining car for motors. I cannot here go into detailed

figures on this point, but believe that any investigation

will find the figure safe, supposing always that the unit

be, say. 25 h. p. or more. I also know of experimental

work now progressing under most competent direction,

which gives fair promise of leaving this figure much too

high. Columns 42 to 5 3 inclusive show the horse-power

required to be exerted for hauling one ton of lead, 1'. 2.,

freight and freight car, the relation between these two

being taken as the same for either steam or electric pro

pulsion, hence not necessary to enter here. These

columns apply to steam at 90 per cent., and to electricity

at 90, 80 and 60 per cent., and for the three cases of ex

posed area. They are readily obtained from the previ_ous

columns by making allowance for the horse-power neces

sary to haul that part of every ton, total weight, which

must go into motive power, machinery and fuel. Columns

54 to 62 inclusive show the ratios between horse-power

required by the two agents for hauling a ton of load

(freight and freight car) at the different speeds, efi’icien

cies and area relations.

It is plain that- if we can now obtain the ratio of cost

per horse-power hour, as given by the two agents, in the

corresponding cases, we can easily determine the speeds

at which the one or the other agent becomes the most

economical.

Let us first obtain the cost in electric propulsion.

For this, form table II., showing the elements in the

cost of one horse-power hour in stations of various capa

city—from 100 to 3,000 h. p. Engineers and dynamo

men are assumed to receive 40 cents per hour, and to

supermtend a maximum of 1,000 h. p. This would pro

duce, in some cases, fractional engineers, as for a 1,500

h. p. plant, but such complication has been avoided by

assuming a constant value per unit of power, in the pay

roll elements in plants exceeding 1,000 h. p. Firemen

and helpers are taken at 30 and 25 cents per hour, re

  

  

 

TABLE ll.

BL3l|l.N'rs or 1113 C051" 01' on: 11. P. HOUR, l11.lCr|11c.

. T 1 I T ' A T ' I I

Capacity... . . . . . . .. 100 300‘ 500 800‘,1,000|1,500 2,000‘3,000 4,000 5,000 6,000

Engineer. . . . .. . 0.4 0.13 008 0.05 -0.04 ,0.04 ,0,04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04

Fireman... .. . 0.3 0.10 \0.06 l0.037 0.03 .'0.03 12.03 0.03 ,0.o3 0.03 0.03

Dynamo man. 10.4 0.13 0.08 0.05 0.04 ‘0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04
Helper. .. 0.25 0.08 i0.05 ‘0.031 0.025l0.025 0.025 0.025 0.025 0.025 0.025

Superintendencc .. 0.30 0.10 ,0.06 ,0.037_0.03 '0.02 10.015 0.001,0.001 c.0o1 0001

Coal - - - - - - - - - < - - --10-415 0-41s1o~47s‘¢-475:0-475 0-415 10-415 0-47s'<>-415 M75 “-415

Oil, waste and wa1er.10.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 ‘0.15 0.15

Interest and deprecia- '

tion steam pl:1nt.... 0.057 I0.051 0.044 0.033 0.028 0.022 0.022

Ditto electric plant.. 0.057 0.051 0.044 0.033 0.028 0.022 0.022 0.022 0.022 0.022

Ditto building. . . . .. 0.028 0.026 0.022 0.168 0.014 0.011 0.011 ,0.011 0.011 |0.0l1

l l 1 I

0.15 I0.15 0.15 0.15

 

DMZ 0.022 0.022 FLOR?

0.022

O-OI!

 

spectively. Superintendcnce, at 30 cents per hour, is

apparently low, but is equivalent to 60 cents for daylight

hours, since the plant is able to run 24 hours with the

same general superintendence as for’ 12 hours. It is

further supposed that the total of this item will not re

quire increase until the capacity reaches 3,000 h. p., be

yond which it remains constant per unit of power. As

no other element of cost is supposed to vary beyond this

point, the table shows here a minimum total cost per

unit, and a constant cost beyond it.

Coal is assumed to cost $3.00 per ton, and to be con

sumed at the rate of 32 pounds per electric h. p. in the

dynamo. A very slight error is made in taking the rate

of consumption as constant while changing the capacity

of the engines.

Cost of steam plant is taken to vary from $50 per h. p.,

in a small plant, to $20 in a plant of 1500 h. p. This lat

ter figure may seem too low to some, but I have recent

ly seen the figures for an 800 h. p. plant, in a neighboring

Massachusetts city, which cost, in place, at the rate of $22

per h. p. _

Dynamo plant is taken to vary from $50 to $20 per h.

p. in going from 100 to 1,500 h. p. I know that machin

ery of good design can be manufactured for these prices.

The cost of buildings is taken to vary from $25 to $10

per h. p. This is the most indefinite item. Interest,

maintenance and taxes, are roundly assumed at 10 per

cent. per annum on the whole plant.

 

 

TABLE III.

TOTAL COST OF ONE H. P. HOUR.

Q \

32 3 . .
2:5 ,1 Capacity of Station.

2 ‘<3 '

G >1 B

""3: "6

5% ' 1 E -. . _ - _ 2 .
8‘: 2;” 1 :1 '
:1 .... 0 I ,

Q , 3: 100 l 300 , 500 . 800 1000 1500 2000 3000
.. 1, .2 _

100 24 2.42 1.29 i 1.06 , 0.9148 0.860 0.835 0.825 0.816

“ 18 2.52 1.36 f 1.115 1 0 938 0 888 0.855 1 0.849 0.829

“ 12 2.85 1.52 1 228 , 1.028 0.955 1 0.95 0.895 0.867

90 24 2.62 1.36 , 1.12 0.947 0.88 ' 0.86 0.85 0.83

‘ 18 2.77 1.45 ‘ 1.17 0 98 0.91 0.88 0 87 0.353

“ 12 I 3.10 1.61 1.29 ‘ 1.06 099 0.94 0.335 7 0.80

80 24 , 2.87 1.45 1.18 l 0987 0.92 0.91 0. 1 0.86

" 18 ; 3.06 1.55 1 23 1.03 0.98 0.936 , 0.926 I 090

“ 12 3.42 1 1.73 1.37 1.13 1.06 1.000 1 0.98 , 0.3;

70 24 3.19 1.57 1.26 1 04 , 0 96 0.925 0.91 0.

18 3.42 1.68 1.32 , 1.09 i 1 01 1 0.952 0.94 0.91
" 12 3.82 1.90 1.48 1 19 ‘ 1.09 ‘ 1.02 1.01 1 0.97

60 24 3.62 1.73 1.36 1.11 I 1.01 I 0.975 1 0.96 l 0.94

“ 18 3.85 ,' 1.85 1.44 1.16 1.06 1.015 1.00 i 096

" 12 4.31 , 2.11 1.63 1.30 ‘ 1.17 1.085 ‘ 1.07 1.01

0 24 4.22 l 1.95 , 1.52 1.20 I 1.10 1.045 1.03 1.00

‘ 18 4.50 1 2.10 1.61 1 27 i 1.15 1.09 1.076 1.03
“ 12 5.09 2.40 I 1.83 1 43 1.28 1.19 1.17 1.11

I40 7 24 5.11 2.28 ‘ 1.73 1.35 ' 1.21 1.15 1.13 1.10

H 18 5.47 , 2.48 1.88 ‘ 1.44 g 1.33 1.25 1.23 1 1.17
12 ' 5.20 2.82 1 2.17 1 1.64 ' 1.50 1.38 1.35 1.28

30 24 6.63 2.84 2.10 l 1.59 1.40 1.325 1.30 1.26

“ 18 7.08 3 02 i 2 27 . 1 71 1.50 1.40 1.38 1.32

“ 12 8.06 ' 3.53 i 2.65 ‘ 1.98 1.73 1.57 1.54 1.44

With table II. as a basis, table III. has been calculated,

giving total cost per horse-power hour in stations of

various capacity, working at various percentage of full

capacity and for 24, 18 and 1 2 hours per day, respectively.

A glance at the table shows that in a 100 h. p. plant

l I1 1 i
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TABLE 1V.--FOR DOUBLVEWMETALLICI CIRCUITS.

COPPER INVESTMENT FOR TRANSMITTING om: 11. P. 0121: MILE.

M0101 efliciency = 90 per cent.

Initial E. .W. F.

 

 

 

 
Drop on 1 i . l 1 , l i ‘

l‘\)'l"¢s1 i 5°° i I-°°° } 1-500 1.000 ‘ 2,500 3,000 3,500 , 4,000 4,500 5,000 5,500 6,000 7,000 8.000 9,000 10,000

V - 1 1

» 2 1 _._ _ 4 —

1 l

100 i 19.00 i 8.44 4 5.42 4.00 3.20 2.60 2.20 ‘ 1.80 1.60 1.44 1.40 1.28 1.10 0.98 0.84 ()_76

200 , 13.66 4.80 3.42 ; 2.12 1.64 1.34 1.14 1.00 0.88 0. 0.70 0.64 0.56 L 0.48 0.42 0.38300 10.00 3.60 1 2.12 l 1.50 1.20 0.94 0,80 0.68 0.60 0.54 0. 0.44 0.36 4 0.32 0.28 0.26

41.0 3.20 1 1.72 l 1..0 0.92 0.72 0.60 0.52 0.44 0.40 0.34 1 0.32 0.28 ; 0.24 0.22 °_-go

500 4 3.00 . 1.50 1.00 0.76 0.60 0.50 0.40 0.36 0.34 0.30 0.28 0.22 1 0.20 I 0.18 0.16

600 4 3.20 1.40 0.92 0.66 0.54 0.42 0.34 0.32 0.28 1 0.26 0.22 0.20 0.16 0.15 1 0.14

700 3.60 1.34 0.82 1 0.60 _0.46 0.38 0.32 0.28 1 0.24 0.22 0.20 0.16 0.14 ' 0.12 1 0.10

800 4.80 1.34 1 0.80 V 0.56 0.42 0.34 0.30 0.26 0.22 0.20 0.18 0.14 0.12 0.10 0.10

900 8.44 1.40 0.76 0.54 0.40 0.32 0.28 0.22 0.20 0.18 0.16 0.14 0.12 0.10 0.08

1,000 , . 1.50 0.76 0.50 0.36 0.30 0.24 0.20 0.13 0.16 0.15 0.12 0.10 0.08 0.08

W100 1 2. 12 I 0.80 . 0.48 0.34 0.28 0.22 0.18 1 0. 16 0. 14 0. 12 0. 10 0.08 0.08 0.07

1.40‘) ‘ 5.42 4 0.90 1 0.48 0.33 0.26 0.20 0.18 0.14 0.12 0.10 0.08 0.08 0.06 0.06

11% 1.12 0.52 0.34 0.24 0.20 0.16 0.14 0.12 0.10 0.08 . 0.06 0.06 0.056

1- l 2.12 0.60 0.34 0.24 0.18 0.16 0.12 0.10 0. 0.08 0.06 0.06 1 0.05

?1°°° 0.76 0.36 0.24 0.18 0.15 0.12 0.10 0. 0.06 , 0.06 0.054 I 0.046

21490 3.20 0.52 0.28 0.20 2 0.14 0.12 0.10 0.08 4 0.06 0.05 0.048 0.04

2,300 4 4 1.34 0.38 0.22 0.16 0.12 0.09 0.08 1 0.06 0.05 0.04 0.038

3-1°" ‘ , 0.78 0.30 0.18 0.12 0.10 0.08 0.06 0.05 0.04 01034

31600 0.54 0.22 l 0.14 0.10 0.08 0.06 0.05 l 0.04 5 0.032

41°C° ; ‘ 0.36 ‘ 0.18 0.12 0.08 0.06 0.04 ' 0.038 - 0.032

4.5130 , - I 0.60 0. 16 o. 10 0.06 0.04 0.036 0.030

5»°°° 1 0.30 0.1 5 l 0.06 0.04 ‘ 0.038 0.030

6-°°° i . l 0.12 0.06 0.04 0.032

71°00 ' . ‘ 0.10 0.054 ‘ 0.036

81°00 1 o. ‘ 0.046

910°‘) 4 0.008

 

 

 In using the table it will convenient to draw curves of equaliicost. They will be,—1-oughly, arcs of circilesiconvexitoward the 151:.

 

the cost varies from 2.42 cents for a 24-hour run at full

capacity, to 8.06 cents for a 30 per cent. output continued

only 12 hours per day. '

This extreme case would doubtless be ameliorated by

dropping the superintendence and combining engineer

and fireman—though to this the unions might object.

This capacity is smaller than need be considered for any

steam-line service.

The minimum cost given by the table is 0.816 cents,

this for a 3,000 h. p. plant, working full capacity 24 hours

per day.

The next element of cost—that of the conductors for

the current—is obtained from table IV., showing invest

ment in dollars for the copper required to transmit one

h. p. a distance of one mile, at varying initial and final

pressures. The constants for this table were thus ob

tained : taking a well-known live wire, I find that from

No. 4 to No. 000 B. W. G., the average weight-ratio of

insulated to bare wire, per unit of length, equals 0.884.

When bare copper sells at 15 cents, this insulated wire

sells at 20 cents = 22.5 cents on the copper alone, when

insulated. If, therefore, we take copper at 25 cents per

pound we provide for a very good insulation. The cost

of one mill-mile is thus found to be $0.004. Combining

this with the familiar formula

C M _16,600 X h. p. transmitted X distance in feet.

E. M. F. at motor X volts lost on line X motor

efficiency, '

the tabulated values have been determined from the re

sulting formula,

 

760,320

Cost :— (1)

(E-1)) V

in which E = E. M. F. at station, 2/ : volts lost on line,

motor efficiency is taken at 90 per cent. and distance at

5,280 feet. The tabular figures give the investment. To

reduce to actual cost per horse-power hour, consider the

rate of interest and depreciation, and ratio between power

transmitted, and power possible to be transmitted. For

one year the possible horse-power hours 365 X 24.

Take annual interest and depreciation at 1'1,-th the in

vestment, and ratio of actual to possible power trans

rnitted per annum at 1.0, .08, 0.6, .04, .02, .01, 0.05, then

the divisor of the tabular number becomes 140,160; 1 12,

128; 84,096; 56,064; 28,032; 14,026 and 7,008, respectively.

It remains to obtain values for the distance of trans

mission.

 

Let n : number of miles of line supplied from one

station.

/1 = horse-power required for unit locomotive.

K = maximum number locomotives per mile at

any time.

n/zK = total power to be transmitted at time of K.

A = percentage of dynamo power lost on line.

22 /1 K’

= maximum power to be generated.

100-24

11 /1 K A

.— = “ “ lost on line.

100-A 100

11 = cost of generating one horse-power hour in

station.

r = ratio of average power required to maximum

power required. _

L = interest and depreciation on supporting

structure.

This last may be omitted from the calculation, deter

mining division of line into sections, since it remains the

same, whatever that division may be. Omitting this,

the expression for cost of transmission becomes : '

_ 760,320 22“ /1 K r b 11 /11i'A

 

Cost _(E—V)vX140,160 +r(10o—A)1o0 i

= 5.42 21“ 11K?" + [1/1 /IKA

(E——21) V r (100—A) 100 (2)

Supposing that the time schedule of trains, h. p. re

quired per train, and efficiency of motors be known, and

that the initial E. M. F. be in all cases taken as high as

the state of the art permits, the only variables remaining

in this expression are 11, I1 and A. This latter, the value

for the drop on the line, will generally be determined by

conditions other than those of strictest economy, as

shown by getting a minimum value for costs of trans

mission. We must have a reasonably uniform E. M. F.

all along the line, in order that the motors may work

satisfactorily. It will not be wide of the mark to assume

10 per cent. as a limiting variation of line potential.
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This is the figure generally assumed in calculating wire

for street railways. _

The cost of one h. p. hour, I1,_must vary with the

capacity and conditions of working of the stations;

hence it is a function of n-—z'.¢'., length of unit section of

A, and of that inexpressible variable the conditions of

the service. This stands in the way of obtaining any

perfectly general definite expression for n, which, but

for this, would result from placing the first differential

coefficient of C, with respect to /1, equal to zero, and

solving to find the value of 21, giving a minimum

value for C. If trains be rim at very short intervals,

increase of n would be followed by proportional increase

in capacity of station; but as above shown, this need

not go beyond 3,000 h. p. unless the service be so heavy

as to require practically contiguous stations of that

capacity. If we suppose a case of this short-interval

service, so short, that a change in n, will not be followed

by any change at the station in the relation between the

maximum capacity and average output, or in the num

ber of working hours, but only in the normal capacity,

the relation between b and n for two cases of average

output and working hours is shown by Fig. 1.

The equation of the 50 per cent. curve from

200 to 1,000 h. p. seems to be very nearly

9-98 n X 1,000

1 2 (/1—100)

If the trains be run at very long intervals, we may re

quire no greater station capacity for 20 than for 10-mile

sections ; but the relation of output to normal capacity

will vary, and possibly the number of hours during which

the working force would require to be kept on pay.
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TABLE V.

I\'afl'a.r ofrasf of mafivepan-rr.

Etiiciencypf electric 10 per cent. 20 per cent. ' 40 per Cent.

engine. I

T°nna._§fa':i':::_armar ‘2&3 2&5 2&8 2&3 2&5 2&8 2&3 2&5 2&8

 

   

 

l

1.16 1.16 0.92 118510.85 0.56 0.56 0.55_

40 I.l9‘1.l9 1.17 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.57 057 0.56

 

60 I 1.25 1.24 1.19 1.00 1.00 0.05 0.58 0 58 0 56

80 i 1.33 1.32 1.22 1.07 1.03 0.94 0.59 0.59 0.57

100 .‘ 1.58 1.42 1.32 1.23 1.20 1.05 . 0.66 0.65 0.59

120 i 2.571 1.34 1.47 1 66 1.49 1.13 0.80 0.78 0.64
140 ‘ICLO3 3. 2 ‘ 1.87 7.35 2.83 1 46 2.72 1.36 0.72

For the present purposes of comparison, we will assume

a case not more favorable than might often be met on

busy steam lines, 1'. e., a station of 2,000 h. p. normal

capacity, working 18 hours per day at 40 per cent. of its

normal output, the cost per horse-power being 1.25 cents.

To obtain the cost of the line, we will assume that the

average distance of transmission is five miles. This

would correspond to one station. for every twenty miles

of road. We will also assume 5,000 volts initial E. M. F.

and 10 per cent. drop. From Table IV. the copper in

vestment is found to be 34 cents for one mile. Then for

‘five miles investment equals $8.50. Making assumptions

as to service corresponding to those for the station, we

have cost of one horse-power hour equaling $8.50+2o,

oo0=0.042 cents.

The structure for carrying the conductors may be

built for $2,000 per mile. Interest and depreciation

would then become $200 per annum. This total is al

most wholly independent of the power transmitted, hence

the cost per unit of power will vary directly with the

number of units transmitted. Assuming a constant dis

tribution of one 500 h. p. train for every 20 miles of line,

we have cost of this item for one h. p. hour :

2o,0o0+365 X 24 X 25 =0.o9 cents.

Reaching the locomotive, we must add, supposing an

avera e' output of 500 h. p. 0.08 and 0.06 cents respect

ively %or driver and his assistant. The latter is necessary

only as a substitute for his principal in case of emergency,

but as such he would doubtless always be placed on

trains of considerable value.

Repair on electric locomotives is not as yet well defined.

That the repair bill must be far less than in the case of

steam locomotives follows almost necessarily from the

great reduction in the number of parts, especially of

moving parts.

From Mr. Arthur Wellington's very valuable work on

railways, I take the figures showing percentage distribu

tion of locomotive repairs, by parts.

Boiler, 20 per cent.; running gear, 20 per cent.; ma

chinery, 30 per cent.; lagging and painting 12 per cent.;

smoke-box, etc., 5 per cent.; tender (running gear, 10 per

cent.; body and tank, 3 per cent.), 13 per cent.; total, 100

per cent.

Uf these items we may at once, and with certainty,

strike out boiler, smoke-box, etc., and tender, thus drop

ping 38 per cent. of the total. Having no boiler to carry

the running gear will be less in quantity.

The wear will be less, due to the use of rotary instead

of reciprocating effort. It will then be fair to reduce

this item by half, making another saving of 10 per cent.

So in the machinery item, there can be no question that

with the rapid advance toward slow-speed motors, reduc

ing gearing, and sounder insulation methods, the great

advantage of having only one moziingéoart in the motor

itself must operate to very largely re uce the repair fig

ure, probably to half its value in a steam locomotive,

leaving it at 15 per cent. In lagging and painting the

omission of boiler and other parts must again effect a re

duction, say to 6 per cent. The total reduction thus

plainly indicated must be then very nearly 70 per cent.

The actual cost of repairs to-day on steam locomotives

is, on the P. R. R. nearly 0.75 cents per h. p. hour, as will

later appear. Reducing as above, this figure becomes

0.22 cents for electric traction. This refers to engines

of considerable power, say from 400 to 1,000 h. p. capacity.

The figures for both steam and electric motors would go

up for smaller powers.

The interest charge results from considering the cost

' of an electric locomotive as $50 per h. p. and the duty as

six hours per day full capacity. The avera e duty of

steam locomotives is only about three hours. he higher

figure results from a smaller number of repairs necessary

due to greater simplicity of parts. Then,

50.00 X 0.05

365 X 6

Before summarizing we must know something of the

efiiciency of the system. If the locomotive be of 90 per

cent., or 80 per cent., or 60 per cent. efficiency, we must

generate, respectively, 1.25, 1.4 and 1.85 h. p. hours in the

station for every h. p. hour actually delivered to drivers,

line loss being supposed constant at 10 per cent. We

should then have in the station 1.56, 1.75 and 2.30 cents,

respectively.

Then, for total :

Interest for h. p. hour: =0.1 1 cents.

I ' ' ,

 

Station. 1.56 1.75 , 2.30

Conductor system. . .' 0.042 0.04 0.04

Structure forsame. . 0.09 0.09 ' 0.09

\Vages . . . 0.14 0.14 0.14

Repairs . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.22 0.22 ' 0.22

Interest . . . . . . . . . . 0.1 1 0.1 I I 0.1 i

2.16 ' 2.35 2.80Total . . . . . . . . . . . ‘

item is three-fourths. Taking the most favorable case
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shown by the table-—3,ooo 1'). ‘[3. capacity, WO1'l(iI‘lg for 24

hours at 100 per cent. of capacity—these figures become

1.5, 1.62 and 2.00 cents nearly, the reductions in the other

items being still a little indefinite, without making

another series of independent assumptions.

The cost of one h. p. hour, excited by steam locomotives,

is to be obtained only by some circuinlocution, the reports

of cost being based on train-mile. As quoted by Welling

ton, the coal consumed per passenger train mile on the

Pacific Railroad, is very closely 50 pounds, and on

average performance will show 5 pounds coal per h. p.

hour, while umicr way. This shows that one train-mile

equals 10 h. p. hours. The coal consumption for a freight

train mile is much higher, but the divisor would also be

higher, on account of the greater number of stops, or at

least of backing and switching, and greater delays while

on a trip, thus increasing waste of coal.

Again, the Pacific Railroad reports show cost of fuel

per train (mail) 5 cents. The cost of coal to that coni

pany, as nearly as I can learn, is about $1.50 per ton.

Hence it would appear that 66 pounds per train mile are

consumed. As the terminal losses of fuel and delay

(getting up steam and drawing fires, etc.) are known to

be in the neighborhood of 25 per cent. of the total con

sumption, we have 6.6 pounds as the divisor, and the

same ratio again appears.

The cost of one train mile—as to motor power alone—

is given by the Pacific Railroad_ as 22 cents and this

is practically equal to the average for the North Shore.

The itemized statement is very carefully made up, and

seems to cover everything except interest on the engine

investment.

Knowing the annual mileage per locomotive to be

about 20,000 and the cost to be about $10,000, interest

'charge per mile-train (not quite, but nearly equivalent,

to engine mile) becomes 2.7 cents. Total cost becomes

24.7 cents, or 2.47 cents per h. p. hour, efficiency being

constant at 100 per cent.

VVe may safely use this figure in the comparison to be

made, since any positive error in the calculation of coal

per h. p. hour, or negative error in h. p. hours per train

mile, will be offset by the difference in cost of coal per

ton to the P. R. R. as compared with the value assumed

in table III.

At $3, instead of $1. 50, the full item would be 10 cents

and the total motive power 29.5 cents. Leaving the

statistics of actual cost, we may reach, by the method of

table III., nearly the same figure, considering the loco

motive as a 1000 h. p. steam plant, of low first cost, burn

ing 6 lbs. coal per h. p. hour, and working at one-third

capacity for about three hours per day. The result thus

reached is about 10 per cent higher, but the 2.47 cents

seems most reliable.

These values multiplied into the corresponding values

in the last nine columns of Table I, give the following

values of :

Power units, steam cost per unit, steam.

Power unfis, electric_co4st perunit,electric.

 

This value being greater than unity indicates greater

economy by electricity than by steam, and vice versa.

A glance at the table shows the dominating necessity

of increasing the efficiency of the mechanism delivering

energy from the electric line to the vehicle. We cannot

count upon a higher efficiency than 90 per cent. for the

motor. Hence, save in the case of putting the armature

directly on the axle, we cannot hope to reduce the total

loss to less than 20 per cent.—a case permitting one set

(i. e. two gross) of spun gearing between armature and

axle. As the ordinary relation between tonnage and re

sistance area will lie between the second and third

columns of each efiiciency table, it appears that with a

~ siderable value.

20 per cent. loss electricity becomes cheaper than steam

at about 70 miles per hour. -

In the case of 40 per cent. loss our new agent betters

the old only at 140 miles per hour. And yet this loss-—

40 per cent.—is about the best we do with our present

systems of electric propulsion. This appears from the

following tabulation of results obtained by me on the

Brooklyn & Jamaica Electric Railway.

Considering the very short life of the art, these results

are excellent. Indeed, excellence is shown in the mere

fact of success in competing with horses under conditions

very trying for any mechanism not made of india-riibber

or whit-leather. How great that success has been I

need not here proclaim. But the steam locomotive is a

foeman more worthy of our steel, or rather of our annealed

soft iron and 99 per cent. copper.

Consideration of all that precedes leads to the follow

ing general conclusions :

1. A slow-speed armature placed on the car axle would

place the electric motor in the lead at all service speeds.

2. For speeds above 70 miles per hour an electric

motor of 90 per cent. efiiciency, working through gearing

of 90 per cent. efficiency, would prove more economical

than the steam locomotive——save in cases of very infre

quent service on very long lines.

3. On lines for heavy trafiic steam would be more eco

nomical than electricity if motor and gearing have a com

bined efficiency as low as 60 per cent., up to 100 miles

per hour. '

4. At speeds of 100 miles per hour and upwards, neither

steam at 90 per cent. nor electric apparatus at 60 per cent.

efficiency is commercially practicable.

5. Inasmuch as the saving of coal in stationary, as com

pared with locomotive engines, is one of the chief causes

of the greater economy of electric propulsion, at any

speed, this advantage will increase with that difference

and also with the price of coal.

6. Any cause other than inefficiency of motor which

increases the power required to haul a ton of freight, in

creases the advantage of electricity, since it enlarges the

value of the coal difference and the dead-weight difference.

Thus bad roadways and large areas exposed to atmos

pheric resistance, as in street railway work, lower the

speed at which electric motors of any efficiency become

cheaper than steam.

7. In descending to small locomotive units, the electric

motor loses less, relatively, of its advantage—another

reason for success on street lines.

8. Multiplying the number of motors should be as far

as possible avoided.

9. In special cases cleanliness and compactness of

electric machinery may be of great value; in case of

very frequent stops the possibility of returning to the

line the energy now wasted in brakes may be of con

This, however, can be obtained only

by sacrifice in the matter of dead-weight, as normal

working is implied to be at comparatively low mag

netization. Loss due to low efficiency in starting can

scarcely be avoided either in steam or electric engines.

10. Other minor pros and cons may be enumerated, but

I believe that in considering the general economic results

of the two systems we reach more definite conclusions.

\-Vhile only one condition of station working has been

taken for final comparison, that case is an average one,

and comparative results would be but slightly affected

by ordinary variations. Extreme cases may be readily

determined from the tables and formulm presented.

1 I. Some differences of opinion as to the proper values

for the various constants are to be expected, but I be

lieve these differences, taken all along the line, would

nearly balance between positives and negatives, leaving

the general results and the method unchanged.
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CONSOLIDATIONS IN FACT AND FICTION.

For several months past all sorts of rumors have been

fiying about concerning the consolidation of various elec

tric companies. Some of these have crystallized into

fact, others have been denied and again started in

slightly different forms, while still others have been

thoroughly discredited. One rumor was to the effect

that the Edison and Thomson-Houston Companies were

to combine. Now, as the Sprague Company had al

ready combined with the Edison, and as the Sprague

and Thomson-Houston Companies are strong rivals in

the same field, this rumor was at first discredited; but it

seems that there is a very strong probability that some

thing of the kind is contemplated, indirectly, perhaps, but

still actually. A fifty million dollar corporation recently

organized in New jersey, is known to contain among its

largest stockholders, some persons who are prominent in

both companies, and the consolidation, if it does come,

will probably come through the New jersey Comfany.

As a matter of fact both the Edison and Thon.son

Houston Companies have found the electric lighting

field so large that they have abandoned the war policy,

and are now getting good prices. The‘ Sprague and

Thomson-Houston people have also reached an under

standing, by which too sharp competition in the electric

railway field will be avoided.

And again, the rumor as to the consolidation

of the various Edison companies proved to be true.

Concerning this our contemporary, the Elertrical World,

remarks :

“ Although the several Edison interests were consoli

dated some time ago into the Edison General Electric

Company, the business of each of the different enter

prises thus absorbed has since gone on very much as it

did prior to the consolidation. There will -probably

soon be some changes in this respect. It is understood

that the Edison General Company intends now to bring

all the business under one general management, the

lamp factory, the Sprague Company, the machine works,

etc., being run hereafter as departments. Mr. Samuel

Insull is to have general supervision over all these de

partments, the position of second vice-president having

been created for him. What changes Mr. Insull may

introduce remain to be seen, but it is safe to predict

that the wisdom of concentrating the business in this

way will soon be apparent, particularly as for the im

portant and responsible position he is to occupy Mr.

Insull is eminently “_the right man in the right place."

He is justly considered one of the brightest and one of

morst capable men in the business.‘ He is, moreover,

exceedingly popular, and has a way of making a success

of anything he undertakes. Although Mr. E. H. john

son is devoting his own time to other matters, he is still

a member of the board of directors of the Edison Com

pany, and as such, has, it is said, been one of the warm

est advocates of the changes mentioned in this para

graph, and especially of the selection of Mr. Insull for

the new position.”

Then came a report a parently well authenticated,

that the Brush, julieii an Daft interest were to com

bine on the subject of storage batteries. The one cause

for distrust was found in the fact that the Brush Com

pany is interested in the Short Electric Railway Com

pany, which uses the overhead system. This rumor

was later authoritatively denied, but it has since been

practically confirmed, for the Consolidated Electric Stor

age Company has been organized, which has acquired

the julien storage battery patents and all the Brush

storage battery patents and inventions. The ulien

Company has sold it cars and everything relating to

traction to the United Electric Traction Company,

which has also bought all the Daft companies, including

the factory at Marion, N. ]., the stations in New York,

Newark, and Philadelphia, while there is no connection

between the Consolidated Electric Storage Company

and the United Electric Traction Company, it is very

probable that the two companies will work harmoni

ously together.

Finally comes the great l/Vestinghouse-Pullman com

bination, which is not at this writing definitely consum

mated, but seems to be all ready. On July 8 a meeting

of the stockholders of the Westinghouse Electric Com

pany will be held to pass on the questions of raising the

capital from five to eight millions of dollars, and trans

ferring the business to the Westinghouse Electric and

Manufacturing Company.

It is said that Pullman will take the entire increase of

stock at $50 a share, and it is also stated that 850 acres

of land have been secured at Parnassus on the Alle

ght ny river, sixteen miles from Pittsburg, for a site for

extensive electric car works, to be erected jointly by the

Pullman and Westinghouse Companies. Taken in con

nection with the fact that the Westinghouse Company

has recently entered the electric railway field, this means

that a powerful rival is about to contest against the

Sprague, Thomson-Houston, Short and other electric

railway construction companies.

THE TWELFTH CONVENTION OF THE NATIONAL

ELECTRIC LIGHT ASSOCIATION.

At a meeting of the Executive Committee, held Mon

day,]une 16, it was decided to convene the twelfth con

vention of the National Electric Light Association at

Cape May, N. _I., on Tuesday, August 19. Full details

of the arrangements made for the convention will be

published at a later date. Mr. Allen R. Foote entered

upon the duties of Secretary and Treasurer of the as

sociation on Tuesday, June I7.

MISCELLANEOUS

MYSTERIES or ELEC'I‘RlCI'l‘Y.—s8.yS the Birmingham, Conn.,

correspondent of the Ansonia S¢'nIz'n¢'/ : As an illustration of

what a subtile but strong power electricity is, one can see, at times

when an electric car runs off the track, an interesting example.

Saturday. a car was off with all the wheels away from the rails,

but the motor-man took a light copper wire, connected it with the

springs on the forward truck, then fastened the other end to a

hammer-head and placed the hammer on the rails. This com

pleted the circuit and sufiicient current was sent through the little

wire to move the car on the rough ground.

DIRECT CONVERSION or HEAT mro El.F.."TI(ICAL E1\'i2Ro\'.-—Mr.

E. H. Acheson, an electrical engineer of this city, is con

ducting experiments having for their object the direct conversion

of heat into electrical energy The energy < f the converted heat

acts directly on the engine through the dynamos, thus reducing

the work done by the equivalent of this t....::'fo'::ned heat; or, in

other words, incrcaring the capacity of the lam by this amount.

A gain of 35 per cent. in output, boiler an engine capacit ' re

maining constant, has already been realized. In trials w ich ave

already been made by other en 'neers with Mr, Acheson's system,

1 electrical horse-power per our has been developed with 11

cubic feet of natural gas per hour, while a plant of ordinary effi

ciency to-day re uires not less than 50 cubic feet of gas per orse

power per hour eveloped. Mr. Acheson will continue his experi

ments in the hope of attaining still better results than the above.

—American /Manufacturer.

CUTTING GLASS BY E1.izc'rRicirY.—The process of cutting glass

tubes by electricity appears to have met with success. The tube

is surrounded with a fine wire, whose extremities are put in com

munication with a source of electricity—it being also necessary, of

course, that the wire adhere closely to the glass. When a current

is passed through the wire the latter becomes red-hot. heating the

lass beneath it, and a single drop of water deposited on the

heated place will cause a clean breakage at that point. Coiitrar -

to what takes place in the usual process of treating this materia ,

it is found that the thicker the sides of the tube are the more suc

cessful is the operation likely to be. -
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SPARKS FROM THE DYNAMO.

 

Ji=.Nr~'ii:—George, I think you will have to turn that gas down a

little lower. '

George—Certainly, darling. The request is an evidence of

your affection for your father, You do not wish his gas bill to be

large.

Jennie—Exactly so.

Father (who has overheard the foregoing conversation)-—Never

mind, George; burn her high or burn her low, the meter wo_rks

all the same.

Jennie—That's so, papa, and the best thing you can do is to

turn it off altogether.

George—Amen !

Father—Yes. So I had the electric light company place one of

their lights in front of this parlor, and they are about to turn on—

ha ! see, there it is ! Floods with light this apartment !

Jennie—George, let us go into the kitchen.—Pz'l!sburg Dis

patrli.

 

OSCULATORY ELEC'I‘RlCl'l'\'.—Th6 electric kiss is given by ap

proaching the unsuspecting victim, shufliing the slippei-ed feet

softly over the carpet, and bending the head well forward, so that

the lips shall be the part of the person furthest advanced. Just

as the lips have almost touched the face of the victim there is a

crackle and a sudden and stimulating shock, which those who

have tried it describe as very pleasant. If the room be darkened

the spark can be distinctly seen by a third person. It is said,

however, that the experiment is usually more successful when the

third person is somewhere else.—E.n'/mngc.

 

THE search for a word to express electric propulsion pursues its

wild and erratic course. Since all endeavors to capture this

etymological will-o’-the-wisp seem to have failed. we would re

commend Lord Bury to appeal as a a'erru'er rrsarl to the originators

of “ Volapuk." Some of our readers have probably already

laughed over the following verses, from the 5:01: Obscrq/er, but

we think them good enough to bear reproduction :

Tmz PASSIONATE ELECTRICIAN.

(lnsrribed to Lord Bury.)

Sweet, shall we volt it? Dearest, shall we ohm

Our wingéd way across the ocean foam?

Or were it fairer to electricize '

(Or electrate) our path to happier skies?

What's in a name when all roads lead to Rome?

Fairest and rarest under heaven’s high dome,

0 shall we squirm, or Watt, or electrome?

Or,.if you feel you’d rather not volize,

Sweet, shall we volt?

Heart of my heart, no fond and frolic tome

But the grave Timcs, that moral metronome,

Bids us coulomb, or spark, or motorize,

And now I think of it the blue day dies ;

'Tis time, 'tis time, that we were muting home—

Sweet, shallwe volt?

London Eleclriral Rn/22-20.

LITERARY.

“ Derivation of Practical Electrical Units." By Lieut. F. B. Badt

and Prof. H. S. Carhart; with 12 illustrations. First Edition,

Chicago : Electrician Publishing Co., 1890. 56 pages.

This is both a handy and valuable little volume. The introduc

tion gives the explanation and origin of the Centimeter-Gramme

Second System, known as the Absolute or C. G. S. units. Then

follow brief biographies, with portraits of William Edward Weber,

Carl Frederick Gauss, Andre Marie Ampere, Charles Augustin

C0\110mb. (110 portrait,) Alessandro Volta, George Simon Ohm,

Michael Faraday, ames Watt, James Prescott Joule, Dr. Werner

VOII Sielllelm. Sir illiam Siemens, John Frederick Daniell, and

Moritz Hermann Von Jacobi. The book concludes with a short

essay by Prof. Carhart, on the Modifications of Units.

Donald G. Mitchell, who has for forty years past endeared him

self to American readers as " Ik Marvel," is now 68 years of age.

He lives quietl ' at " Edgewood," which has been his home since

1355, and which he has rendered so famous by his writings. Not

withstanding his advanced age he is still en aged in litera work,

and the sale of his last book, “ English Lan s, Letters and ings,"

shows that he still retains his stron hold upon the public. The

first volume of the work was issue only last November, and his

publishers, the Scribners, are already about to print a third edi

tion, while the second volume, recently published, has sold pro

portionately well.

We are in recei t from Messrs. Mourlon & Company, Brussels,

of an illustrated escription of the Van R 'sselberghe system of

simultaneous telegraphy and telephony. he work gives a brief

histo of long-distance telephony, whis is followed by a descrip

tion 0 the system named and its practical applications.

TRADE CATALOGL'ES.—Tl'l6 catalogue and price list of Day's

Kerite wires and cables, is not only handy to have around, but

possesses elements of permanent value in the tables relating to

copper and iron wires, decimal equivalents of parts of an inch,

and parts of a mile. The catalo tie is rofusely illustrated.

The Interior Conduit and Insu ation ompany has issued a neat

prospectus, giving a full account of its methods and processes.

The application of the electric motor to the blowin of organs

is the subject of a handsome pamphlet issued by t e C. 8: C.

Electric Motor Company. It contains a list of the applications of

this character and a number of letters from organists and others,

testifying to the success of the motors.

Catalo ues S. 30, and S. 31. of the Thomson-Houston Motor Co.,

contain escriptions and illustrations of the motors built b this

company and their application to Electric Tramways for Mil s and

Manufactories.

Messrs. Chadbourne, Hazleton & Co., have issued a small but

neat catalogue of the Wenstrom Consolidated Dynamo and Motor

Company, and the Equitable Electric Railway Construction Co.,

of Baltimore and Philadelphia.

The catalogue of the United Edison Manufacturing Company

is devoted entirely to the incandescent light. The illustrations

show the machine works in Schenectady, the Standard Edison

Dynamo, Ampere Meter, Pressure Indicator,Lam , Bases,Sockets,

and other _parts made by the Company, with ull descriptions;

and the catalogue ends with a statement of the Edison Company's

legal position.

ECHOES FROM THE_ELECTRlCAL SOCIETIES.

The revised constitution and by-laws, submitted a month ago,

were under discussion at the Electric Club at Boston at its recent

meeting. Amendments more clearly defining the status of mem

bers were adopted. The provision in the old code, restricting

membership to persons engaged in electrical pursuits, was rejected.

The changes that were made in the new constitution were all on

minor points, and provoked no contest. The regular monthly din

ner of the club, which was announced for Monday, May 19th, was

post ned till Wednesday the 21st, as the American Institute

of E ectrical Engineers held their annual convention in Boston on

the 21st and 22d of last month. This change enabled the Boston

Electric Club to entertain the Institute as their guest at dinner.

The annual election for oflicers of the Chicago Electric Club

resulted as follows: President, F. G. Beach; vice-presidents. F. B.

Badt, Alex. Kempt, D. P. Perry and W. H. McKinlock; secretary,

W. A. Kreidler; treasurer, F. 5. Terry; board of managers, B. 1-2.

Suimy‘, M. A. Knap , F. W. Cushin , George 0. Fairbanks, Wil

liam aylor, F. E. egenhardt, E. ag ot, F. W. Parker, George

C. Bailey, C. H. Wilmerdini; members ip committee, C. C. Has

kins, George Cutter, W. B. earson.

Fifty-four electricians met in Boston recently and formed a so

ciety to be known as the Massachusetts Electrical Engineers’ and

Mechanics‘ Association. The following oflicers were elected :

President, John Deen, Jr.; vice-president, James S. Moore; secre

tary, C. H. Tyler; treasurer, Andrew Hanson.

The New York Electrical Society, at its recent annual election

held at Hamilton Hall, Columbia College, elected the following

ofiicers : President, F. B. Crocker; vice-presidents, Joseph Wetzler,

Francis Forbes, Dr. 0. A. Moses, T. C. Martin, G. H. Stockbrid e

and E. L. Bradley; secretary, George H. Guy; treasurer, H. .

Sinclair; trustees, C. O. Mailloux, F. B. Crocker and Joseph

Wetzler. The re ort of the secretary showed the society to be in

a prosperous con ition. Its net gain in membership in the year

was thirt '-six. The following were elected members: Philip Diehl,

Wilfrid . Fleniin , M.J. Sullivan, M. C. Sullivan, W. S. Cliesley,

Seymour S. Folwe 1, S. Dana Green, 0. T. Crosby and James

Stewart. After the business meeting J. Carty delivered an

address on “Telephone Engineering. ' T e Society has severed

its connection with the American Institute, and resumed its

original title.
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A VETERAN CAR BUILDER.

SKETCH OF JOHN STEPHENSON, THE OLDEST CAR BL'll.DER IN THE

UNITED STA'i'F.S.

John Stephenson, the veteran car builder, will be 81 years old

on the Fourth of Jul . There are doubtless men in this countr'

more famous than John Stephenson, as fame is generally reckone .

but it is safe to say there is not one whose name has been borne

into so many different lands, and so persistently and continually

kept before the public eye in the most widely separated portions

of the earth's surface. John Stephenson is a man whose motto

might have been, “ I care not who makes the laws for the nations

so orig as I make the street cars.” And he has lived up to his

motto, for he has made cars for about every civilized country on

the face of the earth, and for several only half-civilized ones. He

has another motto that he adopted before street cars ever were

heard of, and which his friends say he car-iies out as persistently

and conscientiously as he does his determination to see that every

nation shall be able to ride in its own street cars ; that motto is,

“ Never turn out a bad piece of work," not such an unusual motto

for a man to live up to in his business, but one that is seldom car

ried into every-day family and social life, at least to the extent

that Mr. Stephenson carried

it.

The following sketch of

Mr. Ste henson's life, is
compiledP mainly from an

article that appeared recent

ly in the New York Sun,

together with some facts

gleaned from other sources:

Mr. Stephenson inherited

his ru god and hearty bluff

ness 0 manner and of char

acter from parents of mixed

English and Scotch ances

try, James Stephenson and

Grace Stuart, who came to

this country from the north

of Ireland, in 1811, bringing

young John, then two years

old. with them. The infant

was cut out for an American

from his very birth, which

occurred on July Fourth,

in the ear 18cq. He re

ceived is education at the

Wesleyan Seminary in N.

Y. City. and was intended

by his father for a mercan

tile life. In this line he

spent about three years, but

his fondness for mechanics

induced his father to allow

him, when nearly 19 years

of a e. to become appren

promisin well for the young man when, on March 29, 1832, a fire

destroye the Brower stables, and with them Mr. Stephenson's

shop and all of his stock. _There was no insurance. It was not

long, however. before the young man was on his feet again, this

time at a new location 264 Elizabeth street. Besides the omnibus

business, which was growing constantly, he soon branched out in

a new direction. .

The New York and Harlem Railroad was chartered in 1831, be

iug the first street railroad company organized. John Mason. of

the Chemical Bank, was president; John Lozier, of the Manhat

tan Water Works. vice-president, and the other oflicers were

equally well-known men. Their offices were on the east side of

the Bowery, two doors below Stanton street. For the first car

the company employed Mr. Stephenson, who was to design and

construct a vehicle of an entirely original t Ipe, calculated purely

for street car work, and Miles Parker, of orkville, who was to

build a car after the English model then employed on the Cam

den and Amboy Railroad. Mr. Stephenson’s car, the first street

car ever built, \\ as named the ohn Mason, and was accepted by

the company, and used when t e read was opened, November 26,

1832, on which occasion it carried the Mayor and _.Common Coun

cil of the city. Mr. Stephenson possesses the patent awarded to

him for this car, signed by

Andrew Jackson, Presi

dent; Edward Livin ston,

Secretary of State; B.

Taney, Attome -General.

and]. Cam bell, reasurer.

Other or ers for the Har

lem Company followed, and

in the same year came

orders of a similar sort from

Patterson, N. J., Brooklyn.

and Jamaica, N. Y., the

New Jersey Railroad and

Transportation Companv

(now Pennsylvania Rail

road), Matanzas, Cuba, and

Tallahassee, F l o r i d a.

These were all four-wheel

ed cars, but except in the

case of the Harlem Com

pany, were for use on rail

wa s and not in streets.

\ hen Ross VVinans, of

Baltimore, introduced the

use of eight wheeled cars,

Mr. Ste henson's Elizabeth

street s ops were too small

for his business, and in 1836

he built a new factory at

Fourth avenue and 129th

street, in Harlem, He

branched out extensively

into the construction of

regular railway cars of all

tice to a coachmaker. His sorts, and W6-5} d0iI1 8 large

strong tendency toward and ll'1¢1'e9-51I1g_ 11SiI1eSS

mechanics had been further \‘/hen the Pa-"1C of 1 837

fostered' by his father in

the fitting up of a room

with tools and other appli

ances, so that his son could

do all the repairing and

similar work needed about

the premises.

He remained for two years an apprentice with Andrew Wade

at 347 Broome street. and during t at time spent most of his even

ings working at drawing and designing. In 1831, soon after he

completed his apprenticeship, he obtained a business opening

through Abram Brower, a livery stable keeper at 661 Broadway,

and the pioneer in the Broadway stage business. Mr. Brower had

been for four years running “ accommodation" stages from the

corner of Broadway and Bleecker street, then far up town, to Wall

street, the fare being one shilling The buildin I and repairing of

Brower’s vehicles had been done by Mr. \Va e. They had in

cluded vehicles with cross seats and side entrances, and also some

with entrances up several steps at the rear, but they were all

coach bodies resting on leather thoroughbraces, in the old post

coach st le. Mr. Brower suggested to young Stephenson that he

open a s op of his own, promising him all the business that had

been going to Mr. “fade, and offering him a location at 667 Broad

way, adjoining the rear of Mr. Brower's stables, which were on

Mercer street.

May 1, 1831, began business, there esigning and building the

first vehicle known in New York as an "omnibus." The " Mi

nerva," “ Mentor," “ Forget-me-not," and other vehicles of novel

design, well-known in their time. followed, and everything was

 

JOHN STEPHENSON.

The young man acce ted the offer, and there, on -

struck the country, and the

railroads, suffering first,

carried Mr. Stephenson

down also, his whole Har

lem property being lost and

his estate brin 'ng but 50

cents on the do lar.

Stephenson was still a young man and he did not let such a

little thing as one failure discourage him. In 1843,_ he began

business againon a site then in the suburbs, now covering sixteen

lots on ’1‘wenty-seventh street near Fourth avenue. which are still

occupied by his factory. It was a hard struggle for awhile, but

his reputation for honest and the evident success-breeding stub

borness that he possesse brought him the aid of capital that en

abled him in time to build up an enormous business. All that he

made in the first seven ears, besides what he had to put into the

business, went to pay 0 the bankru tcy debts. He had paid off,

one by one as fast as he was able, t e other fifty cents to all his

creditors but Jordan L. Mott, who stubbornly refused to accept his

debt, telling Stephenson that the failure had been an honest one.

and that his indebtedness was legally and morally wiped out by

the bankruptcy proceedings. Stephenson could not force Mott to

take the money. but when Mott ordered a truck from Stephenson,

the latter built it and delivered it according to orders, and then

sent the bill endorsed "Received payment by bankruptcy deb_t.

John Stephenson." He dropped the manufacture of regular rail

road cars after the unfortunate issue of his Harlem enterprise, and

devoted himself at first entirely to coaches and omnibiises, which

were then in great and constantly increasing demand. because the
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street car business had as yet been a very unprofitable and un

promising one, and not only New York, but all the other cities_o_f

the country looked to stage lines to furnish the bulk of the facili

ties for local passen er transportation. All of the old Broadway

stages were built by im, and others for this and about all the

other large cities in the coun .

In 1852, the Second, Third, ixth, and Eighth avenue horse-car

lines were chartered, and the street-car business began to look

more romising. Naturally the orders for cars for the new lines

to the same man who had been making the sta es that

they were intended to supplant, and adually Mr. Step enson's

business became less an less one o buildin stages and more

and more one of building street cars. With t e extension of the

street car idea to other countries, Stepheusorfs cars went with

it, and for many years he furnished the cars for almost the whole

world. Even the street cars for London used to be furnished by

him, and cars of his make are running to-day in almost every

civilized country, unless it be China, where they don't include

street' cars in their civilization.

Of late years the enormous development of the street car sys

tems of the cities of this country has led to the en of several

new concerns into the business of making cars, but Mr. Steph

enson still makes more than any other concern for the home

market, and continues to ship hundreds of cars to other coun

tries. His factory now employs 500 men and can turn out twenty

four cars a week right along. By virtue of scores of patents cov

ering important features in the cars, by the immense stocks of

seasoned and seasoning lumber that he has accumulated and

stored up in the various yards in the city, by the possession of

workmen of a score of years of experience in the particular-lines

required and by the general advantages consequent upon having

been the first man in the field, the octogenarian has been able to

keep his business right in front through all the pushing and crowd

ing of competition that late years has brought him, and until the

day before his recent illness began he was as regular and as active

in attending to his work at the factory as any of his workmen.

The business is now run in the form of a stock company, but Mr.

Stephenson remains its head and active manager.

His list of closed cars turned out has passed the ro,ooo mark,

and with the open cars, electric cars, cable cars, and other vehicles

that he has built, the total would undoubtedly reach well up to

ward 25,000. For some time street cars have been the only things

built in his factory.

The electric car business is becoming the largest branch of car

building now. The old cars used to cost about $800 on an aver

age. Nowadays, $1,000 buys an ordinary car, but the best cost as

high as $1,600, and the electrics, with their motors, cost $5,000,

not to speak of $2,000 more for batteries, if they are that kind of

cars. They are built of the finest and strongest wood, elaborately

carved and painted, and all the "fixings" are bronze or brass,

while almost as much care is taken with the doors, windows,

shades, seats, and other features as if they were palace cars.

Outside of his business Mr. Stephenson has made a mark in

pretty nearly every department of New York life, except the

political. Politics he has consistently shunned, never holding an

public office except that of School Trustee of the twenty-first war ,

which he held for twenty consecutive years until he refused to

accept it an longer. More articularly thanwith any other one

thing outsi e of street cars, e has been identified with Sunday

schools. When the first Sunda school in New York was started by

Mrs. David Bethune and Mrs. §lIary Mason in Public School No. 1,

at the corner of Chatham street and Tryon row, about the ear

1 8 16, Mr. Stephenson became deeply interested in the work an has

continued ever since to engage in it, teaching of late years alarge

Bible class.

One other specialty of Mr. Stephenson is music. He has always

been devoted to this, and fifty years a 0 was one of the ‘most

active members of the New York Sacre Music Society, and later

of the Harmonic Society. He was a. choir leader for forty ears.

His choir for thirty years consisted of forty young people se ected

from his Sunda schools. He has a rare collection of musical

literature, of w ich he is very proud. '

His memory is exceedingly tenacious. Not long ago he was

called upon to give some testimony concerning old-time cars. He

detailed promptly and accurately the whole construction of cars of

old time. and showed the different methods which were consecu

tively adopted, resulting in the splendid constructions of the

present.

FOREIGN NOTES OF ALL SORTS.

1_\n electric railway has been incorporated in Siam, and will be

built at once from Bangkok to Paknam, a distance of thirty miles.

The road is to cost $400,000, and Siamese capital alone will be

used. An electric light company has also been organized, and the

plant ordered from angkok.

There are now about 30 electric launches plying on the river

Thames, and more are being added almost daily. Even some

river house boats, it is reported are to be electrically gguipped

There is immense interest being felt in this new meth 0 pro

pelling pleasure boats, and the makers are kept busy right along.

An interesting application of electricity ‘to theatrical purposes

was made in connection with the ballet in Asranio, M. Saint-Saen's

new work at the Paris Opera. This was the torch carried by the

genii and constructed by M. Trouve. The torch, which was of

very limited dimensions, had to be ke t alight for a quarter of an

hour each evening. An incandescent amp was concealed beneath

the “ jeweled” torch-head and a battery of six accumulators was

placed in the staff. The accumulators were of the Plante pattern

composed of leaden plates, 5 centimetres high and 7 centimetres

broad, rolled upon each other.

The total active surface was about a s uare decimetre per ele

ment. Each accumulator had a casing 0 thin glass enveloped in

gutta-percha and measuring 7 centimetres in hei ht and two cen

timetres in diameter. The batteries were divide into two super

posed groups, and the elements were all mounted in series with an

intervening space of 11} millimetres between the plates. The ac

cumulators were capable of holding out for 30 minutes, z'.:., two

performances. They supplied a to volt 3 amperes current during

20 minutes. In lighting the torch, the actress who took the part

of Phoebus and carried the enii torch, applied thumb pressure to

a spring situated in the handle, when the connections were formed

an the lam was lighted. The accumulators were daily charged

at the electric station attached to the opera.

The tunnel under the Thames river at London which was built

many years ago was long considered an engineering wonder, but

its practical use has for years been very limited. Since its construc

tion the art of sub-aqueous tunneling has made great advances

and the number of footways, wagons roads and railways under

rivers is now considerable. Recently there has been opened under

the Thames a new subway consisting of two tunnels, each about

11 feet in diameter, for the use of an electrical railway, and trains

consisting of a locomotive and three carriages having accommo

dations for 100 passengers are now run at fre uent intervals from

King William street in the city to the Elep ant and Castle in

Surrey, a distance of a mile and a third, in about three and one

half minutes. The carriages are unlike any other railway pas

senger vehicles ever constructed in that they have no windows;

but they are lighted with incandescent electric lamps and as the

ventilation of the shafts is provided for the trip is made in com

fort. The termini of the road are about 70 feet below the street

surface and the trains are reached by h draulic elevators, or

“ lifts" as our English friends prefer to call tliem.—1\’az'/way Age.

Passenger elevators having electric motors are much in use in

England, the Bank of England being the last to utilize their elec

tric plant for such a purpose.

PERSONAL.

Mr. H. C. Spauldin , of the Thomson-Houston Electric Com

pany, has been electe treasurer and secretary of the N. E. Elec

tric Exchange, vice H. H. Fairbanks, of Worcester, resigned.

_Mr. Fairbanks takes the seat at the board vacated by Mr. Spauld

ing. '

Mr. Norman ‘W. Crawford has resi ed from the superintend

ency of the Daft Compan , of Meri en, Conn., and accepted a

osition with the Short E ectric Railwa that will cover a large

eld. His headquarters will be at Rocgester, N. Y.

Mr. E. Caldwell, technical editor of /I//ndern Lzlg/zl and Heat,

will soon resign his position on that paper to accept a similar one

with a contemporary.

Bliss Perry, the author of “The Broughton House," anovel

ublished lately by the Scribners, is the professor of English

iterature in Williams College, and the son of Professor A. L.

Perry, the eminent political economist. This novel is the author's

first book, but he has occasionally engaged in journalistic work,

particularly in connection with the Springfield Republican.

Mr. Harold Frederic, whose novels, “ Seth's Brother’s Wife,"

and "The Lawton Girl," have recently come from the press of

the Scribners. is an industrious and energetic literary worker,

and, although only thirty-four years of age, has had a remarkable

and interesting career. In spite of early disadvantages he edu

cated himself and worked his way through the editorial oflices of

the Ulica Observer and Albany Ebrpress to the position of spe

cial London correspondent to the /V. Y. Tzlmes, which he now

occupies. He is becoming recognized as a novelist of uncommon

power and promise.

Mr. F. J. Sprague, of the Sprague Electric Railway and Motor

Company, expects to spend a couple of months in Euro this

summer. He will leave New York the latter part of ] y, and

his trip will be mainly for recreation, and incidentally for busi

ness.
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ELECTRIC POVVER.

THE ELECTRICAL MOTOR FIELD

NEW ELECTRIC ROADS FOR BALTIMORE.

The Baltimore Traction Company, of Baltimore, which is now

constructing a cable railroad seven miles long at a cost of $3,000,

000, is about to become the owner of another road on which it

contemplates adopting electric traction. The Baltimore, Pimlico

and Pikesville Railway, which is seven miles in length, has been

iirchased by Messrs. T. Edward Hambleton, resident, and

oward Munnikhuysen, general counsel of the raction Com

pany. It is ascertained from a gentleman in close business rela

tions with these persons that it was purchased for the company of

which they are ofl-lcers. The road is to be made an electrical line

at once to the grounds of the Maryland Agricultural Association

at Pimlico, four miles from the city. Should this road meet with

the success that it is ex ected, it will be equipped with electricity

on the full seven mi es, and will be eventually extended to

Reisterstown, about sixteen miles u from Baltimore. The Trac

tion Company has alread assume control of two of the most

profitable street railway ines in Baltimore. An electrical engi

neer has made a reliminary survey of the route. The Traction

Company applie this week to the City Council for the privilege

of using electricity as a motive power.-—/Wanufaclurerf Record.

AN ELEVATED ELECTRIC RAlLWA_Y.

Mr. A. Davis, formerl 1 of the North Shore Railway, has com

pleted his plans for an e evated electric railway for Montreal, and

as secured patents for the inventions which are the distinguish

ing features of the s stem. Mr. Davis in drawing up his plans

has been guided by t e conviction that it is necessary t at any ele

vated road built in Montreal must be cheap and not injurious to

the property along the route. He thinks that he has succeeded

in meetiu these requirements, as his system does not interfere

with the ight, is smokeless and noiseless and will cause no dust.

The s stem is unique in its way. The track is elevated on a
series ofy single posts, 60 feet apart, and the structure alto ether is

said to be so light and ornamental that there can be no 0 jection

to it on the ound of unsightliness, urged so strongly against the

elevated rai roads in American cities. The posts are constructed

in four sections, bolted to ether, so that a flaw can occur in one of

the sections without en an ering the whole structure. Single

girders, resting on these pi lars, and sunk six inches into their

eads, carry the rails. Distinctive features of the system are the

ingenious provision for supplying the motive power to the cars,

and an extra safety appliance. The cable conveyin the electricity

from the electric station runs along the top chor of the girder.

The cross-ties, instead of being fastened to the top of the girder,

are passed through the bottom of that piece of lattice work, so that

the upper rtion of the girder projects upward through the track

bed to wit in an inch of the bottom of the cars. The upper chord

of the girder, which carries the electric cable, ends in a “ T "iron.

The motor is fastened under the center of the car, and the elec

tricity is conveyed to it by two wheels. which grip the cable and

can be regulated from the intertor of the car at will. The wheels

are comp etely free from break friction, as the breakage system

consists of a pair of shoes adjusted so as to grip the top chord of

the girder on either side. The safety of the car is arranged by

two slides passin freely under the top(piece of the upper chord

of the girder, an in case a wheel shoul break, the bottom of the

car, having only one inch to fall before resting on -the girder.would

be firmly held in osition by the safet guards. The motor can

be made to work irect by steam prope led cable, or by electricity,

which is the cheapest method. The plans rovide for handsome

cars and stations, the appearance of everyt ing having been care

fully studied. Mr. Davis estimates the- cost at under $25,000 a

mile all equipped, and says he can get all the money necessary to

carry out the undertaking if he can only secure a substantial con

tract. Mr. Davis’ s stem of suspending railways is now in opera

tion in Brussels, Belgium, but the inventor considers the new

scheme as cheaper and more practical.—Raz'Zu/ay-Rewkw.

A LARGE ELECTRIC PLANT.

Steadily, year by year and month by month, electricity is

advancing and has grown to be looked upon as the power w ich

shal1.move the universe before many years. A new field has been

opened for the great power through a company recently formed

for the purpose of furnishing the ower for operating the lead

mines at Webb City, Mo., Cartervil e and vicinity, and yesterday

T. F. Clohesey of Kansas City, closed a contract to furnish the

{asper County Electric Power Company, as the organization is

nown, with a 1,000 horse-power pant, the lar est stationary

electric power plant in the world. The Detroit otor Company

furnishes the plant, and 150 motors, ranging from five to twenty

horse- ower, were included in yesterday's sale

By t euse of electricity a mine can be operated at all times,

light and power being furnished at night as well as by day. No

mules will tire or boilers need repairing or cleaning.

The plant at Webb City will be placed in position and operation

at once. Two hundred horse-power_will be in operation in thirty

days, an additional 300 horse-power in sixty days and the balance

in ninet days. The rice of the plant is $98,000.

The fasper County ower Company has a stock of $150,000, all

paid up, and expect to have 2,000 horse-power in operation inside

of a year. The compan has a thirty years’ franchise, and its

0filC6I‘S are : Hon. W. P. . unro, Nevada, president; judge D. P.

Stratton, Nevada, counsel; O. K. Caldwell, Nevada, treasurer;

Hon. T. F. Clohesey, Kansas City, secretary and electrical engi

neer. These gentlemen are all prominent, the latter bein espe

cially well known as an electrical expert and engineer 0 many

years’ practical experience.

The power will be distributed over a radius of one-half to three

quarters of a mile from the two cities and will be used in hoisting,

ore crushm , pumping, jiggin , tramming and various other

channels ; so urnishing light or the mines.

AMERICAN MOTORS.

Electricity for motive purposes is almost wholly American.

Both stationary and railway motor work here has developed into

one of the most important branches of the motive business. The

railway electric motor is used on almost one-third of the street

railways in this country, and has been in successful operation but

two years. The stationary electric motor is also used here for

innumerable purposes, its adaptability covering as wide a field as

any other in use. In Europe no such advance has been made

there yet, but efforts are being made to push the industry. There

are but few electric roads operating, but judging from some re

cent contracts closed, a new era has opened. Bremen, Germany,

has very recently contracted for an electric road of the Thomson

Houston system, and Florence, Italy, for a Sprague electric road.

London is seriously considering electrical traction for transporta- -

tion through the tunnel. _ _

Europeans have been wary of American apparatus and have

used their own as much as possible. B perseverance our manu

facturers have established a business a road of late, and now in

most of the large countries have Edison factories turning out

complete li hting a paratus. The Westinghouse Com any is at

present bui ding a actory in England, and will soon he able to

-supply all Euro ean markets from it. The Thomson-Houston

Compan Y, thoug doing a large business there, exports all its ap

paratus rom here. The old country appreciates the 0 portuni

ties offered in this industry, and are investing COIlS1(l6I'fl%l€ capi

tal in electrical ente rises, which assures electrical a paratus success in the wide fielgaopen to it.—B0st0n Cbrnmercia? Bulletin.

THE CROSBY DRY BATTERY.

The Crosby d battery is proving to be an unqualified success.

It appears to ad to the usua excellences and conveniences of dry

batteries, those of being readily put into condition for use, and of

being easily renewed w en run down. It has great efiiciency and

long life. The testimonials received by the company from actual

users are filled with expressions of satisfaction, and orders are

_rapidly coming in.

A NEW WATER POWER ELECTRIC COMPANY.

For many years the discussion of the feasibility of utilizing the

water power of the Des Moines rapids of the Mississi pi River has

had the occasional attentioh of the people of Keokuli. Ia. With

this idea in view, not long a 0 J. F. Smith, of that city, went to

Chicago and called at the E ison Company there for the purpose

of talking up the matter in connection with the situation here.

After a satisfactory consulation on the subject, one of the Edison

Com any remarked that there was a gentleman in the Rookery

buil ing in whose judgment more reliance could be placed than

on that of an other man in the city. This man so highly recom

mended was ajor C. I. Wickersham, to whom Mr. Smith was

introduced. Pursuing his investigation of the matter, Mr. Smith

visited the Thomson-Houston Company, and after talking over

the matter they told him the same story about the valuable judg

ment of a gentleman in the Rookery building, meaning Major

Wickersham.

Major Wickersham and Mr. Smith continued a discussion of the

subject, and the consequence is that the former gentleman paid a

visit to Keokuk, and his investi ations, preliminary estimates,

and consulting with some of the eading citizens resulted in the

formation of an organization to be known as the Keokuk Hydrau

lie and Electric Company, with a capital stock of $500,000.

Major Wickersham is an expert in such matters, and seems

highly pleased with the outlook here. For years he has been en

aged in developing such enterprises, and was at the head of the

first geological survey on the line of the Northern Pacific Rail
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road before that great thoroughfare was built. He is to be vice

president and general manager of the_]plant hflrfi, and Ill 15 C011

fidently expected that great Success wi_ grow out of this enter

prise, one of the most extensive and important of all the new

enterprises that have recently come to the city.

It will be a very strong company. and will add many fold to the

manufacturing interests of Keokuk. Mr. F. Smith is corres

ponding with different companies regarding the water wheels

necessary to o erate the fine power that nature has given to this

locality. Wit the modern machinery now used there is sufficient

power included in that covered by this new company's plant to

run numberless large manufactories. This company will com

mence with 1,50o horse-power, which will be ample as a start.

The Des Moines rapids will furnish 60,000 horse-power with the

necessary machine and appliances, and when it is known that

all the machinery 0 St. Louis is run with 20,000 horse-power the

magnitude of Keokul-:‘s water wer may betgzairtially appreciated.

Enough power is here to run t ree cities of e magnitude of St.

Louis.

The articles of incorporation as filed are signed by B. F. Ham

bleton, A. Collier, H. Robertson, J. F. Smith, and Charles J

Wickersham, who organize in a corporation to be known as the

Keokuk Hydraulic and Electric Company, the principal place of

business bein at Keokuk. The corporation commenced usiness

on the 20th 0 May, 1890, and is to continue twenty years. The

business of the corparation is the purchase and ownership of the

franchises and property of the Des Moines Rapids Improvement

and Manufacturing Company, a corporation organized under and

by virtue of the laws of the State of Illinois, the purchase and

ownership and franchizes and roperty of the Keokuk and Hamil

ton Ferry and Manufacturing ompany of Illinois and Iowa, and

the development of the Des Moines rapids of the Mississippi

River at or near Hamilton, Illinois. the generating or production

of electricity to the town of Hamilton and cit of Keokuk and

vicinity, and to sell or furnish water ower or e ectricity, purchas

ing buildings and operating such mil s and manufacturin estab

ments as may be deemed advisable either at the town of amilton

or city of Keokuk and vicinity. The amount of the capital stock

of this co oration is laced at $500,000. divided into 10,000 shares

of $50 eac , all of such stock to be full paid up and non-assessible.

The business of the corporation is to managed by a board of

five directors, elected annually on the first Wednesday in January

of each year. Until the first annual meeting the corporation is to

be managed by those whose names are given aboveassignin the

articles of incorporation, At the meeting of the board of irec

tors the following ofiicers were elected : A. Collier, president ; C.

I. Wickersham, vice-(president andgeneral manager; B. F. Ham

bleton. treasurer, an Hugh Robertson, secretary.

ELECTRIC RAILWAY TALK.

Aberdeen, Wash.—The Aberdeen & Hoquiam Electric Railway

Company have, at last, been granted a street railway franchise,

and will at once commence the construction of an electric street

railwa system in Aberdeen, and also extend it to Hoquiam, four

miles istant. By the terms of the franchise, one mile of the track

must be read for operation in three months, and all of it--six

miles—in twelve months. The lands between Aberdeen and Ho

quiam being subject to overflow by high tides, and covered with

timber, there is no communication except by water between the

two towns, and this electric road will not only answer the purpose

of rapid transit, but open for homes a large scope of country now

unoccupied.

Albany, Ga.—It is stated that an electric street railway is soon

to be built in this place.

Allegheny, Pa.-The Troy Hill Electric Railway Company is a

new co oration which has only latel been organized for the ur

pose of uilding an electric road in A legheny City and severa ad

jacent boroughs. This enterprise involves a large and comprehen

sive system of a railway circuit which will cover fifteen miles of

track. So far the preliminaries have only been arranged, but as

soon as the necessary privileges have been granted by councils,

the construction of the road will be commenced.

Ann Arbor, Mich.—Attorney_]. B. Corliss, of Detroit, forwarded

the $1,000 deposit required by the new ordinance in relation to

street cars to the city authorities to-day. He further stated that

the company he represents will commence laying track inside of

three weeks. This seems to make Ann Arbor’s electric street

railway a certainty.

As_heville N. C.—A com any is being organized by J. B.Bostic, . Suttle, W. T. Igieynolds, and others for the pu ose

of building a dummy or electrical railroad to Weaverville, a out

eight miles distant,

Atchison, Kan.-The Atchison Electric Street Railway Com

zanyvhas been formed with a capital stock of $40,000. Directors :

. . Hethenngton, George Storck, W. L. Challis and others.

The Atchison Street Railway has been sold to a Boston s dicate

for $113,000. It will be converted into an electric line, the prague

system being used.

- Austin, Tex.—’I‘he Austin & Travis County Rapid Transit

Company is re orted to have let the contract for the construction

of five miles 0 electrical railroad. M. M. Shipe is president of the

company.

Baltimore, Md.—The Baltimore, South Baltimore & Curtis‘ Bay

Railway Company, previously reported as incorporated. has

elected Wm. S. Rayner. president, and \V. C. Pennington, secre

tarv. The compan ' contemplates constructing an electric railroad

to Curtis’ Bay, a istance of four or five miles; capital stock,

$50,000.

The Baltimore Union Passenger Railway Company is said to

have secured control of the Baltimore and Yorktown Turnpike

Railway, and will, it is stated, convert it into an electric railroad.

The former company will also, it is reported, extend its lines to

connect with the latter road.

Beatrice, Neb.—Arrangements are in progress for an electric

street railway,

Brooklyn, N. Y.—-That electricit will soon be the motive

upon the chief street railroads of the city is ap arent from e ac

tion of the ofi-‘icers of the principal companies. resident Lewis. of

the Brooklyn City Company, has alread ' applied to the Aldermen

for permission to substitute electricity or steam upon the Third

ave. route from Twenty-fourth street to the city line at Sixtieth

street, and the company is preparing an application for permis

sion to substitute it for horse-power upon various lines in the heart

of the city. Permission has been secured from property owners

for its use in Fulton street, Flatbush avenue, and T ird avenue.

President Richardson. of the Atlantic Avenue Company, has also

applied to the city authorities for permission to substitute electricity

for horse-power.

President Slocum of the Coney Island and Brooklyn Company,

has introduced the overhead electric system upon the ortion of

the route of that company outside of the cit ' from t e Ocean

Parkway entrance of Prospect Park to Coney sland. Yesterday

he appeared before the Park Commissioners and secured

permission to rebuild the tracks of the Prospect Park and Flatbush

ine, of which his company has secured control. in Franklin and

Ocean avenues, from the Ocean Parkway gate of the Park to the

Willink entrance. He gave notice that he would ask permission

to rebuild the road around the circle where it crosses the Ocean

Parkway to make a better connection between the horse road and

the electric road for passengers from the Eastern District.

VVhen Park Commissioners Brower and Luscomb said they would

not favor removing the tracks to the other side of the Parkway at

that point, as it would interfere with the driving to and from the

Park, General Slocum said : " The mass of peoplewho take horse

cars to Coney Island deserve fully as muc consideration as the

men who drive s ans of horses worth thousands of dollars. I may

as well say that shall soon apply for permission to run the elec

tric cars across the circle at that point, where the horse-cars now

run."

President Brower said that he would never favor the use of any

other motive power across the Parkway on the surface than horses.

unless the Legislature ordered it.

“ You will have to do it, whetheryou want to ornot," responded

General Slocum. “There are 150 cities now using electric cars,

and they are run in Beacon street, Boston, and New York avenue,

Washin ton, and if they are good enough for those fine thorough

fares, t e ' are good enough for Fifteenth street, the meanest
street in Byrooklyn.

W61‘

Butte City, Mont.—The Silver Bow Electric Railway Com any,

a recent organization of Butte business men, has filed artic es of

incorporation. The capital stock is placed at $200,000. divided in

to shares of one dollar each. It is the intention to start from

some point near the business center of the city and construct a line

of electric street railway to the Montana Central passenger depot.

From this point a line will be constructed to South utte and

thence south to the Little Butte, two miles beyond. A second line

will diverge at the central depot and terminate-at Columbia Gar

den. The projectors in explaining their purpose in constructing a

line to the Little Butte claim that with rapid transit established

between that point and the cit , the former can be made the resi

dence section of the town. They argue that it is free from the

presence of smelter smoke, has a good view, and in other ways

presents alluring inducements for those desiring the quiet of a

residence neighborhood. The gentlemen having the ente rise in

hand are quite enthusiastic, and announce that work on t e pro

posed line will begin at once.

Charleston, S. C.-—It is a pretty well assured_thing that Charles

ton will have at least one electric railway very soon, It is under

stood that the Enterprise Railroad Compan has made arrange

ments for the change and hope to accomplis it soon.
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Dallas, Tex.—-The Metropo _

of M. Lasker, Julius Runge, L. M. Oppenheimer an

applied for permission to construct a street railroad.

Denver, Col.—President Longstreet says that_the new hlorth

Side rapid transit plan is settled, and the electric road will be

built and in running order by July 1. _

The electric road from Denver to North Denver and Highlands

is now assured. The $25 .000 subscription required by the Tramway

Company has been raised.

Essex, Mass.—The Essex Electric Railroad has already begun

work on laying its tracks, and will soon have laid the entire

new route from Peabody to Salem. When the road was first

started, the company desired to use the storage battery system,

but a complete investigation served to indicate that storage cars

were more in the line of an ex riment than the trolley system,_so

they decided to ask for that. hey will use the double trolley in

stead of the single, avoiding the ground circuit. If permission is

granted the road to use the trolley system, it will be underway by

the first of July.

Florence, Ala.—E. J. Lawless. of Kansas City, representing a

large syndicate of capitalists, has been in the city for several days

ast, with a view of uilding an electric road between Florence,

heffield and Tuscunibia. The road will cost about $250,000. He

will return in two weeks with a party to investigate the matter.

His report is very favorable. _ _

A Kansas City (Mo.) syndicate contemplates, it is stated, con

structing an electrical railroad to Shefiield and Tuscumbia to cost

about $250,000.

Gadsden, Ala.—-An electric street railway will be put in oper

ation by Hughes & O'Connell.

Galveston, Tex.—There are no\v in the city representatives of

three electric motor companies in conference with the Galveston

Railway Company, with a view to introducing electric motors on

the street railway. These gentlemen are here in answer toa sum

mons of the City Railway Company, which recently decided to

substitute electric motors for horses.

Greenville, S. C.—A franchise has just been granted to a com

pany to install a $3_oo,ooo electric light and power plant. The

ranchise stipulates that an electric street railway is to be in oper

ation within six months.

Hannibal, Mo.—An electric street car line is to _be built from

the city to Cave Park.

jacksonville, Fla.-A new street railway company is bein

organized in the city, and will soon roceed to construct their roa .

It will run from Burch's brick 'ar east on Adams street to Cla

street, thence down Clay to orsyth street, thence on Forsyt

street east to its eastern terminus, thence north to Adams street

and out Adams through East Jacksonville to Panama Park. The

road will be run b ' electricity and will be constructed according to

the most approve plans. The stockholders number among them

some of the most wealthy and prominent citizens of the city, and

no trouble is anticipated in getting a permit from the city for a

line along the route named.

Kittanning, Pa.—A company has been organized at Kittanning,

Pa., to build an electric rai way from that place to Ford City, a

distance of seven miles.

Laredo, Tex.—lt is re orte_d that the Laredo Improvement

Company will extend its e ectric railroad previously mentioned.

Leavenworth, Kan.—It is quite probable that the Leavenworth

Rapid Transit Railway will pass into new hands. In this extent,

the road will be extended from South Leavenworth tothe Soldier’s

Home. and converted into an electric line.

Long Branch, N. J.-(Special).—An eifort is bein made to

secure an electric street-car line for Long Branch. R company

was incorporated under the State laws on une i7. The proposed

route is from Hildreth’s West End Hotelt rough Second ave. and

Liberty street to Pleasure Bay.

Louisville, Ky.—The Central Passenger Railroad Company

will, it is reported, extend one of its lines.

Mem his, Tenn.—-The Citizens‘ Street Railway Company has

been so d to a syndicate of Chicago capitalists, who will spend

upwards of $750,000 in converting it to electricity and building

twenty more miles of track.

Merrill, Wis.-The Westinghouse Electric Company will fur

nish the electric plant for a street railway at this place.

Norristown, Pa.—The negotiations for the transfer of the Citi

zens Passenger Railway to a syndicate who ropose to operate

it with electricity, have now reached a point w ere some particu

lars may be given to the public. Very few of the stockholders

have made any objections to the proposed transfer of stock, the

example of leading holders having influenced the small share

owners, of whom a lar e number have given their consent to the

deal. The necessity 0 having the road operated by electricity

litan Railroad Compan , composed

others has.

has become so apparent that any objections to the deal vanish the

moment this point is brought to view.

Olympia, Wash.—A newly organized company will operate an

electric line between Olympia and Tumwater, and furnish electric

power for all manufacturing establishments in the city. A site for

%enerating electricity has been urchased on the banks of the

eschutes River, and a large t ree-story brick building, to be

used as a depot and eneral ofiice rooms, will be erected near the

corner of Third and g/lain streets.

Portland, Ore.—The largest street railway system at Portland

has decided to adopt electricity as motive power. Some consider

able opposition is being shown b owners of real estate along the
line to now having the poles andywires placed.

Put-in-Bay, Ohio.—An electric railway is to be built here.

_ Puyallup, Wash.—The electric motor line is a subject of much

interest to Puyallup people at present. The gentlemen interested in

the matter came up from Tacoma recently and held a consultation

with some of Puyallup’s most enterprising and prominent citizens

regarding the matter, four of whom, upon certain reasonable con

si erations, will subscribe an a gregate of $16,000. The princi

al conditions are that the roac§

iune i5, and finished inside of twelve months; that trains shall

e run every half hour during the day and every hour in the

evening until 10 o'clock, and that a fare not exceeding 15 cents

shall be charged for a single trip, and 25 cents for a round trip

between Tacoma and Pu allup. It remains yet to be seen

whether the conditions lai down by the company and the $30,000

subsidy required by them will be raised by Puyallup, and also

whether the company will comp] * with the conditions made by

the citizens who are offering to help the enterprise. The pros

pects, however, seem favorable to its being built.

Quincy, Ill.—The Electric Motor Compan of Quincy have de

cided to substitute the storage battery for t e single trolley sys

tem. They will also build several miles of new road at once.

Riverton, Ala. — The Riverton Land Coin any intends con

structing an electrical street railroad. R. A. Cliapman, engineer,

can give information.

Salem, Mass.—It is reported that The Short Electric Railway

Company have the contract to equip the Essex Street Railway of

Salem, Mass. with " the silent motor" and other Short electrical

machinery. .

Salina, Kan.—It is reported that a syndicate of Eastern ca ital

ists have perfected arrangements for purchasing the Salina, an.,

street car lines and changing them into electric lines.

Sandusky, O.—The Sandusky Street Railroad has passed into

new hands. The new company proposes to at once equip the road

with the Slprague system of electric power. The single overhead

trolley wil be use , and the line 1S to be extended to the new

Soldier's Home. The new cars will be lighted by electricity.

Sioux City, Ia.—The Rapid Transit Company of Sioux City,

Ia., intends to adopt the storage battery system on its line if it

proves satisfactory. The company is now constructing an ele

vated road.

Springfield, lll.—In the Secretaizy of State's oflice articles of

inco ortion have been filed of the alumet Electric Street Rail

way Company. of Chicago. to construct a railway from a point in

Chicago to the boundary line between Illinois and Indiana;

capita stock, $50,000; incorporators and first board of directors.

Nathaniel K. Fairbank, oel D. Harvey, William V. jacobs, Otho

S. Garther, and Samuel . Gross, all of Chicago. '

Springfield, Mass.—An important petition will be presented to

the selectmen from the street railway for a franchise to adopt elec

tricity by the same system that is now being put in on the South

End route in this city. The street car eompan ' intend to equip

the road so far as the city hospital with electricity, and then they

will continue the road over the hill into Chicopee b ' way of the

Catholic cemetery road. Sprin eld street, and rape street.

After tha ine is built it is very likely that the line to the junction

and the 0 down the main Sprin field road would then be dis

continued, and all the traflic wou d then be over the hill way.

which is a much more pleasant ride. It was also said that possi

bly the hill road would be used for up trips, while the Centre

street, or the present line, would be used for the down trips. The

change will be an important one, but one that has got to come, as

the hill has always demanded a line, and it is thought it would

be fully as profitable as aCentre'street line. It is also rumored

that the street car company expects to extend its tracks and elec

tric cars to Willimansett and even Holyoke, so soon as the new

county bridge is built at Willimansett, which will be in the course

of a year.

Springfield, Mo.—-A com an with a capital of $i5o,ooo is re

orted as being organized or e purpose of buying up the exist

ing street railways and equipping them with electricity. The city

has needed a move in this direction for some time.

shall be begun in sixtv days after '
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- enforced and the road

St. Joseph, Mo.-W. T. Van Brunt, general‘ manager of the

People's Railway Company. has presented a petition to the county

court to obtain a franchise for a single or double track electric

road to Loke Contrary. In the new petition, the railway company

offers to purchase its own right of way from the southwest corner

of Florence's addition to a point ioo feet north of the Lake View

House, where they strike the main road. The company does not

wish to begin the operation of the road until May next. The court

is in favor of granting the petition if the proper guarantees are

forthcoming. The petition was referred to the county attorney to

draw up an order.

St. Louis, Mo.—The new company which has been formed to

buy in the Cable & Western Road and run it by electricity is coin

posed of Samuel M. Kennard, Charles C. Maffit, Ellis ‘V3111

wright, Charles H. Turner, ames Green, james Jackson and H.

Turner. Eastern ca ital is a so in the scheme. Lee I-Iigginson &

Co.. a Boston firm w 0 are creditors of the old road for over $500,

000. are said to be silent artners. The plan is that when the bill

asking for a franchise, w ich has been introduced before the city

council, has been granted. Judge Thayer's order of sale will be

ut' up. The road will be changed then to

be run by electricity within the city limits, the rest of the western

division to be run by steam. An electric connection with Forest

Park will also be established.

To eka, Kan.—The City Railway Company has secured a

franc ise from the City Council. The most im ortant provisions

of the franchise are in relation to the bridge. he cars are not to

run more than three miles an hour over the bridge. The com

pany is to pay one-third of the cost of reflooring the present bridge

and of keeping it in repair generally. Any other company to

which the council ma ant a franchise shall have the right to

run over the tracks 0 t e city railway, and use its trolley wire

from Second street to Gordon street ; the two lines are to be con

solidated, as far as their differing gau es will allow, for that

distance ; a third rail will have to be put own for the rapid tran

sit. The com ensation any other company using the Topeka

City Railway 0mpany's tracks shall pay to the latter may be

settled between them ; if they cannot agree the Mayor and Coun

cil are to decide it. The cit railway must accept the franchise

within thirty days, and pay 2,500 to the city treasurer, and have

the road equipped with electricity within six months thereafter.

The company is to light Kansas avenue with electricity from

Tenth to Gordon. It is expressly provided that electricity shall

not be used on the present bridge, but that will not prevent its

use in North Topeka.

It is not b any means sure that the company will be satisfied

with the ordinance after all, at least that part about the bridge ;

there may have to be some correspondence first.

Vancouver, B. C.-—A lon line of electric street railway is pro

posed at Vancouver. The line proposed will run from some point

at or near the City of Vancouver, to run in a southerly direction

along or adjacent to the North Arm road to a point near the Fraser

River. and thence westerly by the most feasible route along the

north side of said Fraser River to the Sea Island Bridge, and

thence southerly across said bridge to Sea Island, continuin

southerly across Sea Island and the bridge connecting Sea Island

and Lulu Island, and thence southerly to a point on the south side

of said Lulu Island, with power and for the purpose of running

and 0 rating a steam ferry between said oint on the south side

pfl L131 u Island and Ladner's Landing, an other places on Fraser

s an .

Whitman, Mass.—The project of building an electric road be

tween Whitman and Abington, to run to Rockland and connect

with the We mouth line, is under consideration. In case this

comes about rockton will have direct electric road connection

with all these towns when the \Vhitman line is completed.

ELECTRIC RAILWAY FACTS.

Albany, Ore.—-Six miles of electric street railway will be built

at Albany this summer. _‘

Atchison, Kan.—A syndicate, comprising several Boston capi

talists. with some loca stockholders, has purchased the street

railway s stem at Atchison, Kan., for $115,000. The motive

power wil be immediately changed from horse to electricity.

Au ata, Ga.—The Augusta and Summerville Railway ran its

first e ectric car one day last week, and now a regular schedule

is in force. Mr. Crowley, of Atlanta, and Mr. Vining, of Macon,

prominent Thomson-Houston electricians, estabished this plant.

The Augusta Electric Railway Com any, which was chartered

by the Kansas City syndicate. has bui t a double track about six

l’Il1]8SlI1l6X1 th. This is only a limited portion of their line, but

is the part -t ey will have in operation in time for the State mili

tary encampment.

Austin, Tex.—The Austin Street Railway is doubling its track,

and will use electricity as a motive power. _

Baltimore, Md.—The Union Passenger Railway Com any has

applied to the Board of Aldermen for privilege to use e ectricity

with overhead wires. Their prayer was confronted by a counter

petition from property holders on the line of the railway, urging

that “the s stem of electrical conductors proposed is highly ob

jectionable. ’

Passenger Railways.

The Baltimore Traction Company, which is now constructing a

cable railroad seven miles long, at a cost of $3,000,000, is about to

become the owner of another road on which it contemplates adopt

ing electric traction. The Baltimore, Pimlico and Pikesville

Railway, which is seven miles in length, has been purchased by

Messrs. T. Edward Hambleton, resident, and Howard Munnik

huysen, general counsel of the raction Company. It is ascer

tained from a gentleman in close business relations with these

gentlemen that it was purchased for the company of which they

are officers. The road is to be made an electric line at once, so

far as to the grounds of the Maryland Agricultural Association at

Pimlico, four miles from the city. Should this road meet with

the success that is expected, it will be equipped with electricity on

the full seven miles, and will be eventually extended to Reisters

town, about sixteen miles from Baltimore. An electrical engineer

has made a (preliminary survey of the route. The Traction Com

pany applie this week to the City Council for the privilege of

using electricity as a motive power.

A compan has been organized with $50,000 capital stock, b

Richard J. aapron, A. H. Rutherfoord, C. O‘D. Lee, Lawrence ,

M<_:]Cab(¢1a, and others, for the purpose of constructing an electrical

rai roa .

Ballston, N. Y.—The electric railway at Ballston. will be in op

eration about the ist of August.

Boise City, I. T.—The Shoshone Falls Power and Electric Rail

way Company has filed articles of incorporation. The purpose of

the corporation is to construct and operate an electric railway line

between the towns of Shoshone and Shoshone Falls, on Snake

River. The capital stock is $150,000, and the term to run fifty

years.

Brewer, Me.—Brewer is to have an electric street railway right

away. The posts for the crosswires are now being prepared

and a schooner load of street rails has arrived. The superinten

dent is picking out laboring men to commence work in digging the

road beds immediately. The prospect of a ride on the electric

cars this summer will be metwith delight by the citizens of Brewer.

Burlington, Ia.—Contracts have been awarded to furnish the

necessary electrical equipment which is to supersede horse-power

at Burlington, Ia.

Cario, lll.—The Cario Electric Railway Company will build

about six miles of road in this place. The work will begin within

the next sixty days. As yet the company has not decided upon

the system it will adopt.

Dallas, Texas.—The Dallas Rapid Transit Company, previousl

referred to, expects to construct about five miles of e ectrical rai -

road this summer, to be equipped with the Sprague system.

Denver, Colo.—The motor cars of the Denver Tramway Com

pany began running regularly last week.

Haverhill, Mass.—A syndicate consisting of C. W. Morse, B. B.

glOIl8S and other gentlemen in Haverhill, with parties in NewYork,

as been formed for the purpose of building an electric street rail

way from Haverhill to Lawrence. The proposed route will be on

the I-iaverhill and Lawrence side of the river. Work will be com

menced as soon as the city grants a permit to lay tracks in the

streets.

Hudson, N. Y.—The line is being graded for an electric railway

at Hudson. The road is expected to be in operation about the

first of August.

Huron, S. D.—A franchise for an electric street railway has

been awarded William T. Love and others by the city council.

Work on the plant will begin as soon as the preliminary arrange

ments now under way are completed.

Kearney, Neb.—The electric street railway at Kearney, Neb.,

was expected to be in operation by the 25th ult.

Los Angeles, Ca.l.—The Spra e Electric Road at Los Angeles

will be in o eration by the end 0 next month. This was formerly

a Daft roa , but has not been in operation for many months.—Pa

rijic Eleclrzkzkzn, May 22, 1890.

New York City.—The i5 Julien electric motor cars which ran

Fourth avenue, New York City, last winter, and were laid off on

account of litigation, have resumed their trips.

Omaha, Neb.—The Omaha Street Railway Company have

abandoned their" cable " on the Hamey-Dodge street line and are

converting it into an electric road. Having tried both, they con

clude electric motors are cheaper and more desirable than cable

propulsio 1. They are also changing their Famam street horse line

into an electric road.

The matter was referred to the Committee on City
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Pittsburg, Kan.—A Westinghouse Electric Railway has been

contracted for.

Rochester, N. Y.—Work on the road bed of the Street Railway

s Ystem on Sophia street and Saratoga and Bachus avenues to the

iiving Park is about completed. The track layers and wirers

have worked together from the start, and the streets of the city

have resumed their usual ap earance. The overhead construction

can be pushed rapidly from t is time on as shipments of oles and

pole tops are being made. The Short Electric Railway ompany

ave a large consignment of apparatus ready for shipment, and

will run the first electric car out of the power house on the 1st of

July, if the house can be completed. The valuable property of

the Central Railway Company has been purchased, and a station

complete and elegant in every detail is in process of construction.

Seattle, Wash.-—The West Street and North End Electric

Railroad Company have let the contract to the Thomson-Houston

Company for the electric plant, including cars, engines, boilers,

etc. The contract price was about $110,000.

The stringing of the overhead wires will be different from the

system now used in Seattle. Iron posts will be placed between

two tracks every 100 feet, with arms projecting on each side over

the tracks, from which the wires will be suspended. A cluster of

five incandescent electric wires will be placed on every other pole.

The contract sti ulates that the entire electric system must be

completed by ]u y 1.

Springfield, Mo.—Contracts have been closed for a Westinghouse

Electric Railway in this city. ‘

St. Louis, Mo.—The Thomson-Houston Electric Company,

among the orders received at the Chicago oflices, had one from

the Missouri Railway Company. of St. Louis, for which 14 miles

of track are bein equipped. There will be thirty-six cars built

by the . G. Brill om any, with Brill trucks, each provided with

two i 5 . p. motors. he ower horse will contain five 100 h. p.

enerators, run by two 500 . p. Corliss engines. The Thomson

ouston Compan started the Citizens’ Street Railroad of Indian

apolis, Ind., on ay 30th, and a line at South Bend, Ind., on the

same date.

The Lindel Street Railway Company, have closed a contract

with the Sprague-Edison Electric Railway Company, to equip the

Vvashington avenue and Chouteau avenue lines.

St. Paul, Minn.—-\Vork was begun last week on the new electric

railway at St. Paul. It is to be running by the 1st of September.

ELECTRIC MOTOR NOTES.

\V. H. Chapman, Portland, Me., has obtained a patent for anew

type of electric motor. '

Decoration Day clearly demonstrates the ability of the electric

s 'stem of street car pro ulsiou to take care of enormous loads. In

t e cities the amount 0 travel imposed upon the electric cars was

far in excess of that for which they were intended, but in spite of

the enormous loads carried in each case, the operation of the cars

was successful in every particular. At Cleveland, on May 30, oc

curred the ceremonies connected with the dedication of the Gar

field Memorial. and the cit was crowded with strangers who took

the electric cars to the par . The greater part of these people

were carried by the Sprague electric cars on the East Cleveland

Street Railway though many passed over the line of the other two

street railwa s in Cleveland. The cars on all three lines were

crowded wit passengers. Maniy of the cars ran trailers. and both

motor car and trailer were taxe to the utmost capacity. In Buf

falo, on the following Sunday. the four electric cars in operation

on the Buffalo Street railway ran all day long. drawing one or two

trailers each. and are credited with carrying in allover 15,000 pas

sengers. It is said that the mana ers of the roads in both of these

cities are very enthusiastic over t eoperation of the cars, and the

press of the city has spoken in the highest terms of the perform

ance under the most trying conditions.

An electric motor has been put into a seed establishment to

work a cleaning machine hitherto turned by hand, the operator

having to lift and discharge the seeds. Now the motor does all,

and works the elevator and cleans the grain as fast as it can be

fed.

Norcross Bros., the builders, of Boston, have adopted the use of

the electric hoisting motor on the new syndicate building on State

street. At present a I 5 h. p. motor is being experimented with

and if successful will, in all probability, mark a new era in motor

work.

By using electric hoists there is freedom from dangers of fire.

The motor takes but one-half the room of an engine and is much

more portable. When the motor is not running there is no ex

pense. The machine can be started and stopped immediately.

The Robinson Foster motor is the one used by Norcross Bros. in

which it is understood they are financially interested.

The Tesla motor is now to be introduced in the coal mines

of the State of New York. The management of the Shawmut

coal mines has just made a contract with the Westinghouse Elec

tric Company for seven of these alternating current motors and

one 30 horse-power generator, this ap aratus to be used in con

nection with the Hercules mining macliine.

The New Bedford, Mass. Gas Company has just placed a

Thomson-Houston electric motor of 20 horse- ower in the New

Bedford Iron Foundry. This makes a force 0 40 horse-power of

electric motors now in the foundry.

Foree Bain has just installed one of his new t e motors in the

Chicago Paper Company’s buildin , Chicago. The motor is of 7

horse-power capacit , and is use for running the elevator and

cutting machines. t does it work with the greatest ease and is

giving greatest satisfaction.

The first alternating-current motor in Italy has just been

started. The machine is of five horse-power, and is running at

Alzano Maggiore. It is used to drive a centifugal pump.

A. H. Bevell & Co., Chicago, have adopted a Thomson-Houston

10 ll. p. motor, which they will use for power purposes in the fu

ture in place of a gas engine.

Motors for Drawbrid es.—Arrangements have been concluded

by which the Thomson-Houston Motor Company has secured con

trol of valuable patents pertaining to drawbiidges operated by

electric motors.

Motors for Mines.—A large number of electric drills have been

introduced in the coal mines of the Hercules Company, in Penn

s 'lvania, reducing the cost of mining to less than I cent. a bushel.

he Tesla motors are employed.

The Memphis, Tenn., Printing Company are successfully operat

' ing their presses with a Thomson-Houston motor, the necessary

current being supplied by the local company.

EQUIPMENT OF EXISTING LINES.

Augusta, Ga.—The North Augusta Electrical Railway Company

has secured permission to construct its lines on additional streets.

Beverly, Mass.—The Numkeag Street Railway Company has

urchased a lot of land on Myrtle street, and will build a power

ouse. The formal transfer of the road to the new owners, took

place last month. It is understood that the treasurer and clerk of

the road, _I. F. Hickey, will, under the new management, be offered

the osition of general manager. He has been employed on the

roa from boyhood. The new owners will at once equip the road

with the Sprague electric system, they being Sprague men. Other

ghanges are about to occur in street railroad circles in the near

uture.

Great Falls, Mont.—The electric railway at Great Falls is be

ing extended to Giant Spring. When completed it is said that

this will be among the longest and best equipped electric roads

in the country.

Keokuk, Ia..——The power house for the electric motor line at

Keokuk will be completed about the 1st of July.

Lowell, Ma.ss.—The directors of the Lowell and Dracut Street

Railway Company are considering the advisability of putting in

a power lant of their own. The power for their motors is now

furnishe by the Lowell Electric Light Company.

Muskegon, Mich.—-The Railway company have placed a second

order for electrical equipment with the Short Electric Railway

Company. The Lake Michigan line will more than double the

original equipment. It is expected when the three extensions are

completezl that Mu-skegon will have a larger s"stem than any other

town of its size in the country. The Lake Michigan line will be

started on the 4th of July, and the branch to Muskegon Heights

soon after.

Macon, Ga.—George F. ‘Work, of Philadelphia, will build five

more miles of street railway at Macon, and increase the supply of

electricity.

New Bedford, Mass.—The Union Street Railway Company, of

New Bedford, is making necessary repairs, previous to operating

cars by electricity. No poles have been set yet. The work of

laying the ground wire between the rails is progressing. Five new

box cars fitted with motors have arrived. No open cars will be

fitted with motors for the present.

Omaha, Neb.—The Omaha Street Railway Company is building

an extension which will be operated by the Sprague motor system.

Salem Mass.—The Essex Electric Railway Companv has pur

chased the Derby Wharf property on private terms, and will erect

a ower station there.

he Essex Electric Railway Company has purchased the Derby

wharf propert ' at Salem on private terms, and will erect a power

station there or their road.

St. Louis, Mo.—-’l‘he Lindell Railway Company of St. Louis
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will run electric cars through to Third street, their eastern termi

nal. The system will be the overhead, the same as is used by

the company on their Forest Park extension. Work on the Choteau

avenue extension is being pushed rapidly, and it is expected work

will be completed by August 1. There will be about, 1oo motor

and Ioo trail cars. Additional motive power will be added at the

station on Dennis street and Compton avenue. The contract for

the rolling stock, consisting of eig % motors and as many trail

1cars, has n let to the Sprague Electric Railway and Motor

Company, through its St. Louis representative, D. W. Guernsey.

The Mound City extension of the St. Louis electric railway

system is £ilt and will be ready for operation about the

middle of October.

Tacoma, Wash.—Eleven miles of rails have been ordered from

Pennsylvania by the Tacoma & Steilacoom Railway Company,
which was'n' incorporated by Messrs. T. O. Abbott and G,

W. Thompson, ork on this new motor line will be begun at an

early day and the delivery of the first of the rails will be made in

July.

Negotiations are now pending with the Tacoma Railway & Mo

tor Company, whereby the latter company will probably extend

the electric system out Eleventh street to the eastern boundary of
Section 6.

The building of the Steilacoom motor line the entire distance to

Steilacoom is dependent upon the raising of a subsidy by the resi
dents there.

Utica, N. Y.—The work on the electrical equipment of the Uti

ca & Mohawk Electric Railway, at Utica, N. Y., is being carried

forward as rapidly as possible. The motors and line equipment

have already been'' and the final shipment of station

equipment is expected to be made in a few days. Each car

will be equipped with two 15 horse-power Sprague improved

electric motors, with all the latest improvements and devices

used upon any of the Sprague roads.

NEW CORPORATIONS.

Alexandria, Va.—A charter has been granted the Wheless

Electric Railway Company. The capital stock of the company

is fixed at $1,750,000. It can hold 500 acres of real estate, and its

chief office is in Alexandria, with' L. Beach as its agent.

The officers of the company, for the first year are: Samuel E.

Wheatley, president;£ M. Baker, vice-president; Daniel F.

Mevill, secretary; George T. Dunlop, treasurer, and the above,

with Malone Wheless, Maurice J. Adler, Clement W. Howard, R.

W. Darby and William Wheatley, are its directors. The corpora

tors are all Washington men.

Alek', Pa.—Terry Street Railway Company; capital, $100,

ooo. Allegheny and Bellevue Street Railway Company; capital,

$6,000.

Baltimore, Md.—Wenstrom Consolidated Dynamo and Motor

Company; for manufacturing and selling electric dynamos and

motors, electric appliances for street railways, electric lamps, etc.

The capital stock is placed at $1,000,ooo, and the incorporators

named are: Messrs. Enoch Pratt, Robert Rennert, F. Latrobe

and Gov. E. E. Jackson of Maryland; Edwin L. Tunis, ex-Gov.

£ B. Groome and D. D. Mallory, who are also named as a

oard of Directors for the first year.

Boston, Mass.—The Texas Street Railway and Land Company

has organized in Boston, Mass., for the purpose of buying and

operating street railways in Texas cities. The capital stock is

$200,000, and their bonded indebtedness $250,000. he stock and

bonds have all been subscribed for. The Boston directors are

well known bankers. The Chicago directors are the Hon. Abner

Taylor and Franklin H. Watruss, and W. M. D. Lee, of Leaven

worth, Kan, who is president of the Brazos Company, and

Thomas J. Harley, of Fort Worth.

Chicago.—Articles of incorporation have been filed of the Calu

met Electric Street Railway Company of Chicago, . The railway

is to be constructed from a point in Chicago to the boundary line

between Illinois and Indiana. The capital stock is $50,000, and

the incorporators and first board of directors are: Nathaniel K.

Fairbank, Joel D. Harvey, William V. Jacobs, Otto S. Gaither

and Samuel E. Gron, all of Chicago. W. V. Jacobs said “Start:

ing at South Chicago, the road will run through Burnside, Grand

Crossing and Pullman, to Auburn.”

Emery. Electric Mining Machinery Company, capital stock,

$50,000; for the manufacture of mining machinery and electrical

£ incorporators, J. L. Ludwig, Cyrus Emery and B.
. Stewart. -

Covington, Ky.—The Falmouth Electric Light and Motive

Power Company capital stock, $50,000, with John C. Hamilton,

ohn King, J. W. Thompson, Wm. Applegate, D. L. Frazier'. Bradford and J. N. Riggle, as£ z1er,

Detroit, Mich.—Shawhan Electric Motor Company. Ca

$2,000,ooo. Directors, F. B. Dickerson, C. Smith,

Humphrey and J. F. Shawhan. Object, to make motors for stor

age battery cars.

Duluth, Minn.—Articles of incorporation have been filed with the

Secretary of State by the Duluth Electric Railway Company,

which has a capital stock amounting to $200,000. 'h' incorpor

ators are Jacob B. Myers, Wilmot Saeger, Henry H. Myers,

Frederic W. Paine and Benjamin F. Myers, all of Duluth.

Indianapolis, Ind.—Crown Point Electric Light and Street Rail

way Company. The company has $200,000 capital stock, and F.

B. Clarke, John F. Leavsey and others, are directors.

Jefferson City, Mo.—The Secretary of State issued certificates

of incorporation to the Cross-town Electric Railway Company, of

St. Louis; capital stock, $100,ooo, half paid up. Incorporated by

G. Campbell, E. D. Meier, D. K. Ferguson, D. W. Brown, P. K.
Marion and C. C. Carroll.

Lancaster, Pa.—A charter has been granted to the Lancaster

and Lititz Electric Railway. The capital is $50,000.

Leavenworth, Kan.—The Leavenworth Electric Railway Com

any. Directors: J. A. Borard, Kansas City, Mo.; S. S. Nelley,

. R. Bradwoop, Robert Garrett, Leavenworth; John A. Bovard,

ansas City. Capital stock, $100,000.

Logansport, Ind.—The Pullman Electric Motor Company has

been incorporated, with a capital stock of $25,000, in $50

shares. The directors are: Alexander R. Shroyer, Mathew E.

Campion, Harrison B. Beymer, Edward N. Talbott, John Gray,

James E. Parker and John F. Johnson.

Milwaukee, Wis.—The National Home & North Greenfield

Company, has filed articles of incorporation for a company to

generate electricity and operate an electric street railway from

points near the Northwestern and Union depots to the railroad

station at North Greenfield, a distance of about 10 miles. The

capital stock is placed at $1oo,ooo.

Nashville, Tenn.—The United Electric Railway, of Nashville,

Tenn., has filed for registration the official conveyance of the

property of the different consolidated roads to the new company,

in compliance with the terms of the agreement. The amount for

which each company is entered is as follows: McGavock and

Mount Vernon, $1,200,ooo; City Electric, $500,ooo; Nashville and

Edgefield, $680,ooo, and the South Nashville, $680,000.

New Hartford, N.Y.—Articles of incorporation of the Sauquoit

Valley Electric Street Railroad. Company, to extend from New

Hartford to Washington and Chadwick's Mills, have been filed.

The length of the road is three and one-half miles, and the direct

ors are: Benjamin Goff, George A. Butler, Thomas H. Cackett,

H. Lee Babcock, Albert P. Seaton, Richard W. Sherman, Brad

ford C. Divine, Charles H. Philo, Morgan Butler, Thomas B.

Cloyes, James Armstrong, Israel N. Terry, all of whom live in the

town of New Hartford.

Sauquoit Valley Electric Street Railroad Company. Directors

are: Benjamin Goff, George A. Butler, Thomas H. Cackett,

H. Lee Babcock, Albert P. Seaton, Richard W. Sherman, Brad

ford C. Divine, Charles H. Philo, Morgan Butler, Thomas B.

Cloyes, James Armstrong, Israel N. Terry, allof whom live in the

town of New Hartford.

Newington, Conn.—A company has been formed by Mr. Henry

M. Robbins of Newington, under the name of the River & Rail

Electric£ , with a capital of $1,000,ooo. Capitalists from

New York, £ and New Britain are interested in this move

1ment.

Newport, Ky.—National Electric Car£ ; capital stock,

$1,000,000, divided into shares of $25 each. The incorporators are

Albert G. Clark, C. Bentley Matthews, Peter G. Thomson, Ellis

M. Potter, Andrew J. Parlin and Benjamin F. Ehrman.

Oakland, Cal.—Oakland Electric Construction Company. Direc

tors: Thomas Trebell, J. J. Scoville, A. Humphrey, W. B. Rey

nolds, J. H. Smith. -

Pittsburgh, Pa.—Michalis Electric Mining Machine Company;

capital, $500,000. -

Port Townsend, Wash.—Belt Line Electric Railway Company,

Port Townsend; capital stock, $150,000; trustees, James McIntyre,

B. S. Pettygrave, August Duddenhausen, John Gagen, H. W.

Keppes. Object—To furnish electric motor power.

San Francisco, Cal.—The California Electric Transit Company

has been incorporated in San Francisco, with a capital stock of

$1,000,000 divided into 1,000,ooo shares. Directors: M. Levingston,

A. Lefont, G. M. Ashe, Otto Belau and J. M. Patterson.

Seattle, Wash.—The following officers of the Green Lake Elec

tric Railway Company have been elected at Seattle, Wash. Pre

sident, W. D. Wood; Vice-President, James Leddy; Secretary,

C. E. Chapin; Treasurer, V. Hugo Smith; Manager, Dr. E. C.

ital,

H.
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Kilbourne; Trustees. \V. D. \Vood, E. C. Kilbourne. lames Leddy,

L. H. Griffith, V. Hugo Smith.

South Frainingham, Mass.-—The Framingham Street Railway

_ Company; capital, $30,000. Will use electricity.

Sprin eld, Ore.—The Springfield Investment and Power Com

pany wil build and operate electric railways, light and power

plants in Springfield and Eugene City, Ore.

Spokane Falls, Wa.sh.—The Spokane Electrio Transit Com

pany ; the object being the construction and operation of an elec

tric system throughout the city of Spokane Falls. The capital is

$100,000.

St. Louis, Mo.—The Cross Town Electric Railway Compan

has filed articles of incorporation. The capital stock, one-haf

paid, is $100,000, divided into 1,000 shares.

Syracuse, N. Y.—-The Syracuse Consolidated Street Railroad

Company has filed articles of incorporation with the Secretary of

State at Albany, N. Y. The road is to run through Syracuse and

the towns of Geddes and Onondaga. The road is to be forty miles

in length and to run over nearly all the principal streets. The

road will probably be run by electricity. The capital is $1,

250,000.

Tonawanda, N. Y.—The Tonawaiida Electric Railway Com

any. Incor orators, ]. C. Conw. ', E. H. Butler, W. F. Wendt,

eter McNei , E. H. Roger, and ot ers.

To eka, Ka.n.—The Pacific Coast Electric Supply and Construc

tion ompany of Topeka, Kansas, has been incorporated at T0

ka. Stock, $500,000. F. G. Hentig, W. \V. Manspeaker. Byron

oberts, ]. B. Hankla of Topeka, D. McFarland of Los Angeles.

The company will construct and maintain electric railroads on the

Pacific coast.

The same parties formed the Electric Rapid Transit C0. of Los

Angeles. Stock, $500,000. These are the 'parties who recently

purchased the old Daft road in Los Angeles.

Vancouver, B. C.—The Vancouver Street Railway Company,

and the Vancouver Electric Illuminating Company, will be incor

porated as one company to carry on the business for which the

two companies were formed.

Wlrrensburg, Mo.—The Warrensburg Electric Company, of

Johnson Countly, has filed articles of incorporation. The capital

15 $25,000. he incorporators are James Christopher, James

Eades and Geo. Shaw. The intention is to manufacture, generate

and sell electricity for lighting, heating, and as a motive power.

Wichita, Kan.—The Wichita Electric Railway Company, of

Wichita. Directors: . O. Davidson, Thos. G. Fitch, Geo. L.

Rome, B. H. Campbel , C. A. Walker. Capital stock, $1,000,000.

POWER APPLICATIONS.

Austin, Tex.—Specifications for the building of‘ a large dam

in the Colorado River, to utilize the water power for electric light

works, etc., at Austin. Tex., have just been submitted. The es

timates call for a 60 feet dam \vitl1 crest 1,150 feet long. 16 feet

wide at the top, and 50 feet at the base, to have a mean capacity

for 5,227 horse-power, day and niglht, and proposes that three

water wheels of 600 horse-power eac be put in. I‘he construction

of a reservoir with capacity for 37,000,000 gallons of water is

urged. The estimated cost, including construction of dam and

reservoir, gate house, pumping and electric plants, mains. etc., is

$1,370,000. The issuance of $1,500,000 of bonds for the work is

contemplated.

Belfast, Me.—-This city now boast of an electric grist mill on

one of its wharves, the power being delivered by a 39 horse-power

Thomson-Houston motor. The mill is equipped with a set of

stones and one roller mill, and can turn out from 300 to 400

bushels of meal per day.

Boston, Mass.-One of the Boston fire commissioners thinks

that electricity will soon take the place of steam in fire engines,

and that the question of getting an engine of the greatest water

throwing capacity to the fire with the reatest celerity will be

solved by electricity. Substitute for t e steam power of any

modern engine, stored electricity, or electric power conveyed to

each hydrant, making of your engine a pump on wheels, and you

have lightness itself as regards wei ht, with almost unlimited

power of throwing water. This wil be the fire engine of the

uture, as he sees it.

Brid eport, Conn.—The maria ers of the Bridgeport silk mill,

locate in the West End. have ecided to place in their estab

lishment an electric motive power plant to take the place of steam

power at present employed. The concern has recently purchased

twenty new machines, and the managers find the present_ steam

engine of insufiicient horse-power to run the entire plant with this

extra addition.

Brockton, Mass.—The electric plant at this place supplies about

150 motors scattered throughout the shoe factories, stores, and

shops. It also su plies current for the electric railway, besides

110 are lights an 500 incandescents. The equipment is a 150

horse-power dynamo for the motors, three arc-light machines and

two incandescent dynamos.

Chic 0, Ill.—The Storage Battery Motor Company, of Chicago,

have ha the well-known Ingraham car in operation on the tracks

at Pullman for some weeks, and by their continued success have

interested quite an amount of ca ital, and have also secured several

good orders for storage cells. l‘he car is ropelled by current se

cured from 84 cells of the im roved etroit storage battery,

having a ca acity of 375 ampére ours. The track at Pullman is

an unusual y severe one for an experimental track, the len h

being three and one-half miles, with 22 sharp curves in that is

tance, two of which are of 27 feet radius. The car used is the

same one which was on trial at the Greenwood car stables in Brook

1 n. Mr. A. A. Ingraham, the inventor, who has been stopping at the

almer House for some time, has improved on the original device

in having the same shafting carrying the friction wheel, also

carry the armature, effecting an exceedingly economical trans

mission of power from motor to wheel solely by means of friction.

doing away entirely with gearing of any character. The same

company have arran ed to place one of their special cars on the

line running from earborn station over the Dearborn street

bridge to the Northwestern depot. As this car will run through

the heart of the city and for some distance on the tracks of the

cable line, a better proof of the deep interest taken by Mr. Charles

T. Yerkes in all matters of this character, as well as his faith in

the ultimate commercial success of the storage battery, can hardly

be desired.

Detroit, Mich.--Mr. I. F. Shawhan, electrician of the Storage

Battery Motor Company, is operating his double armature motor

with good success on one of the prominent street car lines in

Detroit.

Hartford, Conn.—A company which has been formed in Hart

ford, Conn., proposes to build a dam across the Farmington river

at Tarifiville, put in dynamos, etc., and generate electricity which

is to be conveyed by large copper rods, strung above ground, to

Hartford, eleven miles away. About 2000-horse power will be

turned into electrical energy. The Hartford Electric Light Com

pany has agreed to use a ortion of this energy, enough, in fact,

to supply its patrons an light the streets. The su lus power

will be used for electric motors in factories and elsew ere. The

contract with the Electric Light Company is so drawn that the

power company is sure of a good return for its investment.

veys have been made for a location and stock books have

been opened. The ca ital will be $100,000, of which 75 per cent.

will be called in up to Ean. 1, 1891.

' Leeds, Mass.--The Nonotuck Silk Company generates power

from a water wheel at its lowest mill in Leeds. ass., then turns

it into electricity, conveys it to the'new mill thirty rods above,

where it is converted into motion by means of a dynamo, and thus

it does the work of a sixty-five-horse-power engine.

Newport, R. I.—-The corset spring factory at Newport, R. I.,

will be run by an Edison electric motor.

Philadelphia, Pa.—William Sellers & Co. are making a specialty

of electrically operated cranes for large mills and factories, and

they have numerous orders on hand. The are making for the

Altoona shops of the Pennsylvania Railroa Company, one 5 and

one 15-ton crane. The crane now used in their own works has

been in use for more than a year, and has never met with any ac

cident. A Sprague motor is used, and the crane can be run at a

speed of 120 feet per minute.

' Portland, Me.—The Camden & Rockport Electric Light Com

pany has recently installed an electric motor made by the Giant

Motor Company, Portland, Me., for running a coffee mill.

Rome, N. Y.—An electric locomotive of somewhat novel design

has just been built at the New York Locomotive works, Rome,

N. Y., for W. H. Darling. The storage system is used, the bat

teries occupying what would be the fire box in an ordinary engine.

The reciprocating movement of the istons is caused by currents

in helical coils wound about the c inder, the construction being

founded upon the principle that an iron plunger will be drawn into

a coil through" which current is passing.

St. Louis, Mo.—A company has been formed here for the pur

pose of manufacturing and introducin a hydraulic street car

motor. The inventor of the process is . C. Atwood, of St. Louis,

and the new concern is known as the Atwood Electric Company.

The pumps with which the hydraulic pressure is exerted are to

be operated by electricity, and the hydraulic engines are to be

connected directly to the axles of the trucks of the car, thus ob

viating the heavy gearin that is used in the electric motor. Two

tanks, each containing a tit one-half a barrel of water, will be

used on each car.

Sur-'
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[Those MARKED witH A * ARE BEING CoNSTRUCTED.]

ELECTRIC STREET RAILWAYS OF AMERICA

In Operation and in Course of Construction.

Corrected to July 1st.

 

Commenced | Length |No. of H. P. of H. P. of Max.

Location. Operating Company. Operation Motor Motor Genera- Per Ct. Makers of Cars. System.

Electrically, in Miles Cars. Cars. tor. Grade.

Adrian Mich...... .... Adrian City Belt Line Electric R'y Co. . . . . . . . Sept., 1889. 3 4 15 Ion 6 Pullman............ National.

Akron, Ohio........... Akron Electric Ry. Co.... . . . . . . . . . . ......... Oct. 13, '#8. • I- 25 15 & 30 400 9% ------------------£
Albany, N.Y........... Watervliet Turnpike and Railway Co --- .....Sept. 25, '89. Io 16 ----------...... - - - - - -...------ --------- homson-Houston.

- " .......... Albany Railway Co........... ........ ... ... Jan. 1, 1890... 14 32 - - - - - - - - 96o . . . . . [Gilbert. ..... ...... Thomson-Houston.

Alleghany, Pa ...... Observatory Hill Pass. Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . ---- . . * * * * * 3.7 6 ---------------------- Stephenson. -£
Alliance, Öhio - - - - - - - - Alliance St. Ry. Co... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......... Mar. 6, 88 2 3 15 8o 4% - - - ------------- omson-Houston.

Americus, Ga ... ....... Americus Street Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . ... Jan. 2, 1890 5% 4 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Pullman............ Thomson-Houston.

Ansonia, Conn .... .... Derby St. Ry. Co...................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . *e. 4. 4 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Thomson-Houston.

Appleton, Wis......... Ap. Electric St. Ry, Co............. ........... Aug. 16.86 3.5 6 8 & 12 60 8 Pullman............ Van Depoele.

Asbury Park, N.J...... Seashore Electric Ry. Co...... ----........ . . . Sept. 9, '87 4. 2O 20 250 4. Brill....... ........ Daft.

Asheville, N.C.. ....|Asheville Electric Railway............. ....... . . . . . .... . . . 3 9 |15 & 3ol 67 9% ------------------- Sprague.

Atlanta,Ga ........ ... Atlanta and Edgewood St. Ry. Co.. . . . . . . . . . . . Aug. 23, '89... 4-5 4. 2O 8o 3% ... ------------- omson-Houston.

- " ............ Fulton County Street Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . * * * * * * 9 Io 1-------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Thomson-Houston.

Atlantic City, N.J..... Atlantic City Electric Railway...... . . . . . ...... April 1, '89 . 6.5 17 15 & 3ol. 130 -------------------------- S --

Attleboro, Mass... . . . . . A. No. A. & Wrentham Street Railway Co...... Mar. 30, 90. 8 5 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - *::::House.
Auburn, N. Y. ......... Auburn Electric Railway Co... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .".............. 3 3 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Thomson-Houston

Augusta, Me...... .... Augusta, Hallowell & Gardner Ry. Co. . . . . . . . .* ... . . . . . . . . . . 3 3 --------|------- - ||- - -- ---- Thomson-Houston.

Augusta, Ga........... Augusta St. Ry......... ........... ......... *l.......... . . . . . .... 10 30 - - - - - - --- - - - - - - - - -- Sprague.

Baltimore, Md... . . . . . . North Ave. Elec. Ry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .* . . . . . . . . .,, . . . . . . . . . . I 30 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -#:
Bangor, Me...... ..... Bangor St. *# Co... .... ............ . . . . . . . May 21, '89... 3 5 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Houston.

Bay City, Mich... ...... Bay City R. R. Co........... .... ... .... .................. 5 3 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Sprague.

Bay Ridge, Md. ... .... Bay Ridge Electric Railroad........................... .* * * * 5 2 30 - - - - - 67 --------------------£
Beverly, Mass. . . . . . . . . Beverly and Danvers Street Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . Oct. 31, '89... 4 2 15 25 6% ------------------- § ).

Binghamton, N.Y.. . . . Washington St., Asylum and Park R. R.,............." " ' " ... " 4-5 28 30 - - - - - - - - - - - 1, ... -------------#:
Birmingham, Conn.... Ansonia, Birmingham and Derby Elec. Ry. Co.. April 30, '88. 4. 4 |12 to 15- too 7 Brill... ............ omson-Houston.

Bloomington, Ill........ B. and Normal St. Ry. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .* . . . . . . . . . IO 12 20 150 - - - - - - - -...-------------- Daft.

Boston, Mass. . . . . . . . . West End St. Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Jan. 2, '89.... 127 112 |15 & 40 rooo 6 Brill......... Thomson-Houston.

- " .......... West End Street Ry. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . *... . . . . . . . . . . . 13o 118 --------|--|--|-- - - - - - - ------- Thomson-Houston.

Brockton, Mass. . . . . . . . . East Side St. Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Nov. 1, '88... 4-5 4. 15 - - - - - - - - - - - - Stephenson ........ Sprague.

Brooklyn, N. Y. . . . . . . . Brooklyn & Jamaica St. Ry... .......... ............. . . . . . . . . Io 4. 30 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Lewis & Fowler..... -

- " ........ Coney Island and Brooklyn R. R. Co ... .......|April 19, '90. 16 12 1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Lewis & Fowler. .. omson-Houston.

- “. . . . . . . Coney Island and Brooklyn Railway.... . . . . . . . . ".... ----------------. 2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -------------- -Sprague.

Buffalo, N. Y. . . . . . . . . . Buffalo Street Railway Co.......... . . . . . * * * - - - - 2% 4. 3o 130 || - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Sprague.

butte City, Mont ..... Butte City Elec. Ry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . *... . . . . . . . . . 3% 5 30 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Stephenson ........ #".
Camden, N. J.--------. Camden Horse R. R. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . May 15, '90... 2 4. 3o Ioo 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . Daft.

Canton, Ohio.......... Canton Street Ry. Co..................... .... Dec. 15, '88... 5 14 || 5 & 39 -------|--|--|--|- .,,. --------------- Sprague.

Chattanooga, Tenn. Chat. Elec, St. Ry. Co.......... ......... ...".............. 5 16 |15 & 30, 20o 8% |Brill....... ... ... Sprague.

Chester, Pa.. . . . . . . . . . Union Railway . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -*... . . . . . ...l........ 5 30 - - - - - - - - - - - - ----------------- Sprague.

Chicago, Ill . . . . . . . . . . . Cicero and Proviso, St. Ry... .... ... .....*...................... 12 3o 2OO - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - Sprague.

Cincinnati, Ohio. . . . . . . Inclined Plane Railroad Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .-- . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 3o 3o 26o 13 & 2 .......... ..... ... Sprague.

- “. . . . ...|Mt. Adams and Eden Park Inclined Ry. Co ...|April 22, '89. I 3 2O 5o 5 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Daft.

- - . . [Mt. Adams and Eden Park Inclined Ry. Co.... March 22, '90. 4 16 ----------------|---------------- - --- Thomson-Houston

- " . . . . . . . Cincinnati Street Railway Co.................. Aug 6, '89... 5 8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . * - - - - - - - - - - --- Thomson-Houston.

- " ........ Colerain Railway Co... . . . . . . . ... ............. .......... 5 8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .---------------------- Thomson-Houston

- “. . . . . . S. Covington and Cincinnati Street Ry. Co ... ." . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 Io 15 - - - - - - - - - - - - Stephenson........ Short.

- “. . . . . The Lehigh Ave. Railway Co. . . . . . . . . ..................... - 8 IO 3o -------|--|--|--|--|--------------------- Short.

Cleveland, Ohio . . . . . . East Cleveland Street Railroad Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35 95 - - - - - - - - 8oo 2% |Stephenson. ...IS e.

- " . . . . . . . Brooklyn St. Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . May 25,'89 IO 36 30 - - - - - - - - ... Stephenson. - Houston.

- " . . . . . . . . Broadway and£ R. R. . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - IO 24 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --------------

- “. . . . . . . . Collamer's Line, East Cleveland, Ohio. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3. 8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .------------------------- St -

Colorado Springs, Col... El Paso Rapid Transit Company. . . . . . . . . . . . .* . . . . . . . . . . Io 18 30 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -------------- Sprague.

Columbus, Ohio. . . . . . . Columbus Consolidated St. Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . Aug., 1887 2 2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - §:
** - " . . . . . . . . Columbus Elec. Ry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I-5 4 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Short.

- “. . . . . . . Glenwood & Green Lawn Ry. . . . . . - - - - - - - - *-----------------... 5 3o - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- Sprague.

Council Bluffs, Ia. . . . . [Omaha and Council Bluffs Ry. and Bridge Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24 26 |zo & 3ol. 524 4. Pullman...... . . . £ Sprague.

Dallas, Texas . . . . . . . . . Dallas Rapid Transit Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 3 3o 67 . . . . .Stephenson ........ Sprague.

* “ . . . . . . North Dallas Circuit Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .* 3.8 4 || -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- omson-Houston,

Danville, Va. . . . . . . . . Danville St. C. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 6 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Thomson-Houston,

Davenport, Iowa. . . . . . . Davenport Central Street Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . Sept. 1, '88 2.75 6 15 67 --------|------------ Sprague.

- - ...|Davenport Electric St. Ry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 15 & 30 - ... ----|----------- -Sprague.

- " . . . . . . . Electric Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - -*.... ......... - - - - - 4. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- Sprague.

Dayton, Qhio - - - - - - - - - White Line St. R. R. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8.5 12 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - £4.
- “. . . . . . . Dayton and Soldier's Home Ry. Co........... .............. 3 2 3o 50 Stephenson S e.

Decatur, Ill......... Decatur Electric St. Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sept., 1889.... 3 4 25 IOO 1 - - - - - - - #'- - - - - - - - - ational.

- " . . . . . . . . . . . . Citizens' Electric Street Railway. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Aug. 27, 1889. 5 9 15 16o 5 || -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Thomson-Houston.

Denver, Col . . . . . . . . . . University Park Railway and Electric Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 3 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - S. -

- "------------£b ramway £ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -* . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16 Io 1. . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - #:"
- " ...... ..... South Denver Cable Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dec. 25, 18 2 2 o 45 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - prague.

- " ........... Colfax Ave. Electric Ry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . * 3 5 : - - - - s- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- Sprague.

- " ...--------. Capitol Hill Line . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ". . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Sprague.

- " . . . . . . . . . . . West End Electric. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . * . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13 30 150 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Sprague.

Des Moines, Iowa. . . . . . Des Moines Electric Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - 10 21 - - - - - - 2OO 9 || -------------------- ..-H. & Sprague.

Detroit, Mich . . . . . . . . . . Detroit Electric Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Oct. 1, '86. . . 4. 2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - Van Depoele.

- " . . . . . . . . . . Highland Park Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . [Oct. 24, '86 . 3.5 6 15 7o Nil. Pullman..... . . . . . . National.

- " . . . . . . . . . Detroit, Rouge River and Dearborn St. Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . - I 5 30 - - - - - - - - Nil. ... -------------. S. e.

- " . . . . . . . . . . East Detroit and Grosse Pointe St. Ry. Co. . . . . . May 29, '88... 8.5 Io 15 IOO Nil. Pullman... ........ N'.
- " ......... Detroit City Railway, Mack Street Line. . . . .* . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 - - - - - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - -- National.

Dubuque, Iowa. . . . . . . . . Key City£ Railway Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . Jan. 26, 1890. 2 4 - - - - - - - - - - g - - - - Sprague.

- " ... . . . . . . Electric Light and Power Co ... ........... ... - - - - - - - - - - - - - 12 15 & 39 -.... . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - ..S.

Duluth, Minn. . . . . . . . |Duluth Street Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . * . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . . . . Laclede ........... £Houston.
Easton, Pa . . . . . . . . Pennsylvania Motor Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . --- Jan. 12, '88. 2.5 4 |15 & 20 co 12 l- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Daft.

Eau Claire, Wis . . . . . . Eau Claire Street Railroad Co . . . . . . . . . .W. P. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 6 3o 67 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Sprague.

Elgin, Ill. . . . . . . . . . . . . Elgin Electric Ry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ". . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - S

Elkhart, Ind...... - - - - - - Citizens' St. Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . W. P. . 7 5 15 150 6 ------------------ National.
Erie, Pa . . . . . . . . . . . City Passenger Railway Co . . . * - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 12 21 39 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Sprague.

* “ . . . ...... Erie Electric Motor Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . *I - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - S e.

Fort Gratiot, Mich . . . . . grati: Electric Railway Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1.75 2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ':
Fort Worth, Texas..... Fort Worth City Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . *... . . . . . . . . . IO IO 15 135 | - - - - - - - Pullman . . . . . . . . . . Nati

- - - ... Fort Worth Land and St. Ry. Co . . . . . . . . . * . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 15 15 200 7 Pullman..... ------ National.

- - - Chamberlain Investment Company. . . * -------------........ 3 - - - - - - . . . . . . . . . . . . Pullman....... .... S -

- - - . North Side Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 15 - - - - - - | . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 'Houston.

- - - ... F. Worth & Arlington Heights Ry. . . . . . . . . *|| - - - - 3 30 . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Sprague.

£#" ''R.C. . . . . . . . . . ." . . . . . . . . . . . 5 3 || || -------- - - - - - - - - - - -------- 'Housea.
arrisburg, Pa. - - - - - - - - 'ast Harrisburg Pass. Ry. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............ - 11 |15 & 3ol. 120 Brill.......... Sprague.

Hartford, Conn.,,. ...Hartford andW.'id Horse Railroad Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . t 5 4. : & : 50 : - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---- S -

Huntington, W.Va.-- Huntington Electric Light and St. Ry. Co ... . . Dec. 14, '88. 3% 2 18 IOO 3% --------------- Short.

Indianapolis, Ind. . . . . . Citizens' Street Railway Co . . . . . . . . . . May 30, "oo. 6% to - - - - - - - - - - - - I - - - - - - St. Louis Car Co.... [Tho
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Ithaca, N.Y. . . . . . . . . . Ithaca Street Railway Co... ... . . . . . . . . . . . . .[Dec. 28, '87 . I 3 7% 5o 3 |---------------- - - - Daft.

ohnstown, Pa. . . . . . . . Johnstown Passenger Street Ry. Co. . . . . . ------*.............. Io to 1-------- 400 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Short.

oliet, Ill - - - - oliet Street Railway Co.............. . . . . . . . . Feb., 1890.... 3 8 . . . . . . . . . . . ............l................... Thomson-Houston.

ansas City, Mo . . . . . . Metropolitan St. Ry. Co ... . . . . . ........... "...... . . . ... 5% , 18 .......l............................... ... Thomson-Houston.

- * “ . . . . . . Vine St. Ry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...............*... . . . . . . . .| 3 6 : ......l... . . . . . . . ...l...... ..... .... Thomson-Houston.

- * “ . . . . . The North East Street Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . . . Mar. 5, 1890... 3% 6 ... ... 24o 8% ------------....... Thomson-Houston.

Kearney, Neb. . . . . . . [Kearney Street Railway Co... . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............... 8 6 -------|--|--|--|--|-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - T.-H. & Sprague.

Keokuk, Iowa. ......-- Keokuk Electric Street Ry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ".............. 6.8 6 15 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Short.

- ". . . . . . . . . [Keokuk Elec. Ry. . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -*... . . . . . . . . . ........ 6 30 - - - - - - - - - - - - - ------------------. Sprague.

Knoxville, Tenn . . . . . . Knoxville Street Railroad Co . . . . . . . - ... . . May 1, '90. 3.4 5 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - homson-Houston.

Lancaster. Pa.. . . . . . . Lancaster City and East Lancaster R. R. Co................. 5% to 1-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Daft.

Lansing, Mich....... |Lansing Street Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . * :------------------ 4 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Sprague.

Lafayette, Ind ........ Lafayette Street Ry. £". ... . . . . . . . . . ......Sept. 19, 88 4% 9 |15 & 3ol. 10o 8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sprague.

Laredo, Tex............ Laredo City Railroad Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... .[Dec. 6, 1889 5 7 15 IIo 1 - - - - - - - Brill and Pullman...Sprague.

Lexington, Kentucky ... [Lexington Passenger and Belt Line............ * . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 IO 3o 22o . . . . . . Pullman ...........: 11e.

Lima, Ohio. . . . . . . . . The Lima St. Railway Motor and Power Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 7 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - an Depoele.

Long Island City, L. I.-Long Island City and Newtown Elec. Ry. Co..."........ ..... 3 2 0 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Sprague.

Los Angeles, Cal. . . . . . Elec. Rapid Transit Ry. ............... . . . .* . . . . . . . . . ...l........ to 15 : 3o - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Sprague.

Lowell, Massachusetts. Lowell and Dracut Street Railway. . . . . . . . . . . . Aug. 1, 1889 5 16 2O 16o 4.8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Bentley-Knight

Louisville, Ky......... |Central Pass. R. R. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7% 12 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Thomson-Houston,

Lynn, Mass............ Lynn and Boston St. Ry. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . July 4, 1888 6.75 12 30 - - - - - - - - 4 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Thomson-Houston.

* * ..... ...... Belt Line Railway Co........... ... . ........"... . . . . . . . . . . 8 to 1-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ..T.-H. & Sprague.

Macon, Ga............. Macon City and Suburban Ry. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dec. 25. '89 8 8 15 IOO 8% ... . . . . . . . . ---- Thomson-Houston.

Mansfield, Ohio. . . . . . . . Mansfield Elec. St. Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Aug. 9, '87 5 5 15 - - - - - - - - . ... Brill.... . . . . . . . . . Daft.

Marlborough, Mass . . [Marlborough Street Railroad Company. . . . . . . . June 19, '89 3 6 |15 & 3, 1oo --------|-------------------- Sprague.

Meriden, Conn ......... Meriden Horse R. R. Co. . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . July 16, 88. 5% 12 15 & 20, 250 8% |Stephenson ...... Daft.

Milwaukee, Wis........ Milwaukee Cable Co...... - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 15 I2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Thomson-Houston.

- " ........ West Side Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 30 - - - - - - - - 200 l. . . . . . . . . ----------------- Sprague.

Minneapolis Minn...... Minneapolis Street Railway Company . . . . . . . . .*... ----------- 200 IOO 30 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Laclede Car Co..... Sprague.

- “. . . . . . Minneapolis St. Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - 8 Io 1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -- - - - - - - - - - - Thomson-Houston.

Moline, Ill . . . . . . . . . . Moline Street Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .W. P. Oct. 17, '89... 3 3 3o 55 - - - - - - - - Pullman ........... Sprague.

£ Ala. ..... Capital City Ry. Co. . . . .* - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Brill . . . . . . . . . . . . . Van Depoele,

Muskegon, Mich..... ...|Muskegon£ Railway Co...... .........*............ 4% IO 3o 2900 5 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Short.

Nashville, Tenn........ McGavock and Mt. Vernon Horse Ry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - 5 26 l.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Thomson-Houston.

- " ........ City Electric Railway.... . . . . . . . . . . . .............. ----| 3.5o Io 1. . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Thomson-Houston.

- " .... ... South Nashville Street Ry. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mar. Io, '90 - 5 10 3o Ioo 1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sprague. .

- " ........ Nashville, and Edge Field Street Ry. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 Io 3o Ioo 1--------|--|- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Sprague.

- " ....... Citizens' Rapid Transit Co.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .." . . . . .….l....... 5 - - - - - - - - ---- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Sprague.

Newark, N. J . . . . . . Essex Co. Passenger Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sept. 2, 88. 4. 4. 2O IOO 5 £" . Daft.

- -------- - Rapid Transit Street Ry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . * . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16 30 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Pullman. . . . . . . . . . . Sprague.

Newark, Ohio. . . . . . . . . Newark and Granville Street Ry............. ...... ......... I 4. 30 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --------------- - . Sprague.

New Bedford, Mass .... Union City St. Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - *... . . . . . . . . . . 3 5 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Thomson-Houston.

Newburyport, Mass. ... Newburyport and Amesbury Horse Ry Co................... 6.5o 3 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Brill.......... ... Thomson-Houston.

Newport, is is "... Newport Street Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Aug. 7, '89. 4% 6 ... ............l........ - - - - ... [Thomson-Houston.

Newton, Mass. . . . . . . . . Newton Street Railway Co. . . . . . . . ...".... . . . . . . . . 8 Io . . . . . . . . . to 1-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Thomson-Houston.

New York, N.Y........ N.Y. and Harlem (Fourth Avenue) R. R. Co....Feb. 23, '89. 18.5 to 1-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Stephenson ........£

North Adams, Mass ...|Hoosac Valley St. Ry. Co ... ............................ 6 3 - - - - - 5 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Thomson-Houston.
Omaha, Neb............ Omaha Street Railway Co........... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... 26 30 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Pullman...... ..... Thomson-Houston.

- " ......... - - - " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Oct. 9, '89. IO 37 30 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Stephenson .... ...Sprague.

- " ... ...... Omaha and Council Bluffs Ry. and Bridge Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14 14 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - omson-Houston,

Ottawa, Ill . . . . . . . . . . Ottawa Electric St. Ry. Co . . . . .- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 7 8 15 16c 6%. Pullman............ Thomson-Houston.

Ottumwa, Iowa. ....... Ottumwa Street Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.5o 4 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . Thomson-Houston.

Paducah, Ky........... Paducah St. Ry............... . . . . . . . ...----*... ----------------- 9 |15 & 3ol.... ...!-------|----------- gue.

Passaic, N.J. .......... Passaic Street Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - 3 3 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - homson-Houston.

Peoria. Ill . . . . . . . . . . . Gentral Railway Co........................ . Sept. 28, '89 13 15 3o 16o 1---------------------------- Thomson-Houston.

Philadelphia, Pa........ Lehigh Ave. Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 6 ------. 20 & 3ol..... .. 5 || ---------------- Storage.

Piqua, Ohio............ Piqua Electric Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 3 6 30 || -------|--|--|--|- || ------------------- Sprague.

Pittsburgh, Pa.......... Second Avenue Passenger Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . Mar. 4,# - ro.of Io 1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -------|--... -- - - - - - - - - - - - - homson-Houston.

- "---------. Pittsburgh, Knoxville and St. Clair St. Ry Aug. 4, '88.... 2.25 5 # 2OO 15% |Brill..... .......... Daft.

- - Suburban Rapid Transit Railway Co........... Aug. 6, '88. 2.5 3 |15 & 20 5o 9 Stephenson . Daft.

- "......... Federal St. and Pleasant Valley Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8% 45 45 54o |........ [ruitman ........... Sprague.

- " ......... Pittsburgh Traction Company. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . *... . . . . . . . . . . 2 - 30 - - - - - - - ..., , , ------------ Short.

- “. . . . . . . . [Squirrel Hill St. Ry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . *".......... . . . . . . . . . . 5 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Gilbert.............. Sprague.

Portland, Ore .......... illiamette Bridge Railway Co................. ... ........ 1% 6 3o 7o 1. -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Sprague.

- ” ---------- Metropolitan Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' 1, '90 3 Io 3o 70 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Sprague.

- - Multomah Street Ry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ar. 20, '90 4% IO 30 --------|--|--|--|--|--------- - - - - - - Sprague.

- " ---------- Woodstock and Waverly Electric Ry. Co. . . . . .* . . . . . . . . . . . 5% 4 || -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Pullman. . . . . . .... Thomson-Houston.

Port Huron, Mich..... Port Huron Electric Ry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Oct. 17, '86. 2.5 4 10 & 15 4o 2 Stephenson & Brill. Van Depoele.

Port Townsend, Wash...Port Townsend St. Ry. Co... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 4 || - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Pu .........Thomson-Houston.

Plattsmouth, Neb. Plattsmouth Electric Railroad ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sept. 14: '88. 2. 2 30 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - "..." -Sprague.

Plymouth, Mass. ...... P. and Kingston Ry. Co ... . . . . . ............ June 8, '89.... 4% 3 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Brill... . . . . . . . . -Thomson-Houston.

Pueblo, Col............. Pueblo CityRailway. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2I to 1---- - - - - - - - - - - - - - ... ... -- - - - - - - - - - - - Thomson-Houston.

Quincy, Mass..........£ and Boston Street Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , 7.5o 4. 3o 15o 7 Brill . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Thomson-Houston.

- " .......... Manet Street Railway. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... .". -------------------- 2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Sprague.
uincy, Ill............. ''' Elec. Ry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .* ...-----------------. 8 15 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Sprague.

eading, Pa - ...East Reading Ry. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...|Nov. 27, '88. 1.33 8 - 15 66 8 Stephenson ........ Sprague.

- “............ Neversink Mountain Railway... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 3o - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ''.
Red Bank, N.J........ Red Bank and Sea Bright Railway Co. . . . . . . ."........ . . . . . 3 # - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - homson-Houston.

Revere, Mass.......... Revere St. Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 4 3o 2OO 7 ... . . . . . . ---------- Thomson-Houston.

Richmond, Ind........ Richmond St. Ry. Co . . . . . . . . . ................' ....... ..... 4 6 --------|------------- Brill ......... .... Thomson-Houston.

Richmond, Va.... ... The Richmond Union Pass. Railway Co......... Feb. 1, '88. 13-5 42 15 4oo 9.1 Brill ............... Sprague.

- “. ...... Richmond City Railway. . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - -* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . to 1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . --- - - - - - - - - - - - - Sprague.

- " ......... Richmond and Manchester Street Railway. . . * . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ----, -, ----------- Sprague.

Rochester, N.Y.... ... Rochester Elec. R. Co.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6.20 9 3o 16o 4. Stephenson ... Thomson-Houston.

- " ........ Rochester Railroad Co...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .* . . . . . . . . . . . . . 55 IOC 1 - - - - - - - - I2OO 1 - - - - - - - - - -... --- - - - - - - - - - Short.

Rockford, Ill ... ... [Rockford St. Ry. Co................... ........ ............. 6% 7 1--------|--|--|--|--|-------- Gilbert............. Thomson-Houston.

Sacramento, California. Central Street Railway Company.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . i l- - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Storage Battery.

Saginaw. Michigan .... Saginaw Union Street Railway Co..... . . . . . . *........ . . . . . . 20 25 - - - - - - - - - - - --|--|-- ... --|---------- - - - - - - Thomson-Houston.
- - ... Saginaw Union Railway ............................ 17.5 20 25 3oo Nil. 1................ ... National.

Salem, Mass... . . . . . . . . . Naumkeag Street# Co. ---------. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 6 -------|---------------|--|- ------------ Sprague.

Salem, N. C. . . . . . . . . . . . Salem and Winston Electric Ry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 Io 3o 120 || -------|-- . . . . . . . . . . . . Sprague.

Salem, Ohio. . . . . . . . . Salem Electric Street Ry . . . . . . . - May 23, '90 2% 3. 2O 8o 5 St. Louis Car Co.... [Thomson-Houston.

Salem, Ore. . . . . . . . . . . . Capital City Ry . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2 2 15 45 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - S e.

Salt Lake City, Utah ...£ Lake City Railroad Co... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... 6% 35 15 & 3ol. 400 ------- Stephenson... ..... Sprague.

- - - “. ... Salt Lake Rapid Transit Co... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Sprague.

San Antonio, Texas.... San Antonio Street Railway. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .* --------------------- to - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -#:
San Jose...... ....... San Jose and Santa Clara R. R. Co . . . . . . . . . fay, '90 .... 9 6 30 8o 1........ ... ---------- . Thomson-Houston.

Saratoga, N.Y... ... Saratoga Electric Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .* . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2% 2 I - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Thomson-Houston.

Sault Ste Marie, Mich...S. S. Marie St. Ry. Co.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3. 8 '' IOO 11 Pullman. ......... National.

Scranton, Pa.. ........ The People's Street Ry. . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 15 2d 115 & 3ol. 3oo - - - - - - - Brill ... . .….£
- “. . . . . . . . . . Scranton Suburban Ry. Co ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 to 15 & 30, 28o 9% |Brill, Pullman...... omson-Houston.

- " ..... . . . . . . Nayaug Cross-Town Ry................ . . . . . . . - - - - - - 1.5o 3 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Brill ... ......... Thomson-Houston.

* “...... . . . . Scranton Passenger Ry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Nov. '88 . . . . . 2 4. 30 || ------- to 1-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Thomson-Houston.

Seattle, Washington ... Seattle Elec. Ry. and Power Co.... . . . . . . . . . . . . April 7, '89. 5 13 |zo & 3o 240 8 Pullman............ Thomson-Houston.

- - ... Green Lake Electric Railway. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .* ............. 4% 2 30 || - - - - - - - 4. Pullman ........... Thomson-Houston.
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Commenced | Length | No. of H. P. of H. P. of Max. -

Location. Operating Company. Operation Motor Motor Genera-Per Ct. Makers of Cars. System.

Electrically, in Miles Cars. Cars. tor. Grade.

-

- - ... West Street and Northend Railway Company ...* 12 12 ... Thomson-Houston.
Sedalia, Mo. . . . . . . Electric Railway, Lightand Power Co. .* Io 8 -Thomson-Houston.

- “. . . . Sedalia St. # - - - - - , , , , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- 4. |Sprague.

Sherman, Texas. College Park Electric Belt Line . . . . . 4. 5 Sprague.

Shreveport, La. Shreveport Ry. and Land Improvement Co 5% 4. homson-Houston.

Sioux City, Ia . . . Sioux City Street Railway . . . . . . . . . . . 14 25 Sprague.

Sioux Falls, S.D. . South Dakota Rapid Transit Railway Co. . . . . . " . . . . . . 4% 3 £
South Bend, Ind., . South Bend and Muskawaka St. Ry. Co.. 8 0 homson-Houston.

Southington, Conn. . . . . . Southington and Plantsville Ry. Co . . . . . 1.8 2. Thomson-Houston.

Spokane Falls, Wash...|Ross Park Street Railway..... - - - - - - - - - - 14% 2C Thomson-Houston.

Springfield, Mass. ...... Spuingfield City. Ry. Co........ . . . . . . . . . - - - - - || 2 6 Thomson-Houston.

- “. . £ St. Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . *.... --------. | 2 0. Thomson-Houston.

Springfield, Mo .. - Metropolitan Electric Railway Co.. . . . . . . . . . * . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - Westinghouse.

Springfield, Ill. . . . . . . . Springfield City Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . ..."... . . . . . . | 7 8 Thomson-Houston.

St. Catharine's, Ont. ... St. Catharine's, Merritton & Thorold St. Ry. Co. Oct. '87...... 8 12 Van Depoele.

Sterling, Ill. . . . . . . . . . . Union Electric Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 6 7 Sprague.

Steubenville, Ohio . Steubenville Elec. Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.5 8 Sprague.

Stillwater, Minn . . Stillwater Electric Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . June 28, '89 5 4. Sprague.

St. Joseph, Mo... . St. Jos. Union Pass. Ry. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - Io 20 Sprague.

“. ." “. . . . -Wyatt Park Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . to 18 Sprague.

- - “. . . . People's Railroad Co .......................... IO 18 ---|Sprague.

St. Louis, Mo .. Lindell Street Railroad Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15% 8o -£
- - - t. Louis Bridge Co ... .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 4. . Thomson-Houston.

- - - South Broadway Line . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 13 Short Series.

- - - Union Depot Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12% 3o

- - - St. Louis Ry. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............ 3. 3

- - " ---------- Missouri Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14 36

St. Paul, Minn. . . . . . . . . . St. Paul City Ry. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - 0. 4.

- - " . . . . . . . . . Grand Ave Line. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - Dec. 23, '89 6 4.

* * * . . . . . . . . St. Paul St. Ry. . . . . . . . . . . --. -----------"---------------------- 8o

Sunbury, Pa. . . . . . . . . . . . S. &'land St. Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . --- *| . . . . . . . . . . . 3. #

Syracuse, N. Y. ... ... Third Ward Rallway Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... [Nov. 29, '88

Tacoma, Wash . . . . . . Pacific Ave. Street Railroad Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . # 4o

- " ........ Tacoma Ave. Street Railroad Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2. 34

Toledo, Ohio. . . . . . . . . Toledo Elec. Ry. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . July 20, 2% 3.

Topeka, Kan . . . . . . . . Topeka Rapid Transit Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... Apr. 25, 2O 3o

Toronto, Ont... . . . . . . . . . Metropolitan Street Railway Co. . . . . . ... ".............. 2.75 2.

Troy, N. Y. . . . . . . . . . . Troy and Lansingburg Street Railroad Co . . Sept. 29, '89. 12 24

Utica, N. Y. . . . . . . . . . . . Utica Belt Line Ry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .May 7, '90.... 20.37 25

* “ . . . . . . . . . . Utica & Mohawk Ry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... * - - - - - - - - - - 5

Vancouver, B.C. . . . . . . . Vancouver Electric Ry. and Lighting Co...... 3% 4. -

Victoria, B.C. . . . . . . . . . National Electric Lighting and Tramway Co.. - 4. 6 - -

Washington, D.C. . . . . . Eckington and Soldiers' Home Elec. Ry. Co . - 7,88. 3 10 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Brill . . . . . . . .

- “. . . . . . . Georgetown and'. Street Railway Co.. May, 'go. 6 0 -- - - ----------. Stephenson

West Bay City, Mich...W. B.£ Electric R. R. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dec. 1, '89 5 12

West Superior, Wi Douglas Co. St. Ry. Co........................ - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2 4.

Wheeling, W. Va. . . . . . Wheeling Railway Co ............ . Mar. 27, '88. to 5 - - - - - - -

Wichita, Kan . . . . . . . . . Riverside and Suburban Ry. Co ... Nov. 13, '88. 5 6

- " . . . . . . . . . Wichita Suburban. . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Wilkesbarre, Pa. . . . . . . . Wilkesbarre and Suburban Street Railway Co., #

- " . . . . . . . . Wilkesbarre and WestSide Railway Co. . .....* 3 || 30 | . . . . . . .

Wilmington, Del........ Wilmington City Ry. Co., Riverview Line . . . . 4. 15 75

- " . . . . . . . - - - “ Eighth St. Line.. 6 3o 125 - - §: c.

Windsor, Ont. . . . . . . . . . . Windsor Elec. St. Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . * - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .Van Depoele.

Winona, Minn. . . . . . . . . Winona City St. Ry. Co..... - - - - - - - - 5 -------- - Thomson-Houston.

Youngstown, O. . . . . Youngstown Elec. Ry. Co . . . . . . . . . . 6 3o Sprague.

- - - |

Florence, Italy . . . Firenzi and Fiesole Tramway Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . "... . . . . . . . . . 7% 12 30 ... ............l............ ....... S e.

Tokio, Japan . . . . . . .£"" ..........: *]. # $:#
Berlin, Germany. . . . . . . Allgemeine Elektricitats Gesellschaft. . . . . . . . . . *|. 2 Sprague.

Bremen, Germany. . . . . Bremen Tramway Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . * 2 - - homson-Houston.

Victoria, Aust. . . . . . . . . . Doncaster and Boxtree Tramway Co. . . . . . . . . . I 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Thomson-Houston.

**". Electric Railway Companies are earnestly requested to notify “ELECTRIC POWER” of any errors or omis

sions in the above list. --A&#

BUSINESS NOTES.

The National Transit Company, of Oil City, Pa., Have ordered

three different shipments of Electrical Accumulators for the light

ing of their new office buildings.

The new steam yacht “Alicia,” owned by Mr. Flagler, of the

Standard Oil Company, has 56 cells of 23 M type of the Electrical

Accumulator Company's storage batteries installed for lighting

while the yacht is at anchor, or, when steam power is not avail

able. Very many yachts have adopted the Accumulator system

of lighting, and in every case it has given satisfaction. The Ac

cumulator Company have made a special study of marine installa

tions and have adopted a system for such installations which over

comes all the obstacles hitherto met with.

The Electrical Accumulator Company, some time ago, received

a letter from Lieut. Bradley A. Fiske, U.S. Navy, in which he

says:

“I have had 30 of your ‘7M cells for about five months. They

were first charged in the early part of July, have been used at fre

quent intervals and have not been recharged since. During that

time the cells have been subject to pretty rough handling on board

the Chicago and in the Navy Yard, having been turned upside

down and turned on their side a number of times, and having had

tobacco juice spit upon them by sailors and then washed off with

salt water afterwards. They have been very satisfactory in all

"' and leave nothing to be desired.”

he cells were used in developing my range and position finder;

the first one of which has gone over to Europe in the Flag Ship

Chicago.

In order to secure more room for their rapidly growing business

in this city, the American Electrical Works, of Providence, R.I.,

have removed from 16 and 18 Cortlandt street, and have taken

the first floor at No. 1o Cortlandt, “at the sign of the clock,”

immediately above the quarters of the£ Clock Co. Mr.

Phillips and Mr. Ackerman have been busy the last few days in

getting things into shape, and the result is that they have laid out

and fitted up a most comfortable and convenient range of offices.

One feature of advantage, moreover, is that good elevator accomo

dation for the handling of wire packages in bulk is secured. The

main offices and show room are in front, nicely fitted up in light

woods. A cosy private office, whose walls are graced with pic

tures of successive clambake groups, is at the rear, and immedi

ately behind behind that is a large store room capable of carrying

a varied stock of all the excellent specialties and standard goods

manufactured by the works. It may be mentioned that Messrs.

F. W. Harrington, and H. W. Bates have secured quarters for the

Tropical Telephone Company on the same floor, thus constituting,

in fact, another£ in Cortlandt street.
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THE STEAM LOCOMOTIVE AND

- RIVAL.

ITS SUGGESTED

HE comparative merits of steam and electric loco

motives are again attracting attention at the hands of

technical journals. Two papers have recently appeared—

one by Mr. Crosby, published in the _]uly number of ELEC

rmc POWER. In the other by Mr. Moss, the writer arrives

at the conclusion that in comparative tests on the Manhat

tan Elevated Railroad, electricity was found to be four

times as expensive as steam. While there are many

reasons for doubting the accuracy of this result, it is fair

to assume that the use of electricity offers many advan

tages to thepublic which would outweigh the increased

expense. This, however, is of no particular importance.

The elevated roads are not suffering for lack of patron

age, and being operated primarily for revenue only,

‘steam will hold its place indefinitely under existing

conditions. The true policy to be pursued in exploiting

electrical apparatus, is to introduce it only where it will

offer an unquestionable improvement over existing con

ditions. In such cases no fine spun arguments are

necessary to prove its merits. In this day of mechani

cal triumphs, the horse car is generally recognized as a

mere makeshift, which has outlived its usefulness in

many places, but will still hold its own, until it is fairly

shown that more money can be earned by the substitution

of electricity or the cable. This field is in itself one of

enormous proportions, and one which may profitably

utilize the best efforts of the electric railway supply

companies for many years to come. In fact no general

anxiety has been exhibited on the part of these com

panies to endeavor to supplant the steam locomotive in

its legitimate work, for the reason that the difficulties to

be encountered are very thoroughly appreciated. As

has been very properly stated, however, in the Railroad

Gazette, the conditions existing in Chicago are decidedly

different from those in this city. The Chicago authori

ties have stipulated that anthracite coal must be used

upon the coming elevated roads, the price being $6 per

ton, while bituminous coal may be had for $1.50.

There are very many theoretical arguments in favor of

the electric motor for this class of service, but they can

be fully substantiated only by actual experience. The

original tramway was used in hauling coal, and has

gradually developed into the modern steam railroad.

The electric motor has modestly undertaken to fulfil a

minor but nevertheless an important duty, which may

or may not in the future expand into the more preten

tious field now occupied by the steam locomotive. It is

a subject well worthy of study and discussion, but not

by any means of such supreme importance as might be

inferred from the rather depreciative comments upon

the electric motor by certain mechanical engineers who

should be its friends.

THE WESTERN UNION FIRE.

THE fire in the Western Union Building on Friday,

july 18, while occasioning a great pecuniary loss

and much temporary inconvenience, will have the result

of making a much more convenient and safe, as well as

more imposing home for this great corporation. The

pecuniary loss, while very large, will be mainly in the

loss of new business. The first reports were greatly ex

aggerated, but now it is estimated that the loss will not

exceed $1 25,000.

The company had for a long time contemplated an

entire remodeling of the upper portion of the building,

and the fire has compelled this alteration simply a little

sooner than otherwise. The plans for the alteration

contemplate taking down the roof and walls to the sixth

story, and to that four stories will be added. The walls

will be carried straight up, and in the new structure

there will be neither tower nor mansard roof. The new

roof will be flat, sloping slightly toward the centre. The

whole building will be lengthened twenty-five feet by

the erection of an addition on the lot No. 8 Dey Street,

which has long been owned by the company. The new

part will be built in conformity with the present build

ing. The changes will enable the putting in of new ele

vators, which will run to the upper floors instead of the

middle floors as in the former building. The number of

elevators will be increased to four. The operating rooms

will be on the highest two floors, the main one on the

top floor. They will be planned so that they will afford

the utmost convenience and safety. There will be no

battery-room except in the basement, and the number of

dynamos may be increased whenever further power is

required. The improvements will cost probably $500,

000 and it is not expected that they will be finished b_e

fore January.

The result of these improvements will be that the new

‘building will be the finest telegraph headquarters in the

world.

The astonishing recuperative power of American

business men was never better shown than in this fire.

In less than a week from the time of the fire, everything

was again in perfect running order and the immense

business of the company was handled with accuracy and

promptness.

and the public would hardly know that there had been

any interruption.

The full number of operators are at work,
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POWER BY WHOLESALE.

R. T. C. MARTIN having asserted in the columns

of the New York Sun that the cost of running

machinery by electric motors is considerably less than

the cost where steam engines employed, Mr. E. P. Wat

son denied the statement and argued that it is impossi

ble that this should be the case owing to the fact that

the dynamos supplying the motors must themselves be

operated by steam power. Mr. Martin's rejoinder, in

the form of a letter to the Sun published on the 17th of

July, is a neat and conclusive answer to Mr. Watson's

doubts, and clears up a matter concerning which a great

many persons need information. The letter speaks for

itself, and the greater part of it is given below without

further comment :

To 11!: Editor of //le Sun: SlR——II1 your issue of the 13th

inst. Mr. E. P. Watson in criticizing my statement

that electric power is cheaper than steam power,

“ cannot understand how the thing produced can cost

less than that which produced it." This matter of

electric power is an important one for large cities,

and therefore an explanation may prove interesting,

though, in fact, the answer is obvious to any one who

stops a moment to think. It is simply the difference

between producing a thing at wholesale and at re

tail. If every small consumer of power runs his own

little steam engine he does so at great cost, rela

tively, just as the poor woman who buysa basket of coal

in winter pays a disproportionate price for her fuel. But

where the power is generated in large quantities, by

engines giving the greatest return on the coal burned

under the boilers, the cost of production is so low that

it can be widely distributed and still leave a handsome

margin of saving over the individual, retail method.

It hap ens that the electric motor is the best agent

for utiliz ng cheaply power that has been generated at

a distance, whether by steam engines, water wheels, or

windmills.

Another vital point is that the electric motor is

cheaper, because by its means the item of rent is low

ered. Icould mention several instances where, thanks

to electric distribution of power from a central station,

minor industries are carried on that high rents would

stifle if it were necessary to be nearer the supply or to

create the power on the spot.

If Mr. Watson will favor me with a call at my oFficeI

will escort him to several places in this city where the

electric motor has displaced steam engines on the

score of economy. Some of those engines were served

from the steam mains, yet even in this direct competi

tion of central sources of supply the electric proves su

perior.

The struggle is not between the electric motor and

the steam engine, but between little engines and big,

and Providence is on the side of the big engines. The

electric motors are, in this field of work, simply their

allies. No one has ever claimed or asserted anything

else.

_Mr. Watson next, as evidence of the costliness of elec

tric ‘power, refers me to a road on which electricity has

been abandoned. He is certainly unfortunate in his

example, as the road is one—Fulton Street—on which

electricity has never been tried. It was at one time pro

posed to test a new conduit system there, but the pro

motors did not carry through their scheme. That was

about two years ago. In the meantime, about 250 of the

Street railways of the country, or 25 per cent. of the

whole, have adopted electricity, and the proportion of

i the new roads is over 50 per cent. As far as I am aware

-—and I have made a special study of the subject for

five years—the cost of running an electric road, for

power, is about one-half that of a horse road. In some

cases, where water power, mountains of waste coal dust

or natural gas are used to generate the current, it is

cheaper out of all estimation. I know of scores of horse

roads, large and small, that have tried electricity, and

have been quick to extend their plants, one, two, and

three times. I also know of a cable road plant, costing

$400,000, that has been thrown aside unused to make

way for electric motors.

I hope Mr. Watson will look into the matter of electric

power and inform himself of the facts. This is a day

when no steam engineer can afford to remain ignorant

of what electricity is doing.

RAPID TRANSIT SURFACE RAILWAYS.

IN apaper read two years ago before the American

Institute of Electrical Engineers, Mr. Frank ].

Sprague made the very sensible suggestion, that the

street railways underneath the elevated railroad struc

tures, might be equipped with an overhead electric

system very readily, using the girders overhead for sup

porting the necessary conductors. This plan has never

received the attention it deserves, doubtless for the rea

son that the difierent interests concerned can not readily

be brought under the same management, but it does

seem as if the welfare of the city demanded that some

attention be given to the improvement of local traveling

facilities. The space now occupied by the street railroad

in Sixth Avenue for instance, is practically useless for

teams. It is true they occasionally trespass on this

territory, that the driver and horses may escape the heat

of the sun, but the pursuing car driver gives them little

peace until they got out of the way altogether. The

supporting columns of the elevated road, together with

the structure above, form a passage way, similar in ap

pearance to a covered bridge, and through this there

would apparently be no objections to the attainment of

a rate speed, double that now possible. The principal

objection to this would be the grade crossings at each

corner. Whether it would ever be found expedient to

carry the cross streets under the roadbed is a matter of

conjecture. Possibly this might be done at alternate

crossings, requiring a reduction of speed at grade cross

ings or else making regular stopping places at them.

Such a plan to be of the greatest possible service should

embrace a simple form of transfer tickets between the

elevated and surface roads. In the event of all systems

becoming the property of the city this whole matter

would of course be greatly simplified. New York City

as it is, and as it should be, are vastly different. Instead

of leading in every improvement as it should, by rea

son of its wealth and commercial importance, it is per

mitted to lag behind, content with its elevated railroads

which are certainly a great boon, but will soon be unequal

to the demand upon them ; nevertheless, there are some

indications that this supine attitude will soon be ex

changed for something more active. The electric rail

way is bound to come, and before very long.
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ELECTRICAL DEVICES FOR INCREASING TRACTION.

BY GEO. E. MORSE.

The state of the above named art must of necessity

be limited since magnetization is at first sight apparently

the only method that can be practiced with success;

although there are several methods for thus obtaining

adhesion between the wheel and the rail.

One obvious method is to have the wheel magnetized

and to make use of the adhesion between the wheel and

the rail. This adhesion will be due to the mutual ac

tion between the wheel and rail. The wheel being

magnetized will induce in the steel rail a magnetization

of opposite polarity to its own which opposite polarity

will cause the wheel and the rail to attract each other.

The effect of this will be to give an increased traction,

which as is well known, is of great value in starting a

car or heavily loaded train. The measure of this action

must be very small in proportion to the power consumed

in magnetizing for the reason that steel of the hardness

of a rail cannot be rapidly magnetized, and the effect is

entirely due to- the magnetization.

As an improvement on this another inventor (Patent

No. 333,5 54) proposes to use between the magnetized

wheel and the rail a pulverized magnetic material. It

is to be thrown down as sand is at present done on the

ordinary locomotive. Aside from the mere mechanical

“ grit" between the wheel and rail an effect something

like the following will occur. Both the wheel and the

rail having magnetic qualities each will attract to itself

some of the magnetic particles which in turn will adhere

to each other, and there will be a sort of sticking in ad

dition to the mechanical effect and consequently a

greatly increased traction.

We come now to what is perhaps the most interesting

and puzzling effect of all. Mr. Riesin patent No. 379,909

describes a method which consists in passing a current

of large volume from the wheels to the rail and makes

the following bold statement :

“ As long as current is passing to the motor in the

manner indicated there will be increased traction due to

the increased friction between the wheels and rails at

the points of contact produced by the current.” (Pat.

No. 379,909, p. 1, lines 44-49 and Pat. No. 379,815, p. 1,

lines 46-50.)

That such an effect will occur is at once disputed by

many, and to prove it a prominent Attorney and Expert

of \/Vashington constructs a model car running on an

inclined plane and by an ingenuous experiment shows

that “the action is instantaneous and positive." Many

theories are at once advanced, prominent among which

is that of “incipient fusion,” viz : that the heating effect

of the current softens the line at the point of junction

of the wheel and rail and forms an incipient weld which

atomic affinity thus set to work gives the wheel a grip

and permits it to move forward to other points where

the same effects are produced in rapid succession.

It is not my purpose either to combat or to concur in

theories as to this action but in my discussion to main

tain a neutral position ; but it does seem that following

this effect as delineated above there will be a permanent

molecular displacement due to the stress of such ener

getic molecular action. It is a significant fact that there

shortly occurs in the ordinary car wheel, subjected only

to the effect of jolts and the flexure due to the weight

of the vehicle, an extensive change of position of the

component molecules; would it not be reasonable to

expect a more energetic action when this other complica

tion of a heating effect is introduced? Such an effect,

if it were to occur, would be entirely superficial 011 ac

count of the small area of contact, but it is reasonable

to expect that this would effect the stability of the

“ tread” largely on account of the resulting non-homo

gcneity of the metal. Data on this point would be of

great use. '

Prof. Geo. M. Hopkins in an article in the Sn'mtz_'/iv

Amerizan (Vol. LXII., p. 107) on “The Heating Effects

of Currents” points out electric traction (so called) as

one result, and later on describes a modification of the

Trevelyan rocker and means for rendering its vibrations

visible, but fails for some reason to connect one with the

other. Briefly stated his instrument consists of a brass

bar previously heated resting crosswise on two thin

ridges of lead placed near together. When the heat is

communicated to one ridge the lead expands and

forms a nipple under the point of junction which raises

the bar bodily up when it becomes overbalanced and

vibrates until it comes in contact with the other ridge

where a similar effect takes place, the first ridge having

meantime cooled expands again under the heat and re

peats its former action. (Experimental Science, Hop

kins, p.p. 163-164.) These effects occur in quick succes

sion and last as long as the bar retains its heat. The

ordinary manifestation is by a continuous sound but by

attaching a pointer to the bar the effect may be made

visible. By an arrangement described in the .S':z'¢-zztrfic

Amt-rizan article these effects may be produced without

heating the bar by passing a current of electricity

through the joints of contact of the bar and lead.

Professor Tyndall (Heat as a Mode of Motion) de

scribes an experiment with a metal ball which is made

to run on a semicircular metallic track consisting of two

rails set in a block of wood. On passing a current

through the ball from one rail to the other the ball

moved off and continued in motion as long as the cur

rent was applied. His explanation is as follows : Upon

the passage of a current the nipple (before referred to)

was formed under the point of support of the ball and

to maintain the equilibrium the ball promptly rolled off

the elevation, when the same effect again took place,

which effects were continued as long as the current

passed.

The logical conclusion must rest the cause of action

~ either with the fusion theory or with the theory last

advanced. - _

The fusion theory is well supported by the known

effects already obtained in the process of electric welding.

But it is certain that expansion must occur before the

softening due to heat and the matter so far as the ex

pansion theory is concerned, must rest upon whether the

nipple or burr is of sufficient altitude to give the wheel

a grip. Experiment alone can determine this question.

ELECTRIC ADHESION BEFORE THE RAILWAY

MASTER MECHANICS.

At the recent convention of the American Railway

Master Mechanics Association, held at the H_ygeia _Hotel,

Old Point Comfort, Va., there was exhibited a small

working model illustrating the operation of the Ries

electric traction increasing system as applied to steam

locomotives. This exhibit attracted considerable atten

tion and was the occasion of no little astonishment

among those of the master mechanics who hitherto be

lieved that there was nothing to equal sand as a traction

increaser. The passage of a low tension quantity cur

rent between the driving wheels and rails enabled the

locomotive to readily ascend grades varying from 20 to

45 per cent. in steepness, whereas without this current

the revolving driving wheels were unable to make any

headway on grades considerably less severe than the one

first mentioned. The pulling capacity of _ the locomotive

on a level track was very greatly increased by the pas

sage of the current, and it was also shown, much to the

surprise of the expert master mechanics, that the iii

creased tractive adhesion resulting therefrom was not
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diminished when the rails were wet or coated with oil.

The remarkable efficiency of the traction increasing

current as a braking agent was likewise exemplified by

its promptness in arresting the momentum of the loco

motive on a steep down grade while sliding rapidly from

the top toward the bottom of the latter.

The- performance of the apparatus was a revelation

to those who witnessed it, and elicited much favorable

comment. Drawings showing the application of the

system to full sized locomotives were exhibited, and

were critically examined. The apparatus was in charge

of Mr. Elias E. Ries, who was kept busy in explaning

its operation. The system has already been successfully

applied to railway locomotives, and further experiments

in this direction arenow being made.

It is claimed that by means of this system the tractive

power of locomotives may be increased fully 25 per cent.

over what it is at present; that engines thus equipped

will be enabled to draw longer and heavier trains, to

mount steeper grades and to make better time ; that the

wear and tear upon the wheels and rails due to slipping

and the use of sand is avoided; that light locomotives

having sufiicient steaming power can do the work of

heavier engines, thus avoiding the increased strain upon

rails, road-bed, bridges, etc., and in many instances

rendering the reconstruction of the latter for heavier

traffic unnecessary; that the condition of the weather

cannot affect the schedule time by reason of lessened

tractive adhesion, as at present ; that trains may be

brought under headway and stopped more quickly by

reason of the absence of slipping of the drivers due to

the action of the current ; that the consumption of fuel

for generating the traction current is considerably less

than the saving in fuel affected by the absence of slip

ping alone ; that in many cases the running of passen

ger and freight trains in separate sections may be avoided,

as well as the expense and delays to traffic occasioned

thereby; that a passenger or freight train drawn by a

locomotive equipped with this system is safer and under

more perfect control on steep grades, and finally, that

the earning capacity of a line of road having its engines

so equipped can be very largely increased.

INCREASING LOCOMOTIVE TRACTION BY THE USE

OF ELECTRICITY.‘

BY C. SELDEN, SUPERINTENDENT OF TELEGRAPH,

BALTO. & OHIO R. R.

Within a comparatively short time after the discovery

of the electro-magnet by Professor Henry, scientific

minds began to centre upon the application of electricity

and the use of magnets as a means of motive power; and

the American inventor, Page, was, so far as our records

show, the first person to practically demonstrate, upon

anything like a large scale, that propulsion by means

of electricity and magnetism was a possible thing.

He constructed a car and placed upon it a motor, by

which it was propelled between Washington and Blad

ensburg, a distance of about seven miles, on the tracks

of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company. As the

electricity was generated from a primary battery, how

ever, it was soon determined that such a mode of loco

motion was more expensive than that secured by steam,

and the motor, therefore, was laid upon the shelf.

Later on, when the dynamo reached a high state of

perfection, the infant electromotor suddenly sprang into

the vigor of youn manhood, and to-day we find Page's

idea amplified an assisted by various improved devices,

resulting in not only possible rapid locomotion compara

tlvely, but affording a cheaper means than horse power.

When Page made his trial trip, the locomotive engine

J 'nl:ap_ct|;Ircad at the Railway Telegraph buperintendcnfs Convention, Niagara Falls,

u i. .

was not the machine which to-day thunders along draw

ing a train, at the rate of seventy-five miles per hour,

but as the locomotive engine has been undergoing im

provements from time to time, it has been apparent that

a great proportion of the power generated by this ma

chine, could not be utilized for the hauling of loads; and

by reason of only partial combustion of fuel, loss by ex

haust and non-adhesion to the rail, or lack of traction

power, only a small percentage of its power was available

for use.

In order to increase the adhesion of the locomotive to

the rail, increased weight was placed upon the drivers;

this increased weight necessitated an increase of furnace,

boiler and steam capacities, and an increase of, say, one

hundred per cent., only brought an appreciable increase

of a small proportion.

From competent authorities on motive power, it has

been determined that a locomotive, having a weight of

ioo,ooo pounds. has a tractive power upon the rail, when

in best condition, of but 25,000 pounds. And when the

rail, by reason of the weather, is in a bad condition, the

tractive power amounts to only about what an engine of

15,000 pounds weight should have. In other words, on

good rail, by non-adhesion, the locomotive gives but

twenty-five per cent., and on bad rail, but eighteen per

cent. of the power which, theoretically, should be had

from it.

Efforts were made some fifteen years ago, by an

Englishman named Wederman, to overcome the non

adhesion, by winding the spokes of the driving wheels

with wire, thus making a magnet of the wheel, with the

view of, by magnetism, attracting the wheel to the rail,

thus increasing the friction, and, thereby, the adhesion

to the rail on the part of the locomotive. Having but

a primary battery, it- is plain to be seen that the results

were so slight as not to be appreciable. Another objec

tion, even had the dynamo been used, was that, in order

to secure suflicient magnetism to be of benefit upon such

an immense machine as a locomotive, the magnets would

have to be very large, and the winding upon the spokes

of the drivers would have necessitated a change in the

construction of the engine, so that as the bobbin was being

revolved by the wheels there would be room to clear the

fire box on the inside and the side rods of the locomotive

on the outside. This, of course, would render necessary

a longer crank for the bars, and, being longer, it must

necessarily be stouter in order to stand the increased

leverage, so that a device of this character for the loco- ,

motive engine would not be economical, and would

necessitate the reconstruction of all locomotives using

it. This inventor filed patents in ‘this country and

several others followed in his footsteps, but nothing

practical has yet been evolved from that method.

Elias E. Ries, an American inventor, secured letters

patent upon his method of increasing the adhesion of the

locomotive to the rail, by the use of electricity, and he

took a wide departure from the path pursued by former

inventors.

Mr. Ries proceeded upon the hypothesis, that an electric

current of large volume, if properly employed, could be

used to weld metals. Acting upon this theory, he pro

poses to arrange, upon a locomotive, a dynamo of sulfi

cient power to be run by a small auxilary engine, and

to pass the current from the dynamo to the driving

wheel of the engine, along the rail to the next driving

wheel, through its axle and the other wheel to the other

rail and back to the first driver, thence to the dynamo,

thus making a local circuit, so to speak, which would

travel with the locomotive, passing a current through

the drivers and along the rail as indicated, and for this

purpose, by a very simple method, he insulates one pair

of the driving wheels.
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By this means the inventor proposes to cause an

“incipient weld” between the driving wheels and the

rails. I say “incipient,” because the wheels, being in

motion, the weld, if any, is being made and broken by

the revolution of the wheels, therefore a perfect weld is

not obtained, nor, of course, would it be desirable except

for brake purposes, as in descending a grade for in

stance.

If the theory advanced by Mr. Ries can be made a

success, practically, it means a great many things to the

railroad world. If by means of this invention the

tractive power of a locomotive is increased, say, even

twenty-five per cent., it means ten additional cars on a

forty-car train. It means a large gain in the hauling

capacity on high grade railroads. It means increased

speed for passenger trains. It means a saving, indirectly,

of fuel ; it means the employment of lighter locomotives

to do the same amount of work as the heavier ones, thus

being easier on the road-bed and bridges ; it means the

mounting of grades that would not be considered as

possible at the present time. All this, provided, that in

practice, on a locomotive, the theories advanced shall

hold good.

Through the kindness of the inventor I have borrowed,

for this occasion, a model motor and a piece of track,

which practically demonstrates, of course in a minor

way, the correctness of his theory, and the more than

probability that it may be applied upon a large scale.

As it would not be possible to secure a small engine

propelled by steam with which to demonstrate the idea

he employs this carriage, which, as you all see, is simply

a small electric motor.

The motor is charged by means of one or two cells of

battery, and the track (when greater adhesion is desired)

is charged from another cell or two of battery. The

track is charged in this instance, instead of the motor

carrying the power and charge for itself on account of

its smallness, and the weight which it would have to

carry, as you can easily see, but the application is in

effect the same as the other method.

You will note that one of the poles of the battery is

connected to one rail and the other pole to the other rail;

therefore, when the motor wheels are on this track, if a

current be flowing along the rails, it will pass from the

rail on one side, through the motor wheels, along the

axle, through the wheels on the other side to the rail,

thence to the other pole of the battery completing the

circuit, just as it is proposed to do by means of adynamo

on an engine.

To show that this circuit, passing in that direction,

does not enter into the motor, I now make the connec

tion. You notice that the motor remains quiet, thus

proving that if any increase is hereafter shown in the

power of this motor,_that increase does not come by

reason of increasing thepower of the motor, by increasing

the electro-motive force, but must come from the fact

that there is an incipient welding or increase of ad

hension, between the wheels of the motor and the rails,

and that, therefore, its “ torque" or “bight" has been

so much increased as to enable the motor to have, as it

were, an immovable fulcrum for its leverage, instead of

one which is always slipping, as can be shown in the

other case.

By making a twenty per cent. grade, which you will,

of course, remember is twenty feet in the hundred, being

over one thousand feet to the mile—and not usual--the

motor is powerless to ascend and remains at the bottom

of the grade with its wheels revolving and slipping, un

able to move.

If you now apply the circuit, so as to cause an incipient

welding between the wheels and rails, the motor mounts

the grade.

Another experiment—reduce the track to a level,

fasten the motor to a Fairbank spring balance, start the

motor and observe what strength it displays. In other

words, what is the amount of its pull in weight? The

result, as shown upon the scale is say, between five and

six ounces. Watch the motor when the traction circuit

is made and the result is twenty-four ounces—an increase

of almost five hundred per cent.

These results as shown upon a rail which is dry and

in the best possible condition for mechanical traction

And just here it occurs to me and I can picture in my

mind, the woe-begone look on the face of the woman

who is said to have gotten even with the railroad com

pany, had she attempted to do so in a like manner with

an engine equipped with this device and in successful

operation. As the story goes a woman living alongside

the railroad, lost her cow, it having been struck by an

engine ; and as customary in such cases this $30 cow be

came worth $150. When the papers in the claim reached

the railroad company, naturally there was correspon

dence to and fro and delay in settlement of the claim.

The woman's property happened to be adjacent a very

bad curve, and as many of the trains had to use sand,

she concluded that as the railroad company did not in

tend to accede to her demand, and was giving her a

great deal of trouble, that it was no more than fair that

she should do the same for them. It was at that time of

the year when people in the country make soft soap, and

with a goodly kettle-full of it, she proceeded to lather

the track with it for a quarter of a mile. Prior to that,

limited trains had passed by without stopping at the

station near her, let alone doing her the honor of stop

ping at her house, but they all stopped there that day

and the following day, and again next day until the cause

was discovered and the woman taken into custody.

If we take a piece of soap and soap the track—and in

order to make it as soft as possible, I will put water on it

besides-—it becomes as slick as a toboggan slide, and the

the motor will not proceed. But if the traction circuit

is applied, away she goes—s0ap or no soap.

For fear, per chance, that this soap has dried and has

really become as sand upon the track, you may oil it. You

will note that the oil makes no difference to the motor.

This simply goes to prove, to my mind, that irrespective of

the condition of the weather, be it rain or snow, the de

vice, if practical in dry weather, is equally so on a bad

rail ; and being equally so, is a much greater help, pro

portionately, when the rail is in perfect condition.

Another feature of this invention is that it is not

necessary to keep the current flowing all the time, unless

you need it, but when you stop the train and want to

start it, your locomotive, at that time, not being in motion,

a more perfect weld is obtained thus enabling you to

start at once,without slipping, and after you have gotten

you train under headway, your current, if desired may

be switched off. So much for the pulling power and so

much for the motor.

To show the effect of this track circuit, lift one end of

the track and place across it a small iron bar, which is

free to move from the top to the bottom of the grade,

and the bar may be pushed or allowed to slide by its

own weight with the same result. You will see it does

not reach the bottom of the grade. On the other hand

you can stop it at will, for the instant the circuit is ap

plied the bar stops. And you will note that you can

take hold of the bar and shake the track with it ; in fact,

lift it, thus proving conclusively that with the circuit as

used through this track, the motor operates exactly as it

does at the bar, and that the ability of this motor to

climb grades, and the increase of its pulling capacity is

due entirely to the tractive results of incipient welding

between the wheels and the rails.
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There is no doubt of what the model performs. There

is no doubt that the theory is correct, but practical tests

alone will determine whether or not sufficient power can

be had from a proper dynamo and auxiliary engine, to

show even twenty-five per cent. of such increase upon a

locomotive as has been shown here. If it can, then

great results are sure to follow.

It is but fair to state that one trial of this device has

been made upon an engine. The reports upon the sub

ject, while tending to show possibly a slight effect, did

not show an effect so appreciably large as to warrant

the statement that it had been successful. The engineer

said that it was a great sand box. To my mind, however,

(being acquainted with the circumstances and with the

amount of electric power used on that occasion) I do not

consider the test as having been in anyway fair to the

device. I do not mean unfair on the part of the people

who were making it, but I mean unfair in this sense:

that I would as soon have expected to extinguish a house

THE RIVER AND RAIL STORAGE BATTERY RAILWAY

SYSTEM.

Our Electric Railway List, large as it is, shows only a

few roads operated by a storage battery. Though all

agree that this is the ideal system of electric traction,

the opinion is also almost equally strong that it is not the

practical system.

But a new system of storage battery traction has been

in the course of quiet development for the past two years.

and the projectors have been pushing their experiments

until they have become satisfied that they have at last

succeeded in perfecting a storage battery system which is

both efhcient and economical. The company behind

-this system is called the River and Rail Electric Com

pany. -

Two cars have been built for experimental purposes.

The second car embodies the latest improvements, and

it is this car which we illustrate in this article.

The entire system differs radically from anything yet

Efemni-o. ._ save

 

RIVER AND HAIL ELECIIKIC RAlL\\'AY CAR. FIG. I.

on fire, loaded with rags and petroleum, with a pint of

water, as to have expected the volume of current em

ployed, to have performed what was attempted. A dy

namo built for a thirty-five ton engine, was placed on a

sixty-five ton eight wheeler ; and, to my mind, it almost

was the same as trying, with a few cells of battery, to

perform the work that a dynamo is called upon to per

form in arc lighting. .

I understand that the inventor has recently made ar

rangements to make a trial on a large scale, which will

prove, conclusively, either the usefulness of the device,

or its impracticability upon a large scale; and as rail

road mcn, and especially electrical men, we are, of course,

more or less interested in anything of an electrical

nature, which becomes, or is liable to become a part and

parcel of railroad equipment. Possibly at our next

meeting this matter will have been tried ; if so, whether

it'bc siicccssful or not, I hope to be able to present you

with all data in connection therewith.

developed and is very interesting. The batteries with

their shifting device, the motor, the driving mechanism,

some parts of the car itself, and the brake are all new and

original. -

The accompanying engraving, Fig. 1, gives an excel

lent idea of the appearance of the car. The rounded

ends furnish a space or small vestibule in which the

motor man may stand clear of passengers, so that it is

not necessary to keep the forward platform enclosed with

gates. In this curved space, are the controlling switch

and lover, also the brake, and a bar may be placed across

as a dividing line between it and the platform, and to

support a seat for the driver if desired.

TI-IE BATTERIES.

The River 8; Rail battery, or the Main battery as it is

called, from the name of \-Vm. Main, who is its inventor,

as well as the inventor and mechanic of the entire sys

tem, is_ based on the Planté battery, but differs from it
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FIG. 2.

Positive PLATE of THE BATTERY.

in many respects. Figs. 2 and 3 show respectively the

positive and negative plates. They differ in many respects

from other secondary batteries. There is no active mate

rial used in making them. The positive plates are com

posed of a number of sheets of lead foil pressed together

between thin plates of lead and then perforated with

many small holes, about twenty-four to the square inch,

after which all is securely fastened by lead rivets about

an inch apart. The fluid part is an acid solution of zinc

sulphate.

The negative plates are of zinc about one-eighth of

an inch thick and perforated with large holes, and they

rest on a plate of copper perforated to correspond. Fig.

3 shows both the zinc and copper plates. The plates are

arranged in the cell like shelves, one above the other.

The copper plate acts only as a conductor and the zinc

plate, it is claimed, does not waste away, the chemical

changes restoring it to its pure condition. When placed

in circuit the lead foil becomes an oxide and the oxide

of lead thus formed by the action of the current is of a

peculiarly crystalline and conductive nature and is said

to be better for the work required of it than the oxide

|

|->
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FIG. 3.

NEGATIVE PLATE of The BATTERY.

which is mechanically applied in the grid plates. It is

furthermore permanently retained, owing to the con

struction of the plate, and experience has shown that

there is no dislodgement either from jarring or rapid dis

charge. By the use of zinc a higher E. M. F. per cell is

said to be obtained, thereby allowing the number of cells

to be diminished. -

The Main Storage Battery has no applied oxides or com

pounds of lead either as paste or powder. The positive

electrode is formed by the action of the current alone.

The mechanical construction is such as to secure

unusual durability, with a capacity several times that of

the old Planté battery, and in excess of any of the usual

“grid” batteries.

The negative electrode contains no lead, is lighter

than electrodes of spongy lead, and gives higher electro

motive force. The battery is adapted to withstand high

rates of discharge and rough treatment.

The arrangement of the cells in the car is shown in

Fig. 4 and also in Fig 7, where some of the seat is

broken away to expose them. Each tray will hold six

[.|

|

SHIFTING DATIERIES oN THE CAR. FiG. 4.
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-nu: MOTOR. FIG. 5.

cells, but only five are used and in the central space over

the motor on one side and the end of the mechanism on

the other there are no trays, those provided being ample.

The River & Rail Company's plan in respect to the

amount of power carried is, that a convenient and expe

ditious way having been provided for changing batteries

and putting those which have beeen used in circuit to be

recharged, the matter should be treated very much as

with horses. A team of horses after making

a certain distance is relieved and the battery

after doing, say twenty-five miles, should

be changed. This allows of carrying fewer

cells and consequently diminishes the

weight.

THE BATTERY S1-IIFTING RACK.

The question as to how to replace the

batteries which have been used with a

freshly charged set-how to change horses

as it were——is always an important one in

storage battery traction -and seems to have

been met in the River & Rail system in a

particularly happy manner—one also which

is thoroughly mechanical. The engraving

herewith, Fig. 4, is so suggestive as scarcely

to require an explanation. It will be seen

that parallel with the car tracks on each

side there are narrow gauge tracks on

which a small table or car runs, the height

of which, by the means of the hand wheel

seen on the end, may be immediately re

gulated to conform to the level of the car

floor. .

It should be here stated that the trays

containing the cells are fitted with latches,

one being provided for each space between

side pillars, which, when the cells are run

home, drop into sockets, on the car sill, and

hold them there firmly. On the top of the

shifting table, there is a plate of metal ex

tending its entire length, the front of which

has small lips or raised pieces so spaced

as to come opposite to the latches on

the_trays of cells, which latches have

shoulders against which these lips or

raised edges may catch or hook.

To remove the batteries the table,

with its front edge depressed, is run

alongside the car, this edge projecting

slightly under the car sill. A turn of

the hand wheel raises it to the proper

level and brings the edges of the

top plate into engagement with the

shoulders on the latches. Then a turn

of the cranks, one of which is at either

end of the table, and all the cells on a

side are simultaneously withdrawn.

The convenience of this plan will be at

once apparent when it is considered

that the entire distance over which the

cells have to be moved is barely three

., feet, and that they all come away at

once. To accomplish this it will be

noticed the cove panel of the car is

made fast to the trays which contain

the cells, and cells and panel are

changed together. The exhausted cells

being withdrawn, the table is moved

away and another with a fresh set and

panel is rolled alongside, when a re

verse motion of the cranks puts in place

the newly charged cells. The same

operation may occur simultaneously on the other side

of the car and thus a change of battery can be made in

short order.

It is proper here to refer to the means for placing the

withdrawn cells in circuit for recharging, which is a part

of the plan and is undoubtedly a device of great con

venience. In the cut may be seen pendent from the

ceiling of the car house, flexible wires with wooden han

 

THE MOTOR. FIG. 6.
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dles attached. These at the top are connected with cop

per bars which slide in slotted tubes which carry the cur

rent. The bars may be moved along in the tubes to any

desired points by means of wooden arms painted with

contrasting colors to distinguished the positive from the

negative wires. When brought to the right points, con

nection with the terminals of the cells is made through

these flexible wires and the cells are at once in circuit, as

they lie on the tables, without a moment’sloss of time.

TI-IE MOTOR.

The Motor differs both in appearance and principle

from those of the common type, much as the turbine

water-wheel does from others. The lines of force take

the form of a vortex or whirlpool. No wire is in motion,

and the moving part is in the form of a smooth disk, the

armature and commutator being stationary while the

fields and the brushes revolve. A larger output of power

 

SHOWING GEARING AND MOTOR.

in proportion to weight with fewer revolutions per min

ute, is the result of this construction.

The engravings, Figs. 5 and 6 given herewith, show

two views of this motor and convey an exact impression

of its appearance. It is very compact and solid, and of

a size suitable for street cars, weighs about goo lbs.

\-Vithout going into a detailed technical description of

this motor, we may say that, so far as it resembles any

other heretofore made, it is of the Gramme ring armature

type. The points aimed at in its construction were, prin

cipally, to dispense with any moving wires, and avoid

the possibility of breakage in consequence, due to the

very heavy -centrifugal force exerted by the rapidly re

volving spool, and also to get the benefit, in momentum,

of the weight of the field magnets which are constructed

in the nature of a fly wheel, and add very appreciably to

the efficiency of the motor, the momentum of the

machine being alone sufficient to start the car and move

it a few feet if current be simultaneously shut off.

THE POWER TRANSMITTING DEVICE.

The means by which the power of the motor is com

municated to the car axles, or in other words, the propel

ling mechanism, is one of the most interesting parts of

this system. The accompanying cut, Fig. 7, is an interior

view of the new River & Rail car, showing a portion of

the floor and seats, with such parts of the flooring re

moved as are necessary to‘ expose the mechanism to view.

As may be seen, all there is of this is carried on one shaft,

which is coupled to the rotating part of the motor or the

armature shaft, as it would be called in a motor of the

usual type. It is very compact and occupies but little

space, yet within this small compass there are two dif

ferent speeds mechanically provided for, also means of

- running the motor independently of the car. The man

ner in which the different speeds are obtained, both of

which are reductions from the speed of the motor, which

; . ,...lr||.|;,‘;|1i.mi
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FIG. 7.

makes about 800 revolutions a minute, is not an easy

matter to explain without presenting sectional drawings,

and giving much detail of description, and as the result

would probably be to convey the impression that the

mechanism is complicated. whereas it is in reality very

simple, we will confine ourselves to a general descrip

tion.

The speed of the motor is governed electrically, but

it is not obliged to stop and start with the car or to run

in fixed ratio to the latter as in other systems. The

motor is allowed to run to best electrical advantage and

develop its maximum horse power both in starting the

car and in running slowly around sharp curves. The

greater ratio of mechanical reduction of speed gives a

slow and powerful action to the car wheels while the

motor runs with full speed. The advantage of this con

struction in starting a car, overcoming the inertia and

sticking friction will be apparent to practical men. The

speed ratio used in ordinary fast running coiucs into
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play when the ear is fairly in motion or the curve is

passed. These changes are effected, by the operation of

a single lever on the front platform, without jar and

without throwing teeth in or out of mesh. The motion

is based upon the sun and planet motion with some es

sential modifications. The central shaft revolves at all

times with the speed of the motor. Two portions of this

shaft are slightly eccentric with loose pinions mounted

upon them. These mesh at all times with the internally

toothed gears which surround them. These pinions

may revolve idly within the gears or may drive them

according as they are allowed to gyrate with the eccen

tric and revolve, or to *rate only. The pinions are con

nected by double gimbgl joints to disks concentric with

the central shaft. Each disk will revolve with its pinion

when idle, but when arrested by the grip jaws will cause

the pinion to drive. One pinion or the other is driving,

or both are idle according to the position of the platform

lever.

The two internally toothed gears are connected per

manently to each other and to the double sprocket which

drives both chains, and action comes from either one or

the other, or there is no action as the case may be.

The whole mechanism is lubricated automatically

from within by centrifugal action. The oil as it drips

down is caught in a metallic pan which encloses and pro

tects the whole under side, and by means of a loose

traveling ring returns to a reservoir to be used over and

over again.

It is claimed for this device that the wear is reduced

to a minimum. After running the original mechanism_

during a period of two years no wear whatever was ap

parent. The arrangement of the gearing being internal

it is not in any way exposed and the thorough lubrication

it receives, as well as the protection from dirt afforded by

covering it in, would certainly seem to justify the expec

tation of long service with immunity from repairs pre

dicted for it.

The mechanism drives both axles by means of sprocket

wheels and chains, as will be observed, and on the axles

are drums to which the sprocket wheels are attached,

which contain springs so arranged as to keep the chains

taut and to receive the first impulse in starting. The

action of the springs is to allow a certain amount of rela

tive motion between the two axles, thus avoiding the

hard driving action experienced when both axles are

geared to one motor. The whole tractive power is util

ized without rigidity. This, in connection with the power

from the fly wheel momentum of the motor, is deemed

a valuable feature as the necessity for two motors is obvi

ated. As now made, sprocket chains are very durable

and last a long time, butprovision is made in the manner

in which the pedestals are secured to the car for slightly

increasing the wheel base in case the chains stretch some

what. Should the stretch equal the space of a link one

can of course be removed.

The company claims that the Car Machinery allows the

coupling of both axles to a single motor, without the

hard running action heretofore the result of this con

struction.

It enables a motor of moderate weight to start and

handle a car, under severe conditions of grade and curve,

without wasteful or dangerous demand upon the batter

ies.

It allows the motor to revolve under its most favorable

conditions, while the speed of the car and power con

sumed may vary widely.

This is done without electric resistance or shifting bat

tery connections.

It does not belong to the numerous family of “ car

sgalrters.” The mechanism is quiet in action and dur

a e.

_
___________ .

POWER STATION OF THE KNOXVILLE STREET RAIL

ROAD co.

One of the recent installations made by the Thomson

Houston Electric Company, is shown in the accompany

ing illustrations of the power station built for the Knox

ville Street Railroad Company, Knoxville, Tenn. The

drawings are the plan and section of the elevation from

which the construction of the station and the disposition

of the apparatus can be readily seen. The building is

one story, brick, and divided into boiler and engine and

dynamo room. The steam plant consists of four steel

tubular boilers built for high pressure to be operated

from 1 15 to 12 5 lbs. pressure, with furnaces designed for

burning a low grade of slack coal. Economizers are also

provided for utilizing the waste gases in bringing the

feed water up to the boiling point before it is pumped

into the boilers. Four ways of feeding the boilers are

made use of and so arranged that in case of accident to

any one of them, the operation of the steam apparatus

would in no way be impaired.

The engines are of the cross-compound condensing

Corliss type and so arranged that each pair, which is

considered as one engine, can be operated as a twin

engine, and in case of accident, either side can be run

alone. Each side can also be worked high or low pres

sure, so that provision is made for operating the plant,

even though half of the engine is undergoing repairs.

This is the first plant of its kind in the world which has

been erected for electric railway purposes, and very sat

isfactory results are anticipated from it. Each engine

will carry its full load, under the varying conditions of

railway work, on an evaporation of 18 lbs. of water per

horse power per hour.

The engines are of extra large proportions throughout

so as to withstand the severe service incidental to rail

way work. _

The electric apparatus comprises eight (8) Thomson

Houston Railway Generators, and the usual appliances

for their operation. Each generator, as is the case with

the engines, is arranged so as to be thrown in or out of

action without interfering in the least with the operation

of the remainder of the plant. The engines, boilers, and

piping were furnished by C. & G. Cooper of Mt. Vernon,

Ohio, and the counter-shaftmg by the I-Iolyoke Machine

Company of Worcester, Mass. The plant is rapidly

nearing completion and will be in operation some time

this month. The installation was designed by Mr. L. H.

Mclntire of the Railway Engineering Department of the

Thomson-Houston Electric Company. The electric rail

way for which this plant is designed is 3.40 miles in

length and will operate five (5) motor cars.

NO LOSS OF POWER BY SLIPPING BELTS.

BY ROBERT GRIMSHAW.

While there are a great many losses of power to power

users, and those which do exist and which can readily be

remedied, are neglected, a great many people-seem to

unite in blaming on slippery belts a great deal of what

they are pleased to term- “loss of power." The impres

sion is so general, that belt slip causes “loss of power”

of just the same kind as that occasioned by defective fi

ring, excessive back pressure, undue friction, etc., that it

should be counteracted.

As in many other instances, the error arises from mis

use of a word. An engine and boiler generate power ;

a belt and its pulley merely transmit it. If the belt slips,

it merely transmits less power and the engine and boiler,

if the former has a proper governor and the latter a

suitable damper regulator, generate less ; the production

being in proportion to the demand at the engine shaft.

If the belt shifts, there is less work done at the driven
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pulley ; and less called for at the drivcr—wh'.c1i may be

either the engine fly-wheel, or some other in the system.

This can be shown very readily where there is an idler

which will permit of belt slack being taken up ; or where

the power is used by a dynamo on a_ carriage \vh1cli can

be screwed towards or from the engine sh_af_t, to lessen or

increase the belt grip. Where the grip is increased by

giving either greater belt tension or greater are of con

tact, there is more work done, and the cut ofi takes place

later. When the grip is lessened, so that the belt slips,

the cut otf rims back proportionately, and the steam con

sumption is lessened. No coal waste, no steam waste,

no power waste, is necessarily caused by the belt slip

age. _ _ _
P There may be, in fact, a gain in economy by belt slip

page. We will suppc se that an engine develops ioo horse

power at that‘ point

of cut off at which

the steam econ

omy, coal economy,

and money economy

are greatest. It is

well known that there

are such points for

every engine; and that

there maybe a point

which will combine all

three.

Now suppose that

this engine, loaded for

maximum economy,

has put upon it fifty

per cent. more work,

by adding more ina

cliines or heavier feed;

and that in conse

quence the belt slips

so that the power in

dicated at the cylinder

(.1‘ passed through a

transmission dyiiamo

meter remains at 100

horse. That shows

that by reason of the

slip, the rate of work

has been slowed up.

Fifty per cent. more

work or heavier ma

chines may have been

thrown on, but the slip

keeps the speed of the

driven pulley so low

that there is no more

work done than be

fore. That is, if there

had been 10,000 lineal

feet of ten inch boards planed iii a given time, while the

engine was indicating ioo horse, and fifteen-inch boards,

or harder boards, were run in to add 50 per cent to the

belt pull, the speed would be run down to only 6667 lineal

feet in the given time ; so that the horse power would

still be 100.

Now let the belts be tightened so that there will be

io,oo0 lineal feet turned out in the given time ; the con

Stlmption of power will rise to 150 horse, the transmis

sion_ being i 50 horse also. At this 150 horse power the

engine may work with so much poorer steam economy

as to much more than offset the increased money econ

orny by reason of fifty per cent. more power being fur

nished without increase of such fixed charges as rent,

interest, insurance, engineers‘ wages, etc. Here then,

may come in decreased engine economy by reason of

M
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abolition of belt slip. Now let the belt gradually stretch

so that slip commences and lineal speed of board out

put decreases. The power carried may drop to ioo

horse, and the engine economy again be at its maxi

mum. -

Things should be called by their right names.

INTERIOR CONDUITS.

Experience having demonstrated that electric light

wiring can only be done economically and effectively by

the establishment of “Centres of Distribution,” where

from to radiate all minor branch circuits, the Interior

Conduit system has been modelled in its entirety upon

this plan, and really good wook can only be had by

installing the system thereon. A little study of the mat

ter will convince any one at all famillar with the art, that in

' thisweareright. The

accompanying illus

tration of a building,

showing wiring and

crib employed will

= convey a clearer idea

of our methods.

. For the mains or

feeders a separate

tube should be used

for each conductor.

A rigid wire with

either underwriters or

weatherproof insula

tion maybe employed.

For the branches our

Flexible Twin Con

, ductor should always

be used, with two con

ductors in one tube.

Employ as many

raisers as practicable.

This avoids long la

teral runs or taps,

which are objection

able. Do not distri

bute for more than

six or eight lights on

one tap.
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* "‘ The agent, elec

tricity, is not charge

, able with the mishaps

,-, that come from care

I, ' less orunskilledusage

‘ It is not the horse

that's balky, it's the

driver that's stupid.
INTERIOR CONDUIT METHOD OF WIRING.

 

THE WENSTROM CONSOLIDATED DYNAMO AND

MOTOR COMPANY.

This company, recently organized in the city of Balti

more, with E. L. Tunis, President, and Messrs. Enoch

Pratt, D. D. Mallory, Robert Rennert, General F. C.

Latrobe, Governor E. E. Jaekson, and ex-Governor

James B. Groome as directors, with a capital stock of

$|,ooo,000, for the purpose of manufacturing and selling

dynamos and motors for street car and other purposes,

and doing a general electrical business, having pur

chased the patent rights of Jonas Wenstroni, of Orebro,

Sweden, for his dynamos and motors for the United

States, is in the market without fear of competition.

These machines have been made in the shops during

the last twelve months. A number of them have been

put in actual operation, and in every case have not only
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THE WENSTROM. DYNAMO.

given entire satisfaction, but have far exceeded anything

claimed even by ourselves, extravagant as it may ap

pear at first glance. . .

An examination of the Wenstrom Dynamo machine

will show at once a radical departure from the various

forms of types or dynamos with which many are familiar,

as generators for electric lighting or power. In general

design it consists essentially of a cylindrical shaped body

of cast iron, closed with heads or ends of the same ma

terial, and the whole, together with the bearings for the

armature resting on a bed-plate, forming a compact,

elegant, easily constructed and simple piece of mechan

1Sill.

Its peculiar shape and construction at once recom

mends itself as a practical embodiment of forms and

conditions, accepted by the highest authority and best

practice as applied to the perfected modern dynamo.

Within the body of the machine and concealed from

view, are four pole pieces projecting toward the arma

ture, on two of which are wound the magnetizing or field

coils. The armature is of such construction that the

greatest proximity, without touching, exists between the

faces of the pole pieces and the unbroken surface of the

armature, a feature of the Wenstrom dynamo alone,

which permits a great saving in the electrical energy

which is used in the magnetization of the fields, shorten

ing the path, and thereby facilitating the passage of the

magnetic lines of force across that, which in all other

dynamos is an air-space of very high magnetic resist

ance, and is one of the causes of low efficiency. The

advantageous disposition of the electrically active por

tions of the dynamo within an unbroken magnetic cir

cuit so that the lines of force find an unmolested passage

through the armature with the least amount of air resist

ance, itself constitutes a strong claim for the Wenstrom

dynamo as being most scientifically constructed, and

having the best mechanical and electrical proportions.

With the above mechanical and electrical conditions

satisfied, it is possible to obtain a very strong magnetic

field (which is a necessity) in which the armature is to

revolve with the least expenditure of electrical energy,

and permits of obtaining a high electro-motive force at

a comparatively low speed.

Its compactness and convenient shape for handling,

and the fact that the field coils are entirely contained.

within the iron body of the machine, obviate any risk of

1 HE weNSTRoM DYNAMo ARMATURE, showing smooth external surface, and wires laced though periphery.
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damage or breakage under ordinary circumstances in

transportation or otherwise. All parts are made readily

accessible for inspection or repairs. The armature can

be taken out by simply removing one bearing. The

field coils which are wound on the heads of the machine,

can very easily be removed by unbolting those ‘heads. _

There is one fault to which almost every dynamo is

more or less subject; that is -a wasteful and injurious

heating in the iron core of the armature and pole pieces,

due generally_to the shape and electrical coditions in

herent in those dynamos. This heating represents just

so much energy absorbed or wasted in the production

of a useless effect, and decreases more or less the e_fii

ciency of the machine. In some dynamos th‘is heating

is so intense after a few hours‘ run as to imperil the

safety of the insulation of the coils, and results in time

in a rapid deterioration or destruction of the machine.

The Wenstrom dynamo does not heat. The machine

can be run continuously for any length of time, and will

show no such eifect of faulty construction. With this

wasteful factor eliminated, the commercial efiiciency of

the machine is greatly increased.

La Lmnierv E/ertrique, xx, 20, I886, speaks of the Wen

strom dynamo as a wonderful machine ; and in chapter

viii, pp. 206 and 207 of the work “ Dynamo-Electric

Machinery, by Silvanus P. Thompson, principal of and

professor of physics in the City and Guilds of London

Technological College, Finsbury, D.Sc., B.A., F.R.A.S.,

etc., etc., etc., the author refers to the Wenstrom ma

chine as “ a most remarkable electric-dynamo." The

armature of the Wenstrom machine is also classified in

the same work, on page 134, as a distinct type formed

of “rings having the coils or conductors threaded

through perforations below the surface of the iron

cores."

After a series of careful tests of the Wenstrom dy

namo, Professor Kapp, the celebrated German elec

trician, writes of this wonderful machine as follows:

“The Wenstrom dynamo possesses many novel and re

markable points. It is very simply constructed and

most substantially built, both as to electrical and me

chanical details. Up to this time a machine has never

been seen in this country which utilized all the mag

netic faces as fully and undergoes so little loss of power

as does the Wenstrom Dynamo. It is impossible to

-utilize all such magnetic forces without the aid of two

very essential points, which are the principle features of

this machine. In all the best dynamos, as at present

constructed, the manner of wiring the armature is such

that it is impossible to bring the armature surface suffi

ciently close to the field poles to obviate the magnetic

resistance, which it is very desirable to do. In all ma

chines at present on the market, the old forms of field

magnets have been strictly adhered to, and the currents

produced by them generate magnetism in such a way

that a large and valuable portion of it is generally lost.

This, as will be readily perceived, it is very desirable to

utilize, as, if it could be retained, more magnetism could

be generated with less power. In the Wenstrom ma

chine the desired end is attained by the peculiar con

struction of the field magnets and the cast iron shell,

which, while accomplishing the result demanded of it,

also renders the dynamo more substantial and rigid in

all _its bearings. By this form the magnetic forces

which are generally lost in other makes of machines are

retained, while in the armature the two great obstacles

are overcome by lessening the distance between the

armatiire and the field, and by reducing the magnetic

resistance to the core. The machine runs evenly and

smoothly at extremely low speed. A careful examina

tion of it will convince any one that it is among the very

best compared with other machines. In point of speed

no machine can equal the Wenstrom, as it produces more

current at low speed than any other can give at high

speed. This dynamo has overcome some of the princi

pal defects of other makes in speed, efficiency, weight,

and electrical and mechanical details, and no machine of

equal capacity at present known could be manufactured

as cheaply or run better."

THE PERRET MULTIPOLAR MOTORS.

We illustrate and describe in this number a line of

low speed automatic electric motors designed by Mr.

Frank A. Perret, electrician of The Elektron Mfg. Co.

of Brooklyn, N. Y. These machines were brought out

last year and have been giving great satisfaction wher

ever introduced, but a detailed description has never

before been published, as it was desired first thoroughly to

test them in actual work and to secure patents which has

now been done.

They differ from the well-known two pole Perret ino

tors in that they are of the multipolar type. This form

has now been adopted forall sizes above 2 H. P. and the

Company are carrying in stock machines of 4, 6, 8,. 10,

15 and 20 H. P. wound for 220 volts, and they are wound

to order for any E. M. F. between 100 and 500 volts.

It seems to us that they mark a noteworthy advance

in motor and dynamo construction, as they combine in

one machine the important features of high efficiency,

extremely low speed and close regulation without exces

sive weight and bulk. It is found in the electric motor

field as elsewhere, that each make has its peculiarities ;

one excelling in this feature, another in that, and we

doubt if any one machine has ever before been put on

the market which excelled in all of the three features

mentioned. It is well known that most motors and dy

namos are run at a high rate of speed, because the efi‘lc

iency, regulation and output no\v demanded cannot be

obtained at a low speed with the construction used. In

the opinion of many of the best electrical and mechani

cal engineers of the country this high speed is veiy

objectional on various grounds and many of- them have

during the past year recorded their belief that the next

great advance would be in the line of a large reduction

in speed. This belief has long been held by Mr. Perret,

who is one of the most level-headed men in the profes

sion, and while others have been talking about this im

provement, he has, in his quiet way, accomplished it.

That the improvement made by him is a radical one is

apparent from the simple statement that the revolutions

of armature per minute in the ordinary shunt-wound

Perret motors of the new type is between 600 and 500

in the sizes ranging from 4 to 20 H. P., which is less than

half the speed of others, and for special work they may

be wound to run 350 revolutions or even less.

It is of course understood that motors have been built

that ran nearly as slow, but they were made expressly

for' some special work and were very heavy and bulky

and cost high considering their power. It is a very

different matter to put the low speed machines on the

market at the same price as ordinary high speed as The

Elektron Mfg. Co. are doing. We hope the business

will be as profitable and satisfactory to themselves as

the machines are satisfactory to their customers. At

all events buyers of Perret motors are to be congrat

ulated on getting big value for their money.

It is not as fully understood by the general public as

by builders and electricians that reducing the speed of a

dynamo electric machine reduces the power or output

correspondingly, and increasing the speed increases it.

For example, a certain Perret motor, running at 600

revolutions per minute, develops 4 H. P. If it were

wound suitably and run 1,200 revolutions per minute
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(which is lower than many others), it would be 8 H. P., i

and the price for an 8 H. P. machine could be obtained.

In order to furnish a motor to develop 4 H. P. with the

same speed as the Perret (6oo revolutions), other manu

facturers would have to use a machine which they now

rate at 8 or 10 H. P., and would either get the price of

an 8 or 10 H. P. machine, or lose money.

The Elektron Manufacturing Company, therefore,

claims that in comparing prices buyers should compare

speeds also.

The practical advantages of low speed machines are

many. For instance in ordinary machine shops, wood

working shops, printing offices, etc., the shafting is com

monly run 200 to 300 revolutions per minute, and it is a

simple matter to belt direct to it from a motor running

500 to 6oo revolutions, thus saving the first cost of a

counter-shaft and one belt, and saving considerable

power which would be lost in transmitting through the

‘.
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FIG. I. l'EI'l".ET 20 H. P. l\l0'lO!"..

counter-shaft and additional belt used necessarily with a

motor running 1,000 to 1,500 revolutions. The same

applies in the case of an elevator operated by belt, and

in elevator work, indeed, it is possible to gear direct

from the motor. The Perret machines have recently

been applied by direct gearing to pumps and to coal

cutting machines in mines, also to operation of coal

cutting machines by means of rope belt transmission

from the motor to the cutter, and the company now have

some very large orders for this class of work, which

woulél -have been very difficult with motors of high

s ee .
pThe motors are peculiarly adapted to the direct driv

ing of large exhaust fans and blowers, and to operating

hoists and travelling cranes, and it is to be hoped that

they may be applied soon to street railway work where

  

FIG. 2. END VIEW’ OF MOTOR.

they would doubtless effect a considerable saving of

the power now wasted in the gearing which is a very

large item.

In addition to the advantages of low speed in the

special cases mentioned, there is, of course, in all cases a

ge/wral advantage in the avoidance of the rapid wear and

deterioration usually connected with high speed. The

machines are built with a six pole field and with arma

tures of large diameter, thus securing apowerful tor ue

and great momentum of armature, which is a decided

advantage when a heavy load is thrown suddenly on, as

is often the case in elevator work and all sorts of

hoisting.

It is quite remarkable that Mr. Perret has been able

to retain in these larger machines the distinctive feature

of laminated field magnets for which his smaller ma

chines are noted, and indeed the results secured would

be well nigh impossible with any other construction.

In the illustrations, Fig. I is a side view of a 20 H. P.

motor complete, with sliding base and starting box.

Fig. 2 is an end view of the same, and Fig. 3 is a dia

gram showing a cross section of the magnetic circuit.

It will be seen that the armature is a ring of com

‘paratively large diameter with longitudinal channels on

its periphery, in which the conductors are wound and

  

no. 3. CROSS SECTION MAGNETIC ClRCUlT.
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thus embedded in the iron which is in such close prox

imity to the iron pole pieces, that there is practically no

gap in the magnetic circuit.

The field consists of three separate magnets arranged

at equal distances around the armature, each magnet

having two pole pieces. The winding is such as to pro

duce alternate north and south poles. The magnets are

built up of plates of soft charcoal iron, which are shaped

as shown in the diagram, and the magnet thus produced

is of such form that it may be readily wound in a lathe.

A non-magnetic bolt passes through a hole in each pole

piece, and the plates are clamped together between

washers.and nuts. These bolts also serve to attach the

magnets to the two iron end frames, which are of ring

shape and are bolted to the bed plates of the machine.

The magnetic circuit is of unusually low resistance by

reason of its shape, its shortness, which is shown by the

diagram, and the superior quality of iron used.

There is no magnetism whatever in the frame bed or

shaft of the machine, as the magnets are supported at

some distance from the frame by means of the non

magnetic bolts, and the armature is mounted on the

shaft by spiders of non-magnetic metal.

There is, therefore," no opportunity for magnetic leak

age, and, furthermore, the whole is inclosed by a shield

or case of sheet metal, as shown in Fig. 1. With such a

construction it is not strange that the motors have al

ready secured a great reputation for high efficiency and

close regulation, as well as for low speed.

The machines are calculated to be equally as efficient

and desirable as dynamos, and are coming into use

rapidly in small isolated incandescent light plants. For

this purpose they are compound wound, and the regula

tion is so perfect that all but one lamp may be suddenly

turned off without moving rheostat or brushes, and

without noticeable change in the brilliancy of the re

remaining lamp. This severe test has been made re

peatedly in the presence of electrical experts.

Their low speed make them well suited for direct’

connection to steam or gas engines, and they are the

ideal dynamo for lighting railway trains, yachts, steam

boats, etc.

The Elektron Manufacturing Company have recently

added largely to their cash capital to enable them to

handle properly their large and constantly increasing

business, and have doubled their manufacturing facili

ties twice during the last six months. They now occupy

nearly all of the large new factory building, N0. 79-81

Washington Street, Brooklyn, N. Y., one block from the

Bridge entrance. Their works are notable for fine

machinery, whereby all parts are made accurately and

interchangeably to standard gauges, and for the methodi

cal and careful arrangement of their business.

GENERATION, DISTRIBUTION AND MEASUREMENT

OF ELECTRICITY FOR LIGHT AND POWER.‘

APPLIANCES THEREFOR AND PARTICULARS OF CANADIAN

_ INSTALLATIONS.

BY A. J. LAWSON, M. CAN. soc. c.r:., A.I.E.E., A.A.I.E.E.

STORAGE BATTERIES.

_ Storage batteries have not been applied on this con

tinent to any such extent as they have been in Europe.

Wherever they are employed except for propulsion of

about a dozen street railway cars, perhaps fewer, it has

been for the purpose of securing light after engines and

<1yI1fl1_I10s_have been stopped at night, and for railway

cal‘ lighting. For the latter purpose they have not

hitherto been a success, and have been discontinued on

paper read before the Canadian Society of Civil Engineers at Montreal,

;-_-___-_--.-_,____ -——- -_-w ._—— 7*

the Pennsylvania Road, on the Canada Atlantic and on

the Grand Trunk Railways, the julien battery having

been used in these cases. On the Intercolonial Railway

21 great number of cars have been fitted up with these

batteries, and it is said several additional charging sta

tions are to be erected, it having been found that the

two at present in operation, one at Levis and the other

at Moncton, together with such current as may be ob

tained at Halifax, N. S., and Montreal, have been in

sufficient, or otherwise expressed, the capacity of the

batteries has not been enough to last during the runs

between the various stations. The fact that the coal oil

lamps, which were wisely left in position, are used on

nearly every trip, proves the inadequateness of the

batteries which have been supplied for this work.

Outside of these plants storage batteries have been used

in five or six places in Canada, among which may be

mentioned McGill College, the lights which we have here

being run from a Gibson battery in the basement. The

battery is charged from a small shunt wound dynamo

driven by an Otto gas engine made by Crossley Bros. of

Manchester.

The samekind of plant and the same kind of battery

are used in the residence of Mr. F. R. Redpath. The

plant is in the basement of the house. The gas engine is

an Otto made by Messrs. Schleicher, Schumin & Co., of

Philadelphia, and is the steadiest running gas engine in

Canada. Its weight, with two 54-inch fly wheels, is about

3200 lbs. It indicates 3.9 h. p., with a gas consum tion

of 26 cubic feet per h. p. per hour. Over the cylin er is

a cast-iron saddle, on which a dynamo, a shunt wound

machine made by Holmes & Co., of Newcastle-on-'I‘yn_e,

imported by the writer, is placed, there being just one

quarter of an inch clearance between the rims of the fly

wheels and the ends of the dynamo bed. Behind the

dynamo and attached to the bed of the engine are two

wrought-iron adjustable arms carrying the counter shaft

and idler pulley. The dynamo pulley is therefore be

tween the idler and the fly wheel of the engine, is double

crowned and is lapped over nearly the whole circumfer

ence by two belts as shown. The slip is less than 2 per

cent. The speed of the machine is 180 revolutions per

minute. The dynamo weighs 430 lbs., and the idler

pulley and countershaft ioo, so that the total weight of

engine, dynamo and driving gear is 3800 lbs. A box 7'

4" x 5’ 2' would cover engine, dynamo, belting, idler

pulley and countershaft, and the whole might be thus

shipped to any distance completely set up ready for con

nection of gas and exhaust pipes. The arrangement of

the plant was designed by Mr. Redpath, and is most

compact and ingenious. '

There are 42 cells of Gibson battery, capacity 150

ampere hours, and they are connected in two sets of 2 I

each in parallel, the charging current being 33 amperes

at from 45 to 55 volts pressure. These cells are ranged

on shelves in the engine room. The plates in this bat

tery are placed horizontally instead of vertically as in

other batteries, and have thus the advantage of being

less liable to short circuiting through paste falling be

tween them as it does in vertically arranged ‘plates. A

slight disadvantage is that the internal resistance is

higher than some other forms of battery owing to the

plates being further apart ; but this is compensated for

by the longer life of the Gibson, the makers guaranteeing

to keep it in order for ten per cent. per aniium of the

first cost. The electrolyte used is dilute sulphuric acid

with the addition of sulphate of soda, the density of the

combined solution being 1.220. This battery will stand

heavier charging than any other, and has frequently

been charged with a current of 75 amperes; but the

most economical practical charging rate is about 30

amperes. In charging the current is measured by a
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Weston ammeter and the pressure by a Weston volt

meter. There is also another VVeston voltmeter in the

libra.ry upstairs, and underneath it a resistance switch of

German silver in series with the battery, by which the

pressure in discharging is regulated, as the battery, when

first connected to the lamps after charging, is higher in

E. M. F. than when nearly discharged, and the lamps

used are of course of such voltage that they will give

their full light at the lowest pressure to which the battery

in practice is reduced. The maintenance of perfectly

uniform light is thus under -control from Mr. Redpath's

arm chair.

This is the first and only complete private installation

for residential lighting in Canada, and was first started

five years ago, shortly after the visit of the British Asso

ciation to this country.

VALLEYFIELD AND BARRIE. CENTRAL STATIONS.

Let us describe briefly and compare these central

stations, both constructed by the writer, and good sam

ples of their respective classes. Both have water power,

but the first is on the Edison three-wire system and the

second is 0. Brush A. C. plant. In Valleyfield the power

is in the heart of the town and in the centre of distribu-

tion, so that it is in the most favorable position for

economical distribution by low tension, and the wire

used is as small in area as consistent with even voltage

at the lamps and best efficiency of the plant. Both

stations were built with rooms for the man in charge

over the dynamo room. The running expenses are the

same or about the same in both places. Probably no

other stations of similar capacity in the world cost less

to run, the total annual expense in each being less than

$1,600. The capacity of both stations is about the same,

say 60,000 watts. The Valleyfield station complete cost

$40,000, including building, water-wheels and flume.

The Barrie station, including the same items, cost less

than $2 2,000, including over $3,000 for the wire leading

into town from the station, five miles distant. In the

Barrie station heavily insulated wire is used throughout

the 24 miles of street wiring, and rubber-covered wire in

all buildings, whereas bare wire is used in Valleyfield

for street wiring, and fire and weather-proof wire for

inside work. House wiring in Valleyfield is all cleat

work, while most of that at Barrie is concealed, the lights

in the latter place being principally in private houses

and placed on brass fixtures. and at Valleyfield are used

exclusively. The pressure in the houses in Valleyfield

is generally 220 volts, the three wires being carried in,

in all cases where this system is used, in order to main

tain as even a load as possible on both sides of the circuit.

In Barrie the pressure is 93 volts on the lamps in the

houses, and nothing higher than 98 volts can ever enter

them. The charge for current averages at Valleyfield is

$9 per light a year, and at Barrie $7.50, This means

that, making due allowance for all contingencies in both

cases the Barrie plant will pay its shareholders better

than the Valleyfield plant will, while the customers pay

$1.50 per light a year less. In the Barrie station West

inghouse meters are used on the premises of the largest

consumers, and these can be read by the consumer as

well as the meter man, the cost of operating the station

is not increased, the man who attends to the wiring of

the buildings in town and to collection of accounts tak

ing the readings ; while if the Edison meter be used at

Valleyfield, another man will require to be employed to

attend to the meters solely, and his wages will have to

be added to the operating expense, and thus reduce the

net revenue.

The respective sizes of wire used in both stations is

worthy of study. At Barrie the loss in the feeder is 14%;

per cent. at full load, nearly the same as at Valleyfield.

Valleyfield weighs 2886 lbs.

The length of feeder at Barrie is 10 miles for the complete

circuit, and the size of wire No. 4 B. W. G. At Valley

field the feeders are three in number and three in a set;

the longest is less than two miles for the complete circuit,

and the size cf the outside wires No. 000 B. W. G. The

No. 4 wire used at Barrie weighs 985 lbs. per mile,

including insulation, and the No. 000 bare wire at

per mile.

It may be and has been said that in the one case you

have a perfectly safe low tension system, while in the

other, to use the pet phrase of the paid advocate of low

tension, the New York State electrical executioner, you

have the “Deadly Alternating Current.” That is ad

mirable as a trade trick, but even the Edison Company

now advertise that they are prepared to supply A. C.

plant to all who desire it. Either there is less danger

than they would have the public believe in the A. C. sys

tem, or they are ready to subordinate principle to pocket

in the contest. To alter slightly a phrase from Dickens’

“ Holiday Romance," the Edison people have been ad

vising the public to “Prohibit the use of the alternating

current system on the ground of humanity as it makes

ours too expensive." Sir William Thomson, the greatest

living authority on electrical matters, says :

“ In passing I may remark that 100 volts in the house

is perfectly safe to the user, whether the current be al

ternating or continuous, as is proved by large and varied

experience in England."

It must be freely admitted that the accidents reported

from New York were real and not invented for sensa

tional purposes, but it must also be acknowledged that

in no other city in the world is there such an organiza

tion as the Board of Electrical Control, to which appoint

ments are made by political influence only, regardless of

qualification, and one of whose advisers is, or was, an

individual whose business it was for the past two years

to discredit the alternating system, for which service he

was well paid. In no other city in the States or Canada

‘is there such bad construction of overhead conductors

as there was in New York, and the under-ground con

struction there is nearly as dangerous on account of

existing grounds on the wires and leakage of current,

and the consequent liability to cause explosions of gas

in subways as has already been repeatedly done, besides

turning the paving stones into “a molten mass."

Furthermore the insulation of the overhead wires,

which have been in use in some cases over eight years,

had rotted off, being of the quality known as “Under

writers," or “Undertakers" if you will.

Four-deaths have occured in the whole history of

electric lighting in Canada from shocks of electricity.

and two of these were the result of bad insulation of

wires and faulty construction by a purchasing company

doing its own work without employing anybody having

any knowledge of the business, in order to cheapen the

first cost of the plant, and which purchased a job lot_of

poorly insulated wire, and ran two dynamos in series

with 100 are lamps in circuit at a tension of nearly 5,000

volts. The current used on that system was a continuous

one, not a pulsating high tension current as stated in a

circular which some of you may have received.

Reverting to our main subject, thirty wires radiate

from the Valleyfield station ; one pair carries the current

from the Barrie station. In the Barrie station the pres

sure of primary current is the highest which has yet

been used in this country, being about 2,100 volts aver

age on the feeder. This pressure is raised or loweredby

increasing or decreasing the exciting current according

to the load shown on the central station ammeter, which

is graduated to single amperes, and is indicated by _a

Cardew voltmeter, which, as elsewhere mentioned, is

attached through a converter to the armature. Instead
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of having a compensator, as is used in the Westinghouse

system, a table of loads and the corresponding pressures

to be carried at the station is used. This method,

though of course not absolutely perfect, owing to the

rise of current with increase of voltage and vice versa,

answers very well. The cardew voltmeter in the com

pany's office in town, which is an excellent check upon

the dynamo attendants’ work, shows an average varia

tion of only two volts in a night's run. The mains in

town, which aggregate nearly fourteen miles in length,

are calculated for a loss of only 2 per cent., at full load,

which gives a difference of 73 of a volt per lamp up or

down from the standard. The house wires, which are

insulated with rubber and tape, are calculated for _only

one per cent. loss only at full load. As most of the lights

are taken in private residences, where the whole number

are hardly if ever in use at one time, the loss of light

through resistance of the house wiring is practically nil.

Mmsunmo INSTRUMENTS.

The Ayrton and Perry instruments have been used to

a very considerable extent in this country, and until

recently were the most accurate of all really portable

electrical measuring instruments. They are only suited

for direct currents, and are open to the objection that

they have considerable friction and a high temperature

error if kept in circuit, which they should never be except

only for a few seconds when taking readings.

The 'Weston voltmeter and ammeter have the great

advantage of extreme accuracy and very high resistance,

averaging about 20,000 ohms, so that the quantity of cur

rent passing is extremely small. They may be kept con

tinuously in circuit without any material variation in their

readings. They require careful handing, of course, as do

all electrical instruments, but they are the most accurate

and reliable of all portable testing instruments for contin

uous currents. The voltmeters contain a calibrating coil

by which their constancy can be at all times tested. The

writer has used quite a number of these instruments

which he has checked with each other. and has some

times compared the higher and lower scale by taking

the P. D. difference between terminals of single cells of

secondary batteries, and then, putting the whole of the

cells in series, compared the reading of total E. M. F. of

the battery Several tests of this nature have come out

within one quarter of a volt. The calibrations are in

single volts on the higher scale, and thirtieths, twentieths

or tenths of volts on the lower scale. The ammeters

read to tenths of amperes in the small sizes. In both

the divisions of the scale are so wide that one quarter of

these values can be read with perfect case.

For the most perfect readings by these instruments

they should be quite level, and five feet away from any

other instrument, or from any mass of iron or steel, and

so placed that the index will point due west when at the

centre of the scale, but these precautions are not neces

sary for ordinary testing of pressure in buildings, as the

error can never be more than % volt, if otherwise placed.

The Cardew voltmeter is used for both direct and

alternating currents, and is made to be used either

vertically or horizontally.

The horizontal pattern has the advantage of being

steadier than the vertical instrument owing to the dis

turbance caused by currents of air passing up the tube

Of the latter. All the more recent forms of this instru

m<_%I1t have an adjusting screw outside of the case to

bring the needle to zero, which should be done before

tl1e_currenti_s turned on. No adjustment should be made

while the wire remains warm, as the section of the wire

maybe altered by any tension put upon it while in this

condition and the calibration destroyed.

For alternating and direct currents Sir Wm. Thom

son's latest instruments are the finest yet produced, but

are more suited for standard or station than for use as

testing instruments. In the electrostatic instruments no

current passes through the instrument at all, and so the

conditions of a battery or dynamo on open circuit can

be found with perfect accuracy. The electrical balances

are adapted for both alternating and direct currents.

To anybody desiring a fine standard laboratory or

station set of large range, none are better than these

instruments, expensive though they be. All stations

for alternating current work should have a Cardew or

Thomson voltmeter, a portable Thomson multicellular

electrostatic voltmeter, for testing pressure in consumer’s

premises, etc., and a Thomson ampere gauge. For direct

current stations Weston or Cardew voltmeters for station

work and line testing should be used, and Thomson am

pere gauges for current measurement. The ‘Westing

house ammeter, is an excellent instrument closely re

sembling the Thomson ampere gauge, and the Edison

ammeter, for rough approximations the latter is a cheap

and fairly accurate instrument.

TRANSMISSION or POWER.

In his address at the annual meeting, the President

touched upon the subject of electrical transmission of

power, mentioning the installation at the Chollar Mine,

Virginia City, Nevada. There a Brush plant is used, as

then stated, placed 1,680 feet below the surface of the

ground, in a chamber 50'’ long X 25" wide X 12' high,

hewn out of solid porphyry. The small stream of water,

which drove the wheels at the surface of the mine,—was

carried down through two iron pipes one 10'' and the

other 8" diameter, connected together at the bottom of

the shaft by a Y into a single pipe 14" diameter from

which 6” pipes lead to the Pelton water wheels‘ nozzles,

and there develops sufficient energy through the dyna

mos to transit to the surface through well insulated

cables 450 H. P. The waste water is conveyed away

through the Sutro Tunnel, pierced through the side of

the mountain for the drainage of the mines—-in itself a

monument of engineering ability and western enterprise.

This is at present the largest installation in the world

for transmission of power by stationary electric generat

ors and motors.

About August last a generator and a motor of exactly

the same type as those placed in the Chollar Mine were

installed at Messrs. Barber & Co.’s Mills, Georgetown,

Ont. The water of the Credit river was dammed over

two miles below the mill, and a water wheel and shaft

were placed in a building there along with the generator.

A copper wire was carried back and attached to the

motor, which develops 75 H. P. in the mill.

ELECTRIC RAILWA\'S.

Four years ago there may be said to have been no

electric railways in operation in America. Yet accord

ing to the most reliable sources of information there

were 636% miles of electrically equipped railways in

operation and 7oo miles under construction at the end

of December, 1889 ; 1063 electric cars were then running

and 771 cars were being equipped. The total number

of completed roads was 107, and 85 were under construc

tion. Of these roads two were running in Canada, their

total length being 10 miles, and these were equipped with

ten motor cars. The first, at I/Vindsor, Ont., with two

miles of road and two cars, has now been at least four

years in operation ; the other is at St. Catharines, and

the length of road is eight miles, and it is equipped with

8 cars. Both roads use the Vandepoale system. The

road at Victoria, B. C., is now running. The track is four

miles long, with 6 motor cars. The Vancouver road, now

approaching completion, is likewise four miles in length

and will be equipped with 4 motor cars. The Thomson
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Houston system is used in both cities, and a contract for

a short line in Toronto on which two motor cars will be

used has lately been closed with the Thomson-Houston

company, who have done by far the largest amount of

work in electric railways, the Sprague Co. ranking next.

The table given below shows the amount of work done

by various companies and that under construction in

January last.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.

In operatian and under construrtzbn, _/an. I890.
 

 

  

In operation. Under construction

Name of System. No. of No. of No. of No. of

' Roads Cars. koads Cars.

1 Thomson-Houston.. 47 490 37 509

2 Sprague... 35 1 408 33 218

3 Daft . . . . . . 10 1 66 5 15

4 Vandepoele 8 57 “ . “

5 Short. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3 17 1 5

6 Bentley-Knight. .. 1 6 1 2o

7 National Electric Ry. Co 1 1 5 not given

8 _]ulien.. 1 1'0 “ “

9 Fisher. 1 4 I 2 not given

10 Henry. .. 1 4 " “

11 Rae . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . “ “ 1 4

 

 

STREET WIRING roa ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

Within the past few months great activity has obtained

in electric railways in the United States, and two leading

companies in this business have contracted for several

hundreds of cars each, the lead of the Thomson-Hous

ton company having increased, while the Sprague com

pany has over 1,200 motor cars in operation or in course

of construction. The largest electric street railway

system in the world is that of the West End Railway

of Boston, contracted for by the Thomson-Houston com

pany of which the following particulars may be of in-'

terest : At the present time there are 150 cars running,

and when completed there will be 600 in operation.

Now there are 56 miles of road electrically operated, and

236 are to be equipped. In the power station from 3.30

till 7 p. m. the electrical plant, which is capable of de

veloping, if called upon, 2,500 H. P. usually furnishes

from 1,000 to 1,500 H. P. The cars generally in use are

16 feet closed cars, earring 30 passengers and towing a

similarly loaded car. Such a motor car, equipped with

a single 15 H. P. motor averages in speed 15 miles an

hour on the level, and will pass a grade of 5,’-Q per cent.

at a rate of 9 miles an hour. Such work is, however,

rather severefor constant use and for heavy work they

are using two 15 H. P. motors. The potential used is

500 volts, and the average rate of speed is from 10 to 15

miles an hour. The weight of a motor car equipped is

6'tons, the cost of steam power is from one to four cents

per mile, taking 100 miles per car per day as a basis;

the cost of operation and maintenance four to six cents

per car mile on the same basis; the cost of repairs to

electrical apparatus is from one and a have to two cents

per car mile ; cost of management from one to two cents

per car mile, and the average total cost of operation is

nine and a half to sixteen cents per car mile, according

to the number of miles operated.

Unfortunately the severe winters and heavy snow-falls

of Montreal and other cities in eastern Canada precludes

the possibility of working electric railways the whole

year on our present street roads, but it is a question

worthy of the study of members of this society whether

or no it would pay to operate our roads electrically during

the seven months of open weather which we get or if a

system of overhead railways along our main traffic thor

oughfares operated electrically, and which could be run

the whole year round, would not be a good investment.

First, on account of the dangers of break down from

heavy sleet storms, and the variation in tension of wire

caused by the extremes of temperature experienced in

Canada, poles should be placed not more than 135 feet

apart, or say 40 to the mile. They should all be good,

sound, straight cedar, 7 inches diameter at the top end

and not less than 35 feet long, and should be set in the

ground to a minimum depth of 6 feet and securely tam

ped. The cross arms should be of sound timber 4%’

X 3%’, well painted, and fixed in gains cut in the poles,

and secured thereto by lag screws 8 inches long, which

thus enter into the pole about 4% inches. 'They should

never be attached by spikes only. Wherever telephone

or telegraph wires run in the same streets, the poles

should be of S11fllCl€I1IZ height to carry the electric light

wires at least four feet above them. Bare wire for

carrying either high or low tention currents in towns

should be strictly prohibited.

None but the best double-petticoat glass insulators

should be used. The insulation of the wire should be

both fire-proof and weather-proof, and be of such tough

texture as to withstand abrasion should other wires by

any means fall across the electric light wires.

For outside construction some of the En lish Board

of Trade Regulations, which might be a opted with

advantage in this country, are as follows, the numbers

being those of the regulations :

1. An aerial conductor in any street shall not in any

part thereof be a less height from the ground than 20

feet, or when it crosses a street, 30 feet, or within 6 feet

of any building for the purpose of supply.

2. Every support of aerial conductors shall be of

durable material, and properly stayed against forces due

to wind pressure, change of direction of the conductors

or unequal lengths of span, and the conductors and sus

pending wires (if any) must be securely attached to in

sulators fixed to the supports. The factor of safety shall

be at least 6, and for all other parts of the structure at

least :2, taking the maximum possible wind pressure at

50 lbs. per square foot.

5. Every aerial conductor shall be protected by

efiicient lighting protectors.

6. Where any conductor crosses a street, the angle

between such conductor and the direction of the street

at the place of such crossing shall not be less than 60

degrees, and the spans shall be as short as possible.

7. Where any aerial conductor is erected so as to

cross any other aerial conductor, or any suspended wire

used, for purpose other than the supply of energy, pre

cautions shall be taken by the owners of such crossing

conductors against the possibility of that conductor

coming into contact with the other conductors or wire,

or of such other conductor or wire coming into contact

with such crossing conductor by breakage or otherwise.

1 1. The insulation resistance of any circuit using

high pressure aerial conductors, including all devices

for producing, consuming or measuring energy connected

to such circuit, shall be such that should any part of the

circuit be put to earth the leakage current shall not ex

ceed 1-25 of an ampere in the case of alternating cur

rents. Every such circuit containing high pressure con

ductors shall be fitted with an indicating device which

shall continually indicate if the insulation resistance of

either conductor fall below the conditions required by

this regulation. '

14. The owner of every aerial conductor shall be

responsible for the efficiency of every support to which

such conductor is attached.

15. Every aerial conductor, including its supports,

and all the structural parts and electrical appliances and

devices belonging to or connected with such conductors,

shall be duly and efficiently supervised and maintained
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by and on behalf of the owners as regards both electrical

and mechanical condition.

16. An aerial conductor shall not be permitted to

remain erected after it has ceased to be used for the

supply of energy unless the owners of such conductor

intend, within a reasonable time, again to take it into

use.

17. Every aerial conductor shall be placed and used

with due regard to electric lines and works from time to

time used or intended to be used, for the purpose of tele

graphic communication, or the currents in such electric

lines and works, and every reasonable means shall be

employed in the placing and use of aerial conductors to

prevent injurious affection, whether by induction or‘

otherwise, to any such electric lines or works, or the

currents therein.

The author considers that rules 7, 13, 14, I5, 16 and r7

should be equally binding upon telegraph and telephone

companies whose wires are often as carelessly constructed

as those of any electric light company, and have in con

sequence been quite as blameworthy for fires originating

from electric currents.

House \VIRIN(;.

In the interior wiring, none but high class rubber in

sulated wire protected by an outer linen tape or other

efficient covering should be used.

None but porcelain or slate base cut outs and switches

should be allowed, and the sweating of drop wires for

single lights on the main wires, such wires_ being after

wards twisted together and brought down to the lamp

socket, should be prohibited.

Wherever lights are suspended by wires, stranded

conductors, equal in area to No. 20 standard wire gauge,

covered with a good solid rubber coating and protected

on the outside by silk or cotton braiding, should be used,

and where taken off from the main wires a porcelain

rosette cut-out, such as the K. W. rosette, should in all

cases be provided, or a wood base rosette may be used, ‘

provided it is rendered fireproof.

No switches should be used which do not break con

tact quickly and automatically, or in which spring copper

makes a connection ; such copper is heated by the pass

age of a large current, and, by losing its hardness there

from often fails to make good connection, and so may

cause an arc to form. The Piaste switch is the only one

at present made on this continent in which these objec

tions are successfully met.

- Fuses for cut-outs should not be interchangeable with

others of widely different capacity. Over-loading of

wires first designed for lighter loads would then be im

possible.

The joints in wires are preferably made with connec

tors such as the Maclntyre wire joint, as soldered joints

on which acid has been used, frequently corrode through

the excess of acid not having been removed on comple

tion of the soldering, and it has been the author's ex

perience that ordinarily wiremen will not take the time

or trouble to make a good joint with rosin as a flux.

It must be remembered that a lo\v tension continuous

current is more liable to cause a fire in case of short

circuit between the main wires than an alternating cur

rent, owing to the connection which exists directly be

tween the dynamo and the house wires, permitting the

entrance into the house of an enormous current, while

with the alternating current system the short circuiting

Of the secondary house wires will onl_v result in the ini

mcdratc melting of the fine wire fuse in the primary

circuit of the converter. There should be no relaxation,

therefore. of adopted regulations in favor of lo\v tension

direct systems on account of supposed greater safety, a

thing which does not exist in their case, but both difect

and alternating current systems should be treated alike

so far as the wiring of consumers’ premises is concerned,

and the present standard should be raised, not lowered.

It should not be forgotten, that one of the most im

portant elements in the attainment of perfect safety to

everybody concerned is the employment by supply com

panies of properly qualified and experienced labor both

for the construction and running of plants. It will be

found to be very poor economy to employ bell-hangers,

plumbers and even shoemakers on work requiring con

siderable electrical and mechanical knowledge and clear

judgment, as is done at the present time in some Can

adian stations which might be mentioned, merely for the

sake of saving two or three hundred dollars a year in

wages, a sum which is much more than counterbalanced

by the unsatisfactory results in the lighting and the ad

ditional cost of repairs. Nor should it be forgotten that

a cheap and poorly constructed electric lighting plant is

the worst of all possible investments.

To reassure the timid whose nerves have been so

skilfully played upon by advocates of low tension sys

tems, the following opinions of Sir William Thomson,

Dr. john Hopkinson, Mr. W. H. Preece, Prof. George

Forbes and Monsieur E. Fesquet, handed in at a recent

meeting of the New Ycrk Senate Committee on electric

lighting, may be cited. These gentlemen, whose qualifi

cations to speak authoritivelyon the subject cannot be

questioned, are practically unanimous in the opinion that

the distribution by alternating currents can be and is

safely carried out by underground or overhead wires at

pressures of 2,000 to 2,500 volts; that absolute safety to

the person can be and is obtained in the use of such

currents ; that there is less danger from fire from an

alternating current system using converters than from a

continuous lo\v tension current connected direct from the

dynamo to the consumers‘ premises (and the higher the

tension in the primary, the greater the safety i1r this

respect) ; that on account of the small current and the

consequently smaller area of copper wire required for its

distribution, the alternating current has many advan

tages over all systems of low tension distribution; and

that a propery constructed and mounted converter is in

itself an effective protector to the user of electric illum

ination against danger from shock or fire.

In conclusion the opinion may be also hazarded that

within the next ten years three-fourths of the incandes

cent electric lighting on this continent, following the

example new set in Europe,_ will be carried out on the

alternating transformer system at increased rather than

lower pressures than at present used, and that a large

proportion of our mills and factories situated within five

or even ten miles of water power will be run by electric

motors either driven direct by high tension continuous

currents or by low tension alternating currents obtained

through converters attached to primary conductors

carrying a high tension and small current.

PROSPECTS OF ELECTRIC TRACTION IN ENGLAND.

The recent transformation of two comparatively small

concerns connected -with electric traction into a single

large company with a somewhat inflated capital, and the

announcement that a still larger call is about to be made

on the public in order to develop the Thomson-Houston

and Series systems in Great Britain, lead to the hope that

something comparable to the rapid progress of electric

traction in the United States may be shortly witnessed in

this country. Perhaps the Inost satisfactory feature of

the last-mentioned project in the statement that contracts

have already been entered into to the extent of about

three-quarters of a million for equipping tramways in

various parts of the country. From this we are led to
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expect immediate solid work, and not months or years of

reliminary experimenting, which a visit to the United

tates by a competent engineer should now render quite

unnecessary. When our English inertia—which, as

Prof. Ayrton neatly puts it, may be defined asresistance

to motion as distinguished from resistance to stopping

which characterises the inertia of our transatlantic cous

ins—has been once overcome, we have but little doubt

that the electric tramcar will become as familiar an object

in our streets as the ubiquitous omnibus ; and although

the preference will be largely for accumulator, conduit

or sectional conductor systems, yet, if the English pre

judice can anyhow be removed, we should not be

surprised to see a very respectable mileage on the over

head system.

If the figures brought forward from across the Atlantic

are to be trusted—and we see no reason to question their

general accuracy~—electric traction, without taking into

consideration its indirect advantages, is undoubtedly

cheaper than horse or cable traction. In England, no

doubt, several of the factors which go to make up the

total cost of electric traction per car mile run would have

to be modified ; but the comparative cost of electric and

horse traction will not, we think, be found to be percep

tibly affected. There should therefore, in the case of

electric traction, be no repetition of the mistaken policy

of offering to do work at a price which does not pay, in

the hope that, once in possession of the business, past

losses may be recouped by enhanced prices. Athough

the lengthy correspondence which recently appeared in _

our columns, on the disputed point whether 4% d. per

car mile was or was not a paying price for accumulator

traction, left the question very much where it was, the

conclusion generally arrived at was that even on a large

scale the margin of profit would not be very satisfactory.

British taste, there is reason to fear, will not permit of

the stringing of wires like clothes lines along the streets,

and drawing off the current by means of contrivances

resembling fishing rods fastened to the roof of the cars.

That may be and probably is the case ; but until either a

really workable underground system is in the field, or

British taste has been educated up to the overhead

system, we fail to see what permanent good can accrue

to electric traction by working accumulator or any other

kind of cars at unremunerative rates. Electricity as a

motive power has a large field in England, larger indeed

than many suspect ; and since, if properly worked, elec

tric traction is less costly than its rivals, it behoves those

who are connected with it to develop it by sound financ

ing and honest estimating.—T/1: (Londazz) Electrician, fun:

27, 1890. .

THE NEW LINEFF SYSTEM OF ELECTRIC TRACTION.

More than two years ago we published a brief descrip

tion of the Lineif and ]ones system of traction. This

_system, it will be remembered, was of the “ conduit"

class, the most novel feature being the method of mak

ing contact between the car and the underground con

ductor. A bare copper wire was run inside a gas pipe,

into which iron forks were screwed every few feet, their

ends clamped down on the copper wire inside, and en

suring a good contact. A flat iron plate at each end of

the car ran in the central slot. Between these plates

and inside the conduit hung a flexible conductor, consist

ing of brass “ beads," strung on a stranded wire cable.

As the car moved along this flexible conductor rested on

the forks in the gas pipe never making contact with less

than four at once. This system we believe, never got

much beyond the experimental stage.

The system now adopted by Mr. Lineff, a demonstra

tion of which was given on Wednesday at the Chiswick

High-road Depot of the West Metropolitan Tramway

Company, is on what may be termed the sectional con

ductor principle. A few inches, inside one of the rails

are arranged insulated sections of girder iron, 3 ft. in

length, and embedded in asphalt, the upper fiat surface

of the iron being level with the roadway. A small

channel runs along inside the asphalt under the iron.

At the bottom of this channel a flat bare copper con

ductor rests on china insulating bridge pieces. _ Upon the

top of the copper conductor, and about {I in. beneath the

surface conductor, forming the roof of the closed con

duit, lies a substantial strip of iron. The car is fitted

with a powerful electro-magnet, the cylindrical core of

which is somewhat longer than a section of the surface

conductor. The pole-pieces of this electro-magnet are

spread out considerably, and lie just over the surface

conductor, between which there is about 11,,-in. clearance.

The magnet is energized by the main current, its coils

being in parallel with the motor. As the car moves

along the track the magnetic circuit of the magnet

on the car is completed through the surface conductor

and the iron strip in the channel underneath; the

strip is consequently lifted up into contact with the

surface conductor, thus completing the electric circuit

between the underground main through the motor

to the return rails. As only two sections of the

surface conductor are “ charged " at one time, the

“live” sections are always under the car. The current

is taken off by means of a small wheel and a brush

fitted on to each pole-piece of the electro-magnet, the

weight of which being some hundredweight, ensures

good contact. The car operated on Wednesday was a

light open one. It was fitted with a 4-horse power Im

miscli motor and magnetic brake, the current being

supplied at a pressure of 240 volts by an Immisch

dynamo.

Mr. Lineff, it will thus be seen, has avoided the use of

innumerable electro-magnets for the purpose of bring

ing the successive sections of his surface conductor into

play, and has thereby considerably enhanced the,prac

tical value of the closed-conduit system. Whether he

has steered clear of previous patents remains to be seen.

But in any case, it is to be hoped that Mr. Lineff’s new

system will reach a higher stage of development than

the one referred to at the beginning of this notice.—Tlie

(Landau) Eleztrzlian.

The New Root \Vater Tube Boiler, manufactured by the

Abendroth & Root Manufacturing Com any, 28 Cliff Street, New

York City, continues to grow in public avor. A number of these

boilers are doing good service in electric lighting stations, where

their assured safety from explosion, economy of fuel, and general

efiiciency make them especially desirable. .

 

H. A. Rogers, of 19 john Street. New York City. is doing a

good business in manufacturers’, machinists’, and electrical sup

plies of all kinds. Mr. Rogers is a hard worker and fully deserves

the large and prosperous business he has worked up.

 

Messrs. A. & W. S. Carr Company, 138-140 Centre Street, New

York City, finds business very good. They are dealers in all the

usual fittings for steam, electric lighting and power plants, and

will give exceedingl low figures on this class of goods to those

needing anything 0 the kind.

 

At the twenty-third annual meeting of the American Institute

of Civil Engineers held at Cresson, Pa., June 26 to july 1, Mr.

Lincoln Moss read an interesting and valuable paper on “ Com

arative ’l‘csts of an Electric Motor and a Steam Locomotive on the

anhatt/an Elevated Railway," and Mr. Olin H. Landreth read

prpaper on “The Electric Street Railway System of Nashville,

enn."
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SPARKS FROM THE DYNAMO.

 

AN ELECTRIC Woo1i~‘o.—Tom (at the club)—]ack, you are an

electrical expert. Your sister adores you and I adore your sister.

She laughs at me for my ignorance of the science. Give me some

pointers.

_lack—VVell ?

Tom—What's a volt?

_Iack—Pressure.

Tom—What‘s an ampere?

]ack—Quantity.

Tom--What's an ohm?

]ack—Resistance.

Tom (same evening in the parlor)—Lucy, dearest, why this ohm

to the volt of my hand? Do you not realize the ampere of my

love 7

Lucy (rapturously)—My own I I am yours !-Pillrburg Bulle

tin. ‘

 

“ Wn1.1., l’m ohm," said the electrician, when he had let himself

in after midnight.

" But why are you insulate," asked his wife.—Sun.

 

A REVOLTING TALE.

Quoth the waiter

“ What is yours, sir?"

Said the guest, " I'll have a pie."

Returned the waiter, bye and bye,

“ Custard, lemon, '

Apple, pumpkin,

Peach or mince, sir, will you try?"

Guest. facetious :—

“ Give me currant.

Alternating currant pie."

Vanished waiter hurriedlye,

Soon returned he

With the currant—

Alternating currant pie,

First a currant,

Then a fly,

‘Neath the crust alternate lie.

Perished waiter

Horriblye. —Lgfe.

 

T111: Elerlric Railway News suggests that the motor-man be

called acontroller. We suppose it is because he has charge of

the current, see?

THE WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CO.

The formal transfer of the propert of the Westinghouse Elec

tric Company to the Westing ouse lectric Manufacturin Com

pany, and the vote just passed to increase the capital stoc from

$5,000,000 to $10,000,000, and to issue $3,000,000 of the new stock,

means practically the consummation of a “deal " that has long

been pending, and is of much interest to the man holders of

Westinghouse stock. The arrangement provides t at the new

stock shall be taken by present stockholders at $40 per share, the

par value being $50. This may seem somewhat peculiar in view

of the fact that the present market value of Westinghouse is from

$37 to $38, but it is known, in fact, it was stated at the meeting.

that Mr. Westinghouse would take enough of the new stock at 40

to cover the amount due him for advances to the Company,

amounting all told to $1,241,705.42. Mr. George M. Pullman has,

it is further understood, agreed to take all of the balance the

stockholders do not want, the consideration therefor bein that

the company shall locate its plant at Pullman, Ill. He a ready

has a large interest in the company, and, besides having the

advancement of its interests in mind, is especially desirous of build

ing up Pullman. The arrangement with him may, therefore, be

counted as practically settled, although it will not be put into

actual effect before next September.

The new issue of $3,000,000 of stock was olfered to stockholders

of record Jul 9, the right to subscribe therefor being open until

August 1. or each share now held stockholders could subscribe

for one half share of the new stock at $40 per share, payable one

quarter on Aug. 1, 1890, one quarter on Sept. 1, one quarter on

Oct. 1, and one quarter on Nov. 1. The statement was made at

the meeting that the company now controls 633 patents relative to

electric lighting and power, and has now pending over 200 appli

cations for patents for inventions necessary or desirable to the

manufacture and 0 eration of the latest improved form of appar

atus. The report or 1889 states that the sales of the company

and its leased companies during the year were $4,362,115.22, and

the net income, $829,807.87, The company has decided to enter

the railway construction business, and it has already actually com

pleted the contracts for 17 railways, aggregating $300,000, these

orders having been received during the past 60 days. The full

financial statement of the company, showing its condition on June

1, 1890, is at hand, and shows in brief, as below :

ASSETS.

Cash on hand . . . . . . . . . .- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $74,503 58

Accounts receivable . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,341,535 56

Due from leased companies . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 39, 591 33

Material in stock, at cost . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 546,029 25

Material for Newark factory . . . . , . . .. . . . . . .. 338,837 11

Real estate and buildin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 401.854 75

Machinery, tools and fixtures. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 344. 301 57

Investments in other companies.. . . . . . . . . . . 1,597,664 18

Securities received in settlement of accounts and for

franchises . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 322,967 60

Stock of West Electric Company, Limited . . . . . . . . . 1,449,462 40

Charters, franchises. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. 83,751 16

$7,010,408 49

Patents (about 633) . . . . . . .1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4,111,312 09

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $11,121,810 58

LIABILITIES.

Bills payable (secured by collateral) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1,228,500 00

Bills payable (merchandise). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 317,01 1 43

Bills payable (sundries). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 16,666 66

Accounts payable, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 358,541 01

Due on shares of United States Electric Lighting

Company, payable $37,500 quarterly. . . . . . . . . . . . . 575,000 00

Due on purchase of Newark storeroom, payable

$15,000 monthly . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 324,269 48

Cash advanced by George M. \Vestinghouse, Jr. . . . 1,241,705 42

$4,161,694 00

Capital stock . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4,998,150 00

Su lus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $1,961,966 58

T e amount owing to Mr. Westinghouse, as shown by the above,

is somewhat larger than had been supposed, especially when it is

taken into consideration that there is $1,228,500 due beside on

collateral. The actual floating debt as shown by the above is

$3,262,424. The query has been raised as to why the company

with a surplus of about $2,000,000 on hand cannot pay dividends.

The reason is ver clear. The company, like 9.1 other electric

companies has ha great demands made upon it for construction

purposes, and it has been its policy to use its money for develop

ment, in order to meet the requirements of its rapidly growing

business. Its sales also have been of necessity largely on time,

and it now has outstanding, as shown in the above statement, large

claims. So that its surplus, for a time at least, is on paper rather

than actually in the treasury. The new issue of stock will give

the company $2,400,000, of which $1,241,705.42 will, as noted above,

be required to pay off Mr. Westinghouse, while the balance, or

the most of it, can go into the treasury, or to be used as the future

needs of the business shall require. Altogether, it will put the

company into a ve easy financial condition. Its present earnings

are at the rate of a ut 20 per cent. on the stock, and the intrinsic

value of the latter is much above its present sellin price. The

Westin house Electric Company, Limited, which is oing business

in Lon on, has paid already to the arent company at Pittsburg

£301,000 in its stock, for patents an mone ' expended in the de

velopment of the plant. The affairs of the estinghouse Company

appear now to be entering upon a new era of prosperity.

THE INTERIOR CONDUIT AND INSULATION CO.

This Company is incorporated under the laws of the State of

New York, Manufacturing Act of 1848, and was organized for the

purpose of introducing as a new article of manufacture an insulated

conduit or tube and auxiliary devices constituting a new and com

plete system of insulating and installing electric conducting wires

in buildings and mines, on railways and marine craft, in under

ground conduits, and in all other locations in which wires are

em loyed for the purpose of distributin electricity; and for any

an all other purposes for which such tu s may be applicable.

This Company is the owner of Letters Patent of the United

States, covering fundamentally and in detail :

A. Methods and devices useful in protecting electrical wires by
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means of a cheap insulating, waterproof and heat resisting pipe

or tube.

B. A S ecial Twin Conductor employing a new principle effec

tive of sa et in electrical distribution.

C. Metho s of distribution of Interior Circuits now universally

accepted as the best practice in electric wiring for securing econ

om and uniformity of candle power.

. Methods of treating Porous or Fibrous materials to ‘render

them water and fireproof and to give them high insulating

pro erties.

. Methods of securing freedom from moisture, gases and other

deleterious elements iii‘ underground conduits.

INSULATION.

Prior to the inauguration of what ma be temed the new elec

tric era, electricity was used almost sole yfor the purpose of trans

mitting intelligence ; the telegra h, the telephone, the fire-alarm,

the various signaling s stems an kindred applications are exam

les of such use. In ese industries the insulation of the wires

as but one function, viz.: that of maintainin an effective service.

If the insulation fails, the service fails; no ot er untoward result

follows for the reason that the currents em loyed are so weak as to

be incapable of developing any considerab e degree of heat. With

the inauguration of the new era involving new applications, as for

example, electric lighting, electric motive power, and kindred

uses, employing electricity under high pressure and in vast quan

tity, there was imposed upon insulation an additional duty, viz.:

that of protecting life and property, If herein the insulation fails,

not on] does the service fail, but life and property are at once

seriously jeopardized. The remedy for these occurrences is not

to be found In an im rovement in the quality of insulation. In

spite of all the manifo d so-called “perfected insulations," accidents

continue to occur. It has been assumed by some that inasmuch

as electricity was inherently safer than other mediums of lighting,

the element of danger was practically absent, and by others that

the danger could be sufficiently avoided by improvement in the

yualit of the insulation. hence the evolution of a host of “im

prove insulations ;" many of which doubtless possess great virtue,

but unfortunately they all follow one principle, viz.: -T/mt of

a .ring tile insulatinn I0, 0r zlran/z'ng 2'! upon [/10 wire ilself.

his, the com any claims, is the fatal error. All insulations

which can be a xed to the wires are of necessity compounded of

oils, gums, or other flexible and adhesive materials, all of which

are readily affected by heat. Vain efforts have been made to find

a new elementary material, or to compound known materials

which shall have the multifold property of high insulation, great

resistance to heat, extreme flexibility and proof against acids, gas,

etc. The eat value to the art of an insulation possessing these

naturally iverse qualities has been of late years so keenly ap re

ciated as to concentrate the inventive mind on the line 0 its

pursuit to the exclusion of any consideration of other methods of

protecting the wires. This is the only ex lanation of the failure

of the inventors to evolve a natural and e ective solution of the

roblem. Necessity has been well said to be "The Mother of

nvention,” and it was by virtue of the necessities of himself and

the numerous friends who depended upon him for advice in such

matters that Mr. Edward H. Johnson was led to suggest the total

abandonment of the old practice, and the substitution therefor of

an enclosing tube, separate from, but forming a channel for con

ducting wires, continuous throu hout their every ramification,

thus fully protecting every inch 0 wire and rendering it accessible

for periodic inspection or renewal, and by the same means

absolutely confining within the safe limits of a non-inflammable

channel the possible heat development.

In further pursuance of the conditions of safety, Mr. Johnson

has incorporated with the new system a special conductor upon

which he has been at work for some years, the function of which

is to convert conditions favorable to a prolon ed heat resence

into conditions of instantaneous action hereinbe ore descri d as a

factor of safety.

This conductor is so constructed as, to convert all defects which

may develop in the wires, such, for illustration, as a break, aleak.

an imperfect union or other faults common to all systems of

ener distribution, into that one defect or fault which is peculiar

to e ectrical distribution and which is technically known as a

"short circuit." This is a fault which develops instantaneously

an abnormal concentration of energy and in consequence effects

the immediate destruction of the weakest link in the chain which

sup rts the current. Much has been said and written of the

device known as the "safety fuse" and rules and regulations

enforcin its use are universal. It is introduced as a link in every

electrica chain and is designedly made the weakest link therein—

hence a "short circuit" simply means the destruction or giving

way of this link, thus insuring by the breaking of the chain the

total and absolute cessation of the electric current previously su -

ported thereby. This weak link is, of course, located within safe

pockets where the somewhat violent results of its disruption are

smothered or otherwise rendered abortive.

Contrary, however, to popular belief, this device does not pro

vide absolute protection. Its failure to do so arises from the fact

that it is only affected by an 0'1/erloading of the chain.

It is, of course, a parent that a partial break, an imperfect

union or a leakage o the current may develop a sufficient degree

of heat to efiect the ignition of inflammable materials, and yet

not sufficient] increase the current strength to overload and fuse

the safety lin . _

The object of the special conductor herein alluded to is to con

vert with absolute certainty a/1 defects, whether a break, a leak

or other fault into a “short circuit" and the consequent overloading

and fusing of the safety link.

’l‘he effect of a “short circuit" is generally apparent at the point

of its occurrence in the form of an instantaneous flash, herein

before alluded to as ineffective of much damage because of its

brief duration.

It is possible, however, to have present conditions of extreme

inflammability, as for instance, gases, inflammable powder, as in

a flour mill, lace or other delicate fabrics, or even the insulation of

the wires themselves. '

It therefore becomes a matter of considerable importance to

safely localize even this flash. and it is obvious that the inclosing

tube does this to perfection, in that every inch of the wire is com

pletely encased within the safe confines of its fireproof interior.

The Interior Conduit and Insulation Compan now enters the

field with this new method of insulation, and claims thatit is able

to effect, not partially and imperfectly, but completely and abso

lutely that sa et which is the one essential to the general adoption

of electricity. ‘hat this claim is not unsupported is attested by

the endorsement the system has already received by architects,

electricians, fire underwriters, municipal and other authorities

interested in the matter of safeguarding property, and the extra

ordbilnary rapidity with which it has been accepted by the

u 10.P UNDERGROUND.

In finding a solution of the problem of insulating and protecting

wires for interior use, the equally vexed problem of (protecting

and iusulatin wires underground has also been solve , demon

strating thatt e problem of electrical distribition, whether Interior,

Aerial or Underground, is one and the same. and may all be com

prehended in two words, viz,: lnsulalion and Ac£cs:z'bz'/fly. The

igh insulation, low cost, great durability and flexible character of

the company's safety tubes, suggested at once their fitness for

forming ducts for underground conduits, whereupon a special size

and weight of tube was made and at the same time a system of

laying and sealing them so as to completely exclude moisture,

ases, etc., was thoroughly worked out. The system thus devised

has met with high a proval and prompt acceptance, and is being

rapidly introduced t roughout the country. _It is confidently be

lieved that the insulation of the tube itself, combined with the

means employed to prevent access of moisture and gases, will

sufficiently protect the conductors to enable the customary insula

tion em loyed on underground cables to be entirely dispensed

with. he great evil of condensation so destructive of all wire

insulations, and which is at its maximum in metal conduits, is

scarcely a factor in these insulatin tubes. It is certainly reduced

to a minimum, and is thus within e easy reach of the corrective

means which are employed in conjunction with the system. The

provision for rotecting the conduits from moisture and gases,

also prevents t e accumulation of gases in the manholes. and con

sequently avoids the dangers of ex losion which attend other

systems. The absense of metal s eathin of an kind is an

important advantage, as in all s stems of e ectric distribution

which are artly aerial and a y underground, lightning is apt

to reach t e underground rom the aerial wires, and is almost

certain to pierce the insulation to get at the metal sheathing, for

which it has 9. eat affinity. _

As the lengt of cable sections which ma by drawn into the

ducts, and the consequent frequency of man oles in any conduit,

is determined by the weight and size of the cables to be drawn in,

it becomes a matter of considerable importance to eliminate from

the cable all material other than the copcper itself, thereby per

mitting less frequent manholes with a con uctor of a given capa

city, or the use of conductors of greater capacity with a like

number of manholes than is possible with cables employing thick

insulation and heavy metallic sheathing.

A feature of considerable value is the facility with which a con

duit may be given individual ducts of various sizes, thus offering

greater accommodations for sin le conductors and small cables

than is possible to conduits in w ich ducts of uniform sizes only

are employed.

It is not too much to expect in view of these manifold advan

tages that the present quick hold the system has taken upon the

trade will become a permanent firm grasp upon the entire conduit

industry.

The company is daily making carload shipments of tube

throughout the eoun . The new underground tube seems to

have met with a great eal of success. The tests made at Detroit
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have given a great deal of satisfaction. This company also has a

contract for furnishing the underground conduits for St. Paul and

Minneapolis, and has also sold several thousand feet to the Penn.

R. R. for underground work. Quite a shipment of material to

Japan, has also been made, on orders received from there. The

company's new and commodious quarters now enables it to turn

out tube in large quantities.

An initial job of this company, the Shorham apartment house,

Washington, D.C. owned by the Hon. Levi P. Morton has now

been in operation about eight months, and never has given an

trouble since the plant was turned over to the purchaser. That it

is an unqualified success is evidenced by the fact that Mr. Morton

is now preparing to build an extension of the Shorham House, and

it is specified by the architects throughout the entire new

building. -

As this company is not doing any construction work, the archi

tects desire, as a special favor, that it shall be put in under their

supervision.

THE PORTELECTRIC COMPANY.

In our number for July, 1889, (page 205) there appeared a report

of the exhibition of the working models of the New England Port

electric System of carrying mails and packages, which took place

in the Old South Church, Boston, on the preceding May 15. The

Company£ operations on that date, and its make-up, as an

nounced on the card giving free entrance to the exhibition at that

time, was as follows:–

President, John M. Corse, Boston; Secretary and Treasurer, T.

W. Bicknell, Boston.

Electrician, Prof. A. G. Dolbear, Somerville.

Directors, Gen. J. M. Corse, postmaster, Boston; Mr. H. W.

Gilman, Nashua, N. H.; W. V. Phillips, Providence, R.I.; Hon.

D. G. Littlefield, lieutenant governor, Pawtucket, R. I., C. P.

Searle, Boston; Hon. S. N. Aldrich, Boston; T. W. Bicknell,

Boston; Hon. H. B. Peirce, secretary of state.

The inventor, J. T. Williams, of New York, and the electrician

of the company, Prof. A. E. Dolbear, of Tufts College, were pre

sent at the Old South exhibition and explained the method and

principles involved in this invention, by which it was claimed that

matter of whatever sort, be it in the form of letters, express,

freight or passengers, could be transported at a very rapid rate,

so rapid as to distance by far any known velocity by carriage at

the present time.

The scene of the building operations is at the present time in

Dorchester, on the west side of the New York & New England

R. R., between the Mt. Bowdoin and Harvard Street stations, and

near the terminus of the electric cars of the West End Street

Railway at Franklin Park. The land allows the construction of a

line about three-fourths of a mile in length, including an eg

shaped track, over half a mile in circuit, and a straight spur trac

extending from one side of the ellipse, southward, to Harvard
Street. The line is of hard pine with stringers 24 feet long. The

spools or helices, when finished, weigh from 20 to 25£. The

spools are placed equidistant, on the horizontal rails, six feet apart,

and are securely fastened to the substructure by iron straps. An

upper and a lower wooden rail connects the helices, and to these

rails are fastened the steel track on the bottom, and the guide rail

above. The car is a cigar shaped figure, 12 feet in length, Io

inches in diameter, cylindrical, with bullet or cigar shaped ends.

The wheels are almost entirely within the car, protruding suffi

ciently at the top and bottom to follow the track and the guide

rail. The car is a bicycle, running upon two wheels, six feet

apart, and held in vertical position by the wheels and guide rail

opposite.
p ecently, Mr. W. V. Phillips, one of the directors, made some

explanation of the present status of the Company, he says:

“The New England Portelectric Co., is a branch and the only

branch of the International Portelectric Co., whose head offices

are in New York city, It has an interest in the same patents, and

J. T. Williams, the inventor, is president of both. The Inter

national Co. is in an exceedingly flourishing state. Nearly all its

stock is held by a few of us, who prefer to retain it, but such of it

as is transferred from one party to another brings large prices, its

par value is $2 per share, but it has sold for $50 per share. Its

officers are :— -

...T. Williams, president; Frank Lawton, secretary; D.O.

illiams, treasurer; J.T. Williams, W. V. Phillips, Frank Law

ton, D. O. Williams and Louis Howard, trustees; J. T. Williams,

electrician; W. V. Phillips, business manager.

“The New England Co. is modelled after it. Upon its in

Corporation a year ago, something like SIoo,ooo worth of stock

was subscribed and paid for, and a sum sufficient to pay for the

construction of a practical model of the carrier and to defray

running expenses, raised. In September last the books were

closed and no further sales were made. No attempt was made,

nor has been since, to place the stock upon the market.”

“Our apparatus cannot fail to be a great success. A mistake

in the making of the travelling car has been converted into a

valuable addition. We shall surely attain a speed of 60 miles an

hour. As soon as it is demonstrated that the invention is practi

cable a syndicate of wealthy Boston gentlemen have signified their

intention of buying up the stock at present unsubscribed for, we

members of the old concern will step out and they will reorganize

to suit themselves.” -

Gen. Corse, State Senator H. P. Pierce, and C. P. Searle,

of Boston, all resigned from the Company last sum

mer. Mr. Searle thinks that the great obstacle in the Company's

path is the enormous cost of constructing the line. He says, “It

will not be less than $25,000 per mile I am convinced. The Boston

Bridge Company made estimates at the rate of $28,000 per mile.

This frightened them badly, and they did not tell their stock

holders and the public. Another obstacle will be the great and

combined opposition of all the express and railroad companies.

They will# it bitterly, and from their influence in munici

and other governments,will make it a matter of extreme difficulty

for the company to obtain the right of way into any city.”

ELECTRIC DEVELOPMENT IN WASHINGTON.

(sPECIAL coRRESPONDENCE.)

WASHINGTON, D.C.—The situation in Washington is gratifyin

in the extreme. Two electric roads are already built, an

Washington's Superior Council, the Congress of the United States,

has been petitioned to grant charters to others. The reason for

this is real estate speculation. Surburban towns are being pro

jected right and left and if they don't happen to be laid out on the

line of an established railroad, an electric road is projected to

supply facilities of communication. It is noticeable that in every

instance electricity is to be the motive power of these roads. One

of the established roads runs out to Eckington, a suburban

village which has been built about its terminus, the other runs

past the place of Ex-President Cleveland, which has been divided

up into town lots and has increased in value proportionately. The

£ business men who engineer these schemes£ know

the value of electricity as a motive power.

The latest venture in the motive line is an electric car (storage

battery) devised by a local engineer. The car is being daily tested

over what is perhaps one of the severest lines of track in the

United States. The grades are numerous and heavy and the

turns sharp. Under very severe loads the motor has been observed

to spark very much, but the conditions of use are abnormal and

the performance as far as can be seen is satisfactory. It is the

intention of the Metropolitan R. R. Co., which is backing the

venture, to equip the lines with these motor cars if it snould prove

a succeSS.

Mr. C. W. Messner of the Washington Construction Co. reports

electric power work as quite heavy; up to date he has supplied

over one hundred motor fans and a number of larger horse power

motors. In the socket of the£ which is in circuit with each

motor, the switch is so arranged that when the key is reversed the

current is short circuited through the tongue, and the motor runs

at full speed. This is Mr. Messner's own idea. The C. & C.

motors are the kind handled and a detailed statement of the varied

duties of the motors would be of much interest. “Bob” as we

call him, has not been with us very long but he has become a

necessity.

We are hearing some more lately from our friend who proposes

to supply two horse power to a heavy fly wheel and make it

deliver twenty. Very simple matter.

A BIG ELECTRICAL SUIT STARTED IN DENVER.

The Rocky Mountain News of Denver, Col., of July 12, con

tains a report of a big suit instituted in the District Court, by N.

M. Tabor, C. B. Patterson, Charles Boettcher, W. G. Fisher, F.

C. Young, E. W. Rollins, and W. W. Borst, suing, as taxpayers

on behalf of themselves and all other taxpayers similarly situated,

against the city of Denver and the Western Electrical Construc

tion Company.

The complaint is that the Electrical Company, which was or

ganized under the laws of the State of Colorado on August 8,

1889, has not and never had any plant, wires, poles, conduits, or

other machinery or appliances for generating or distributing elec

tricity for any purpose, but was, and is, a mere prospective corpo

ration; that on June 14, 1890, it proposed to the City Council to

furnish 250 or more arc lamps of 2,000 candle-power each, to be

placed at such points as the city may designate and without cost

of construction to the city, for the sum of $1o per month per lamp:

that on June 17, 1800, the Denver Consolidated Electric Company:

an old and well equipped institution, proposed to the City Council

to furnish the city with the same lights at the sum of $8 per

month, net, which company was and is thoroughly responsible

and able to carry out any contract of that character,

The city accepted the high bid and made a five years' contract
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with the Western Company, and the plaintiffs allege that there

was no authorit ' for so doing. The complaint also contends that

the element of rand enters into the transaction, and asks for an

injunction, to restrain the city and the Western Company from

c 'ng out the contract,

T e suit involves very important issues, and will be watched

with interest by the whole electrical world.

LITERARY.

“ The Electric Railway of to-day.” By H. B. Prindle, Boston.

E. B. Stellings & Co., 1890.

This little book is a popular treatise on the Electric Railway,

written by one who is erfectly familiar with its development and

construction. After a rief historical sketch. the writer describes

in familiar and untechnical language the construction of the ap

paratus and the functions of the various appliances used in the

electrical propulsion of street cars. At the end he gives the list

of Electric Street Railways which appeared in this journal as cor

rected up to May 1st.

" Practical Sanitary and Economic Cooking, adapted to ersons

_ of moderate and small means.” By Mrs. Mary Hinman Abe . The

Lomb Prize Essay. Published by the American Public Health

Association, 1890. -

This is reall a cook-book, but written with regard to the nutri

tive value of t e various foods used. The author gives lenty of

recipes and directions, and discusses the various sorts 0 kitchen

and table utensils. She also tells about the various chemical con

stituents of the difierent foods, and in her daily bills of fare gives

due regard to the proper proportions of proteids. fats and car

bohydrates. The book has the endorsement of the American

Public Health Association, and out of 70 essays on the subject,

received the Lornb prize, $500.

It is the beast of the At/imifc /lion//zly that each number con

tributes sornethintgn of real value to the questions of the da ', and

does not neglect ose li' hter forms of literature which a apt it

to the general reader. t is a fact that the Allarztic is about the

only magazine in which may be found the purely literary articles

of the best writers. The new story “ Felicia," by Fanny Murfrce,

began in the July number, which also contained a fine study on

“ ichard Henry Lee," by Frank Gaylord Cook; a careful contri

bution by N. S. Shaler, on "Science and the African Problem,"

is charming article “Odysseus and Nausicaa." b_y >W. C. Lawton

“The Langua e of the Recent Norwegian Writers.” by W. H.

Carpenter, an several other interesting contributions, in prose

and verse. In june, Mr. T. B. Aldrich resigned the editorship of

the Allanlic, and was succeeded by Mr. H. E. Scudder.

Mr. Aldrich succeeded Mr. Howells in this im ortant position

in 1881, and has edited the fine old magazine on t e refined, dig

nified and scholarly lines set by his predecessors. Not much of

his own work has seen the light in its pages during the past nine

years, and it is hoped by his friends here that his relinquishment

of editorial duties will mean new books from his pen.

Mr. Horace E. Scudder is widely known as ‘a successful author,

an editor of polished taste, and a valued associate of the firm of

Hon hton, Mifilin & Co. He is now in his fifties. Among his

well- no_wn books are “ Seven Little'People and their Friends ”;

“ The Dwellers in Five-Sisters Court"; " Noah Webster" in the

American Men of Letters Series; and “Stories From My Attic."

He is the editor of the American Commonwealth Series. He is

a man eminently suited to his new position, and Th.’ A /la/zlzk will

lose nothing in his hands.

The report of the eighth annual meeting of the American Street

Railway Association, held at Minneapolis, October 16, 17, 1889,

and the seventh annualmeetin of the Street Railway Associa

tion of the State of New York, elcl in New York City on Septem

ber 17, 1889, have both been issiied from the office of the associa

tion, Brooklyii, N. Y. Mr. William ]. Richardson, of the Atlantic

Avenue Railroad Company, Brooklyn, being secretary of both

associations. These reports contain many interesting pa ers and

discussions on street railroad topics, and have an especi interest

for all who are concerned in pushing electrical propulsion for

street cars.

VVe are indebted to Mr. George W. Childs for a pleasant hour

spent in readin his "Recollections of General Grant." The

little book contains many new anecdotes well told. It reveals,

moreover, a very pleasant personality—that of the writer himself.

It may be said to form a specialized supplement to his larger

volume, alfo recently published, bearing the general title,

“ Recollections."

“Electricity for Engineers," by Charles Desmond. Chicago:

The Engineers’ Company, 1890.

On the title page of this book it is announced as “ a clear and

comprehensive treatise on the principles, construction and opera

tion of dynamos, motors, lamps, indicators, and measuring in

struments; also a full explanation of the electrical terms used

in the wor .” This large promise is very fair1' fulfilled. The

book is not large, having but_256 small pages. hese are divided

into twent_ -two chapters, which are devoted to the various sub

jects detai ed on the title page. The language is clear and largely

untechnical, and there is a commendable avoidance of long and

complicated algebraical formulas. The book fills a very useful

purpose and deserves commendation.

FOREIGN NOTES OF ALL SORTS.

Electric Launches at Edinburgh.—The result of the first week's

running of the electric launches on the Union Canal to and from

the Edinburgh Exhibition has proved highlv satisfactory. Some

days only. two boats were on the service, and the weather was un

favorable, but the receipts amounted to ,(,'1oo, and 6,500 passen

gers were carried.

The Mariotti Multipolar Dyna.mo.—The Societe des Telephones

de Zurich have just brought out a dynamo designed bv their chief

engineer, M. Mariotti. The machine is of the multipolar type,

with a ring armature embraced alternately by external and inter

nal pole-pieces. Some tests with a 20 horse-power rlvnamo of this

type are said to have yielded very satisfactory results.

The Development of Electric Tract-ion.—A company with a

_million capital will shortlv be brought before the public for the

purpose of working the Thomson-Houston and series systems of

electric traction in England. It is said that contracts have been

entered into to the extent of ,5750,000 for equipping tramways in

various parts of the country.

As: Electric Railway is to be one of the attractions of the Jamaica

International Exhibition at Kingston, West Indies. Bids for its

construction are wanted by Thomas Amor. Stewart Building, 280

Broadway, New York City.

A Berlin restaurant and cafe is cooled in summer and heated in

winter by electricity. and the flood of light from the electric lamps

is tinted a delicate pink, which is so becoming to the complexions

of the lady visitors that the place is simply thronged. In the

centre of the room there are. several glass jars through which

passes a spiral platinum wire. The electricity. on heating the

wire, speedily raises the temperature of the water in the iars to

boiling point, and prepares the coffee, which a small electric rail

way transmits to the various tables, so that the guests may help

themselves at their pleasure. 4

An Electric Railway in Asia.—-It is reported that an electric

railwav in Siam has been incorporated and will be built at once

from Bangkok to Packiiam, a distance of '30 miles. This road is

to cost $400,000. and Siamese capital will be used. An electric

light company has also been organized and the plant ordered for

Bangkok.

 

PERSONAL.

Mr. E. E. Norvell, for six years telegraph operator for the Bos

ton and Maine Railroad and Associated Press correspondent 21"

Exeter, N. has been appointed siiperinteiident of the Dover

and Great Falls Electric Street Railway.

Mr. Howard Wheeler, who has for the past year been acting as

an agent in the railway department of the Thomson-Houston

Electric Companv, has recently been transferred to the New York

office. If Mr. VVlieeler‘s past success can be taken as an example

of what his future will be, we can predict his building up a large

business in New York and vicinity.

Mr. Henry B. Murray, the New York agent of the Pelton \Vater

Wheel Co., died on June 26, quite unexpectedly.

Mr. VV. H. Fleming, Room 38, 16 & 18 Broad St.. has now com

plete charge of the advertising and information department of

the Edison General Electric Company.

CORRESPONDENCE.

EDITOR ELEC'l‘RIC POWER :—Mr. Brock bases his Aerial Flight

upon the assumption that aluminum is “ one-third the weight of

iron or steel, and twice as strong.” \Vill not his speculation come

to the ground with a sickening thud if it turns out that aluminum

is only one-third the strength as well as one-third the weight. as

the best authorities give it? R. D. D. S:\:i'i'ii.

Washington, D. C., July, 1890.
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THE NEVERSINK MOUNTAIN RAILWAY.

A Reading dispatch says : "The Neversink Electric Mountain

Railway, which promises to rival the famous Switchback at

Mauch Chunk, and to surpass the Mount Penn Gravity road of

Reading, now in successful operation, has been completed, and

was formally opened to the ublic, according to announcement,

July 4. The route covers a istance of nine miles, circles about

the summits of the mountains surrounding Readin , and affords

a constant panorama of scenery that is unexcelled or beauty any

wherein Pennsylvania. The enterprise is somewhat of an ex

periment in its electrical features, but its success is already as

sured, and its projectors have spared no outlay to render al the

appointments of the road complete. The cars will be run by

e ectricity from Ninth and Penn Streets, Reading, to the White

House, where they will be propelled by locomotive engines to the

summit on the north side 0 the mountain, From this point the

cars will run down the mountain by the force of avity to Klap

perthal. On the return tri the cars will be rawn up to the

summit on the south side, w ence they will be run again to the

White House by avity, and thence by electricity to the starting

point, Ninth and enn Streets. The guage of the road is_the same

as that of the Philadelphia and Reading Railroad, which is _in

terested in the success of the Neversink road, and is now making

extensive arrangements to handle excursions at the southern

terminus from cities throughout the Eastern and Middle States.

An electric light plant has been established which will furnish

light along the route for night excursions. The electricity will

be supplied at the Big Dam by two Edison dynamos of 80,000

watts each. The turn-outs along the road are 3,ooo feet apart.

The view of the adjacent country and the city at night is one of

the finest to be seen anywhere."

ELECTRIC DRILLS AT THE BROOKLYN NAVY YA_RD.

In the construction of a modern iron ship an enormous number

of holes must be drilled through plates varying in thickness from

half an inch to one and a half inches, and sometimes thicker,

often in very inconvenient positions and under such conditions

that the work must be done at a decided disadvantage. Such, for

example, is the case on board the monitor Miantonomah in the

Brooklyn Na ' Yard, now being rapidly completed, where a vast

amount of dril ing has to be done around the turrets intended for

the great 1o-inch rifles, and erhaps from the interior of the tur

ret and in a position where t e use of a power drill for the pur

pose would seem well nigh impossible. _ _

The box containing the electric drill is about eighteen inches

long over all, and bears beside the motor only a reel of wire for

connecting with the source of power and the flexible shaft that

o erates the drill, Once clamped in position, the motor, which in

t e case referred to runs 2,800 turns per minute, but is geared

down to comparatively low speed, does it work with great eth

cicnc ', and an inch hole can be drilled through half inch iron in

less t an thirty seconds, while a couple of men handling the ma

chine can accomplish an amount of work that appears rodigious

to one who is used to the clumsy hand methods of dril ing or the

steam power drills that require elaborate setting up, and are ex

ceedingly inconvenient to move around. The reduction of speed

by gearing is necessarily eat, but is accomplished with com

paratively little noise an wear, and the flexible shaft, six or

eight feet in length, which connects the motor with the drill

proper, enables the drill to be.used in the most contracted posi

tions.

NEW GEARING FOR ELECTRIC CAR MOTORS.

Were produce the following from The Illa:/u‘ner_y illarket, of

London, dated 2d inst.: " Mr. C. Henry, one of the earlier

workers in the electric motor fie d, has recently devised a means

of connecting the electro-motor to the car wheels, admitting of the

former running continuousl in the same direction, irrespective of

the direction or motion of t e car. The motor is placed on the

front platform of the car. and its armature, instead of its being

connected directly to the car axle by chains or gears, acts on a

pair of friction wheels mounted upon a movable collar, which

drives an oblique axle, carrying on its lower end a gear wheel to

engage the driving wheel mounted on the car axle. By a lever

on the car platform either of the friction wheels can at will be en

gaged with the friction wheel on the armature spindle, and conse

quently the oblique shaft can be given a rotation in either direc

tion without changing the direction of the rotation of the motor.

The_fr1ction wheels used in practice are of wood, and are reported

as giving a firm hold and excellent service. The experiments

tried with this mechanism have been quite sa‘.i~'factorv in their

character, but Mr. Henry is now at work improving and modify

ing it, and in his later arrangements the motor and the driving

devices are placed below the floor of the car."

ELECTRIC COMPARED WITH ANIMAL TRACTION.

The conclusions arrived at by Paul Gadot in his a r recently

published in Paris on the above subject sums up as goliifws -. “ The

economy of electric traction, either using the motor car or the

battery tender, as compared with animal traction as now used in

Paris, is thus seen to be the difference between

Present cost per car-kilometer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .56: frames

~ And cost per car-kilometer with three daily groups (best). . .507 “  

()r a saving per car-kilometer of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .054 “

“ But there are several further points in which the use of elec

tricity is of advantage; notably in the matters of paving, rent and

interest of stations, etc."

“ The roadbed and rails will need no more and no less repairing

under the new than under the old system. But the paving be

tween the rails will surely be greatl economized, say by one

third. The trawways of Paris spen on an average .027 franc

per car-kilometer in avin between the rails ; one-third of this
would be a saving ofp.009 %rancs per car-kilometer, bringing ' the

economy of electricity up from .054 to .063 per car-kilometer."

A NEW INSULATED ELECTRIC RAILWAY

CONDUCTOR.

Among patents granted recently to inventors who are assignors

to the Thomson-Houston Com any, is one to R. M. Hunter, for

an electric railway with a wor ing-conductor made in sections in

sulated from each other, in combination with a supply conductor

and circuit closing devices to connect or disconnect the section

with the supply conductor from which a travelling electric motor

receives it. By this device the wire only has the current when

the car is travelling upon it, and at any other time, if a crossing

wire should fall upon it no harm can result. Mr. Hunter has also

received a patent upon another electrical railway device, the rails

and roadbed being in combination with a conduit with electric

conductor therein, an electrically propelled vehicle, and a laterally

moveable current-collecting device extending into the vehicle.

 

STORAGE ELECTRIC MOTOR FOR BICYCLES.

A stora e electric motor for running safety bicycles was success

fully trie recently, and promises to he of permanent value. The

motor is situated on the guard over the rear \vheel, immediately

behind the saddle, the power being communicated directly to the

tire by means of a small leathern wheel running upon the rubber

rim of the large wheel. There are three storage batteries, one bet

ween the pedals and one on either side of the rear wheel below

the hub, giving equal weight on each side. The circuit is com

pleted between the storage batteries and the motor by insulated

wires, while the brake on the motor is connected with the steering

handles by a cord. The motor weighs thirteen pounds. and the

whole of the appliance about fift . The device is so managed

that the pedals can be used in ad ition for hill climbing, and when

ever increased speed is desirable. The storage capacity is for

about fifty miles. The speed developed bv the contrivance was

from three to four miles an hour, but it is thou ht that this can be

materially increased. The inventor is S. H. arrett, of Spring

field, Mass.

ELECTRIC POWER VS. STEAM POWER FOR SMALL

PLANTS.

The electric motor is probabl the simplest and most compact

piece of machinery ever made or producing power. As much as

25 horse-power of apparatus can be set up in a space less than five

feet square. and where minimum of space is a desideratum. this

is an important point. There is only one moving part in the ma

chine, 1'. 2., the armature, and only one set of bearin . The wear

is entirely confined to the one set of babbitt shells, t e commuta

tor and the brushes, all of which form but a small part of the

total cost of the machine, and all of which can be renewed when

worn out, at a comparatively small cost. When this minimum of

moving parts is compared with the number of levers, valves,

rods, etc., required by a steam engine, and the necessary accom

panying wear and tear, the reason for the low repair account of

the electric motor, is manifest.

All the work which was formerly done by a steam engine in the

rinting department of Thurber, Whyland & Co. is now per

ormed by a Sprague electric motor. According to Mr. F. B.

Thurber, all the work is done in a more satisfactory and less ex

pensive way than when steam power was used,

The space taken up by the motor is considerably less than that

b the engine. In addition to this the attendance required by an

electric motor is very much less than that required by a steam

engine, being in general confined to a few minutes‘ attention each

day, while the steam en ine requires, while in operation, the

constant attention of a skil ed engineer. The following compari

son of a few points of a steam engine and a Sprague electric

I
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motor, each of lo horse-power capacity, is interesting as showing

the greater simplicity and economy of the electric machine :

Motor. Steam engine.

  Number of moving parts . . . . . . . ., 1 9

“ wearing “ .. . . 5 20

Floor space (square inches). . . . . . . . . 8% 36

Room occupied (cubic feet) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. :6 216

Percenta e of mechanical friction . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1 30

Actual . P. percentage of indicated horse power . . . . . . . . ..ioo 80

Quaris of oil used per week.... .. . .-.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. X 12

AN ELECTRIC TRAIN BRAKE.

A new electric train brake was recentl tried at Birmingham,

Eng. It is said that an entire train fitte with this brake is being

constructed for use in Russia. The electric brake works upon

the inside face of the wheel, or, rather, upon an iron disk fitted

to it. The disk or annular rink is a large plate of iron, of con

siderable thickness and several inches in depth, and is securely

bolted to the inner side of the wheel.' O posite this ring is

another, which encircles the axle loosely, an is fixed by stays in

such a manner that it cannot revolve with the wheel, but can be

moved laterally so as to come into contact with or recede from

the ring attached to the wheel. It is attached to a owerfiil mag

netic coil and constitutes a large electro-magnet. hen the elec

tric current is applied to it, it is powerfully attracted to the plate

on the wheel, with the elfect of arresting its revolution, and so

acting as a brake.

NEW ELECTRIC MOTOR INVENTIONS.

C. ]. Van De le, electrician of the Thomson-Houston Co.,

has recently en out four important patents. One is for an

electric connection, consisting of conductors composed in part of

arailway track with the rails united by strips of soft metal, as

zinc or tin. Another invention is a motor truck. a combination

with the carrying wheels and axles of an electric motor, supported

at the field-magnet end upon said axles. Then he has patented a

system of telpherage, including the combination of a cable, a

motor car and one or more freight vehicles arranged to travel

there upon, the supporting wheels of the vehicle and those on the

motor car being mechanically connected. The fourth is an elec

tric railway conductor system, comprising sectional working con

ductors connected at the ends to adjacent systems by an insulat

ing support, and electrically connected to each other by a fusible

connection, to be blown when the currents in any one section ex

ceeds the desired intensity.

THE SHORT ELECTRIC RAILWAY AT MUSKEGON,

MICH

The Short Electric Railway Compan , at the expiration of the

time of trial, has turned the electric rai way plant constructed by

it in Muskegon over to the railway company. The letter of ac

ceptance gives most hearty and unqualified endorsement of the

system. and draws comparisons between the expenses and earn

ings of the road one year ago and now. There has been an in

crease of over 50 per cent. in the earnings, while one car less is in

service and one is held in reserve. The plant consists of 10 miles

of line, 12 motor and 6 trail cars, and two 100 horse-power gen

erators. The perfection of the electrical machinery is shown in

the ease with which cars are operated, and in the small expense for

repairs. The president of the road, in speaking of this, stated that

the repairs were “quite inexpensive,’ and that no accident or

injury to apparatus had occurred. Readings, taken systemati

cally, for a period of several days, show that the average horse

power per car during the times of heaviest travel, from 6 to 6.30

P. M., is 4.75. The Muskegon dpeople, it is needless to say, are

enthusiastic over the road, an one week after the opening the

town council gave an unlimited franchise to the railwa 'compan ,

which they have not been slow to take advantage 0?. Already

two extensions of the original line are about completed, and a

third is under way.

A NEW UNDERGROUND SYSTEM.

C. K. Harding, an inventor of Atlantic, Vt., has perfected an

entirely new underground system for tlperating electric street

cars without the use of overhead wires. company, with a capi

tal of $600,000, has been formed at Atlantic to push the merits of

the invention.

A NEW STORAGE BATTERY.

Ste(p_hcn Dahl, a well-known electric engineer, is at present en

ga _ e in making tests in Pittsburg, Pa., in order to determine the

efiicieney of a storage battery which he has recently invented.

The experiment is being made at the request of the Pittsburg,

Allegheny and Manchester Electric Company, with a view of

adopting the system on its line in case it is proved a practical

success.

The test is being made in a building on Smithfield Street, but

the room where the invention is at work is arded jealously, as

the patents for the discovery, although applied for, have not yet

been issued. The oflicials of the railway com an refused to

give any_inforrnation regarding the matter, and Ir. ahl is also

quite reticent when spoken to on the subject.

J. T. Dunn, electrical expert with the Thomson-Houston Com

pany in Pittsburg, has obtained some general knowled e regard

ing the character of the invention. He says that from a 1 accounts

it is a most wonderful system, and can be ranked among the big

electrical discoveries of the past ten years. Many of the most

serious objections in the use of the storage battery have been

removed. The element used in the jars under the present system

is lead. This material in the new machine is entirely done awa

with, and another substance, as yet unannounced by Mr. Dah ,

has been substituted. By the use of this new element the im

mense weight of the battery and other objectionable features are

removed. These batteries will last for ten years, and they canbe

operated at a very small expense compared with those in use at

present. If its efiiciency is demonstrated this system will be

adopted by the company named above.

ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERY CARS IN ENGLAND.

The Electric Traction Company has been 0 crating since une,

1889, the Barking Road section of the North etropolitan ram

way Company (London), and the results are said to be satisfactory.

Accumulator cars are used, fitted with the company’s system of

mechanical application of the power ; the cars are fitted with Im

misch motors and the secondary batteries of the Electric Construc

tion Company, known as the “ E. P. S." accumulators. During

the time of operation the cars have run over 80,000 miles, and

have carried about 750,000 passengers ; they are now running

about 300 miles per day. The working of this line is said to have

established the commercial advantages of self-contained accumu

lator cars in the case of street railways in large towns, where

underground and overhead conductors for the electric current are

(or should be) inadmissible. ~

The following is from the last report of the North Metropolitan

Tramway Company :

“ The directors are glad to state that the results during the

half-year have been satisfactory. The cost to this company for

electric traction has been'9 cts. per mile (including the wages of

drivers), which is less than the average cost per mile run for horse

traction over the entire system. The Barkin Road section is a

short single line with loops, which does not 0 er such facilities for

economic working as a longer line would, with a higher mileage

and more cars worked by a larger installation ; but the result of

the working of the electric cars on the Barking Road justifies the

directors in hoping that Parliament will sanction the introduction

of electric power over the company’s system, and enable them to

extend its application to other lines."—Engz'm'ering News.

MR. HENRY VILLARD ON THE ELECTRIC MOTOR.

Mr. Villard has stated that, in his gudgement, electricity will,

witnin five years, supercede the use 0 steam on the railroads of

the country. This is in line with the movement going on to con

solidate the large electrical companies in one combination, of

which Mr. Villard shall be the head. In the combination between

the Westinghouse peoplee and Mr. Pullman we see another evi

dence of the growin lief among great capitalists that electricity

is the promising roa to fortunes in the next generation. Mr.

Pullman's actions and Mr. Villard's utterances are very much in

the same line.—1i’0sl0n Ad1/crliscr.

ELECTRIC RAILWAY TA LK.

Allegheny City, Pa.—Alle heny City is to have still another

electric street railway line. he roposed starting point will he

Washington Avenue, the end Bel evue borough, some miles dis

tant, on the Ohio River. Bellevue is an important suburban dis

trict. The city councils will be asked to grant rights for this road

immediately. Some of the rojectors of the road are: J. C.

Brown, iron manufacturer: itney & Stevenson, brokers; C.

L. Magee, and George B. Hill.

Asbury Park, N. ].—A seashore electric street railway corn an

for Asbury Park has been incorporated at Trenton. New or

capitalists are among the directors and stockholders. The road

is to be between Asbury Park and Avon-by-the-Sea.

Atlanta, Ga.—The Atlanta Street Railway Company contem

plates adapting an electric system.

Attleboro, Mass.—-Plans are well under way and articles of

agreement are nearly ready for signature for a new electric railway

company, which roposes to buil and operate an electric street

railway from A eboro to the Rhode Island line, and ultimately

enter the city of Pawtucket. The scheme is backed by well-known

business men. The proposed line will run from Attleboro to
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Dodgeville, thence to Hebronville and Lebanon to the state line.

This event will open up a large tract of valuable land between the

two points.

Baltimore, Md.—lt is stated that an electrical railroad will be

constructed to Towson, a distance of about seven miles.

Beatrice Neb.-—Arrangements are nearly com leted for build

ing an electric street railway in Beatrice._ It_ is authoritatively

stated that the line will be in operation within sixty days.

Beaufort, S. C.—It is stated that a route for an electrical rail

road to extend to Port Royal has been surveyed.

Beaumont, Tex.—The Beaumont Improvement Company will

probably construct an electrical street railroad.

Brockton Mass.—It is now roposed to build an electric rail

road from lirockton to North lsaston, Mass., and as there is no

question but what such a road, if built, would receive liberal

patronage, it is reflected that the project will materialize in ashort

time. An electric railroad could cover the distance in twenty min

utes or less.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—Referring to the contemplated introduction of

electric cars in Brooklyn, the Um'0_n of that city says_:_ "If the

motive power on the surface roads is changed to electricity, what

a revolution will be effected ! Of course,_ everybody knows that

in Boston, which has many ca_r lines, and in \Ye_stern cities, especi

ally the new and rapidly growing ones, electricity has come to the

_front, and that horses on surface lines would not now be thought

of. Will the change be of equal advantage to the companies and

to the people who ride? ' Electricity _does not consume oats or

hay, doesn t require shoeing or doctoring, doesn't wear out har

ness and doesn't kick the men who are set to take care of it and

thereby make the company liable for heavy dama es. In a word,

electricity is much cheaper for the owners of t e roads. And

what can be said for the public? Well, it is probably _more rapid,

will carry more people during the rush hours and will not litter

the streets. It is difiicult to realize.that Brooklyn has grown so

big as to require all the main surface lines and the rapid transit

s -stem also to.carry those who want to ride, but the day when

this condition of things will exist is not far distant. The horse as

a motive power for surface cars is behind the age, and a more ex

peditious system will undoubtedly be introduced. Yes, the elec

tric spark is undoubtedly coming—not_but that there is much

sparking done in the cars already, especially in theopen ones run

ning to the Park." _

It is regarded as probable that an electric motor will be used

on the proposed new surface railroad in Monta e Street. S. B.

Chittenden, who is interested in the road, is sai to have found a

motor that can be depended upon, and which is light, simple and

strong.

Centralia, Wash.—Several capitalists of San Francisco are in

Centralia and will, if a franchise can be secured, build an electric

motor line.

Charlotte, N. C.—A syndicate has been organized for the pur

pose, among others, of purchasin the Charlotte Street Railway

and converting it into an electrica road.

A syndicate has been formed for the purchase of the Charlotte

Street Railway, which is to be converted into an electric road.

Charleston, S. C.—'1‘here are rumors to the effect that the same

syndicate that recently acquired control of the street railroads of

Savannah, 0a., with a view of converting them into electric lines,

is negotiatin at Charleston, S. C., through representatives look

ing to a simi ar absorption of street railway interests.

Fitchburg, Mass.—The Aldermen gave a hearing recently on

the question of allowing electricity to be used as a motive power

on the street railway. The Street Railway Company was given

ermission some time ago to extend its tracks to the Leominster

ine, and it now asks permission to use electric motive power on

any or all of its systems.

Florence, Ala.—In Alabama they are talking of connecting

towns of Florence, Shefiield and ’luscumbia by electric railway.

it is stated that Kansas City capital will be interested in the pro

Ject.

Fort Wayne, Ind.——The Street Railway Company, which is ope

rating ten miles of road, is convinced that electricity is the only

suitable power for its use, and would dispense with horses with

O\lt‘(l8l3.y were it not for legal obstacles. The State courts have

dccided_that the act authorizing the incorporation of street car

companies permits the use of horse power only. and until the law

is changed nothing will be done. It is understood that the le is

lature, at the coming session, will amend the law so as to al ow

street railways to be operated by electricity or cable.

Ha erstown, Md.-—Negotiations are said to have been com

plete between the Thomson-Houston Electric Company, of

B0-':‘-IOII. Mass., and the Hagerstown Land Im rovemcnt Com

pany for the construction of an electrical railroad?

.\'cgoti1itions have been completed, it is said, between the

'1 honismi-llouston Electric Company and the llagerstowii Land

the

Improvement Company for the construction of an electric railroad.

Hannibal, Mo.—Mr. Fielder is interested in the roject to build

an electric railway from the Union depot to the annibal cave,

of which he is proprietor. ‘

Hebronville, R. I.--The question of electric street cars to oper

ate between Attleboro and Pawtucket via Dodgeville and this

village, is much talked of. Should this proposition 0 into effect,

this place would begin a new era in its history. ‘o the north

and south valuable building- land would be open. This event

would give Hebronville acontinuous communication with the out

side world, which is now only reached by the steam cars, The

scheme would undoubtedly prove a paying investment for the

railway corporation.

Knoxville, Tenn.—It is said that an electrical railroad will be

constructed to the property of the Cherokee Land Company.

Lynn, Mass.—The Lynn & Boston Railroad is planning for an

electric line to nearly encircle the city. The cars will start from

the M rtle Street stable and run through Myrtle, Boston and Cot

tagc treets, Western avenue. Market Square, up the Commozt,

Market and Oxford Streets, Central avenue, Main, Chestnut, Bos

ton and Lynnfield Streets. to the public park. It will thus accom

modate every ward in the city. Su rintendent Foster has already

purchased the poles and wire for t e road. A new power station

will be built, large enough to accommodate two thousand horse

ower.
P R. M. Hunter has been granted a patent for an improvement

in electric railways, which covers the combination of the main line

conductors, branch conductors opening into these, and receiving

currents from the same source, with two switching conductors

hinged in line with the main line conductors and pointing toward

the branching point.

Memphis, Tenn.—The owners of the street railways using ani

mal power to propel their cars have made several efforts before the

commissioners to be allowed to substitute electric power for mules,

but so far have not been successful, owing to a controversy as to

the time when the charter of the company expires, whether in four

or in twenty-two years. -

Milwaukee, Wis.-The Milwaukee & Wauwatosa Electric Rail

way has been incorporated with a capital stock of $100,000.

This is the third projected line which is to connect the city with

Wauwatosa. 'l‘he new line is to run by Miller's brewery, along

the Watertown plank road.

Monmouth Park, N. _].—Rumors of an electric railroad to Mon

mouth Park from Long Branch, N. _I., are being renewed. A

gentleman who knows all about the undertaking says that the

road will surely be built, but not for use this year. It will be ready

in 1891.

Nebraska City, Neb.-The street railway company will soon

adopt electric propulsion, -

Niagara Falls, N. Y.—lt is reported that a company has been

organized for the purpose of connecting Bufialo and Niagara

Falls with an electric railway. The distance is 2:: miles.

Ocean Grove, N. j.—An electric railway is projected to be in

operation by next season.

Olympia, Wash.-—-An electric railway to be run by water power

is being built in Olympia, the Tumwater falls being utilized.

Pittsburg, Pa.—-President Dalzell, of the Pittsburg, Allegheny

and Manchester Electric railwa , says the work of constructing

the new line will be started wit in a week, and that it will be

pushed forward to completion with all possible haste. The start

will be made on the Western Avenue branch. No decision has as

yet been made with regard to the kind of motor to be employed,

ut it is said that a majority of the directors favor the Thomson

I-Ioiiston motor. The loop at the Pittsburg end will be formed

by an extension of the tracks along Market Street to Water,

thence to Wood Street, thence to Liberty Street, and thence along

that thoroughfare to the present terminus of the main line. This

arrangement will be of decided advantage to many business men

who reside in Allegheny and transact business along the route to

be traversed by the new loop. Street car projects continue to

spring up in great numbers in the city of Pittsburg. At the last

meeting of the City Councils franchises for the operation of street

railway lines were granted to the following corporations: Pitts

burg and Mt. Lebanon Railway Company, McKean Street Rail

way Company, Jane Street Railway Company, Arlington Avenue

Railway Company, Bingham Street Railway Company. In each

case it is proposed to employ electricity as t e motive power.

lion. Wm. Flinn, the noted Pittsburg politician and contractor,

has dcsided to go into the railway business on his own account.

lie intends to build a street railway line to reach the recently

opened Sclicnfcy Park, connecting with the Second Avenue line.

As the new park bids fair to be a most popular resort, it is the

general opinion that Mr. Flinn will find his enterprise a profitable

oiic.

__ L.______-na_I'
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Plans are being considered for the construction of an electric

road from this city to Butler, Pa., 2. distance of fifty miles.

Providence, R. I.—The Union Railroad Com any has asked

permission from the authorities to introduce the prague system

of electric street cars. At a recent hearing before the aldermanic

committee expert testimon was given by Thomas D. Lockwood,

I. N. Farnham, O. T. rosby, William Bracken, Col. E. H.

Hewins, and others, as to the comparative racticability of the

single and double trolley and the storage bat ery systems.

Randolph, Mass.—A meeting in the interest of electric lighting

and street railroads was held recentl ', at which W. A. Stiles and

W: B. Ferguson, of the Thomson- ouston Electric Company,

were present. It is proposed to start at the West Corners in

Randolph and proceed to Avon, thence to Main Street. Brockton,

and possibly connect with the East Side Electric Road in Brock

ton, making a distance of about 10 miles. A paper for the sub

scription to stock will be 0 eiied at once in Randolph, Avon and

Brockton, and as soon as t e franchise can be obtained work will

be.begim.

Richmond, Va.—It is reported that a Baltimore (Md.) syndicate

is negotiating for the Richmond and Manchester Railway, and

also the railroad owned by the Manchester Railway and Improve

ment Company.

Rockville, Md.—The Chevy Chase Land Corn any, lately in

corporated, has the privilege of constructing a rai road.

Sacramento, Cal.-M. _I. Dillman has applied to the Sacra

mento Trustees for an electric railroad franc ise on Ninth and I

Streets.

San Antonio, Tex.—The Almo Electric Street Railway Com

pany will construct an electric railroad six miles in length.

Sherman, Tex.—The Sherman City Railroad Company will

shortly adopt electricity as a motive power for its cars.

It is rumored that the Sherman City Railway Company will

shortly adopt electricity as a motive power.

South Long Branch, N. ].—The Board of Commissioners have

refused to ant the franchise for the proposed electric railroad

from the \ est End to Pleasure Bay.

S okane Falls, Wash.—There is a sharp contest between the

Spo arie Street Railway Company and t e City Park Transit

Company, both wanting to lay tracks on Division Street for an

electric and cable line. Both sides are awaiting the action of the

court to which the case has been referred.

Topeka, Ka.n.—The Topeka City Railway Company are mak

ing arrangements to change their motive power and adopt electric

propulsion.

Troy, N. Y.—The formal sale of the ’I‘roy and Albia Horse

Railroad Compan to capitalists, represented by Anthon N. Brady

of this city, has been consummated. Two-thirds of e stock of

the road, valued at about $30,000, was transferred to Mr. Brady

by Thomas A. Knickerbacker, the old president of the road.

The new President Cleminshaw said the Troy and Albanv road

will be run entirely independent of the Tro and Lansingbur h

railroad or the Watervliet Turnpike and Railivay Company. T e

change of motive power on the Troy and Albia from horses to

electricity will be made as soon as the grading of Congress Street

shall be pro essed so that the work can be done. Plans for ex

tensions wil be matured later.

Utica, N. Y.—Several Utica capitalists are talking of another

electric road from Washington Mills to Utica, to be run in con

nection withpthe Oneida street railroad.

ELECTRIC RAILWAY FACTS.

Aberdeen, Wash.—The Aberdeen and Hoquiam Electric Rail

way Company has commenced the construction of an electric

street railway in Aberdeen, which will be extended to Hoquiam,

four miles distant.

Allegheny City, Pa.—The first electric street car motor of the

manufacture of the Westinghouse Electric Company has now

been in operation on the Pleasant Valley Electric Railway line, in

Allegheny City, for some time, and the success of the machine is

reported as being established beyond uestion, and a number of

electricians and street car men who ave examined the motor

praise it highly.

The great strength of the apparatus and the excellent work

manship are very apparent. Phe Westinghouse Electric Com

pany has already secured orders for the equipment of seventeen

street railways, ag regrating a business of $300,000, although the

company has only: een soliciting orders during the months of

May and June. rom the very moment it became known that

the Westinghouse Com any had determine to manufacture street

railway apparatus, or ers and communications have been re

ceived from all parts of the_country. The Westinghouse Com

pany, in the construction of its apparatus, has_ carefully guarded

 

against man difficulties that have heretofore been experienced,

and has pro uced a form of ap aratus that will enable it to sup

ply a durable electric street rai way motor.

Amsterdam, N. Y.—A company composed of New York, Phila

delphia, and Amsterdam ca italists have purchased the Amster

dam Street Railroad and wi l at once begin the construction of an

electric road. The road will cost over $250,000, and will be com

pleted by September 1. The constructing and consulting engi

neers are \Vo0dbridge and Turner, of Phi adelphia.

A pleton, Wis.—The electric street railway in this city has been

sol to a New York s ndicate for $30,000, the money to be paid

within thirty days. ’I¥he purchasers represent the Edison Electric

Company, of New York. They will remodel the road, using the

improved Sprague system, at an expense of from $30,000 to $40,

000

Augusta, Ga.—Kansas City capital and enterprise have just

fitted up Augusta, with ten miles of electric railway. The capita

lists at the head of the enterprise are Messrs. S. M. Jarvis and R.

R. Conklin of the Jarvis-Conklin Trust Company, while Mr. D. B.

Dyer, a former Kansas Cityan, is in immediate char e of the road

as resident. Mr. W. B. Kni ht of Kansas City is c ief engineer

an his assistant, Mr. Will outhron, is in charge of the work.

The road, fifteen miles in extent, was built and the cars started

in just four months from the time ground was first broken. Several

Kansas Cit gentleman, who were at Augusta to see the road

opened to t e public, say the people of Augusta regarded the quick

and effective work as somethin almost phenomenal. The enter

rise is altogether a Kansas City one, the road being built by

ansas City ca ital, under Kansas City management and by

Kansas City bui ders.

The new electric street railway, in order to be ready to handle

big crowds of people attending the State military encampment

near that city, has done a great deal of rapid construction work.

Beaumont, Tex.—An electric street railway is projected by the

Beaumont Improvement Company.

Chicago, lll.—The first electric railway in Chica 0 is now under

construction. It is to commence at West Fortiet Street, about

five miles west from Lake Michi an, and run out Madison Street

five miles, thence north to Lake ‘treet and back to the lace of

startlng. Track laying has commenced and the road is to be

finished in sixty days. Another electric road is about to be con

structed between South Chicago and the manufacturing town of

Pullman. Hitherto steam railways, cable roads and horse rail

roads have furnished the transportation in and out of Chicago,

but there is prospect of extensive introduction of the electric

motors.

Permits were granted last week b -' the municipal authorities for

the construction of the Cicero and roviso Electric Railway, and

the work of construction has already been begun. The brick work

of the power house at Ridgeland has been completed, and materials

for the electrical equipment of the system are arrivin daily.

The South Chicago City Railroad has been purchase by Douglas

S. Taylor and others for $100,000. The horses ma be superseded

py electric motors in the near future. The roa. is seven miles

ong.

Colorado Springs, Col0.—The electric line from this city to Chey

enne Canon made his initial trip June 30, with perfect success.

The other lines will be running in a few days, making eighteen

miles in all.

Columbus, O.—New tracks are being laid on West Broad Street

for the electric cars, and the work of connecting the rails is being

done as fast as the tracks are laid. It is not expectedthat cars

will be running before two months at least. .

Fort Scott, Kansa.s.—’I_‘he_Sprague Ele_ctric_ Compan have se

cured a contract for equipping an electric railway in ort Scott,

Kansas.

Grand Rapids, Micli.—The Reed's Lake electric road has se

cured a new franchise in Grand Rapids township that quite ma

terially changes and improves their line. The township board has

granted them a franchise to run in Woodward avenue to the Lake

house and Huber’s beer garden. .

The line already built will connect with this making a sort of

lou so that trains can leave the lake by wa of Woodward avenue

an approach it by way of the line already uilt.

The road is now com leted although a gang of men are at work

trimming up grades. he cars were ordered some_ time ago but

have not yet arrived. When they come the road will begin opera

tions immediately,

Mr. W. ]. Hayes and Samuel Mather, the gentlemen who own

the most of the stock in the Grand Rapids Street railway, have

decided to go ahead and make the change to electricity as a motive

power, but what lines will be first equipped has not been decided

upon. Two or three lines will be equipped and in running order

this fall.

At three o'clock nothing had been accom lished at the annual

meeting, the gentlemen not having assemb ed.
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Indianapolis, Ind.-The first electric railway in Indianapolis,

was opened a few days ago._ The operation of the Thomson

Houston cars 'ves entire satisfaction, and on the trial trip of the

first car six mi es were covered in twenty minutes. '

Keokuk, Ia.—The Keokuk Electric Street Railway and Power

Com an are building their electric line as rapidly as ossible.

Mr. . . Chapman, secretary and<general mana er of t e com

pany, is being highly complimente on every si e for the rapid

and efficient manner the work is progressing. They have con

tracted for the Sprague system.

Louisville, K .—The two street railway lines have been sold to

a s ndicate of astern capitalists, who made the first payment

an took formal possession last week. E. E. Deniston, of the

banking firm of B. A. Clarke & Co.-, Philadelphia, is representing

the syndicate, which includes . W. Seligman & Co., ew York;

Kidder, Peabody & Co., New ork ; Brown Brothers &_Co._, New

York; the First National Bank of Philadelphia; the Fidelity In

surance and Safety Vault Company, of Philadelphia. and others.

The first payment was $800,000.

All the street railroads in Louisville, Ky.. are now controlled

by a New York s dicate and will be run by electricity. There

are thirty miles 0 road in the city.

Mt. Ai , N. C.—An electric railway to White Silver S rin s is

projected y George W. Sparger and others. The lengt 0 the

route is four miles.

North Yakima, Wash.—Yakima Street Railway and Power Com

pany; cfipitalization, $100,000, has been formed by Wayne Fer

uson, . V. Massey and L. McLean, of Spokane Falls, and

dward Whitson and L. S. Woodward, of North Yakima. The

com any proposes to at once begin the laying of three miles of

tracl}: on which electric motors will be operated. _ One hundred

men are now engaged in laying the waterworks mains and putting

up the oles and wires for the electric lights. This force will be

double at once, and Superintendent Woodward proposes to have

the waterworks and electric lights in operation by the last of

August.

Oakland, Cal.—The directors of the Oakland and Berkeley

Rapid Transit Company have decided upon the system of trans

mitting electric power to be used upon the road, and Tuesday

finally awarded the contract to the Sprague Company of New

York. Eight cars and five miles of track will be operated at first.

The expectation of the directors is to have the cars running be

tween Oakland and Berkeley by November 1st. The track is now

laid on Grove Street to Fortieth Street. A turn will be made at

Forty-seventh Street. Cars will make the complete trip from Oak

land to Berkeley every ten minutes, and inside the limits of the

city of Oakland cars will run every five minutes.

Owensboro, Ky.—The Belt Railway Company, of Owensboro,

Ky., has just been or anized, and proposes to build from five to

ten miles of street rai way and operate the same by electric power.

Mr. Asa Williams, the superintendent, can give information.

Paducah,Ky.—’l‘he new electric railway system of Paducah,

comprisin Smiles of track has been started and is operating

successfuly throughout. City oflicials and prominent citizens

assisted in the opening and the jollification that followed.

Pittsburgh, Pa.—It has been decided by the management of the

Spring Garden Avenue Street Car Line, of Pittsburgh, to turn the

latter into an electric road. The line is bein operated by the

Allegheny Traction Company and is part of t e old Transverse

line. The proposed change in motive )ower has been discussed

considerably b ' the directors, who are a l in favor of it.

The Oaklan and Linden electric line, which is a feeder of the

Fifth Avenue Cable line, in Pittsburgh, Pa., has just been suc

cessfully started. The people are pleased, and the management

looks forward to a comfortable revenue.

Providence, R. l.—A successful trial was made recently of a

storage battery street car. The car was propelled by a Thomson

Houston motor, fed by a storage battery of 108 cells. The Union

Car Company are now running a number of these cars. Two

gulien cars are now in use. It is rumored that this company is to

uy out the Cable Tramway Company.

Quincy, Ill.—The Thomson-Houston Electric Compan

closed a contract to equip an electric railway in Quincy, I .

have

Rockland, Mass.—A new electric road is to run from Whitman

to South Weymouth. Leadin citizens of Whitman, Abington,

North Abington, Rockland an Hanover are interested. A com

pany has been formed to be known as the Hatherly Street Rail

wa Compan , and the capital stock will be $100,000. The route

wil be from itman, through Abin on and North Abington to

Rockland, through North Avenue an Webster Street, and also

through Union Street from Lane’s Corner to South Weymouth,

and from Hanover to Rockland. The com any has formed a

temporary organization with the choice of lbert Culver, E. T.

Wright, of Rockland; ]. T. Richmond and M. W. Arnold, of

Abington, L. A. Cook, of South Weymouth; G. O. Jenkins, of

Whitman, and Lot Phillips, of Hanover, as directors; G. W.

Kelley, clerk, and E. P. Reed, treasurer. If the gas commission

ers sustain the decision of the selectmen in their granting a fran

chise to the Abington and Rockland Electric Light and Power

Company, the power for the street railway will be furnished by

this company, and the two be run together. The electric light

company feel so sure of a decision in their favor that they will

proceed at once to procure poles and locate them under the direc

tion of the selectmen.

Rockville, Md.—The Chevy Chase Land Company has been

granted the privilege of constructing an electric railroad.

Seneca Falls, N. Y.—’l‘he electric railway between Seneca Falls

and Waterloo was opened on the nth July. The cars ran from

the start without stop or hitch. The power is furnished by water

at Seneca Falls.

The electric railway between Seneca Falls and Waterloo was

opened uly ii. The power is furnished by water at Seneca

Falls. reat enthusiasm prevails in both villages.

Spokane Falls, Wasli.—The Spokane Electric Railway Com

pany have been granted franchise for the construction of an elec

tric railway. Capital stock, $100,000.

St. Louis, Mo.—The South Broadway line (Short system) is

again in operation, cable construction having been pushed beyond

the lines of the electric railway, and the St. Louis Railway Com

pany is to be congratulated upon the complete and high class

electrical equipment with which their road has been su plied. The

"silent motor," as the Short motor has been named), is quietly

making its wa over the three miles of track with re ularity and

ease, and the ull capacity of the road, 13 motor an eight trail

cars, is needed to accomodate the heavy travel.

C. H. Talmage, of Kansas City, has recently closed a contract

for the building and equipping complete of the St. Louis and

Belleville Railway, which is a proposed electric trunk line from

East St. Louis, connecting with the St. Louis and East St. Louis

Electric Railway across the St. Louis bridge, to and through the

city of Belleville, l1l., a distance of fourteen miles trunk line,

besides five miles of street railway in Belleville, Ill.

This is the first electric trunk line, and will easily take the

travel from competing steam lines owing to frequent service and

freedom from smoke, etc.

The Cable and Western road was sold recently for $150,000 to

Major B. D. Lee, who bou ht it in for the bondholders. -Lee,

Higginson & Co., the urc asers and rincipal creditors of the

road, were instrumenta in organizin t e Central and \Vestern

Company, which recently secured a ranchise to run an electric

line parallel to the old Cable and Western.

Tacoma, Wash.—-The Tacoma and Steilacoom Railwa ' Com

pany has been incorporated by Messrs. T. 0. Abbott an G. W.

Thompsom. Eleven miles of rails have been ordered, and the

delivery of the first rails will be made in July. Ne otiations are

now under way for the extension of the Tacoma ailway and

Motor Company’s electric line five or six miles.

Toledo, O.—The Robison electric road is now an important

factor of the city in numerous respects, inasmuch as it now guar

antees rapid transit on streets heretofore devoid of street car ser

vice. The first trip on the new road was made about 5 o'clock on

uly 5, and afterwards, at 7:30 o'clock, another trip was made.

he car started at the intersection of Michigan Street and Canton

Avenue. The route taken was out Canton Avenue to lvoodruff

Avenue, on Woodrutf Avenue to Vermont Avenue, on Vermont

Avenue to Bancroft Street, on Bancroft Street to Lawrence Ave

nue, on Lawrence Avenue to Bartlett Street, on Bartlett Street to

Twenty-Second Street, on Twenty-Second Street to \Vashington,

and on Washington to Seventeenth Street. The ride was a most

enjoyable one and covered a distance for the round trip of about

six and one-half miles.

Beginning July 7, regular trips are made to Speranza Park. It

is expected that the entire line of some sixteen miles will be com

pleted by October I. The system is the Thomson-Houston. The

line of the road runs through a portion of the city which has lon

needed street cars, and every property holder is delighted wi

the new line.

The plans for a new power-house have been completed, and all

the contracts let for its construction. The plans show that en 'nes

of 750 horse- ower will be put in, but on just what part '0 the

system the p ant will be located is not yet decided.

Tro , N. Y.—A syndicate of out-of-town capitalists have made a

verba contract for the purchase of a majority of the stock of the

Glen Falls, Sandy Hill and Fort Edward Street Railwa '. Under

the new management electricity will replace horses as t e motive

power.

Vancouver, D. C.—The electric street railway which was open

for trafiic last week is doing a large business, and the line will be

extended without delay. A new system of arc lighting on the

streets is also in operation.
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Venus, Ill.—The Venus and East St. Louis Railway Company

has been incorporated, for the purpose of building an electric

railway between the places named.

Victoria, B. C.—The electric railroad between Victoria and

Esquimault, B. C., is expected to be in operation by September 1.

Trucks of thirty horse-power, of the Thomson-Houston s stem,

are to be used, promising a rate of 20 miles an hour for t e dis

tance, five miles.

ELECTRIC MOTOR NOTES.

Prof. Thomsoifs "Baby" Motor, which was exhibited last

year at the Paris Exposition and now used in connection with the

phonograph in his ofiice, works with perfect success. It is five

inches long, two inches high, and two and a half broad at the

base.

The Detroit Motor Company has increased its capital stock from

$200,000 to $300,000.

Small motors for fans and other light work are in great demand

at Memphis, Tenn.

There are now running in Brockton, Mass., about 150 electric

motors for shoemaking and other purposes.

A successful trial was made at Providence, R. I., last week, of

a storage battery street car. The car was propelled by a Thom

son-Houston motor, fed by a storage battery of 180 cells, and its

speed was about that of the ordinary horse car.

The Boston Daily Globe has added a 30 horse-power Sprague

motor to the equipment of its press room.

A new launch, propelled b " an electric motor, the invention of

Daniel Regan, made on the ay at San Francisco, a trial trip,

which seemed to be quite a success. The inventor and Livingston

L. Baker and two other gentlemen, who are interested in the in

vention, were on board and were greatly pleased at the results

attained. The launch developed a speed of 91, knots.

Belfast, Me., nowboasts of an electric grist mill on one of its

wharves, the power being delivered by a thirty-nine horse-power

Thomson-Houston motor. The mill is equipped with a set of

stones and one roller mill, and can turn out from 300 to 400 bushels

of meal per day. ~

The Levytype Company, corner Seventh and Chestnut streets,

Philadelphia, a., has just put in a 5 horse-power LaRoche motor

for running the lithographic presses.

A six horse-power electric motor is in successful operation at

Lewiston, Me., running a 26 inch circular saw at 1,450 revolutions

per minute.

On account of the eflicient regulation of the Sprague electric

motors many printin firms in the States have adopted it in pre

ference to any other orm of power. The Sprague Company has

now about 20 motors in use in Boston for operating presses alone,

while the total number in that city is about 200.

J. E. \Veed of Macon, Ga., has invented an electric motor for

buggies. The invention includes a “ sixth wheel" steerin ar

rangement to be applied on the pole or shaft of any kind of ve icle.

The term of sixth wheel is used to distinguish the apparatus from

the " fifth wheel" of undercut trucks and delivery wagons. A

tiller or steering pole projects from the sixth wheel up over the

dashboard so that the vehicle is quickly and safely guided. The

motor, which is nominally two horse-power. is 18 inches wide, 12

inches high, and 18 inches long-a very convenient size for adjust

ment to any road, wagon or carriage. The great drawback in

completing the invention has been the cost of the Spra ue motor,

the most popular now in use, which is about $1,500. lr. Weed

says that his efforts to cheapen the invention, so as to place it in

reach of all who are able to purchase a horse, harness and vehicle,

are rapidly nearing success, and he hopes to offer his motor to the

public at an early date.

EQUIPMENT AND EXTENSION OF EXISTING LINES.

Canton, O.—’l‘he Canton Street Railway Company and the

Lakeside Street Railroad Com any contemplate an extension of

one and one-half miles, on Ma oning Street.

Fort Worth, Tex.—The Fort Worth and Arlington Heights

Street Railway Company contemplate several extensions; four

miles in one direction, two and one-eighth miles in another, and

a third of one and one-eighth miles.

Helena, Mont.—The Helena Electric Railway Company con

template an extension of four miles.

Kalamazoo, Mich.—The Lansing Street Railway Company has

purchased $50,000 worth of real estate in the southern part of the

city. The electric car line will be extended through the entire

tract of over IOO acres, and an important new addition to the city

built up.

Pittsburg, Pa.—The Pleasant Valley Street Railway line of

P,ittsburg, Pa., is about to adopt the double deck car which has

long been used in the British metropolis and it so popular in that

city. The Pleasant Valley people are fitting up one of the cars

at their shops. In the interior will be seats for forty-two passen

gers. the car being considerably longer than the regular car. On

the top will be two long seats, placed back to back, extending the

entire length of the car. These seats will accommodate twenty

eight people. It is expected that the innovation will prove very

satisfactory.

NEW CORPORATIONS.

Aurora, Ill.—Aurora Street Railway. Light & Power Company,

at Aurora; to operate street railways and furnish electricity for

light, heat, and power; ca ital stock $10,000; incorporators, Ben

jamin W. Dodson, D. J. ogan, and M. C. Orton.

Baltimore, Md.—-The Ries Electric Traction & Brake company

has recently been incorporated with a capital stock of $2,000,000.

The com any has purchased the United States patents granted to

Elias E. ies for methods of and apparatus for increasing traction

electrically, and for electric braking, and will carry on a general

manufacturing business in connection with the introduction of its

electric traction increasing and brake appliances. The inco ora

tors and ofiicers of the company are John M. Denison, presi ent;

John B. McDonald, vice-president; James Sloan, r., treasurer;

Elias E. Ries, consulting electrician; Charles Se den, director;

John \V. Snyder, director, and Charles H. ones, Jr. The princi

pal oflices of the company are in the Chamber of Commerce

Building, Baltimore.

Chicago, Ill.—The Pullman Electric Motor Company has been

incorporated at Chicago, 111., with a capital stock of $200,000, to

manufacture sewing machines and electric motors. The incorpo

rators are E. N. Talbot, H. B. Seymour, and L. H. Bisbee.

The Metropolitan Electric Street Railway, of Chicago; to build

an electric street railway ; capital stock, $5,000,000 ', incorporators,

Leo Fox, Michael Brand, and Herman Vollmer.

Houston, Tex.—Houst0n and Covington Electric Street Railway

Company; capital stock, $10,000; incorporators, J. P. Irwin, of

Houston; 0. W. Crawford, of Kansas City ; J. F. Rowley, of Ne

braska; B. Kiam and Corra B. Foster, of Houston.

Joplin, Mo.fThe Joplin Electric Railroad and Motor Com an

of Joplin, capital $100,000; incorporators, J. N. Bobinger, .fiammett, H. L. Newman, J. C. Stewart, D. J. Hoff, and Charles

att. ‘

Springfield, Ill.—The incorporation of the Metropolitan Electric

Street Railway compan , to build an electric street railwa , is an

nounced;ca ital stock, 5,00o,ooo;incorporators, Leo Fox, ichael

Durand an Herman Vollmer.

POWER APPLICATIONS.

The Electric Mining Machine is an assured success in the Pitts

burgh, Pa., district.

strong, Woodville station, a short distance from the city, on the

Panhandle road, five of the machines are used at present. It is

the Hercules mining machine which has been adopted in connection

with the Tesla motor. Owing to the scarcity of miners in the dis

trict, it is likely several other mines will be similarly equipped.

The Summerhill mine is to have incandescent lights, to the end

that explosions may be prevented. The Mill and Mine Electric

Equipment Company is now utting in new mining machines at

the works of the Monongahe a Gas Coal Company, in the first

pool of the Monongahela River.

An influential deputation consisting of the munici al represen

tatives of the count of Lincoln and city of St. Cat arines, Col.

Francis of Montrea , and Mr. Langdon of Sherbrodke, Que., in a

recent interview with Sir John Macdonald, etitioned for _the use

of the water power privileges on the new elland canal for the

urpose of establisliin a factor for electrical purposes. Sir

John, after discussing t ie matter ully with the deputation, refer

red the request to the Deputy Minister and the chief engineer of

canals for a reoort.

Austin, Tex.-An electric power plant will be established at

once by the Austin and Gravis County Rapid Transit Company.

Portland, Me.-—The Mather Electric Company of Manchester,

Conn., have just closed through their New England agents,

Claffin & Kimball, of Boston, an important electric power con

tract, by means of which electric power is to be ap lied in a new

manner to commercial use. The plant will be use to run a large

part of the Cumberland and Presumpscot Paper Mills belonging

to the firm of S. D. Warren & Co. .

About a mile above the mills are situated another series of falls

and the company have long been desirous of utilizing the power.

They will now convey the power from there to the mill by electri

city, using the above method, a large quantity of machinery will

be used, and the contract is a business transaction of large im

portance.

At the Summerhill mines of Thos. Arm- '
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ELECTRIC STREET RAILWAYS OF AMERICA

In Operation and in Course of Construction.

 

Commenced | Length No. of H. P. of H. P. of Max. -

Location. Operating Company. Operation Motor || Motor Genera- Per Ct. Makers of Cars. System.

Electrically, in Miles Cars. Cars. tor. Grade.

Adrian Mich...... .... Adrian City Belt Line Electric Ry Co. . . . . . . Sept., 1889. 3 4. 15 IOo 6 Pullman....... ... National.

Akron, Ohio ........... Akron Electric Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - Oct. 13, '8:... 12 25 15 & 30, 400 9% Lewis& Fowler.....£
Albany, N.Y........... Watervliet Turnpike and Railway Co -- . . . . . . Sept. 25, '89. to 16 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... ------ - -------- n-Houston.

- * “ . . . . . . . . . . Albany Railway Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Jan. 1, 1890... 14 32 - - - - - - - - 96o Gilbert...... ...... Thomson-Houston.

Alleghany, Pa.. ...... Observatory Hill Pass. Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . ---- . - -, - . . . . 3.7 6 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Stephenson. -£
Alliance, Óhio..... ... Alliance St. Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - Mar. 6, '88... 2 3 15 8o 4% - - - ------------- homson-Houston.

Americus, Ga.......... Americus Street Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . ... Jan. 2, 1890 .. 5% 4 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Pullman............ Thomson-Houston.

Ansonia, Conn ......... Derby St. Ry. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .* 4. 4 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- Thomson-Houston,

Appleton, Wis......... Ap. Electric St. Ry, Co............. . . . . . . . . . . . Aug. 16, '86 3.5 6 8 & 12' 60 8 Pullman............ Van Depoele.

Asbury Park, N. J...... Seashore Electric Ry. Co... ... -----. . . . . . . . . . Sept. 9, '87 4 20 20 250 4. Brill.--------------- Daft.

Asheville, N.C.. - Asheville Electric Railway. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - 3 9 |15 & 3o 67 9% |Gilbert............ Sprague.

Atlanta, Ča .......... Atlanta and Edgewood St. Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . Aug. 23, '89. 4-5 4. 2O 8o 3% ------------------ homson-Houston.

- " ............ Fulton County Street Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . 9 to 1--------|--|--|--|--|--|--|--|--| ------------------ Thomson-Houston.

Atlantic City, N. J . . . . . Atlantic City Electric Railway . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . April 1, '89 ... 6.5 17 |15 & 30 130 ------------............. .. Sprague.

Attleboro, Mass. . . . . . . . A. No. A. & Wrentham Street Railway Co. . . . . . Mar. 30, 90. 8 5 || ----|------- 1: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --------- omson-Houston.

Auburn, N. Y. ......... Auburn Electric Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 3 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Thomson-Houston.

Augusta, Me...... .... Augusta, Hallowell & Gardner Ry. Co. . . . . . . . .* . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3. 3 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -- - - -- Thomson-Houston.

Augusta, Ga........... Augusta St. Ry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . June, 1890 15 16 3o . . . . . . -- - - - - - - - - --- - Sprague.
Baltimore, Md... . . . . . . North Ave. Elec. Ry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ". . . . . . . . . . . . ........ I 30 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ..Sprague.

Bangor, Me...... ..... Bangor St. Ry. Co... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . May 21, '89. 3. 5 || -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ho

Bay City, Mich... ...... Bay City R. R. Co. . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 5 3 || - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - prague.

Bay Ridge, Md. . . . . . . . Bay Ridge Electric Railroad. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... 5 2 30 | . . . . . 67 -------------------- Sprague.

Beverly, Mass. . . . . . . . . Beverly and Danvers Street Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . Oct. 31, '89. 4. 2. 15 25 6% ................... ''. -

Binghamton, N.Y..... Washington St., Asylum and Park R. R. . . . . . . . . . . ...," " ' ". . . . . " 4-5 28 30 --------|--|--|--|--|----------------- - -£:
Birmingham, Conn.... Ansonia, Birmingham and Derby Elec. Ry. Co., April 30, 88 4 4 |12 to 15, 1oo 7 Brill... ............ homson-Houston.

Bloomington, Ill........ B. and Normal St. Ry. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .* . . . . . . . . . . Io 12 2O 150 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Daft. -

Boston, Mass. . . . . . . . . . West End St. Ry. Co. . . . . . -------- - - - - - - - - - - - Jan. 2, '89. 127 112 |15 & 40 rooo 6 Brill.......... Thomson-Houston.

" " ........... West End Street Ry. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .** - - - - -* ------------- 13o * ----------------------|------------------- Thomson-Houston.

Brockton, Mass......... East Side St. Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Nov. 1, '88. 4.5 4. 15 - - - - - - - - - - - - Stephenson ........ Sprague.

Brooklyn, N. Y........ Brooklyn & Jamaica St. Ry... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .............. Io .4 30 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Lewis & Fowler..... Sprague.

- " ........ Coney Island and Brooklyn R. R. Co . . . . . . . . . . April 19, '90 16 12 l------- I - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Lewis & Fowler. --- omson-Houston

- " ... .. Coney Island and Brooklyn Railway... . . . . . . . . .*... . . . . . . . . . . ........ 2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Stephenson......... Sprague.

Buffalo, N.Y... . . . . . . . Buffalo Street Railway Co............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2% 4. 30 130 || -- - - - - - ..... ... ........Sprague.

Butte City, Mont . . . . . . Butte City Elec. Ry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .*... . . . . . . . . . 3% 5 30 - . . . . . . - I - - - - - - - - Stephenson ........ Sprague.

Camden, N.J.......... Camden Horse R. R. Co . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - May 15, '90... 2 4. 3o too l - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Daft.

Canton, Ohio.......... Canton Street Ry. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dec. 15, '88... 5 14 15 & 39 ---------------------------------- Sprague.

Chattanooga, Tenn. Chat. Elec. St. Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .". . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 16 |15 & 30, 20o 8% |Brill....... ... .... Sprague.

Chester, Pa.. . . . . . . . . . Union Railway . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ". . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ 5 30 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Sprague.

Chicago, Ill ........... Cicero and Proviso St. Ry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .". . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 3o 2oo - - - - - - - - - -- - - -- Sprague.

Cincinnati, Ohio. . . . . . . . Inclined Plane Railroad Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ----|- . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 3o 3o 26o 13 & 2 .......... ..... ... Sprague.

- - . . . . [Mt. Adams and Eden Park Inclined Ry. Co ... April 22, '89. I 3 20 5o 5 l----------- - - - - - - - Daft.

- - . . [Mt. Adams and Eden, Park Inclined Ry. Co.... March 22, '90. 4 16 ................ ----------------, - ... Thomson-Houston.

- " ....... Cincinnati Street Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Aug 6, '89... 5 8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .-------------------------- Thomson-Houston.

- " ........ Colerain Railway Co... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .--------------------------- Thomson-Houston.

** “. . . . . . S. Covington and Cincinnati Street Ry. Co. . . . ."... . . . . . . . . . . 8 IO 15 - - - - - - - - Stephenson......... Short. -

- “. . . . . [The Lehigh Ave. Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 IO 30 || -------|--|--|--|--|--------------- .....Short.

Cleveland, Ohio. . . . . . . East Cleveland Street Railroad Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35 95 - - - - - - - - 8oo 2% |Stephenson.... .... Sprague.

- " ........ Brooklyn St.'' Co------------------------. May 25, '89. Io 36 30 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Stephenson.... homson-Houston.

- " . . . . . . . . Broadway and Newburg R. R. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . IO 24 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Sprague.

- “. . . . . . . . Collamer's Line, East Cleveland, Ohio. . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - 3 8 ------------------------------------------ Sprague.

Colorado Springs, Col... El Paso Rapid Transit Company. . . . . . . . . . . . . - |June 30, 1890... ro 18 30 --------|--|--|--|--|-------------------- S e.

Columbus, Ohio . . . . . . Columbus Consolidated St. Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . |Aug., 1887 2 2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -§:
- " ........ Columbus Elec. Ry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . 1.5 4 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Short.

“. “. . . . . . . [Glenwood & Green Lawn Ry. . . . . . . . . ." .............. 5 3o - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - S e.

Council Bluffs, Ia. . . . . [Omaha and Council Bluffs Ry. and Bridge Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24 26 |zo & 3o 524 4. Pullman............#: Sprague.

Dallas, Texas . . . . . . . . . Dallas Rapid Transit Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . | - - - - - - - - 3 3. 3o 67 . ... Stephenson ........ Sprague.

“ “ . . . . . . North Dallas Circuit Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .* . . . . . . 3.8 4 || -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - homson-Houston.

Danville, Va. . . . . . . . . Danville St. C. Co . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2 6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1------------------ Thomson-Houston.

Davenport, Iowa. . . . . . . Davenport Central Street Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . Sept. 1, '88 2.75 6 15 67 --------|-------------------- Sprague.

- " . . . . . . . Davenport Electric St. Ry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 |15 & 39 . . . . . . . . . . . . [............ ------- Sprague.

- " ....... Electric Railway Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .". . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - 4 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -#
Dayton, Ohio ......... White Line St. R. R. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8.5 12 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --------------- an Depoele.

* " . . . . . . . Dayton and Soldier's Home Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 2 3o 5o - - - - - - - Stephenson ........ rague.

Decatur, Ill . . . . . . . . . . Decatur Electric St. Ry. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sept., 1889 3 4. 25 ICO l- - - - - - - Pullman..... ...... N'i.
- " . . . . . . . . . . . . Citizens' Electric Street Railway . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Aug. 27, 1889 5 9 15 16o 5 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Thomson-Houston.

Denver, Col ........... University Park Railway and Electric Co... ... .......'....... 4. 3 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---- Sprague.

'' '' - - - - - - - - - - - -£o£'' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -* . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16 Io - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -£".
............|South Denver Cable Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dec. 25, 1889. 2 2 o 45 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - prague.

- “........ ...|Colfax Ave. Electric Ry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . s - ". 3 5 # - - - * - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Sprague.

- " -----------. Capitol Hill Line . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ". . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... I - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Sprague.

- " . . . . . . . . . . . . West End Electric. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . "------------...- ... 13 30 150 || -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Sprague.

Des Moines, Iowa. . . . . . Des Moines Electric Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Io 21 . . . . . . . . 2OO 9 |-------------------- ..-H. & Sprague.

Detroit, Mich . . . . . . . . . . Detroit Electric Ry. Co . Oct. 1, '86. . . 4. 2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Van Depoele.

- " ---------. Highland Park Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Oct. 24, '86 ... 3.5 6 15 7o Nil. Pullman. . . . . . . . . . . National.

- “. . . . . . . . . . Detroit, Rouge River and Dearborn St. Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . I 5 30 - - - - - - - - Nil. 1.-----------------§:
-- " .......... East Detroit and Grosse Pointe St. Ry. Co...... May 29, '88 8.5 IO 15 IOO Nil. Pullman. . . . . . . . . . . ational.

- " . . . . . . . . . . Detroit City Railway, Mack Street Line. . . . . * . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- National.

Dubuque, Iowa. . . . . . . . . Key City Electric Railway Co...... ... Jan. 26, 1890.. 2 4 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 9 - . - Sprague.

- " ......... Electric Light and Power Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - 12 15 & 30..... . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - Sprague.

Duluth, Minn. . . . . . . . . Duluth Street Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . * -- ... ... . . . . . Laclede ........... homson-Houston.

Easton, Pa. . . . . . . . . . Pennsylvania Motor Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... Jan. 12, '88. 2.5 4 15 & 20 50 12 Lewis & Eowler Daft.

Eau Claire, Wis . . . . . . . Eau Claire Street Railroad Co . . . . . . . . . . .W. P. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 6 30 67 - - - - - - - - - - - --- Sprague.

Elgin, Ill.... .......... Elgin Electric Ry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . * ---------, - ... 9 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---- Sprague.

Elkhart, Ind............ Citizens' St. Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . W. P. . . . . . . . . . . . 7 5 15 150 6 ------------------- ational.

Erie, Fa - - - - - - - - - - - City Passenger Railway Co. . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1.2 21 30 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Sprague.

" ............... Erie Electric Motor Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ". . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - Sprague.

Fort Gratiot, Mich. . . . . . Gratiot Electric Railway Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.75 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -#:
Fort worth, Texas..... Fort Worth City Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .". . . . . . . . . . . . Io lo 15 135 - - - - - - - Pullman . . . . . . . . . . Nati

- - - ... Fort Worth Land and St. Ry. Co . . . . . . . . . . * - ...... 15 15 15 2CO 7 Pullman............ National.

- - - ... Chamberlain Investment Company. . . . . ... ." . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - 3 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Pullman............£ -

- - - . North Side Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 15 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - omson-Houston.
- - - -

... F. Worth & Arlington Heights Ry. . . . . . . . . . * . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3. 30 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - S e.

Gloucester, Mass ...... Gloucester St. Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 3 || |-|--|-- ~~~~ £House".
Harrisburg, Pa.. . . . . . . East Harrisburg Pass. Ry. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.5 11 15 & 30, 1zo 5% |Brill........ -- .... Sprague.

Hartford, Conn..... ... Hartford and Weathersfield Horse Railroad Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 4 |15 & 3o 50 4 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - £".
Huntington, W.Va.... Huntington Electric Light and St. Ry. Co...... Dec. 14, '88... 3% 2 18 100 3% ----------------- Short.

Indianapolis, Ind. . . . . . Citizens' Street Railway Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . May 30, 'oo... 6% to - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - St. Louis Car Co....T
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Ithaca, N. Y. . . . . . . . . . Ithaca Street Railway Co... .............. . . . . Dec. 28, '87 I - 3 7% 5o 3 Feigel ............. Daft.

Johnstown, Pa. ... ....Johnstown Passenger Street Ry. Co............*.............. Io 10- 1. . . . . . . . 499 - - - - - - - -------------------- Short.

!: Ill ---------- oliet Street Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - Feb., 1890.... 3. 8 ----------------------------............. Thomson-Houston.

nsas City, Mo...... Metropolitan St. Ry. Co..... .... ........ * ...... - - - 5% 18 -----------------------------......... ... Thomson-Houston.

- * “ . . . . . . Vine St. Ry .............. .................. *l... -------- 3 * -------------|-------------------------. Thomson-Houston.

- * “ ...... The North East Street Railway Co..... . . . . . . . Mar. 5, 1890.... 3% 6 ------ 24o 8% -----------........ Thomson-Houston.

Kearney, Neb. . . . . . . [Kearney Street Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . |July 4, 1890 .. 8 6 ---------------- - - - - - - - ----- - T.-H. & Sprague.

Keokuk, Iowa. . . . ... -- Keokuk Electric Street Ry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . *......... .... 6.8 6 15 --------|--------|--|-- - - ----------- Short.

- “. . . . . . ... [Keokuk Elec. Ry. ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .* . . . . . . . . . . ........ 6 30 - - - - - - - - - - - - - ------------------. Sprague.

Knoxville, Tenn. . . . . . . Knoxville Street Railroad Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . May 1, '90. 3-4 5 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -#:Houston.
Lancaster, Pa.........|Lancaster City and East Lancaster R. R. Co................. 5% IO ..". ------------------------------. Daft.

Lansing, Mich.... ... Lansing Street Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . *... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -..... Sprague.

Lafayette, Ind.......... Lafayette Street Ry. £ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ... Sept. 19, 88 4% 9 |15 & 3o too 8 St. Louis. ... ....... Sprague.

Laredo, Tex............ Laredo City Railroad Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dec. 6, 1 5 7 15 Ito . . . . . . . . Brill and Pullman...Sprague. -

Lexington, Kentucky. Lexington Passenger and Belt Line............*... . . . . . . . . 6 IO 3o 220 - - - - - - - Pullman ........... S e.

Lima, Ohio...... ..... The Lima St. Railway Motor and Power Co... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 7 1------- l- - - - - - - - - - - - - ------------------- Van£ele.

Long Island City, L. I.--|Long Island City and Newtown Elec. Ry. Co..." . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3. 2 30 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Sprague.

Los Angeles, Cal....... Elec. Rapid Transit Ry. .....................* ........ . . . ........ 1o 15 & 3o - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - -- Sprague.

Lowell, Massachusetts--|Lowell and Dracut Street Railway.......... ... Aug. 1, 1889 5 16 2O 16o 4.8 || ------------------. Bentley-Knight

Louisville, Ky.......... Central Pass. R.R. Co ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 7% 12 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Thomson-Houston.

Lynn, Mass............ Lynn and Boston St. Ry. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . July 4, 1888 6.75 12 30 - - - - - - - - 4 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Thomson-Houston.

- " ----------- Belt Line Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . ..."------------. 8 to 1--------|- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ..T.-H. & Sprague.

Macon, Ga............. Macon City and Suburban Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dec. 25. '89 8 8 15 IOO 8% ..... ... .... Thomson-Houston.

Mansfield, Ohio........ Mansfield Elec. St. Ry. Co... . . . . . . . ....... ... Aug. 9, '87 5 5 & - - - - - - - - ... [Brill.... ......... Daft.

Marlborough, Mass . . Marlborough Street Railroad Company... ...... June 19, '89 3 6 |15 & 3, 1oo .... ----|-----------......... Sprague.

Meriden, Conn ......... Meriden Horse R. R. Co. . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . July 16, '88. 5% 12 15 & 20, 250 8% |Stephenson. . Daft.

Milwaukee, Wis........ Milwaukee Cable Co..................... ... - - - - - - - - - - - 15 I2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- - - -- - - - - - -- Thomson-Houston.

- " ........ West Side Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0. 30 - - - - - - - 20o 1-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Sprague.

Minneapolis Minn...... Minneapolis Street Railway Company. . . . . . . . . . * . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2CO IO- 30 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Laclede Car Co..... Sprague.

- “. . . . . . Minneapolis St. Ry. Co . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 8 to 1-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - homson-Houston.

Moline, Ill . . . . . . . . . Moline£R' Co......... . . . . . . W. P. Oct. 17, '89. 3 3 3o 55 ------- Pullman ........... $'.
£ Ala. ..... Capital City Ry. Co. . . . . - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Brill.............. an Depoele.

Muskegon, lich..... .. Muskegon£ Railway Co...... ......... *............ 4% IO 3o 2900 5 || -- ---------------- Short.

Nashville, Tenn........ McGavock and Mt. Vernon Horse Ry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - 5 26 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -- Thomson-Houston.

- " ... ..... City Electric Railway. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - 3.50 Io 1-------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Thomson-Houston.

- " .... ... South Nashville Street Ry. Co ... --- . . . . . . . . Mar. Io, '90 5 IO 30 too ! . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sprague.

- " ........ Nashville, and Edge Field Street Ry. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - 5 IO 3o Ioo 1--------|- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Sprague.

- " ....... Citizens' Rapid Transit Co.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .* . . . .….l....... 5 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Sprague.

Newark, N. J . . . . . . Essex Co. Passenger Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sept. 2, 88. 4. 4. 2D IOC, 5 Stephenson ... Daft.

- " ........ Rapid Transit Street Ry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ." . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16 30 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Pullman . . . . . . . . . . . Sprague.

Newark, Ohio. . . . . . . . . Newark and Granville Street Ry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 4. 30 --------|--|--|--|--|------------- - - Sprague.

New Bedford, Mass ...|Union City St. Railway Co.......... - - - - - - * . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3. 5 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -... ----------- - - - Thomson-Houston.

Newburyport, Mass..... Newburyport and Amesbury Horse Ry Co................... 6.5o 3 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Brill...... ........ Thomson-Houston.

Newport, R.I ......... Newport Street Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - Aug. 7, '89. 4% 6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... --- ------------- Thomson-Houston.

Newton, Mass.......... Newton Street Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . ...*.... .…. 8 to . . . . . . . to 1-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Thomson-Houston.

New York, N.Y........ N.Y. and Harlem (Fourth Avenue) R. R. Co....Feb. 23, '89. 18.5 to 1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... Stephenson ........£
North Adams, Mass ....|Hoosac Valley St. Ry. Co ... ........ . . . . . . . . . . . ....... 6 3 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 5 || -------------------- homson-Houston.

Omaha, Neb............ Omaha Street Railway Co........... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26 30 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Pullman............ Thomson-Houston.

- " ........... - - - " ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Oct. 9, '89 Io 37 30 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Stephenson ........ S -

- " .......... Omaha and Council Bluffs Ry. and Bridge Co . . . . . . . I4 14 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Brill.............. ... Thomson-Houston.

Ottawa, Ill. ... ....... Ottawa Electric St. Ry. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 8 15 16o 6%. Pullman............ Thomson-Houston.

Ottumwa, Iowa. ....... Ottumwa Street Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - 4.50 4 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Thomson-Houston.

Paducah, Ky........... Paducah St. Ry............... . . . ...... --- - June, 1890 - || 8 9 |15 & 39-------|-------|--------. . . . . ... #:
Passaic, N.J........... Passaic Street Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - 3 3 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - homson-Houston.

Peoria. Ill. ... ......... Central Railway Co................. - - - - - - - Sept. 28, '89... 13 15 3o 160 l.--------------------------. Thomson-Houston.

Philadelphia, Pa........ Lehigh Ave. Railway Co.... ... . . . . . ................... 6 ....... 20 & 3ol.... . . . 5 |------------------- Storage.

Piqua, Ohio............ Piqua Electric Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - 3 6 30 || -------|--|--|--|--|--------------------£
Pittsburgh, Pa.......... Second Avenue Passenger Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . Mar, 4, '90 - 1o.o.6 to l- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -... -------------- homson-Houston.

- ".......... Pittsburgh, Knoxville and St. Clair St. Ry Aug. 4, '88. 2.25 5 # 2OO 15% |Brill..... .......... Daft.

- “.... .... Suburban Rapid Transit Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . . Aug. 6, '88. 2.5 3 |15 & 20 50 9 Stephenson ......[Daft.

- “.......... Federal St. and Pleasant Valley Ry. Co... . . . . . . . . .". . . . . . . . . . 8% 45 45 540 - - - - - - - -£ - - - - - -- -- - £e.
- " --------. Pittsburgh Traction Company. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . *... . . . . . . . . . . 2 2 30 - - - - - - - - - --- Short.

- “. . . . ....|Squirrel Hill St. Ry ... ... ....... .........*........... . . . . . . . 5 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Gilbert............. - Sprague.

Portland, Ore.......... illiamette Bridge Railway Co................. ... ........ 1% 6 3o 70 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Sprague.

- " ---------- Metropolitan Ry. Co... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . an. 1, '90 - 3 1 - so 70 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Sprague.

- " ... ...... Multomah Street Ry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........... Mar. zo, '90 4% 10. 3o - - - - - - - -- - - - - . .....Sprague. -

- " ---------- Woodstock and Waverly Electric Ry. Co. . . . . .* . . . . . . . . . . . 5% 4. - - - - - - - . . . . . Pullman. . . . . . . ...|Thomson-Houston.

Port Huron, Mich..... Port Huron Electric Ry. . . . . . .- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Oct. 17, '80 2.5 4 10 & 15 4o - Stephenson& Brill. Van Depoele.
Port Townsend, Wash...Port Townsend St. Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - 3 4 || -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Pullman------------ Thomson-Houston.

Plattsmouth, Neb. Plattsmouth Electric Railroad ................. Sept. 14, '88... 2 - 30 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -... . . . . ---------- Sprague.

Plymouth, Mass. ...... P. and Kingston Ry. Co . . . . ...|June 8, '89 ... 4% 3. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Brill . . . . . . . . . . -Thomson-Houston.

Pueblo, Col............. Pueblo CityRailway. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - June 28, 1 -o- 21 to 1---- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ... -- - - - - - - - - - - Thomson-Houston.

Quincy, Mass.......... Quincy and Boston Street Railway Co - - - - - - - ... - 7.5o 4. 3o 150 7 Brill .............. Thomson-Houston.

- " ---------. Manet Street Railway..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . * . . . . . . . . . . - - - - 2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ..Sprague.

uincy, Ill............. ''' Elec. Ry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . * . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - 8 15 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Sprague.

eading, Pa. ......... ast Reading Ry. Co . . . . . . . . . . . Nov. 27, '88 . . 1.33 8 15 66 8 Stephenson ........ Sprague.

- “............INeversink Mountain£ - - - - - - - - - - - - - ... July 4, '90 9 6 3o - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Sprague.

Red Bank, N.J....... Red Bank and Sea Bright Railway Co. . . . . . .". . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 3 || - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - homson-Houston.

Revere, Mass.......... Revere St. Ry. Co.. . . . . . . . . .................... . . . . . . . . 4. 6 3o 2OO 7 Newburyport....... Thomson-Houston.

Richmond, Ind........ Richmond St. Ry. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - 4. 6 --------|--|--|--|------- Brill ......... .... Thomson-Houston.

Richmond, Va.... . . . . The Richmond Union Pass. Railway Co. . - Feb. 1, '88 . 13-5 42 15 4oo 9.1 Brill --------------- Sprague.

- “....... Richmond City Railway..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .* ... -----........ to 1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . i - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Sprague.

- " ......... Richmond and Manchester Street Railway. . . * . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ----, -, -----------i:a
Rochester, N.Y........ Rochester Elec. R. Co.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6.20 9 30 16o 4. Stephenson ... - ouston,

- " ........ Rochester Railroad Co...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . *............. 55 too ! . . . . . . . . I2Oo. 1 - - - - - - - -... -- - - - - - -------- Short.

Rockford, Ill ... Rockford St. Ry. Co.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 63% 7 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Gilbert............. Thomson-Houston.

Sacramento, California. Central Street Railway Company . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I l- - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - Storage Battery.

Saginaw. Michigan.... Saginaw Union Street Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . . *.............. 20 25 - - - - - - - - - --|--|-- ... -- - - - - - - - - - - - Thomson-Houston.
- - ... Saginaw Union Railway . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17.5 20 25 3oo Nil. .…. ... National.

Salem, Mass ........... Naumkeag Street Ry. Co... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 6 -------|--|--|--|-------- - ------------ Sprague.

Salem, N.C.......... ... Salem and Winston Electric Ry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .* -------------. 5 Io 3o ** - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Salem, Ohio... . . . . . . Salem Electric Street Ry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . May 23, '90 ... 2% 3. -O 8o 5 St. Louis Car Co....Thomson-Houston.

Salem, Ore. .......... Capital City Ry . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2 2. 15 45 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Sprague.

Salt Lake City, Utah .. £ Lake &# Railroad Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - 6% 35 15 & 3o 4oo |... . . . Stephenson... . . . . . Sprague.

- - - “. ... Salt Lake Rapid Transit Co... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .* ....... . . . . . . . . . . . 9 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Sprague.

San Antonio, Texas.... San Antonio Street Railway. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . "..............l........ 1o 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -£:
San Jose ---...- ....... San Jose and Santa Clara R. R. Co ... . . . . . .May, 'go 9 6 30 80 l....... . . . . . . . . . . - mson-Houston.

Saratoga, N.Y... Saratoga Electric Railway Co..................* . . . . . . . . 2% 2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Thomson-Houston.

Sault£ Marie, Mich...S. S. Marie St. Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 8 15 ICAO 11 Pullman. --------- National.

Scranton, Pa.......... The People's Street Ry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 20 15 & 30 goo [....... Brill .... --------- Sprague.

* “.... ...... Scranton Suburban Ry. Co ..................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 to irs & 3ol. 28o 9% Brill, Pullman...... Houston.
* * ............ Nayaug Cross-Town Ry ................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.5o 3 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Brill - ...------ Thomson-Houston.

- * ...... . . . . Scranton Passenger Ry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Nov. '88...... 2. 4. 3o - - - IO Brill........ . . . . . . . Thomson-Houston.

Seattle, Washington... Seattle Elec. Ry. and Power Co... . . . . . . . . . . . . . April 7, '89. .. 5 13 * & 3o 240 8 Pullman. . . . . . . . . . . . Thomson-Ho-ston.

- - ... Green Lake Electric Railway............... . .* ............. 4% • 30 - - - - - - - 4. Pullman .......... Thomson-Houston.
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ELECTRIC STREET RAILWAYS OF AMERICA.—Continued.

Commenced | Length | No. of H. P. of H. P.* Max

Location. Operating Company. Operation Motor Motor Genera-Per Ct. Makers of Cars. System

Electrically, in Miles Cars. Cars tor. rade -

- - |West Street and Northend Railway Company .. . - - - - - - - - - - - - - 12 12 1 - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - Thomson-Houston.

Sedalia, Mo... . . . Electric Railway, Light and Power Co........ * , , . . . . . . . . TO & 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ... Thomson-Houston.

- “. . . . . Sedalia St. # - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ... July, 1890 - |........| 4 || 30 -------- -Sprague.

Sherman, Texas. College Park Electric BeltLine. - - ... --------- 4. Sprague.

Shreveport, La... . Shreveport Ry. and Land Improvement . 5% 4 |... ----|-------- homson-Houston.

Sioux City, Ia. ... . Sioux City Street Railway. . . . . . . . . ; - 14 || 25 15 & 301-- - - - - - - - Sprague.

Sioux Falls, S.D. ... South Dakota Rapid Transit Railway Co 4% Sprague.

South Bend, Ind. . . . . . . South Bend and Muskawaka St. Ry. Co 8 homson-Houston.

Southington, Conn. . . . . Southington and Plantsville Ry. Co...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.8 Thomson-Houston.

Spokane Falls, Wash...|Ross Park Street Railway. . . 1.4% Thomson-Houston.

Springfield, Mass....... Springfield City. Ry. Co... 2. ..I.Thomson-Houston.

- " ...... Springfield St. Ry. Co. . . . . . . 2. ... [Thomson-Houston.

Springfield, Mo . . . . . .R£ Electric Railway Co.. . . . . . . . . . * . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . |Westinghouse.

Springfield, Ill. ... Springfield City Ry. Co. . . . . . . - - 7 homson-Houston.

St. Catharine's, Ont. ... St. Catharine's, Merritton & Thorold 8 Van Depoele.

Sterling, Ill. . . . . . . . . . . . Union Electric Ry. Co........... 6 Sprague.

Steubenville, Ohio...... Steubenville Elec. Ry: Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.5 - Sprague.

Stillwater, Minn . Stillwater Electric Railway Co. 5 - Sprague.

St. Joseph, Mo........ St. Jos. Union Pass. Ry. Co. IO --Sprague.

- - " ........ Wyatt Park Railway Co... IO -- Sprague.

- - " . . . . . . . . People's Railroad Co . . IO - Sprague.

St. Louis, Mo ......... Lindell Street Railroad C 15% £
- - - - .......|St. Louis Bridge Co ... 2 omson-Houston.

- - " ... ...... South Broadway Line. 3 Short Series.

* * * .......... Union Depot Ry. Co.. 12% Thomson-Houston.

- - " . . . . . . . . . . St. Louis Ry. Co . . . . . . - - - - 3 Thomson-Houston.

- - " .......... Missouri Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15.7o homson-Houston

St. Paul, Minn. . . . . . . . . . St. Paul City. Ry. Co. . . . . 6 Thomson-Houston.

- - " ... . . . . . . Grand Ave Line. . . . - - - - - - - 6 Thomson-Houston.

- - “. . . . . . ... St. Paul St. Ry. . . . . . . . . . . . --. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Sprague.

Sunbury, Pa ........... S. &£and St. Ry. Co., * . . . . . . . 3. Daft.

Syracuse, N.Y. . . . . . . . . Third Ward£ - - - - - - - - - No. 29, 88 4. Thomson-Houston.

acoma, Wash ...... Pacific Ave. Street Railroad Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 Sprague.

- " . . . . . . . . Tacoma Ave. Street Railroad Co... ---------- 2 £
Toledo, Ohio. . . . . . . . . . Toledo Elec. Ry: Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... July 20, 89. 2% homson-Houston.

- Topeka, Kan ......... Topeka Rapid Transit Co. . . . . . . . ... Apr. 25, '89. 20 Thomson-Houston.

Toronto, Ont... . Metropolitan Street Railway Co.... . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2.75 Thomson-Houston.

Troy, N. Y. . . . . . . . . . . . Troy and Lansingburg Street Railroad Co Sept. 29, '89... 12 #:
Utica, N.Y. . . . . . . . . . . . Utica Belt Line Ry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - May 7, '90. ... 20.37 homson-Houston.

- " ..... . . . . . Utica & Mohawk Ry . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ------- - - - - - - - #:
Vancouver, B.C. . . . . . . . Vancouver Electric Ry. and Lighting Co....... July, 1890 . . . . 3% homson-Houston

Victoria, B.C. . . . . . . . . . National Electric Lighting,and Tramway Co ... ......., - - - 5 Thomson-Houston

Washington, D.C...... Eckington and Soldiers' Home Elec. Ry. Co Oct. 17,88. Thomson-Houston

- “. . . . . . . Georgetown and''. Street Railway Co.. May, '90 . . . # Thomson-Houston.

West Bay City, Mich...W. B. City Electric R. R. ............... .. Dec. 1, '89. . . 5 | 12 || 30 | 120 |-|--|-- || ------ Sprague.

West Superior, Wis. ... Douglas Co. St. Ry. Co... - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2 - Daft and T.-H.

Wheeling, W. Va. . . . . . Wheeling Railway Co . . . . . . . . . . . . Mar. 27, '88. 1o || 5 |... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Brill ... Thomson-Houston.

Wichita, Kan . . . . . . . . . . Riverside and Suburban Ry. Co . . Nov. 13, '88. 5 Brill & St. -

- * . . . . . . . . . Wichita Suburban. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7.5 - - - - - - - -

Wilkesbarre, Pa.. . . . . . . . .Wilkesbarre and Suburban Street Railway Co. . . . . . 4 o 15 & 301 too 1-------- Stephenson

- - " ........ Wilkesbarre and WestSide Railway Co. . ......* 4 || 3 || 3" | - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Wilmington, Del... . . . . . Wilmington City Ry. Co., Riverview Line . . . . 1%

- " ... . . . . - * * * Eighth St. Line..... - - - - 1.3-5 || 0 || 3o 125 || 8 |ririil ------

Windsor, Ont. . . . . . . . . . . Windsor Elec. St. Ry. Co........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2

Winona, Minn. . . . . . . . . Winona City St. *# Co........ ... . . . . . . . ." . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.

Youngstown, O... . . . . . . . Youngstown Elec. Ry. Co...... . . . . . . . .."------------ 5 || 0 || 30 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

FOREIGN.

Florence, Italy ... Firenzi and Fiesole Tramway Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . * 7% 12 30 | . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Tokio, Japan . . . . . . . . Tokio Exhibition Line . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . *|. l 2 30 | . . . . . . . .

Berlin, Germany....... Allgemeine Elektricitats Gesellschaft. . . . . . . . . . *|. 2 3. 30 | . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sprague.

Bremen, Germany...... Bremen Tramway Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . * 2 6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - Thomson-Houston.

Victoria, Aust.......... Doncaster and Boxtree Tramway Co. . . . . . . . . . I 2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Thomson-Hous".

Six". Electric Railway Companies are earnestly requested to notify “ELECTRIC POWER'' of any errors or omis

sions in the above list. ...&#

BUSINESS NOTES.

Chadbourne, Hazelton & Co. have sold to the Wenstrom Con

solidated Dynamo & Motor Co. of Baltimore Md., their Patent

Noiseless Gearing for electric street railways. This gearing will

be manufactured by the Wenstrom Company at their Baltimore

factory. Chadbourne, Hazelton & Co. will be the general selling

agents for these gears for the United States.

Chadbourne, Hazelton & Co. have sold their patents for their

electrically actuated elevator, to the Wenstrom Consolidated Dy

namo & Motor Co. of Baltimore, Md., and these elevators will be

manufactured by the Wenstrom Co. Chadbourne, Hazelton and

Co. will be the general selling agents for the United States.

Smith's Novelty Oiling Can is constructed on a well-known

principle in natural philosophy—that where air cannot effect an

entrance, oil will not run out ; or, in other words, when the inner

end of the spout of the can is closed, the oil that remains in the

the spout will not run out. The quantity of oil that is permitted

to escape may be gauged with the utmost nicety, from a single

drop to any desired quantity, thereby avoiding all waste and in

suring the utmost economy and cleanliness in the use of the oil.

When the valve is closed the can may be held with the spout

downward (the natural carrying position) and not a drop of oil

will escape, unless the valve be opened by the pressure of the

finger. When not in use the can may be placed in a quart measure,

or other deep vessel, spout down.

In the manufacture of this can no pains or expense has been

spared to make it first-class in every particular. It is strong, well

made, light and durable. None but the best quality of brass and

copper is used in its construction. The capacity of the Smith

Novelty Oiling Can is one quart. -

The Okonite Company of New York and London, manu

facturers of Okonite£ telegraph, telephone, and electric

light wire and cables, have completed their new factory at Pas

saic, N. It is an imposing three story brick building, 380x80

feet, and employs 4oo hands. The£ are turning out on

the average of 60 miles of Okonite insulated wire per day, and

are still a month behind their orders. They recently received an

order for 1,000,000 feet of their wire from the Chicago Edison

Company, Chicago, Ill.

The Weston Electrical Instrument Company, Newark, N.J.,

report a brisk demand for their perfected voltmeters and ammeters.

There is no doubt as to the excellence of these well-known goods.

This would seem to be proved by their great popularity. The

company are now thoroughly at home in their new factory, and

are prepared to fill all orders in a prompt and satisfactory man

Ile1".
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ELECTRIC CARS BY PLEBISCITE.

HILE the Boston Traw//er has been serving up its

daily dish of horrors, due mainly to the per

fervid imagination of its reporters, the Boston Aa'1'ertz'srr

has been pursuing the more sensible course of finding

out just what is thought of electric cars by the residents

of places where the cars run. ' The Adz'er!l'.s'er ad

dressed a series of questions to the Mayor of each city

in which the overhead electric system is employed.

Three of these questions ask whether any apprehension

is felt among the people as to safety on account of the

system, whether its introduction has resulted in an im

proved street car service, and whether the popular feel

ing is in favor or hostile to the overhead wires.

In the present state of the art, the overhead system is

the only practical one on the market. There are stor

age battery systems in the course of construction and

experiment, but as yet they ,have not made very great

progress ; and, therefore, for the purpose of the inquiry,

it is the overhead system or horse cars. The Boston

Advertiser of August 14, contains answers from Mayors of

Minneapolis, Minn.; Utica, N. Y.; Macon, Ga.; Nash

ville, Tenn.; Akron, O.; Wilmington, Del.; Cleveland,

0.; Atlantic City, N. ].; Stillwater, Minn.; Lynn, Mass.,

Louisville, Ky.; Syracuse, N. Y.; Knoxville, Tenn.;

Scranton, Pa.; Troy, N. Y.; Asbury Park, N. _I.; Albany,

N. Y.; Richmond, Va.; Rochester, N. Y.; Toledo, O.;

Newport, R. I.; Richmond, Ind.; Augusta, Ga.; Spring

field, Mass; Wichita, Kan.; St. Louis, Mo., and St.

Catherines, Que. These are only a first instalment of

the replies, as the inquiries were very widely distributed.

But sufficient is here shown to prove that everywhere

the electric cars are a success. The Mayors of all the

cities addressed reply very unanimously that there is

little or no apprehension of danger among the people,

that no one has been killed or seriously hurt by any ac

cident chargeable directly to the current, the car service

has been everywhere improved, and that the value of

surburban property has been largely enhanced wher

ever the electric cars are run, and that generally the

popular desire is that all horse cars be as speedily changed

to electric cars as possible.

But to this great and general chorus of praise there is

one exception, one discordant note. The Mayor of

Newport, R. I., says that there is some—he does not

say how much—apprehension on account of the dangers

of the single trolley system, and that public opinion

seems to be at present very decidedly hostile to the

overhead wires. He says that several persons have

been injured and one horse prostrated, and several tele

phone instruments burned out, on account of telephone

wires that have fallen on the trolley wire, but he says

further, that no one has been killed or seriously in

jured. '

Newport has but one electric road, 4% miles long,

operating 6 motor cars of the Thomson-Houston sys

tem, which was started August 7. 1889, and this is the

sum of the opposition that can be made against the

electric car. The basis of the opposition in4Newport is

found among the wealthy summer residents, whose

horses and carriages are sufficient for their luxurious and

languid ideas of travel. The electric cars, they claim,

injure the privacy and seclusion of their property. The

Newport opposition, therefore, proves nothing. In every

other instance the people are clamorous for the exten

sion of the electric system, and the total abolition of

horses for street cars. Several of the cities have changed

from cable to electricity with great satisfaction.

This result is no surprise to those who know the value

of the electric cars. They foresaw all the advantages

to be derived from this method of traction. But upon

doubters and the hesitating the value of the Adverlz'se'r’s

enterprise in this matter will be incalculable.

ELECTRIC PROPULSION FOR CANAL BOATS.

OT because the street railroads are all converted to

electric traction, but merely as an incident in the

development of this new motive power, the attention

of electricians has now been directed to the canal boats

which leisurely and lazily pass through the many canals

with which the country is intersected. Of late years the

canal seems to have fallen away in popularity as ameans

of freight transportation, and this has been because

time has been considered of more value than money.

For perishable freights transportation by canal has been

entirely abandoned in favor of the swift steam railway.

Many projects for introducing steam power on canals

have been considered, but they have all been found im

practicable or too expensive for adoption. Now comes

the little electric motor, and the trolley wire to the

rescue. -

It is simple enough. _Stretch a trolley wire over the

canal, put a motor in each boat, locate a dynamo at the

different locks and inclined planes, and speed and com

fort will follow. Not a pound of steam is needed, for

the locks and inclined planes will furnish enough water

power by_ the aid of water wheels to generate all the

electricity needed to propel every canal boat.

How simple a solution of an apparently difiicult prob

lem I With the increased speed thus made possible,

canalboat transportation will greatly increase in volume
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and importance. Labor as well as time will be saved,

the horses, mules and towpath will become memories of

the past, and the electric current which propels the boat

will also light it and cook the captain's meals. The

water power is already there and costs nothing, and the

lessened cost and increased speed may make the canal

once more as important as it used to be, and a powerful

rival to the steam railway.

THE PROPOSED ELECTRICAL CENSUS.

ON August 5 Mr. Hale presented a memorial to Con

gress, and a statement of the National Electric

Light Association favoring the authorization of a spe

cial census investigation and report on electrical in

dustry, and an appropriation of $50,000 to provide for

the same. The memorial was referred to the Commit

tee on Census, and was ordered to be printed, and a

copy lies before us, as Mis. Doc. No. 197. 51st Con

gress, 1st Session.

The memorial takes up all the various departments of

the electrical industry, and shows their great import

ance and enormous growth. In the Report of the

Tenth Census, there are three chapters on Telegraphs

and Telephones in the United States, and Postal Tele

graphs in Europe. These chapters include all there is

in the nature of a report on electricity or its use. Since

the Tenth Census the improvements in telegraphing

and telephoning have been very marked, while the art

of applying electricity to the uses of light and power is

an absolutely new creation. When the Tenth Census

was taken, this vast section of the electrical industry,

which now employs hundreds of thousands of persons

and hundreds of millons of capital in commercial enter

prises for the purpose of supplying electric light and

power, was unknown.

The memorial states very fully the great importance

of having an official investigation of the great and grow- '

ing field of industry. Forty-one different sections of

the industry, each one having an importance peculiar to

itself, are enumerated, and during the ten years ending

December 31, 1889, the United States Patent Ofiice has

issued 12,591 patents pertaining to apparatus for some

practical application of electricity. These have brought

to the government a revenue of $135,473.62, and the tax

of 4 centsa pound on copper has produced $2,000,006

on the fifty millions of pounds used by electricians an

nually. ‘

An industry which can show such results as these, in

such a short space of time, has clearly demonstrated its

right to be heard and to claim from the government the

fullest investigation, consideration and protection. As

a matter of fact the United States is the beneficiary of

the electrical industry to a very large extent, and the

workers in electricity do not feel that they are asking a

favor. This country is the natural home of inventors,

for here is the greatest field in the world for the appli

cation of any invention. The result naturally flows from

this that foreign inventors come here and remain here.

The United States is far ahead of Europe in all the in

dustrial applications of electricity, and the proposed

census investigation will reveal, even to electricians

themselves, the extent to which the industry has ex

tended. ‘
 

INGENIOUS IF NOT PRACTICAL.

NE of the economic problems which confronts the

managers of the trans-continental railways is the

profitable utilization of refrigerator cars, a large pro

portion of which are now returned empty from East to

West. It is proposed to introduce what might aptly be

termed a railway creamery, and although the plan has a

certain tinge of plausibility, it may have as flimsy a

foundation, in fact, as the pipe line suggested some time

ago for the conveyance of pure milk to New York

City.

The cars are to be fitted up with shelves, on which

are to be placed suitable terra cotta jars provided with

churning mechanism, operated by an electric motor, de

riving its energy from a dynamo driven by the car axle.

These jars are to be filled to a proper height with sweet

cream, at Omaha, Neb., and it is the supposition that

upon their arrival at Oakland, Cal., the contents will have

been converted into a commodity which will doubtless

be branded as “railroad butter." Under ordinary cir

cumstances the product might not command a ready

sale, but as passengers crossing the plains are frequently

compelled to take what they can get and ask no ques

tions, no doubt consumers might thus be found who

would eat it and say they liked it,,for it would probably

compare favorably with the article produced on the

ranches in Southern California, called butter by cour

tesy, which possesses the single merit of being easily

spread. Possibly the penetrating dust of the Nevada

desert would give it solidity and at the same time in

crease the weight. Whether the necessary supply of ice

would survive the ordeal of a trip throught the Hum

boldt Valley is extremely doubtful, and taken as a

whole, we doubt the practicability of the plan.

WATER POWER AND ELECTRICITY.

HERE is a prevailing impression that the numerous

advantages afforded by the introduction of asteam

plant are sufficient to outweigh in most cases the adop

tion of water as a motive power. This is frequently the

case where the turbine water-wheel is alone considered,

requiring, as it does, a large quantity of water at a com

paratively lolw head. The utilization of a small quantity

of water at high pressure, however, introduces another

factor in favor of hydraulic power, and this has proved

to be a most important step in advance. The Pelton

water-wheel has been found most admirably adapted for

this work, and it has already gone into extensive use

for the direct driving of dynamos. This combination

for the transmission of power is gradually revolution

izing the working of certain mines in Colorado, where

water power, three miles distant, has supplanted the use

of steam generated from coal, costing- sixteen dollars

per ton, and conveyed to the boiler-room by pack mules.

There are conditions under which water power and elec
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tricity have no rivals, and mechanical and mining en

gineers will find it to their advantage to revise some of

their opinions as to the comparative cost and availability

of water and steam. Mill owners in New England and

other manufacturing States, may also profitably study

the utilization of water power which have heretofore

been considered insignificant by reason of the scanti

ness of supply.

ELECTRIC TELPHERAGE.

THE latest telpherage system, the details of which

have not yet been made public, contemplates the

use of hydrogen cars, with electricity as a motive power.

The inventor proposes using tracks elevated 100 feet

above the ground, and he expects to obtain a speed of

180 miles per hour. The item may or may not be im

portant, but it is significant, inasmuch as it supplies

another indication of the fact that technical men and

engineers are looking to electricity to furnish the high

speeds of the future. In this field, the cable is, of course,

out of the question. The steam locomotive engine has

limitations which make it incapable of meeting the re

quirements of what would now be called high speed

service. Pneumatics would require too much and too

expensive apparatus. The only agent from which great

advances are now expected in the way of rapid trans

portation is electricity. Experiments with cars of

two tons weight operated by proportionately small

electric motors have resulted in the attainment of a

speed of 2oo miles an hour by the testimony of com

petcnt witnesses. Think of What would have been said

ten years ago if such a thing had.been predicted!

Seventy miles an hour have, indeed, been accomplished

by steam locomotives, and engines have been con

structed under contracts specifying that speed as a re

quirement ; but the jump from seventy to two hundred

is a saltatory effort which only electricity is capable of

making.

It is true, there has been no practical working system

set up in which the electric current has done what the

experiments indicate as possible. But enough has been

' accomplished to make engineers believe that high speeds,

at least for the transportation of goods and express

matter, are attainable through the use of the electric

motor, and that, too, with comparatively little apparatus

and small cost of maintenance.

ELECTRICAL EXECUTION.

THE degrees of horror attaching to the spectacle of a

hanging and an execution by electricity, and the

amount of suffering endured by the victims, have sup

plied ample food for newspaper discussion for the last

few weeks.

In no case, so far as we have observed, has the com

ment been free from prejudice, the advocates of elec

trical execution no less than its opponents being zeal

ous to belittle or magnify the facts to suit the necessity

of making out a case. As a matter of fact, it is idle to

speculate whether or not Kemmler suffered under the

action of the electric current, as it is idle to discuss

Whether Guiteau felt the pain of the drop from the scaf

 

fold. Perhaps there was little, if any, torture in either

case, and in nine-tenths of the cases of execution by any

method known to civilization. But of the horror of

both kinds of killing there can be no doubt. We are

unable to weigh with so great nicety, as some of our

contemporaries, the exact degree of difference between

a decapitation at a hanging bee and a blistering and

burning of the flesh at an electrical execution, but both

events are brutalizing beyond all power of expression,

and if either is the most “ humane and practical method "

of killing that can be devised, then legal executions

should be done away with at once and forever. To put

it in a tail-ended way, the State has no right to punish

men for crime after having educated them to be crim

nals. By permitting a spectacle as that of the murder of

Kemmler in the name of the law, New York has become

an accessory to the next half dozen 1'//cgal murders in

this and other States. The instinct of self-preservation,

which is the supposed basis of the laws of capital pun

ishment, should cause the repeal of every such law in

the land. '

BY THE combination of all the Edison interests in the

Edison General Electric Company, the Sprague Elec

tric Railway and Motor Company becomes the Railway

Department of the General Company, and all the

Sprague electric railways will hereafter be known as

Edison railways. The change of name will be found

made this month in our Electric Railway list. Also, the

name of Daft disappears, its place being taken by the

United Electric Traction Company, which company has

purchased both the Daft Overhead System and the ]ulien

Storage Battery patents. For the sake of distinction,

the abbreviation “U. Elec. T1-ac.” will appear on our

Electric Railway list to these roads heretofore and to be

constructed on the Daft Overhead System, the storage

battery roads being indicated separately.

Tina talent for making bugbears seem real would not

appear to be so very rare. The metropolitan news

papers, for example, presumably with their ordinary

staff of reporters, have developed more of a sensation

over the nine deaths in 1889 due to electrical causes than

over the fourteen hundred and fifty-eight fatal accidents

traceable to other agencies. It is, therefore, the more

remarkable that, with such an abundance of genuine

talent at command, the Boston Trazrz/[er should continue

its drivelling nonsense about the electric railways at the

Hub. The animus it quite too clear, esteemed contem

porary. Study the art of materializing phantoms in

literary form. And, pray, don't print anything more

until you have the art fully learned.

THE triumphant horse may be seen daily hauling a

bobtail car over the Fulton Street line in this city, which

was originallyconstructed to be operated by electricity

and the conduit system. \/Vhile hoping for the best,

electrical engineers have been somewhat skeptical as to

the successful working of this particular line, and con

sequently there is less regret at its equipment in accor

dance with the ideas of our city fathers.
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A PROPER BASIS FOR DETERMINING ELECTRO

MOTOR RATES.*

BY H. L. LUFKIN.

The equitable adjustment of motor rates, or rather the

rates per month, or year, for the supply of current for

the operation of electric motors, has long been a matter

of considerable annoyance to companies supplying elec

tric power. It is obvious that invariably to charge the

motor user an arbitrary rate per horse-power for the

motor which he uses, based on its rated capacity, and re

gardless of the work it is doing, is not satisfactory, for

the reason that the manufacturer usually prefers to buy

a motor somewhat more powerful than his work really

requires and thus avoid the possible damage to his

motor from overload, or the strain to which any piece of

machinery is subjected when constantly operated above

its normal" working capacity. Again, the manufacturer

may contemplate an increase in his plant in the near

future, and, in buying a motor, will provide one of sufi°1

cient ca acity to operate his prospective increase.

To il ustrate graphically the practical operations of

motors under load, I have taken a large number of re

cords of motors in actual service and from these records

have laid out ampere curves or daily. load diagrams

which will‘ illustrate very clearly the fluctuations in the’

current supplied to motors in actual practice. Other in

teresting features of these curves are the maximum,

minimum and average readings as related to each

other ; the current consumed in driving the shafting as

related to the average - current consumed ; and the

peculiarity of the records of motors operating elevators.

The highest average use shown in any of these records

is 81 per cent. of the capacity of the motor ; this record

also shows an overload of 44 per cent. at the 2 P. M.

reading. The lowest average is but 24 per cent. of the

capacity of the motor. A composite average of all these

records shows that the average use of an electric motor

is but 43.57 per cent. of its rated capacity.

It is a fact that many central stations which still use a

“maximum or motor capacity system” of charges have

adopted a schedule with the fact in view that where the

motor is used for the usual run of intermittent work its

average use is much below its capacity. The circum

stances of motor use are, however, so varied that a system

of rates or charges for power which shall better adapt

itself to this wide range of conditions has already been

adopted by many central stations, especially those

operating constant potential power circuits. This sys

tem of charges I will call the “ maximum reading

system," which is based on the maximum reading of an

ampere-meter in series with the motor. The station

supplying the power reserves the right in their contract

with the custonier to change or modify the charge for

power from time to time as any increase is shown by

these readings.

A fair average record is shown of a 15 horse-power

motor operating lithograph presses. etc., the maximum

reading in this case being 7 5 amperes, or, approximately,

10 horsr-power. The user is given a 10 horse-power

rate, which in this case happens to be $60 a month or a

rate of $6 per month perhorse-power based on maxi

mum readings. As the average power delivered to this

user is but 67 per cent. of the maximum reading, the

station actually receives at this nominal rate of $6 per

horse-power an actual rate of $9 per month per horse

power for the power actually delivered.

The central station supplying this particular motor

has adopted the “maximum reading system," and this

rate of $6 per month per horse-power is their standard

charge for motors showing a reading of 5 horse-power

_ ‘Abstract of a paper read at the Cape May Convention of the National Electric

Light Assoclllltlll, Aug. 19-21, 1890:

and over up to 15 horse-power. From 15 horse-power

up their charge is $5 per month per horse-power. Their

monthly bills are also subject to a discount of 5 per

cent., I believe, if paid promptly on the first of each

month. _

The records, are of so varied a character that an

average taken from all the records, will, I think, show

within 1 or 2 per cent. of the general average conditions

found in electric motor practice. The conditions as

shown by these records are as follows:

Average load on motor, 33.57 per cent. of its capacity.

Maximum load on motor, 68.24 per cent. of its capa

city.

Average load on motor, 64 per cent., of maximum

load.

Reducing these averages to dollars and cents we have

the following results :

A “ maximum capacity " rate of $6 per month per

horse-power pays the station $13.80 per month per horse

power for the power actually delivered. A “ maximum

reading" rate of $6 per month per horse-power pays the

station $9. 37 per month per horse-power for the power

actually delivered.

$13.80 per month per horse-power is certainly a tempt

ing price for power. but it is open to some serious objec

tions. In the first place, at this price the electric motor,

even with its much higher efficiency, cannot compete

with the gas engine. A good gas engine uses about 20

feet of gas per hour per horse-power, or about 5,200

cubic feet per month. Giving gas at $1.50 per thousand

(and in many places it is much lower than this), the gas

engine will deliver power at a cost of $7.80 per month

per horse-power. We can, without much trouble, obtain

the $9.37 rate per month for a motor in competition

with the gas engine, on account of its many and obvious

advantages, but we can seldom obtain the $13.80 rate.

This maximum capacity rate also very much hampers

the user in a selection of a motor, and the motor sales

man, in order surely to effect a sale, is very apt to under

rate the prospective load on the 111otor, as the customer

is governed in his purchase of a machine much more by

the monthly charge than by the first cost of the motor.

Another feature which must not be lost sight of is the

fact that a motor user who has bought and paid for his

machine becomes your permanent customer, his income

being entirely derived from the product of the work of

his motor. His bills for power you are also sure of col

lecting, for the moment his power is shut off his earning

capacity ceases. The motor becomes to him an absolute

necessity instead of a seasonable luxury, as is the case

with many electric lights,

Another very remarkable feature brought out by

these ~records is the fact that the average power con

sumed in doing serviceable work is but three-eighths of

the total power used and the remaining five-eighths (68

per cent.) is consumed in driving shafting. This enor

mous loss in shafting would indicate that the day may

be not far distant when each machine will be equipped

with its own direct-geared motor and that the days of

shafting and belting are numbered.

As a concluding reference, let me call your attention

to acondition with which you are familiar in theory, but

which has, I believe, never before been practically illus

trated, namely, the counter in the armature of a

shunt wound motor driving a spur gear elevator. When

the elevator is coming down with a load the counter E.M.

F. runs above the of the supply circuit, and

therefore the motor becomes a producer instead of a

consumer, and thus acts as a break to retard the too

rapid descent of the elevator.

Take the record of a 7% horse-power motor in a wine

merchant's store operating an elevator, a small piston
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water pump and wine pump. The water pump is in

continuous operation, the wine pump and elevator being

only used intermittently. The current consumed in the

shafting and water pump, which constitute the continu

ous load, is 14 amperes. The difference between this 14

amperes and the several readings below that amount,

shows_ the amount of current generated by the motor

when the elevator is coming down. As this class of

elevator is largely used, this peculiar fact becomes an

‘item of considerable importance to the central station,

and is also a strong argument in favor of a constant

potential power circuit, as only on this circuit can these

conditions be obtained.

In conclusion let me read you some extracts from a

letter received in March last from a prominent manu

facturing corporation using 75 or 80 horse-power in

motors in their work shops :

“We are running with one motor a large 4-ton Graves’

elevator, and several wood-working machines, such as

planers, cross-cut saws, etc. In our machine department,

the several motors run several lines of shafting, inde

pendent of each other. In this department we run

heavy planers, lathes, drill presses, shapers, slotters,

gear-cutters and other machinery necessary to a com

plete machine shop. A motor in our department for

fine wood work furnishes power for the various machines

necessary to the manufacture of articles needing turn

ing lathes, gig-saws, etc.

" In our experimental department and show room we

use a smaller motor, set with the necessary speed reduc

ing pulleys and belts upon a movable frame. This we

roll from place to place as convenience dictates. All of

these motors are giving us unqualified satisfaction, and

we would not willingly return to direct steam engine

power."

This company is being supplied with power by the

local electric light company, on a basis of $50 per year

per horse-power based on maximum readings. The user

is apparently delighted with his service and perfectly

satisfied with the cost of his power, and I have the

assurance of the electric light company supplying the

power that they would be glad to load their plant under

the same terms given this customer.

THE ART OF INSULATION.

To protect an electric conductor efficiently, so that

under no circumstances electricity shall escape from it

by an undesired route, is an art not to be acquired with

out both knowledge and experience. Knowledge of

the laws and properties of electricity, experience in

their application to the circumstances of the case, and,

as a tertium quid, sound conscientious workmanship in

execution—these three go to the art of insulation. Nor

must a certain amount of mechanical engineering be

forgotten, since efficient insulation depends in almost

every case upon the selection of materials which shall be

both mechanically and electrically adapted for the pur

pose which they are to serve.

Since the days when Stephen Gray made the mo

mentous discovery that an electric discharge, though it

could pass along a metallic wire or a damp hempen

thread, would not flow along a silken cord, it has been

customary to classify materials into two classes, con

ductors and non-conductors. N0 one, however, has been

able quite to say at what point the one class ended and

the other began, since they merge into each other. But

in view of the fact that some of the so-called non-con

ductors do not become appreciably conductive, even

under extremely great electric pressures, these exces

sively resisting substances have been used for the purpose

of protecting electric conductors from leakage, and so

have become known as insulators. Some writers have

classified insulating materials under three classes-—the

stony and vitreous bodies, such as porcelain, glass, mica

and asbestos; the resinous, gummy, and fatty bodies,

such as shellac, gutta-percha, India rubber, ozokerit,

wax, paraflin, and the oils generally ; and lastly, gaseous

bodies, such as the air. The brown 'stoneware insula

tors which support our telegraph wires are as familiar

objects to the British citizen as the blue glass insulators

that do similar duty in the States are to the American.

Each is characteristic of the climate in which it has

proven fittest; each represents not only ingenuity and

invention, but a vast amount of experience. The very

familiar mode of protecting the copper wire used in the

coils of electro-magnets and galvanometers, by serving

it with a coating—single, double, or even triple—of

cotton or silk, represents likewise the result of experi

ence and ingenuity. In earlier days, before covered

wire was an article of commerce, experimenters used to

insulate the wires of their coils by winding a hempen

string between the contiguous turns, and a sheet of

paper between adjacent layers. Indeed, this primitive

device has reappeared of late in the winding of the sec

ondary wire on cheap spark-coils. When ocean tele

graphy loomed forward as the practical problem of the

telegraph engineer, new modes of insulation had to be

devised. It is hardly too much to say that the spread

of ocean telegraphy would have been delayed at least

half a century had not an insulating material turned up

which presented the proper mechanical and electrical

qualities—which should not only be a splendid non-con

ductor, but which should also be water-proof, flexible,

and mechanically capable of resisting enormous hydros

tatic pressures. The material gutta-percha seems to

have been designed by Providence for this especial pur

pose. Though many artificial substitutes have since

been devised, the telegraph engineer would be decidedly

put into an awkward fix should the supply of gutta-purcha

be (as seems not unlikely to be the case) seriously di

minished. India rubber compounds, ozokerit, Trinidad

bitumen, tarred hemp, and other materials there are in

plenty; but none of them can so fully replace gutta

percha as to make this marvelous substance superfluous.

There is yet room for further development in the art of

manufacturing materials of this nature.

If we turn from the protection of wires and cables to

the insulation of the working parts of dynamo machines

and motors, we find that with the different conditions.

mechanical and electrical, other materials are needed,

and other modes of applying them must be devised.

Lamina: of mica are almost universally employed for

insulating between the bars of commutators and below

the binding wires of rotating armatures. Its great power

to resist transverse forces, and its excellent anhygro

scopic properties, alike recommend it for this purpose.

In many cases the thin flimsy sheet, excellent as it is

from the purely electric point of view, needs to be

backed up mechanically by layers of varnished paper or

other materials, which, though electrically weaker, are

mechanically stronger. The best insulation in the long

run is not by any means that which, when it leaves the

testing-room, exhibits the greatest number of megohms

of resistance ; it is rather that which, whatever its nomi

nal goodness, does not break down under the‘ severe

test of everyday work. Varnished canvas, Willesden

paper, vulcanized fiber (so-called), and asbestos card

board have all been used, and some of these are excel

lent in their proper place. It is said that sulphur is

employed to insulate the armatures of certain American

motors for tramcars. If we are not mistaken, the arma

ture coils of Mr. Ferranti’s new dynamos are held in

place by a mixture of powdered glass and sulphur,
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which is run in while hot and firmly fills up the space

between the coils and the frames in which they are

clamped. Dynamos which are to work at high potential

need to be insulated with special care. We know of

one eminent maker who insulates the laminated iron

cores of his armatures with several alternate layers of

mica and varnished paper. Another lacquers his finished

armature cores, before winding, with bath enamel, and

heats them in the stove to harden it. Another uses the

much-belauded Aspinall enamel. Another covers his

cores with linen tape, which is then soaked with Scott's

rubber varnish.

From dynamos one naturally passes to lamps. The

insulation of arc lamps is an art in itself. It is not a

very simple problem how to pass the current into and

out of the carbonholders when both are permitted to

move, and when one or both of them must be perfectly

insulated from the main frame of the lamp. No two

makers carry out the insulation in the same way. A

similar remark applies to the fittings for glow-lamps.

At one time plaster of Paris—a substance objectionable

because of its porosity—was. largely used to bed the

conducting terminals in the socket. For a time this

substance gave away in favor of vitrite~—a species of

slag glass--which, however, declined in favor, as it was

found to be very liable to fracture under unequal

heating. ‘

For the efficient insulation of main circuits in under

ground conduits, many devices have appeared. Mr.

Brooks’ plan of supporting the bare copper conductors

mechanically by insulating washers at intervals inside a

metal pipe, which then is filled with some cheap oil, is

an excellent one where there are no gradients. A re

cent vaiiation in this mode consists in winding a hempen

rope in very wide spirals around the copper conductor

in lieu of washers. The use of bitumen as a substance

for insulating cable mains has been enthusiastically ad

vocated by Major-General Webber. Another careful

constructor—or rather, firm—runs bare copper strips in

covered iron boxes of water-tight design, the copper

strips reposing in nicks in stoneware pieces placed at

intervals along the conduit. Mr. Ferranti, after trying

many things, has adopted an insulation made of brown

paper and shellac mechanically gripped between the

inner and outer tubes of copper that he proposes to use

as conductors. Using a Wimshurst machine and a

battery of Leyden jars, he has failed to break down

samples of this structure, though the potential must

have been some hundreds of thousands of volts. This

is not an unimportant matter.

It may be quite right, as some engineers have sug

gested, to test at regular periods the insulation resist

ance of a circuit, or of a network of mains, by the use of

a mirror galvanometer and a couple of Leclanche cells.

But such tests, however many millions of ohms they

show as the nominal insulation resistance, are utterly

useless from the point of view of detecting probability

of breakdown. What is wanted is a test executed with

an electric potential exceeding that which will be habitu

ally employed. _No competent engineer would regard

as a satisfactory test of the strength of a bridge an ex

periment made by observing a microscopic deflection of

the girders under a force of a few pounds. The ordi

nary tests of insulation resistance made with galvano

meter or Wheatstone's bridge are equally uniiiforming

on the crucial point. For an insulation that is to be

used at high potentials a high potential test is absolutely

essential. The tendency to break down the insulation

depends upon the electric tension or stress in the in

sulating medium ; and the tension of the insulating

medium is proportional (ccteris ;>arz'&us) to the square of

the potentials applied. A potential of a thousand volts

applied to a given insulator produces in the substance

of that insulator an electric tension 21 million times as

great as that which would be produced by a potential of

one volt. This distinction between the tension in the.

dielectric and the potential that causes it, is one often

entirely overlooked by the careless thinker, who is too

apt to use the words tension and potential as though

they meant the same thing. But from the point of view

of the liability of the insulator to be pierced by a spark,

it is most important to observe the distinction. Doubling

the potential will make the actual tension in the insulat

ing medium four times as great, and quadruples the lia

bility to break down. It is told—and the story, if it is

not true, ought to be—that when Mr. Edison visited the

Deptford station he was observed to be in a meditative

mood, and when asked what he was thinking of, replied

that he was pondering over that eighth of an inch of

ebonite which was interposed between the ten thousand

volts and human life. It may be perfectly true, as Sir

William Thomson once observed, that ten thousand

volts is no more dangerous in the laboratory than a

circular saw is. But one would hardly like to risk

amidst an unsuspecting community with only an eighth

of an inch of ebonite between them and instant death.

The safety of the community-—so recklessly defied in the

ramshackle arrangements of overhead wires on high

potential circuits in the cities of the United States——can

not be disregarded here in England. The community

demands protection from_ danger ; to secure efficient

protection is the aim and end of the art of insulation.—

T/ze L“/¢'r/rz'rl'an, Lomlo/1, E/lg. .

OPERATION OF ELECTRIC MOTORS WITH HIGH

TENSION CURRENTS.*

BY I<ll.Ml-LR A. SPERRY.

The recent advance in the transmission of power by

electricity in this country and abroad and its adoption

on a more or less extensive scale for the utilization of

distant water powers in the minin districts, indicate

that the state of the art has reache that point where it

has ceased to be an experiment, and where the most

direct methods and the betterment of the various details

of construction are matters of paramount importance.

The present widespread interest in high tension currents

and the discussion in connection with their use in the

distribution of electricity for electric lighting, lead me

to the few remarks which follow, hoping to direct atten

tion to their employment in the transmission of power,

that this field for the use of high tension currents may

not be neglected and may also receive whatever

benefit may result from the general discussion now in

progress. _ _ _

For the transmission of power from one point to

another there can be no question as to the utility and

great advantage employing high potentials. _I speak

now of the transfer of power from one point to another

as contra-distinguished from the distribution of power

for domestic or like purposes on a wide-spread scale. I.

however, see no reason why, in the near future, this

latter system also should not be prosecuted along the

lines of high tension currents, inasmuch as the~phenome

nal progress which has characterized electrical en

gineering enterprises in the past will bring the question

of insulation to a point where danger to life and prop

erty will almost entirely cease to be an element to be

considered. This will doubtless be brought about, too,

by the utilization of safety devices in the central plant,

as well as throughout the construction.

In the consideration of high potentials as applied to

the transmission of power, I propose to take a practical

* Read before the Chicago Electric Club, February 3, I890.
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instance and carry it out along the line of each of the

two foremost plans known to electrical engineers,

namely, first by constant current, and second by con

stant potential, hoping by this means to point out the

principal differences and ascertain, if possible, which is

the better, cheaper and more desirable method.

Before starting with the examples it is desirable to

settle the fact that the work of each of the plants

shall be satisfactory in so far as practical operation is

concerned. ' ,

This will depend upon economy and regulation. W'e

will assume, so far as the practical operation is con

cerned, that with shunt, compounded or over-com

pounded generators, and with shunt or compound wound‘

motors, the matter of regulation may be satisfactorily

worked out. But can the regulation be equally well

maintained upon the constant current plan P

It will be granted by all who have investigated the

matter, that constant current generators can be regu

lated automatically, as to their potential, from zero to

full load, in response to demands thereon for work, and

this is done in a satisfactory manner.

-But referring to the motor, the argument urged

against the constant current method is that the field

coils, each have to be divided into a great many parts,

each of these parts led to sections of a stationary eom

mutator, and contacts driven backward and forward

over this commutator by means of the centrifugal force

of the varying speed-tendencies of the motor. That the

potential difference of a constant current motor may be

made to meet the varying demands thereon for work

has been demonstrated. But it has been further de

monstrated that the method of simply rotating the

brushes about the commutator, between the points of

zero and maximum potential difference, in a constant

current motor, may be satisfactorily employed to regu

late the electrical energy absorbed.

The problem here is to obtain a sparkless commuta

tor. This has received its solution and the mathematics

of the various functions is known, and holds equally in

motors or generators of any size. Furthermore, the

sparkless region for varying currents has been broad

ened out until it is made to comprehend a variation of

50 per cent. of the normal current either side of the nor

mal current point. By this is meant : Suppose the

normal current to be 40 amperes, then there is a region

of 20 amperes lying half each side of the 40 ampere

mark through which range the commutator is entirely

sparkless. This seems to me to be by far the simplest

way by which to adjust a constant current motor. Vari

ous devices may be employed to accomplish the me

chanical rotation of the brushes in response to varying

speed-tendencies, but that which will recommend itself

as being the best is the one in which the varying centri

fugal forces are called upon to do the least amount of

mechanical work. These forces are not great until the

speed differences are great, hence for close regulation

they should be called upon to perform only functions

involving light duty; for instance, calling into action

mechanical forces which in and of themselves perform

the ultimate duty of rocking the brushes, especially in

heavy machinery where these elements are more or less

large and ponderous.

The question may be asked: Can centrifugal force

ever be employed to hold the motor within the same

speed limits as shunt or compound winding? I answer,

it can. There is no reason why the same degree of per

fection should not be attained in this as in steam en

gineering. There are steam engine builders who will

contract to hold the speed within 1% per cent. from

full load to zero. No better result than this need be

desired in any motor.

Electrical science has advanced so rapidly and the

theories have changed so radically that statements put

forward but comparatively a few years ago naming im

possibilities in the art have been often exhumed in the

present day as marks of advancement. Writers on

dynamo machinery are so modern that, profiting by the

errors made by former writers upon other subjects, they

have been rather wary in pointing out impossibilities.

But sweeping assertions must be made, and writers who

are considered as high authorities have pointed out the

impossibility of making a sparkless commutator under

the conditions named above. Since it now has become

an accomplished fact, it may be said that doubtless these

statements denying the possibility of results of great

importance are useful as incentives to those working

along the line, who do not agree with the author.
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Fig. 1

There is, however, one point with regard to a spark

less commutator, under conditions of constant current

which I wish to point out, namely : That from the maxi

mum to the minimum point of potential the brush must

always be handled in the direction it points from the

former point toward the latter, and not in the opposite

direction. The distribution of potentials about a com

mutator is shown in Fig. 1. From this figure it will be

seen that the distribution is equal on either side of the

maximum line, and there seems on the face no reason

why the brushes should not reduce the potential if

rotated in either direction from the maximum point.

Either toward the left or toward the right the minimum

point orpositionBor B’. While the brushes in their move

ment to the left are perfectly non-sparking, if attempt is

made to move them in the opposite direction to position

1}’ they spark seriously. No reason for this has been

put forth to my knowledge. The following is offered

as a possible explanation of this phenomenon. Allow

Fig. 2 to represent either a dynamo or motor with com- \
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mutator at centre and armature cord disposed between

N i/V, the north pole pieces, and S S the south pole

pieces; ttland fff show the windings; 11 indicates

the polar axis of the armature. When this armature is

usedasa generator it will rotate in the direction of arrow

G, and when used as a motor it will rotate in the direc

tion of arrow M. The small arrows under the pole pieces

indicate the direction of the lines of force to or from the

armature core. Suppose the system to be operated as a

generator and the brushes to be rotated over toward

the right. The polar line n or the pole in the armature

will be held by the overmastering magnetism of the pole

pieces to a position which constantly tends to be back of

or toward the left of the brush contact, thus leaving the

brushes among the coils fff. The current in these

coils is in the direction going from the observer, and

hence is antagonistic, if the expression be permissible,

to the direction of the lines of force emanating from the

poles N N, therefore there is no tendency to the de

velopment of abnormal electromotive forces between

the adjacent coils. However, if the brushes be rotated

to the left the displacement of the drawing of the polar

line 11 by the south pole and its being repelled by the

NN will still keep it to the left of the commutator)

brush contact. As soon as the windings f ff come

within the range of the pole pieces S, their current di

rection is in harmony with the direction of the lines of

force into the pole pieces S S, thus giving an exagger

ated value to the potential developed in adjacent coils.

These coils being directly under the contact of the brush

develop local currents acting through the brushes pro

ducing the tremendous sparking observed.

When the system is used as a motor and is revolved

in the direction of the brushes and arrow M the con

verse of this law operates, inasmuch as the polar dis

placement is reversed, which would require, as is found

in practice, that the brushes 1!! should be rotated to the

left for non-sparking instead of to the right, as in the

case of the generator.

To proceed with the example. Let us take a trans

mission of 50 horse-power three miles distant upon a

circuit of 31,68o feet. Place the total economy of trans

mission at the low figure of 66 per cent., which will be

distributed 14 per cent., each in dynamo and motor, and

5 per cent. in the line. We will adopt as potential 3,000

volts ; transmissions are used twenty-four hours a day

with this voltage, as well as scores of are light dynamos

with no practical inconvenience. This voltage would

give about 18.7 amperes in the constant current distribu

tion. Let us assume that a constant potential may be

worked upon the same voltage. Now let us examine

the two plants. The line wires are the same size ; with

this difference, however, that in the constant current

they are only subjected to 3,ooo volts at such times as

the plant is working at its maximum ; during all other

times the voltage is below, thus subjecting the insula

tion to a far less strain with less liability of breaking it

down; whereas, in the constant potential system this

3,000 volts is maintained constantly whether there is

any power being used from the motor or not, even if

the motor is driving itself solely. The heavy stress

upon the insulation, therefore, is constant.

The armatures are practically the same, because for

the same speed and same field intensities, the number

of convolutions and sizes of wire will be equal.

Let us examine the fields. Taking 3 per cent. of the

total energy required in the fields, we have in the field

of the constant current machines merely a series wire

measuring 10,000 feet with a difference of potential at

its ends of 100 volts, running 1oo feet to the volt, being

a large wire easily handled and one that will withstand

shock, jars and rough handling indefinitely. Taking the

same number of square miles per ampere for the wire in

the field of the constant potential machines, we find that

an extremely small wire has to be employed. We find

that this wire must be 62 miles in length ; we find that

the difference of potential between each successive

layer upon the fields is zoo times that which exists in the

constant current fields, taking at least forty times as

long to wind the same. This great increase of potential

difference between the successive layers should require

double covered wire. Let us see what bearing this has

upon the case. With double covered wire of this size

the ratio of insulation to copper would be 44 per cent.,

whereas in the constant current the ratio of insulation

to copper is only about 3 per cent. This requires about

40 per cent. more field space in the case of the constant

potential, which means a larger machine as compared

with the constant current generator. The actual net

cost, pound for pound, of wires in this instance would

be 3 1-3 times as great in the constant potential asin the

constant current machine, making the total cost of

insulating wire for the field of the constant potential

machine over four times that of the constant current

machine.

These details indicate plainly impracticability on the

part of the constant potential and perfect practicability

in the case of the constant current. This impractica

bility is not decreased as the complexity of the machine

is increased by being compounded or over-compounded.

In fact, an eminent writer on constant potential ma

chinery, no earlier than November last, in discussing a

pressure of only 1,000 volts, states “ that where high

pressure generators are used, it is very expensive to

wind a shunt field of high enough resistance to stand

the electromotive forces of the armature. It is much

cheaper to wind a shunt field for low pressure, say of

110 volts, and separately excite it by a small constant

potential dynamo." This, of course, will add to the

plant another item of expense which would be slightly

more expensive, though far more practicable than the

field winding described above on the 3,000 volt basis.

In the practical operation of constant potential motors,

the use of an artificial resistance is imperative, by means

of which the lack of counter electromotive force in the

armature of the motor, as the speed starts and increases

to the normal, is made up by dead resistance.

sistance for large motors occupies much space, and in

case of high potentials is expensive. In the constant

current plant, however, a switch shunting the motor is

opened and there is at once thrown upon the motor only

its normal amount of current, and as the same starts

and its counter electromotive force increases, the elec

tromotive force of the generator also increases in pro

portion, until its normal speed is reached, without at

any time any increase of current whatsoever or ten

dency to burn. On the other hand, with the constant

potential should an accident happen and the machinery

be brought to a stand suddenly, there is serious danger

of overheating and burning the coils of the armature

and serious coils of the fields. In this emergency the

constant current is cared for automatically by the regu

lator on the generator, which diminishes the potential

upon the line, correcting the current intensities almost

instantaneously. Upon both constant potential motor

and generator as the load increases and diminishes a

manual adjustment is also required to keep the brushes

on the non-sparking point.

It is found in practice that if constant potential motors,

as ordinarily constructed and connected in circuit, are

belted to the same shaft or otherwise connected to the

same work so that they must revolve together, the re-'

sult obtained is unsatisfactory, because of the fact that

the load will be unequal and disproportionately divided.

This re- '
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This is due to the fact that it is impossible to construct

two electric motors, the armatures of which shall have

precisely the same counter electromotive forces, there

fore, if two motors coupled together in this way are

supplied from the same main the armature which pro

duces the lowest counter-electromotive force will take

a larger current than the other motor. The effect of

this increased flow is to greatly exaggerate and enhance

the difference existing between the motors because the

fields of the motors are disturbed by the increased flow

and its counter-electromotive force is still further re

duced, resulting ultrmately in burning or destroying

one of the motors.

Prof. Rice has recently devised a system to overcome

this effect, but at best it is complicated, and still further

increases the complexity of the machine. Another way

would be to run each motor connected to a separate

generator with separate line wires, but this, to say the

least, is expensive. Any number of constant current

motors may be attached to the same power ; in this case

their regulators are dissimultaneously operating. Hav

ing thus pointed out some of the differences, let us look

into the stations provided with these two sets of appa

ratus. In the constant potential generating station we

find a very large machine. Upon the wall are an am

meter, a voltmeter, a large rheostat for controlling the

fields, and most probably an exciter and duplicate set of

station instruments. Connected with the exciter, at the

motor end of this line, we find the motor, a large

rheostat and probably another exciter. Going over

now to the generating station of the constant current

machine, we find an automatic generator which is

smaller than the constant potential machine. On the

wall we simply find an ammeter. At the motor statoin

we find a motor supplied with a small and durable me

chanical regulator for its field or preferrably for its

brushes, and perhaps an ammeter upon the wall. This

constitutes the entire plant ; nothing about it but what

can be easily comprehended and successfully operated

by an engineer of ordinary intelligence, and we observe

an entire absence of complexity of connections in the

machines, or circuits running back and forth from the

machine to the various devices upon the switch

board or wall ; and the first cost and cost of installation

of these various devices is decidedly in favor of the con

stant current system.

It may be said that some of the objections above will

be eliminated by reducing the E. M. F. of the constant

potential plant. Let us reduce it one-half, that is, to

1,500 volts. Now, it is true that the fields are less diffi

cult to wind, the length of the wire is less and the wire

somewhat larger, enough so, perhaps, to do away with

the necessity of an exciter. An increase, however, will

have to made in the size of wire on the exterior circuit.

The current is now increased to 37% amperes, and for

the same loss in the the exterior circuit the wire will

have to weigh 14,000 pounds instead of 4,000, costing

$2,800 in place of $800 ; and if the potential is still fur

ther reduced to 1,000 volts, in which case there would be

56% amperes, the wire would weigh 18 tons and cost

$7,200, as compared with $800, for the constant current

plant, with poles in the former at much less intervals

and heavier construction all through.

It is hoped that free discussion will be had upon these

points, and that additional facts may be developed,

which will aid in arriving at the most direct method of

distributing power electrically.

 

With one ampere of current and 10,000 volts, it is a

good deal like killing a mosquito with a 10-ton hammer

to attempt to execute a cr1minal.—Captain Brop/z '.

BAIN‘S HOT WIRE LIGHTNING ARRESTER.

There is great demand for a protector that will abso

lutely guard all electric circuits from danger arising

from a super charge of electricity usually due to light

ning. A number of devices have been recently sug

gested, some of which are said to be based upon falla

cious and impractical ideas.

A lightning arrester to be practical should protect the

circuits when they are idle with as great fidelity as’ when

the dynamos are in operation; it should be so con

structed as to have no self-induction, therefore it should

have no magnetic coils or condenser plates of more or

less thickness in the circuits. An absolute break of

sufficient distance to interpose enough resistance to

open the arc should be made with every flash of

lightning that comes in on the lines. These breaks

should be absolute and not depend upon an equi

librium establishing mechanism for the length of

break, they should be automatic so as to take care of a

number of flashes in rapid succession without any

manual attention, and a further requirement is that

they should protect circuits used for alternating cur

rents with an equal degree of promptness and cer

tainty, as circuits which are used for straight currents.

  

Such a device has been recently designed and pat

ented by Mr. Foree Bain, 84 Market Street, Chicago.

The cut shows how the circuit to ground is absolutely

opened through the expansion of a small iron wire due

to the passage of the flash or the dynamo current. The

iron wire forms a part of the circuit to ground, thelight

ning leaves the line at the comb, passes over this wire

which it expands, a spring acting against the wire

causes the trigger to unlatch the metallic winch, which

forms part of the circuit, to this winch is attached a

string, wound round a drum, which is a part of the

winch, to the string is hung a small weight, which

causes the winch to revolve when released. When the

wii:e has been expanded by the passage of current, the

winch makes three quarters of a revolution and stops

against an insulated stud on the arm, part of which

forms the trigger, it rests against this insulated stud,

leaving the circuit to ground open until the wire con

tracts sufliciently to release it from this stud, it then

completes the revolution and once more rests against

the trigger and is ready for another flash to repeat the

operation.

This Arrester is said to be thoroughly reliable, and

may be placed on either side of converters of alternat

ing circuits or in dynamo rooms, on either alternating

or straight circuits. In actual operation the wire does

not get warm enough for the heat to be detected by

touch.

The instruments are for sale by the Central Electric

Company, Chicago.
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NATURAL SOURCES OF POWER IN THE ROCKY

MOUNTAINS.

BY FRANK C. LORING.

That series of mountain ranges extending in almost

every direction, but as a whole having a general north

westerly and southeasterly trend, and known as the

Rocky Mountain system, constitutes the most extensive

and the most efficient system of water-storage reservoirs

in America. The moisture-laden winds from the Pacific

ocean, the Gulf of Mexico and the Mississippi valley

after crossing any portion of the Rocky Mountain system,

become the dry west wind of Colorado, Wyoming and

Montana, and the dry east and southeast winds of Idaho,

Washington, Utah and Arizona. The great elevation, ex

tensive forests and deep canons of the Rocky Mountains

thus collect and furnish a never-failing supply of water

to the four great river systems of the west. This supply

of water, though varying greatly at different seasons of

the year, is‘ constant from year to year and for similar

reasons being greatest in the spring and fall, and least

in the summer and winter. The waters which form the

Missouri, Columbia, Rio Grande and Colorado rivers at

the beginning of their journey to the sea form the

countless clear and rapid creeks of the mountains.

These creeks are never-failing and, owing their great

fall and the ease with which they can be appropriated

and utilized, afford the cheapest, best and most tractable

water-power in America.

The leading industry of the Rocky Mountain region is

mining. In the mining, concentrating and reduction of

ores, much varied, complicated, heavy and expensive

machinery is used. In many individual cases several

hundred, and in the aggregate many thousands of horse

power are used.

It is usually, in fact almost invariably, the case that the

situation of a mine is in a locality diflicult of access, high

up on a mountain or in some side gorge, and if there is

' a mill of necessity it is separated from the mine. \/Vhere

ever machinery is used it is usually run by means of

steam and often by more than one boiler and engine,

one for the mill, perhaps another for the hoist, another

for pumping and still another for power-drills where

they are used. The use of these drills is becoming

more and more general, for in no labor connected with

mining is there such awaste of energy as in the pounding

of a drill. In short, where power is used its application

necessitates many and often minute subdivisions. Where

steam is used the vast forests of pine, fir and tamarack

furnish the fuel. After the mine has been operated a

number of years the question of obtaining fuel is an im

portant one. Soon all the timber obtainable with a

down-hill pull is exhausted and then comes the weary

horse-destroying and expensive task of getting wood

from below or from a distance. In Gilpin county,

Colorado, where was once a dense forest, the wood must

now be hauled a distance of from eight to fourteen

miles, and the cost of hauling is often greater than the

original cost of the wood. The wood supply is soon ex

hausted. Year by year the cost of running the machin

ery becomes a beaver item in the expense account of a

mine. Often it changes dividends into assessments, for

it quickly runs up into the thousands. All this time, while

horses and mules are dying, the dividends decreasing

and the demands for power increasing, there is possibly,

111 fact generally, running to waste perhaps within half

a mile, power enough to run the machinery of the mine

ten times over, and its use could be made possible at an

original cost certainly no more than steam power, and

a subsequent cost of almost nothing. In Gilpin county,

Colorado, there is much more than sufficient water-power

not utilized within six miles of the mines to supply all

their wants.

In no industry can electrical energy be produced so

cheaply and be utilized so advantageously as in mining,

and nowhere else has it been so little used. The neces

sity of minute and varied subdivisions of the original

power, the contracted space necessitating compact

machinery, the changeability of the points of applica

tion, the varying demands, the need of pure, cool air

under ground where above all that the power is furnished

by nature in its most economical form, and is free-—all

portend that the millions of horse-power now going to

waste will be converted into electrical energy to make

steam the rare exception in the near future.

I know of few mines in Colorado, Montana and Idaho

now using steam. within five miles of which there is

many times more power going to waste than will ever

be needed. Most mountain streams have a grade ex

ceeding 4 per cent. Taking a stream of 5oo cubic feet

of water a minute, consider the length of the stream (and

there are hundreds of streams carrying many times as

much water) and a dim idea of the available natural

power of the Rocky mountains can be gotten.

In my own section of Northern Idaho much interest

is being taken in electricity in mining. There are now,

however, several steam plants in process of erection or

in contemplation, where steam has all the disadvantages

and electricity all of the advantages which I have

enumerated.

In placer mining and in reclaiming the vast arid region

of the West electricity is bound to be an important factor.

There are many high, dry, but rich placers, now value

less, upon which by taking advantage of the flow of

some stream, perhaps miles away, water can be forced

from some neighboring creek, and ground now valueless

can be made to produce thousands of dollars.

Some of the large rivers of the west are in deep

canons, back of the brinks of which extend smooth tracks

of land having a rich soil, but producing nothing because

of no water. A very small portion of the river, perhaps

a hundred, perhaps a thousand feet below, would con

vert the bleak, valueless desert into a garden. By using

the power of the stream to pump a small portion of itself

to the plains above this can be done. Often the point

of taking out the water and the point of utilizing the

power are separated, as will often be the case in the

Snake river of Idaho. With electricity the problem is

solved. The desert is reclaimed. The world is made

1‘icher.—-—/lfini//g Industry.

SMALL ELECTRIC MOTORS AND BATTERIES, AND

THEIR APPLICATIONS

Whatever may be decided as to the ultimate general

use of electric motors for propelling heavy railway

trains and ocean steamships and for the motive power

of large factories, it has been settled already that they

are the ideal power for operating small machinery.

. Thousands of people are using them for this purpose,

but multitudes are still doing work by hand or foot

power which might be done cheaply and much better

by electric motors, while saving them much weariness—

not to say positive bodily injury.

Electric current for operating motors is often ob

tained by means of wires leading from a central station

where it is generated in large quantities by dynamos for

both light and power purposes, but where this source

of supply is not available, current may be derived from

a battery.

BATTERIES.

Primary Batler:'e.r.—The electric current in these is

usually generated by chemical action upon plates of

zinc, the zinc being consumed in proportion to the work

done. The cost of operating these batteries is simply
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FIG. i.—Primary Battery and Motor.

the cost of the zinc and chemicals. A primary battery

of two cells is shown in Fig. 1, which also shows how

connection is made by wires between battery and a

motor.

A good primary battery for operating electric motors

must have the following qualifications :

1. High electro-motive force.

2. Low internal resistance.

3. Ability to furnish the required current for several

consecutive hours, without much drop in electric motive

force.

4. Must not consume zinc on open circuit, that is

when doing no work.

5. Must be free from corrosive fumes and creeping

salts. .

6. Must be simple and convenient to set up :and

renew.

Many batteries which are good for other purposes,

are useless for running motors, as for instance, those

commonly used in telegraph and telephone work and in

bell ringing.

Storage batteries are a very convenient means of

operating small electric motors, for which purpose they

are usually taken to some convenient dynamo circuit to

receive their charge, after which they are connected

to the motor and will run it until the charge is ex

hausted.

It is possible to charge a storage battery by ordinary

blue-stone cells, but as three of these cells are required

for every storage cell, and the rate of charging is very

slow, this method should not be attempted if much work

is to be clone.

The capacity of a storage battery is generally rated

in “ampere hours," which means the number of hours

during which it will give a current of one ampere after

being fully charged. Thus a battery of any number of

I00 ampere cells will give a current of 2 amperes for 50

hours, or 5 amperes for 20 hours, and so on. The elec

tromotive force of a battery depends on the number of

cells, and as each storage cell gives about 2 volts, the

E. M. F. of a io-cell battery will be approximately 20

volts, at 50-cell battery IOO volts, and so on.

One “ IOO ampere hour" storage cell in connection

with our type A. O. motor, will drive a graphaphone for

30 to 40 hours on one charge.

Two 150 ampere hour cells in connection with type

A. O. motor, will run a sewing machine, on average

work, 25 to 30 hours on one charge. This would do the

sewing for an average family for two weeks. The same

cells would run a fan or dental engine for about the

same length of time.

All other motors would exhaust the battery in a much

shorter time, because their efficiency is lower. The

power required to run a sewing machine on average

household sewing is about one-twentieth of a horse

power.

Six storage cells will run a one-eighth H. P. motor,

15 cells a one-half H. P. motor, and 25 cells a I H. P.

motor, to their full power.

V In some cases the number of cells, as stated above,

may be varied to advantage. The cells may be of large

or small capacity, according to length of time it is de

sired to work without recharging.

In some cities parties are making a business of fur

nishing electricity in storage batteries. The cells are

charged at a central station and then delivered to

customer by teams. When exhausted they are taken

away and freshly charged cells substituted. The busi

ness is profitable both for buyer and seller, and the

plan is meeting with such favor that it is likely to come

‘into general use.

The day is probably not far distant when, in many

cities, the weekly delivery of electricity in storage bat

teries will be as common as the daily delivery of milk

in cans.

' ELECTRIC MOTORS.

Among the electrical fraternity no commendation of

the Perret Motor is necessary. It received the highest

award at the Universal Exposition of 1889 at Paris.

The Perret motors have been tested time and again

during the past three years, and have never failed to

demonstrate great efiiciency.

They take only one-half to two-thirds as much cur

rent from the battery as others in performing the same

work.

The Perret Battery Motors are adapted to running

sewing machines, fans, dental engines, jewelers’ lathes,

surgical drills, jig saws, working models, graphophones,

phonographs, and any other light machinery.

 

F1o.2.—Showing application of the Perret Electric Motor to -1 family Swing mfl¢hi"¢‘
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Perret Motors are made in all sizes up to 20 H. P.

Any of the sizes may be operated by storage batteries if

the cells are of proper size and the right number is used,

but in most cases it is impracticable to use primary bat

teries where over one-eighth H. P. is required.

These motors are exceedingly well made and conse

quently are very durable, some that have been in use

three years showing no signs of wear.

The electric current used in connection with them is

absolutely harmless.

omznxrmo sawmo MACHINES.

Fig. 2 represents an outfit for doing family sewing.

It consists of a Perret Motor (type A. O. 3 speed), an‘ .

adjustable clamp by which it is attached to the table

back of the machine, and a one-eight inch round leather

belt which transmits t-he power from the small grooved

pulley on the motor to the pulley on the machine, as

shown. Two wires lead from the binding posts on the

motor to the battery, which may be located in any con

venient part of the house, as, for instance, in a closet,

bath-room or shed.

A cord is attached to the switch on motor, carried

over a small grooved guiding pulley, and thence down

to the treadle. A slight pressure of the toes on,_ the

treadle will start the motor slowly, and further pressure

will increase the speed. By the reverse motion the

switch is turned off and the motor stops.

The control of speed and of stopping and starting is

so perfect and so simple that it may be readily operated

by a child of 5 years.

Ladies find the apparatus an entire relief from strain

and weariness, and once tried they are never willingly

without it. The cost of running with suitable primary

batteries, is 1 to 2 cents per hour according to speed and

character of the work.

A battery of three 2 volts cells is generally used, with

a current of three to six amperes, according to speed and

character of work.

If the cells have very low internal resistance, as in the

case of storage batteries, two cells are sufficient.

OPERATING FANS.

Fig. 3 represents a Perret Motor (type A. O., single

speed) with a four-bladed fan on armature shaft. The

  

FIG. 3.—Motor and Fan.

same fan fits the three-speed motor, and the latter

should be used when changes in strength of the breeze

is desired.

The motor may be screwed to a shelf in such a man

ner that the fan will clear edge of same, but a better

arrangement is that shown in the figure, where the

motor is fixed on a neat japanned iron stand, which

permits it to be set on any flat top table.

A wire guard, which is easily attached to the motor

and which surrounds the fan, preventing accidental

contact with the revolving blades, may be used if de

sired.

A suitable 2-volt primary cell in connection with this

apparatus will produce a gentle breeze, at a cost of

about one cent per hour, and two cells will give a blast

twice as strong, which is as much as would ever be re

quired in an ordinary sized room. Current required is

from 3 to 5 amperes. A similar result will be produced

by one or two storage cells.

The luxury of such an outfit in a residence or oflice

during the summer season must be experienced to be

appreciated. In the sick room it will be found to be a

great relief and convenience.

The operation is smooth and quiet, and is is orna

mental as well as useful, especially when nickel-plated.

THE ELECTRIC LIGHT ASSOCIATION CONVENTION.

The Twelfth Convention of the National Electric Light

Association, assembled at 10.30 A. 11., on Tuesday,

August 19, at the Stockton Hotel, Cape May. There

was a very large attendance of delegates and interested

friends. The meeting was called to order by President

Marsden . Perry who made an address of welcome.

After t e routine of opening was over the first paper

read before the Convention was on “ Electrical Indus

tries and the World’s Columbian Fair,” by Prof. ]ohn P.

Barrett, of Chicago, and was read by Mr. John VV.

Blaisdell, of Chicago. The paper dealt very largely with

the possible electrical features of the coming exhibition

and pointed out t.he prominence likely to be given to

telephonic and electric railway exhibits. The fact that

the fundamental patent on the Bell telephone will have

expired just before the exhibition takes place was

pointed out by Mr. Barrett.

Mr. C. R. Faben, of Toledo, Ohio, called attention to

the great interest taken by the electrical public in the

coming World's Fair, and introduced a resolution for the

appointment of a committee -of five, of which the

president should be one, to meet the managers of the

Columbian Exposition to assure them of the hearty co

operation of the National Electric Light Association.

Mr. C. A. Brown, of Chicago, as Chairman of the

Committee on Copper Tariff, reported for that committee

that a petition hearing about 500 signatures had been

filed with the Ways and Means Committee, at Wash

ington, asking for the removal of the duty on copper.

Several thousand circulars had been sent out to call

attention to the need of such a measure.

The second session was held in the afternoon and the

first event on the programme was a five minutes’ talk on

“ Liquid Insulation," by David Brooks, of Philadelphia.

Mr. Brooks’ remarks bore especially on the ability of

such insulation to withstand extreme voltages.

Next in order was a paper by Prof. Henry Morton on

“Dangers of Electricity," which was read by Mr. P. H.

Alexander. Prof. Morton held that these dangers were

avoidable and presented a simple set of rules for the use

of electric light employees.

The rules are plain and brief, warning against han

dling wires without guarding against shock by insulating

gloves or the like, against handling a circuit with both

hands, against assuming that a wire is dead or working

on a circuit without taking precations against currents.

The paper was well received and vigorously discussed,

and the subject was finally laid aside with a vote of

thanks to Prof. Morton. '
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The Committee on Insurance Rules then reported

through George Cutter, chairman.

He could ‘only report progress toward the codifica

tion of a general set of rules to take the place of the

various discordant rules now in use. A circular letter

had been sent to many, various companies requesting a

representative to aid in this work.

These gentlemen have been in session for several days

considering the subject, and various propositions were

referred ‘to a sub-committee. They hope that they can

enable the committee to report definitely at the next

Convention. The subject will be under constant con

sideration.

After some debate the subject was laid on the table.

The report of the committee was received and the com

mittee continued.

Next in order was the discussion on the classification

of incandescent lamps, opened by Dr. Louis Bell. The

speaker called attention to the existing discrepancies

and the need of some uniform practice. A rather

spirited discussion followed, terminated by a motion to

appoint a committee to report at the next convention.

On Wednesday, August 20, the first order of business

was the report of the Committee on Patent Legislation

which was accepted and the committee discharged.

Next, Mr. Wilmerding, chairman of the National

Committee on Legislation reported.

Mr. G. S. Bowen, the first president of the Association

made an address in which he spoke of the early history

of the Association and the steady growth in activity and

good fellowship that had taken place in the last six

years. _

Mr. VVeeks then reported the recommendation of the

Executive Committee that Mr. Bowen be elected an

honorary member. Carried.

Dr. Mason offered resolutions ur "ng favorable action

on Senator Hale's bill and a vote 0 thanks to the sena

tor himself. Carried.

Mr. Francisco then read his paper on “ Municipal

Lighting." 1

The Chair announced the appointment of a committee

on classification of incandescent lamps consisting of A.

V. Garrett, Dr. Louis Bell and P. H. Alexander.

The first paper in the afternoon session was then read

by Mr. DeCamp on “Care and Labor in Electric Light

Stations and its Value."

Next in order was Mr. Lufkin's paper on “ The Proper

Basis for Determining Electric Motor Rates," read in

the author's absence by Mr. joseph Wetzler. The

paper gave a very valuable account of the power re

quired for various purposes, illustrated by a series of

excellent diagrams. A brief discussion followed that

showed the great interest of the Association in power

work. An abstract of this paper will be found elsewhere

in this issue of ELECTRIC POWER.

Mr. H. M. Swetland, editor of Po-wer-Steam, then read

a paper dealing with the necessity of the careful study

of economy in the generation of power and the necessity

of collecting data and establishing clear ideas of what is

and what can be accomplished. Mr. Garratt moved to

instruct the committee on data to report on the cost of

power’ in central station work in this country. Seconded

and carried.

Thursday morning the session of the Convention was

entirely occupied with the special order of business, the

consideration of the proposed revision of the constitu

tion. The changes suggested by the committee on the

subject seemed radical to some of the members and the

discussion was protracted and violent. The main point

at issue was the status of associate members. The sense

of the meeting was taken through a resolution by Dr.

Mason on the question of retaining associate member

‘and was followed by

ship at all, and a unanimous vote showed that the

Association favored such continuance. A long discus

sion then followed on the restrictions proposed of the

privileges of associate members, concerning which there

was very much difference of opinion. The whole ques

tion proved to be a very difiicult one, and it soon became

evident that no radical changes could be at once made.

Most of the session was taken up with a heated discus

sion of the various aspects of the matter and finally a

tolerably satisfactory compromise was agreed upon.

The principle change made was the provision for execu

tive sessions from which associate members should be

excluded. This seems to .provide for special confer

ences of central station men only, without seriously

affecting the general character of the Association. With

this change and others of slight importance the matter

was laid aside.

AFTERNOON SESSION.

The President called the meeting to order at 4 P. r-1.,

and then announced the appointment of the committee

to take charge of the interests of the Association in con

nection with the Columbian Exposition. Messrs. Alex

ander, G. H. Rose, of San Francisco, S. ]. Hart, of New

Orleans, Mr. Edwards, of Charleston, S. C., and the

President, ex-officio, comprised it. _

Mr. Foote then read his report as Secretary and

Treasurer, and showed the finances to be in most com

mendable condition. The report was accepted and Mr.

Garratt then reported in behalf of a special committee

appointed at'the last Convention. A committee on nom

inations and place of meeting was then appointed and

retired to deliberate. The finance Committee reported

the Committee on Underground

Conductors. Judge Armstrongthen read the import

ant report of the committee having charge of the rela

tions between manufacturing and central station com

panies, and this committee also was continued.

The topic assigned to Mr. C. R. Huntley as to “ How

the Association can best Serve the Interests of Central

Station Men," was treated very briefly. Mr. Huntley's

idea being that this could best be done by making the

Association a purely business organization.

The report of the Committee on Nominations recom

mended the re-election of the present executive board

with the substitution of Mr. A. ]. DeCamp in place of

Mr. H. K. Thurber. By a unanimous vote the recom

mendation was adopted and the committee discharged.

The report that Providence, R. I., be chosen as the

place for holding the next meeting of the Association,

was unanimously approved,_ and the Association ad

journed.

THE FORTHCOMING EDISON CONVENTION.

The annual convention of the Association of the Edi

son Lighting Companies for the year 1890 will be held

at the West Hotel, Minneapolis, Minn., commencing on

Tuesday, September 16. The managers of the .princi

pal stations of the country are expressing an unusual

interest because the officials of the parent company are

making preparations to attend, and the presence of Mr.

Edison and Samuel Insull, second vice-president of the

Edison General Electric Company, are assured.

The reason why this city was selected is specially in

teresting on account of the large central stations and

the Sprague electric railways in operation there.

Another reason is that the Minneapolis Industrial Ex

position will be held during the time of the convention,

and there will be a fine exhibit, as recently seen in the

New York Lenox Lyceum.

Arrangements have been made by which delegates

can engage in advance rooms at $3.00 per day, or $3.50

with bath.
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The officers of the association for 1889 and 1890 are :

President, ohn I. Beggs ; vice-president, C. P. Gilbert ;

secretary, .]. jenks; treasurer, Wm. S. Howell.

SPOKANE FALLS EXHIBITION.

An electrical exhibition is to be held in Spokane

Falls, VVash., in October, and a committee from the

Spokane Falls Electrical Society has sent out the follow

ing letter to the electrical manufacturers throughout

the country :

SPOKANE FALLS, Wash., July 23. 1890.

GENTLEMEN—\v6 beg to call your attention to the exposition

which will be held in this city in the coming fall. It is a com

bined movement on the art of Washington, Oregon, Idaho and

Montana; and judging rom the energy displayed, this Exposi

tion bids fair to be the great centre of attraction of this section

of the United States.

It is the purpose of this society to make this Exposition a most

stiiking demonstration of the utilit ' of electricity. The building

will not only be lighted by are an incandescent lights, but the

entire machinery (including our 800 feet of shafting) will be run

exclusively by an electric current generated by our water power,

over a mile from the building.

_Several electrical houses have offered interesting electrical ap

paratus of their manufacture for exhibiton.

If your firm would like to be represented we should be glad to

receive one or more of 'our specialties and place them on exhibi

tion with your name a ove. We shall have two or three com

petent men there constantly to take care of the exhibits. Our

society would take pleasure in doing this for you without charge.

The railroad companies have granted free return of all the ex

hibits, and it is probable that arrangements can be made for free

transportation of the exhibits from the East

We feel convinced that there could be no better way of adver

tising our electrical appliances.

The Exlposition opens on October 1, and will continue open for

one mont .

We shall be glad to hear from you on the matter. and if you

are desirous of sending an exhibit of your apparatus, please let

us know as soon as possible. Yours truly,

Si-oi<ANF. FALLS ELECTRICAL SOCIETY.

NEW APPARATUS OF THE CONNECTICUT MOTOR CO.

The accompanying cut illustrates a combination ap

paratus recently gotten out by the Connecticut Motor

Company, of Plantsville, Conn.

It consists of a No. 2 Sturtevant centrifugal blower

exhaust or pressure according to purpose intended fit

ted to the base of a one horse-power Conn. motor, with

the armature shaft of -the latter extended through the

shell of blower, and the float-wheel keyed to same.

 

  

 
 

 
 

  

Fla. 2,

This arrangement is particularly compact, besides do

ing away entirely with belting, countershaft and pulleys,

as would be the case if a blower had to be run from

shop shafting.

The humming sound usually so noticeable when a

blower is in operation, is greatly reduced in this ar

rangement by using a curved float-wheel. VVhile origi

nally devised for the ventilation of engine-roonis on

steamships, a variety of uses have since proposed them

selves, such as the ventilation of churches, theatres,

etc., through the heated season ; in foundries for urging

the blast, and also for forcing draft under boilers; in

hospitals for producing an even moderate draft of cool

air through the wards under easy control, and many

others which will suggest themselves to the reader.

It maybe mentioned that this combination is open

for adoption in any locality where there may be a

straight incandescent circuit such as the Edison, or even

an electric street railway may supply the needed cur

rent.

Some useful data in this connection are the follow

ing :

Revolutions per minute . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2,ooo

Energy required in horse-power. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.1

Pressure per square inch . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . aloz.

Cubic feet er minute . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..1,138

Diameter 0 outlet in inches . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 7;,

Square feet of boiler grate surface it may feed.. . . IO

Fig. 2 shows their new style for motor of 3 horse

power to 25 horse-power and for generators of still

larger capacity. These machines are fitted with reser

voir bearings which call for a minimum of attention,

and1 with the ample bearing surface allowed always run

coo .

The designing of these machines is given the closest

attention in order to secure uniform speed and longlife.

The armature conductors are calculated with a view to

keeping the current density within perfectly safe

limits.

In view of the present prevalence of combustible

switch bases, fuse-boxes, and even resistance boxes

made of wood, it is interesting to add that this company

make their starting-box of iron and slate in order to

avoid the possibility of risk to the user.

I believe it is possible with care, to operate a storage

battery on grades not exceeding say four per cent. and

on a limited speed and mileage per day, at an expense

about equal to that of horses or a little less.—Frank _/.

Sprague. ‘

._J

-__. ~--1*-4!-fl|~_""
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ALLEN R. FOOTE,

SECRETARY AND TREASURER OF THE NATIONAL ELECTRIC

LIGHT ASSOCIATION, AND SPECIAL AGENT OF THE

ELEVENTH CENSUS FOR THE COLLECTION OF STA

TISTICS RELATING TO THE MANUFACTURE

OF. ELECTRICAL APPARATUS AND

SUPPLIES, AND THEIR USES. '

The history of a man who is only giving a promise of

success in his work should not be written in complete

detail. Feeling that a work so important as the one in

which Mr. Foote is engaged, can be helped by making

the public familiar, not only with its magnitude, but with

the man who is responsible for its success, we sought his

answers to the questions usually asked under such cir

cumstances. No better idea of the man, or of his fitness

for his work can be given than is contained in his first

few answers, as follows : “ Age is measured by experi

ence, not years. This accounts for old heads on young

shoulders." “ Speak of my work, not of me, that is what

the public is interested in."

“A hero of the first battle of Bull Run and of the

last Grand Review, with a gun-shot wound through right

lung" is the condensed statement of years of service at

an age when character is formed. “A private soldier at

19, a commissioned officer at 21, a schoolboy at 23, a

business manager at 25," is a sufficient outline to show

that he has been drilled to patient, continuous _work in

which he acquired the art of mastering pertinent details,

and moulding them into a symmetrical method, the sure

foundation for successful results.

Four years ago Mr. Foote was first attracted to the

study of electrical subjects and interests thorough

becoming the Manager of the Silvey Electric. Com

pany of Cincinnati. This Company went out of business

on his recommendation. Some of its members formed

what is now the Queen City Electric Company of

Cincinnati. This Company was organized and its

manufacturing and central station plant were installed

while under his management. He would not become

bound to the Company, because he felt he could find

more congenial work a11d a larger field. Subsequent

events have fully justified his course. His first appear

ance among the Electrical men of the country was at

the Seventh Convention of the National Electric Light

Association, held in Pittsburgh, February, 1888. At this

convention he made himself known through demolish

ing at a single stroke, an impassioned argument by ].

F. Morrison, then President of the Association, favoring

certain patent legislation. Since then no convention

of that Association has been held without his presence

and his taking a more or less active part in the proceed

in s.
gI3eing of studious habits, and possessing a natural

tendency to express himself by written rather than spoken

'words, and having decided views on economic ques

tions, he soon found occasion to enter his protest against

the policy of municipal ownership of electric lighting

plants. I-Iis first work in this direction will be found in

an article under the title of“ Danger to Electric Lighting

Interests,” that appeared in the Elcctrizal Rezww for

December 8, 1888. This was followed by his paper

on “ Municipal Ownership of Commercial Monopolies,"

read before the Ninth Convention of the National

Electric Light Association and resulting in the organiz

ing of a permanent “National Committee on Legisla

tion," of which Mr. Foote has been chairman, until re

lieved at his request at the Twelfth Convention. Fol

lowing this move at Chicago soon came the issue of his

book, “Economic Value of Electric Light and Power,"

in which his views of the true economic conditions under

which central station companies can render the best

service at the lowest rates are fully stated. This book

also shows such a clear appreciation of the possibilities

of future progress in central station work for the distri

bution of light and power, that for a long time it will be

prophetic of things that are to be. Since its publication

many developments have been made on lines therein

indicated, which were not known at the time the book was

written. This is sufficient evidence of the practical as

well as the prophetic character of its suggestions.

At the Tenth Convention, Mr. Foote read a paper on

the subject of the “ Economic Value of Electrical Data,"

which can be studied with profit for a long time by every

one interested in any electrical industry. The reading

of this paper resulted in the organizing a permanent

“‘ Committee on Data," of which Mr. Foote was chair

man, until relieved at his request, and led to his endorse

ment by nearly every company prominent in the business,

for appointment as Special Agent of the Eleventh

Census for the Collection of Statistics relating to the

Manufacture of Electrical Apparatus and Supplies‘ and

their Uses. He entered upon his duties in the Census

office, Dec. 2, ‘1889. Here he found a field of work which

is calling into action all his abilities. The scope of the

work is far beyond anything that can occur to the aver

age reader. A good idea may be formed of it by read

ing the “ Memorial and Statement” presented to

Congress by its president, Marsden ]. Perry, in behalf

of the National Electric Light Association, asking

for a special authorization and an appropriation of

$50,000 for the proper carrying out of this work. In

a field entirely new, no guiding points are furnished by

the past records of the census office. This compels the

absolute creation of every form used. This work

must be done by the man who is responsible for it. It

cannot be delegated to clerks or assistants. How well

it is being done, is evidenced by the fact that after

being in the census oflice six months, the vastly import

ant subjects of the telegraph and telephone were as

signed to him and his schedule for electric light and

power stations has been approved in the name of the

National Electric Light Association by its “ Committee

on Data." as it was authorized to do by formal resolu

tion adopted at the Tenth Convention, said committee

being now composed as follows: A. De Camp, of

Philadelphia, chairman ; E. R. Weeks, of Kansas City ;

C. R. Huntley, of Buffalo; E. F. Peck, of Brooklyn,

and T. Carpenter Smith, of Philadelphia.

Mr. Foote was nominated for the office of Secretary

and Treasurer of The National Electric Light Associa

tion, by President Marsden ]. Perry and confirmed by

the Executive Committee, April 14, 1890, after the resig

nation of Mr. Allan V. Garratt had been received and

accepted. He entered upon the duties of these offices

june 17, 1890, since which time his work in connection

with the Association is too familiar to all of our readers

to warrant us in making any extended reference to it.

We will simply call attention, as a fitting closure of this

notice, to the evident presence in his management of

the duties of secretary during the Twelfth Convention,

of his military training. When a boy of but 21, he was

frequently placed in positions demanding a clear under

standing of details, prompt action, and no fear of respon

sibility. This was the school in which he acquired the

ability to do the work he now has in hand for which his

fitness is unquestioned.

A locomotive on the B. & 0. Railway has been equipped with

Mr. E. E. Ries’ electric device for increasing the adhesive attrac

tion between the rails and the wheels of the engine. It will do

away with the old-fashioned sandbox. It is expected that the

dynamo used for this purpose will also supply current for light

ing the train throughout, as well as for the headlight on the

engine.
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SPARKS FROM THE DYNAMO.

 

Two REMARKABLE INVENTIONS.—Th6 following electrical inven

tions, the account of which we find in our contemporary, the

Progressziz/e Age, are so remarkably brilliant that we consider

this department the proper place for them :

“ The electric cane is in reality a beneficent invention. It con

sists of a cane in the interior of which is stored a large quantity

of electricity. Until 'a spring in the handle is pressed the cane is

as harmless as any other cane, but if this spring is pressed, and

at the same moment a person is touched with the ferule of the

cane, he receives a shock that will stun him for the next twenty

minutes without doing him any permanent harm. The same

apparatus is also placed in the handles of umbrellas and of ladies’

parasols. With this invention a man can protect himself, not

only from assault but from casual bores. A robber demands your

purse as you are walking home at night. You simply touch him,

accidentally, as it were, with the end of your cane, and then pro

ceed slowly and peacefully on your way, leaving him stretched

on the pavement. Or a bore buttonholes you, ignorant that you

carry an electric umbrella. Presently the bore drops insensible

on the pavement, and you leave him to the curious inspection of

the public, knowing that presently a policeman will appear to

arrest him on a charge of drunkenness or apoplexy. The name

of the inventor of this inestimable weapon is not yet known, but

he is sure to reap the gratitude of every intelligent man and

woman in civilized lands.

“The inventor of the new electrical machine, the phonoscope,

will be regarded by many persons as a benefactor of the human

race, but it is reasonably certain that in time the phonoscope will

create a wide demand for his blood. Every one is familiar with

the result which follows the accidental contact of telephone wires.

You undertake to talk with your confidential friend_by means of '

the telephone, but, the wires being crossed, you presently find

that you are unbosoming yourself to a total stranger. A similar

result will undoubtedly follow the crossing of the wires of a pho

noscope. You are, let us say, at your office, and wish to call up

the image of your wife. You put the phonoscope in operation,

but iristead of your wife you behold another man’s wife, who little

dreams that some one, miles away, is watching every expression

of her face. Or you are conversing, strictly on business, with a

lady client, and, owing to the crossing of the phonoscope wires,

a dozen people at difiereiit parts of the city are staring at you.

The telephone and the detective camera are both bad enough in

their -way, but‘ the phonoscope will be infinitely worse than both

combined. It will put an end forever of all certainty to privacy.”

 

IT is estimated that a current of not more than two volts, either

straight or alternating, would be sufiicient to dispatch Anthony

Comstock. He is so easily shocked.

 

Acconnmo to a telegram, “ Lightning struck a man in Spring

field, 0., killed him, burned the sign of a cross on his back, and

then dug a hole in the ground behind him the exact size and shape

of a grave." It is also rumored that the electric bolt paid all the

funeral expenses, ordered a monument for his grave, and offered

to marry his widow ; but this report lacks confirmation.~—N0rr1's

town Herald.

LIGHTNING VS. ‘LIGHTNING.

_ One of the dangers most frequently apprehended by passengers

in the electric cars during a thunder shower is that the car will

be struck by lightning, to the reat damage of itself and the as

sengers therein. The dread 0 such an occurrence is not con ned

to timid or nervous people either, but is felt by many who, under

ordinary circumstances, have little fear of the lightning and its

pranks, and comes largely from the fact of the close proximity of

the trolley and guard wires and the excellent connections thereto

- mention had casually been made.

formed by the trolley from the top of the car. The reasoning is

most natural that if the lightning demolishes trees and houses.

why not a trolley and the car beneath, particularly since the wire

above serves as a great attraction to the elect.ric current. In view

of this reasoning, the announcement of a prominent street rail

way official to a journal reporter that “ an electric car of the

West End Railway was the safest place in Boston during a

thunder shower," was rather a startling one. The reporter, in

common, doubtless, with many of his fellow-men. had felt that

there was somewhat of an element of danger in the cars durin

the time mentioned, but had not been deterred thereby from ri -

ing, relying for protection on the “ li htning arresters," of which

' udge, therefore, of the re

porter's surprise, when in calling upon Mr. Fred S. Pearson, elec

trician of the West End road, for information on the matter he

was told that the " arresters " were for the protection of the motor

and not of the passengers, and that the passen ers were well

rotected by that very connection of wire and trol ey which they

believed they had reason to dread.

“ Passengers in the cars are ver much safer," said Mr. Pear

son, “ than if they were walking a ong the street. In fact, I don‘t

know but what in a very heavy thunder shower I should take to a

car for safety myself in preference to the ordinary building. The

reason for safety in the cars is this: An electrical dischar e from

the clouds is due to the effort to equalize the pressure of t e posi

tive electricity accumulating on the edges of the clouds with that

of the negative electricity which accumulates at the same time on

the earth. When the pressure becomes so great as to overcome

the resistance of the atmosphere, the discharge takes place and

the current seeks the shortest way and takes the best conductor to

reach the ground. The negative electricity has accumulated on

the highest objects on the earth's surface, and thus it is that trees,

spires, houses or men in open fields are struck. When an object

is struck, if it is a good conductor, the current passes almost hatin

lessly to the ground, but if it is a or one. more or less damage

is done. In the fact that the trol ey, with its co per wire connec

tions to the wheels of the car and so to the trac and ground, is

the best possible conductor lies the safety of the electric car and

its passengers. The trolley wires do, indeed, attract the light

nin , but when a bolt reac es them it finds so good a conductor

to t e earth that it follows it readily and passes off unnoticed."

“ Where, then, do the ‘lightning arresters' come in then," was

asked.

“ They are solely for the protection of the motor." replied Mr.

Pearson, “ for the passengers are alread sutficiently protected

by the ver nature of the metallic circuit t)r'om the trolley wire to

the groun . If a heavy electrical current, such as that from a

bolt of lightning, should pass throu h the motor, it would not

stop to make the many hundreds 0? turns along the fine wire

round on the curvature, but would find a more direct route. and

in spite of the insulation of each turn, burn a wa directly

throu h it to the wheels and the ground. This woul be what

we cal ‘burning out’ a motor, and would disable it at once. It

is to prevent this that we put in a ‘li htning arrester.’ The ap

paratus is merely two sharp metal e ges brought very close to

gether and placed in the line between the motor and the trolley.

separate connection around the ‘ arrester’ allows the motor to

receive the ordinary current, but the moment the line becomes too

heavily charged, and the current feels the resistance offered by

the motor, it will jum the sli ht space in the arrester and be

passed harmlessly to t e groun ."

“ Have the overhead wires ever been struck?"

“ Oh, yes, quite frequently, but in almost every case the light

ning arresters have worked satisfactoril Y, and the motors been

uninjured. Very few motors have been burned out from the fail

ure of the arresters.” _

" And the passengers," was asked. “What have they done in

such cases ?'

" All the have known of it," replied Mr. Pearson, “ was the

explosion, ike the report of a pistol as the lightnin jumped the

space at the arrester, or the stopping of the car if e motor was

burned out. The explosion has startled many passengers, but

they were quickly reassured. A case of this kind occurred on the

Cambridge division in the storm of Thursday afternoon, but the car

went on and finished its trip, and the passengers felt only the

momen natural alarm which comes from something unex

plained. t is probable that other cars were similarly alfected by

the same bolt, but I have heard onlyof this one."

" Is there any danger of the electric current finding the con

ductor from trolley to track too small, and, therefore, burning

it out ?'

“ In m opinion, none at all. The current when it strikes the

trolley wire is instantly s read over so large a surface and finds so

many ways of reaching t e round that only a small portion of it

goes through any one car. f, for instance, the line is struck at

righton every car even as far in town as Park square would serve

as a conductor and would each receive only a portion of the cur

rei.it."—Bo.i-ton Adz/ertiser, A ug. 4, 1890.
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THE EDISON'GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY.

The reorganization of this great company, which went into

operation on the 1st of August, is as follows, and affects the com

panies that have hitherto been known under the names of : The

Tnited Edison Manufacturing Company, the Sprague Electric

Railway and Motor Companly, the Edison Machine \Vorks, Berg

mann & Comtpan , andt e amp Factory.

The Unite Eriison Manufacturing Compan

the Light and Power Department, with Mr.

general manager. *

The Railway Department will be in charge of Mr. J. Muir, as

general manager.

Mr. ohn Kruesi has the management of the Schenectady works

as wel as the New York works (which were formerl Bergmann

& Co.), with Mr. W. E. Gilmore as his assistant at chenectad ,

and Mr. J. Hutchinson as his assistant in New York. Mr. W. .

Andrews will be Mr. Kruesi's technical assistant, with offices in

this ci -, and Mr. J. Henderson, engineer-in-chief.

Mr. . F. Kelley will have charge of the Wire Department.

The show rooms for electrical fittings and combination gas fix

tures have been removed from 65 Fifth- Avenue to 275 Fifth

Avenue.

Two new district oflices have been established, one in New Or

leans and the other in Portland, Ore. The complete list of_ these

offices is as follows, covering the United States 1

Mr. C. D. Shain is manager of the eastern district, with head

quarters in New York City.

Mr. John I. Beggs is manager of the Central States district,

with headquarters in Chicago.

Mr. O. T. Crosby is manager of the Southern States district,

with headquarters in New Orleans.

Mr. \V. S. Heger is manager of the Pacific States district, with

headquarters in San Francisco. ‘

Mr. S. Z. Mitchell is manager of the Northwest territory, with

headquarters in Portland, Ore.

Mr. George W. Costor is manager of the Mountain States dis

trict, with headquarters in Denver.

Mr. M. D. Barr is manager of the Canadian district, with head

quarters in Toronto, Can.

Mr. W. H. Fleming is the manager of the advertising and in

formation department.

Mr. Samuel Insull, the wide-awake and able second vice-presi

dent. has general management of the selling and manufacturin

departments of the General Com any. The executive oflices wi I

soon be located in the large new dison building, now being built

at 42 and 44 Broad Street, New York City.

will in future be

. Ward Leonard as

UTERARY

Dr. Holmes’ m “ The Broomstick Train," in the August

Allantic Zllont/ii , is one of the cleverest things which has ever

come from even is witty pen. The idea of resuscitating the old

Salem witches and making them run the Boston street cars is one of

those happy conceits of which the genial old octogenarian is so

full. The identification of the witches’ broomstick with the trolley

arms if decidedly original and clever. Dr. Holmes is old, but

his writings are as young and fresh as they were forty years ago.

Mr. Lowell's "Inscription for a Memorial Bust of Fielding,"

though brief, is the most remarkable piece of writing in the A!

lanlic for September. Dr. Holmes, in his instalment of “ Over

the Teacups, ' discourses on the fondness of Americans for titles,

and gives a lay sermon on future punishment. and ends it, as do

many preachers, with some verses. Mr. ustin Winsor considers

the " Perils of Historical Narrative," and r. J. Franklin Jameson

contributes a scholarly paper on “ Modern European Historiogra

phy ;" Mr. Fiske adds an article on the " Disasters of 1780," and

these three papers furnish the solid reading of the number. Hope

Notnor continues her amusing studies in French histo , this time

writing about Madame de Montespan, her sisters, and er daugh

ters. “A Son of Spain," the chronicle of a famous horse, Mr.

%uincy‘s bri ht pa r on “Cranks as Social Motors," and “Mr.

risbane’s ourna ," the diary of a South Carolinian, written

about 1801, are among the other more notable papers. Mrs. De

land’s and Miss Fann Murfree's serials, aconsideration of Ameri

can and German Sc ools, and reviews of the “ Tragic Muse"

and other volumes, complete the number.

Tlie August number of Tlze O1/erlandillont/zly contains a notable

article by Alvan D. Brock, on “ The Vi/hispering Telephone," a re

cent invention of Mr. James Andrew Christy, in which it is claimed

that it is better, cheaper, more efiicient, more convenient, and in

every respect superior to the Bell Telephone. These are large

claims, but Mr. Brock makes a strong at ument in favor of them.

He describes also a motor invented by r. Christy, weighin but

eight pounds, which upon an application of the wires from a & C

battery of two cells almost instantaneously starts off at

a recorded speed of 6,500 revolutions per minute with a force

equal to 5 horse-power. Mr. Brook's article is written in a delight

fully enthusiastic style, and will demand and receive attention

from electrical experts.

The Alqrning Star, of Boston, which is the organ of the Free

Ba tists, is a welcome addition to our exchange list. Besides the

tee nical and trade journals we are glad now and then to turn

the pages of so able a periodical devoted to religious subjects.

The September Scrz'l1mrr’: Jlagazina is full of good things.

R. F. Zogbaum be 'ns 9. series of articles on the New United States

Navlg; Donald G. itchell writes entertainingly on “The Coun

try ouse ;” Thomas Stevens gives much information about the

_ interior of Afiica in his "African River and Lake Systems,"

'_Prof. Sh_aler contributes a thoughtful paper on “ Nature and Man

in America ;” James S. Norton treats of Railwa Strikes, and T.

R. Sullivan supplies an amusin love story entitled “ The Clerk

of the Weather, ’ with an elder y bachelor as the hero.

CORRESPONDENCE

STEAM VS. ELECTRIC POWER ON RAILROADS.

WOODSTOCK, Vt., Aug. 19, 1890.

EDITORS ELECTRIC POWER : I have been much interested in the

controversy that has lately been carried on over the relative

merits of steam and electric locomotives. Mr. Crosby's paper in

terested me very much, though I haven't yet given it all the care

ful study that a thorough comprehension of it would necessitate.

But I am more particularly interested in Mr. Lincoln Moss’ paper,

the more so because I had the pleasure of meeting him and dis

cussing the matter with him last winter, when he kindly showed

me man of the data that doubtless form the basis of his conclu

sions. Vould you kindly tell me what periodical his paper was

published in?

I graduated this last June from Sibley College, Cornell, and

wrote my graduating thesis on this very subject, obtaining a good

deal of valuable material from the en neer oflicers of the Man

hattan Company. Ialso undertook e solution of the Chica 0

problem, which I see mentioned in the leading editorial of t e

Au ust number of our paper. I followed the method enunciated

by r. Sprague in is paper on the Third Avenue Railroad, pub

 

‘ lished in 1886, and assuming the conditions given me by the chief

engineer of one of the elevated roads now being built in Chicago,

I worked out mathematicall the fuel expenses of steam and elec

tric traction, assuming for e latter a total efficiency of only 55

per cent. '

Using anthracite at $5.00 per ton in the one case, and bitumin

ous coal at $3.00 in the other, the saving amounted to about $800

per day. The increase in first cost was nearly $1,100,000.

I intend to 0 into electrical railway work this fall, and hope to

make a speciafity of this particular branch of work, should oppor

tunity ever arise, as I think it must within a few years.

I fancy that Mr. Moss is rather glorying in his victory over elec

tricity—at least I should expect so, from the way he spoke last

December.

Hoping you may find time to reply, I am ver truly yours,

. NELSON SMITH.

THE UNITED ELECTRIC TRACTION COMPANY.

Naw YORK, Aug. 20, 1890.

EDITORS ELECTRIC POWER : Your number for August in hand.

In the September issue please change all the roads now named

asoperated on the Daft system to that of the United Electric

Traction Company.

Also add to what you have, Grand Rapids, Mich., Reed's Lake

Electric St. Ry. Co., three miles, two cars.

Please change the Gloucester (Mass.) St. Ry. Co. from Thom

son-Houston system to ours, as we closed the contract, and will

have the cars running next week.

For storage battery roads, please credit us with the 4th Ave.

line, likewise with New Orleans, Electric Traction & Mfg. Co.,

one car. Providence, R. 1. Union R. R. Co., two cars. In

diana lis, Ind., Citizens’ St. Ry. Co., two cars, which were sold

at sig t draft a ainst the bills of lading, a noteworthy fact, prob

gbly being the rst sale on such terms of a storage battery out

t.

On page 278 of your August issue your notice regardin Stor

age Battery cars would lead one to siéppose that they ha been

supplied b the Thomson-Houston 0. These cars were sent

from our adison Ave. line, and as soon as we get time, we ex

pect to change all the motors on the Madison Ave. cars, which

are now equip ed with the Thomson Houston and United States

machines, to t ose of our own manufacture, which we know to be

more economical oglpower.

We would also c

which has been operated in the City of Toledo, b

dated roads, equipped with one of our motors an

 

the Consoli

Gibson cells,

your attention to the storage battery can‘.
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which during a period of six months, beginning in February of

last winter, ran without a single hitch due to motors or cells, and

made during 60 days over 1,700 trips, averaging 120 miles per

day, with only three charges to the cells, and carried over 33,000

passengers. At the end of this time the cells were in first-class

condition. We believe that this is the best record ever made by

a single car, and we are expecting to supply a large number of

cars to the above mentioned company.

Yours truly,

UNITED ELECTRIC TRACTION Co.

Per ]. S. B.

FOREIGN NOTES OF ALL SORTS.

From the Elektrotet/mix:/zer Anan‘ er we learn that the

All emeine Elektricitats Gesellschaft ave announced their

wil ingness, in conjunction with the Oerlikon Company, to trans

mit 3oo horse- ower from the Neckar at Lauffeii to the Frankfort

exhibition, a istance of 175 km. (about 109 miles), on condition

that an ordinary overhead cable, 5 mm. in diameter, connecting

the two places, is provided free of cost.

An incident which goes to show the difference in cost between

animal and electric traction is reported from a town in Lancashire,

England. A breakdown occurred in the insulation of an electric

line and horses had to be resorted to temporarily to draw the

cars. During the month when the horses were employed the

average cost a week was e ual to $565, but during similar periods

of time previous to the hitc and since the electrical working has

not exceeded $225.

It is proposed to use the electric motor extensively in military

operations in England. One of the latest ideas in carrying on

active warfare is to build a railway at the scene of hostilities for

the transportation of ordnance. It is highly desirable that the

trains used for this purpose, which are armor-plated and armed

with Gatling guns, should be as rapid and as inconspicuous at

possible.

An extensive electric transmission plant will be one of the lead

ing features of the electrical exposition to be held next year in

Frankfort, Germany. The General Electrical Compan , of Ber

lin, and the Oerlikon (Switzerland) Machine Works wil install a

turbine and dynamo plant at Laufien on the Neckar River, 190

miles from Frankfurt. The co per conductor to be used will be

0.2 inch in diameter and cariie on poles.

The following from an English electrical journal would seem to

indicate that our English cousins are not only talking but doing 1

“ As an appro riate conclusion to the trip of the lord mayor to

the Electrical xhibitlon at Edinburgh, he was met at Euston on

his return by the electrical omnibus owned b the Ward Elec

trical Car Compan , limited, of 38 Gracechurc street. The om

nibus, which was 'ven by Radcliffe Ward, the managiqg direc

tor, conveyed his lordship and the town clerk to the ansion

House in a most satisfactory manner, and very quickly, showing

itself to be under the most perfect control. As we have already

stated, the company have in hand a complete line of omnibuses,

to run from Charing Cross to Kin ’s Cross, with which it is in

tended to demonstrate commercia ly the economy, humanity, and

cleanliness of electricit over horses, and the facility for locomo

tion in towns without the aid of tramway lines."

A system of electric cabs has been introduced into Stuttgart,

Ger., with a degree of success that romises the permanent rele

gation of the cab horse to other fie ds of usefulness. The new

vehicles, it is said, are already popular, though at present their

novelty has much to do with the patronage they receive.

The first electric tramway in Euro e on the Thomson-Houston

system was opened in Bremen on J y 22. Three cars are em

employed, and others will be subsequently added. Each car car

ries two 1o horse-power motors.

The first electric car on the street railways of Berlin, Germany’s

capital, was put into service on the 3d of uric, running from

Behren strasse to the Kreuzber . It is relate that the passengers

were hi hly amused to find in t e interior of the car a sign bear

ing the nglish words : “ No Smoking.”

A small electric railwa extending from the kitchen to the din

ing hall in the German mperor’s palace at Berlin has been con

structed, and on miniature cars the royal dishes and viands travel

into the imperial presence.

The l_on est tel herage line in the world is to be opened this

month in ‘outh merica. This overhead electric railwav will be

181'; miles long, and \vil1 connect Buenos Ayres with Montevideo. Its

object is to allow of travelling letter boxes to be dispatched every

two hours between the two cities. The line will cross the La

Plata estuary in that part where it is 19 miles wide. The two

wires there will be sup orted on either side of the river by two

towers nearly 270 feet igh.

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR FIELD.

FINANCIAL STATEMENT OF SOME ELECTRIC STREET

RAILWAYS IN NEW ENGLAND. '

The Bangor, Me., Electric Street Railway has an equipment of

four cars, and was open for traffic May 21 of this year. From

that time till October 1 the net earnings of the road were $6,561.60.

As the early interest on its bonds is but $4,200, this means that

in a little over one-third of the year the road has paid its fixed

charges for the entire year, and has a clear profit of over $2,300

remaining in its treasurfi

The Brockton, Ma.ss., ast Side Street Railway has a single track

road 41} miles long, and an equipment of 2 box cars and 2 open

cars, each fitted with two electric motors. The road was opened

for passen er traffic November 1, 1888. The report or the treas

urer for t e eleven months of operation ending September 30

shows the total receipts for assenger fares to be $11,316. Power

for the road has been furnis ed by the Edison Illuminating Com

pany at a cost to the railway company of $1,805. Only two cars

were 0 erated at one time, except on special occasions.

The oston and Revere Electric Street Railwa ', in its annual

report to the State Railroad Commissioners for t e year ending

September 30, makes the statement that at the beginning of the

year it had a deficit of $2,645. This amount has been made up

and a surplus of $512 remains in the trees . No dividend was

paid. The capital stock of the company is 30,000, held by eight

shareholders, its track mileage 4.3, and its equipment consists of

5 motor cars and 7 ton cars. It has 15 employees, and during the

year carried 161,570 passengers, and made a total car mileage of

21,408. As high as 10,780 passengers were carried in one day

with five motor cars.

ELECTRIC COAL CUTTING PATENTS.

Five patents have been granted C. J. Van Depoele for electric

coal cutting devices. The first covers in a reciprocating electric

engine a shifting field of force, an iron plun er actuated by it,

an means for varying the magnetic relation etween them. The

second is on the combination, in a reciprocating electric engine,

with amotor coil or coils, a magnetic piston adapted to be re

ciprocated therein, and a magnetic extension upon such piston for

causing it to move with greater force in one direction than in the

other. The third is for a reciprocating electric engine system, a

method of operating reciprocating electric engines, having a

plurality of motor coils and a magnetic piston a apted to be re

ciprocated through them, which consists in supplying a continu

ous electric current to the terminals of the motor coils, and caus

ing the currents to rise in one coil while falling in the other, thereby

transferring the magnetic field from one set of coils to the other

and ‘vice versa, without interruption. The fourth is for a re

ciprocating engine havin constantly energized motor coils and

su plementar coils in_w ich the current alternately rises and

fa s, the com ined coils reaching upon and imparting motion to

a magnetic piston movable therein. The fifth is for a recipro

cating electric engine system covering the combination, with the

sectional commutator and stationary brushes of a continuous

current machine, of a pair of contact-carrying arms radially

mounted, with respect to said commutator, and adapted to be

moved coincidently on opposite sides of the commutator between

the fixed brushes.

MORE ELECTRIC CARS.

The Union Depot and Mound Cit street railway lines of St.

Louis, Mo., are to be operated b e ectricity. Bonds have been

issued amounting to $1,525.ooo, or the development of the two

ro rties. The appropriation for the yellow and white lines, to

e atfild $i25,ooo fordthe Mouitild Cligy ll(l;eC_ It 1is pige

ose to ma e e c an e, an o erate e oun it ine v

gair week, and the Unign Depot ines later, probably by? the fall.

On the latter lines there will be twenty-five miles of track, forty

five to fifty motor cars, equal to ninety or one hundred cars, in

cludin trailers; and thirty motors and as many trailers on the

Moun City lines. It is the intention at present to use one power

house for all the lines, and contracts have been made for two

Corliss enginesdof goo horsei-lpower eacp. bo th rd

This to ose c an e wi 've empo "merit toa ut one- i
more mgn ihan at pregent ongflie pay-rolls, and make u a total

ranging from 900 to 1,200 men. he bonds issued by I1'.‘JOhH

Scullin and syndicate, will bear interest at 6 per cent., in semi

annual payments, the I..ou%JseTl1;up('§ Cplmpany beling thle trlpstge.

The securities are sai to e most exc usive ’ ~ ‘t.

Louis people. The city isto con ratulated on this propdse im

provement, as are those at its bac , who have suggested the enter

prise and matured its financial support.
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OPENING OF THE MANET BEACH RAILWAY.

The Manet Beach Railway which runs from the historic city of

Quincy, Mass, to Manet Beach. or Hough’s Neck, as it is more

familiarly called, a distance of four miles, was opened on Satur

dav. July 19.

his favorite marine resort is enjoying quite a boom, and some

little time ago a number of enterprising capitalists conceived the

idea of an electric railway. The idea speedily took tangible

shape and a company was organized. The contract for the elec

tric equipment was let to the Spra ue Electric Railway and

Motor Company, represented by the ew En land Electric Com

pany. which latter company has carried out t e work in a prompt

and efficient manner, Mr. Raub, electrical engineer, having

charge of the construction work. The road itself was con

structed according to the plans of Mr. H. T. Whitman, C. E.,

Quincy.

The overhead system is used, the cars being equipped with

two 15 horse-power Sprague motors each, power being supplied

by the Quinc Electric Light Company, which has recently in

stalled a 100 orse-power Thomson-Houston generator, in addi

tion to the 80 horse-power generator that was alread ' in opera

tion. The light company 15 now furnishing power or the run

ning of two roads.

Immense crowds of people have already availed themselves of

the new road for visiting the beach, and it is quite expected that

' it will make this rising resort one of the most popular on the

Building lots are being -sold by hundreds, and boulevardscoast.

and avenues are being laid out on an extensive scale.

ELECTRIC MINING.

The employment of electricity in the various departments of

industrial life is destined to revolutionize many of its conditions,

and in nothing more distinctly and radically than in the minin

industry. This subterranean business has been synonmous witg

dirt, darkness and dan er, and thousands of men are engaged in

its laborious toil, who, in the nature of thin s are largely isolated

from the rest of toilers, and are generally c assed amon the un

fortunates of industry. It is true that now and then society hears

of some heroic act, and opens its eyes to some vivid exhibit of the

nobler qualities of character, and wonders how any ap roach to

moral grandeur is possible with men who wrestle with s ate, mud

and anthracite in semi-darkness, but as a general thing the pub

lic knows more of the coal that warms their toes and bakes their

buiscuits than of the miner who digs it and the mine in which

it is found. _

The introduction of electricity for mining puigposes promises to

make some radical changes in the metho s 0 mining and the

work of the miner. The Monongahela Gas Coin any is among

the mining concerns which have recently adopte electricity for

lighting and power purposes in its bituminous coal mine near

Pittsburg, Pa.

Electricit excavates the coal, lights the passages, pumps out

the water, ans the air that ventilates the chambers, and the haul

ing now done by mules will be done by the harnessed lightning.

The miners’ task is to work the cutting machines and bring out

the coal. The mine has a daily output of 300 tons. Sixty-five

men and b0 s re resent the working force, which under the old

system won cl ta y 120 men. Five machines are in operation, re

guiring but one man to operate them. The machines cut in un

er the coal, and a char e of dynamite brings it down ready to

load and haul away. T e cost is fi ured at 46 cents a ton to put

the coal on the car, which, if done y hand, would amount to 76

cents.

Economy and increased capacit are results of the new methods,

with the additional advantages 0 comparative cleanliness, better

air and light. Incandescent lamps illume the chambers, and the

pit floor is hard and dry. In case of fire, the air currents can be

reversed, and the smoke driven to any part of the mine. The

electric pumps can be moved as easi y as a wheel-barrow, the

wires connected, and the water started at any place in the pit.

The ex eriment at Willock's station apparently gives romise

of unqua ified success. and is probably the preliminary 0 an ex

tensive adoption of the same methods. The difliculty in obtain

ing competent miners is said to be one of the reasons that led the

Monongahela compan to adopt the electric system. English and

American miners, un eniably the best in the world, are not al

ways to be had, and the difficulty has been met in electric min

ing.—- T/zr Age qf S/Kt’/.

ADAPTABILITY OF THE ELECTRIC MOTOR.

An illustration of the ada tability of the electric motor to all

kinds of work. and its pecu iar efliciency in times of emergency,

was presented at Toronto recently, when the steam plant in a

factory was disabled, and it was necessary to shut down the

vwrks. It was expected that the fifty odd hands employed would

have to lay off for three or four days until repairs were effected,

An electric motor, however, happened to be on the third flat of

the building, and the experiment was tried of driving all the ma

chinery by it. The attempt was perfectly successful, and the 5

horse-power motor did the work of the 17 horse-power engine.

How opportune and valuable the substitution was may be gath

ered from the fact that the turn out of envelopes alone in the fac

tory is 900,000 per day. The machinery actually driven by the

motor included fifteen envelo machines, three cutting oresses.

eight glueing machines, two ox-covering machines, two scorers,

three cutters, one embossing press, one corner-cuttin and five

ruling machines. The connections included 800 feet 0 shafting.

The work of the motor was so satisfactory that it is said that

electricity will be adopted as the motive power in the factory.

T/ze Age of Steel.

- A TRIAL TRIP OF THE RIVER AND RAIL CAR.

Daily exhibitions are given to those interested of the storage

battery car of the River 8.: Rail Electric S Pstem, on the stretch of

road running from Fort Hamilton to Broo lyn. This road has a

number of steep grades and some very sharp curves, and offers a

very severe test of the capabilities of the car. The ease with

which the car is manipulated, the perfect control which the driver

has over it, the speed and perfect smoothness with which it runs,

favorably impress all \vh0 take part in the runs. By a simple

change of gearing any desired speed may be obtained. The

motor and batteries were fully described in the August number of

ELECTRIC POWER, and the gractical test bore convincin proof of

every assertion therein ma e. The starting of the car y its own

momentum and, the shutting off of the current when running

down grades. thereby saving the batteries from just so much ex

haustion were features that commanded much a roval. Prof.
Main, the inventor of the motor and this form ofpgattery seems

to have overcome all the well known objections to secondarybattery

traction. The River and Rail System has evidently a bright

future before it.

The tests are witnessed daily by several street car railway

oflicials and electrical experts who are all unanimous in their

praises.

 

AN ELECTRICAL CORN MILL.

A corn mill at Belfast. Me., has been put in operation where the

motive power in entirely by electricity, three alternating current

dynamos being used. I‘he capacity of the mill is 400 bushels of

corn per day, and the mill is equipped with one run of burrs and

one set of rolls, with proper cleaning and separating machinery.

The use of electricity, at least for small mills, is a great economy

in gearing, shafting, pulleys and belts, as a single generating

machine will suppl the power by wire to the floor or machine

wanted, to which t e motors may be attached either to all the

machines on a floor or to any particular machine. This economy

is especially applicable where water is the initial motive power,

but the saving on transmission machinery would be great in any

case. Electricity cannot yet be roduced as cheap y as steam

power, but it can be more cheap y and easily distributed. The

mill will be lighted from the same generator that supplies the

motive po\ver.—— U. S. 1111'/ler.

MINING BY ELECTRICITY.

' The Monongahela Gas Company, at its bituminous coal mine

near Pittsburg, Pa., has successful demonstrated the utility of

electricity in mining. and somewhat revolutionized 0 erations in

the bowels of the earth. Electricity mines the coal, ans the air

to ventilate the chambers, pumps the water that accumulates

along the entries, and lights the passages and rooms. All that

the miners have to do is to operate the motors and bring out the

coal. This later is still done by mules, although arrangements

are being made now for a haulage system that will be run by

electricity. American and English miners, who are undeniably

the best in the world, are becoming very scarce hereabouts.

Operators are frequently unable to get enough to run their mines

properly, and as a result are unable to meet their orders in busy

seasons. This trouble in obtaining competent men induced the

Monon ahela Company to turn over their mine at Willock station

to an e¥ectrical experiment. The mine is to-day turning out 300

tons of coal every 24 hours. This is done with about 65 men and

boys, quite a number of whom are employed at what is known as

dead work. Under the old system it would require about 120

men to accomplish the same amount of work.

Increased capacity is not the only advantage secured. Instead

of bein a griirliy, uninviting place, the mine is neat and compara

tively clean. he entries and rooms are well li hted, the air is

delightfull pure, and the floor is as dry and har as the ground

outside. At the entrance of the mine is the power house, in which

- are dynamos, generators and engines, all of which are run by one
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man, who attends to the billing of cars and looks after the tools

in his leisure time. Incandescent lamps are used for lighting.

The fan is operated (hy adsmallkmotonb Iél case pf fire I'.hert3.lI‘fCt1.;:‘

rents can be reverse an smo e can e riven 0 any pa 0 e

mine desired. The electric pump is on a truck. and can be moved

to an part of the mine as easily as a wheelbarrow could be

trun led. The wires can be connected andflthe wateilr startet} at

any place in the mine. The mining machi es are t e real_ ea

tures. Five of them are now in o ration. Onl one man is required to operate them, and all hepleias to dois to start the machine

b closin an electric switch and stop it after its work is done.

The mac ines cut in under the coal, and a little charge of dyna

mite brings it all down ready for hauling away. By machine it

cjgsts 46 <;enl;s a ton to put coal on the car ; by hand, 79 cents.

ining n ustry.

AN ELECTRIC RAILWAY IN PARIS.

Experiments with the working of railwa s by electricity are

being continued in Paris b the Northern ‘ompany on the line

between Levallois and adeleine. Four cars are ractically

worked, and the Societe Francaise d'AccumuIateurs lectriques

(Faure-Sellon-Volckmar), which supplies the motive power at the

rate of 3d. per car and kilometer, is of the opinion that the traflic

will be rmanent. The motive power is furnished by Faure

Sellon- olckmar accumulators, with double plates. The batteries

are divided in twelve boxes, each containing nine elements coupled

in series, 108 cells in all, and as each element weighs 15 kilos., the

total weight of the batte is 1,620 kilos.

The twelve boxes are p aced in cupboards in the corners of the

car—four in front and eight behind. The connections are so ar

ranged that the elements, when the boxes are fixed in their places,

become automatically ranged in groups of three by three boxes

behind each other, so that there are four groups in all of twenty

seven elements ranged after each other. These four groups may

be connected for work in four different ways, as at the Birming

ham tramway.

The various connections are effected by the aid of a commuta

tor, consisting of a wooden cylinder, with contacts on the surface.

The cylinder is turned by a handle.

The electric motor is of Siemens‘ construction, and situated

below the car in front. The number of revolutions may be raised

to 1,600 a minute, but under normal working it is 1,000. The

power is transmitted to the wheels of the car through geaiing,

which reduces the speed in the proportion of twenty-six to one.

The motor is reversed by the use of a double set of brushes.

They weigh 3,500 kil0s., there being 1,600 kilos. of accumulators

and the carry 50 persons. During ordina speed of 11 kilo

meters 6.85 miles) an hour the electrical wor required is as fol

lows : On level mad, 4.3 horse-power (16 amperes x 200 volts); on

incline of 1 in 100. 7.8 horse-power (29 amperes x 200 volts); on

incline of 1 in 50, 11 horse-power (42 amperes x 200 volts). With

a speed of 9 kilometers (5 5-8 miles) an hour and an incline of I in

33, 12.3 horse-power (46 amperes x 200 volts) are required. On

an incline of 1 in 25, 15.33 horse-power (57 amperes x 200 volts).

Finally, with a speed of 5 kilometers (3 miles) an hour an incline

of 1 in 20 the force is 10.2 horse- ower (38 amperes x 200 volts),

anii on an incline 1 in 18, 10.75 liorse-power (40 amperes x 200

v0 ts).

ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVES.

"Within ten years electricity will furnish the power for our

locomotives,” remarked a former railway manager and locomotive

builder to the writer the other da .' This seems now like an over

san ine prediction, and yet the elief is rapidly growing among

mec anical men that electricity is to have a much wider a plica

tion to railway operation than at present, and not a few tglllk it

possible that it will eventuall replace steam. The superiority of

electric motors over hosses an even over steam propelled cables for

city transportation seems to be attested by the rapid introduction

of electric railways. In Minneapolis the other day the writer saw

a large space of vacant ground piled with heavy cast iron

“ yokes," which were purchased for the construction of several

miles of cable railway and then laid aside, the company havin

decided than an electric railwa would be more economical an

successful than a cable road. If electricity is the cheapest and

best motor for lines five, ten or twenty miles long, why may it

not prove so for lines hundreds of miles long? is a natural ques

tion. The conditions and necessities of a railway for general

freight_and passenger transportation over long distances, how

ever. differ so muc from those of a road for city and surburban

passenger traffic, and that generally coin aratively light, that it

does not do to reason from analogy. he electric motor, as

another has said, is probably the simplest and most compact piece

of machinery ever made for producing power. It has a much

less number of parts than the steam engine. cost less for renewal,

takes up less space and requires less attention. Some of the

points of comparison between a steam engine and a Sprague

electric motor, each of 10 horse-po\ver capacity, are given in the

following published statement :

  

M Sm

. otor. en .Number of moving parts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 size

Number of wearing parts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 20

Floor space (square inches) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3% 36

Room occupied (cubic feet). . . . . . . . . . - - . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 216

Percentage of mechanical friction . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 30

Actual H. P. percentage of indicated horse-power .. . . . Bo

Quarls of oil used per week . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . X 12

These figures certainly indicate several im rtant advantages

for the electric motor over the steam engine, ut the problem of

furnishing the enormous power required for the movement of

trains on our great railways and of furnishing it at a less cost

than that of steam is yet to be solved. The remarkable success,

however, which seems to have attended the application of elec

tricity to small railways within a very short time makes it possi

ble to believe that the same force may eventually be applied to

the largest uses with efficiency and economy. But at any rate,

the day of the electric locomotive for general railway work has

not yet quite arrived.—Rai1way Age‘.

A STREET CAR MOTOR WITHOUT GEARING.

At the works of the Westinghouse Electric Company, Pittsburg,

there is now being constructed an apparatus, which, it is ex- .

pected, will overcome the present objectionable features of the

street car motor. Instead of driving the car with gear wheels.

hydraulic transmission will be used. The motor will drive a

pump which will pum oil into a suitable cylinder on the car

axle, and thus cause t e axle to revolve without the intervention

of gearing. The American Manufaclurer says, that with this

device the electric motor is run constantly at an approximatelv

uniform speed, and provision is made so that the quantity of oil

pumped by it can be varied from nothing to the full capacity

without varying the speed of the motor, having the effect of ex

erting an immense pressure for starting the car and moving it

slowly, and of delivering a large quantit for the pur ose of mov

in the car at speed. Oil being used, al parts will perfectly

lu ricated, and ap aratus already made s ows that the noise in

cident to the useo gear wheels can be entirely obviated. The

compang expects to put an apparatus of this character into use

within t e next month on this one of the local roads, and give it

a thorough test in daily working.

UTILIZATION OF WATER POWER FOR ELECTRIC

PURPOSES.

The utilization of water power for electric purpose; has just

begun to be regarded with the attention it deserves. The returns

of the census of 1880 gave the number of water wheels in the

country as 55,404, representing the horse-power of 1,225,379, or

35.93 percent. of the total power employed for industrial ur

poses. An oflicial calculation of the horse-power obtainable rom

the rivers and streams of this countr show it to be over 2,000,

000, and with the help of electricity ully 5 per cent. of this ought

to be utilized. In places like Rochester, Kearney, Spokane Falls

and Nia ara Falls we may shortly look for immense develop

ments 0 power. Col. Whittemore, of the government arsenal,

at Rock Island, proposes to transmit power electricall from 41

wheels, the dam for which is now being ’built. I-Ie \vi 1 connect

these wheels directly with the dynamos and carry the current to

distant shops.

ELECTRIC CA EOATS.

Why can't the trolley electric system be applied to canal boats?

This is the uestion which W. L. Adams has endeavored to an

swer favora ly by devising a trolley system for towing on the

canals. It is claimed that with this system the 'time of a boat

from Bufialo to Troy can be reduced one-half, and not only the

time reduced, but the labor of caring for the boat while in transit

can be reduced one-half. With the same current that pro ls his

boat the ca tain cooks his meals, and heats and lights his at by

a system 0 clutches. The same power is used to loud and un

load his boat. In many places along the canal power plants could

be put in to run by water, which would cheapen the cost largely.

It is proposed to run it by the Block system, so that each plant

feeds its respective section, regardless of the others.--Ulira ()6

server.

EDISON WORKING ON A RAILWAY.

Work on the new s 'stem of electrical propulsion for street cars.

which Thomas A. E ison has been experimenting on for many

months past, is bein pushed forward now at the laboratory in

West Orange, with iligence and secrecy. It is claimed that in

climbin grades the new car at the laboratory is a success. The

only di culty now to be overcome is to stop the car without stop

—___-"F
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ping the electric motors. Experiments are carried on at the

aboratory only after all the workmen have left. All day long

the car is covered with a canvas.

“ Itis Mr. Edison's determination, said one who knows, “ to

do away with overhead wires in propelling the cars. The power

in the new svstem will be su plied to the car by three wires laid

underground. As soon as h r. Edison has made the venture a

success, he will equip 50 miles of railroad in the West with the sys

tem.”—Ne'wark (N. j.) Presr.

n

NEW ELECTRIC RAILWAY PATENTS.

Frank Mansfield, of New York, has been granted several pat

ents for electric railway s stems, dispensing both with overhead

conductors and with im erground conduits. These operate on

the spot. system. A continuous well insulated conductor is buried

in the ground and short branch conductors run from there to the

road-bed at short intervals along the tracks, but contact is open

at all times except when a car is passing over any particular spot.

An electro-magnet, or any suita le mechanical contrivance car

ried by the car, is used to lift a pivoted arm in a box in which

these contacts are arran ed, which not only closes the connection

between the supply con uctor and branch, but establishes also a

sliding contact with a rail mounted on the underside of the car.

The current returns through the motor and rails to the sup ly

station. This seems to be a neat solution of surface transit ; dis

pensing with expensive conduits and overhead wires. As the car

passes along over the track it cuts its motor into circuit first at

at one contact s 0t, and then, before breaking connection with

that spot, estabiishing connection with another. Nothing is in

sight along the track except occasional spot boxes where the con

nection is to be made. In case a mechanical device is used to

lift the arm at the contact spot and establish connection, a middle

guide rail is used, and the contact arm has a lug resting in a slot

in the rail ; a endant plough on the car rides under the lug and

\lifts the arm, ing guided accurately to the right place by the

guide rail.

Superintendent E. W. Rice, jr., of the Thomson-Houston fac

tories, has patented a current and switch controlling mechanism,

which is designed not only to make it possible to sto electric cars

guickly, but which will prevent the car going at a unless the

rivers hand is upon it. It covers the combination, with the

electric controlling devices of an electric railway motor, of a re

tractor, tending to move the controlling device into position

to decrease the power of the motor, or throw it out of action, and

a manually-operated actuator for the controlling mechanism, con

stantly free to return to position of stoppage under the operation

of the retractor.

Charles Harriman, of Des Moines, Ia., was granted a atent

May 13 for an electric car trolley. He took it to Lynn, ass.,

an the Thomson-Houston Company have given him the use of

their experimental car. They have also furnished an expert

electrician to assist him in attaching it to the car.

The invention consists of an extra arm run from the centre of

the top of the car, along the top to the end. The trolley proper

is fastened to the end of the extra arm, so that the trolley wheel

is brought directly over the rear, as in the ordinary trolley.

The inventor claims that this will keep the wheels always running

evenly and smoothly on the wire in assing around curves, with

out running ofi as is so frequent with the present trolley used.

COST OF TRANSMITTING POWER.

The followin comparisons of cost of transmission of power by

various metho s recently appeared in the Rer/uz Uni?/erselles

des 1'lIines.- I. Comparative cost on 10 horse-power transmitted

1,093 yards: By cables, 1.77 per effective horse-power per hour;

by electricity, 2.21 ; by hydraulics, 2.90 ; by compressed air, 2.98.

2. Comparative cost on 50 horse-power transmitted 1,093 yards:

By cables, 1.35 per effective horse-power per hour ; by hydraulics,

1.87 ; by electricity, 2.07 ; by compressed air, 2.29. 3. Compara

tive cost on 10 effective horse-power transmitted 5,465 yards 2 By

electricity, 2.64 er effective horse-power per hour ; by com

presed air, 4.66; y cables, 4.66; by hydraulics, 5.20. 4. Com

garative cost on 50 eifective horse-power transmitted 5,465 yards 2

y electricity, 2.37 per effective horse- ower per hour; by cables,

2.65 ; by compressed air, 2.99; by hy raulics, 3.02. Steam was

the prime mover used in each of the above instances, and it ap

pears that for long distances electricity takes the lead in economy

over all other systems. It has also a reat advantage in the

facility with which the power may be su divided, and there ap

pears to be no doubt that in future coal mining, electricity will be

much used for coal cutting, tunneling, hauling, pumping, etc., as

well as for lighting. '

ELECTRIC RAILWAY TALK.

Allentown, Pa.—An electric railway to Bethlehem is to be built

at an early date.

Albuquerque, N. Mex.—An electric railroad, 15 miles long, is to

be built at Albuquerque, N. Mex., by a Philadelphia company

that has 875,000 capital.

Ann Arbor, Mich.—A project is on foot to connect Ypsilanti and

Ann Arbor by an electric railway. It is proposed to run trains

every hour.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—The syndicate that is to build a surface

through Montague street, Brooklyn, is experimenting with a new

storage battery electric motor, the patents on which are controlled

by S. B. Chittenden. One of the cars of this new concern is at

Fort Hamilton, where the ex riments are being made. If they

are satisfactory the road will run by electricity and not by cable

power. '

Braddock, Pa..—Another electric railway company has been

chartered in the vicinit of Pittsburg. This time it is the Brad

dock and McKeesport ‘lectric Railway Company. Capital, $100,

ooo. James H. Canfield, of McKeesport. president. The road

will probably cover a distance of seven miles, and it is proposed

to have it constitute a feeder to the electric railway which is to

be built from Pittsburg to McKeesport. '

Brockton, Mass.—A project is being discussed and worked out

for the construction of an electric railwa from Brockton to Boston

The road would be well nigh thirty miles in length. Wealthy

men of Boston and New York are interested.

Centralia, Cal.—San Francisco capitalists intend to build an

electric street railway here.

Chicago, lll.—A syndicate of Pittsburgh and Boston capitalists

is backing the Chicago and Lake Shore Electric Railway, for

which a license for incorporation was taken out at Sprin field,

with F. L. Broocks, C. H. Remy and George 0. Fairban s, of

Chicago, mentioned among the incorporators. But little is known

of the plans and urposes of the electric company beyond the fact

that the road wili)probably be commenced early this fall. Ground

will first be broken on the North Side, and the road then rapidly

pushed to com letion to the northern limit of Fort Sheridan, 25

miles north of hicago, on the North Shore. The line, it is esti

mated, will cost in the neighborhood of $1,500,000. The articles

of incorporation may mean either a surface or an elevated rail

wa , The road opens a magnificent suburban district.

lgwi ht F. Cameron and Lester H. Eames, the recent purchasers

of the outh Chicago Street Railway Company, are about to-con

struct a six-miles-long electrical street railway.

Charlotte, N. C.-E. D. Latta has been chosen president, E.

K. P. Osborne, F. B. McDowell. ]. L. Chambers, E. B. S rings,

and W. A. Bland directors of the Charlotte Consolidate Con

struction Company, organized to purchase the Charlotte, N. C.

Street Railway, convert it into an electric railroad, and extend its

lines.

Clarksville, Tenn.—An electric railway is contemplated.

Covington, Ky.—’l‘he Covington Street Railroad Co. is consider

ing adopting electricity as a motive power.

Fall River, Mass.—An electric belt line is projected for Fall

River, Mass., and the course for the track is being surveyed.

Such an undertaking is likely to prove an inestimable boon to the

people at large.

Fort Sheridan, Mich.—An electric railway company has been in

corporated it is reported, intending to run along the shore of Lake

Michigan from Chicago to this place.

Galveston, Texas.—lt is the expressed intention of the Galves

ton, Texas. Cit Street Railway Company to put in electric motive

ower. The ouston Street Railway Company will probably

ollow suit.

Glens Falls, N. Y.—A sydicate of ca italists has made a con-'

tract for the purchase of a majority o the stock of the Glens

Falls, Sand Hill and Fort Edward Street Railwaly, in New York

State. Un er the new management electricity wi I replace horses

as a motive power.

Hutchinson, Kan.—-Mr. A. L. Bigger, president of the Hutchin

son street railway, recently returned from an extended tour of in

spection of electric railways in Boston, New York and Washing

ton. He intends to construct 15 miles of electric line in Hutchin

son and equip it with 15 electric cars at once.

Indianapolis, Ind.-A new company with a capital of $190,000

has been incorporated to build another electric street railway

here.
Jamaica, L_. I.—The people of the village of Jamaica, who got i

temporary injunctions restraining the Brooklyn and jamaica Road

Company from running electric cars along the main_ street of

their town, lost their suit against the company. justice Cullen

dissolved the injunction against the further use of electricity, and
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also against a double track. The use of electricit , he held, was

technically in violation of the corporate rights 0 the compan ,

but it had been employed as _a motive power for two years wit -

out any objection from the villagers.

Johnson City, Tenn._—_The prospect for _electric cars is first

class at the present writirig The Wautauga Electric Light &

Power Compan , composed of eastern capitalists largely, has

asked for an exciiisive franchise over the streets for the term of

five years. There is an ordinance in force covering the street

railway franchise which must be slightly modified’ before any

capital will be invested in that direction. Two strong companies

have been organized in the past but when confronted with the

iron clad ordinance, they simply pulled otf. The new com any

proposes to begin work within orty-eight hours after the ran

‘ Lines will be constructed across town to

The Thomson

chise is secured. _ '

Carnegie, all centering on the public square.

Houston system will be used.

Kansas City, Mo.—A company is being organized in Kansas

City, Mo., for the construction of an electric street railway that,

when completed, will be about seven miles in length. There are

twelve men of means associated in the scheme, eight of them liv

ing in Kansas City, two in St. Louis and two in Chicago. W. B.

Morchead and Dr. W. W. Radford, of Kansas City, are two of

the leadin members of the company. The capital stock is $100.

000, and t e money is ready and waiting to be expended on the

work. The scheme is to connect with the electric line in Clay

C01lIl11lZ)' that will start at the Winner bridge and run five miles

nort .

The articles of inco ration of the Oak Street Railway Com

pany have been filed or record with thecounty recorder. The

object of the company is stated to be the construction, equipment

and operation of a double track steel railway from the northern to

the southern city limits on Oak street. The articles provide for

the employment of electricity, steam, cable, or animals as the

motive power, but it is the present intention to make it an electric

road.

Knoxville, Tenn.—The Knoxville Street Railroad Com any has,

it is reported, purchased the Elmwood dummy line, an will ex

tend it, using electricit as the motive power.

The Black Diamon Coal Co. proposes to adopt electric loco

motives in its mines and for the purpose of conveying coal.

Little Rock, Ark.—The Capital Street Railway Company has

secured permission to adopt electricity as motive power on its

road, which is 15 miles long. The line will be extended about 15

miles further. H. G. Allis, of St. Louis, Mo.; George R. Brown,

of Little Rock, and others are principally interested. Work is to

be‘ commenced at once.

The Little Rock & Argenta Railway Co. has asked permission

to operate its lines by electricity.

Lynchburg, Va.—The West Lynchburg, Va., Land & Improve

ment Com any has determined to construct an electric street car

line aroun the whole city at as earl a day as possible, and along

the route where the most private su scriptions shall be made to

the capital stock, $100,000.

McKeesport, Pa.——The borough is about to have an electric

railway leading from the center of the town to Six Miles Ferrv,

three or four miles distant. No decision has as yet been made

with regard to the system to be used.

Memphis, Tenn.—Robinson & Brickl -, of St. Louis, Mo., have

contract for constructing the Memphis lectrical Railroad.

Milwaukee, Wis.—-The sale of the Cream Cit Street Railway,

at Milwaukee, Wis., to the Villard syndicate is 0 cially announced.

The Villard party has had control of the Milwaukee City Line

since June 21st, and will begin operating the Cream City Road in

conjunction with it at once. This s ndicate now owns two-thirds

of the street railroad mileage in Mi waukee, and the price paid is

said to have been in the neighborhood of $8,000,000. Both lines

eventually will be run by electricity.

Newark, N. J.—-The Railroad Committee of the Orange Com

mon Council decided at a recent meeting to report a resolution

'ving the electric franchise to the Newark Passenger Railway

‘ompan on certain stipulated conditions. The road is to be

operate by electricity by the overhead system, with poles placed

in the centre of the streets between the tracks wherever the width

of the street is sixty feet or over.

Negaunee, Mich.-—Moneyed citizens of Negaunee and Ishpem

ing: Mich., are talking of connecting the two towns by an electric

railway.

Newport, R. l.-The executive committee of the Newport

Improvement Association has decided to raise $30,000 for the pro

posed new route of the electric cars to the bathing beach, $20,000

to be paid to the street railway company for the expense of chang

ing its tracks, and $10,000 to the city toward the laying out of the

new road_. The association is composed most of cottagers who

desire this change.

New Westminster, B. C.—An application has been made by

residents of New VVestminster for a charter to construct an elec

tric street railway in that city.

Ottawa, Toronto.—Tlie Ottawa City Council have a d to

accept the offer of the syndicate represented by W. H. owland.

of Toronto, to build a system of electric street railway there.

Owosso, Mich.—The Owosso Electric Railway Company, with

a capital stock of $50,000, was organized at Lansinlg, Mich., july

22. Its otficers are H. L. Hollister, president ; . S. Hudson,

secretary. and M. D. Skinner, treasurer. All are Lansing men,

and President Hollister is president of the Lansing Street Rail

way System. The work of actual construction will begin very

soon, the Owasso council last were grantin the company a thirty

years‘ franchise. It is also the intention 0 the company to con

nect Owosso and Corunna with an electric railway line.

‘Pittsburg, Pa.—The Pittsburg and Birmingham Traction Com

pan ', whose line runs to that part of the city of Pittsburg known

as the South Side, was confronted by a possibility of corn tition

recently, but by a timely purchase removed its rival from e field.

The com any is now erecting a handsome power house of brick

which wi 1 cost many thousand dollars. It will adopt the electric

system of propulsion in the near future, but at present is relying

on the strength of the mule.

Portland, Ore.--The Third street horse car system of Portland

will be transformed into an electric road. There are between :3

and 14 miles of road, and it will be extended when electricity is

substituted for animal power. The First street line will also be

changed into an electric road. Both will adopt overhead wires.

Raleigh, N. C.—It is rumored that a syndicate is attempting to

purchase the street railroads of Raleigh and convert them into

electrical roads.

Rockville, Md.—Mr. John E. Beall, of \Vashington. D. C.,

S ncer Watkins, James B. Henderson, and Wilson Otfutt, all of

w om ate interested in the proposed electric railway from Ten

nallytown to Rockville, met recently and announced that sum

cient stock had been subscribed to call a meeting in the latter

part of August to or anize the com an 1. They have also se

cured amajority the 0 stock of the Roc vil e and Georgetown Tum

pike Company, and a right of way for the electric road has been

granted by the county commissioners over what is known as the

ld Road, which leaves the turnpike at Bethesda and strikes it

again at or near Montrose. It is announced that the road will be

completed as far as Bethesda by November.

San Bernardino, Cal.—Eastern ca italists are trying to purchase

the steam motor road between San ernardino and Colton, known

as the French Line. It will be operated by electricity if pur

chased.

Savannah, Ga.—The Savannah Street and Rural Resort Rail

road Company, the Savannah City and Surburban Railway Com

pany, and the Coast Line Railroad Company have been granted

permission to use electricity as a motive power. The first named

com any is making arrangements for equipping its line with the

over ead system.

Seattle, Wash.—The James Street Construction Com an has

been formed with a capital stock of $200,000. E. F. it er is

president. The company is now building its power house and

the cable portion of its road. The cable road, 1§ miles, is to take

the cars from the business centre to the top of the hill on a ade

of I5 er cent. The electric system is to radiate in three irec

tions rom that point, for 6} miles. The electric system has not

et been decided upon, nor have any supplies or outfit been

ought. The steam plant includes a Lane & Bodley engine, 24

by 45, and three 72 by 17 eighty-tube boilers. The 40 pound

Frisco girder rail will be used.

Shelby, N. C.—’l‘he Shelby Land Loan and Improvement Com

pany intends to construct an electric railroad to Cleveland Springs.

he secretary of the company can give information.

St. Louis, Mo.—The Union Depot and Mound City Street Rail

way lines, owned b Mr.dIohn Scullin and a sydicate, have au

thorized an issue 0 bon amounting to $1, 525,000 on the two

p)roperties. The sum of $1,000,000 will be ap lied to the Union

epot Company's roads to give the Yellow an VVhite lines elec

tric motor power, and $52 5,000 will be used in the reconstruction

and change of the Mound City line. The success of the electric

overhead wire system on the Blue line, tog(ether with the in

creased travel, has induced Mr. Scullin to ma e the change above

noted, as he estimates an additional traffic of 30 to 40 per cent.

since the introduction of electricity.

Tacoma, Wa.sh.—An electric railway on the overhead svstem is

in process of construction between Seattle and Tacoma.

Washington. When finished the road will be 42 miles long.

Tonawanda, N. Y.—A new electric railwa is projected from

Tonawanda to Niagara. N. Y. A company as been organized

with a capstal of $250,000, and under the title of the Tonawanda
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Electric Railway Company, Messrs. J. C. Conway, E. H. Butler

and Michael Nellauy being trustees. The intention is to build a

surface road from a point on the western city line and running

north through Tonawanda and Wheatfield to Nia ara Falls.

Connection will be made with the Niagara Street trol ey system,

but it is stated that the compan will be entirely distinct from the

Buffalo concern. The route wi 1 be 25 miles long. Power will be

furnished at Tonawanda, and promises of warm cars, fast service.

etc., are freely made.

Waterbury, Conn.—The projected electric railroad between

Waterbury and Naugatuck, Conn., is now assured. The con

struction of the line will be begun in about two weeks, and work

will be pushed as rapidly as possible. The ’I‘homson-Houston

system of electric motive power will be used. The capital stock

of the company is $50,000. The merchants of Naugatuck and

Union City have been strongly opposed to the projected road, but

until recently have scouted the idea of its ever being built. It is

generally agreed that the road will be a great benefit to \Vater

bury, -

Waco, Texa,s.—It is stated that the purchasers of the Waco

Street Railwa_v, will adopt electricity as motive power.

West Chester, Pa.—A projected line of electric railway for

\Vest Chester, Pa., contemplates a connection with the Wilming

ton and Northern Railroad at Lenape Station, four miles dis

tant.

Whitinsville, Conn.—Some Worcester capitalists, it is reported,

will soon apply for a charter for an electric railway between

\Vhitin's station and Whitinsville. '

Yarmouth, N. S.—The directors of the Yarmouth Street Rail

way Company are unanimous in re ard to selecting electricity as

the motor power of this company, ut with the sanction of the

shareholders before making a contract with the Yarmouth Gas

Light Co. (limited) for furnishing the electric current.

ELECTRIC RAILWAY FACTS.

Ann Arbor, Mich.—Work has begun on the electric railway.

Aberdeen, Wash.—B. F. Johnston & Co. will soon begin work

on an electric road to Cosmopolis, the distance between the two

places being less than one mile, and as soon as the railroad peo

ple begin work here, which will be in less than 30 days, lots will

advance rapidly, for the advanta es possessed by this addition

will secure for it recognition at t e hands of the speculative1y

inclined public.

Athens, Ga.—An electric street railway will be built and in

operation at Athens before next January.

Augusta, Me.—The first round trip over the Au sta, Hallowell and Gardiner electrical railroad was made to-idly, and was

successful in every particular. Regular trips commence Saturday.

The road has been accepted by the railroad commissioners.

Bufialo, N. Y.-A company has been incorporated to build an

electric road from Buffalo to Niagara Falls, through Tonawanda.

Ca ital, $250,000. J. C. Conway, E. H. Butler and Michael

Ne luny are trustees. It is said operations will be commenced at

once, and the road finished to Tonawaeda by Chiistmas. The

company has ample funds.

Chicago, Ill.-—Work began last month on the Cicero and Proviso

electric street railwa in Chicago, Ill. A force of 5oo men com
menced digging at Ppbrtieth and Madison streets. The lines will

run on Madison and Lake streets, West Chicago avenue and

Twelfth street from Fortieth west to the suburbs along the Des

Plaines River.

Hurley, Wis.-—Herman Schmidt, brother-in-law of Herman

Nunnemacher, and David Atwood, who superintended the con

struction of the Hinsey line, will build a motor line at Hurley,

which will be operated b the overhead electric system or the

Naptha motor. Work wil be begun within ten days, and the

first section of the road is expected to be completed within sixty

days. From the Montreal River at Hurley the line will run west

to Gile and Pence, and later on will probably be extended to

Bessemer.

Indiana olis, Ind.—Secretary Anderson, of the Indianapolis

Citizens’ treet Railway Company, furnished a local newspaper

man with the following statement :

“We are very well leased with our electric line, and think

there can be no doubt ut that in a few years electricity will be

used all over the city. The company has now two dynamos of 80

horse-power each, and have ordered another, and when it is re

ceived there will be run two trailers with each motor car. Our

boiler is 500 horse-power, and the engine 250, consequently we

can Iput in another engine of 250 horse-power."

T e Julicn system of storage battery traction was recently put

into successful operation on the Irvington street railway line.

Kansas City, Mo.—The property of the Ivanhoe Park electric

line has been turned over by its constructors, the Thomson

Houston Company.

Leavenworth, Kan.—A company has been organized here with

a capital _stock_ of_$3oo,ooo for the purpose of constructing electric

railways in this city. An ap lication has been made for a charter

and the incor oi ators are . W. Fogler, W. N. Todd, W. B.

Nickels, Otto ulfekuhler, . D. Kelly, L. Haron and E. A.

Kelly. The company roposes to lay twenty miles of track, and

as a matter of couse, t e best routes are to selected. The Sprague

motor is to be used.

Minneapolis, Minn.—’1‘he Minneapolis Street Railway Com

pany has now completed nearly 35 miles of the new electric lines,

and work on the remainder is being ve ra idly pushed. It isexpected to have half the lines completd-dy by ovember 1.

Moberl , Mo.—The City Council has granted a franchise to the

Western ‘n 'neering Company, of Kansas City, to build a street

railway in oberly, to be operated by electric power. The routes

cover all the available streets of the city and the franchise is for

twenty years.

Newark, N. J.-—The Newark Passenger Railway Company

has decided to build the line to Orange and equip it with the

overhead electric_ system, whether East Orange grants the fran

chise or not. If that township refuses to grant the right, the

road will be operated in two sections. The company's Newark

plant will run the cars from the terminus in Newark to the East

Orange line, and there the assengers will be transferred to horse

cars. At the Orange line e electric system will be again taken

up, and after another transfer the passengers be carried to their

destinations. It is thought after a few months's experience with

the discomforts of the double transfer, the East Orange authori

ties will grant the desired consent.

New Orleans, La.—The first car operated by electricity in New

Orleans was given a trial on August 8.

Newton, Mass.—The Newton Street Railway Company made

trial trips of its new electric cars this forenoon, between l\ ewtonville

and Newton. The results were most favorable. It is stated that

to-morrow between 6 A. M. and 4 r. M. regular tri s will be made

from \Vest Newton to Newton. The whole line rom Newton to

Waltham, will probably be in operation in three weeks’ time, the

delay being cased by having to wait for the new large engine for

the electric light company, which furnishes the power.

North Yakima, Wash.—The Yakima Street Railway and

Power Company has been formed, with a capital of $100,000. The

incorporators are Wa ne Ferguson, M. V. Massey and L. McLean,

of Spokane Falls, an Edward Whitson and L. S. Woodward, of

North Yakima, The company will at once begin to lay three

miles of track for electric motors. One hundred men are now

engaged in putting up the poles and wires for the electric lights.

This force will be doubled at once, and Superintendent Woodward

proposes to have the electric lights in operation by the last of

August.

Oakland, Cal.—An ordinance granting a franchise to John W.

Coleman, W. D. English and others for an electric railroad from

West to East Oakland has been passed.

Providence, R. I.—The storage battery car exhibited at Prov

idence, was given a trial trip recentl , and it gave excellent

results according to the local papers. he car is of the same at

tern as those on Fourth avenue, New York, and is very com ort

able. Power is applied by two Thomson-Houston motors, and the

car floor is one step above the platform. There are two iron fold

ing ates at each end of the car. The car is lighted by 16-candle in

can eseent lamps, and wei hs seven tons with all its appurtenances.

It was manufactured for e United Electric Traction Company,

formerly the Julien Company, by the John Stephenson Company.

The motors are 10 horse-power each, and are wound for 250 volts.

Underneath the seats on each side of the car there are six tra s

of cells and nine cells in each tray, making 54 cells on each si e,

and 108 in the car. By what is called t e elevator system, the

cells may all be removed from the car on the outside and another

set be substituted in the space of one minute.

The electric railway is being rapidly completed.

Puyallup, Wash.—Work is to be 'n at once on the Tacoma and

Puyallup Street Railroad. The homson-Houston system will

be used, and the total cost will be about $200,000. The officers

of the Tacoma & Puyallup Street Railway Company are : XV. E.

Anderson, president ; James H. Anderson, vice-president ; A. H.

Garretson, secretary. E. R. Gilmore, a St. Paul capitalist, is

heavily interested in the road. J. H. Anderson, the vice-president,

resides in Keokuk, Iowa.

Rochester, N. Y.—Work is being pushed by the Short Electric

Company on the Rochester Electric Street Railway, which that

company has contracted to equip. Quite a number of electricians

are wiring cars, fixing motors, etc., at the Gilbert Car Works,

Schenectady, N. Y.
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San Antonio, Tex.—The San Antonio St"ect Railway Com any

is equippin twelve miles of its lines with the Sprague over ead

system. ew cars and a power station are to be furnished.

Several small plants of Edison incandescent are going up in San

Antonio. The West End Street Railway Company, of the same

city, is utting in one car. The Thomson-Houston system has

been a opted. ,

Santa Clara, Cal.—The Santa Clara Supervisors have granted

to ]acob Rich ‘a franchise for an electric railroad alon Hedding,

Walnut and Hobson streets to the city limits of San fose. This

will be a continuation of the First street line. The system is to

be the overhead. Track, 3 feet guage, T steel-rails, etc. To be

commenced within six months, and completed within eighteen.

Seattle, Wash,—The West Street and North End Electric

Railway has been granted a franchise to construct and operate a

single or double track railway over the following route : Begin

ning on Third avenue east in Gilman's Addition to the City of

Seattle, where the north boundary line of the said cit crosses

said avenue, thence northerly on said avenue to T orndyke

avenue, thence northeasterly along Fifth avenue east over and

across Salmon Bay to Railroad avenue in Gilman Park, thence

northerl along Railroad avenue to the north line of said plat of

Gilman ark. John H. McGraw has been appointed president. and

T. H. Tyndale, treasurer of the Seattle General Electric Company.

C. A. Spofford, representative of Henry Villard, has arranged to

issue $303,000 of the stock to enlarge and improve the plant

recently acquired from the Seattle Electric Light Company. The

Green Lake Electric Railway has been granted a franchise to

construct and operate a single or double track electric railway.

The Metropolitan Electric Railway Com any. of Seattle, has

elected officers as follows: President, Co onel ]. C. Haines ;

vice-president, Geor e H. Heilbron; treasurer,-Jacob Furth,

secretary, Maurice cMickon. The company is organized for

the purpose of buildin and o crating t e electric street rail

way extending from We ler and hird streets. along

Yesler, Jefferson, Third, and Thence to Lake Union, for which a

franchise was recently granted by the city council. Work has

commenced upon the construction of the extensions of the Front

street cable and the Seattle electric railways down Com

mercial street. Amicable arrangements have been made between

the two companies, so that the same tracks will be used by both.

The cable road will ut in a turn-table near King street, and

the electric road w 1 run down James and Commercial to

up Main toMain, South Third, and north to Second street.

Six weeks will suflice to have the extension in operation.

The Metropolitan Electric Railway Company of Seattle has called

for bids for the construction and equipment, with not less than six

cars, of an electric road under and in accordance with Ordinance

No. i,4o9, of the City of Seattle. the said road to be operated by

the overhead system.

Somerville, Ma.ss.—-The work of laying the new tracks for

electric cars from Bowdoin Square, Boston, to Somerville, is pro

gressing rapidly.

Springfield, lll., Aug. i6—The street car war which has been

bitterl waged for the past few days was partially settled to-night.

The e ectric line succeeded in laying its tracks in a part of the

contested suburban territory, and began running its trains. A

brass band was secured and a vast concourse of citizens partici

pated in celebrating the event. The citizens are determined to

ave rapid transit, and it is believed "mule power " will shortly’

be dispensed with. The change will be invaluable to suburban

property.

St. john, N. B.—-The electric Railway at St. john is nearing

completion.

Tacoma, Wash.—General Manager James H. Cummings, of

the Tacoma Railway and Motor Company, has let the contract

for the electric railway on Tacoma avenue to Robert Mclntyre.

Union, Ore.—The Union Electric Power and Li ht Company,

has filed supplementary articles of incorporation, c anging name

to Union Railway Company. Object is to construct and conduct

a_railway from the station of Union, in Union County, to the

Cit of Union, on up to the stream known as Catherine Creek,

“git other franchise. The first articles were filed on March 24,

i go.

Wilksbarre, Pa.—The electric railway carried 41,000 passen

gers during July.

Zanesville, 0., is to have an electric street railway.

MOTOR NOTES

Electric Motors in Use.—lt is stated by one of the best known

manufacturers of motors in the United States that to-day there

are 110 1955 than 15.000 motors in use, applied to not less than ‘200

different industries, and an industrial revolution is taking place

equaling, if not surpassing in importance, that attending the intro

South Third, '

duction of the steam engine, and marvelous in the rapidity of its

growth.—/l/ining lmiuslry.

The Duncan Motor.—-Some experiments recently tried with a

motor invented by Dr. Louis Duncan, of Johns Hopkins Univer

sity. have given results so remarkable as to attract considerable at

tention. '1 he motor is a multipolar machine of 15 horse-power

nominal, and an output of 10 horse-power was obtained from it at

an electrical efliciency of 92 per cent., and a s d of 90 revolu

tions per minute ; this in spite of the fact that the armature was

of cast iron. This very remarkable result is obtained by employ

ing a large number of poles, and a commutator with iather com

plicated cross connections. Unless further experience should

show results remarkabl below those accepted by the experi

mental machine, it wou d seem that we have here a solution of

the difiieulty heretofore met in electric traction—that is to say,

the necessity of high armature speeds and geared motors. Dr.

Duncan is certainl to be congratulated on his remarkable success

with the new mac ine.

A New Electric Motor.—Mr. R. W. Traylor, of Richmond, Va.,

has recently invented a new electric motor for street railways and

for stationa ' purposes. He has been awarded a patent on his

invention. he motor is described as being a very compact and

werful machine. A company has been incorporated to manu

acture and sell these motors and other electric apparatus, appli

ances and equipments, and to establish electric plants in Virginia

and elsewhere. for furnishin electric power and lights. The

capital stock is to be not less t an $100,000, nor more than $300,

000, divided into shares of Sioo each. The conipanfiy is author

ized to own 500 acres in any State. The princip 0 cc will be in

Richmond, but branches are to be established wherever the board

of directors deem it necessary. The oificers are as follows:

President, A. W. Garber; vice-president, Thomas Potts; secre

tary,J. E. McKenney; treasurer, Meredith F. Montague; super

inten ent. R. W. Tra lor. Directors: Messrs. A. W, Garber, J.

Ta lor Ellyson, J. L. aliaferao, Wist. E. Taylor, R. F. Hudson,

and Thomas Potts.

A great many inventors are puzzling over a device to improve

the gearing of electric motors used in street cars. The electric

motor is a sudden sort of thing that starts at hi h speed. It is

difficult. however, to apply the power economical y in starting a

car, and it is found that the horse-power required to overcome

the initial inertia of a car standin still is many times greater

than that required to keep the car in motion after it has once been

set a-going. The mechanical problem, therefore, is to obtain

from the motor shaft a slow initial movement without loss of

power.

The supremacy of the English in the application of electricity

to the propulsion of vehicles is likely ere long to be disputed in

this country. A company is being organized in Pittsburg to oper

ate electric cabs, the current to be furnished by storage batteries.

]. E. Weed. of Macon, Ga., has just perfected an electric motor

for buggies and vehicles of all kinds.

EQUIPMENT AND EXTENSION OF EXISTING LINES.

Boston, Mass.—The West End Railway Compan , of Boston,

have I00 miles of track operated by electricity. “;lien the sys

tem is completed there will be 250 miles of street railways oper

ated in that way. At resent the lines are operated by temporary

plants that will be use till the permanent plant is finished. On

the ni ht of July 4, when the great crowd which witnessed the

firewor s on the Common was riding home, the am re meters

showed a total of about 3,900 horse-power generate at the cen

tral station.

Des Moines, Ia.—The Des Moines Electric Street Railway Com

pany is expendin an immense amount of money this year build

ing new track an relaying the old. The amount of track has

been increased from less than twenty miles last fall to more than

forty miles at the present time, and a large force of men is con

stantly em loyed in track laying. The system is now b far the

most comp etc of any system in the State. The people 0 the city

appreciate the public spirit that has led to the expenditure of

$1,000,000 in the completion of this model system, and show their

appreciation in a liberal patronage. There is, as a consequence,

no more paying investment in the State than this one is proving

itself to be. At least so say those in a position to know. Ar

rangements are about completed for the erection of two additional

power houses, one upon each side of the river, an enlargement

made necessary by the great extension of the line. The com

pany has also purchased a large plot of ground centrally located,

and will erect thereon car house and repair shops.

Denver, Col.—The Tramway Company has come to the con

clusion that its Lawrence street electric line has become so po u

lar that it will stretch another arm of it through the city. he

newline will begin at the corner of Curtis and Twenty-second

Streets. It will run up Twenty_-second Street across the Vilelton
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street cable line up to Twent 1-second Ayenue. and out that thor

oughfare to Downing, and rom thence to the suburbs. Work

has already begun upon tracklaying.

Georgetown, D. C.—-The Georgetown and Tenalley Street

Railwa Company are extending their electric road two and a

half mi es.

Joliet, lll.—It has been found necessary to extend the electric

railway system here.

Lansing, Mich.—The Lansing Street Railway has purchased

$50,000 worth of real estate in the southern part of the city. The

electric car line -will be extended through the entire tract of over

100 acres, and an important new addition to the city built up.

Pittsburg, Pa.—-Two new engines are being placed in position

at the power station of the Second avenue electric line, and when

these are completed the company will be able to put on ‘25 cars if

necessary. During the time the new engines have been under

construction only one engine and five cars were running.

The Thomson-Houston Electric Compan will equip the West

End Street Railway. It is rumored that al the South Side lines

have been purchased by the Sellers McKee line of Pittsburg.

Portland, Ore.—The Transcontinental street car line sent an

order East last week for the first instalment of material for an

electric plant and system for their road.

It has long been the intention of President Woodard to adopt

an electric system, but the chan e involves such an amount of

preparation and care in the se ection of the best ossible sys

tem that it has been impossible sooner to bring t e matter to

a focus.

The Transcontinental has in many respects been in the front

of the procession of similar enterprises in this, city. Its far-reach

ing extensions into the suburbs, laying of double tracks in the

face of assertions that it would ‘not ay, and erection of large and

substantial buildings, have involve the outlay of large sums of

money. >

Some idea of the magnitude of the electric plan is shown by

the fact that the line is now operating seventeen miles of track.

and the expense of the electric plant before a car can be run will

not fall short of $300,000.

The plan is to change the entire system into an electric line.

and there are good grounds for believing that .further extensions

will be made. Certainly, the line intends to keep up with the

procession, and go where other lines go.—Pa_a_'/ix Lumberman.

610., A ug. 7.

Rockford, Ill.—The Rockford City Railway Company have

built six and one-half miles of electric railway, which is to _be in

operatilon by the fourth. They also contemplate an extension of

two mi es.

Salem, Ore.—The Capital City Railway Company will extend

four miles this summer, Sprague system.

Salt Lake City, Utah.—The Salt Lake City Railroad Com

pany contemplate an extension of ten miles.

Syracuse, N. Y.—The Third Ward Railway Company. of Syra

cuse, N. Y., operating an electric s stem, has been purchased.

along with the eight other street rai way lines of Syracuse, by the

Syracuse Consolidated Street Railway Company. The consoli

dated system will add forty miles of tracks to its existing lines.

First mortgage 5 per cent. gold bonds to the amount of $1,000,000,

due July 1, 1920, are now offered for sale by S. V. White & Co.,

of New York.

Victoria, B. C.—The National Electric Tramway and Lighting

Company, Limited, will extend their line three and a quarter

miles to the town < f Esquimalt.

NEW CORPORATIONS.

Alpena Mich.—The Alpena Street Railway Company has been

organized with the following officers: President, E. O. Avery:

vice-president, ohn Monaghan ; secretary, C. E. I Williams -,

treasurer, B. C. orse. The company ropose to lay two miles

of track this fall, and it is probable that electric power will be used.

Ashtabula, O.-The Ashtabula Street Railway and Electric

Company ; capital, $50,000.

Baltimore, Md.—The Ries Electric Traction and Brake Com

pany has been organized, with ohn M. Denison, president; ohn

B. McDonald, vice-president; as. Sloan, Jr., treasurer, and lias

Ries, consulting electrician.

The Underground Electric Traction Compan , of Baltimore;

incorporated b John J. Husband, Frank L. Morling, John J.

Meyer, Henry . Daly and Richard L. Gray. Capital, $100,000.

Braddock, Pa.-The Braddock and McKeesport Electric Rail

way Company ; capital, $100,000.

Chicago, lll.—Chicag0 and Lake Shore Electric Railway Com

pany, to construct and operate an electric road for carrying pas

sengers and freight from Chicago to Fort Sheridan ; capital,

$1,000,000 ; incorporators, C. H. Renny, George 0. Fairbanks and

F. L. Brooks.

United States Electric Car Company, to manufacture electric

cars and motors, and operate the same ; capital stock, $3,000,000 ;

incorporators, M. S. Debolt, J. H. Donnelly and John A. Qualey.

Edinburgh, Ind.—The Franklin Electric Street Car Company ;

capital, $10,000. R. T. Overstreet is the manager. '

Indiana olis, Ind.—The Indianapolis and Broad Ripple Rapid

Transit ompany; capital, $100,000; Joseph Ferguson, presi

dent, and Dr. R. C. Light. secretary.

Jeffersonville, Ind.—The New Albanyand Jeffersonville Electric

Railway Company; capital, $150,000. John M. Stotzenburg is

president.

Kansas City, Mo.—Articles of incorporation have been filed by

the Oak Street Electric Railway Company. The incorporators

are William B. Moorehead, James A. Forbes and Perry C.

Phillips. The object of the company is to build an electric rail

way on Oak Street, from the approach of the Winner brid e

‘ across the Missouri River to the southern limits of the city. T e

capital stock of the company is $50,000, in 500 shares of $100 each.

At the Winner bridge the road will connect with the electric line

running over the bridge into Clay County. ‘

Leavenworth, Kan.—The Citizens‘ Electric Railway Compan ';

capital stock, $300,000. Directors, \V. D. Kelly, J. Vi. Folger, .

Hawn, W. N. Todd, \V. B.~ Nickels, E. A. Kelly, Otto H.

Wulfekuhler.

Newark, N. J.—The Edison Industrial Works has filed articles of

incorporation at Newark. The ca ital stock is $1,000,000, and the

company will be 'n business wit $450,000. The incorporators

are: Thomas A. dison, West Orange; Samuel Insull, Orange,

and Thomas Butler, New York. The principal place of business

will be at Silver Lake, near Newark. The company will have

oflices in New York and other States of the Union. The object of

the company is to manufacture machinery for mechanical. sci

entific, mining and chemical purposes.

Philadelphia, Pa.-The Electric Engineering Company; the

objects are to construct electric railways, cars, etc. Harve Bar

ton, Henry Gianella, Christian Schneider and Thomas 1 arion,

of Philadel hia, and Charles Richter, of Camden, are the incor

porators. he capital stock is $100,000.

Pierre, So. Dal:.—-The Forest City Railroad and Telegra h

Construction Company, of Connecticut: Stockholders, Wm. ,

Bulkeley, . L. Barbour, J. H. Turner, Hardford. Conn.; and C.

H. Webb, . B. Shooff, Jno. F. Hand, New York City; capital

stock, $50,000.

Seattle, Wash.—Metro olitan Electric Railway Company ; in

co rated by acob Furt ,A. B. Stewart, . M. Thompson, H.

G. turve, G. . Heilbron,]_J. C. Haines, . G. Grant. Bailey

Gatzert, A. P. Mitten, J. P. oyt, and Maurice McMicken. The

ca ital stock is $3,000,000.

ellingham Bay Electric Street Railway Company, with a cafpital

stock of $200,000. and the following 0 cers: Eugene Can eld,

president; ‘P. B. Cornwall. vice-president; J. \V. Morgan, trea

surer; C. \V. Dorr, secretary, and C. D. McKellar, superintendent.

Troy, N. Y.—Tr0y Electric Street Railway Company ; capital,

$20,000.

West Chester, Pa.—West Chester Electric Street Railwgy

Company : capital, $30,000. The ofiicers are: President, Marsh l

H. Matlack: directors, William Hemphill, P._ E. Jeffries\ R. T.

Coruwell and H. C. Baldwin.

POWER APPLICATIONS.

Kansas City, Kan.—The Interstate Water Electric Power Com

pany is about to be organized at Kansas Ci , Kan., with a capital

stock of $1,000,000, to establish an electric power_ plant_ near

Muncie, in Wyandotte County, where the Kaw River will be

dammed to obtain water power, Already 203 acres of land have

been purchased, 173 acres on the north side and 30 on the south

side of the river. The directors of the company are: John B.

Colton, Nicholas McAl ine, David N. Carlisle, Robert L. Mc

Alpine and John S. Jo ns.

Shu lerville, N. Y.—The Tomson Pulp and Paper Company is

to bui d a bridge from their mill across the Hudson River to the

bank of the Champlain canal, where a large storehouse is to_ be

erected. This wil save nearly half the distance to Schuylerville.

The trestle will be 1,200 feet long, and the car, which will carry

pulp, will in all probability be operated by electricity.

Webb City, Mo.-—A 1,000 horse-power electric plant has been

urchased b the Jasper County Electric Power Company, of

ebb City, 10., the motors of which alone costs $98,000. _This

plant is said to be one of the largest in the world, and will be

used to furnish thefpower in operating the mines at that place.

The capital stock 0 the company is $150,000, all taken and none

for sale. The_ principal movers in the enterprise are W. P. Munro,

Judge Stratton and O. K. Caldwell, of Nevada.
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ELECTRIC STREET RAILWAYS OF AMERICA

In Operation and in Course of Construction.

~ Corrected to Sept. 1st.

[THOSE .\‘lARKED wirii ,\ * ARE aiziso CO.\STRL'CTED.]

 
  

Commenced Length No. of H. P. ulIIH. I’. of; Max.

[,i_'iC.1[iOl'l. Operating Company. Operation Motor F Motor (jenera- Per Ct. .\I-akers of Cars. System,

Electrically. in Miles Cars. Cars. tor. Gracie. I

Adrian Mich . . . . . . . . .. Adrian City Belt Line Electric R'y Co . .. .Sept., 1889 .. 3 4 15 1 too 6 IPUill'I1J.l1..... . National.

Akron, Ohio . . . . . . . . . . . Akron Electric Ry. C0 . . . . . .._. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. §Oct. 13, 't§8... i2 25 I5 & 3oi 400 9% Lewis 8: Fowler. . . .. Edison.

Albany, N. Y . . . . . . . . . .. Watervliet Turnpike and Railway Co.-.. Sept. 25, 89.. 15.9 16 . . . . . .. i 320 5% ; ones ....‘Th0m.9on-Houston.

“ “ . . . . . . . . .. Albany Railway Co . . . . ._ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Jan. 1, 1890... 14 32 . . . . . . . 960 . . . . .. . Jilbert. . . . . . . . . . .. Thomson-Houston.

Alleghany, Pa . . . . . . .. Observatory Hill Pass. Ry. Co. . . . . . .. ...-. . . . . . . . . . . ._. . 3.7 6 . . .; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Stephenson. .. .. . Edison.

Alliance, Ohio . . . . . . .. Alliance St. Ry. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Mar. 6, '88... 2 3 15 1 80 4% . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Thomson-Houston.

Americus, Ga . . . . . . . .. Americus Street Railway Co . . . . . . . . . .. .. Jan. 2, 1890 . . 5% 4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ;_Pullman . . . . . . . . . . . . Thomson-Houston.

Ansonia, Conn . . . . . . . .. Derb St. Ry; Co . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ..,. 4 5 .. . .. .‘ . . . . . . . .‘ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. Thomson-Houston.

Apgletori, \Vis . . . . . . . . . Ap. lectric St. _Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Aug. 16,’ 86 . . 3.5 6 8 8: 12 6o 8 Pullman . . . . . . . . . . .. Van Depoele.

As ury Park, N. J . . . . . . Seashore Electric Ry: Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sept. 9, 87... 4 20 2o :50 4 Brill . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. U. Elec. Trac.

Asheville N. C .. Asheville Electric Railway . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. 3 9 15 & 30 6-; 9% Gilbert . . . . . .. Edison.

Atlanta, a . . . . . . . . . . .. Atlanta and Edgewood St. Ry. Co . . . . . . . . . . . .. Aug. 23, '89. .. 4.5 4 20 80 315 i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Thoinson-Houston,

“ “ . . . . . . . . . . .. Fulton_County Street Railway Co . . . . . . . . . . , _ _, . . . . . . . . . . . .. 9 I0 . . . . . . . . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :'Thomson-Houston.

Atlantic Cit , N. I . . . .. Atlantic City Electric Railway . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ,April 1. '89 .. 6.5 17 15 & 30% i3o . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Edison.

Attleboro, ass. . . . . . . . A. No. A. & Wrentham Street Railway Co . . . . . . Mar. 30, 90.. . 8 5 . . . . . I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ellis Car C0 . . . . . .. Thomson-Houston.

Auburn, N. Y . . . . . . . .. Auburn Electric Railway Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .' . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3 3 i. . . . . . .l . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ... .. . . . . ... . Thomson-Houston.

Augusta, Me . . . . . . . . .. Augusta, Hallowell 8: Gardner Ry. Co . . . . . . . . .. Yjuly 23. '90. . . 3 3 ' . . . . . . . .5 . . . . _ ,_ .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . _ _ _ _ . . . _ i'Thomson-Houston.

Augusta. Ga. . . . . . . . . . .. Augusta St. Ry . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . ...‘JUl‘l€,1890.., 15 21 3o .. _ _ _ _ , _ _ _ _ ,_ Edison,

Baltimore. Md. . . . . . . . .. North Ave. Elec. Ry... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..* . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2 1 3o . . ... . . . . . . ..' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Edison.

" . “ . . . . . .. Monte Ave. Electric Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .."' .. . . . . . . . . . .. 2 1 30 . . . . . . . . . . . ._ Brill . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Edison.

Bangor, Me . .. .. .. . .. Bangor St. R '. Co. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..l.\'lay 21, ’89.. . 3 5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ., Thomson-Houston.

BayCit',Mich . . . . . . ..BayCit'R. .Co.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5 3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. ....‘Edison.

Bay Ri ge, Md .. . .4 ..'Bay Ri ge Electric Railroad . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5 2 30 i . .. 67 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Edison.

Beverly, Mass . . . . . . . .. !Beverly and Danvers Street Ry. Co . . . . . . . . . . .. net. 31, '89... 4 2 , 15 25 6% . . . . . _ _ , , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __iStorage.

Binghainton, N. Y. . . . .. Washington St., Asylum and Park R. R . . . . . . . .‘ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.5 28 30 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Edison.

Birmingham, Conn., .. Ansonia, Birmingham and Derby Elec. Ry. Co.. April 30. '88.. 4 4 12 to 15 too 7 .Brill. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 'l‘liomson-Houston,
Bloomington, [ll . . . . . . .. Bloomington City Electric Co. . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . .. . . 10 12 ‘ 20 150 , .' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. IU. Elec. Trac.

Boston, Mass . . . . . . . . . .. West End St. Ry. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Jan. 2. '39. . .. 127 11:: '15 oz 40 iooo 6 IBrill . . . . . . . .. . . Tliomson-Houston.

“ “ . . . . . . . . . ..\VestEiidStreetR'.Co................ , . . . . . . . . . . . ..II‘0 118 I . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . ...................i'I'homs0n-Houso.

Brockton, Mass. . . . . . . .. East Side St. Ry. Ci) .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I‘-\i0\'. 1. '88. 34.5 4 I5 . . ..... . . . . . .. ‘Stephenson . . . . . . ..-Edison. t n

Brooklyn, N. Y . . . . . . ..iBr0oklyn & Jamaica St. Ry... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ....: to 4 30 ‘. .. . . . . . . ..‘Lewis & Fowler. . l-Zdison.“ “ . . . - . . ./Coney Island and Brooklyn R. R. Co . . . .. . .. . . AP!’il 19. '9 . .i 16 - 12 I . . . . . . . .. . . . .. , . . . . ... Lewis 6: Fowler .I . . |Thoms0n-Houston.

“ " . .. . . .. Coney island and Brooklyn Railway. . . . . . . . . . ..*‘. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6 2 . . . . .. . ., ... . . . . . .. Stephenson. . . . . . . !l‘:di$Ofl. '

Bufialo, N. Y . . . . . . . . . . Buffalo Street Railway Co . . . . . . . . . . .. ... . . 1. .... . .... 2% 4 30 iqo 1 . . . . . . . . '. ..... ... . . . . . . . . F-diS0fl.Butte Cit '. Mont . . . . . .. Butte City Elec. Ry _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .* ... .. . . . . . ‘W: 5 30 . ..iI . . .I ... .'_Stephenson . . . . . . .. Edison.

Camden,_.'._ j . . . . . . . . .. C2ll'l'\(lClli‘l‘lUl'>‘(’ R. R. Co . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .\_lay I5. 5 4 I 30 ioo : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . U. Elec. Trac.

Canton, Ohio. . . . . . . .. Canton Street Ry. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Dec. 15, ' S... 5 14 -15 31 30 . . . . . ..' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Edison.
Chattanooga. Tenn. Cliar. F.lL'L'. Ht. Ry. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ._ .. .* . . . . . . . . . . . . ..? 5 :6 I15 at 3-9 M; 8,l<_: ;IBrill . , , , _ , _ , __ ,,,_ Edison.

Chester, Pa . . . . . . . . .. Union Railway .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..* .. . . . . . . . .. 5 30 , _ _ _ _ , ,_ _ . _ _ _ _ _ __ _ , _ ‘ _ __i[I~:di54)|1_

Chicago, Ill . . . . . . . . . .. Cicero and Proviso St. R . . . . . . . ... .....* ... . . . . . . . . .. :2 12 30 200 '.. . ... ... . . . . . . . . . . . . .. l'I-difiufl.

Cincinnati, Ohio. . . . . . . . F liiclinetl Plane Railroad o .... . .. .... .... ..... ... 6 :0 I 30 269 1; t\' 2 _ . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ... Edison... . .. . .Qg£llllS;1l‘i(l Eden Park Inclined Ry. Co ;-\\Ipi'il 22, '§9..i i _ -3 i 20 50 I 5 .. . . . . . . .. ll. Elec. 'l'rac_

-- ~- :;;.;.-@-.:.-.;...~.:'::*Sr1’;:.‘..“5.“.::..£?:::“¢‘..‘1?‘fi*f*f‘.5%;S".;;: ;.;:.:.~"..:*i.??; -; *2 -::::;;: ------------- -
----- -- -

.'i‘-%:2::‘.::‘.:3:.>::::::::“ “ . . . . . . .. Colerain Railway Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... .‘ . . . . . . . . _ . ..I 5 8 l .. .. -zoo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ _ I'l‘homson-Houston:

“ _“ .. The Lehigh Ave. Railway Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 to 30 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Short.

Cleveland. Ohio. . . .... East Cleveland Street Railroad Co . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . .. 35 95 i . . . . . . .. 300 i 2% ‘Stephenson... , . . .. Edison.
“ “ ..‘l'il'Ill'Ii\’l_\'llSLRY. .. M8)‘ 25. I69-U 10 36 1 30 Stephcnson.... Thomson-Houston

" " . . . . . . .. l’»r~'-atiwav and '.\'ewburg R. R . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. to 24 , . . . . . . .. ..... .. .... . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Edison. I

“ " .. ... (ollaiiicris |.'ne, East Cleveland, Uhio . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . ....‘ 3 8 , . . . . . . . , . . . . . . .i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -Edison.

C"l'1‘"=<i" -"Il'Fi".‘~’>‘~~ C-"L -t 1'-1 P-"\~‘*' R=1Pi1l I|I1'-imil C0"1I>.'~1ny. . .. .. ...... . lllflfl 30. 1890- to 13 3° .... . . .. ..... ..... . .. . . :IiEdison

(.'olu‘mbu>. lliiio. . .. ._ kfoliiiiibiis Coii~olirl.ited St. R'.iilIway Co . , , , , , , _ _, IAug.. 1887 .i 2 2 *I _ _ _ _ _ , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , _ I I I Ighon I

' " . . . . . . ..(.ioltiiniiiisliicc. ..I 1,

“' _ " . .. .. ljleiii-mod oi‘ (irecnIl.a\\'n Ry . . . . . . , _. _ *4’ , . . . . . . . . . .. 405 J 54 30 i . I I I ' I Q I I I ‘ I-",I:1rIj)<r:)n

Council Bltifls, l;-i. . . 1)m.ilia aiiti Lliuiicil Bluffs R\'. and llrid_.;i.- Co . 24 26 20 6: go-i 514 ‘ 4 Pu|1mI-,-“I1 I I ' I I ' ' I I I I T & Edbon

(_'0\'in_i1toii, Ry... .. .....\‘. CO\'il1L{I()l‘l&1ll(l L‘iiiciiin;iti Street Ry. tfo ,, .' . . . . . . . . . . . .. 8 10 15 I I .<r¢p}-|¢n5I(;;; I I I I I I II qflo,-tI

Dallas. Il‘c.\"as . . . . . . .. Dallas Rapid 'l‘ransit Co . . . . . . . . . . . .I. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ '; I 30 i I I I C I ' I I I I §[cphgn5()n I I ' . ' I . ' IFdiqOIn

“ “ . . . . .. . ‘North Dallas Circuit Ry. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ,,* '3_3 _" _ _ _ _ _ _ >1 ’ K” " 1' ' ' ' ‘ ' ' " .I‘.hO"mS;)n_H , .,
l_I)anvilli:, Ya. ..... ...~Dan\'ille St. C. Cu ... .. .... .. . . . . . , .. ... . . . . . . . .. 2 6 ... ... I I I C II I“ I I I . I I I I I I I I I I I I i "iIl1()mS0fl-Pl(I)uI':tm‘I

Davenport. Iowa. . . . . ..}Davenport Central Street Railway C0.........._Sept. 1, '88 2.75 6 15 Edison (UIIOHI

" “ . ..... 'Davenport Electric St. Ry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..* . . . . . . .. 4 i5 & go _ _ _ _ Mi .. ... l .. II FdisonI

“ “ . . . . . ..-Electric Railway Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .."' . . . . . . . ..i --. _ 4 .. C. I I I I I I I I I II 1-‘Idgson

Dayt0n,()hio . . . . . . . ..WhiteLineSt.R.R.Co.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 8.5“ 12 I I I I ~ I I I I I I I I II \;aiiDepoele

" “ . . . . . . . 1Dayton and Soldier's Home Ry. C0 . . . . . . . . . .. . i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 1 2 i 30 I 50 . I I ‘Ste1ihIeIii§:iiIi I I I I I I i I I Fdison I I

Decatur, Ill . . . . . . . .. . Decatur Electric St. Ry. Co ... ... . . . . . . . . . ..lSept.. 1889.... 3 4 I| 25 ‘ ioo ;__,, I Pul|m.m\I I I I I I lI1\I’agiOn,I,]

" “ . . . . . . . . . . .. Citizens' Electric Street Railway . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Aug. 27. 1880. 5 9 , 1: ion 5 I ‘ I I I I I I ' ' ' I II'|‘hQmsm;-Hm,q,5n

Denver, Col . . . . . . . . . . Universitiv Park Railway and Electric Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . f. 4 6 . . . .i.. . . i I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I Fdison I I

“ ‘ . . . . . . . . . .. Denver'“ramwa'Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ..* . . . . . . . . . . .. I.._ _ II I II I I I I I I I II '3, I_ .

" “ . . . . .. . . South Denver Calile Co . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Dec. 25, 186~).I.I I2 I: i I3oII by I I . I ' I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I II II-‘2iI)eI¢:I|fUn Housmm

" “ . .... . Colfax Ave. Electric Rv. .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . ‘ . . .. I . 6 8 I 30 J I I ' ' I I I I I I I i I I I I I I I I I I I I I |.id;I§onI

-~ \- .......... ..,('.apitolHillLine....,I. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ..=- . . . . . . . .. ..i 1 1 I '1 .ff.I.I1I.fiI'i.' I ' I I I I ' ' I I I I I IIEIdisonI

" “ . . . . . . . . . . .. \\'e$t liiid Electric. .... . . . . . . . . . . . .. ... . “" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 10 13 - 10 1:0 .. .. . . I I D I I I I I I I I I I I F.di<onI

" “ ........ ... Denver at Berkeley Park Rapid '|'r:uisit Co. .. .*i .. . . . . . . . . .. 5 14 4...i... .. ... . .. l I i I I I I I I I I I I ‘I F'diI5-rmI

Des.\Ioines.low‘.i..... Des.\loiiiesElectric Ry.Co. . . . . . . .. io 21 .‘ ~30) ‘ . I I I I I I II I II ,I§;Edi;0n

Detroit, Mich . . . . . . . . .. Detroit Electric Ry. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .... (ict. 1. '86. .. 4 J 2 I ) - In I I I I I II I I i I I I I I \‘I'-Iiii De )0ele~ I

" " . . . . . . . . .. Iflighland Park Ry. (To. _ .. .... . . . .. ... . . ... ()ct. 24, '56 . 3.5 6 - I; 7-) I.\-IiIlI.I I iI"tillinIzin' I I I I I I I I I I I \"'-itionall I I

“ “ ... ..... Detroit, Rouge River and llearborn St. Ry. Co. ., ..... . I 5 - 6 . . . . .. \"il_ I I I I I I I I I I i-‘;_1iq,Im I

" " . . . . . . . . ..‘F.;ist Lletroit éllltl (,}rn>.<e Pointe St. Ry. Co. . . . . . May 29. I88. .. 8.5 10 1; i._>.i Nil. IPIiilIliii;iiIi I I I I I I I I I I Rational

"' “‘ . . . . . . . .. Detroit Cit ' Riiilmiy, Mack Street Linc. ... ."‘ ....I. .I . . . . 2 .. . II I I I I I II i\i'itionalI

Dubuque. l0wa.. . .. .... Key City lectric Railway Co . . . . . . .. .... . Ian. -26, 1599,, Q 4 ,__ __ ____ if C III I I I I I III I ' ' II péiisnn '

I “ . . . . . . . ..‘F.lecti'icl.i_-.;litandl’owerCo . . . . . . . . . . . . .. C . . . . . . .. 12 1561' 4-1 . . . . . . . . . ‘ . I Etiisoir

glmn" ' "" \‘]\(f:[“l:;I‘*(\:n(")‘ " ‘ ‘~ 1 '~- ----* I-_ - ... . .‘ 8 ... .. . ....\. .F.\.' .. ... .. .. L.icie(1e _. . .. .... 'l:hoin5on-Houston,

F-ml Clilirt. \\"is .. . . .. liau CIl;iirc Street RLlilf()El(lIC1)IIIIII II II 1‘ i In I III IIIi ZIS 6 I15 Iio IIII‘ ii: 1* IIiIIII§ GI h0“ItIr ‘I ‘l;{I"i.I’lcC' Trail‘

I_.‘l\_in‘m.H ‘I mginhltflrickv . ‘H . . I5) I P _ ,- .. . .. _ .. . .....]._,(ll!.~l)l"l.

lrllkhart. lllLl............ (TiItizetis' St. R\'.It\i . . I I \\' Il'I I ' I . II I I‘ I I ‘ I I I I I II \IrdI$Un.

F""c'~ Pt‘ --- ... . .. . (Iitv Pa<.~‘cni1erI R;iilw:i\' Co , H I I I I I I I i I i 17. fl) 3; II ‘I I II“ ' InFort l1Ir‘itIii)tI\liCii I ' I I 'I iiI;Iii'lI:iILIi€iIIii iIUiI2I)I'1IIII C I I I II ' I ‘ I III I in M I I I II "' ]III‘di:*"’“:

* -1 I. II) ‘ ; ';' ,ll * - ', _
Fort \\‘f'rIh. IlIL‘XLt$.. . .. Fort I\\'urtii£ILr“IiitI\' l\::ll\i\I\\’:;\" Co I I I II I I I I’ tc1>.l5 1; 1' III‘ . I I I I |’iii'iIiiI'ii' I I I I I I I DCIIMCICI

" " . . Fort Worth Land and St. R v. Co .. .. . .. 15 15 Ii 1; _-Si II-I-I ‘Pii!im:ui I I I I IU .. . ('_li..tiiiberl.'iiii lnvestiiient LHI-iiip;iny_ __ -- _4__> _ _ _ 3 _ _ __‘ U _ ' I p,,Hm_mI II' ' ' I '

‘_ .Fo{{_li .\l(lC-Rtlli‘\'v';l:y"L.LI..~ '. .. 15 15 . . . . .. .. ._ . . ,, __ 'I'lioii1§nn-Houston,

(nommcgtpr \[ 65 -~ ‘__-I mtilrbltiz ;\\_.t~\ill€r\i_»,rt(oii Heiulits i\ y.. . .. . ..: 3 I 3 ‘ jo . . ... . . . . . . .... i‘I.(liSOfl.

_ .. -, .¢. ___ yi 1': _ I -‘ J’, .. , -\Grand Rdpids. Mich _ Rccds Lakc l‘_.k._C_ “‘ RV k 0. H. . 9. ‘ . .. 2 I 2 i . . . . ... ., .. ,.. . ....._. “lTl’l(Il‘!Il\eSl)fl:I!':-;)(l;lSl0fl.

Harrisburg, Pa . . . . . .. l~,'.i~‘t H-.1ri'i~b:_ir,-, P.i.~.-.. R‘,-_ Q. __ ___,_ _“__; H ,5 5 ,_. 5, _ 5Ii: >,,.;;[ ‘H r__ iF_d.;50n_

 

. _ _,_ _ __* .- 0
___-u=i|u._Jj-my 5—— -_ F . II __ __ _; I_______ _ __ ‘_H~
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ELECTRIC STREET RAI LVVAYS OF AMERICA.—COntinued.

 

|

| | Commenced Length No. of H. P. oth P. of Max. - -

Location. | Operating Company. | Operation Motor Motor Genera-Per Ct. Makers of Cars. System.

Electrically. in Miles Cars. Cars. tor. Grade.

|-
- - -

Hartford, Conn. . . . . . . . Hartford and Weathersfield Horse Railroad Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3- 4 |15 & 30 50 4 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Edison.

Huntington, W. Va. . . . Huntington Electric Light and St. Ry. Co...... Dec. 14, '88... 3% 2 18 IOO 3% ------------------. Short.

Indianapolis, Ind...... Citizens' Street Railway Co ......... . . . . . . . . May 30, 'go. 6% Io . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... .... St. Louis Car Co....Thomson-Houston.

- " ....... Citizens' Street Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........... 2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ...U.E. T. Storage.

Ithaca, N.Y............ Ithaca Street Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - Dec. 28, '87. I 3 7% 5o 3 Feigel.............. U. Elec. Trac.

ohnstown, Pa. . . . . . . . .#: Passenger Street Ry. Co............".............. IO to 1. . . . . . . . 4° 1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Short.

oliet, Ill.......... ... Joliet Street Railway Co. . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Feb., 1890.... 3. 8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........!------...- ........ Thomson-Houston.

- " . . . . . . . . . . . . . .' City Railway Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . *.......... ... 3% ............. [... - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- - - - Thomson.Houston.

Kansas City, Mo . . . . . .£ St. Ry. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......". . . . . . . . . . . . 5% 18 .......!--------------------------------... Thomson-Houston.

- - “. . . . . . . Vine St. Ry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..................* . . . . . . . . - - - - - 3. 6 - . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Thomson-Houston.

- - “. . . . . . . The North East Street Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . |Mar. 5, 1890... 3% 6 . . . . . . 24o 8% |................... Thomson-Houston.

Kearney, Neb. . . . . . . Kearney Street Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . |July 4, 1890 .. 8 6 ................ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - T. H. & Edison.

Keokuk, Iowa. . . . . . . .-- Keokuk Electric Street Ry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....."---------..... 6.8 6 15 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Short.

- “. . . . . . ... Keokuk Elec. Ry.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .* . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 6 30 - - - - - - - I - - - - - - - 1 - - - --- - - - - Edison.

Knoxville, Tenn... ... Knoxville Street Railroad Co.... . . . . . . . . . . May 1, '90... 3-4 5 1. . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Thomson-Houston.

Lancaster, Pa. . . . . . . . |Lancaster City and East Lancaster R. R. Co. . . . .|-- 5% to 1--- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ----------------- U. Elec. Trac.

Lansing, Mich........ Lansing Street Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . * --------------|-- .... 4 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Edison.

Lafayette, Ind. . . . . . . . . . |Lafayette Street Ry.£- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ... Sept. 19, '88. 4% 9 |15 & 3ol too 8 St. Louis. . . . . . . . . . Edison.

Laredo, Tex............ |Laredo City Railroad Co., , , , ... ... ......, Dec. 6, 1889. . 5 7 15 IIo . . . . . . . Brill and Pullman ... [Edison.

Lexington, Kentucky. Lexington Passenger and Belt Line............* . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 Io 3o 220 - - - - - - - Pullman ........... Edison.

Lima, Ohio...... ..... The Lima St. Railway Motor and Power Co... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 7 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Van Depoele,

Long Island City, L.I. |#ng Island City and Newtown Elec. Ry. Co..*. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 2 0 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Edison.

Los Angeles, Cal. . . . . . . Elec. Rapid Transit Ry. .....................* . . . . . . . . . . . 8 16 |15 # 3ol - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Edison. .

Lowell, Massachusetts--|Lowell and Dracut Street Railway.............. Aug. 1, 1889. 5 16 20 | 16o 4.8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Bentley-Knight

Louisville, Ky.......... Central Pass. R.R. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7% 12 l- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Thomson-Houston.

Lynn, Mass............ Lynn and Boston St. Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . July 4, 1888... 6.75 12 30 - - - - - - - - 4 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Thomson-Houston.

- " ..... ...... Relt Line Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . .- - - - - - - - - - - - -*... . . . . . . . . . . . 8 to 1-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . ....T.-H. & Sprague.

Macon, Ga............. Macon City and Suburban Ry. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dec. 25. '89... 8 8 15 IOO 8% - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Thomson-Houston.

Mansfield, Ohio. . . . . . . .#####"s' ......... Aug. 9, '87 ... 5 5 15 1. ------- . . ... Brill.... .......... U. Elec. Trac.

Marlborough, Mass . . Marlborough Street Railroad Company. . . . . . . . . |June 19,# --| 3 6 |15 & 3- too ! . . . . . . . . | -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Edison.

Meriden, Conn ......... |Meriden Horse R. R. Co... . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . July # '88... 5% 12 15 & 20 250 8% |Stephenson........ ...U. Elec. Trac.

Milwaukee, Wis. . . . . . . . Milwaukee Cable Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . "......... 15 12 . . . . . . . . . . . ---- I - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Thomson-Houston.

- " ........ West Side Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 3o |. . . . . . . . 200 l. . . . . . . . I---------------. . . . Edison.

Minneapolis Minn...... Minneapolis Street Railway Company......... * . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2CO IOC 30 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Laclede Car Co..... Edison.

- " . . . . . Minneapolis St. Ry. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . |:::::: - - - 8 to 1-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Thomson-Houston.

Moline. Ill . . . . . . . . . . . |Moline Street Railway Co... . . . . . . .W. P. Oct. 17, '89... 3 3 3o 55 -------- Pullman ........... Edison. -

Montgomery, Ala. .....'al City. Ry. Co... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .….l...............' .......' ....... Brill...... . . . . . . . . Van Depoele.

Muskegon, Mich..... .. |Muskegon#. Railway Co . . . . . . . . . . . ..... May '90. . . . . . II 12 3o 2900 5 || -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Short.

Nashville, Tenn. . . . . . . . |McGavock and Mt. Vernon Horse Ry........ . . . . . . . . . . - - - - 5 26 -- . . ... ....' ... ...--------------------- Thomson-Houston.

- " ........ City Electric Railway.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - 3.5o Io l- > . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Thomson-Houston.

- " .... ... |South Nashville Street Ry. Co ... --- . . . . . . . . . |Mar. Io, 'go .. 5 IO 30 too l. . . . . . . --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Edison.

* * ........ Nashville, and Edge Field Street Ry. Co... ... . - - - - - - - - - - - - 5 10 3o too ! --------------------------- Edison.

* " ....... Citizens' Rapid Transit Co.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ."s 2: . 5 5 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Edison.

Newark, N. J . . . . . . Essex Co. Passenger Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . |Sept. 2, '88... 4. 4. 20 IOO 5 Stephenson . . . . . . . [U. Elec. Trac.

- " -------- . Rapid Transit Street Ry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . * . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16 30 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Pullman............£
Newark, Ohio. . . . . ... Newark and Granville Street Ry . . . . . . . . . . ................ I 4. 30 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---- . Edison.

New Bedford, Mass.... Union City St. Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .* . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 5 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---- - Thomson-Houston.

Newburyport, Mass..... Newburyport and Amesbury Horse Ry Co...... - 6.5o 3 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Brill...... .... ... Thomson-Houston.

Newport, R.I . . . . . . . . . Newport Street Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Aug. 7, '89. 4% 6 ---------------------. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -... Thomson-Houston.

Newton, Mass. . . . . . . . . Newton Street Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . July 23, '96. 3 to . . . . . . . - - - - IO - - - - - - - - - - - ... ... [Thomson-Houston.

New Orleans, La. ..., New Orleans Electric Traction & Mfg. Co...... - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - * - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - |- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - TU. E., T. Storage.

New York, N.Y........ N.Y. and Harlem (Fourth Avenue) R. R. Co....Feb. 23, '89, 18.5 to 1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - Stephenson . . . . . . . . Storage.

North Adams, Mass .... Hoosac Valley St. Ry. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . 6 3 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -............ Thomson-Houston.

Omaha, Neb............ Omaha Street Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26 30 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Pullman............ Thomson-Houston.

- " ........... - - - " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Oct. 9, '89.- ... to 37 30 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Stephenson .... ... Edison.

- " ----------. Omaha and Council Bluffs Ry. and Bridge Co... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14 14 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Brill................ Thomson-Houston.

Ottawa, Ill. . . . ....... Ottawa Electric St. Ry. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 7 12 15 16o 6%. Pullman.....-- -- Thomson-Houston.

Ottumwa, Iowa. ....... Ottumwa Street Railway Co... . . . . . . . . ............ . . . . . . . . 4.5o 4 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ... . . . . . . . Thomson-Houston.

Paducah, Ky........... Paducah St. Ry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... ----. June, 1890.... 8 9 15 & 3ol.... ...l.... ...l......... --------- Edison.

Passaic, N.J. .......... Passaic Street Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 3 3 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- - - - - Thomson-Houston.

Peoria. Ill. . . . . . . . . . . . Central Railway Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... Sept. 28, '89. 16 19 3o 160 l........!--------------...... Thomson-Houston.

Philadelphia, Pa........ |Lehigh Ave. Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 6 - 20 & 3ol..... . . 5 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Storage.

Piqua, Ohio............ Piqua Electric Railway Co.,,............... .... | - - - - - - - - - - - - - 3 6 30 || -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Edison.

Pittsburgh, Pa.......... Second Avenue Passenger Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . Mar. 4, '90 ... 10.06 to 115 & 3ol... ----|-- ------------------------- Thomson-Houston.

- "---------. Pittsburgh, Knoxville and St. Clair St. Ry ... Aug. 4, '88.... 2.25 5 35 2OO 15% |Brill..... ...... .... U. Flec. Trac.

- " .... ..... Suburban Rapid Transit Railway Co........... Aug. 6, '88. . . . 2. 3 |15 & 20 5o 9 Stephenson . . . . . IU. Elec. Trac.

- "---------. Federal St. and Pleasant Valley Ry. Co. . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 8% 45 45 540 - - - - - - - - Pullman . . . . . . . . . . . Edison.

- " ......... Pittsburgh Traction Company. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . *- :------- 2 2 30 | . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - --- - - - - - - - - - Short.

- “. . . . .... Squirrel Hill St, Ry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .* . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - 5 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Gilbert.............. Edison.

Portland, Ore .......... Williamette Bridge Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1% 6 3o 70 | . . . . . . . . . . ------------------- Edison.

- " .......... Metropolitan Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . an. 1, '99... 3 IO 3o 70 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Edison.

- " ... ...... Multomah Street Ry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . |Mar. 20, '90 - || 4% Io 30 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Edison.

- " .......... Woodstock and Waverly Electric Ry. Co......:"… 5% 4 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Pullman. . . . . . . . . . . Thomson-Houston.

Port Huron, Mich..... Port Huron Electric Ry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Oct. 17, '86. 2.5 4 10 & 15 4o 2 Stephenson & Brill. Van Depoele.

Port Townsend, Wash...Port Townsend St. Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 3. 4 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Pullman............ Thomson-Houston.

Plattsmouth, Neb..... Plattsmouth Electric#aa - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - |Sept. 14, '88... 2 2. 30 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ... Edison.

Plymouth, Mass. ...... P. and Kingston Ry. Co ... - - - - - - - - - - - - - - |June 8, '89. 4% 3. - - - - - - - - - - - - ... ... Brill........... . . Thomson-Houston.

Providence, R. I. . . . . . . |Union R. R. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . * - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---------------- |L. E. T. Storage.

Pueblo, Col............. Pueblo City Railway. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . June 28, 1890. 21 to 1---- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - | Thomson-Houston.

Quincy, Mass .......... Quincy and Boston Street Railway Co.... . . . . . . . . . ...... 7.50 4. 3o 15o 7 |Brill ... . . Thomson-Houston.

" " .......... Manet Street Railway . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . * * * * * * ... July 19, '90... 4 2 30 180 l. . . . . . . |----------------- Edison.

£: Ill.............£ Elec. Ry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . * . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - 8 15 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Edison.

eading, Pa. ... ....... ast Reading Ry. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - Nov. 27, '88. 1.33 8 15 66 8 Stephenson ........ Edison.
* “............ Neversink Mountain Railway. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . July 4, '90.... 9 6 30 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Edison.

Red Bank, N.J. ...... #: Bank and Sea Bright Railway Co. . . . . . . . * - - - - - - - 3 3 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - Thomson-Houston.

Revere, Mass ......... Revere St. Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - 4. 6 3o 2Oo 7 Newburyport. . . . . . . Thomson-Houston.

Richmond, Ind........ Richmond St. Ry. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4. 6 - ... ... . . . . . . . Brill . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - Thomson-Houston.

Richmond, Va.... ... The Richmond Union Pass. Railway Co. . . . . . . . Feb. 1, '88 ... 13-5 42 15 4oo 9.1 Brill ............... Edison.
- " ....... |Richmond City Railway. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ." . . . . . . . . | 10 to 1-- - - - - - - - - - - - - I - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Edison.

- " ......... Richmond and Manchester Street Railway. . . * . . . . . . . . - 5 5 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Edison.

Rochester, N.Y........ Rochester Elec. R. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6.20 5 so 16o 4. Stephenson .. ... Thomson-Houston.

- " ........ Rochester Railroad Co. . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - * . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 55 Ioo ! . . . . . . . . 12oo 1-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Short.

Rockford, Ill .. - - - - Rock's St. Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ------------- 6% 7 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Gilbert............. Thomson-Houston.

ramento, California. Central Street Railway Company. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - * - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- Storage.

Saginaw, Michigan ... Saginaw Union Street Railway Co... . . . . . . . . * . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 25 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . Thomson-Houston.

** - ... Saginaw Union Railway . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - . . . 17.5 2O 25 3oo Nil. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... National. -

Salem, Mass........... Naumkeag Street Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 3. 6 -------|--|--|--|--|--|--|-- * . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Edison.

Salem, N. c............ Salem and Winston Electric Ry...... . . . . . . . . . July 14, '90 - 5 Io 3o 12o . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ------ - - - - - - Edison.

Salem, Ohio... . . . . . . Salem Electric Street Ry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . May 23, 'go .. 2% 3 2O 8o 5 St. Louis Car Co....Thomson-Houston.

Salem, Ore. - - - - - - - - - - Capital City Ry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 2 15 45 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Edison.
salt Lake City, Utah ... Salt Lake City Railroad Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - 6* 35 15 & 3o 4oo || -----. Stephenson. . . . . . . . Edison.

- - * ... Salt Lake Rapid Transit Co.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . * . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 9 |- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Edison.

San Antonio, Texas.... San Antonio Street Railway. . . . .. . . . . . . .* . . . . . . . . . . . . 6.5 to - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Edison.

San Jose...... ....... San Jose and Santa Clara R. R. Co . . . . . . . . May, 'go .... 9 6 30 8o 1--------|----------------- Thomson-Houston.

saratoga, N.Y........ Saratoga Electric Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ". . . . . . . . . . . 2% * - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - Thomson-Houston.
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._-A- A __-‘ i — _ *' *1 ' "L l’ _ 5' _'~' J-“ -— — ‘Q "T

C- ' ~ ' L h \l . I H. P. fH. P. of Max.L {On I Upcraling Q-Ompam-_ liiigiiiiigiiiitiliu mg‘ I i.\_lOotc(v)r \lotoi') Genera- Per Ct. .\»l¢'.lI(C1'S of Cars. System.

9°“ ‘ ' ,9 ' Electrically. in Miles‘ Cars. Cars wr. (nude

» _ I i _ __ _

. . . .. . . _ P H . . . . . . . . . ..iNat'onal.

Sank Ste Manc' MiCh"IS' 5' Manle‘St§Rl' " ' ' 1; 22 15 3 3c BiiilIm.ar.i.. Edl;OD.

Scramolli Pa ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' " Irghe Pimp’-ii S ' "cm i\.y ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' i ' ' ' ' ' H I i . ' ' ' ' I - ' I i 10 15 & 30 $80 95/ ‘Brill. Pullman . . . . .. Thomson-Houston.

“ “ . . . . .. _hcrant0n huburban'R .C0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5 / _ _
,, ,, ,N C . T . , _ _ 1.50 3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Brill . . . . . . . .. Thomson-Hoiston.

“ “
. . . . . - - - - - 3?-'3"K OVH1 R)’ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . _é8 ' _ . ‘ . _ 2 4 30 , . . . . . . io Brill . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Thomson-I-lorston.

. .. . . . . ~.q.Cl‘dI1ll0ll‘::l as§er_\g'erd py)_“}ér _.. . . . . . . - - - -- April 7 ,89. H 5 13 2° 3; 30 249 8 Pullman . . . . . . . . . . . . Thomson-Ho-. ston.

Seattle, Washington. . .. ;.G¢:a:tetneI m::é:.Elgc.ttriiiZ Railway . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1.‘ t . ‘$6 2 _ 3° . - . ' I . ' 4 Pullman _ _ _ _ _ ' . . _ _ .I.homson_gouStOn_

. it ' ' ' ' ' I i ' -3" ' ' ' ' . I i I I . I I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Thomson- ouston.

_ i _ ....lg’lest Slt'§Ct_l8f'i(l l\l<J)_fl::;i:(r:dR;(l)l::r)C(OOmPaflY H. . . . . . . .. :2 1; . . . D I ' ' . _ _ ‘ - - . . _ _ _ _ . . > _ . . _ . . _ _ _ H I _ Th°ms°n_Hm_smn.

Seualia, l\.I\o . . . . . . . . . .. lQc(¢igIlIi‘L¢ Qtalhrvayv '8 ' ' ' ' ' ' ' " _'J‘u'|). 1390 4 4 30 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Egison.

. ' ' ' ‘ ' ' ' ' ' " i‘ " ' 6o . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ison.
Sherman, '1 exas . . . . . . .. College Park Electric Belt Line . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. 4 5 15 Th _H Sm _
Syuevc _fl,La_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __"shrc\.cp9n |:y_andRl,alnd Improvement Co..,_* . . . . . 13% 2: Edltgonmson on 11

Sioux it,la..,.......Sioux (Jl}'...I.fCCl_3lW8y_...'.;.:..'.C......;... . . . . . .. $4 _ O . . . . ‘ . ' . . ' . _ ' ' . Q “Edison.
gloufl ga I3‘ ' ' ' ' ' ' I,5°“‘{1 gakgta gagild Frizz: Eillili? Coo ‘ ' ' ' ‘ ' '30 'v§‘0' ' ' g 3 3 ' . . ' . i I . i . . . . ‘ . . . . . . . . . . . . . Thomson-Houston.

out en, ti ..>out.en an .us'a '1 -. ‘- . . . . . -_ . - - ‘ I . . . . _ . “Th _HnSt _
Southingt0n,C0nn . . . . . . LSouthington and Plantsville Ry. Lo . . . . . . . . . . . I . . . . . . . . . . . . 11-}: 2: 20 I 4° 3 . _ . . . ' . . Thgmsom3°:_Hgustg:_

S"°-“‘"°"““*"w“"""*§°’*P€'l‘.fé"°‘i§*"€2""' " " "1? 3 6 3i1';;;;-";.IiI."i1'iii.. .................. ..-ri......,....-ri............
spnngilicldi Mass. Spiiggfizld %'t"yRy)Co ' ' ' ' Q . . ' I ' . I ' . ' i . . ' - i I ' ' . i . ' . . I ' I I I 2 6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ‘Newburyport. Thomson-Houston.

_ , , , .,‘,; . A. ; -. . l-- - .-‘- -... -u-n- .--. - 4... u-------- ' ....-.'..'..

Spiingfield, Mo .. 1): etropolitan_Electric Railway (.o.. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . _ . . . . . . . .- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Thomson-Houston.

Springfield,lll.... 8Sprir_igfielcl_CityRy.(_Io . . . . . . . . . . . ... v . . . . .. 7 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . D .l.
St. Catharine's. Ont. . . ‘St. _(ath_arine_s, Merritton & Thorold St. RI» C0-gl ’¢\- 87 - - - - - - 8 *2 l '5 '°° 7% panflmn & Cm E‘? nfpoc e

_c,t¢,1ing_ ]l1l|_ _ _ _ _ __ ,%im°t;1eL|_¢¢fiinh<‘:lRy.l§o,.C . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. Z 5 3 314? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Eddlwimn

Steubenvie io.....i.teu nvie ‘cc. y. 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..i . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 4 , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .- _ .

Stillwatér, l\vlinn . .. lStillwater Electric Railway Co. . .. . . . . . . . . .. June 28. '89 .. 5 4 ‘.15 g 3°‘ - - - - - - - - 9% - - - - - -~ :,:d§9°:

5;, jogeph, Mo St. _]os. Union R_y. Lo . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. i0 2? I 15 & 30 225 5 . . . . . . .. éddisoison.

“ “ " . . . . . . .. Wyatt Park Railway £0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..‘ . . . . . . . . . . .. :0 :8 & 32 9 ~ - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - -- E , n‘
“ “ “ . . . . . . .. ,People's Railroad Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .., . . . . . . . . . . . .. 0 _ - -_ - - - - - - - - - - - dim, -

sf. Loui Mo . ‘liincllell _Sti'3ee(ti Ragroad Co.. ... .. .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. rib 8: 30 mo ----- - - Brill ----------- -- n_H°usm_

ll 16 . . . ' - . . . .. Lt. n Q _ _ _ . . . - . . . . . . . . - . . - - - . . . . . . . ..‘ . . . . .. -.. . - - - - . | - Q ¢ . ~ - - - | ¢ ¢ - ¢ - . 4 - - - . - . . - . - us

. ‘Q 4; ' _ 0 _ _ Q _ I . . . - - - . . . | - . . - - . . . - . \ Oft

ii is ~~ ' ' ' ' ' ' . " %_*0u'th ?)r0ad;w§y LC"? H "‘ . 3% 32> 20. -..?) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Thomson-Houston.

. . . . . . . . ..,_~nion_e‘po _y. .. __ _____.rh°m,on_Houswn.

“ “ “ . . . . . . . . .. ‘St. Louis Ry.lCo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...‘ . . . . . . . . . . . .. lg 70 3% 3.0. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Th muouswn

“ “, “ ..........Missouri aiway 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - ~ -- ("'50 '
St, Paul, Minn. .. ..... St. Paul Cit Ry. Co . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . ._. .. 6 4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ¥:omaon-gouston.

" “ “ . G dAve ine...... . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Dec. 23, 8o.. 6 4 _ . . . . . - . . . - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - > - -- P5399‘ °“5"°“. ran _
“ “ “ .. ‘St.PaulSt.Ry...... . .. " . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 50 80 3o . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..‘EjdlEOfl. Tm

Sunbury, Pa . . . . . . . . . .. S. & Northumberland St. Ry. Cu . . . . . . . . .. .. .. .... ..._. .. 3 g i 3° 1°° - - - ~ - - - - - - -. ' ' - - ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' Ti‘ °c' H “hon

S 'racuse, N. Y5. . . . Third Ward Raliwav (71 . . . . . . .- -- -.-- --»- N0\'- 1'9. 33-- 4 4° & 3° '6° ‘° Bn" - ' ~ - ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' 9m5°n° O '

acorna, Wash . . . . . . rliacific Axe. Sireet l'lRail_€oadd((::0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1‘ 6 43> is . . . . . . . . 13% . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

“ " . . . . . . .. ‘acoma ve. ftreet ai roa 0.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .., 2 l 3 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -
' ~ ' - _ .. , , , ’8 .. ' ‘ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Thomson-Houston.
¥°lc0lgll (ihlo . ' I . i . i H ¥olcedk(:1Fl:Zl§c'iti{)1‘-fl(1‘l(1)§l(‘CO' I . ' ‘ I ' - ' i . I - I i i . :2 '83.. 23/4 32> . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Thomson-Houston.

Tgfgmo’ 0:,“ ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' 1\|?:rOp0m.,I?, g:,"c¢-,4 'i<,.;1w'.;y' Clo. . .' I I i . . . .'‘‘ . . . . . . . .i . . . . .. 2.75 i 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Thomson-Houston.

T , N‘. Y T 0 ' and Liinsingburg Street Railroad Co.. Sept. 2 , 89 12 1'4 3° 40° 4 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ Edmom

N. Y . . . . . . . . . . .. tjiicia ist-it! lflne . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . D; May 7. 90 22-37 22 43° 5 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- '€:&"9°n_°'H°"“°°

B'.'c'.'. 11;; %.§1.“_.~“..f.-;.°i;i‘..Y‘._...._’R;;_;.;.i'1;;r.:;.g'¢;;.; '''''''. . i;.iy,'.8'.,'..' ' ' " 3% . ..... ::1::..:| .................... .. . ggomzaigimg.
Victoria, B. C. . . . . . . . . ‘National Electric Lightrn and ramway Co. . .. . . . . . . ..’. _ . . . 5 6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Thm°MHmmm

Washington, D. C . . . . . . gckington 8nddb'(l)‘I(llCl|'|S gme El§c._lRy. C8 .. get. iz,9(88. . .. E2; r<6> . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. stcph.c.6s.c.u.1. . . . . . Thomrum.

“ “ .. ... eorgetown an ena e . treet ai way 0. . ay, .. ... .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. _. . - _ -

' ' ' ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Edison.“test pay -Cliyi Mich" w' B' C18’ Eqlectk"? ‘ ' ' ' ' ' ' I i ' ' ' I ' U 1' cl: 1' 9 2 Ii is . . . . . . . . . . . . ..\ . . . . . . . . . . .. U. Elec. Trac.

West Superior, Vis. Douglas 0. ..t. 3.; 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - . . -._- -- B _u Thommmum

Wheeling, W. Va . . . . .. Wheeling Railway Co . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Mar 27, ,88. ., IO 5 - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- B2“ - - - - Thoms°n_Houswn'

Wichita, Kan . . . . . . . . . . §vl\'(;‘fSl(lCq Ugd sauburban Ry. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Nov 13, 88.. ; 5 3 15 3° 3 L “'3 - Edison '

u u H ic ita‘uur n"_ 4 _ _ ‘ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ ,,_ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - . . . . . . . - . . . . . - - - . .. _ .

Wilkesbarre, Pa . . . . . . . . \VilkesIiarre anéil v?rubii:b5anR§trleet Rcailway Co.,.i . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4 535 15 5; 30 we . . . . . . .. Stephenson . . . . . . . .. 22,1323.

“ “ . . . . . . .. \Vilkesbarrc an est .‘i e ai wa ‘o.. .. . ... . . . . . . .. 4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ._. . . . . . . . . _ .

Wilniingtiin, llel.... ..1Wilmington City Ry. Co., Rivervzrw Line . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1% 4 15 75 5% HQm¢ Bum - - - - - ~- Edfm“

“ " _ _ ___i_ " “ “ “ Eighth St. Line. . . .. ‘War. 2, '88 ... 1.3-5 6 30 125 8 Brill . . . . . . . . . . . . .. eggmfilépocle

\Vmd5or, ()nt . , . . . _ . . ., Windsor Flcc. St. Ry. Co .... .. . ... . 2 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. -
\Vinona, Minn . . . . . . .. \Vin ma City St. Ry. Co. .. . . . . .‘ . 4 § _ . . . . .. -.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Th_omson-Hons-tOfl.

Youngstown, ()__ _ _ _ Y()t|i‘|gIS!0\'.'fiil"}t*(_‘, 'R\; (‘o , i _f F _ . 7 < a (1 30 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ._. . . . . . . . . . . Edison. __

FD R E I G N .

_ s s- E W- A p ‘ .

Florence, Italy ... .. Firenzi and Fiesole Tramway Co . . . ... .. . .. . . . . . . . . .. 7% i2 30 l .... . .. ggison.

Tokio, apan . . . . . . . ,'l‘okio Exliibition Line . . . . . . . . . . . ... . : . . . ~ . . . . . . . .. i 2 30 .. .. I .. . isom

Berlin,(lermany . . . . . .. '.-Xllgenieine 1-llektricitats Gesellschalt, . . . fjiinc 3, ‘co 2 3 30 . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. Edison.

Bremen, Germany . . . . .. Bremen 'l'raniwa_v Co , . . . . . . . . . | July 2:. go .: C» m 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 'I:l'l0m50fl'H0\!$l°\'1

Victoria, Aust. . . . . . . . . . Doncaster and Bo.\tree Tramway LR» . . . . . . _ .. . . . i 2 I . . . . . . . . - . - -_ 1 h0m5°n'H°\15t°n

L

ti“. Electric Railway Companies are earnestly requested to notify “ELECTRIC POWER” of any errors or omis

sions In the above list. ,,.é_IF]
_ 1

_______

The Crosby Electric Company has urchased the Eclipse Elec

tric Company. of New York City. wit 1 its business and stocl-t_ on

i hand, to ether with the patents under which the Hussey Eclipse

The Riverside P19-§li¢ COITIPQII)’. Of Pat61'$0I1, N- ,l-, make 8 and the u lex batteries are manufactured, and hereafter the

new insulating material, called Electroid, which it is claimed business an the Eclipse Company will be carried on under the

BUSINESS NOTES.

 

possesses three most important properties to the electrician.

First, it being the only insulator under all and every condition.

Second, its wonderful resistance to acids, atmospheric changes,

steam, salt air, water. gas, etc., above or under ground or under

water.

Third, will soften at 210 degrees, it will not burn.

The Elcctroid is made in three grades : N0. 1 in an ' color de

sired. Nos. 2 and 3 in black only. It takes a polis equal to

glass or ivory, and the manufacturers guarantee in ten thousand

pieces of any design an exactness of within one one-hundredth of an

inch. It does not ex and or contract, every article must be per

f8¢ll 8_I1(1 pass throug guages‘ before it leaves the finishing room.

In \ rices it ranges about one-tenth the price of hard rubber.

he composition is made from asbestos fiber, alum, rubber,

earth wax and shellac, mixed with several other compounds,

which the manufacturers believe will entirely cover the want so

long felt by our electricians.

management of the Crosby Company, which is prepared with a

full line of everything necessary to the conduct of the business.

and will guarantee strict attention and prompt delivery of all

orders entrusted to it.

Under the fitting name of “ The Accumulator Company," the

interests represented by the Electrical Accumulator Com any

have been reorganized. Mr. T. N. Vail is the president 0 the

new corporation; Mr. D. H. Bates. vice-president and general

mana er; Mr. Charles R. Truex, assistant general manager;

Mr. . R. Parrish, secretary and treasurer. The company will

carry on the business as before at 44 Proadway, and will be repre

sented on the Pacific Coast by the Pacific Electric Storage Coni

any, of San Francisco. Six storage cars have just been sold to

ubuque, Ia.; also 58 cells of 15 L type to F. L-I. johnson, of

Grant's Pass, Ore.; 36 cells of I 5 L type to San Francisco, and 30

cells of 15 M type. The company are now prepared to fill the

largest orders.

._ —_-" '-___‘hq'_‘ —
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OCTOBER, 1890.

STREET RAILROAD STATISTICS.

AM'. the recent bulletins issued by the govern

ment census office, that which is entitled “Trans

portation–Rapid Transit—in Cities” is of special

interest to those who are engaged in the introduction of

electric power for such service. The class of cities em

braced in this report exceed 50,000 in population. Those

who are familiar with the difficulties encountered in the

introduction of the electric railway are aware that the

smaller cities have been the most ready to adopt the

new system, and they will not be surprised to learn that

neither New York, Chicago, Philadelphia or Baltimore

are accredited with a single mile. Boston takes the

lead with 50 miles out of a total of 200, and will doubtless

remain in advance for the next decade. The compara

tively few cases in which the conditions are favorable

for the introduction of the cable, warrant the assump

tion that electricity will soon leave it far in the rear.

Turning to our own list which includes cities of all

classes it appears that electricity has been introduced in

176 while but 27 are recorded by the census in the

50,000 class. The most gratifying fact, is however, that

while the electric railways are giving satisfaction, the

standard of excellence is continually being raised. This

of course is not shown anywhere by statistics, but is the

natural result of the strife for improvement. Shoddy

work in mechanics will usually manifest itself in a short

time, and any electrical establishment which is expected

to build up an enduring reputation must insist on the

best of materials and workmanship. This is exceed

ingly important at the present time for the reason that

the rapidly increasing use of electricity for street rail

way work, augments the liability to accident, and every

mishap is chronicled by the press throughout the country.

These accidents are not necessarily electrical, but may

arise from collisions, derailments and the like. The

facility with which an electric car may be handled, will

tend to reduce the proportion of accidents, provided

competent men are employed. It is to be hoped they

will not occur so frequently as to justify the procuring

of statistics of killed and injured throughout the country

in the next census. The running of cars at high speed

through crowded streets is attended with considerable

risk to life and limb. The importance of rapid transit,

however, is such that the foot passenger is expected to

take his chances. This practice will eventually lead to

the isolation of the tracks, by placing them either above

or below the surface, or making suitable provisions for

pedestrians by elevated sidewalks. A great deal remains

to be accomplished in our cities by the proper regulation

of traffic, as there can be no step backward in providing

rapid transit.

FARE, FIVE CENTS.

NEXT to the government postal rates, no tariff has

become so universal throughout the country as

ordinary street car fare. It has been fixed, for better or

worse, and will probably prevail for many years. Excep

tional conditions may require deviations from the general

practice, but in most cities the stranger may drop his

nickel in the slot with perfect confidence that he is doing

the correct thing. Our decimal system of coinage has

no doubt influenced the fixing of the standard rate of

fare. Had our coins in general circulation been six

cents or three cents, the street railway business would

have been either more or less prosperous, it is not alto

gether certain which. The fixing of a rate at the exact

figure which will produce the most satisfactory results

for the stockholder, and at the same time satisfy the de

mands of the public is a very intricate problem, frequently

solved only by experience, and even then at considerable

risk of being wrong. One of the great mistakes in rail

way management has been the supposition that people

were obliged to travel, and would necessarily submit to

any kind of treatment and pay whatever fare might be

exacted. This has been true of both steam and horse

railways. It has gradually dawned upon the managers

that at certain seasons of the year patronage could be

increased by offering proper inducements, and fares

have accordingly been reduced 75 per cent in some

instances for the purpose of stimulating travel. There

is a striking difference between the practice of steam

and street railways in the fixing of fares. Ordinarily the

street car rate is five cents regardless of distance, while

in most instances the rates of a steam railroad are

rapidly fixed upon the mileage basis. This leads to cer

tain peculiarities not always understood by the traveler.

The cheapest fare in the country nominally was estab

lished under compulsion in the city of Oakland, Cal.

where the residents were given the privilege of riding

free to the ferry in return for a franchise through the

city for the accommodation of the general traffic of the

Southern Pacific Railroad. It is understood, however,

that the company recoups itself through the ownership

of the ferry, which is a practical monopoly. The single
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fare over the New York and Brooklyn Bridge cable-road

is three cents. This line is the joint property of the two

cities, and is probably not expected to pay any profit

beyond the proper maintenance of the bridge, and a lo\v

rate of interest on the investment. Taken as a whole

the five cent fare now so generally established is as nearly

satisfactory for all parties concerned as is likely to be

fixed upon. By increased patronage, and closer economy

in operating expenses, both of which may be accom

plished by the adoption of electric traction, the humble

nickel will prove the basis of enduring prosperity for

street railways, and in many cases they may prove

formidable rivals to the steam railroads between large

cities not too distant from each other.

THE FUTURE OF NIAGARA FALLS.

IT is announced that the contract has been signed for

the tunnel at Niagara Falls, by which a sufficient

portion of that magnificient water power may be util

ized as the basis of what is expected to be the greatest

manufacturing centre in the country. Whether the

hopes of the promoters of this vast enterprise will be

realized, depends very much upon the liberality of its

management. Those who believe that the water-wheel

cannot compete with the steam engine, and those who

have no faith in the transmission of power by electricity,

may be somewhat skeptical of the success of the under

taking, but it certainly looks promising, and is of vast

importance to the country. Aside from the attractions

of Niagara Falls as one of the grandest of nature's won

ders, its geographical location is such that as a dis

tributing point for manufactured goods it has decided

advantages peculiar to itself. Minneapolis and St. Paul

owe their prosperity to the Falls of St. Anthony and

the immense grain growing region which naturally

seeks the most available outlet. Before the country

had developed to a sufiicient extent to warrant the

proper utilization of the power at Niagara, the great

West attracted the energy and surplus capital of the

East. There will be a reaction at no distant date, and

the best blood of the older States will find that there

are opportunities at home which have been neglected

or overlooked. The great industrial project which em

braces the harnessing of Niagara Falls should be suffi

ciently perfected to avail itself of this change in condi

tions. .

The conversion of this great reservoir of energy into

light, heat and power, automatically regulated, and

available in every house, the natural beauties of the

surroundings, the life and activity prevading the com

munity; all should combine to make it the most de

sirable inland city in the country.

All this is possible with proper management by which

the mistakes of the older cities may be avoided. There

is hope of improved conditions as the enterprise will be

necessarily in charge of trained engineers, while the

New York State reservation on the American side, and

that of the Dominion upon the Canadian shore, are ex

amples of what may be done for the public in the beau

tifying of surroundings, and the removal of many an

noyances which are frequently met in other places.

Without considering the question of transmitting the

energy of Niagara to New York City, may it not be

possible to so utilize it within a reasonable radius as to

build up the model city of the United States? Consider

for a moment a great manufacturing city without smoke

or steam whistles, with perfect drainage, with well

paved streets flushed out occasionally with the super

abundant water—light, heat and power on tap in every

room—the grandest natural park in the world accessi

ble to every inhabitant. All this is possible, and when

the time comes there will be a rush for corner lots, and

there will be no question about the location of the next

World’s Fair in America.

A ONE SIDED “HOSTlLlTY."

Tm: Street Railway _/om'/m/ in its September number

remarks editorially :

“ The hostility between mechanical and electrical en

gineers is becoming more and more marked as the dis

cussion for <-r against the merits of the electric motor

continues. Especially is this the case when the state

ment is advanced that the motor is to supersede the

locomotive on steam roads. Some of the claims made

for the electric motor serve to excite a certain class of

mechanical engineers much as a red flag electrifies a

wild bull. While it may be admitted that some of the

prophecies made by the enthusiastic friends of the elec

tric motor are far beyond the limit of probability, no

one is justified in attacking these claims in a hostile

spirit, and he can be a friend to the electric motor for

what it is doing, and patiently wait for the future to

prove what it is capable of doing. It were better to

take hold and help remedy its defects and give it a fair

chance than to deprecate its claims. The present

status of the electric motor in the street railway service

is about as follows: It has been in operation on some

lines for about four years, and these lines are continu

ally being extended upon the same system. About

25 per cent. of all street railway lines are now electric.

Hundreds of other lines are being equipped. Powerful

corporations are engaged in promoting this as a special

industry. Money, usually cautious, flows unstintedly

in this direction. Prominent names lend their influence

to its advancement. Real estate values are based large

ly upon its existence. Towns and suburban districts

are being built up because of it. Newspapers flourish

and hundreds of other industries are in operations, and

others are being established, because of the faith that

men have in its permenency and future growth. On the

other hand, the air is full of rumors that the whole elec

tric traction boom is like a huge soap bubble that needs

only to be punctured to suddenly vanish in thin air;

that the expense of operating by electricity is much

greater than the companies claim ; that the plants de

teriorate very rapidly ; that the engineers on the inside

withhold the true facts from the public, etc., etc. Much

of this adverse criticism, however, may be traced to the

jealously of certain street railroad companies, who are

envious because their rivals were first in the field and

are reaping the benefits of rapid transit, and, not will

ing to follow in the lead of others, they attempt to justify

their own inactivity by decrying the work their rivals

have undertaken.”

V\’e have noticed no hostility “ between " mechanical

and electrical engineers. If there is any such hostility

it is on the part of the steam railway people. The ad

vocates of the electric railway have all they can attend
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to in equipping. extending and perfecting l'.l1C electric

railway. just at present the street railway is the scene

of active operations, but there are several inter-urban

projects underway, and not a long time will elapse be

fore cities, fifteen or twenty miles apart, will be con

nected in this way, thus developing many parts of the

country left entirely aside by the steam railroads. Itis

a short-sighted policy on the part of the latter to oppose

and decry the electric railway, for it is bound to become

a valuable feeder to the steam roads, in bringing traffic

to them from points which they cannot reach.

ELECTRIC POWER IN THE STREET RAILWAY AS

SOCIATIONS.

THE last meeeting of the New York Street Railway

Association at Rochester, of which a_ full report will

be found elsewhere, was an especially important one, in

that it showed fully and conclusively that electric trac

tion for street railways had at last won the victory over

all other systems of motive power. The questions that

arose were merely the best electric system, of the many

difierent ones on the market. Non-electric motors, such

as naptha, compressed air, stored steam, etc., were

simply nowhere. The paper by Mr. McNamara, Presi

dent of the Albany Street Railway, expressed the pre

vailing sentiment in its concluding paragraph : “just as

certainly as the horse car supplanted the omnibus, the

electric motor will supplant the horse car. The horse

car, however economical, must go, and the electric

motor. however expensive, must come.” ‘

Questions of detail will continue to be asked and

answered, but the main question of the superiority of

electric over animal power has been answered fully and

satisfactorily. On this matter the final word has been

spoken, and now it remains only for the various electric

construction companies to bend their entire energies in

friendly rivalry, to the perfecting of their apparatus and

the reduction of its cost. The two things which the

street railroads must have are efficiency and economy.

It has been SlllTlCl€Iltly demonstrated that for efficiency

the electric motor is equal to any demand asked of it.

As the president of the New York Association said at

the recent meeting, its noiselessness, its cleanliness, and

its capacity for attaining a high speed commend it to

the riding public as a welcome substitute for the horse

car, with the clatter of hoofs, the slow jog of the horses,

and their oflensive droppings. Concerning the eco

nomical side of the question, there is room for discussion.

So many things enter into the computation, that it is

not absolutely possible to estimate beforehand just what

an electrical equipment will cost. In this number we

have reprinted an extract from a contemporary on this

subject, which helps the calculation somewhat. But

when we come to economy of operation, there is no

comparison. The electric motor is operated much more

cheaply than any other kind of traction.

Hardly anything else was thought of at the Rochester

meeting; and at the Buffalo meeting of the American

Street Railway Association, on the I 5th, 16th and 17th

of this month, a paper on “ Electric Motive Power

Technically Considered,” will be read by Dr. W. H.

Allen, President of the Davenport Central Railway Co.,

of Davenport, la. The President of this Association is

Mr. Thomas Lowry, who has proved his faith in the

electric motor, by discarding a $400,000 cable plant in

favor of the overhead electric system, for the entire

system of street railways controlled by him in Min

neapolis.

In order to give some adequate expression to the

subject just now uppermost in street railway circles, we

have been compelled to enlarge this issue of ELECTRIC

Pow:-:11 many pages beyond the normal number,-and yet

have been forced to omit several interesting articles

which we intended to include.
 

ON August 1, 1873, early in the morning, the first

trial trip of the cable railway system was made in San

Francisco. The inventor was A. S. Hallidie. To-day,

after seventeen years, there are 44 cable railways in the

United States. In August, 1884, the first electric rail

way was started in Cleveland, 0., on the Bentley Knight

conduit system. To day, after six years, there are 263

electric railways in operation or under construction in

this country. These figures would seem to indicate

that the electric railway has advantages which the cable

has not. The one great advantage of the cable is that

it can overcome grades which are unsurinountable by

other systems, but this advantage is rapidly becoming

overcome, for the efficiency of the electric motor is be

ing so wonderfully enhanced, that steeper and steeper

grades are being surmounted. There is no question

that electricity will furnish the motive power for all

street railways in the very near future.

Electrical news is made a special feature of daily

journalism by at least two of our New York contem

poraries, the Sun and the Evening Post, each publishing

a weekly column of electrical items. The work is ad

mirably done by both journals, and, we doubt not, is

appreciated by their readers. It is pleasant to see that

the existence of an electrical public is recognized by the

newspapers. This is not the first time that matters of

a scientific nature have received regular treatment from

one or another daily journal, but we doubt if a prior

instance could be found of a special scientific branch

being discussed to the extent of a column a week by any

paper outside the technical press. Undoubtedly, the

‘ most attractive of the sciences at this particular epoch

is the science of electricity.

MR. A. C. Durburrow, ]r., Business Manager of the

IVesl‘crn Elm/rz'a'an has recently been nominated as the

Democratic candidate for Congress in the Third district

of Illinois. He is exactly the kind of man who deserves

support regardless of party afiiliations, and should he be

elected will carry with him to Washington those quali

fications of energy, honesty and industry so greatly

needed in public life. I/Ve trust we may have the op

portunity to represent not only his constituents in his

own district but his co-workers on the technical press

throughout the country.
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NEW TYPES OF ALTERNATING CURRENT MOTORS.

BY WM. M. FAIRFAX.

Soon after the Tesla basis patents were

Shallenberger, of the Westinghouse Electric Company,

had issued to him a patent for an electric meter, No.

388,003, August 14, 1888, which was constructed as fol

lows : A primary coil received alternating currents from

the supply circuit. Within the field of this coil was a

L

 

 

closed secondary coil, at an angle to the axis of the

primary coil and within both coils on a spindle perpen

dicular to the planes of said coils was a rotable disk of

conducting material, a. g., copper with or without wire

conductor around it in a closed circuit. The disk had

attached to it a well-known form of recording mechanism

composed of a “counting or registering train."

_,e-.1’I’!'“"‘M""'-'=“'
_l-

whole formed an electric meter. Excluding the record

ing mechanism the apparatus obviously formed a new

granted, Mr.

|ll!1|w"'; r
|Hl|

C is a generator of alternating currents. B a coil in circuit therewith, wound either

on a core of mngnetizable material or on a simple support. C is a closed circuit con

ductor of copper or other similar material placed at angle to the magnetic axis of B.

A is a copper or iron disc rotatable on t e axis a. N and H are respectively the re

tarding and counting mechanism of the meter.

The

  

type of alternating current motor. The method of opera

tion may be explained somewhat as follows:

primary coil induces in the closed secondary coil 2. sec

ondary current which is displaced in phase from the

main primary current, as all secondary currents are.

The current in each coil creates a polar line along its

The

respective horizontal axis, and the primary current at

the same time induces local currents in the disk, which

form little magnetic fields, and hence polar points. The

little magnetic fields are strongest at those

disk which are cut by the primary polar line.

primary polar line is at an angle to the secondary polar

line, it is evident that the polar points in the disk would

parts of the

As the
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I.–Iron core for saidP.-Coil in circuit with an alternating current source. -

D.—Rotatingcoil. S.–Closed circuit conductor, or “induction modifier.”

disc or body of copper iron or both.

be attracted up to the polar points of the secondary coil,

the primary polar line having in the meanwhile died

out, and the secondary polarization line being created at

about the time the induced currents are caused in the

disk. Hence the secondary polarization line has an un

impeded action. This obviously causes rotation of the

disk as long as the alternating current, flows in the

primary coil.

Just before the Shallenberger meter patent was issued

there was filed an application by Prof. Elihu Thomson

and M. J. Wightman, which has since been patented as

399,8o I.

The simplest form of the invention contained in this

patent consists of a laminated core of iron wound with a

coil which is fed by an alternating current, and on one end

of the said core or bar there is placed a closed conduc

tor of copper or other similar conducting material.

Above and parallel to the axis of this core is placed a

disk of conducting material, e. g., copper. When an

alternating current is sent through said primary coil a

P" Eleet.*cer, N. P.

Fig. 3.

P. P.-Coils in circuit with an alternating current source. S.–Closed con

ductor of copper. D.—Rotable disc.

rotation of the disk ensues. Prof. Thomson explains

this in the following manner: “This closed circuit be

comes the seat of induced currents, and those currents

act to hinder the development of the magnetic field at

that part of the core on which it is located. That is, the

magnetic waves from the alternating coil are caused to

“slow up in passing through the closed circuit coil, and

in consequence more lines (of

In Fig. 3 it is evident that a constant pole advances

continuously around the magnetic core, thereby causing

a rotation of the disk. The motors of Shallenberger

and Thomson and Wightman, described above, and

those of Tesla and Ferraris, all have this common

characteristic, viz., that alternating currents of displaced

phase cause a moving consequent pole, which in turn

causes an “induction body” to rotate. English Patent,

1,383–1888, to Borel & Paccaud, also shows a motor

which comes somewhat under this category. An electro

magnet surrounds a rotable disk of iron or similar con

ducting material presenting poles to opposite diametri

cal points in said disk, and a stationary coil in series with

the coil or coils on the electro-magnet is so wound

around said movable disk as to produce poles therein at

... ', '', '

". '' "...", h

Elect. Power, N.Y. A

A is a magnetic core. B a coil thereon connected to a source of alternating

current. C, solenoid coil in series with B. D, a disc of magnetic or conduct

ing material Around but Not on which is wound the coil C.

an angle to the poles of the electro magnet. When an al

ternating current is sent through said coils rotation of

the disk ensues. This operation is for reasons some

what similar to those given for the rotation of the disk

in the Shallenberger meter. The magnet and station

ary coil each form lines of polarization, and the station

ary coil induces poles in the disk, which poles, as the

poles in the magnet owing to magnetic inertia, continue

after the line of polarization created by the stationary

coil has ceased. The poles of the magnet attract the

poles of the disk, and hence rotation ensues. This

motor, like Shallenberger's, is used, with registering

devices, as a meter.

The ordinary alternating current generator (i.e., that

force) are forced out from the

side of the core. This is equiva

lent to the propagation of a

consequent pole (during each al

ternation) along the core under

that portion covered by the

closed coil. The application of

either the edge or the flat side

of a disk of iron to such a con

struction of core and winding

results in rotation of the disk.”

In other words, the primary

probably induces little local cur

rents in the disk, which in turn

create local fields of force and

thereby poles in said disk, which

poles tend to follow the moving

“consequent pole” in the core;

hence rotation.

sets of field magnet coils, viz.:
self-induction.

coils C, and J with coils B.

L

L" D [.

|. A.
~ D ; : *

# |
||

/| .L

tect. Power, N.P.

G.–Generator of alternating electric currents, L., Lt.-Main line conductors. A.—Motor having two independent
B and C. - -

.—Self-induction coil. H and F, Fr.—Switch and its contact points. On starting, 1 is in circuit with

D.—Armature having cl sed coils E upon it. I.-Resistance coil of low
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type of generator having ring collectors for its arma

ture, and its F. M. coils supplied with a continuous cur

rent) can, as is well known, be used as a motor when

driven by an alternating current, but it will not run ex

cept when in synchronism with the generator ; hence it

is not a self-starting machine. This is a very serious

drawback to its commercial use. When running in

synchronism with the generator, it is said to have a

very high efficiency, 92 to 94 per cent.

If, therefore, this type of motor can be combined with

a machine which would start it, this obstacle would be

partly, at least, removed.

Ferranti has an English patent, 12,418, of 1887,

which shows an ordinary direct current generator with

highly /aminatm’ cores on the same shaft with an al

ternating generator of the Ferranti type. Of course,

the direct current generator when supplied with an al

ternating current will start from rest, for the polarities

changing in the armature and F. M. cores at approxi

malzrly the same time, the same relative condition of the

poles of the armature and F. M. cores will be preserved.

The circuits are so arranged with a switching device

that on starting the machine the current is supplied to

the small direct current machine which brings up the

large machine to synchronizing s1: eecl, and I/zm the cur

rent is switched on to the latter.

It may be said in passing that the alternating genera

tor, when used as a motor, is apt to get out of synchron

ism and stop, if the load is too great or if it is put on

too suddenly. Tesla, in a very ingenious way, com

bines the advantages of a self-starting motor and those

of a synchronizing motor.

In a patent to Tesla, 401,520, April 16, 1889, a motor

is shown having an armature wound with a closed cir

cuit conductor, two F. M. circuits, several circuit con

nections with the main circuit, a self-induction coil and

resistance coil, and a switch by which the self-induction

 

 

Fig. 6

F is the Field Magnet. C, coils thereof in circuit with alternating current

source. A, armature having poles with closed coils C2. B2, conimutntor with

brushes B, B1.

coil can be included in or cut out from one F. M. circuit,

and the resistance coil similarly included in or excluded

from the other F. M. circuit. On starting, the induction

coil and resistance are each included in their respective

circuits. With this arrangement of circuits the motor

  

A is; :1 source of alternating eleclric currents. N and h are the held magnets (lilminntcril of an electric motor.

_/1,/2._/3, etc., are the sections ol an ordinary conimimntor. flu,_/ 62. the brushes which feed the F .\l coils.

mutalor which rectifies the alternating currents.

each one of the other set of alternate segments is connected to that section of the armature winding diametrically opposite to it.

R is an ordinary Gramme ring pro erly Inm.'n.1.'zd.

n, r: 1 , n2, :13, etc., are the segments of t e aLiditional<‘0m~

Each one of one set of alternate segments is connected to that section of the armature winding contiguous to it, and
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is of the usual Tesla type, 1'. e., it has a rotary magnetic

field and closed circuited armature. . When proper speed

is reached, the Switch is moved and the induction coil

and resistance are cut out of circuit, and the F. M. coils

receive currents of the same phase, 1'. 0., the F. M. poles

are simply alternated. Then the motor runs very much

on the same principle as the Thomson “repulsion

motor."

In a latter patent to Tesla, 418,248, December 31, 1889,

the preceding arrangement is modified as follows : On

starting, two alternating currents of different phases are

supplied to one element of the motor, and the other ele

ment remains on closed circuit, when synchronism is

reached the circuits are so changed as to supply one

element with an alternating current and the other with

a continuous current, 1'. e., the motor then becomes sim

ply a reversed alternating current generator. Prof.

Thomson, in his patent, 430,328, june 17, 1890, ar

ranges the circuits of a mutipolar motor so that on

starting the armature and F. M. both receive an alter

nating current in series. and when the motor reaches

working speed the armature coils are closed on them

selves. The armature has a commutator, so that, at

starting, the machine is, as a direct current motor, sup

plied with an alternating current. When the armature

coils are closed on themselves the motor becomes a re

pulsion motor.

In September, 1889, a patent (No. 401,987) was issued

to Lt. F. jarvis Patten, containing something of a new de

parture in alternating current motors. When an ordi

nary Gramme machine with properly laminated arma

ture and F. M. cores is supplied with an alternating cur

rent, it will run as a motor with more or less efliciency.

The reason is, obvious, viz., the re/atz'1-e polarities of its

arinatiire and F. M. cores remain unchanged, for they

both change at about the same time. Hence rotation

occurs for reasons similar to those which explain the

rotation of a continuous current motor of the Gramme

type. But the polarities of the armature and F. M.

only change approxima/sly at the same time the closeness

of the approximation depending on how nearly the

armature and F. M. cores coincide in magnetic suscepti

bility. Moreover, the rapid reversals of magnetism

in the cores cause more or less heating, which, of

course, is a decided waste of energy. To avoid

these objections Lt. Patten constructs his motor as

follows: An additional commutator is located on the

shaft of a Gramme machine, each one of one set of al

ternate segments is connected to the section of armature

winding ad/'a¢'e/It and cantfguaus to said segment, and each

one of the other set of alternate segments is connected

to the section of armature winding diametrically opposite

to it. On this additional commutator rest the brushes

which are connected to the main alternating current

circuit. The F. M. coils are supplied with current from

brushes which rest on the regular commutator of the

machine. It is obvious that the F. M. coils with this ar

rangement are in shunt to the armature coils. When

the machine starts up an alternating current flows

through the armature and F. M. coils, reversing very

nearly simultaneously the polarities of the armature

and F. M. cores, and therefore causing a rotation in a

certain direction, x. g., as the hands of a watch. Though

the current reverses when the supply brushes are on

the same commutator segment, it is obvious the arma

ture will rotate in the same direction. When the speed

reaches the point that at each alternation of current the

brushes pass from one segment to the next of the “ ad

ditional commutator," then the polarity of the armature

and F. M. cores will_ be constant. For then one impulse

will enter the winding of the armature at one side

thereof, and the next will enter the said winding at the

opposite side. Currents of different polarity entering

at opposite sides of the armature winding must main

tain the same polarity in the core, and as the F. M. coils

are supplied in shunt from the other set of brushes,

they will receive a current of constant direction. In

other words, when the speed is as stated, the machine to

all intents receives a constant current, or at least ap

proximately so. There are a number of other kinds and

types of alternate current motors which are of interest,

and which the writer ‘riooes sometime to discuss. Any

friendly criticism will be gladly received.

THE COMING MOTOR .

It is not only coming, but already here—somewhat

yet disfigured with imperfections, which will, one by one,

disapear beneath the hand of the inventor and expert

manipulator; and in due time the electrical storage

battery will succeed nearly every other motive power

excepting steam.

It has been manifest for some time past, and grow

ing more evident wherever the trolley system of pro

pelling street cars has been mu tiplied, that it lacks the

element of permanency. The fault is not in the elec

tricity, or the means of its evolution, or in the machinery

placed beneath the car to concentrate the electric cur

rent ; it is in the awkward, expensive, inconvenient

manner in which the electric current is applied to that

machinery. - The system as practiced in towns and cities

requires not only the central station and its immense

dynamos (with which no fault is to be found), but in the

costly miles of wire required to be strung along the

car-route, the upright posts on which it is laid, the slid

ing trolleys, and the danger of collapse to which both

wires and posts are constantly exposed.

With the storage battery it is different. There is no

superfluous machinery. The propelling engine is under

the car ; the connection between the two is invisible ;

the cut-ofi is at hand for instant service, and the current

compactly stored, is under perfect control. The over

head wires, the posts and the trolleys are unknown in

the economy of such a propelling power. There is no

snapping of wires, no cross-circuiting, and -no interfer

ence with the current should'the car leave the track.

We know there have been objections filed against the

use of the storage battery. \Ve have been told that it

c)uld never become valuable on account of these objec

tions—that it would always be “ secondary" in more

senses than one—that it would “ never amount to any

thing." In the light of truth and honesty, the storage

battery is quietly coming to the front as one of the most

competent devices of the age, not only for its concentra

tion of po\ver, but for its possession most of the ad

vantages that are claimed for other electrical tractors.

It has been alleged against the storage battery that

in the storing process the electricity loses too much of

its energy; but experience shows that the loss is not

large, and may readily be estimated in the application

of the current with such precision as to make due al

lowance for it an easy calculation.

Attention has recently been given, also, to the com

mon use of the primary battery as a motor, by bringing

it into such direct connection with machinery as is cus

tomary with the storage battery. Experiments in this

direction, involving some recent improvements in the

construction of the batteries, have been full of encourge

ment to the projectors ; the result has been the creation

of a greater potential, and a reduction in the cost of the

energy at the end of the draw-bar of the motor. Fur

ther developments of an inportant character are antici

pated at an early day.—C/urago journal of Commerce’.
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ELECTRIC MOTORS IN NAVAL WARFARE.i

BY LIEUT. BRADLEY A. FISKE, U. S. N.

 

HANDLING Hi-:Avv Guns BY ELECTRIC Morons.

For quickly bringing heavy guns to point at the

target, hydraulic machinery is usually employed in the

navies of Europe. But in the U. S. S. C/u_rago,'our

newest and best cruiser yet at sea, one of the eight-inch

guns is trained by an electric motor, and with gratifying

results. The gun can be trained much quicker than by

hand, but this is not the real element of superiority.

The real element is the absolute control possessed by

the gun captain. Ordinarily, he is forced to tell some

body else which way to move the gun and how far.

With the best drilling and the coolest men, mistakes and

delays occur; but with the present apparatus, the gun

captain, or second captain, actually moves the gun him

self, just where he wants it. Of course,_no man is phy

sically strong enough to accomplish this unaided; but

the motor aids him almost without his feeling it. A

small lever protrudes in rear of the gun, and this lever

is so connected with a peculiar switch on the motor, that

the gun follows the lever like an obedient child. If the

gun captain wishes to move the breech of the gun to go

to the right, he moves the lever to the right, as though

it were really the gun itself, and the gun immediately

moves to the right, slowly or fast, just as the lever

moves;-and when the lever stops the gun stops; the

reverse operation occurs if the lever is moved to the

left. It will be seen that this plan dispenses with any

arbitrary motions, so that a person entirely ignorant of

electricity can control the gun just as well as could Sir

William Thomson. The nicest and smallest movements

can be obtained, as well as the largest and most rapid,

and the big gun, capable of throwing a 250-pound shell

nine miles, carrying death and destruction with it, can

be handled by a child.

ELECTRIC A.MMUNlTl0N Hoisr.

But it is not enough that guns be handled with rapid

ity and precision : they must be supplied with a constant

stream of ammunition. The problem of supplying am

munition with sufficient rapidity to carry on a modern

engagement, is carrying to the front as one of the most

important problems pressing for solution. The ammuni

tion hoist now on board the Atlanta is a step in this di

rection, furnishing, as it does, a means for raising am

munition to the deck quicker than by hand, with greater

safety and with fewer men, thus allowing the extra men

to work at the guns. In this hoist, as in the gun-train

ing apparatus, the same idea is carried oiit—z'. 0., that of

making the electric motor follow the motions of the

operator's hand, both in direction and in speed. The

operation of turning a wheel or crank causes the switch

to start the motor in a certain direction, and the conse

quent motion of the motor operates to close the switch,

so that a race ensues between the operator and the motor.

If the operator begins to decrease the speed with which

he turns the crank, the motor will overtake him, and

will partially close the switch, and the motor will, there

fore, lower its speed ; whereas, if the operator increases

his speed of movement, the switch will thereby be

opened farther, and the motor will go faster. The ad

vantage of this plan in the case of an ammunition-hoist

will be apparent when it is stated, that the entire time

required on board the Atlanta to raise a 2 50-pound shell

is nine and a half seconds. Now, this interval gives a

man very little time to think, especially in excitement

or danger ; and if the ordinary arbitrary movements for

starting and stopping motors were employed, an accident

1 Extracts from a lecture delivered before the lfrnnkliii Institute, l’liil..J.1n. 20, iS.,,<,,

Reprinted from the journal of the Franklin Institute.

would, some day, result from the wrong movement

being made. Furthermore, with this device, if the

operator is killed, or if he lets go the handle, or if, through

excitement or confusion, he ceases to pay attention to

the handle, or if a shot disables the motor, or breaks

its connections—in all these cases, everything stops, and

the shell simply stays where it is. This is a much better

thing for it to do than to violently descend, or be forced

up against the deck overhead, as would happen with any

other device now known.

ELECTRIC Morons AS AUXILIARY ENGINES IN WAR-SHIPS.

The two plans above described comprise the only uses,

besides ventilating, to which electric motors have as yet

been put in ships. But in the near future, it is expected

that they will largely replace the many small steam en

gines with which modern war-ships are filled. The most

complete and detailed statement of the scope of motors for

ship use is the lecture of Mr. S. Dana Greene, formerly

an ensign in our navy, before the Naval Institute. Mr.

Greene, from his training as a naval oflicer and his

practical experience as chief engineer of the Sprague

Electric Motor Company, is probably more intimately

acquainted with the technical features of the case than

anybody else. He states that for a ship like the Chicago,

the auxiliary engines that could advantageously be re

placed by electric motors are about forty or fifty in

number, and aggregate about 200 horse-power. This

estimate includes only those auxiliary engines which

are at some distance from the engine and boiler-rooms,

and which, at present, have to be connected to the

boilers by very long, crooked and expensive copper

pipes. Everybody here knows that a prime necessity

in a war-ship is to have the pipes that convey steam,

compressed air or hydraulic power, well below the

water line; and everybody knows besides that a war

ship of to-day is made up of a great many water-tight

compartments ; and so it will need no great amount of

explanation to give them an idea of the trouble, coiii

plication and expense of leading the numberless pipes

through the water-tight bulkheads and around obstruc

tions. How mfich easier, cheaper and safer to run

wires ! A wire can’ be bent and twisted to any extent,

provided only that its insulating covering be not broken.

Steam pipes, furthermore, always contain more or less

condensed steam, or water, the amount varying with

the conditions of the case ; and the conditions existing

with the long and crooked steam pipes of a ship are

such as to cause the amount of condensed steam to be

very great. Now this condensation, together with the

friction, causes a very great decrease of pressure of

steam in the engine cylinder aud a great increase of

back pressure; so that the steam and vacuum gauges

in the engine-room convey no idea whatever of the state

of affairs at an engine zoo feet distant. In other words,

there is great loss of energy between the boilers and

engines situated at a distance from them. But with

the electric motor we can certainly count on at least

80 per cent. efficiency, or at least 70 per cent. of the

horse-power of the dynamo’s engine, and this engine is

itself very economical and is placed near the boilers.

But more than all this, the simplicity, noiselessness and

cleanliness of the electric motor itself stamp it as the

ideal engine for ship use, when compared with the

noisy, dirty steam-engine, with its joints, and valves,

and stuffing-boxes and other features requiring inces

sant inspection. * ’* * *

MARINE PROPULSl0N BY ELECTRICl'1‘Y.

The question is often asked : “ Is marine propulsion

hly electricity one of the probabilities of the future?“

he only way to answer this query, is to decline to at
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tempt the role 0f the inspired prophet, for while one

would not have the hardihood to say that it will never

be (remembering the solemn promise of a celebrated

English scientist to eat the first steamer that should

cross the Atlantic), yet on the other hand one would

hardly dare to assert that it will be. The question is

merely one of practicability ; at present electric marine

propulsion is not practicable, except on a small scale,

but the difliculties in the way are of the nature often

overcome by persistent experiment and by the im

provements resulting from slow experience.

ELECTRIC LAUNCHES.

It can be definitely stated, however, that electric

launches are so near a practical success that one does

not need to be a prophet to discern their coming in the

near future. No less an authority than Prof. Geo.

Forbes declares that they are already a practical thing

on the Thames for a certain class of boats, in which great

speed is not essential; but in which quiet, easy motion

and cleanliness are desirable. He further states that,

in his boat, he has got a return of nearly 60 per cent. of

the horse-power put into the storage cells in absolute

power of the propeller. Some of the storage cells now

in the market are quite durable, if not over-discharged

or shaken up. I have a battery of thirty cells, of the

size known as 7 M, which have been used in developing

the range or position finder mentioned above, and they

have fulfilled the purpose exactly. They were origi

nally charged last ]uly, and they did not have to be

recharged until a month ago. They were used on

board the U. S. S. C/titaga for some months, and were

subjected to a good deal of rough treatment, being

moved about the decks a good deal, lowered down into

a store-room and hoisted up on deck again a number of

times; besides this, the sailors spit tobacco juice on

them, and then played salt water on them with a hose,

to wash them. The sailors called the case containing

the cells the “ box of electricity." At first they looked

at it with the contempt which every true man-of-war's

man feels for anything scientific; but they generally

acquired for it a certain respect, as time went on,

‘ and they saw what curious things the ugly black box

could do.

One of the newest electric launches is The Mflgiltl, 28

feet long and 6 feet beam, drawing 2% feet of water.

She carries fifty-six accumulators, weighing 2,400 pounds, '

or about as much as fifteen men, and these accumulators

furnish the energy to drive an electric motor whose

armature is on the same shaft with the propeller. It is

claimed that this boat can carry twenty people in.

smooth water, and that she can go eighty miles at a

speed of six to eight knots, or go a shorter distance at a

speed of eight to ten knots. It would seem as if, even

at the present stage of development, such a boat would

be valuable in a war-ship, from the fact that it can be

got ready for service instantly, and can go faster

and longer than an ordinary man-of-war‘s boat pulled

by oars. '

ELECTRIC PXCKET Boar.

It could do excellent work, for instance, in case of a

fleet at anchor, in carrying ‘dispatches from ship to ship.

The cells in the boat could be charged while the ~boat

was lying alongside, or even when hanging at the

davits; and in such emergencies as are constantly oc

curring in naval life, it could be lowered and started off

in a few seconds ; while for scout duty or lookout duty,

what other boat could be so noiseless and swift P

ELECTRIC SUBMARINE Boars.

Closely allied to electric launches are electric sub

marine boats, in which also the energy needed for pro-.

 

_ pulsion is carried in storage cells._ _ _ The newest vessel

of this class, about which much is known, is the Spanish

s-ubmarinetorpedo boat Peral. Trustworthy details are

hard to get, but there seems to be no doubt that she

can remain under water for hours, can move at a high

speed both above and below water, and that she can

carry enough energy in the storage cells to enable her

to carry out any attack which a submarine boat is in

tended to make, 2'. z., a sortie from a harbor upon an

attacking’ fleet.

 

THE ELECTRIC PHENOMENA.

The electric industry is the epic of the age. It has no

predecessor in industrial history, and no equal in con

temporaneous enterprise. It is world wide and uni

versal. It has invaded the distant shore and sparkles

on the remotest sea. There is no hemisphere in which

its silent spark is not a midnight star, and no condition

of life—in the chamber of a coal mine, the hold of a ship,

the embrasure of a rampart, or the halls of legislation—

where its mysterious light has not been of service. It

is already a cosmopolitan adjunct of civilization, from

the girdle of the equator to the zones of the poles.

What it has added to the stock of enterprise and the

demands of industry is on par with its value as a dis

covery and its service as an agency of light and motor

force. Taking the United States as an example, the

statistics for the half year ending in July schedules no

less than 1,400 central stations, operating 15o,ooo,ooo

arcs and 1,500,000 incandescents. The engine capacity

of these stations is equal to 365,000 horse power and th 2

boiler capacity to 10 per cent. more. To this we_may

add 4,000 isolated plants, with their adjuncts of arcs or

incandescent lights. '

The capital invested in these enterprises amountsto

$300,000,000. These totals are not featherweights in

any sense, and are on a par with the magnitude of the

business already done in electric enterprise. They are,

however, but of initial and preliminary significance, as

the electric industry is as yet only in its formulative

and experimental stage. Its area of service is daily

broadening, and its application as a motor power in the

mechanics of motion adds to its possibilities. In this

direction it has annexed and exploited a new depart

ment of operation, in which -during the next decade it

will probably beat its previous record in the matter of

development. Electric power is already being rapidly

utilized, and the local lighting companies of many of

our large cities are furnishing the electric current for

divers purposes, New York alone delivering electric

power in small units from 1,200 to 1,500 horse power

every day.

Electric transportation is already available on street

cars, railways, ships and cranes, its application in the

latter instance illustrating its mobility as an industrial

agency, Two traveling cranes are being built for the

Baldwin Locomotive works. “They are each to be of

I00 tons capacity, with a span of 75 feet 4 inches and

336 feet run, and are to be driven by electricity. The

maximum speed of_ the bridge travel will be 200 per

minute. trolley travel 50 and ioo feet, and main hoist

speeds 5, io, 20 and 40 feet per minute. It is the 111

tention to handle and transfer from one track to the

other the heaviest locomotives complete by means of

these cranes, while for handling parts and lighter loads

there is an auxiliary hoist capable of lifting 1,000 feet

per minute." There_is, in fact, no department in in

dustrial life, and no new feature in the conditions of

modern civilization, in which the electric industry can

not find a service for the subtle and invisible force it

controls. It is yet in its primary stage. New problems‘
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are being evolved in its daily use as the older complica

tions are straightened out, but it may be accepted as a

foregone conclusion that as its laws are better under

stood its uses will be increased and its service more

Widely appropriated.— T/1: Age of Steel.

PEDDlE'S CONDUIT RAIL.

This conduit rail is for use on tramways and railways

worked by electricity. The conductor, properly insu

lated, is placed within the rail, thus avoiding the

expense and inconvenience of a separate central conduit,

and the brush is applied to the underside. The wooden

T-insulator (which is further itself insulated from the

rail) is secured to the rail by a wooden dowell. The

horizontal copper conductor is connected to the insulator

by a kneed bracket, screwed to the insulator, the con

ductor being recessed so as to give a flush surface for

the brush to travel over. Provision is made for points

and crossings, and also for preventing the brush, &c.,

coming in contact with the rail. The slot in the rail

answers both for wheel flange and also for the vertical

conductor to the motor on the car. At suitable dis

tances small iron eases, termed “ mud-traps," are

placed opposite holes in the side of the rail. These

permit of the rail being easily cleaned, and also of the

renewal of the conductor without the permanent way

being lifted. The rail can be flushed with water, and

thus easily and effectively cleaned without affecting the

conductor. It can also be easily applied to existing

horse tramways.

  

The figs. show a cross section. A is the rail, with

the conductor within it. c is the bracket (pendant

from the car with motor) carrying the brush, which is

applied to the underside of the conductor. M is the

“ mud-trap " with movable cover, and pipe, P, to gutter.

These pipes need only be at requisite distances, not at

every “mud-trap." Fig, 2 shows the arrangement for

railways. In this case the brush is applied from the

outside instead of from the inside of the rail. The

reason of this is, that in the case of railways, the pres

sure will be much greater than in the case of tramwavs.

It is therefore desirable to have the body of the rail di

rectly under the tread of wheel.

The object of the conduit rail is to provide a simple,

safe, and qfizient method of working electric tramways

and_railways, at I/ie least passib/e expense, avoiding all

the inconveniences and expense of costly central con

duits, or poles and other overhead apparatus for the

conductors. The following points have also been borne

in mind :_—

1. Placing the conductor where it will be safe from

injury both to itself and the public.

2. Making provision for easily cleaning and flushing

the_ rail without affecting the conductor within it.

This_ is secured by means of the “mud-traps," which

at suitable points have pipes to the gutters.

3. Making provision for easilv renewing the con

ductor when it is worn, without lifting permanent way

Thllfi, by fenioving the covers of the “ mud-traps, " the

brackets which hold the conductor to the T-insulator

can be unscrewed, the conductor lowered, and then

raised and removed throu h the slot. A new conductor

can then be lowered and xed in a similar manner. The

T-insulators can also be removed and renewed by means

of the “ mud-traps."

4. Making the rail suit for ordinary horse or steam or

compressed air, or accumulator cars. As far as these

cars are concerned, the “ conduit rail " is practically an

ordinary slot rail. .

5. Avoiding any central slot rail (between the wheel

rails), which is great inconvenience to ordinary street

trafiic.

6. Making the system such that it can be easily

and effectively, and without great cost, applied to

existing tramways. This is done by simply lifting one

of the ordinary slot rails and replacing it with a conduit

rail with conductos. By doing this on short sections at

night, all interruption of ordinary or car trafiic is

avoided. _

7. General simplicity and freedom from liability to

derangement.—L0mz’on Elzrtrizal Reziiezr/.

 

THE AMERICAN STREET RAILWAY ASSOCIATION.

' The ninth annual meeting of the American Street

Railway Association, will be held at Buffalo, N. Y., Oc

tober 15, 26 and i7, Thos. Lowry, of Minneapolis, presi

dent.

Indications point to this being the largest and one of

the most important meetings in the history of the asso

ciation. The officers of the local street railway com

panies are making great preparations for the event.

  

Fig. 1

The headquarters of the association will be at Hotel

Iroquois. The business meetings of the association will

be held in the hall of the Buffalo library building only

a block away from the hotel.

In addition to the business programme plans have

been made for social entertainment, including a ban

quet on Thursday evening, and an excursion by rail to

Niagara Falls on Friday. The route going is to be on

one side of the river and the return trip on the opposite

shore. An observation train will also be run to Lewiston.

Reports and papers will be read on “A Perfect Street

Railway Horse," by Charles Odell, Pres. Naumkeag

Street R’y Co., Salem, Mass.; “A Year‘s Progress of

Cable Motive Power” byC]ames C. Robinson, Vice-Pres.

Los Angeles Cable R'y 0., Los Angeles, Cal.; “ Elec

tric Motive Power Technically Considered," by Dr. W.

L. Allen, Pres. Davenport Central R‘y Co., Davenport,

Ia.; “Novel Schemes for Developing Street Railways,"

by Benjamin F. Owen, Pres. Reading City Passenger

R'y Co., Reading, Pa.: and “ Public and State Treat

ment of Corporations," by G. Hilton Scribner of New

York.

THOMAS LOWRY.

The President of the Minneapolis Street Railway

Company and of the American Street RailwayAssociation

is a man who has great faith in electricity as a motive

power and proves his faith by his works. The system

of street railroads in Minneapolis which he represents

has changed its entire equipment from horses to electric

power, after thoroughly testing and discarding the cable.
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He was bofll On February 27, 1843, in Logan county,

Ill. His boyhood days were spent in Schuyler county,

near Rushville, in the same State, where he studied law,

and was admitted to the Illinois bar in May, 1867, In

{luly of the same year he moved to Minneapolis, where

e practiced law until he was elected Vice-President of

the Minneapolis Street Railway Company, in 187 5. At

that time the Minneapolis Street Railway Company was

a new enterprise, but Mr. Lowry, with admirable fore

sight, saw at once how the property might be developed

and started in immediately to bring it up to the highest

possible standard of excellence. About three years later

Mr. Lowry bought a controlling interest in the road,

was elected its President, and has occupied that impor

tant position ever since. He is also President of the

S00 road (steam), and is a majority stockholder in the

street railways of the Twin Cities.

Although a heavy capitalist, Mr. Lowry is immensely

popular in both cities, in one of which (Minneapolis) he

owns amagnificent farm of over 1,000 acres in extent.

At the eighth Annual meeting of the American Street

Railway Association held in Minneapolis last October,

he was elected president of the Association for the en

suing year, serving in that position with ability.

WHAT DOES IT COST TO BUILD AN ELECTRIC LINE?

The above question having been propounded to us by

a gentleman prominent in street railway matters we

have prepared the following reply which may be found

interesting to others :

Dear Sir: In response to your inquiry in regard to

the approximate cost for equipping a street car line to

be operated by electricity, both by the overhead system

and by storage battery, we beg leave to submit the fol

lowing statement which is based on information received

from the different electric companies and also from the

officers of street car electric lines now in successful

operation.

Of course you understand that it is difficult to esti

mate definitely the cost of equipping an electric line, as

the conditions of each separate line vary so much, and

much depends upon the quality of the equipment to be

put in and the price of copper at the particular date.

For instance, whether on the overhead system wooden

poles costing three dollars each are used, or iron poles

costing forty dollars each and also whether the poles are

set between the tracks or at the sides of the street. The

cheapest iron poles cost about $28. the average being

about $30.00. The overhead electric companies claim

that the-wiring alone costs anywhere from $1,800 to

$4,000 per mile of double track, which includes the

poles, trolley wire and the return conductor under the

pavement, with wired connection to each track rail. These

figures may be greatly exceeded, however, by using a

larger wire, fancy hangers and other expensive appli

ances. We are informed by the superintendent of an

electrical line recently constructed that the wiring

alone cost $6,000 per mile of single track,, the material

and workmanship being of the very best. It must not

be inferred, however that it would cost double the

amount for a double track line, for the same poles, span

wires and return wire would answer for a double track

line.

The electrical equipment for each car will cost about

$2,900, This will include two motors, the trolley pole

and the wiring and switches both for the motors and

lamp.

The cost of the power plant will depend upon the

price of real estate, the material, design and finish of

the building, and the type of engine and generator used.

One of the leading electrical companies claims that it is

sufficient to provide a steam plant of ten horse power

per car to be operated. A very large line in operation

under another system, however, have found it neces

sary to provide a steam'plant of nearly twenty horse

power per car. We believe the latter one to be the safest

one to meet all conditions.

It is generally estimated that the cost of installing an

electrical power plant for street railway purposes will

be from $40 to $60 per horse power for the steam power,

and from $3 5 to $50 per horse power for electric power.

The cost of the road bed will depend largely upon the

weight of the rail and the kind of pavement required,

and will vary from $10,000 to $25,000 per mile of double

track.

In regard to equipping. a line with storage battery

cars, we will also say_ that it depends upon what kind of

an equipment IS put in.

The cars, all equipped with their batteries will range

in cost from $3,500 '_to $6,000 or more. A sixteen-foot

car, having a first-class body, independent truck, a twen

ty horse power motor and two sets of batteries has been

built for $5,400.

The use of one set of batteries, and_one motor instead

of two of each per car will reduce the first cost.

The cost of the enerating plant will depend largely

on the appliances or handling the batteries, the method

of charging, etc., as well as an the type of engine se

lected, whether slow speed or high speed.

An eighty horse power generator will be required for

charging the batteries for ten cars.

It is safe to say that a generating plant will cost about

$1,000 per car.

A practical electrician has recently stated that it will

cost from $50,000 to $60,000 to equip a line with ten

cars, to be operated by the storage battery method.

The cost of the building for a power station will depend

upon the same conditions as stated above 'for the over

head system. In case you contemplate building a line

it would be proper for you to communicate with some

of the prominent electric traction companies who will

furnish you with blank specifications containing all possi

ble data for the construction of such a line, and when

this is returned them they will submit a proposition

for the building and equipment of the line, with prices

for material and labor. You will then be prepared to

enter into a contract for the construction of the line.—

Street Railroad journal.

A SOUTHEF-IN OPINION OF THE ELECTRIC MOTOR

-Perhaps the electric transmission of energy for the

production of power, through the medium of the electric

motor, is destined to meet with the greatest develop

ment and to become the most valuable of all the indus

trial applications of electricity.

The economical transmission and subdivision of

power is a problem that has engaged the attention of

engineers in as great a degree as any other department

of engineering, and the progress of the last ten years

shows conclusively that electricity is the agent we must

look to for its solution.

Considered from a mechanical point of view, the elec

tric motor, though only a product of the pas. decade,

has already reached a point of perfection that the steam

engine, with its century of development, does not begin

to approach. In it there are no reciprocating parts ; the

pull or torque is continuous and applied to the point

where it can do the most good ; there are no dead points ;

the motor will start from any position under full load ;

it does not require constant and skilled attention ; pro

duces no dirt or noise ; is applicable to places where a

steam engine or any other motor except this is out of

the question ; does not need any mechanical, governor,

that only begins to govern after the speed has varied ;
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is perfectly self-regiilating in the _matter of energy con

sumed, which is always proportional to the work in

hand ; entails no danger of fire, with increased insurance

rates ; does not increase the temperature of the shop—

a point to which the prevailing weather has given no

little importance ; can be started, stopped and reversed

almost instantly, and, in a word, offers so many points

of advantage that its universal employment in place of

the existing small steam engines, and for the thousands

of small industries that only await a cheap and flexible

source of power to spring into existence, is but a ques

tion of a very few years.

The success of the great number of electric railways

throughout the country offers unmistakable testimony

to the reliability of this most marvelous production of

an age of marvels. With the advent of cheaper means

for the production of electricity will come a revolution

in the existing methods of power production, and it does

not require any great stretch of the imagination to see

 

SNOWPLOW AND SNOWSWEEPER.

Past experience in operating electric railways in win

ter has demonstrated the fact that some appliance is

needed for keeping the tracks as free from snow as pos

sible. That the Thomson-Houston Electric Company

fully realized this is shown by the forethought mani

fested in preparing the snowplow and snowsweeper

shown in the accompanying illustrations. Last winter's

experience with snow showed just what was needed in

this direction, and in the new appliances will be found

many improvements over the old types, which clearly

prove that past experience has been turned to advant

age. The details of the snowplow are as follows :

Length all over, 20 feet; width, 7 feet; height from

rail to floor of car, 3 feet 6 inches. The truck has four

36-inch wheels, in front of which is placed a digger

which scrapes the snow from the track, thereby ensur

ing a good contactfor the wheels. These diggers, or

scrapers, are controlled by levers placed at each end of

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC SNOW’ PLOW‘

our ponderous steam locomotives giving place to this in

fant that is even now a giant. A great field for develop

ment, opened up by the electric motor, is the utilization

of the numberless natural water powers that, by reason

of their distance from populous cities, are now going to

waste. The power of Tallulah Falls, for instance, trans

mitted electrically-—which is the only possible method

—-would suffice to turn every wheel in Atlanta ; and that

this dream will be realized, scarcely admits of a doubt.

_As an illustration of the rapidity with which the elec

tric motor is displacing other power producing machines,

let us look at the work in Atlanta, for though it is but

little over a year since the first electric motor was intro

duced, there are now, including the power used by the

electric railways, something over three hundred horse

power produced and used, and the various uses to which

this power is put would surprise those not familiar with

. the facts.—Di.rie.

the car, and may be raised and lowered at will. One of

the main plows is placed diagonally across the car, one

end being in front of the forward wheel on one side,

the other end coming out between the front and rear

wheels on the opposite side at an angle of about 60 de

grees. By placing the plow in this manner a position

is secured where the least oscillation occurs. Although

the plows extend two feet beyond the wheels, each is

provided with an extension, by means of which a path

of any desired width, depending upon local conditions,

can be plowed out. The second main plow is hung

parallel to, and in the same manner as the first, each,

however, being independent, and controlled by levers

placed upon the car platform. One or both can be used

as the circumstances require. The plows are kept at a

proper angle by means of chains and iron rods, so ar

ranged as to permit great freedom of movement in 8

vertical direction. The car is propelled by two 20 horse
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an angle of 60 degrees to the rail. The electrical con

nections are the same as found on the passenger cars,

the motors for propulsion being connected in multiple,

but independently of the motors used for driving the

brushes. The current is taken from the overhead con

ductor by means of a trolley, supported on a post 8 feet

high, placed in the centre of the car. Around this post

are grouped incandescent lamps which are employed

when the car is required for night service. Both the

Snowplow and sweeper are made for severe work, and

have proved in previous tests to be fully capable of re

sponding to every demand made upon them.

LOCATING ELECTRIC STREET RAILWAYS.

BY PROF. JOHN E. SWEET.

Much of our electric railroading, in fact practically

the whole of electric system so far, consists in substitut

ing electric transmission for horse-power, leaving the

same road for the new power as for the old.

-

THOMSON-irousTON Electric sNow s VF Ei-ER.

power motors, of the consequent pole type, one being

geared to each axle by means of sprocket chains and

chain gears wheels, and are capable of propelling a car

at a speed of ten miles an hour. The sprocket chains

run as slow as possible since the total reduction in speed

is made by means of gears on the motor frames. They

are enclosed in closed iron boxes. In circuit with the

motors is placed a reversing switch and rheostat, also

placed in a closed iron box. The trolley arm is sup

ported by a post placed in the centre of the car platform,

and which is also used as a support for a number of in

candescent lamps. The car can be operated in either

direction. -

THE SNOWSWEEPER.

The car for the snowsweeper is the same dimensions

as that used for the plow, the wheel being 36 inches in

diameter and mounted on a 3% inch axle. The motors

for driving the car are of 15 horse-power each, and

geared directly to the car axles. They are connected

in multiple, and are entirely independent from the mo

tors used for driving the brushes, being provided with

separate reversing switch and rheostat, enclosed in an

iron box, and placed on the platform in easy reach of

the operator. The motors for operating the brushes are

placed upon the car platform, with the shaft parallel to

that of the broom, and connected to it by means of

sprocket chains, so as to run at a speed of 200 revolu

tions per minute. The brushes, which are placed in ad

vance of the truck, are two in number, and are made in

sections to facilitate taking apart and placing upon the

drum to which they are fastened. On the platform of

the car on both sides are handles operating clutches, by

means of which the brooms can be thrown in or out of

operation. Levers are also provided for raising and

lowering the brooms, thereby rendering it possible

to operate them at any desired height. To insure the

snow being thrown off the track, the brooms are set at

This came about naturally; but in the construction

of new work, it does not follow that the old system is a

necessity, and I believe it can be shown that a better

arrangement can be adopted; better not only for the

public, but for the stockholders as well.

First, it is necessary to state that the proposed ar

rangement applies only to streets almost or wholly

occupied by residences, and especially for surburban

toWinS.

The plan is to narrow up the roadbed to the least

width that will accommodate the traffic. This, in all

places where the new arrangement is proposed, need

not exceed 14 or 16 ft. Set permanent curb stones and

make from the top of the curb stones to the sidewalk a

perfect lawn. Through the grass of the lawn on side,

run the rails of the electric road. This admits of the

use of the bracket post system for carrying the over

head wire, if that system is used,
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The advantage to the public is that they get rid of

rails in the roadway, which are a nuisance at best, and

endured as a necessary evil in the case of horse cars.

The road-bed is narrowed to a width that can be well

paved for the same money that does it poorly at present.

It cost less for repairs and keeping clean, gives less

dust, and the wide lawns decrease the trouble from the

dust that does fly. The cars can be reached without

going into the streets, and the whole arrangement will

be much more sightly. .

The advantages to the railway company are, that

though they may in the first instance have to pave the

street, they certainly would avoid having to keep it in

repair. They could for the same money use their high

rails, and with high chairs, and get the ties well under

ground; thus getting a more rigid road-bed, and one

they could repair without interfering with traffic or

being interfered with. They could use a rail that

would not get covered with mud (which adds to the

power required) and one that gives a better service

by avoiding delays occasioned by impediments in the

streets.

The disadvantages of the proposed system are, to the

public, nothing that I can think of; to the company,

only the short turn for the inside track, which can be

overcome.

The‘ difficulty is to get the arrangement tried, and

that can only be done by the company at first making,

sufficient sacrifice to demonstrate its advantages, for it

would be impossible to get even the neighbors of a sin

gle square to agree unless the company paid the ex

pense.

After it is shown to be an improvement, then the citi

zens wouldacquiesce, even at no pecuniary advantage.

The objection likely to be raised by the people along

the line, and the drift of the opposition, would be against

the narrow road-bed, but that will accommodate a large

trafific, if only the pavement be good, an hour's observa

tion, this where there is traffic or the same if spent in ob

serving the street under consideration, will convince

any man.

But the American idea of a great show, regardless of

quality, will render it difficult to get the consent of the

people. As a matter of real beauty, a narrow, well

paved road-bed and two wide, well-kept lawns, make an

infinitely better looking street than the wide, miserable

pavement, with gutters full of rubbish and grass strips

too narrow to be worth attention, which is the common

picture in rural towns.

The objection that will be raised by the stockholders

will be that the change offers no immediate return_s, iin

less the right of way can be obtained without any ad

ditional compensation to the corporation, in which case

the cost of the road would be lessened to the extent of

the usual cost of pavement. If the ruling spirit of some

electrical road where, say a single square only is to be

crossed, would offer to assume the paving and finishing

of the street (except the curb stones), with the aid of a

perfect picture, showing how the street would look, the

chances are in favor of getting the consent of the

residents.

Should this much be accomplished, then a thoroughly

good pavement (a little better than promised), perfectly

finished lawns and elegant bracketed line posts, I be

lieve, would so inaugurate the change that the remainder

of the line would be demanded, the residents laying

their own pavement, so that the entire cost would be

less, and the cost of maintenance of a wider pavement

which the electric road has no use for would be avoided.

Should the trial ever be made, its success or failure will

turn on the perfection of road-bed for public trafiic and

the perfection of the lawns. The appearance will at first

have more bearing on the subject than almost anything

else.

This may all have been thought out, tried and aban

doned; but I hope I have an argument that is new and

presented a thought that is valuable.— T/1: E/ertra-Mi»

r/zamk.
 

STREET RAILWAY CHAIRS.

The increasing loads which are being placed upon the

tracks of street railways in the shape of cable trams,

electric motor cars, and other heavy burdens have made

it most desirable that some better form of construction

should be adopted than the old string piece of wood

with a few widely spaced spikes and no attempt at‘ fish

plates or other form of joint.

The Daisy Chair, for street railway construction,

which is shown in the accompanying cut, is the inven

tion of Mr. R. T. White, I2 Pearl Street, Boston, and

has proved itself to be most efiicient in resisting the

wear and tear of heavy service. This chair is made of

cast iron or of cast steel mixture. The standard is hol

low and closed at its upper end, which gives a large

bearing for the rail to rest upon. Projections are cast

on the sides of the chair at the upper ends, which makes

the head of the chair the width of the base of the rail.

The clamps are made of wrought steel and turned at

their ends so as to overlap the base of the rail and un

derlap the projection on the side of the chair. The bolt

goes through the clamp and the upper end of the chair.

It also has a large base and well bracketed. When used

with the deep form of rail shown in the cut, with fish

plates at the joints, it makes a track way which is sub

stantial enough to withstand the heaviest motor cars.

Mr. White makes a specialty of all forms of superior

street railway construction, and for cable, electric and

elevated railways his specialties have been most suc

cessful. .

The chair is made in two forms. First, the double or

joint chairs, now being laid at Newark, N. ]., made simi

lar to single Daisy Chair, but with two bolt holes instead

of one and long enough to make a good bearing for the

ends of the rails (one long clamp may be used instead

of two clamps, thus covering the joints of the rail).

 

DOUBLE OR JOINT DAISY CHAIR.
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DAISY RIBBBD CHAIR.

Second, the Ribbed Chair ; this chair has the same form

of fastening as the Daisy Chair, but the formation is

considerably different, the base being unbroken, the

ribs forming standards is a very strong chair, but is

not so strong as the box or hollow stand,‘ as shown

in the genuine Daisy Chair.

R. T. White, the inventor of this chair and many other

street railway track appliances, is not only an inventor,

but is a mechanic of great ability, also understands

patent law thoroughly, and has conducted his own case

in the interference case in the Patent Office, Wood vs.

White, or in other words, L,ewis & Fowler vs. White,

and has argued his own case before the Com. of Patents.

In fact, has beaten the L. and F. high-toned lawyers in

every way, shape and form.

THE BRISTOL ROAD ELECTRIC TRAMWAYS3

Major-General Hutchinson, Board of Trade Inspector

of Tramways, yesterday made a formal and official in

spection of the new tramways which the Birmingham

and Central Tramways Company have laid along the

Bristol road from Navigation Street, in the city of Bir

mingham, to Bournbrook on its outskirts, and which

they intend to work by electric motors. Experiments

have been made with electricity as a motive power in

various parts of the country-—the public are familiar

with it in the form of telpherage railways in exhibitions,

and at several .watering places it has been tried more or

less successfully as a propelling power for cars—but the

experiment on which the Central Tramways Company

are now entering may fairly be said to be the first at

tempt on a large scale to utilize “the coming force on

an English thoroughfare,‘-' and its progress will there

fore be watched by tramway investors and the public

with a good deal of interest. Electricity as a motive

power has been proved to be successful on dead levels ;

it now remains to be seen whether it is equally adapt

able to the heavy gradients which have always been a

chief difficulty in determining the propelling medium

of tramways in Birmingham. The engineers to the

Central Company, Messrs. Pritchard and Kincaid, are

confident that they have overcome all the difficulties

which lay in their path, and the residents on the tram

' Reprinted from the Birmingham (England) Daily Gazctte, July 17, 1890.

routes will devoutly wish that that confidence is well

established, and long for the day when the compara

tively noiseless and perfectly odorless electric car may

displace the offending steam cars which now carry the

traffic on all but the Handsworth routes. The trial

trips with the new cars have certainly done much to

justify the view of the engineers, and the results of

yesterday's inspection and trial go to confirm it.

There have been tramways along the Bristol road to

Bournbrook, a distance of about three miles from the

centre of the city, for a dozen years past. They were

worked with horse cars, and the pace at which these

cars ordinarily travelled reminded one forcibly of the

story told of a pedestrian in the pre-railway days who,

when asked to ride on one of the stage wagons of that

period, replied, “No, no! I'm in a hurry. I'll walk."

The pace was funerally slow, and in recent years the

line had become so dilapidated that to ride on it was a

severe trial to the physical system. The line has now

been reconstructed throughout on the same guage and

in the same manner as the rest of the Central Com

pany's lines in any around Birmingham. The rails are

of steel, in girder sections, six inches deep with a seven

inch flange, and weighs 92 pounds to the yard. They

are secured in the most solid manner, and the points are

of Siemens open-hearth steel, the best quality which

could be obtained for the purpose. The rails are set

in a thick bed of concrete, and the area between the

lines and for a space of 2 ft. 6 in. outside the metals

paved with wood blocks with an edge of serrated

granite to bind with the macadam of the rest of the

roadway. ,

The depot for the section is at the Bournbrook termi

nus, standing about eighty yards away from the main

line, and covers an area of three-quarters of an acre.

The buildings comprise traffic office, engineer's ofiice,

men's room, stores, switch room, machine and fitting

shops, engine and boiler houses, etc., and large car sheds

and charging station. The charging station is 75 feet

long and 63 feet wide, and forms the front of the depot.

Lines run through it into the car shed, which is of uni

form width with the charging station and ioo feet long,

and underneath the lines are pits to facilitate examina

tion of the gear of the cars. Four hydraulic elevators

are provided for supplying and removing the cells to

and from the cars, and each has eight shelves capable

of storing sufficient cells for sixteen cars. In addition

to this there are shelves in the accumulator room which

will carry sufficient cells for two further cars. The

elevator cages are open, so that the cells are always

under control and examination. A chamber under

neath the elevators enables them to fall below the

road level. '

The engines, and boilers, and machinery to generate

the electric force are all laid in duplicate. The boilers

are of steel, of the “ Economic" safety type, 12 ft. 6 in.

long and 7 ft. 6 in. diameter, and the fiues are fitted

with Galloway tubes and other best-known appliances

for heat econoniizing and smoke consumption. Pro

vision is made for feeding the boilers either by injectors -

or by steam pumps through a “Green's economizer,"

and the boilers can be worked to i2o poundson the

square inch. During the excavations at the depot the

engineers came upon a fairly constant water supply,

which will be carried first into an underground tank in

which the roof and surface drainage runs, and subse

quently pumped to a large tank on the top of a tower

30 ft. high. It will then pass through a “Jewell " fil

ter, and be used for feeding the boilers and washing the

cars. The engines are of the “Receiver" type, non

condensing, with high and low pressure cylinders side

by side, the former 12% in. diameter, and the latter 20
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in., and the length of stroke 24 in. The fly-wheels are

8 ft. 6 in. diameter, and 17 in. wide, and will make about

100 revolutions per minute. The leather belting to

drive the dynamos is carried in a belt-race lined with

white glazed bricks, and this and the engines are en

closed by brass railings in cast-iron standards. The two

dynamos are in the engine room. They are of the

“ Elwell-Parker continuous-current " type, shunt wound,

with a capacity of 100 volts, 500 amperes, at an approxi

mate speed of 540 revolutions per minute. Each dy

namo will thus supply accumulator cells for twelve cars,

in addition to the lighting of the depot, and power for

the 9 horse-power motor in the machine-tool shop. The

brushes, which are so arranged as to bear lightly on the

accumulator are carried in movable rockers, and the

rest of the machinery for conveying the power to the

accumulator cells embodies all the most recent dis

coveries in the science of electricity. Voltmeters are

provided for the testing of the cells, which are in vul

canite cases, firmly secured, in teak trays. Ninety-six

of these cells are required for each car, giving a total

force of about 192 volts, and requiring a current of

about 35 amperes. From the construction of the cage

elevators any number of cells can be charged at one

time, and the operation is automatic. The whole of the

buildings are lighted by 16-candle power incandescent

lamps, with two 200-candle power lamps over the en

trace to the charging station. The pumping machinery

is hydraulic, and the whole of the machinery required

and the fittings of the various departments are of the

most perfect description. The car and charging sheds,

engine house, etc., are paved with Eureka cement con

crete, and the lighter rooms with wood blocks. The

boiler chimney is 110 feet high, with a diameter of 4

feet at the cap, and is lined with 4% in. fire brick. A

lightning conductor runs down the shaft into the under

ground tank already mentioned. The yard is paved

with granite setts, and the outbuildings are ample and

convenient. The offices are in telephonic communica

tion. The construction of the buildings is solid, and

the architecture such as to render their presence an

ornament rather than otherwise to the locality.

The cars are the portion of the necessary appliances

in which the general public will be chiefly interested

and concerned. These have been built by the Midland

Carriage Company, at Shrewsbury, and are very similar

in appearance to the cable cars running between Colinore

Row and Handsworth. The electrical and mechanical

fittings have been supplied by the Electric Constructing

Corporation, of Wolverhampton (late Elwell-Parker's),

and are on the “ Julien ” principle. The cars are 26 ft.

6 in. long, with platforms at either end, and 6 ft. 3 in.

wide. and have a carrying capacity for 24 inside and 26

outside passengers. The body of the car is carried on

two bogie trucks of T iron, strengthened by King

trusses, and about 15 feet between centres. The outside

seats are reversible garden chairs, and inside are of the

usual longitudinal kind, with a centre isle. The wood

work below the windows is polished teak, in panels

which slide vertically, so as to give access to the trays

and cells underneath the seats. There are six trays on

each side of the car, and each tray holds eight cells,

making ninety-six cells in all, and the teak trays are

carried in runners on the car floor. When the trays are

pushed into the cars they are secured and automatically

- connected-up by V-shaped copper contact blocks, and

the cells (in four groups of twenty-four each) brought

up to switch used by the driver. By this arrangement

the four groups of cells may be connected with the

motor in six different ways, and the necessity of resist

ance coils in the circuit is obviated and uniformity of

discharge is secured. The motors are of the Elwell

Parker type, double limb, series wound, and rim with

140 revolutions, but a velocity of 700 revolutions is re

quired to maintain a speed of eight miles an hour.

One motor is supplied to each car and carried on one of

the bogie trucks by means of an aluminium brass frame,

three points of which are rigidly fixed on one axle of

the bogie, and the fourth rests on the second axle through

a strong helical spring that makes it independent of

any oscillation of the car. All the gearing is done by

means of helical teeth. The driver's switch is placed

underneath the steps of the platform in a teak match

board casing, and quite out of the way of passen ers.

The inside seats of the car are hinged so as to a 0rd

access to the accumulators. and the portion of the floor

over the motor is also moveable. The cars will be

lighted by a 16-candlepower incandescent lamp at each

end, and the brake provided is of great power, gripping

all the wheels at once.

The permanent way outside the city and also the

buildings at the depot were designed by Messrs E.

Pritchard andjoseph Kincaid, engineers to the company,

and the whole of the works have been executed under

the superintendence of Mr, A. W. Pritchard for the

engineers. _ '

The journey from Navigation Street to Bournbrook,

nearly three miles in length, was accomplished very

satisfactorily. The car rounded the curve from Naviga

tion Street into Suffolk Street with perfect safety,

and without creating the least feeling of uneasiness.

In reference to this curve it is, however, only right to

say that it, is one of exceptional severity, and, in the

opinion of the directors of the Tramways Company,

ought to be greatly eased. They contend that it is too

severe for motive power, and that although an electric

car can——as was manifested yesterday—compass it with

apparent ease and safety, it places a heavier tax on the

motor than is desirable or, indeed, necessary. In the

opinion of the engineers and directors, if the line were

altered so as to give a wider sweep a considerable difi‘i

culty would be removed, and the expenditure of force

greatly reduced. So far as the Public Works Committee

(under whose superintendence the line was laid down)

is concerned, no alteration is likely to be made until Mr.

Lea, their adviser, has reported on the matter, but the

probability is that if he advises in favor of a more

gradual curve the desired improvement will be effected.

The car ran at a good‘ speed along Bristol Road, and at

one of the inclines near the city boundary, Major-General

Hutchinson, who was riding on the front platform with

the driver, suddenly ordered him to stop, with a view to

testing the brake. The car was stopped in barely its

own length, but this scarcely satisfied the inspector,

who thought the brake should have operated more

smartly. On arrival at the depot Major-General

Hutchinson inspected thoroughly the buildings, machin

ery and cars, and subsequently Dr. Edginton, who

resides on the Bristol Road, was introduced to the

Inspector to enable him to make a complaint on his own

behalf and that of some of his patients who also have

houses on the route, of the rumbling noise made by the

cars in motion. It was also stated that Mr. Charles

Showell, another resident on the Bristol Road, had

written a similar complaint. In answer it was stated by

the Chairman of the company that the noise of travel

ling was intensified by the wood pavement which is laid

on a great portion of the route, and that the motive power

had nothing to do with the noise. The rumbling

was much less than that of the steam trams, and not

continuous, like that of the cable route. Mr. Smith

added that when the cable-line was laid down there were

numerous complaints from residents on the route of the

noise caused by the cable and cars, but these persons
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soon become ‘¢1QCustomed to the sound, and he believed

that residents On the Bristol Road would have a like

experience. The noise was, no doubt, more prominent

just now, because there had been no tram service on the

road for several months. They should also remem

ber that the company had given them the compensa

ting advantage of a level wood pavement. The Inspector

made a note of the objections, and shortly after com

menced his return journey over the line. On the out

ward passage the car had been pulled, 1'. e., the bogie on

which the motor was fixed was the foremost, but on the

return journey the inspector ordered the position to be

reversed and the car to be driven forward. The

passengers were also requested to sit as far as possible

at the rear of the car. This was done in order that the

efiiciency of the motor might be tested under the most

difficult conditions. On the decline between Wellington

Road and Belgrave Road the car was again pulled up to

test the brake, with the capacity of which the Inspector

was still not satisfied. At the curve into Navigation

Street the speed was increased, and the car passed safely

over at a big pace. The brake was again applied, and

the car pulled up within a length. After three further

trials of the brake Major-General Hutchinson suggested

two or three alterations in the appliance with a view to

increase its efficiency, and the Chairman of the company

promised that these should be carried out. The inspec

tion—which in every respect, save the brake, had passed
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or less motion among themselves. This motion has a

tendency to abraid the insulation of the wires, causing

short circuits of adjacent coils which may carry the

maximum difference of pressure generated by the ar

mature, and it is in this way that burn-outs frequently

occur. Moreover, as the wire is wound in two complete

layers, and as burn-outs more frequently occur on the

under than on the upper layer, the expense of repairing

a burn-out usually amounts to nearly as much as that of

rewinding the entire armature, since all the coils origi

nally put on after burned out coils, have to be taken out

in order to reach the latter. - -

The Eickemeyer System of winding is radically dif

ferent from the Siemens. Each armature coil is wound

upon a form of peculiar construction, and comes out

standard and interchangeable in every respect. (See

figure 1). In building an armature originally, the lami

nated iron core is first prepared, as in the Siemens ar

mature, and upon this are loosely placed the necessary

number of standard coils, which are locked in place

around the armature by means of the wooden pegs,

shown in figure 2.‘ The result is, a square end both

front and rear, instead of the cone-shaped end of the

Siemens armature. The coils are held firmly in place

with absolutely no chance for motion, and there is no

mechanical pressure from coil to coil which would tend

to cause short circuit. The armatures are necessarily of

standard diameter and interchangeable, and it is believed

FIG- 1.

off in a completely satisfactorily manner—then termin

ated, and the company adjourned to the Queen's Hotel

for luncheon. Major-General Hutchinson and Major

Cardeau returned to London at four o'clock.

THE NEW EDISON-EICKEMEYER STREET RAILWAY

ARMATURE.

_ One of the most striking advances in railway motor

construction which has recently been made, is an

nounced this week by the Edison General Electric Com

pany, which has secured the use for its railway system

of the Eickemeyer patents for winding armatures. It

will be remembered that the Eickemeyer dynamo for

lighting purposes was brought out about two years ago,

and created much discussion and favorable comment in

the press. Since that time it has been actively exploited,

and it is said that not a single dynamo armature wound

on the Eickemeyer plan, has ever burned out. The

Edison Company has made a thorough examination of

this winding, -with a view to adopting it for its railway

motors, where it will be particularly valuable.

The armatures now used by all the leading electric

railway companies are wound on what. is known as the

Siemens System, which has proved entirely suitable for

dynamo work, but has some disadvantages in railway

motor construction. In Siemens‘ armatures the wire is

so wound that when completed there is an irregular,

cone-shaped mass of wires at the end which have more

that the Eickemeyer armature will never burn out ex

cept from dead over-load, causing melting of the wire,

from accidental mechanical injuries, or from short circuit

due to outside causes. If, however, an armature coil

should burn out from any of the causes mentioned, it

could be replaced without difliculty by any ordinary

mechanic and without return to the factory, the whole

operation consuming about a day’s time and a small

amount of material. The railway company would be

provided with a Sl1ffiCl6Ill'. number of standard coils held

in reserve. _

From the cut (figure 2) the peculiar curvature of the

coils at the rear, is easily seen; the same curvature is

found at the front end. I‘he whole armature is per

  

! 1G. 2.
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fectly ventilated, particularly at the front, where difficulty

has frequently occurred.

It is the strong belief of the Edison Company that

one of the most serious difficulties that has been met

with in electrical railway work, is entirely overcome by

the new armature, which they are now prepared to offer

to their patrons.

THE LIVERPOOL ELECTRIC RAILWAY.

In a few months there will be opened in Liverpool the

overhead railway worked by electricity, which will

occupy the proud position of being the first of its kind

attempted in England. Last year a few Liverpool

merchants met together to discuss the advisability of

erecting a railway which would meet the wants of a

rapidly-growing traffic. As a result, it was decided

to commence the erection of an overhead railway

worked entirely by electricity. It was not until the

in

defined, but there is sufficient guarantee as to the

soundness of the technical work when it is mentioned

that Sir Douglas Fox and Mr. ]. H. Greathead are the

engineers.—L0rm'on Elcrlriml 1t‘r1'z'c1u, Aug, 291/1, 1890.

CITIZEN'S STREET RAILWAY, INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

Figure 1 is a view of the Citizen's Street Railway,

Indianapolis, Ind., which has been in operation since

June 8th, i890, and is without doubt the finest con

structed electric railway in the country. The center

pole double bracket construction has been used through

out, the poles being of heavy iron pipe with fancy bracket

and arm attached to each side of the pole, extending over

the center of each track supporting the trolley wire.

This construction runs through the business portion of

the city, and is without doubt the finest overhead line

for railway work that has ever been built. On this line

-are a number of difficult piir\'es which required con
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close of the year, however, that operations were fairly

commenced. Now the work is being pushed on with

great rapidity, and many of the girders are fixed in

their places.

The railway, when completed, will consist of a wrought

iron viaduct about six-and-a-half miles in length. Col

umns, composed of two channels and rivetted plates

support the superstructure. Stations are to be placed

every half mile, at the points where the population lies

thickly, from thence any place on the line will be reached

in a few minutes. It is the intention of the company to

charge very low fares so that the line may become pop

ular; seeing that it will traverse a working district, this

is perhaps necessary, for the revenue will probably be

obtained from the lower class fares. The structure will

certainly be the finest of its kind, and, as a viaduct, is the

longest in the world.

The 6X8-Ct System of electrical propulsion is not yet

siderable engineering skill to conform the overhead wire

to the line of track. They are at present operating ten

motor cars, equipped with two fifteen horse power motors,

and each motor car at all times hauling a trail car. The

traffic on this road since starting has been larger than

the most sanguine had anticipated, and has been in oper

ation without the slightest delay or trouble. The cars

were manufactured by the St. Louis Car Company, of

St. Louis, M0. The power station is equipped with one

250 horse power Wheelock engine, Corliss type, and one

5oo horse power Hazelton boiler, and natural gas is used

instead of coal. Two 80 horse power generators are in

stalled in this station, together with an elegant marble

switchboard, which has upon it circuit breakers, ampere

meters, volt meters, switches, rheostats, and potential

boards, and taken altogether, it is one of the finest stations

which has been equipped in this country. The Thomson

Houston Company is at present building one large electric
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snowsweeper for this railway, which will be used to re

move the snow from their tracks during the winter

months.

ELECTRIC MOTORS FOR MILL SHAFTING.

Very few engineers have yet given any time to the

consideration of the application of separate electric

motors to systems of shafting in mills and factories,

thus doing away with cumbersome jack-shafts, heavy

pulleys and dangerous belting. Jack-shafts, pulleys

-

|
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dangerous work, so that the section could be stopped by

any employee who saw the necessity of it. Again, by

closing all main belt holes, we get rid of that very

dangerous element, the risk of carrying fire through

from one floor to the other. In cases where belt towers

are built outside the mill to prevent the fire risk, it is a

very costly rig and the electric motor will be found

fully as cheap and quite as efficient. The main engine

can be placed to the best advantage in relation to fuel

and water. No great attention need be given to lining
- *

switchboARD of THE citizens STREET RAIlway, INDIANAPolis.

and main belts take up a large amount of floor space,

and by dispensing with all of these and suspending two

or more electric motors on shelves above reach, all this

now wasted room can be utilized.

By subdividing the shafting in a room we have much

more complete control in case of accidents, or any of

those small mishaps which frequently call for stoppage

of the engine and all the works. One section of shaft

ing can be easily stopped and started again without

interfering with the rest. In fact a cord could easily be

arranged along the side of the room if required for

up with the mill, etc. Wires are easily carried in any

direction and accommodate themselves to anything,

whereas long lines of shaft or cable require constant

attention and are very costly to repair in case of acci

dent, besides stopping a large amount of work. The

same man who now oils and looks after the main shaft

bearings can do all there is to do about the motors and

have time to spare.

In case of accident to the motors they are very easily

and quickly repaired, as all the best makes are inter

changeable in all their parts,
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Long lines of heavy shaft take a large amount of

power in friction, about the same whether loaded or

not, and this is a heavy drag on an engine. . With the

electric motor it is automatic clear back to the engine,

and stops work just in proportion to the load.

Belting is also a heavy item of expense and by slipping,

wastes a large amount of power; this is especially the

case with vertical belts, as they are nearly all used for

mill work. It is also a constant care to keep them

clean, taut and pliable.

We expect soon to publish an article giving full

details as to first cost of both methods, also efficiency of

each and its running expenses.—Aower-Steam.

THE PERKINS ELECTRIC SWITCH.

The switch manufactured by Mr. Charles G. Perkins,

and now ready to be put on the market, has several

novel features of great excellence. The moving con

tact-pieces are mounted on a circular block of insulating

material in such a manner as to be pressed outward by

springs within the block. This causes the contact-pieces

- |

+ Lill

Dauphiné Alps.

handles. All switches of the same capacity being sup

plied with similar handles. Ordinarily, the handles will

be removed and kept in the possession only of author

ized persons. This will prevent the danger of malicious

or mischievous interference with the switches by per

sons having no right to handle them.

ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION AT DOMENE.

At a recent meeting of the Société des Ingénieurs

Civils, M. Pillairet gave the following particulars of the

electric transmission at Domène. The electric ser

vice which he established last year at the small town of

Domène in Isère sets in motion the works of Chevrant.

Domène is situated in the valley of Grésivandau on the

left bank of the Isère, at the foot of the western slope

of the mountain of Beldonne, which dominates the

The railway line from Grenoble to

Chambery serves this locality, and has contributed to

the development of its industrial power for more than

twenty years. The hamlet of Montier is situated at

about 500 m. from Domène, surrounding the paper

THE PERKINS ELECTRIC SWITCH!.

to make spring contact with the line posts, which are

arranged in a circle about the block. As the movement

is a rotary one, a wiping contact is also caused. The

block is loosely mounted on the main shaft and is re

cessed to receive a diamond-shaped piece also loose on

the shaft. There is lost motion both between the dia

mond and the block, and between the shaft and the dia

mond, the connection between the two last-named parts

being made by means of a slot and a line. The diamond

stands between two strong springs which, as soon as

the lost motion between the shaft and the diamond is

taken up, resist the turning of the handle. To relieve

the friction, a pair of rollers are set into the points of

the diamond, In this way, owing to the use of very

strong springs, instantaneous makes and breaks are ob
tained.

The springs can readily be replaced, if lost or broken.

and, in fact, every part of the switch can be duplicated.

The whole is handsomely mounted on a pocelain or

bonsalite base, and the working parts are inclosed by a
COVer.

A special feature of novelty is the use of removable

works of Chevrant, which supply the greater part of

the neighboring population with work.

The increasing development of this factory, which

had necessitated the establishment of auxiliary steam

engines in aid of the primitive turbines which work un

der a fall of 50 horse-power, found itself obliged to

modify its steam apparatus and to endeavor to utilize

the power of a fresh fall; this would have been imprac

ticable with steam engines on account of the expense of

combustibles in this region, where most of the works

owe their prosperity to the utilization of natural forces.

The employment of electric transmission was decided

upon, and two falls had to be examined with this view

one situated near the railway, and the other on the

mountain falling from the turbulent stream which

crosses the town of Domène lower down before discharg

ing itself into the Isère. M. Hillariet rejected the first

as better fitted to supply an ordinary factory on the spot,

and chose the second. This rejection was opportune for

a company to whom the fall was conceded some months
later, and by whom it is now utilized. The latter fall is

about 1 kilom. from the village of Revel; its lower level
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terminates at the hamlet of Eaux. At this point, 5

kiloms. from the Montier Mill, he has erected the fac

tory of La Force, where the generating turbine and dy

namo are installed, which transform the greater part of

the hydraulic power now used into electric power. The

water source is 700 m. above the factory of La Force,

with which it is connected by a leaden pipe having a

fall of 10 per cent., which gives a difference of level of

70 m. between the extremities. This turbine, with a

horizontal axis, is attached directly to the generating

dynamo, from whence start the two wires of the over

head line which unites this machine to the receptor of

the Montier paper mill. This receptor acts directly on

a groove pulley, over which ten wires of 0.050 m. run

and communicate the power derived from La Force to

the principal transmitter of the mill.

The principal records of this transmission are as fol

lows :—~Generator: Maximum power, 300-horse; maxi

mum speed, 240 revolutions per minute. Receptor:

Maximum power, 200-horse ; maximum speed, 300 revo

lutions per minute. Length of line, 5 kiloms; maxi

mum electro-motive force, 2,850 volts; maximum ciir

rent, 70 amperes. Resistances: Line 3.474 ; generator,

0.950 ; field, 0.690 ; total resistance of the circuit, 6.829.

Electric yield calculated according to the resistances, 83

per cent.; gross average mechanical yield, 63 per cent.

The calculations of the mechanical yield have been made

by substitution; the stopping of the turbine has been

effected with a brake, which afterwards serves to test

the power of the receptor. .

This transmission has been in use since the ist of

- November, and from that time it has not ceased to work

for a single instant, either during the winter or during

storms which have lately prevailed. The service has

been continuous from the first moment, and no inter

ruption has occurred since it was first established. The

work of the factory has considerably increased with the

increased power at its disposal. The results have been

so satisfactory that La Force is likely to become a_ cen

tral station, distributing 2,000 horse-power in four dif

ferent directions to a maximum distance of about" 15'

kiloms. After the summary description here given, M.

Hillairet pointed out the situation of the La Force fac

tory, as also the pipes and principal mechanical appa

ratus of the installation he had described. The presi

which pass under and about the trolley-wire, so that

when the said pieces or jaws are fastened together, as

by screws, the trolley-wire rests upon a firm support and

is firmly clamped between the said jaws, thereby pre

venting the trolley-wire from falling at their points of

suspension. The hanger or support is provided with a

hooked arm or upright adapted to engage a span-wire,

and the said hanger is secured in place upon the said

span-wire, but insulated therefrom by discs of insulating

material fastened to the span wire.

“ Our invention therefore consists of a trolley-wire sup

port or hanger composed of two pieces or jaws having

lugs to extend under and embrace the trolley-wire, and

lugs. to prevent the said wire from lifting upward, and

means to fasten the said jaws together to hold the wire

between them substantially as will be described.

“The illustration represents a sufficient portion of a

trolley-wire sustained by our improved hanger or support

to enable our invention to be understood and clearly

shows the construction of the hanger or support.

“ The hanger or support consists of two pieces or jaws,

each provided with lugs or ears which extend under and

support the trolley-wire when the said pieces or jaws

are fitted and secured together, as by screws. The

piece or jaw is provided at its opposite ends-with lugs,

  

dent thanked M. Hillairet for his instructive communi- ‘I I

cation, and said “the society had listened to it with the

most lively interest. This is the first important trans

mission of force by electricity which has been estab

lished in France. The information just given leads to

the hope that, within a short time, the natural powers

disseminated throughout the country will be very ex

tensively utilized. The dynamometer described by NI.

Hillairet deserves also the particular attention of engi

neers for the particular facilities it presents in the work

ing, and for its exactitude."-—T/1: Engineer (London).

TROLLEY WIRE INSULATOR AND SUPPORT.

This new device is the invention of Albert L. Hall

bauer and Edward L. Hillyer of Lynn, Mass. It was

patented on August 5, 1890, and is made by L. F. Jordan

& Co. of Boston. It is intended as an Improved Support

for Electric Trolley Wires. The description as given

by the inventors is as follows :

“This invention has for its object to provide a novel

hanger or support for overhead conductors, and is es

pecially adapted to be used in connection with the trolley

wire of ' the overhead system of electric railways.

“In accordance with our invention the trolley-wire

hanger or support is made as a clamp, preferably in two

pieces or jaws, having suitably curved lugs or cars,

TROLLBY WIRE INSULATOR AND SUPPORT,

between which and the ear of the said jaw the trolley

wire is extended, the lugs preventing the trolley-wire

from being lifted upward.

“The hanger or support may be provided, as herein

shown, with an upright arm having its end a hook,

which in practice is fitted upon the hub of the disk of

insulation, the said disk and hub being provided with a

slot by which the said disk is placed upon the span-wire.

The hub of the disk, as herein shown, has also mounted

upon it a like slatted disk, these disks being provided, as

herein shown, on their outer side with extended hubs,

which are fastened to the span-wire by clamps.

“ In practice the set-screws are unscrewed, so as to per

mit the disks to be turned so that the slots of the said

disks will register with the slot of the hook, so that the

hanger may be readily slipped upon or engage with the

span-wire, and thereafter the disks may be turned so as

to bring their slots out of line with the slot of the hook

—as, for instance, into the position shown and secured

in such position by the clamps. It will thus be seen

that the hanger is insulated from the span-wire and has

a pivotal movement upon the same.

“ The trolley-wire is firmly clamped between the jaws

of the hanger, and is secured positively without the use
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of solder, and is prevented from falling at the points of

suspension.

“There is no soldering to be used in putting this trolley

on, and there are no fires or hot irons to be used, will

save time in equipping ; and the guy-wire is endless, so

there are no weak spots on it.”

JOLIET ELECTRIC STREET RAILWAY, JOLIET, I LL.

The Joliet Electric Street Railway Company, which

has adopted the Thomson-Houston Electric Railway

System, completed the electrical equipment of its road,

and was put in operation on February 3d, 1890. It is

four miles in length, and part of it is built with bracket

suspension and the remainder with cross suspension

method. The overhead line is built upon thirty feet

cedar poles, tastefully painted. It has a number of

difficult curves, crossing and switches, for which the

-

-

view on the JolikT (Ill.) Electric RA1-way.

company with electric power. It is distributed from

central power houses, just as electric lights are dis

tributed, and thousands of concerns that once used

steam engines for power now use electric power in their

place, finding it a great economical measure in room

and expense, cleaner, noiseless, and in every respect

more comfortable. One printing office proprietor

pointed out to the writer a little motor, occupying no

more room than a tub, in one corner of the room, which

had superceded a steam engine. The power was there

“always on tap,” as he expressed it. One had to but

turn a switch to get the power. It was as easy as turn

ing on an electric light and was considered as much of

an improvement over the discarded steam power as

the electric light is an improvement over the Cld lamps
or candles.

It is interesting to watch the record cf improvements

overhead line is arranged. They are at present operat

ing nine motor car, each equipped with two ten horse

power railway motors. Since the road first started it

has had exceedingly heavy traffic, and has been in con

stant operation without the slightest delay or trouble.

The power station is equipped with two eighty horse

power generators, with switchboard fitted with all the

necessary appliances for the manipulation of the current.

The management of this road is so well pleased with its

operation that they have placed orders with the Thom

son-Houston Electric Company for additional equip

ment. ... It is a by-word with the citizens of Joliet, that

the Joliet Electric Railway Company's cars are “always
On time.” -

USE OF ELECTRIC POWER.

In nothing is so much mechanical progress visible as in

the use of electric power. New York City manufacturing

has been almost revolutionized by it. The city is di.

vided into four districts, each of which is supplied by a

---- +----- -- --

in this line. Mr. Fred Bulkley, of Aspen, the other

day stated the progress made there at the Aspen

mine, which is of peculiar interest to mining men, as

follows:

“The company had many difficulties to contend with

in arranging for hoisting from its lower levels. While

various plans were being considered, Mr. Henry De

vereux (who is interested in the electric light plant of

the city) suggested that an electric hoist be put in. M .

Buckley hesitated for awhile, but finally consented that

a trial should be made. Mr. Devereux then had a mo

tor made. This was set up over the incline, and worked

perfectly firm and staid. This was in 1888. The motor

is still in use, and lifts a load of 2,800 up a 50 degree in

cline, making the distance of 500 feet in something over

five minutes. It is to be replaced shortly by a heavier

machine that will lift the load to the top in three and a

half minutes.

“The company has put in a second hoister, and other

mines had adopted the plan. Electricity was also be
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ing applied t0_Clrilling, firing holes, lighting mines, com

municating with different portions of mines, etc. In fact,

there seems to be no limit to its profitable application.

The streams descending the mountains in every gulch

furnish ample power to operate all the mines that exist

in the districts near which they pass. This power,

bountifully provided by nature, was running to waste,

and it seemed to be the duty of the miner to utilize it.

It was an easy matter to throw in a dam, build a flume,

set a Pelton wheel and a dynamo, and harness the energy

of the tumbling waters to the needs of the mine. Con

verted into the form of electricity, the power furnished

by the stream could be carried to the most inaccessi

ble places on the mountains and made to do work

for which, in many cases, steam could scarcely be

provided.

“ In this connection it may be stated that the electric

diamond prospecting drill, recently set up in the Aspen

Mining and Smelting Companyjs property, is doing very

good work. No effort has yet been made to crowd it,

but it has made a record of 28 feet in a day, and there

seems to be no doubt that 30 feet per day can be made

without difficulty. A hole can be driven 400 feet with

the drill, and the expense will not exceed 25 cents per

foot. The water supply question has constituted some

thing of a problem, but it has been decided to use the

pump connected with the motor instead of hydraulic

pressure, the water being carried in a tank mounted

on a truck." ~

The West is active in these improvements, as it is in

all others. The Missouri River Power Company have

begun the construction of a dam across the Missouri

River, near Helena, Mont., to develop about 20,000

horse-power. It will be a timber crib structure, 47 ft.

high and 800 ft. long, forming an impounding reservoir

with an area of 429 miles. The water will be taken

from above the dam to the turbines by a tunnel 15 ft.

17 ft. cross-section driver, through a rock promontory

adjoining the dam. The total cost is estimated at

$100,000. The power developed is to be transmitted

electrically to Helena, 13 miles distant. Robert ,

Johnson, of Helena, is chief engineer, and E. F. Fuller,

of New York City, is consulting engineer. Among other

important water power enterprises now under way are

one at Sault Ste. Marie, Mich., the contract for which

has just been let to Norton & Co., of Chicago; one at

Topeka, Kan., where a $1,000,000 dam is to be built by

Anthony Holmes & Co., and one at Austin, Tex.,

where the Colorado River is to be dammed at a cost of

$1,400,000.

The fullest statement we have seen of cost in connec

tion with the power, comes from Genesee Falls, N. Y.

There the lower falls of the Genesee River are utilized

by the Rochester Electric Light Company, and it has

500 motors already in active service. It furnishes power

to 108 tailor shops, charging at the rate of $18 per an

num for one-eighth horse-power. Fan motors are kept

in continual motion from June 1 to October 1 for $15.

For 25 cents a day a small manufacturer or storekeeper

has one horse-power at his service, with no trouble or

care of his own. Its work is steady and continuous, and

its easy command in small units at a nominal cost will

make its work general and probably work some im

portant changes in industrial facilities.

The rates are for two horse-power, $120 per annum,

$250 for five, $300 for six, $400 for eight, $475 for ten,

and $700 for fifteen. The power applied at these rates

is economical and steady, and involves no attention be

yond the closing of the switch, and that the work of a

second. It can be carried any distance in large or small

quantities.—-.Mz'm'ng Industry,

THE ELECTRIC TRAMWAY AT SOUTHEND, ENGLAND.

We recently announced that the electric tramway had

been opened on Southend Pier, and this week we are

enabled, through the courtesy of the contractors, Messrs.

Crompton & Co., to give a view of the tramcar on the

pier.

The Southend Local Board has. introduced a large

number of improvements with a view of popularizing

the already rapidly increasing town of Southend. They

recently constructed a new iron pier at a cost of about

£80,000, to replace the old wooden pier, which was re

markable for being a mile and a quarter long, and for

being fitted with a horse tramway. The Board decided

to replace horse traction on the new pier by an electric

tramway, and after specifications had been issued Messrs.

Crompton secured the contract in public competition.

One feature of this contract was the rapidity at which it

had to be carried out, for the contractors had only six

weeks in which to lay the track and supply all the gene

rating machinery and build the car motor, &c. This

the contractors were fortunate enough to succeed in,

and much credit is due to Mr. Chamen and to Mr. Scott

Moncrieif.

The generating plant consists of ahorizontal compound

engine by Messrs. Davey, Paxman & Co., supplied with

steam by a boiler of the locomotive type. This engine

  

THE CAR ON ITS JOURNEY.

drives a Crompton compound dynamo of their standard

type, which has an output of up to 150 amperes

at 200 volts, and has a commercial efliciency ex

ceeding 90 per cent. The electrical energy is conducted

from the engine-room by insulated cables carried along

the pier to the commencement of the car track and from

thence to the end of the pier. Messrs. Crompton deter

mined to use their stock pattern flat strip copper con

ductor that they have been using for the past four years

in the streets of London. The strip used in this instance

is 1 in. wide and .134 in. thick, and is supported at in

tervals of 15 yards by vertical insulators, and strained

in lengths of 85 yards by straining gear having volute

springs to compensate for expansion due to differences

of temperature. _

The track consists of apair of Vignoles rails 3 ft. 6 in.

gauge. The strip conductor is laid about 1 ft. distant

from one of the rails, and 1 in. below the level of the ra 1

tops. The rails themselves are used for the return. The

car was built to Messrs. Compton's order~ by Messrs.

Kerr & Stuart, and the motor is a stock pattern Cromp

ton dynamo, the speed being reduced as 3 to 1 by

simple spur gearing. The motor is fixed below the

bottom of the car, and access can be given to it either

by bringing the car over a pit or by lifting a trap in
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the fiooring. The car is driven from either end, and the

means of regulation are extremely simple. There are a

pair of handles, one for reversing and one for starting,

and the ordinary brake wheel in front of_ the driver.

The maximum speed of the car is twenty miles an hour,

but in ordinary running the speed is kept down to about

twelve to fourteen miles an hour, so that the journey

along the pier, which used to occupy previously about

fifteen minutes, is now performed in three to four

minutes. The contact apparatus for taking the current

through the strip consists of rubbing shoes especially

designed for this purpose by Mr. Chamen. _

The official report of the consulting engineer, Dr.

]ohn Hopkinson,is certainly very favorableto the Messrs.

Crompton, and, what is more, the public in general are

well satisfied with the manner in which the contract has

been carried out. VVe understand that as soon as the

pressure of public traffic of this season is over Messrs.

Crompton intend to make a set of experiments to show

what is the real tractive force required on this class

of electrical railway. We hope then to be able to publish

the results.—1ndustr1'e’.v (Land0n.)

ELECTRIC vs. STEAM TRACTION FOR ELEVATED

' RAILWAYS.

The Financial 1Ve1v.i published an article on the 25th

of ]uly, entitled “Electricity as a Motive Power." It

was mainly based upon the experiments of Mr. Moss, of

the Manhattan Elevated Railway of New York, and the

results to the casual observer are calculated to lead him

to the belief that electric traction is a fraud. It seems, how

ever, that Mr. Moss must have got hold of some electrical

lant belonging to a prehistoric age, as may be gathered

rom the following :—“ Leaving Thirtieth Street, for

instance, up a gradient of about 1 in 60, the horse-power

exerted by the driving engine indicated 395, while at

the same time but 7.6 horse-power, as indicated by a

dynamometer, was being exerted to pull the train, show

ing less than 2 per cent. of the power of the engine

transmitted to the train at that instant." We would

like to know what kind of conductors were used for

conveying the current and the state of their insulation,

but on these points \ve find nothing. The Finanzial

News is not improving the chances of commercial men

taking to electric traction by quoting figures which give

one side of the matter only, but perhaps the policy of

that journal lies in an opposite direction ; in any case

another paper, the Railroad Gazrlla, shows, from Mr.

Moss’s own figures, that propulsion by electricity, instead

of being four times as expensive as steam traction for

the elevated railway, shows a decided economy.

Lona/an Eleciriral Reziezz/.

BOOMED BY ELECTRICITY.

Electricity is doing more for the country towns than

all other agencies combined. It is lighting villages that

would otherwise be groping in the dark, for gas corpora

tions do not settle in such places. The game is not big

enough. But the greatest thing electricity is doing for

the small towns is the running of the street cars. This

has given them a forward impetus that has been of im

mense benefit to all of their business interests. A great

deal of the vim and push seen in Western Pennsylvania

towns is due to electricity.—Pi!lsl>urg 1)is/mfr/1.

_The critical temperature at which magnetism in steel

disappears changes rapidly with the composition of the

steel. For very soft charcoal iron wire the critical tem

perature is as high as 880 deg. C., for hard \Vhitworth

steel it is 690 deg. C.—Dr. _/0/m Hopkinsan.

THE NEW YORK STREET RAILWAY ASSOCIATION

EIGHTH ANNUAL MEETING AT ROCHESTER. FULL REPORT

OF THE PROCEEDINGS AND ADDRESSES. A CON

CLUSIVE TRIUMPH FOR ELECTRIC MOTIVE

POWER FOR STREET CARS.

The Eighth Annual Meeting of the Street-Railway

Association of the State of New York was held at the

Powers Hotel, Rochester, N. Y., Tuesday, September

i6th, 1890.

President John N. Partridge, of Brooklyn, presided,

and Secretary \Vm. Richardson was in his place.

The delegates present were as follows: John W.

McNamara, Pres., Albany Railway, Albany; Samuel

Cowdry, Pres., Watervliet T. and Railroad Company,

Albany; VVm. Richardson, Pres., and Wm. Richard

son, Sec., Atlantic Avenue Railroad Company, Brooklyn;

Daniel F. Lewis, Pres., and E. W. Bliss, Director,

Brooklyn City Railroad Company, Brooklyn; ohn N.

Partridge, Pres., Brooklyn City and Newtown ailroad

Company, Brooklyn; Henry M. Watson, Pres., Bufialo

Street Railroad Company, Buffalo; Porter Norton, Di

rector, East Side Railway Company, Buffalo; C. Dens

more Wyman, Vice-Pres., Central Park, N. & E. River

Railroad Company, New York City; George Green,

Pres., and Charles P. Emmons, Sec., Forty-second street

and C. St. Ferry Railroad Company, New York City;

Daniel B. Hasbrouck, Sec., Houston, West street and P.

F. Railroad Company, New York City; W. R. Lambert

son, Pres., and Sherman T. Pell, Director, Pelham Park

Railroad Com any, Pelham, N. Y.; Arthur G. Yates,

Pres., John N. eckley, Sec., Arthur Luetchford, Treas.,

and Norman McD. Crawford, Asst. Man., Rochester

Railway Company, Rochester; Charles Cleminshaw,

Pres., and Charles H. Smith, Supt., Troy and Lansing

burgh Railway Company, Troy.

There were also present ]. H. McGraw, C. B. Fair

child and E. H. Chapin, Street Railway journal; E. V.

Cavell, Slreet Railway Gazette ; Edward Caldwell, Elev

triral lVorld,~ F. L. Blanchard, ELECTRIC P_owER; . L.

Taltavall, E/edric Age; E. E. Higgins and F. R. hin

nock, Edison General Electric Company; Norman

McCarthy, Thomson-Houston Company; and Frank A.

Rogers, Short Electric Railway Company.

The Treasurer’s report was read, and showed

Receipts during the year . . . . . . . .$i,io4 o6

Expenses during the year . . . . . . . 781 43

Balance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $322 63

The President of the Association then delivered his

address, from which the following extract is taken :

Marked progress has been made since our last meeting in the

substitution of mechanical and electrical devices for the propulsion

of street ears in the place of horses. In New York City the Third

- avenue company is about to extend its cable s istem down town,

through the busiest thoroughfares to the City all. this extension

having been made possible by a recent decision of the Court of

Appeals. _

In many of our cities and towns where the electric car was un

known a year ago it is to-day a familiar si ht. Its coming has

been opposed by a few alaripists. who re icted that it would

bring with it death and destruction. imilar predictions were

made of the locomotive and even of the horse cars in their early

days. But public convenience was served by both and their use

has been marveloiisly extended. Wherever the electric car has

been introduced it seems to have met with general favor.

Its noisclessness, its cleanliness, and its capacity for attaining a

high speed whenever a high speed is safe commend it to the riding

public as a welcome substitute for the horse ear, with the clatter

of the lioofs and the slow jog of the horses and their ofiensive

droppings.

Some of the brightest minds in this and other countries are

actively working to develop improvements in the various systems

known as the “ conduit,“ the “ stora e battery." and the "over

head wire." Who will dare to say w at they will accomplish, in
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view of me gfflat progress made during the last decade in the

telephgne an \1\ €IE’.‘l1T‘lC lighting.

What we, as street railroad men want, is a s stem which is

simple and economical in its construction, in its a aptation to our

existing equi ment, and in its operation.

The intro uction of the electric car, with its greater weight,

creates a demand for a heavier rail and a more substantially con

structed road. Inventors are looking after our needs in this direc

tion and new patterns of rails and new methods of laying them

are constantly brought to our notice.

The following extract is from the report of the Execu

tive Committee :

izu-:c1'iiicirv.

As the subject of the propulsion of street cars by electricity has

become so prominent a question in the consideration of municipal

authorities as well as on the art of street railway managers,

your committee deemed it advisable to 've unusual prominence

at this meeting to the subject of electricity as a. motive power. To

this end a report on the subject of “ An Electric Street Railway Mo

tor," prepared by the president of a company that is usin a system

of electric power, will be followed by the presentation 0 facts con

cerning electrical pro ulsion by the rep)resentatives of the several

overhead systems, al of whom have een invited to attend the

meeting for this pur ose. It is confidently believed that the facts

elicted will materia y aid companies that for some time past

have had the subject under consideration in bringing about the de

sired change.

_]ohn W. NcMamara, president of the Albany Street

Railroad, read the paper of the day on “An Electric

Street Railway Motor." The paper is given complete

as follows :

Soon after the road-bed of the Alban railway was completed

and during the summer of 1863, when the directors and projectors

of that road often saw four horses vainly endeavoring to draw

the passengers contained in a twelve feet car up a grade of eight

per cent. on State street. their attention was very naturally tum

ed to the solution of the problem of transmitting the power of

steam to the car. -

Device after device was tried, but all

the directors never lost ho that at some time the problem would

be solved. The successfu use of the cable in San Francisco

stimulated the stockholders to an effort to secure capital enough

to construct a cable roald ; but the large amount of capital neces

sary to lay a cable road, and the want of faith in its working in

thislclimate during the winter months, proved formidable ob

stac es.

More than twenty years had(passed since the road was opened,

and horses were still bein use to draw the cars, when the atten

tion of the managers of t e road was called to certain experi

ments made by Mr. Leo Daft, who had for many years been a

resident of two adjacent counties. Those of the managers who

saw what the Daft electric motor did, saw that the day of eman

cipation for the State street car horses was rapidly drawing nigh.

T e experimental roads which are familiar to us all were earn

estly examined, and the time when the obstacles to smooth

operation would be overcome hopefully expected.

The time came much sooner than the most san ine of us

dreamed of ; Baltimore, Scranton, Meriden, Richmon , Hartford

and Boston followed in rapid succession, Scranton and Meriden

demonstrating that it was possible to operate electric motors in

winter. Our sister city, Troy. joined the electric band, and our

sister company, the Watervliet Turnpike and Railroad Company,

also contracted for electiic equipment, before the Albany railway

could determine which of five systems was the best and make a

contract. It was finally made with the 'I‘homson-Houston Elec

tric Company on the 30th day of November, 1889, and cars began

running on the State street line A ril 28, 1890, and on May I all

the horses on that line were with rawn.

None of our drivers had had any training until the evening of

April 27, 1890, yet we were able to begin running schedule trips

with three cars the next day. Over tour months experience has

taught us that the electric motor is efiicient and reliable. We

have yet to learn, by experience, that it will ascend State street

an eight r cent. grade at the rate of five miles per hour in win

ter, as it as during the summer. We have also to learn, by ex

perience, for it seems to be impossible to learn it in any other

way, whether operating cars by electricity is more economical

than by horses.

At the time of the introduction of the electric motor, the ordi

nary street car drawn by horses was the most convenient vehicle

in public use. It was easy to enter one and easy to ali ht from

one. The various makers had vied with each other, unti one was

able to step as easily from the street into a car as he could ascend

two steps cf his‘ own stairs. The early builders of electric cars

endeavoied to 1"c'.ui.i ilil . fzaliirc of the street car, and planed the

proved failures, but still

_-—~

motor power pro er on the car. communicating motion to the

axles by means 0 sprocket chains and wheels ; but the mechanical

difficulties, and the noise made by the chains and wheels led to

their abandonment, and the motor or motors were then placed on

the axles and under the car, where we find them to-da '.

At first the easy-of-access feature was retained, ut as the

necessity for larger motors and more room for them became ap

parent, the car body was gradually raised until it is too hi h for

children and elderly people to enter readily, and a great eal of

time is consequent y used in receiving and discharging passen

gers.

The car body has been raised at the expense of‘ comfort with

out, it seems to me, improving the condition of the motor. It is

still under the car near mud, dust. snow and slush, and is as diffi

cult to get at as it ever was.

With these exceptions the electric motor of to-day is well high

perfect, but these exceptions, as time goes on, will become more

serious. Vl/hen the novelty of being regularly and rapidly carried

to their homes and places of business ceases, then passengers will

call attention to the difficulty of entering and leaving cars.

The size of the motor, especially for use on grades, should not

exceed the standard—sixteen feet for box cars and about twenty

five feet for open cars. On level and suburban roads, where the

headway is not less than twenty minutes, lar er cars with eight

wheels might probably be economically usef; but for populous

cities where headway is less than five minutes, the old standard

car body is, in my opinion, the best.

How the ‘motor is to be arranged with reference to the car body

so as to admit of easy access to it for examination and re air,

may, or rather must, be left to mechanical and electrica en

gineers. That we will continue to drag them in the dust and mud

very long I cannot believe.

I think the o inion of all who are unprejudieed is, that the over

head single tro ley under contact systems are the most reliable

and efficient. With good overhead construction the loss of power

in transmission is but slight, and the conductors are'always where

the can be seen and kept in lace.

be ideal motor is one w ich is independent of every other

motor or other engine, and contains everything necessary to make

it go. This motor exists and seems to work fairly well on grades

of not more than five per cent.; but that it is capable of doing the

work now being done by motors of overhead system is still

problematical. However, as we have already witnessed such

wonders in propelling cars by electricity, may we not hope for

a storage battery electric car which shall be equal to any now

in use?

' We are justified, I think, in recommending to all who think of

changing from horse to electric motors, or to all who think of

building new roads, the overhead single trolley system. All the

manufacturers of motors and enerators have their system in

use in cities which can be readi y visited, and the merits of all

can be compared. _ - _

The question as to whether the electric motor is as economical

as the horse car cannot yet be answed and need not be answered.

Just as certainly as the horse car supplanted the omnibus, the

electric motor will supplant the horse car. The horse car, how

ever economical, must go, and the electric motor, no matter how

expensive, must come.

The report was ordered to be placed on file and spread

upon the minutes. Mr. Frank A. Rogers, representing

the Short Electric Railway Company, of Cleveland,

opened the discussion, as follows :

MR. CHAIRMAN AND GENTLEMI-‘.N :—I desire to say a few words in

behalf of our system, and to call the attention of the gentlemen to

some of the principal points of our motors, in the armatures

es eeiallv. ‘We use an armature that is large in diameter, and

w ich is'run at a slow rate of speed. Vlfhen the ear is running at

the rate of twelve miles an hour. the armature revolves at about

one thousand revclutions per minute. We use very large pinions:

oi} in. pinion, which is made of the best machine steel ; the large

gears are made of cast steel, and have wooden webs between the

rim and the hub, which are put there for the purpose of deaden

ing the noise, and also to serve as an insulation—insulating the

motor itself from the ground ; the ground connection being made

directly from the motor to the ear axle by llexible cable connec

tions. The axle part of the motor is insulated by heavy wooden

1;¢;1m5_ Connecting the motor itself with the axle portion. We _do

that in order to dcaden the noise and to get perfect insulation

from the ground to the armature. The " series ’ system has

been practically abondoned by our company ; _we are now using

what is known as the parallel syste_m, _similar to_ that_of the

Thomson-Houston and Sprague; that is, in connection with _the

distribution of current and the style of overhead construction.

The Short motor dilfers greatly in mechanical construction and

electrically from any other. The field magnets, which are four

in number, are “ series ” wound in one coil on each magnet, and
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the coils on the armature are entirely separate from each other.

If one of the coils should happen to burn out it does not touch

any other coil on the armature, and is very easily repaired, on

account of there being very little of it. We have a great deal of

apparatus here in Rochester at present. It is mostly in boxes in

storehouses. The company has been hindered somewhat in get

ting their construction under way, their poles set up, and this has

caused some delay in starting our cars in operation here.

MR. Lewis, of Brooklyn:—What is the reason of your abandon

ment of the “series” system or principle?

MR. Rogers:—It was not a success with a large number of cars.

MR. LEwis:—Why was it not a success?

MR. ROCERs'e trouble, came in the generators. It is a

success with two or three cars, but with from five to a hundred

cars, it is not so successful. We think the parallel system is

better.

MR. LEwis:—I understand the series system to be composed of

a main conductor carrying the current of electricity, and being

shut off in sections. That you say is not successful. How does

it act generally?

MR. Roo.ERs.—Not well with a large number of cars.

MR. LEwis:—You say it acts unfavorably on the generator. I

understand that the abandonment of the system is because it acts

unfavorably upon the generator. Is that due to any great com

plication through this series system?

MR. Rogers:—The trouble is that it is a hard matter to manu

facture what we call a constant current generator. It is almost

impossible to manufacture a generator that can be operated with

little attention. The motors work fairly well on small roads.

They are in successful operation at Huntington, Va., and Colum

bus, Ohio; but you understand that for a large number of cars it

is not so well adapted as the parallel system.

MR. LEwis:–My idea was to bring before the meeting the

reason for the abandonment of the series system and the prefer

ence of the parallel system. The parallel system seems to have

been generally adopted. The generator, you say, throws a con

stant current from it into the conductor, You cut off the current

by the series system, and put it on by some action. Does that

make an uncertain return, so that it throws the generator out of

ear?
g MR. Rogers —It fluctuates, so that the generator does not take

..care of the current. In the parallel system the electro-motive force

is constant, In the series system the current is not constant, and

in that way it is not adapted for a large number of cars: And

then the construction, the overhead work, is more complicated;

a switch being used in it, and the cars could not be bunched, that

is, a number of cars in the same section. Professor Short has

been through that very carefully, and has spent a great deal of

money in trying to work the system up and make it a success, and

has also experimented largely in underground work before the

new company was organized; but since the organization of the

new company the parallel system has been adopted.

MR. LEwis –Mr. McNamara's report suggested the single wire

under contact system. Do you prefer that to the double return ?

MR. Rogers:–Yes, sir; single overhead wire and rail return.

MR. LEWIS –What is the reason?

ME. Rogers –It is not so complicated, and in a large city where

there is one line crossing a number of tracks, it lessens the num

ber of wires overhead. At Cincinnati we were obliged to put in

the parallel double overhead wire, on account of the telephones

there, and the street railway managers being largely interested in

the telephone companies.

MR. RICHARDsoN, of Brooklyn —Why?

MR. Rogers:—To overcome induction in telephones. At the

time we did not care to put it in, but they desired it, and seemed

to be entirely satisfied with it, and we took the contract to put it

#. There is '' one other company in Cincinnati, the Thomson

ouston, using the double overhead system. The Sprague, I be

lieve, is using single overhead.

MR. LEwis –I understand the objection by the telephone com

panies to be that you do not get a full return of the waste current

through the means you employ for that purpose. It goes through

the earth, and is attracted by their system and gives a buzzing

sound to the telephones.

MR. Rogers:—That is not in all cases; it depends on the distance

their ground return is from the street car circuit.

MR. CLEMINSHAw, of Troy:—Will you not give us an idea of

four line construction as differing from the Sprague or Thomson

Ouston.

MR. Roo,ERs –In the parallel system we use practically the

same plan and principle as in the other systems that are parallel.

What is meant by “parallel,” is that the cars are in a circuit, so
that the current equally divides through each car as the amount

of current is required to drive it. In the "series” system, the

* "mount of current all passes through each car. It does not

divide equally. For instance, a quantity, say, what we call 40

amperes, all goes through each car, where in the parallel system

it equally divides through each car. If you have a generator that

is producing 160 amperes, and you have five cars on the track,

each one of the cars takes it proportion of current, and it may not

be all of the output of the generator. . It depends, of course, on

the road, grades and load being carried. -

MR. CLEMINSHAw:—Give us some idea of your line construction

as you propose to put it up here in Rochester.

MR. RogFRs:—As I said before, it is parallel and we use feeders

in our construction work. We do not use or employ solder where

there is a strain on the line. The connections are all mechanical.

We have a patent device for making connections of the trolley

wire splices without using solder.

MR. CLEMINsHAw:—I understood you last evening to say that

you insulated your trolley wire at points on the line. The Thom

son-Houston has no such system as that Will you please ex

plain that feature of your system which is different from other

systems? -

MR. RogFRs —The idea is that we can “feed in ” from one

feed wire running the length of the line, divided in sections, each

section being insulated from the other; that is, the trolley wire.

Of course, that'n' on the length of the road and number of

cars to be cperated. This wiring has all to be figured for carry

ing capacity and equally distributed over the line, and what one

road would require another road would not in that respect. On

some lines we do not use any feed wires at all.

MR. LEwis:—I think you just said that you feed in from your

feed wire into a sectional trolley wire.

MR. Rogers:—Yes, sir; where we use only one feed wire, that

is also parallel, so that while a car is going through a section it

is merely using current in that section, and after the car has

passed that section there is no current running through. The

other plan is to use a number of feed wires running along and

feeding in, without the trolley wire or trunk line being in sec

tions.

MR. CLEMINSHAw:—I understand your trolley wire is really a

trunk wire.

MR. RogFRs –In that case it is.

MR. RicharDsoN :—I ask whether in your judgment, Mr. Rogers,

what you have said in regard to five cars in operation on a road

is just as applicable to a system of fifty cars running three min

utes apart over a road from four to five miles?

MR. Rogers:—Yes, sir. You understand that all the variation

in the wiring for different places must be figured out for the several

carring capacities of the road, and for equal distribution over the

lines. There are hardly three cities out of five that have the

same wiring and the same size, and feed in at the same places.

MR. RICHARDsoN :—What is the minimum and maximum size

of the wires used.

MR. RogFRs:—Any wire from oo up to 5.

MR. McNAMARA, of Albany:—If you can give the diameter in

inches it would be better.

MR. Rogers —I should think the number oo was 3s", perhaps,

number 5 would be about 38", or in that neighborhood; perhaps a

little more, 3-16".

Mr. E. E. Higgins, of the Edison Company, spoke as

follows: -

The Sprague Company is now a part of the Edison, General

Electric Company. There is one point I want to mention first,

and that is that at three o'clock on the 4th day of September,

1882, the old Pearl Street station of the Edison Company com

menced commercial operation. On January 2, 1890, it burned

out from an accidental spark. Between those two dates, that

station turned out current twenty-four hours in each day without

a single stop, and within four hours of the fire, current was again

running in the mains. I mention this for several reasons. In the

first place, it ought to do away with some of the objections that

have sometimes been raised to electrical systems on the part of

the public on the ground that it is not reliable. The generation

of electricity is reliable. When the first station of the kind ever

built can run for nearly eight years, as that station did, it is true

that the stations that are now built can do even better work. The

old Pearl street station settled this fact, that you can take coal,

turn it into steam, turn it from steam into electricity, transmit the

electricity through an expensive underground system of conduc

tors, and turn it again from electricity into light at a price which

will compete with gas made from coal. That is an example of

the advantage of steam and electricity over steam even which

has made the electric railway what is is to-day. It costs to run

a car by electricity for the “provender” (coal and water) about

seventy-five cents, and to feed eleven horses for the same service,

same number of hours per day, it costs a little over two dollars a

day. You can see again that there is an enormous intrinsic ad

vantage of steam and electricity over horses. The Edison Com

pany proceeded with the electric light business, and about 1885 or

1886, Mr. Sprague, who was then with the Edison Company,

came out with his electric railway system. The principal things

invented by Mr. Sprague, and copied ever since, were the follow:
ing: First, the placing of the motors underneath the cars and
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attaching them to the axles on one side and to a spring support

on the other, and this spring support was the one feature, which

enabled the Sprague Company to use spur gearing. Previous to

that time sprocket wheels and chains and worm gearing had

been used. Spur gearing had been used and discarded, for the

reason that the lack of flexibility in the motor caused the strains

put on the gearing to be so severe as to strip the teeth and cause

other difficulties. Then the control of both motors of the car

from either platform was another important point. The claim to

the conception of the under running trolley, I believe, is dis

puted; I presume it is one of those early contrivances, which

may have been brought out by others at the same time. It has

been adopted everywhere, and is the only true way of getting at

the thing. The method of winding the Sprague field magnets is

entirely different from all others; they are wound in three sec

tions each ; the coils are wound on spools, the spools are slipped

on to the fields, and the control of speed is effected by different

combinations of these coils without the use of wasteful resist

ances. In other systems there are different contrivances in use

for varying the speed from zero to the full speed. Resistances

are put directly in series, and are gradually cut out of circuit as

the speed of the car increases, allowing more current to go

through the motors. The Sprague Company does away with

this wasteful resistance commuting the field coils, which produces

different effects on the motor. The consequence of this is that

the cost of coal per car is less, we claim, than with any other

system. I think the claim is admitted. That means a reduction

in the operating expenses; it means also a reduction in the origi

nal cost. If you can run Ioo cars with 750 horse-power in dynamo

and engine capacity, it is plain it will be less expensive than if it

takes 1,000 horse-power. The original investment required is,

therefore, less than it is with other systems, because the appa

ratus required is less. The operating expenses are also less.

These are the main features of the system.

Since the first of August Mr. Edison has been devoting his entire

attention to improving the railway motor in mechanical details.

The fields of the motor are now spread slightly so as to allow a

little more wire on the field coils, and to vary somewhat the

amount of metal in the machine. This makes a somewhat more

# machine, and in some respects improves the design.

he gears have been widened; but the most important advance

which has recently been made in electrical railway work is the

adoption of a new style of winding the armatures. The old

armatures of all systems, with the exception of the Short system,

are wound in what is called the Siemen's winding, the wire being

put on in such a way that at the end of the armature there is a

large bunch, the wires of which cross and recross each other, and

not being firmly fastened in£ there is necessarily some chance

for the play of the wires; and this results in abrasion, which burns

out an armature. The first effect of this method is that you may

have a maximum pressure wire touch a zero pressure wire, and

the slight motion between these two will cause the insulation to

become abraded, and a short circuit on one or two coils will follow.

In the new armature that we are bringing out there is no bunch

ing of wires at the end. The coils are wound separately, are in

expensive, and may be replaced easily. In the event of one of

these coils burning out, the method of repairing the armature

would be to loosen up the coils, withdraw the coil that is burned

out, and replace it by another; the whole operation occupying

but a few hours. In the old form the wire is wound in two layers,

one over the other. These layers are usually broken, in accord

ance with the law of things, on the lowest layer, so that you have

to unwind the top layer and a large part of the lower. The new

winding does away with this entirely. As a matter of fact, we

believe our new armature will not burn out, unless caused by an

actual overloading, which will melt out the wires. The coils are

insulated from each other by fibre insulation. We believe the

only cause of burning out in the future will be the overloading of

the armature. There is another point, in regard to the car, which

ought to be mentioned. In times past there has been some cri

ticism as to the sudden starting of the Sprague car. This is largely

a matter of manipulation on the part of the driver, and may also

be partly due to the method of winding. Difficulties of that nature

have been entirely done away with by the adoption of what we

call a slow starting device. It is put in the very instant the car

starts, but is cut out immediately and is not in circuit at any time

during the operation of the car.

MR. LEwis, of Brooklyn —This contrivance is practically a

governor; it governs the amount of electricity that goes into the

motor?

MR. HIGGINs:–Only for the instant of starting; it prevents too

much current going into the motor. When the crank reaches the

first notch, then the regular system of operation of the fields com

mences and is afterwards carried out. The switches on the

Sprague cars are fire proof; this is a new device recently put on.

e trolleys of the Sprague system have become the standard.

They have been purchased by roads using other systems. The

feeding-in system, as it has been called, is distinctively and ex

clusively an Edison-Sprague invention. The system is this: We

have a trolley wire in the center over each track, the wire being

about as large as a pencil. It is made of a composition of copper,

and has a tensile strength equal to that of drawn steel, while its

conductivity approximates to that of copper. It carries only the

portion of current used in the actual operation of the car at a

given point, The main current is carried by heavy copper feed
wires. In the first£ we have the main conductor, which

passes along the whole line. That is connected at intervals with

a specially insulated auxiliary feeder, as we call it, which main

tains the pressure all the way along the trolley wire simply, as it

is to be used by the car passing between poles or between the

auxillary feeders. The car takes from this feeder the current

that is required to operate it until it comes on to the next. By

our arrangement of feeders we lose ten per cent only, and fre

quently less, in the entire overhead structure. Thus, of one

hundred horse power coming out of the station, ninety will go

into the cars along the line. You cannot obtain this by the use

of a single trolley wire carrying the whole current. I have heard

of one case where that system was adopted, where the pressure

fell from 500 volts at the station to 250 volts at the car.

MR. LEwis —This feeder system, in connection with your main

conductor, means that you can maintain a uniform speed of the

car, regardless of grades and loads; furnishing the trolley wire,

through the feed, with whatever electricity is required.

MR. HIGGINs:—We never advise the running of cars on a heavy

ade at full speed, twelve miles an hour. e could arrange to

o it, however.

, MR. LEwis:—I asked if it was possible to do that, in view of the

fact that an electric railway company might be in competition

with a steam road.

MR. W.M. RICHARDsoN, of Brooklyn:—What speed do you re

commend on a grade, say six or seven feet to the hundred ?

MR. HIGGINs:—About eight miles an hour can be obtained.

MR. RICHARDSON –Faster than a pair of horses would be al

lowed to travel on the level?

MR. HIGGINs:—Yes, sir; I think so. One other point ought to

be mentioned. We put up our line in sections. Every two or

three thousand feet, more or less, we break the trolley wire, mak

ing each section entirely distinct from the others. A trolley wire

section is fed from the conductors on the side, through fusible

“cut outs,” which, when the current in that line£ a given

amount, will melt and cut off the entire section of the trolley wire

from the source of electricity. In case of accident or fire, a rope

can be thrown over the line, and the instant it touches the ground

it is dead and there is no more electricity in it. It can then be

taken up and put out of the way.

MR. LEwis –You do not put the sections of cut outs close

enough to have any effect on your generator?

MR. HIGGINs:—Nót any noticeable efiect; the dynamos are

automatic, and will take care of any load given out to them.

MR. RICHARDsoN —Nearly at the start you spoke of what

might be accomplished by electric power at the cost of seventy

five cents a day as against eleven horses costing two dollars a

dav to feed. hat price do you calculate your coal at?

' HIGGINs:—Three dollars a ton.

MR. RICHARDsoN –In places where coal costs six dollars, it

would be a dollar and a half a day? -

MR. HIGGINs:—Yes, sir. - -

MR. RICHARDsoN :—What other items of expense go into the

seventy-five cents?

MR. HIGGINs:—I have estimated on the basis of provender for

the horses, on the one hand, and coal and water on the other.

Mr. Norman McCarty, of the Thomson-Houston Com

pany, said:

The Thomson-Houston Company have long recognized the

fact that the electrical railway apparatus is not so much an elec

tric as a mechanical problem. We have aimed to get it as simple

as possible. We use no commutated fields. We made up our

minds that it is a good deal better to spend a little more money

for coal, and£fwear and tear, and we are convinced that we

have done the right thing. Quite a number of gentlemen here

know as much about our system as I do, who use our ap

paratus. Our motors are plain series wound. We use the much

abused rheostat. The peculiar advantage of this is that we can

start our cars without jar. You can hardly tell when it starts,

the starting is so quiet and steady. We can make a good deal

better time because of this, not having to wait for old people to

be seated. We rarely burn a field, and there is no particular

reason why we should have any more trouble with our armatures

than other people. There is no reason why our field should burn

out because all changes of resistance are made by the rheostat.

I believe that other companies claim that with the divided fields

they save coal. We do not care so much about that, as the in

creased amount of coal is not excessive. We save wear and tear

and get rid of annoyances. Our latest construction is perfectly

simple. Regarding line construction, I would say that we are
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not limited by any patent, the method of construction varying
with the conditions of the circuit. There is a patent on a system

by which you feed your line at regular intervals; there is no pat

ent on the system by which you feed at irregular intervals.

The impression has got abroad that the Thomson-Houston

Company is high-priced in their charge for electrical apparatus.

It seems to me that it is not so much a question of how much

per car, as it is how many cars you have got to pay for. If you

can operate a road with only one or two per cent. of cars out of

service, you can afford to pay more per car than if you have fif

teen per cent.

MR. RICHARDsoN :—Will you please tell us what is the superior

advantage of the Thomson-Houston over the Sprague system,

which makes it economical for those who have to buy to pay the

higher price?

£'ry :—I do not know that I can do that without criti

cizing the other systems. As for the Thomson-Houston Com

any, our cars and trucks are heavier; motors are heavier and

uilt stronger; the gears are wider, and we have eliminated most

of the electrical complications. We do not care about a compli

cated electrical theory, so much as the mechanical perfection. I

think that is the secret of our success. -

MR. RICHARDsoN –I ask purely for information. I represent

several companies that are£ the purchase of elec

trical apparatus, and have not purchased the first thing yet.

MR. HASBROUCK, of New York —Two years ago we were invited

to take a ride over the Thomson-Houston road in Washington. I

would like to know how that road is working?

MR. McCARTY –It was the first road we started, now nearly

two years ago. ... I think if you were to talk with the president of

that road, he will, I believe, tell you that he has the best elec

trical road in the United States. You can probably get more in

formation from those who are using the system than from me.

We consider the electrical railway problem a mechanical one.

We do not use a large armature, we use a small one ; and we use

it for reasons. We do not use a small trolley wire, we use a large

one; and we use that for reasons. Our reason is that is has a

greater conductivity. The silicon-bronze has about 60 per cent.

of the conductivity of pure copper; our hard drawn wire has about

80 per cent. We use a trolley wire which has about four or five

times the sectional area of the silicon-bronze wire, consequently

we get a larger conductivity on that account. We get rid of feed

wires along the sides of the street. There is more objection to

the wires on the side of the street than through the centre. We

do feed our lines, but we do not break our circuit, except on ex

tended and complicated circuits. We use the trolley wire as a

conductor, and only feed where it is necessary on account of

special grades or excessive work.

MR. SMITH, of Troy:—Suppose your trolley wire should fall

down?

MR. McCARTY:—If our trolley wire should fall down anyway,

we immediately get a short circuit.
MR. SMITH –Your line would lay dead till that is repaired?

MR. McCARTY —Yes, sir.

MR. SMITH –You have no means of cutting out a portion of

your line?

MR. McCARTY —Not on small roads. We do not believe in

that, for this reason. The experiment was tried in Boston, and it

was found that these complications caused other complications;

and while they were a protection in certain respects, they were

annoyances in others. -

MR. SMITH —Suppose there was a fire at the further end of the

road?

MR. McCARTY —The only way that our road could be shut out

would be by a short circuit on the line, and that portion of the lien

would be shut out until the short circuit was broken.

MR. SMITH –If your line should come to the ground you would

get a short circuit? That would have to be repaired before you

could operate again.

MR. McCARTY:—What are the chances of your line falling to

the ground?

MR. SMITH –It depends entirely on your own construction.

MR. McCARTY –We claim that the chances of the wire falling

to the ground are small in comparison with the other contrivances

failing to work in their proper time, or of working out of their

proper time.

MR. RICHARDSON –I would call the attention of the members

to the fact—it may be known to many of you, and may be known

to but few—that the Aoston /Paz/y Advert/ser, one of the most

Conservative papers in this country, sent out a letter asking in

formation from all cities, from Portland, Maine, to Galveston,

Texas, in which electric railways are operated; inquiring what

systems they used, whether there had been any loss of life in con

nection with the wires, whether there was any objection to the

overhead system on the part of the public, and what had been

the effect on the street railway service of the particular locality.

They publih these answers, so far as they have received them,
from sixty-four different places. All but four of them were

favorable to clectricity. Nashville, Tenn., I think, was the only

place where there was any loss of life reported. The answer from

that city was rather amusing. There had been a wire broken in that

city,' the death of a horse, and a negro woman caught up

the wire and threw it over, and it gave her a shock that was very

amusing in its effects, but it did her no injury. It killed the horse

but did not hurt the woman, going to show that it is easier to kill

a horse than it is to kill a human being. Another objection came

from Newport, R. I., where the upper ten were objecting to any

thing which should popularize riding. The Mayor of Rochester

£ed favorably, as also did the mayors of Troy, Buffalo and

Albany.

MR. F. R. CHINNOCK :—I have been connected with the Bell

Telephone Company, of New York; the Bell Telephone Com

pany, of Boston, and the New York and New Jersey Telephone

£p' I wish to say a few words about this matter of induc

tion. The telephone companies, say they cannot do away with

induction; that is all wrong". They can do away with it, if they

will only go to expense. The method is well-known. They
should provide a return metallic curcuit.

MR. CLEMINSHAw, of Troy:—We were threatened with injunc

tion suits by the telephone companies. We kept them off until

the accidental discovery was made in Albany of a method of

overcoming this interference. We put down two supplemental

wires, connected them, and run them through to the station. The

thing has worked very effectively, and is an inexpensive method

of overcoming the trouble referred to.

Officers for the ensuing year were elected as follows: Presi

dent, Daniel F. Lewis, Brooklyn; first vice-president, John N.

Beckley, Rochester; second vice-president, John S. Foster, New

York; secretary and treasurer, William J. Richardson, New

York; executive committee, John N. Partridge, Brooklyn, Charles
Cleminshaw, Troy; C. Densmore Wyman, New York.

THE CHESROWN TROLLEY HANGER.

The attention of the managers of the overhead system of electric

railways (under running contact) is called to the improved hanger

for supporting the trolley wire, illustrated on page viii. The method

of soldering the trolley wire to the hanger or ear at present in use

is claimed to be slow, difficult and expensive, and at the best un

reliable and unsafe, Break-downs are of every day occurrence,

and accidents from this cause frequent. The Chesrown Hanger

is intended to meet all these objections, and is claimed to be the

most perfect device for the purpose now before the public. It is

cheap, light, neat in appearance, adjustable in a mere fraction of

the time required for soldering, so strong as to render a break

down practically impossible, will seldom if ever require repairs,

and will last for vears.

The principal feature of this invention is the sheath of thin con

ducting sheet copper, formed as shown in the cut, to be bent or

sprung around the wire and then riveted or bolted to the hanger,

which is suspended to the cross-wire, or mast-arm, in any usual

manner. The use of solder with this hanger is totally dispensed

with. It can only be broken down by fracturing the metal of the

sheath or the rivets, by which it is secured, an occurrence ob

viously impossible under the strain to which it is subjected. This

hanger has been thoroughly tested by the Bangor Street Railway,

with entirely satisfactory results, and has been adopted by that

road in the construction of four miles of extension, now nearly

completed. In£ this device on the extension spoken of,

three men hung two miles of wire in three days, including the ad

justment of six curves; a fair sample of the saving in construction

by the use of this hanger.

The wire, where inclosed in the sheath, should be slightly off

set, to permit the trolly to run smoothly; and to make the offset,

we advise the use of a tool made by us for the purpose.

The manufacturer claims for this invention: 1st, cheapness;

2d, durability; 3d, great saving of time in adjustment; 4th, no

breaking down; 5th, no sparking.

The Sioux City Electric Supply Co. report the sale o. over

$3,000 worth of Hawkeye Motors in their territory the past month.

Among the novel uses a 5 h.p. will press old rags into bales at

Des Moines, and a 3 h.p. will cut corn for decorating the Sioux

City Corn Palace.

Alfred F. Moore, manufacturer of insulated electric wire, of

Philadelphia, Pa., who advertises elsewhere in these columns,

has recently issued a handsome and complete price list of his

goods, which will be of interest to all persons and companies

using, or contemplating the use of electric power.

This house is the oldest in the business; was established in

1820, and has a high reputation in the trade. -

They manufacture wire, cords and cables, for every purpose in

the electrical field, and are having an extensive addition made to

their mill, which will about double the present capacity, and will

enable them to promptly meet the requirements of their rapidly

growing trade,
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SPARKS FROM THE DYNAMO.

BAKING by electricity is the latest. Bread by this process ought

to be very light—electric light, in fact.—P/ainfield, N.J., News.

GEN. SLoCUM is striving to establish an electric railroad between

Brooklyn and Coney Island. It is eminently proper that a Slocum

road should be a quick going one.–Chicago Times.

MisTREss—Bridget, I wouldn't hang the clothes on that electric

wire. You may get shocked.

Bridget—Sure, mum, I’ve seen 'em all before.–Munsey's

Weekly.

THE electric light that has been guiding the citizens living in

West Lawn and piloting the many beaux who find that beautiful

suburb such an attractive spot these fine summer evenings, is to

be taken down. How cruel the city dads can be at times.—

Grand /s/and, Neb., 7 intes.

SPRINGFIELD, Ill., is now in a quandary as to the desirability of

mules or electricity as a motive power for her street cars. Pre

sumably there is a suspicion that both means are apt to shock one.

—Chicago Times.

JUDGE—What is this man charged with ?

Officer—Electricity, your Honor. He stole a battery.—Texas

Siftings.

THESE electric executions

Are a grand device;

Like no other thing on earth

Test a man's intrinsic worth,

For they kill him twice.

–Texas Siftings.

Now, if the strikers could only get points from a streak of

lightning ! Look at that strike.–New York Evening World.

“I selDoM touch upon the subject,” said the electrician when

asked to explain electric currents.–New York Tribune,

THE electric lighting man came 'round

With a bill by dues enlarged;

“Ha!” cried the patron, “if you will,

I wish you'd insulate this bill;

It's somewhat overcharged.”

–Philadelphia Press.

THE London E/ectrician calls attention to some curious coin

cidences between the names of inventors and mechanical appli

ances which have given rise to absurd mistakes. It was com

monly supposed years ago that the Brush machine was so called

on account of some special kind of brushes, and that the Lever

arc lamp derived its name from two peculiar levers in its mechan

ism. “The Ball dynamo has no spherical armature, as might be

supposed. The Short electric railway system is not specially

adapted for lines of limited length. Bright shackles are never

polished, and the Siemens galvanometer has nothing to do with

the mariner's compass, with which beginners sometimes confound

it. The Parsons engine is not a clerical device, and the Upward

battery has nothing in common with Excelsior carbons. Such

popular errors may be excused, however, when we find a recog

nized text book explaining the Daniells cell as being so called be

cause of its constancy.” In this country a large number of peo

ple have always thought that the Bell telephone was so called

because of the bell that was attached to it, and so widespread

was this belief that the Long Distance Telephone Company made

it serve a commercial purpose by adopting the bell as its trade

mark.–Modern Light and Heat.

WANTED A WoRD.—We have received the following from a cor

respondent who has some reputation as a linguist: Lord Bury

must be disappointed with the suggestions which have been made

in reply to his demand for a word to express motion by electricity.

‘Vril' is perhaps the least objectionable, but it is not good. I

think I can help his lordship to a better word from the tongue of

the Jsjtikolo, an interesting race dwelling on the other side of

the lower end of Lake Znkbeo, in latitude 111 S. The Jsjtikolo,

though somewhat addicted to eating their superfluous relatives,

and wholly devoid of any prejudice in favor of speaking the

truth, have attained a high degree of morality and civilization.

Their language is extraordinarily rich, as may be imagined from

the fact that they have twenty-seven words for “breaking a com

mercial contract,” and no less than ninety-one for various methods

of “maiming dumb animals.” A well-known traveller has re

corded his regret that Mr. Gladstone was not born in this tongue,

as he would then have possessed an instrument capable of giving

fit expression to the workings of his enormous mind. The word

which I propose to adopt is mbs/p/m/m2bypt/. Its literal signifi

cation is “to proceed rapidly (or with speed) upon a pie-bald

horse;” and the analogy between this idea and that suggested by

Lord Bury is obvious, and (I venture to think) rather happy. We

should say, then, “We mbspplmtnzbjptled in our launch from

Pimlico to Hammersmith." As the Jsjtikolo, like the German

and ancient Greek, delights in many derivatives from a single

root, a very slight modification of the verb gives us the substantive

form ; and we should say, “the jjgrmxlbt by road from East

Dulwich to Peckham lasted two hours.” I flatter myself that this

word is preferable to any others that have yet been suggested ;

and, further, I claim for it two special advantages: it is not likely

to be confounded with any existing English word in common use,

and it is, when properly pronounced, practically a monosyllable.

—St. James Gazette.

COST OF STORAGE BATTERY TRACTION.

The following estimate of the cost of Storage Battery Traction

by the'' adopted by the River and Rail Electric£ is

put forth by the company to overcome the prevalent idea that the

storage battery is so greatly in excess in expense over the over

head system. We publish it as an interesting contribution to the

subject:

ESTIMATED COST OF OPERATING IOO CARS BY RIVER AND RAIL

ELECTRIC SYSTEM.

Item No. z.—Interest on cost of “plant" say:

Elec. Equipment on Ioo cars at $5,000 each, - $500,000

One hundred new cars—if preferred to old ones, 100,000

Power plant, say $1,000 per car, - - IOO,OOO

Total outfit, covering all contingencies, $700,ooo

Interest on $700,000 at 5 per cent. - - $ 35,000

Item No. 2.—Cost of Horse Power.

Allowing 80 miles per day as£ per car,

and one H. P. hour per car mile, gives 8o

H. P. hours at 2c, $1.60 per car per day.

NOTE:-The present car of R. & R. Co., develops 6 to 7 H. P. and will run to
miles per hour, which gives, say, 7-10 H. P. per car mile so that an allowance of 1 H.

P. hour per car mile is 40 per cent. above actual usage, which is sufficient to cover all

loss in transmission. Besides our own experience, it is universally admitted that one

H. P. hour per car mile is an ample allowance. And it will be further noticed that 2c.

per H. P. is above real cost. Existing Electric Companies gladly retail power at this

price. With the economy of a compound stationary engine, working, as it would,
under its most favorable conditions when steadily charging batteries, undoubtedly

power could be produced at 1 to 1%.c. per H. P.

Item \'o. 3.— Wages of Special Men, say:

2 Engineers at $3 per day, - - - $ 6.Oo

4 Firemen at $2 per day, - - - - 8. Oo

1 Electrician at $6 per day, - - - 6.00

2 Ass’t Electricians at $2 per day, - - - 4.OO

2 Mechanics at $3 ** . - - 6.OO

2 Ass't Mechanics at $2 * - - - - 4. OO

Io men for shifting batteries and general work about

power house at $1.5o per day, - - - 15.00

Contingent labor, - - - - - I.O.O.

$50.00

$50.oo for Ioo Cars equals per car 50 cents.

NOTE.– It will be noted that $1.4 per day for Engineers and Firemen is put in

this item to cover full estimate although their wages have been already included in

H. P. at 2c, per H. P. hour.
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//em No. 4.—Repairs and Renewal of Batteries,

The R. & R. battery, by reason of its peculiar construction,

may be made to wear for ten or even twenty years, at the end of

which time only the plates and connections would need renewal

and there would still be a rebate due from using over the old lead

- and zinc. But such long life would be obtained by the sacrifice of

lightness, and therefore, in order to save extra weight, it may

rove in practice, desirable to give them shorter life; say only
£ years. On that basis 20 per cent...per annum would cover

the entire renewal of a battery for all time, without allowing

credit for using over old£ or for the rubber cells, which

should last indefinitely. Allowing something for these items of

rebate and adding 5 per cent. per annum for care and mainte

nance, we have 25 per cent. per annum, which is a full estimate

and safe.

Taking the value of cells at $15 each to the railway company

and 12o cells (double sets) to each car, we have an item of 25 per

cent. per annum on $1,8oo, which is $450, or say $1.25 per day.

It will be noted that this estimate covers the constant hard use

of a// the cells during every car hour of the day, whereas one

half of them would be idle (while charging)£ time, and

during slack hours, when only half of the cars would be running,

at least three-quarters of the ce//s would be doing no work, so

that this this item may not, in practice, exceed 75 cents per car

per day. And much of the cost of maintenance is already covered

by the item of salaries for electricians and others.

Item No. 4,—Depreciation of Cars and Machinery.

Renewals and repairs to cars and trucks should not exceed $10o

per annum, which would make per car $o.30 per day.

Maintenance of our mechanical connections should be very

light, as we find but little wear on one set that has seen hard ser

vice for many months. But allowing the usual estimate of Io per

cent. on a value of $7oo and we get 20 cents per car per day.

Repairs to motors of other makes, such as are now in general

use, aside from the great cost for replacing burned out ones, have

been found to be light by all who use them. On our type of

motor, having no revolving wire, there must be still less cost for

repairs, because of their having less friction, and on occount of

the practically impossible contingency of being burned out. So,

allowing 5 per cent on $500 value, we have for this item a charge

of 7 cents per car per day. It is claimed by some motor com

panies that 2 per cent. per annum will cover all repairs and re

newals.

The remaining machinery could not very well cost even Io per

cent on a value of say $200, but we allow for this item 6 cents per

car per day.

Item Vo. 6.—Repairs to Dynamo Plant.

Allowing 5 per cent on the dynamos and 10 per cent. per an

num on boilers and engines, and taking three-quarters of the

total cost ($100,000) of the plant as wearable, we have $75,000 at

an average of say 8 per cent. per annum, or $6,000 a year on Ioo

£ which is $60 per car per annum, or equal to 17 cents per car

per day.

//em—/nterest on Investment.

We make no estimate for this charge because horse railway

companies do not include interest in their statements of cost of car

mileage, and because in this statement we have given full figures

for entirely new cars, deducting nothing for sale of old ones, and

crediting nothing against our plant for the sale of one-quarter to

one-half of the railway company's land and stable room, by rea

son of the condensed character of an electric plant. In many

cases this accrued land would sell for enough to pay for the entire

electric.

RECAPITULATION.

Per day.

Item 1. (Omitted) - - - - - -

“ 2. Cost of horse-power, - - - SI.00

“ 3. Wages of special men, - - - .50

“ 4. Repairs to batteries, - - - 1.25

“ 5. Repairs to cars and machinery, - - .60

“ 0. Repairs dynamo plant, - - - 17

Total cost per car per day, - - $4.15

Equal to 5 1-5 cents per car mile.

In order that no appearance of bias may attach to the above

estimates (which are already 15 per cent. over what they will

probably be in practice), and to satisfy the most conservative

figurers, if we add go per cent. for all contingencies, we get then

$1.65 per day more, or $5.8o per car, which is only 7' cents per

car mile against an average of 9 cents for horse service.

LITERARY.

Our exchange list has been recently increased by the addition

of The Churchman, which is the oldest and ablest of all the

papers published in the interest of the Episcopal Church. This

aper is now in its forty-sixth year, and is published weekly by

'' H. Mallory & Co., at No. 47 Lafayette Place, N. Y. Its sec

ondary title, “an illustrated weekly newspaper-magazine,”

well deserved.

Mr. Eugene Field, well known, especially throughout the West,

for his witty contributions to the Chicago press, is the author of

two small volumes about to be published by the Scribners, en

titled “A Little Book of Western Verse,” and “A Little Book

of Profitable Tales.” They are full of the wit, humor, and pathetic

tenderness, for which this auther is noted ; and are to be issued

in a neat and inviting form, bound in covers of blue and gold.

The success of the small cameo edition of “Reveries of a

Bachelor” and “Dream Life,” issued by the Scribners last fall,

has warranted them in bringing out Thomas Nelson Page's “In

Ole Virginia,” and George W. Cable's “Old Creole Days,” in

the same dainty and attractive form. The volumes will contain

etchings and are printed from new plates on a fine quality of

paper.

ohn R. Spears (author of “The Port of Missing Ships” and

other nautical stories) in an article in the October Scribner's on

the “Sand-waves at Henlopen and Hatteras,” referring to the

inhabitants of Cape Hatteras, says: “The time will soon come

when this simple people must be driven from their homes, pur

sued by a fate as irresistible as the deluge of old, leaving behind

them all the associations of their race, of their customs, and of

their occupations;# the bones of their dead to whiten in

the burning sun, or to be lifted from their resting-place and tossed

about by the merciless wind. Powerless against this tidal wave

of sand they must flee away and hide themselves from its fury

in a part of the island below the cape, where stunted groves may

yet£ them in the years to come; or to wander Ishmael-like.

on the mainland.”

is

CORRESPONDENCE,

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING AT COLUMBIA COLLEGE.

ALLEGHENY CITY, Pa., Sept. 19, 1890.

GENTLEMEN: Will you please inform me whether there are any

schools, night or day, in New York or Philadelphia for the study

of electricity, and what is the cost per term, and oblige,

Yours respectfully,

JoHN HATTON.

[Columbia College has instituted a course in electrical engineer

ing in the School of Mines. You can learn all particulars by

writing there.—ED.]

FOREIGN NOTES OF ALL SORTS.

The first electrical railway in Sweden has been completed. It

is situated at the Boxholm Iron Foundry, and works capitally.

The whole installation has only cost £750, of which the locomo

tive absorbed £390. It is worked through dynamos already in

use for the electric light, which accounts£ its cheapness. k is

intended for the carriage of manufactured articles from the iron

works to the storehouses. The motive power is a 50 horse

power turbine, working two Wenstrom dynamos.

A company with a quarter of a million sterling is about to be

formed to acquire and work the Lineff system of electric traction.

We understand that the Lineff Electric Lighting and Traction

Syndicate, the present proprietors of the English and foreign

atents, have received offers to install their system on several

I 'on and country tramways, and also in Paris, Brussels and

taly.

Port Arthur is working for an electric railway to connect it and

the suburbs of East Fort William. The elevators and round

houses there are only distant half a mile from its boundary.—

The Commercza/, l'Ennepeg.

The Berlin Tageb/a:/ says that the question of electric rail

ways is about to be taken up seriously in Germany.

The German Electric Company, of Madrid, has in contempla

tion the installation of a£ for electric plowing on a large prop

erty in the central part of Spain.

It is reported than an electric railway in Siam has been incor

porated and will be built at once from Bangkok to Paknam, a dis

tance of thirty miles. This road is to cost $400,000, and Siamese

capital will be used. An electric light company has also been

organized and the plant ordered for Bangkok.

The Town Council of Prague has granted a concession for an

electric railway from the Belvedere to the Baumgarten.
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THE ELECTRIC MOTOR FIELD.

NEW ELECTRIC RAILWAY PATENTS.

Among patents granted last month to inventors who are

assignors to the Thomson-Houston Company, is one to R. M.

Hunter, of Lynn, Mass., for an electric railway with a workin

conductor made in sections insulated from each other, in combi

nation with a supply conductor and circuit closing devices to con

nect or disconnect the section with the suppl Y conductor, from

which a travelling electric motor receives it. this device the

wire only has the current when the car is trave ling upon it, and

at any other time. if a crossing wire-should fall upon it, no harm

can result. Mr, Hunter has also received a patent upon another

electrical railway device, the rails and road-bed being in combina

tion with a conduit, with electric conductor therein, an electrically

propelled vehicle, and a laterally movable current collecting de

vice extending into the vehicle.

Prof. Thomson has just patented a device whereby large quan

tities of power can be transmitted long distances by means of

alternating currents. Byéthe use of this water-power can be util

ized at long distances. he otential of the current is made very

high in the wires, thereby re ucing the cost of wire to minimum.

He has also patented a sort of electrical tow-horse for street rail

ways. It is often necessary at curves or on grades to exert large

quantities of power for a moment in starting or moving cars.

When a car is uite a distance from a station or on a grade, it

takes a tremen ous current to move it. This momentarily creates

a great drop in potential. To meet this emergency the professor

laces storage batteries at different points along the line. These

lzatteries are made to be capable of quick discharging and are of

rather limited capacity, the object being merely to supply a large

volume of current for a few moments in the starting of the car.

After using they are immediately recharged again by the cur

rent.

NEW BUSINESS OF THE SHORT ELECTRIC RAILWAY

COMPANY.

The She t Electric Railway Company has recently received an

order from the White Line Street Railway Company, of Dayton,

(..hio, for the equipment of motor cars, and shipments have al

rca iy been made.

The same company is shipping car loads of motors to Rochester

every few days, and will soon have the order for that city com

pleted. The Rochester Railway Company expect to have a num

ber of the cars of the Short system in operation in that city within

the next thirty days.

The Short Company has also just shipped two more generators

to St. Louis for further equipment of their road in that city.

The Muskegon Railway Company has ordered from the Short

Electric Railway Company three more motor trucks, one to be

equipped with 36-inch wheels for a high speed car.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS IN KANSAS CITY.

C. K. Sherman, the superintendent in Kansas City of the Edison

General Electric Company of Chicago, says -. "You can say right

now that the time is coming, and in the near future too, when

Kansas City and its suburbs will be connected b electric roads

radiating in all directions. I cannot tell you all 02' the plans ro

posed but in a general way I will say that Argentine, Armour ale,

West ort, Independence, Centropolis. Shefiield and Harlem will

soon ave electric cars running to them. Ever section of Kansas

City will also be reached by electric roads. Ve have found by

actual experience that it only costs from one-half to two-thirds as

much to operate electric roads as other forms of street railwa 's.

The cost of construction is far less. Then our wires will last for

an indefinite period of time while the cables of the cable roads

require changes every few months. In construction the electric

road is much cheaper, since we don't have the tearing up of the

streets that is required in building the cable roads.

“ The two electric roads projected throu h Kansas City, Kan.,

will be built without delay. The roads wil secure an outlet into

Kansas City, Mo., probably entering this city somewhere in the

vicinity of twentieth street. They will secure the right of way to

the heart of the city, but the route selected I cannot now tell.

Another electric road being discussed is an extension out to \Vest

port and from there to Argentine, opening up a new section of the

city. Then a new park is to be constructed near where the Quin

daro boulevard crosses the city line of Kansas City, Kan._ Another

project being discussed is the changing of the Broadway line to

an electric line, doing away with the present unpopular system of

mule cars. Still another project is the. chan ing of the dummy

line running from the corner of Fifth street an Grand avenue out

to the Heim brewery into an electric line. If this is done the line

will probably be operated in connection with the new Winner

\

bridge, and the opening of the Winner bridge means the inception

of an extensive electric system in that art of the cit , since W.

E. Winner is taking an active interest in electric roa s. and has

several projects on foot. The exact course that these lines will

take I cannot say, but I can say that they will be constructed as

certain as electricity remains a success as a motor power, and that

success is assured. Electric roads are no longer an experiment."

The electric motor cars. machinery and appliance for the new

South Side electric line, Kansas City, Kan., have arrived at the

car house of the L company, North Fifth street, and are being

placed in position for use as soon as possible. A large force of

men is engaged in -the construction of the line, and it is proposed

to have it in operation as soon as possible. '

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS IN CLEVELAND, O.

There are about 100 miles of electric railroad in the City of

Cleveland, 0., and a steady procession of the cars passes the

public square. While most of them do not show the newness and

rightness of those on roads in some other cities, the skillful

manner in which they are handled shows the good results of ex

rience. Neither trainmen, passengers nor pedestrians seem to

afraid of them. The Cleveland roads seem to have outgrown

the necessity of the fostering care of construction companies and

are running by the strength of their own intelligent grasp' of the

practical details of the business.

The East Cleveland road was one of the pioneers in the business,

having commenced with the Bentley-Knight conduit system. It

was first started in Au st. 1874, and after about a year's operation it was abandonedg.u It is now using the Sprague-Edison

s stem with various improvements and additions made by the

c ectrical engineer, Mr. C. W. Wason. who is a nephew of the

celebrated car builder of Splringfield, Mass., and an uncommonly

efiicient superintendent. e as entire control of everything

pertaining to the mechanical and electrical departments of the

road and has nothing to do with other departments. The com

pany now has 35 miles of road in operation, with 58 motor cars

running, and \vill soon open a new section of 10 miles with 20

additional cars. The sin le trolley system is used exclusively.

The trolley lines are divi ed into sections of from two to three

miles for convenience in testin and to avoid stopping the entire

road in case of a break. Fee er wires in some cases run five

miles from the power station. One of the im rtant features in

the construction of this road is the return circuit. All the rail

joints have wire bond connections and along each rail there is

laced a No. 4 Stubs gau e wire. soldered to the bonds, while

tween these twowires a 0. 3 wire is run zigza and connected to_

them. Lightnin arresters invented by Mr. ason are used in

in the station an along the line at intervals. These arresters are

made with four fusible wires carried by a brass bar, which is

hung on a pivot and so arran ed that when one wire is burned

by lightning, the next one fal s into place and keeps the circuit

closed. It has frequently happened that three of these wires

were burned in quick succession, but the fourth one has always

saved the apparatus from damage. The power house of this

company is exceedingly well arranged and is a model of cleanli

ness, order and efiicient operation. It has seven 150 horse power

boilers, four of which are sufficient for ordinary service; three

Armington & Sims‘ engines of :25 horse power each, and three of

:50 horse power each; six Edison generators of 80,000 watts

capacity, and six of 40.000 watts capacity. The ex enditure of

coal, which costs $1.10 per ton, is four pounds per iorse power

per hour. It is the intention of the managers of the company to

organize an independent ver company to supply_current for

this and other roads and or any other purposes desired, Some

of the cars are equipped with air brakes. w iich greatly increa‘e

the facility with which they can be controlled. The company has

extensive shops in which cars are built and repaired. All the re

winding of motor coils done and other repairs to motors are

made here. The cars are run throu h the sho on every trip and

thoroughly inspected and thus kept in good or er. By the use < f

a hydraulic jack and a suitable crane, the motors can be quickly

taken out of the trucks and swung to any desired place for re

pairs. The experience of this company is decided] against the

use of cars of more than one system on a road, or the reason

that the multiplication of parts of machinery would add greatly

to the difficulty and expense of making repairs.

The Broadway and Newburg road also uses the Sprague-Edison

system, having 24 motor cars running. The present road is ten

miles in length and the company has nearly completed ten miles

additional. One Westinghouse car has been ordered for trial and

if it proves satisfactory. the new line will be fully equipped with

that style of car. The power is furnished by three 80,000 watt

Edison generators, each driven by a 125 horse power engine.

Engineer Stanley, of the Brooklyn Company, follows Wason’s

plan of rewinding and repairing motors in his own shop.

The Thomson-liouston Company is in the field with splendidly
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equi ped power stations, motor cars and lines on the system of

road]; belon 'ng to Tom ohnson. _

The Broo lyn Street ailway Co.-This road has 36 cars run

ning over ten miles of track. It was opened _May 25,_i889. I‘he

cars, which were built by Stephenson, are equipped \vith 30 horse

power motors, and the road gives perfect satisfaction to its owners

and patrons. _ _ _

The Short Electric Railway Company is building a track from

the Brush Com any's factory; where all its manufacturing is done,

to connect with the various city street car lines, and will soon

have the handsomest palace street car in the country to exhibit to

prospective purchasers, and to give its friends pleasant excursion

tri s throng interesting portions of the Forest City. President

Si ney S. Short is busily engaged superintending the construction

of motor cars and getting them shipped to fill numerous orders.

The company recently received an order for ten cars for the new

road at Indiana olis. and shipped two of them on 24 hours‘ notice.

The outfit for t e Cincinnati and Covjngton Road, consisting of

eight motor cars and three 65,000 watt generators, is all ready.

The com any is now shipping machinery for the road at Rochester.

N. Y. his will require eleven 125 horse ower enerators and

102 motor cars. The Rochester plant is to don led next year,

and, when com leted, will have sixty miles of road in operation.

Another road w ich is being equipped by the Short Company is

the one belonging to Tom johnson, at ohnstown, Pa.—the johns

town Passenger treet Railway Co. his road is ten miles long,

and the first equipment will be of ten motor cars.

ST. LOUIS ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.

The construction work in the extension of the St. Louis electric

street railways and the task of equipping old lines with electrical

apparatus is proceeding rapidly, and soon the residents of that

city will have all the advantages of rapid transit. George D.

Capen, president of the Lindell Railway Com any, said that he

hoped to have one-half the entire line, iuclu ing the recent ex

tension, open for traflic b October 1. The company has been

delayed by the non-arriva of material. as there is an unusual de

mand for electric railway equipments this season, and all manu

factories employed on electric railway equipment are overcrowded -

with work.

The com any is having high-speed Armington & Sims engines

constructe at Providence, R. I., for its power lant on Compton

avenue, near the Missouri Pacific Railroad, w ich is to be the

largest and most complete street railway power plant under one

roof in the world. Boulevard poles in the middle of the street are

to be used on Washington avenue, between Third and

Seventeenth streets, and every third pole will be surmounted by

an are light. Part of Finney avenue and the track on Page

avenue are also sup lied with boulevard poles. The portion of

the road from Van eventer avenue to Taylor avenue, south to

Delmar avenue, and out Delmar avenue to King's highway is

now in operation.

THE FIRST THOMSON-HOUSTON,ROAD IN EUROPE.

The first electric tramway in Europe on the Thomson-Houston

system was opened in Bremen July 22 last. The length of the

line, which forms a double track except in one narrow street, is

1,748 yards. It commences at the town hall in the centre of the

town, and passing by the new railway station terminates at Ex

hibition Place just inside the town park, where an industrial ex

hibition is now being held. The conductors, which are carried

overhead, consist of copper wires 8.25 mm. in thickness, and are

suspended from insulators attached to steel cables arranged trans

versely across the street on steel and cast iron posts. The en

gine house is situated about 220 yards from the starting point of

the tramway and to the left side of the park entrance. It con

tains at present a Petr -Dereux boiler and a steam engine of 150

horse- ower, made by I(uchen, of Dusseldoif This drives a (ly

namo aving an out ut of 62,500 watts at an E. M. F. of 500 volts

at the terminals. here is also installed a 70 horse-power high

speed Armington-Sims engine, and an are light dynamo. Another

dynamo, similar to the first, will shortly be put in place. Current

from this generating station is used for several purposes ; for the

working of tramway, for operating a 15 horse-power electro

motor placed in the Vienna bakery in Exhibition Place, where

the motor actuates several kneading machines, and a d namo

which supplies current to a number of arc and incan escent

lam s, and for the lighting of many are and glow lamps arranged

On t e tramway route, etc.

There are two 10 horse-power motors to each car. Throughout

the line there are numerous curves, most of which are of small

Tadlllsv but these are all traversed with great facility. At present

there are in service five to six passengei' cars, to each of which a

separate car can be attached, accorrling to the requirements of

the trafiic. A car depot has been erected in the rear of the gas

works, and several pits have been dug in 0[\I(:l' to render the

motors readily accessible.

  

ELECTRIC POWER FOR THE DAVENPORT AND ROCK

ISLAND STREET RAILWAY.

The Davenport and Rock Island street railway is to be equipped

with electric power. On August 23 F. \V. Horne, of the Thomson

Houston railway de artment, closed the contract for the electri

cal apparatus witn . B. Holmes, representing the Holmes syndi

cate. This syndicate about a year and a half ago purchased the

street railroads in Davenport, Rock Island and in Moline, Ia.,

and has since operated them by means of horse-power, and on a

portion of the road by steam dummy. The entire contract

amounts to about $350,000. The equipment is for 28 miles of

single track, and 5 miles of double track road. There are 53

curves and 37 turn-outs. Sixteen cars are to be fitted, each with

two 15 horse- ower motors. These are to run on streets the

grade of whic is 7 to 10 per cent. or over. Thirty-five cars will

be fitted with single 20 horse-power motors, and these will run on

all rades under 7 per cent. The wet station for the system

wil be located in Rock Island, an the feeder wires will be car

ried across the government bridge, which, together with another

short brid e, is about 2,100 feet lon . At the drawbridge the

wires will e supported on towers. 1The engines in the power

station will be either two 35o-horse-power Corliss, or seven 125

horse-power high speed engines. Engines of the compound con

densing type will be used. The McGuire truck has been speci

fiedb Mr. Holmes, and the St. Louis Car Company is to be

awar ed the contract to build the 51 cars.

The syndicate, it is re rted, has also obtained control of the

Citizens’ Street Railroa Company, of Memphis, Tenn.. and has

petitioned the council to grant permission to operate electric rail

wa ‘s in that city. It is reported in financial circles that C. B.

-Ho mes and the capitalists whom he represents are negotiating

for several other important s *stems. The VI/estcrn El¢'rfrz'cian,

in commenting on this big sc eme, well says :

“ The decision of the syndicate may be regarded as a most de

cided victory for the electric system. The fact that C. B. Holmes,

who is at the head of the most successful cable railwa in Chicago,

has declared himself and his followers in favor 02, an electn'c

equipment to the extent of $350,000, is conclusive proof that ex

cept under certain circumstances, the cable system cannot com

pete with electricity."

QUICK ELECTRIC RAILWAY WORK.

A remarkable feat of electrical railway construction has recently

been completed in Elmira, N. Y. On the 30th day of July the

Elmira and Horseheads Railway Company placed a contract with

the Edison General Electric Company for the equipment of 7,009

feet of track, six motor cars, and a full station pla':t. At the

same time a contract was placed with the John Stephenson Car

Company for six new cars of solid and elegant construction. The

contracts were made in both cases with a strong guarantee to the

effect that the roads should go into operation the 1st day of Sep

tember, in order to accommodate the Great Interstate Fair which

was to open on that day. A full history of the efforts made by

both supply com anies to fulfill the guarantee would be interestin

reading, as it cal ed for the quickest time ever made in electric

railway construction. Both the Edison Company and the Stephen

son Company ut their best men upon the work, and forwarded

supplies with t e utmost ossible dispatch. On or about the 15th

day of Au st the Step enson Company informed the Edison

Company t at its cars were ready far equipment, and at about the

same time the motors were shipped from the great Schemcctady

Works of the Edison Company, which have a capacity of from 15

to 20 street car motors per day. The strike on the New York

Central at this time bid fair to cause very serious delays, as the

cars were to be equipped in New York. A special consultation

of the Edison Company and the Stephenson Company was held at

Schenectady, with the result of causing the motors to be shipped

via the Delaware and Hudson R. R. and D. L. and \V. R. R.

Companies, a roundabout route, which necessitated special cars

and unusual expedition. On about the 20th of August the com

pleted cars began to go out from the Stephenson factory, two be

ing shipped each day. In the meantime a contract had been

placed with the Simplex Company, of Boston, for the feed wire.

the Edison Company had forwarded all line material and sup

plies, and everything was on the ground but the poles, which

were held in nothern New York awaiting arrival of cars which had

been delayed on account of the New York Central strike. In this

emergency every one turned in to help. Poles were gathered

about Elmira, and at 12 o'clock on the night of August 23 the

street construction work commenced. Provision for the dynamos

and appliances had been made by engaging a part of the \\"e~"t

inghouse station at Elmira. On August 31, notice was sent to

the railway coiiipaiiy that the road would commence operation on

the following morning, and promptly at 6A. M. on the 1st day of

501)IZCII1I)C1‘,lIl8 road carried its I'lI‘SI'. passengers. For the next

few days the loads upon the machinery were excessive, the cars

frequently having to carry two loaded trailers, and to remain in
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service from eflfly morning until late at night. The largest num

ber of passengers carried b ' these electric cars with their com

plement of trail cars was a little over twenty-five thousand. The

road was entirely satisfactory in every respect, and Col. Robinson

and Messrs. I. B. Newcombe & Co., the present owners of the

road, have every reason to be grateful to both _the Stephenson

and the Edison Companies. .

NEW EDISON RAILWAY CONTRACTS.

AmongE the recent railway contracts closed by the Edison

General lectric Company may be mentioned the following :

The Minneapolis Street Railway Company, of Minneapolis,

Minn.; the Savannah Street and Rural Resort Company, of Sa

vannah, Ga.; the Dallas Consolidated Traction Company, of

Dallas, Tex.; St. johns City Railway Company, of St. Johns,

N. B.; James Street Belt Line Railway Company, of Seattle.

Wash.; St. Paul City Railway Company, of St. Paul, Minn.;

Tacoma Railway and Motor Company, of Tacoma, Wash.; Rich

mond City Railway Company, of Richmond, Va.; Utica and

Mohawk Railway Company, of Utica, N. Y.; Elmira and Horse

heads Railway Company, of Elmira, N. Y.-, Elgin City Railway

Company, of El 'n, Ill.; People's Street Railway Compan , of

Scranton, Pa.; ort Scott Rai way Company, of Fort Scott, an.;

Louisville Ra.ilway Company, of Louisville, Ky.; Pittsburg Rail

way Company, of Pittsburg, Pa.

ELECTRIC RAILWAY PROGRESS IN SEATTLE.

A Seattle (Wash.) contemporary gives the following- on the

mileage of the electric street railways in that enterprising city :

IN OPERATION.

Miles.

Seattle Electric Railway Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14

Green Lake Electric Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.5

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18, 5

UNDER CONSTRUCTION.

' Miles.

Seattle Electric Railway Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .75

Commercial Street Electric Railway . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . 4

West Street and North End Electric Railway .. ., . . . . . . . . .. S

{fmes Street Construction (electric) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4.5

ainier Avenue Electric Co. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 8

Rainier Electric Railway Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 4

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .20.25

PRO_]F.C'I"EI).

_ Miles.

Seattle Electric Railway Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4

West Street and North End (electric) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7

{flames Street Construction Co. (electric) . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . 9

etropolitan Electric Railway Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6

Rainier Electric Railway . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1.5

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .27.5

Making a grand total of 75% miles of electric street railway in

Seattle.

ELECTRICITY BY TIDAL POWER.

A cablegram from Paris states that ste s are bein taken to

form a company to work out the project of Decoeur §or supply

ing Paris with electricit by means of water turbines at the en

trance of the Seine. t has been shown by engineers, among

them M. Eiffel, that the idea is erfectl ' feasible. It is thought

that a large<1part of the capital wi 1 be su scribed from London, as

British syn icates are snapping at everything which promises to

ay a dividend, and the pro ts on M. D8C(2l1l‘ s scheme are calcu

ated at 8,500,000 francs per annum. '

The idea is to utilize the ebb and flow of the tide. At Cape La

1-Iene, at the entrance of the ort of Havre, two large basins will

be constructed, connected with each other. In the one the tide

will flow in over a dam, while durin ebb it will flow out to sea

again from the other basin. At in ct and outlet it is proposed

to construct a number of powerful turbines for transmitting the

energy of the water. The tide raises and falls eighteen feet at

the mouth of the Seine, which is calculated to give six horse-power

of energy to every hectare of the basin area, It is also intended

to inclose an area of 7,000 hectares between the sea and the Seine,

by means of a dam 161,; miles long. between I-Iavre and Tancar

ville, This, according to the projector, will give an energ ' of

42,000 horse-power, which can be transformed into electrical en

ergy and transmitted in the form of currents to Paris, and further

if need be, ,

M. Decoeur is very sanguine as to the results. and savs that his

scheme will revolutionize the present method of generating elec

tricity for commercial purposes. ~

 

ELECTRIC CAR RECEIPTS IN NORTH CAROLINA.

Wixsroiv, N. C., Aug. 10, 1890.

The following statement of street car receipts of the Winston

Salem (N. C.) electric road has been given out for publication :

July 16, 1890 . . . . . . . . .. $57 25 Aug. 9, 1890 . . . . . . . . .. $38 25

uly 17, 1800 . . . . . . . . .. 98 95 Aug. 11,1890 . . . . . . . . .. 66 10

uly 28, 1890 . . . . . . . . .. 129 35 Aug. 11, 1890 . . . . . . . . .. 92 55

uly 29, 1890 . . . . . . . . .. 43 35 Aug. 12. 1890 . . . . . .. . . 47 35

uly 30, 1890 . . . . . . . .. 55 85 Aug. 13,1890 . . . . . . . . .. 50 25

uly 31, 1890 . . . . . . . . .. 43 00 Aug. 14,1890 . . . . . . .. 60 90

Aug. 1, 1890 . . . . . _ . . .. 43 65 Aug. 15, 1890 . . . . . . . . .. 52 65

Aug. 2, 1800 . . . . . . . . .. 41 00 Aug. 16, 1800 . . . . . . . . .. 57 55

Aug. 5. 1890 . . . . . . . . .. 62 80 Aug. 19, 1890 . . . . . . . . .. 116 00

Aug. 6, 1890 . . . . . . . . .. 43 30 Aug. 19, 1890 . . . . . . . . .. 164 50

Aug. 7, 1890 . . . . . . . . .. 44 oo Aug. 19, 1890 . . . . . . . . .. 89 45

Aug, 8, 1890 . . . . . . . . .. 83 50 ——

$1.581 55

$68.76 per day. 3 cars.

(Signed) S. E. ALLEN.

Average car mileage per day, 114.

Road has been in operation more than a month without any

charge for repairs.

 

ELECTRIC RAILWAY TALK.

Albany, N. Y.-—The Albany Railway Co. calculate that by November

they will have little use for horses, the whole system to be then run by

electricity.

Alton, Ill.—~An electric railway is to be built from Alton to North

Alton, Ill.

Americus, Ga.—The building of an electric railway to Andersonville,

a distance of 10 miles, is proposed. ‘

Amsterdam, N. Y.—— The Amsterdam Street Railway Co. have

petitioned, without opposition, for leave to substitute electricity for

horses on the line.

Ann Arbor, Mich.—Dr. Heanage Gibbs and P. N. Woodrnfi on

August I2 served two injunctions on the electric street railway company,

claiming that the motive power is injurious to their property. The other

citizens are indignant.

An electric railway is to be built between Ann Arbor and Ypsilanti.

The right of way has been secured.

Avon, Mass.—'l"he Selectmen recently had a hearing on the petition

of the Brockton East Side Electric Railway Co. to lay tracks in the town

from Brockton to Randolph where they have already obtained a location.

It is a part ofa scheme to connect Brockton by electric road to Boston.

Baltimore, Md.—It is stated that an electrical railroad will be con

structed to Towson, a distance of about seven miles.

The North Avenue Electric Railway Co. want to extend their tracks

from Division to McCulloh Street, and are backed up by a petition

signed by owners of property on North Avenue.

Battle Creek, Mich.-—It is said that the horse car line will have an

electrical equipment soon.

Bay City, Mich.—An ordinance has been introduced into the City

Council granting to the West Bay City power to build and operate an

electric line in Bay City. .

Bellefonte, Pa., is ready to ofier inducements to capitalists to build

an electric street railway there.

Beverly, Mass.—lt is reported that the Essex Electric Street Rail

way Company is about to petition the authorities of Beverly. for a

franchise.

Biddeford, Me.—A syndicate of New York capitalists is trying to

buy up the street railway system at Biddeford, l\'lc., that they may

equip it with the Daft electric system.

Birmingham, Pa.-It is said that the electric railway, now being

built here, will be in operation by October 1.

Bloomington, Ill.—A rumor has spread abroad in this city to the

effect that the 'l‘homson-Houston Electric Co. will apply to the council

for a franchise for a street railroad and will construct a competitive line.

Boston, Mass.—A West End ofiicial says that earnings of the \’\_'est

End Railway for July will be above $500,000. As the road_ is no_w_in a

transition state changing from horse power to electricity, it is difiicult

to declare what operating expenses may be Expenses are charged to

operating account which will never ‘appear there again. The ]_uly oper

ating expenses will be probably fully eighty per cent., but will be re

duced constantly under the extension of the electric system, '1 he report

for the fiscal year ending September 30, will show a handsome surplus.

The company have recently put into service six double-truck,_ eight

wheel, ten-seat open cars. over thirty feet long._ They exemplify the

rapid strides now being made in improving electrical service. More are

soon to be put on.

-Braddock, Pa.—-—The Braddock & McKeesport_Electric Railway Co.

of Allegheny County received -its charter lately. The line will run in a

road from Braddock to Turtle Creek ; thence to McKe:sp0=t H11 2
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public read in North Versailles township. lhe President is James

H. Canfield, of McKeesport. b

Bridgeport, Conn.-The street railway at Bridgeport has eer_i_ pur

chased by Arthur Leutchford, john N. Beckley, M. H. Briggs, \\-illiam

S. Kimball, C. M. Everest, A. (J. Yates, A. E. Perkins, Fredeiick

Cook, A. N. Perrin, of Rochester, N. Y.; S. If. Hubbard and C. A.

Hotchkiss, Bridgeport ; H. Sellers McKee. Pittsburg; M. A. Verner.

Buffalo. The new owners of the line are interested in the develop

ment of the electric system, and their new acquisition will undoubtedly

be converted into an electric road. _

The Bridgeport Horse Railroad has been sold to a Rochester syndicate

who will turn it into a cable or an electric road. It is said that the

same parties would like to acquire the East land Railway. The pur

-chasers are: Charles M. Everest. A. V. Luetchford, ]. N. Beckley, &

E Perkins of Rochester and others.

Bridgeton, N. I. ——The Electric Car Co. of America arearranging to

secure a street car franchise in Bridgeton. Plans are being made to

connect Millvill and Bridgeton with the electric car line. to r_un through

Carmel, six miles from either place. The company also desire to place

tracks upon the principal streets of Bridgeton. _ The PI'O]CClOt‘S pro

pose to spend over $100,000 in the scheme, providing the consent of

the City Councils can be gained.

Bristol, Tenn.—The Southwest Bristol Land Company will con

struct an electric railroad to its property. C P. Cannon, manager, can

give information. _

Buffalo, N. Y.—A company is about to commence building a stirface

road running from Buffalo through all the river villages to Niagara

Falls The line will start from a point on the city line. from the

terminal of the Niagara Street electric line (when built), and run north

through Tonawanda and Wheatfield to the Falls. The power station

will be located at Tonowanda, and it is said that express trains will be

run on :1 regular time table. -

Cedar Falls, Ia.—'l‘he business men of Cedar Falls, Ia., are agitat

ing the subject of an electric railway. They want a storage battery

s ‘stem.
yCharlotte, N. C.—It is rumored that a Northern company is en

deavoring to purchase the Charlotte Street Railway, and will, if suc

cessful. convert same into an electrical railroad.

E. R. Dodge is interested in a company that will purchase the Char

lotte street railway, and change it to an electric line.

Chicago, Ill.—-Messrs. Cameron and Eames who recently purchased

the South Chicago street rallway, now propose to build an electric road

extending from Cummings to Jackson Park.

Cincinnati, O.—Cincinnati appears to he awakening from a lethargy

and is just realizing the possibilities of suburban development by a well

considered and adequate electric railway system. If Porkopolis has any

doubts left, let her send a junketing committee to the Hub and be

convinced, ‘

Cleveland, O.—Superintendent Mulhern of the Woodland Avenue

& West Side Street Railroad is reported to have said that his company

would adopt the overhead system at once in place of the storage battery.

The company has purchased girder rails for the \vhole system. This

company some months ago received a franchise to extend their line to

Rocky River.

Covington, Ga.—The construction of an electrical railroad to Porter

dale is proposed.

Covington, Ky.—The Covington Street Railroad Company is con

sidering the advisabiiity of equipping its lines with electrical apparatus.

Denison, Tex.—The city council has granted a charter to W. B.

.\‘lunson_ Edward Perry and others to build an electric street rail.oad.

Detroit, Mich.—\\’. D. Robinson of Detroit, has caused a consider

able stir in business circles of that city by the introduction in the council

of petitions fora franchise for a very comprehensive system of rapid

transit street railways. Mr Robinson, and the gentlemen whom he

represents. asked for the privilege of laying nine north and south lines

of track and six cross town routes, extending across and completely en

circling the city. The company, the personnel of which Mr. Robinson

says will be disclosed when the franchise is granted. offers to deposit a

certified check for $50,000 guaranteeing the following conditions: For

a franchise of thirty years’ duration they will put in any system the

counci‘ may select, electricity or a continuous cable, charge but one fare

of three cents for any single trip not to exceed twenty miles; will pay a

tax of one per cent. on their gross earnings, in addition to paying muni

cipal taxes upon all their real and personal property, the same as an in

dividual. and will do all the paving within the limits of their tracks. In

case a franchise is given the company will lay six miles of track within

SIX months and twenty miles yearly until the whole fifty miles in con

5!I'11€_'.ed Mr. Robinson denied that the Detroit City Railway Company

W35 In _fl_ny manner interested in the franchise, but stated that it was the

proposition of a number of Detroit and New York capitalists.

Dixon, Ill.-—An electric street railway company has been organized

at Dixon, and a petition for a franchise has been presented.

Durham, C.—Durham, N. C., is going to have an electric rail

way which Wlll form an iron perimeter to the town, the idea being that

such a route will be the most advantageous for the present service as

well as expected progress in the future.

Fall River, Mass.—An official of the Globe Street Railway says

that the company contemplates equipping its present plant as an electric

road. The directors will consider the various plans and present them

to stockholders at the annual meeting early in October. It is not de

cided what system will be used, but probably the overhead system. The

road has spent a large sum in improving and extending its line this

year, and the financial question will be the only point on which opposi

tion will be made It will cost at least $250,000 for equiprnems

It has been stated that a scheme is on foot to build an electric belt

line in this city to supply mills in the southern and eastern sedticns with

machinery, coal and other commodities used in maniifacturing. The

trolley system will be used

Fort Payne, Ala.—A electric street railway company is organizing

at Fort Payne. Subscriptions for stock are now being received.

Fort Worth, Tex.-——The Park Street railway company will try to

have electric cars rtinning to Mistletoe Heights by November.

Framingham, Mass.—-An electric railway to run from South Fram

ingham to Millford, through Holliston, is being talked up, with a fair

prospect that it will be built at an early day

Fremont, O.—The Fremont Street Railway Co. is extending the line.

The council some months ago granted the franchise. but owing to a

number of reasons work on the extension has been postponed. It is

intended to extend theline first to llellville. The electric system will at

once be used.

Glens Falls, N. Y.—A Lansingburgh syndicate. it is said, has

purchased a controlling interest in the stock of the Glens Falls, Sandy

Hill 8; Fort Edward Street Railroad. The road is to be rebuilt and

equipped with eleetiicity.

Hagerstown, Md.—The Hagerstown Land and improvement Coin

pany has petitioned the town council for (. franchise to construct an

electric railway.

Hastings, Neb.—The entire property and franchise of the Hastings

Improvement Company has been sold for $5o,oooto 5. \'~'. llayden, a

Hartford capitalist. Mr. Hayden. it is stated will take immediate

steps toward changing the most frequented lines from horse cars to the

electric motor system. Important extensions of the lines will also be

made. notably to the asylum and the Academy of the Visitation.

Hiram, O.——lt is intended to build an electric railroad from Hiram

station, on the Mahoning branch of the Nypano, to the village, slightly

more than two miles, to C0!‘l\€y both passengers and freight l‘he

Thomson-llouston system will be used on the proposed electric road.

and the capital furnished by Cleveland monicd men. Dr. Zollars, of

lliram Colltge. is interesting himself in the project.

Holyoke, Mass.-The scheme to organize another street railway. at

Holyokc. with electricitv as the motive power, which was agitated sev

eral months ago. has been revived, and it is understood that an appli

cation has been made to the State authorities for a charter. In case

the latter is granted and the new company can secure a franchise from

the city government, it is proposed to put $75,000 into the venture and

equip the road at once.

Hot Springs, Ark.——It is rumored here that Col. 5. W. Fordyce

has sold t .e Hot Springs street railway to Allis and Bradford, of Little

l\'ock. who are also large stockholders in the Little Rock street railway

company. The price said to have been paid Col. Fordyce is $130000.

The road is extending some, and is purposing to change from mules to

electricity.

Houston, Tex.—-Final arrangements are said to have been made

for equipping the Bayou City Street Railway with electricity.

Kittanning. Pa.—Applieation has been made for a charter for a new

electrical railroad. which when granted will be pushed to a rapid com

pletion. Capt. Ford. Capt. ]. G. Henry, Iir. C E. jessop, A. C.

Bailey and Dr. .\'. A. S, jessop of Kittanning are interested. The road

will go directly through Monorville. from Kittatining to Ford City. a

distance of seven miles.

Knoxville, Tenn.—ll. G. Bishop is reported as surveying for a

route fon an elect-ic railroad to be built from Knoxville to Fountain

Head, by l;oston_lMass.) capitalists.

Lebanon, Mo.—~Lebanon is to have an electric street railway. At a

meeting of the city council, an ordinance presented by W N. Allen. of

Clinton, Mo., was unanimously adopted, granting to the Lebanon Light

and Water Company a street railway franchise for a period of forty

years. The line will run on the principal streets of the city to the

magnetic well and the new hotel. making about five miles of street

railway within the city limits. Work is to be commenced within sixty

days, and the road will be completed and in operation in two or three

months. _

I.ynchburg,Va.—The West Lynchburg land Company has com

pleted arrangements for building an electric road. Power will be fur

nished at present from the Piedmont Electric Illuminating Company's

station

Efforts are making here to substitute electric street cars for the present

mule system. ‘
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Manchester, V3-—At a meeting of the South Side Land and Im

p-ovement Company lately, the action of the directors who recommend

ed the sale of the electric railroad, now under construction to Forest

Hill Park. was ratified It was agreed to sell’ this property to the

Richmond and Manchester Railway Company, which means a con

solidation of the two lines. The Richmond and Manci ester Railway

Company will issue about $300,000 in bonds to complete the electric

line to Forest Hill, and the line must run at least a fifteen minute

schedu'e.

Memphis, Tenn.——'l he syndicate represented by C B Holmes,

lately reported as applying for permission to operate its street car lines

by electricity, is the Citizen's Street Railroad company. The overhead

system is the one it intends adopting.

Moberly, Mo.—The city council has granted a twenty years’ fran

chise to the \\'estern Engineering Company of Kansas City, to con

struct and operate an electric street railway in Moberly, the work of

construction to be begun in four months.

Montgomery, Ala.—The City & Suburban Street Railway have got

to work. The company proposes to operate the system with electric‘

power, however, and it will require some time to let the contracts and

have a plant put in.

Negaunee. Mich.—Monied citizens of Negaiinee and lshpeming,

.\‘lich. are talking of connecting the two towns by an electric railway.

Newark, N. ].—The Newark Passenger Railway Company have

discontinued the proceedings in chancery against the Rapid Transit

Railway Company to prevent the latter company from laying parallel

tracks on Park Place, Newark. it is intimated that a consolidation of

the two corporations is not unlikely. '

The committee on railroads of the Common Council lately inspected

the proposed extension of the Newark Passenger Railway Company's

tracks along Mount Prospect Avenue to Elwood Avenue and over other

avenues to .\lount Prospect Avenue Their intention is to lay a double

track t) Elwood Avenue, and a single track the remainder of the dis

tance. The property owners want a double track throughout.

The Newark Passenger Company has purchased twenty new horses.

owing to the delay experienced in getting the cars and trucks for their

new electric system on the Irvington line. The delay is owing to sev

eral new improvements being made on them by the Thomson-Houston

Company. who have the contract.

President Barr is reported to have said that the next line to be

equipped electrically is the O-ange, and he is confident of getting the

franchise asked of East Orange.

New Orleans, La.—lt is reported that the Carrollton Railroad'Com

pany has arranged with the Edison Electric Company for an experimental

electrical line to run to Ca iollton.

Newport, Ky.——The Newport Electric Street Railway Company has

been organized with H. M. Healy, president, and ll. Buchanan sec

retary and treasurer.

Norristown, Pa.—The Citizens‘ Passenger Railway Co. are negoti

ating for an electric plant. The present trafiic has increased greatly

over that of last year.

Oakland, Cal.—A franchise for an electric railroad to connect Oak

land and Haywards has been applied for. The applicants are H. W.

Mack. C. E. Palmer, \\’. ]. Landers and E. B Stone, On the line of

this proposed system are Fruitvale, San l.eandro and San Lorenzo.

The distance of the route is about twelve miles

Ogden, Utah. —A petition is before the city council of Ogden for

a franchise for an electric street car line to be constructed and operated

by the Ogden Rapid Transit Company. The prime movers in the

enterp ise are _I. H. Minehardt, t-f Denver, backed by the \\'esteiii

Farm ‘Mo tgage Company of Denver. The petitioners propose to have

trn miles of the electric railway in operation by january i, 1801.

Owosso, Mich.—-An electric railway company, of which L S. llud

son is the chief promcter, has been organized at Uwosso. with a capital

stock of $50,000. Its officers are all Lansing men, and it is the inten

tion of the company to also connect Owosso and Corurina with an

electric railway-line. They want a thirty-year franchise; when it is

granted the company proposes fo have two miles of road in running

order by June I, 1891. and three miles by the lst of January, 1892.

Potwin, Kan.—.-\n electric railway is soon to he put in operation in

Auburndale, lately annexed to this city

Raleigh, N. C.—A syndicate has been negotiating for the purchase

street railway lines of Raleigh, with a view of converting them into

electric roads.

Richmond, Va..—j. Taylor Stratton has presented a petition to the

City Council from Warner Moore and associates, asking to be allowed to

build and operate an electric road in the city, to run over a score or

more of the streets.

An electric street railroad is to be built across the river by the North

Side l.and Company.

The Richmond Railway and Electric Company has petitioned the- city

council for right of way to extend its tracks.

Roanoke, Va.-—-The Roanoke Street Railway Company will, it is

said, build a quarter of a mile of road to experiment with, operating it

" by electricity, the current to be conducted by wire under one rail.

Rockland, Mass.—The sentiment in favor of an electric street rail

way at Rockland is growing, and the business men feel assured that

with it established the business prospects of the town will be greatly

increased. The first meeting of those interested in such a project will

be soon called and a company formed. As soon as a charter has been

obtained, the work of obtaining the necessary $100,000 will be com

menced. The part of the road first built will be from Hanover to Rock

land, and from thence to South Weymouth and Abington.

Rockport, Tex.—The town council has been petitioned by parties

for a franchise to construct an electric street railway.

Sacramento, Cal.—-The Sacramento trustees have inspected the

electric railroad in San Jose and found it working so perfectly that all

oposition to granting a franchise for an overhead system was ended.

Sacramento will soon have an electric road in operation. J. ll. Henry,

who owns the electric railway at San Jose, has purchased the Central

street railroad of Sacramento. conditionally, however, upon the-council

granting a franchise [or an overhead electric system. It is believed

there will be no trouble about securing the desired franchise.

San Antonio, Tex.—'l‘he South Heights Rapid Transit Street Rail

way Company, of San Antonio, will build an electric railroad two and a

half miles in length.

Santa Clara, Ca.l.—The Santa Clara supervisors have granted a

franchise for an electric road which will be begun within six months,

and must be completed in eighteen months.

Seattle, Wa.sh.—The West St eet & North End Electric Railway

Co has asked for a franchise into Ballard, running over Broadway, Bal

lard, and First Avenues and back to Railroad Avenue. As the company

names no time when it will build the line, it may find some difficulty in

I getting the franchise.

Shelby, N. C.—The Shelby l.and, Loan 8: Improvement Co., in

tends constructing an electrical railroad to Cleveland Springs

Shreveport, La..—The City Street Railway Co. have taken up the

old track on Texas Street and replaced it with new. This is only a part

of the improvement contemplated by the new company; rumor says it

will be equipped with the storage battery electric system soon.

Spokane Falls, Wa.sh.—The Spokane Falls 8: t\iontrose Steam

Motor Railroad Co. will lay more track, and possibly use electricity on

some portion next year.

Springfield, Mo.—The Springfield Electric Railway Company has

filed articles of incorporation with a capital of$1oo,0o0. The company

proposes to put in twelve miles of electric railway here within the next

three months. The Metropolitan is now putting in twenty miles

also.

51!. Louis, Mo.-The Finne Avenue section of the Lindell electric

line was opened August 5. T e Delavan Avenue branch out to Forest

Park was to be opened in September; but some delay with the engines

to be used iu generating additional electric power for the other branches

will likely prevent theiroperation until later in the fall.

A number of local capitalists are contemplating the construction of an

electric railway from St. Louis to Kirkwood, several miles into the

suburbs.

The bills authorizing the Northern Central Railroad Company, the

nion Railway Company and the Cass AvenueU and Fair Grounds

Railroad Company to change their motive power to electricity, have

been passed by the city fathers of St. Louis.

St. Paul, Minn.—Col. Barr. vice-president of the City company. is

reported to have said that excepting unexpected delay all the lines will

be electrically equipped by November 1.

Superior, Wis.—The electric street railway will be in operation by

October 15. The estimated cost is $300,000.

Terre Haute, Ind.-—"l‘hc Terre Haute Street Railway Co. have had

under c )l‘lSi(.l€t‘Z\[iOn for some time the question of adopting a substitute

for n-.ule.-4, and have finally decided to put in a plant and propel their

cars by electric power. They will also make some important exten

sions.

Toledo, O. -—lt is understood that the Toledo electric railway people

are secur ng the consent of the property owners along Summit Street for

an extension of their line over the tracksof the Consolidated from Orange

Street to Monroe. It is also understood that the Consolidated is willing

to have this extension made over their tracks upon payment of a reason

able rental.

Uniontown, Pa.—The Citizen's Electric Street Railway Company

has beenformed at Uniontown, for the purpose of estabishing and

maintaining electric street railway lines in that city.

Waco. Tex.—The Citizens’ Railway Company has purchased the

Waco Street Railway and is converting it into an electric railroad.

White Plains, N. Y.--The Board of Tru~tees has extended the

franchise for the Port Chester, White Plains and Tarrytown Electric

Railroad until September 15.
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Albuquerque, N. M.—Albuquerque is to have a circular clectric

railroad, which is to be built by Philadelphia parties,

Anacortes, Wa.sh.—The new electric motor line has finally been

named the Anacortes 8: Skagit Electric Railway company.

Aurora, Il1.——Ground was broken on the 27th ult. for Aurora's new

electric railway. and the company expects to have twelve miles of road

in operation by December 1. and twenty miles inside of two years. The

Sprague system will be used The west side of the city. made up

largely of retired farmers, is vigorously opposing the road while their

brethren on the east and largest side are circulating petitions for the

road on their respective streets.

Bay City, Mich.—The Bay City council has passed an ordinance

granting a franchise for an clcctric railway on the streets of that city to

the West Bay City Electric Railway Co.. of which Hon, 5. O l~'isher is

president This puts Fisher's company on the same basis as the Bay

City street railway company. President Clements of the latter com

pany says he will now put on electric power at once.

Brooklyn, N. ‘I.—The Brooklyn City Railroad Company has de

cided to build an electric railway on Second Avenue. The road must

be in operation December 1 to save the charter purchased from the

South Brooklyn Terminal Company.

Buffalo, N. Y.—The Park Electric System of the Buffalo Street

Railroad Company has been doing some remarkable work this summer.

Four cars are running on this branch, a distance of about one and three

quarter miles. The traffic on pleasant Sundays is extremely heavy, and

each car is required to draw two trailers for a large portion of the day.

Under these circumstances the following figures will be of interest :

On July 16, the road carried 17,000 passengers.

On July 20, “ “ " 8,000 ‘

On July 27. “ “ " 11,000 "

On Aug. 3, " “ “ 5,000 “

On Aug. 10, “ “ “ 9.000 "

On Aug. 17, “ " “ 3,000 “

On Aug, 25, " “ “ 10,000 “

On August 3 the day was cold and disagreeable; on August 17 the

weather was rainy, which accounts for the small number of passengers

carried.

This road is equipped upon the Edison System, and has been in

operation now for about fifteen months with remarkable results, the

repair bills having been merely nominal, although the service called

for has been excessive, particularly in the summer. The largest load

every carried was a little over twenty thousand, the occasion being a

large picnic, and the time being two days after the road commenced

operation in July, 1889. But three motor cars were in service on that

day, and this remains- the greatest record ever made by an equal num

ber of cars.

Butte City, Mont.—Trial trips are still being made on the new

electric road, and are very satisfactory to the management.

The trolleys for the cars have arrived. but only one car is here, and

regular trips over the new electric lines to South Butte, Meaderville and

the race course will probably not be made for several days.

The first trial trip was made by R M. Jones, contractor of the road,

N. C. Ray. superintendent of construction, G. F. Schmelgel, fo eman

of construction, and a Mr. Gabriel, under whose superintendence the

road is to be operated. The motor was run to Main and Granite streets,

and from there a run was made to the race course. Good time was

made and the propelling power worked to perfection.

The cars will be elegantly fitted up, and furnished and lighted with

incandescent lamps. The electric current which supplies them will be

transmitted from the trolly. The cars are built as “double headers,"

and are never turned around on return trips. All that is required is to

swing back the trolley, which requires only a few moments’ time.

The road l5 also said to have been well constructed and the new elec

tric roacl, after put in operation will doubtless prove a great success,

although many eastern cities have objected to them on account of fata

lities resulting from them. However, the electric roads in Salt Lake,

Denver, Omaha and St. Joseph have given entire satisfaction and only

a few people and horses have been killed.

Cairo, Ill.—The elcctric street railway will be completedlby the mid

dle of November.

Columbus. O.——Tracks for an electric street railway are being laid.

Concord, N. H.—The Concord Horse Railway Company has com

menced running cars by electricity, using the Thomson Huston single

trolley system. They commence with rt motor cars and will increase as

travel demands The installation has been made by Superintendent

Humphrey, under the supervision of Messrs Rounds and Kilgore. local

experts.

c°VlflQ't0n, Ky.—The South Covington and Cincinnati street rail

way had a successful trial trip on September 16th. Two branches of

the road are completed—the White Line and the Green Line. Eight

miles in all. running for the most part through residence streets. Three

other branches will be equipped as rapidly as possible, carrying the road

to Newport and Dayton. The power house is at the end of the line.

It is furnished with three 8o,coo Watts‘ generators, and two Annington

8; Sims 150 horsepower engines Twelve motor cars are in use. The

average car run is 18 hours. The equipment was put in by the Short

Electric Company of Cleveland, 0., and the road has started oil’ with

the congratulations of the citizens.

Cumberland, Md.—'l‘he Cumberland Electric Street Railway Com

pany has been granted the privile1e of laying its tracks through the

principal streets. It is to begin work within ninety days from date and

have three miles of track built within one year. The company has a

capital stock of $100.04 0.

Dallas, Tex.—The Dallas -Consolidated Railway Co. has secured

permission to construct an electrical railroad through the State fair

grounds. Royal A. Ferris, General Manager, can give information.

Davenport, Ia.—The Thomson-llousron Railway Department has

issued the contract for the I)avenport, Rock lsland 8: Moline Electric

Railroad. This contract amounts to over $300,000 and is one of the

largest that has been let in Chicago. The Central Electric Company,

of Chicago, have secured the order for supplies on this contract. This

is probably the largest electrical supply order ever placed in this city.

amounting to upwards of $40,000,

Denison, Tex.—'l‘he city council has granted acharter to \V. B.

Munson, Edward Perry and others to build an electrical street rail

road.

Des Moines, Ia.—-A survey has been made by the Electric Street

Railway Co. on West Thirty-first from North to Clark Streets. and

along Forest Avenue. The line is a continuation of the Walnut Street

railway. ‘

Detroit. Mich.—The council committee on streets and avenues

considered the ordinance drawn by the city attorney for the electric rail

way to be operated by the Conduit system. The syndicate is composed

of (iilbert Hart. Frank E Fisher, Frank E. Kirby and Dr. E. L.

Shurley. The route as laid down in the ordinance commences at the

corner of Lafayette avenue and Shelby street, then along Rowland,

Clifiord, llenry, Locust and Fourteenth, to Warren and back on Seventh,

Bagg Park, Washington and Lafayette to the place of beginning. A

year is granted for the construction of the road, which is required to file

a bond in $20000, and one month is allowed for the acceptance of the

ordinance by the company. Other sections provided that the cars shall

be run every ten minutes from 5:30 a. m. till midnight, and tickets good

for two hours, night and morning. shall be sold on the cars by the c0n~

ductor at the rate of eight for 25 cents. After some discussion the com

mittee agreed to report the ordinance favorably.

Dravosburg, Pa.—'I‘he Dravosburg, Mendelssohn and Elizabeth

Electric Street Railway Company is the latest Allegheny County street

railway corporation to apply for a charter at the'State capital. The

charter has been granted and the company will set about the building of

its line without delay. The line will be seven miles in length and will

connect the towns of Dravosburg, Mendelssohn and Elizabeth. Forty

five thousand dollars is the capital of the company. The men who furnish

it hail from McKeesport, and their’ names are James E. White, John

Haben. John K. Skelly, James L. Devenny and Joseph A. Skelly.

Dubuque, ltl..—A successful trial trip of a storage battery system of

electric street cars has been made in Dubuque, and the president of the

Dubuque Street Railway has closed contracts for fifteen cars. This is

claimed to be the first successful storage battery line in the \\'est.

East St. Louis, lll.—The East St, Louis & Bell\-'1lle Electric Rail

way Company has been chartered to build a standard gauge road be

tween the cities of its name. The power house will be in the middle of

the line, which runs along the turnpike, and will be quite inexpensive.

Two engines. of 175 horse-power each, will be employed, and the elec

tric. motors will be 40 and 60 horse power.

Fort Wayne, Ind.——The stock for a new electric railway company

has been subscribed.

Glens Falls, N. Y.-—Menti0n has heretofore been made of the appli

cation of the Glens Falls, Sandy Hill and Fort Edward Street Railroad

Company for permission to change its motive power from horse to elec

tricity. The village trustees of Glens Falls some weeks ago granted its

petition, as did also the authorities of Sandy Hill a few days ago. Re

cently the villagc fathers of Fort Edward held a meeting to discuss the

matter. Nearly all of the stock of the road will be transferred to a

syndicate, which is represented by]. A. Powers, of Lansingburgh. A

Mr. Beardsley, of Beardsley Brothers, Glens Falls, is looking the line

over, and will submit bids for reconstructing the road. It is thought

the electric road will be completed and in running order between the

three villages on or before December 1.

Gloucester, Ma.ss.—The Gloucester Street Railway Company re

cently ran its first electric car over its road from the city proper to

Annisquam. a distance of four miles. The trip was a trial one. and

proved satisfactory. ~

Hannibal, M0.—Elect1ic street cars are running at Hannibal. The

regular operation of the line is meeting with much success.

Houston. Tex.—Houston Tex., is to have an electric railway system

in operation before the close of the year.

Hurley, Wis.-— lIcrman_Nunnemacher and D. Atwood, of .\lilwau

kee, were granted a franchise to construct an electric street rail\va_v in
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_ where.

Hurley. One-\i'-\li _n1ile is to be in operation by November 1, next, and

two and one-half miles by November I, 1891.

Kansas, City, Mo.—The Detroit car (Rae system) that has been

in operation on the Vine street line in this city, says a Kansas City ex

change, for the past few weeks. has been pronounced a success by all

who have ridden on it, and the management of the road are entirely

pleased with the new device, though whether more will be ordered is

not known. as the property has recently changed hands.

The most noticeable and agreeable feature of the car is its freedom

from noise while in operation, and this characteristic is observed by

everybody who has given the matter the least attention. No more noise

is observable than in the running of an ordinary car, which contains no

machinery at all. The leatheroid and steel gearing seem to have ac

complished the ends that they were designed for. and the reduction of

the amount of gearing that is required to operate the car, as compared

with other systems has tended towards this desirable end as well as

many others, such as simplicity and chcapness.

Those who are interested in such matters have expressed considerable

satisfaction in the arrangement of the machinery under the car. The

single motor of 30 horse-power, with its armature shaft running length

wise of the car, geared into the countershaft, which, in its turn. com

municates the motion to the axles by means of level gearing at its ends,

presents features that Kansas City engineers believe to be valuable.

and to show progress in the right direction. The load being evenly

distributed on both axles. as it cannot be when two motors are used,

the danger of stripping the gearing is lessened, and the usual working

strains are equalized.

Motor men seem to be as well pleased with the car as the manage

ment is, and the reduction in the amount of motion of the controlling

apparatus on the platform has met with considerable favor.

Lansing, lVlich.—Thc electric street railway system at Lansing is

completed and is in operation with great success. This is the first street

railway installed on the Westinghouse system.

Lexington, Ky.—]uly 24 ground was broken for the electric railway

on Main Street, and it is expected to have cars running some time be

fore the fair.

Lincoln, Neb.—\\'ork is being rapidly pushed on the North Lincoln

electric railway. and September i is to see its completion.

It is expected that the electric cars will be running early in $eptcmber.

Little Rock, At'l£.—The City Council lately granted to the Capital

Street Railway Co. the right to put electric motors on their line, cover

ing fifteen miles in this city. The electric line will cost $300,000, and

will be putin at once.

Long Island City, N. Y.—The Long Island City & Newtown Elec

tric Railway, Mayor Patrick Gleason, owner and manager, will be

opened for travel about September I. The building of the road has

been delayed somewhat by legal obstacles. The road extends from the

Thirty-fourth Street Ferry. at Borden Avenue llunter's Point, to Mid

dle V llage. a distance of five miles, passing through Laurel Hill and

Niaspeth, and passing all the cemeteries in that neighborhood. The

overhead electric system will be used. the same as that used on the

Brooklyn & Jamaica road. '

Louisville, Ky.—The Edison General Electric Company has entered '

into a contract with the Louisville Railway Co. of Louisville, Ky., for a

large station equipment. including four No. 60 generators of 150,000

Watts (200 ll. P.) each. It will be remembered that this road is now

the property of the areat street railway syndicate which is operating

roads in Buffalo, Pittsburgh, Louisville, Newark, -Rochester and else

The poles for stringing the wires for the electric line on Fourth

Street are being placed in position, and by October electric cars will be

running on this thoroughfare.

Lyllens, Pa.—An1ong the charters granted at the State Department

at Harrisburg was one to the Williams Valley Electric Railroad, ten

miles in length, running from the Summit Branch Railroad station at

Lykens, thence along Wiconisco Creek to North Lykens, thence along

Pottsville road and through Williamstown, thence 10 Tower City,

Schuylikll County.

Maysville, Ky.-—The Edison (leneral Electric Company, through its

Louisville olfice, has closed a contract for an electric street railway sys

tem at Maysville, Ky., including five double mot-r cars. The road will

be four miles long, and will be completed in eighty days. The Sprague

system will be used.

The street railroad is to be converted into an electric line. by the Edison

General Electric Co., work to be done within two months.

Memphis, Tenn.—The Citizens‘ Street Railway Company has filed

a trust deed to the Union Trust Company of St. Louis, mortgaging all

of its property to that company for the sum of $2,5oo.ooo. The deed

states that it is the purpose of the street railroad company to issue bonds

to that amount, the money to be used in reconstructing the railroad as

an electric system, and increasing the eliiciency and business of said com

pany and for the retiring of certain outstanding bonds of the Citizens'

Street Railway and the Memphis City Railroad, prior to their consoli

datinn

The directors of the street railway company in Memphis, whose

system is being equipped electrically, promises to be ready for regular

service by February 1st next.

McKeesport, Pa.—The big street railway syndicate, which has been

formed to operate in this city, consists of three different lines, to be

known as the Walnut street line, the Evans avenue line and the Riverton

line, all operated by one head. the syndicate above mentioned. The

ofiicers of the company are W. C. Soles, President; Secretary and

Treasurer. _I. W. Patterson, of Pittsburg. The company is capitalized

at $120 000, and expects to begin work as soon as council grants it rights

of way. It is proposed to build ten miles of track and the equipment

will be electric. The company expects to go to Christy Park and Du

quesne. and if possible to Dravosburg. It wants rights of way over

streets covered by the McKeesport Passenger Railway Co., the Me

Keesport and Duquesne Railway Co., and the Dravosburg, Reynoldton

and McKeesp0rt Railway Co., and a clash between the rival companies

is expected that may develop a lively warfare.

The McKeesport Street Railway Company is only waiting for the

consent of the Common Council of McKeesp0rt to set poles, string

wires, and put electric motors on its lines. _

Minneapolis, Minn.—A large additional contract for station equip

ment has been made with the Edison General Electric Company by

Thomas Lowry. president of the St. Paul and Minneapolis Railway Sys

tems. It will be remembered that early in the year Mr. Lowry placed

with the Edison Company the largest single contract for railway appar

atus which has ever been given to a railway company, calling for over

7,000 horse power of electrical apparatus. The contract just closed pro

vides for fifteen No. 60 Edison dynamos of 150,000 Watts (200 H. P.)

each, and twenty cars for use between St. Paul and Minneapolis, the

latter being required to make a speed of twenty-five miles per hour.

Nashville, Tenn.—A M. Young, of \\'aterbury, Conn., has secured

exclusive franchise for an electric street-car line in Johnson City. Tenn.,

and binds himself to begin work within thirty days, and to complete two -

miles of road within twelve months. Work has begun on the power

house and contracts for poles ties, etc., are offered under a verbal guar

antee that two miles of the line will be in operation within four months.

Newburyport, Mass.-—'l‘he poles are being set for the new electric

railway

New Orleans, La.—The Carrollton Railroad Company has arranged

with the Edison Electric Company foran experimental electrical line to

run to Carrollton.

New Philadelphia, O.—The electric road between New Philadel

phia and Canal Dover is completed, and is doing a thriving business.

Oakland, Cal.-—The Oakland and Berkeley Rapid Transit Company

has given a contract for its power house to J. S. Ecker. The building

will be located on the Alden tract, at (jrove street and Temescal Creek.

It will be built of brick with a corrugated iron roof, and will be 75xI3o

feet. It is to be completed by November I. H. P. Gregory & Co.

have been given the contract for the power machinery. The Edison

Company furnishes all the electrical machinery.

The track laying has been suspended for some time, but it will now

be resumed, and it is proposed to be completed by October 1.

Two hundred steel poles have been received by the company. They

are each hollow, and will be set along the route of that line in Oakland.

Outside the city the poles will be of wood. The cars are to be built in

Stockton.

Ogden, Mont.—-The Ogden Street Railway company announces

that it has ordered ten electric street cars and will in three months dis

card the stubborn mule and run by electricity.

Peru, Ill.—The electric street railway at Peru, Ill., is now fully

equipped with the Sprague system.

Portland, Ore.—The Willamette Bridge Railway Co., operating

twenty miles of road on the east side of the _Willamette, has recently

purchased the Transcontinental Street Railway Companys property

consisting of seventeen miles of road in the city of Portland. A new

company will be incorporated with a capital stock of one million Mr.

\\'. H. llolcomb, vice-president of the Union Pacific Railroad, is an in

terested party. The object of the new company is to electrify. At

present they have six Sprague and eight Thompson-Houston equip

ments. If. C. Campbell, president, and C. F. Surgert, secretary and

treasurer, both of Portland, have the management of the company. 1\lr.

Campbell has just returned from the East, where he has made arrange

ments for equipment. This new company will give Portland a system

of railroads nowhere else equaled in the Northwest.

Providence, R. l.—-A company of Providence and out-of town capi

talists have been formed to construct a trolley road from Prov.dence to

Pawtucket, and on the east side from Providence to Barrington Warren

and Bristol. The new company intends to run the double trolley system

and in connection with a regular train of cars at Pawtucket, a ferry is

proposed that will carry passengers and trains The road will be in

competition with the Stonington railroad on the west side, and the Old

Colony on the cast.

Pueblo, Col.—.\n electric line is in operation between Bessemer. Lake

Minnequa and Pueblo.

Salem, Mass.—The Willows branch of the Naumkeag Street

Railway was formally opened Aug. 21, under the electric system,
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and two car loads of railroad men and prominent citizens .ode over the

route, going to the stables and workshops on Webb street, where the

details of the work which is being done in fitting the road for the

Sprague System was explained. The entire cost of fitting up the road

for electricity will be nearly $500,000. the new othcials, l‘resident Orne

and General Manager Hickey, believing in having a first-class road and

giving the public every accommodation possible

After inspecting the work the trip was continued to the Willows,

where a collation was served. The aflair was entirely informal, and

there were no formal speeches. but remarks complimentary to the road

and its management were made by Charles Odell, the former president

of the road, Alderman Dudley, and others.

Savannah, Ga.—The city council has granted to all the street rail

road companies in Savannah the right to operate their lines by electricity.

St. John, N. B.——The Edison Company is doing a large amount of

foreign business, one of its recent contracts being for the equipment of

the St John City Railway Co. of St. John, New Brunswick, which is

one of the strongest roads in the Dominion. The contract was closed

through Mr. John I". Zebley of New York, the president of the road,

and the Edison system was determined upon by Mr. Zebley after a

most thorough and careful examination of the different railway systems

in this country.

St. Paul, Minn.—The electric lines between St. Paul and Minne

apolis will not be put in operation before November I, although the

tracks have been finished for some time.

Syracuse, N. Y.--The Peo le's Railway Company of Syracuse, r\'.

Y., has decided to adopt electricity as a motive power at an early day.

Terre Haute, lnd.—The Street Railway Company begun laying

their new tracks and to put in the poles for the new street railway system

on South Third Street. The poles are twenty-five feet long and are

being put in on both sides of the street, and from them wires will be

stretched across the street.

Toledo, Ohio.-—A fter a good deal of hesitation an electric road has

been established in Toledo. The line covers 16} miles of streets, and

the entire system will be in full operation by October ist.

Uniontown, P8.—:\ company was incorporated at Harrisburg to

build an electric railway at Uniontown. Its members are D.‘ Boyd,

Sheriff George A. McCormick, Judge Nathaniel Ewing, John K. Ewing,

Jr., and J. M. Freeman.

Utica, N. Y. —The Utica & Mohawk Railway Company. which re

cently contracted with the Edison Company for five cars and station

equipment, has now been in operation for about three months, with most

satisfactory results Its picnic business has been very large, the road on

some occasions carrying ten thousano passengers per day. The wisdom

of l'resident Mann's new departure has been thoroughly demonstrated.

It is worthy of note that under Mr. Mann's management this road has

become one of the best equipped and best paying properties in the

state, and this example shows the value which can frequently be found

in a run down, disreputable horse car line.

Vancouver B. C.—There is a boom in electric tramways Victoria

had the honor of having the first electric railway in actual operation, al

though Vancouver's railway was projected for about a year and a half

before its final consummation, but owing to a change from horse to elec

tric power after the track had been laid and arrangements made for the

former, and the subsequent consolidation of the electric lighting com

pany and the tramway company, there was considerable delay. The

National Electric Tramway Co., Victoria, is projected from Victoria to

Esquiniault and another to Saanich. An electric street railway is talked

of in Nanaimo, and likely to become a fact. In addition to the electric

railway, three miles in length in Vancouver, two more have been decid

ed upon ~one to Westminster, by the Westminster 8: Vancouver Tram

way Co., which wil join those two cities by the shortest route. The

cont act for the equipment has been given to the Thomson-lloiiston Co.

The Westminster end of the tramway will supply that city with street

car accommodation. Another important line of electric tramway has

been decided upon, and that is the one connrcting Lulu Island with

Vancouver. This will bring the latter city into touch with the whole

lower Fraser valley, and will cross the north arm of the Fraser On the

two swing bridges already constructed and connect by ferry Vancouver

with l.adner's Landing, the most important point in the Delta country.

The Vancouver Elect'ic Tramway Co. will extend its line between three

and five miles during the coming season, encircling a very large tract of

property in so doing. No part of Canada is showing so much activity in

this line as British Columbia.

Washington, D. C.—The North American Construction Company,

of Pittsburgh, have commenced the construction of the electrical portion

of the Glen Echo Railroad Westinghouse apparatus will be used en

tirely. The power station will have two Babcock & Wilcox boilers, too

horse-power each, with mechanical stokers two Westinghouse compound

engines. loo horse-power each, and two \\'estinghouse dynamos, So

horse-power each. Six Brill cars, with two 15 horsepower motors each,

will be operated by the single trolley system, 500 volt current. The

road will be in operation about the first of November. It is three miles

_ 000 in equipping the Cream City

long and extends lrom the Northern terminus of the Washington and

Tennallytown road to the Potomac river. The'Glen Echo Railroad

Company is or anized in Maryland, with a capital of $100,000 in $50

shares. lts 0 cers are: Edwin Baltzley, president; F. \V. Pratt, vice

president; C Pratt, treasurer, and Edward Baltzley, secretary. The

otiice of the company is in the Sun building, Washington, D. C.

West Chester, Pa.—The electric street railway at W'est Chester

and Norristown, Pa., will be completed during the fall. The borough

council of West Chester met August 30 to arrange for the new electric

railway. It will be extended to Lenape on the Wilmington and North

ern Railroad. to carry passengers to the railway station and carry ex

press freight from the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad.

EQUIPMENT AND EATENSION OF EXISTING LINES.

Bangor, Me.—The electric street railway system is being extended

over transverse lines at Bangor.

Binghamton, N. ‘I.—The electric railroad is now being extended

through Washington and Lewis Streets, to terminate at Fayette Street.

Chattanooga, Tenn.—\\"oodbridge & Turner have just commenced

an extension of the electric railway at Chatanooga, on East Ninth

street. This new construction will extend one and a quarter miles.

Cleveland, O.—The East Cleveland Street Railway Co. proposes an

extension of its electrical system of street railways, It is to extend the

Quincy Street line direct to the Garfield memorial.

Galveston, Tex.—The Galveston City Railway Co. are rebuilding

and re-equipping their lines for electricity, and putting in forty pound

steel rails. They expect to have half the linein operation by January 1.

Halifax, N. 5.—-The street railway in Halifax is to be electrically

equipped.

Lynn, Mass -—The Lynn and Boston Railroad has been granted

permission to equip its lines for electric cars on Empire, Timson, Essex.

Chatham streets, and lreson avenue, in East l.ynn, and Summer, Cot

tage and Boston streets. in West Lynn, to the Saugus line.

The company has made arrangements for a temporary electrical plant

to give it additional power for operating the lines it is now equipping.

Two generators have been placed in the engine room of the Central

Power Company. This will give 125 horse-power additional. By three

weeks more four cars will be wired ready to run from Houghton Square

to Wyoma. By next fallthe company expects to have its whole Lynn

system running by electricity. President Breed estimates that it costs

$1.25 per hour to run electric cars, while with horses the expense is $|. "

The electrics will run eight miles per hour and horses six. This, he

thinks, equalizes the expense. Plans were maturing for running the

electric lines over the Salem turnpike to Boston. using the power of the

VVest End Company in Chelsea and Boston Twenty new cars will be

immediately added to the rolling stock. The road now has 300 cars.

Last month's receipts were $70,000.

Milwaukee, Wis.—The Villard syndicate will expend about $r,5oo,

and Milwaukee City lines with the

the overhead system. Mr. Payne states that the roads will be entirely

rebuilt. New rails will be laid and the roadbed rebuilt at a cost of

$450,000. (ln the main line a 70 pound girder steel rail will "be put

down and on the branch lines a 60-pound rail. The electric equipment,

consisting of power, motors. new cars, poles and wires, will cost from

$1, ioo,ooo to $1,200,000. The Sprague system will be used. Trussed

poles have been adopted The Milwaukee City lines on West Water

street, and the Cream City lines on Huron, Martin and East \\'ater

streets will be converted into a belt line. All the street railway lines

will strike the belt line at some point, so that passengers will be able to go

to any part of the city without the least inconvenience.

Seattle, Wash.—'Thc plans for completing the belt electric railway

through Ballard are now well toward completion. The West Shore and

North End Electric Railway will be completed to Ballard within thirty

days. It is then proposed to begin work at once on an extension to

ward Fremont, while the Seattle Electric Railway will build from Fre

mont toward Ballard to meet it, and a junction will probably be formed

about half way between. 'I he two roads will join forces in erecting

car shops near the jtinction.

The Walla Walla Street Car Company is making arrangements for

the extension of the line through another residence portion of the city.

It has a plan in project to discard horses for electric motors. The

company has also a project to construct a motor line to Milton. One of

the directors has gone East to obtain the necessary additional capital.

The projected motor line will run through a fine fruit and vegetable

section. a distance of twelve miles.

An electric motor line will probably be built from Seattle to Ed

munds, a distance of fourteen miles.

St. John, N B.—The street railway at St. John is being equipped

with the overhead system of electric propulsion.

West Bay City, Wis.—The electric Street Railway Company of

West Bay City intends to extend its line on Midla'nd street at once.
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NEW CORPORATIONS.

Albany, N. Y.—A company has been formed in Albany. N. Y.. to

build an electric street railway for Matteawan and Fishktll Landing.

Mr. John l. Smith has been elected president of the company.

Chicago, Ill.—The Chicago and Jefierson Urban Transit Company

has been incorporated to operate electric street railways in Chicago and

its suburbs. The capital stock is fixed at $1,000,000, and the incor

porators are John Johnson, Jr; Henry Vannatta, Frank H. Dickey,

Frank H. Baker, Thos. P. Keefe, Charles B. Hosmer, and Edward I).

Hosmer. Mr. llosmer said the company would start work within a

few weeks. It is proposed to run a line of cars through the towns of

Almira, Hermosa, Cragin and Galewood. beginning at North and Ar

lington avenues, Chicago; also a line on Grand avenue, running north

west to the end of the old city limits.

The e has been incorporated the United States Electric Car C0. to

manufacture electric cars and motors and operate same; capital stock.

$3,oo,0oo: incorporators, M. S. Debolt, J. H. Donnelly. John A. Qualoy.

San Diego Street Railway Company, offices at Chicago; to construct

and operate an electric street railway; capital stock. $250,000; incorpor

ators, Edw. 0. Russell, Frank H. Russell and Locke Pennfitt.

Chicago and Jefferson Urban Transit Company, Chicago; to build

and operate lines of street railway in the City of Chicago and neighbor

ing towns, to be run by electricity or other motive power ; capital stock,

$1 o0o,0co; incorporators, John Johnson, J11; Henry Vannctta, Frank

H. I)ickey, Frank E. Baker, Thomas P. Keefe, Charles B. Hosmer and

Edward U. Hosmer.

Elizabeth, Pa.—-Dravosburg, Mendelssohn and Elizabeth Electric

Street Railway Company; capital, $45,000. The direc-ors are James

E. White John llaben, John'l(. Skelly, James L. Devenny and Joseph

A Skelly, all of McKeesport.

Galveston, Tex.——The Rapid Transit C0. has been organized with

Scabrook W. Snyder, President: E. H. Porter, Secretary and T.Gary, Treasurer. The company is organized to construct an electric

rai.road.

Leavenworth, Kan.—The Citizens’ Electric Railway Co has been

organized here with a capital stock of $300,000. Acharter has been

asked and the incorporators are J. W. Foglcr, W. N. Todd. W. H.

Nickels. Otto \\'ulfekuhler, W. D Kelley, L. Hawn and E. A Kelly.

They propose to lay twenty miles of track. The Sprague motor is to be

used.

Lebanon, Pa. -The Lebanon and Annville Electric Street Railway

Company, of Lebanon, Pa., was organized Sentember 3, 1890. to build

eight miles of track. Capital, $50,000. E. H. Brooks is interested.

Lykens, Pa.—\Villiams Valley Electric Railroad, ten miles in length.

running from the Summit Branch Railroad station, in Lykens, to Tower

City, Schuykill County; capital, $125,000.

Macon, Ga.—The Home Electric Railway Company was chartered

during the past month by the Secretary of State. The incorporators are:

J. F. lleard, Jr., David]. Baer, VV. E.Jenkins, VV. A. Doody. W. A.

l.ofton, A. C. Knapp, Peter Harris and Michael Dody. The line is

to be about four miles long, running from Macon to some point on the

Houston County line, at or near Maxwell's Bridge, over the Ichiconnee

Creek. The capital stock is $25,000, with the privilege of increasing it

to $100,000

Newark, N. J.—-The Automatic Railway (late and Signal Company

was incorporated at the Essex County Clerk's Office, with a capital

stock of $1,000,000. The charter is a comprehensive one, embracing

among other things the formation of railway, canal and steamship com

panies or corporations for producing and furnishing electricity, heat or

power ; the manufacture of electric or railway machinery or appliances;

and the transportation of passengers by land and water. The incorpo

ators are H. S. Montgomery, of Elizabethport, and W. L. Van Devcnter

and t'harles A Crestadon, of Elizabeth.

Portland, Me.—Tlie Van l)epoele lnternational Company, with a

capital of $100,000, has been incorporated at Portland, Me, for the

purpose of manufacturing reciprocating engines and motors. Mr.

George W. Davenport, Boston, is president, and Mr. l)emaso_ Mazend,

Boston, treasurer.

San Francisco, Cal.--Pacific Wenstrom Electric Railway Company;

directors. C. T. Ryland. Jr.; H. T. Scott, John '1'. Scott, D. I. Mahoney,

Dwight E Ryland ; capital stock, $20,000.

Troy, O.—There was lately incorporated the Troy Electric Street

Railway Company ; capital stock, $20,000.

 

MOTOR NOTES.

A 30 horse-power motor of the C. & C. type has been placed in

the works of the Vermont School Seat Com any at Rutland to

operate its machinery. lt runs at a speed 0 950 revolutions per

minute.

The Edison General Electric Company has purchased the en

tire atent rights of the Diehl motor from Messrs. Diehl & Co.,

of E izabeth, N. J., and will at once begin the sale of these motors

for the purposes to which they are adapted.

The Consolidated Electric Motor Company, 95 Milk street, Bos

ton, will shortly place on the market high and low speed motors

of a new type, which, it is claimed, will create a genuine surprise

throughout the electric field.

The motor is rapidly making its way in the place where other

means of transmitting power have- been used. Among its latest

applications is that to drive kneading or bread-mixing ma

c inery.

Fans driven by electric motors are to be put up in parlor cars

of the Chicago and Alton, according to report.

A 10 horseipower electric motor operates a large gang saw and

a pump in a ubuque, Ia., stone yard.

The New England Electric C0mp§118', local agents for the

Sprague Electric Railway and Motor ompany, is installing a

large number of motors in and about Boston. One of 36 horse

power is being installed to 0 erate a ve ' large new Hoe press in

the Boston Globe’ oflice. T e press will be belted direct to the

motor and controlled by a switch of a special type, which will

enable the starting of the motor and press simultaneously. The

company has also sold within the past few days three motors of

5h0rse-power capacity each, two motors of 3 horse-power, and

one motor of 10 horse-power, besides quite a number of smaller

ones.

The C. & C. Electric Motor Company has. up to date, equipped

22 church organs with electric motors, and all are working satis

factorily. The last one was put into the First Presbyterian

Church of Brooklyn, N. Y., where it took the place of a man and

a gas engine, and is doing much better work on the bellows than

the old combination.

POWER APPLICATIONS.

A Chicago journal says :—Ve quietly a young Chicago elec

trician is working out an idea of is own for the perfection of an

electric steamboat propeller. The inventor proposes to drive a

boat of any size and make by a storage batte of his own design,

to be charged from a battery also invented y him, with an es

pecial object in view of its economy in the matter of fuel. His

design is all but accomplished, and electricians who have seen the

working model say that the boy has his fortune and fame in that

little ship. He is L. L. Summers, hardly out of his teens and by

all odds the youngest professional electrician in the country.

Young Summers began his business career under his father, Pro

fessor C. H. Summers, electrical engineer of the Western Union

Telegraph Company.

In an interesting article on the work of the census department

at \Vashingt0n, Amos . Cummings refers to an electric countin

machine used by the c erks to verif their work. It is estimate

that the use of these machines will save the government over

$500,000. Each machine is worked by a young man. Upon the

table to his left there is a pile of punched cards. In his front you

see a commutator or circuit closer, bristling with pins. It has a

pin for every hole that might be punched in the card. A late

perforated with holes to correspond with the pins is beneat the

commutator. There is a hole for every pin. A lass case contain

ing a large number of indicators stands back 0 the plate. Each

indicator has a dial and hands like a clock. The operator places

a punched card, resembling the diagram above, over the per

forated plate, and pulls the commutator down upon it by pressing

a pedal. All the pins are brought in contact with the card. \\'here

there are no holes they will stop at the card and go no further.

Where there are holes the pins pass through to an electrical con

tact below. Each pin passin throu h a hole closes an electrical

circuit. This circuit controls t e han s of the dial on the indicator.

The unit hand moves a point to the music of an electric bell, and

all the information conve 'ed by the holes is distributed and aggre

gated at a touch of the nger. As the cards are run through the

machines they are thrown into an electric sorter which distributes

them according to their peculiarities. Just now these machines

are employed in tabulating special claims.

An electric boat, designed by D. B. Stevens, of Toronto, crossed

to the island in Toronto Bay one day recently. The trip was made

in sixteen minutes. This is the first attempt that has been made

in Toronto to utilize electricity as a motive power on the water.

The electrical exhibit at the “ Corn Palace " is going to be one

of the leading features this year. Many attractions have already

been securet . Electricity will be furnished exhibitors from

batteries, or 100 or 500 constant potential lines. 50 volt alternating

or 10 ampere constant current. The finest location on the ground

floor has been assigned for the electric display. Full information

can be obtained from Sioux City Electric Supply Co., Sioux

City, la.

Over 40,000 passengers", at a penny and two enn ' fares, have -

been carried in the electrical launches at the din urgli Exhibi

tion.
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ELECTRIC STREET RAILWAYS OF AMERICA

In Operation and in Course of Construction.

Corrected to Oct. 1st.

[Those MARKED witH A * ARE BEING ConstructED.]
 

Commenced

Location. Operating Company. Operation

Electrically.

- - -

Adrian, Mich . . . . . Adrian City BeltLine Electric Ry ColSept., 1889.

Akron, Ohio ....... Akron Electric Ry. Co........ . . . ... Oct. 13, '88.

Albany, N.Y....... Watervliet Turnpikeand Railway ColSept. 25, 89

- " . . . . . . Albany Railway Co ... . . . . . . . . . . . Jan. 1, 1890...

Alleghany, Pa...... Observatory Hill Pass. Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -

Alliance, Öhio.... Alliance St. Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . Mar. 6, ’88.

Americus, Ga . . . . Americus Street Railway Co . . . . . . Jan. 2, 1890

Ansonia, Conn .... Derby St. Ry. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Appleton, Wis..... Ap. Electric St. Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . Aug. 16, '86

Asbury Park, N.J. Seashore Electric Ry. Co . . . . . --- Sept. 9, '87

Asheville, N.C.. Asheville Electric Railway......... - - - - - - - - - - - -

Atlanta, Qa - -- - - - - Atlanta and Edgewood St. Ry. Co.. Aug. 23, '89...
- -

Atlantic City, N.J.

Attleboro, Mass. ..

Auburn, N. -

Augusta, Me... ...

Augusta, Ga. . . . .

Baltimore, Md. ---

Bangor, Me........

Bay City, Mich.

Bay Ridge, Md

Beverly, Mass ...,

Binghamton, N. Y.

Birmingham, Conn.

Bloomington, Ill...

Boston, tass- - - - - - -

Brockton, Mass.

Brooklyn, N. Y...

- -

- - -

Buffalo, N. Y. . . .

Butte City, Mont ..

Camden, N.

Canton, Ohio. .....

Chattanooga, Tenn.

Chester, Pa. . . .

Chicago, Ill.... ...
-

- - - - - -

Cincinnati, Ohio ...
- -

...|Auburn Electric Railway Co. . . . .

- Augusta St. Ky., . . . . . . .

- Coney Island and Brooklyn R.

. Union Railway

Fulton County Street Railway Co...

Atlantic City Electric Railway . . . . .

A. No. A. & Wrentham St Ry Co.,
*

Augusta, Hallowell & Gardner Ry.Co

North Ave. Elec. Ry. . . . . *

Bangor St. Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

- - ##. R. R. Co . . . . ...

Bay Ridge Electric Railroad . . . . . . .

- Beverly and Danvers Street Ry. Co.

Washington St., Asylum & Park R. R.

Ansonia, Birmingham, Derby Ry. . . .

Bloomington City Electric Co. . . . . .

West End St. Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . .

West End Street Ry, Co *

East SideSt. Ry. Co

Brooklyn & Jamaica St. Ry. .

- - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - -

R. Co

Coney Island and Brooklyn Railway.*

Buffalo Street Railway Co

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Cicero and Proviso St. Ry. . . . . . . .

. . Calumet Electric Ry. Co. . . . . . . . .

Inclined Plane Railroad Co . . . .

- Mt. Adams, Eden Park Inc'd Ry. Co.

- “. ....|Mt. Adams, Eden Park Inc'd Ry. Co.

- “. . . . . Cincinnati Street Railway Co. . . . .

- - Colerain Railway Co..... - - - - - - -

- - The Lehigh Ave. Railway Co.....
cleveland, Ohio .. East Cleveland Street Railroad Co..

, Brooklyn St. Ry. Co........ . . . . . .

- - - Broadway and Newburg R. R. . . . . . .

- - Collamer's Line, East Cleveland, O.

Colo. Springs, Col.

Columbus, Ohio. . .

- -

Council Bluffs, Ia.

Covington, Ky., ..

Dallas, Texas . . . . .

Danville, Va.

Davenport, Iowa. ..

- - - - - -

- " ...|Electric Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . . . .* . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Dayton, Ohio. . . . . . White Line St. R. R. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

- “. . . Dayton and Soldier's Home Ry. Co..... . . . . . . .

Decatur, Ill . . . . . . Decatur Electric St. Ry. Co. . . . . . . Sept., 1889....

- " . . . . . . . Citizens' Electric Street Railway Aug. 27, 1889.

Denver, Col. ". . . . . . . University Park Ry. and Electric Co . . . . . . . . . .

- " . . . . . . . Denver Tramway Co " -

- " . . . . . . . . South Denver Cable Co . . . . . . . . . Dec. 25, 1889.

- - . . . . Colfax Ave. Electric Ry. . . . . . . . . . .|- - - - -

- " . . . . . . . . Capitol Hill Line . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . * . . . . . . . . .

* “ . . . . . west End Electric. . . . "------------.

- - . . . . Denver & Berkeley Park Rapid Tr." . . - - - -

Des Moines, Iowa. Des Moines Electric Ry. Co . . . . . . . . . . -

Detroit, Mich . . . . . . |Detroit Electric Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . Oct. 1, '86. .

- " . . . . . |Highland Park Ry. Co. . . . - - - - Oct. 24, 't

- - D, Rouge River & Dearborn St. Ry. . . .

: # - - - - - - |East D. and Grosse Pointe St. Ry. Co. May 29, '88.

Dubuque, Iowa. . . . .
- -

- -

Duluth, Minn.

Fort Gratiot,Mich

Fort Wo
- orth, Texas.

- - -

- - -

- - -

Gloucester, Mass...'Gloucester st. Ry C. " a

Grand Rapids, Michkeed's LakeE. s: Ry. Co. A 90 - - - - -

... Pennsylvania Motor Co. . . .
... Eau Claire Street Railroad

Citizens St. Ry. Co.

El Paso Rapid Transit Company.

Columbus Consolidated St. Ry. Co...

Columbus Elec. Ry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Glenwood & Green Lawn Ry. . . . . . *

Omaha, Council Bluffs. Ry. & Bridge

S. Covington, Cincinnati St. Ry. Co.

Dallas Rapid Transit Co. . . . . . . . . . .

North Dallas Circuit Ry. Co. . . . . . .*

Danville St. C. Co . . . . . . . . . . . - - -

Davenport Central Street Ry. Co...

. Davenport Electric St. Ry. . . . . . . . . .

Detroit City Railway, Mack St Line.*

|Key City Electric Railway Co. ...
Electric Light and Power Co. . . . . . . .

|Dubuque St. Ry. Co.. . . . . . . . . . .

|Duluth Street Railway Co.... .... *

Co. W. P.

Elgin Electric Ry. - - - - - - - - - -

....W. P.

City Passenger Railway Co . . . . . . . .

Erie Electric Motor Co

Gratiot Electric Railway Co . . . . . . .

|Fort Worth City Railway Co . . . . *

|Fort Worth Land and St. Ry. Co..."

Chamberlain Investment Company

North Side Railway Co.

F. Worth & Allington Heights Ry -

Butte City Elec. R v . . . . . . . . . . * . . . . . . . . . . . .

Camden Horse R. R. Co ......... May 15, go...

Canton Street Ry. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dec. 15, 88...

Chat. Elec. St. Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . . ."…
*

- June so 1896.

|- - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - * . . . . . . .

- - - - - - - - - - - - -

April 1, '89 ..

Mar. 30, 90...

- - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - -

Oct. 31, '80.

April 3, 88.

J."

No. #'s.
April 10, 90.
- - - - - - - - - - - - -

April 22, 80.

March 22, '90.

Aug 6, 89.

- - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - -

Aug., 1887

- - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - -

-

sept. 16, '90.

Sept. 1, '88

- - - - - - - - - - - -

Jan. 26, 1890.

Jan. 12, 88.

- - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Length

in Miles

5

2

IO

127

13o

4.5

Io

16

- - - - - - - -

2

:

l

||
- - - - - - -

Motor

Cars.

4

25

16

32

2|

2:

|

2

I:2
I:III

3

iI

:

:II

2I

2

No. of

System.

Rae.

Edison.

•Th.-H.

Thi-H.
Edison.

Th.-H.

Th.-H.

Th.-H.

Van Dep.

U. E1. Tr.

Edison.

Th.-H.

Th-H.

Edison.

Th.-H.

Th.-H.

Th.-H.

Edison.

Edison.

Th.-H.

Edison.

| Edison.

Th.-H.

Th.-H.

Th.-H.

Short.

Edison.

Th.-H.

Edison.

Edison.

Edison.

Short.

Short.

Edison.

T. H. & E.

Short.

Edison,

Th.-H

Th -H,

Edison.

|Edison
| Edison.

Van Depw

Edison.

Rae.

Th.-H.

Edison.

Th.-H.

Edison.

Edison.

Edison.

Edison.

Edison.

T. H. & E.

Van Dep.

Rae.

Edison.

Rae.

Rae.

Edison.

Edison.

A c. Co.St.

...th.-H.

U. E1. Tr.

Edison.

Edison.

Rae.

Edison.

Edison.

Van Dep.

Rae.

Rae.

Edison.

Th -H.

Edison.

Th-H.

|U. El. Tr.

Officers of Company. -

|P-Pres. Sec.-Secretary. M-Manager. Sup.-Superintendent.

|J. H. Blain, P., W. W. Rhodes, Sec.

... F. Se:berling, P., F. A. Seiberling, Sec., T. E. Metlin, Sup.
W. B. Van Rensselaer, P., C. Tremper, Sec, S. Cowdry. Sup.

T. B. Feeder, P., W. Jones, Sec., R. R. Rees, Sup.

-

Edison.

Th.-H.

U. El. Tr.

Th.-H.

Th.-H.

Edison.

Edison.

Th.-H.

Edison.

Edison.

Edison.

U. E1. Tr.

Edison.

Edison.

Edison.

Edison.

Rae.

Edison.

Ac Co.St.

U. E1. Tr.

W. T. Penniman, P., B. M. Jones, Sec., T. W. Patton, Sup.

Joel Hurt, P., L. H. Bloodworth, Jr., Sec., S. T. Walker, Sup.

W. Coffin, P., A. A. Glasier, Sec., Geo. A. Murch, M. and Sup.

D. B. Gould, P., A. H. Underwood, Sec.

J. M. Hagers, P., H. G. Staples, Sec., E. K. Day, Sup,

|H. W. Crowl, P. Dr. F. Slingluff, Sec., L. N. Frederick, Sup.

F. M. Laughton, P., M. H. Wordwell, Sec., E. Chestown, Sup,

. B. Landfield, P., G. O. Root, Sec., G. T. Rogers, M.

. H. Wood, P., G. O. Schneller, Sec., B. W. Porter, Sup.

J. J. Patterson, P., W. H. Patterson, Sec. and M., E. Le Barnes, Sup.

| H. M. Whitney, P., F. H. Monks, M., F. C. Pearson, Sup.

A. C. Thomson, P., O. F. Leach, Sec., M. E. Peterson, Sup,

S. Spencer, P., – Townsend, Sec., W. W. Scott, Sup.

W. S. Scull, P., M. W. Hall, Sec., S. J. Fenner, M. and Sup.

A. L. Conger, P., F. A. Wilcox, Sec., W. E. Slabaugh, M.

S. A. Dyer, P., A. A. Roop, Sec., J. McFayden, M.

H. H. Littell, P., M. and Sup., J. M. Doherty, Sec.

J. Kilgour, P. and M., J. A. Collins, Sec., John Harris, Sec.

A. Everett, P., H. A. Everett, Sec., R. Blee, M., E. Duty, Sup.

T. L. Johnson, P., H. J. Davis, Sec., A. L. Johnson, Sup,

H. E. Andrews, P., E. Fowler, Sec., J. J. Stanley, Sup.

A. D. Rodgers, P., R. R. Reckley, Sec.,#
F. Stewart, P., G. F. Wright, Sec, C, H. Reynolds, Sup,

... F. Abbott, P., G. M. Abbott, Sec.

B. S. Wathen. P., J. Summerfield, Sec, G, J Boyle, Sup.

J. E. Schneider, P. R. H. Ferris, M. W. Hughes. Sup

Wilcox, Sup.

D. B. Corwin, P., J. C. Pierce, Sec., T. E. Howell, Supt.

F. E. Snow, P., A. E. Heurtley, Sec., G. J. Parke, M. and Sup

D.S. Shellabarger, P., W. L. Shellabarger, Sec, W. L. Ferguson, M. & Sup.

M. A. Smith, P., S. G. Collins. Sec. and M., A. G. Hood, Sup,

R. Curtis, P., W. G. Evans, Sec., C. K. Durben, Sup.

M. A. Smith, P., E. P. Wright, Sec., F. H. Whiting, Sup.

F. E. Snow, P. F. Woodruff, Sec., H Lewis, Sup,

W. H. Wells, P., H. Baker, Sec., F. H. Allen, up.

S. Hill, P., A. S. Chase, Sec and M., F. S. Wardwell, Sup.

J. M. Young, P., D. W. Nevin, Sec., W. S. Blauvelt, Sup,

O. N. Lambert, P., E. P. Willard, Sec., W. Hirn'serger, Sup.

J. S. Casement, P., J. L. Sternberg, Sec., J. F. Pfetch, M.

W. P. Quigg, P. and Sup., J. F. Groene, Sec.

H. Louther, P., D. S. Presson, Sec., W. S. Shangman, Sup,
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ELECTRIC STREET RAILWAYs of AMERICA.—continued.

Operating Company. Officers of Company.

Harrisburg, Pa.....

Hartford, Conn

Huntington, W.

Indianapolis, Ind. -

Ithaca, N.Y........

ohnstown, Pa.....

oliet, Ill..
- -

Kansas City, Mo.
- - -

-

Kearney, Neb. . . .

Keokuk, Iowa......
- -

- - - -

Knoxville, Tenn...

Lancaster, Pa .....

Lansing, Mich.....

Lafayette, Ind.

o, Tex....

, Ohio - - - - -

Long Island City...

Los Angeles, Cal.--

Lowell, Mass

Louisville, Ky

Lynn, Mass - -

Marlborough, Mass
Meriden, Conn.....

Milwaukee, wis.

Minneapolis Minn. -

Moline, Ill ... . . .

Montgomery, Ala-..

Muskegon, Mich....
Nashville, Tenn....

- -

- -

-

- -

- -

Newark, N.J

Newark, Ohio.....

New Bedford, Mass

Newbury Mass.

£i - -

Piqua, Ohio........

Pittsburgh, Pa... - --

- ... . . . . . .

- * *

- - - Pittsburgh Traction Company...... -

- “. . . £ ill St. Ry . . . . . . . . . . . . *|..

Portland, Qre - illiamette Bridge Railway Co.....
-

- -

- -

Port Huron, Mich.

P. Townsend, Wash

Plattsmouth, Neb.

Plymouth, Mass. ..

Revere, Mass......

Richmond, Ind...

Richmond, va - - - - -

- -

Salem, Mass .......

Salem, N.C... -

San Antonio, Texas

Ość - - - - - - - - -

Saratoga, N.Y....

a.

..Citizens' Street Railway Co.

... Lafayette Street Ry. - - - - - - -

- Ilaredo City Railroad Co ...... . . -

. Lexington Passenger and Belt Line"

. The Lima St. Ry. Motor& Power Co.l.

L. I. City and Newtown Elec. Rico: -

|West Side Railway Co.. -

Minneapolis St. Railway Company.*

-£ St. #: Co -- .........

-Moline Street Railway Co.....W. P.

... Central Railway Co....... - - -

- Lehigh Ave. Railway Co......... -

. Metropolitan Ry. Co..

. Multomah Street Ry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

..lunion R. R. Co.

Central Street Railway Company.

East Harrisburg Pass. Ry. Co......

Hartford & Weathersfield Horse Ry

H. Electric Light and St. Ry. Co....

Citizens' Street Railway Co

Ithaca Street Railway Co... ..... -

# Passenger Street Ry. C

oliet Street Railway Co............

oliet City Railway Co. . ... -

Kearney Street Railway Co.........

Keokuk Electric Street Ry. ..*

Keokuk Elec. Ry..................

Knoxville Street Railroad Co. -

Lancaster City and East Lan. R. R.

Lansing Street£ Co... ... .

O

Elec. Rapid Transit Ry. .........

Lowell and Dracut Street Railway..

. Central Pass. R.R. Co . . . . .

- Lynn and Boston St. Ry. Co..

. Belt Line Railway Co... . . . . . . . . .

. Macon City and Suburban Ry. Co..

Mansfield Elec. St. #: Co.....

Marlborough St. Railroad Company.

Meriden Horse R. R. Co...... ...

Capital City. Ry. Co. . . . . - - -

Muskegon Electric Railway Co .....

McGavock and Mt. Vernon Horse R.

... City Electric Railway.... ..........

... South Nashville Street Ry. Co......

... Nashville, and Edge Field St. R. Co

... [Citizens' Rapid Transit Co.........-

-Passenger Railway Co., Newark....

Rapid Transit Street Ry...... ....-

Newark and Granville Street Ry....

Union City St. Railway Co........ *

Newport Street Railway Co.

|Newton street Railway Co......... -

... N. O. Electric Traction & Mfg. Co..

.N. Y. and H. (Fourth Avenue) R. R.

Hoosac Valley St. Ry. Co ... ......

Omaha street Railway Go - - - - - - - - - -

..lo.4 council Bluffs Ry. & Bridge Co.

Ottawa Electric St. Ry. Co.........

...Ottumwa Street Railway Co .......

. Paducah St. R -

£ailwayCo.:

Piqua Electric Railway Co... ......

nd Avenue Passenger Ry. Co..

Pitts, Knoxville & St. Clair, St. Ry.
. Suburban Rapid Transit Railway Co

Federal St. and Pleasant Valley Ry.

Woodstock and Waverly Electric R.

Port Huron Electric Ry. . . . . . . . . . . .

Port Townsend St. Ry. Co... . . . .

Plattsmouth Electric Railroad . . . . . .

P. and Kingston Ry. Co . . . . . .

Pueblo City Railway. . . . . . . . . . . . -

'' and Boston St. Railway Co..

uincy Elec. Ry. . . . . . . . . . . . .

ast Reading Ry. Co...

Neversink Mountain Railway . . . . . .

Boston and Revere St. Ry. Co . . . .

Richmond St. Ry. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

The Richmond Union Pass. Ry. Co.

Richmond City Railway. . . . . . . . . . . *

Rockford St. Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . .

Saginaw Union Street Railway o, *

Naumkeag Street# Co. . . . . . . . . . .

Salem and Winston Electric Ry. . . . .

. Salem Electric Street Ry. . . . . . . . . . .

m, Ore... ------ - -

Salt Lake City, Utah
- - -

Capital City Ry . . . . . . - - - - - -

$:''. ity Railroad Co....

San Antonio Street Railway. . *

Saratoga Electric Railway Co......

o:

£ St. Ry. Co..... - *|.

.Vine St. Ry .... ................

. The North East Street Railway Co.

I

*

I
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Newburyport & Amesbury Horse R.I....

I

I

anet Street Railway. . . . . . . . . . . . .
*

:

Richmond and Manchester St. Ry..* . ... .

Rochester Elec. R. Co... . . . . . . . . . . - - - -

. Rochester Railroad Co. . . . . . . . . .*.. I !

2Saginaw Union Railway . ........ - -

I

3

Salt Lake Rapid Transit Co........ *
I

J. O. Denny, P., W, J. Calder, Sec., F. B. Muner, Sup.

J. L. Caldwell, P., F. E. Wayner, Sec., J. A. Cassler, Sup.

r. D. M. Burdick, P., C.H. white,sec.

C.F. Morse, P., R. J. McCarty, Sec, and M., D. H. Winton, Sup,

W. H. Winants, P., W. C. Scarritt, Sec., C. S. Clark, Sup,

|G. W. williams, P., o, J. Chapman, sec, and M.

-J. A. Coyle, P., J. E. Ackley, Sec., W. Ring, Sup.

G. E. C. Johnson, P., T. J. Lenning, Sec., R. J., Hawver, Sup.J. O.§: # , H.£ Sec, G, D.#: Sup. p

D. McFarland, P.; W.W. Manspeaker, Sec., W. S. Pemberton, Sup.

A. Fels, P., P. F. Sullivan, Sec., P. J. Noyes, Sup.

B. duPont, P., T. E. Donigan, Sec., T. F. Minany, Sup.

- M. Van Renssalaer, P., J. E. Brown, Sec., G. M. Macoy, Sup.

- G. R. Curtis, P., C. L. Rockwell, Sec., H. F. Watts, Sup.

F. E. Hinckley, P., O. D. Oeply, Sec., A. M. Hinckley, Sup.

W. Beckeg, P., T. J. Durnen, Sec.

IF. A. Nims, P., R. A. Fleming, Sec., G. P. Kingsbury, Sup.

W H
. Mitchell, P., W. S. Jones,Sec, D. Deaderick, M.

P., E. C. Clay, Sec, J. N. Ackerman, Sup.

P., W. A. Mott, See., S. Schoch, M. and Sup.

B

art, P., W. Hallen, Sec., F. Woodman, Sup.

dell, P., #. H. Crandall, Sec., W. A. Larabee, Sup.

Ti ., B.J. Weeks, M. and Sup.

. C.

S.

C.

O

.C.

. H. Farrar, P., J. R. Juden, Sec., M. J. Hart, Sup.

..Q. Richmond, P. H. A. Fitzsimmons, M. and Sup,

. Murphy, P., b. H. Goodrich, W. A. Smith, M.

W' Evans, P., T. P. Bradley, Sec., H.# Irwin, Sup,

. R. Daum, P. G. P. Daum, Sec., E. R. Hammar, Sup.

W. R. Brown, P., G.M. Rollins, Sec, A.G. Earl, Sup.
. B. Greenhut, P., S. R. R. Clarke, ., J. E. Finley, Sup.

. Wharton, P., E. H. Hults, Sec., J. Learning, Sup.

. D. Callery, P., C. G. Milnor, Sec., W. J. Burns, M.

. J. Faiscett, Receiver.

:# Philips, P.T. A. Noble, Sec, and M., J. saetz, Sup.

. F. Henry, P., W. H. Graham, Sec., W. R. Ramsay, Sup.

G. B. Markle, P., D. F. Sherman, Sec., H. Rustin, M., J. E. Thielson, Sup.

|F.w. Hastings, P., C. P. Swigert, Sec., J. V. Shepard, Sup.

J. H. Cunningham, P., C. E. Barnes, Sup.

|J. B. Orman, P., J. F. Vail, Sec., M. and Sup,

A. D. S. Bell, P., G. W. Morton, Sup,

G. F. Baer, P., M. C. McIlvaine, Sec., P. D. Millholland, Sup.

W. G. Benedict, P., E. I. Garfield. See and M.
J. C. Shaffer, P., W. H. Shaffer, M. and Sup.

Dr. Munn, P., G. E. Fisher, Sec., Ch. Salden, M. and Sup.

A. Lutchford, P., W. H. Briggs, Sec., C. E. Derr, Sup.

R. N. Bayless, P. and M., G. W. Carse, Sec. and Sup.

F. E. Snow, P., J. M. Niceol,sec., B.M. Churchill, sup.

. W. McClement, P., F. A. Mason,*#' S. Badger, M.

. M. Hale, P., J. W. Northrup, Sec., E. Whilder, Sup,

A. W. McCune, P., J. S. Wells, Sec., W. P. Read, Sup,

San Jose and Santa Clara R. R. Co.

*
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ELECTRIC STREET RAI LWAYS OF AMER lCA.—Continued.

1, Commenced iLength No. of '

Location. Operating Company. E(l)pCl'_8Ii(]Jll\ _ M1 l\(i:otor System. Officers of ComPflI\Y

‘ ectnca y. in i es ars.
i

__ _ \ l _ . A , .. _ C . . . _

7- - - ~ . -_ -_ _ , . _ _ _ _ __i I R. 'I‘.R P.,.R.R S.G.A.CodySu.

2Z‘..;“.§§..‘Z"i>'.‘.°'..“'?°.'.': i'i.s.'i?l.?,'.'i‘.-§'s.“.3.t°ri’;.'. . 3 1. ...'.i .31. 1.. . I ‘ .2 .3 E3}... L. it.’ii‘l'tou. l>. ii. i‘~.‘?“i'iu§<°i.‘.<=§7’. 0. s. sti-‘=-wil sup.

i ii ' -~ _ gcmmon Suburban R ,.Co _,l 5 to Th.-H. A. Moulton P., H. E. Hand. Sec., j. H. Vanderveer, Sup.

_ H “ “ . , _ . . . .. Nayaug Cross-Town y . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ‘ 1.50 3 Tl\.—H- L- - BICOIL ll)» H- 15- Hfllldt SW-t .l- 14- vmdmwi S“P

". “ “ . Scranton Pamenger R . . . . . . . . .. Nov/_.'88‘.. 2 4 Th--ll _ Y _ “

Seattle, Washington Seattle Elec. Ry. and ower Co .. . . April 7, 89. .. 5 13 Th.-H. ,L. H. Griflith, P., \. H. Smith, Sec., 5. Mtgcinyi * -

" “ Green Lake Electric Railway . . . . ..' . 434 1 Th.-H. ',W. D. Wood, P., C. E. Chat in, Sec. . C. Kilbourne, Sup.

“ “ West Street and Northend Ry. Co ‘ . . . . .. II :2 :l'l\--H- D- 11- Gilmlflt P» and Mu . L F- g¢u°88i 553

Scdalia, M0 . . . . . . .. Electric Ry , Lightand Power Co..‘ .. IO 8 l_‘l1_»-H.

“ "‘I_ . . . . . . .. (S:e¢lllalia . . . . ..B . .L. . .. .. July, 1890 4 4 ggififln.

Sherman, exas. . . .' 0 ege ar . ectric elt ine. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4 5 15011. '

Shreve rt, La. .. . Shreveport Ry. and Land lmp. C0.‘ . . . . .. ‘ 55/ 4 Tl\;-H- ,

Sioux it , la . . . . . . Sioux City Strcet_ Railway . . . . . . . . ‘ . . .. , i4 ‘ :5 lEl‘liS0ll- ‘ . F. P¢fl_fllyi P- ind M“) C‘ F- 1- wfllhli sua

Sioux F ;s. D... South Dakota Ra Id Transit Ry.cu', .... .. 454 3 Edison. . R. Kinsqburv. P6 . S-W=l1w<=r-5¢¢-J . F. Frost. Suv

South Bend, lnd. . . . South_Bend and iuskawaka St. R€.|May 30, '90.. . 8 6 Th.-H. J. McM. Smith, P.. . S. Bayless, Sec. an M.

Southington,C0nn.. Southington and Piantsviile Ry. 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.8 2 Th.-H. ‘

Spokane Falls Wash Ross Park Street Railway . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :4” :0 Tli.~H. ‘G. B. Dennis,PP.,AC.EL-SM{lf;l\lhl‘lt 5"-i 1- w- Alflllfldfift S119

‘ ' ' ‘ Th.-H. . ()l . . . . .S""“"'\‘~‘°“" ;: Zpilfiiiilfi §t‘Y’it',‘."¢‘;°"ii:;:::;;‘ .3131‘ 2 2 ;Th.-H. ’ "““"‘ ‘ "“‘

Springfield, Mo l\l)ctropolitan_Electi'ic Railway Co..‘ . . . . . . .. _ . ,:W'thouse.

Springfield, I'll. . . .. Springfield City Ry. Co . . . . .. .. _ 7 8 Th.-H. L R M M

St. Catharine s, Ont. St. _C., Memtton & Thorold St. Ry Oct. 87 8 II V.I_)-T.-H ,E. A. Smyth, Y., H. 3 5!IIY\ll. 50¢-i - ¢ lllfllli 5'19

Sterling, lll. . . . ._. .. Union Electric Ry. Co . . . . . . . . . . . 7 9 Edison. _

Steubenville,_0hio. . Steubenville Elec. Ry._ Co . . . . .. 2.5 8 Edison. R. S. Newcomber, P» T- N- M°!l¢Yt 5410.. A- G. DIVIGS, “

Stillwater Minn . Stillwater Electric Railwa Co. . 5 4 Edison. L Allflit P- ll‘-id M-t E~ Dill-llt 5“-i .l- 5- Bl-\9¢"t 55P

josfpli, St._|os. Union Ry. 0.... io 20 Edison. W C W H be S: S A H bso Q

.. . Wyatt Park_ Railway Co . . . . . . . . . . .. io i8 Edison. -_l- H°b9°"t P-t - - (1 I1. C-i » - 0 ll. ~ "P

“ “ “ . . People‘: Railroad Co. . . .... .. . . .. . . to 18 Edison.

St. Louis, MO . Lindell Street Railroad Co . . . . . . . . . . . i5% 80 Edison.

" " " St Louis Bridge Co 1 4 Th.-H.

“ “ .: South Broadway . 3 13 ‘Short. ~

IO ll ' _

-- ~- -~ .'; '..~".’."£’Z.‘..'i'i°i§‘,’Té‘.."..°.". ;;i':.; .. 3'; '3” 3;’ 1iil1.ii'.
“ “ " . . Missouri Railway Co . . . . . . . . . .. r570 36 Th.-H

St. Paul, Minn.. St. Paul Cit Ry. Co .. .. 6 4 Th.-H.

“ “ “ Grand Ave Line 6 4 ‘Th -H

“ " " .'. . st. Paul st. R .'.'."I... 50 80 ‘Edison’. _
.2unbury,P§.. . s. at Ngvrtiiurulitri.-iriu SK. Ry. Co . 3 3 ugh Tr.:H- E. Davis. R. S. P. Wvlverwn. Sec.

. racuse . Y. . Third ard Rai C . . . . . . . . . .. . , 8 i .- .acorna,Y Wash . Pacific Ave. Streltila ail)road Co . 0v :9 3 40 ‘Edison.

“ “ .. . Tacoma Ave. Street Railroad Co. . .. , 2 34 Edison.

T I‘; Oh“ .i;acomaFand iteilcoom Ry. Co. [2 . . . . . . I

0 e 0, io . . . . .. oledo .lec. y. Co . . . . . . . . . . 2% 3 .- . i

" -* ....Tld c "ist.R .c. ‘U.E.T.St.l -¥0pek3, gan _ , Tsifgkog R0:;)li:er_[P;:n5i[ Cu)_'_ _ _° _ Q: 3:, lTh,_}-1, . [::,rtholon;’ewkPé]wNortonfiec., J. M. Patten, Sup.

oronto nt. Metropolita S! t R ‘l -a -C ....‘ . Th.-H. - - "ren. -. - - ifl'¢n. -T7937. N‘. Y . . Troy and l£nsihegcburgmS“trget (R. Co 1: 75 2: Edison. l ,

Utioa, N. Y . .. Utica Belt Line Ry. . . ay 7, 90 20.37 25 Th.-H. \

“ “ . Utica & Mohawk Ry..........-_.."‘ . . . . . . . . . . .. 6 5 Edison, _I. F. Mann, P., W. E. Lewis, Sec., M. Leary, Sup.

Vancouver B. C. . . Van'r Electric Ry. and Lighting Co. J l . . .. Th.-H.

Victoria, B‘. C. . . . . iNa. Elec. Lighting and Tramwa Co. . . . . 3% 3 ,Th.-H. .‘

Washington, D. C. F.ckington and Soldiers‘ Home . R.iOct. r ,'88. . .. 3 io Th.-H. ,G. Truesdell. P-. _l- Pauli 5%-t G- 5~ PNIBBOH, SUP

“ “ .. GeorgctownandT n ll St. R '.C .,M . .. 6 6 Th.-H. _W. Bay City, Mich w. B. Cit Electric aR.”'R.... l O DCaCy. i,9'Oa9.... 5 ,1 ‘Edison. H. s. 0. Fisher. P.. Dr- W. E. -“@6111. Sec-. W. H. Munshaw. Sup.

Wesl Superior, Wis. Douglas eh. St. Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 4 ill. El. Tr.

Wheeling W, Va.. Wheeling Railway Co . . . . . .. . Mar. 2 '88.. to 5 Tli.-l'l- ‘.l- 51- 5W¢="Yi P-t F- P- H311» 5"» M- I40!!"-‘h 5"P

’ ' ' ' . Y .
wlclilm‘ nan ‘ Co, iNo‘ ' 13.‘. .88: ' ;_5 g l]. 0. Davidson, P., W. B. Ryder. Sec, F. W. Sweet, Sup.

Wilkesbarre, Pa .. . Wilkesbarrcand Suburban st. Ry.Co """ ' " 4 * a Edison. J. w. Halienback, P.., E. H. Clll$¢, s¢¢., w. A. Armstrong, Jr., Sup.
wil iii __ _ _ ‘\\:ill<esba_rre and West Side By. Co \ . . .. _ 4 3 Eis_don. ‘

"“‘Y‘¥‘°"' ..°"jj'_ ,“g .‘P“¢‘.‘.Y '.*.' °.?--,§“’,f,',‘,"§‘,' kigj -,,_;,-rt; ~.,-,,-,- - - -, §%_$ . 3 gggggg , iw. Canby, P.,_J. F. Miller, s¢¢.. H. H. Archer, Sup.
Windsor, Ont .. \\\'indsor Elec. St. Ry. go ... .. ' R . . 2.3 2 Van Dep..

Wlnflna, Minn Winona City St. R . Co . . . . . .. fl. 4 l 5 Th.-H. B. H. Langle , P., B. D. Hatcher, Sec., L. Marron, Sup.

Youngstown. 0.. .. Yoingstown Elec. Ry. Co. ..... V . fl ...: 5 6 Edison. ,_I. Parmelee, K. Tayloi See, W. Comeleus, M. 

Drsfiflvn. Germany l_xperimt-nial Line . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Florence, ltaly . . . . . . . Firerizi and Fiesole Tramway Co . . . . . . . . .

Tdkio, apan . . . . . . . . .. Tolno Exhibition Line . . . . . . . . . .. .

Berlin, erinany . . . . . . . . ..-‘\llgemeine Elclitricltais Gesellschait. .

Bremen, Germany.. . Bremen Tramway Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .

Victoria, Aust . . . . . . . .. Boxhill and Doncaster Tramway Co . . . . . . . . ..

 

  

FOREIGN.

  

 

  

. .. Thomson-Houston.

. . Edison.

.. Edison.

.. Edison.

Thomson-Houston.

Thomson-Houston.

1?" Electric Railway Companies are earnestly requested to notify "ELECTRIC POWER" of any errors or omis

sions in the above list. "E!

BUSINESS NOTES.

The Crosb Electric Company has purchased the business of

the Hussey attery Co., heretofore carried on at 143 Greenwich St.,

New York, together with the Stock and Patents under which the

Hussey Patent Blue-Stone Battery is manufactured. This Bat

tery is a Blue-Stone Battery, and may do used for purposes for

which hitherto the Blue-Stone Battery was useless. It gives ten

times the am ere current of any other Blue-Stone Battery of the

Same size w en used for charging Storage Batteries. and five

times as much when used on telegraph work ; consequently has a

very much greater capacity for main-line work in tclegmphing,

Wlllqh means a. great saving in the number of cells used. It IS

particularly well adapted for charging Storage Batteries for Elec

tric Motors and Domestic Electric Lightin .

Mr. R. T. White, of Boston, the well-inown inventor of the

" Daisy Chair” for street railwa roadbeds, has opened a branch

office at 52 Wall street. New Yorh.

Charles A. Schieren & Co. have ‘sold their Patent Perforated

Electric Belts to a great many electric railways, among which

are the following :

Utica Belt Line R. R. Co.. Utica, N. Y.; Seashore Electric

Railway Co., Asbury Park, N. .; Perms lvania Motor Co., Eas

ton, Pa.; Binghamton Street ailway 0., Binghamton, N. Y.;

Daft Electric Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.; Omaha Street Railwa Co..

Omaha, Neb.; Edison Elec. Ill. Co., Brockton, Mass.; dison

Elec.I1l. Co., Ne\ ort, R. 1.; Bangor Elec. Light and Power

Co.. Ban or, Me.; an Antonio Street Railway Co., San Antonio,

Tex.; ]oiet Street Railway Co., joliet, 111.; Greenwood and

Greenlawn R. R. Co., Columbus, 0.; Naumkeag Street Railway

80.. Salem, Mass.; Metropolitan Street Railway Co., Toronto,

nt.

They offer to send a belt on sixty days’ trial, guaranteeing it to

give better results than an unperforated belt; if it doesn’t, it

will be taken back and no charge made for the use of it inside of

the sixty days.
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NEW YORK MEETING OF THE MINING ENGINEERS.

IT is a most significant fact that papers upon electrical

subjects, are presented at nearly all of the meetings

of the various technical organizations. The importance

of electrical applications in the mining industry, was

recognized at the recent meeting, in this city, of the

American Institute of Mining Engineers, where three

papers were read in which electricity and magnetism

were the subjects for consideration. At one of the ses

sions of the British Iron and Steel Institute, which fol

lowed immediately after, the practical demonstrations of

the electric welding process, by its distinguished inven

tor, accompanied as they were by his clear and interest

ing explanations, formed, perhaps, the most important

as well as attractive features of the very extensive pro

gramme. This tardy recognition of the practical, as

well as the scientific merits of electricity in the great

field of engineering, is extremely satisfactory to those

who have labored zealously during the past decade to

prove that its marvellous growth was due to something

more substantial than a mere popular craze. From its

original characterization as an interloper in the field of

artificial lighting, it has become a leading topic at con

ventions of gas engineers. The discussions of its de

merits in the journals devoted to the interests of gas,

have undergone a gradual change, until the space devoted

this once despised rival, has frequently exceeded that of

gas itself. A similar condition prevails in the street rail

way field, where the rapid change in conditions led one

of the officers of the American Street Railway Associa

tion to prophecy, at the recent Buffalo convention, that

it was probably the last meeting at which the use of

animal power would come up for discussion. The intro

duction of electricity in many of our mines, is, however,

a matter of serious consideration, as was pointed out by

Boston, Mass

a mine owner, in the discussion of one of the papers at

the September meeting; a single accident which could

be traced to the use of electricity in Pennsylvania

would lead to its prohibition by the State authorities.

This statement is probably based upon the well-known

prejudice existing against electricity for such work,

rather than to excess of caution on the part of mine in

spectors. The peculiar condition existing in mining oper

ations; the blasting, the temporary installations, the prev

alence of moisture, all call for the greatest caution and the

most careful engineering in order that satisfactory service

may be assured. All of these indications lead to one

most important conclusion. The mining engineer of

the future must be as thoroughly versed in the laws of

electricity, as he now is in those of heat, air, water, and

gravitation. The mechanical engineer who devotes his

attention to criticising the efforts of his brother worker

in the electrical field, will find more profitable occupa

tion in supplementing his knowledge of the mysteries of

steam, with the more satisfactory understanding of well

defined laws of electricity. The development of elec

tricity is continually opening up new fields of investiga

tion. Once confined, almost strictly to telegraphy, it is

becoming more and more diversified, until the lines of

demarcation between its different divisions are more

sharply defined than they are to-day between electrical

and mechanical engineering. Comparing the advance

of electricity, with the introduction of either gas or

steam, we should be thoroughly satisfied with the pro

gress already made. Many crude devices which have

been barely tolerated must eventually be consigned to

the scrap-heap, but this is the history of every innova

tion upon the prevailing practice of the day.

A FEW years ago two young men resigned good

positions in the United States Patent Office to de

vote themselves practically to the problem of electric

traction. There was no electric railroad in operation at

the time, but they believed it was on the way, and they

set to work to accelerate its coming. They started out

with the assumption that the cities would not consider

a system using overhead conductors and, arguing that

the cities were more progressive than the towns, they

determined to be ready to supply the earliest and largest

demand. This led to the many inventions which make

up the Bentley-Knight conduit system of electric rail

ways. Their judgment regarding the objection of the

cities to overhead conductors has been entirely justified,

though their high opinion of urban progressiveness has

not. Only 8.26 per cent of the street railways in our

leading 56 cities are electrical, while, in the country as a

whole, the percentage is rather higher than 25. In the

main, however, it is evident that Messrs. Bentley and

Knight conceived the situation with remarkable accu

racy, considering that they were prophesying forward,

and not backward, as is usually the case. The towns, of

course, have adopted the overhead system with unex

pected rapidity, but the cities are still waiting for a ser

vice better adapted to their needs and conditions. In

THE CONDUIT RAILWAY.
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Washington, for example, where the Thomson-Houston

Company have furnished an excellent suburban over

head conductor road, the city demands a different service

on an extension of the road inside the city limits.

Naturally, one thinks at once of the storage battery or

the old Bentley-Knight project. The fact that the work

of these inventors is now controlled by the Thomson

Houston Company, naturally suggests to outsiders that

the contract would be given to the Lynn magnates, if

they felt able to meet the conditions. Our readers will

remember that we have already called attention to the

fact that experiments are being conducted with a new

conduit at the Lynn works. The details are not yet

made public, but it is understood that the conduit will

be considerably larger than that used on any of the old

Bentley-Knight roads, approximating in size the best

cable conduits. Another novel feature will be that of

having but one conductor, well-insulated, within the

conduit, and using one of the track-rails for the return.

The experimental road at Lynn has been tested and

found to work successfully. It would be a rather curious,

though familiar, circumstance, if history, having at first

disappointed, should now justify the predictions of the

founders of the conduit system. Yet that seems quite

possible, if it be not probable. '

___—.______k

ELECTRICAL NIGHT SCHOOLS.

IN OUR correspondence column will be found one of

several letters lately received at our ofiice, inquiring

about night schools for would-be electricians. There

appear to be quite a large number of young men who

are learning something about the practical side of the

electrical industries, and who wish to familiarize them

selves with the theoretical side. Mr. Macartney, whose

letter we print, is, as we happen to know, engaged every

day in electric-light work, and he wishes to give some

portion of his evenings to the study of the principles

underlying his practice. There are many others in like

condition, and doubtless there are some who would be

glad to take up the study of electricity by easy methods

as a matter of culture, One young man has told us that

he knows of eight or ten others who would join him in

the study of electrical subjects, if they had the oppor

tunity during their unemployed hours. We are sorry

to be obliged to say to our correspondents that we know

of no night school in New York where a knowledge of

electricity is taught. But we shall bring the matter to

the attention of persons able and likely to establish such

a project, and we hope to report good progress in our

next issue.

ELECTRIC DEVELOPMENT AND THE CAPITALISTS.

IN our number for April last we called attention to the

significant fact that street railways throughout the

country were being bought up by wealthy syndicates

of capitalists, and were rapidly being converted into

electric railways when thus acquired. Since then, this

process of acquisition has gone on with increased

rapidity, and almost every day we read of some one or

more street railway companies passing into the posses

' sion of some syndicate, and the announcement immedi

ately follows that electricity will be adopted as the

motive power. '

Capitalists from {Boston, Chicago, Philadelphia and

Pittsburg, already own many of the street railway com

panies in Western and Southern cities, and in many cities

rival and competing lines are consolidating in one strong

company, and as sure as any movement of this character

is successfully put through, a change of motive power

to electricity immediately follows.

When such shrewd and farseeing capitalists as Jay

Gould and Henry Villard, seriously give it as their

opinion, that in a very few years time, all the street

railways, the elevated railways and many of the short

steam roads will be operated by electricity, it shows

that the success of the new motive power has been re

cognized by the money magnates. These two men are

not speculative investors. They would not put their

money into schemes which promise only indefinite re

turns. Money is timid, but with all its timidity it

flows into the electrical enterprises without hesitation.

The great peculiarity of the electrical industrial

development, is that it gives the investor quick and

sure returns for his capital, while at the same time

lightening the burden of the working man. The elec

tric railway illustrates this in a striking manner. Take

for instance the case of the city of Newark. Formerly

the passenger fare from Newark to Orange was 10 cts.

The new electric road will reduce this to 5 cts., and at

the same time give a quicker and better service than the

horse cars. In addition to this, the company is to pay a

license fee for each car, and also a percentage of the

gross receipts to the cities of Newark and Orange.

Here, it will be seen, there is an immediate benefit to

the patrons of the road in the reduction of fare, to say

nothing of the increased speed and comfort and besides

this, the taxpayers’ burden will be lessened by the

license and tax coming into the city treasury, while at

the same time the dividends to the stockholders will be

largely increased.

The case is quite similar in the development of the

electric motor in manufactures : A central power

station can generate enough electric current to run

motors in '_factories for many miles around, thus ob

viating the necessity for expensive steam plants.

Power can be conveyed by a copper wire, and turned on

as needed, just as now the electric light is turned on, and

the time is not far distant when heat will be served to us

in the same way. And when that happy day arrives, the

nuisance of the steam heating pipes running through

our streets, and raising the temperature of our drinking

water in summer, almost to the boiling point. will be

abolished.

For all this development, capital can be found abund

antly. Wise investors have examined the facts and bear

ings, and now are ready to subscribe freely and liberally

to electrical development enterprises. The days of ex

periment are passed, the days of development are at

hand ; and in this as in so many other things America

leads the world.
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Eu-:c'rR\C POWER-TRANSMISSION

OPERATIONS.‘

BY H. C. SPALDING, BOSTON, MASS.

The rapid increase, during the last few years, in the

number and magnitude of applications of electric

power-transmission to commercial uses in this country,

has been due principally to three causes: first, the ability

and enterprise of those who have been identified with

the progress of electrical industries, since electric illu

mination became an economic fact instead of a labora

tory-experiment; secondly, the readiness of the Ameri

can people to adopt new and advanced methods as soon

as their superiority has been fairly demonstrated; and

thirdly, the economy and flexibility of the apparatus

employed, when properly designed‘ and constructed, and

installed under suitable conditions.

Basing our judgment on the world's advance in scien

tific developments during the past century, we may

reasonably conclude that in no other country would the

pioneers of electrical invention, whose names have now

become household words, have received the prompt and

plentiful financial support which has enabled them to

inaugurate undertakings of exceptional magnitude, even

in this era of tremendous monetary organizations. And,

on the other hand, we have seen, in the numerous finan

cial and engineering failures inseparable from such

rapid development, the natural results of a too implicit

faith in electrical omnipotence.

It is not to be wondered at that conservative engi

neers have been slow to adopt this new and mighty

agent in the solution of extensive problems, and under

circumstances where a single failure means not only a

greater or less financial sacrifice, but the loss, in a

greater or less degree, of professional reputation.

The mechanical engineer, while recognizing the fact

that thousands of horse-power are to-day transmitted

by electrical means, from running the lathe in a dentist's

ofiice to the operation of a fifty-ton travelling crane;

from passing a cooling draught of air through a sick

chamber to printing the plethoric sheets of our daily

papers, hesitates, nevertheless, before placing reliance

upon a system which has undeniably had its failures.

The mining engineer looks with interest upon the

statement that 2 581- electric roads in the United States

alone, with 197.26 miles of track, and 3,024 cars are in

daily service or under construction, and then compares

the demands of street-service with those found in mi

ning practice, looking meanwhile for practical sugges

tions from those who have “been there" and can hold

up a warning or beckoning finger to the traveller in this

unfrequented path.‘ It is the object of this paper to

present briefly some of the work already done towards

the application of electrical apparatus to mining pro

cesses, as well as to embody some practical suggestions

and statements from those who have had personal ex

perience in the operation of such apparatus.

Following the natural order of operations, let us con

sider drilling and cutting machinery in the first place.

Fig. 1 shows the drill manufactured by the Diamond

Prospecting Company of Ch1cago.]j This is designated

by them as a Type “ R " machine, nominal capacity 300

feet, and equipped with a motor of 3 horse-power, rated

'capacity. The total weight of the machine, set up and

running, is 1,000 pounds, and the heaviest piece, when

taken apart for shipment, weighs about 170 pounds. The

machine is mounted on trucks fitting the gauge of the

mine-track for easy handling, and can be taken apart in

fifteen minutes, and put up in a half-hour without

difficulty.

‘Read at the meeting of the American Institute of Mining Engineers, Chickering

Hall New YOlk, October 1890.

‘August 1. 1890.

‘Illustrated in E1.aCrRlC POWER, March, 1890, p, 33,

IN MINING The drill swivels so that holes can be put in at any

angle, and can be operated in a space giving 5 feet in

the line of the drill-rods.

The general arrangement of the electrical and me

chanical parts is sufficiently evident from the illustra

tion, though the pump is hidden by the pedesdal on the

right. This is operated by the horizontal shaft driven

by the bevel-gearing shown, and supplies a constant

stream of water to the diamonds through hose con

nected with the top of the drill-tube. In a recent test

on a granite boulder, hole 1% inches in diameter, with

slow speed, this drill cut 22 inches in 40 minutes. When

set up in the mine and working on hard compact lime

stone, it cut the rock at the rate of 1 inch per minute,

not including stoppages for changing the rods.

For general prospecting-purposes this drill seems

satisfactorily to meet the requirements of its special line

of work.

The general principle of construction of most electro

dynamic machinery provides us with a rotary motion,

which is necessary to transform to a reciprocating in

order to obtain drills of the Rand or Ingersoll type. Any

such transformation, however, entails a considerable loss

of power, and we are happily relieved of this necessity

by recent inventions which are based on the general

characteristics of the solenoid.

An electric drill, constructed under the patents of H.

N. Marvin, of Syracuse. Mr. C. ]. Van Depoele, of

Lynn, Mass., was one of the first to appreciate the de

mand for this class of apparatus, as well as the possi

bilities of the principle involved ; and a large factory is

under course 'of construction by the Thomson-Houston

Company, which will be especially devoted to drilling

and pumping machinery of the reciprocating type.

A description of the general features of these drills

will be found in the communication of Mr. Van Depoele,

below.

Many machines have been placed upon the market, in

recent years. for making the under-cut in soft-coal

mining. Several of them have met with a certain de

gree of success in clean and easily-worked veins, steam

or compressed air (generally the latter) being the

operating force. Perhaps the most successful of these

machines has been that manufactured by the effreys

Mining Machine Company, of Columbus, Ohio and a

communication from Mr. Doe, their engineer, will be

found appended.

Appreciating the advantages of electric power for

this class of work, Mr. ]efireys was not slow in adopting

a motor, and has used anumber of those manufactured

by Foree Bain, the coal-cutter being modified somewhat

to utilize this power to the best advantage.

In the opinion of many practical coal miners, the

principle of the rotating drill has many points of

superiority in under-cutting machines, and the result of

considerable experimenting and outlay in this direction

by the Hercules Mining Machine Company, of Pittsburgh

has given asuccessful machine. Aseries of drills is opera

ted by a Tesla alternating motor, the power bein trans

mitted by a belt, and the current being supplie to the

motor by three armored cables. When in operation, the

cutter is clamped upon rails parallel with the‘ face of

the coal, being shifted along this track after each cut,

ready for another.

Compressible springs are wound upon each drill-rod,

and serve as conveyers for coal-dust cut out by thedrills.

Another machine also embodying the boring principle,

though entirely different in it mechanical and electrical

design, is also in use.

*The Bain-Jefirey Electric Mining Machine was illustrated in Euzcmic Powlm,

August, 1889; pp. 240-1. The Jeflrcy Electric Motor Car was illustrated in February,

‘$90, P- 49
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AThomson-Houston motor of a special type is used

in this machine, current being supplied from the main

entry wires (which may also be used for lighting, haul

age, and pumping) by flexible wire-covered cables.

The series of cutters (nine in number, each 4 inches

wide) is so arranged as to cut close to the wall beside

which the machine is placed, and within yé inch of the

level of the floor.

Although the weight of the apparatus complete is less

than 1400 pounds, no clamping is needed, as the drills

will “ pull themselves into the coal,” with only the

friction of the machine behind them as it rests on the

fioor. The device for clearing the drills of coal-dust is

as simple as it is effective. It consists of- a series of

hinged scrapers hung from the under side of reciproca

ting bars, one of which is placed between every pair of

drills, and which also operate an ingenious device for

cutting out the triangular space left by the drills at top

and bottom of the cut. The present type of machine

makes a cut 3 feet wide, 5 feet deep, and 4 inches thick,

in two minutes and a half, including withdrawal of the

drills. With these figures in mind, the claim of 180 tons

capacity per day for this machine does not seem exces

sive. As the extreme height of the apparatus is only

23% inches, it can be used in a vein of any thickness,

and two small drums are so placed in the rear of each

machine as to enable it to draw itself on to a truck which

accompanies each machine, ready for moving into

another chamber.

A simple but ingenious rotary drill is being construc

ted for operation in connection with this apparatus,

deriving its power from it by a flexible shaft, and drill

ing the blast-holes at the same time that the vein is

being undercut.

Having thus briefly examined the present electrical

apparatus for boring into ore or coal, so that it may be

blasted out, let us see what means are at disposal for

hauling it out of the mine, or from one point to another

under the surface. Of course in the majority of cases,

the blast will be fired by the electric current, but a dis

cussion of this application hardly comes within the scope

of this paper.

To Mr. W. M. Schlesinger, of what was, at the period

referred to, the Union Electric Company, is due the

honor of constructing the first electric locomotive for

strictly mining uses in the United States. This was of

35 horse-power rated capacity, and was put in by the

Lykens Valley Coal Company, Lykens Valley, Pa.

A series of iron rails were joined together to form a

conductor for the current, which, after passing through

the motor, completed its circuit to the generator by the

track-rails, which were connected also by copper wires.

A locomotive of 40 horse-power capacity has been in

operation at the Hillside Coal Company's Erie Colliery,

near Scranton, Pa., and the installation is fully described

here as showing very fairly the conditions to be ful

filled by this class of apparatus in the anthracite coal

regions of Eastern Pennsylvania.

The power-plant consists of a standard Armington & Sims en

'ne capable of developing 6o horse-power, and a 50 horse-power

homson-Houston generator wound for a current of 220 volts

potential, and the necessary appliances for its operation. The

engine and dynamo~room at the top of the shaft are in charge of

the engineer and assistant, who operate the other mining

machinery.

From the dynamo to the foot of the shaft the current is con

ducted by No. 0 Clark wires, enclosed in as-pi es to protect them

from damage. From the bottom of the s aft t e wires are carried

overhead, about 12 inches outside of the low rail of each track,

and are suspended from an insulator specially designed for this

class of wor .

Wherever turnouts occur, frogs are used, the conductors bein

soldered to them in the same manner as when used for street-rai -

way work. Connections from the mains to the overhead conduc

tor are made at suitable intervals, and a rtion of the current is

utilized for lighting urposes, two no-vo t lamps bein placed in

series. There are fi ty of these lamps—eight at the oot of the

shaft, two in the pumping-room, four in the blacksmith shop, and

two in the slope room ; ‘the remainder being distributed along the

KQUZWEY-_

The rails are used as conductors for the return-current, copper

end-connections effecting a complete metallic circuit. In adapting

the tracks to the electric system it was found necessary to make a

few changes to accommodate the increased output. The shaft

sidings will accommodate seventy loaded cars and fifty empties,

whereas, before, they had a capacity for but fifteen on each side.

The track from X to R, or foot of the rock-plane, is 36-inch gauge.

The other tracks are double-gauge, or three-rail tracks, the gauges

being 36 and 28 inches.

modate the slope-wagons, which are all of the narrower gauge.

The locomotive embodies many new features in motor-construc

tion and general design,'and, under practical test, has shown that

it is particularly adapted to the work required of it. It is built

for a 3-feet gauge, and is of the following dimensions: Len th

over all, 9 feet 7 inches ; width, 5 feet 3 inches; and height, 5 eet

6 inches. This last dimension can be considerably reduced by

placing the rheostat at one end instead of on the top, as has been

done in the present instance. The weight of the locomotive is

10,500 pounds, to which 1,800 pounds has been added to increase

traction. The motor employed is of the type “ G " railway motor

of 40 horse-power. ,

A novel trolley-arm is used, which requires no attention when

the motor is reversed. Its construction is such that a wide varia

tion in the position of the conductor is permissible, a range of 3

feet 6 inches being easily covered, whi e the meeting of an ob

struction simply causes the trolley-arm to fall by the side of the

car without resulting in any damage. From the trolley-wheel the

current passes along the arm to the fuse-boxes, then through the

rheostat and motor to the rail. Pinions on the armature-shaft

mesh with intermediate gears, connection between these and

slotted connectin -rods being made through the ordinary crank

in and box. T is arrangement allows for variation in position

etween the wheels and body of the locomotive which carries the

motor; and, as the crank-pins on opposite sides are placed at an

angle of 90 degrees, there are no dead points. The brake nie

chanism rheostat and reversing-switch may be operated from

either end by the hand-wheel shown in the cut. The operator

has everything under complete control, and can start or stop the

car and reverse its direction without moving from one position.

The locomotive is run by one man, who is assisted by a boy in

making u the trains and turning the switches. It displaces seven

mules an three drivers. Duringa period of 11} days the average

number of cars delivered at the shaft-bottom by the locomotive

was 559.5, against 526.95 per day delivered by mule haualge, much

time being consuming by waiting at the bottom of the shaft for

empty cars. Thus far, the locomotive has shown that it will in

crease the daily output to 700 cars per day. The operations are

as follows :

EAST OR Si.oi>i-: SIDE.

Distance run per trip, including making up, etc., . 2,884 feet.

Time of ‘trip, . . ‘ . . . . . . 101} min.

Cars per trip, . . . . . . . . 15

Trips per day, . . . . . . . 16

Miles run per day, . ' . 8.73

Total time, . 2 h. 40 min.

Locomotive reversed 128 times per day.

VVI-:sT on PLANE SIDE.

Distance run per trip, including making up, etc. , 2, 546 feet.

Time of trip, . . . . . . . 6;} min.

Cars per trip, . , . . . . . . 2o

TI_‘lPS per day, ,. . . . . . . 25

Miles run per day, . . . . , . . 12.55

Total time, . . . 2 h. 50 min.

Locomotive reversed 104 times per day.

To deliver 700 cars per day of IO hours, the time of running the

locomotive is 5 hours and 30 minutes, leaving 4 hours and 36

minutes for contingencies. The total distance run is 22.28 miles,

and the locomotive is reversed 232 times.

The Thomson-Hoiiston Company has now under con

struction for another Pennsylvania mine, a locomotive

of 6o-horse-power capacity, which (although of the

same general type) will be so modified in design as to

stand only 4 feet in the clear, above rails, the gauge

being 3 feet.

The same general plan is applicable to mine-tram

They are made in this manner to accom
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ways, of even 12 or 18 inches gauge, suitable for narrow

entries, such as are found in some of the western gold

and silver-mines.

For hoisting-purposes, we may have a variety of

forms and sizes, from a 3-horse whip, for hoisting small

buckets, to a machine capable of operating a full-sized

cage under its maximum load.*

In the Castle-Gate mine, Utah, a 35-horse-power

Lidgerwood Thomson-Houston hoist is located about

1,000 feet inside the main entry, for handling the trains

at that point.

In pumping-machinery, a peculiar apathy seems to

exist among prominent manufacturers as to the demands

of this kind of work. There are, of course, innumer

able cases where centrifugal and plunger-pumps have

been belted or geared to motors to accomplish certain

objects ; but the Gould electric pump is the first of con

siderable size which, to the writer’s knowledge, has been

designed, with special reference to operation by electric

power, and which is, in itself, a mechanical unit, so to

speak.

This pump is manufactured by the Gould Manufac

turing Company, of Seneca Falls, N. Y., and the table

of tests given below, shows its efliciency when operated

by a 15-horse-power motor of special winding. These

tests were made, with a view to determining the general

fitness of the type for deep-mining pressures, and the
resultsv have been considered sufficiently satisfactory to

warrant the designing of a standard line of pumps of

from 50 to 500 gallons per minute capacity.

Text: on Gould Pump, fu/)1 31, 1890.

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
Pr ref lbs' Gallons per minute 100 125 150 175 200 125 250

Per sq. inch ' "

Electrical H. P . . _ . . . . . 1.2 1.5 1.8 2.2 2.7 3.3 3.9

0 Mechanical H. P. . . . . .12 .16 .18 .21 .23 .26 I .26

Efficiency . . . . . . .10 .10 .10 .10 .071 .071 .07:

Electrical H. P . . . . . . .. 1.91 3.67 4.16 5.06 5 87 6.56 . . . . . .

20 Mechanical H. P . . . . .. 1.38 1.74 2.09 2.42 2.33 3 10 . . . . ..

Efliciency . . . . . . . . . .48 .47 .50 .48 .48 47 . . . . . .

Electrical H. P . . . . .. 5.16 6.52 7.75 8.98 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

50 Mechanical H. P . . . . .. 3.11 3.95 4.75 5.52 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Efliciency .602 .606 .612 .615 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Electrical H. P ._ 7.30 8.64 110.48 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

75 Mechanical H. P . . . . . . 4.69 5.76 7.06 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Efliciency . .. .643, .670 .674 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

l

Electrical H. P . . . . . . . . 9.21 11.54 12.25 Speed of Pump, 27 Rev’ls.

100 Mechanical H. P. . . . . 6.16 7.7 7 8.36 _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , _ _ _ _ _ . _

Efi'\<>i<"1¢Y - - - - . - -- -670 -673 -682 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Electrical H. P . . . . . . .. 11.29 13.88 . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

125 ;Mechanical H. P. . . . . 7.74 9.37 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Efiiciency . . . . . . . . . . .686 .675 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Electrical H. P . . . . . . . 1.4.02 15.16 Speed of Pump, 22 revolutions.

150 Mechanical H. P . . .. 9.17 10.19 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ . . . . . . .

Eificislwy- - - - - - - ~- -654 -612 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

 

The 1<:ra¢i=iiEy. iiiflthis Table, is the 1\'le€l1eihical, dividediby the Electrical, Horse

Power.

The pump consists of three vertical cylinders, Within

which are three single-acting plungers, their cranks

‘Electric Hoists have been illustrated in Euzcrmc Powak as follows: Brush Hoist,

September, 1889; p. 277. Thomson-Houston Hoist, January, 1890; p. 21.

being hung from the main shaft at 1200 angles, in order

to produce the most even application of power. In ad

dition to this class of pumps for general hydraulic work,

the Van Depoele type of reciprocating-engine is being

adapted to a sinking pump which has, as yet, not been

sufliciently tested to warrant further mention here.

I need hardly mention the subject of ventilating-ap

paratus, as the application of motors to revolving-fans

of any kind is a mere question of belts or gears, though

the fact that the fan, with its motor, may be located at

any desired point within the mine, with an expenditure

of power hardly greater than would be necessary out

side, has a marked bearing upon the general arrange

ment and efficiency of ventilating-systems.

The question of lighting, also, though a most inter

esting one to the engineer and operator, hardly falls

within the scope of this paper. It is sufiicient to call at

tention to the fact that the same wires which furnish

current for a part or all of the apparatus enumerated

above, will make the interior of the mines as light as

day, and give a beneficial result, not only directly in the

amount of product, but indirectly in the satisfaction and

comfort of the men. This is not theory, but has been

demonstrated to the satisfaction of all concerned, and

in cases where there was, at the start, among the miners

themselves, a hearty and bitter opposition to the new

system.

Before considering the question of surface-arrange

ments, let us pause amoment, to answer the oft-repeated

question as to danger.

The danger of accident from any class of electric ma

chinery in mining-operations, is of three [kinds : first,

physical injury from contact with conductors or appara

tus, through which a current is passing; secondly, dan

ger of fire or explosion from a spark in some part of the

electrical apparatus : and, thirdly, failure of the appara

tus to work properly at critical moments. Regarding

the first point, it may be said that a limit of 2 50 volts has

been fixed by many experts in mining and electrical

engineering for all apparatus to be used below the sur

face; and that permamwt injury from a current of this

tension, regardless of it: amount, is absolulely impossible, the

only liability to danger lying in secondary and indirect

accidents, owing to the surprise and momentary discom

fort due to an accidental shock. A hot steam-pipe car

ries more danger for the man who unexpectedly touches

it than a bare copper wire carrying enough current to

cut and haul two thousand tons of coal a day, at the

voltage named above. As to the second source of dan

ger, no electrical apparatus, if properly installed. should

ever spark, at known and properly-guarded points ; the

amount of protection at these points being entirely

dependent upon the knowledge of the designer, faithful

ness of the operator and common sense of the purchaser,

in spending sufficient money on safeguards. As to the

third point, no class of apparatus ever designed is free

from the possibility of accidental derangement, and at

critical moments. But of electrical apparatus, it may

be said that no type of machinery will answer more

quickly to sudden demands upon its capacity, or give

a plainer indication of continued abuse; while, on the

other hand, no system of power-transmission is capable

of more rapid repair in case of temporary derangement.

We have but to compare the work of mending a broken

air or steam-pipe, or splicing a parted cable, with that

of making a simple twist in a broken wire, and we need

not wonder at the recent prophecy of a prominent naval

oflicer, that coming warships would carry no steam out

side their boiler and engine-room.*

* Some of our latest additions to the navy have more than twenty steam-en ines for

hoists, pumps, etc., in different locations, any one of which might be rendere useless

by a stray shot. not to mention the demoralizing effect of escaping steam, while the

wires of electric apparatus for the same purposes may be almost instantly repaired.
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Let us consider now the demands of the generating

system which will enable us to furnish the proper cur

rent to our- apparatus to the greatest advantage.

If we have an abundant and steady water-power at

hand, so much the better, as the expense of maintenance

then becomes practically a matter of interest on invest

ment. If, on the other hand, we must rely on steam, let

us be sure and have an ample boiler-capacity to begin

with. Many an electric installation has been condemned

by casual observers when the fault lay between the coal

pile and the dynamo-belt. It is, however, the province

of this paper to consider, not the generation of mechani

cal energy, but its transmission ; and, accordingly, atten

tion will be given first to the current-generators.

A generator of 85 horse-power capacity, suited for

mining work, is manufactured by the Thomson-Houston

Electric Company. It is equipped with sliding base,

and self-oiling bearings, and weighs io,ooo pounds.

Mounted on brick or stone foundations, in a dry, cool

room, free from flying dust of any kind, these, with A 1

oil, and cleanliness, should need practically no attention

except at starting and stopping.

It has a capacity of about 75o horse-power of genera

ting machinery, which will be used for furnishing cur

rent to electric coal-cutters, drills, pumps, haulage

engines, ventilating-fans, etc, the entire power needed

for the various mining operations being transmitted

electrically. As this is the first plant of such magnitude

employing electric apparatus to the exclusion of other

systems, the result will be watched with interest.

Cheap machines will not answer for mining-work.

One cannot shut down for a few hours whenever it is

desirable to have a new commutator put on, or a little

shellac and braid here and there ; anda thousand dollars

more on the original investment is a good deal better

than six or seven hundred a year for repairs.

Iappend some communications kindly furnished by

gentlemen who have given special attention to various

branches of the subject of this paper. To these, as well

as to others who have furnished various data of interest,

I wish to express my thanks.

THE ELECTRIC MAGNETIC RECIPROCATING ENGINE.

BY CHARLES J. VAN DEPOELE.

One of the recent developments in the electric line is

the perfection of a new electric-magnetic reciprocating

engine.

For years past, and, indeed, ever since electricity was

first used to magnetize an iron bar by means of a coil of

wire, the idea of producing a reciprocating motion by

the electric current has been entertained, and many un

successful attempts have been made to construct and

operate such machines.

It is a well-known fact that when a current is made to

flow through a coil of copper wire, or what may be

termed a solenoid, a bar of iron placed near the ends of

such a coil will be sucked into the solenoid, and the

moment the current is broken the plunger or iron bar

will be dropped by its own weight, or may be expelled

by means of springs if the machine is in any other

position than vertical. This principle, however beauti

ful, could never be successfully applied in the construc

tion of heavy machinery on account of the make and

break of the circuit, which has to take place in order to

produce the pulsations of the current which causes the

pulling and letting go of the plunger.

Not until the invention and construction by the writer

of an electric generator which would give currents

rising and falling at a definite speed, could the current

be sent to the coils of a reciprocating engine, there

1

' and falling

alternately attracting and repelling its plunger. In this

apparatus, however, as will be seen later on, the rising

of the current is produced in such a way

that it is absolutely certain that no spark is produced

either in the machine or in the generator producing the

current. The current is caused to rise and fall in closed

circuits, and actuates the plunger of the reciprocating

engine with a speed corresponding absolutely to the

speed of the defined rise and fall of currents produced

by the generator. Thus, the generator can_be caused

to produce, say 400 pulsations of current a minute, or

it- can be made to produce either a higher or lower num

ber than this, so that the engine’s speed can be regu

lated according to the size of its piston and the work it

has to do.

The engine itself is a simple piece of machinery, con

sisting of two or more coils of copper wire, solenoids,

incased in an iron envelope protecting them from out

side injury. Within these coils is placed a brass tube,

and within this an iron plunger, capable of moving to

and fro under the action of the currents in the coils.

To the end of this iron plunger is attached a piston-rod,

similar to that of an ordinary engine, and to this is at

tached the hammer, drill or whatever tool is to be ope

rated by the engine.

A very simple means of connecting the reciprocating

engine to the current, is applied to the machine, so that

it can be stopped and started instantly. The cables

leading from the generating-station to where the cur

rent is to be used, are perfectly insulated in the usual

manner, and switch-boxes are disposed along the main

cables. From these, flexible cables are led to the re

ciprocating-machine, so that it can be moved, if neces

sary, from one place to another, without any trouble

whatever. The cable is incased in a rubber tube to

protect it from injury and to prevent loss of current by

contact with the ground.

It will readily be seen that one of the first applica

tions of these machines will be to rock-drills, such as

are now in use in nearly all mining and rock-work, for

quarrying, prospecting, etc. The simplicity of the ma

chine lends itself most readily to this application, as it

will be seen that there are no movable parts on the

whole machine, except the plunger and piston-rod car

rying the tool.

There are no valves, as in steam-engines, no switches,

no make and break of the circuit, and no exposed cur

rent-carrying parts, so that the whole can be handled

with safety and without any skill above that of common

laborers. By turning on the switch the machine is

started; by turning off the current, it is stopped. There

is absolutely nothing to be done to the machine, except

occasionally to pour in a few drops of oil, to lubricate

the piston and its rod.

For ordinary mining-work the drill is mounted on a

tripod similar to that now in use with the steam and

air-drills which are well known to-day, or it can be at

tached to horizontal bars or to vertical columns; in fact,

it lends itself to absolutely the same work as has been

done heretofore by the air- and steam-drills. It will

work in- any position, from horizontal to vertical. The

weight of these drills will be approximately the same as

that of the steam- or air-drills of the same capacity, and

everything is so arranged that the men accustomed to

work the latter machines will find no difliculty in opera

ting the new electric drills.

The apparatus for generating currents to operate

these drills or electro-magnetic engines, can be placed

at any distance from where the drills are at work, and

any number of drills can be worked from the same

source, each drill working independently of the other,

and whether one or more are in operation, the generator
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will regulate and furnish a current exactly proportional

to the demand.

Where a long distance exists between the generator

and the place where the current is to be distributed, a

system of conversion is used ; that is, the current is

changed from a high to a low potential, so that the

primary current, transmitting the power from the prime

motor, can be of a high tension. Since this current

could be guarded against possible contact, there would

be no danger in using high voltage. At the point of ap

plication, the high potential is converted to a low poten

tial of such pressure only as may be found desirable and

practicable. Where the distance is, say, only 1 or 2

miles, it will not be necessary to use any system of con

version whatever, as a current of suitable potential can

be run directly from the generator to the mines.

The main advantage, however, is the superior econ

omy over the motors now in use where steam or air is

to be conveyed to a distance of only a few hundred feet.

There is an enormous loss in this transmission, and

methods of steam- or air-transmission are certainly very

limited in scope. There is, also, the trouble of leakage,

making a system of piping much more costly in main

tenance ; but this is done away with when electricity is

employed. All parts are so simple, that they will re

quire little or no repair for very long terms ; and such

repairs as will have to be made, will always be much

less expensive than in the case of steam- or air-driven

machines.

THE USE OF ELECTRIC POWER-TRANSMISSION AT

ASPEN, COLORADO.

BY C. E. DOOLXTTLE.

At the request of Mr. Spalding. I give a brief state

ment in regard to the plant in use at this place by means

of which water-power is utilized for generating electric

currents and the latter are applied to mine-hoisting, etc.

This mining-town had been lighted by electricity for

three years, the power being obtained from several

small water-powers, when, owing to the limited quantity

of water flowing in the mountain streams of this region

in winter, it became necessary either to put in a steam

plant or to use water under a much greater head. It

was determined to adhere to Water-power ; and the con

struction of a plant, to use water under ahead of 900

feet, was begun eighteen months ago.

A dam was built on Hunter Creek, about three miles

from town, at a point where a dam 12 feet in height

creates a reservoir covering several acres of ground. It

has been necessary, during a few of the coldest winter

nights, to draw upon the supply of water in this reser

voir, but the reservoir always refilled itself during the

following day. _

From the dam, the water is carried some two miles in

a wooden fiume, buried in the ground, to the head of the

pipe-line. The pipe-line is 4500 feet long, and has afall

of 876 feet, giving a pressure of 380 pounds per square

inch at the water-wheels. Lap-welded pipe, 14 inches

in diameter ‘and about inch in thickness, is used.

In the power-house there are eight Pelton water

wheels, each two feet in diameter, and each capable of

developing 150 horse-power. The water-wheels run at

the rate of 1 I00 revolutions per minute, and each wheel

is belted directly to one or more dynamos. This power

has now been in use more than a year and has proved

absolutely reliable. The wheels at present furnish

power to operate three arc-dynamos, six$y lights each;

four incandescent dynamos, supplying 2500 incandescent

lamps, and two 50o-volt power-dynamos, one requiring

about 60 horse-power, the other about 120 horse-power

under full load. These power-generators furnish cur

rent to electric motors used principally for hoisting in

mine-inclines. For this purpose, motors of the street

car type are used, so that the speed is under control of

the engineer. The motors are connected to ordinary

mine-hoists by spur-gearing and paper friction-wheels.

These electric hoists are all underground, at points

where it would be both dificult and expensive to obtain

power in any other way. The distance of the motors

from the dynamos is, in most cases, about 2 miles.

Some of the hoists have been running more than two

years, and all have proved satisfactory and reliable.

The expense for motor-repairs has been very small.

There are also motors in use for running blowers, rock

crushers, etc. The motors range in size from 3 to 75

horse-power.

An electric tramway for mine use is now in process of

construction. The locomotive for this purpose consists

of astreet-car motor, mounted on a truck, with the

armature-shaft at right angles to the car-axles. This

arrangement involves the use of a set of bevel-gears.

There should be a special motor for this purpose, so

designed that the locomotive will not be too broad to

run on the 18 inch-gauge tracks when the ar1nature

shaft is placed parallel to the axles, thus allowing spur

gearing to be used.

While the application of electric motors to hoisting

has been a pronounced success, there are still two

obstacles in the way of the general utilization of electri

city for all mining purposes, viz., the lack of electric

drills and electric pumps. As soon as an electric drill

is produced that will do the work of an air-drill, and an

electric pump that will -take the place of the present

sinking-pump, then the time for the general application

of electricity for all mining purposes, to the exclusion

of other power, will be at hand.

A MODEL ELECTRIC CAR.‘

No greater evidence that electricity has taken a firm

hold on street railway managers all over the country is

necessary than a visit to the workshops of street car

builders. It is a fact that over 25 per cent. of the cars

new in the course of construction by the ]ohn Stephen

son Company (Limited), are intended for electric rail

ways in different parts of the country.

As many improvements are made in electric cars as '

are made in those intended to satisfy the . desire of the

most fastidious travellers on through lines of railroad. It is

anoticeable fact that electric cars are becoming more and

more luxurious in their appointments, and the time

would seem to be high at hand when the people will

become so accustomed to seeing and travelling on

electric cars of the most elegant design and finish, that

the slow-going, patched-up and ugly affair known as a

horse-car, will have to go, and pass away from fact to

history.

The Stephenson Company are now constructing a

vestibule car for the Georgetown and Tenallytown (D.

C.) Railway which surpasses anything of that class of

vehicles ever constructed, and is equal in finish to a

brand new Pullman car. It is finished in mahogany,

and the floor is covered with Wilton rugs.

The electrical equipment consists of two 20 horse

power motors, a total of 40 horse power, and the car is

beautifully lighted with five 16-candle power lamps,

making the interior at night as light as day. The general

appearance of the car, inside and out, is most pleasing,

and the citizens of Tenallytown and Georgetown will

have a car that they may well feel proud over. The

Stephenson Company shows great enterprise in keeping
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up with the times in the production of such a beautiful

specimen of modern street car building. '

There are nine electric cars running regularly on the

Georgetown and Tenallytown road.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS IN NEW JERSEY.

The introduction of the system of propelling street

cars by the overhead electric wires has given an extra

ordinary impulse to street-railroad enterprise in and

about Essex County, New ]ersey. Ten years ago not a

single line in Newark paid a dividend, although all were

exempted from taxes, and their stock was of dubious

value. To-day this stock is “ gilt edged," and is eagerly

sought for at prices that a year ago would have been

deemed impossible. Stock in street railroads in Newark

that some years ago was bought at fifty cents on the

dollar, was lately sold at the rate of $380 a share, and

the purchasers assumed a big mortgage debt beside.

Withal they made a. good bargain, for they have capital

ized their property at about two millions more than the

purchase price, and expect to pay the interest and sink

ing fund on a mortgage debt representing this entire

purchase price out of the saving in motive power by

introducing the trolley-wire for propelling their cars.

Moribund roads in Elizabeth, Passaic, Paterson, Orange

and New Brunswick have suddenly assumed value and

been acquired by purchase, and will be operated at

greatly reduced cost by electricity. At the same time

new roads are projected in all directions and franchises

are eagerly competed for. As a price for granting new

privileges and franchises, Newark has exacted five per

cent. of the gross receipts, the full local tax, and the

lighting of the streets with electricity. Orange has

exacted a percentage of receipts and five-cent fares to

Newark. Formerly a street railroad obtained exemp

tion from taxes and the right to charge whatever fares

it pleased. All that is changed now, and capitalists are

eager to, get franchises on new conditions. The cheaper

system of transit has made these franchises exceedingly

valuable.

With the completion of roads already projected and

the general introduction of electricity as a motive

power, the east ]ersey communities will be vastly more

attractive for residence than they have been, and the

effect will be to draw population from New York. One

great drawback to the growth of small communities has

been the lack of transit facilities, and now there is pros

'pect that these will be abundantly supplied. For ex

ample, the region on the east bank of the Passaic River,

from Newark to the Bergen County line, has been

almost inaccessible, except at two or,three points where

the Erie and Morris and Essex Railroads have stations.

An electric railroad is now to be built from Harrison,

opposite Newark, to pass through Kearney, Arlington,

and Rutherford, and along the Passaic up to Passaic

city. This will make the whole region available for

urban population. Essex County will shortly be inter

sected in all directions with electric roads, and the most

remote sections will be connected by electric transit

with the stations of the steam railroads.

An electric road is planned from Fort Lee through

Hackensack to Paterson, and abundant capital is said to

be ready to build it. It is to make a great reduction in

the time required to reach this city.

East Orange, West Orange, South Orange, Orange

City, Montclair, Short Hills, Summit, and other beauti

ful and thriving places have been almost entirely built

up by New Yorkers, because they are readily reached

by railroad. There are scores of places as near New

York that present equal or better advantages, but are

off from the steam railroad lines. The electric roads

will bring these places in easy communication with the

city, and their rapid development is only a question of

time.—1V. Y. Ezwzing P051.

A GREAT POWER PLANT.

TI-IE PENOBSCOT RIVER AT VEAZIE, ME., HARNESSED TS THE

ELECTRIC MOTOR.

The great Penobscot river, the largest in Maine,

drains 7,400 square miles, a region as large as the State

of Massachusetts. From Oldtown to Bangor, a distance

of twelve miles, the river falls more than ninety feet,

giving several of the finest water powers in the world.

These, Says the Bangor (Me.) Industrial‘ journal. have

mainly been used for the manufacture of lumber, but

one of the finest is now to be used for a different pur

pose. At Veazie, four miles above Bangor, an electric

plant has been building during the past year, that when

entirely completed will be one of the largest in the

world. Work on this plant was begun a little more than

a year ago, and has continued uninterruptedly to the

present time. Part of the time 200 men have been em

ployed there, their wages averaging $3,000 every fort

night. A vast amount of excavating had to be done

before the foundation could be begun. This excavation

averaged seven feet in depth, and a large portion of it

had to be blown out of the solid ledge.

The building will be 240 by 52 feet, with a wheel house

running the entire length, 2 3 feet wide, a boiler house 50

by 35 feet, and a tower 48 feet in height from foundation

of the front of the building. The main building will be

32 feet high. The upper story will be leased to parties

wanting room and power. Fifteen water wheels of 150

horse power each will be placed in this plant and so ar

ranged that they can be run separately or in groups.

The power is transmitted to a main shaft, and connected

with this will be two alternating machines for incande

scent lights sufficient for 3,000 lights, four are ‘dynamos,

and three power generators. About 100 feet in length of

the,building is completed, seven wheel pits are complete

and six wheels are set. These are now in operation and

light and power are being suppled to parties desiring

either or both. .

The plant will supply lights for the city of Bangor

and Brewer, power for the electric railway for Bangor

and Brewer, and will also pump water for Brewer and

Veazie. The ownership of the plant is divided as fol

lows: Three-fifteenths are owned by the Penobscot \Va

ter and Power Company, four-fifteenths by the Ban

gor Street Railway, and eight-fifteenths by the Bangor

Electric Light and Power Company. Power for motors

will be let by the Electric Light and Power Company.

The electric system used is the Thomson-Houston. For

pumping water for supplying Brewer and Veazie, Henry

R. Worthington, of New York, furnishes the pump with

a capacity of 2,000,000 gallons per day. The whole

plant is thoroughly and substantially built of brick.

Veazie is finely situated for the establishment of such

a plant. The water power is immense. The flow of

the river at low water at this point is 146,000 cubic feet

per minute, affording 2, 500-horse power with a nine feet

head. The average horse power would be far more than

that. One of the greatest reasons for the rapid intro

duction of the electric motor is the fact that wherever

power is wanted, be it near the river or miles away, it

makes no difference to the silent and mysterious agent

which, following the wire suspended for its conduction,

can convey the force produced by the. rush of water

over falls and cataracts and use it at points where con

venience or inclination dictates.
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TELEPHONE INTERFERENCE WITH ELECTRIC

TRAMWAYS.

It may seem strange to those who are unacquainted

with the facts, but it is none the less true, that the tele

phone companies constitute a vexatious and sufficiently

powerful interference with electric tramway progress to

make their opposition costly and effective. Amongst

the many fights before Parliamentary Committees

during last session were some based on claims by the

telephone interests that, if allowed, may prevent all

electric tramway development. A noteworthy stand

against these claims was made by the Wellingborough

and District Tramroads Company and the Weston

super-Mare Tramway Company, which are proposing to

work their lines electrically. The telephone companies

sought to obtain the insertion of certain clauses in the

Tramway Bills for their protection. They required the

tramway companies to lay down their works in such a

way that there should be no such leakage as could in

any way interfere with the telephones, as worked with

a single wire and earth return, thus virtually making a

claim to a monopoly in the use of the earth, although

nothing is paid for any such monopoly. As the tele

phone system in these districts extends only over a very

limited area, the tramway company offered to protect

the telephones by giving them a metallic return at their

own expense where they then existed, but stipulated

that in their future extensions they must protect them

selves. That is to say, all the telephone companies

must in/future do what is done in the best telephone

circuits—namely, use a wire return instead of an earth

return. In the \Vellingborough case a committee

upheld the arguments of the Tramway Company, giving

it in its bill what is known as the “VVellingborough

Clause.” In the Weston case, another committee,

although the cases were similar, accepted neither of the

clauses proposed by the respective companies, but

manufactured one upon which it is very necessary that

something should be said, and upon which tramway and

railway engineers should in future take action.

The telephone companies generally use the earth

return—at least, in all country districts—for obvious

reasons. The fact that they have done so to a con

siderable extent in telephones yet erected cannot in any

way afford them any admissible claims to sole use of

the earth in the present, or in undefined future cases

and directions. If their machines are exceedingly deli

cate, as a result of incomplete mode of working, the

more reason the companies should protect themselves

from electrical and external influences by using a me

tallic return. In this they would be following the advice

of their own witness, Mr. Preece, who, in his book on

telephones, sums up his remarks on this question in the

following words:-—“ The only really effective mode of

getting over _the disturbances due to induction between

wire and wire is the metallic circuit system. The British

Post-office and the French Telephone Company are the

only administrations that have decisively adopted this

plan. The principal objection raised is that of expense,

but this disappears on investigation, for while the prime

cost may be hi her, the improved service leads to a

largely enhance income. When the absolute perfection

of working of a metallic circuit system is experienced,

it is remarkable that any other system ever should be

contemplated. Human nature is very loth to admit

that it is wrong. Those who have matured the one-wire

system do not like to sweep away their cherished

plans, but as the systems grow it seems impossible to

conceive that they can continue to work effectually such

an imperfect plan. The use of the earth is essentially

bad, and it admits an infinity of troubles. The double

wire system must infallibly survive."

These opinions, based as they are_ upon Mr. Preece’s

very wide experience on the subject, appear to us to be

unaiiswerable. Not only is the soundness of his advice

generally admitted by electricians, but it is well known

that if adopted it would remove the cause of the strong

complaints made against the present telephonic system

in London; complaints which must grow more and more

frequent as the electric lighting mains are put into

work. If therefore a new system offers itself, which

can be adopted with safety and economy to supplant

horse traction or the steam tramway engine, it should

not be imperilled at its commencement by the action of

private enterprise possessing no statutory powers.

Great stress was laid during the inquiries by the tele

phone company upon the fact that alarge number of

tramway companies had already accepted the clause, by

which it was hoped to establish a sort of precedent, ex

cepting, we believe, the Plymouth case. All these cases

were fought in a half-hearted way, and their value as

precedents has been shown by the decision of the com

mittee in the Wellingborough case. In fact the accept

ance of the telephone clauses by these tramway com

panies shows a lack of co-operation where unity would

be of great value. In America it has been clearly es

tablished that the telephone companies must protect

themselves, twenty-five different actions having all been

decided in favor of the tramway companies. It is

therefore quite clear that the time has come to consider

seriously the position of these respective interests, and

a model clause, fair and equitable to both parties, should

be settled by a different tribunal than that of an ordi

nary Parliamentary Committee. Experts cognizant of

the working and expense of both systems, and able to

sift the scientific evidence of either side, alone are able

settle this question. The statements made before the

Committees are sometimes so contradictory, and bear

such a distant likeness to the truth on the subject in a

practical sense, that none of those on the committees

can by any possibility see where the truth lies. Accord

ing to the evidence, for instance, given for the tele

phone company by Sir William Thomson, Sir Frederick

Bramwell, and Dr. Hopkinson, the cost of putting a me

tallic return for a telephone would be about £10 per

mile, and the cost of insulating a tramway would be

about £42 per mile. On the other hand, in the evi

dence given for the tramway company by experts who

had had the advantage of experience in constructing

lines worked as these are intended to be worked—by

the overhead system—the cost of insulating a tramway

is given at £700 to £1,000 per mile. The evidence of

a telephonic engineer who had constructed many miles

of telephones gave the cost of providing a metallic circuit

as £5 per mile. What committee of the House of Com

mons can arrive at any useful guidance from these

figures? It will, however, be admitted, whether the £5

or £10 per mile be the actual cost of the return wire

for the telephone, that it is this outlay which should be

made, especially when it is remembered that it is abso

lutely essential for the best Working of telephonic ser

vice, and must be adopted wherever electric lighting

becomes general.

If there is to be a clause at all for the protection of

the telephone companies,‘ that already referred to as the

Wellingborough clause seems to appear to offer all that

is necessary as a model. This will be the more obvious

if we first give the model clause proposed by the tele

phone companies. It is as follows:—“ The company

shall so construct their electric circuits and other works

of all descriptions, and shall so work the tramway in all

respects as to prevent any injurious interference, by in

duction or otherwise, with the electric circuits from time

to time used or intended to be used by the telephone
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company for the purpose of telephonic communication

or with the currents in such circuits. Provided that

this sub-section shall only apply if reasonable and proper

precautions have been taken in the erection or laying

down of such circuits, and if they have not been erected

or laid down in unreasonably close proximity to the

lines or works of the company.” This is followed by

the usual clause appointing an arbitrator. Now the

contention of the tramway company appears reasonable.

They ask Parliament if it thinks fit to insert a clause,

which is to define what are “reasonable and proper pre

cautions,” and by so doing he-—the arbitrator-is only

asked to decide the views of the legislature, and not

necessarily the view of the telephone company. Sir

William Thomson admitted the fairness of this, for he

said in his evidence that under the proposed clause the

arbitrator would be bound to give judgment against

the tramway company. In cross-examination, Mr.

Littler, Q.C., said: “The question submitted to him—

that is, the arbitrator—is this: Is the telephone com

pany to have a metallic return, or is the tramway com

pany to be compelled to perfectly insulate? That is

the question which I take it would be put to him in any

given set of circumstances. In your view he would never

order a telephone company to make a metallic return,

or ought not." To this Sir William Thomson replied:

“Certainly not under the model clause;" and when Mr.

Littler asked, “ In point of fact that means that we are

to insulate our tramways?” Sir William Thomson

said “it certainly does."

“It will be thus seen that the principal witness of the

telephone companies admitted that for the tramway

company to go before an arbitrator on this so-called

model clause would be an absurdity. The reasons for

modification are thus obvious, and the requirements for

fairly meeting both sides and protecting the public are

well put in the clause asked for by the tramway com

pany. It is the same as that known as the Welling

borough clause, which is in force. It is as follows:—

“The company shall so construct their electric circuits,

and other works of all descriptions, and shall so work

their tramway in all respects as to prevent any injurious

interference, by induction or otherwise, with the electric

circuits from time to time used or intended to be used

by the telephone company for the purpose of telephonic

communication, or with the currents in such circuits.”

“Provided that this sub-section shall only apply if

reasonable and proper precautions have been taken in

the erection or laying down of such last-mentioned cir

cuits, to insulate and protect them from external elec

trical influences, and if they have not been erected or

laid down in unreasonably close proximity to the lines

or works of the company. The reasonable cost of

alterations in existing works of the telephone company

so as to make them comply with this proviso shall, if

required by the telephone company, be borne by the

company, and in case of dispute the amount of such

costs shall be settled by arbitration as hereinafter pro

vided." In this clause the reasonable and proper pre

cautions are defined, and, moreover, if the existing lines

of the telephone are affected by the tramway the latter

may remedy this by giving the former a metallic return,

which is admitted to be cheapest.

The following is the clause imposed by the committee,

known as the Weston clause:—“ The company shall so

construct their electric circuits and other works of all

descriptions, and shall so work their tramway in all

respects as to prevent, so far as reasonably may be, any

injurious interference, by induction or otherwise, with

the electric circuits from time to time used by the tele

phone company for the purpose of telephonic communi

cation, or of the currents in such circuits. Provided

that, re ards electric circuits erected or laid down by.

the Telep one Company, after the passing of this Act,

this sub-section shall only apply, if in the erection and

laying down of such circuits reasonable and proper pre

cautions against injurious interference witlz other elec

trical circuits have been taken, and if they have not been

erected or laid down in unreasonable close proximity to

the now existing or authorized lines or works of the

company." Manifestly this clause is not sense unless it

read “by” other electrical circuits instead of “will: ”—

where we have printed the word in italics—which doubt

less was the intention of the committee, as it is clear

that the very feeble current used by the telephone com

pany cannot possibly afiect the much larger current of

the tramway company. The notion of a telephonic

circuit interfering with anything is ridiculous.

We have now placed this matter fully before our

readers, and have very little doubt as to the nature of

their conclusions upon it. It is questioned whether the

telephone companies should have the consideration of

a committee on private Bills, and whether they have any

locus. Assuming statutory powers to be necessary in

this respect, it is asked what statutory powers the tele

phone companies possess beyond a license from the

Postmaster-General, which is open to anybody to obtain.

The position of the telephone company or companies

seems in brief to be this:—-They wish to allocate to

themselves a large strip of England, to put down a

most delicate telephonic system in the cheapest and,

according to Mr. Preece, the worst method, and by the aid

of a large purse demand the entire use of the earth as

a sole right. The tramway companies will, no doubt,

see the absolute necessity of combining next session, so

that the matter may be properly dealt with. Under the

advice of their engineers they will probably resist such

clauses as are demanded by the telephone company,

especially as the time may be near when many tramway

directors who have already accepted these clauses may

have a great deal of difiiculty in explaining their in

ability to use electricity as a consequence of their ready

assent to demands the meaning of which in the near

future they did not see.— The (London) Engineer.

ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVES FOR ELEVATED ROADS.

It is proposed that the elevated roads solve the ques

tion of rapid transit by the use of electricity. On the

face of the matter such a suggestion seems to us more

feasible than any that have as yet been presented.

Whether electricity is sufficiently developed as yet as a

motive power that can be at all times depended upon is

a very important consideration. Where the trafiic is so

enormous as is the case with our “ L" roads, even‘ a

little delay causes serious inconvenience. By the use of

electricity as the motive power, trains of any length

desired can be run. The locomotives at present in use

are heavily taxed to carry the number of cars which

usuall compose the train, and the limit of their power is

about reached.

It is argued that in the case of electricity a motor can

be attached to each car which will be powerful enough

to propel the car, and in addition there will be the

motive power furnished by the electric locomotive.

Such a system, if it can be perfected, would enable

much higher speed to be attained and at the same time

the increased number of cars moved would obviate the

annoyance and delay which seems unavoidable under

the present system.

The use of electricity, too, will do away with the use

of foul smelling lamps, and provide a light which will

be both restful to the eye and make the use of the eyes

in reading safe and easy.—Fz'narm'er.
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ELECTRIC TRACTION INCREASER.

The Montreal fferald, of Oct. zd, prints the following

description of Ries's Electric Traction Increaser :

Considerable interest and discussion has been excited

among railroad men and electrical engineers in regard

to the increased adhesive effect produced between driv

ing wheels and rails and other metallic surfaces when

traversed by an electric current under given conditions.

Preliminary tests of the invention, as applied to steam

locomotives in regular service, have been very success

ful and this, together with the favorable reports of rail

road ofiicials, who have investigated the system, has

recently led to the organization in Baltimore, Md., of

the Ries Electric Traction and Brake Company, with a

capital stock of $2,000,000 for the purpose of further

developing and introducing the same.

There was quite a gathering of railroad men and

engineers at Henderson Bros.’ office in the Temple

building yesterday to witness the working of a model

of the Ries invention. Mr. Albert H. Henderson,

representing the Baltimore Company, came here to show

the railroad men of this city what the invention can do.

The model is a small locomotive run on steel rails by

electricity, it being too small for the use of steam power.

The rails are raised to any grade so that the engine

wheels revolve around when set in motion, but will not

carry the engine up the grade. At the present time in

creased weight is the only means of preventing the

locomotive wheels slipping, and it is that that the traction

overcomes. The traction-increasing current is gene

rated by a small alternating current dynamo driven by

a rotary engine supplied with steam from the locomo

tive boiler. The engine and dynamo are mounted upon

a common base secured to the boiler in the position

formerly occupied by the sand box. One or both pairs

of driving wheels are electrically insulated from the

body of the locomotive and from each other by the use

of special insulation surrounding the driving box and

side rod brasses. The insulation so far employed has

proven itself fully capable of withstanding the except

ionally severe strain to which it is subjected, and tests

made after several months of continuous service have

led to its permanent adoption for this class of work.

Electrical connection with the two pairs of drivers is

maintained by means of peculiarly constructed brushes

bearing upon brass sleeves secured to the central por

tion of each driving axle. The current density at the

points of contact between the driving wheels and rails

can be varied at will, according to the percentage of in

creased adhesion desired, the usual range being from

5oo to 2,500 amperes. ’

It is proposed to use part of the current generated

by the dynamo, either directly or indirectly, according

to the type of the machine employed, for -the operation

of electric locomotive and train brakes, electric head

light and train lighting, etc., in addition to its use for

increasing traction.

Quite a number of gentlemen were present when a

test was made. The model without the application of

the current will not mount a grade of 15 per cent., but

when the current is applied it will run up a grade of

25 per cent., carrying a load, and will mount a grade

of 50 per cent. without a load.

The present steam locomotive, so far as traction is

concerned, shows a loss of 75 per cent. of its weight

in the very best rail condition, while during wet weather

it shows a loss of 85 per cent. It is believed that the

invention can be successfully applied to locomotives and

to a very sensible degree increase their hauling capacity,

as well as enable them to ascend grades not now possi

ble for them to overcome.

Tests of these devices were made upon the Reading

Railroad from Aug. 5 to 22, 1889, in which devices con

structed for a 55 ton founwheel engine were placed upon a

65 ton eight wheel engine, and notwithstanding the fact

that this was out of all proportion, the results attained

were to a great extent satisfactory and encouraging.

A run was made with the device on a grade of 185 feet

to the mile for seven miles in twenty-eight minutes, as

against fifty-five minutes without it. The engine was

coupled to twelve loaded coal cars with brakes set, and

when the throttle was opened widely the engine re

volved her wheels rapidly, but did not move the load,

whereas when the current was applied the twelve cars

were moved and put under good headway. This was

done with a 500 ampere current.

THE'RAlLROAD OF "rm: FUTURE.

One may be pardoned for believing that the electric

railway system of which the road now in operation bet

ween Gravesend and Coney Island is the model, will be

a thing of universal adoption. The overhead electric

car has begun a revolution which may solve all the

problems of rapid transit and fulfill all prophesies con

cerning the mission and uses of electricity as a motive

power. The triumphs of electric power are so quick

and marvellous in their succession, as to exceed the

most exacting demands of present industrial advance- .

ment, surpassing even the most extravagant conception

of inventive genius. The possibilities of its power have

ceased to be so much a study of the scientist as are the

growing needs of devices for its modified use and con

trol. It is only within the brief period which has

elapsed since the introduction of the overhead electric

street railway car, that we have conceived the idea of a

general adoption of electric power on the present steam

railway systems. The successful operation of the street

car is accepted as a first step in its general adaptation to

great railway systems. Within this brief period the idea

has become wonderfully popular. That this should be

so is marvelous. Never before in the history of the

world has an innovation upon established usages and

methods affecting the interests of all the people been

met without resistance. It has not had so much as the

opposition of prejudice. It is not only received upon

the faith of the people, but welcomed as something to

be desired. But, however readily the people have com

prehended the new order growing out of scientific

advancement in this and other movements, they have

not been quick enough for the spirit of the times.

While we have graciously acknowledged the possi

bilities demonstrated by the present stages of develop

ment, we have reserved the greater triumphs of genius

for some remote period or generation of the future. And

while we have been thus dreaming of that slow and

gradual process by which all great movements have

hitherto worked a change, the genius of the present has

solved the problem ; and, lo! we are now in the midst

of the revolution. The elevated electric railway is pro

nounced a success. Doubling the speed of the steam

locomotive, the electric motor has come to take its place

for trafiic and travel. As its speed is almost unlimited,

the possibility of carrying all the freight of the nation

in rapid transit is claimed for it. Among other superior

claims is that of absolute safety. This, of course, as

well as all other questions concerning the new system is

to be a matter of investigation and experiment, having

all the advantages of the many great improvements to

which the application of electric power may be suscep

tible.—Mz'nz'I1g Industry.
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1‘!-IE PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF ELECTRICITY TO

COAL-MINES.

BY J. S. DOE.

It is now only about fourteen months since the ]effrey

electrical coal-mining machine made the first really

practical test of electricity in the mining of coal on

record in this country. This was carried out in April,

1889, in the mines of the Shawnee and Iron Point Coal

and Iron Company, at Shawnee, Perry County, Ohio, in

what is known as the Big Vein coal-field of Hocking

Valley. This company had previously been experi

menting upon electrical haulage, and, to this end, had

put in a power-plant consisting of a 40 horse-power

generator, built by Forée Bain, of Chicago, Ill.) with an

exciter, both being belted direct to a Beck high-speed

engine of 60 horse-power. The terminal potential of the

generator is 260 volts, and that required by the mining

machine motors is 220 volts ; therefore, there is a loss of

40 volts in the line. In the course of the experiments

at the Shawnee mines, the jeifrey Manufacturing Com

pany, which had been manufacturing for the past ten

years a coal-mining machine run by compressed air, was

called upon to assist the coal company in the installation

of its plant, and, in connection with that work, made

and put in for trial the first electrical mining machine.

The same machine, with only a few minor changes, has

been in practical daily operation in the mines ever since ;

and during the same eriod the jeffrey Manufacturing

Company has installe or contracted for 23 electrical

mining-machines, as follows : .

The Thurmond Coal Company, Thurmond, W. Va.,

four machines, with two 80 horse-power generators, and

two 85 horse-power high-speed engines.

The Sterling Mining Company, Cannelton, Pa., two

machines, with one 80 horse-power generator, and one

85 horse-power engine.

The Monongah Coal and Coke Company, Camden

burg, W. Va., five machines with three generators and

three engines. This company will add more machines

as fast as territory is opened to permit their use.

The Consumers’ Coal Mining Company, Spilman, ‘W.

Va., two machines, one 60 horse-power generator, and

one engine.

The Ellsworth and Morris Coal Company, jobs, Ohio,

four machines, with two generators, and one 150 horse

power engine. This company has also given an order

for another plant of four machines.

The Upson Coal Company, Shawnee, Ohio, is now

putting in a plant to consist of two or more machines.

All the foregoing plants have sufiicient addional

power to run from one to four more machines when

required. A number of other orders, calling for many

machines, are under negotiation at this time, and several

of the above companies have contracted for additional

machines, after a practical trial of their first ones, there

by testifying to their satisfaction with the use of

electricity in coal-mining. The distance from the

power-house to the working-places in the mines, varies

in the above instances from 1000 to upwards of 5000

feet.

As already observed, the motors on the mining-ma

chines are wound for 220 volts, with a capacity of 15

horse-power. This voltage has been found to be per

fectly safe, there being no danger from any accidental

contact with the wire. The amount of work done by

each machine averages from 6oo to 900 square feet of

surface under-cut in 10 hours. It requires two men to

handle the machine. The machines cut into the coal or

fire-clay bottom, as may be desired, at the rate of about

1 to 1% feet per minute; the standard machine under

cutting 5 or 6 feet deep, 39 or 42 inches wide and 4

inches high. After the cut is made, the cutter-bar is

withdrawn by throwing a lever ; the machine is then

moved over the length of the cutter-bar for another cut,

and proceeds as before. Upon completion of the room,

the machine is loaded upon a truck provided for the

purpose, and moved into another room for more cutting ;

the first room being then drilled and the coal shot down

for loading.

The same power, electricity, has been applied to the

running of electrical drills, manufactured by the jeffrey

Company. These drills penetrate the coal at the rate of

two or more feet per minute. The mines are also, in

some instances, lighted by incandescent electric lamps.

Electricity is also applied to the running of pumps and

fans in some of the above-named coal-mines, with per

fectly satisfactory results. There can be no doubt that

electricity in coal-mines has become a permanent, prac

tical success. We are, however, only in the infancy of

its uses. There will be many and valuable improve

ments made as time progresses ; but, with the light we

have, it is evident that considerable advantages will accrue

to those who first put in electrical coal-mining machinery.

The saving in the cost of mining coal by machinery, as

compared with hand-work, varies considerably in differ

ent localities and in different sized veins ; but it may be

roughly estimated to average about 20 to 25 per cent.,

with an additional saving of merchantable product,

since machine-mined averages coarser than hand-mined

coal.

A few words may be added on the use of electricity

in the hauling of coal. It is unnecessary, at this late

day, to call attention to electricity as a motive power in

the transportation of heavy and quick moving loads.

Our many street-railway lines give us daily and hourly

demonstration of that. The Jeffrey Manufacturing

Company is building, and has in practical operation,

electric mine motor-cars of 20 horse-power capacity,

each weighing 5 tons ; the same type of motor, with the

same voltage, being used as on the mining-machines.

The frame of the motor-car is made of cast iron, with

heavy cast iron draw-bars, and pilots to clear the track

of any obstruction, such as coal, etc. The wheels, 20

inches in diameter, have steel tires with steel axles,

power being transmitted from the motor to the axles

through straight pinions and gears. The speed of the

motor-car is 8 miles per hour. The electrical power is

transmitted to the motor by means of a 4-wheeled trolley

running 011 a double all-metal line, placed along the side

of the entry, there being no rail-or-ground-return.

Sand-boxes and electric head-lights are placed upon the

motor. The “ motorneer " sits at one end, and handles

and guides his iron horse, fed from nature's storehouse,

with far more comfort and ease than can be had with the

stubborn mule.

The jeffrey motor-car has hardly, as yet, demonstra

ted its maximum power. We cannot say how much coal

it would haul on a level. It has hauled as high as 50

tons in one train,up and over a 4% per cent. grade. The

The Shawnee and Iron Point Coal and Iron Company

have one of these cars, and the Thurmond Coal Com

pany another, while the Upson Coal Company is putting

in the plant for one.*

Arrunzu/alors and /I/1721'/1g.—At the Washington meeting,

in February, 1880, Mr. Pedro G. Salom read a paper on

“Electrical Accumulators, or Storage Batteries."

In the following paper, it will be my object to investi

gate the question, as far as possible, from a purely

mining point of view. That the use of Accumulators

in mines is not far off, is almost certain ; and it will be

of interest to many of the members to see how far this

reservoir of power will bear filling and drawing upon

* The Jeffrey Electric Motor Car was Illustrated in ELECTRIC POWER, February

1890; P38? 49=
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at the present time, and what the relative cost of the

two electrical systems may be expected to be, not so

much in first outlay as in the running expenses of the

plant. -

The first thing to be decided is the weight of these

accumulators, and the easiest way to define this is the

weight per horse-power. Mr. Salom says, it takes 25

pounds of battery to give 1 horse-power-hour, and that

to give 100 horse-power-hours, or 10 horse-power for 10

hours, requires 5500 pounds of battery, or 220 elements;

but 25 pounds is the net weight and 32 pounds the real

total upon which we must base our calculations, so that

we have a total of 7040 pounds as the weight of this

battery. The next question is, how much room willthis

take upon a mine-locomotive? A mine-locomotive of

10 horse-power should not be more than 9 feet long, and

2 feet of this will be taken up by the bumpers, leaving

7 feet in length for the battery. Then for a 3-foot track

it should not be more than 5 feet wide. Allowing 1 inch

all around a cell, it will be possible to set ninety-six of

these on the floor-space of the locomotive ; but we must

have fourteen more than this, which will make the

width 68 inches. The height of this cell is 8 inches ;

and, allowing 2 inches space above it, and 1,'/;; inches of

plank, the top of the second tier will be 1972 inches high

above the floor. _

If the motor is to be placed below this floor (and there

is no other place for it), then the bottom of thefloor will

be 2.6 inches from the track ; and, allowing the floor to

be 3 inches thick, to stand the weight, the top of this car

will be 4feet 4% inches above the track. Remember

ing that the height of the 40 horse-power motor at

Lykens Valley is only- 4 feet, and the one at Erie

Colliery, also 40 horse-power, is 4 feet 4 inches, and

that they are both narrower and of the same length as

the proposed storage-motor, and of four times the power,

there is certainly one point established against the pre

sent use of accumulators.

Table of Weight, etc., of Eleclri: 1l{1'ne-Loromotzbcs.

Pounds. Fons. Per Hour.

Zankerode, 4. 5 3000 13% 6

Paulus, - 5 to 6 4200 6

Lykens, - 40 12000 165 6.8

‘ ‘ - 40 1 2000 I 50 6. 8

Shawnee, 4500 21 5

Buckingham, 7000 60 8

" 4000 30 8

Bear Run. 60 18000 150 6

Erie, 40 .1 3500 107 6

Returning to the subject of weight, we calculate that,

to that of the accumulators, 7040 pounds, must be added

that of the motor, say 1300 pounds, the wheels and axles,

say 1 100 pounds, and the frame of the machine, say, for

strength alone, 1400 pounds, giving the total weight of

motor, etc., as 10,840 pounds.

From the above, it appears that the small German

motors weigh about 700 pounds perhorse-power, and that

the large American motors only weigh 300 pounds per

horse-power, whereas the accumulator-motor would

weigh at least 1000 pounds per horse-power. It is true

that weight is necessary to traction, but it is also true

that unnecessary weight will entail loss of power, and

from the very limited information at hand it appears

that 700 pounds per horse-power is found to work satis

factorily with small motors, and that the weight per

horse-power decreases as the horse-power increases.

Consequently, for a 10 horse-power motor, 1000 pounds

per horse-power appears to be too high. There will be

a waste of power in moving this weight and, if we wished

to operate a 40 horse-power locomotive with batteries,

the number of cells would be 880, and their weight

28,160 pounds. They might be divided into two batter

ies and towed in a tender, but even then, each would

would weigh 14,080 pounds, and this would absorb at

least 500 pounds of the total pull of the motor, when

running on the level, and considerably more where

grades are to be overcome.

Dr. Louis Bell has pointed out that, whereas a good

roadbed is necessary for electrical traction by overhead .

wire, it is even more imperatively so when storage-bat

teries are used. We have found in practice that a 25

pound-per-yard steel rail is too light for a locomotive of

13,000 pounds weight to be run upon; therefore, there

is no saving to be looked for in this direction by the use

of accumulators. On the contrary, when we begin to

put in a roadbed heavy enough to stand the weight of a

locomotive weighing, 'say, 23,000 pounds, there are many

disadvantages that the colliery manager will be the first

to see. - Besides the first cost of the track, the keeping

of this weight of track in good repair, in a mine where

the floor is forever moving (as it is in many of our mines),

would be a work of no slight expense_ in itself. It ap

pears, therefore, that not much is to be expected from

accumulators as a means of haulage.

However, this is one side of the question only. There

is another side which should be considered, and that is

the use of the accumulator-motor in collecting the cars

toa point where the heavy haulage-motor can reach

them. The prospect, as viewed from this point, is more

encouraging. From what I have seen of the work, a

motor of about 5 horse-power would do the work of

three or four mules, and the weight would be about

5000 pounds, as follows :

Pounds.

Accumulators (110 cells), - - - 3500

Motor, - - - - - 600

Wheels and Frame, - - - 1000

Total weight, - - 5100

This machine could be built low, so as to take uplittle

height. It is only possible to make this form a com

mercial success, in my opinion, when the gangways are

low and the roof would have to be cut to gain height

enough for mules to work. Then, the cost of the cut

ting saved by the use of the motor would counterbal

ance the repairs on the battery and the extra care and

expense in laying and keeping the track in order. The

cost of the system may be estimated as follows—

assuming the first cost of the locomotive complete to be

$2,300, and allowing that the mine can afford to charge

these cells for $40 per horse-power per year, the gener

ator and engine being already installed and doing work

during the day-time, and this sum representing fuel and

interest on machinery. The attendance should not be

more than $300 per year, as the pump-man and night

engineer can do the work:

Estimale of Ex/M/1.r¢' of 5 H0f.€¢’-/>07£'1'f Arrul/zulalor-M010/'

 

Interest, at 6 per cent., on $2300.00, - $138.00

Repairs to battery, - - - - - 500-00

Repairs to motor, etc., - - - - 150-00

Cost of power, at $40 per horse-power, - 200.00

Attendance in charging at night, - - 300.00

Engineer, at $2 per day, for 260 days, - 520.00

$1808.00

The cost of running three mules and drivers would

be about as follows :
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Interest and depreciation (26 per cent.), on $450, $117.00

Feed, shoeing, harness & attention, at $0. 33 per day 361.00

Three drivers, for 260 days, at $2 per day, - 1560.00

Total, - - - - $2038.00

Less, - - - - 1808.00

Annual saving on 3 mules, $230.00

Or for 4 mules: total expense, - - - .$2717.oo

Less, - - - - 1808.00

Annual saving on 4 mules, $909.00

Or, about 44 per cent. on the investment, under the

circumstances assumed.

The rail and track being an important item in the

economy of this method, I think that perhaps the

cheapest, and at the same time the best method would

be to use from 20 to 25-pound steel rail, and, in laying

the track, to place the ties first about 3 feet apart from

center to center, an on these, and under each rail, to

place a string-piece of wood 1% by 3 inches, nailed to

the ties, and spike the rails on the top, keeping the

stringer-joints and the rail-joints from coinciding. The

combination makes a solid track, and a very smooth

running one, and it has the advantage of not lifting

easily into very uneven points ; the ends of the rails do

not jump as when only laid on the ties, and the track has

not the spring to it which is so injurious.

The true place for accumulators at present is in light

ing, and it looks as if they could be used to advantage

in this connection. They are very heavy, it is true ; but

the lighting arrangement for eight hours’ work would

not be a large or very heavy afiair, and could be taken

to the working-place on the first car, and brought out

on the last, so that it would not have to be carried by

hand at all. The advantage to the operator would be

material, as the men can work better in good light than

in poor, and the coal would come faster and cleaner from

a well-lighted place. The lighting of switches, turn

outs, etc., could be easily accomplished in all parts of the

mine, and the jar which would be detrimental to traction

would not occur in this case. The charging could be

done at night, and a clear steady light delivered during

the working hours.

_ WATER POWER ON A GIGANTIC SCALE.

The Spokane Falls, Wash., electric lighting station

presents some interesting novelties in construction.

Water power is used in it on a gigantic scale, and the

supply is greatly in excess of the present ‘needs. Under

the large head of water, derived from a fall of about

70 feet, the power is brought into the station in two

steel penstocks, each seven feet in diameter. The force

delivered is 27oo-horse power, and the volume of dis

charge passing through when all the wheels are open is

425 cubic feet per second. All the wheels and hydraulic

equipment are on the first floor of the station, the dy

namos on the floor above being belted direct to the

wheels. Thus the turbines run as fast or faster than

the dynamos. The wheel equipment consists of twelve

pairs of Victor turbines of twin horizontal pattern.

Friction clutch wheels are so arranged that any one of

the dynamos can be stopped at any time and leave the

others running. Turbines driving arc lighting machines

run at 675 revolutions per minute, while those driving

the incandescent machines run an even 1000 turns per

minute.

LIGHTING RAILWAY TRAINS BY ELECTRICITY.

BY GEO. E. MORSE.

The lighting of railway trains by electricity has been

attempted in various forms ever since the electric light

became commercially successful. The many difficulties

in the way have led to several distinct methods calcu

lated to overcome some of these difliculties, which

possess more or less merit. English patent 3,894 of 1880

is one of the earliest, and will perhaps serve to illustrate

a typical form of device where the current is at hand to

use. The invention describes an electric railway and

locomotive. The electric current is supplied through

the rails and the armature and field magnets of the

motor; the brake magnets and lamps for lighting the

cars or for headlight, are connected in multiple arc with

the main conductor. Following this in the Thomson

Houston electric railway system, where 500 volts con

stant potential are used, there are in the car five 1oo

volt incandescent lights in series, multiple-arcked across

the locomotive circuit. In the series system of electric

railway, this arrangement is not possible on account of

the varying potential of the current. Mr. Short in

patent N0. 369,561 says: “The object of my invention is

to enable me to light the cars by means of incandescent

lights of any size or tension from a system in which all

the electric locomotives are in series, and the current

quantity remains nearly constant, but the electro-motive

force varies.”

In the motor circuit are several lamps in multiple

arc, with storage batteries also in the same multiple-arc

circuit “ so arranged that a large or small current may

pass through them (batteries), and in so doing produce

‘ a constant electro-motive-force at their terminals.” Any

slight variations in current will not show in the lamps,

as the electro-motive-force is kept constant at the ter

minals.

Where, as in an ordinary railway train, there is no

current available, the lamps must be supplied from a

dynamo on the train. In this case two methods are

available ; the machine may be run by a separate engine,

or as is most often the case may be run by a connection

between the dynamo and a wheel or axle of a car. In

this latter case provision must be made for the stops

and irregularities in speed of the train. This is usually

done by storage batteries. A fair sample of this latter

system is shown in English patents 4,582 and 4,057 of '81,

which are early in the history of the art. In these

patents there is in the guard’s van or other carriage of

the train a small Gramme or other machine driven by

the axle of the carriage ; a series of secondary batteries

is charged by the generated current. The battery feeds

an incandescent circuit extending through the various

carriages of the train. When the train stops the mag

nets stop, but the secondary batteries keep up the sup

ply of current to the lamps.

One advantage of having batteries arranged in this

manner is that any irregularities in the speed of the

train may be compensated for.

storage batteries multiple-arcked across the lighting cir

cuit will absorb any excess of current, and supply cur

rent when the potential falls below normal. Faure,

however, in addition to so locating his batteries, regu

lates by a magnet, which varies the resistance in the

field circuit, and also prevents a reversal of polarity

should the batteries become overcharged or the machine

run too slow. Patent No. 258,149 describes the use of

two sets of batteries, one being charged while the other

is being discharged. The system described in patent

N0. 432,657 consists of two sets of leads, one for the main

lights and one to charge batteries, which run ' auxiliary

lights when it is not advisable to run the dynamo.

It is well known that
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Patent to Leonard & Hanson also shows the use of two

cirguits, one to lamps, and one to batteries. There is a

switch in the baggage car to couple the mains together

to put the batteries in circuit when the generator is not

in action.

Barrett in patent No.-413,160 states that he places his

dynamo in the forward part of the train, and his bat

teries in the rear part, and charges the batteries, and at

the same time lights the train. “Then the charging is

completed the dynamo may be disconnected, and the

batteries used to light the train. There are also a'ux

iliary wires to permit the control of the lights in each

car by switches located at pleastire. The object in loca

ting the batteries at the end of the train is that in case

the train breaks apart, or for any cause the wires be- ‘

come disconnected, the battery will be available to

light such disconnected portion, while the dynamo sup

plies-light to the rest of the train.

In a similar manner in patent No. 383,502 there are

batteries in each car all coupled to the same leads so

that they may all act conjointly to light the train when

the generator is not in use. Each car thus carries sufli

cient battery power to light it in case of accident. In

an auxiliary lead are switches under the control of the

engineer, which serve to switch the batteries in or out

of action.

Buell in patent No. 365,460 puts his batteries in a dust

tight compartment under the fioor of the car, and con

nects them up to a lamp switch board in sections so that

any amount of battery power may be applied to any

number of lamps by plugging the proper holes in the

board. In another patent he describes a form of switch

whereby the batteries are withdrawn singly from the

working circuit and charged. Griscom, 393,757, leads one

of his mains to the end of the train and back to the

lamps nearest to the machine, to equalize the potential

at any point. Marshall, 353,797, uses the batteries in a

slightly different manner from the systems which have

been described. In this improvement the batteries are

placed in the field circuit, and supply current in the

usual manner when the car stops, and in addition ener

gize the field so that the dynamo is effective immediately

upon starting; the usual waiting for priming the field

being obviated, as the field magnets are already

charged.

Quite an important point in all these systems is the

coupling between the dynamo and axle. A rigid coupling,

such as a chain and sprocket, is obviously defective, since

the jolts and oscillation of the truck will soon rack and

throw out of alignment the armature, or at least strain

and bend the spindle in a manner highly detrimental to

efficient action. Belting of various kinds provided with

tighteners to compensate for jars, and with friction

clutches, or analogous devices, to throw the connection

out of engagement when the motion of the car is re

versed, as in backing, is an obvious improvement. One

inventor asserts that frictional connection is best, and

will obviate all difficulties, and accordingly puts rollers

on his dynamo shaft which bear on the car wheels.

Starr, 257,404, uses a friction wheel operated by the car

axle for moving the dynamo, which friction wheel is

thrown in and out of engagement by pneumatic pres

sure. - -

In English patent 2784, of '88, a rod supported at one

end is laid across the truck and operates a step-by-step

device, from which power is derived for the dynamo.

Leonard, in patent No. 405,895, goes a step beyond

mere car lighting. In addition to lighting the train by

an arrangement of batteries and lamps, such as is

shown in patent No. 393,757; he has incandescentlamps

strung along the track, and arranged in “ blocks." A

double trolley arm in connection with the dynamo bears

on the circuit wires of the lamps, and the track is lighted

up before and behind the tram to a distance equal to the

length of the blocks. The batteries are available to

supply the lamps when the machine is not in operation.

English patent 129, of 1882, describes a system which

possesses much merit, and, it will be noticed, is quite

early in the art. One or more axles of the train operate

air compressing pumps, so as to charge one or more air

reservoirs. This compressed air is used to operate on

engines, or engines which drive suitable dynamos. The .

current generated is carried by insulated wires through

the train, being coupled from carriage to carriage, and

in this circuit are incandescent lamps. In order to pro

vide a supply during a stoppage of the train, the pump

ing power is considerably in excess of normal consump

tion, and the air reservoirs are of sufiicient capacity to

maintain the air engine at work for a suitable period.

Automatic valves are used to regulate the air pressure.

Patent 376,1 16 describes a similar compressed air system,

and in addition, charges storage batteries. When the

pressure becomes too feeble to run the engine so as to

drive the machine up to its load, a valve, set to be held

open by a predetermined pressure, falls and switches the

machine out of the lamp circuit, and puts the batteries

in. When the air pressure again becomes effective to

its work, the valve is raised, and the machine is again

put in circuit.

Buell patent, No. 35 3,349, describes a somewhat similar

compressed air system, and further sa s (page 2, lines
57 et seq.) “A further modification ofymy invention is

shown in Fig. 3, wherein the independent motor em

ployed upon the car for driving the dynamo consists of

an ordinary Brayton gas-engine. For the purpose of

economy of space within the car, and in order to avoid

the odor of gasoline employed, I arrange the gasoline

tank and the air holder outside of the car, as shown.

The air may be stored in the holder upon the car by

means of an air compressing engine, operated by awind

wheel arranged upon the car, and adapted to be put in

motion by the movement of the train in either direction

* * * but there are other special advantages in using

compressed air motors, namely, the comparative cleanli

ness of them ; the small amount of space that they

occupy, and the freedom from danger, should the cars

become derailed or overturned.”

Some attention has been paid to electric head-lights.

The main trouble seems to be that the rays of the are

are mostly thrown upward or downward, and the dim

culty of keeping the are always in the same spot for

properly focusing the light. The subject is full of inter

est in every phase, and is doubtless capable of great

development.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS AND TELEPHONES. ‘

The general feeling with reference to the fight be

tween the electric railway and the telephone companies,

as to which party is to arrange matters so that the tele

phone circuits are to remain undisturbed bypossiblc

leakage from electric railways is, that the telephone

companies must give way. These companies practically

claim, as first comers, the sole use of the earth, and

argue that the disturbance to which their circuits are

liable from strong currents should be obviated by the

railway companies insulating their lines in ‘such~ a way

that there should be no leakage. In a recent decision by

Chancellor Gibson, with reference to a dispute in Knox

ville, Tenn., the Chancellor argued that, “ If the conten

tion that no company using a strong current, can law

fully use the earth for a return current without the tele

phone company’s leave, be correct, then no electric com

pany can ever use the underground on which Knoxville
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is built without the consent of the telephone company.

It makes no difference what grand discoveries and in

ventions in the use of electricity may be made. Coal,

wood, gas, steam and animal power may all be super

seded by electrical devices, machines may be invented

to heat and light all of our homes, do all of our cooking,

propel all of our vehicles and machinery, and all or a

large part of this electricity may be drawn from the

earth, or it may be drawn from the air, and yet Knox

ville and her people are to be denied all of these won

derful benefits for all the ages to come, if they, either

through the earth or through the air, in any way cripple

E ._.__.“_,

or injure the feeble current of the telephone company,

unless the telephone company gives or sellsits consent.”

This is a strong decision, but it is equalled by the

decision in the Troy and Lansingburg Electric Railway

Case. It was admitted that if the telephone companies

would use metallic circuits instead of the earth the

trouble would be eliminated, but they claimed they were

“the first,” and the electric railroads had no right to

come in. The court, however, says this is a fallacy.

The telephone companies do not own the earth, and

eleCt1‘10 railway companies have as much right to use it

for completing their circuits as telephone and telegraph

companies have. The referee in the Troy case takes the

bull directly by the horns, for he says that if the return cir

cuits of the telephone company will not work alongside

the electric railway, they will have to build metallic ones

that will.

NOTES OF THE SHORT ELECTRIC RAILWAY

COMPANY.

The severe electrical storms which have swept the

country during recent months, have put to test the de

vices applied to electric cars and power stations to divert

lightning and protect the electrical machinery. The

Short Electric Railway Company have had reports from

jam.-»¢u ~

 

their various roads which show the entire efiiciencv of

their lightning arrester. Thus far the Company have

not lost an armature. On the Oakland Branch of the

Pittsburgh Traction Company, Car No. I was struck

Sept. 5th, all the wires of the fuse box going at once.

No damage whatever was done to the car or its appara

tus, and the frightened people who had rushed into the

rain from the supposed- danger, were glad to get back

into the car, which carried them on in safety.

On the White Line, Dayton, Ohio, Sept. 5, every car

on the road except the one protected by a Short light

ning arrester was burned out and disabled. The storm

in Dayton was unusually severe; houses, telegraph and
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telephone poles being struck all over the city. The

fuses in the car mentioned were blown six times, and

even the lamp fuses were burned out, .but the prompt

action of the motorman in replacing the wire prevented

any further harm, and as stated before night, the car

was the only one left on the road.

The two lines, White Line and Green Line, of the

South Covington and Cincinnati Street Railway Com

pany, were put into successful operation on Sept.

17th. The Short system was used throughout, and

the superior workmanship of the overhead construction

has called out the most flattering comments from the

press and observers. The eight miles of double track

cover the most important streets of Covington, and when

the bridge is crossed, will bring the people into close

communication with Cincinnati, the Company having a

terminus on Fountain Square. The electrical equipment

consists of twelve cars and eight trailers. The car

bodies are of Stephenson make; Bemis and Stephen

son trucks are used, each equipped with 15 horse-power

motors. The power station, which by the way, is a

model of its kind, contains two Armington & Sims en

gines, of 150 horse-power each, return flue tubular boil

ers, Murphy stroke, and three 6o,ooo Watt generators.

The trial trip over the two lines was made without

stop or delay of any kind, and the regular service of the

roads have begun.

ELECTRIC POWER ON DOCKS.

One industry which has not received the attention it

deserves is the application of electric power to hoists.

Take for instance the vast number of small portable

steam engines now used on our wharves and docks for

loading and unloading vessels, as well as the horses used

for that purpose. These could all be replaced by the

electric hoist, as now constructed by at least three of the

larger motor manufacturers. A pair of wires from a

5oo volt generator could be run along our water front,

with taps at all wharves with proper cut-off boxes for at

taching motor cables at convenient points.

 

The motor hoist itself is much handier than the steam‘

engine, and not nearly so disagreeable to have around.

This motor mounted on a suitable truck could be hauled

from place to place as the engines now are, and would

be ready for work at once after connecting the cable to

the nearest box. No looking for water connection or

carrying of loads of coal and loss of time starting fires.

If not handily located on dock it can easily be hoisted '

aboard the vessel itself.

The repairs on a well-made electric motor are not as

much as to the common engine, and the element of dan

ger from boiler explosion is entirely removed.

A company or individual could locate a good-sized

compound condensing steam plant on the water front

and develop power at a very low rate ; then it has been

proved by experience that at least thirty per cent. more

power can be let than the capacity of the plant itself, as

there is never a time when all the motors are on at once.

As the modern compound condensing engine with a

medium load is capable of producing a horse-power for

about a pound and a half of good coal as compared with

six to ten pounds which is the ordinary consumption per

horse-power for the hoisting engine, and as with motors

of say seventy-five per cent. efficiency, counting in loss

on the wires, and getting thirty per cent., more than

you have to give, makes the general efiiciency of the

electric plant practically 100 per cent., it seems as if the

practicability could scarcely be in doubt.

Such a plant is now in operation at one of the large

warehouse stores on the docks in South Brooklyn, and

is said to be an eminent SuCC6SS,—P0wer Sz‘e'a/n.

THE COMPTON BASE BALL REPORTER.

Mr. Melvin D. Compton, of 258 Broadway, is the in

ventor of an ingenious electrical apparatus for reporting

ball-games and other sporting events ; the special object

being to enable a full report of such games to be made

in sight of a large number of spectators, and at the same

time to dispense with one or more of the assistants now

required in reporting such games. At present, it is

customary for an operator to sit in front of an exhibition

board, and direct an assistant to apply the necessary

cards or perform the necessary operations for indicating

what has taken place at a distant field of sport. Mr.

Compton dispenses with the assistant, and in fact makes

it unnecessary to employ any operator at the receiving

end of the line,the sending-operator being able to con

trol all the operations for making the required indica

tions. In general, the system is fitted either for report

ing, at the opposite end of a ball-field from the grand

stand, the game going on before the eyes of the specta

tors, or for reporting distant games. It often‘ happens

that spectators coming in late are unable to ascertain the

number of innings played,the striker at the bat, the
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number of balls and strikes called, and so on. Moreover,

it is often (llfi'lCl1ll'. for those constantly present to deter

mine whether the umpire has called a strike or a ball.

It is the design of the inventor to place a board at the

farther end of the ground, and to have an operator

stationed close to the official scorer, telegraph the balls

and strikes, and the other conditions and occurrences of

of the game, so that a record of them can be seen plainly

on the board. In the same way an exhibition-board

may be made to show the condition of the game in a

distant city. Mr. Compton accomplishes the results in

dicated by arranging upon the board a series of indica

tions sufficient to give a full knowledge of the condition

of the game at a glance. He then controls these indica

tions by means of motors, either electric or electrically

controlled, which are operated by an experienced person

having the requisite knowledge.

The illustration shows a front view of aboard supplied

with suitable devices for indicating the condition of a

game of base-ball. The motors are arranged at the

back of the board. and are connected by Wires with a

key-board located near the umpire.
4
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THE BUFFALO CONVENTION.

NINTH ANNUAL MEETING OF THE AMERICAN STREET RAIL

WAY ASSOCIATION.

The ninth annual meeting of the American Street

Railway Association which was held in Oct. 15-18, was

in all respects the most successful convention ever held

by the association. Not only was there a larger attend

ance of members and others directly or indirectly con

nected with the management of the street railways of

the country, than ever before, but the papers presented

and the discussions which followed were of an unusually

intereresting and profitable character. As was pre

dicted in these columns last month, the subject of elec

tricity as a motor power for the operation of street rail

ways, received the largest share of the attention of the

convention. The subject was first presented to the asso

ciation by President Thomas Lowry, of Minneapolis,

in his opening address, in the course of which he

predicted that this would probably be the last conven

tion at which the horse as a motive power for street rail

roads would be seriously considered. The executive com

mittee in submitting its report expressed the belief that

electricity had come to stay. Dr. Allen's paper on

“ Electric Motive Power Technically Considered,"

contained much valuable information upon the subject

and was received with marked evidences of approval.

The subsequent discussion clearly demonstrated the

fact that it is toward electricity that the eyes of the

street railway men are directed as the motive power of

the future.

The sessions of the convention were held in the hall

of the new library building, a structure of which the

people of Buffalo may well be proud. The opening

meeting took place on Wednesday morning, Oct. 15.

That a convention of unusual importance was about to

be held in the city was shown by the crowds of well

dressed and brainy looking men about the hotels and in

the streets. The lobby of the hotel Iroquois, the head

quarters of the association, was simply packed. A

long line of men waiting to register stretched out into

the street. Along the walls placards were hung an

nouncing the location of the headquarters of the various

supply companies and electrical papers. Every foot of

space in the lobby that could be spared was filled with

exhibits, and even the sidewalks and the streets about

the hotel were'put into service for the display of trucks

for cars, trolleys, cars etc.

Around the corner a large store had been converted

into an exhibition hall. Here could be found every

thing necessary to the operation of a street railroad.

The representatives of the several supply companies had

all they could do to attend to the crowds that came into

the building. While the delegates were attending the

sessions of the association, the exhibition hallwas visited

by the citizens of Buffalo in large numbers. One nota

ble feature of these crowds was the presence of num

bers of working men from the machine and railroad

shops of the city. Men with faces blackened with coal

and iron dust, with their dinner pails in hand, inspected

the display with eager interest.

When President Lowry called the convention to order

there were over 200 delegates present in the hall.

Nearly every State in the Union was represented by

one or more railroad men. Secretary VVilliam ]. Rich

ardson, whose popularity seems to increase from year to

year, found it extremely difiicult to get the list in order

for roll call.

In his opening address Mr. Lowry referred to elec

tricity for street car propulsion in the following terms :

“ In the_ smaller cites electricity is generally being adopted,

and I am lflf01‘me<l that there are already in operation in cities

and towns outside of those enumerated in the Census Report,

about 1600 miles of electric street railways. I am so thorou hl

convinced that electricity is the coming power for Street ai -

ways (except on heavy gradeswhere the cable is best suited) and

that it will prove so effective as a means of rapid transit for cities.

that I believe that this is the last convention that will ever seriously

consider horses for the operation of street railways.

Rapid transit in growing cities is becomin a necessity. \Vhile

municipal corporations in the larger cities, or many reasons, are

slow to grant new privileges to corporations, and in the case of

Electricity they are very closely scanned and criticised, it will

soon become self-evident that a municipal body can grant no

greater boon to its middle and laboring classes than to provide

them with the means of rapid and cheap transportation to and

from homes in the suburbs, where they can live under a clear sky

and in a health-giving atmosphere. When the people of a city

understand clearly the great benefits of ra id transit, by elec

tricit or other improve motive power over orses, they will de

man that their city autorities grant such rights as will enable

street railway companies to operate by the most improved

methods."

These sentiments were heartily applauded.

The executive committee in submitting their report

referred to electricity as follows :

“ The subject ‘ Electric Motive Power Technically Considered '

was selected for the purpose of having the cobwebs which were

for the most art confessedly in our mind's e 'e, brushed away

from this occu t science, in order that it might e as plainly com

prehensible to the ordinary street railway man as to the expert

who manipulates the wires.

The necessity for this knowledge is becoming greater as the

days go by, for the transition of roads from horse to electric-power

is of almost daily occurrence, so rapid is the progress made by

electricity as a motive ower. In this connection we take occa

sion to say that the in ormation which it is hoped will be freely

given at this meeting concerning the cost of operation by elec

tricity will, doubtless, still more rapidly hasten the emancipation

of the horse from his bondage."

The first regular paper of the session was presented

by Mr. Charles Odell, on “A Perfect Street Railway

Horse.” '

The second paper announced was that on “Electric

Motive Power Technically Considered," by Dr. W. L.

Allen, president of the Davenport Iowa) Central Rail

way Company, a full report of whic is herewith presen

ted to our readers.

To go over the entire subject of electricity for street railways,

and consider all the technical details, would occupy too much of

your time, The subject naturally divides itself into

(I) The Central Station.

(II) The Transmitting Line.

(III) The Motors.

The National Electric Light Association has so fully and ex

haustively considered the matter of Power or Central Stations,

that, most fortunately for street railway men, this subject is one

that troubles us but little -, but there some points in which our work

differs materially from that of electric lighting station.

The engine we require must be strong in al its parts, for there

is no work where the demands on it vary so suddenly and so fre

quently. from the entire absence of load to the extreme capacity

of the engine as in street railway work. Some roads re rt that

the cars average but five horse-power each; supposing at such

a road has eight cars in operation with one 150 horse-power engine

in the station, and, as is often the case, the cars either become

bunched or ha pen to start at the same instant; here a sudden

demand is made upon the engine for 150 or :00 horse-power. while

a moment later the meter may register but 40 horse-power. You

will, of course, be provided with safety plugs and current breakers,

but you cannot allow safety strips to be blown out half a dozen

times a day, possibly just at the moment you are ascendingaheavy

rade.
g Electric light men state that a station with a number of small

high-speed engines is more economical on account of being more

flexible in its operation, but in their business the loads upon the

station vary gradually, while we may be called upon at any

moment for our maximum capacity. To arrange our station for

this varying load, and at the same time avoid operating a

tremendous engine on an average light load, is a prob

lem that experience must solve for us. We are also

more greatl ' troubled with lighting than we should be.

There shoul first of all be established as perfect a ground

connection as possible, either by means of a well or a deep hole ;
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it is better to have two grounds, and thereby make sure of a moist

contact for galvanized ground-plates or rods ; then with proper

lightnin arresters so placed that they can be conveniently exam

ined an kept in order, we will be fairly well protected ; but with

our great lengths of exposed trolley wires we are very certain to

have frequent calls upon our lightning arresters, and those in use

at the present time are not such as to warrant perfect confi

ence.

Are we not all personally firm believers in the overhead system

of tranmission? What can there be sim ler. cheaper, more

durable and more convenient? We have on y poles, bare copper

wire, galvanized iron span wires, insulators and, where needed,

additional feed wires, of which these last can be placed under

ground if desired. It is a rare thing to have a trolley wire break

except at the curves. Curves are certainly troublesome on ac

count of the constant liability of trolleys to jump of at some sharp

angle, and the trouble is more generally due to faulty trolley

stands, wheels or springs than to the overhead wire. For insula

tors we have only those for the straight line and those for the

curves ; and I show you aisample of each, such as were used two

and a half years ago on one of our lines. It is not to be wondered

at that street railway men at that time considered electricity, for

the rough usage required by street railway work, to be in an em

bryonic sta e of development. There is little to be asked for in

the way 0 improvement of what we now have for overhead

material. There is practically no difierence whether we use the

Thomson-Houston system, Spra e-Edison. Westinghouse or what

not, A single trolley wire whic may be large and heavy, say oo,

and thus avoid feed wires where distance for transmission is not

too great, or the wire may be small, say number 4, light and easy

to handle with, in that case, the necessary feed wires. We can

take our choice and find equally ood results with either, It will

often be convenient to utilize bo plans, with the lar e trolley in

the central parts of the city where feed wires might not e desirable,

and with the small overhead and feed wires to reinforce the sub

urban parts. Undoubtedly the small wire is more easily handled

and repaired in case of a break, and the feed wire prevents a dead

line being the result of a break. The rail bonds may be galvan

ized iron, which costs but four cents, instead of tinned copper, and

the supplemental ground wires can be of the same material. The

supplemental wires do not give any better return exce t so far as

to prevent a bad break in the return circuit, which mig toccasion

ally be caused by the breaking of both rail bonds at neighborin

joinés. Rails on both sides of track should be connected wit

bon s.

It will not be necessary to discuss the merits of the conduit sys

tem or the storage battery. Actual experience has proven that

there need be so little trouble or danger from the station or over

headline that we cannot concede the need of either conduit or

storage battery, so far as we are concerned. It is true that the

ever restless mind of the public has been so stirred u by accounts

of the numerous successful storage batte and con uit railways,

that it has suddenly (and to us most unp easantly) become aware

of the fact that we are using poles, and while we are congratulat

ing ourselves upon the beauty and symmetry of our neat line of

po es, it suddenlly demands t at we remove what it terms our un

sightly oles. early every one of the street railway men present

will up old the statement that the only problem before us, and

the one about which we are always anxious. is, “ What can we do

0 keep our motors of out the repairshop ?" We don't worry about

our station or our overhead wires ; we scarcely have time to think

about them ; we are constantly at work upon and er etually an

noyed by our motors ; a lame armature, a burnt el magnet, a

broken gear—these are our every-day trials. A motor, such as is

made by the Thomson-Houston, Sprague-Edison, or Westing

house companies has among its mechanical parts an axle gear and

intermediate shaft gear, shaft pinion and armature pinion, and the

axle and intermediate shaft and armature have each their boxes

or bearings. We want“gear and pinions to be wide and heavy

enou h not to break. e don't want any more inions like this,

whic was in use two years ago. We want gear 0 some material

that will be reasonably durable, and at the same time noiseless ;

cast iron may do for the axle gear, which is large and runs slower,

and steel for the intermediate shaft pinion ; steel, we believe, is

better than bronze, as it lasts longer and is less expensive. To

overcome the noise it is necessary either to have the gear covered

and runnin in oil, or to have the gear of wood or the pinion of

raw hide. 3'The large gear on the axle and intermediate shaft, if

made with wooden teeth and used with steel pinions, certainl 1

runs noiselessly, and it ought to make the life of the pinions muc

longer. Care must be taken to have the keys and, in all ear and

pinions, tight and self retaining, '1‘he shaft boxes and earrings

must be made of some com ound metal that will not wear out too

fast, for but little wear on t e armature bearing will allow the ar

mature to scrape on the ‘pole pieces of motor, be damaged and

laid up for repairs. luminum bronze gives satisfaction as

material for the bearings.

The electrical parts of the motor on which we are most inter

ested are the armature, field magnets, and the controlling switch

or rheostat. The armature of an electric motor is its most won

derful and interesting, as well as its most expensive and trouble

some art. A street car is the most overloaded vehicle known to

mankind. It may run a week with a light load and then sud

denly receive enough passengers to load fairly well three or four

ordinary cars ; the motorneer ma for et to oil either the car or

motor, he may reverse motor acci enta ly or purposely to avoid

an accident ; these and many ather causes require of an armature

more work than it is capable of, hence a burn-out, On the other

hand, the armature itself ma ' be at fault ; an armature such as

we use to-day consists of a s aft surrounded by a metalic core.

Around this core is wound the best insulated wire, each coil ter

minating at the same end of the armature and being attached

there by means of solder or screws to the bars of the commutator.

The shaft of the armature will in a few years will become worn

by its bearings, and it would be well to have bushings or sleeves

p aced around shaft at those points, such as the Thomson-Hous

ton Com any use, which sleeves can be removed" As there is no

wear tot e core, and as the commutatator can be renewed when

worn down. which ought not to occur in less than two or three

years, an armature should then have as long a ,life as one could

desire, were it not for the coils of wire. Where these coils cross

around the head of the armature they chafe on each other and de

stroy insulation. Where they end in the commutator they loosen ;

by an excessive load or careless driver they burn out, It may be

ossible to repair the the armature by rewinding one coilor by re

astening the loose ends, and even when a deep coil is burnt the

total rewinding with new wire should not cost but forty or fifty

dollars. Could we but prepare for the burn-outs by having the

car on some side track near the repair shop where it would not in

terfere with our running time or cause a hindering of cars, we

would not feel so aggravated, but it ha ns invariably at the

time we need every car most urgently. W: can watch our gear

and bearings, and when worn they may be replaced at our con

venience or at night, but an armature gives out without warning.

It is on this account that those systems advocating but one motor

to a car, must give us positive assurance of no burn-auls, for

were it not for the double motor now so enerally in use we would

see cri pled cars being fouled into the sgop greatly to our discom

ture. ii the matter of minor details such as cables, terminals, trol

leys, and gearing, the electric manufacturers have made the eat

est improvements during the past eighteen months, but so ar as

we can obtain information based on actual facts, there has been

but little improvement in the armatures. The Edison Company

has recently announced a new armature, but we have been unable

to learn what results may show.

The switch-box, such as used by the Sprague-Edison and West

inghouse, is an apparatus, that if given proper care, so as to kee

the brass plates and buttons smooth, ought not cause muc

trouble. It is arranged so as to distribute the current through

different parts of the magnets or the motor according to the degree

of speed or work re uired. It is somewhat in the way of passen

gers when the plat orm is overcrowded. The rheostat used by

the Thomson-Houston Compan is out of the way, being under

neath the platform, although it is burnt out occasionally and

dama ed by rain leaking through the platform ; these defects

shoul be easily overcome. It is claimed that owing to the use of

the rheostat of the Thomson-Houston Company and the resistance

_coils as used by the Westinghouse Company, that the cars start

much more easily and without jerking, and that the motor is less

liable to burn out, as they avoid throwin in an excess of current.

The first claim is true, but we cannot fin evidence to support the

latter claim. On the other hand, it has been claimed that motors

using a rheostat require on an average run from 15 to 20 per

cent. more ower than the S rague-Edison motor. lt does not

necessaril follow that this is ue to the rheostat ; it seems likely

that it is ue as much to a difference in the winding of armature

or fields. It would be most desirable, therefore, to ascertain from

our various members the actual number of burn-outs of fields and

armatures, of both varieties of motors, and at the same time the

average power used per car. This cannot be obtained by writing

for reports, as man roads do not keep an exact record, or will not

report the same. he grades of roads must be considered, the

car mileage and loads carried, also the system or manner with

which motors are repaired and cared for.

This is a matter of the greatest importance. Our fuel costs

about $1 er car per diem, and our repairs over $1.50 per car per

diem, I we can save 10 per cent. each day on fuel by giving up

the rheostat we do not want to do it at the expense of adding 25

per cent. to our repair account which, we all know, is too large

already. As an example of the approximate cost of repairsl give

the cost of four 30 horse-power Sprague cars for the six months

endin October 1, 1890, each car making 90 miles a day, a grade

1,900 eet of 9 to 9} per cent., one 300 feet of 5 per cent., one 300

feet of 8 per cent. '
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3 Bronze intermediate pinion. at $14 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $42 00

3 Steel " “ at $9 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 27 oo

8 Steel Armature “ at $7 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 56 00

4 Intermediate Gear, at $11 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 44 00

2 Main Gear (axle), at $16. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 32 oo

6 Axle, brasses. at $4.50 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27 oo

8 Shaft Bearings, at $4.50 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36 oo

12 Armature Bearings, at $2.75 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 32 00

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..$2q6 oo

ELECTRICAL.

180 Carbon Brushes, at 10 cts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $18 00

6 Trolle Wheels, at $1.25 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 7 50

3 Field agnets, at $20.00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 60 00

6 Armatures repaired. at $35.00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 210 00

$295 so

For Labor :

2 Motor repair men, at $50.00 per month . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 600 00

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..$1,191 50

Average per diem, per car, $1.62.

There are other minor repairs that would increase this about

20 cents a day.

Fuel, sawdust and slabs, $1.30.

This fuel is about equal to screening or slack at $1. 50 a ton. A

eater number of cars would reduce this fuel account per car.glaring the six months the expense on the overhead line was less

than $25 on five miles of line.

We hlve learned of an eight~car road running at $1 per car for

fuel, another six-car road at 90 cents per diem per car. We do

not believe in any case that the fuel will equal the cost of motor

repairs. The first year of operation must not be taken as a fair

estimate. The prices for ear and bearing will vary considerably

from those given above. ‘ome axle brasses cost $9. while those

above are given at $4.50. Aluminum or some such compound

may be mixed and used to decrease the cost and increase the

durability of bearings. It was sold a few years ago at $3 and

upwards per pound, now at $1, and it is statedcan be produced

for 20 cents per pound.

In the matter of gear the Westinghouse Company has so boxed

the same that it can run in oil and grease ; this must undoubtedly

add much to the life of the gear and pinion, and at the same time

practically deaden the noise. Whether this boxing will stand the

wear and jar, time will best demonstrate.

The following report of a road operating Thomson-Houston

motors is most valuable in showing the proportion of cars disabled

from electrical and mechanical causes. During fourteen consecu

tive days in july, 1890 -.

Disabled.

Equipped. Operated. Electrically. Mechanically.

286 1 50 to 200 0 1 5

286 150 to 200 0 12

286 150 to 200 2 1 2

286 150 to 200 5 8

286 1 50 to 200 o 1 1

286 150 to 200 3 1 1

286 150 to 200 3 9

286 150 to 200 1 10

286 150 to 200 5 7

286 150 to 200 2 11

286 150 to 2oo 2 15

286 150 to 200 2 13

286 150 to 200 1 12

286 150 to 200 0 12

26 1 58

In seven consecutive days in August:

Equipped. Operated. Electrically. Mechanically:

308 150 3 10

308 1 50 5 1 1

308 1 50 0 9

308 150 4 7

308 1 50 o 5

308 150 4 5

308 150 1 8

I 7 55

During seven consecutive days in September:

Equipped. Operated. Electrically. Mechanically.

312 150 2 3

3I 2 1 5° 5 3

312 1 50 3 2
312 I I50 3 3

312 150 0 5

312 150 1 4

312 150 1 . 4

15 24

From this it a pears that in July about 1 1 cent. of cars operated were disab ed each day from electrical)ecauses, and about 6

per cent. from mechanical causes, and this during a period of ex

traordinary heavy business.

During the August period.the electrical trouble appears to have

increased slightly in excess of 1 per cent., and the mechanical de

crease to about 5 per cent., and in Se tember the mechanical

trouble decreased to about 2 per cent. This decrease was probably

due, in some degree, to a lighter business and less mileage. As

the report does not state the nature or degree of the electrical dis

abilities, it is not fair to assume that they were all due to crippled

armatures, but we can deduce from it that a car ought to run 1oo

days without electric repairs.

EXHIBITION AT Conn SPRING.

On Wednesday afternoon the members of the associa

tion accompanied by their friends were taken to Cold

Spring where an out-door exhibition had been prepared

for their entertainment by the Thomson-Houston, the

Edco and the Westinghouse-Pullman companies. The

Thomson-Houston Company exhibited an electric snow

plow and a street sweeper, both of which were very

favorably commented upon by the railroad men. The

Westinghouse-Pullman Company exhibited an elegant

street car which was a veritable palace car in every

respect. The windows were of plate glass, and all the

platform railings, brakes, etc.. were made of brass. The

interior was arranged in a most novel fashion. Instead

of the passengers facing each other in the car, the seats

were so arranged that they sat back to back in the

center of the car, and looked out on the street. There

were passageways on both sides of the car between the

seats and the windows. The seats were upholstered in

a luxuriant fashion, and they were divided off from each

other by arms to prevent crowding. The woodwork

was elegantly polished and and varied. At one end of

the car was a smoking apartment with the seats up

holstered in leather. In this apartment was the brake

and a little compartment for the brakeman. VVithal,

the car was an elegant specimen of workmanship.

Much interest was evinced in the Edco storage-battery

car. It ran up and down the track between the car

barns and the Sisters’ Hospital with an ease and swift

ness that was delightful. The car was about the size of

an ordinary street car, and weighed 11,500 pounds. It

was run by two 15~horse-power motors, situated under

the car. The cells in which was stored the electricity

were underneath the seats. There were 88 of them,

each weighing four pounds.

DISCUSSING ELECTRIC TRACTION.

Thursday was devoted almost entirely to the subject of

electricity as applied to street car propulsion" The repres

entatives of the several systems were invited to present

to the convention the advantages of the motor and

equipment which they had placed before the public.

Mr. D. H. Bates, vice-president of the Accumulator

Company, read the following paper on Storage Battery

Street Cars :

The horse is a noble and extremely useful animal, but he sel

dom combines high speed with great endurance. The fast trotter

is made to run his mile in from two and a quarter to three

minutes, but he does it only on rare occasions and is well fed and

cared for between times.

It was not until yesterday, when Mr. Odell’s very interesting

paper was read, that I had any idea of the innumerable obstacles
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to be Sm-mounted in first securing a perfect street car horse, and

second in maintaining him in a constantly efiicient condition.

judging from the expressions of a large number of street car

men with whoinl have talked on the subject of storage battery

cars, I have inferred that your street car horse was rea y for con

tinuous hard work at all hours of the day or night. That it took

no time to chan 0 horses at the end of a trip, and that you only

fed them at nig t after a 60 mile rim, and that oats and hay are

always cheap.

For all these or like requirements must be met with in our

storage batteries, if they are to satisfy the average streetcar

oflicial.

But when we undertake to show that the energy requisite to

propel a 16-foot car with its average load of passengers at the

horse car rate of speed must be increased 100 per cent. if the

speed be doubled, and that the cost of producing that increased

energy, by whatever means you emplo ,.must necessarily be

doubled, the scientific fact is, perhaps, a mitted; but if storage

batteries are the medium, it is always taken for granted that they

ought to do double the service at half the cost.

The overhead systems in operation throughout the country

demonstrated to on, entlemen, the fact that electricity is not the

coming power, ut tie power already come. The mileage of

street roads in the United States, which in June, 1890, were opera

ted electrically is, according to the Eleventh Census, 81.26 per

cent. of the entire mileage ; but omitting 59 cities, the proportion

runs up to 25 per cent. l‘his means one of two thin s, either that

as a rule the authorities of our large cities will not a low overhead

poles in the streets, or that street car managers prefer to await the

result from the use of the electric system on a small scale in the

towns and smaller cities, before introducing it in the cities on a

scale of greater magnitude.

The overhead systems already introduced in many places have

so far improved upon the horse and mule that the public once

given rapid transit would not go back to slower methods, and are

clamoring everywhere for such facilities.

You street car owners and re resentatives, however, must look

at the resultant in the matter 0 cost r car mile, and net profits,

and before some of you yield to the oud demands of the public

for rapid transit, by adopting the overhead system, we beg of you

to carefully consider the merits of the storage battery.

1. It will propel a car just as fast and just as efficiently with all

that that implies as the trolley system. Every word that can be

said in favor of the trolley system applies equally to the storage

battery.

A storage battery car is capable of much work that a trolley

car can not accomplish.

:1. Storage battery cars can be introduced gradually, one or two

at a time, in connection with horse cars, cable cars, or trolley

cars,

Vi/e have already had proposals from a cable road for a few cars

to be run at night, when the cable could onl run at a great pro

portionate expense, and from a trolley roa where an extension

was needed on a route that did not permit of trolley poles.

b. Storage battery cars can be run over any track or route where

a horse car can be run. Thus avoiding blocks in cases of fires,

processions and other obstructions.

Transfers of cars can, with this system, be made from one road

or route to another, in cases of necessity or convenience in hand

hng an unusual trafiic. ,

c. In cases of break downat power station durin hours of heav

traffic, storage battery cars could run for two or t ree hours wit

the 33} per cent. reserve always remaining in the double sets of

batteries.

Now, as to the figures relating to the battery system.

What is the cost of a storage battery car plant?

What does it cost per car mile to maintain?

What does it cost per car mile to operate?

Let us take a unit of 50 cars :

Fifty cars at $1,000-—$5o,<x>o. Storage plant engine, nominally

500 horse-power (triple expansion), $12,500. Five hundred nominal

horse-power boilers, 50 per cent. margin, $10,000. Fifty sets of

car motor equipments, each consisting of two 15 horse-power slow

speed motors, capable of being exerted up to 20 horse-power each

for brief riods, with dust tight covers, gearing and motors run

ning in oi , starting, regulating. reversin , and speed, switches,

lamps, signals, batteries, etc., complete, 249,400.

Central station equipment, including dynamos, rheostats,

switches, reserve batteries, shifting appliances, etc. , complete, cost

$128,400.

have

Grand total, $450, 300-say, $9,000 per car for everything except

buildings, roadbed and tracks.

 

LIAINTENANCE PER ANNUM.

Steam plant, 10 per cent . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2,250

Cars, 10 per cent . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5,000

Electric plant, exclusive of batteries, 10 per cent. . 21,500

Batteries, 20 e1 cent . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . 31,680

Shipping app iances, 5 per cent . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 200

Total maintenance per annum . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$6o,83o

Maintenance per car per annum, $1,212 ; maintenance per car

day, $3.32 ; maintenance per car mile (on basis of 120 miles per

day), 2;/ cents: With a smaller run the wear and tear would, of

course, be reduced.

Data re Power Plant and C0:t.—H0rse-power required, 500 ;

time required for producing such power, 18 hours ; total horse

power hours, 9,0o0 hours : coal per horse-power with triple ex

pansion engine; 2 pounds ; coal per day, 18,000 pounds, or 9 short

tons : coal being estimated at $15-$27.

Lab0r.—One chief engineer, $4 ; two assistants at $2.50, $5 ;

two firemen at $2, $4 ; two assistants at $1.50, $3 ; six shifters at

$1.50, $9 ; one electrician, $4 ; two assistants at $2.50, S5 ; one

dynamo man, $3 ; total labor, $37:

Sup_fi1z'es.-—Water per day, $5 ; oil and waste, $2.80 ; appurt

enances and miscellaneous, $2.80 ; total supplies, $10.60.

Rzrapitulatzbn and Summary.—Fuel per day, $27 : labor per

day, $37 ; supplies per day, $10.60 ; total cost per day for opera

tion, $74 ; cost per car day for operation, $1.48 ; cost per car mile

for operation, 1.24 cents ; cost of maintenance per car mile, 2.75

cents : total cost of maintenance and operation per car mile, 3.99

cents.

The following are some of the conditions fulfilled by this com

pany with its storage battery cars :

ist. That each car will be delivered in first-class order, with

appliances for keeping it well under control, and for readily

operatin it with such skill as would be possessed by an intellig

ent car river after suitable instruction.

2d. That each car will be run 15 miles an hour on a straight

level and suitable track in good order, when carrying 50 passen

gers, or an equivalent weight, not exceeding 6,000 pounds.

3d. That each car with the above load will ascend grades not

exceeding five per cent. and not longer than 500 feet, at the rate

of at least five miles an hour.

4th: That two sets of batteries per car shall be delivered, either

of which when fully charged shall be capable of propelling a

loaded car as above on a straight level and suitable track for a

distance of 60 miles, if required, when it shall be re laced by the

reserve battery, which, meanwhile, shall have been ully charged.

Each battery can be charged while its alternate is being used. As

a matter of policy, we advise retaining one-third of the charge of

the battery as a reserve for emergencies.

5th. That the batteries when treated according to printed in

structions, and their parts renewed as required, will remain in an

efficient condition.

We have already touched upon some points of advantage in the

storage battery traction over the trolle system. We will now

refer to the inherent defects of the tro ley system, which do not

pertain to storage traction.

1st. The disfigurement of streets by double lines of poles and

trolley wires, with cobwebs at every curve.

2d. The frequent interruption of the entire system by a break

down at the power station or in the feeder wires.

3d. The

such breakdowns of the power plant extremely frequent, many

such breakdowns having already occurred. With trolley and

cable lines, the extremes of no load and full load are reached sud

denly from one to a dozen times every five minutes. This is not

only destructive to the machinery (steam, electric _and cable), but

frequently causes a breakdown of the whole line,_ involving heavy

outlays for repairs, serious loss of revenue and dissatisfaction on

the art of the public.

4t . Bad economy in the power station due to the fact that

maximum power must be provided in the engines and dynamos

instead of the average power as provided in the storage system,

causing the engines with the trolley system to run with an average

of about half their load and, therefore. uneconomically. With

stikage battery traction the engines and dynamos run with_an

even and unfluctuating load continuously, givin the best possible

economy of coal and increasing the life of the p ant.

5th. Economy and inconvenience of 0 eration as compared with

requiring an expenditure of energy in lportions of the line, even

though but one or a few cars may be runnin . For suburban

roads and all night runs this feature is of specie. importance.

6th. Liability of generators and motors being burned out by

lightning passing through the bare trolley wires through the mo

tors to the ground.

7th. Liability to motors burning out with the high voltage cur

rent.

8th. The business public is inconvenienced by the derangement

great and sudden fluctuations "in the load which make '
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of the telephone service due to induction and leakage from the

trolley lines to such an extent as to make the telephone service

useless and dangerous. _

Last and, perhaps, most important, at least, to the general pub

lic, the trolley system requires _a current of high potential, con

ducted along bare wires extending over the entire route of the line,

always liable to contact with electric light, telegraph. telephone,

district messenger, fire alarm and olice alarm wires, the system

thus being a constant menace to li e and property throughout the

city. Contact with any foreign wire may lead to a conflagration

such as destroyed immense values of property in Lynn and Bos

ton within a year, and death to horses and human beings, numer

ous instances of both having been frequently reported in the pub

lic rints.

herefore, we feel warranted in asking street car companies to

give storage battery traction, which possess none of these disad

vantages and involves none of these dangers, a fair trial under

reasonable conditions and under the supervision of men exper

ienced in the various branches of engineering involved in the

business, and who have had nine years’ experience in the manu

facture and use of stora e batteries.

MR. RICHARDSON, of rooklyn: I understood the gentlemen to

say that the storage battery car could run 15 miles an hour for

four hours, and that it takes as long to charge the battery as it

does for the battery to work.

MR. BATES : You are correct.

MR. RICHARDSON : There lies my great doubt as to its practica

bility in a road that wants to run 50 cars three minutes apart.

MR. BATES : By a suitable provision of alternate batteries, that

is accomplished easily. One of our cars has been in daily opera

tion in Dubuque for 60 days, and we are now equipping the road

with six cars.

MR. RICHARDSON : How long does it require to take out one set

of batteries and substitute another?

MR. BATES : It depends largely upon the skillfulness of the men

employed ", from one and a half to three minutes.

MR. RICHARDSON : What do you base your calculations upon as

stated in your remarks ; from actual figures that you have or by

approximation ?

MR. Bares : From figures which we have very carefully pre

pared, and which are approximately correct, based upon 10,000

miles of service with our three cars.

MR. MCCARTY, of Kansas City 1 How many horse-power per car

is required?

MR. Barns : It depends upon the number of motors we put out.

Ten horse-power is about the amount of steam plant we require

per car.

THE WENsTRoi»i SYSTEM.

Mr. A. H. Chadbourne, of the Westrom Co., was the

next speaker. He said :

"Nearly every year there is brought to you something new

in this line. This 'ear we come before you with something

that is a novelty, think it is generally acknowledged that

it is desirable to have a slow s eed armature in a street car

motor, and that the motor should e reduced in weight as much

as possible, and, if possible, a device provided whereby the arma

ture could be allowed to run free at all times without relation to

the car speed. We accomplish these results in a very satisfactory

way. We expected to have had a car in operation here, but owing

to delays at our factory, have not been able to do so. We have a

cast of our field magnets here. It is cast solid. The machine is

25 horse-power. The fields are cast in one solid piece of mitis

metal. The speed of the armature is 400 revolutions a minute,

developing 25 horse-power. The metal is cast in such a way that

it has nearly the same properties of wrought iron, and has the

advantage that it can be welded. The wires, instead of running

over the periphery of the armature, run through it, and the exter

nal portion is turned down true, so that it presents a plain surface.

The advantage of this is that it is impossible to have the wires

spread or thrown apart. Another feature of the motor is the method

of connecting the wires on the commutator. Sometimes there is a

great deal of trouble with these connections by reason of the

solder melting. We have no road in operation yet, but will have

one in operation at Pottsville, Pa., by the first week in Novembfi.

We also expect to have a motor in operation in Baltimore very

shortly. Our construction is not unlike other companies in its

detail, the overhead arrangement of wires being the same. You

knqw what the trolleys are. The generator is unlike those with

which you are familiar. It is a machine that works at slow speed.

We also have a patent connection between the armature and the

00mm11t9-£01‘. It runs at 425 revolutions per minute, developing

671} h01‘S_€-power, running perfectly cool. A peculiar feature is

that their construction is such that they utilize to a greater extent

than any other machine, the magnetic qualities which are gener

ated in it. Another point is the gearing. You are all familiar

with the ordinary gearing. We have a gearing which we are pre

pared to put under any system. It is an inexpensive gearing to

uy, and it is economical to operate. 'It is a gearing with wooden

teeth, and has a removable rim, which is absolutely noiseless; and

we have reduced the point of wear to the cheapest part of the

gear, the teeth. No matter ho\v small the accident, if one of the

teeth breaks, the gear is gone. There is no reason why our ear

should ever break, and the wooden teeth will last anywhere rom

four to six months, in accordance with the work. In Atlantic City

they ran all summer long. The manager there stated that the

gears had done excellent service. We use this gear on our system,

and will put it on any other. Another point is, that owing to the

slow speed, we do away with the intermediate countershaft, and,

coiisequeutly, that does away with two bearings and two gears.

We gear direct from the armature to the car axle. There is another

feature worthy of your attention, and that is, the method by

which we allow the armature to run at full speed at all times.

The armature is started up and the gear runs freely ; the rim

revolves freely around the axle and is connected to it by a system

of hydraulic gearing. It is by the operation of the oil in the gear

that we get the difference of speed in the armature and car axle.

The oil is forced u from one part to another, and when the valve

is open the rim will run free. If the valve is half way open, you

will get a variation of speed. .

MR. HENRY, of Pittsburgh: Do you propose in that machine

to do away with the intermediate gearing entirely ?

MR. CHADBOURNE : Yes, sir.

MR. HENRY : In that way you get rid of one-half the machine

under the car ?

MR. CIIADBOURNE : Yes, sir. VVe do away with a large factor

in repairs. It is the high speed of the street car motor that makes

the trouble with the gearing. If your intermediate gear only ran

12; revolutions, it would be a very simple matter to keep the gears

on. In a slow s eed machine much 0 this trouble is overcome,

and it is acknow edged to be a very desirable thing.

THE \V1iE1.Ess SYSTEM.

MR. MALONE WHELESS, of the Wheless Electric Com

pany, next addressed the meeting :

We have a system in Washington that differs in no respect

from the other systems, except that we ca our cars by an

underground cable. It extends the whole lengt of the road, and

and feeds from the sections which are laid in the conduit and

laid in the usual way. The sections of the conduit are carried

along, and at every 300 feet, more or less, as occasion requires,

switch-boxes are put in. This is about 16 inches square. and laid

between the tracks in double tracks, or between the rail and slot

tail for single track roads. The object of these switch-boxes is

that when the car comes along they automatically connect the

currentin the cable with a ven section. Suppose we have a

mile of road, there is a mile 0 cable laid by the side of the track.

from that cable, at every 300 feet, is laid a feeder that feeds one

insulated section of conduit wire. The conduit wire is at all

times dead—there is no current in it. The current at all times is

in the cable, and when the car comes on to a section a device at

tached to the car acts in conjunction with the switch-box and the

result is the connection is made from the cable to the wire in the

conduit. The car instantly receives the current and passes over

that section and on to the next, when the passage of the car off the

section releases the armature in the switch-box, and, as a conse

quence, the section is cut out. The reason of “ cuttin in " is be

cause putting a continuous conductor in a conduit has en found

expedient, for two reasons. The first is the escape. I believe it

is impossible to to take a continuous conductor and transport it

through five or six miles of conduit and not have such an escape,

no matter how well insulated, that the efficiency of the motor is

materially and seriously im aired when you get a long distance

from the generator plant. be other reason is the liability to short

circuit. he advantages we found in cutting out wire in sections

was that only a certain section was charged with current, and,

consequently, a short-circuit could only occur at the point where

the car was. This constitutes about what our underground sys

tem is ; it is simlple and does not exceed in cost the ordinary con

duit, or very litt e more. Our overhead system is a duplicate of

the main feature of our conduit system. \Ve feed in sections.

The overhead line is dead at all times, and there is no way in

which a person can receive a shock from it. I shall be glad if

gentlemen present would come to Vi/'ashingtou and see our sys

tem.

UNITED ELECTRIC TRACTION Co.

Mr. Knight Neftel, representing the United Electric

Traction Company of New York spoke as follows :

It is unnecessary for me to sa ' anything regarding the value of

storage battery traction, after t e very apt remarks made by my

frlen of the Accumulator Company. I will simply give conscisely
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our results in operating ten storage battery cars on the Madison

Avenue Line in New York.

The equipment of each car consists of 108 julien cells in 12

trays, nine cells in each, total wei ht 3,600 pounds. The motors

in use until recently, and on the 0 (1 cars now running, are of the

Thomson-Houston t . Vile have now constructed a motor

especially adapted to this class of work, and which is now being

put on this line. An estimate of cost of operating has been sub

mitted to on by another company, based on the performance of

50 cars. ur experience with ten cars in actual operation over an

extended period, which, by the way, is the largest storage plant

in this country. and next to the largest in the world, is as follows :

Generating plant, 8 horse-power per car. For ten cars 15 bat

teries are necessary, Rate at which each battery is charged, one

and one-half hours, for two hours discharge. '

quate for a run of 40 miles on a level track. With the old cells

and the old type of motor, these ten cars were operated at 10.6

cents per car mile ; with the improved batteries and new type of

motor, the life of the existing plants of the battery, at the present

rate of disintegration, is at least three years. The negative plates,

the other half of the battery, are as durable as the motor. It is

generally conceded that the reason storage batteries have not been

applied more extensively is the lack of confidence in the endurance

0 the batteries and litigation on patents.

We are pre ared to demonstrate to on practically the life of the

batteries, an the question of patents has een greatly cleared by

the final decree giving Charles F. Brush, of Cleveland, a funda

mental award of priority.

Our batteries are manufactured under the patents of Brush,

Julien, Morris, Salome and others. VVe are now equippin a road

in Indianapolis, Ind., on this system. Our company a so fur

nishes overhead equipments, and we shall be leased to have any

member of the Convention visit the plant at ltfadison avenue and

other roads equipped by us.

MR. GRAHAM, of Baltimore:

miles per day each car runs?

MR. Ni-:F"ri~:i.: Eighty.

MR. GRAHAM : The maximum grade ?

Mia. NEFTELZ The maximum grade is about five and a half or

six per cent. ; there is a very severe grade for a short distance on

one part of the road, between Seventy-second and Seventieth

streets, going down.

MR. GRAHAM : What is the length of the grade?

MR. NEFTEL : About two blocks.

MR. GRAHAM : Do you ever run on a grade higher than five and

Can you tell me the number. of

a half r cent. ?

MR. El’-‘TEL : Yes, sir ', ther_e is one grade which is seven and a

half per cent. The motors will go u that, but, of course, it dis

charges the batteries very rapidly w en you subject them to such

heavy work.

Mn. Giuiimiu : It the car capable of ascending any usual grade,

sa ', I0 er cent.?

MR. izrri-".i,: Yes, sir; it is simply a question of discharging

the batteries.

MR. HENRY: When you say 10 cents per car mile what is in

cluded?

MR. NEFTELI Everything except the conductors and drivers.

Of course, there is a reasonable amount for the repairs of the

motors.

SHORT ELECTRIC SYSTEM.

MR. ]. POTTER, of the Short Electric Railway Com

pany, next addressed the meeting. He said :

The Brush Compan , as you know, has been in the business of

building dynamo machines and electric batteries for many years,

being t e ioneers among the pioneers of that business, in the

world. e have been building dynamos since 1876. We have

recoglnized that the electric street railway work is the severest to

whic the dynamo machine has ever been subjected; and in start

ing out in our electric work, we aimed, as no doubt all others have

aimed, to build a dynamo machine that would stand the rough

work with as few failures by stopipage as possible; and in the

next place to make the delays inci ent to such stoppage as brief as

ssi 1e, and the repair work simple and inexpensive -as possible.

e claim that with our motor we have reached a high point of

rfection in these respects. The difierence in our motor is mainly

in the type of armature, where we use a ring instead of the usual

drum type of armature. There are many advanta es that we

obtain by the use of this ty e of armature. The bob ins or sec

tions of the armature are al independent, and in case of any burn

out or trouble, it would be confined to a. single bobbin. Again,

we get a very great diameter of armature, as compared with

others, and are enabled to use larger pinions and save greatly in

wear. As a matter of fact, since the beginning of the present

year, we have never burnt out a. field magnet or armature coil in

actual service. This will be confirmed by any road operating our

system. The favor it have met with. and the large number of

One charge is ade- '

orders we are taking, speak loudest in praise of the system. An

other feature is the insulation of the motor entirely from the frame

work of the car and from the ground. We think this is a great

advantage. We believe that a great deal of expense and trouble

is due to the grounding of the motor, the bursting through and

burning out of armatures, fields and commutators. This insula

tion is carried to the gears. We make them with an insulated

web to deaden sound, and use steel pinions and steel gears, steel

axle gears, and overcome the noise at the same time.

Viiaws or AN ENGLISHMAN.

MR. W. ]. CARRUTHERS-WAIN, President of the Tram

ways Institute of Great Britain and Ireland, was next

called upon, and said :

I came to this country with the hope of learning as much as I

could about electric traction in America. What I want to know,

and most people, is the item of depreciation and repairs ; in other

words, repairs and renewals, and the amount to be set aside as an

annual sinking fund for the question of depreciation, which must

inevitably ensue. It has struck me, not only in this assembly, but

in many others. that figures, after all, are rather delusive. Elec

tricity came under in observation this way. I was not satisfied,

no man was satisfie with the system of tramwa - traction in

Europe up to within the last three or four Years. We had leased

a line from the Birmingham authorities, with the proviso that it

should be operated by cable ; but there was not enou h business

to make that system profitable. Electricity appeare to be the

only visible motive power ; and in November, 1888, there was tried

upon the Birmingham central tramways, a self-contained electric

motor, which was designed upon therlulien system, by Mr. Thomas

Pagker, of the then Messrs. Elwel , Parker, Limited, and my

se .

The directors of the Birmingham Central Tramways Company

permitted the experiments to be conducted u on their lines upon

condition that the electric motor to be used should be in the form

of an en 'ne, insisting that before they would consider the ques

tion of e ectricity at all in connection with their lines, they must

be convinced by actual demonstration that the power was as great

if not in excess of their most powerful steam engines then in use ;

and when I point out that theyare some I2 tons in weight, having

cylinders nine inches in diameter, and carrying a pressure of 175

pounds to the square inch, you will agree it was no small task to

attempt. However, upon actual tria the electric motor, although

weighing only nine tons, when coupled to one of the steam en

gines, the electric en ine hauled the steam engine in spite of the

act that steam was ull on and pulling a ainst the electric motor.

We afterwards started and hauled with t e electric car a load of

some 30 tons up a grade of one in 32. We have also run with one

charge of the accumulators 70 miles, hauling a car which, together

with the load contained therein, weighed over six tons, and this

on a very heavy grade of tramway traveling up a grade of one in

19, over 500 yards in length, during the day 10 times. This elec

tric car has been so successfully run over their heaviest steam

route, and given such satisfaction to the directors, that they gave

an order for 12 electric cars, which have just completed what is

undoubtedly the finest installation of its kind in the world.

The car is made to run upon a three foot six inch gauge, and is

constructed to carry 50 passengers, 25 inside and 26 outside. It

measures, over all, in length, 26 feet.

The foundation of the car is made of channel iron, strutted so

as to give it great strength and rigidity. The car body is carried

-upon two bogeys of the ordinary kind, and the motor is geared to

the axle of one bogey by a train of helical gearing. The accumu

lators are placed in trays, each tray containing eight cells, and

these are carried under the seats of the car, the outer panels of

which slide up behind the seats so as to admit of their being

readily placed in position. The connections are so arranged that

contact is made automatically as the trays are pushed into osi

tion. The whole forms four batteries. The switches are 0 the

julien type, and the car can be driven from either end. They are

so constructed that the cells can be equalized and the batteries

used either in parallel or series. The car, motor and batteries

weigh nine tons. as a ainst the steam engine and cars, 16.} tons, a

large savin in dead oad to be hauled. The work of charging

the accumu ators is reduced to a minimum by having a special!

arranged balance lift or elevator. These work in pairs, one ba -

ancing the other. Each shelf is fitted with automatic connections,

and is in every respect an exact duplicate of the car. so that when

the accumulator trays are drawn thereon, automatic connection is

made and the cells are charged whilst in position upon the ram

without again being moved.

Mn. RICHARDSON : How many cars are you running?

MR. \‘V,\m : We have 12 altogether, but are only running five.

I may say, as a point of interest, that during the time that line

was under construction, we worked it first by a system of horse

tramways, and the average takings were about $750 a week. Dur

ing the time the electric road was in process of Qoiistructioii, the
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recei ts on the horse line were reduced to _a week. Imme

diate the electric cars were put on, the takings Jumped to $1,250

a wee . This was not due to any additional service, because it is

recisely the same ; not to any_increase in population, because it

3,5 not grown so rapidly, but simply to the fact that we have been

able to put on in place of the weaiisome horse car a comfortable

car moving by electric wer.

MR. HENRY : How 0 ten have you renewed the plates?

MR. WAIN: We have not renewed them at all. We expect to

et a life out of our lates of six months. The question of pro

t on the workings 0 the storage battery is not a matter of specu

lation, but is a matter of dead certainty. Inasmuch as there are

several gentlemen here connected with overhead systems, I

should like to sa ' I believe there is room for all—-certainly in

America, if not in England.

MR. HENRY ~. Do you reconstruct the horse track for the electric

road ?

MR. WAIN -. It was reconstructed ; but not solely for that reason.

The road was very much delapidated.

MR. HENRY -. What percentage of loss in efiiciency in the motor

is there ?

MR. WAIN : I am not going to give you that, because three

months’ work is not sufficient time in which to give a general test.

I understand, as nearly as possible, we get 50 per cent. on the

wheels.

Tm: EDISON COMPANY.

MR. E. E. Hiooms, of the Edison-Sprague Company,

next took the floor, and said :

The Edison Company, with its accustomed modesty, desires to

say that it has the best electric system in the world. The reason

is two-fold. In the first place, as you are no doubt aware, it is

acknowledged that the Edison motor will consume less coal. ’I‘his

is an important point and has hearings in many directions. If we

can operate 100 cars with 750 horse-power as an average output,

it means that we can have less dynamos, less engines, less boilers

and less apparatus in general, than can be done with a system

which re uires 1,000 or i,2oo horse-power to operate the same

numbero cars. The cost of investment is less, and, of course,

the interest is less. That is one advantage, and in addition the

coal bill is much less. Another division would be the deprecia

tion. We believe that the depreciation per passenger carried with

our system can be made out less than with any other. We do not

claim that it has been less in the past, although not greater. We

have the best roads in the country ; perhaps we have some of the

poorest. It is a question of management, and lies directly with

you, gentlemen. as to the success of electric traction. In most

cases, the motors do not receive the attention that would be given

to an ordinary steam en 'ne; and if you run them successively

for 150 miles a day and 0 not lay them up and treat them wit

case, you cannot expect that your armatures will not burn out and

other troubles ensue.

In the new apparatus that we are bringing out, we have made

some very notable advances. In the first place, our armatures are

wound upon an entirely new lan—one which we think is a distinct

advance. In the old style, w at is known as the Siemen's wind

ing is employed; the wires are wound on the core and carried

around at the end. and form a conical shaped bundle, which gives

a chance for lay and abrasion ; and this means short circuits and

burn-outs. \’ith the new armatures, we have a new standard

coil, some 60 of which go on to the core. They are so formed

that the rear of the armature, and front alike, give no chance for

motion. They are brought firmly in place, and you have a diame

ter of armature which is alwa s the same, because the coils are

standard. With this system, urn-outs will be extremely rare.

We do not claim that there will not be any ; but we believe

in the regular daily workings of the car, with proper man- _

agement, nothing ordinary will burn out the machine except

dead over-loading. When it is burned out it can be re-_

placed by any mechanic. The switches are on a little different

plan. We have avoided the difliculty which has sometimes oc

curred of startin the car too suddenl , but which with careful

management cou d always be prevente , We make it impossible

to start suddenl by utting in a slow starting device, which starts

the car graduall§' an effects a saxing of power. It is not a rheo

stat. We are the only company that uses commutated field coils.

We believe in them ; we do not believe in the rheostat. You all

know about our dynamos. The reason of their success is that

they are a development not an invention. Its efiiciency is over 90

per cent. in the ordinary sizes, such as employed on the street

railroads ; in some cases it is higher. {One reason for its success

is that its moving parts and center of gravity is near the floor.

The line construction of the company is acknowled ed to be

standard. in respect to simplicity, neatness and cost. \ e use the

feeder system. That is a system of wiring in which the electri

city is delivered at regular intervals of a few hundred feet into a

trolley wire. This results in the fact that the electricity is de

livered to a large mesh work of conductors in such a way that at

- every point in these conductors the pressure wlll be uniform.

INTERIOR CONDUIT COMPANY.

MR. E. H. ]oi-rNsoN, of the Interior Conduit Com

pany :

I do not propose do occupy your time, but only desire to call

your attention to the fact that the gradual deve opment of the

overhead electric system has become such that in many of the

larger cities it is now becoming imperative that the conductor

should be placed under ground. In a city where 50 to 100 cars

are operated, there is at least 95 per cent. of the wire on les

overhead which may, with advantage to the company, be p aced

under ground. It is not necessary to have them overhead. The

trolley wire bein the only thin that is necessary to have over

head, it follows t at all the fee er wires, special mains, etc., may

be (placed underground. The question is, can the wires be placed

un er ground with less investment, and can the insulation of the

wire be maintained underground with less charge for repairs, and

if so, how? Our company is pre ared to lay down the wires

underground and uarantee their e ciency for a number of years.

Until it is rendere commercially successful, I propose to put the

feeder wires underground, leaving the trolley wire to remain

overhead, The tubes are paper, treated with special asphaltic

compound to render them insulated, and placed in a trench, and

then filled with the insulating compound.

THOMSON-HOUSTON SYSTEM.

MR. Gsoxos W. MANSFIELD, representing the Thom

son Company :

As all the other companies have been represented, I suppose

the Thomson-Houston Company ought to be also. I do not know

that I can say an 'thing in particular about our system, since it is

the most general y used, and must be most generally known. \Ve

first started in the business with the feeling that the thing we had

to do above everything else was to make as bi a difierance be

tween the net receipts and the gross receipts of t e company that

purchased our apparatus as possible. We recognized the exigen

cies of the moment, and knew that we had to put our a paratus

in the hands of men who were untechnical and were unski led, and

who knew nothing whatever about mechanics and electricity. We

felt, therefore, that we had to build additionally strong to meet

that necessity. We have put out in the neighborhood of 3,500

motors. I think they nearly are all running. The first motors

we put are in operation to-day, and gears, armatures, spools and

the various parts constituting the motor, that are built to-day can

be used with the motors first put out. We feel that we have

planned on the correct principle. Iwant to make an appeal to

on, gentlemen, much in the same vein as my predecessor, Mr.

iggins. That is, regarding the management of the electric ap

paratus. If there is any one thing that has injured the business

in the eyes of the public, who are not interested in electric roads,

it is in many instances lack of management on the part of the

railway companies that are operating the electrical apparatus.

Manyroads are a disgrace to the directors and every one con

nected with the company, because the motors are kept in dirty

condition. They are not handled by men who have the requi

site skill and intelligence. Any one knows if a steam engine is not

taken care of it goes to pieces ; and the same is quite as true of

electric motors. The railroads should employ men of skill and

brains and intelligence, to look after these mechanical and these

electrical details ; and the more information, the more knowledge

they have, the better they will perform their work.

In regard to new apparatus, we are constantly improving all

our details. We are making the motor stronger wherever exper

ience has dictated it to be necessary, and we are making it li liter

wherever it is necessary. We are improving each detail 0 the

entire apparatus. and increasing efficiencies ; so that in a very

short time we will have the most com lete system. Our switches

at each end of the car are under the 00d of the car, so that in

case of any accident or any trouble, the conductor at the rear end

can cut the ‘circuit, either with his switch or by pulling a trolley

wire down ; and the driver also has that facility. We have a fuse

box on our car, and it is a very simple matter to re lace a fuse if

the driver has been careless, or ignorant or unskil ed, and turns

his current too quickly on. That operates as a check against the

man as well, as a record can be kept of the number of fuses used.

We have a lightning arrester which we claim is the only one of

practical value. As to our motors, we build 10, 15 and 20 horse

power of one type, and the same ower of another type, so that

we can use our motors either sing y or double upon trucks of any

gauge, from three feet three inches up to six feet. If the railroad

men would get down to a uniform gauge. it would help us out

very much. As to station apparatus, our dynamo has an efiiciency

of over 90 per cent. It will pull through more hard raps and do
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more service 111 a given space of time than any other. In our new

work we are pushing ahead and building dynamos u to 2,400 and

2,500 horse-power, and directly coupled to engines a so. We are

building heavy motors for excessive work and for tow work ; and

we are going into all sorts of devices and experiments in regard to

constant s ed motors and slow speed motors. We want to be

sure first t at any new thing is far superior to what we_have. be

fore we put them before the public.

MR. RICHARDSON : What is your expectation as to having some

thing better in the near future?

MR. MANSFIELD : I do not know exactly how to answer your

question ; but I do not think the electrical appliances will improve

more than 15 or 20 per cent. for many years to come.

MR. RICHARDSON : You cannot promise anything in the next

six months?

M11. MANSFIELD: No, sir.

In addition to the subject of electricity, the Associa

tion considered the following subject, special reports

having been presented thereon: “A Perfect Street

Railway Horse," “ Novel Schemes for the Development

of Street Railways,” “ Public and State Treatment of

Corporations," “ Spiral or Transition Curves for Street

Railroads Operated by Mechanical Motors.”

The annual banquet of the association took place at

the Hotel Iroquois, on Thursday evening. Two hundred

and fifty ladies and entlemen were seated at the long

lines of beautifully ecorated tables when the first course

of the excellent menu was served. While the guests

were discussing the dinner, a band discoursed sweet

music in the hall. It was after two o'clock when the

speechmaking, which followed the dinner, came to an

end. '

On Friday the members of the association were taken

on a trip to Niagara Falls by the courtesy of the Buffalo

Street Railway Co. All who went report a very enjoy

able holiday at the Falls. For once, it is said, the hack

men of Niagara were heartbroken. Although there

were 300 people in the party, not a fare was collected

for the entire day. The following are the officers of the

association for the ensuing year;

Henry M. Watson, Buffalo, N. Y., president; W. A.

Smith, Omaha, Neb., vice-president ; Charles Odell,

Newburyport, Mass., second vice-president ; A. D.

Rodgers, Columbus, O., third vice-president; William

. Richardson, Brooklyn, N. Y., secretary and treasurer.

he executive committee is as follows : Thomas Lo ,

Minneapolis, Minn.; D. F. Henry, Pittsburgh, Pa.; Albert

E. Thornton, Atlanta, Ga.; H. M. Littell, Cincinnati, O.;

Thomas C. Keefer, Ottowa, Canada.

The next meeting of the association will be held in

Pittsburgh, Pa., the third Wednesday in October, 1891.

A RAMBLER’s Norss.

It was conceded on all sides that the Edison Com

pany had the handsomest staff of representatives at the

convention.

The exhibit of Chas. A. Schieren & Co. was one which

aroused considerable interest. The perforated and

link belts made by this firm seem to have leaped into

favor all over the country. Mr. E. P. Atkinson had

charge of the exhibit.

Emmet Bros., a new and popular New York firm, dis

played a number of valuable novelties in electrical rail

way supplies.

Van Nuis, the Ajax Switch-man, had about all he

could do in answering the questions of the railway-men

about his switch. Through a printed mistake Mr. Van

Nuis's catalogues distributed at the convention contain

ed neither his name nor address. The printer doubtless

thought these points were unnecessary.

The private car exhibited in front of the Hotel Iro

quois, by the Short Electric Co., is probably one of the

finest specimens of street car building yet made in this

country. The exterior was painted in black and gold.

The interior was finished and furnished with such taste

as to lead one to suppose that a railway company must

be making lots of money in order to be in a position to

purchase such a car. Chairs of wicker-work upholstered

in plush-velvet, heavy plate-glass windows, electric

lights, silk-hangings, etc., gave the car an unusually

elegant appearance.

It is estimated that over one hundred and fifty supply

men were in attendance at the convention.

The exhibit of the Thomson-Houston Company was

under the supervision of Winthrop Coffin, Geo. W. Mans

field, N. McCarthy, W. Clark, W. B. Ferguson, Arthur

]ones, W. B. Knight, Lieut. Cahoon, Geo. Morse, H. L.

Cargill.‘ The headquarters of the company on the

second floor were visited by hundreds of people during

the week.

The Okonite Company displayed a fine line of their

goods in the Arcade. '

The firm of Chadbourne, Hazelton & Co. of Philadel

phia, the General Agents of the Wenstrom Dynamo,

was represented by both members of the firm. Owing

to some delay in transmission, the dynamo did not

arrive until Friday. The samples of their work with

noiseless gear, in the lobby of the hotel, were examined

with much interest by many of the visitors. In an upper

parlor, the company made a fine exhibit of various rail

way appliances.

The electric-light sign which spanned the hall in front

of the parlors occupied by the Edison General Electric

Company was a great attraction, but no more so than

the phonograph and graphophone which were on ex

hibition within the rooms. A huge map upon which the

cities using the Edison railway system were marked

with gilt buttons, hung upon the wall. At the Arcade

the company exhibited a fine display of electric ap

pliances. The representatives of the company in chargze

of the exhibits were: Messrs. F. R. Chinnock, E. .

Higgins, Chas. D. Shain, Charles Hughes and john

Muir.

The members of the convention were presented dur

ing their stay with numerous mementoes of the conven

tion. The Michigan Stove Works distributed green

backed, artistically painted iron frogs, which will serve

as paper weights in the railroad offices. The Edison

Company gave away minature electric lamps, and wax

cylinders upon which messages had been written by the

graphophone. Copies of Poor's Railway Manual were

distributed with the compliments of the publisher. The

Street Railway Gazette remembered its friends by pre

senting them with a collection of portraits entitled

“ Some Familiar Faces." The Buffalo Street Railway

Co. presented each one of the delegates with a little

book of views of Buffalo and Niagara Falls, and a

coupon book containing tickets for twenty rides on the

street cars.

The prominence given by the convention to the

subject of electricity as a motive power for street rail

ways brought ELECTRIC POWER into special notice

among the delegates. The large edition of the Oc

tober number which was distributed among the

street railway men was exhausted on the second day of

the convention.

magazine containing the programme of the convention,

a complete list of the electric railways of the world, and

articles concerning the cost of operation, were carefully

preserved by the members for future reference. The

representatives of ELECTRIC POWER, Messrs. Blanchard.

Ferguson and Davis, who were in attendance at the con

vention, received many compliments on the appearance

The special bulletin issued by this '
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of the magazine and the excellence of the matter which

it contained.

Mr. R. T. White, of Boston, exhibited a model of his

elevated, single rail, railroad system and his celebrated

“ Daisy Chair." Mr. White is certainly one of the most

successful inventors of railwa appliances now before

the public. The question 0 his friends is, “ What

Next P"

Hale and Kilbourne, of Philadelphia, showed their

new car-seat. It is a great improvement over some of

the styles now in vogue.

The Street Railway journal is entitled to considerable

credit for the enterprise shown in the publication of a

daily bulletin during the meeting. The reports of the

several sessions were full and accurate.

The exhibit of “ machined" car wheels made by the

New York Car Wheel Works, of Buffalo, well repaid an

examination.

One of the attractive features of the display was the

exhibit of the G. Brill Co., of Philadelphia. In the

Arcade Hall they showed a vestibule of an electric car,

with a patent sliding door on one side, and a folding door

on the other. In front of the hotel the company showed

two full-sized trucks, one a pivotal and the other a rigid

truck.

Mr. \/V. R. Mason had charge of the exhibit of the

Electric Merchandise Co., of Chica 0. He made many

friends among the railroad men, an took a number of

large orders for supplies from them.

The Volk Cable Crossing, Grip and Car Brake Com

pany, of St. Louis, was represented by Dr. K. Morgner,

president of the company. The ingenious and practical

character of the cable crossing and grip apparatus was

so apparent to all who examined it, that many said,

“ Why didn't they get up this invention before?"

The New York lnsulated Wire Co. was on deck, as

usual, at the convention. Mr. ]. W. Godfrey, who had

charge of the company's exhibit, impressed upon every

body the fact that the wire used in the wiring of the

Hotel Iroquois was the Grimshaw. That the wire was

doing its work in a thoroughly successful manner was

self-evident.

Newspaper men were almost as plenty as flies around

amolasses jug, The 1Vational Car Buila’e'r was represen

ted by Editor Reynolds ; T/ze lVestern Eleclrician by

Messrs. Temple and Dickinson ; T/1: Elalrizal Engineer

by Messrs. Martin, Sullivan and Collins; T/ze Strect Rail

way Gazette by Messrs. Munroe and Cavelle ; T/ze Electri

cal World by Dr. Bell and Mr. Hart ; Tbe E/alriral

Rzzdew by C. W. Price; T/ze Elcrlriral Age by Mr. Talta

vall and Power-Steam by Mr. Swetland.

The Alluminum Brass and Bronze Co. of Ansonia,

presented specimens of their metals to the visitors at the

Arcade. The trolley made by this company is the

lightest yet made. Frank G. Stone explained the ad

vantages gained by the use of alluminum in an eloquent

manner.

The Gibbon Duplex Railway Track Co. exhibited

their duplex railway track, specially devised for electri

cal work. Mr. Gibbon, the inventor, and john D. El

well in telling the visitors about the track laid special

stress upon the fact that with this track rail bonds or

joint connections were unnecessary, the track itself be

ing a perfect metallic circuit.

The firm of Wallace Bros., the pioneer-wire manu

facturers, were represented by Mr. James Goldmark.

The hard drawn wire for overhead construction made

by this firm has established itself in the favor of railway

contractors all over the country.

The Gilbert Car Manufacturing Co. of West Troy had

an excellent exhibit.

The Rae Electric Railway System was exhibited by

the Detroit Electrical Works. A very pretty model of

the truck operated by electricity was much admired.

The special feature of the Rae system is that a single

motor does the work, the gearing being attached to both

axles. -

The virtues of the “Simplex " wire were the theme

upon which W. H. Gordon of the young and growing

firm of W. H. Gordon & Co., of New York, dwelt with

his usual success.

Among the other firms whose exhibits deserves

special mention were those of the Berlin Iron Bridge

Co., The Connecticut Motor Co., The Eureka Tempered

Copper Co., and the James Speer Stove and Heating Co.

COMBINED ELECTRIC MOTOR AND VENTILATING

WHEEL.

We illustrate herewith an electric motor in combina

tion with a Blackman ventilating wheel, recently

designed by the C. & C. Electric Motor Co. The photo

graph from which this illustration is made, was taken

 

from a plant installed in the Union Trust Company

building, on Broadway, made up of a 30 in. disk exhaust

fan and electric motor, mounted directly on the shaft,

and supported by the fan brackets. It revolves at a

speed of 600 revolutions, and delivers 2o,ooo cubic feet

of air per minute.

There is a very large demand for machines of this

character on account of the noise and dirt which neces

sarily accompanies the use of a motor belted to a pulley

on the fan. Another advantage that it presents, particu

larly to electric light men and contractors, is the ease

with which it may be installed and placed in any position

without regard to belting and shafting. Another re

quirement of a machine of this kind is compactness of

form, in order that the motor may obstruct .the draft of

air as little aspossible, and it is believed that this com

bination attains all these objects better than any other

devices which have yet been applied to a similar pur

pose.
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SPARKS FROM THE» DYNAMO.

A RECENT INVENTION.—AD electric burglar-alarm has lately

been devised. which secretly registers the burglar’s weight as soon

as he enters the house, turns on electric lights, and takes an in

stantaneous photograph of him, throws indelibleink in his face,

seizes him by the coat-collar and leads him into the kitchen,

where it administers a kick that sends him through the window

into a back alley. It is said to be an effective alarm.—E1/ening

Sun.

The brakemen on the Manhattan Elevated Railway are “ over

head conductors," perhaps without knowing it. When they come

to be employed for taking electric motor cars along the elevated

structure, we presume they will be electrified.—Electrz2' P01:/er

Sujfiplemenl.

OPENING OF THE ELECTRIC RAILWAY IN NEWARK,

NEW JERSEY.

- The Springfield avenue division of the Newark Passenger Rail

road Co.’s lines, began the running of the electric cars on October

4th, and the cars have been running continuously since with the

greatest satisfaction to both citizens and company. The cars are

unusually large, and each one was two 20 h. . motors. The line

has some very long and heavy grades, but they were easily over

come.

On the opening day, thousands rode for the sake of tryin the

new line, and all through the day crowds of people watche the

big cars from the sidewalks and commented on their size, speed

and general appearance. Broad street was invariably crossed at

a slow rate of speed, but on the hill and between Broad street and

the Court House the speed was much greater than that of a horse

car and often so great as to excite adverse criticism from onlookers.

The conductors were kept constantly on the alert warning assen

gers not to put their heads or arms out of the windows an eve

care was used to avoid accidents. The cars had but two of their

steps adjusted, so that it was impossible to get on or off except at

the rear door nearest the walk. The front doors were both latched

and for a time nobody was allowed to ride on either platform, but

as the crowds increased the -rule was violated in almost eve car.

Smokers had no place on the cars, but this matter will ro ably

be remedied when tow cars are put on. The Springfiel avenue

line is distinctively a smokers‘ line.

The ascent of the steep hills is made with wonderful case,

though at sli htl abated speed. The electricians say that there

will be no di cu ty in towing extra cars up the hill, as each of the

motor cars exerts fort horse power. ~

The Newark pcop e approve the electric system, but they

decidedly disa prove of the large cars. The new cars are of two

patterns andt ose with the curved fronts and the stained glass

transom lights are much the best. In the others the seats are too

high, the platforms or vestibules too contracted and the workman

ship is inferior. All of the cars are awkward big arks standin

much too high above the street, and with wheels which are a -

judged to be too large for the work on steep hills. The may do

ve ' well on a level road, but they are certainly overloa s for hill

tra c,

The Newark Passen er Railway Company is employing a num

ber of motor drivers w 0 have gained experience in operating the

Summer cars at Asbury Park and Atlantic City. They are accus

tomed to handling the brake and switch, and give practical lessons

to the drivers on the line It looks easy, but the drivers who are

accustomed to reins find great difiiculty in ettiiig used to working

a crank with each hand. They have to un earn a great deal be

fore the get the knack of controlling a car with a little lever with

the left and, putting on a brake with the right, and strikin the

bell with the foot. ’I he bell ringing seems to come natura ly to

some of them, and it will be observed that they beat a regular

tatoo on it. Between the stables and Irvington driving is an ex

hilarating sport and the speed attained is sometimes equal to that

of an express train. Irvington people would be delighted with it

if there were enough cars on that end to accommodate them.

THE NEW WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC RAILWAY

SYSTEM.

The first Westinghouse electric road was successfully tested in

Lansing, Mich., August 27, and since that date has run continu

ously and given great satisfaction to the citizens. The Electrical

World, in describiii the first trip says : "The initial trip was

made without a sing e hitch or difficulty of any kind, and since

then three motor cars, each drawing one or two trailers, have

 

been in re ular use. The owners of the road insisted on a trial

being ma e before a single switch was in place, the ground con

nectionsproperly made or any electrical work done at the car

barns. et, so well were they pleased with the operation of the

motor car that the horses were sent out to pasture the next morn

ing, and the road has been operated electrically since. The

length of track of the L_ansin City Railwa

six miles. The road-bed is t e same whic has en used for

many years, the rails being of the old flat t e, that do not con

form very readily to the flanges of the w eels, and will conse

quently be replaced later with a heavier and better rail. On a

portion of the line leading to the fair grounds the road is really a

surface line, where the ties are placed six feet a art and very

insutficiently ballasted. Notwithstanding these rawbacks, the

serious character of which anybody familiar with electric railwa

operation will readily see, the cars have worked admirably.

large fair has been in progress in Lansing, and during the crowd

ed week a motor car and trailer often carried over 250 passengers

up a long grade of nearly five per cent. with a curve at the start.

The line is single track with single turn-outs. As re ards the

system itself, it is, as is already clearly understood, a single trol-I

ley system, in its general ap earance closely resemblin the sys

tems now in use. The trol ey wire is supplied from a eavy in

sulated feed wire running along the pole line, and it is noticeable

that the overhead construction is of the most solid and workman

like character.

" The trolley used is of the same eneral character and appear

ance as those with which the pub ic is already familiar. The

motor cars are models of their kind, were manufactured by the

Ellis Car Company, of Amesb , Mass., and are mounted on

Hubbard trucks with heavily cus ioned springs. The interiors

are finished in mahogany, with cushioned seats, plate glass mir

rors, and the customary incandescent lights. It is possible that

they may be electrically heated later in the season. The motors

themselves are, as in other systems, two in number, each of 15

horse-power, and in general arrangement are quite similar to the

more approved forms now in use. A special feature of their con

struction is the ease with which the armature can be removed, the

field magnets bein hinged so that by withdrawing fastening bolts

the open out. T is enables repairs to be made with a quickness

an ease which will be appreciated by all who have had occasion

to replace field coils or armatures in the contracted space under a

car.

“ There are but two sets of coils on the field magnets, and, in

addition to these, starting resistances are emplo ed. It will thus

be seen that the general method of grading t e speed is a coni

bination of that used in the S rague and Thomson-Houston sys

tems—the initial resistance oing away with unnecessary strain

on the motors at the start, and a still further adation of power

boing supplied by the arrangement of coils. gn starting the car,

the switch handle is slowly moved from the first up to the fifth

notch on the switch dial. This action cuts out successively the

three resistance coils and throws into action successively the two

field coils. This arrangement starts the car smoothly and easily,

without danger of injuring the motors. '

" The motors are suspended in iron cases to protect them from

dirt and moisture, the frames being, as usual, swung from the

axle at one end and resting on compression springs at the other.

The gear wheels which convey the power to the axle are of cut

steel, with 5-inch faces, and run incased in oil-tight castings

partially filled with oil, thus giving a very elaborate lubrication

and very much lessening the noise which is too familiar a concom

itant of the electric street car. The motors are adopted to reach

a speed as high as twenty miles per hour, and their operation is

exceedingly smooth and regular. The brushes are carried on hard

wood rocker arms, supported by vulcanized fibre bushings around

the holders. The power station is at present a temporar alfair,

equipped with a Westinghouse generator of the wel -known

United States pattern and 80-horse-power capacity. This is

bolted to a compound condensing engine of 150-horse-power. The

road is owned b H. L. Hollister and M. D. Skinner, and the work

of construction as been done under the personal su rvision of

E. W. Gray and A. H. Knott of the Westinghouse lectric and

Manufacturing Company,"

LITERARY.

Poor's Directory of Railway Officials and Manual of American

Street Railways, just issued in the fifth annual number of this

valuable work. It stands in the field of Street-railwa s, as Poor's

Manual of Railroads, does in the steam railway fiel : The mat

ter contained in it is included in the lar er work, but is also pub

lished separately for the convenience 0 many whose interest is

confined to the development of street railways.

The volume contains an immense‘ amount of information.

Not only does it give a list of all the street railroads in the United

Corn any is about _
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States and Canada, with their officials, but it contains also a list

of the private, lumber, lo ging and running railroads not com

mon carriers, and a comp ete 1st of the railways and trarnways of

Mexico, Central and South America, a statement of dividends

paid by railroad companies, a list of State debts and liabilities,

and lists of general managers, superintendents, chief engineers,

master car-builders, master carpenters,‘ purchasing agents, and

master mechanics, engaged in the railway business.

With the rapid increase of electric railways all over the country,

it is not ossible that this Directory should be absolutely correct,

but it is airly reliable, probably as thoroughly so as any annual

publication can be.

The October number of The 01/erland /llant/ily contains an in

teresting selection of articles, not only of interest to the dwellers

on the Pacific Coast, but to the whole country This magazine is

not, as many suppose, a purely local affair, but a magazine of

eneral literature. Its book reviews and critical notices, seem to

very good and discriminating.

The attractive features of the Atlantic for November are Frank

Stockton's new novel. “ The House of Martha "; a sketch of the

life and death of the late fila anese Minister to England ; " Mary

land women and Frenc fllcers," and the last papers of Dr.

Holmes's “ Over the Teacups."

CORRESPONDENCE.

ELECTRICAL NIGHT SCHOOLS.

NEW YORK, Oct. 13th, 1890,

Editor ELECTRICAL Powiiii.--Dear Sir: I wish to attend an

electrical ni ht school for the purpose of studying incandescent

and are lig ting, and if ou will kindly in rm me as to the

whereabouts of such a so ool, you will greatly oblige, Yours

respectfully, J. S. MACARTNEY.

[This subject is referred to our editorial departnient.—E0.]

 

TURN DOWN THE LIGHTS.

Edilar ELECTRIC Pow!-:R.-—Dear Sir : I would like your opin

ion, through ELECTRIC POWER, on a question—an invention, or,

rather, improvement on electric light, to be used in hotel bed

chambers, etc., made to “ turn down " the light. Man people,

through habit, dislike to sleep in total darkness. T e " turn

down ' light seems, at least to me, ve simple, and would not in

crease the cost of lighting but very ittle, if any. Has such an

improvement ever been thought of or tried ? I would like your

opinion as to its plossible pulaiity and worth should it be a suc

cess, which, alt ough have not tried it, am positive it will.

_Very truly yours. A. L. Cmccsr.

107 Sand St., Brooklyn, N. Y., Oct. 14, 1890.

[Our correspondent gives too little detail. At some of the New

York theatres the electric lights are dimmed by switching in re

sistance or some equivalent device. Our correspondent may have

invented something new, but it is impossible for us to tell without

having more data.—En.]

FOREIGN NOTES OF ALL SORTS.

Motors in Germany.—’I‘he use of electro-motors in Germany is

extending. Messrs. Ludwig, Lowe & Co., of Berlin, obtain cur

rent from the town electric light company's mains for drivin the

tools and machines in their workshops. The large steel wor s of

Henkel, in Solingen, have an installation in which Lahmeyer

dynamos and motors are employed. The whole of the works is

lighted electrically, and the motors actuate 40 steel presses, lathes,

and drilling machines. It is proposed to operate all the machinery

by motors.

Lyons Tramwa .—Experiments have been successfully carried

out on the Lyons onplaisir-la-Plaine Tramway in adapting elec

trical pro ulsionto the ordinary tramcars. One of these cars was

fitted wit electrical motors worked from 56 accumulator cells. A

igeed of from 12 to 14 kilometres per hour was maintained during

8 double Journey between Lyons and the station at Monplaisir.

The ficsumulators were made by the firm of Alioth, and are able

to supply from 8 to 9 horse-power for eight consecutive hours.

The comfort of the passengers was greatly increased by the car

being electrically lighted.

Various new applications of electricity are re rted from France.

It is said that the government military works ops at Meudon are

now quite busy with the manufacture of electric motors for use in

baloons in time of war. The discovery is regarded as of so much

importance that the operations now in progress are carefully

guarded from the public.

Electric Traction.-Messrs. Schuckert & Co. intend to erect an

experimental electric railway at their works at Nuremberg.

Electric Railway Ex eriments.—Experiments have been made

on the Hildburghausen- riederichshall Railwa , which has been

opened for two years: with electric traction, an the results are re

orted as being very favorable. The trials were conducted by

essrs. Hostmann (the builder of the line), Mahlmann, and Bar

locher, of Oerlikon, who fitted up a goods wagon with accumula

tors and a motor. The line is about twenty miles in length, and

has some very heavy gradients on it, which were readily taken by

the electric wagon. his is the largest experiment which has

yet been made in this direction in Germany.

Electric Tramway at Ha.lle.—The urban tramway at Halle, in

Saxony, which is about four miles in length, and which has

hitherto been worked with horses, has been converted into an

electric tramway by the Allgemeine Elektricitats-Gesellschaft of

Berlin. The power station is situated in the buildin s previously

used as the horse car depot. Three boilers, each 0 125 square

metres heating surface, supply steam to engines driving four

dynamos each of I00 horse- ower. The line is a single one with

loo s, and the installation a lows of a six-minute service at the re

ation speed of 5% miles an hour, even with an ordinary car at

tached if required. Overhead conductors on the Sprague system

are employed. In the narrow streets of the town the conductor is

carried by cross wires attached to insulators fixed to the walls at

a hei ht of i8ft., while in the wider roads wrought iron standards

are p aced close to the curb, the supporting wires being attached

to insulators screwed into these. The conductor is suspended

from these cross wires by insulators, so that the leads are doubl '

insulated. As some heavy gradients are encountered on the lin ,

each car carries two motors of 30 horse-power in all, which are

fixed in a s ecial framework. The cars are of the same size as

the former orse cars, carrying twenty-two passengers, and are

11} tons heavier.

An iron elevated railroad, much like the New York pattern, six

miles long, is now in process of construction in Liverpool. The

cars are to be operated by electricity.

PERSONAL.

Robert Brewster Stanton, chief engineer of the party which last

winter made a perilous surve - for a railway throu h the entire

len th of the canons of the Co orado, will describe e adventures

of t at journey in an early number of Scribner’: Ma azine. N0

aw has ever before traversed these canons except t at of Major

i. . Powell in i869, and Mr. Stanton's expedition is the first that

as ever made a continuous trip along the waters of this river

from its head to its mouth.

Herbert Laws Webb, who contributed an article on " Life on

Board a Cable Ship ” to the October Scrz'bner'.r, is a son of F. C.

Webb, C.E., who, in company with Cyrus W. Field, selected the

landing-place at Valentia for the first Atlantic cable. The article

is founded on Mr. Webb’s experiences as a member of the technical

staff of the Silvertown Telegraph Company’s steamer which laid the

cable from Spain to the Canary Islands.

Mr. T. McCoubray, who is well-known to the electrical frater

nity, has severed his connection with the Crocker-Wheeler Motor

Company, and will hereafter serve the Okonite Company, as

special agent, in all parts of the country.

Mr. Henry Durant Cheever, President of the Okonite Company,

and Miss Maud Russell Barnard of Boston, were married in Kings

Chapel, Boston, on October 1st.

Mr. Henry C. Whitney, lately of the Crosby Electric Company,

has been a pointed the superintendent of a encies for the Con

solidated E ectric Storage Company, with eadquarters at 120

Broadway, this city.

At the dinner of the Electric Club of New York, on the evening

of October 2d, one of the most attractive of the decorations was a

beautiful flower piece, designed by Dr. ]. B. De Lery, manager

of the Electric City Company, and presented by him as a token of

his friendship for and kind feelings towards the club. The design

represented the Eiffel tower, surmounting which was a floral arc

lamp, decorated with red, white and blue ribbons, representing

the American colors. At the base of the tower, conforming to the

arches, were the words “ Science," Progress," “ Art," and " In

dustry," composed of bright flowers, which formed a pleasin

contrast with the green body of the tower. Dr. De Lery receive

znan copgratulations on the embodiment of his tender feelings

or t e c ub.

Mr. W. Nelson Smith is engaged on the large Electric Railway

plant at Davenport, Ia., as an assistant to the expert in charge.
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THE. ELECTRIC MOTOR FIELD.

A NOISELESS MOTOR.

, The new Westinghouse motor, which has been in operation on

the Pleasant Valley electric road in Pittsburgh, Pa., is occasion

ing considerable comment from patrons of. the road. They have

named it the " Noiseless." One of the officers of the road says :

“ There is above all the wonderful ease and quietness of opera

tion, which causes the cars to run along with a wonderful smooth

ness and silence. This noiselessness makes the car at once con

spicuous on our line, and people are enabled to converse in an

ordinary tone of voice on the car, and the residents along the line

are in great praise of it. Noise has been the great objection to all

motors, and we haye introduced the rawhide pinions on our mo

tors ; but even then they are not nearly so noiseless at the West

inghouse motors."

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR'S WORK.

The New York Sun thus s eaks of electric power in which the

work of the motor is sammed‘ up as follows: “ In some cities, so

far has the use of electric motors gone, that it is possible for a

man to-day to drink at breakfast coffee ground and eat fruit evap

orated by electric wer. During the morning he will conduct

his business with e ectrically-made pens and a er ruled b elec

tricity, and make his records in electrical y- ound boo s, his

seventh-story ofiice, in all probability, being reached by an elec

tric motor elevator. At luncheon he will be able to discuss sausa

ges, butter and bread, and at night eat ice cream and drink iced

water due to the same electrical energy. He will ride all about

the place in electric cars, wear shirts and collars mangled and

ironed b electric motors, sport a suit of clothes sewn and a hat

blocked y the same means; on holidays ride a merry-go-round

propelled by a electric motor, or have his toboggan hauled up the

slide with equal facility: be called to church by an electrically

tapped bell, sing hymns to the accompaniment of an electrically

blown organ, be buried in a coffin of electric make, and, last of all

have his name carved on his tombstone by the same subtle. mys

terious, all pervasive and indefati able agency. This may sound

like a wild and exuberant flight 0 fanc , but it is simply a faith

ful statement of the manner in which e ectricity as being supplied

to every one of the necessities and luxuries of life in America.“

ELECTRIC RAILROADINO AT COLORADO SPRINGS

The Colorado Springs Rapid Transit Railway Company are

rapid] com leting their system of electric railways, the greater

art of,whic is suburban. Four lines of single track road radiate

rom the centre of the city to the followin points: Rosswell, 3,}

miles ; Austin Bluffs. 5 miles ; Cheyenne anon, at the foot of

Cheyenne Mountain, 5.4 miles; Manitou Springs, at the foot of

Pike's Peak, 6 miles ; Spruce street extension, I 1-5 miles ;besides

which there is a city loop. The total mileage of the system will

be about 22 miles. The power station has an aggregate capacity

of 300 h._ p. and consists of 2 Heine Safety boilers, each of 15o h.

p. capacity, fitted wish Murphy's patent grate setting and stokin

device ; 2 Allis-Corliss en 'nes, each of 150 h. p. capacity, belte

directly b means of link elting to line shafting, fitted with Hill

atent c utches, driving four 5o,oco watt E ison generators.

ighteen motor cars are in use. All lines are com leted. except

the Manito_u, which is at present only operated to_ oIorado_City,

21} miles distant, but work is being pushed rapidly and will be

completed in 30 days.

A VERY SUCCESSFUL BUFFALO ROAD.

The Park electric system of the Buffalo Street Railway Com

pany has been. doing some remarkable work this summer. Four

cars are running on this branch, a distance of about one and three

quarter miles. The trafiic on pleasant Sundays is extremely

heavy, and each car is re uired to draw two trailers for a large

ortion of the day. Un er these circumstances the following

gures will be of interest :

On July 16th, the road carried r7,ooo passengers; July 20th,

8,000; July 27th, rr,ooo; August 3d, 5,ooo; August loth, 9,000;

August 17th, 3,000; August 25th, io,oo0. On August 3d, the day

was cold and disagreeable ; on August 17th, the weather was cold

and rainy, which accounts for the small number of passengers

carried.

This road is equipped upon the Edison System and has been in

operation now for about 15 months, with remarkable results ; the

repair bills have been merely, nominal, although the service called

for has been excessive, particularly in the summer. The largest

load ever carried was a little over 20,000, the occasion being a

large picnic, and the time being two days after the road com

menced operation, in July, 1889. But three motor cars were in

service on that day, and this remains, probably, the greatest

record ever made by an equal number of cars.

NEW ELECTRIC RAILWAY WORK.'

During the past two months the Thomson-Houston Electric

Company has been actively engaged in completing the construc

tion and have put in operation electric railways at Concord, N.H.;

Shreveport, La.; Newark, N. J.; St. Paul, Minn.; Memphis,

Tenn.; Anaconda, Mont; Helena, Mont. These roads com rise

50 motor cars, and 33.54 miles of track. The St. Paul roa was

put in operation on October 6th, 1890, and has been runnin

satisfactorily ever since. The Concord Horse Railroad, Concor ,

N. H., eight cars and seven miles of track, was started October

8th, the trial car having on board the ofiicials of the road and in

vited guests. Everything in the working of the system was ex

cellent, and the best of results are antici ated by the officials of

the road. The road of the Shreveport and and Improvement

Company, Shreveport, La., four cars and 5.25 miles of track, was

put in operation October 4th, and opens up for residence a la e

territory owned by the Shreve rt Land Company. The initial

run was made without an accident of any kind, every car being

utilized and working to the entire satisfaction of all present. The

City and Suburban Railway, Mem his, Tenn., five cars and five

miles of track, was formally opene at 5 A, M., on October 6th,

1890, in the presence of about 5oo peo le. The cars all worked

well and their operation on dail ' sche ule time since the time of

startin has convinced the resi ents of Memphis that the benefits

of rapi transit have in no sense been exaggerated. On October

4th, the city of Newark inaugurated a new system which is work

ing to the entire satisfaction of those interested in the road and

the public as well. The company has e nipped 5.75 miles of track,

and have twenty cars in operation. T e people are very enthu

siastic over the new method of transit.

NEW ELECTRICAL PATENTS.

E. M. Bentley has patented a new device for railway cars. It

covers the combination, with a railwa car, of an enclosed entrance

platform, stationery with respect to t e car, and an end section ex

ternal to the platform, having a lateral movement relatively to the

cars for adjustment on curves, and provided with lon 'tudinally

yielding end surface for meeting a similar device on an a Jacent car.

C. J. Van DePoele has patented a support and insulator for sus

pended conductors. the claim covering a support for suspended cars,

electric conductors, comprising a support sustained above the

conductor and a thin metal clip formed with sloping edges and ex

tending under the conductor and secured to said support. Also

an under pressure contact device for eiectric railways. It covers

a contact arm for electric railways.

RAE ELECTRIC RA I LWAYS.

A contract has just been closed by the Detroit Electrical Works

for the full electrical equipment of a street railway in Nashville,

Tenn., with the Rae system. The Calumet electric street railway,

of Chicago, equipped throughout with the Rae s 'stem, was suc

cessfully o eried to the public on Saturday, _ ct. 4. This is

Chicago's rst electric road and it is received with so much favor

that extensions are already being arranged for.

AN ELECTRIC ELEVATED RAILROAD IN CHICAGO.

The Secretary

to the Chicago Electric Transit Company, Chicago, to construct

an elevated street railroad from a point at the Chicago River be

between the line of State and the west side of Market streets in

the North Division of Chicago to the intersection of Halsted and

Clark streets, thence to city limits and to Wauke an, also over

and under Chicago River to the southern division 0 the city road,

to be partly elevated and part] surfaced ; incorporators,

Hannahs, W. H. Powell, G. \ . Stanford ; capital stock, $12,

ooo,ooo.

“ The object of our corporation, said Mr. Hannahs, one of the

incorporators. to the reporter for an evening paper, " is to construct

and o erate an elevated electric railway running from a point near

the C icago River, between Market and State streets, north to

the intersection of Clark and Halsted, thence north to the city

limits, thence north to Waukegan or Lake Forest, and to extend

the line south over or under the Chicago River toa point on Adams

street. It is our intention to elevate the road as far as practicable

in the city and as far north as Evanston. Between Evanston and

the northern terminus it will probably be a surface road. We

have no doubt of the success of our enterprise. if we once secure

the franchise, for we have the assurances of the property owners

along a good portion of the proposed route. I returned recently

from New York. where I received romises that our bonds for the

entire ca ital stock would be readily taken. The proposed road

will be a ter the Hannahs’plans. We shall push the matter through

as soon as we have secured our franchise. Of course our con

struction of the road looked forward to the World's Fair, but we

shall endeavor to complete it long before that time."

of State, of Illinois, on Sept. 29, issued a license '

J. M. -
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PROPOSED ELECTRIC RAILWAYSIIN PHILADELPHIA.

The proposed introduction of electric cars by the Traction and

Peo le s Railway Company has aroused general interest in the

localities most conceined, the especial cause of agitation being

the overhead wires.

The People's Company ask for permission to erect oles and

electric wires on its Germantown and Girard avenue ranches,

and it is stated that if Councils grant the privilege the company

will tition for its extension to the Lombard and South streets

branch. If this move succeeds the Twenty-seventh Ward, as far

west and south as Angora, will be afforded a rapid, easy and

chea means of communication with the city. In return for the

rivi ege the company is willing to light the streets along its lines

ree. According to the present plan fifteen incandescent lights

will be allowed to each square, each one giving as much light as

twenty-five candles.

" The system of overhead wires,” said a railroad official,

“ seems to be the only practical way to run the electric cars at a

fair cost. The cars are easily controlled and not at all dangerous.

Large cities like Boston, Chicago, Cincinnati and Kansas City and

many others, have the electric overhead wire system in use, and

it has given perfect satisfaction. The cars also make better time,

and that is what we need."

There is no objection to the overhead wires in the southwestern

parl of the city, though there is something of a feeling against

them in Germantown, where both the People's and the Traction

Company purpose using them. The former's electric line will run

along Chelton avenue, and it also desires to introduce the current

on its Main street branch. The Traction Company wants to use

electricity on Wayne street. Some of the people object to the over

head wires, but most of them are delighted at the early prospect

of having rapid transit.

ELECTRIC RAILWAY NEWS.

Alameda, Cal.—It is reported that Theodore Meetz will employ elec

tric motors to propel his street cars as soon as municipal corporations

can legally grant a franchise for the use of electric motors. It is hoped

that the next legislature will pass a law putting electricity on an equal

footing with cables, mules and horses as a propelling power. Mr. Meetz

has applied for a franchise on Buena Vista Avenue for an extension.

Alton, Ill.—.»\ deal was completed here whereby the Rodgers-Holmes

syndicate, of New York, will, become absolute owners of the Second

Street Horse Railway and the Twelfth Street Motor Line. The price

to be paid is about $80,000, and the new owners will hold the State Street

Line at an additional cost of $30,000, and operate all three roads by

electricity. A local power company has olfered to erect a power-house

for $29,000. A special meeting of the City Council will be called to

pass the necessary ordinances.

C. B. Holmes, president and superintendent of the Chicago City

Railway Company is about to acquire control of the two street railways

between Alton and Upper Alton, which he will operate with electricity.

A third electric line to North Alton, will be built by his syndicate.

Altoona, P8..—The stockholders of the Altoona Street Railway Co.

have decided to increase the capital stock of the company from $103,000

to $180,000, and to substitute electricity for horses as a motive power.

The entire road will probably be re-equipped by November.

Americus, Ga.—It is stated that the Americus Investment Company

is negotiating for the purchase of the properties and franchises of the

Americus Electric Street Railroad Company, the Electric Light and

Fower Company and the Gas Light Company.

The electrical railway to Andersonville, ten miles distant, will probably

be built at an early date by Northern parties who have invested in

Andersonville property.

Anacortes, Wash.—The Fidalgo City and Anacortes Railway Com

pany is pushing to completion its electric road, which is eleven miles in

length. The company consists of Joshua Pierce of Tacoma, Julius S.

Porter of Fidalgo City, H. C. Culver of VValla Walla and C. B. Holman

of Seattle. The Thomson-Houston system will be used. The cars will

be the best, finished in the latest design of car building, and will be 24

foot cars. They will have double trucks. The Fidalgo and Anacortes

Construction Company are building a 4.000-foot bridge for the railway

over which the cars are to be run. The line is to be run to the water's

edge, where connection is made with the boats, thus securing a more

rapid transit, and a safer passage than could be made through the

Straits and Pass. The contracts have been let for iron material, which

will amount to $185,000, to a Scranton, Pa., firm. They are now en

gaged in the grading and cutting of the roadbed 110 men, and more will

be put to work as soon as the iron arrives.

A_l'm Arbor, Micl_1.—A new electrical company, the Ann Arbor,

Ypsilanti and Detroit Street Railway Co., has been formed, witha

capital of $50,000. They have already secured right of way, and will

promptly begin the construction.

Athens, Ga.—Tlie City Council has granted a franchise to John T.

Voss to construct and operate an electric street railway, and the work of

construction will begin.

Atlanta, Ga.-—On Oct. 15, a large force of hands commenced work

grading the right of way for the new electric line from Atlanta to Fort

McPherson, a distance of five miles. The name of the company is the

Atlanta, West End & Fort McPherson Street Railway Company, and the

ofiiccrs are : B. F. Abbott, president ; J. H. Mountain, vice-president ;

H. L. Woodward, secretary and treasurer. The Edison system has

been chosen, the ccntract having been entered into with Morris Slattery,

the Atlanta representative of that concern It is stated that it is designed

to make Atlanta the central distributing point for the business of that

company. The line is to be in operation in three months from the com

mencement of work. Before deciding upon the Edison-Sprague system,

the gentlemen of the company visited Nashville and Augusta, where

that system is used, and thoroughly investigated it '

The Atlanta, West End & McPherson Street Railway has decided to

adopt the Edison-Sprague system on its five miles of track. Both T and

girder rails will'be used

The Atlanta, \\'est End & McPherson Barracks Railroad Co., who

will construct a line four and a half miles long, will operate the same

by electricity.

Augusta, Ga.-—For some time ‘past the building force of the

Electric Railway Company has been engaged in tearing up the old

tracks on Broad street of the Augusta and Somerville street rail

way.

The Augusta Railway Company will build 1 '/f miles extension of their

electric road through Summerville suburb. '

Austin, Tex.—The South Side Rapid Transit Company has been

incorporated by A. Von Rosenberg, H. J. Doughty, W. M. Harris and

others to build an electric railroad four miles long, The capital stock is

$100 000.

Baltiinore, Md.—The Cumberland Electric Street Railway Co. has

proposed to the City Council to build three miles of road upon the prin

cipal streets, to begin the work within ninety days and have cars running

in one year from date of ordinance, fare to be not more than five cents.

The incorporators are I. A. Fletcher, Thomas Kean, D. J. Duncan

and others. It is generally believed such a road will pay.

Bay City, Mich.—The Bay City street railway has been sold to a

syndicate composed of S. O. Fisher, W. H. Tousey, H. H. Norringion,

and Joseph Turner. It has been consolidated with the West Bay City

Electric Railway Co. , and the entire system in both cities will be operated

by electricity. The name of the new corporation is the Union Railway

Co. of Bay City.

Bay Ridge, Md.—The Chesapeake and Columbia Investment Com

pany, organized by T. N. Smith, N. H. Shea, Dr. W. P. C. Hazen and

others, of Washington, D. C., contemplates building an electric railroad

on its property near Bay Ridge.

Birmingham, AII..—The Birmingham Railway & Electric Company

will make an extension of about ten miles, beside the thirty miles of

roads they are now changing‘ from mules and steam lines to electric.

Bloomington, Ill.—An etiort is now being made in this city to or

ganize a company, with a capital of $50,000 to build another street

railroad to Normal, to be operated by electricity. It is said that a great

deal of outside capital is ready to be put in such a company. The pro

posed route of this new road is north on Center street to Locust. then

to East, then to Normal, going around the north side of the Illinois

State University.

Braddock, PI..—Work has begun on the Braddock (Pa.) 8: Turtle

Creek Electric Railroad, and the managers of -the enterprise are promis

ing the citizens that cars will be runnning on the road, ere snow

flies

Brockton, Mass.—The first electrical cars of the East Side Electric

Street Railroad Co. ran over the newly constructed double-track road

September 5. This road proposes to extend from Avon to Stoughton

and thence to North Easton.

Brookline, MI.sS.—-The West End Street Railway Co. seek right

to build an electric line on Chestnut Hill avenue to a proposed car

house.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—To save the franchise for an electric railroad in

Second avenue, between Thirty-ninth and Fifty-third streets and in

Fifty-third street to the city line, which the Brooklyn City Railroad Co.

recently bought. the tracks are to be laid and an electric motor run over

them by December 1. The charter was granted about three years ago

to the South Brooklyn Terminal Co. If the overhead wires and the

dynamos are not in position by December 1, a storage battery motor will

be run over the road once a day until the complete plant can be put in

operation.

Butte City, Mont.—The Metropolitan Electric Railway Company

contemplate several miles of extension next season.

Canton, O.—-The Canton Street Railway Company will haveanother

mile of electric road in the spring.

Carthage, M0.—Arrangements have been completed for the build

ing of an electric railway between Carthage and Webb City.

Chainpaign, Ill.—-The Urbana 8; Champaign street railroad have

just built two additional miles, and equipped with electricity, and are
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extending onhlain Street. Owing to delay in obtaining material the

opening of the road has been deferred somewhat.

Chattanooga, Tenn.—The Chattanooga Electric Railroad Company

has secured a permit and will soon commence the erection of the plant

to operate its road by electricity.

Chicago, lll.—William Boldenweck, P. J. Maginnis, and George

Sill have incorporated an electric road under the title of the Northwestern

Electric Street Railway, with capital stock of $200,000. They expect

to construct their road so as to tap the district lying east of Milwaukee

avenue in the extreme northwest corner of the city. The road will serve

a double purpose in being extended through this territory, as it will un

doubtedly advance the price of land in this comparatively neglected dis

trict. It is claimed that the fare will be but 3 cents for each passenger.

The probable route will be from Western avenue northwest on Elsdon

avenue to Montrose, with various subsidiary lines and possibly an eastern

extension through to Lake View.

The Inter-Ocean of Oct 5, says: Chicago is to have two electric

railways, or one and a part of one. One was opened at South Chicago

this afternoon, and one is soon to be opened on the West Side. Juliet,

Aurora and Elgin can no longer assume tobe ahead of the big metropolis

because they have and she has not the electric street railway. In ad

dition to the South Chicago line, Cicero and Proviso have come to Chi

cago's aid, and on West Madison street, from West Fortieth to West

Forty-eighth street, an electric road has been built and will be in opera

tion by the first of next month. Passing west of Forty-eighth street, the

Cicero and Proviso Electric Street Railway leaves the city limits behind

and plunges westward to Harlem avenue, the township line between

Cicero and Proviso. The electric spark that will in the future carry

these West Side suburbanites to and from the city then speeds north on

Harlem avenue to Lake street, east on Lake to Forty~eighth to Madison

street and the city of Chicago. The enterprise is said to be entirely a

local affair, being backed principally by Austin and Oak Park residents.

E. A. Cummings, the real estate man, is said to be largely interested.

Not more than two months ago work was begun on the road and now the

tracks are all laid, and nearly all the wires have been strung the entire

distance. something like nine miles. The power house is located on

Lake street, in the town of Erwin, about half way between Fortieth

street and Harlem avenue. The Pullman Company are now construct

ing the cars, which are to be roomy. handsome affairs, built after the

latest patterns. Like the other electric roads in the State, the power is

communicated to the car from an overhead wire in the center of the

street. On either side of the street is stretched a wire from poles planted

at regular intervals. These wires on the side coney the power to the

main conduit, which hangs in the center suspended by heavy taut, wires

stretched across the street from pole to pole. On the front platform of

the car is a simple little device which takes up scarcely any room at all,

by which the current is connected or disconnected.

The Calumet Electric Street Railway of Chicago, equipped throughout

with the Rae system, was successfully opened to the public On Saturday,

October 4th. This is Chicago's first electric road, and it is received with

so much favor that extensions are already being arranged for.

Cincinnati, O.—The Cincinnati Street Railway Company are pro

ceeding with the conversion of all their horse car lines into electric

railways.

Cleveland, O.—The East Cleveland Railway Company will extend

their electric roads seven miles ; five miles at Willson avenue and two

miles to depots.

Concord, N. H.—C0ncord’s electrical line, the first in the State, was

put in successful operation September 8.

Cumberland, Md.—-The Cumberland Electric Street Railway Co.

have been granted the privilege of laying tracks through the principal

streets. Work to begin within ninety da s, and three miles of track to

be built within one year. Capital stock, ‘100,000.

Dallas, Tex.—The Dallas Rapid Transit Company contemplates an

extension of seven miles. '

Danvers, Mass.—The Beverly & Danvers Street Railway Co. has

asked for permission to run electric cars through Elliott, Poplar, Locust

and Maple streets. Connection has been made at Danversport with the

Naumkeag tracks, and a car has been on trial to the Square.

Davenport, Ia.——The Thomson-Houston Electric Co., through F

W. Home, has just closed a contract with the Davenport & Rock lsland

Street Railway Co. for the construction and equipment of an electric

street railway in Davenport, Rock Island and Moline Ill. The amount

is #350,000. There will be twenty miles of single track and five miles

of double track, containing more than sixty cu.ves, and 2,100 feet of

track will be on bridges. including I, 500 feet over the government bridge.

The contract calls for fifty passenger cars, seven I00 horse-power gener

ators two 350 horse-power Corliss engines and three 3oo horse-power

Hazletcn boilers. Construction will begin at once and will be completed

within I00 days. It is reported that another street railway deal is in

progress. The Moline Central Railway Co. is pushing negotiations to

get possession of the Rock Island 8.: Milan road, with a view to equip

ping with electricity, and then enter the city on their Moline line by way

of Seventeenth street. C. B. Holmes has also made an offer for the

Milan road.

Defiance, O.—The street railroad company expects to be using elec

tricity on the Main Street railroad line by the first of November. and as

much sooner as possible. The work of putting in the new plant is pro

ceeding.

Denver, Col. —The Denver & Suburban Railway Company have ob

tained a valuable franchise. and they are now letting contracts for over

30 miles of track and electric equipment.

Des Moines, Ia.—A transfer of the Des Moines belt line railway to

J. S. Polk has been made, and he will, as soon as possible, equip it with

electric motors and run it as part of the street railway system of Des

Moines. The Street Railroad Co has paid thirty crews five dollars

apiece as extra reward for running through Encampment and Fair with

out an accident. A remarkable record was made, the tens of thousands

of passengers bi-ing carried without an accident of any description

worthy of mention The company carried, with a daily average service

of only twenty-nine motor cars, over 210,000 people or 30,000 per day.

This, compared with the performance of the West End Co. of Boston,

Mass., during Grand Army week, leaves the palm with the Des Moines

company, as they carried 1,034 per car per day, against 666 by the

Boston company. Both lines are operated by the Thomson-Houston

system.

Dover, N. H.—In Dover aud Great Falls Electric Railway was opened

August 20th with a display of fire-works in honor of the occasion.

Dubuque, Ia..—-The Accumulator Company of N. Y. city, have just

closed a contract with the Dubuque Street Railway Company for six

Edco cars, operated by “The Accumulator System." This contract

was made after President Rhomberg, of the Dubuque Street Railway

Company, had made an exhaustive test of the system for three months.

It is the intention of Mr. Rhomberg to equip his whole road with

Accumulator cars.

East End, O.—The Lake View & East Cleveland Street Railway

Campany will equip all their suburban lines (twenty miles) with the Edi

son electric system.

East Liverpool, O.—The indications now are that inside of a year

an electric street car line will be in operation here. It is said that Col.

Hill, Will Harker and John C. Thompson, of this city, are connected

with the scheme, the remainder of the company being Pittsburgh

capitalists ; that the capital is $100 000, and that if a franchise can be

obtained work will be commenced this Fall.

Fall River, Mass.-—It is reported that the Globe Street Railway

contemplate equipping their present plan as an electric road, probably

on the overhead system. The road has spent a large sum in improving

and extending _the line this year. It will cost at least $250,000 for

equipments.

Fargo, N. D.—Thc Thomson-Houston Electric company are estima

ting the cost of the construction and maintaining of an electric street

railway between this city and Moorhead. Mayor Ball is one of the

pzincipal projectors of the enterprise. If satisfactory estimates are ob

tained, which at present seem probable, the construction will be begun

immediately. “

Fishkill Landing, N. Y.—The Citizens‘ Street Railroad Co. com

posed of residents of Metteawan and Fishkill Landing, are pushing the

arrangements for the construction of their electric street railroad from

the river here to Matteawan.

Flushing, N. Y.-—The Flushing & College Point Electric Railroad

C0. have signed a contract with the Westinghouse Electric Co. of Pitts

burgh, Pa., for the necessary electrical apparatus for their road. The

plant is to be completed within ninety days. The roadbed alone, which

covers a distance of four miles. will cost $32,000. The cars, of which

there are four ready to use and four more in course of construction, were

built by the John Stephenson Co The original intention was to operate

the road on the storage battery system, but after several unsuccessful

tests the idea was abandoned and the overhead wire plan has been sub

stituted.

Framingham, Mass.—The Framingham Electric Street Railway Co.

will have $30,000 stock and will construct an electric railway on Waverly

Street, from the Ashland town line, connecting at that point with the

Natick electric railway, and thence running through Natick and the new

town to Boston

Frankfort, Ky.—-Fayette Hewitt, P. McDonald, J. W. Pruett and

others are the incorporators of the Capital‘ Railway Co., organized to

construct an electrical railroad.

Fort Madison, Ia.—-There is some talk of building an electric street

car line from here to Niota.

Fort Worth, Tex —The Fort Worth & Arlington Heights Street

Railway Company will increase their electric railway to 8.25 miles forth

with. New branch lines are also contemplated.

Galveston, Tex.—The Galveston City council have passed an ordin

ance authorizing the Galveston City Railroad Company, and the Gulf

City Railway and the Real Estate Company to operate their lines with

electricitv.

Gloucester, Mass.——The Gloucester Street Railway Company will

have four miles additional electric road,

Grand Rapids, Mich.—D. H. \Vaters, Gco. H. Long. W, 5- Gun",
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and others have asked the council for an electric railway franchise from

Lyon Street to the city limits, via Kent Street, Sixth Street bridge and

Tumer Street.

Greensburg, Pa.—The electric railway company is just about ready

to begin operations. The work on the line is completed. The West

inghouse system will be used, and for a time the road will be in charge

of Westinghouse experts.

Greenwich, N. Y.—Work will soon be begun on the electrical road

from Greenwich to Ondawa and Thompson's Mills, a distance of 7 miles.

Hngartown, Md.—The Land Improvement Co. has asked the Town

Council for permission to use certain streets for an electric railway.

Hannibal, Mo.—The Hannibal Electric Railway Company will ex

tend their electric railway one and three-fourths mile.

Harrisburg, Pa.—The Harrisburg City Passenger Railway Co. has

asked the Council to grant the right to extend its tracks and use elec

tricity.

Helena, Mont.—The Helena Electric Co. and the Helena Street

Railway Co. have been consolidated, and it is announced that the entire

system will be equipped with electric motive power at once and all suits

in the court amicably settled.

The Helena Electric Company and the Helena Street Railway Com

pany have been consolidated, and the road will be operated with

electricity.

Holyolze, Mnss.—An electric car system will be in operation here at

an early date.

Houston, Tex.—The Houston City and Bayou City street railways,

which have been purchased by parties who intend changing them to

electric roads. will be operated by the Houston City Stieet Railway

Company, which has amended its charter, increasing the capital stock

from $400,000 to $800,000.

Final arrangements are said to have been made for equipping the

Bayou City Street Railway with electricity.

W. H. Bailey and associates have petitioned the City Council for a

franchise to construct an electric street railway. and L. W. Hill, W. C.

Wagely, W. H. Crank and others also applied for a similar franchise.

Ironton, O.—The Ironton & Petersburg Railway Co., has concluded

to wait for the development of the storage battery system.

jersey City, N. _].—Thc jersey City electric railroad is to be extend

ed to the ferries. Up to this time only one mile of the road at its ex

treme western end has been operated by electricity, but the Common

Council has now given permission to the company to extend its overhead

wires to the ferries.

Kansas City, Mo.—-The Northeast Street Railway Company are

going to build a new car house

Keokuk, Ia.—-The new electric line was opened August 20.

Key West, Fla.—E. Mitchell Cornell represents a syndicate whidi,

it is reported, has an option on the street railway here, and the Council

has given the railway permission to substitute electricity for animal

power.

Knoxville, Tenn.—The route has been surveyed for an electrical

railroad to be built to Fountain Head by Boston (Mass ) capitalist. The

line is to be about six miles long.

The Knoxville Street Railway Company will have fifteen miles more

of electric railway inside a year.

Lancaster, O.—The street railway company is contemplating the sub

stitution of electric motors for horse-power.

Lansing. Mich.—The new electric street railway has been granted

permission to remove their tracks to the west side of Washington street

for the purpose of street improvements. The first street car ever built

in Lansing was comp'eted September 5, by the Lansing Lumber Co. for

the electric street railway, and several more are under construction.

The Lansing City Railway Company will build three more miles of

electric road.

Lawrence, Mass.—-W. B. Ferguson, of the Merrimack Valley Horse

Railroad, is cndeavoring to obtain permission to put in an electric sys

tem.

Leeds, Ia.—Engineer W. B. Knight of Kansas City, is superintend

ing the work of construction on the Leeds electric street car line.

Little Falls, N. Y.—A broad gauge electric road from Little Falls,

to Van Hornellville, the current to be generated by water power, is talked

of.

Long Branch, N. ].—-All the property owners, with the exception of

three, have consented to an electric railway on Ocean Avenue.

_ Long Island City, N. Y.—The State Board of Railroad Commis

Sioners of New York has granted the application of the Long Island

City and Newton Railroad Co. for permission to change its motor power

from horses to electricity

Los Angeles, Cal,—-The City Council has passed over the Mayor's

v¢I0!l_1€ Ordinance granting to B. O. Carr and F. B. McDonald of San

Francisco, a franchise for an electric street railway, covering twenty

tbrfie mllss OW? the streets and avenues of the city. The parties agree

to build six miles of road within a year, and to use only such poles for

wires as are acceptable to the Board of Public \Vorks. A Los Angeles

paper states that an electric road is to be built from the terminus of the

Los Angeles and Pico Heights road, by way of the Rodeo de las Aguas

and the Soldiers’ Home, to the sea at Santa Monica. It is understood to

be an Edison enterprise.

The Electric Rapid Transit Company will add 2% miles forthwith to

their electric road, and several other extensions are contemplated.

Gen M. H. Sherman, Col. 0. B. Carr and others are planning to

construct a belt line electric railroad around and through the city. The

estimated cost is 1,500,000.

Louisvllle, Ky.—An electric railway will be built to Jacob Park by

Messrs. Coleman, Bush & Co.

Luray, Va.—A company is organizing to establish an electric street

railway.

Lykens, Pa.—'l‘he Williams Valle Electric Railroad has been

chartered, ten miles in length, running rom the Summit Branch Rail

road Station in Lykens, to North-Lykens, and to and through Williams

town to Tower City, Schuylkill Counltly ; capital, 125,000. The direct

ors are A. F. Englebert, Wiconisco. . G. Williams, J. I. Delaney, T.

M. Williams, Lykens; and F. B. Davis, Williamstown.

Lynn, Mass.—It is reported that the Lynn & Boston Railroad Co.

contemplates running watering carts over its entire system in this city

next summer, to be propelled by electricity and run over the rails now

laid. It is said that the apparatus to be used is capable of sprinkling the

street for a distance of twenty feet on either side of the track, which

would practically cover the entire width of many of the thorougfares

traversed by the cars.

Macon, Ga.—The Home Electric Railway Co., of Macon, has been

chartered The incorporators are J. F. Heard, Jr., David J. Baer and

others. The line is to be three or four miles long, running from Macon

to some point on the Houston County line at or near Maxwell's Bridge

over the lchiconnec Creek. The capital stock is $25,000 with the pri

vilege of increasing it to $100,000. The City & Suburban Street Rail

way carried 53,930 passengers in January, 97,970 in june and 116,240

in August. Four new thirty h. p. motors are being negotiated for,

which will pull tow cars over any grade on the electric line in Macon or

its suburbs.

J. C. Burney, J. S. Baxter, T. ]. Carling and others, it is said, will

charter the Ocmulgee Street Railway Company to construct and operate

an electric railroad.

Marquette and Ishpeining, Mich., are to be connected by an elec

tric road.

Memphis, Tenn.—The first electric car in Memphis, Tenn., was

set in motion on October 6th. A local paper had this to say about the

matter : “ The electric car has at last reached Memphis, and it has come

to stay. The aged and forlorn mule will linger yet a little while, but

before long he will be sent to make cotton in the Mississippi bottoms."

The Citizens‘ Street Railway Company intend to issue $2,500,000

bonds in order to convert their road into an electric railway.

Merrill, Wis.—The Merrill Railway and Lighting

up one and §§

inghouse system.

tary.

Merrimac, Mass.—The petition of the Merrimac Valley Horse Rail

road Company for right to extend its tracks to Andover, and to use elec

tricity as a motive power over all its lines was granted, and a year given

the company in which to complete the extension.

Co. have started

miles of street railway with three I_6 ft. cars on the West

W. A. Scott is the president, and E. S. King secre

Minneapolis, Minn.-—-.»\ large contract for electric railway equipment

has been made with the Edison General Electric Company by Thomas

Lowry, president of the St. Paul and Minneapolis Railway Systems. It

will be remembered that early in the year Mr. Lowry placed with the

Edison Company the largest single contract for railway apparatus which

has ever been given to a railway company, calling for over 7,000 horse

power of electrical apparatus. The contract just closed provides for 15

No. 60 Edison dynamos of £50,000 watts (200 horse-power) each, and 20

cars for use between St Paul and Minneapolis, the latter being required

to make a speed of 25 miles per hour.

Moline, Ill.—The Moline Central Street Railway Company contem;

plate an extension of one mile.

Nashville, Tenn.—The United Electric Railway Company, a con

solidation of all the street railway companies of Nashville, have sixty

miles of electric roads now in operation, and contemplate several exten

sions.

Natick, Mass.—The Natick Electric Railway Company has filed its

excepiance of the franchise given it by the selectmen of the town. and

will build a road from South Natick to Natick. The franchise requires

the road to be completed by next July. Natick will soon extend its

track through Wellesley and join with Newton, thus making a complete

line to Boston.

Newark, N. J.--It is said that the Rapid Transit Street Railway Co.

and the l\'e\vark Passenger Railway Co.'s representatives have been In

negotiation with Edward A. Pearson, of thc Crosstown railroad oi‘
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Orange, with a View to buying the same. His price for the railroad‘ is

said to be $300,000, while the companies are said to have offered $250,

000 The Crosstown railroad is capitalized at $60,000. The Rapid

Transit Street Railroad Co. has filed a mortgage for $5oo,ooo at five per

cent. for thirty years in favor of the Land Title & Trust Co. of Philadel

phia. This is the second mortgage on the plant of the road, which is in

progress of construction. The first trial trip of the Newark Passenger

Railway Co ‘s electric cars was made September 16. The Irvington

branch was opened October 4.

New Orleans, La.-The New Orleans 8: Carrollton Railroad Co.

have petitioned the City Council for the right to operate a sample over

head wireelectric railroad on St. Charles Avenue. The Electric Trac

tion Manufacturing Co have petitioned to build a switch track from the

turntable of the Crescent City Railroad on Wells Street to the depot at

the comer of Custom House and Wells Street.

Newton, Mass.—The cars of the Newton street railway were run

between Newton and Waltham, for the first time by electricity. on Satur

day. Sept. 20. '

New York City.—The managers of the elevated roads have by no

means abandoned the plan to propel the trains by electricity. M r.

Russell Sage says the day is not far distant when electricity will super

sede steam on the elevated roads and horses will be no more used on the

surface lines He believes the cost of operating the elevated lines could

be reduced nearly 10 per cent. by the adoption of electricity.

Oakland, Cal.—M J. Keller has made application for another elec

tric road franchise to the Board of Supervisors He wants to build a

road beginning at the intersection of Telegraph avenue and Evoy street,

near Berkeley, through McCourtney street and across the Western

Tract to New Broadway ; thence on Booth, Gilbert and john streets to

Piedmont avenue and Mountain View Cemetery. The new road is to be

run in connection with the other one now running from Peralta street

If built, this will give a cross-town road north of Oakland, from the Bay

to Piedmont.

The Oakland Consolidated Railway Company propose: constructing

and operating an electric road over the following route.

(a) Commencing at the intersection of Seventeenth street with the

Northern Railway, running southeasterly along Seventeenth street to

Center, southwesterly along Center to Sixteenth, easterly along Six

teenth to Grove, southerly along Grove to Thirteenth, easterly to Oak,

southerly to Twelfth, easterly to Third avenue, northeasterly to East

Sixteenth street. southeasterly to Thirteenth avenue, southwesterly to

East Fourteenth street. southeasterly to Fifteenth avenue, northeasterly

to East Fifteenth street and southeasterly to Twenty-third avenue

(bi Commencing at the intersection of Cedar street with Eighth street,

running easterly along the latter to Grove street and northeasterly along

Grove to Thirteenth street, joining the first route.

dc) Commencing at the junction of East Fifteenth street andjTwenty

third avenue and running easterly to Fruit Vale avenue.

(d, Commencing at the junction of Forty-seventh street and Shattuck

avenue, thence in :1 northeasterly direction to the Mountain View Ceme

tery.

The combined length of these roads is six miles. The capital stock

of the company is $1,000,000, divided into shares of the par value of $5

each.

The articles make provision for dealing in real estate,:and for genera

ting and transmitting electricity, light and power; also for leasing or

purchasing other lines.

The routes, as above outlined, include that for which a franchise has

been obtained, and is known as the ‘Cross Town Electric Road. At

some places the route also corresponds with that of the Oakland and

Berkeley Rapid Transit Company. The same gentlemen are interested

in both of these companies.

George W. McNear, William I). English and]. \V. Coleman have

been granted an electric road franchise by the Oakland Board of

Trustees. They propose to operate a street railroad east and west across

the city from Sixteenth Street depot to twenty third Avenue. This fran

chise the Mayor has vetoed, on the ground that there is no legal pro

vision for the use of electricity as a motive power for streetirailroads.

Ocean City, Md.¥The Synepuxent Beach Company intends build

ing an electric railway.

Ogdensburg, N. Y. —The Ogdensburg Street Railway Co. are con

sidering the subject of electricity as a motive power for next year.

Ottawa, Can.—"l‘he llowland company has come to an agreement

with the city respecting the proposed electric street railway. The com

pany will put up $5,000 as security for its construction and agreed to pay

to the city a mileage rate on their track of $400 for double track and

$300 for single track. The concessionis for twenty years, at the expira

tion of which time the corporation is entitled by law to purchase the rail

way if it desires.

Ottawa, Ill.—-The Ottawa Electric Street Railway is soon to change

hands and the new company will extend the line west to the city limits

and east on the East side. The road has cost $79,000, and on this has

earned nearly twenty per cent. The stock is to be turned over to the

syndicate at a premium of forty-five per cent. or for a total sum of

$1 I 5,000.

Palestine, Tex.—A company is organizing with $20,000 capital to

build an electric railway.

Passaic. N. ].—The certificate of incorporation of the United States

Electric Railway Co., whose headquarters will'be at the Passaic City,

was filed September 10. The capital is $100,000

Paterson, N. _].——The Paterson Street Railway Company will change

to electric propulsion as soon as they obtain their amended franchise.

- Pawtucket, R. I.—The Council has received a petition from Homer

l\/I. Daggett, jr., and others, directors of the Interstate Street Railway

Co , of Massachusetts, to construct a railway from North .~\ttleboro I0

Pawtucket, and erect poles for its operation by electricity.

Peoria, Ill.—The Central Railway Company will build and equip an

additional four miles of electric road before winter.

Peru, ‘ll.--The first car on the Peru & La Salle Electric Railway was

run on August 29.

Pittsburg, Pa.—'l‘be Suburban Rapid Transit Street Railway is to

be extended five miles.

Pittsfield, Mass.—Tlie Pittsfield Electric Street Railway Co. were

to take possession of the Pittsfield Street Railway on the first of last

month New ofiicers will be elected and a charter asked for electrical

equipments.

Pooler, Ga.-—It is understood that parties are considering the feasi

bility of Constructing and operating an electric street railway between

Pooler and Savannah. '

Port Huron, Mich.—The Gratiot Electric Railway Ccmpany con

templates an extension of two miles, to the tunnel.

Portland, Ore.—The Metropolitan Railway Company will make an

extension of two miles this fall.

Pottsville, Pa.-It is expected to have the Schuylkill Electric Rail

way in iunning order by November I.

Providence, R. I.—The Providence Board of Alderman has oeen

petitioned by 647 persons to. permit the use of electricity as a motive

power for street cars. This petition was supposed to be in favor of lhe

Union Railroad Co ‘s trolley system, but many of the signers have de

clared that they signed under a misunderstanding, merely favoring elec

tricity, _but personally preferring the storage battery system. A petition

of 142 names of tax payers has been presented against the trolley

system.

Pueblo, Colo.—A “ special" of September I2, says : It has just

been decided at a meeting of the directors of the Pueblo City railway

(electric to put on at least 1,000 men at once, so as to complete the lines

now under construction and in contemplation by the end of the year.

Twenty-five miles will be in active operation by January 1

Racine, Wis.—The Belle City Street railway, of this city, has been

sold to a New York syndicate for $100,000. The provisions under

which the sale was made are that the present company secures the right

to put in an electric system.

Radford, Va.-The Radford Land & Improvement Co. intends con

structing an electrical railroad.

Reading, Pa.—The building of a new electric road from this city to

Mohnsville, this county, a distance of five miles, is now an assured fact,

At a meeting recently held there was $50,000 subscribed. Mohnsville

has half a dozen hat factories and it is believed that the freight and

passenger traffic of the road will be very heavy from the start. Work

will be commenced at once.

River Forest, Ill.—The Electric Road Company have abtained a

franchise from the Harlem Village Board, on Madison street to the

river, and on Harlem avenue south to Sixteenth street. This will enable

it to run cars to the cemeteries. The road willfprobably be extended to

River Forest very shortly.

Riverside, N. C.—An electric street car line is proposed.

Roanoke, Va.—An experiment is to be made with a short under

ground electric railway. and if it is successful, several miles will be con

structed on the same plan. Mr. Eugene T. Lynch, ]r., of New York

City, will have entire charge of the improvements to be made in the

street car service of Roanoke Va. Nine miles of overhead electric rail

way are contemplated, part of which will be double track.

A line of railway is to be built in Roanoke by the Roanoke Street

Railway Co. to test Black's conduit system of running electric cars.

Rockaway, N. Y.—The State Board of Railroad Commissioners has

granted the application of the Rockaway Village Railroad Company for

leave to suspend the operation of its road from November I, 1890, to

May 15. I891. The board has also granted the application of the Long

Island City and Newtown Railroad Company for permission to change

its motor power from horses to electricity..

Rockford, lll.—-The Rockford City Railway Company will extend

their road two miles.

Rochester, N. I-I.—There is some talk about constructing an electric

railroad between here and Northwood.

Sacramento, Cal.—'l‘he trustees of Sacramento, after inspecting the

single troliy electric street railway in San Jose have withdrawn all op
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position to the overhead system and will grant the application for a

franchise at once. _ ' _

Saginaw, Mich.—The Saginaw Union Street Railway will be ex

tended half a mile. ‘ _

Salem, Ore.—The stockholders of the capital City Railway Company

have elected P. S. Knight, M. L. Chamberlin, O. E. Rrausse, _T. H.

Wilson, Geo. W. Webb, David Simpson, and Geo. B, Gray as directors

for the ensuing year. The electrical apparatus of the company 5 plant,

including the motor cars, has been given a general pverhau_li_ng by an

electrician from Abina, and the road is now in splendid condition for the

run through the winter months.

San Antonio, Tex.—The San Antonio Street Railway Company

will build 15 miles extension of their electric road.

San Jose, Cal.—The San Jose & Santa Clara Railway Comfliny con

template two and a half miles extension.

San Mateo, Cal.—The San Mateo Superyisors have ygranted a

franchise for an electric road to B. Joost, W. P. 'l homas.__] . \\. llartzell,

et al , from the San Francisco county line to Baden stzition.

lsaratoga, N. Y.—The Saratoga Electric Railway is now running to

the Gevser Springs; and the company contemplate extending it to the

race grbunds and the lake next year.

Savannah, Ga.—Ordinances have been introduced in the City Council

authorizing the Savannah City Railway Co. to construct and operate an

electrical railroad ; the Savannah Street & Rural Resort Railroad Co. to

extend its line and operate by electricity ; the Enterprise Street Railroad

Co. to construct and operate an electrical railroad, and the South Lake 6:

Germantown Railway Co. to do the same. Work on the streets recently

granted the Belt Line company will be begun as soon as the work upon

the present line is finished. The new line will be about three and a half

miles long, and the company hope to have it completed and cars running

by January I. The Belt Line will then have in operation eleven miles

of electric railway

Schenectady, N. Y.—It is reported that the Edison (ieneral Elec

tric Company has purchased the Schenectady street railway. The com

pany will extend the line, and replace the horse cars with Edison's new

electric motors. It will be made a model road in every respect.

Sea Isle City, N. J.—An electric railway will be built at Sea Isle

City. N. J.. by a party of Philadelphia capitalists.

Seattle, Wash.—Seven street railway companies have united to or

ganize a car building company. They are the James Street & Trunk

line, the West Street & North End, the Seattle Electric, the Front

Street Cable. the Madison Street Cable, the Yesler Avenue cable and the

Green Lake electric. The articles of incorporation of the Rainer

Avenue Electric Railway Co. have been filed, with a capital of $250,000.

by S. L. Bowman and K. Edmiston, of Seattle, and (ieorge F. Ed

miston, of Spokane Falls. The object is to build and operate an electric

railway from the centre of the city up Washington Street and south

easterly along the course of the proposed Rainier Avenue to Lake

\\'a5hington. The part from Jackson Street southeast is to be com

pleted and running some time in December. The Thomson-Houston

system will be used. The James Street Construction Co. have begun

work on their new road. At this time, only the cable road up James

Street to Broadway will be built, the construction of the electric line

along Broadway and out to Lake Washington being postponed until the

right of way is settled.

About a dozen men have been put to work on the Queen Anne exten

sion of the North Seattle electric road. The line will be extended from

its present terminus up along Olympic Avenue to the top of the hill, :1

distance of about half a mile. The extension will be laid double

track, and it is expected to have it in operating order in about six

weeks. The Front Street Cable Company is also making arrange

ments to extend its line from its present terminus to the top of Queen

Anne Hill, a distance of about one mile. Active operations for the

construction of this extension have already been partially commenced.

—Seattle Press.

Sedalia, Mo.—The I‘:l6CIl‘lC Railway, Light & Power Company will

extend their road one mile this fall and more afterwards.

Sherman, Tex.— The Colley Park Electric Belt Line will be extended

two miles.

Sidney, O.—A company has been organized to construct an electric

railway and is now ready to contract for equipment. I.. V. Sturte

vant or John Loughlin can be addressed

South Bend, Ind.—The South Bend & Mishawaka Railway Com

pany will equip all their lines with electrical apparatus.

South Sioux City, Neb.—-The McLean Electric Motor Street

Railway Company, of which Mr. Donald McLean is president, will build

an electric road from Sioux City. across the new bridge, through Cov

ington and South Sioux City, to Crystal Lake, and thence up to Dakota

C11)’, lolfll lfiflgth about six miles.

sl?1'l"_B'fi°ldilll.-—-'l‘he great street railroad contest for the right of

way in different parts of the city seems to be going very strongly in favor

of the new electric Company, of which Mr. Van Ginkle is president.

The Springfield City Railway Company will extend their road five

miles.

Springfield, Mass.—The directors of the Springfield Street Railway

Company voted to call a meeting of stockholders to ask that the capital

stock of $400,000 be doubled, so as to use electricity on all lines The

single trolley system has been successfully used one season on the line to

Forest Park.

Springfield, Mo.—The Metropolitan Electric Railway Co , the

successors to the Citizens’ Railway Co., are rebuilding the entire line

and adding four miles of single track on the Westinghouse system, the

steam plant being furnished by the Hill Clutch Works. of Cleveland, 0.

They expect to have the whole in operation by November I.

St. Louis, Mo.—David B. Gould, James Bannerman, D. P. Row

land, and others are the incorporators of a new company entitled the

Eads Bridge, Fair Grounds 8: Seminary Railroad Co. They want to

construct and operate a double-track electric or cable road over certain

streets of the city and to the south entrance of Calvary Cemetery. The

franchise is asked for thirty years, and the construction is to begin in six

months, and the road to be in operation within a year. The company

will pay the city $2,000 a year for the privileges. It is said that the

Citizens’ Railway Co. are pushing work for an electric road out towards

Marcus Avenue, and that soon the horse cars will be displaced.

Texarkana, Tex.—'l'he Citv Council of the West Side has granted

leave to the I'exarkana Street Railway Co. to attach electric motors, to

their cars, which will be applied to about four and a half miles of road

immediately. The company propose to expend $40,000 in extensions

and improvements.

Toledo. O.—The Toledo Consolidated Street Railway Company are

putting in about r5 miles of the Thomson-Houston system.

Topeka, Kan. —'l'he Rapid Transit Railway Co. has, after six

months of opposition, been granted by Jhe City Council a location on

Kansas avenue and to North Topeka. This is accounted a victory in

favor of electricity.

Toronto, Ont., Can.—The Metropolitan Street Railway Company

will extend their electric road a mile.

Trenton, N. J.—The City Railway Company, operating about ten

miles of track in Trenton, is about to pass into the control of a syndi

cate of which Governor Campbell, of Ohio, is said to be the head. The

syndicate has bought a majority of the stock, and has an option till

October I5 on the remainder. The consideration is kept a secret The

syndicate will introduce electricity. The City Railway Company was

organized in 1876. It has never paid a dividend, but has spent thousands

of dollars in developing and equipping the road.

Uniontown, Pa.-—A company of home capitalists, working under the

name of the Citizens‘ Electric Street Railway Co. of Uniontown and

and composed of William G. Hay, John Gilmore and others have applied

for a street railway charter.

Utica, N. Y.—-The Utlca and Mohawk Railway Company, which

recently contracted with the Edison Company for live cars and a station

equipment, has now been in operation for about three months with most

satisfactory results. Its picnic business has been very large. the road on

some occasions carrying ro,ooo passengers per day. The wisdom of

President Mann's new departure hasbecn thoroughly demonstrated. It

is worthy of note that under Mr. Mann's management, this road has be

come one of the best equipped and best paying properties in the State,

and this example shows the value which can frequently be found in a run

down horse car line.

Waltham, Mass.—After a series of vcxatious delays, the Newton

street railroad started its cars over the \Valtham end of the route Sunday

morning, September 28th, at 7 o'clock. Upward of 3,500 people availed

themselves of an opportunity to try this new method of conveyance.

Washington, Pa..—The Washingtoii Electric Street Railway Co ,

which was composed of outside capitalists, has sold its franchise to local

people, who intend pushing the work, and will begin operations as soon

as possible. The capital stock is $60,000 and Brit Hart, 5. B. Ewing

and others are interested.

Watertown, N. Y.—C. \V. Hatch, of Boston, and a number of

Watertown capitalists have formed a company and made contracts for

the construction of an electric street railway in \\'atertown. Four miles

of track will be built at once.

West Chester, Pa.—The citizens of West Chester, Pa., are to have

an electric railroad. The company have decided to purchase four motor

cars, each of which will make the circuit of the. town in about sixteen

minutes. The road is to be in operation in eighteen months.

Wilkesbarre, Penn.—A party of New York capitalists has been here

for some days past. with the intention of getting control of all the street

car lines in this city. It is stated, from a trusiworthy source, that the

party has secured options on a majority of the stock on city and subur

ban electric railways. The design is to combine them and erect an

electric plant. which will supply the motive power for the entire system.

It is said the parties represent halfa million capital.

Wilmington, Del.—'l‘he directors of the Front and Union Street

Railway Co. have petitioned for permission to propel their cars by elec

tricity and to erect poles and wires for that purpose. The petition was

granted on condition that the poles be of iron, the track be lowered to

the grade lixed by the city engineers and the space between the rails
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paved with bc\21&in blocks. This road may be consolidated with the Wil_

mington City Railway C0.

Winnepeg, Ma.n.—Thomson and Casson, and Sherwood and Boggs,

all of St. Paul, have applied to the City Council for a franchise to build

an electric street railway. They represent two different companies.

Winthrop, Mass.-——An effort is being made, with good prospect of

success, in establishing an electric railroad in the town of Winthrop, to

connect with the South ferry at East Boston. The enterprise is in the

hands of men of means, and the plan is looked upon by the citizens

generally with favor. The route proposed is said to be from Point

Shirley by the way of Shirley St.. \‘Vashington Ave , Winthrop, Pauline

and Pleasant Sts. to Main St., thence through East Boston to the ferry.

The storage battery system is named as the motive power for operating

the road.

Zanesville, O.—Akr0n capitalists have secured control of the street

railway here and purpose changing the motive power from horse to elec

tricity and then altering the gauge. Three or four miles of new track

will be added. There will be nine electric cars of the most improved

pattern, and the re-equipment of the line will cost about $120,000, The

ofiicers are : Col. A. L. Conger, president; F._ M. Atterholt, vice pre

sident", F. A. Wilcox, secretary ; F. A. Sieberling, treasurer.

The Zanesville Street Railway has been sold to Akron capitalists,

among them Colonel Conger who says the new company will at once

rebuild the entire line, making it as fine_ an electric street railway as can

be found in the country. The_price paid was $65 000.

ELECTRIC MOTOR NOTES.

Mr. Max Mayer has just patented a new motor of the single-magnet,

two-pole, iron-clad type, with a laminated field and armature, by which

it is claimed the cost of manufacture is greatly reduced. The whole of

the magnetic circuit isstamped out of one sheet of metal, the number of

plates being bolted together. The field coils are separately wound on

spools and are slipped over the core. The pg h. p. motor has a wooden

base with brass bearings, while the motors from % h. p. up are placed on

an iron base, having iron standards and self-oiling bearings. We will

soon be able to give details from the actual machines.

A patent has just been granted to Edison for a motor for street cars

that is of considerable interest :

430,127. ELECTRIC Moron. Thomas A. Edison, Llewellyn Park,

N. Application made May 24, I890. The apparatus described in

this patent is directly applicable to the propulsion of moving vehicles,

and its intent is to secure a ready means of varying the speed and power

of motors employed for such purposes. It consists essentially of two

electric motors whose armatures engage the single epicyclic gear

attached to the axle driven ; the speed of the driven axle then depends on

the relative velocity of the two armatures. If they revolve in opposite

directions with equal speed, there will be no rotary effort on the shaft.

Should the balance then existing between the two motors be distributed

by varying the field in one or both of them, the shaft will be actuated by

the power depending on the changes made in the motor circuits. Under

certain conditions one of the motors will be acting as a dynamo during

part of the time, thus saving a considerable amount of power.

As one watches an electric motor, does he wonder whethera hundred

years hence a horse will not be as rare as a camel or an elephant is to

day ?—New York Sun.

NEW CORPORATIONS.

Allegheny, Pa.—On the 25th of September a charter was granted at

Harrisburg to the Verner Street Railway Company, of Allegheny City,

Pa., with a capital of $6,000. The directors are, A. M. Neeper, A. C.

McCallum and W. I. Mustin, of Pittsburgh; J. W. Dalzell, G. W.

Henderson and J. N. Hill, of Allegheny, Pa.

Alton, Ill.—The Alton Consolidated Electric Railway Company, to

construct street railways; capital stock, $200,000; incorporators. C. H.

Holmes, William Rogers, and Joseph Morrison.

Baltimore, Md.—J. J. Husband, E. L Morling, J. J. Meyer and

others, have organized the Underground Electric ‘Traction Company,

with a capital stock of $100,000, to construct electric street railways, with

rails conductors, and trucks underground.

Chester, Pa.—Rapid Transit Passenger Railway Company, to build

an electric railway between Chester and Media ; capital, $100,000. The

president of the Company is J. Watts 1\lercur.

Chicago, Ill.——Northwest Chicago Electric Street Railway Company,

at Chicago ; to construct and maintain a street railway ; capital stock,

$200,000 ; incorporators, William Boldenweck, Patrick K. Maginnis,

and George Lill.

Columbian Exhibition and Transit Company; to exhibit motors for

street railway propulsion, establish street railway lines, etc., capital

stock, _'$Io0,ooo; incorporators, P. J. McMahon, E. \' Hitch and

H. C. Caulkins. '

Detroit, Mich.—Ann Arbor, Ypsilanti 8: Detroit Street Railway

Company; capital, $100,000.

Houston, Tex.—The Houston City Electric Railway Company has

filed an amendment to its charter, increasing the capital stock from $400,

000, to $800,000. The oflicers are, E. A. Allen, president; C. D.

Holmes, vice-president ; H. F. McGregor, general manager ; F.

Mundey, superintendent.

Leavenworth, Ka.n.—-The Leavenworth Electric Street Railway

Company, to operate from Fort Leavenworth to the National Soldiers’

Home. Directors : Shaw F. Neely, John Hannon and Robert Garret,

of Leavenworth ; Henry L. Newman, of St. Louis; Bernard B. Sunny,

of Chicago ; William B. Knight and Delbert J. Hoff, of Kansas City,

M0. The capital stock is $300,000.

Leavenworth Electric Street Railway Company ; capital, $500,000.

Little Rock, Ark.-—The Texarkana Gas and Electric Railway Com

pany ; capital, $500,000. Ofiicers, J Deutschman, president ; B.

Collins, vice-president, F. W. Oppenhauser, secretary.

Olym ia, Wa.sh.—I'eninsular Electric'; Railway Company, Tacoma,

capital, 500,000.

Owasso, Mich.—Owosso City Electric Railway; capital, $50,

000.

Pittsfield, Mass.—The Pittsfield Electric Street Railway Co., with

a capital of $40,000. The directors are, Joseph Tucker, W. R. Plun

kett, Alexander Kennedy, C. E. Merrill and J. W. Hull.

Seattle, Wash.—The Rainier Avenue Electric Railway Company ;

capital, $250,000.

St. Louis, Mo.—The St. Louis Unicycle Railroad Compan ; to

operate an elevated electric railway having but one rail ; capital, 200,

000. The otiicers are: President, L. A. Brown; vice-presidents,

John H. French and J. W. Tremayne; treasurer. W. A Adams;

secretary, Chas. H. Wengler, directors, Chas. H. Gleason, Chas. H.

Blake and David Strawbridge.

BUSINESS NOTES.

The Eastern Electric Supply and Construction Co., of 65 Oliver

street, Boston, have elected the following oficers : President,

Maybin W. Brown ; Vice-President, C. F. Hutchinson ; Treasurer,

A. Otis Smith. The same, and Samuel R. Moseley and L. A.

Dean constitute the board of directors. Henry F. Kello , formerly

of the Thomson-Houston Co., has entered the emplo 0 the above

company, and will canvas the trade in Rhode Islan and Connec

ticut.

The Consolidated Electric Motor Company with Mr. Le Roy C.

Carter as President, and Orazio Lugo, M. D. as Electrician, have

opened ofllces at 95 Milk street, Boston, and are prepared to build

motors from 1-16 to 200 horse power.

The Samson Battery is in cat demand, and the Electric Gas

Lighting Co. of 195 Devons ire street, Boston, have always on

hand a sufficient stock to fill orders promptly.

to inThe Crosby Electric Co. has found it necessary owing

It is now locatedcrease of business to move into larger quarters.

at N0. 87 and 89 South Fifth Avenue, New York.

On Monday, October 6th, the new electrical supply house of

Alexander, Barney and Chapin, No. 20 Cortlandt street, this city,

was formally opened. Invitations has been sent out several days

previously to the friends of the firm, individually and collectively,

to be resent at the opening, at which a hearty reception would be

accor ed to all. The entire da ' was given up to social intercourse,

and business was laid aside. undreds of well-known electrical

people called to extend congratulations to the firm and wish them

abundant prosperity. In the rear of the spacious store an elegant

collation was served to callers. The establishment will be an

electrical headquarters and exchange, and all electrical people

from out-of-town will be welcome to make this place their head

quarters. The register will be constantly kept open for the record

of the names of visitors. It is similar to a hotel register, and

if any one desires to know whether Mr. So and So is in town, all

he has to do is to consult the “ A. B. C." register. '

THE COMING ELE_VATOR.—Th6 well-known firm of Otis Bros. &

Co., manufacturers of elevators, after several years of study and

practical experiment are now offering elevator users their new

electric elevator. These elevators combine safety, simplicity,

efliciency, absence of noise, smell. smoke, ashes, and heat—a com

bination not to be found in the old style. They are adapted for

stores, otiice buildings, and residences. Further particulars will

be found in their advertisement on another page.
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ELECTRIC STREET RAILwAYS OF AMERICA

In Operation and in Course of Construction.

Corrected to JWow. 1st, -

*

[Those MARKED witH A * ARE BEING ConstructED.]
 

|

Commenced | Length No. of

Location. Operating Company. Operation Motor

Electrically, in Miles Cars.

Adrian, Mich..... Adrian City Belt Line Electric R'y CoSept., 1889. 3. 4.

Akron, Ohio....... Akron Electric Ry. Co.; , ......... Oct. 13, '88... 12 25

Albany, N.Y....... Watervliet Turnpike and Railway ColSept. 25, '89. to 16

- * ...... Albany Railway Co....... ........ Jan. 1, 1890... 14 32

Alleghany, Pa...... Observatory Hill Pass. Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.7 6

Alliance, Öhio..... Alliance St. Ry. Co................ Mar. 6, '88. 2 3

Americus, Ga ... ... Americus Street Railway Co... . . Jan. 2, 1890. 5% 4.

Anaconda, Mont. ...|Elec. R'y, Lt. and Pr. C. ................ . . . . . . . 4. 8

Appleton, Wis...... Ap. Electric St. Ry. Co.. . . . . . . . . . . Aug. 16, '86. 3.5 6

Asbury Park, N.J.-Seashore Electric Ry. Co......----|Sept. 9, '87... 4. 2O

Asheville, N.C.. [Asheville Electric Railway. . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - -- 3. Q

Atlanta, Ga........ Atlanta and Edgewood St. Ry. Co.. Aug. 23, '89... 4.5 4.

- " ... .... Fulton County Street Railway Co... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 IO

Atlantic City, N.J.Atlantic City Electric Railway - - - - - - April 1, '89 . 6.5 17

Attleboro, Mass.... A. No. A. & Wrentham St. R”y Co.. [Mar. 30, 90. 6.5 7

Auburn, N. Y. . . . . . Auburn Electric Railway Co... . . . .*... ------------ 3 3

- " ..... Auburn City Ry. Co.......... ...*.............. Io 3

Augusta, Me...... Augusta, Hallowell & Gardner Ry.Co# 23, '90... 1.5 5

Augusta, Ga....... - Augusta St. Ry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... ..June, 1890 : 15 21

- " ... ----. Augusta and Somerville R. R. Co... . . . . . . . . . . . . 3. 3.

Baltimore, Md...... North Ave. Elec. Ry. . . . . . . . . . . . . *....... ..... 2. 1.

Bangor, Me........ Bangor St. Ry. Co... . . . . . . . . . . . . . May 21, '89... 3. 6

Bay City, Mich... ...|Bay City R. k. Co--------, ------------------. 5 3

Bay Ridge, Md ... [Bay£ Electric Railroad. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 2

Beverly, Mass. ... Beverly and Danvers Street Ry. Co. Oct. 31, '89. 4. 2.

Binghamton, N. Y. Washington St., Asylum& Park R. R. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.5 28

Birmingham, Ala... [Birmingham Ry and Elec Co. ... * ... . . . . . . . . . 3o 35

Birmingham, Conn. Ansonia, Birmingham, Derby Ry. . . . April 30, '88. 4. 4.

Bloomington, Ill... Bloomington City Electric Co. . . . . . . . . . . - Io I2

Boston, Mass. . . . . . . West End St. Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . .£ 2.# - - 6o 312

Brockton, Mass..... East Side St. Ry. Co.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Nov. 1," 4.5 4.

Brooklyn, N.Y....|Brooklyn & Jamaica St. Ry... . . . . [.............. IO 4.

- " ....|Coney Island and Brooklyn R. R. CoApril 19, '90. 16 I2

- " ... [Coney Island and Brooklyn Railway.*... . . . . . . . . . . . 6 2

Buffalo, N.Y...... Buffalo Street Railway# - - - - - - - - - - 2% 4

Butte# Mont...]Butte City Elec. Ry. . . . . . . . . . . . . *... . . . . . . . . . 3% 5

Camden, N.J...... Camden Horse R. R. Co . . . . . . . . . . May 15, '90... 2 5

Canton, Ohio....... Canton Street Ry. Co......... .... Dec. 15, '88... 5 14

Chattanooga, Tenn.|Chat. Elec. St. Ry. Co... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 16

- * [Chat. Elec. St. Ry. Co... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 2.

Chester, Pa . . . . . . [Union Railway......... .......... *l..... . . . . . . . . . . . 5

Chicago, Ill.... ... Cicero and Proviso St. Ry. . . . . . ." . . . . . . . . . . . . . I2 12

* * ... . . . . . Calumet Electric Ry. Co..... - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 3. 3

Cincinnati, Ohio ...|Inclined Plane Railroad Co . . . . . . . . . . .---------- 14 3o

- “. . . . Mt. Adams, Eden Park Inc'd Ry. Co. April 22, '89. I 3.

- - ..|Mt. Adams, Eden Park Inc'd Ry. Co. March 22, '90. 16 24

- “. .... [Cincinnati Street Railway Co...... Aug 6, '89... 5 64

- - ... [Colerain Railway Co. . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 5 8

- ". ... [The Lehigh Ave. Railway Co..... [.............. 8 IO

Cleveland, Ohio... East Cleveland Street Railroad Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35 95

- " ....|Brooklyn St. Ry. Co........ - - - - - - - May 25, '89... 8.5 43

- - - Broadway and Newburg R. R. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . IO 24

- "......|Collamer's Line, East Cleveland, O..... . . . ... 3 8

Colo.£ Col. El Paso Rapid Transit Company. . . June 30, 1890... 10 18

Columbus, Ohio. ... [Columbus Consolidated St. Ry. Co...|Aug., 1887 2. 2.

- * .... [Columbus Elec. Ry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I-5 4.

- “. . . [Glenwood & Green Lawn Ry. . . . . . *... . . . . . . . . . . 405 5

Concord, N. H. .... [Concord Horse Rd. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 8

Council Bluffs, Ia...[Omaha, Council Bluffs Ry. & Bridge . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24 26

Covington, Ky., ...|S. Covington, Cincinnati St. Ry. Co. Sept. 16, '90. 8 IO

Dallas, Texas . . . . . Dallas Rapid Transit Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - 3. 3.

- “. . . . . . North Dallas Circuit Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.8 4.

- “. . . . . . . Dallas Consol. Ry. Co.............* . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 7

Danville, Va. . . . . . Danville St. C. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2 6

Davenport, Iowa. ...|Davenport Central Street Ry. Co...|Sept. 1, '88 2.75 6

- “. . . . Davenport Electric St. Ry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4

- - - Electric Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . . . * . . . . . . . . . . . . . -- - 4.

- “. . . . Dav. and Rock Is. St. Ry. Co... . . * . . . . . . . 32 5o

Dayton, Ohio. . . . . . White Line St. R. R. Co. . . . . . . . . . . 8.5 12

- “. . . . Dayton and Soldier's Home Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 2

Decatur, Ill . . . . Decatur Electric St. Ry. Co... .... Sept., 1889. ... 3 4.

- " . . . . . . . Citizens' Electric Street Railway....|Aug. 27, 1889. 5 II

Denver, Col. . . . . . . University Park Ry. and Electric Co. . . . . . . . . . . . 4. | 6

- “. . . . . [Denver Tramway Co. . . . . . . . . . ." . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14 42

- " . . . . . . . [South Denver Cable Co . . . . . . . . . . Dec. 25, 1889. 2. 2

- * ... Colfax Ave. Electric Ry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - 6 8

- - Capitol Hill Line . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . * . . . . . . . . . I I

- - West End Electric. . . . . . . . . . . . . * . . . . . . . . . . . . . . IO 13

- - ... [Denver & Berkeley Park Rapid Tr". . . 5 14

Des Moines, Iowa. Des Moines Electric Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . IO 25

Detroit, Mich Detroit Electric Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . Oct. 1, '86. . . 4. 2

- " ...... Highland Park Ry. Co . . . . . Oct. 24, '86 . 3-5 4.

- " ... . . . D, Rouge River & Dearborn St. Ry. . . . . . . . . - I 5

- " ...... East D. and Grosse Pointe St. Ry. Co. May 29, '88... 8.5 4

- “. . . . . . Detroit City Railway, Mack St Line.* . . . . . . . . . . . . | 2 ||... ...

Dover, N. H. . . . . . Union St. Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6.5 4.

Dubuque, Iowa. Key City Electric Railway Co Jan. 26, 1890 - a 4.

- - Electric Light and Power Co . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 12

." Dubuque St. Ry. Co.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Duluth, Minn Duluth Street Railway Co. ... "...........- 8 . . . . . .

Easton, Pa.... .. Pennsylvania Motor Co. . . . Jan. 12, 88... 2.5 6

Eau Claire, Wis ...leau Claire Street Railroad Co. W. P. 5 6

Elgin, Ill. . . . . . . . . Elgin Electric Ry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 17

Elkhart, Ind..... Citizens St. Ry. Co. . . . . . . W. P. . . . . . . 7 7

Erie, Fa - - - - - - - City Passenger Railway Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 21

" " ... ---. Erie Electric Motor Co. . . . . . . . . * . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 21

Fort Gratiot, Mich-|G: Electric Railway Co... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.75 2

System. Officers of Company.

P.-Pres. Sec.-Secretary. M.-Manager. sup-superintendent.

Rae. J. H. Blain, P., W. W. Rhodes, Sec. -

Edison. w F. Seiberling, P., F. A. Seiberling, Sec., T. E. Metlin, Sup,

Th.-H. . B. Van Rensselaer, P., C. Tremper, Sec.S. Cowdry. Sup.

Th:-H. R. C. Pruyn, P., { W. McNamara, M., W. H. Cull, Sup,

Edison. D. F. Henry, P., W. H. Graham, Sec., W. Crozier, Sup,

Th.-H. W. W. Hazzard, P., W. W. Whitacre, Sec. and M.

# T. B. Feeder, P., W. Jones, Sec., R. R. Rees, Sup,

Van Dep. G. W. Gerry, P., F. W. Harriman, Sec.

U. El Tr. W. P. Stevenson, P., W.M Broadmeadow, #.
Edison. W. T. Pennuman, P., B. M. Jones, Sec., T.W. Patton, Sup.

Th.-H. Joel Hurt, F. L'H'Bloodworth, Jr...Sec.S. T. Walker, šup.
Th.-H. . J. Hill, P., W. S. Thomson, Sec., L. D. Nelson, Sup,

Edison. W. E. Harrington, Engineer.

Th.-H. W. Coffin, P., A. A. Glasier, Sec., Geo. A. Murch, M. and Sup,

# D. B. Gould, P., A. H. Underwood, Sec.

Th.-H. . M. Hagers, P., H. G. Staples, Sec., E. K. Day, Sup,

#. S. B. Dyer, P., R. M. Spiary, Sec., J. A. Wilson, Sup.

Edison. H. W. Crowl, P. Dr. F. Slingluff, Sec., L. N. Frederick, Sup.

Th.-H. F. M. Laughton, P., M. H. Wordwell, Sec., E. Chestown, Sup,

Edison.

Edison. Henry Wellington, P.

Ac. Co.St. J.£ Sup,

#. }. B. Landfield, P., G. O. Root, Sec., G. T. Rogers, M.

Th.-H. H. H. Wood, P., G. O. Schneller, Sec., B. W. Porter, Sup.

U. E1. Tr. # J. Patterson, p. w. H. Patterson, Sec. and M. E. Le Barnes, Sup,

Th.-H. . M. Whitney, P., F. H. Monks, M., F. C. Pearson, Sup.

Edison. A. C. Thomson, P., O. F. Leach, Sec., M.E. Peterson. Sup.

#. S. Spencer, P.,- Townsend, Sec., W. W. Scott, Sup,

Edison.

Edison. H. M. Watson, P., S.S. Spaulding, Sec., E. Edwards, Sup.

Edison.

U. El Tr. W. S. Scull, P., M. W. Hall, Sec, S.J. Fenner, M. and Sup,

Édison. A. L. Conger, P., F. A. Wilcox, Sec, w. E. Sabaugh, M.

# ||c. A. Lyerly, P., sw. Divine, see and M. A.J. Baera, sup
Edison. S. A. Dyer, P., A. A. Roop, Sec., J. McFayden, M.

Edison.

Rae.

Edison, H. H. Littell, P., H. M. Littell, M. and Sup., J. M. Doherty, Sec.

U. E1. Tr. 1 -

Th.-H. J. Kilgour, P.

#. J. Kilgour, P. and M., J. A. Collins, Sec., John Harris, Sec.

Short.

Edison. A. Everett, P., H. A. Everett, Sec., R. Blee, M., E. Duty, Sup.

Th.-H. T. L. Johnson, P., H. J. Davis, Sec., A. L. Johnson, Sup,

Edison. H. E. Andrews, P., E. Fowler, Sec., J. J. Stanley, Sup.

Edison.

Edison. -

Short. A. D. Rodgers, P. E. H. Stewart, Sec., J. H. Atchison, Sup.

Short.

#. A. D. Rodgers, P., R. R. Reckley, Sec., J. Wilcox, Sup,

Th.-H.

T. H. & E. # F. Stewart, P., G. F. Wright, Sec., C, H. Reynolds, Sup.

Short. ... F. Abbott, P., G. M. Abbott, Sec. -

Edison. B. S. Wathen, P., J. Summerfield, Sec. G.J. Boyle, Sup.

£ || E£M.W.Hugh: Sup
Th.-H.

Th.-H.

Edison.

Edison

Edison. -

Th.-H.

Van Dep. # A. McMan, P., J. A. Watson, Sup,

Edison. B. Corwin, P., J. C. Pierce, Sec., T. E. Howell, Supt.

Rae. F. E. Snow, #. A. E. Heurtley, Sec., G. J. Parke, M. and Sup.

Th.-H. D. S. Shellabarger, P., W. L. Shellabarger, Sec, W. L. Ferguson, M.&Sup

Edison. |M.A. Smith, P., S. G. Collins. Sec, and M.A. G. Hood, Sup.

Th.-H. R. Curtis, P., W. G. Evans, Sec., C. K. Durben, Sup,

Edison. -

Edison. |M.A. Smith, P., E. P. Wright, Sec., F. H. Whiting, Sup.

Edison. -

Edison.

Edison.

T. H. & E.

Van Dep. -

Rae. F. E. Snow, P. F. Woodruff, Sec., H. Lewis, Sup,

Edison.

Rae. W. H. Wells, P., H. Baker, Sec., F. H. Allen, Sup.

Rae.

Th.-H. -

Edison, G. A. Lincoln, P., J. Angoll, Sec. & M.

Edison.

Ac. Co.St. -

|Th.-H. S. Hill, P., A.S. Chase, Sec. and M., F. S. Wardwell, Sup,

U. El Tr. J. M. Young, P., D. W. Nevin, Sec., W.S. Blauvelt, Sup.
Edison.

Edison.

Rae. O. N. Lambert, P., E. P. Willard, Sec., W. Hornberger, Sup.

Edison.

Edison. .S. Casement, P., J. L. Sternberg, Sec., J. F. Pfetch, M.£|| J
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ELECTRIC STREET RAILWAYS OF AMERICA.—Continued.

 

Commenced Length No. of -

Location. Operating Company. Operation || .., |Motor | System. Officers of Company.

Electrically, in Miles Cars.

Fort Worth, Texas. Fort Worth City Railway Co..... *|... . . . . . . . . to to Rae. -

- - “. Fort Worth Land and St. Ry. Co..* ............ 15 15 Rae. W. P. Quigg, P. and Sup., J. F. Groene, Sec.

- - - Chamberlain Investment Company" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 |Edison.

- - - North Side Railway Co., * - - - - - - - - - - - - - 15 15 Th.-H.

- - - F. Worth & Arlington Heights Ry * . - - - 3. 3 Edison.

Gloucester, Mass ... Gloucester St. Ry. Co.,,. . . . . . . . -Aug., 9o...... 5 | 3 Th:H. H. Louther, P. D. S. Presson, Sec, w. S. Shangman, Sup.Grand Rapids, MichiReed's Lake Elec. St. Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . . 3. 2 U. El Tr c

hanibal, Mo.......|Hannibal St. Ry. Co. ......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 3. rh.-H.

Harrisburg, Pa..... East Harrisburg Pass. Ry. Co . . . . 4-5 11 Edison. J. O Denny, P., W. J. Calder, Sec., F. B. Muner, Sup,
Hartford, Conn. ... [Hartford & Weathersfield Horse Ry. - - s 4 |Edison.

Helena, Mont - Helena Elec. Ry. Co... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - 3.5 3 Th.-H. -

Hudson, N.Y.. . . . . Hudson Elec. St Ry. Co. . . . . . ." . . . . . . . 2 3 Th.-H.

Huntington, W. Vaji, Electric Light and St. Ry. Co-Dec. 14, '88. 3% 2 Short. |J. L. Caldwell, P., F. E. Wayner, Sec., J. A. Cassler, Sup,
Indianapolis, Ind...Citizens Street Railway Co May 30, oo * - I 11. Th.-H.

- “. ... [Citizens' Street Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . | -- 2 |U.E.T.S.

Ithaca, N.Y.. . . . . [Ithaca Street Railway Co .. Dec. 28, '87 1 - 3 U. E1. Tr.

Jersey City, N.J. J. C. and Bergen R. R. Co., ...,....... - - - 2. 3 Th.-H. D. M. Burdick, P., C. H. White, Sec.
fohnstown, Pa. ... Johnstown Passenger Street Ry. Co"... . . . . . . . . . IO Io Short.

Joliet, Ill . . ... Joliet Street Railway Co..........: Feb. 3, 1890 3. 9. Th-H. J. A. Henry, P. and M., J. Hulsizer, Sec., A. Birchman, Sup,
- “. . . . . . . . . . . oliet City Railway Co * . . . . . . . . . . 3% . . . . .Th.-H.

Joplin, Ill. . . . . . oplin Elec. St. Ry. Co. . . 4. Th-11.

Kansas City, Mo... Metropolitan St. Ry. Co - 12 18. Th.-H. C. F. Morse, P., R. J. McCarty, Sec, and M., D. H. Winton, Sup,
- “” “ . . Vine St. Ry .... - - - - - - - - - - - - - .. 3. 8 #:
- - “. . . [The North East Street Railway Co. |Mar. 5, 18oo... 7 12 Th.H.

- * * ... Cons. City and Chelsea Pk. Ry. . . . . - - - - - 4.6 4 Th:-H. W. H. Winants, P., W. C. Scarritt, Sec., C. S. Clark, Sup,

Kearney, Neb... ... [Kearney Street Railway Co......... |July 4, 1890... 8 o T. H.& E.

- “. . . . . . . [Kearny. Elec. Ry. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 2 Th.-H.
Keokuk, Iowa. ....|Keokuk ElectricStreet Ry . . .....". . . . . . . . . . . . . 6.8 6 Short. G. W. Williams, P., O. J. Chapman, Sec. and M.

- “. . . . . . Keokuk Elec. Ry. . . . . . . . . . . . . .* . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 | 6 |Edison.

Knoxville, Tenn ... [Knoxville Street Railroad Co. May 1, '90. 3.4 5. Th-H. -

Lancaster, Pa. . . . . Lancaster City and East Lan. R.* - - - - - - - - - - - 5% to U. El. Tr. J. A. Coyle, P., J. E. Ackley, Sec., W. Ring, Sup. -

Lansing, Mich..... Lansing Street Railway Co. Sep. oo. . . . . 6 7 Wst'house H. L. Hollis, P., M. D. Skinner, Sec.

Lafayette, Ind-----. Lafayette Street Ry. Co.... Sept. 19, '88 4% 9 |Edison. G. E. C. Johnson, P., T. J. Lenning, Sec, R. J., Hawver, Sup
Laredo, Tex... . . . . . Laredo City Railroad Co., a ... . . .[Dec. 6, 1889. 5 7 |Edison J. O. Nicholson, P., H. Fisher, Sec, G, D. Hartson, Sup
Lexington, Ky., ... [Lexington Passenger and Belt Line" - - - - - 6 to Edison.

Lima, Ohio ... The Lima St. Ry. Motor& Power Co.'...... 6 7 Van Dep. B. C. Faurot, P., S. W. Moore, Sec. & M., J. Howard, Sup.

Long Island City. L: I. City and Newtown Elec. R. Co." . . . . 3 2 Edison.
Los Angeles, Cal.--|Elec. Rapid Transit. Ry. . . . . . . .." . . . . . - 8 16 Edison. D. McFarland, P., W. W. Manspeaker, Sec., W. S. Pemberton, Sup.

Lowell, Mass... . . . . Lowell and Dracut Street Railway.. |Aug. 1, 1889. 5 10 B-Knight|A. Fels, P., P. F. Sullivan, Sec. P. J. Noyes, Sup.
Louisville, Ky. . . . . Central Pass. R.R. Co - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 7% 5o Th.-H. B. duPont, P., T. E. Donigan, Sec., T. # Miinany, Sup.

Lynn, Mass........ Lynn and Boston St. Ry. Co. . . . . . . July 4, 1888... 6.75 20 Th.-H.

- " -------- Belt Line Railway Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - 45 1o T.-H.&S.

Macon, Ga..... ... Macon# and Suburban Ry. Co.. Dec. 25, '89. 8 8. Th.-H. G. F. work, P. J. H. DeVal, Sec., E. E. Winters, M.

Mansfield, Ohio. ...|Mansfield Elec. St. #: Co. . . . |Aug. 9, '87 ... 5 5 U. El Tr. I. Van Renssalaer, P., J. E. Brown, Sec., G. M. Macoy, Sup,

Marlborough, Mass Marlborough St. Railroad Company. June 19, '89 .. 3 6 |Edison.

Memphis, Tenn . City and Suburban St. Ry. Co. . . . ." . . . . . . . . . . 5 5 Th.-H.

Meriden, Conn. ... Meriden Horse R. R. Co ... ... July 16, 88 5% 12 U. "J. T. r. G. R. Curtis, P., C. L. Rockwell, Sec., H. F. Watts, Sup.

Milwaukee, Wis....|Milwaukee Cable Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 | 12 Th.H. F. E. Hinckley, P., O. D. Oeply, Sec., A. M. Hinckley, Sup,
- * .... West Side Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . d 3o Edison. W. Beckeg, P., T. J. Durnen, Sec.

Minneapolis Minn. Minneapolis St. Railway Company. *.............. 2OO 1oo |Edison. T. Lowry, P

- “. . . [Minneapolis St. Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - 8 1o Th.-H.

Moline, Ill . . . . . . Moline StreetR£ Co. . . . .W. P. Oct. 17, '89... 3. 3 Edison.

Montgomery, Ala... Capital ''. Ry. Co..... lar... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Van Dep.

£ . Muskegon Electric Railway Co.....|May ’90.... 11 12 Short. F. A. Nims, P., R. A. Fleming, Sec., G. P. Kingsbury, Sup.

Nashville, Tenn....|McGavock and Mt. Vernon Horse R... . . . . . 5 26 Th.H.
- “. . . . [City Electric Railway. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.5o 1o Th.-H.

- “. . . . . [South Nashville Street Ry. Co. . . . . . Mar 10, '90 5 1o Edison.

- “. . . . . Nashville, and Edge Field St. R. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 to Edison.

- * .... [Citizens' Rapid Transit Co.. . . . . . . * . . . . - - - 5 5 |Edison W. H. Mitchell, P., W. S. Jones, Sec., D. Deaderick, M.

Newark, N. J -£££y Co.. ... Sept. 2, '88. 4. # #. El. Tr. T. C. Barr, P., E. C. Clay, Sec., J. N. Ackerman, Sup.
- * . . . . . . apid Transit Street ... ... . . . . Oct. 25, '90. IO I ison | - - - -

. . . '#' co £ 'z, 2. Th-H | | E. S. Ward, P., W. A. Mott, Sec., S. Schoch, M. and Sup.
Newark, Ohio. . . . . Newark and Granville Street Ry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 4 |Edison R. Scheidler, 'w': A. Flon, Sec., P.S. Phillips, Sup.

New Bedford, Mass |Union City St. Railway Co., - *|... . . . . . . . . . . 3 5 Th.-H S. C. Hart, P., W. Hallen. Sec., F. Woodman, Sup.

Newburyport, Mass. Newburyport & Amesbury Horse R. ........... 0.5o 4 Th.-H C. Odell, P., j, H. Crandall, Sec., W. A. Larabee, Sup.
Newcastle, Pa ....|Newcastle Elec. St Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 2 Th.-H.

Newport, R.I . . . . [Newport Street, Railway Co. . . . . . . . Aug. 7, 89. 4% 6. Th.-H. A. C. Titus, P., B. J. Weeks, M. and Sup. -

Newton, Mass. ....|Newton Street Railway Co...... |July 23, '90... 8 1o Th.-H. G. W. Morse, #. I. C. Lane, Jr., F. G. L. Henderson, See.

New Orleans, La., N.O. Electric Traction & Mfg. Co... . . . . . . . . - - - 1 U.E.T.S.E. H. Farrar, P., J. R. Juden, Sec., M. J. Hart, Sup,

New York, N.Y.... N. Y. and H. (Fourth Avenue) R. R. Feb. 23, '89. 8.5 1o Storage.

North Adams, Mass Hoosac Valley St. Ry. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 3 Th.-H C. Q. Richmond, P., H., A. Fitzsimmons, M. and Sup.

Omaha, Neb. . . . . . Omaha Street Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . |- ". . . . . . . . 26 3. Th.H. F. Murphy, F., b. H. Goodrich, W. A. Smith, M. -

- " ....... - - - " . . . . . . . |Oct. 9, '89 - 10 37 Edison

- “. . . . . . . O. & Council Bluffs Ry. & Bridge Co. . . . . . . . . . . . 14 14 Th.-H.

Ottawa, Ill.........Ottawa Electric St. Ry. Co ....... . . . . . . . . . 7 8. Th.-H. . I. Evans, P., T. P. Bradley, Sec., H. J. Irwin, Sup.

Ottumwa, Iowa. ...Ottumwa Street Railway Co ....... . . . . . . . . . . 4.50 4 Th.-H. . R. Daum, P., G. P. Daum, Sec., E. R. Hammar, Sup.

Paducah, Ky., . . . . . Paducah St. #. ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... June, 1890... 8 9 |Edison.
- - -

Passaic, N.J. . . . . . . Passaic Street Railway Co. . . . . . - - - - - - - - 3 3 Th.-H. W. R. Brown, P., G. M. Rollins. Sec, A. G. Earl, Sup.,
Peoria. Ill . . . . . . Central Railway Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sept. 28, '89... 13 33. Th.-H., ... R. Greenhut, P., S.R. R. Clarke, Sec., J. E. Finley, Sup,
Philadelphia, Pa... [Lehigh Ave. Railway Co . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - 6 - - - Storage. Wharton P., E. H. Hults, Sec, J. Learning, Sup.

Piqua, Ohio ... ... Piqua Electric Railway Co - - - - - - - - - - 3 6 |Edison. A. Morr, P., F. C. Davies, Sec. -

Pittsburgh, Pa.. . . . Second Avenue Passenger Ry. Co Mar. 4, '92 | 1o-off 15 Th.-H. . D. Callery, P. C. G. Milnor. Sec., W.J. Burns, M.

- " ...... Pitts., Knoxville & St. Clair St. Ry-Aug. 4, '88. . . . 2.25 5 U. Fl. Tr.W. J. Faiscett, Receiver. -
- “. . . . . Suburban Rapid Transit Railway ColAug. 6, '88. . . . 2.5 3 U. El. Tr. John Philips, P., T. A. Noble, Sec. and M., J. Saetz, Sup.

- - Federal St. and Pleasant Valley Ry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8% 45 Edison 10. F. Henry, P., W. H. Graham, Sec., W. R. Ramsay, Sup,

- " ----- Pittsburgh Traction Company. . . . . . *..... ........ 2. 2 Short.

- - Squirrel Hill St. Ry . . . -- ". . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 Edison

- “. . . . . . Duquesne Traction Co. . . . . . * . . . . . 3o 6o Th.-H

- “...... Pitts., Alleg. and Man. Tr. Co.... *... . 32 40 Th.-H - - -

Portland, Ore ..... Williamette Bridge Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1% 6 |Edison H. C. Campbell, P. C. F. Swigert, Sec, J. W. Campbell, Sup.

- “. . . . . . . Metropolitan Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . an. 1, '90 ... 3 I , #:
- - -

- “. . . . . . Multomah Street Ry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mar 20, '90 4% 1o Edison G. B. Markle, P., D. F. Sherman, Sec., H. Rustin. M., J. E. Thielson, Sup.

- “. . . . . . . Woodstock and Waverly Electric R." . . . . . . . . . . . 5% 4 Th.-H.

Port Huron, Mich...Port Huron Electric Ry. . . . . . . . . . Oct. 17, '86 2.5 4 Van Dep.

P. Townsend, Wash Port Townsend St. Ry. Co... .* . . . . . . . . . . . 3 3 Th.-H. F. W. Hastings, P., C. P. Swigert, Sec., J. V. Shepard, Sup.
Plattsmouth, Neb. Plattsmouth Electric Railroad Sept. 14, '88. 2 2 Edison. -

Plymouth, Mass. ... P. and Kingston Ry. Co . June 8, '89. . . . 4%. 4 Th.-H. J. H. Cunningham, P., C. E. Barnes, Sup.

Providence, R.I . . . IUnion R. R. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - 1 |U.E.T.S. - -

Pueblo, Col. . . Pueblo City Railway. . . . . . . . . . . June 28, 1890. 14 15 Th.-H. J. B. Orman, P., J. F. Vail, Sec., M. and Sup.

Quincy, Mass...... Quincy and Boston St. Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7.50 5 Th.-H.

- " ...... Manet Street Railway. . . . . . . . . . . . . July 19, '90... 4 2 Edison A. D. S. Bell, P., G. W. Morton, Sup,

Quincy, Ill......... uincy Elec. Ry. . . . . . . . . . . . ... *|...................... 8 Edison

* “......... uincy riorse Rd. Co., . . . . . . *... . . . . . . . . . . 12 13 Th:-H
Reading, Pa... . . . :ast Reading Ry. Co . . . . . . . . . . . Nov. 27, '88 1.33 8 |Edison - - - -

- " .... .. Neversink Mountain Railway. . . . . . . July 4, '90....] 9 6 |Edison G. F. Baer, P., M. C. McIlvaine, Sec., P. D. Millholland, Sup.
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Red Bank, N.J. ... Red Bank and Seabright Ry. Co...*... . 3 3 Th.-H.

Revere, Mass ------ Boston and Revere St. Ry. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4. 6. Th.-H. W. G. Benedict, P., E. I. Garfield, Sec, and M.

Richmond, Ind ... [Richmond St. Ry. Co ... . . . . . . . . . | - - - - - - 4. - 8. Th:-H. J. C. Shaffer, P., W. H. Shaffer, M. and Sup,

Richmond, Va ... [The Richmond Union Pass. Ry. Co-Feb. 1, '88 . 13-5 42 Edison. -

- - Richmond City Railway. . . . . . . * . . . . . . . . 10. to Edison. Dr. Munn, P., G. E. Fisher, Sec, Ch. Salden, M. and Sup.

- * ..... Richmond and Manchester St Ry." 5 5 Edison. W. C. Seddon, P., A. H. Rutherford, Sec., J. C. Robertson, Sup.
Rochester, N.Y... [Rochester Elec. R. Co. . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 6.20 9. Th-H. A. Lutchford, P., W. H. Briggs, Sec', C. E. Derr, Sup.

- * .... [Rochester Railroad Co . . . . . . . ." . . . . . . . . . . . . 55 1oo Short.

Rockford, Ill Rockford St. Ry. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6% 8. Th.-H, R. N. Bayless, P. and M., G. W. Carse, Sec, and Sup.

Sacramento, Cal. ... [Central Street Railway Company .. - - - - - 1 Storage. -

Saginaw. Michigan Saginaw Union Street Railway Co. *.............. Zo 25 Th.-H. F. E. Snow, P., J. M. Nichol, Sec., B. M. Churchill, Sup.

- - Saginaw Union Railway . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - 17.5 2d Rae. -

Salem, Mass ... Naumkeag Street Ry, Co. . . . . . . . . . |- - - - - - - - - - 3. 6 |Edison. Benj. Orne, P., Jos. E. Heskey, Sec. & M.
- ". . . . . Naumkeag St. Ry. Co. - ... ... ... --> -- 3 6. Th.-H.

Salem, N.C. ....... Salem and Winston Electric Ry. . . . '' 14, '90...] 5 to Edison. }. W. McClement, P., F. A. Mason, Sec., J. S. Badger, M.

Salem, Ohio. . . . . . . . Salem Electric Street Ry . . . . . . . . . , May 23, '90 ... 3 3 Th.-H. . M. Hale, P., J. W. Northrup, Sec., E. Whilder, Sup,
Salem, Ore. ------|Capital City Ry - - - - --------. . . .…. 2. 2 Edison. - -

Salt Lake City, Utah Salt Lake City Railroad Co ... . . . . - - - - - - 6% 35 Edison. A. W. McCune, P., J. S. Wells, See, W. P. Read, Sup,

- - “... " Salt Lake Rapid Transit Co........" ....... ..... 8 9 |Edison.

San Antonio, Texas/San Antonio Street Railway. ... ...*.... . . . . . . . . 6.5 1o Edison.

- - * - San Antonio St. Ry. Co........ *... . . . . . . . 5 to Th.-H.

- - " ...Alamo Elec. St. Ry Co. . . . . . . . . . *l..... ...... IO to Th.-H. -

- - * ...! West End Ry... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ."...:*:::::::: 4. 2 |th.-H.

San Jose ..... San Jose and Santa Clara R. R. Co...!May, '90 9. 14 Th.-H. J. H. Henry, P. & M., J. F. McGeoyhegan, Sec., W. W. Sheaff, Sup.

San}: Cal. Jacob Rich St. Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . .*........ .…. 7 5 Th.-H.

Saratoga, N.Y Saratoga Electric Railway Co. . . . . . *.... 3% 2 Th.-H.

Savannah. Ga Sav. St. and Rural Resort Ry...... "..... ........ 6 8. Th.-H.

St. Ste Marie, Mich. S. S. Marie St. Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 8 || Rae. T. Ryan, P., J. R. Ryan, Sec., Geo. A. Cody,£
Scranton, Pa ... The People's Street Ry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 20 Edison. L. R. Bacon, P., H. E. Hand, Sec., G.S. Schenck, Sup,

- “. . . . . Scranton Suburban Ry. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 to Th.-H. A. J. Moulton # , H. E. Hand. Sec, J. H. Vanderveer, Sup.

- * .. . Nayaug Cross-Town Ry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.5o 3 Th.-H. L. R. Bacon, #. H. E. Hand, Sec., j. H. Vanderveer, Sup.

- “..... Scranton Passenger Ry . . . . . . Nov. '88 . . . . . 2. 7. Th.-H. -

Seattle, Washington Seattle Elec. Ry. and Power Co....April 7, '89. 5 17. Th.-H. |I, H. Griffith, P.V.H.Smith, Sec. * S. McCarty, M.
- - Green Lake Electric Railway . . . . .* . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4% 2 Th.-H. W. D. Wood, P., C. E. Chapin, Sec., E. C. Kilbourne, Sup.

- - West Street and Northend Ry. Co *. . . . . . . . . . . . 1- 12. Th.-H. D. H. Gilman, P. and M., C. L. F. Keil , Sec.

Sedalia, Mo.... --Electric Ry. , Light and Power Co..." . . . . . . . . . . 1D | 8. Thi-H. W. E. Sterne, P., D.C. Metsker, Sec. & M. C. Carrol, Sup.

- * . . . . . . . Sedalia St. Ry . . . . . . . . . . . . . July, 1890 4. 4 Edison.

Seneca, N. Y. . . . . . Seneca Elec. Co. . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 5 2. Th.-H.

Sherman, Texas.... [College Park Electric Belt Line. |------------ 4. 5 Edison. J. P. Harrison, P., C. W. Lewis, Sec., R. M. Jones, Sup.

Shreveport, La. -£ Ry. and Land Imp. Co.. Sept. 22, '90. 5% 4 Th.-H. S. B. McCutchen, P., F. L. Thatcher, Sec., J. M. #. Erwin, Sup.

Sioux City, Ia ----|Sioux City Street Railway | - - - - - - 14 25 Edison. F. Peanly, P. and M., C. F. I. Wright, Sup,
Sioux Falls, S.D... [South Dakota Rapid Transit Ry. Co". . . . . . - 4% 3 Edison. ... R. Kingsbury, P. W. S. Welliver, Sec. # F. Frost, Sup.

South Bend, Ind. South Bend and Muskawaka St. Ry. May 30, '90... 8 6. Th-H. J. McM. Smith, P., O.S. Bayless, Sec. and M.

Southington, Conn. Southington and Plantsville Ry. Col............. 1.8 2 Th.-H.

Spokane Falls, Wash Ross Park Street Railway. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14% zo Th.-H. G. B. Dennis, P., C. L. Marshall, Sec., J. W. Alexander, Sup,
Springfield, Mass...|Springfield City Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2. 6. Th-H. J. Olmstead, P., A. E. Smith. M.

- - Springfield St. Ry. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 6. Th-H. -

springfield, Mo [Metropolitan Electric Railway Co..." . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . [W"thouse.

sprin-i-Ill. ... [Springfield City Ry. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 8. Th.-H.

-----'s, Ont-St.C., Merritton & Thorold St. Ry... [Oct. '87 . . . . . 8 12 V.D-T-H|E. A. Smyth, P., H. S. Smyth, Sec., R. McMaugh, Sup.

Sterling, Ill . . . . . -- Union Electric Ry. Co. . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 7 Q Edison. -

Steubenville, Ohio. Steubenville Elec. Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.5 8 Edison. R. S. Newcomber, P., T. N. Motley. Sec., A.G. Davids, M.

Stillwater, Minn . Stillwater Electric Railway Co...... June 28, '89 .. 5 4 Edison. W. L. Allen, P. and M., E. Dallas. Sec., J. S. Bassett, Sup.
St. Joseph, Mo. ... St. Jos. Union Pass. Ry. Co... " ... to 20 Edison.

- - " .... Wyatt Park Railway Co............ - - - - IO 18 Edison. w J. Hobson, P., C. W. Hobson, Sec., S. A. Hobson, Sup.

- - - - People's Railroad Co . . . . . . . . . . . - IO 18 Edison.

St. Louis, Mo Lindell Street Railroad Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15% 8o Edison. -

- - “ ------ St. Louis and E. St. Louis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 6. Th.-H.

- - - ... [South Broadway Line . . . . . . . . . . . Nov. 1. '88 3 13 Short.

- - “. . . . . . . Union Depot Ry. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12% 38. Th.-H.

- - " . . . . . . St. Louis Ry. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 3 Th.-H.

* * * ...... Missouri£ Co..... ........ * . . . . . . . . . 15.7o 36 Th.-H. .

- - * . . . . . Mound City R. R. Co............ * . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7.25 25 Th.-H.

- - “. . . . . . . Southern Ry Co . . . . . . . . . . . . * . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17 26. Th-H.

* * * . . . . . . East St. Louis Ry. Co . . . . . . . . • 6 6. Th.-H.

St. Paul, Minn . . . . . St. Paul City Ry. Co... . . . . . . . | -- 6 4 Th.-H.

- - * ..... Grand Ave Line. . . . . . . . . . . . ... Dec. 23, '89. 6 4 Th.-H.

* “ “ ..... St. Paul St. Ry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . *... . . . . . . . . 50 8o |Edison.

Sunbury, Pa ... S. &£and St. Ry. Co . . . !' 1, 'go 3 3 |U. El, Tr. H. E. Davis, P., S. P. Wolverton, Sec.

Syracuse, N.Y. . . Third Ward Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . . ov. 29, 88 4. to Th.-H.

£ Wash ... Pacific Ave. Street£a Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 40 Edison.

- - ... Tacoma Ave. Street Railroad Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2. 34 |Edison.

- " ....|Tacoma and Steilcoom Ry. Co.... * . . . . . . . . . . 5 4 Th.-H. L. A. Abbott, P., A.S. Doutreck, Sec., H. Shaw, Sup.

Toledo, Ohio. . . . . . Toledo Elec. Ry. Co . . . ... July 20, '89. 2%. 3 Th.-H. E. Griffen, P., J. Dureker, Elec. En.

- " ....|Toledo Commercial St, *y. Co.. ............... 2 1 U.E.T.St. -

- - Toledo Consol R. R. Co. . . . . . . . . *.... - - - - 4o 28. Th.-H. N. B. Ream. P., C. L. Wright, Sec., A. E. Lang, M.

Topeka, Kan ..... Topeka Rapid Transit Co... Apr. 25, 89. 20 3o Th.-H. | E. Bartholomew, P.J. Norton, Sec., J.M. Patten, Sup.

Toronto, Ont. . . . . . . Metropolitan Street Railway Co ... - - - - - - - - - - - - 2.75 2. Th-H. D. Warren, P., R. C. Warren, M.

Troy, N.Y.. . . . . . . Troy and Lansingburg Street R. CoSept. 29, '89. 12 24 |Edison.

Utica, N. Y. . . . . . . Utica Belt Line Ry . . . . . . . May 7, '90.... 20.37 25. Th-H.

- * . . . . . [Utica & Mohawk Ry . . . . . . . . * . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 5 Edison. J. F. Mann, P., W. E. Lewis, Sec., M. Leary, Sup.
Vancouver, B.C. ... [Van"r Electric Ry. and Lighting Co. July, 1890 3% 6. Th.-H.

Victoria, B. C. . . . . Na. Elec. Lighting and Tramway Co. . . . . . . - - - 4. 6. Th.-H.

Washington, D.C. Eckington and Soldiers' Home E. R. Oct. 17,88. - - 3 15 Th.-H. G. Truesdell, P. J. Paul Sec., G.S. Patterson, Sup,

" ... "...[Georgetown and Tenalley St. Ry. Co. May, 'go. ... 6 1o Th.-H. R. C. Dunn, P., J. E. Beall. Sec., I. Sallman, Sup.

W. Bay City, Mich W. B. City Electric R. R. . . . . . . . . Dec. 1, '89. . . 5 12 Edison. S. O. Fisher, P., Dr. W. E. McGill, Sec., W. H. Munshaw, Sup,

West Superior, Wis. Douglas Co. St. Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 4 U. El, Tr. -

* ... " ." Douglas Co St. Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . 4. 3 Th.-H.

Wheeling. W. Va. Wheeling Railway Co... ... Mar 27, '88. 13 5 Th.-H. J. M. Sweeny, P., F. P. Hall, Sec., M. Loftus, Sup.

Wichita, Kan . . . . Wichita Electric Ry. Co . . . . . . . Nov. 13, '88. 5 15 Th.-H. -

- * . . . . . Wichita Suburban . . . . . . . ----- 7.5 7 Edison. |J. O. Davidson, P., W. B. Ryder. Sec., F. W. Sweet, Sup,

Wilkesbarre, Pa... Wilkesbarre and Suburban St. Ry. Co. . . . . . . . 4. 8 Edison. J. W. Hallenback, P., E. H. Chase, Sec., W. A. Armstrong, Jr., Sup.

Wil - n i.W:* West Side Ry. Co- 4. 3 Eisdon.

ilmington, Del.... Wgton City R. Co., Riverview Line. . . . . . . . 1: Edison le. -

... ." * ... " " " " Eighth St. Line Mar. 2, '88 #. # F#. tw. Canby, P. J. F. Miller, Sec. H. H. Archer, Sup,

Windsor, Ont Windsor Elec. St. Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . 2 2 Van Dep.

Winona, Minn Winona City St. Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . 4. 5. Thi-H. B. H. Langley, P., B. D. Hatcher, Sec. L. Marron, Sup.

\ oungstown, O. Youngstown Elec. Ry. Co. 5 6 Edison. J. Parmelee, #. K. Taylor, Sec., W. Corneleus, M.

 

"--

* Electric Railway Companies are earnestly requested to notify “ELECTRic PoweR" of any errors or omis

sions in the above list. -ás
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THE TRIUMPH OF ELECTRICITY.

" I AM so thoroughly convinced that electricity is the coming

power for street railways (except on heavy grades where the

cable is best suited), and that it will prove so effective as a means of

rapid transit for cities, that I believe this is the last convention

that will ever seriously consider horses for the operation of street

railways.”—President. Thomas Lowry at the meeting of the

American Street Railway Association, Oct. 5, 1890 :

“The writer, although connected with the development of the

cable system, cannot but conclude that the day of usefulness for

the cable on the level is forever gone, and that the electric road

stands the champion of the field.–Frank Van Vleck, of Los

Angeles, Cal., in a paper before the Am. Soc. of Mechanical

Engineers, Nov. 12th, 1890 :

In the face of such acknowledgments as the above

it seems superfluous to add further testimony to the ad

vantages of electric traction, it having already been

frankly admitted that the general use of animal power

must be abandoned. -

It will be noted, however, generally speaking, that

only in cities where permission for overhead wires can

be obtained, has electricity obtained a permanent foot

hold. The problem now confronting the electrical

engineer is the successful operation of street railways,

either with the primary or secondary battery, or sub

surface conduit.

It is not sufficient to say that this cannot be done. It

must be done, and it will be. Had this result been

satisfactorily attained, we should not now witness the

construction of a cable road in Broadway. The demands

of the city for rapid transit; the amount of traffic await

ing even an approximate rivalry of the elevated rail

ways were, however, too pressing to admit of further

delay. The increased revenue derived from the super

ior service of the cable as compared with horses, will

probably pay for the cost of change, when the time

comes, as it no doubt will, for the substitution of elec

tricity for the cable, there being no grades in New York

City sufficient to interfere with the successful working

of a self-propelled car. The claim has never been made

in these columns, either that the electric railway had

reached the acme of perfection, or that the cable road

was obsolete. The latter has reached so high a condi

tion of mechanical perfection, as to excite the admira

tion of all who have any conception of the difficulties

encountered. It is only in San Francisco, the city of its

origin and higher development, that its wonderful

possibilities can be properly appreciated—where the

hills are so steep as practically to prohibit in some cases

the use of any other means of transportation. It is such

an example as this, that gives us faith that the electric

railway, although practically master of the general field,

will be so perfected by the ingenious inventor, as to be

available in every street of every city in the country.

We can see no reason why it should not be so, and those

who have watched its gradual improvement during the

last four years have reason to be perfectly satisfied with

the general result.

THE DIRECT COUPLED MOTOR CAR.

WH' one school of inventors has been wrestling

with the vexatious problem of gearing for elec

tric street cars, another has attacked it from the more

promising side of direct coupling. The necessity of re

ducing the excessive armature speed of the motor to

the moderate requirements of the street car, has led to

the adoption of various devices, many of which have

failed to meet the approval of the trained mechanical

engineer or anybody else excepting, possibly, the san

guine inventor. Experience with worm, spur, friction,

and chain gearing, and made of nearly every promising

material known to man, has demonstrated that many of

them rapidly deteriorate in actual service, so that an ex

pert could determine with his sense of hearing, about

how long a motor car had been in use. This has been

simply an annoyance incidental to the business, but not

of sufficient importance to outweigh the many obvious

advantages of electric traction. The merits of direct

coupling had by no means been lost sight of, but the

only apparent solution was the adoption of a motor so

large.as to be out of the question in street car work, al

though possibly applicable for the elevated, or ordinary

steam railroads, where platforms are used to facilitate

the movement of passengers, and the height of the car

body above the rail is not a matter of serious consider

ation. One of the most persistent advocates of direct

coupling in electric railway practice has been Mr. Ste

phen D. Field, and his earlier efforts have been followed

up by his co-workers, Messrs David E. Lain and R.

Eickemeyer. A car equipped upon this plan in now in

practical operation at Steinway, L. I.

It was impossible to expect that the electric locomo

tive would fairly compete with steam so long as any

form of gearing was used. The conditions are such

that the crank has held its own, while numerous invent

ors have striven to improve even this reliable and well

known device. The common use of the shaft for the

armature of the motor, as well as the driving-wheel, is

however, the nearest approach to an ideal application of
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power to the locomotive that _has yet been made. But

electricity has not as yet made its debut as a practical

rival to steam, therefore the solution of the gearing

problem has been deferred, as it has hardly seemed pos

sible to utilize the direct connection from motor to driver

on the comparatively slow-going street car. The fact

that this has finally been accomplished will do much to

remove the distrust which has been entertained by the

more conservative street railway managers, because of

the occasional expense of repairing the gearing of motor

cars. The displacement of the various styles of trucks,

may be brought about gradually as they wear out, and

thus the revolution may be wrought gradually.

It may be said that the direct connection is an experi

mental device. This is true in a certain sense, but on

the other hand it must be admitted as a general propo

sition that gearing is unsatisfactory; that the crank

and connecting rod have stood the test of years under

the most exacting conditions. We have to-day a motor

car, the wheels of which are driven in a similar manner,

in which a motor of reasonable dimensions readily starts

a car, and at a speed of 150 revolutions per minute,

drives it at 8 miles miles per hour on an ordinary street

railway track. It starts, stops, slackens and reverses

in fact meets all possible conditions of trafiic. If any

weak points exist, they are certainly of a character to be

readily overcome. This result is certainly encouraging

to all who look to the Clc\‘tI‘lC motor as a successful rival

of the steam ‘locomotive for overhead and underground

roads.

THE SUPERFLUOUS HORSE.

HE street railway business has formed such an im

portant market for the horse, as well as for the ne

cessary supply of grain and hay to keep him in proper

working condition, that it will not be surprising if this

sudden revolution in motive power, should decrease the

demand for animals of a certain grade. The im

provements in public highways throughout the country

will also have a t\vo-fold effect in the same direc

tion. First, by increasing the hauling capacity of the

horse ; and second, in encouraging the use of the bicycle

as a substitute. At the same time the development of

good roads will increase the amount of driving for pleas

ure, which would probably at least offset the number of

horses dispensed with by reason of their inability to ac

complish more work in less time. There are people, no

doubt, who will sympathize with this loss of occupation,

as did the old lady, who, when told of the discovery of

petroleum, exclaimed, “What will the poor whale do

now ? " Statisticians have already begun to calculate as

to the probable time which will elapse before the popula

tion of the world will exhaust the available food supply,

and although this is a matter of little immediate inter

est to the present generation, it is perhaps worth while

to note that the time will come when the horse will be

simply a luxury, while the mule will seek companion

ship with the Buffalo, not as a surviving type of a dis

tant race, but as a zoological specimen or a product of

nature combined with the ingenuity of man.

It will be seen at once that a vast amount of our ara

ble land must be devoted to the production of food for

these animals, -while a large proportion of the resulting

fertilizer is never restored to the soil. We have in this

a most interesting economic problem, which possibly a

future census may throw some light upon.

NIGHT SCHOOLS FOR ELECTRICAL STUDENTS.

IN the interest of electrical engineers and others who

wish to pursue evening courses devoted to the sub

ject of electricity, we have written to President Low of

Columbia a letter, the nature of which is explained by

his reply, as follows :

PRESIDENT'S Room, COLUMBIA Co1.1.Eo1_-:,

N1-:w Yonx, Nov. 15th, 1890.

ELECTRIC Powan, 132 Nassau St., N. Y. City,

Gentlemen.-~—Replying to your letter of Nov. 6th, I

take pleasure in saying that we have in contemplation

at the present time a course of evening lectures, illus

trated by experiments, on the practical applications of

electricity. lam not clear that it would be desirable

for the college to try to maintain a night school in elec

tricity. On the other hand, the course of lectures re

ferred to, if determined upon, will afford an interesting

test as to the quality and extent of the demand for such

a service. When the details are completed, I shall be

much pleased to communicate them to you.

Respectfully, SETH Low, President.

Meanwhile we are in a position to assure our readers

who are interested that, if the Columbia course should

fail to meet their needs, a way will be found to give

them what they want. But there is every reason to be

lieve that the lectures mentioned by President Low will

prove to be just in line with what is sought by our cor

respondents. The success of the whole matter depends,

however, upon how general the desire for an electrical

night school is. In order that we may possess full in

formation on the subject, will such as have not already

filed letters with us, kindly send us their names, and in

' dicate in writing what branch of the subject they are

especially interested in? This will be of benefit to all

concerned. We have to thank our esteemed contem

poraries, the Szfcntzfiz Amtrim/1 and the Indus!/-fa! IVor1d,

_for lending a hand in the cause we have undertaken.

SOME FUNNY ADVICE.

THE New York correspondent of Eng1'rzve/-1'/zg (London)

goes out of his way to show his prejudice against the

electric-motor. Being called upon to report the meeting

of the American Society of Civil Engineers, he intro

duces his notes of a paper read, by saying that he is one

who believes that the only way to save money by an

electric-motor is by not buying it. That sounds very

witty, but the sentiment is not becoming to a journal of

high standard, especially one which has shown such

liberality in the ample treatment of electrical subjects.

Again, where a southern street railway representative

stated the well-known fact that people ride on the elec

tric-railway for pleasure, and that the revenue is in

creased accordingly, this correspondent shows his con

tempt for such an argument by sayinflthat many do so
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down South where people have plenty of leisure, but he

would not advise building a railroad upon such a busi

ness basis. This is all very funny now, but it will not

read so well a few years hence. This brand of advice

will not prevent the continued expansion of the electric

motor business, but it will lessen the respect of the

readers of Engzmering for its foreign correspondence,

which is supposed to emanate from an unbiased stand

point, and _has heretofore been valued accordingly.

THE FIELD RA|Lv_vAY PATENT.

WHEN the electric railway patent of Stephen D. Field

was issued to him, and his distinguished relatives of the

same name, we commented on the fact that the probabil

ities as to the point of attack in the litigation which was

sure to follow were uncertain, because it was not known

what the railway affiliations of the Field family were. It

now seems that they are going to carry on the fight on

their own hook, and they have begun the battle by bring

ing suit against the Edison General Electric Company

This will constitute one of the most important cases of

litigation in which an electrical invention was ever con

cerned, as it involves practically the control of the entire

electric railway business.

SMALL MOTORS.

WI-IILE the electric railway is booming in every direc

tion, and schemes are continually coming before

the public involving the use of motors of great power,

on surface or elevated roads, there has been a quiet and

remarkable development of the small motor from yé

horse power, up to 3 or 5 horse power. The uses to

which these small motors may be put are almost

numberless. Sewing machines, ventilating fans and

small industries, find in the electric motor a most

efficient aid. Noiseless, simple, and occupying but little

space, inexpensive and capable of almost endless adapta

tion ; it needs only a single trial to make a conquest. _

There are many houses, offices and stores where pow

er could be economically used, but where not enough is

_required to make it profitable to put in a steam plant.

In such cases the small electric motor came to the res

cue, and wherever incandescent light circuits or pow

er wires are run, a connection and a switch are all that

are needed. Quite a number of printing offices have

already installed small motors, and presses which for

. merly were operated by hand are now worked by the

electric motor with perfect success.

Some of the electric companies have already made an

important feature in their business to consist in the

building and installation of small motors. The C. & C.

Company have found that church and concert hall

organs can be blown by the motor much more satisfac

torily than by hand and much much more economically

than by steam, gas or water -engine. The Elektron

Manufacturing Co., have gone largely into the making

of small motors of from yé horse power up, for all sorts

of small industries and domestic purposes, and from the

success already attained in this branch of the art, it is

shown that a long felt need has been supplied.

In the pursuance of great objects, we must not over

look the small things of life. Many of these small things

are just as necessary to our comfort and happiness as

the great things which attract our attention. The small

electric motor is modest, but it is a most welcome

assistant, and one which is sure to increase in popularity

as it becomes more widely known.

Tm-: remarkable changes which are gradually being

brought about in manufacturing, are strikingly shown

by the placing of a contract for Corliss engines by an

electric light company in Providence, R. I., with a Mil

waukee, Wis., firm over a thousand miles distant by

railroad. Providence was the birthplace of this type of

engine, but the indications are that New England

manufacturers must be alive to the fact, that the West

and South are forging ahead. As a matter of fact the

builders of first-class steam engines are all overrun with

work, due in a great measure to electrical development,

hence many orders are declined.

THE repaving of Broadway was begun on September

22d. The existing pavement was laid nearly twenty

five years ago. The present work has been delayed in

order to permit any changes that may be necessary in

subterranean conduits of all classes. The new cable

conduit for the Broadway street railroad will also be

laid down. It was the intention to postpone this work

until spring, but the paving could not well be delayed.

We should have been pleased to note the electrical

equipmentof this line, but the cable is so far superior

to horses that the public will be the gainer, and the

mechanical juggernaut when well in harness will prob

ably relieve electricity of the odium it has so unjustly

borne for a few years past, as a dangerous agent.

Tm; price of aluminum has again been reduced ; this

time to one dollar per pound. It can doubtless be pro

duced at a much lower price, and it is evident that the

manufacturers are feeling their way toward the point

where an increased output is more profiitable than limi

ted sales at a high price. The metal is almost an entire

stranger to the mechanic of to-day: in fact it has not

been with us long enough to secure the universal adoption

of a name, which varies between aluminium and alu

minum according to the taste or nativity of the person ‘

who mentions it. Its rapid introduction will depend

entirely upon how perfectly it meets the claims in prac

tice, which its advocates have long maintained in theory.

OUR readers will note that in the November number of

ELECTRIC POWER, we have put all the Electric Railway

news under one head and one alphabet, instead of dis

tributing the various items under several different heads.

The object of this simplification is to facilitate reference,

and that all the news of the Electric Railways in any

particular city shall be found in one alphabet. We think

the change an improvement, and hope our readers will

so regard it.
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ELECTRIC MOTIVE POWER ON ELEVATED RAIL

WAYS.‘

BY WILLIAM NELSON SMITH.

 

INTRODUCTION.

The electric motor was, soon after its invention, ap

plied to locomotion, and its development in this direc

tion has always been an attractive problem for engineers.

It is hardly five years since the electric street railway

became established on a commercial basis,_and its pro

gress in that time has been exceedingly rapid. '

But the street railway has received the almost undi

vided attention of those interested in electrical locomo

tion, and aside from a few experiments, for they can

hardly be called anything more, very little has as yet

been done in applying electricity to more general railway

work. There has been~a unanimous call for city and

suburban rapid transit on the ordinary street railways,

in cities all over the country ; and those to whom we

are most indebted for the recent advances in this direc

tion have had, for this very reason, but little time to de

vote to the more general application of electricity to

long lines of railroad, all of which is now operated by

steam locomotives. But several able engineers have,

despite other and more pressing calls upon their time,

made experiments in the operation of steam railroads

by electrical motive power. Although it cannot as yet

be said to have passed out of the experimental stage,

enough has been done to show that we need not shrink

from the problem that it brings before us, either in

the design of plant and rolling stock, or in cost of con

struction and operation.

The problem of applying electricity to the operation

of street railways having been successfully solved, it is

quite natural to look toward the elevated steam railway

as the field in which next to test the capabilities of the

electric motor, if itcan be further developed as a means

of locomotion. It is, so to speak, the first step beyond

the street-car ; and if electricity can be economically ap

plied to the solution of the vexed problem of rapid

transit that now confronts some of our -largest cities, it

is safe to say that its general adoption upon the steam

railroads may be ultimately looked for.

The object of this thesis is to indicate, first, the best

method of applying electrical motive power to elevated

railways, so far as the writer is able to judge ; second,

the general design of the electrical machinery required

for the operation of the roads proposed in Chicago;

third, an estimate of the cost of such installation, and a

comparison of the cost of steam and electrical operation.

Before going farther, it may be of interest to look at

what has been already done in this line.

HISTORY.

It is not the writer's purpose to sketch the history of

electric railroading except in so far as it applies to this

particular branch of the subject.

Mr. Stephen D. Field was the first to conceive of the

application of modern dynamo-electric machinery to the

railway. He applied for patents early in 1880. In 1881

hettiiad a road in operation at Stockbridge, Massachu

se .

Mr. Thomas A. Edison was also experimenting in the

Same direction at about this time, and applied for pat

ents not long after Mr. Field. Edison, in 1880, built a

railway somewhat less than half a mile long, near his

laboratory at Menlo Park, New ]ersey.

The Siemens brothers, of Germany, also experiment

ed W1th_ the electric railway, but though they were not

far behllld in point of time, their work was subsequent

to that of the two American inventors. Of these two,

‘A thesis read at Sibley College, Corngll Univq-;igy_ May‘ ‘g9o_

Mr. Field was eventually awarded priority, but the two

interests were soon after consolidated.

Shortly before the opening of the Chicago Railway

Exposition in 1883, it was proposed to build and operate

an electric railway, which should be one of the features

of the great display of railway appliances. In the short

time given for the completion of this task, it was im

possible to design special machinery for the purpose, so

Messrs Edison and Field had to adapt to their use such

electric machinery as they could easily obtain. Gener

ator and motor were Weston shunt machines. The 10

comotive, of course, had to be built to the motor. The

track was of three foot gauge, and about a third of a

mile in length, with two curves of fifty-six feet radius.

A central rail brought current to the motor, and the

track was used for the return. This locomotive, “ The

judge," was the first ever operated in this country for

business purposes. This was in June, 1883. While on

exhibition, it ran 446.25 miles, and carried 26,805 pas

sengers.

The success of Mr. Leo Daft's experiments, in 1883.

began to attract some attention. After some prelimi

nary trials his motor, the “ Ampere" was run on the

Saratoga and Mount McGregor Railroad. Being too

light for its work, it jumped the track on a curve, but

otherwise, its performance was satisfactory. Its actual

performance consisted in hauling an ordinary railway

car weighing ten tons and containing sixty-eight per

sons, in addition to the motor itself, which weighed two

tons and had five persons on it. The speed attained

was eight miles per hour on a track having a grade of

ninety-three feet to the mile. The maximum duty was

about 12 horse-power.

In 1884 Mr. Daft continued in the same line, equip

ping small roads at Coney Island, at the Mechanics‘

Institute Fair in Boston, and at the New Orleans Expo

sition. In 1885 he equipped two miles of street railway

near Baltimore using the central rail system of distribu

tion, with ground return, and a separate locomotive.

In the same year, Mr, Daft began experiments on the

Manhattan Elevated Railway of New York City. His

electric locomotive, the Benjamin Franklin, was designed

for seventy-five horse power and a normal speed of

eighteen miles per hour. It weighed nine tons and was

about fourteen feet long. A number of runs were made

with it, but it seemed too light for its work, and was

rebuilt. In October, 1888, Mr. Daft began a new and

more elaborate system of trials, the weight of his motor

having been increased to ten tons. The results of these

experiments, in part, have been published in the Transac

tions of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers,

Vol. VI. No. 10, (October, 1889).

The mean speed attained was, with a. three car empty

train, about twenty-three miles per hour, and Mr. Daft

claims that on a level, he attained twenty-eight miles

per hour. With a train of four Sixth Avenue cars, each

weighing fifteen tons, plus the motor, weighing ten tons,

a mean speed of 18.15 miles per hour, with a maximum

of 25.24 miles, was attained and the mean I. H. P. at the

power station was 129.3. Mr. Daft does not publish any

statements at to the exact efficiency of the system. From

experiments subsequently conducted by the engineering

department of the railway company, this was found to

be rather lo\v, particularly at the instant of starting.

The problem had also been attacked meanwhile by

Mr. Frank ]. Sprague, who made some experiments on

the Thirty-fourtli street branch of the Third avenue line

of the Manhattan railway. Mr. Sprague went at it in a.

somewhat different way. Instead of having a regular

electric locomotive, he adopted-the plan of putting the

motors in the trucks of a car, thus utilizin the entire

weight of car and passengers for traction. aving de
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voted all h'1S attention to the development of the electric

motor, Mr. Sprague had worked out some very interest

ing facts, which he was enabled to apply in these exper

iments. Chief among them are the method of flexible

sus ension of the motors, centering them on the axle

an giving them resilience by means of springs; the

varying of the output by strengthening or weakening

the magnetic field in inverse proportion to the power

demanded; and the system of electric breaking which

became available, when using the shunt-wound motor,

by converting the motor into a dynamo and using the

train's kinetic energy to restore electrical energy to the

line, this performance of work by the train tending, of

course, to stop it. Mr. Sprague claims to have obtained

in this way, a return in electrical energy of sixty per

cent. of so much of the train's kinetic energy as he was

able to use, or about eight-ninths. The use of ordinary

brakes was thus made unnecessary, and by simply vary

ing the field strength, he was enabled to handle his train

very easily. Owing to the limit to which his strength

of field may be carried, it becomes necessary to close

the armature on a local circuit when the speed had been

reduced about two-thirds, as the peripheral velocity of

the armature was then too low to raise the armature

potential above that of the line. As for the remainder

of the energy of stopping, Mr. Sprague proposed to em

ploy it in heating the cars.

Since the above experiments were made, Mr. Sprague

has designed a 300 horse-power motor car, which will

be considered later. Mr. Stephen D. Field, two or three

years ago, designed and built an electric locomotive,

which was tried on the Thirty-fourth street branch of

the Manhattan railway. The chief peculiarity of this

machine consisted -in the size of the armature and its

mode of connection to the drivers. Cranks were keyed

to the armature shaft at each end, and the crank-pins

each took hold of the middle of a side rod, each end of

which was attached by a crank-pin to a driving wheel,

as in the ordinary locomotive. The grade on this branch

is quite steep, and the usual load for a locomotive is only

one car. Mr. Field's motor weighed about 13 tons, and

hauled the coach up the grade at a speed of about eight

miles per hour, and required about 38 electrical 'horse

power.

At present, very little is being done in this country to

advance the “state of the art." There is at Sunbury,

Pennsylvania, a short line of railroad operated by elec

tricity, a sort of connecting link between two roads,

both freight and passengers being hauled. In England,

a new system of underground railways in London, is

being operated by electricity, a speed of 30 miles per

hour being attained.

So far as the writer is aware, these few examples con

stitute all that has been done as yet toward the substi

tution of electrical for steam motive power. At present

there are about 250 street railways operated electrically,

while only the two last mentioned lines have substituted

electricity for steam.

But despite the conservatism of the railroad mana

gers, there are not wanting engineers who are convinced

that the extension of the electric motor into territory

now occupied by steam, is not a really diflicult problem.

It is encouraging to note, that, at the present time (May,

'90), the West End Railway Co., of Boston, is endeavor

ing to obtain permission to build a line of electrical ele

vated railway for suburban traffic, to supplement their

large system of electric street cars in that city. And in

Chicago, there is a provision in the charter of the West

Chicago Rapid Transit Co. that electricity may be used

as a motive power. The manager of the Manhattan

Railway Co., Colonel I-Iain, told the writer that they

would change their system to an electrical one the mo

ment they were satisfied that it could be so operated,

without being subject to any liability to accident, or to

unusual losses in economy of operation. There seems to

be a growing sentiment among engineers that at no

very distant day the electric motor will be applied to

the elevated systems, but it is not likely that the Man

hattan Company will adopt it, until it has first been

proved successful somewhere else. '

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS.

There are three methods of applying electricity to the

propulsion of a train ; first, using an electric locomotive

independent of the rest of the train, as in steam prac

tice; second, placing a motor in one or both trucks of

each car, and controllin them from a single point;

third, a combination of tlge above methods, using a mo

tor car, which will accommodatepassengers, with motors

in the trucks. '

While undoubtedly advisable for use on solid ground,

the first method, in elevated railway work, offers no ad

vantage over the steam locomotive beyond, perhaps, a

decrease in fuel expenditure. The electric locomotive

must be nearly as heavy as its steam predecessor in order

to handle the train, and this does not relieve the struc

ture of the shocks due to the concentration of eighteen

to twenty tons in ' a space of twelve to fifteen feet.

While the members of a truss may be perfectly able to

withstand these shocks, the punishment they receive is

found to have a tendency to loosen the rivets, and this

constitutes the principal source of danger. Hence if we

desire to increase the weight of trains, the locomotives

must have a corresponding increase in weight; but this

will necessitate increased strength of the structure, and

will increase the wear and tear. So if this, which is not

the least important of all the considerations, is to be

taken into account, we cannot safely adopt the separate

locomotive.

The second method, of placing motors under each

car, while it may be practicable, will probably not be

used on any extended scale on account of the greater

cost and less efiiciency of a large mumber of small

motors, as compared with a smaller number of large

ones of equal aggregate power. Besides, the entire

weight of the train is not necessary for traction, only a

third or fourth of it being required, so that this would

be really unnecessary. The difiiculties of handing all

the motors simultaneously, the extra cost, and the de

creased efiiciency, are all against this method.

The third method is that proposed by Mr. Sprague to

meet the existing conditions of traffic on the Manhattan

Railway. His plan is to place powerful motors in the

trucks of a car constructed for the purpose, not differing

greatly in general dimensions from the ordinary car.

The total available horse power is three hundred, or one

hundred fifty per truck. Each truck has two motors, of

peculiar construction-, and the_motors are centred upon

the axles supported for the most part by them. The

axles are five inches diameter, and the wheels are forty

two inches. Each motor is of seventy-five horse power,

and has two armatures. The car is like an ordinary

elevated car, save that the platforms are closed in and

the floor framing raised for about ten feet from each end,

over the trucks. These spaces are partitioned off inside

the car, each as an engineer’s room, with duplicate

operating mechanism in each, so that the car can be run

from either end. Over the trucks are trap-doors with

heavy glass panels, which permit of easy inspection of

the motors at any time. The space in the centre of the

car is given up to passengers, and has side doors for

their ingress and egress. This car will have a tractive

effort of twenty thousand pounds and should be able to

take care of any train on the Manhattan road very easily.

a
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This motor car is designed to meet the conditions of

traflic as they exist at present. It has the advantage of

spreading the weight that is necessary for traction over

a large distance, thus relieving the structure, and at the

same time it has motors which are large, reasonably

efiicient, and easy of inspection ; and part of the paying

load can be utilized for traction. Mr. Sprague prefers,

however, the use of small train units, say of two cars

each, which would enable them to be started and_ stopped

rather more easily than in the case of large trains. By

the system of electrical braking which he put into prac

tice, a large proportion of the trains would, at any

instant, be restoring energy to the line. The more fre

quent the trains, the more frequent are the stoppages,

and the more marked is this advantage.

The method which the writer would advocate would

be to run three-car trains, and make one of these cars a

motor car, similar to 'Mr. Sprague‘s plan above-men

tioned. . The motors would not need to be excessively

heavy, for a train of this size, and taking everything

into consideration, I should consider this about the most

economical size of train for traffic of this kind.

In this discussion, no mention has been made of the

storage battery. As is well known, its excessive weight

is prohibitory at the outstart, though by careful experi

ment, this has been recently reduced. While used to

some extent in street railway work, and possessing ad

vantages over any other method of propulsion in streets -

which are very crowded, all that can be as yet said of

it is, that while it has succeeded in reducing operating

expenses from those incurred in the use of horses; it has

not yet arrived at the point where it could successfully

compete with the steam locomotive, least of all on an

elevated railway. While many are sanguine of its ulti

mate success, and receive occasional encouragement, it

is not likely that it will ever be used in elevated railway

work until its weight has been reduced even below

that which might permit its use on or below the surface

of the ground, as a substitute for the steam locomotive.

We may, therefore, in considering the elevated railway

problem, feel perfectly justified in_ leaving the storage

battery out of the question.

The only other way of obtaining electrical power is

by transmission from one or more central stations. The

system may be operated in two ways ; first, by constant

current, and second, by constant potential distribution.

The constant current, or “ series system," as it is gen

erally called, has been tried with fair success, in opera

ting street railway cars. Its main advantage is in the

fact that its use necessitates a “block system," and two

trains could not approach nearer each other than the

length of a block. The principle of electric braking

would also become available. But unless arather large

current were used, this system would necessitate either

excessively high potentials, or a multiplication of power

stations, and any accident to a motor or its connection

might be detrimental to the operation of the remainder

of the cars in the same circuit. This system has been

developed by Mr. Sidney N. Short, of Cleveland, Ohio.

Although in the future it will probably become better

known than now, the writer would not make the at

tempt to apply it on a large scale at present. We will,

therefore, consider distribution at constant potential.

The circuit may be arranged in three ways : first, by

double overhead system ; second, by a conduit or third

rail system, on the road-bed, with the rails as the return

circuit ; third, a single overhead wire, with return

t11I‘011g‘h the track.

The first of these methods is rather cumbersome, in

volving twice as much copper as the third, and a larger,

heavier and more complicated trolley. The second may

be better, but is inconvenient by reason of the position

of the conductor, which must be broken at every switch,

turn-out or crossing, and is in the way of the trackmen.

It is also likely to be a great source of loss in wet or

snowy weather, as insulation is then a difficult, if not an

impossible matter. But the overhead system with rail

return saves copper, diminishes leakage, as it can be

quite thoroughly protected, is out of the way, is not in

terfered with by switches, etc., but isahelp in such mat

ters instead of a hindrance. The method of rail return

has another great advantage, in a double track system,

for it permits the adoption of athree-wire system, using

the tracks as the third wire. This effects a great saving

in copper, and is as practicable as in incandescent light

ing. The only objection in the present case would be,

that to double the potential difference between the two

main conductors wouldnecessitate extra care in insulation

The speed at which cars should be run depends some

what on circumstances; the train intervals and the dis

tance between stations being factors in the question. In

New York, the maximum is not much over 20 miles an

hour, and the average, including stops, is only 11 or 12

miles. In Chicago, the Lake St. Road will run at a

maximum of 30 miles, an average, probably, about 18 or

20, including stops. The South Chicago and the “Test

Chicago roads have a maximum of 25, and will probably

average 15 or 16 miles.

The peripheral velocity of the armature should also

be taken into account, for a given motor,.as it is not

best to exceed the original value for which the machine

was designed, by any very great amount. As yet there

are no improvements in gearing which will enable the

armature to run at the same speed continuously under

all loads, whether the car is at full speed or not. If some

method of gearing could be devised which would per

mit of this, it would be of immense value, as it would

obviate to some extent the great drafts of current which

a motor demands when starting its load, as the counter

E. M. F. would be always maintained by virtue of the ro

tation of the armature. Mr. George Westinghouse, ]r.,

is said to have patented a device of this nature, usingan

oil bath in connection with it, but no details have as yet

been published.

This inefiiciency at the instant of starting and for a

few moments after, is one of the greatest obstacles in

the path of the electric locomotive, when operated at a

constant potential. A constant current system would,

of course, obviate this matter of excessive current to

some extent, but whether it would perform the work of

starting a train with any greater total efficiency, is a

question that I have not seen discussed. As to control

ling the speed of the train, Mr. Sprague has proved be

yond question that this can be done by varying the field

strength in inverse ratio to the speed. By the use of a

shunt wound motor, the field current is perfectly inde

pendent of the armature current, and the field can be

easily controlled by a rheostat. This also permits the

introduction of electrical braking, as mentioned before.

In a system of this kind, the advantages of having a

part of the power returned, cannot be over-estimated.

Series machines are usually used for railway work, be- '

cause of their great initial effort, which is really an au

tomatic effect. But when used on a constant potential

system such as we are considering,‘ the principle of elec

tric braking does not apply, as regards returning energy

to the line, though by reversing either the armature or

field current, it can be stopped and reversed very quick

ly. The shunt method, for the present case is prefer

able, however, for it admits of much closer regulation

and adjustment than the other, and also is a source of

economy, when stopping the train. As mentioned pre

viously, a portion of the energy of stopping can be used

for heating the train.
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Besides the saving in weight of a train of given carrying

capacity, and consequent increase of the life of the

structure and of facility in handling the train, there also

arises the question of economy of operation. But before

considering this question in detail, let us consider the

matter of generation of power.

The operation of a central station can, if it is properly

constructed, be made very economical. The power

should be well subdivided, both for the sake of flexibility

and efficiency under all conditions of load, and also for

immunity from accident. The high speed engine is now

being compounded with excellent results, and is develop

ing gradually into the triple expansion. The opinion

of an excellent authority, Mr. C. ]. Field, is, that the

best arrangement for a plant of such size as will be here

needed, would consist in using triple expansion high

speed engines of five hundred horse-power each, belted

direct to multipolar dynamos. These, for railway work,

would need to be compound wound. If ground were

valuable, as is usually the case in cities, the boilers and

engines would be placed in the basement, and the dyna

mos on the floor above.

As regards boilers, the Babcock and Wilcox water-tube

boiler has probably no superior for work requiring, as

this would, the use of high pressure with minimum floor

space. Its immunity from accident is also a great con

sideration. To be sure, they may cost more than the

ordinaryreturn tubular boiler, but their greater safety,

equal economy and less space will go a long way toward

their adoption. Their universal use in large plants in

cities is suflicient testimony to their value for this sort

of duty.

The engines, if economy of floor space requires it,

may be built after the vertical or marine pattern. This

will, of course, require more head room than would

otherwise be needed, particularly if the “four-cylinder

triple” be used, having two pairs of cylinders in tan

dem, the low pressure cylinder being divided. The ad

dition of condensers increases the efficiency of the sys

tem, provided there is plenty of water, and the air-pump

does not waste too much steam. Independent conden

sers, so-called, are the best for all such work, and are

very widely used. The exhaust steam from the air

pump may be used in a variety of ways. Often it is

used to heat the feed water, which the exhaust of the

main engine is not usually applied to when condensing.

A novel method, told the writer by Mr. Walter C. Kerr,

of New York, was to turn the exhaust of the feed and

air-pumps into the receiver or low-pressure steam-chest

of a compound engine.

Feed water heaters are used either in the way just

mentioned, or sometimes between the engine and con

denser. They are of great assistance, both in economy

of fuel and in preservation of boilers. In the present

case, they would probably be run with the air-pump ex

haust. They are often able to heat the water to consid

erably over 100 degrees Fahrenheit. Dynamos, of the

size that would be necessary for the work in hand, are

usually very efficient, eighty-five to ninety per cent.,

being a common figure. They should be belted direct

to the engines,‘ and, particularly when operating a

three-wire system, it is preferable to have two machines

belted direct to one engine. A 500 horse-power engine

would therefore drive two dynamos of 25o horse-power

each. Direct belting avoids the use of counter-shafting,

which is always a source of inefficiency, expense and

danger. The engines of the type under consideration,

would run at about 150 revolutions per minute. In

order to have a convenient velocity ratio, and at the

same time get the required peripheral velocity of arma

ture, the dynamos would be multipolar. For the high

potential at which it would be necessary to work, six

hundred and sixty volts at the station, the Gramme ring

type of armature would be preferable, chiefly on account

of the better insulation obtainable. This is the princi

pal reason for the adoption of this type by the Thomson.

Houston Company, in building the large dynamos for

the West End Railway Co.’s great power station, in

Boston. They also say that it offers certain°mechanical

advantages.

These dynamos would all feed into three “ bus.bars,"

as in any three-wire incandescent plant. The positive

and negative bus bars would be connected to the two

copper conductors on the line, while the neutral bar

would be connected with the ground.

Having outlined the plant, the economy of the entire

system can now be considered. The locomotives of the

Manhattan Railway burn about six pounds of good an

thracite coal per horse-power per hour, and about six

teen per cent. of its total cost, at the engine, goes for

haulage and handling.

If the central power station be located by a railroad,

or by the water side, the cost of handling is reduced to

a minimum. And by using bituminous coal, costing

not over $3.00 per ton, we effect another great saving ;

for this, when burned under good stationary boilers,

will give an evaporation of not less than eight and one

half pounds of water per pound of coal. The triple ex

pansion condensing engines, such as have been consid

ered, will develop a horse-power on seventeen pounds of

water per hour. Hence their coal consumption is two

pounds of coal per one horse-power per hour, which all

will agree, is a very reasonable estimate when the pro

gress of the past few years, in economical engine duty,

is considered. In Chicago, anthracite costs about $5

per ton, and bituminous coal about $3. If the assump

tion be made that a locomotive in Chicago will have to

develop the same average power as on the Manhattan

railway, which is about 70.3 horse-power, and if it be

also assumed that the efficiency of an electrical system

from engine to car-axle be 55 per cent., 79.3 horse

power would require the expenditure of 127 horse

power at the power station; and there would be re

quired six times 70.3, or 421.8 pounds anthracite coal

per hour, costing $1.05, while with an electrical system

there would be consumed, for the same amount of power

developed, twice 127, or 254 pounds of soft coal per hour,

costing thirty-eight cents. These estimates do not in

clude the cost of handling the coal, on the one side, nor

the cost of condensing water, etc., on the other. They

may be considered very liberal, but the duty is similar

. to what is being done every day by the best engines.

The electric efficiency has been taken as rather low.

With the large dynamos that would be used, the efi‘i

ciency of the first conversion should be ninety per cent.

The line efiiciency should also be ninety per cent., giving

ei hty-one per cent. at the motor terminals. This, if we

taie the whole at fifty-five per cent., will allow sixty

eight per cent. efficiency for the motors, which is rather

low when their large capacity is considered. From what

precedes, it can be seen that an electrical railroad would

certainly be more economical in consumption of fuel

than a steam system, both developing the same horse

power, or working at the same rate. But with an elec

trical system such as has been here outlined, the motor

car is made to carry passengers, and thus an electrical

train will carry more passengers than a steam train of

the same weight. And by the use of lighter trains,

greater ease in-handling is obtained, and the absence of

the heavy locomotive greatly diminishes the wear andtear

of the road-bed. Still further economy is effected by elec

trical braking, which according. to Mr. Sprague, would

diminish the cost of the power plant by about forty per_

cent, Add to these C0IIl1.1l€1'_Cla1 aspects, the fact that if
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electricity were substituted for steam, the citizens living

along the route or making use of the streets traversed

by an elevated system, would not be subjected to the

continual nuisances of smoke, gas, oil, water, ashes, etc.,

which they would otherwise have to endure, and _darn

ages to property owners would be enormously dimm

ished. If originally built for electrical operation, the

elevated structure could be much more lightly con

structed than is possible with steam trains.

The conditions prevailing on an elevated road, are, in

general, infinitely more favorable to electrical operation

than those on an ordinary surface railroad, in the street

below, and can be mastered with much less difiiculty.

Mud and dust will be unknown quantities; moisture and

snow will be of comparatively little consequence; there

is no interference from any other traflic, and in short,

everything is in favor of the adoption of electrical mo

tive power.

The chief objections offered by the Manhattan Rail

way officials are, that in the experiments hitherto made,

the electric locomotives could not get up speed in the re

quired distance with a load as heavy as that hauled by a

steam locomotive; and that the electric locomotive, as

far as developed at present, is exceedingly inefiicient,

particularly at the start.

It seems to the writer that the first objection might be

overcome if care were taken in providing a sufficiently

heavy motor, and putting power enough into it to start

up a train as quickly as is clone by steam. In view of

what has been accomplished in street railway work, it

does not seem such an impossible problem to solve, if it

be attacked in the right way, as to distribution of weight

and supply of power. As to the second objection the

fact seems to be lost sight of that a steam locomotive,

when starting a train and taking steam the whole length

of the stroke, is also a very inefiicient motor. On the

Manhattan Railway a locomotive is running twenty

hours, and is using steam six hours. But during the

fourteen hours when steam is shut off from the cylinder,

the boiler pressure has to be maintained at 130 pounds

per square inch, and a roaring hot fire must be kept up.

VVhatever the working efliciencies of the two may be,

the costs in dollars and cents of electrical motive power,

with trains of equal weights, can be reduced to a little

over a third of the present cost of steam power, or even

less, as was shown by the figures. However important

the matter of speed may be, the second objection, as to

lack of efiiciency does not hold at all, and still less when

the dollars and cents are reckoned up. Considering all

the advantages that would accrue, both to the railway

companies and their patrons, it is small wonder that all

look to electricity as the solution of the municipal rapid

transit problem. Not many have undertaken the task as

yet, but it is the writer's opinion that a little more con

certed eifort on the part of electrical engineers would

be of very great help in hastening the substitution of

electricity on the elevated roads.

GENERAL DESIGN or AN ELECTRICAL SYSTEM, FOR THE

ELEVATED Roans or CHICAGO.

Having outlined the general method to be followed in

designing the electrical equipment of an elevated road,

we will now look more closely into the various details,

as affected by the given conditions.

Chicago was selected as the scene of operations for

several reasons. Three elevated systems are now pro

jected or in process of construction in that city. As they

will not be in operation for some time to come, there is

perhaps a slight chance that one or more of them might

make a trial of electrical motive power, which would not

be prejudicial to the traffic of the road at the outstart,

when it is of course, problematical. Electrical motive

power is much more likely to be adopted on an entirely

new system than on any that are now operated by steam,

for the reason that any failures or breakdowns would

not cause as much general inconvenience nor really da

mage the traffic on an entirely new road, where the

traffic was as yet unsettled, as on an older system on

whose regularity of operation some tens of thousands of

people might be absolutely dependent. So it was thought

best to make all estimates for roads not yet completed,

in order that there might be a shadow of possibility of

the adoption of electricity at the outstart, and that the

idea might therefore seem more practicable than if plans

were simply made for the substitution of electricity on

a line now operated be steam. As has been said before,

the former and not the latter way, will probably be the

path of progress in this direction.

There are three lines now under way in Chicago : the

West Chicago Rapid Transit Co., the South Chicago

Rapid Transit Co., and the Lake St. Elevated Railroad

Co. The first starts at Market Street between W'ashing

ton and Randolph and cuts through buildings and all

directly West to Halstead, runs north on Halstead to

Randolph, west on Randolph to Ogden Avenue and along

the latter to Crawford Avenue, a distance of about five

and one half miles.

The South Chicago line, commonly called the “Alley

road,_ " starts at Van Buren Street and will run when com

pleted a distance of seven and one half miles, though

only about three and one half is at present under con

struction. It follows the alley between State Street and

Wabash Avenue, the entire distance, from Van Buren to

37th Street.

The Lake Street road starts at Canal Street and runs

west on Lake Street to the city limits. It will be ex

tended eventually to Oak Park or beyond, and will be

ten miles in length. The grades on these roads are

practically level. The stations will average about three

to the mile, for all three lines. The South Chicago line

and the Lake Street road are built of plate girders and

the West Chicago road will use the lattice girder. The

tracks will be twelve feet apart.

The train units will be assumed at three cars each, all

carrying passengers and with motors in the trucks of

the forward car. The assumption will be made that the

train is to receive a continuous acceleration up to fifteen

miles per hour, at which speed the motors will be ex

tending their maximum horse power. They will con

tinue to exert this maximum power, but accelerate at a

decreasing rate, until full speed, or twenty-five miles an

hour, is reached. The tractive co-efficient is assumed at

eight pounds per ton.

The acceleration given the train was assumed to be

such that it would attain the speed of fifteen miles per

hour within a space of two hundred and fifty feet from

the starting point. As will be shown later, this requires

an acceleration very nearly equal to that actually ascer

tained by experiment on the Manhattan Railway, as

given by Mr. Sprague in a paper published in the “E1ec

trician and Electrical Engineer” in February, 1886.

The weight of an empty passenger car, of the latest

pattern, such, as is in use in New York and Brooklyn,

was given by the manufacturers, the Gilbert Car Co. of

Troy, N. Y., as 26,000 pounds. It would be somewhat

difficult to crowd one hundred passengers into one of

these cars, (they seat 48) but that will be taken as the

greatest possible number, and used in the calculation.

The weight of the motor car, with, say, fifty passengers,

and its heavier motor trucks, may be assumed at 45,000

lbs. To recapitulate:
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Weight of Empty car, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..26,0oo lbs.

‘Weight of too passengers at 130 lbs . . . . . . . . . . .. 13.000 “

Total per car . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..3\),ooo

Weight of motor car loaded, 45,000 lbs.

Total weight of train. 45.000-}-39,ooo+39,ooo--123,000 lbs.

Train resistance of 61.5 tons at 8 lbs. per ton, is 492 lbs.

The problem is therefore to determine the horse power

required to so accelerate a train weighing 61.5 tons

against a constant retarding force of 492 lbs. through a

distance of 250 feet, that at the end of that distance the

train shall have acquired a velocity of fifteen miles per

hour or 22 feet per second.

This is a simple problem in dynamics covered by the

following formula:

 

51 an Mz)'2 M1102

Pa: = Ra: + 2 —-"Tm

O 0

Or integrating,

' 2

/’.t' = R1’ —|—in which 1’ is the accelerating force, R the retarding

force, s‘ the given distance and jlgithe kinetic energy

of the train at the end of the given distance.

123,000 X 222

64.32

usingjpound, foot and second as units.

Whence, P = 4194.24 or practically

P = 4200 pounds tractive pull.

The greatest rate of working and therefore the maximum

horse power will be called for when this velocity of 22

feet per second is attained

HP=££ =2‘->o~§—2 = 171.6, maximum.

55° 55°

This must be delivered at the axle. If 70 per cent. be

the efiiciency of the motors and gearing,

PX 25o:492X250+

 

 

17716 = 245 electrical horse-power, will be required

. O

at the motor terminals. The time occupied is found

thus:

1 = 72 2'1‘. whence t =_25'

11.

t = 500 = 22.7 seconds.

22

21 22

Also, 1) = -t- = 22 7 : .97 feet per square second, the

value of the acceleration.

In the paper by Mr. Spfague above referred to, he

finds that the engine, when drawing a four car train, ex

erts its maximum effort when the velocity has reached

about 16 feet per second. This he finds to be 163.1

horse-power at the axles. By reducing the weight of

the train from about 80 to 60 tons, and accelerating con

tinuously up to 22 feet per second, the power required

will be but slightly in excess of that required of a steam

locomotive : and as the acceleration is about 1 foot per

square second in both cases, up to the maximum rate of

-working, and this maximum is slightly larger with the

conditions that have been here assumed, it will be safe to

assert that the electric locomotive will get its train up

to full speed in as short a distance as the steam engine.

When the maximum horse-power has been reached,

P21

559 ~ .

attained. That is, as the velocity increases, the acceler

ating_force decreases, and the acceleration will grow less

the product remains constant until full speed is 

-about

and less. It will therefore require, for instance, a longer

time to accelerate from 15 to 30 miles per hour, than it

did from 0 to 15 miles. -

It will be quite sufiicient for the purpose if we assume

the figures found by Mr. Sprague, regarding the time

and space intervals concerned. Grade supposed level.

Average distance between stations, 1722 feet.

Distance run in accelerating to full speed; 625 “

Distance run at full speed, 808 “

Distance run, slowing to stop, 289 “

The-average speed in feet per second, for each por

tion, is about as follows :

Getting under way, . 19.7

Full speed, _ 294

Slowing to stop, _ 141

Mean between stations, _ 21,3

We may calculate the time interval consumed, from

the two foregoing summaries. 0

Time interval of accelerating, 625 + 19.7 = 31.7 sec.

“ running at full speed, . 808 + 29.1 = 27.7 sec.

“ slowing to stop, . 289 + 14.1 = 20.5 sec.

The average speed between stations, in miles per

hour, was found to be 14.7 on the Third avenue railroad.

The South Chicago road, from Van Buren to 37th st.,

is 3.41 miles long, and this distance is to be covered in

15 minutes 18 seconds.

There are nine stops to be made in this interval, and

allowing 15 seconds for each stop, there must be sub

tracted 2.25 minutes from the schedule time. This

leaves 13.05 minutes as actual running time, or an aver

age speed between stations of 15.6 miles per hour.

The Manhattan four-car trains, with locomotive, weigh

98 tons, loaded. A train of the size considered

here will weigh 61.5 tons, or less than two-thirds this

amount. It is safe to say, therefore, that the required

- average speed of 15.6 miles per hour can be obtained

with no greater expenditure of power than the speed of

14.7 miles with a train 1% times as heavy.

So the next thing to consider is the design of the

electric motor car.

The general outline of the construction preferred by

the writer has already been indicated. The idea is, to

have a single motor in each truck, with. two armatures ;

the armature pinions to mesh into a large gear between

them, said gear to be fast to a shaft that has crank disks

at each end outside the wheels, and the crank pins to

take hold of parallel rods which drive the wheels, as the

middle drivers of a mogul locomotive actuate the other

two pairs. The central shaft is also to carry the motor,

and passes through the centre of it, so that the motor is

balanced, and by means of springs attached to the frame,

has at all times an elastic contact between the gear and

the armature pinions.

Two motors of this type aggregating 170 horse power,

can each be placed in a truck of convenient size, having

42 inch wheels. It is a combination of Mr. Sprague's and

Mr. Field's ideas, and the aggregate power of the two

trucks is Sl1fi'lCl6I1l'. for propulsion under the assumed

conditions. For larger powers, Mr. Sprag'ue‘s system,

having a motor swung on each axle, would probably be

required; but for powers inside of 200 h. p. the method

here shown would save weight considerably.

There being 4 armatures per car, the 245 electrical

horse power necessary would be about 62 h.p. to each ar

mature. Operating with 600 volts at the armature ter

minals, the current would be about 77 aniperes. The

armature must therefore be designed to generate about

6oo.volts, and to carry a maximum of 77 amperes. When
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running at maximum speed, the peripheral velocity may

be taken at 3200 feet per minute. The magnetization

is of course weak at the maximum speed, and the machine

must be so designed that the weakest field can bring up

the E. M. F. of the motor nearly to that of the line.

When using a shunt motor and governing the speed

by the field, the magnetization varies inversely as the

speed. The maximum magnetization may be taken as

15,000 lines. It sometimes runs up in railway practice,

to 17,000 or even 19,000 lines, but this excessive satura

tion requires so much more energy in magnetizing force,

that it can hardly be called economical. By Hopkinson's

formula the number of volts per foot of wire is obtained,

assuming 70 per cent of the armature surface to be cov

ered by the pole pieces. The magnetization at maxi

mum speed will be assumed at 7,000 lines per square

centimetre.

7000 X 3200 X 30.5 X .70

10 X-%_-—-- = 2.43 volts. per foot.

As the two sides of'the armature each generate 600

600 X 2

1-43

mature, or 492 X 12 = 5904 inches of active wire, on the

periphery of the~armature will be required. _

In order to reduce the ratio of gearing as much as

possible, to save noise and wear, the diameter of the ar

mature, which is of the Gramme type, was assumed as

17 inches, which is as large as the vertical space avail

able for this type of motor, will permit. This gives a

circumference of 53.407 inches.

To carry the current of 38.5 amperes, the two sides of

the armature being in multiple, at a density of 500 cir

cular mils per ampere, will require No. 7 B. & S.

wire, whose diameter, including insulation, is 0.73 inch.

volts, = 492. feet of active wire on the ar

This will permit 308 wires per layer on the armature -

circumference.

5994..

_ 616

But as the number of wires per layer will not when

divided by four give an even quotient, we can not make

the commutator bars come out as they should. But 304

will, when divided by 4, give 76, an even number, and a

convenient one for the number of sections in a conimu

tator. Therefore, assuming 304 wires per layer, or 608

altogether,-we can obtain a new value for the length,

which now become 9.75 inches. And there will be 8

turns of wire in each section of the ring.

The air gaps will have [a length of %- inch each, or

5.08 centimetres for the four. From this drawing, it

will be seen that the lines of force pass through the two

armatures in succession, and then branch into two sec

tions, one above and one below the armatures. One ad

vantage of this construction is that by having consc

quent poles, there is less scattering of the lines of force,

and this form is, by reason of its symmetry, less liable

Assuming 2 layers, or 616 wires.

= 9.58 inches, the length of the ring.

. than most others to losses of this kind.

Now the number of turns on each branch of the field

is next to be ascertained. By measurements on the

drawing of the field magnets, as shown in the blue

print, the length of each branch of the magnetic circuit,

including the armature, is 285 centimeters, approxi

mately. The length of the air gaps is, altogether,

5.08 cm.

We may assume the maximum magnetization as

15,000 lines in the iron, and 14,000 in the gaps.

When B = 15000, H = 28.5, for wrought iron.

285 X 28.5 = 8122.5 C. G. S. units, Fm

For the gaps, 5.08 X 14000 = 71120 _C. G. S., Fg.

 

8122.

_71120.

Total F. 79242 C. G. S. units.

12%
— 1.26 = 62890 ampere turns.

So far the armature reaction, whose tendency is to

deniagnetize the field by setting up an opposing magnet

ization, has not been taken into account.

Mr. W. B. Esson, in a paper read before the Institute

of Electrical Engineers, in England, stated that as a fair

average, 33 per cent. of the ampere turns on the arma

ture should be added to the field cores, in order to over

come this effect ; and it will be best to make this allow

ance. Each side of the ring has about 38.5 amperes

flowing through it, and on each half there are 304 turns,

making 1 1,704 ampere turns; 33 per cent. of this number

is 3862.

62890 + 3862 = 66752 ampere turns.

If ten amperes be allowed as the maximum magnetizing

current, there will be 667 5.turns of wire on each core.

Allowing 1,000 circular mils per ampere, the size of

wire used will be No. 10 B. & S. The space occupied

by 6675 turns of this wire need not be more than 100

square inches in cross section. As the winding on each

limb is divided in half, and allowance is made for a coil

of three inches in depth, each coil will be between sixteen

and seventeen inches long.

The matter of ratio of cross-section of the core to that

of the pole pieces. is a question as yet not entirely settled.

It would seem in this case, as if a depth of 4% inches

would be suflicient. There would then be about 1470

feet of wire on the armature, weighing about 92.4 pounds.

The armature resistance would be that of one fourth

this length of wire, or about 0.183 ohms.

The cross-section of the field core is as shown in the

drawing, about 90 square inches. This may seem rather

large, but having only a drawing to go by, which was

presented to me by Mr. Sprague, this was followed with

-respect to general dimensions, in cases of doubt.

The length of an average turn of the field winding, is

about 65 inches, with core dimensions as taken in the

drawing. The total number of turns is 6675 X 2: 13,350.

This is equivalent to a total length of 72,312 feet. The

resistance of this length would be 72.3 ohms, which would

not permit the passage of the requisite magnetizing

current at the given preasure, 600 volts. But if the two

pairs of coils be put in multiple, the resistance will per

mit the use of a rheostat.

Such is the outline of the general design of the mo

tor. To work out every detail of construction would

take more time than it has been possible to devote to

this thesis. - ,

The appearance of the truck can be fairly well repre

sented by the drawing. To avoid the taking up head

room and at the same time retain strength, the crossbeam

of the truck, on which the end of the car rests, is com

posed of two six-inch heavy I-beams, 90 pounds per

yard. The velocity ratio of armatures to wheels should

be between 4 and 5, instead of 6, as shown.

The scale of drawing for the truck etc; is 1% inches

to the foot.

The axles are 4 inches in diameter, the central crank

shaft three inches, and the armature shafts 2% inches.

The total height of the truck is about 48 inches. The

ends of the car are to be raised accordingly, for a distance

of about ten feet. The middle portion will be at the

usual level, 36 to 38 inches above the top of the rail.

Each end is to be fitted up as an engineer's room. The

necessary apparatus would be main cut out, a field cut

out, a regulating field rheostat, and reversing switch,

with an ammeter and volt meter, just as there are
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pressure guages in a locomotive cab. In fact, an intel

ligent engineer would receive great assistance in operat

ing the motors, with the ammeter before him. There

should also be a “throttle, " or resistance of 8 or 9 ohms

which would be thrown in at the start and prevent the

burning out of the armature before its speed would be

sufficient to generate a counter-electromotive-force. The

“throttle " and field rheostat could be placed under the

middle of the car, or there might be separate ones for

each truck, all operated from.one set of levers, which

would have duplicate handles in each end of the car.

Such a locomotive would answer very well for duty

on the South Chicago and the West Chicago roads. On

the Lake St. road, the speed is to be somewhat higher,

and the motor truck devised by Mr. Sprague would be

preferable as it is much more powerful.

There is, perhaps, not much to commend the form of

motor and truck just discussed, save its comparative

lightness. The writer can not claim originality for

the type of motor employed, nor for the idea of the

crankshaft and side rods, but so far as is known, their

combination as herein indicated, has not been previously

proposed. The two fundamental ideas are both ex

cellent, and their combination,. for the particular purpoes

and conditions, ought to be a good one.

 
 

In order to compute the amound of copper necessary,

and the size of the power station, the maximum amount

of power required at any one time, must now be cal

culated.

On the South Chicago line, the estimate will be made

for the 3.41 miles at present under construction.

If 25 miles per hour be the maximum speed, the en

ergy required simply for over-coming the inertia of the

train will be

6.6
£~‘}—— = 2,562,639 foot-pounds

The stations overage 1,760 feet spart, and about 280

feet of this is covered while bringing the train to a stop.

leaving 1,450 feet as the traction distance. The resis

tance to the train has been already seen to be 492 pounds.

492 X 1,450 = 713,400 foot-pounds, the work expended

in traction.

275629639

113,400

Total, 3,276,039 foot-pounds, between each station.

3,276,039 -1- 33,000 = 99.27 33,000 foot-pounds units.

In one round trip, there are 18 stations.

99.27 X 18 = 1786 horse power per round trip, expressed

in 33,000 foot-pound units.

 

The Lake St. railroad is, so the writer was told, to be

operated at an average speed of twenty-five miles an

hour, with a maximum of thirty miles. The structure,

is very solid, and evidently capable of carrying the strain.

To operate at this speed would require not less than

300 horse power for a train of the size we have been

considering. For example, to accelerate a train weigh

ing 65 tons to a speed of twenty milles per hour within

a space of 400 feet requires 276 horse power. It would

certainly not be wise to count on less than this. Mr.

Sprague designed a 300 horse power motor car, to which

reference has several times been made. An illustration

of the motor truck is shown herewith, and the writer

would recommend its adoption where larger powers than

usual are required.

In making the horse power calculations, which follow,

I have followed the method given by Mr. Sprague, of

estimating the work done between each station, in foot

pounds and dividing by 33,000, getting what are termed

“ 33,000 foot-pound units. " Ascertaining the number

of these required per round trip, by multiplying by the

number of stations, and dividing the product by the

running time in minutes, the average horse power is

obtained.

Foot-pounds per station

33,000

No. of stations

running time

 
=average h. p.

  

If the trains be run by steam, they will consist of five

cars each, probably, and during the busy hours they will

be run at three minute intervals. The time for a round

trip will be not less than 32 minutes. There will thus be

about ten trains on at one time, or fifty cars in all. The

electrical trains will be of three cars each, and there will

be about 1 7 of them; Or, since the motor cars will not hold

as many passengers as the others, call the maximum

number of trains that will be running at once, 18.

99.27 X 18

—.32 _‘ ‘_

penditure, per train.

55.8 X 18 = 1,004 horse power, the maximum expendi

ture at any one time.

This is mechanical horse power, estimated at the axles.

It will be remembered that the efficiency of the

system was taken at 55 per cent, from steam engine to

car axle.

1,004 -:— .5 5!: 1,826 horse power, at the power generating

station.

But it will be remembered that, by the use of electri

cal braking, a portion of the energy of stopping may be

restored to the system in the form of current. It may

be assumed that a train will be stopped in the same in

terval of space as is now required for a steam train, or

about 290 feet. It will be remembered that traction

= 55.8 horse power, the average rate of ex
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assists in the work of retardation, and that it must there

for be subtracted from the total work done, in computing

the amount of power which the train Wlll make available

for external purposes, in stopping. As before, the work

done in changing the kinetic energy of the train is

2,562,639 foot-pounds.

The work of traction, 290 X 492 = 142,680 foot-pounds

The difference is 2,419,959 foot-pounds. _

In constructing the motor it has been assumed that it

will be governed by the field only between half speed

and full speed, it being necessary to introduce resistance

below half speed. Hence, since at half speed the train

has given up three-fourths of its kinetic energy, there

will be available three-fourths of the energy of stopping

to be turned into electrical energy, friction, and so forth.

0.75 X 2,419,959 = 1,814,967 foot pounds.

Dividing by 33,000. we obtain 55 horse-power, ex

pressed in 35,000 foot pound units. .

There being thirteen stops per round trip, we have, in

33,000 foot pound units, 990 horse-power available, per

train. As this is distributed over the 32 minutes of run

ning time, we have

99°

32

 -_- 30.9 horse-power per train; and as there are

1 eighteen trains, 30.9 X 18 = 556.2 horse-power, which

is capable of being partly reconverted into electrical

energy, and of application to the motors of other trains.

The total efliciency of this conversion, including fric

tion, fall of potential on line, etc., has been estimated by

Mr. Sprague at about 60 per cent.

556.2 X 0.60 = 333.7 horse-power saved, which may

be deducted from that computed as the total necessary

supply. .

1004 -— 334 = 670 horse-power, to be supplied at the

generating station. Of this about 1 100 horse-power will

be electrical energy, at the dynamos.

Now as to the copper required.

Mr. Sprague has enunciated a formula which he has

found to answer very well for such determinations. The

formula is empirical, and is as follows :

15,666 11 1

4152' (0

The circular mils are represented by cm, n is the

number of horse-power, 1 the length of the line in feet,

E the potential at the motor, 21 the fall in potential, and

cm.

‘ (0 the commercial efficiency of the motor, the power sta

tion being situated at the middle of the line.

Allowing a drop of 60 volts, and a motor efliciency of

70 per cent., the length of the line being 18,000 feet, and

the number of horse-power 1200. ‘

fin 15,666 X 1200 x 18,000 __

' 4 x 600 x 60 x .70 _ 3’357’°oo

But using the three-wire system will quarter the

amount, giving 839,250 circular mils as the aggregate

cross section for each conductor. This is the equivalent

of four No. 0000 B. & S. wires.

The chief engineer of the West Chicago road was not

able to give definite information as to the time required

to make a trip, but he gave as the maximum and aver

age speeds about the same as they were to be on the

South Chicago road, the running schedule will be as

$11Ir_1ed_as about proportional to the length of the road,

Which 1S about five and a half miles. The station inter

Vflls are about the same as on the South Chicago road.

The total number will be assumed as 36. If the time

required to traverse the length of the two roads are pro

portional to their lengths, the time required to run five

and a half miles will be about twenty-five minutes. We

may assume fifty-two minutes as the time for a round

trip.

Since the speeds and station intervals are practically

the same, there will be the same amount of power ex

pended between each station.

The number of three-car trains running at any one

time will, according to the proportionality assumed, be

about 30.

99.27 x 36 x 30

S2 _

by the trains.

55 x36 x 30x .60

52

tually returned to the system by the stopping of trains.

2061-636 1375 horse power, the actual horse power

which the trains demand of the station. The efficiency

being 5 5 per cent, there will be required an engine capa

city of 2,500 horse power. The electrical horse power

transmitted will be about 2,250.

Applying the formula for a 3-wire system

15,666 n 1

4x4Ev (0

__ 15,666 X 2,250 x29,040

_4x4x600x60x.70

= 2,5 39,000

This is the equivalent of 12 No. 0000 wires, over each

track.

We willnow consider the Lake St. road. This is to be

10 miles long when finished. The maximum speed is to

be 30 miles per hour; and the stations are, as before,

about a third of a mile spart. The schedule time. how

ever, will hardly be over 20 miles an hour, and as it is

not likely in the writer's opinion, that a round trip will

be made in less than an hour, that time will be assumed

in the calculations.

The assumption will also be made that in order to

stop, a train will have to begin slackening 350 feet from

the station. This is only a guess, but considering the

greater speed of the train, it may not be far out of the

way. The weight of the train will be taken at 65 tons.

Energy required to overcome inertia,

130,000 x 44

64.32

Energy required for traction :

Train resistance, 65 x 8 = 520 pounds

1,760 — 350 = 1410 feet

1,410 x 520 = 733,200 foot-pounds.

Total energy required, in' 33,000 foot pound units.

3,91’-',9==8n§_'/_33,=<><>

=2,06 1 horse power,the power demanded

= 686 horse power, the power ac

IIII =

 

-——- 3,912,928 foot-pounds.

—14o.8 horse power for each station

_ 33,000

interval.

The maximum number of three-car trains would be

35 at any one time.

Time of round trip, 60 minutes (approx)

Total number of stations, 60.

140.8 x 60 x 35

60 '

motors.

As before, three-fourths of the energy of stopping

will be considered as available for conversion.

Energy given out by slackening train, is 3,912,928 foot

pounds.

From this is subtracted that absorbed in traction,

350 x 520 = 182,000 foot pounds.

Difference, 3,730,928 foot pounds.

Dividing by 33,000 we obtain 1 13.06 units.

113.06 x 0.75 = 84.7 horse power in 33,000 foot pound

units, which is the power available for conversion at

each stoppage.

= 492.8 horse-power demanded by the
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———_—84'7X 60 X 35 X 0'60 = 1779 horse-power which is

_ 60

given back to the line.

_4928— 1779
 
O 55 = 5725 horse-power, the necessary engine

capacity at the,power station.

About 90 per cent. of this will be electrical horse

power, or about 5150 horse-power.

The calculation of the copper is as before.

It would probably be preferable, however, to have two

power stations, five miles apart, as this will again quar

ter the cost of the copper, and diminish the liability to

break down, to some extent. The amount of copper

varies inversely as the square of the number of stations.

The formula, after substitution, will be

15666 x 5150 x 52800
cm. =-—-~E ——

4x4x4x600x60x.70

2,642,000 equivalent to 16 No. 000 wires.

As an excellent type of power station of this character,

referred to the new Brooklyn Edison Central Station is

which embodies all the best features of modern practice.

The only advance that the writer would suggest, would

be the adoption of multipolar dynamos, and triple ex

pansion engines.

The design of the dynamos would be in the main, a

repetition of the motor problem, as far as the fundamental

principles are concerned. There being available all the

needed space, no restrictions would be laid as to size or

shape. In the writer's opinion that form is preferable

which has a ring-shaped field with pole pieces projecting

inwards toward the armature,_which rotates at its centre.

The Westinghouse dymano is a fair example of this

type. There are several methods of indicating _the

proper cylinder areas for a triple expension engine. The

writer undertook, by one of the simplest methods, indi

cated in Whitham's “ Steam Engine Design," page 156,

to ascertain the cylinder diameters of a triple expansion

engine of 500 horse power, running at 150 revolutions

per minute, stroke 30 inches, initial pressure 135 pounds

absolute, terminal pressure 8 pounds absolute, vacuum

of 4 pounds absolute.

and making allowances for drop, compression, etc. and

then dividing it into three equal areas, and ascertaining

the mean effective pressure of each diagram, the cyl

inder areas obtained by the formula given by Whitham,

were 131, 497, and 1,312 square inches, respectively,

giving diameters as 13, 25, and 41 inches. This is on

the supposition that each cylinder is to to do one third

the work. There are other considerations also, such as

the equalization of the three initial pressures, and the

proper range of temperature for each cylinder. -These

dimensions might have to be modified somewhat, for the

above reasons ; but they present a fair idea of the size

of the engine.

Illustrations are here given *" of a triple expansion

engine the designs for which were brought over from

France by Mr. Edison, last summer. The low-pressure

cylinder is divided, and cushioning for each part is ob

tained by placing the high pressure cylinder in tandem

with one, and the intermediate with the other.

Mr. Ball, of Erie, Pennsylvania, is now building en

gines on this plan. _

As to the line, wiring, and so forth : the trolley wire

will be held in clamps, and thoroughly insulated by vul

canite, or so me of the preparations now in common use.

The wire would be thoroughly protected by using a

shield of thin wrought iron plate, bent so as to form a

semi-cylinder about the upper side of the wire, and

thereby obviate any difficulties aristing from accidental

* We omit the illultrati0ns.—En. ELBC. Pown.

By drawing the theoretical card -

crossing of falling telegraph or telephone wires, at the

same time forming a good protection from the weather.

In view of the high potential, this matter of protection

from rain and snow ought to be taken into account.

These shields would be supported by central posts with

cross-arms extending over each track, at intervals cor

responding to the piers supporting the road. The weight

of this contrivance I have estimated at about 50 pounds

per running foot of double track railway, including the

posts.

Estimates have been furnished by Henry R. Worthing

ton firm of New York as to pumps and condensers, which

may be of interest.

For the South Side plant, of 1500 horse-power, a 10 &

6 x 10 Duplex Pump, costing $430, and Worthington

Independent Condenser, costing $3,000, For West Chi

cago plant, of 3,000 horse-power, a 14 & 18 % x 10

pump, costing $660, and condenser, $5,000.

For a single plant of 6500 horse-power, pump 20 & 12

x 10, costing $1,000 and condenser, $9,000.

For two plants, aggregating 6,500 horse-power. as is

actually considered, these figures might be slightly in

creased, but the cost would come easily within $2 per

horse-power. '

There are many other points of interest in all portions of

such a system, which would require more or less modifica

tions in order to suit the needs of the system; and a

treatise of almost indefinite length might be written,

were all of them considered. I have only attempted to

cover a few main points, those of the greatest import

ance. We can now proceed to inquire as to the cost of

an electrical system, as compared with steam.

COMPARATIVE COSTS.

Having determined the demands of each system, it is

now possible to make estimates as to the cost of equip

ment. The South Chicago line requires about 1200

horse-power. To allow for emergencies, we will call it

1500 horse-power.

Babcock & Wilcox boilers will, for a plant of this size,

cost about $20 per horse-power.

Triple expansion engines of 500 horse-power will, ac

cordin to an estimate given by Mr. F. H. Ball, cost

about 14 per horse-power. _

The writer was informed by Mr. Starkey, of the

Sprague Company, that $40 per horse-power might be

allowed for large dynamos. For the size here consid

ered, that item might be considerably reduced, but we

will let it stand. The total estimate is therefore $74 per

horse-power. Including condensers, pumps, feed-water

heaters, piping, copper, and so forth, the total cost prob

ably will come up to $85 per horse-power.

The copper required will be 144,030 feet of No. 0000

wire, weighin 92,090 pounds. At 17% cents per pound,

this will cost §16,1 15. _

This road was to run 18 electrical three-car trains

simultaneously. For relays, and so forth, the estimate

will be made at 22 trains. This will mean 22 motor cars

and 44 ordinary passenger cars.

For want of more definite information, I will hazard

the cost of the motor cars at $10,000 each ; the cars cost

about $3,500 each.

 

Then 22 motor cars will cost, - - - $220,000

and 44 ordinary cars, - - - - 154.000

Cost of electrical rolling stock, - - $374.o00

The station building could probably be erected for

- $60,000 ‘

For steam locomotion there would be about 11 steam

trains in service at any one time, each of five cars, which

will be taken as the length of a steam train, as in New

York, they are frequently of that size.
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We should reckon on about 15 locomotives and say 70

cars, as the steam equipment. _

Steam locomotives, of the size required, cost about

$5,000 each.

 

15 locomotives would cost, - - - $75,000

70 cars “ - - - - 245.000

Total cost of steam plant. - - ' $320-°°°

For the electrical plant:

22 Locomotives :

44 cars: Rolling stock . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $374,000

Line copper . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16,1 15

Power plant _. . . . . . . . . . . .. 127.500

Station Building . . . . . . . . . . . . 60.000

$s18.<><>O

To this must be added the cost of the iron‘

needed for the overhead work, at 50 pounds

per running foot of double truck, and at $3.65

cents per pound . . . . . . . . . . .

S 611,000

The items for the West Chicago system are reckoned

up in the same way.

Steam plant :

 

20 locomotives at $5,000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $100,000

100 cars at $3,500 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 350,000

$ 450,000

Electrical plant :

33 locomotives at $10,000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $330,000

66 cars at $3,500 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ., .. 231.000

Cost of rolling stock . . . . . ._. .~. . . . . . . . . .$ 561,000

697,061 feet of N0. 0000 copper, weighs 445,650

pounds, costs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 78.500

3000 horse-power at $85 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 255.000

Iron overhead work . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 53,000

Building accessories, etc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 90,000

Total cost . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1,037,000

In this plant, 500 horse-power was added for contin

gencies.

The following are the estimates for the Lake St. road,

allowing for 6500 horse-power at the station. Allow

ance is made for 20 steam trains, or 35 electrical trains,

as a maximum.

Steam plant :

 

25 locomotives at $5.000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $125,000

125 cars at $3.500 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 437,500

Cost of steam equipment . . . . . . .. S 562,500

Electrical plant : _

40 electric locomotives at $10,000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . $400,000

75 cars at 3,500 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. - . . . . . . .. 262,500

Cost of rolling stock . S 662,500

1,689,600 feet of No. 000 wire, weighs 856,750

lbs., costs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $150,000

" 6,500 horse-power at $85 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 552,500

Overhead iron construction . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 96,000

2 buildings, etc . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 180,000

Total first cost . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1,641,000

562,500

Excess over steam_plant . . . . . . . . . . . . .$1,o78,50o

Let us now see whether enough can be saved by the

use of electricity to pay the interest on this excess of

first cost. This will be worked out only for the Lake

St. road, which requires the largest outlay of the three.

We have seen that the average expenditure of power,

On this line, is about 140.8 units of 33,000 foot pounds

each, for every station passed, assuming a 3-car electri

cal train weighirrg 65 tons. -

For the steam trains, which weigh, including a a 22

ton engine and five 20 ton cars, 122 tons in the aggre

gate, we must make a- new determination of the power

expenditure.

In order to bring ou_r train up to a speed of 30 miles per

hour; there must be expended, in overcoming inertia,

244,000 x 44

64.32

The resistance, which is 122 x 8 = 976 pounds, must be

overcome through 1,410 feet, making the energy ex

pended in traction. '

1410 x 976 = 1,376,160 foot pounds.

The total is 8,553,260 foot p0unds._

3’553’2-§o—= 259.2 units of 33,000 foot pounds, per train

33,°°° -

per. station.

There being 60 stops, and the running time having

been assumed at not less than 60 minutes.

%i6;l°= 259.2 horse power the average expenditure

per train per round trip. On the 6th Avenue line of the

Manhattan Railway, the maximum number of trains

dispatched from both termini, in one hour, is 68, while

the average for the 24 hours is about 38.

On the Lake St. road, we have assumed the maximum

as the equivalent, in steam trains, of twenty per hour.

If we assume the relation of average to maximum as

the same for the two railroads, we obtain about 11 as

the average number of steam trains per hour on the Lake

St.road. The total number of trains for the 24 hours

would therefore be 24 x 1 1 = 264 trains of 5 cars each.

Assuming thecoal expenditure at 6 lbs. per hour. we

have, since the time of a round trip is just one hour.

259.2 x 6 = 1,555.2 lbs. coal. per round trip.

1,555.2 x 264 = 410,572.8 lbs. coal, consumed in 24 hours.

This is, in round numbers, 205.3 tons.

At $5 per ton, this will cost $1,026.50

Let us now determine the coal consumption of our

electrical system for 24 hours. As we have seen before,

the number of 33,000 foot pound units required, by each

electrical train, per station passed, was 140.8, while the

amount available for recovery was 84.7 units, of which

60 per cent. was actually saved, or 50.8 units.

Qonsumption per train per station, is therefpre the dif

ference, or 90 units.

90 x 60

60

penditure per train.

If the ratio of average to maximum number of trains,

per hour, is as 38 to 68, having assumed 35 trains as the

maximum, we will obtain 19 per hour as the average.

The total number of trains in 24 hours will then be 19 x

14 = 456

If the efiiciencyof the system be 55 per cent., 90 + .55

=163.6, the average horse-power expended for each

train at the central station. The running time being

one hour ; there will be used for each round trip,

163.6 x 2 = 327.2 lbs. coal.

= 7,177,100 foot pounds.

 

= 90 horse-power, the average rate of ex

 

 

2 .2 x 6 .
3 7 —4§~ = 74.6 tons coal, consumed in 24 hours.

2,000

74.6 x $3 = $223.80.

24 hours operation of steam plant costs, - $1,026.50

" “ electrical plant costs. - 223.80

Difference, - - $802. 70

If, during 365 days, there be saved $802.70 per day,

we will have, at the end of a year, $292,985 saved, in the

matter of fuel. -

The difference in first cost was $1,078,500.

The deduction is, therefore, that an electrical plant

will pay for its extra first cost in less than four years,

and this, too with an efficiency of only 55 per cent.

Even if it cost twice as much as has been mathemati

cally estimated, to run the electrical plant, or $453.60

The net
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per day, there would still be a daily saving of $572.90,

amounting at the end of the year to $209,100.

This is on a coal basis alone. As to employees, there

would in all probability be a slight increase in their

number, which would to a small extent offset the de

crease in fuel expense. But it does not seem as if the

necessary increase in the number of employees would

very greatly diminish the remarkable rate of interest on

increased first cost, which would follow the use of elec

trical motive power.

For smaller plants, the difference might not be so

markedly in favor of electricity, as on a large scale, but

so many are the advantages it differs in any case, that

it would undoubtedly be worth while to adopt it, even

if it took several times four years to pay off its increased

indebtedness.

A tabulation of costs, etc., is herewith presented as a

summary of what precedes.

RECAPITULATION.

 

 

STEAM.

Line. Lccomotivcs. Cars ‘ Ccsl oi Rolling Stock.

South Chicago . . . . . . . . . . .. 15 80 $3¢"‘°°°

West Chicago . . . . . . . . . . 20 100 _ 350,000

Lake Street. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25 125 562.000

ELECTRICITY.

I i i Cost of i

Locomo- Cars Costof Roll-, Pounds , Cost of 1 Tom] Cost

tives. ' 1 ing Stock. _ Copper. Copper. Overhead '

1 i i ‘ Cond. ‘

1

. , __ ‘V . -

S. C. .. 22 44 #374,000 144,030 S 16,115 $220,510 $ 611,000

W- C -- 33 66 501.000 445.650 18,500 393,000 1-631,0‘-°

L, S_ __ 40 75 i 662,500 356,150 150,020 1‘ 828,500 1,641,000

Y

DIFFERENCES IN FIRST Cosr.

S. C. R’y . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..' . . . . . 291,000

W. C. “ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 687,000

L. S. “ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,078,000

The saving in fuel for the Lake Street road has been

calculated at about $800 per day, or nearly $293,000 an

nually. An electrical system would thus pay for its

extra first cost in less than four years.

These general results seem to me to be not at all un

reasonable.

In closing, I desire again to express my gratitude to

all the engineers to whom I am indebted, for their uni

form kindness, courtesy and encouragement. While the

general adoption of the electric motor on the railway

may be yet a long way off, I have accomplished my pur

pose if I have shown that the obstacles to be encoun

tered are by no means beyond the capabilities of elec

trical engineers.

ELECTRIC POWER AND STREET RAILWAYS. .

The importance of electric motive power for street

railway purposes, is now fully recognized by the street

railway associations. At the Rochester meeting of the

New York association last month, hardly any other sub

ject was discussed. At the Buffalo meeting of the Amer

ican Association, on the 15th, 16th, and 17th of this

month, electric motive power will be the principal sub

ject to be considered. This journal, which was estab

lished to advocate the use of the electric motor, is the

only publication in the world devoted to the advocacy

of electric street railways, and as such, takes particular

satisfaction at this result, which fulfills our prophecy that

the time would speedily come when the horse car would

be as antiquated as the old fashioned stage or street

omnibus.

This supplement is issued to the members of the Ame

rican Street Railway Association and to all electric street

railway construction companies to mark the present

state of the electric railway in this country. The list

which appears herein has been carfully compiled, and

contains in concise form information which can be found

nowhere else. 5

ELECTRIC POWER is growing with the growth of the

interests which it advocates. It has already become

necessary for us to establish a branch ofiice in Boston,

and we shall soon establish another in Chicago. The

Boston office is in charge of Mr. A. E. Davis, and is lo

cated at 620 Atlantic avenue.—Elz'rlrz'r Power Sujljfi/er/1c/rt,

Oclober.

WATER-POWER AND ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION.

The first practical demonstration of electric trans

mission of power for mining purposes in California has

been inaugurated by the American River Syndicate in

El Dorado county—an English organization under the

management of Mr. George Cullen Pearson. The power

station is located on Rock Creek, some 1,500 feet below

the mine and mill, and two miles distant in a straight

line.

The plant consists of an eight-foot Pelton Wheel,

which, running under a head of 110 feet at 100

revolutions, with a 5% inch nozzle, has a maximum

capacity of 130 horse-power. To this wheel is connected

a 100 horse-power Brush generator, speeded at 900 rev

olutions, the current from which is carried to the mill

through a single insulated copper wire, No. 3, B. & S.

gauge, the return being made by a wire of the same

size, making a four-mile circuit, The power from the

generator is communicated to the-counter-shaft of the

mill by a 70 horse-power Brush motor running at 950

revolutions. .

The machinery operated consists of three centrifugal

roller mills, a ten-stamp battery and a rock breaker.

The Pelton \Vheel, under these conditions, shows an

efiiciency of 86 per cent., while 85 per cent. of the power

thus generated is available for duty at the mill, though

only 70 per cent. was called for in the contract with the

Brush Company. Sufficient power is taken from the

man circuit to run sixty incandescent lamps for lighting

the works, the current being cut in by means of the '

Brush Multiple series cut-out box, which admits of in

candescent lights being operated by a high-tension cur

rent. ‘ -

The company, owning their own water right, the op

erating expenses of this plant are almost nominal ; only

one attendant is required at the power station, and this

not an electrical expert, but one of the Company’s em

ployees. If the distance between the generating station

and the mill were five or ten miles instead of two, it

would simply have been a question of a larger expendi

ture for wire with a somewhat smaller percentage of

power delivered.

This equipment has now been in constant operation

for five months and is a pronounced success, no inter

ruption to the service of- any moment having occurred

during this time. The mills named are handling an av

erage of 4,000 tons of ore per month, effecting a saving

of some 60 per cent. over the former method of working

by steam power, estimating wood at $3.50 per cord,

while the cost of maintainance is about as 6 to 1 in favor

of electricity.
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Facts like these are as potential as the power upon

which they are based and go far to dispel the idea still

so prevalent, that electricity is an unreliable, dangerous

and uncontrollable force. While this is at present the

only installation of the kind in California, several exten

sive plants of similar character are now running in C01

orado with results equally satisfactory, and it is believed

that this system, embracing as it does as great a degree

of reliability as steam with much greater economy, will

soon come into very general use where the conditions

do not admit of a direct application of power to the ma

chinery to be run. '

The Pelton Water1Wheel makes possible the utiliza

tion of this great natural force under every variety of

condition as regards speed or pressure, and with such

advantages in the way of economy and efficient service

 
 

the ingenuity of Mr. W. S. Chester, of that Company,

that this new field has been so successfully occupied.

In addition to being an electrician, Mr. Chester is also

an organist, occupying that position in St. George's

Church, New York, and about a year ago it occurred to

him that the electric motor could do the work of filling

the great bellows of the many organs in our churches

much more efficiently than men, and much more eco

nomically than water or gas motors.

Very few of the regular attendants of churches appre

ciate the anxieties of the organist, who is dependent en

tirely upon human power for the wind to‘ give voice to

his efforts, nor the straits to which the authorities are put

to obtain the means to blow the orgfils nor how often

the service is in danger of interruption from the unre

liability of the methods employed. Yet the music is en
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THE MOTOR IN ST. PAUL'S CHAPEL.

as to have induced large expenditures in all the mining

States, in ditches, flumes and pipe lines, to make it

available. The same inducements are now offered by

means of electrical transrriission, where the conditions

do not admit of direct application, with only the disad

vantage of the cost of the electrical equipment, which

for a moderate distance is iiiconsiderable compared to

the economic results attained.—Sa/1 Francisco 1111'//ing Re

2'1}'u'.

ORGAN BLOWING BY ELECTRIC MOTORS.

Among all the industrial applications of the electric

motor, there is none more interesting than that of blow

ing church organs. This field of electrical application

has been exploited by one company only, the C. & C.

Motor Company of New York, and it is entirely due to

tirely independent upon the power applied to the bel

lows handle, and when this power can be depended

upon, the organist is relieved from at least one of his

already long list of cares.

The great majority of organs are pumped by hand,

but in this age of progress when the most approved

means of mechanical power are taking the place of the

.old methods, some substitute has been long eagerly

sought for, and water, gas, hot air and steam have each

in one form or another been utilized for this purpose.

Perhaps the water motor is the commonest mechanical

agent employed for blowing organs. The inadequacy

of water supply in many localities limits its extended

use, however, for a strong pressure is absolutely neces

sary to drive a water motor efficiently and economically.

An excess of water pressure is equally undesirable, caus
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. wires to avail themselves of the

_/

ing fluctuations in the motor and a general unevenness

of blowing. It is essential also that the water should be

entirely free from any foreign matter which could stop

up or clog the valves of the motor, while the liability of

its freezing in the pipes during a cold spell causes a great

deal of annoyance during the winter months.

The steam engine has, next to the water motor, the

most extended use, but the cost of installation, the ne

cessity of making steam on the premises, and the con

stant watehing and care that it necessarily requires,

limit its extended use.

Another engine often employed for this work is the

gas engine. Gas is almost everywhere and always avail

able, which is the one recommendation to the use of

these engines. The cost of installing them is very

great, while they require the employment of a man to

start and attend to them, as they can be made to run

smoothly and efficiently only by the exercise of the_

greatest care. Nor are they free from odor, which be

comes highly objectionable when it reaches the main

body of the church, while the noise they make in run

ning practically precludes their widely extended use in

churches,

Naptha, hot air and caloric en

gines have also been tried, but they

are open to similar objections, and,

in addition, they are found to wear

out much too quickly.

Thus our churches have long

been compelled to look for some

form of power which is not open

to these objections, which can be

easily installed, easily regulated

and easily controlled, and which

will bring the original cost and

operating expense within reason

able figures. With the introduction

of electric lighting and the gradual

extension of the electric light wires,

the use of the electric motor for

this purpose is now becoming

possible. The erection of stations

for supplying current in the upper

portion of New York City has

already enabled many of the

churches within reach of their

opportunity to apply this power to

their organs. The ease with which

the electric motor can be installed

and connected to the street wires, the smoothness

of its operations without heat, noise or odor of any

kind, requiring scarcely any attention, the organist

merely starting and stopping it by a switch within reach

of his hand, and the very moderate outlay required for

installing and operating it, proved at once its great su

periority over all the other methods that have been em

ployed for this purpose. ,

If an organ is built for power, its attachment is the

work of a moment. If built to be pumped by hand it

can easily be transformed into one ready for power, al

though this should be done with great care. Regula

tion may be effected by varying the speed of the motor

by the movement of the bellows, or by using a constant

speed motor and employing a mechanical movement to

connect or disconnect the power, by shifting a belt

which is acted upon by the rise or fall of the bellows.

St. Paul's Chapel. situated on the corner of Fulton

Street and Broadway, in the lower part of the city,

within reach of the wires from the old Edison situation,

was the first church that offered an opportunity for ap

plying the new method to its organ. The authorities

were at first skeptical as to the success of the power,

but soon became convinced that it was what they had

long been looking for. This church belongs to Trinity

Parish, and the Trinity Corporation soon showed their

appreciation of the excellent work that this motor was

doing by directing that the organs in‘ Old Trinity

Church be similarly fitted up.

We give an illustration of the plant in St. Paul's. The

motor is automatic and is connected to the main driving

pulley by a shifting belt. When the bellows rises to a

certain point this belt is made to work on a loose pul

ley, thus disconnecting the motor from the driving

shaft. When, however, the bellows falls below this

point (by the use of compressed air) the belt is made to

shift automatically on to the tight pulley and the motor

again does its work. It was in this Church that the me

morial services were held to commemorate the Centen

nial of President Washington's Inauguration, and the

motor did its part in contributing to the success of that

memorable occasion.

Probably no problem in organ blowing was as difficult

to solve as that of efficiently blowing the large organ in
 

CHANCEL ORGAN IN TRINITY CHURCH.

Old Trinity. The scale of the pipes is larger than any

other in this country and many stops have from time to

time been added to it without at the same time enlarging

the bellows. The bellows, as originally designed, were too

small for the work which they had to do, and the needed

addition to them was never made. To answer satisfac

torily therefore, this great demand was indeed a prob

lem, but the electric motor as installed satisfies all the

requirements put upon it and it would be difficult to

suggest the slightest improvement that could be made

to the plant.

The organ is located virtually in the main body of

the church, the large ornamented pipes that form its

front merely shutting out the view of the more un

sightly portion behind, and any noise made there is in

stantly caught by the arch over head and made to re

verberate through the building. Even here, however,

the electric motor performs its work so noiselessly that

nowhere in the church is the slightest sound from it

perceptible, a result which it is safe to assume that elec

tricity alone could attain. The illustration shows clear

ly how this motor is attached to the organ. The belt
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from the motor runs to a large_pulley on the counter

shaft on which are two driving pulleys leading to pul

leys on the driving shaft. Each bellows controls a part

of the organ. They are both automatic in their work

ing, and when full are made to cut off. When, however,

one part is used beyond its capacity, an automatic ar

rangement opens a connection between both bellows,

causing the secondary bellows to aid the primary, thus

insuring an abundance of wind without straining either

bellows. The motor is started from the key-board, and

since full power can be obtained at any instant, apower

of tone never before heard surprises even those who are

 

 

is only by knowing the size of the bellows, wezglzt to be

lifted and the number of strokes, that the dimensions of

the box can be determined. With the proper resistance

in the box the bellows will automatically control the

speed of the motor with absolute exactness.

Another feature is the method of winding the motor

so as to admit of its reaching its maximum speed in much

quicker time than the average engine, thus enabling the

organist while playing the lightest combinations to

suddenly draw on full organ without exhausting the wind

before the motor has again attained its full speed and be

gun filling the bellows.

, ‘ l , .
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MOTOR IN THE CHURCH OF THE HOLY COMMUNION.

most familiar with this grand old organ. The chancel

organ is clearly shown in the illustration and hardly re

quires further explanation. A similar arrangement is

found in the case of the organs of St. Patrick‘s Cathe

dral. Here the small organ is so placed that the motor

has to stand in the very chancel, but it is impossible to

perceive the slightest sound from it. The speed of the

motor in this case is regulated by a resistance box. The

lever on the box is connected to the bellows, and their

movement causes more or less resistance to be thrown

into the motor, thus automatically regulating its speed

to Conform with the needs of the organ.

Each organ must have its own resistance box, and it

.~~'_—'—-'1--i§r..§=-==--:5=t_.._. - I , __,

Perhaps the most compact plant yet installed is that

in the Church of the Holy Communion. The pulleys,

counter shaft, driving shaft and motor are all placed

under the bellows, and the whole arrangement occupies

a space about five feet by two. In our cut we have en

deavored to show how close the various parts may be

crowded together.

The installation at the Collegiate Church at Twenty

ninth Street and Fifth Avenue very nearly solves the

problem of a compound organ. This organ has two

bellows ; one supplies the entire organ with the excep

tion of one register which is supplied by a high pressure

b¢ll0WS, The arrangemvnt is IQ UITOW thiS b¢ll<.>WSi11t0
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automatic action when the stop is drawn, thus making

the supply of wind available. When the stop is put in,

the automatic arrangement is checked and the supply is

cut off.

We have here endeavored to present a brief outline of

some of the difficulties that had to be contended with in

entering on this new field for the application of electric

power. Each case presents its peculiar conditions

which have to be met in a great variety of ways, but in

no single instance has the electric motor failed to fill all

the requirements. In each case it has been applied to

an organ already in operation and has thus successfully

contended against and displaced nearly every other form

of power known to organ blowing.

The C. & C. Electric Motor Co. alone occupies this

field; it has long since passed through the experimental

stage; the large number of its motors now running or

gans has afforded it the opportunity of applying electric

power to nearly all the well known makes and sizes of

organs, thus preparing this company to meet the re

quirements of all cases that can be presented. The well

known standing of the churches using the C. & C. Motors

is in itself a sufficient guarantee for the success of their

method of transmission of electric power for blowing

organs.

It is not an easy matter to estimate the exact power

required to pump any particular organ, but it may be

estimated approximately with the following data:

Number of strokes for full organ playing.

Size of bellows

Number of feeders.

Number of manuals.

Number of registers.

Length of stroke at bellows’ handle.

Approximate weight at bellows handle.

Make of organ.

To illustrate this more fully, we present a table of some

of the plants installed by the C. & C. Co. selected at ran

dom, which gives a general idea of the power required

for various sizes of organs.

Bowery; and the new Old South Church, 38th street .

and Madison avenue. St. Joseph's Roman Catholic

Church, of Paterson, N. J., has a motor, and the First

Presbyterian Church, of Brooklyn, employs a two-horse

power motor for its organ. The Company has a con

tract to install a motor to blow the new organ of Tal

mage's New Tabernacle, when it is completed.

THE EDUCATION OF AN ENGINEER.

The young man who desires to learn all that an en

gineer should know has to make up his mind to work

very hard for several years. He has, in fact, to serve

two apprenticeships at the same time, and he cannot

afford to neglect either. He must acquire experience in

the workshop, or upon large undertakings such as docks,

railways, or canals, and he must also obtain a thorough

grasp of the principles of engineering science, together

with sufficient mathematical knowledge to turn the

principles to account. . Now either of these objects may

be easily made to cover three or four years, and yet

they have usually to be both crowded into the period

between the ages of 16 or 17 and 21. Formerly the two

sets of study had to proceed concurrently; the day was

spent in the works or the drawing office, and the evening

was devoted to books, sometimes with such assistance as

could be obtained from educational institutes that open

their doors after dark, but still oftener alone. Nearly

all the successful engineers of the present day followed

this plan, and it cannot be denied that it produced fine

men. It taught them to “endure hardness,” to investi

gate for themselves, and even if they fell short of learn

ing a great deal that would have been of use to them,

the attempt to learn under difficulties often was of more

service, by developing their characters, than the know

ledge that they lost would have done. In spite of the

improvement of our educational system, and the estab

lishment of high-class technical colleges, this system of

evening study must be the portal through which the
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— —l- ro. ...

% | Private Residence...... .............. I 5 5 I 6 II 65 3 (Auxilia

- Bellows.

% Metropolitan Conservatory............ 2 3 4 5 I Io 13 55 2 #.

| Io. -

% Private Residence ... ... . . . . . . . . . . . 2 5 5 6 I 12 18 5o 3 | (Auxiliary

| Bellows.)

1 Trinity (Chancel). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 5 7 6 - - 2. 15 2O 5o 2 25.6

1 St. Patrick's Cathedral (Chancel). 2 8 Io 7 - - 3 17 28 45 3 45.6

1 | St. Ignatius'. ... ................ - - 2 9 13 12 - - 4 29 38 40 2 53.5

1 Holy Communion. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 lo 12 8 5 5 3o 4o 35 ... 2 65.

(Square.)

1 Madison£ (Presbyterian).... - 3 12 Io 13 II 5 39 51 45 3 52.5

1 : St. Paul's Chapel..... . . . . . . . . - - - 23 9 6 31 54 45 3 63.
|

a Collegiate Reformed (29th Street.)..... 16 9 Q 5 I 3 27 43 ! : | : ! #66

2 St. Thomas's (Cantoris)................ 4 2* 15 15 9 - - #} - - 45 3 53.5

2 St. Thomas's (Decani) . . . .......... 4 20 * . - - 7 io 17 76 42 3 53.3

3 Calvary ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 47 12 14 11 6 43 90 35 5 98.7

- - 77.

3 Trinity (Gallery) . . . . . . . . . . .......... | 4 20 12 9 7 7 | 4 39 59 | # ! : | 77.

IN addition to these, the company has installed mo

tors in many other churches,—three in Grace Church

for blowing the chancel and echo organ, the gallery

organ, and the chantry organ, requiring respectively two

horse power, one horse power and one-quarter horse

power. Holy Innocents Roman Catholic. Church on

37th street, near Broadway, has a two-horse power mo

tor, and motors have been put in also in the First Pres

byterian Church, on 12th street and 5th avenue, and St.

James Roman Catholic Church, James street near New

great bulk of engineers will enter the profession. There

is a disposition now to hold it up as an impossibility to

study at night after doing a day's work. But the day is

not only shorter but easier than it used to be. The old

hard work of chipping and filing, which brought the

perspiration out of every pore, and made all the muscles

ache, has nearly disappeared; in place of it the fitter

spends a great deal of his time marking his work out for

the machines, and when it is returned he has little to do

beyond assembling the pieces. At five o'clock, in most
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places, the day is over, and a movement is on foot to end

the week at noon on Saturday. In a provincial town,

where the distances are not great, the apprentice has

reached home, washed, dressed, and eaten his meal by

six o'clock. He can then easily give two or three hours

to study four or five nights a week between October and

May, without unduly taxing his constitution. For it

must be remembered he does not come home brain-weary;

he feels some bodily fatigue, no doubt, but his mind is

not worn. In this respect he is in quite a different posi

tion from the clerk who has been bending over a desk

adding up columns of figures. The latter is really

jaded, and may readily excuse himself if he fills up his

winter evenings with a pipe and novel. Unless the

youthful engineer follows some consecutive study, there

is great danger of his mind not only losing what it has

acquired, but also of becoming sterile as well, so that

the habit of learning cannot be regained to its fullest

extent. An extended acquaintance with engineering

premium apprentices shows us that many of them con

trive to throw overboard while in the shop a good part

of what they learned at school, and at the end of their

term they are poorer in intellect and morals than when

they commenced. How can it be otherwise unless they

. are encouraged to exercise their minds as well as their

bodies? Fifty-four hours a week spent in workshop

society needs some corrective, especially in the case of

youths living in lodgings. If part of the remainder of

the time is not occupied with books, it is very apt to be

devoted to music halls and the consumption of bad

whiskey. We enter our protest most emphatically against

the doctrine that after a day's work it is impossible to

study. Of course there are exceptional cases, but they

should be met by cutting off the working hours before

breakfast, and not by giving up the evenings to idleness.

If a growing youth shows signs of a physical strain, let

him have the extra two hours in bed in the morning.

When the body is weary and the spirits flag from ex

haustion, the mind becomes susceptible to every tempta

tion. The evening hours will be filled with something,

and at this time, if the youth is moved from the sur

roundings of arefined home, his safest resource is study.

Evening study has another value; it forms a gauge

to mental habit and capacity. There is to-day a great

tendency to over-education. Examinations set one

standard, and everybody is expected to aim at that.

Parents are told that a full knowledge of engineering

science cannot be obtained without a course of technical

instruction, and forthwith they all send their boys to

college" Now, there may be circumstances in which this

15 the correct course to follow. For instance, in France,

where the greater part of engineering is done by officials,

and where there is no redundant population to provide

for, it may be advisable to bring all boys up on a regu

lation system. Each will have to occupy a post formerly

filled by a man similarly trained, and will have to form

part of a department in which idiosyncrasies are incon

venient. But in this country affairs are very different.

If the rising generation of engineers are to live, many

of them will have to go abroad and settle there. It is

only an infinitesimal percentage that can look forward

to becoming lights in Great George street, and those

who expect it most confidently are least likely to get

there. Now the boy who will eventually become the

average colonial engineer may spend his time more

profitably than by going to college. If a youth has no

taste for learning, if he did not do fairly well during the

last two years at school, and if he make no progress in

the evenings of his apprenticeship, it is pretty certain

that his intellect is not capable of going deeply into

theoretical considerations. He may have the elements

of success in him, energy, self-reliance, and the power

of commanding men, and yet be a very poor learner

from books and lectures. Or he may just be a mediocre

man, industrious and patient, but nothing more. In

either case, it is foolish for him to follow the fashion of

sitting at the feet of professors. The energetic self-re

liant man can always hire the student to work for him at

so many shillings, or pounds, a week, charging ten times

as much for his assistance as he pays for it. Recently a

leading engineer, speaking to us of a work he had fin

ished, said, “I employed Mr. So-and-So, who is a very

clever mathematician, to work out the strains." Yet

Mr. So-and-So was never heard of by the public, although

the work in question is well known. As for the mediocre

man, he will probably never rise into a position in which

he will have the opportunity of applying any high ma

thematical knowledge. But, nevertheless, be may do

very good work in the world, and make an excellent

livingif he be trained in the proper direction, and not

be forced to follow the fashionable course. The secret

of success is to find out one’s natural bent and to follow

it. If that only can be done, failure is scarcely possible.

The man who can do something better than all the rest

of the world will make a fortune. It scarcely matters

what it is, whether it be pleading before a jury, writing

a prescription, walking a tight-rope, or grinning through

a horse-collar, money flows freely to the best man.

Now, among the engineering apprentices there are

plenty capable of forming excellent mechanics of some

kind or other, if they are only trained. The colonies

are badly in want of such men, and ofier them good

fields. It is well known that the standard of handicraft

proficiency is declining among workmen, and that the all

around man, who can tackle any job that comes into a

country smithy, is growing daily scarcer. Yet how much

happier would many a boy be if he received a thorough

handicraft training and were sent to the colonies with

the promise of ,5‘500 to start business with in a few

years, than if the same had been spent in college fees,

and he were left to pass his life in ill-paid labor, which

he had learnt to despise. Parents have an unfortunate

habit of thinking that their ugly ducklings are all swans,

which much interferes with the proper selection of call

ings for them. But they may feel assured that if the

boys they are bringing up as engineers exhibit no taste

for theoretical knowledge it is useless to have it crammed

into them at college. If a youth in an engine builder's

shop never cares to learn something of the properties of

steam, if he never investigates the action of different

types of valve gear, if he carries a slide rule that he

cannot do a single calculation with, then the indications

‘are not sufficiently promising to warrant his undergoing

the regular course of technical instruction, that is, if he

has to make his own way in the world. Even if he ex

hibit a laudable desire for knowledge, but falls short in

the attainment of it, it will probably be better to direct

his energies into a channel for which they are better

fitted.

The question is continually debated whether the _train

ing in the shops should precede or follow the college

course. If we ask the opinion of a works manager he

says that the youths he gets from college are fearful

prigs and do no good ; they imagine they know every

thing, and despise all the work they are expected to do.

The professor, on the contrary, says that the shop-trained

lad is conceited beyond endurance; he regards the re

finements of knowledge as foolishness, and has no

patience for delicate investigations that do not promise

some immediate practical result.

Sandford and Merton over again. The former youth,

surveying a party of finely dressed ladies, wondered

what they would do if they were cast on a desert island.

Similarly the practical boy contemptuously asks what

It is the old case of .
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kind of a figure the professor and his class would cut if

sent out as a. break-down gang on a railway. Tommy

Merton declined to give his attention to mechanic arts,

and in like manner the collegian cannot imagine that he

can learn anything by cleaning out a boiler. We fear

those difficulties are irremediable, and will always have

to be met. But we are strongly of opinion that there is

less difficulty if the shop training comes first. As we

have already said, it 'ves an opportunity of deciding

whether there shoulg1 be any college training at all.

That, of itself, is sufficient to cast the balance in favor

of this plan. Then, again, it enables the right order of

study to be followed ; first school, then evening instruc

tion aided by second-rate teachers, and lastly, training

by eminent professors. If the college follows the school

the immature mind will not be able to take full advan

tage of it. Then during the after period of apprentice

ship the youth will generally be too far advanced for the

teachers of evening classes to give him much assistance,

and he will thus be left entirely to his own resources.

A still more cogent argument against college pre

ceding the shop is found in the ‘contempt for manual

labor which cames to the student. After a boy has

been engaged in research, and has learnt how to make

fine measurements, and how to work out his results with

extreme accuracy, he thinks he has nothing to learn

from rough workshop practice. The dirt repels him;

but more particularly he is dissatisfied with the incon

clusiveness of his observations. He has been accustomed

to arrive at some definite result with a small margin for

experimental errors. But in the shop he cannot codify

his knowledge. He sees a certain phenomenon to-day

of a kind which cannot be expressed in figures, scarcely

in words. It may be months before he finds another

example with which to make a comparison, and in the

meantime the recollection of the first has grown so dim

that much of its value is wasted. Again, in the labora

tory he generally knew what to look for, and could re

ject everything else. But now most that happens

around him is on the same level, and there is nothing to

focus his attention. He feels that he is not acquiring

anything. Day after day passes and he cannot see that

he has added to his store of knowledge ; he has only pro

gressed one step towards becoming more like a work

man, an end that has no interest for him. He does not

realize that the conditions of daily life are never those

of the laboratory ; the problems set him have not

hitherto had any factors which can be estimated only by

judgment and experience, and he does not know that in

his professional career six-sevenths of his work must be

done by a kind of unconscious knowledge which resem

bles instinct. He is, in fact, learning something of which

his previous training has rendered him incapable of

estimating the value.

We fully admit that the shop-bred boy has also diffi

culties to face before he can bring himself to appreciate

the minutiae of the laboratory. But if he has carried his

scientific education as far as he ought to have done, he

has learned that he is very ignorant of much that he

ought to know, if he is to attain a high rank in the pro

fession. In every science he has studied he has found

himself stopped by his want of knowledge in some other

science. He has asked questions in the works which no

body there could answer, and has longed to make ex

periments for which he had no apparatus. Consequently

the laboratory opens up to him fresh opportunities, and

whatever contempt he may, in his juvenile conceit, feel

for some of its methods, he must know that there is a

great deal to be learned in it.

No one will imagine, we are sure, that we are disposed

to decry the value of a well-directed course of college

training. What we object to is that it should be ad

ministered to all sorts of youths, like the old brimstone

treacle. We are told that an engineer can never know

too much, and there is such a vast mass of knowledge

that he may turn to account that he must have it pre

pared and partly digested if he is to acquire it in a

moderate space of time. This is, no doubt, true, but it

needs a powerful intellect to wield such an armory.

. And if it is not utilized it_is only a drag on its possessor.

It is a beautiful idea to pursue knowledge for her own

sake, but it does not always add to our happiness. The

technical student who finds that he has not the knack

of applying his theories, and who is passed in the race

by men who have not one quarter his acquired know

ledge, feels that he is, in some way, unjustly used. He

has given time, money, and labor, and in return he gets

only a heightened sense of his own inferiority. Or he

may so lack that magnetic quality which inspires confi

dence that he never gets the chance of applying his

knowledge. In either case he had far better have spent

the time in learning a useful trade, as, for instance, that

of a smith or mechanic, which he could have carried out

with credit to himself and benefit to the community.

Given an engineer of strong intellect and self-reliant

disposition, a thorough technical training is the richest

possession he can acquire. The ball is then at his feet ;

he can watch the turn of events, and take advantage of

every opening. Science is to him a wand by which he

can command the great powers of Nature, and bend

them to his use. Further it is a means of education

which strengthens his brain, just as exercise invigorates

his body. It renders every sense alert, quickens his

perception, and furnishes_him with a hundred clues by

which he can advance when he has reached the end of

the trodden paths of knowledge. Without it he is in a

more or less dependent position ; he may command the

knowledge of others, but this is a very different thing

from having it himself. He has not only the conscious

ness that he gains an amount of credit which is not his

just due, but his power of initiation is shackled. He

has to proceed by faith to a certain extent, and possibly

his faith may be misplaced. It by no means follows

that he cannot attain a high position—a vigorous intel

lect will insure him that—but he cannot reach the top

rung of the ladder. A man of equal natural parts, but

better trained, will surpass him.

In a recent article we dealt with the education‘ of boys

intended for the engineering profession. We laid it

down that before the age of 14 there‘should be no at

tempt to specialize their knowledge, and very little to

acquire knowledge at all. The time should be spent in

teaching them how to see, how to feel, and how to

learn. From 14 to 16 or 17, we recommended a course

of science and mathematics, tempered by modern lan

guages, history, poetry, and fiction. That brought us

to the period of apprenticeship of which we are now

writing. That, as we have set forth, is the term during

which the parents should exercise the greatest vigilance

and discrimination. The natural idiosyncrasy of his

son, freed from the petty restraints of school, begins to

show itself, and it is possible to forecast his character.

His career ought to be moulded according to his ability,

for it is only under this condition that he may be ex

pected to develop under the most favorable circum

stances. But if he be merely sent through the regula

tion mill, and crammed with the prescribed array of

facts and theories, he is, in fact, left to chance as com

pletely, although in a different way, as the lad that is

allowed to grow up in the gutter. There is no system

applicable to all intended enineers, any more than there

is a medicine suitable for all complaints ; the man who

avers either the one or the other is a quack. just as

the physical system needs more discriminating medical
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treatment as it grows older, so the mental development

requires to be more narrowly watched as it proceeds.

An ailing child generally gets a dose of the current

household remedy—senna, or magnesia, or what not—

and usually is the better for it. But as we grow older

we abandon this rough-and-ready system of medication,

and submit our system to the inspection of experts. who

not only choose the drugs but narrowly watch their

actions. The mental treatment of youths deserves

equal care, and when it is found to be unsuitable it

should be promptly changed. The past generation

suffered from want of instruction, but that which is now

rising is likely to have too much. They ought to have

just as much as they can assimilate, and no more.—

Engim'arz'ng.

_“ MACHINED " CAR-WHEELS.

The New York Car Wheel Works, of Buffalo, have

for some years been giving a good deal of attention to

improvements in the methods and apparatus used in the

manufacture of car-wheels. About three years ago they

began the equipment of a plant separate from their car

wheel works for the manufacture of machinery neces

sary for finishing wheels. Of late they have been finish

ing or “ machining" all the wheels they manufacture,

using special care to have them perfect in their mechani

cal details. The cut shows a “grinding machine " used

for this purpose.

The benefits to be derived from the use of “ machined "

wheels are many. The permanent way sustains the

burden of the traffic, and the rolling stock carries it ; the

sole communication between the two is the car-wheel.

It requires no argument to convince any one that the

more perfect that means of communication is mechani

cally, the less will be the wear on the rolling stock and

  

permanent way. With the lighter loads and slower

speed ten years ago, this was an important factor, but

not so vital as it is to-day with increased loads and speed,

the latter multiplying many times the action of the least

imperfection in the wheel, with the result of rattling

and jarring the rolling stock, greatly shortening its life,

increasing the power required to do the work, and re

sulting in serious injury to the roadbed and bridges.

The “ machined " wheel remedies these troubles entirely,

for reasons known to every one familiar with mechanical

practice. Much of the roughness of riding of passenger

cars fitted with the ordinary cast wheel is laid to the

construction of the car, the springs, etc. ‘While trouble

does exist on some account of these causes, most of it is

due to the fact that the wheels are not properly fitted or

are out of balance, and not exactly round. The work of

fittlflgwheels to axles is often done in a careless manner ;

the boring mills, through continuous and heavy usage, be

come so worn that true work cannot be done with them,

yet are used right along because they are “ too good to

throw away.” It is doubtful if one boring-mill out of

twenty in use in this country to-day will bore a car

wheel within one-sixteenth of an inch of a true center ;

many of them will bore a hole through the wheel, and

that is about all that can be said of them ; whether the

hole is in the center or not, is a question that never en

ters the mind of the workman. In fitting the “ machined "

wheel, a variation of one-sixteenth of an inch in the

boring would double the cost of machining the wheel.

After the wheel to be “machined " is bored it is placed

on a self-centering mandral and the outer part of the

tread of the wheel is ground true. It will thus be seen

that the greater the care exercised in boring the wheels

the less the expense of grinding it will be, and that the

work when done, must leave the wheel ready for placing

on the axle in perfect mechanical condition.

J. STANFORD BROWN.

Mr. Brown was born in Newburgh, N. Y., in 1861, he

was educated in the Brooklyn Polytechnic Institute,

graduating in 1879, when he entered Columbia College,

in the Art and Political Science Departments. He

graduated A.B. and Ph.B, in 1883, and A.M., 1884. His

first intention was to prepare himself for the legal pro

fession, as his father was a prominent member of the

New York bar, but he was induced to leave law study

by Mr. Benjamin Hardwick, now Secretary of the Real

Estate Exchange of New York, who saw that young

Brown's entire faculties were better fitted for scientific

work.

After settling this point, he entered the employ of the

Sawyer-Mann Company in the old Brooklyn factory, and

beginning outside as a lineman worked himself up

through every department. He was in charge of the

branch office in Minneapolis, with the control of the

construction department in the Northwest for one and a

half years, leaving when the Sawyer Mann Co. was leased

to George Westinghouse. He then joined the Daft

company, and is now with the United Electric Traction

Co. which purchased the patents and property of the

Daft Co.

He was elected an associate member of the American

Institute of Electrical Engineers on Sept. 6, 1887, and a

full member Nov. 1, 1887, and was made chairman of

the Library Committee in 1889.

Apart from electricity Mr. Brown is quite an athlete

He has a valuable scientific library, in which he has a

card index of all the current English magazines, elec

trical and mechanical, from 1880 to date.

MR. WILFRID H. FLEMING.

Mr. Wilfrid H. Fleming was born in London in 1857,

and was educated at the University College School and

King's College, London. Like his elder brother, Pro

fessor ]ohn Ambrose Fleming, he had a strong bent

towards mechanical science, and after leaving college he

served an apprenticeship in mechanical engineering in

the North London Railway shops. After this he served

on board the steamers of the Peninsular and Oriental

Steamship Company, everywhere known as the “' P. &

O." steamers, running between London, India and China,

first as junior, and later as senior engineer.

He took up the electrical engineering branch in Liver

pool in 1883, and in 1887 came to the United States,

Where his first engagement was with the Sawyer-Mann

Company in construction work. He was the superinten

dent of the Havana station in Cuba until March, 1890.

At present he is in the employ of the Edison General

Electric Co., at the chief executive office in this city.

Mr. Fleming has made several valuable contributions

to electrical literature and is one of the bright men in

the profession. -
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ELECTRIC ELEVATORS.

No building arranged for offices, nor any first-class

hotel, is now complete without a passenger elevator.

Where steam power is available, little difficulty is ex

perienced in running an elevator, but it often happens

that elevators are desirable where steam power cannot

be had. For such places, which include private dwel

*...*

tings, small hotels, office buildings and stores, the Otis

Electric Elevator is especially adapted. This can be

operated from any of the electric light and power lines.

Elevator machinery as a rule meets with the roughest

manipulation while in use. No other apparatus operated

by electric power is exposed to such strain—not even in

street railroad service, where at least, the same operator

is constantly in charge and a systematic inspection con

sidered indispensible.

By carefully considering these special conditions, Otis

Brothers & Co. have succeeded in perfecting an electric

Elevator which is well suited to many places where it

has heretofore been impracticable to use such an appar

The winding machinery and safety appliancesatuS.

(including the Safety Governor, the Gravity Wedge

Safety, the Automatic Stop-motion and the Slack-cable

Stop; also the devices for controlling the movement of

the elevator-car) are such as have been constantly in

use for the past twenty-five years; consequently in the

elevator proper, there are no experimental features,

To give motion to the elevator machinery it is connected
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with, and made a part of the very ingeniously con

structed motor (invented by Mr. Rudolph Eickemeyer,

of Yonkers. N. Y.,) which possesses many novel and

meritorious features, especially adapted _to elevator ser

vice, for which .it was expressly designed. This motor

when so combined with the Elevator, stops and starts

with a gradual movement, and consumes power only in

proportion to its load, and only while the Elevator is in

use, thus effecting the greatest economy in the con

sumption of power. It possesses in the highest degree

the best points of motor-construction, and the highest

efliciency yet obtained. Simple and accessible in all its

parts, of the best material to meet electrical and me

chanical requirements, it is also protected by its unique

construction, which makes the motor completely iron

clad without adding any unnecessary weight. It has,

further, the special advantage of a powerful field and the

shortest possible magnetic circuit,which entirely prevents

“ sparking" at the commutator, and affords perfect self

regulation. It may be also added that, although it pos

sessesa very strong magnetic field, yet there is no

external magnetism in the machine, and consequently

there is no danger of damaging a‘ good watch, even if

placed in contact with the casing. The Motor is so

coupled to the Elevator-gear that it

starts and stops with the winding

machinery, the whole being under

perfect control of the operator in the

THE GIBBON DUPLEX RAIL.

When electric railways first began to be built, con

tractors were expected to employ the old tracks with

out any adaptation to the new service required of them.

This fact is responsible for many of the early set-backs

which the electric railway received. It was soon found

that the demands of the electric railway service were

widely dilferent from those of the horse railway, and

attention was early given to improvements in the road

bed and the rails. The needs of the service were rec

ognized much sooner, however, by the electrical engi

neers, than they were by the holders of street railway

charters. So much was this the case, that it is some

times diflicult, even now, for electric railway construc

tion companies to convince street railroad men of the

importance of this part of the work.

Electrical engineers themselves have sometimes mis

taken the actual needs of the situation and have placed

  

 
  

car. thus forming a self-contained apparatus, free from

jerky and irregular running of detached gearing, as

when operated by belts.

The difliculties heretofore experienced from heating

and “ burning out" have been‘ effectually guarded

against in the construction of this machine ; and, in con

nection with the operating device, an indicator is em

ployed which at all times shows the operator in the car

the exact position of the controlling and reversing

switch of the Motor.

The estimated cost of running the Otis Electric Ele

vator ranges from $7 to $18 per month. The Electrical

Company furnishing the power will meter the current,

and as the motor is only in operation when the elevator

is running, and the power consumed being in proportion

to the load raised, brings the cost of running down to a

very low figure; and a fair estimate for your building

would be $10 to $12 per month.

the emphasis where it did

not belong. For example,

it has been common

enough to say, that the

electric railway needed a

very heavy rail, some

urging the adoption of a

IOO pound rail in place of

the lighter rail now in use.

No doubt this would be

an improvement, but it is

questionable whether it is necessary or not.

Another problem which electrical engineers have had

to solve in connection with the electric railway, is that of

securing good contact between adjoining rails. This

has usually been accomplished by making a wire con

nection across the joint. The last named problem is pe

culiar to the electrical system, while the others men

tioned apply to all kinds of traction.

To get rid of the difficulties indicated by the above,

Mr. T. H. Gibbon, the well-known civil engineer, has in

vented a system of metal track which is illustrated in

connection with this article. The track is manufactured

by the Gibbon Duplex Railway Track Company, located

at No. 1 Broadway, in this city. As the name indicates

the name rail manufactured by this Company is in two

parts, one of which is the part upon which the wear

ing of the truck wheels comes. In other words the head

of the rail is carried by this part which constitutes the

  

_‘ _“__-
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smaller portion of the weight of the rail as a whole. For

example, in a 70 pound rail of the Gibbon Duplex type

the part referred to would not weigh more than 33

pounds. Of this the wearing part is about 12 pounds,

leaving 21 pounds to be thrown into the scrap, when the

rail is worn out. In the case of some of the rails pro

posed for use in this city, the entire weight is to be 89

pounds per yard, and the greatest possible wear repre

sents only 9 pounds.

the yard have to be wasted every time the rails are re

newed.

Mr. Gibbon has devised a special chair shown in Fig. 1,

which is adapted to his peculiar form of rail. The wear

ing part of the rail is T-shaped. It will be seen that

the chair is provided with verti

cal slots into one of which the <

stem of the T-shaped part enters.

In another similar slot rests the

vertical portion of the other sec

tion of the rail, which section

acts simply as a beam and is

subjected to little wear. The

chair is provided with trans

verse slots, through which pass

metal ties having slots which

correspond in position to the

vertical slots in the chairs on

oppositesides of the track. Thus,

when the rail sections are in

place the whole structure is prac

tically locked together. But to

complete the locking process

and make it absolutely secure, a

a spring metal key is employed,

the action of which is clearly

illustrated in the drawing. This

binds the sections of each rail

firmly together in a vertical di

rection, as it fits very closely in

that way; but, as will be seen

from the drawing, there is % of

an inch play on either side of the

keys to allow for a longitudinal

expansion and contraction of the

rails.

No sleepers are used, but the

chairs are firmly seated, cement

:t

- -

Thus, 80 pounds of good metal to

2/4 —- |

CDNDRETE

or asphalt being used where necessary. To strengthen

the structure the hollow space within the rail is

is filled with sand which is tamped in solid and makes

practically a solid beam of the whole structure. To

be more accurate, the process of filling the rail with

sand is as follows. The chairs are first set and the ties

run through so as to bring the slots into alignment. This

forms a perfect gauge which can be absolutely relied

upon. Templets are then set in between two succeed

ing chairs, entering the slots in each chair. These tem

plets are fac-similes of the vertical parts of the two

rail sections, with slots for the keys to pass through at

the chairs and at suitable intervals between the chairs,

as in the case of the rail sections themselves. Accord

ingly, when the templets are in place and the keys are

run through the conditions of the structure below the

tops of the chairs are identical with those which exist

when the rail sections are in place. This process prac

tically serves as a true level for the chairs, as the keys

will not enter and pass through unless the proper level

is first attained. Sand is then poured in between the

templets and tamped down. The templets are then re

moved and the rail sections put in place.

It will be seen that the completed rail is practically

solid, while at the same time the wearing portion is only

a small part of it which can be throw away without much

loss when it is worn out. Both sections of the rail break

----

- £3.*

BED -

joint upon solid chairs of cast iron. , thus removing all

trouble from low or brooming joints. The chairs are

set at just the depth of the paving, thus requiring very

little excavation, none at all, in fact, below the crust.

A most important feature of this invention is that the

trouble of removing a worn out rail is very slight. It is

only necessary to take up the paving at each key. On

the removal of the keys the worn-out section can be re

moved and another put in its place. In fact the whole rail

can be taken up in the same manner and a new one put in.

Electrically considered the Gibbon Duplex Rail can
hardly fail to be an excellent conductor. The keys and

ties being of metal and the joints being broken at the
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SPARKS FROM THE DYNAMO.

One of our advertisers recently showed us a dry battery cell,

sealed into a flower-pot. This is coming about as near a literal

electrical “ plant" as could well be. The similitude was en

hanced by the fact that one had only to pour in a little water to

make the currents come up.

ELECTRICITY AT THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE FAIR.

The exhibit of the Crosby Electric Company at the Fair

this year is in excellent taste and every way creditable to those

having it in charge. An electric battery is not ordinarily a thing

of beauty, but the Crosby Company show that, by suitable dis

guises, it can be made more than resentable. In fact, nothing

could be neater than the externa appearance of their dry bat

tery cells as they put them on the market. Each cell, when

complete, is inclosed in a box of straw-board or some simi

lar substance nicely shellaced, and ornamented with a neat de

sign. Groups of two or more cells coupled together are put in

neat wooden boxes. Six standard sizes 0 cell are manufactured,

and boxes holding from two to twelve cells of any size are con

stantly on hand. We are told, however, that more than 250 diff

erent styles of cell have already been made at the factory, it being

a special point with the Company to suit eve 'customer. Where.

for example, a physician wis es to have ace 1 or two inserted in

his medical coil box, or in a cabinet or drawer at his office, the

Company undertakes to accommodate him. A novelty at the fair

exhibit was a pair of cells operating an electric bell and inclosed

in a couple of handsome vases containing flowers. To show the

qualities of their “ telephono " cell. a pair of tele hones were ex

hibited at the time of our visit, each su plied wit a single cell of

this type. This appears to be admirab y adapted to its work, and

is a favorite cell for other classes of service. A No. 4 cylindrical

cell was engaged in doing the work of operating a door-opener, as

it had been, we were assured, every day and evening for the pre

ceding seven weeks. The door-opener in uestion was of the type

supplied by Messrs. Alexander, Barnay & C apin. In another place

one of the Federal Electric Company's cigar-lighters was constantly

being tested by interested passers-b‘y. The sale of these ci ar

lighters is controlled by the Crosby Loni any. Among the ot er

exhibits were a medical coil of t e Ga vano-Faradic Company,

operated by one double-carbon cell made to fit the box; a three

cell box ringing a 7-inch gong ; a six-drop annunciator employing

two No. 4 cylindrical cells; a pair of electrical alarm clocks ; and a

as li hter and extinguisher of the Bogart type (3 cells, telephone).

he rosby Company also owns what are known as the Eclipse

and the Hussev bluestorie batteries and the “Duplex” sal-am

moniac cells. Six cells of the former were shown running a <} h. p.

C. & C. fan motor, and six more were running a dental lamp.

This last exhibit attracted much attention, the lamp being held by

a ver ' pretty doll much in the attitude of “ Liberty Enlightening

the \ 'or1d." Beyond this eight bluestone cells were shown charg

ing a pair of Gibson storage batteries. This plant was running :1

Domestic Sewing Machine (§ h. p. Crocker & Wheeler) ; also, one

of the Bush revolving turntable ; and a Paillard Musical Box.

The batteries of the Crosby Company are operating anuncia

tors, door-openers. gas-li hters or watchman's clocks in the Met

ropole, the Gedney, the erlach, the Hoffman, the Union Square,

and the Normandie. In the Hotel Dam, they are operating the

Porter teletype. They were used recently at Alban for printing

messages in the police teletype system. At the ormandie an

eight-cell box operates the room, oflice and elevator annunciators

.and also turns on and extinguishes the lights in the clock tower.

We have already spoken of the neat appearance of the Institute

exhibit of the Crosby Company. This extends to their new ofiices

and factory at 87 and 89 south Fifth Ave. The large show-win

dows there are newly decorated with representations, done in gold,

of their six different types of battery. The building is 50 feet

front by 130 deep. The Company use two floors of the buildin ,

one of which is occupied by the oflices and by’ a force of gir s

manufacturing the dry batteries, and the other is used for the

manufacture of the liquid batteries and for packing and shipping

purposes.

The Metropolitan Electric Signal Company had an interesting

exhibit of their “ Telecall " and their police signaling system.

Other electrical exhibitors were James H. Mason, with his primary

batteries and Messrs, Himmer and Anderson, with their drv

batteries.

have had no doubts ofour having exhausted the electrical features

of the Fair, but in the absence of that, we feel that some are likely

to have been omitted. We did notice a C. & C. dynamo supplying

a goodly number of incandescent lamps in the exhibit of the W hite

and Middleton Gas engine. This, however, was an incidental,

Had there been an oflicial list of exhibitors, we should -

rather than a intended electrical exhibit. A Nash gas engine was

&lS(;11'I.11111I1Zlg a Perret 25 light dynamo and doing good service

wit it.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING BY ACCIJMULATORS.

Mr. D. H. Baker, general mana er of the Accumulator Com any,

has placed at our disposal the fol owing interesting letter, re ating

to the use of Accurnulators in Electric- Lighting :

LONDON, E. C., October 22d, 1890

D. H. BATES, Esq., General Manager, Electrical Accumulator

Company, 44 Broadway, N. Y,

DEAR SIR ; I am requested by my Managing Director, Mr. John

Irving Courtenay to supplement the information already sent to

youft1 rough Mr. Renshaw by any remarks that I might consider

use u .

I have pleasure in informing you that the Central Station in

Chelsea is not only giving every satisfaction to the technical staff,

but what is more important is being highly appreciated by the

consumers in the neighborhood. . ,

The point I presume that will be of most interest to you is the

question of the life of the stora e batteries in use. These are all

of the L. 31 type and you will e happy to learn that no renewal

either of the positive or negative plates has taken place with any

of the batteries even to the oldest which was brought into opera

tion about 20 months ago. Very little deposit has accumlated at

the bottom of the cells although some of the batteries have re

ceived ve heavy work, and we are in hopes that no considerable

renewal 0 positive plates will arise for at any rate 18 months or

2 Years.

he method of charging the batteries in series proves to be an

exce tionally good one, because every cell is always in the same

con ition as its nei hbor, and this advantage is further accentuated

by all the cells of t e main batteries being worked to the same

extent, and for the purpose of regulating counter electromotive

force cells are only em 10 "ed.

You can rely that I sgi lhave from time to time much pleasure

in giving you any information that you may write for and when

ever you or your representatives happen to be in this country it

will 1; my Company’s best pleasure to show you the Station in

operation.

In conclusion. I would mention that the original capital required

for working an installation on the E. P. S. System is little if any

more than by any other ood system with similar advantages.

I am, Dear Sir, fait fully yours,

The Foreign and Colonial Electrical Power Storage Co., Limited.

* HUBERT MUSGROVE, Engineer.

LITERARY.

The Chicagojournal of Cammerce has made a complete change

in its make-up and appearance. It has taken the quarto-form,

and its pages number anywhere from 48 to 64. It has, besides,

donned a cover and been improved in various respects. This

compact form necessarily renders the paper more attractive to the

e e as well as more convenient for the patron and the reader.

’lhe management believes that the new sha e and the enlarge

ment will allow a better area for advertising, y not crowding too

many advertisements on one page, and by aifording special privi

leges to those who advertise by the page. We ofler congratula

tions appropriate to the occasion. '

The Prospectus of the National Electric Light Association, its

new constitution, lists of members, active and associate. and a re

view of the proceedings of the Twelfth Convention held at Cape

May last summer, has been issued from the otfice of the Secretary,

No. 18 Cortlandt street. The volumes of the proceedings of all

the Conventions may be obtained from the Secretary at $1 each.

By reason of an oversight, we neglected to notice last month

the new Electric Railway Ad1/erlzlver, of which the second

number has now come to hand. It is published in Boston by the

veteran electrical journalist, Dr. G. L. Austin, and promises to do

good service in the line of work it undertakes. Dr. Austin has our

earty good wishes.

_ \Ve are pleased to note the preliminary announcement of a book

by Dr. Louis Bell and Mr. O. T. Crosby, on " The Electric Rail

way in Theory and Practice." Coming from such a source, the

work should be a valuable treatise on this important subject.

“ Electricity in Daily Life. A Popular Account of the Ap lica

cation of Electricity to every Day Uses. With One Hundre and

Twenty-five Illustrations. New York, Charles Scribner’s Sons,

1890." 288 pages, ,6in. by _8;{ in., price $3.00.

This is the most interestingelectrical book of the year. The

subjects covered, whether primarily technical or lending them

selves readily to popular treatment, have all been presented in

very readable form, and are admirably adapted. to the purposes
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for which the book was intended. Mr. Franklin Leonard Pope

writes with his usual clearness and literary finish about the “ Elec

tric Motor and its Applications." Other notable contributions to

the volume are those of Mr. Charles L. Buckingham,0n “The

Tele a h of To-day," and of Mr. oseph Wetzler,on “ The Elec

tric aifivay of To-day." The ot er articles are " Electricity in

the Service of Man," by Professor C. F. Brackett; “ Electricity in

Lighting," b President Henry Morton 5 “ The Making and Lay

ing of a Cabfe," by Herbert Laws Webb; " Electricity in Naval

Warfare," by Lieut. Walter Hughes; Electricity in Land

Warfare," by Lieut. _]ohn Millis; “ Electricity in the Household,"

by A. E. Kennell , and “Electricity in Relation to the Human

Body,” by Dr. Alfen Starr.

The December Number of the Atlantic Monthly closes another

volume of this famous magazine with a brilliant issue. Frank

Stockt0n‘s new serial " The House of Martha," puts the reader in

good humor at the beginning. _ Art, literature, history, social and

political science, poetry and criticism, are all represented, and the

number will be sure to be read from cover to cover; new stories by

Rudyard Kipling and Henry james are promised.

The December number of Scribner‘: /Ilagazine appears in a

bronze cover, and the contents have a distinctly holida ' flavor.

Articles by Sir Edwin Arnold, on “_Iapan;" W. A. Ri eiqg on

"Amy Robsart;" A. F. Jocassy on “Neapolitan Art;" um

phrey Ward on “ Christie’s;" stories by Richard Harding Davis,

George A. Hibbard, Octave Thanet, and James Herbert Morse‘s

poems, sketches and editorial departments make up an interesting

and beautifully illustrated number.

CORRESPONDENCE.

ELECTRIC POWER IN SOUTH ICAROLINA.

The power plant installed by the Charleston Light and Power

Co., of Charleston, S. C., has been a complete success, giving satis

faction to both consumer and producer. A 50 horse-power gener

ator of the Thomson-Houston system is being used. This com

pany will at an early date move their quarters to more ca acious

ones. Condensing engines of the Corliss type will be use to the

extent of 1,000 horse-power.

The plant recently installed by the National Manufacturing Co.

of Eau Clair, at Anderson, S. C., is givin entire satisfaction. A

similar plant is being installed at Rock ill, S. C.

ELECTRICAL NIGHT SCHOOLS AGAIN.

PLAIN!-‘IELD, N. J., Nov. 6th, 1890.

Ed. “ ELECTRIC POWER :—I ‘am much pleased to see in the

November number of " ELECTRIC POWER " you have taken u the

subject of electrical night schools, and will predict a gran suc

cess for those who have the spirit to start one. I am interested in

this wonderful and growing power, and most anxious to make it a

study like Mr. McCartney, but am also engaged during the day

and would only be too glad to join this much needed school. I

enclose my card, but not for publication. “ Moron.‘

AN ERROR CORRECTED.

BOSTON, Nov. 19, 1890.

Editor "ELECTRIC Powiiiz."

Dear S1'r.'—l notice in your November issue, which contains va

rious papers recentl presented by me before the American

Institute of Mining ngineers at New York City, and which are

evidently taken from the uncorrected copy, that the article on A0

cumulators and Mining, be 'nnin on page 364, is apparently

written by Mr. J. S. Dow 0 the Teffrey Elec. Co., whose name

heads the first column.

The article referred to was written by Francis A. Pocock of

Scranton, Penn., and should be attributed to him instead of to

Mr. Dow.

We trust that you will kindly call attention to this error in your

next issue, 'ving the credit for the article on “ Accumulators

and Mining ’ to Mr. Pocock, and oblige,

Very truly yours,

H. C. SPAULDING,

Thomson-Houston Electric Co., Mining Department.

[The copy from which we printed the article_alluded to was the

official copy distributed at the New York meeting of the Institute,

and was obtained at Chickering Hall by our Associate Editor.

EniToiz.] '

PERSONAL.

Mr. C. M. Barclay, who has for several years managed th':

Stationary Motor Department of the Sprague C0. in Chicago, i.;

now the agent for the Elektron Company in the same territory.

Mr. George Cutter of Chicago has resigned his position of gen

eral manager of the great Western Electric Supply Company. and

rumor has it that he will accept a position soon with the Brush

Company, Mr. H. P. Lucas, who is well known to the electrical

fraternity has been appointed to succeed Mr. Cutter.

Prof. Badt, who for some time past has been connected with

the Edison General Electric Company in their Chicago oflice, has

acce ted the position of manager of the power transmission of

the homson-Houston Electric Company.

Mr. Francis G. Daniell has resigned his position with the Min

neapolis Street Railwa Company, and has become associated

with the Short Electric ailway Co., of Cleveland, 0.

FOREIGN ‘NOTES OF ALL SORTS.

An interesting illustration of the facility with which electricity

can be substituted for steam for power purposes is furnished by a

recent performance at the Lister silk mills, in Bradford, England.

During the overhauling of an engine used to drive one deparment

of the mills it was found that certain extensive repairs were neces

sary, and that unless temperary ower could be supplied this part

of the works would have to lie i le for some time. For lighting

the works two dynamos were used, one of which was driven b '

an independent engine, while the other was coupled b a clutc

arrangement to the main en ine, which it was propose to repair.

The electrician of the wor s suggested the use of the electric

plant for power purposes, and b an ingenious arran ement of

the connections this was success ully accomplished. he dyna

mo driven by an independent engine was used to generate the

current, and the other dynamo, instead of originatin a current,

received the electricity from the first generator, and t us became

a motor. As the second dynamo was coupled to the main shaft of

the mill its motive power set in operation the machinery rendered

idle by the stoppage of the main engine. This entire arrange

ment was completed and the machinery started in about an hour

after it was decided upon, and the works were run '0 the trans

formed powcr for about thirty-six hours without a hitch or inter

ruption.

The Funicular Electric Tramway between Pazzalo and Lugano

has lately come into operation. The line is close upon a mile long,

and rnns along the shore of the Lake of Lugana and up Mont

Salvator. Power is obtained from a water-fall which actuates two

Girard turbines, each of which drives a dynamo. One of these

machines is an alternator, and supplies lights at Lugano and

Pazzalo. The second d name is a continuous current machineand gives 1,800 volts andyzz amperes at 700 revolutions ; the mo

tor at Pazzalo develops 40 horse-power at the same speed. The

maximum gradient is one of 38 per cent. The track being double

a car is attached to either end of the cable, so that the tractive

effort required is considerably reduced. Each car weighs 44; tons.

and can carry 32 passeizgers. A 50 horse-power steam-engine is

kept in reserve at Pazz 0.

The Prince of Wales, on November 4th, opened the first elec

tric railway in England, running from the city of London under

the Thames to South London.

France has ordered a submarine boat, 131 feet long. to’ be

built by the inventor of the " Gymnote."

QUOTATIONS AND COMMENTS.

The following story has again started upon its annual round of

the press : “ A pretty typewriter girl sat at her machine playing

a wind-like waltz over the keys, when a quiet serious man in a

suit of overalls stepped up and motioned her to stop, The small

white hands went down, the soft brown eyes were raised, and to

to their inquiring look he asked ; " Will you be my wife? I have

not any time for courtshi and that kind of stuff. If you want to

get married; say so and II treat you well. " A wave of scarlet

passed over the Iovel brimette face, the eyes dropped and a ve

sweet voice said : " would like to think it over. ' " How long? ‘

“ This evening. " She thou ht about it, thought aflirmatively and

to-day she is Mrs, Thomas dison." All of which is very prettv,

of course. but all of which is untrue, It is time this am should

be called in. Mrs. Thomas A. Edison was Miss ina Miller,

-eldest daughter of the Hon Lewis Miller, the millionaire mower

and reaper manufacturer of Ohio. She is a beautiful and accomp

lished lady, and it is very doubtful whether she has ever seen a

typewriter. She certainly never manipulated the keys of one.

(C/ziczzgo zllail).

The present Mrs. Thomas A. Edison is the second wife of the

great inventor. married to him after he became rich and fa

mous. The first wife died several years ago, while Edison still

resided at Menlo-Park. N. J. She was not a typewriter, but was

employed in Edison‘s shop in Newark, N. J. and the story of the

courtship in substantially true as given above,
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THE ELECTRIC MOTOR FIELD.

THE NEW CONEY ISLAND ELECTRIC RAILWAY.

The new electric surface railroad trom Brooklyn to Coney Island

will robably be in operation by May 1, next. The last step in

the egal preliminaries was taken on Monday, Nov. 17th, when

the State Railroad Commission heard the application of the

Brooklyn Railroad Company for permission to use electricity as a

motive power for street cars on the Third avenue surface line and

its extensions.

The company hss been arranging for the construction of a rapid

transit road to Bay Ridge, Fort Hamilton, New Utrecht, Benson

hurst and thence to Coney Island. Rapid transit in this direction

has been demanded by the property owners and residents of these

localities for years, and many attempts to organize companies

to satisfy the demand were made. But the projectors lacked cap

ital, and the old system of horse cars for surface transit is still the

proper thing.

Recently, however, the farms and vegetable gardens lying

along the northern shore of New York Bay have been purchased

by capitalists and turned into parks and suburban villages. The

building associations took an interestin these enterprises and eo

ple went thither to build homes and to live. Then the deman for

rapid transit to Brooklyn and to New York became greater, and

the Brooklyn City Railroad Company undertook the work.

The Third avenue line of the company now runs from Fulton

Ferry, Brooklyn, up Fulton street to Flatbush avenue, to Third

avenue, to Twenty-fifth street, while a branch runs from that point

to Greenwood Cemete . Connection is also made there with

dummy trains to Fort amilton and to Coney Island.

The new line will begin at Thirty-ninth street and Second

avenue. This point is reached by ferry boat from the foot of

Whitehall street, and by surface cars from the Brooklyn end of the

Bridge. The route is laid along Second avenue to Sixty-fifth

street, and thence to Third avenue, in the town of New Utrecht,

Bay Rid e avenue joins these streets at this point. Along this

avenue t e route extends to Thirteenth avenue, and thence to

Eighty-sixth street and along that street to Twenty-fifth avenue

Alon Twenty-fifth avenue t ere is a straight stretch to Graves

end ay, directly opposite the southern end of Coney Island.

The consent 0 the owners of half the property along the route

was quietly obtained and franchises from the town authorities

through which the line passes were secured by ordinance. When

this was done men were at once laced at work preparing the

streets and putting down the ties an rails. It was not known at this

time what system was to be used on the road. The company did

not wait for this so anxious was it to have the track down. Ex

perts were engaged to figure out the expense of the several sys

tems of electric railways, and their re ort decided the company to

adopt the sin le overhead wire with t e rails connected by copper

wire to comp etc the circuit. _

With the plan full matured the company asked the consent of

the State Board of Railroad Commissioners, as the law required.

A delegation of property owners interested in the line accom

panied the com any s officers to Albany, and on- Monday the

matter was hear before the commission, all its members being

present.

President Lewis and Secretary Thompson re resented the com

pany. With them were G. B. F. Randolph, _nhn . Bryers and

C. Fergueson, of Bensonhurst; Peter Bogart E \ . Bliss, F. -A.

Barnabee, Wm. C. Langley, James C. Church and Edward Hunt,

of Bay Ridge ; John Robinson, Francis Hopkins and A. W. jlohn

son, of Fort Hamilton; J. B. McQuillan, of Brooklyn, and . C.

Van Pelt and J. L. Nostrand of Van Pelt Manor. _

President Lewis explained the situation, stating that no objec

tion to the application had been raised, although the matter had

been made public. He agreed to run the cars at a speed no

greater than that allowed by the several local authorities; also to

erect posts of a desi n and material in keepin with the surround

ings ; to guarantee t at each car shall have with it constantly two

men, with one man for each additional car attached; to take

every precaution for the safety of the employees, and to conform

to the conditions imposed by the several local authorities.

The commission thereupon announced its conclusion to grant

the application of the company, provided nothing irregular in the

papers submitted was found. ,

As soon as this action is oflicially announced by the commission

the com any will make contracts for cars, wire, dynamos, engines,

&c., an have these contracts pushed as ra idly as possible. In

the meantime a power house will be erecteti? possibl on the land

of the company at Gravesend Bay, and the track wil be psepared

for the ear openin of the road. The fare from the Bridge to

Gravesend ay will five cents. The entire extension of five

miles will be running before the opening of the Coney Island sea

son in May. _

For the coming summer passengers for Coney Island landed at

 
 

Gravesend Bay by the electric cars will be carried across the bay

to the island by a ferry boat, and to Brighton Beach and Manhat

tan Beach by the methods now used, but in time the company

expect to have the cars run direct to the island.

AN ENGLISH WAVE MOTOR.

English papers recently described a wave motor designed by A.

A. Clarke, of Hackney Road, London, and a working model'of

which is in operation on the Thames. The designer proposes to

apply his system to purposes of ventilation. _

he ap aratus consists of a floating pontoon, moored so as to

rise and all with the tide, and to the side of which are attached,

alittle above the line of flotation, open-bottom cylinders. Each

cylinder, at the upper part of its chamber, is provided with two

tubes, each fitted with a valve, one with an inlet valve and the

other with an outlet valve. The bottom part of the cylinder bein

open, the waves surge into the c linder, and force the containe

air into and through the inlet v ve and tube, to be utilized for

whatever purpose required ; but with the tube fitted with an out

let valve the air is prevented by the closing of the valve from

pressing onward. On the waves receding and passing away out

of the c linder, the inlet valve is closed, and the air in the outlet

tube is orced through the outlet valve into the cylinder to replace

the subsiding water. This operation is repeated with each suc

cessive action of the waves.

 

THE WHEELER TROLLEY.

Frank Wheeler, Meriden, manufacturer of the Wheeler double

trolley devices, etc., has met with great success, his invention

having been received with much favor. At present the Equitable

Electric Railway Construction Company, of Philadelphia, is in

stalling four of his trolleys at the Baldwin Locomotive works for

use on two traveling cranes which are capable of hoisting ioo tons

each, and when completed will be the largest electric hoist in the

world. Each crane is operated by two of his four-wheeled trol

leys.

ELECTRIC RAILWAY PROGRESS IN CINCINNATI.

There is robably no city in the Union that has taken more en

thusiastical to electric street railways than Cincinnati. The

great majority of the residents of the city have been moving out

upon the hills, and the suburbs, within the last five years, have

nearly doubled in population. With the peculiar conformation of

the territory much time was consumed in traversing short distan

ces with horse cars. Four inclined planes, straight up the hills,

bettered matters somewhat, and within the last three years three

lines of cable road, a gre ating 12 miles in length, have been doing a

rushing business. ut t e first line of electric road, about a mile

in length, running from Gilbert avenue. Walnut Hills, to the

Reading road, Avondale. offered so many points of advantage—

speed, ease and certainty particularly—that the public at once

pronounced in favor of electricity. The Daft motor was first used,

and was soon followed by the Thomson-Houston. The road now

has a. large patronage. Something over a year ago the Mount

Auburn horse ear line was altered to an electric road with the

Sprague system. It immediately secured a lar e increase of bus

iness, particularly of travel to and from the oological Garden.

The distance was some two miles. Shortly after, the Main street

line was converted into an electric road, and the entire line from

the Custom House to the Zoological Garden run by the new mo

tive power. The Colerein avenue line is the latest enterprise in

0 eration. The line runs about four miles from the Brighton

ouse to the North Corporation line in Cuminsville. It is the

double trolley system. Poles have been erected and wires strung

to bring the road to Custom House Square, in the center of the

citv. This will make the road the rival of the C. H. & D. R. R.,

and the Bee Line, and will, doubtless, take much of the steam

lines travel. Electric lines have been projected in all direc

tions and by next fall there will be few, if any, horse lines left.

A line has been projected to run from the Custom House across

the new Ohio River bridge to Ne rt. As that town now has

28,000 ersons, it will be seen that a arge business can be counted

on. T is will serve as a rival to the Chesapeake & Ohio road.

The Cincinnati & Covington line will be converted into an electric

road in a few months. It is three miles long. The les are

erected for the line from the city to Avondale. four mi es. The

right of way has been obtained to continue this line to Carthage.

It will probably not stop short of Wyoming, which is I 3 miles from

the city, via the C. H. & D. The people of Clifton, the most aris

tocratic suburb of Cincinnati, have secured an ordinance from the

council for the construction of an electric road one and one-half

miles long. It will be in operation in four months. The College

Hill electric road has been incorporated and the rights of way ob

tained. The length of the line will be about five miles. It will

be a rival to the Cincinnati & Northwestern Steam Railroad.
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The Mt. Adams & Eden Park horse car line will be operated by

electricity after January. The line will be extended to O'Brien

ville, beyond East Walnut Hills, some three miles. The Consoli

dated Street Railroad Company, which controls all the downtown

lines, is preparing to change to the new system. '

AN ELECTRIC POWER HAMMER.

Charles J. Van Depoele, who has been rominently identified with

the development of electrical tractions or street railway purposes

has devised an electric power hammer which represents a radical

I new application of electro-magnetic principles. In general design

the hammer is quite similar to the steam hammer. with its“ verti

cal cylinder mounted upon an arched frame, and the rising and

falling piston by which the hammer-head is carried, The novelty

of the apparatus lies in the substitution of electromagnetic power

for steam by a slight and very simple modification of mechan

ism. The piston is of magnetic material. and the cylinder is

composed of a series of coils through each of which an electric

current may be passed separately. The apparatus is virtually an

immense electro-magnet, the cylinderbeing the coil and the piston

"answering to the core. The passa e of an electric current through

the coils orming the up 1 part 0 the cylinder raises the piston

into the magnetic field t us created. By cutting 0E the current

and simultaneously transferring it to the lower coils of the cylin

der the piston is released and its descent is accelerated by the

magnetic attraction created below. As a magnetic field can be

created in an ' of the series of coils the blow may readily shortened

or lengthene as desired. The current is controlled by levers and

connections identical with those used on an ordinary steam ham

mer. The absence of the steam pipe is the only feature distin

guishing the machine from the common steam hammer.

 

A NEW NOISELESS ELECTRIC CAR MOTOR.

The Baxter Electric Company are building, at their works on

East Biddle street, an electric car which, by the adoption of the

latest appliances, is expected to run without the noises that are

usual with electric motors. The machinery is simplified, so that

the liability to get out of repair is believed to be reduced to a

minimum, and it is said that the high speed usually thought to be

essential in electric motors is not required by this one. The ob

jectionable noise is caused by the rapidity with which the ordi

nary motors revolve, and that of the Baxter Company, it is claimed

can be run at one-third of the speed of the motors now in use,

while still furnishing the same running speed to the car. To ac

complish this the armatures have been considerably enlar ed._

The motors, applied to the axle, are enclosed in iron boxes fi led

with lubricatin oil, thus doing away with the accumulation of

dirt which has een one of the objectionable features of motor

building. Another difference is that the gearing is simplified, and

the weight is reduced one-third. The company are constructing

a track about an eighth of a mile long upon which to test their

car and motor. A combination car is proposed by which storage

batteries are to be used in the thickly settled parts of a city and

overhead wires in the outlying districts. The Baxter Compan

employ 100 hands, and have laid the foundation for a new buil -

ing as an addition to the large ones already on the ground. Mr.

David E. Evans is superintending the works, and Mr. Baxter, the

inventor, is givin rsonal attention to the construction of the

motors. Mr. E. gight is president and R. B. Grifiitlis, secre

tary and treasurer of t e company.

ELECTRIC RAILWAY NEWS.

Astoria, Ore.—The Electric Power and Transit Company wil

build an electric road in Clatsop County, Ore., to be in at the

intersection of Cushing's Court and Sixth street in t e cit ' of

Astoria, and extend thence southerl to the north side of the Wal

luski river, and near its junction wlth Young's river ; also, and as

a part of the system, the road is to be built from Twelfth and

Main streets to Smith's Point.

Atlanta, Ga.-—A practical test of the Westerland electric un

derground conduit was recently made with very satisfactory

results. The operation was made publicly at the plant of the

Fulton County Electric Street Railway Company. Atrack laid

especially for the experiment had been arranged with the newly

invented appliances, and measured something" over a hundred

yards on a steep grade. One ofgthe cars belonging to the Fulton

County electric line was fitted with such fixtures as_ were necessary

_to adapt it to the under ound system. The conduit wasimbedded

in the ground midwa ' _ tween the two tracks.

'-H18 f0I‘mal organization of the Westerland Electric Conduit

Company W88 erfected a few days ago, and the following oflicers

were elected: resident, J, M. Ste hens; vice-president, Aleck

Beck: secretary and treasurer, J. James; attorneys, Dorsey &

Howell; b08I'(l Of directors. ]. M. Stephens, Aleck Beck, T. .

lamefi. T- L Langston, Barton Smith, Albert Howell, ]r., H.

Zacchry, J. W. James, W. H. Patterson, and W. T. Gentry, This

company's capital stock is $600,000. It was decided that only

$100,000 of this be laced on the market, the balance being taken

by the resent stockholders. With the roceeds of the sale of this

stock a arge foundry will be erected at tlanta. The companyis al

rcady in receipt of enough orders to keep the works busy for

months and the outlook for the new enterprise is thought to be

ver flattering. An interesting phase of the work to be immedi

ate ' undertaken by this eompan is the ap lication of its electric

con uit to elevated railroads. The lans o the com any, which

were pre ared for elevated roads in ew York and hiladel hia

contemp ate a two-story arrangement, with cars above and be ow,

receiving the motive power from the same wire. It is stated that

a railroad company is to be organized at once in Atlanta to use the

Westerland conduit.

Augusta, Ga..—The city council has been asked for permission

to increase the speed of the electric cars from six to fifteen miles

an hour in passing through the city.

Beaver Falls, Pa.—The Central Electric Railway Company, of

Beaver Falls, has been granted a charter and has also obtained

permission of the boroughs of Beaver falls, New Brighton, Bridge

water and Beaver to construct and operate the electric railway

through the main streets of said boroughs. Work will be com

menced on this road as soon as the weather permits. ]. C. Whit

lsa is the president and A. R, Leyda, secretary. The capital is

60.000. .

Bloomingtoi-i,:lIl.—The electric railway is now in operation.

Boston, Mass.-—The gross earnings of the \Vest End Street

Railway Company for t e year ending September 30, 1890, were

$5,680,000, an increase of $43o.o0o.

Braddock. Pa.—The Braddock Electric Street Railway Com

pany has obtained permission from the town council to construct and

0 erate an electric street car line from Braddock to Wilkinsburg.

ork is to be commenced within sixty days and the road is to be

completed in a year. The incorporators of the company are A.

L. Sailor, C. F. Ellis. C. C. Lee. ]. C. Mcl(elvey and H. C. New

myer. There is said to be business enough to justify the building

of the line.

Bridgeport, Conn.—It is reported that the Thomson-Houston

electric railway system is to be adopted by the Bridgeport horse

railroad company.

Brockton, Mass.—The Brockton Electric Railway Company

has published its report for the year ending September 30, 1890.

The equipment was increased during the year by the purchase of

one box car, making the total equipment three box and four open

cars, besides an engine, dynamo and other electrical appliances

in the ower station. The revenue for the year has been : Re

ceipts rom passengers carried, $12, 553.70 ; from school tickets,

$144.15; other sources, $376.82; total income, $13,074.67. The

total passengers carried for the year ending September 30, 1890,

was 259,509, being an increase of 27,184 passengers over the pre

vious year, while the increase in passenger receipts is $1,381.00.

Champaign, lll.--The first electric car on the Champaign-Urba

na Railwav made a successful trip Oct. 20, and the line will soon

be put in full running order.

Chicago, Ill.—A new electric street-car line has been chartered

to run from Ninety-fifth street, southward on Michigan avenue,

to Kensington. It will be built and largely owned by the well

known contractor, L. M. Loss.

Hiram Vanderpool, Joseph Feldman. and James Heffernan, as

incorporators, have been granted a charter for the Cicero and

West Chicago Electric Railway Company, with capital stock of

$1,r-00,000. The route proposed is from Milwaukee avenue and

Forty-eighth street, south on Forty-eighth street, extendin

through Cicero to a terminus near the Stickney tract, with sucg

branches as are thought advisable.

Cincinnati, O.—The Coleraiii Avenue Electric Road began run

ning the full length of its line—five miles—on Sunday, Nov. 21.

It has immediately jumcped into a highl rofitable business, be

coming a rival of the . H. & D. an t e Bee Line railways

between Connersville and in the city.

Dallas. Tex.—The joint double track of the Dallas Rapid Tran

sit and the Consolidated Electric railways is finished, and is now

ready for travel. The Dallas Electric Compan have just com

pleted an electrical plant in a fine new stone bui ding. There are

two 700 h. p. Hamilton-Corliss engines, with two batteries, of

four boilers each. There are five incandescent d amos, with a

capacity of 500 lights. This company has entere into an agree

ment with all the street car companies, telephone companies and

electric light companies in the city to use a union system of poles.

which Mr. J. P. Smith, the president of the company claims will

{Jesuit in a saving of 60 per cent. to all the companies in the com

me.

Englewood, N. J.--Vigorous efforts are bein made to secure

for this beautiful suburban town an electric rai way system, ant’
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several prominent citizens are active in pushing the matter. The

roposed route is about three miles long, and would open up the

gne ridges that lie just west of the Palisades, and are now una

vailable on account of lack of convenient transportation. The

road would un uestionably tend to build up the town, and greatly

enhance the va ue offproperty. It is quite probable that an elec

tric light plant may orm an im ortant part of the system, as En

lewood, with its many fine resi ences, offers a capital opportunity

or domestic lighting on a considerable scale.

Freeport, Ill.—A syndicate from Bloomington has secured an

option on the Freeport street-car line. They will purchase it pro

viding the Council will grant permission to run cars by electricity.

Galveston, Tex.—The Galveston Cit Railway company has

contracted with the Detroit Electrical \ orks for a full electrical

epuipment of Rae motors and generators. The first installment

0 twent motor cars and four generators with full station equip

ment wi 1 be in operation on or before ]an. 1, 1891. The Detroit

Electrical Works have forwarded to Portland, Ore., the first ship

ment of their standard 30-horse power motors and trucks as the

first installment of a large order.

Greenville, S. C.—A $300,000-company is reported to have been

organized by E. A. Buck and others to construct an electrical

stree t railway.

Hartford Conn.-—Hartford is getting ready to have electric

transit in place of horse cars, and the project is so far along [that

the horse railroad company has applied to the common council of

the city for permission to erect poles with which to operate the

trolley system.

Houston, Texas.—An electric railroad will be built by a com‘

pany which S. Taliaferro and others are now organizing.

Indianapolis Ind.—The Citizen's Street Railway Company has

10 Thomson-Houston, five Short and two ulien cars equipped,

and is running five Thomson-Houston and ve Short cars on the

Illinois street line. A friendly rivalry exists between the crews

on the two systems in use on this line as to who has the fastest

car. A correspondent says : “ On the last trip in from the park at

night they seldom have any passengers and the car drivers let

them go, The best time claimed by a Thompson-Houston motor

man is 23 minutes. When it is taken into consideration this run

is six and one-half miles, and that the line has eight curves, some

of them the same as used in the old horse-car system, it may be

considered fast running." The two storage battery cars run out

to Irvington and back, a round trip of 10 miles.

Kenoslia. Wis.—Milwaukee capitalists are interested in build

ing an electric motor line from Kenosha to Racine and to Mil

waukee. The entire run from Kenosha to Milwaukee could be

made in 45 minutes.

Leavenworth, Ka.n.—-The Leavenworth ra id transit rail

way has been sold to the Leavenworth Electric ailway Company

for $100,000. It is the intention of the purchasers to push the

electric railway project to early _consumat1on.

Lincoln, Neb.—The Lincoln Street Railway Company, owning

the principal lines in this city, have been granted a charter b the

City Council to use electricity. Orders for electric supplies ave

already been placed by telegraph, and $300,000 will be expended

in putting in one of the most complete systems in the West. Bos

ton capitalists are interested in the enterprise.

Little Rock, Ark.—The City Electric Street Railway, of Little

Rock, known as the “dummy line," has been purchased by the

Capital Street Railway Com any, which will operate the two lines

under one management. T e purchase price was about $50,000

in securities of the Capital Street Railway Company, which thus

gains control of the city’s street railway system, and of the per

petual freight rates of the " dummy line."

Los Angeles, Cal.—The Main street cable road, Los Angeles,

has applied for an amended franchise granting the right to use

electricity.

Louisville Ky.—The Central and City street railways recently

consolidate , and are now operated by one company. Electricity

has been substituted for the old motive power, They have built a

power plant which contains six dynamos and six engines. This

company is also building in another part of the city a five-story

electric power building.

Lynchburg, Va.-—It is stated that an electric ‘power plant to

operate a street railway is to be erected by the irginia Power,

Light and construction Company.

Macon, Ga..—The Ocmulgee Street Railway Company has been

organized to build a street railway and will make it an electric

line.

Mason, Mich.—An electric railway from Mason to Dansville,

Mich., is being talked about.

Memphis, Tei-in.—C. B. Holmes, of Chicago, representing a

number of Chicago capitalists, has paid the Memphis Street Rail

way company $537,ooo, the balance due on the purchase of the

Mem his street car system, and assumed active management.

The hicago capitalists paid $1,000,000 for the roads, and assumed

$1,000,000 onded indebtedness in addition. Mr. Holmes is presi

dent of the Memphis Street Car company. The entire system is

to be operated by electricity, and the work of conversion is to be

begun at once.

Oakland, Cal.—Work has been commenced by the Highland

Park and Fruitvale Railroad on their newline on Fruitvale avenue,

from the local train to the head of the avenue. It is expected to

have the road completed before the rains set in, and when run

ning it will be of great convenience to the people living in a large

district. Extra heavy rails are being laid, as it is the intention of

the Company to adopt the most approved electric road motors

within a reasonable time. The cars to be used at present will be

top seat cars, of a design patented by E. C. Sessions, president

of the road, unlike any ever seen here, and which are expected to

become very popular. They are now being constructed by the

Pullman Company. The Highland Park branch of the road, now

in operation, is to be regraded and reconstructed.

The Alameda Count Supervisors have anted a franchise for

an electric road from akland to Haywar s, to E. W. Meeks, C.

E. Palmer, W. J. Landers and E. 13. Stone.

Pittsburgh, Pa.—The construction of the line of the Duquesne

Traction Company is now nearly completed, and the cars are prom

ised to be running by the 1st of December. The forty cars to be

used on the road are to be shipped from the Pullman company‘s

works in a few days. The power house is so far in shape as to re

quire onl the p)leacing of the motor generators and the engines.

This roa will about twelve miles long. »

Plainfield, N. ].—The common council has issued a call for bids

for an electric railway system.

Reading, Pa.—-The building of a new electric road from Read

ing, Pa., to Mohnsville, a distance of five miles, is now an assured

fact. A meetin was held there and $50,000 subscribed. Mohns

ville has half a ozen hat factories, and it is believed that the

freight and assenger traffic of the road will be very heavy from

the start. ork will be commenced at once.

Richmond, Va..——The two electric lines operated by the South

side Land and Improvement Company, and the Richmond and

Manchester Railway Company, respectively, have been consoli

dated, and the two companies are now under one management

with a consolidated capital stock of $300,000. Alf. Rutherford,

of Baltimore, Md., has been chosen resident. '

The electric street railway of the outhside Land and Improve

ment Company has been completed, and the cars made their first

trip Oct. 9th.

Rochester, N. Y.—The electric street railway at Rochester, N.

Y., is now operating several street cars by electricity. The

trial trip was made Saturday evenin , Oct. 18, and although no

formal announcement had been ma e, the route was lined with

citizens eager to seethe first car. Officers of the company, city

officials and prominent citizens to the number of thirty enjqyed

the firsttrip. There was not a hitch in the proceedings. he

trial was highly successful. A local paper says : “ The new car

resented a'most attractive a pearance. It was brilliantly li hted

two clusters of electric lig ts, three bulbs in a cluster an two

e ectric lights at each end, while bri ht oil lamps were placed be

hind colored bull's e es at either en near the roof. The new cars

are finished both inside and out in the most attractive manner.

No expense seems to have been spared in their appointment. In

many respects they are as luxurious as the interior of a modern

steam coach. Each car is provided with a cosy little stove.

Small colored glass windows extend around the car at the top.

The cars are operated by a lever similar to that of a locomotive

and are furnished with reverse levers at each end. By means of

this system a car can becontrolled with great ease b the 0 era

tor. The new cars have a bod length of eighteen eet wit six

lar e windows on each side an vestibules at each end inclosed

wit glass." The company is prosecuting its work on the other

lines and hopes to have the principal routes transferred into elec

tric lines within a short time.

A new electric railroad is to be built, running from Charlotte

to Long Pond and Manitou Beach. It will run along the sand

bar or narrow strip of land dividing the lake from Long and

Cranberry ponds and Braddock's bay, bridging the outlets, and,

for the greater part of the distance there will be a view across the

water on either side of the track.

Work will be commenced upon the construction of the road at

once and will be rushed through this winter. The directors will

endeavor to push matters so that the first car can be run by the

first of May. and they are determined to have the road in_ active

operation by the middle of that month in order to be in time for

the summer traffic. It is their intention to run cars every twenty

minutes from Charlotte to Manitou. makin direct connections

with the electric road to the city. It is confi ently ex ected_ that

under the new system of rapid transit here and with e facilities
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which the new road will afford, summer cottagers at Manitou

beach can reach the four corners in a little less than fifty minutes !

As soon as the building of the road became assured property at

Manitou began to boom and Matthews & Servis have already sold

forty or fifty lots on the lake front. A breakwater has been built

along the lake at an expense of $3,800. The cottages will have

the advantage of gas, water and sewerage.

Rockland, Me.—There is some talk of connectin

of Rockland and Camden, Me., by an electric railroa .

Rocksborough, Pa.—A charter has been secured for the build

ing of an electric railroad from Rocksborou h to Wissahickon.

James Christie is president of the companyk ohn Flanagan, sec

retary and treasurer, and the directors are: illiam Johnson, Peter

P. Leibert, L. M. Jones, George C, Thompson, and John Kin

worthy.

Sacramento, Cal.—J. H. Henry has contracted with the Edison

Company for the equipment of the Central street road, Sacramen

to. The contract calls for ten cars.

Salem, Mass.—The Essex Electric Street Railroad Company

have asked permission of the Salem board of aldermen to change

the system from the double trolley to the single trolley.

_ San Francisco, Cal.—An electric railway is said to be in

contemplation to run from San Francisco to Baden, Cal.

Seattle, Wash.—-The Edison General Electric Company has

closed a contract for 15 miles of electric railway, to be constructed

between New Westminster and Vancouver, B. C., cars to be

equipped with 4o-horse power motors and the distance will be

made in 30 minutes.

The directors of the James Street Construction Company elected

for the ensuing year the following ofiicers. E. F. Wittler,

president; John Leary, vice-president; W. H. Llewellyn. treasurer,

J. D. Lowman, secretary and general manager. Besides the elec

tion of offices, plans for future development were discussed. E.

F. Wittler, president of the company stated after the meeting that

just as soon as the machinery arrived it would be put in place in

the power house, which is now almost completed, at the corner of

James and Broadwa streets. The cable road up James street is

nearly completed. his line will be in 0 crating condition prob

ably by December 1, and then work wi 1 be commenced on the

Broadwa ' electric road.

The di culty between the Seattle Electric Railway Compan

and Major W. V. Rinehart, in regard to the compan "s right-0 -

way over the pro erty condemned -by the city at t e corner of

Yesler Avenue an South Third Street, has been amicably settled.

Sometime last month, when the Seattle Electric Railway com

menced the construction of its track on South Third street, across

the property condemned for street urposes, it was enjoined from

further operations. Since then nal arrangements have been

made by the city with Major Rinehart for the payment for the

pro ert_v condemned, and in consequence an adjustment of the

di iculty with the Electric Railway Company followed. A large

force of men have been put to work by the compan . It is the

purpose of the compaiiv to extend its line from Second street

south along South Third to Main street, thencealong Main to

Commercial, thence on Commercial to Yesler avenue, to a con

nection with the James street spur. This loop will be a single

track, and will_be in operation order within two weeks. _ _

Plans are being prepared for the Temperance street incline of

the Seattle electric railway. The incline will be about 15,000 feet

long, from near the car house to the top of the hill, and will have

a seventeen per cent. grade. The plan is to operate a cable on

the incline by means of electric power, and for the purpose of

taking up and down the car dummies will be used. To these

dummies the cars will be attached when they reach the hill, and

one car will ascend, while another descends. The one comin

down by its weight will aid the ascending car. The overhea

wires will be continued up the incline, as they will be needed when

the top is reached. The cars on the incline will use the overhead

current, though the cable will be the chief reliance. The cable,

together with the friction brakes, will afford every precaution

against the cars etting be ond control.

Sharon, Pa.— charter as just been granted for the Chenango

Valley Street Railway to operate an electric line between Sharon

and Sharpesville, Pa. The route has already been located and

the management will at_0nce make application to the proper au

thorities of Sharon and Sharpesville or the necessary privileges,

and to secure the right of way along the pro osed route. From

the feeling of the citizens the will meet wit co-operation from

°V°1'Yb0dy_ along the line, as its construction will be of the reat

est convenience to the public. As soon as some further pre iinin

B1165 afe _°0mpleted, the books of the company will be opened for

subscriptions to stock. and it is believed that a few months will

596 £118 enterprise under good headway.

Springfield, Mass.—The Springfield, Mass. Street Railway Coni

pany has voted to increase its capital stock from $300,000 to $700

000 for the purpose of introducing elcctlicity as a motive power.

the towns

St Louis, Mo.—It is proposed to build an electric road from

St. Louis to St. Charles, Mo.

Tacoma, Wash.—The Tacoma & Steilacoorn Railway com

pany of Tacoma, expects to complete its electric line, sixteen

miles in length, by Feb. 1. Fifteen cars equipped with Thomp

son-Houston motors will be operated. The company states that

its power and station will be the most complete for its size on the

Pacific coast._

Uniontown, Pa.—The Uniontown (Pa.) Street Railway Company

has contracted for the laying of the track with the A. C, Town

send Railway Building Company, of Pittsburgh. The route for

which the contract has been let is along Main and Fayette streets

making a complete circuit of these thoroughfares. The track for

the Main street portion is to be completed by the 15th of Decem

ber next. It will be laid_in the centre of the streets, and will be of

wagon tread width. The cars are to be pro elled and lighted by

electricity. The trolley-wires are to be 20 eet above the streets

and the poles, which are of wood, are to be attractivel painted.

Three cars are I0 be put on the route first. and will run rom three

to five minutes a art. The cars are to be vestibuled. and will be

equipped with al the latest conveniences. The contract of elec

trical equipments has been given to the Edison Company, of New

York. The cars are to built by the Brill Company, of Phila

delphia. The Johnson girder rail of the best qualit ' will be laid

on sawed white oak ties, which will be laid beneathgt e surface of

the street. The length of line under contract is about one and

th_ree-quarter miles. The entire plant will cost $50,000. The

dynamos to be put in will furnish suflicient power to run six cars

when necessary. The compan ' ex ects to have the Main street

gprtion of the road complete an the cars running by Jan. 1.

hile the company expects to build branches to the surrounding

towns, it has not as yet located or decided on any particular route

or branch. '

Whitman, Mass.—The East Side Electric Road Company has

purchased the franchise of the local road in Whitman, and work

under the new management will be pushed as fast as possible.

MOTOR NOTES.

Small Motors Most Economical.—The economy of small elec

tric motors for industrial purposes is shown in a shoe factory in Broc

ton, Mass., where for the last year and a half a 25-horse power

has been runnin the machinery. This is replaced with three mo

tors of 15, io and 5 horse powerrespectively, and a savin of 6

horse power is looked forward to from the change. The e ectric

o\ver company that furnishes the current agrees to charge less

or the current for the three small motors than it did for the large

_one,

Small Motors in Waltham, Mass.--A 5 h. p. motor has been

set up in Stark's machine shop. A 2 h. p. motor has been ordered

by D. D. Palmer, and smaller motors will be introduced for run

ning sewing machines, ice-cream freezers and work requiring less

than 2 h. while a number of printers are considering the intro

duction o electric power in their establishments.

NEW CORPORATIONS.

Albany, Nov. I1.-—The Union Electric’Railway Comfpany of

Saratoga was incorporated to-day. by the Secretary 0 State.

The company proposes to construct a railroad five and one-half

miles in length, beginning at some point on Broadwa -, in Sara

toga, and running thence by the most direct and feasib e route to

the race course. and thence to a point near Moon’s Corners, on the

West side of Saratoga Lake. The company is capitalized at

$3oo,oool'and has as directors Henry Russell, Charles E. Arnold,

Edward Slattery, Clifford D. G ' ory, Henry L. Smith, Mcvcr

Nussbaum, and A. . Voyer, of Abany; W. J. Arkell. Canajo

harie; and L. H. ramer. Geo e I. Humphrey, William Hay

Brocker, J. W, Lester, and C. S. rant, of Sarato a.

The Saratoga Rapid Transit Railroad was also ncorporated to

day. The company is capitalized at $30,000, and is formed for

constructing a railroad two and a half miles in length, beginning

at a point on Broadway, thence and along Putnam street, Lake

and Spring avenues, Geneva street, VValton square, Front. Henry.

Spring, South, Union. William, South Federal, Hamilton, Con

ess, Regent, White and Court streets, East avenue, Ludlow and

eorge streets, and Lincoln avenue to the racetrack, and from a

point on Putnam street. and East Congress street, northerly

through Putnam street, to and through Front and Geneva streets,

Spring and East avenues, to a point near the Mt. McGregor rail

road; thence along East avenue to and along Spring and Lake

avcs., Henry and Spring streets to Putnam street. The directors

are G. W, Morton, G. I. Humphrey, L. H. Cramer, Saratoga;

Meyer Nussbaum, Henry Russell, Charles E. Arnold and A. J.

Slattery. of Albany. _1It is the intention of the promoters of these

I11two companies to d the electric road to the racetrack and $sr
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atoga Lake first, for the accommodation of the summer visitors at

Saratoga, and if the buildin of the road turns out to be a success

ful enterprise, then the ra i transit road will be built for the ben

efit of the inhabitants of aratoga.

Alton, Ill.—The Alton Consolidated Electric Railway Company,

to construct street railways; capital, $200,000. Iiicorporators, C.

H. Holmes, William S. Rogers and Joseph Morrison.

. Altoona, Pa.—Am0ng the new corporations chartered at Harris

burgh, last week, was the Fairview Electric Passenger Railway

Company of Altoona, with a capital of $40,000.

' Anacortes, Wash.—Anacortes & Ska 't Motor Railway Com

pany, of Anacortes; capital, $200,000; as been formed at Ana

cortes.

Astoria, Ore.—The Electric Power and Transit Company, of

Astoria ; capital, $150,000. J. M. Moore, president; A. P. Sharp

stein, manager, and C. E. Belding, secretary and treasurer.

Astoria, Wash.—Astoria Electric Power and Transit Company ;

capital, $150,000. '

Beaver Falls, Pa.—Central Electric Street Railway Company Z

capital, $6o.o0o. Directors, ohn C.‘ VVhitlea, Albert M. Jolly,

Almond R. Leyda, John A, lliott, Beaver Falls; Stephen P.

Stine, Bridgewater.

Butte City, Mont.—Electric Mining and Reduction Company;

capital, $45o.o0o,

Chicago, Ill.—The People's North Shore Street Railway Com

pany has been formed, with a capital of $200,000. The incorpo

rators are,~Alexander Clark, Benjamin F. Hill, Jr., Henry F.

Daly and Joseph H. Fitch.

Northwestern Electric Motor Company; ca ital, $1,000,000.

Incorporators, T. B. Bryan, Frank Weeks and . W. Towle.

American Conduit and Traction Company; ca ital, $1,000,000.

Incorporators, H- B. Hallock, A. M. Day and C. . Chapman.

South End Electric Railwa Com any; ca ital, $100,000; in

corporators, F. R. Dyche, C. . Vi/'00 and C. . Lost.

. Eau Claire, Wis.—Eau Claire Street Railway Light and Power

Company; capital, $100,000.

Helena, Mont.—Union Electric Railway Com any; capital,

$500,000. Inco rators, Newton M. McC0nnel, Albert M,

Thornburgh, E gar C. Richards, George B. Hopkins and John

B. Clayberg.

New York.—The United States Electric Railway Company is

a new organization that has recently been incorporated and is now

established at 10 Wall street. Primarily, it is an electrical engi

neering company, and will contract for and build electric railways,

steam plants, power plants, and anything and everything in that

line. An important part of its business will also be the reorgani

zation of street railway companies that desire to equip with elec

tricity, and the negotiation of the bonds for the necessary capital

ization. The president of the company is Wolston R. Brown.

W. L. Clark is s ecial counsel for the com any, and Lemuel Wil

liam Serrell, wil be general manager. T e well-known financial

standing of the gentleman forming the company, combined with

the long experience of Mr. Serrell in electrical engineering

work of every sort, ought to be suflicient guarantee of the thor

oughness of the new company's equipment for doin every sort of

electrical work, and we hope that the enterprise wi 1 be rewarded

by as active a business as could be desired.

Niagara Falls, N. Y.—Niagara Falls and Lewiston Railroad

Company; capital, $100,000. The directors of the Company are,

ohn M. Brinker, Murray A. Verner, Daniel O‘Da , Robert W.

iones, Charles R. Huntley, C. D. R, Stowits, Fran M. Biinker,

. L. Jones, all of Buffalo; and H. S. McKee, Morris S. Verner,

J. K. Verner, Thomas McKee and William Jones of Pittsburgh.

Pueblo, Col.-—The Jenkins Electric Mining Machine Company ;

capital, $100,000. Incorporators, B. Oram, C. L. Wall, N.

Carlile. Charles Henkel, Fred. Ro rer, H. Pollard, G. W. Gill, J.

A. Thatcher, W. W. Strait, T. A. Sloane, J. J. Stanchfield, and

W, P. Hobson.

_ West Brooklyn, N. Y.——The West Brooklyn Electric Company

has been incorporated to build an electric railway five miles long

at \Vest Brooklyn, N. Y. The directors are: Richard Hawley,

Charles Bellews, r., Allen N. Spence and John S. Kenned ', of

West Brooklyn; erbert N. Curtis and Henry C. Radfor , of

New York ; and Thomas G. S ence, Andrew D. Baird, Joseph P.

Puels, William P. Rae, Wiliam Wish and John l\orris, of

Brooklyn.

West Chicago, Ill.—The Cicero and West Chicago Railway

Company has been incor orated at Chicago to construct and op

erate street railways on Vest Forty-eight street in Chicago and

town of Cicero; capital stock, $1,000,000; incorporators, Joseph

Feldnian, Hiram Vaiiderpocl and James B, 1-Ietfernen, '

POWER APPLICATIONS.

Professor Barrett, the city electrician of Chicago. proposes to

remove the steam en 'nes_now used to turn the bridges and sub

stitute electricity, e claims b this means that one man can do

all the work at each bridge and essen the expense greatly.

The Thomson-Houston Motor Compan has just installed an

electric drum hoist at the docks of the erchants' and Miners‘

Transport Company, Boston. On the arrival of a steamer of the

last named company next Thursday the electric hoist will perform

its first practical work, and will then certainly demonstrate its use

fulness in as satisfactory amanner as has been evinced at every

one of the previous experimental tests.

A press dispatch from Austin, Texas, dated October 15, says :

“ The city to-day sold $400,000 of the $1,400,000 in bonds issued

to construct a dam across the Colorado River and to erect water

and electric light works. The contract to build the dam was let to

Bernard Corrigan, of Kansas cit , for $501,150, and work on it

will commence within 15 days. ’ he city is wild with excitement

to-night over the sale of the bonds and letting of the contracts. ”

The Shawnee Ironpoint Coal and Iron Com any, at Shawnee, -

N. Y., was the first minin company in the tate to install an

glectric mill plant. The eectrical machinery consisted of a 40

orse power dynamo, an ei ht horse ower exciter; a 15, horse

Rower motor and line conductors. The plant was set up in

u ust, 1888.‘ _ _

. r. E, N. Sanderson has made. a survey of the Lachine Rapids,

in company with Mr. R. D. McGibbon, Q. C., for the pu se of

ascertaining the feasibilit of utilizing the water power 0 the St.

Lawrence to generate eectricity to afiord light and power to

Montreal. Mr. Sanderson favors establishinga dam at La ’I‘_0rtue,

on the south side of the St. Lawrence. He is also interested -in

the Suburban Electric Company, now applying for a charter at

Quebec, for the purpose of lighting the town of Lachine and re

sidences along t e shore of ake St. Louis.

The contract for the construction of the dam across the Kansas

River,which is to furnish water and electrical ower to Topeka

has been let to James Anthony and Charles B. olmes, of Kansas

City. The dam and machinery cost in round figures $1,000,000 and

wil give Topeka 10,000 horse power.

Motors in a Newspaper Ofice.—-The Chicago Inter-Ocean evi

dentl appreciated good service, as it has added two more 15

h. p. a 0 motors for driving the presses. This makes tour‘15

h. p. an one 10 h. p. Mayo motors that it has now in service.

The Peru, Ill., News-Herald now runs its new Campbell press
by electricity, and the Augusta. Ga., Clzronic/'2 is installing‘ aixo

horse power “ C. & C. " motor to operate its presses. ‘ '

Extensive Motor Plant,—It is rumored that Mr. Victor Lawson

is considering the advisability of installin an electric motor lant

havin a capacity of 500 h. p., one-half 0 which will be a (i.iipli

cate p ant held in reserve, to drive the machinery required to ‘pre

paring the Chicago Daily News.

The Thomson-Houston Motor Company has installed an elec

tric hoist at the dock of the M. & M. T. Company, Boston, for

unloading vessels, 1 '

An electric trycicle has been built at Englewood, Ill., which will

attain a speed of twenty miles an hour on an ordinary road. Its con

struction is similar to t at of the ordinary tricycle, except the size,

which is much greater. Beneath the seat is an electric storage bat

tery and dynamo which furnish the motive power. The battery, -it is

claimed, can be charged at a cost of 50 cents, and one char e will

run the vehicle over 120 miles. The total cost of this nove road

machine was $900.

An electric motor car is being constructed at Springfield which,

it is claimed, will be noiseless. It will be about ten feet long and

will draw two cars. It will be furnished with 300 cells, and two

20-horse power motors which will give 100-horse power, sufficient

for an entire day's work. The mechanism is so arranged that the

car can be propelled by either the overhead system or storage bat

teries. The company making it claims that it will do away entirely

with overhead and underground wires,

A Cleveland, Ohio, man has a new plan for street car propulsion

which is an innovation on present systems. He proposes to propel

a car by electric motor operated by a current from a storage bat

tery, the latter to be continuously charged by a dynamo carried

on a car and driven by the wheels of the car when it is in motion.

Electric Power for Drillin Oil Wells.-A Pittsburgh inventor

named Webber recently got it into his head that electricity could be

used in the drilling of oil wells with the same facility with which it is

applied in many other kinds of work. Last week he was granteda

patent upon a device which he has worked out. ‘ It consists of a

series of motors in tandem, connected is such a way as to practically

make one motor. The design is to get the wer within a 6-inch di

ameter, so that the entire mechanism, whic much resembles a com

mon boiler, can belowered in the well and the power applied atthe

bottom, Projecringfromthe _I_11¢¢llF.1!1i5l'.l?l§l?iT0\l which rsssmblés a
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piston rod working in and out of the cylinder; upon this rod the drill

bits are firmly fastened and the apparatus is then lowered in the well.

Helena, Mont.—The Citizens’ Committee of Helena are suppoi ting

a plan having for its object the utilization of the water power now going

to waste in the Missouri River. The project is to erect a dam across

the Missouri River at a point some 13 miles distant from the city. where

the quantity and fall of water is estimated to be suflicient to furnish 50,

000 horse power, even during the month when the river is at its lowest

stage. This power would then be utilized in driving electric generators

that would furnish the current necessary to drive motors used in the

various industries, for lighting the streets, residences, and stores and for

operating the street railways. Two other advantages will accrue from

the successful carrying out of the plan. First, an abundance of pure

water suiiicient to supply the needs of the community for many years to

come would be secured, and it would increase the value many fold of the

adjacent land in the fine valley through which the river passes and mater

ijll aid in converting it into a rich garden section. The members of the

Citizens’ Committee are Oscar Bradford, A. J. Seligman, Wm. Chess

man, C. W. Cannon and L. G. Phelps.

Storage battery traction is being rapidly pushed in New Orleans.

Eight cars have just been received there from Brill & Co ,tobe followed

by 22 more. Thirty cars in all are to be installed within the next few

months. Thirty trucks are already mounted with motors and prepared

to receive the car bodies.

An experimental conduit for electric railways is being constructed be

tween the Federal street tracks of the Thomson-llouston Company, at

Lynn. Mass. It is said to be a Thomson-Houston invention. The

company advocates the overhead system, but proposes to be so well pre

pared that it can lay conduits in cities where the drainage is such as to

make it practicable.

The new Westinghouse motor, which has been in operation on the

Pleasant Valley Electric Railway, Allegheny, l‘a., for a week, has been

the subject of daily conversation among parties interested in the electric

motor business. The patrons of the road are said to be perfectly de

lighted with it. They have named it the " Noiseless," and it is not an

unusual thing for people to let several cars go by and wait for No. I 30,

the car fitted up with the Westinghouse motor. One of the oflicials of

the Pleasant Valley company, who has made the electric motor a study,

and who has had experience with all of them, in answer to a series of

questions as to the distinctive points of the Pittsburgh street car motor,

said : “ There is above all the wonderful ease and quietness of operation,

which causes the cars to run along with a wonderful smoothness and

silence. This noiselessness makes the car at once conspicuous on our

line, and there is hardly a passenger on the route to-day who does not

know the ‘ Noiseless.' People are enabled to converse even in an ordi

nary tone of voice on the car, and the residents along the line have great

praise for it. The car has been running 167 miles each day since the

first day of its operation, which is 47 miles a day more than any other

car runs. That is, of course, because we run the car all night and thus

are able to accomodate the traveling public without having our cars be

come a nuisance to the people who are desirous of having a night's rest

undisturbed by the rattling and grating of the street car motor."

The latest plan of propelling trains by electricity has been patented

by M. R Ward of London. Instead of running the carriage of a train

on wheels on the permanent way, the inventor proposes fixing slides of a

suitable form to the carriages. which slides slide on a film of water. The

water is held up in U-shaped rails which take the place of ordinary

rails. The carriages are propelled by an electric motor or motors sup

plied with electricity from accumulators or conductors along the railway,

suitably connected to wheels on the sliding carriage, or on a separate

rail in the center of the permanent way, or on flanged-shaped rails pro

jecting from the inner sides of the sliding rails.

The machinery of the Vermont School Scat Company at Rutland is

being operated by a 30 horse-power motor of the " C. and C." Motor

Company of New York, which runs at a speed of 950 revolutions a

minute.

In the printing establishment of C A. Pinkham & Company, on Con

gress street, is p aced a motor of to horse-power. which runs the entire

establishment, which consists of more than twelve presses, paper cutters,

etc. The motor was installed bv the Connecticut Motor Company, and

is run by the Edison 220-volt current, and the company report that it is

eminently satisfactory inasmuch as it admits of the starting of the vari

ous machines without the slightest strain on the belting, which illustrates

the effectiveness of the electric motor in connection with this class of

business.

The New England Electric Company is installing a large number of

stationary motors in and around Boston. One of thirty-six horse-power

Sprague motors will go in the ofiice of the §/06:, and is to operate a

13119 Hoe P"?55- The press will be belted direct to the motor and con

trolled by a switch which will enable the gperator 19 start both motor

and press at the Same time. ‘ " ' ’

The Capital Electric Company of Nashville, Tenn., is putting a large

motor in the Presbyterian Publishing House for the purpose of running

its large presses. The Capital Company has been very busy the past

summer putting in electric plants and elevator equipments. Among the

electrical novelties the company intends introducing soon is an electric

boot-blacking apparatus with a nickel slot.

Hoisting by Electricity.—An electrical hoist has been placed on the

new Neave building at the corner of Fourth and Race streets, Cin

cinnati, O. The current is furnished from the Edison plant and the

hoist is used for raising the heavy pillars. columns and beans used in the

construction of the building from the ground to the positions which

they are to occupy in the structure.

NEW ENGLAND NOTES.

BRANCH OFFICE or ELECTRIC POWER, Room 72, 620 A1‘LANTlC A\'E..

Bosrou, November 20th, 1890.

Prof. Elihu Thomson of Lynn was the guest of the Boston Elec

tric Club at their first dinner of the season, which took place at

Young's Hotel, on November loth, presided over by President H.

B. Cram.

Prof Thomson 5 ke on the properties of alternating currents,

illustratin his su ject with high] interesting practical experi

ments, ca culated to exemplify t e many complicated sets of

mechanical motions possible where the alternating current is util

ized, and which cannot be effected with a continuous current. It

was a technical subject to handle, but in his address Prof. Thom

son, by homely analogies, made very clear the mechanical and

electrical values of the many new phenomena in the electrical arts.

earning for himself a unanimous vote of thanks.

A Recording Electrometer. The Meteorological Observatory

of the Massachusetts Agricultural College has recentl received a

delicate apparatus for keeping a continuous record 0 electric po

tential of the atmosphere. It consists of an automatic electrome

ter, the ordinary water drop apparatus for picking up the air po

tential, and a photographic registering a paratus. This consists

ofa cylinder_o erated by clock-_work, an carrying the sensitive

paper on whic a spot of light is focussed from the mirror of the

electrometer. The arrangement enables a perfectly continuous

record of t.he potential variations in the atmosphere to be kept.

West End Railway. Since the Egleston square electric line

started travel has increased 33 per cent. Althou h the \Vest End

has been running double the number of trips ormerly mn by

theblliorse-cars, it has been unable to accommodate the traveling

pu ic.

The Thomson-Houston Motor Compan , of Boston, Ma.ss.,is

sending out to manufacturers in New ngland a very neatly

rinted mlatp of Boston and vicinity, and also a portion of the

gtates of assachusetts and Rhode Island. Accompan "ing the

map are some valuable statistics. This souvenir is issue by the

Thomson-Houston Motor Company to call special attention to its

system of electric power transmission.

The Mason Regulator Co. of IO Centralstreet, Boston, Mass.,

have issued a ver 1 handy stamp case, which they will behappy

to send any one w 0 forwards a stamp for postage.

Mr. R. T. White, of Boston, has issued a circular stating that

he has seen what the Lewis & Fowler Girder Flail Co., of Brook

lyn, N. Y., claim, and advertise to be their inventions; and warn

ing all street railway men not to purchase what he claims are in

fringemcnts of his atented track material. Mr. White states

that he has defeate the Lewis & Fowler Co. in all the interfer

ence suits between them_in the Patent oflice, and is positive that

he can defeat them in the United States Courts, as he has patents

and they have none.

The West End street cars will not be snow-bound this winter,

if mechanical contrivances can prevent it. Patent scrapers will

be put on all electric cars, and 25 ploughs of new pattern oper

ated by electricity will be used. T e plou h resembles a small

street car and is 0 erated by a motor in the ody of the car, an in

novation. The e ectric contrivance is so arranged that it will

throw off heat at the end of the route so that the men operating

the plow can warm themselves.

The Rowel American Switch Co., of 620 Atlantic Avenue,

Boston. Mass., whose exhibit at the Buifalo Street Railway Con

vention, attracted so much attention, has, durin the last month

received quite a number of orders for the Rowell utomatic Street

Railway Switch. A. E. D.
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ELECTRIC STREET RAILWAYS OF AMERICA

In Operation and in Course of Construction.

Corrected to Dec. 1st.

LTHosE MARKED witH A * ARE BEING CoNSTRUCTED.] 

- - - -

~

Commenced | Length No. of -

Location Operating Company. Operation Motor | System Officers of Company.

Electrically, in Miles Cars. -

P.-Pres. Sec.-Secretary. M.-Manager. Sup-superintendent.

Adrian, Mich..... Adrian City BeltLine Electric R'y ColSept., 1889 ... 3. 4 Rae. . H. Blain, P., W. W. Rhodes, Sec.

Akron, Ohio ... . . . . Akron Electric Ry. Co.; , , ....... Oct. 13, '88... 12 25 |Edison . F. Seiberling, P., F. A. Seiberling, Sec., T. E. Metlin, Sup.

Albany, N.Y....... Watervliet Turnpike and Railway CoSept. 25, '89. 15% 16 Th.-H W. B. Van Rensselaer, P., C. Tremper, Sec., W. C. Miller,

- " . . . . . . Albany Railway Co...;............ Jan. 1, 1890... 14 32 Th:-H |R. C. Pruyn, P., J. W. McNamara, M., W. H. Cull, Sup.

Alleghany, Pa...... Observatory Hill Pass. Ry. Co................. .. 3.7 6 |Edison D. F. Henry, P., W. H. Graham, Sec., W. Crozier, Sup.

Ailiance, Ohio..... Alliance St. Ry. Co...... .......... Mar. 6, '88. 2 3 Th.-H. W. W. Hazzard, P., W. W. Whitacre, Sec. and M.

Americus, Ga. ... Americus Street Raulway Co.... Jan. 2, 1890 5% 4 Th.-H. J. B. Feeder, P., W. Jones, Sec., R. R. Rees, Sup.

Anaconda, Mont. ...|Elec. R'y, Lt. and Pr. C. ......................... 4. 8. Th.-H. -

Anacortes, Wash....|Fidalgo City and Anacortes Ry. Co....... ....... II 1. . . . . . . . Th.-H. -

Ann Arbor, Mich...|AnnArbor, Ypsilanti& Detroit St. R.]............. [....... [..................

Appleton, Wis...... Ap. Electric St. Ry. Co......... ... Aug. 16, '86 3-5 6 Van Dep.G. W. Gerry, P., F. W. Harriman, Sec.

Asbury Park, N.J.-Seashore Electric Ry. Co......---- Sept. 9, '87 4. 20 U. El. Tr. W. P. Stevenson, P., W. J. Broadmeadow,#.
Asheville, N.C.. Asheville Electric Railway......... - - - - -- - - - - 3. 9 |Edison W. T. Pennuman, P., B. M. Jones, Sec., T. W. Patton, Sup.

Atlanta, Ča........ Atlanta and Edgewood St. Ry. Co...|Aug. 23, '89 4.5 4 Th.-H I' Hurt, P., L. H. Bloodworth, Jr., Sec., S. T. Walker, Sup.

“ ” -------- Fulton County Street Railway Co................. 9 1o Th.-H. . J. Hill, P., W. S. Thomson, Sec. L. D. Nelson, Sup.

- * ... .... At W. End & Ft. McPherson R. Co.l........... .. 5 | ------ Edison B. F. Abbott, P., H. L. Woodward, Sec.

Atlantic City, N.J.-Atlantic City Electric Railway--- -£ 1, '89 6.5 17 |Edison W. E. Harrington, Engineer.

Attleboro, Mass.... A. No. A. & Wrentham St. Ry Co.. Mar. 30, 9o 6.5 7. Th.-H. W. Coffin, P., A. A. Glasier, Sec., Geo. A. Murch, M. and Sup.

Auburn, N. Y. . . . . . Auburn Electric Railway Co...... .*.............. 3 3 Th.-H. D. B. Gould, P., A. H. Underwood, Sec.

- " . . . . . Auburn City Ry. Co.......... ...*.............. Io 3 Th.-H

Augusta, Me... ... Augusta, Hallowell & Gardner Ry.Co# 23, '90...! 4.5 5 Th.-H. . M. Hagers, P., H. G. Staples, Sec, E. K. Day, Sup,

Augusta, Ga........ Augusta St. Ry......... ..... ... . une, 1890 . 15 21 |Edison . B. Dyer, P., R. M. Spivey, Sec., J. A. Wilson, Sup.

- " ... . . . . . Augusta and Somerville R. R. Co... . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 3 Th.-H

Austin, Tex........ South Side Rapid Transit Co.............. ....... 4 - - - - - -] ... . . . . . - -

Baltimore, Md...... North Ave. Elec. Ry. . . . . . . . . . . . . *.............. - 1 |Edison H. W. Crowl, P. Dr. F. Slingluff, Sec., L. N. Frederick, Sup.

Bangor, Me........ Bangor St. Ry. Co... . . . . . . . . . . . . . May 2", '89. 3 6 |Th.-H. F. M. Laughton, P., M. H. Wordwell, Sec., E. Chestown, Sup, -

Bay City, Mich... ...|Union Railway Co. . . . . . . . . ....... Dec. 1, '89... IO 15 Edison -

Bay Ridge, Md. ... [Bay Ridge Electric Railroad................ ....... 5 2 Edison. Henry Wellington, P.

Beverly, Mass. ...|Beverly and Danvers Street Ry. Co. (Oct. 31, '89 4. 2 |Ac. Co.St.J. S. Baker, Sup.

Binghamton, N.Y...Washington St., Asylum & Park R. R.............. 4.5 28 Edison : B. Landfield, P., G.O. Root, Sec., G. T. Rogers,M.

Birmingham, Ala...|Birmingham Ry and Elec Co. ...." ............... 3o 35 |Th–H . J. Hillman, P., J. A. Stratton, Sec., R. Jenison, M.

Birmingham, Conn. Ansonia, Birmingham, Derby Ry....|April 30, '88 4. 4 Th.-H. H. H. Wood, P. G. O. Schneller, Sec., B. W. Porter, Sup. -

Bloomington, Ill... Bloomington City Electric 8. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Io 12 U. El. Tr. # J. Patterson, i>. W. H. Patterson, Sec. and M., E. Barnes, Sup,

Boston, Mass. . . . . . . West End St. Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . .£ 2.# 6o 312 Th.-H. "M. Whitney, P., F. H. Monks, M., F. C. Pearson, Sup,

Brockton, Mass. ... East Side St. Ry. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . ov. 1," 4-5 4 |Edison A. C. Thomson, P., O. F. Leach, Sec., M. E. Peterson. Sup.

Brooklyn, N.Y....|Brooklyn & Jamaica St. Ry... ................... Io 4 |Edison S. Spencer, P.,-Townsend, Sec., W. W. Scott, Sup.

- “. ....|Coney Island and Brooklyn R. R. CoApril 19, '90 16 12 Th.-H -

- “. ... Coney Island and£Railway.*... . . . . . . . . . . . 6 2 Edison -

Buffalo, N.Y...... [Buffalo Street Railway Co.......... - - - - - - - - - - - 2% 4 |Edison H. M. Watson, P., S. S. Spaulding, Sec., E. Edwards, Sup.

Butte City, Mont ... Butte City Elec. Ry. . . . . . . . . . ... *"... ... ....... 3% 5 |Edison W. L. Hoge, P., C. S. Warren, Sec., N. C. Ray, Sup. -

Camden, N.J...... Camden Horse R. R. Co . . . . . . . . . . May 15,# 2. 5 U. El, Tr. W. S. Scull, P., M. W. Hall, Sec., S.J. Fenner, M. and Sup.

Canton, Ohio....... Canton Street Ry. Co......... .... Dec. 15, 5 14 |Edison A. L. Conger, P. F. A. Wilcox, Sec., W. E. Slabaugh, M.

Carbondale, Pa.....Carbondale and Jermyn St. Ry. Co............ .. 1.5o 3 |Edison J. W. Aitken, P., J. E. Burr, Sec. -

Champaign, Ill. Urbana£" St. R. R....[Oct. 20, '90............... - ;: - - - - -

"*",8:####:::::::::::::::::::::::: ; ' ' ||c. A. Lyerly, P., sw. Divine, see, and M., A.J. Baerd, sup.
Chester, Pa. . . ....|Union Railway... ..... .......... *.......... ...l........ 5 |Edison S. A. Dyer, P., A. A. Roop, Sec., J. McFayden, M.

Chicago, Ill.... ... Cicero and Proviso St. Ry. . .....*... . . . . . . . . . . 12 12 Edison

- “ “ . . . . . . . . Calumet Electric Ry. Co..... ... ... [Oct. 4, '90 3 3 || Rae - -

Cincinnati, Ohio ... Inclined Plane Railroad Co.... ---. . . . . . . ........ 14 3o Edison H. H. Littell, P., H. M. Littell, M. and Sup., J. M. Doherty, Sec.

- “. . . [Mt. Adams, Eden Park Inc'd Ry. Co. April 22, '89... 1 3 |U. El Tr. " -

- “. ...|Mt. Adams, Eden Park Inc'd Ry. Co. March 22, '90. 16 2: Th.H. J. Kilgour, P. . . . - -

- - ... [Cincinnati Street Railway Co...... Aug 6, 89... 5 64 |Th.-H. J. Kilgour, P. and M., J. A. Collins, Sec., John Harris, Sec.
- - - Colerain Railway Co... . . ... . . . . [Oct. 22, '90 5 8. Th-H.

- o: ... The Lehigh Ave.£ Co..... .............. 8 Io Short.

""...#'£::::::::::::: *...*.."...|| A. Everett, P., H. A. Everett, see, R. Blee, M., E. Duty, sup.
- “. . . . . [Brooklyn St.# Co............... May 25, '89 8.5 43 |Th.-H. T. L. Johnson, P., H. J. Davis, Sec., A. L. Johnson, Sup.

- - . Broadway and Newburg R. R. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . IO 24 |Edison. H. E. Andrews, P., E Fowler, Sec., J.J. Stanley, Sup,

- “. ... Collamer's Line, East Cleveland, O..... . . . ... 3 8 |Edison.

Colo. Springs, Col. El Paso Rapid Transit Company.. . June 30, 1890... 10 18 |Edison. F. S. Martin, P., A. S. Lawton, Sec. -

Columbus, Ohio. ... Columbus Consolidated St. Ry. Co... Aug., 1887 2 2 Short. A. D. Rodgers, P., E. H. Stewart, Sec., J. H. Atchison, Sup.

- - ... Columbus Elec. Ry....................... ...... 1.5 4 |Short. -

- “. . . Glenwood & Green Lawn Ry. . . . . . "...... ....... 405 5 Edison. A. D. Rodgers, P., R. R. Reckley, Sec., J. Wilcox, Sup.

Concord, N. H. . . . . Concord Horse Rd. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . Oct. 8, '90 7 8 |Th -H,

Council Bluffs, Ia...[Omaha, Council Bluffs Ry. & Bridge.............. 24 26 T. H.&E. # F. Stewart, P., G. F. Wright, Sec., C, H. Reynolds, Sup.

Covington, Ky... ... S. Covington, Cincinnati St. Ry. Co-Sept. 16, '90 8 Io Short. . F. Abbott, P., G. M. Abbott, Sec.

Dallas, Texas . . . . . Dallas Rapid Transit Co.... ................ .... 3 3 |Edison B.S. Wathen. P.J. Summerfield, Sec,G.J. Boyle, Sup, -

- " . . . . . . North Dallas Circuit Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.8 4 Th.-H. J. E. Schneider, P., R. H. Ferris, M., W. Hughes, Sup,

- " ...... Dallas Consol. Ry. Co............. *....... ...... 15 7 |Th-H # P. Smith, P. -

Danville, Va. . . . . . |Danville St. C. Co. 4: .......................:... 2. 6. Th.-H. , B. Fitzgerald, P., N.W. Berkely, Sup, - -

Davenport, Iowa. ... Davenport Central Street Ry. Co...|Sept. 1, '88 2.75 6 |Edison. W. L. Allen, P., O.S. McNeil. Sec., J. W. Howard, Sup,

- - ..|Davenport Electric St. Ry................. .............. 4 |Edison

- “. . . . Electric Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . *.... ......... ---- 4 |Edison. - - -

- “. . . . Dav. and Rock Is. St. Ry. Co..... *... 32 50 rh.-H. C. B. Holmes, P., E. A. Holmes, Sec., H. Schnitger, Sup.

Dayton, Ohio. . . . . . White Line St. R. R. Co... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8.5 12 Van Dep.

- “. . . . Dayton and Soldier's Home Ry. Co............... 3 2 Edison. # A. McMan, P., J. A. Watson, Sup.

Decatur, Ill . . . . . . Decatur Electric St. Ry. Co... . . . . Sept., 1889. 3. 4 |Rae. . B. Corwin, P., J. C. Pierce, Sec., T. E. Howell, Supt.

- " . . . . . . . Citizens' Electric Street Railway....|Aug. 27, 1889 5 11 Th.-H. F. E. Snow, p. A. E. Heurtley, Sec., G. J. Parke, M. and Sup,

Denver, Col. - University Park Ry. and Electric Col. . . . . . . . . .". . . . 4 6 |Edison. D.S. Shellabarger, P., W. L. Shellabarger, Sec., W. L. Ferguson, M.&Sup.

- “. . . . . . Denver Tramway Co. . . . . . . . . . .* ............. 14 42 Th.-H. M. A. Smith, P., S. G. Collins. Sec, and M., A. G. Hood, Sup, -

- “. ...... South Denver Cable Co . . . . . . . . . . Dec. 25, 1889 2 2 Edison. R. Curtis, P., W. G. Evans, Sec., C. K. Durben, Sup. . -

- " ... ... |Colfax Ave. Electric Ry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . | 6 8 |Edison. - -

- " ........ Capitol Hill Line . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . *......... ... I 1 |Edison. |M. A. Smith, P., E. P. Wright, Sec., F. H. Whiting, Sup.

- - ... West End Electric. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ".............. IO 13 |Edison.

- " ... .... Denver & Berkeley Park Rapid Tr."... ........... 5 14 |Edison.

Des Moines, Iowa. Des Moines Electric Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Io 25 IT. H.& E.J. S. Polk, P. G. P. Hippee, Sec. and M.

Detroit, Mich . . . . . . Detroit Electric Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . Oct. 1, '86 4. 2 |Van Dep.

- " ...... Highland Park Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . Oct. 24, '86 3-5 4 Rae. F. E. Snow, P. F. Woodruff, Sec., H. Lewis, Sup.

- " ..... |D, Rouge River & Dearborn St. Ry. . . . . . . . . . . . . I 5 |Edison.

- " ...... |East D. and Grosse Pointe St. Ry. Co. May 29, 88 8.5 4 Rae. W. H. Wells, P., H. Baker, Sec., F. H. Allen, Sup.

- “. . . . . . DetroitCity Railway, Mack St Line.*... . . . . . . . . . . 2 l- - - - - - Rae.

Dover, N. H. ...... Union St. Ry. Co................................. 6.5 4. Th.-H.

Dubuque, Iowa. . . . . Key City Electric Railway Co...... Jan. 26, 1890 2. 4 |Edison. G. A. Lincoln, P., J. Angoll, Sec. & M. -

- “. ..... Electric Light and Power Co.......... . ........l........ 12 Edison. -

- * ..... Dubuque St.":- - --- - - - - - ---- ---- Ac. Co. -

Duluth, Minn. . . . . |Duluth Street Railway Co.........*......., ... 8 .......Th.-H. S. Hill, P., A.S. Chase, Sec. and M., F. S. Wardwell, Sup,
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Easton, Pa . . . . . . . Pennsylvania Motor Co. . . . ..-- . . Jan :2, '88

Eau Claire, Wis . . Eau Claire Street Railroad Co. W. P . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Elgin, lll . . . . . . . . .. Elgin Electric Ry . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Elkhart, Ind . . . . . . . . Citizens’ St. Ry. Co. . .. .. P. . . . . . . . . . . .

Erie, Pa . . . . . . . . . . City Passenger Railway Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

‘ “ . . . . . . . . . . Erie Electric Motor Co . . . . . . . ..* .

Fort Gratiot, Mich. . Gratiot Electric Railway Co . . . . . ... .. . . . . . . . . . . . .

Fort Worth, Texas. Fort Worth City Railway Co . . . . . .' . . . . . . . . . . . .

" “ “ Fort Worth Land and St. Ry. Co. ." . . . . . . . . . . . .

“ “ “ Chamberlain Investment Company‘ . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

“ “ “ North Side Railway Co. . ._ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

“ “ “ F. Worth & Arlington Heights Ry ' . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Gloucester, Mass . . Gloucester St. Ry. Co . . . . . . . . . . . Aug., 90 . . . . ..

Grand Rapids, Mich Reed's Lake Elec. St. Ry. C0. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Hanibal, Mo . . . . . . . Hannibal St. Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Harrisburg Pa . . . . . East Harrisburg Pass. Ry. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Hartford, onn. '. . . Hartford & Weathersfield Horse Ry. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Helena, Mont . . . . . Helena Elec. Ry. C0. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Hudson,N. Y . . . . .. Hudson Elec.St. Ry.Co.. . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Huntington, W. Va H. Electric Light and St. Ry. Co.... Dec. :4, '88..

Indianapolis, Ind. . . Citizens‘ Street Railway Co . . . . . . . May 30, '90...

“ “ .. . Citizens’ Street Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -. . .

Ithaca. N. Y. . . . . . .. Ithaca Street Railway Co . . . . . . . .. Dec. 28, '87

Jersey City, N J . C. and Bergen R. R. Co.. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . ..

ohnstown, Pa. . . . ohnstown Passenger Street Ry. C0‘ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

oliet, Ill . . . . . . . . .. J oliet Street Railway Co . . . . . . . . . . .. Feb. 3, 1890

“ “ . . . . . . . . . . oliet City Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . " . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

oplin, Ill. . . . . . . .. oplin Elec. St. Ry.Co........ ...‘ . . . . . . . . . . ..

ansas City, Mo . . L etropolitan St. Ry. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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U. El. Tr . M. Young, P., D. W. Nevin Sec. W. S; Blauvelt, Sup. ,

1Edison . G. Maxcey, P., W. Lewis ec., . G. Root, Su . - _

Edison W. Grote, P., A. B. Church . ec., C. Wuestenfield, KI. * ‘

Rae. 0. N. Lambert, P., E" P. Willard, Sec., W. Hornberger, Sup. , -7

Edison. , . &

Edison. J. S. Casement, P., J. L. Sternberg, Sec., J. F. Pfeteh, M.

Van Dep - 5

‘Rae. . -

Rae. W. P. Quigg, P. and Sup., J. F. Groene, See. . ,

Edison ' -— '

'rh__H . . 0- . - . ' 5

Edison H. W. Tallant, P., W. C. Winthrop, Sec. -

.Th.-H. H. Louther, P., D. S. Presson, Sec., W. S. Shanginan, Sup. ,,- ,

U. El. Tr ;

Th.-H -

Edison J. O. Denny, P., W, J. Calder, Sec., F. B. Muner, Sup. ‘

Edison -

$2.-H F. Langford, P., W. J. Fuchs, Sec.

.-H _

Slilort. J. L. Caldwell, P., F. E. Wayner, Sec., J. A. Cassler, Sup.

.-H

U.E.T S ~ -

U. El. Tr. D. W. Burdick, P., C. H. White, Sec. -

Th.-H. C. B. Thurston-, P., W. E. Dennis, Sec., J. M. Sayre, Sup. '

Short J. L. Johnson. P. ' .

J. A. Henry, P. and M., J. Hulsizer, Sec., A. Birchman, Sup.

Th.-H. . '

¥h.-H. C. F. Morse, P., R. J. McCarty, See, and M., D. H. Winton, Sup,

h.-H.

Th.-H. '

Th.-H. \V. H. Winants, P., W. C. Scarritt, Sec., C. S. Clark, Sup.

T. H.& E '

Til.-H. ;

Short. _'

Edison G. W. Williams, P., O. . Chapman, See. and M. ‘

Th.-H. W. G. McAdoo, P., S. . Heiskell, Sec., M. R. McAdoo, M. -

U. El. Tr . A. Coyle, P., J. E. Aekley, Sec., W. Ring, Sup. 2'

Wst’housc . L. Hollis, P., M. D. Skinner, Sec. '

Edison. G. E. C. ohnson P. T. Leaning, Sec., R. J, Hawver, Sup.

Edison. J. O. Nic olson, P., Fisher, Sec , G, D. Hartson, Sup.

Edison. C. H. Stoll, P., F. V. Bartlett, Sec. ,

}‘_/an Dep. B. C. Faurot, P., S. W. Moore, Sec. & M., J. Howard, Sup. ;

.di50n. 0 ‘

Edison. D. McFarland, P., W. W. Manspeaker Sec., W. S. Pemberton, Sup.

B.-Knight A. Fels, P., P. F. Sullivan, Sec., P. J. 0 es Sup. ,

Th.-H. B. du Pont, P., T. E. Donigan, Sec., T. . iinany, Sup.

Th.-H. A. F. Breed, P , E. C. Foster, Sec. '

T.-H. 8: S.

l‘h.-H. G. F. \Vorlt, P. H. DeVal, Sec., E. E. Winters, M.

Tr. M. Van Renssalaer, P., J. E. Brown, Sec., G. M. Maeoy, Sup.

. ison

Th.-H. H. Cuinmins, P., . L. Norton, See.

U. El. 1 r. G. R. Curtis, P., ‘. L. Rockwell, Sec., H. F. Watts, Sup.

Th.-H F. E. Hinckley, P., O. D. Oeply, Sec., A. M. Hinckley, Sup.

Edison W. Bcckeg P., T. J. Durnen, Sec.

Edison T. Lowry, '

Th.-H .

Edison W. R. Moore, P., J. H. Porter, Sec.

Van De .

Shlorii F. A. Nims, P., R. A. Fleming, Sec., G. P. Kingsbury, Sup.

. ._ 1

lT. W. Wrenne, P., F. .\'l. Morrow, Sec., G. W. Cunningham, M.

' I

Edison 1

Edison W. H, Mitchell, P , W. S. Jones, Sec., D. Deaderiek, M.

Edison E. S. Ward, P., W. A. Mott, Sec., S. Schoch, M. and Sup.

" T. c. Barr, P., E. c. Clay, Sec., 1. N. Ackerman, Sup.

Edison. R. Scheidler, A. Flori, Sec., P. S. Phillips, bup.

Th.-H. S. C. Hart, P. . Hallen, Sec., F. Woodman, Sup.

c. Odell, 1).. J’, H. Crandall; Sec., W. A. Larabee, Sup.

Th.-H. A. C. Titus, P., B. Weeks, M. and Sup.

Th.-H. G. W. Morse, P., I. C. Lane, Jr., F. G. L. Henderson, See.

U. E.T.S. E. H. Farrar, P., J. R. Juden, Sec., M. J. Hart, Sup.

Storage. ' '

Th.-H C. Richmond, P., H, A. Fitzsimmons, M. and Sup.

Edison. F. l\. Shattuck, P., H. S. Hunt, Sec., H. Coleman, Sup.

€§;,§f,'_ F. Murphy, P., D. H. Goodrich, W. A. Smith, M.

Th.-H.

Th.-H. I. Evans, P., T. P. Bradley, Sec., H. . lrwin,Sup.

Th.-H. V. R. Daum, P., G. P. Daum, Sec., E. . Hammar, Sup.

Edison. G. C. Thompson, P., A. S. Thompson, See. and Sup.

Th.-H. W. R. Brown, P., G. M. Rollins, Sec., A. G. Earl, Sup.‘

Th.-H, . B. Greenhut. P., S. R. R. Clarke, Sec., J. E. Finley, Sup.

Edison. . B. Merrifield, P., E. S. Engart, Sec. -

Storage. \V. \Vharton. P., E. H. Hults, Sec., Learning, Sup.

Edison. A. Morr. P., F. C. Davies, Sec.

Th.-H. D. Callery, P., C. G. Milnor. Sec., W. J. Burns, M.

U. I l. Tr... V. J. Fawcett, Receiver.

U. El. Tr. John Philips. P., T. A. Noble, See. and M., J. Saetz, Sup.

Edison. I). F. Henry. P., \V. H. Graham, Sec., W. R. Ramsay, Sup.

slim G. w. Wilkins, P. _

“ “ “ . .. Vine St. Ry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

“ “ “ .. The North East Street Railway Co. Mar. 5, 1890

“ “ “ .. Cons. Cit and Chelsea Pk. Ry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Kearney, Neb. .. . . Kearney treet Railway Co . . . . . . . . . July 4, 1890

“ “ . . . . .. Kearny. Elec. Ry. Co . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Keoltuk, Iowa . . . . .. Keokuk Electric Street Ry. . . . . . . .."‘ . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

“ “ .. . . . Keokuk Elec. Ry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Aug. 20, '90 ..

Knoxville, Tenn. . . Knoxville Street Railroad Co . .. . May 1, '90.. ..

Lancaster, Pa . . . . . Lancaster City and East Lan. R. R. . . . . . . . . . . . .

Lansing, Mich. . . .. Lansing Street Railway Co. . . . . . . . Se '90. . . . ..

Lafayette,Ind.... . . Lafayette Street Ry. Co . . . . . . . . .. Sept. :9, '88

Laredo, Tex . . . . . . .. Laredo Cit Railroad Co . . . . . . .. . Dec. 6, i889

Lexington, Ky..... Lexington assen er and Belt Line‘ . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Lima, Ohio . ._. The Lima St. R . otor& Power Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Long Island City. -. L. I. City and ewtown Elec. R. Co.‘ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Los An eles, Cal... Elec. Rapid Transit Ry.. . . . . .."l . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Lowell, %Vlass. . . . . . . Lowell and Dracut Street Railway. . Aug. 1, 1889. .

Louisville, Ky . . . . .. Central Pass. R.R. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Lynn, Mats . . . . . . .. Lynn and Boston St. Ry. Co . . . . . . .. July 4, 1888

“ “ . . . . . . . . Belt Line Railwa Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Macon, Ga . . . . . . . .. Macon Cit and uburban Ry. Co .. Dec. 25. '89

Mansfield, Ohio . . .. Mansfield lee. St. Ry. Co. .. . Aug. 9, '87

Marlborou h, Mass Marlborough St. Railroad Company.iJune :9, '89

Mem his, enn . City and Suburban St. Ry. Co. . . . .. Oct. 6, 90..

Meri en, Conn . . Meriden Horse R. R. Co . . . . . . . . . July 16, '88. .

Milwaukee, Wis. . . . Milwaukee Cable Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

“ “ .. .. West Side Railway Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Minneapolis Minn. . Minneapolis St. Railway Company. * . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

“ “ . Minneapolis St. R . Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .

Moline, lll .. . . IMoline Street Railway Co. . . . .W. P. Oct. 17, '89...

Montgomer ', Ala... Capital Cit Ry. C0 . . . . . -- - - - - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Muskegon, 1 lieh. . .. Muskegon Electric Railway Co .. . . . May '90 . . . . ..

Nashville, Tenn. . .. McGavock and Mt. Vernon Horse R. . . . . . . .. . . ..

“ “ . City Electric Railway . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .

“ “ South Nashville Street Ry. Co . . . . .. Mar. 10, '90 .

“ “ .. Nashville, and Edge Field St. R. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . .

“ “ Citizens‘ Rapid Transit Co. . . . . . . .." .. ..

Newark, N. J . Rapid Transit Street Ry. . . . .. . . .. . Oct. :6, '90

“ “ . . . . .. Newark Passenger Railway Co... . . . Sept. 2, '88
L. H ‘ I . ' I. it in u M -..‘ Oct’ 4‘ '90

Newark, Ohio. . . .. Newark and Granville Street Ry. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . ..

New Bedford, Mass Union City St. Railway Co . . . . . .. * . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Newburyport, Mass. Newburyport & Amesbury Horse R. . . . . . . . . . . . .

Newcastle. Pa Newcastle Elec. St. Ry. Co. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Newport, R. I Newport Street Railway Co . . . . . . .. Aug. 7, '89..

Newton, Mass. . . .. Newton Street Railway Co . . . . . . . . . July 23, ’9o. .

New Orleans, N. O. Electric Traction & Mfg. Co.. . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

New York, N. Y. . .. N. Y. and H. (Fourth Avenue) R. R. Feb 23, ’89

North Adams, Mass Hoosae Valley St. Ry. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Oakland, Cal. . . . . . . Oakland ££ Berkele Rapid Tran. C0. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Omaha, Neb. . . . . . .. Omaha Street Rai way Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

“ “ . . . . . .. “ “ “ “ . . . . . . . . .. Oct. 9, '89

“ “ . . . . .. O. & Council Bluffs Ry. & Bridge Co. . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Ottawa, Ill... . . . . .. Ottawa Electric St. Ry. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Ottumwa, Iowa. Ottumwa Street Railway Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Paducah, Ky. . . . . .. Paducah St. R . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..\ June, 1890

Passaic, N. ... Passaic Street ailway C0 . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Peoria. Ill. .. Central Railway Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Sept. 28, '89..

Peru, lll . . . . . . . . . . .. Peru and La Salle Elec. Ry. . . . . . . .. Aug. 29, '90 ..

Philadelphia, Pa. . .. Lehigh Ave. Railway Co . . . . . . . .. Oct. 9, '90. . ..

Piqua, Ohio . . . . .. Piqua Electric Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Pittsburgh, Pa . . . . .. Second Avenue Passenger Ry. Co.. Mar. 4, '90

“ “ . . . . ..]Pitts., Knoxville & St. Clair St. R '. Aug. 4, '88

“ “ . . .. Suburban Rapid Transit Railway 0 Aug. 6, '88

“ “ Federal St. and Pleasant Valley Ry- . . . . . . . . . . . .

I: “ . . Pittsburgh Traction Company . . . . .." . . . . . . . . . . . ..

H “ Squirrel Hill St. Ry ... . . . . . . . . . .“' . . . . . . . . . . ..

“ " .... Duquesne Traction C0. . . . . . . . ."‘ . . . . . . . . . ..

" . . . . ._ Pitts.. Alleg. and .\Ian. Tr. Co.. .. " . . . . . . . . . . ..

P0Tll3"d» Qre . . . . .. Williamette Bridge Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

“ ‘ . . . . .. Metropolitan Ry.Co........ Jan. i,'9o..

“ " .. Multomah Street Ry . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ilar. 20, '90

“ “ ._. . . .. Woodstock and Waverly Electric R."' . . . . . . . . . ..

Port Huron, Mich. . Port Huron Electric Ry . . . . . . . . . .. Oct 17, '86

P. Townsend, \\"ash Port Townsend St. R '. C0. . . . . . .' . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Plattsmouth, Neb. . Plattsmouth Electric Railroad . . . . ._ Sept. 14, '88.
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Edison '

Th.-H C. L. Magev, P., J. A. .\IcIlevitt, Sec.

' h.-H

Edison H. C. Campbell, I’.. C. F- Swigert, See,, J. W. Cam bell, Sup.

Edison G. A. Steel, I’. and M., I. J. Cliambreau. Sec., C. . Stewart. Sup.

lI".dison. G. B. Markle P., I). F. Sherman, Sec., H. Rustin. M., E. Thielson, Sud,

‘h.-H.

Van Dep.

Th.-H. F. \V. Hastings. P., C. P. Swigert. Sec., J. V. Shepard, Sup.

Edison. O. H. Ballau. P., G. E. Dovey, Sec.
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- Commenced

Location Operating Company. | Operation System Officers of Company.

Electrically.

Plymouth, Mass. ...P. and Kingston Ry. Co...... . . . . June 8, '89 4. Th-H. J. H. Cunningham, P., C. E. Barnes, Sup,Providence, R.I....|Union R. R. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 |U.E.T.S. p

Pueblo, Col......... Pueblo City Railway............ ... June 28, 1890 15 Th.-H. J. B. Orman, P., J. F. Vail, Sec., M. and Sup.

Quincy, Mass . . . . . .£ and Boston St. Railway Co.. . . . . . . . . . . . 5 Th:-H.

- " ...... anet Street Railway.............. July 19, '90 2 |Edison. A. D. S. Bell, P., G. W. Morton, Sup, -

Quincy, Ill. ........ uincy Elec. Ry... ......... ... *|.............. 8 |Edison.

- "......... uincy "orse Rd. Co., ... . . . . . . *l....... ------ 13 |Th:-H. W. S. Warfield, P., E. K. Stone, Jr., Sup,

Reading, Pa........ ast Reading Ry. Co... . . . . . . . . . . . Nov. 27, '88 8 Edison. A. # Brumbach, P., A. H. Fegley, Sec.

- “.... -- Neversink Mountain Railway. . . . . . . July 4, '90 6 |Edison. G. F. Baer, P., M. Č. McIlvaine, Sec., P. D. Millholland, Sup,

Red Bank, N.J.---|Red Bank and Seabright Ry. Co...*... . . . . . . . . 3 Th.-H. - -

Revere, Mass ...... Boston and Revere St. Ry.& - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 6. Th.-H. W. G. Benedict, P., E. I. Garfield, Sec. and M.

Richmond, Ind....|Richmond St. Ry. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8. Thi-H. J. C. Shaffer, P., W. H. Shaffer, M. and Sup.

Richmond, Va. . The Richmond Union Pass. Ry. Co. Feb. 1, '88 42 Edison. b G. Smith, P., A. Pizzini, Jr., Sec, and M.

- - Richmond City Railway...........* . . . . . . . . io |Edison. r. Munn. P., G. E. Fisher, Sec.,Ch. Salden, M. and Sup.

- " ..... Richmond and Manchester St. Ry...[Oct. '90...... 5 |Edison. A. H. Rutherford, P., J. C. Robertson, Sup,

Rochester, N.Y....|Rochester Elec. R. Co.......... ...l....... ..... 5 Th.-H. A. Lutchford, F.W.’H. Briggs, Sec., C. # Derr, Sup.

- “. ....|Rochester Railroad Co...... . . . . . [Oct. 18 '90 oo Short. A. G. Yates, P. - -

Rockford, Ill Rockford St. Ry. Co................! .............! 8 Th.-H. R. N. Bayless, P. and M., G. W. Carse, Sec. and Sup.

Sacramento, Cal. ... Central Street Railway Company... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 Storage.

Saginaw. Michigan Saginaw Union Street Railway Co. *.............. 2O 25 Th.-H. F. E. Snow, P., J. M. Nichol, Sec., B. M. Churchill, Sup,

- - Saginaw Union Railway . ................ 17.5 20 Rae. -

Salem, Mass ... ....|Naumkeag Street Ry. Co... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 6. Edison. Benj. Orne, P., Jos. E. Heskey, Sec. & M.

- " . . . . . . . . Naumkeag St. Ry. Co..... ... ...*... . ...... 3. 6 * Thi-H.
Salem, N.C. ....... Salem and Winston Electric Ry..... July 14, '90 5 10 Edison. ..W. McClement, P., F. A. Mason, Sec., J.S. Badger, M.

Salem, Ohio. . . . . . . . Salem Electric Street Ry. . . . . . . . . . . ay 23, '90 3 3 Th:-H. . M. Hale, P., J. W. Northrup, Sec., E. Whilder, Sup.

Salem, Ore... ...... Capital City Ry...... - - -- -- -- -- - - - - 2 2 Edison. P. S. Knight, P. D. Simpson, Sec.

Salt Lake City, Utah Salt Lake City Railroad Co. . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - 6% 35 |Edison. A. W. McCune, P., J. S. Wells, Sec., W. P. Read, Sup.

“. . " . " " Salt Lake Rapid Transit Co........* ------------ 8 9 |Edison. - -

San Antonio, Texas San Antonio Street Railway. . . . . .*l.... -------- 6.5 10 Edison. W. H. Weiss, P., E. R. Norton, Sec., J. W. Greer, Sup,

- - " ... [San Antonio St. Ry. Co........... *l.......... .. 5 to Th.-H. •

- - " ... Alamo Elec. St. Ry Co... . . . . . . . . . . Sept. 25, '90 IO Io Th.-H.

- - “. ... West End Ry......................* ............. 4. 2 Th.-H.

San}: - - - - - - - - - San Jose and Santa Clara R. R. Co..[May, '90 9 Th.-H. J. H. Henry, P. & M., J. F. McGeoyhegan, Sec., W. W. Sheaff, Sup.

San Jose, Cal. ..... #: Rich St. Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . . .*l-------------- 7 Th.-H. *

Saratoga, N.Y.... Saratoga Electric Railway Co......*l..... ........ 3% Th.-H. *

Savannah, Ga...... Sav. St. and Rural Resort Ry...... *l.............. 6 Th.-H. -

St. Ste Marie, Mich. S. S. Marie St. Ry. Co.............. ............. 3 Rae. T. Ryan, P., J. R. *''' Sec., Geo. A. Cody, Sup.

Scranton, Pa....... he People's Street Ry...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 Edison. [L. R. Bacon, P., H. E. Hand, Sec., G.S. Schenck, Sup.

- - nton Suburban Ry. Co .........l... .......... 5 Th.-H. A. k Moulton, #. H. E. Hand. Sec, J. H. Vanderveer, Sup.

- " ........ Nayaug Cross-Town Ry........------------- 1.5o Th.-H. L. R. Bacon, P., H. E. Hand, Sec., j. H. Vanderveer, Sup.

- “........ Scranton Passenger Ry . . . . . . . . . . Nov. '88...... 2 Th.-H. L. A. Waters, P., R. C. Adams, Sec, H. B. Cox, Sup, -

Seattle, Washington Seattle Elec. Ry. and Power Co....|April 7, '89 5 Th.-H. L. H. Griffith, P., V. H. Smith, Sec., J. S. McCarty, M.

- - Green Lake Electric Railway......* ............. 4% Th.-H. W. D. Wood, P., C. E. Chapin, Sec, E. C. Kilbourne, Sup.
- - West Street and Northend Ry. Co.".... . . . . . . . . . 12 Th.-H. D. H. Gilman, P. and M., C. L. F. Keilo , Sec. -

Sedalia, Mo........ Electric Ry., Light and Power Co..*.............. Io Th:-H. W. E. Sterne, P., D.C. Metsker, Sec. & #. C. Carrol, Sup.

- " ........ Sedalia St. Ry ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . July, 1890 4 4 |Edison. -

Seneca, N. Y. . . . . . Seneca Elec. Co..... ..............' ........... 5 2 Th:-H. S. L. Phillips, P., C. H. Williams, Sec, A. E. Dresser, Sup.

Sherman, Texas.... College Park Electric Belt Line. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4. 5 |Edison. ! P. Harrison, P., C. W. Lewis, Sec., R. M. Jones, Sup.

Shreveport, La. ....Shreveport Ry. and Land Imp. Co..[Oct. 4, '90 ... 4 Th:-H. . B. McCutchen, P., F. L. Thatcher, Sec., J. M. F. Erwin, Sup.

Sioux City, Ia ..... Sioux City Street Railway . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25 Edison. W' Peavey, P. and M., C. F. I. Wright, Sup.

Sioux Falls, S.D... South Dakota£ Transit Ry. Co"...... ...... 3 |Edison. . R. Kingsbury, P. W. S. Welliver, Sec., C. F. Frost, Sup.

South Bend, Ind.... South Bend and Muskawaka St. Ry. May 30, '90 à Th.H. J. McM. Smith, P.O.'s Bayless. See and M.

Southington, Conn. Southington and Plantsville Ry. Col. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 Th.-H. S. Walker, Treas., R. W. Cowles, M. -

Spokane Falls, Wash Ross Park Street Railway....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20. Th.-H. G. B. Dennis, P., C.L. Marshall, Sec., J.W. Alexander, Sup.

Springfield, Mass...|Springfield City. Ry. Co........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6. Th.-H. J. Olmstead, P., A. E. Smith. M.
- * - Springfield St. Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6. Th.-H.

Springfield, Mo ... Metropolitan Electric Railway Co..*.............. . . . [W'thouse.

Springfield, Ill. . . . . [Springfield City Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - 8. Th.-H. G. V. Gunkel, P., L. Bronson, Sup.

St. Catharine's, Ont. St. C., Merritton & Thorold St. Ry...[Oct. '87...... 12 V.D-T.-H.E.A. Smyth, P., H. S. Smyth, Sec., R. McMaugh, Sup,

Sterling, Ill...... --|Union Electric Ry. Co................. ......... 9 |Edison. A. H. Howland, P., H. C. Ward, Sec, W. J. Watson, Sup,

Steubenville, Ohio. --Steubenville Elec. Ry. Co. . . . . . .------------------ 8 Edison. R. S. Newcomber, P., T. N. Motley.Sec., A. G. Davids, M.

Stillwater, Minn . Stillwater Electric Railway Co...... June 28, '89. 4 |Edison. W. L. Allen, P. and M., E. Dallas, Sec., J. S. Bassett, Sup.

St. Joseph, Mo....St. Jos Union pass. Ry. Co. ". . . . . 20 Edison.

- - * .... Wyatt Park Railway Co... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18 Edison. W. J. Hobson, P., C. W. Hobson, Sec., S.A. Hobson, Sup.

- - " .... People's Railroad Co ... ............... ..... .... 18 Edison.

St. Louis, Mo .... Lindell Street Railroad Co.. ... ... [.... ......... 8o Edison.

“ " " ......St. Louis and E. St. Louis ... .................. 6. Th.-H.

“ “ “ . . . . . South Broadway Line ......... .... Nov. 1. '88 12 Short.

“ “ “ ...... Union Depot Ry. Co. . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - # Th.-H.

- - “...... St. Louis Ry. Co ............. ............ ...... - 3 Th.-H.

- - " ...... Missouri Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . * ------------ - 36 Th.-H

- - " ...... Mound City R. R. Co.... . . . . . . . . . "............. - 25 Th.-H.

- - “...... Southern Ry. Co... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . *l.............. 7 26. Th.-H.

- - " ...... Fast St. Louis Ry. Co.............* ... ---------. 6 6. Th.-H.

St. Paul, Minn...... St. Paul ''. Ry. Co.... . ....... Oct. 6, '99 6 4 Th.-H.

- - “. . . . . . Grand Ave Line........ .... ...... Dec. 23, '89 6 4 Th.-H.

- - “. . . . . . St. Paul St. Ry............ ------- *|.............. O 8o Edison. - -

Sunbury, Pa.. . . . . . S. &#and St. Ry. Co ...£ 1, 'go 3. 3 |U. El Tr. H. E. Davis, P., S. P. Wolverton, Sec. -

Syracuse, N. Y. ... Third Ward Railway Co. . . . . . . . . . . ov. 29, '88 4. Th.-H. W. S. Wales, P. and M. -

#: Wash .... Pacific Ave. Street Railroad Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 Edison.

- - ... Tacoma Ave. Street Railroad Co... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -> Edison. - - -

- “. . . . . Tacoma and Steilcoom Ry. Co.... *............ 5 Th.-H. L. A. Abbott, P., A.S. Doutreck, Sec., H. Shaw, Sup.

Toledo, Ohio. . . . . . Toledo Elec. Ry. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . July 20, '89 2% Th.-H. E. Griffen, P., J. Dureker, Elec. En.

- “. . . . . Toledo Commercial St. Ry. Co.................... 2. U.E.T.St.

- * ... Toledo Consol R. R. Co. ......... *.... -------- 4o Th.-H. N. B. Ream,P., C. L. Wright, Seca A. E. Lang, M.

Topeka, Kan ...... Topeka Rapid Transit Co.... Apr. 25, '89 2O Th.-H. . E. Bartholomew, P.J. Norton. Sec., J. M. Patten, Sup.

- “. . -Electric Rapid Transit Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 Edison. . McFarland, P., W.W.Manspeaker, Sec., T. G. Hentig, Sup.

Toronto, Ont....... Metropolitan Street Railway Co ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - Th-H. C. D. Warren, P., R. C. Warren, M.

Troy, N. Y. . . . . . . . Troy and Lansingburg Street R. CoSept. 29, '89. Edison. C. Cleminshaw, P., C. H. Smith, Sup.

Utica, N. Y. . . . . . . . Utica Belt Line Ry. ... ............ May 7, '90.... Th.-H.

- " . . . . . . Utica & Mohawk Ry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Aug. '96. .... Edison. J. F. Mann, P., W. E. Lewis, Sec., M. Leary, Sup.

Vancouver, B.C. ... [Van'r Electric Ry. and Lighting Co. July,: - - - Th.-H. - - -

Victoria, B. C. . . . . Na. Elec. Lighting and Tramway Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Th.-H. D. W. Higgins, P., H. F. Heisterman, Sec.

Waltham, Mass..... Newton and Waltham Elec. Ry. ....Sept. 28, '90...' ......................... - -

Washington, D. C. Eckington and Soldiers' Home E.R.Qct. 17,88 3. Th.-H. G. Truesdell, P. J. Paul, Sec., G. S. Patterson, Sup,

- “...Georgetown and Tenalley St. Ry. Co. May, '90 6 Th-H. R. C. Dunn, P., J. E. Beall. Sec., I. Sallman, Sup.

West Superior, Wis. Douglas Co. St. Ry. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 U. E1. Tr. -

- - “ Douglas Co. St. Ry. Co... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4. Th.-H f H. D. Minot, P., F. S. J. Norwell, M.

W's W. Va.W££e - - - - - - - - - - - - Mar. 27, 88 O # J. M. Sweeny, P., F. P. Hall, Sec., M. Loftus, Sup.

ichita, Kan . . . . . . ichita E - • *-0 - - - - - - - - - - - V. I.3, -- -

* .W£": - - - - - No.:**: #s #: J. O. Davidson, P., W. B. Ryder. Sec., F. W. Sweet, Sup.

Wilkesbarre, Pa.... Wilkesbarre and Suburban St. Ry.Co......... . . . . . 4. Edison ..W. Hallenback, P., E. H. Chase, Sec., W.A. Armstrong, Jr., Sup.

Wil " b i.W:#'Side Ry.# *........ 4. #: . B. Reynolds, P. Pierce Butler, Sec. -

1In111-ton, Lel.-- 'ton City R. Co., Riverview Line............... I ison -

ngt • *. - g: ity - - "Eighth St. Line Mar. 2, '88 - #: Edison £w. Canby, P., J. F. Miller, Sec, H. H. Archer, Sup. -
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. . I
W d§o,O WndsorEl .St.R.C . . . . . . . . . . .l . .. 2 Van Dep.W.M.Bo0rner P.,A.S.Boomer,Sec.‘ Wiiiona: Miiin . . . . .. Winona Cit;'cSt. R . . . . . . . ." . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4 Th‘.-H. H. H. Lnngle .'P.. B- D- Hl_!Ch¢l'l 56¢-i L- MM‘ 5'1!)

Youngsmwm on _ _ ‘ younxnown Elm; §y_ co_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ i _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , _ , _ 5 Edison. J. Par1'nelee,W . K. Taylor, Sec., W. Corneleus, M.

FORE I GN .

Dresden, Gemiany .. Experimental Line . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. r . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Thomson-Houston.

Florence, ltaly . . . . . . . Firenzi and Fiesole Tramway Cc . . . . . . . . . . . . . .' . . . . . . . . . . . . 7% i2 30 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Edison.

Tolrio, apan . . . . . . . . .. Tokio Exhibition Line . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..' . . . . . ..‘.. i 2 30 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Edison.

Berlin, emiany... .. Allgemeine Elektricitats Gesellschaft . . . . . . . . . .. June 3, 90. . . 2 3 30 Edison

Bremen, Ger-inan .. Bremen Tramway Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. July 22. 90- -- R 6 20 Th°"W°n‘H°“lt°fl

Victoria, Aust . . . . . . . .. Boxliill and Doneaster Tramway Co , . . . . . . . .. . . . . . x 2 .. . .. Thomson-Houston.

  

E?‘ Electric Railway Companies are earnestly requested to notlfy "ELECTRIC POWER" of any errors or Omis

slons In the above llst. _.¢‘§1

 

BUSINESS NOTES. ~

When Chadbourne, Hazleton and Co. took the agency for the

United States for the Wenstrom Consolidated Dynamo and Motor

Co., last June, it was the intention of that company to equip their

old factory at Locust Point with new machinery. They deter

mined, however. later, to build a new factory, and purchased 100

acres of ground and commenced operations. The new factory

has been somewhat delayed owing to the extremely rainy season,

and there is such a demand for Wenstrom a paratus that they are

entirely unable, with their old facilities to fi ltheir orders.

At a recent meeting of the directors, the situation was discussed,

and, in order to hasten matters, the Wenstrom Co. have rented a

lar er factory in Baltimore, already equipped with boilers, engines

and shafting. The new factory is 60 feet front, 260 feet deep

and is three stories high. The company expects to be able to turn

out enough machines here, by working day and night, to fill their

most pressing orders, and in the meantime will push to comple

tion the large new factory at Calverton, which will be read for

operation by the earlv Spring, to meet the Sprin trade an the

demand for street railway apparatus, to which t is new factory

will be almost entirely devoted ; this will give to the Wenstrom

Co. as good facilities as any company in the country, and by the

first of the year they will be able to fill all orders on time.

Mr. W. A. Stadelman, who has for sometime been connected

with the firm of Chadbourne, Hazleton & Company, of Philadel

hia, has recently severed his active interest in that concern, and

has reorganized the Equitable Electric Railway Construction

Company, of which he was Chief Engineer, and will devote his

entire energies to the new concern.

The new company will be known as the Equitable Engineerin

and Construction Company, and a new charter has been ap lied

for which will give the company the right to not only equip lec

tric Railways, but to buy and sell or lease or o erate them. The

old Company will go out of business by liqui ation, and the new

Com any will take its place. Handsome new oflices in the Drexel

Buildin have been taken. and the new company have already

several arge contracts, one for an Electric Railway in the South,

and one for a complete central station, alternating current light

ing plant, including engines, boilers, buildings, etc., to be erected

near Philadelphia.

The capital of the new com any is $50,000, and the officers are

as follows : A. McKee, o the Tradesmen's National Bank,

President; . J. M. Cardeza, of Cardeza. Gilliams & Co.. See.

and Treas.; W. A. Stadelman, Manager and Chief Engineer.

Diimcroiis: J, A. McKee, J. L. Stadelman, L. Gilliams, F. D.

LaLanne, W. A. Stadelman.

The business of Fixtures and Decorative Bronzes, heretofore

carried on b ' Bergman & Co., is now conducted as a depart
ment of the Eydison General Electric Co., under the management

of P. Lemaire, at No. 275 Fifth ave., N, Y., with district mana

gers in the various districts throughout the country.

J. G. White& Co., Electrical Engineers and Contractors, have

opened offices at No. 50 Broadwa , and are ready to make con

tracts for all branches of electrica work.

ueen & Co's Portable Testing Sets are meeting with a lar e

sa e and are giving good satisfaction, as is witnessed by t e

followin selected testimonials :

Prof. ’ . C. Mendenhall, Supt. of the U. S. Coast and Geodetic

Survey says: "The set of Resistance coils furnished by you some

time since has been used with great satisfaction. It possesses many

advantages in the way of compactness and convenience of arrange

ment."

Secretary H. J - Davies. of the Brooklyn St. R. R. Co., writes:

“ We are very much pleased with the Portable Testing Set you

sold us. We are using it constantly, and it is proving satisfactory."

Asst. Engineer Fleming, of the Edison Gen. Elec. Co., writes:

“ 1 would say that the Portable Testing Set I bought of you re

cently has given every satisfaction, and, for an instrument of its

class, surpasses anythin I have ever seen for accuracy and

reliability. I would heartily recommend it to electricians."

Supt. A. W. Wagner, of the Missouri Elec. Light & Power Co..

writes: “We are very much pleased with your new Portable

Testing Set, which we have been using about two months, and

have no hesitation in saying that it is the best instrument for the

price that we have seen. e have had it compared with a Stand

ard Elliot Bridge, and the readings when reduced to B. A. ohms,

agreed with the former within one-tenth of one per cent. through

out the the range tested."

The Schaefer Electric Manufacturing Co., writes: “ So far as

we have been able to test, the set has proven all we could wish for

and well adapted for our urposes."

Lieut. McLean, of the ewport Naval Torpedo Station, says:

"The arrangement of the bridge arms. coils and ke s in the

Portable Testing Set, No. 126, is very convenient an satisfac

to ."

The use of tempered copper of the Eureka Tempered Copper

Company for commutator segments and brushes is on the in

crease. Users find that they wear about three times as long as

segments made of ordinary copper. That was the result found

b the Brush Electric Light Co., of Buffalo, and reported to Pres

i ent Short of the Eureka Co.. by General Manager Huntley.

The Pittsbur h Traction Company have received good service

from it in the orm of a guide s oe on a 500 h. p. Corliss engine

and for connecting-rod boxes on a 35 h. p. Ball engine. They find

it requires less oil and runs cooler than any other metal they have

used. It is also recommended by the Federal Street and Pleasant

Valley Passenger Railway Co., of Alleghen ', Pa.. the H. C.

Burke Mfg. Co., of St. Joseph. Mo., the Card lectric Motor and

Dynamo, Co., of Cincinnati, the Buffalo, Rochesterand Pittsbulrf

Railway Co., the Pittsburgh Reduction Co., and others. .

MeEwen & Co., of Ridgway, Pa., after using it for journal xes

in a large crusher say: " It is the best metal-we have ever used for

journal boxes working under great pressure."

MISCELLANEOUS.

Among the flood of talk on both sides, which we have heard in

relation to the electric street cars, there has been a chorus of

raise for the cable cars in use in Chicago, St. Louis and San

rancisco. They have been applauded b the anti-electrics as

the only thing and the only safe thing. et we notice that one

woman was killed and several other persons badly injured at

Chicago yesterday by these same cable cars.—B0slon Record,

Aug 2, '90.

The substitution of electric cars for mule cars in the South has

thrown the mules out of employment, and has been the source of

the following little story : The other day one of these little mules

was grazing out in the commons, near the toll gate. when an elec

tric car sped by. Thinking that he had enjoyed his vacation long

enough, the little mule trotted up to the dashboard and ran along

in front of the car until he was chased away b the motorrnan.

What greater devotion to duty was ever shown y prancing war

horse neighing at the cannon s sound?

“ One of the grandest enterprises ever introduced," is the com

ment of the Lexington (Ky.) Transcri t on the new electric street

railway in that city. Our level headed contemporary is a true

American.
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